
From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <j0ordan@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:44 PM 

~live.unc.e&t>; 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Event: Geographies of Conflict: Extractive Industries in Ghana mid Peru; 

~email.unc .edu>; brenda balet’6 < ~gmail.com>; 

FYI 

Geographies of Conflict: Mapping Overlaps Between Extractive Industries and 
Agricultural Land Uses in Ghana and Peru 

Save the date 
Thursday 

10 a.m. to 12 p.m. 
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace 

1779 Massachusetts Ave, NW, Washington, DC 

Oxfam America and Clark University’s Graduate School of Geography invite you to the 
launch of a new report entitled Geographies of Conflict: Mapping Overlaps Between 
Extractive Industries and Agricultural Land Uses in Ghana and Peru. The report uses 
mapping technology to depict areas where land claimed by oil and mining concessions 
overlaps with agriculturally productive areas in both countries. By providing this 
information, the report is intended to promote constructive public debate and policy- 
making that can help reduce social conflict over land use. 
Both Ghana and Peru have experienced dramatic growth in their mining and hydrocarbons 
sectors in recent years. Both countries have also witnessed at times conflictive 
relationships between local communities and extractive operations. These conflicts are 
often rooted in small-scale farmers’ concerns about negative impacts on land and water. 
Addressing the causes of these conflicts is critical for ensuring more beneficial outcomes 
from extractive industries investments. 
Clark University researchers will present the findings for the report, followed by 
comments from the World Bank, private sector, government representatives and civil 
society. 
To confirm your participation in this event please RSVP to No~mie Hailu 
nhailu@o×famamerica.org - by at the latest. Light refreshments will be 
provided. 

Forward this ernail 

] 

This emaii was seat ko           @aol.com by nhailu@oxfamamedca.orq 

Update Profile/Ernail Address Instan~ removal with Sa~eUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy. 

Oxfam America :: 1100 15th St NW Suite 600 ::Washington :: DC 20005 



Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962n9001 

ifiordan@,email, u nc ed u 



March 7, 2011 

Esther M. Lisanza 

~25L .a~_ .__o.__o.__. C._QL .m. 

Dear Esther: 

I am writing to request that you allow me to nominate you to Dean Karen Gil for an appointment 
in the Department of African & Afro-American Studies at UNC-Chapel Hill. I am veu pleased 
to make this offer because my colleagues and I believe that your skills as a teacher and scholar 
would make a valuable contribution to the students in our Department. 

I want to explain briefly the essential features of the position we anticipate for you. Your 
appointment will be for three years at the rank of Lecturer, beginning July 1,2011 and 
continuing until June 30, 2014. Your nine-month starting salad7 will be       , paid in twelve 
monthly installments. Faculty may also teach up to two courses in one of our two five-week 
summer terms, earning one-ninth annual salaD, per course. Summer salaD, from teaching and 
research is limited to no more than one third of your nine-month base salaD,. In addition, if you 
have funds from sponsored research, those funds are paid to you in the summer months after 
calculating the payment for teaching summer school. 

The position carries our regular teaching load for fixed-term faculty of six courses each academic 
year with the department, the majority of them being Swahili language courses, and a few 
African Studies courses. The exact assignment will be designated at the discretion of the chair 
each semester. As part of our language curriculum all instructors are expected to participate as 
part of the language team, including outreach events, meetings, professional development 
opportunities, and peer mentoring Additionally, each instructor will have their classes observed 
regularly and meet with the language coordinator to improve their teaching methods, classroom 
management techniques, etc. 

You will be provided, after your arrival, with a high-quality Lenovo desktop or laptop computer. 
The University requires all undergraduates to own a Lenovo compatible laptop and will provide 
all faculty and teaching assistants in the College of Arts and Sciences with access to Lenovo 
equipment. Since these systems have now been installed in the Department, I can speak from 
experience that they are fine, speedy machines with ample data storage. The University has an 
excellent program of support as well as a three-year warranty so that if you experience any 
hardware or software problems, help is immediately available. We will also provide at least a 
shared office in which you and other language teaching faculty members can work and meet with 
students as appropriate during the course of the semester. 



This appointment is contingent upon the procurement of an appropriate immigration and/or visa 
status prior to the effective date of the appointment and maintenance of an appropriate status for 
the duration of the appointment. This will be your responsibility. However, we will certainly do 
everything we possibly can from here to support your visa application. 

Should you accept this nomination, you need send only a brief written note to that effect. This 
letter itself does not constitute an offer, but notifies you that, with your permission, I am 
submitting your name for professional and affirmative action review by appropriate 
administrative offices within the University. Our HR Facilitator, Agatha Buell, will be in touch 
by email regarding numerous employment forms and processes that need to be completed prior 
to your arrival. If you have any questions, do not hesitate to call or send me an email. We 
realize that this is a very important decision for you, and we are ready to do whatever we can to 
help you make it. Please let me know your decision as soon as possible, but not later than March 
15m. 

Many thanks and we look forward to having you join our department and working with our 
students. 

Sincerely, 

Julius Nyang’oro 
Department Chair 

Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences, College of Arts & Sciences 
Betsy Faulkner, Interim Human Resources Coordinator, College of Arts & Sciences 
Agatha Buell, Business Officer, Department of African & Afro-American Studies 



March 7, 2011 

Alassane Fall 

Dear Alassane: 

I am writing to request that you allow me to nominate you to Dean Karen Gil for an appointment 
in the Department of African & Afro-American Studies at UNC-Chapel Hill. I am very pleased 
to make this offer because my colleagues and I believe that your skills as a teacher and scholar 
would make a valuable contribution to the students in our Department. 

I want to explain briefly the essential features of the position we anticipate for you. Your 
appointment will be for three years at the rank of Lecturer, beginning July 1, 2011 and 
continuing until June 30, 2014. Your nine-month starting salary will be        paid in twelve 
monthly installments. Faculty may also teach up to two courses in one of our two five-week 
summer terms, earning one-ninth annual salary per course. Summer salary from teaching and 
research is limited to no more than one third of your nine-month base salary. In addition, if you 
have funds from sponsored research, those funds are paid to you in the summer months after 
calculating the payment for teaching summer school. 

The position carries our regular teaching load for fixed-term faculty of six courses each academic 
year with the department, the maj ority of them being Wolof language courses, and a few African 
Studies courses. The exact assignment will be designated at the discretion of the chair each 
semester. As part of our language curriculum all instructors are expected to participate as part of 
the language team, including outreach events, meetings, professional development opportunities, 
and peer mentoring. Additionally, each instructor will have their classes observed regularly and 
meet with the language coordinator to improve their teaching methods, classroom management 
techniques, etc. 

You will be provided, after your arrival, with a high-quality Lenovo desktop or laptop computer. 
The University requires all undergraduates to own a Lenovo compatible laptop and will provide 
all faculty and teaching assistants in the College of Arts and Sciences with access to Lenovo 
equipment. Since these systems have now been installed in the Department, I can speak from 
experience that they are fine, speedy machines with ample data storage. The University has an 
excellent program of support as well as a three-year warranty so that if you experience any 
hardware or soft~vare problems, help is immediately available. We will also provide at least a 
shared office in which you and other language teaching faculty members can work and meet with 
students as appropriate during the course of the semester. 



This appointment is contingent upon the procurement of an appropriate immigration and/or visa 
status prior to the effective date of the appointment and maintenance of an appropriate status for 
the duration of the appointment. This will be your responsibility. However, we will certainly do 
everything we possibly can from here to support your visa application. 

Should you accept this nomination, you need send only a brief written note to that effect. This 
letter itself does not constitute an offer, but notifies you that, with your permission, I am 
submitting your name for professional and affirmative action review by appropriate 
administrative offices within the University. Our HR Facilitator, Agatha Buell, will be in touch 
by email regarding numerous employment forms and processes that need to be completed prior 
to your arrival. If you have any questions, do not hesitate to call or send me an email. We 
realize that this is a very important decision for you, and we are ready to do whatever we can to 
help you make it. Please let me know your decision as soon as possible, but not later than March 
l ]th. 

Many thanks and we look forward to having you join our department and working with our 
students. 

Sincerely, 

Julius Nyang’oro 
Department Chair 

Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences, College of Arts & Sciences 
Betsy Faulkner, Interim Human Resources Coordinator, College of Arts & Sciences 
Agatha Buell, Business Officer, Department of African & Afro-American Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles -~pickles@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 7:06 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

@ema~l.unc.e&~> 

Fwd: l~L: Graduate School writing/research fellowships - internal &adline Feb 24 

Dear Eunice, 

I was recently talking with a PhD studem of mine -- - abom the opportunities for teaching in your program. You had sent me some infolrnation 

in the Fall and I had circulated to a few key people, writes the following and so I take this opportuni~ to introduce you to her. 
.. lots in common. Plan a longer, rather than a shorter coffee meeting .... 

best, 
john 

note: 

A while ago you sent out m~ email about the opportunity to teach a course around place, race, social movements, environmental jus~dce with the Dept. of African 
Americm~ Studies. Is that possibility still opened? 

I am thinking that the course (also available on online portal) that I co-designed and piloted while I was lab school in Chicago would be great fit. It is around "unnatural 
disaster- looking at the events and aftermath of Katrina and other man-made disaster around the world. Main course themes are: state violence, environmental injustice and 
displacement. Evidently issues of race, class, place and social movements are the investigated closely. It is a multi-midia curriculum and it is designed in ways that 
incorporated multiple artistic-journalistic-scientific materials and approaches. It is all project-based, experiential and has significant component of community-based 
investigations. 
I am working on the portal to make some adjustments for it to be taught for undergrads. The revised version suitable for undergrads is my final project for the decolonizing 
methodologies course I’m taking with Catherine Walsh. I should be ready to be taught either Fall 20~4 or Spring 20:115. 

thanks a lot, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fhunsu, Donato <dlhunsu2 l@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

More encouragement 

Dear Eunice, 
Here is more encouragement. 

Best, 
Donato 

~Fhunsu, Donato 

Monday, 11:04 PM 

Dear Professor Fhunsu, 

just wanted to send a follow up email to remind you that I will not be attending class on         I also want to add that I thoroughly have been enjoying your class and it 
is by far my favorite class this semester and is encouraging me to take more AAAD classes in the semesters come! 

Thanks again for your understanding, 

"We differ, blind and seeing, one from another, not in our senses, but in the use we make of them, in the imagination and courage with which we seek wisdom beyond the 
senses." 
"One can never consent to creep when one feels the impulse to soar." 

- Helen Keller 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, FebruaU 25, 2014 7:17 AM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[a~ facnl~] Events mdw: Education in East Africa, La Pirogue 

Please join us today: 

Education in East Africa 
Tuesday, February 25, 2014, 2:00-5:00 PM, 
Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CH 
American, Kenyan, and Tanzanian educators will discuss successful strategies and challenges faced in classrooms in East Africa, as well as in North Carolina. Literacy Through 
Photography (LTP) is a teaching methodology and philosophy that combines photography and writing to enhance critical thinking and creativity and improve visual, written and 
cultural literacy. LTP has been used by schools in Durham, North Carolina for over twenty years and by educators around the world, including in Arusha, Tanzania. A feature of 
the LTP project is its integration of indigenous knowledge through local customs and culturally based stories and sayings. The faces and voices and "ways of thinking" in the 
partnership communities are respected and contribute to the knowledge base of the project. Presenters include Dr. Suzanne Gulledge, UNC; Dr. Esther Lisanza, UNC; Mr. 
Shaibu Pelle, Director of LTP Tanzania; and Wendy Ewald, Director of LTP Tnternational. Free. Please Contact: Suzanne Gulledge sgulledg@email.unc.edu for more 
information. 

La Pirogue (The Pirogue) 
Tuesday, February 25, 2014, 6:30 
Fedex Global Education Center, Nelson Mandela Auditorium, UNC-CH 
Noussa Toure’s trenchant chronicle of a sea trek from West Africa to Europe lays bare the incalculable perils of immigration, as veteran fisherman Baye Laye reluctantly 
agrees to be the captain of the long, narrow canoe of the title. Tllegally transporting roughly 30 people from Dakar Senegal, to Spain, the pirogue’s passengers each hope to 
start anew in the West and escape the grim economic realities at home. Unlike most films about immigration, The Pirogue refuses to speak in hazy ideologies: it presents the 
brutal realities that millions worldwide face in the effort to leave on land for anotheL Free. Please Contact: The Department of Romance Languages camelle@unc.edu for more 
information. 

== 

Stacey Sewall 
Assistant Director 
FLAS Coordinator 
African Studies Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 
(919) 84-3-2102 (fax) 
sewall@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014 8:21 AIvl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu?~ 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emml.unc.e&~> 

RE: Saturday- Dunbar/Stone Lecture 

I forget to tell you Lhat one o1: the Work Student , will be able to help on Saturday, i1: you agree. 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 8:12 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Saturday- Dunbar/Stone Lecture 

Good morning Eunice 

A previous commitment, on Saturday March Ist, will not allow me to be able to help on the lecture logistic, however, I will be able to help on Friday the 28th. 

Thank you, 

Sonia Co,on 
Business Services G~ordin~tor 

919-~-1299 



From: @gmaiLcom> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:14 AM 

To: 

Subject: Order of the GraJl-Valkyries: 4 days left to nominate an outstanding Tarheel! 

Hi everyone, 

Just a reminder that there are only four days left to nominate a fantastic Tarheel for the Order of the Grail-Valkyries. 

The Order recognizes individuals who have contributed to UNC by enhancing the campus’s learning environment. 

Eligible candidates include: 

¯ Undergraduates in their Sophomore, Junior or Senior year 

¯ Graduate students 

¯ Facul~ ~nembe~s 

To nominate an outstanding t~xheel, tbllow this li~ to access the nomination form directly. (Pleav, e note that if you already have a recommendation letter written 
someone, you can use that lano~uaae Ibr any relevant ques~tions on the ~rm.) 

The nomination process ~411 close Saturday, at 5:0Open. 

Please share rudely, and t~el free to contact me ruth any questions! 

Thank you, 

~gma~l.com 

BSPH Health Policy and Management 
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health Class ol 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leela Fernandes <leelaf@umich.edu~ 

Tuesday, Febma~ 25, 2014 11:21 AM 

Lind, Amy (lindac) <lindac@ucmaJl.uc.edu> 

Naples, Nancy <nancy.naples@uconn.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; C H 
~hotmail.com>; La~fia N --~lamia@uoregon.edtc,; rgilmore@gc.cuny.edu 

coafirming symposium Oct 23-24 

~gmail.com>; Ujju Aggarwal 

Hi eye,one, 

This is just a quick note to reconfirm that ever~thing is still confirmed for our October 23-24 umposium. The institute roll get in touch with you closer to the date 

regarding logistics. Our plan is m circulate our papers m the panel discussants and to each other about a month betbre the symposium mad I roll be in touch closer to 

the date about that as well. Hope everyone is well and looking tbrward to engaging with all of you. 

Warm wishes 

Leela 

Leela Femandes 

Glenda Dickerson Collegiate Professor of Women’s Studies 

Professor of Political Science (by courte~’) 

Director of Graduate Studies, Department of Women’s Studies 
Universi ,ly of Michi ga~ 

Department of Women’s Studies 

1122 Lane Ha]l 

204 S. State St. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1290 

http://~,.lsa.umich.edtr/women/facults~/thcbio .asp?ID 303 

phone: 734-647-0779 

fwc734-647-4943 

author of"Traaasnational Feminism in the United States": t~t~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gilmore, Ruth <~rgilmore@gc.cuny.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014 11:22 AM 

Leela Femandes <leel~t~:umich.edu>; Lind, Amy (lindac) <lindac@ucmail.uc.edu> 

Naples, Nancy <nancy.naples@uconn.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunJce@email.unc.edu>; C H 
~hotmail.com>; La~lia N <lamia@uo~egon.edu> 

RE: confirming symposium Oct 23-24 

~gmail.com>; Ujju Aggarwal 

Dear All, 

I am so excited about this symposium. Thanks again, Leela, for conceiving of and organimng it 

Warmly, 

Ruthie 

Ruth Wilson (iilmore 

Professor i Earth & Environmental Sciences, and American Studies 
Director ] Center for Place, Culture, and Politics 
Executive Committee ] Institute for Research on the African Diaspora in the Americas and the Caribbean 
Graduate (;enter ] Ci~" Universi~" of New York 
365 Fi]~h Avenue i New York NY 10016 

CUNY ~ the nation’s leading urban pun ic ~iversity sep~ing more than 515,000 students 

From: Leela Fernandes [leelaf@~ich edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, FebruaW 25, 2014 11:21 AM 
To: Lind, Amy (lindac) 
Cc: Naples, Nancy; Sable, E~ice N; C H; Ujju Aggarwal; Lamia N; Gi~nore, Ruth 
Subject: confi~ing symposimn Oct 23-24 

Hi evewone, 

This is just a quick note to reconfirm that eve~thing is still cotffirmed for our October 23-24 symposium. ~e institute will get in touch with you closer to the date regarding logistics. 
plan is to circulate ore papers to the panel discussants and to each other about a month before the symposi~ and I will be in touch closer to the date about that as well. Hope everyone is 
well and looking forward to engaging with all of you. 

Leela 

Leela Fernandes 

Glenda Dickerson Collegiate Professor of Woruen’s Studies 
Professor of Political Science (by courtesy) 
Director of Graduate Studies, Department of Women’s Studies 
University of Michigan 
Department of Women’s Studies 
1122 Lane Hall 
204 S. State St. 
Arm Arbor M148109-1290 
http:i/www.lsa.mnich.edu,’women/facult~/facbio.asl~?ID 303 

phone: 734-647-0779<te1:734-647-0779> 
I:ax:734-647-4943<tel:734-647-4943> 

author of"Transnational Feminisru in the United States": http://nyupress.org/books/book-dctails.aspx?bookId 11390 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lamia N Karim <lamia@uoregon.edu> 

Tuesday, Febma~ 25, 2014 11:27 AM 

Leela Femandes <leelaf@umich.edu> 

Lind, Amy (lindac) <lindac@ucmail.uc.edw~; Naples, Nancy <nancy.naples@uconn.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; C tt 
~g~nail.co~n >; Ujju Agg~ra, a] ~hotmaAl.com>; rgilmore@gc.cuny.edu 

Re: confimiing symposium Oct 23-24 

Looking fbr;vard to the symposiuln! 

Best, 

Lan~a 

On 2014/02/25 08:21, Leela Femandes wrote: 
Hi everyone, 

’]?his is just a quick note to reconfirm that everything is still 
confirmed for our October 23-24 symposium ’]?he institute will get in 
touch with you closer to the date regarding logistics. Our plan is to 
circulate our papers to the panel discussants and to each other about 
a month before the symposium and I will be in touch closer to the date 
about that as well tlope eye.one is well and looking forward to 
engaging with all of you. 

Warm wishes 

Leela 

Leela Fernandes 

Glenda Dickerson Collegiate Professor of Women’s Studies 
Professor of Political Science (by courtesy) 
Director of Graduate Studies, Department of Women’s Studies 
University of Michigan 
Department of Women’s Studies 
1122 Lane Hall 
204 S. State St. 
Ann Arbor, M1 48109-1290 

>http://www.lsa.ulnich.edu/women/facultyifacbio.asp?ID 303 [1] 
phone: 734-647-0779 [2] 
1:ax:734-647-4943 [3] 
author of "Transnational Feminism in the United 
States": http://nyupress.org/books/book-details.aspx’.’bookld 11390 
[4] 

Links: 

[1] http:i/w~.lsa.nn~ich.edu/womel~/facult~ifacbio.asp?ID 303 
[2] teh734-647-0779 
[3] te1:734-647-4943 

> [4] htt’0 :i/nvupr ess. or~/booksibook-dctails.aspx?bookId 11390 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jacqueline Olich ~me.com> 

Tuesday, Febma~ 25, 2014 11:28 AM 

Update 

[)ear Friends: 

After a long time at my beloved UNC Chapel Hill.-.-fl’om my graduate studies through many years of teaching and adminJstratJor~ at 
the joint Duke-UNC Center [’or Slavic, Eur’as~an and East European Studies-q am now making a shift, [ write to letyou know t-hat [ 
have accepted a new posit~on. I will be t[~e first Director, I.h~iversity Collaborations at RTI In ternatJot~aFs RTP headquar[ers, 

effective 3/17. 

I hope [:hat we can st~y in touch. 

Persona] emaiI address ~mac.com 

LinkedIn: h~p://www.linkedin.com/in/olich 

Twitt:er’: @jmolich 

K~ndest regards, 

]ackie 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lind, kany (lindac) <lindac@ucmail.uc.edtc> 

Tuesday, FebruaU 25, 2014 11:35 AM 

Leela Femandes <leelaf@umich.edu> 

Naples, Nancy <nancy.naples@uconn.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; C H 
~hotmail.com>; La~fia N -qamia@uoregon.edtc,; rgilmore@gc.cuny.edu 

RE: confirming symposium Oct 23-24 

~gmail.com>; Ujju Aggarwal 

Thanks - me too, I’m looking forward to this! 

Amy Lind, Ph.D. 
Mau Ellen Heinlz Prol~ssor 
Department of Women’s, Gender, a~d SexualiF Studies 
University of Cincinnati 
amy.lind@uc.edu 
On sabbatical leave 2013-2014 

From: Leela Fernandes [leelaf@umich.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 10:21 AM 
To: Lind, Amy (lindac) 
~::c: Naples, Nancy; SaNe, Eunice N; C H; Ujju Aggarwal; Lamia N; rgilmore@gc.cuny.edu 
Subject: confirming symposium Oct 23-24 

Hi everyone, 

This is just a quick note to reconfirm that evely~dling is still confirmed for our October 23-24 symposium. The institute will get in touch with you closer to the date 

regarding logistics. Our plan is to circulate our papers to the paaael discussants and to each other about a Inonth before the sylnposium and I will be in touch closer to 

the date about that as well. Hope evely’one is well and looking foi-vvard to engaging ruth all of you. 

V~ra rnl vvishes 

Leela 

Leela Femandes 

Glenda Dickerson Collegiate Professor of Wo,nen’s Studies 

Professor of Political Science (by courtesy’) 

Director of Graduate Studies, Department of Women’s Studies 

Universily of Michigan 

Department of Women’s Studies 

1122 Lane Hall 

204 S. State St. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1290 

http://www.lsa.mnich.edu/women/facult,//t)acbio.asp?ID 303 
phone: 734-647-0779 

~,c734-647-4943 

author of"Tma~snational Feminism in the United States": !?.%~.~.5).~y..p..r..e.‘.~.?.:.~..N!.~...~..~.~.~:i5L~:.9.~.~.~.!!5~.~2.~.~.~.~.~.1.~R~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

May, Lee Y <mayl@emaila~nc.edu’- 

Tuesday, 12:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

FW: Update 

Hello Eunice, 

is trying to clarify expectations for the exam. In partict~lar, please see the highlighted qt~estions below. 

Best, 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~ ~: 22 AM 
To: May, Lee Y 
Subject: Re: Update 

I received the Nckage. Ijnst s~mmed over the materials. There are tl~ree links and all of them came up. So~, to be a Nin, but I just want ~ m~e sure eve~hing is 

clear betbre we sta~ the 7 &y period. 

N~ the av~on ~jec~ [~nk [~om Y~e h~t the ~Ii~ndamenml constitutions of caro[~na’~ popup ~t’s one p~e ~s that fl~e o~y i~bnnation I need to tbcus on t?om that 

The Colonial NC Nge has aN~ut 8 chapters that I want to go over ~tbre I sm~ the extort. It looks pretty self explanato~. 

M~ mai~ ~on~m~ ~ what i~fi~m~afi~n ~ ~i~d ~ fo~ ~i ~o~i ~e ~ Av~tr~ Proj~ Thm~k you in advance~ 

On Thu. at 3:43 PM, May, Lee Y <mavl(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Express mail envelope mailed to you today. Upon receipt, please let me know when you roll be ready to take the exam. 

Go Heels’. 

Dr. M 

Lee Y. MW, Ph.D. 
Associate Dean and Director of the Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1011 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
919 843-9030 



i~ to ~o G hrOn!~!~ Of Higher,duration on b~!f O~ Turnitin. 

Wednesday, ~arch 5 

Dor..’t miss ti~ese FREE 30-.Minut, e Webcasts exatr’,ir~ing pFactices and policies to 

p~-ever..t plagiarism ar..d impl’ove student, success, 

Thursday February27 

l: : Dave 

This webcast will discuss strategies and approaches for identifying ghostwri~en work 

as well as insights into how~nstructors can turn students away from the use of 

custom essay writing sea,/ices. 

~ R~ister 

Featuring Summer Oittmer, 

in this session we will share strategies for working to enhance student understanding 

of proper citation and attribution wi~en using media irl presentations end projects 

[~i~ R~ister 

Th~rsday, ~arch 13 

Featuring Chris Harrick, VP Marketing at Turnitin 

and digital (j!admG in higher education to date. 

[.Xi  ’ tor ] 

",dew Mo!e Weix::~ ~i~ :, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Naples, Nancy <nancy.naples@nconn.edus> 

Tuesday, Februagr’ 25, 2014 1:26 PM 

’Lind, Amy (lindac)’ <lindac@ucmail.uc.edu>; ’Leela Fema~des’ <leelaf@umich.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc .edu>; ’C H’ < ~gmail .corn>; ’Ujj u Agga~’al’ 

<lanfia@noregon.edu>; ’rgilmore@gc.cuny.edu’ 

RE: confirming symposium Oct 23-24 

~hotmail.com>; ’Lamia N’ 

Yes indeed! n 

From: Lind, Amy (lindac) [mailto:lindac@ucmail.uc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2024 22:35 AM 
"l’e: keela Fernandes 
Co-" Naples, Nancy; SaNe, Eunice N; C H; Ujju Aggarwal; kamia N; rgilmore@gc.cuny.edu 
Subject; RE: confirming symposium Oct 23-24 
Thanks - me too, I’In looking forward to this! 

Amy Lind. Ph.D. 

Maa~y Ellen Heinlz Professor 

Department of Women’s, Gender, a~d SexualiF Studies 

Universily of Cincirmati 

amsdin&~)uc.edu 
On sabbatical leave 2013-2014 

From: Leela Fernandes [leelaf@umich.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 25, 2024 20:22 AM 
To-" Lind, Amy (lindac) 
C¢: Naples, Nancy; SaNe, Eunice N; C H; Ujju Aggarwal; Lamia N; rqjlmore@qc.cuny.edu 
Subject: confirming symposium Oct 23-24 

Hi everyone, 
This is just a quick note m reconfirm that eve .rything is still confirmed tbr our October 23-24 s3qnposium. The institute will get in much with you clo~r m the date 

regarding logistics. Our plan is m circulate our papers m the pe~el discussants and to each other about a month betbre the symposium m~d I will be in much closer 

the date about that as well. Hope everyone is well and looking tbrward m engaging with all of you. 

Wmm wishes 

Leela 

Leela Fernandes 

Glenda Dickerson Collegiate Professor of Wo~nen’s Studies 

Professor of Political Science (by courte~’) 

Director of Graduate Studies, Department of Women’s Studies 

Universily of Michigan 

Department of Women’s Studies 

1122 Lane Hall 

204 S. State St. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1290 

ht tp://www.l ~. mnich.edu/wonren/tiac ult>’ lZacbio ~asp?ID=303 
phone: 734-647-0779 

/~,c 734- 647-4943 ................................... 

author of"Tma~snational Feminism in the United States": 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ujju aggarwal _~hotmail.com> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:37 PM 

Naples, Nancy <nancy.naples@uconn.edu>; ’Lind, Amy {lindac)’ <lindac@ucmail.uc.edu>; ’Leela Fernandes’ <leelaf@umich.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Christina Heatherton, @gmail.com>; ’Lamia N’ <lamia@uoregon.edu>; 

Ruth Gilmore <rgilmore@gc.cun%edu> 

RE: confirming symposium Oct 23-24 

Dear all, 

Yes! I am very much looking forward to participating, and thank you for confirming and organizing, Leela! 

Many thanks, 

Ujju 

From: nancy.naples@uconn.edu 

To: lindac@ucmail.uc.edu; leelaf@umich.edu 

CC: eunice@email.unc.edu;            @gmail.com; 

Subject: RE: confirming symposium Oct 23-24 

Date: Tue, 25 Feb 2014 18:26:12 +0000 

_~hotmail.com; lamia@uoregon.edu; rgilmore@gc,cuny.edu 

Yes indeed! n 

From; Lind, Amy (lindac) [mailto:lindac@ucmail,uc,edu] 

Sent; Tuesday, February 25, 2014 11:35 AM 
To; Leela Fernandes 
Co; Naples, Nancy; SaNe, Eunice N; C H; Ujju Aggarwal; Lamia N; rgilmore@gc.cuny.edu 
Subject; RE: confirming symposium Oct 23-24- 

Thanks - me too, I’m looking forward to this! 

Amy Lind, Ph.D. 

Mary Ellen Heintz Professor 

Department of Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies 

University of Cincinnati 

amy.lind@uc.edu 

On sabbatical leave 2013-2014 

From: Leela Fernandes [leelaf@umich.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 25, 2014- 10:21 AM 
To; Lind, Amy (lindac) 
I::c; Naples, Nancy; SaNe, Eunice N; C H; Ujju Aggarwal; Lamia N; rgilmore@gc.cuny.edu 
Subject; confirming symposium Oct 23-24- 

Hi everyone, 

This is just a quick note to reconfirm that everything is still confirmed for our October 23-24 symposium. The institute will get in touch with you closer to 

the date regarding logistics. Our plan is to circulate our papers to the panel discussants and to each other about a month before the symposium and I will 

be in touch closer to the date about that as well. Hope everyone is well and looking forward to engaging with all of you. 

Warm wishes 

Leela 

Leela Fernandes 

Glenda Dickerson Collegiate Professor of Women’s Studies 

Professor of Political Science {by courtesy) 

Director of Graduate Studies, Department of Women’s Studies 

University of Michigan 

Department of Women’s Studies 

1122 Lane Hall 

204 S. State St. 

Ann Arbor, M148109-1290 

http://www.lsa.umich.edu/women/faculty/facbio.asp?lD=303 

phone: 734-647-0779 

fax:734-647-4943 

author of "Transnational Feminism in the United States": h~tp:!!nyupress.or~ibooks/bookode~ails.aspx?booktc~=’f 1390 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

c.heatherton ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:46 PM 

ujjn aggarwal @hotmail.com> 

Naples. Nancy <nancy.naple~uconn.edu% Lind, Amy (lindac) <lindac@ucmml.nc.edu-*; Leela Fernandes <leelaf@umich.edu-*; SaNe, 

Eunice N -ceunice@email.unc.edu>; Lmnia N <lmnia@uoregon.edu>; Ruth Gihnore <rgilmore@gc.cuny.edu> 

Re: confirming symposium Oct 23-24 

Please coum me in too. Thanks for organizing this fantastic evem! 

Best, 
Chrislina 

On Tue, Feb 25, 2014 at 2:36 PM, ujju aggarwal ~hotmall.com> wrote: 

Dear all, 
Yes! I am very much looking forward to p~mficipat~ng, and thank you for confiiming and organizing, Leela! 

Man?, thanks, 

L!iiu 

From: nancv.naple s,@~uconn.edu 

To: lindac~ucmail.uc.edu: leelaf(~umich.edu 

CC: eunice(a)emml.unc.edu:          ~gmml.com; ~)htmnail.com; la~nia@uoregon.edu; rgilmore@gc.cnnv.edu 

Subject: RE: confirming s.sqnposium Oct 23-24 

Date: The, 25 Feb 2014 18:26:12 +0000 

Yesindeed!~ 

From: Lind, Amy (lindac) [mailto:lindac@ucmail.uc.edul 

Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 11:35 AM 
To: Leela ~ernandes 
Cc: Naples, Nancy; SaNe, Eunice N; C H; Ujju Aggarwal; Lamia N; rqilmore@qc.cuny.edu 
Subject: RE: confirming symposium Oct 23-24 

Thanks - ~ne too, I’m looking forwmd to this! 

A~ny Lind, Ph.D. 

Mea3, Ellen Heinlz Professor 

Department of Women’s, Gender, and Sexually’ Studies 

University of Cincinnati 

amv.lind,~uc.edu 

On sabbatical leave 2013 - 2014 

From: Leela Fernandes [leelaf@umich.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 2S, 2014 10:21 AM 
To: Lind, Amy (lindac) 
Cc: Naples, Nancy; SaNe, Eunice N; C H; Ujju Aggarwal; Lamia N; rqilmore@qc.cuny.edu 
Subject: confirming symposium Oct 23-24 

everyone, 

This is jus~t a quick note to reconfirm that eve .rything is still confilmed for our October 23-24 syniposium. The institute will get in touch with you closer to the date 

regarding logistics. Our plan is to circulate our papers to the panel discussants and to each other about a Inonth before the sylnposium and I will be in touch closer to 

the date about that as well. Hope evely’one is well and looking forward to engaging with all of you. 

V%ra~wishes 

Leela 

Leela Femandes 

Glenda Dickerson Collegiate ProtEssor of Women’s Studies 

Professor of Politicdl Science (by courtesy’) 



Director of Graduate Studies, Department of Women’s Studies 

U~iversily of Michigan 

Department of Women’s Studies 

1122 Lane Hall 

204 S. State St. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1290 

http://~,.lsa.mnich.edu/wome~/facult~/ti~cbio .asp?ID 303 

phone: 734-647-0779 

fwc734-647-4943 

author of"Tmnsna’~onal FemiNsm in the UNted States": 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu~; 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 4:48 PM 

Escobar, Artum <ae~obaJr@email.unc.edn>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

maJdlyn machado ~yahoo.com> 

RE: Travel Reservation to RALEIGH DURHAM, NC on April 02 for MARILINE MACHADO MOSQUERA 

Hello professor Escobar and Eunice 
This is an update, regarding Marilyn’s visit to Chapel Hill. 
The flight was book today and Marilyn received the electronic air tickets this afternoon, as below confirmation. 
Marilyn, enc:antada en poder ayudarh?. Espero poder darle h~ Menverdda a Chapel HHL 
Thank you 

Sonia 

F~m= marilyn machado [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014 4:42 PN 
To= Colon, Sonia 
Subjeet~ Re: Travel Rese~ation to ~LEIGH DURHAM, NC on April 02 for NARILINE NACHADO NOSQUE~ 
Feliz dia Sonia 
Espero que est~ muy bien~ 
Ya redbiy baje la informacidn de mi ticket. Gradas. 
IguM quedo pendiente de Mgun requerimiento de su parte. 
Nos veremos en NC. 
Abraxos, Narilyn NN 

On Tuesday, February 25, 2014 1:44 PM, "Colon, Sonia" <scolon@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Good aRemoon Marilyn 
La reservacion del viaje a Chapel Hill, la puede encontrar en el e-mail adiunto. 
Dejeme saber si necesita Nguna otra informacion, relacionada con su visita a Chapel Hill. 
Encan[ada en poder ayudarle, 
Sonia 

F ro m: VI KI NG TRAVE L [ Ln__:a_ j_[t__o__i!! _o_: r__e_l?_[y__@ !_r_il?__c_’_a___s:_e__:_c___o__r_!)] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 1:36 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Travel Reservation to RALEIGH DURHAM, NC on April 02 for MARILINE MACHADO MOSQUERA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Escobar, A~luro <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 9:21 PM 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.e&~>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> 

maJrilyn machado ~yahoo.com> 

RE: Travel Reservation to RALEIGH DURHAM, NC on April 02 for MARILINE MACHADO MOSQUERA 

Thanks, Sonia. I will discuss with Marilyn how to best get from here to Washington. 
I thought about suggesting the train, but now I am thinking that plane might 
be easuier. But we’ll take care of that. 
best, 
arturo 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 4:48 PM 
To: Escobar, Arturo; SaNe, Eunice N 
Ce: marilyn machado 
Subject: RE: Travel Reservation to RALEIGH DURHAM, NC on April 02 for MARILINE MACHADO MOSQUERA 

Hello professor Escobar and Eunice 

This is an update, regarding Marifyn’s visit to Chapel 

The flight was book today and Marilyn received the electronic air tickets this afternoon, as below confirmation. 

Marilyn, encantada en poder ayudade~ Espero poder darle la bienvenida a Chapel Hill. 

7hank you 

F~m= marilyn machado [mailto         9yahoo.com] 
Se~t= Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014 4:42 PM 

To~ Colon, Sonia 
S~bject~ Re: Travel Rese~ation to ~LE]GH DURHAM, NC on April 02 for MARILINE MACHADO MOSQUE~ 
Feliz dis Sonia 
Espero que est~ muy bien~ 
Ya recibiy baje la informaci6n de mi ticket. Gracias. 
]gum quedo pendiente de algun requerimiento de su parte. 
Nos veremos en NC. 
Abraxos, Marilyn MM 

On Tuesday, February 25, 2014 1:44 PM, "Colon, Sonia" <._s__c_’_o__[_o__r_L@9_Ln_/a_i!_#__r_~_9_=@__d__u_.> wrote: 
Good alternoon Marilyn 
La reservacion del visje a Chapel Hill, la puede encontrar e~ el e-mail 
Dejeme saber si necesita alguna otra informacion, relacionada con su visits a Chapel 
Encantada e~ poder ayudade, 
Sonia 

From: VIKING TRAVEL [mailto:no-reply@tripcase.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 1:36 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Travel Reservation to RALEIGH DURHAM, NC on April 02 for MARILINE MACHADO MOSQUERA 

does th~s muan to you? S~g~ up ~ow t~ s~r[ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle - Sponsor Message <chronicle@chroniclefyi.com> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 8:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Can Your Career Attbrd For You Not To Fundraise? 

This sponsor message is sent to you by The Chronicle of Higher Education on behalf of Advancement Resources. 

Increasingly, universities are including fundraising experience and skills in the professional requirements for academic leadership positions. To prepare 
yourself for such a career opportunity and gain critical knowledge in this discipline, attend the PtofessionalFundraising Workshop forDeans, 
Department Cha#s, andAspMng Academic Leaders on March 26 in Atlanta, GA, or June 5 in New York, NY. 

This comprehensive, highly interactive, one-day workshop explores the essential roles that deans, faculty, and other academic leaders play in helping 
donors and potential donors make significant contributions to the institution. Participants will focus on crafting and articulating a compelling Vision Story 
for their funding priorities. In addition, participants will: 

Explore the critical role organizational leaders play in development 

Examine concepts of donor motivation 

Learn the two-part process for donor development 

Discover tools and techniques to help identify potential major donors and create macro and micro strategy for building commitment to the 

institution (department, project, program) 

Examine an in-depth, tactical step-by-step process for conducting successful face-to-face meetings with donors 

Explot~ concepts that turn "asks" into gains and strengthen donors’ commitment and financial support 

Space for these workshops is limited. We invite you and your development professional to register today at www.ar-deans.or¢l or by calling 
866-398-3376. 

Advancement Resoumes is the nation’s leading provider of reseamh-based development training. Our extensive curriculum features targeted, robust 

workshops designed to create powerful learning experiences that help participants build their organization’s culture of philanthropy. 

To opt out of future email messages from Advancement Resources, send an email to infoCb.advancementresources.orq with Feb262014-CHE Opt Out in the subject line. 

Advancement Resources 

3349 Southgate Court SW, Cedar Rapids, IA 52404 

You are receiving this e-mail message because ]he Chronicle of Higher Education believes that you, as a 

Chronicle account hoider~ may be interested in products or ser,/ices offered by our advertisers. ~:or mere 

infom~ation, please read our privacy policy 

yOU do not wish to receive such messages from ]he Chronicle please flo here 

The Chronicle ! 255 Twemy-Thirr~ Street. NW Washing~orL DC 20037 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Bailey ~}gmafil.com> 

Wednesday, Febmau 26, 2014 9:38 AM 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Kenneth Bailey <kdb@dNsi.org>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: invitalion to co~ne to Chaple Hill 

Oh yes, 

I’m definitely coming. 

Sent t?om my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio tbr Social Intervention 

www.ds4si.om 

kdb(~ds4si.org 

617 515 2848 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 10:14 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobar(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenny, we are wondering if you got our invitation, and whether you are considering 
coming..., we hope so, let us know, ok? 

un abrazo, 

arturo 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 8:47 PM 
To: Kenneth Bailey 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Dear Kenny: 

On behalf of Professor Eunice Shale, Chair of The Department of Aiiican, 
Africmi American and Diaspora Studies, it my pleasure to invite you to the 2nd Glob~1 Africa~a Conference, 

"Water~ Health ~d Enviroranent: Experiences fiom African, African American a~d Diaspora Geographies," 

to be held at UNC, Chapel Hill on April 3-5. The Conference is organized by The Depo~Inent of African, 

Africm~ Americm~ o~d Diaspora Studies. 

Please find enclosed the conference description. A detailed program will follow shortly. 

Eunice has suggested that we ask yon to deliver a luncheon talk on one of the days 
of the cont~rence (I believe on Friday) on the overall theme of"Envimmnent, 
Socidt Justice, and Design" in the Aliican-Anrerican community, from 
your perspective. The Conference organizers will cover your air fare ~i~om Boston and food and lodging during the days of your stay. 

Eunice will put you in touch with her office staff concerning the travel arrangements. 

We hope you will join us at the conference, as your experience with cmranunity 
design will bring a unique perspective to our deliberations. 

best wishes, 

ai~tuo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Bailey ~(}gmail.com> 

Wednesday, Febrnary 26, 2014 11:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Sweet! Tks. 

Kenny 

Sent from my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio for Social Intervenlion 

w~,.ds4si.org 

kdb@ds4si.org 

617 515 2848 

On Feb 26, 2014, at 9:43 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice,@~email.unc.edu > wrote: 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks so much for your email and we look forward to hosting you in April. 

Sonia Colon (thanks) will be in touch shortly to discuss your travel plans and to provide you with details pertaining to your accommodatiom Following the 
conference, you will receive an hon~ of $500.00 from the department of African, African American and Diaspora in appreciation of your luncheon presentation on 
Friday April 4, 2014. 

Many thanks and looking forward to seeing you April. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-’ Ken Bailey       ~gmaiLcom] 

Sent-’ Wednesday, February 26, 2014 9:37 AM 
To,, Escobar, Arturo 
~¢-" Kenneth Bailey; SaNe, Eunice N 
S~bject-" Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Oh yes, 

I’m delinitely coming. 

Kenny 

Sent from Iny ds4siPhone 

Design Studio for Social Intervenlion 

wvwv.ds4si.org 

kdb&)ds4si.org 

617 515 2848 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 10:l 4 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobar@email.m~c.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenny, we are wondering if you got our invitation, and whether you are considering 
coming_., we hope so, let us know, ok? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent; Monday, February 10, 2014 8:47 PM 
To,, Kenneth Bailey 
C¢-" SaNe, Eunice N; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject-’ RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Dear Kenw: 

On behalf of Professor Eunice Shale, Chair of The Depm~tment of African, 

Africaaa American and Diaspora Studies, it my pleasure to invite you to the 2nd Global Africana Coat’emnce, 

"Water, Hea]th and Environment: Experiences from African, African American m~d Diaspora Geographies," 

to be held at UNC, Chapel Hill on April 3-5. The Conference is organized by The Depextment of African, 



African American and Diaspora Studies. 

Plea~ find enclo~d the cont~rence de~ription. A detailed program will follow sho(tly. 

Eunice has sugges~ted that we ask you to deliver a luncheon t~]k on one of the days 

of the conference (I believe on Friday) on the overa]l the~ne of"Enviro~m~ent, 

Socia] Justice, ~d Design" in the Africaaa-Americm~ co~nmunity, from 

your perspective. The Conference organizers will cover your air fare from Boston and food and lodging &~ring the days of 

your stay. 

Eunice will put you in touch with her office staff concerning the travel arrangements, 

We hope you will join us at the conference, as your experience with COlrm~uni~ 
design will bring a unique perspective to our deliberations, 

best wishes, 

a~uo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 12:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Comrade, if I invite Kenny to my design seminar on Th 5-8, would that conflict 
with the conference? It’d be useful to see a program draft, but 
if you do not have it yet, let me know about Th evening, ok? 

un abra2o, 

arturo 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 20:t4 9:43 AM 
To: Ken Bailey; Escobar, Arturo 
Cc: Kenneth Bailey; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks so much for your email and we look forward to hosting you in April. 

Sonia Colon (thanks) will be in touch shortly to discuss your travel plans and to provide you with details pertaining to your accommodation. Following the conference, you will 
receive an hon. of $500.00 from the department of African, African American and Diaspora in appreciation of your luncheon presentation on Friday April 4, 2014. 

Many thanks and looking forward to seeing you April. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Ken Bailey       @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 20:t4 9:37 AM 

To: Escobar, Arturo 
l:::c: Kenneth Bailey; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Oh yes, 

I’m definitely coming. 

Sent fiom my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio for Social Inte~wention 

w~v.ds4si.ora 

kdb~ds4si.org 

617 515 2848 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 10:14 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobar~b~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenny, we are wondering if you got our invitation, and whether you are considering 
coming..., we hope so, let us know, ok? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Monday, February :tO, 20:t4 8:47 PM 
To: Kenneth Bailey 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Dear Kenny: 

On behalf of Proi}ssor Eunice Shale, Chair of The Departlnent of African, 
African American and Diaspora Studies, it my pleasure to invite you to the 2nd Global Africana Confelvnce, 

"Water, Health and Environment: Experiences from African, African American and Diaspora Geographies," 

to be held at UNC, Chapel Hill on April 3-5. The Conference is organized by The Department of African, 

African American and Diaspora Studies. 

Plea~ find enclosed the coni~rence de~ription. A detailed program will lbllow shortly. 



Eunice has suggested that we ask you to deliver a luncheon talk on one of the days 

of the conference (I believe on Friday) on the over~Jl theme of"Envimnment, 

SociaJ Justice, and Design" in the Afi~ican-Americ~ community, from 

your perspective. The Conference organizers will cover your air fare from Boston and food and lodging during the days of your stay. 

Eunice will put you in touch with her office staff concerning the travel arrangements. 

We hope you will join us at the conference, as your experience with community 
design will bring a unique perspective to our deliberations. 

best wishes, 

artuo 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 4:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

What will happen on Th, Comrade? It’s perfectly ok for Kenny not not come 
to my seminar, but I do not think I can cancel it; we only meet once a week. 
PIs. do send me the program when you have it, even in draft form. I am not 
sure what’s in it .... 

best, 
arturo 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 20:t4 2::t4 PM 
To: Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Hi Comrade, 

Thanks for your note. 

Yes, there would be a conflict. The conference begins at 5.30pro on Thursday April 3 at the Stone Center. May be Kenny can arrive in Chapel Hill on the 2. Just a thought. 

Peace, 
Eunice 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 :~2:58 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Comrade, if I invite Kenny to my design seminar on Th 5-8, would that conflict 
with the conference? It’d be useful to see a program draft, but 
if you do not have it yet, let me know about Th evening, ok? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 20:~4 9:43 AM 
To: Ken Bailey; Escobar, Arturo 
Co: Kenneth Bailey; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks so much for your email and we look forward to hosting you in April 

Sonia Colon (thanks) will be in touch shortly to discuss your travel plans and to provide you with details pertaining to your accommodation. Following the conference, you will 
receive an hon. of $500.00 from the department of African, African American and Diaspora in appreciation of your luncheon presentation on Friday April 4, 20:~4. 

Many thanks and looking forward to seeing you April. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Ken Bailey       _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 20.t4 9:37 AM 

To: Escobar, Arturo 
Co: Kenneth Bailey; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Oh yes, 

I’~n definitely coming. 

Kenny 

Sere fi’om my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio for Social Intervenlion 



www.dNsi.org 
kdb(~a)ds4si.org 

617 515 2848 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 10:14 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" < aescobar~)etnail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenny, we are wondering if you got our invitation, and whether you are considering 
coming..., we hope so, let us know, ok? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From; Escobar, Arturo 
Sent-" Monday, February :tO, 20:t4 8:47 PM 
To-" Kenneth Bailey 
1:::¢-. SaNe, Eunice N; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject; RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Dear Kenny: 

On behalf of Professor Ennice Shale, Chair of The Department of African, 
AtiicaJ~ American and Diaspora Studie~ it my pleasure to invite you to the 2nd Global Africa~a Contbrence, 

"Water, Health and Enviro~ment: F~xperiences l~om Atiic~n, African American and Diaspora Geographies," 

to be held at UNC, Chapel Hill on April 3-5. The Conference is organized by The Department of Atiican, 

AIiican AmericaJ~ and Diaspora Studies. 

l?lease find enclosed the conference description. A detailed progra~ will follow shoNy. 

Eunice has suggested that we ask you to deliver a luncheon talk on one of the days 

of the conference (I believe on Friday) on the overall theme of"Environrnent, 

Social Justice, and Design" in the African-Americm] commnniU, from 

yonr perspective. The Conference organizers will cover your air fare from Boston and food and lodging during the days of your stay. 

Eunice will put you in touch with her office staff concerning the travel arrangements. 

We hope -y’ou will join us at the conference, as your experience with cormnunity 
design will bring a unique perspective to our deliberations. 

best wishes, 

artuo 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Escobar, A~luro <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 5:05 PM 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.e&~>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> 

marilyn machado @yahoo.corn>; Escobar, Arturo <ae~obar@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Travel Reservation to RALEIGH DURHAM, NC on April 02 for MARILINE MACHADO MOSQUERA 

Dear Sonia: 

We need to get a one-way ticket for Marilyn form RDU to Washington National (Reagan) 
on Sunday, April 6, at the end of the afternoon. (I thought she would enjoy the train 
but she prefers flying, and it makes more sense). Now, if the conference 
is running out of money we could pay for this ticket from the Anthro department 
fund I have there. BUt since you already have the information (or Viking), 
would you mind going this for us? l just looked and found two possible flights 
(See below); either of them would be fine (perhaps the earlier one is preferable). 

Please let me know, ok? 
thanks! 
arturo 

5173 
Operated by 
US Airways Express-PSA Airlines 

~ 5152 
Operated by 
US Airways Express-PSA Airlines 

,: $137 
0~=40 PN RDU 06=54 PN DCA 2 Seamier 

:, $137 
06=~0 PN RDU 08=04 PN DCA 3 Seamier 

Unavailable Unavailable Unavailable 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 4:48 PM 
To: Escobar, Arturo; SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢: marilyn machado 
Subject: RE: Travel Reservation to RALE[GH DURHAM, NC on April 02 for MARILINE MACHADO MOSQUERA 

Hello professor Escobar and Eunice 

This is an update, regarding Marilyn’s visit to Chapel Hill. 

The flight was book today m~d Marilyn received the electronic air tickets this ~,fternoon, as below confirmation. 

Mariiyn, encantada en poder av~dade. Espero poder dade 

Thank 

Sonia 

F~= marilyn machado [mailto:        ~yahoo.com] 
Seat~ Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014 4:42 PN 

To= Colon, Sonia 
Sabject= Re: Travel Rese~ation to ~LE[GH DURHAM, NC on April 02 for NAR[L[NE MACHADO NOSQUE~ 
Feliz dfa Sonia 
Espero que est~ muy bien~ 
Ya redb[y baje Ja informaci6n de mi ticket. Gradas. 
[gum quedo pendiente de Mgun requerimiento de su parte. 

Nos veremos en NC. 
Abraxos, Narilyn 

On Tuesday, February 25, 2014 1:44 PM, "Colon, Sonia" <scolon@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Good afternoon Marilyn 
La reservacion del viaje a Chapel Hill, la puede encontrar en el e-.mail ad]unto. 
Dejeme saber si necesita Nguna otra informacion, relacionada con su visita a Chapel Hill. 
Encan[ada en poder ayudarle, 
Sonia 

F ro m: Vl KI NG TRAVE L [ m’_aj_tt_o__L0__o__-_[:_e_~?_ty_@!_r_i~?__c:_a___s:_e__=_c___o__r_~__~] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 1:36 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Travel Reservation to RALEIGH DURHAM, NC on April 02 for MARILINE MACHADO MOSQUERA 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Update 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: FW: Update 

6:06 PM 

From: May, Lee Y 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: DAt: Update 

12:32 PM 

is tryit~g to clarify expectations for the exam. in particular, please see the highlighted questions below. 

Best, 

Lee 

From: @gmail.com] 
Senti Tuesday, ~ ~: 22 AN 
To= Nay, Lee Y 
Subject= Re: Update 

I received the Nck~e. I just s~mmed over the materials. The~ m~ &~e links and all ofthetn came up. So~~ to be a Nin, but l just want ~ m~ke sure eve~Aing is 

clear before we sta~ the 7 day period. 

The three links plus the three books by Crow et al, Brown, and Cecelski 

The Fundamental Constitutions is the main issue to look at on the Yale page, particularly its relationship to slavery at the beginning of the colony. The 

other North Carolina MateriM on that site is useful but not mandatory. 

The Colonial NC page has about 8 chapters that I want to go over before I start the exam. It looks pre~" self explanatory. 
M~ mai~ ~on~m i~ what i#fbm~ati#n [ ~#d N fo##~ ~ fro~ the ~N~ Av~!## ! ~oj##~ 

Specifically the thndamental Constitutions. 

Thank you in advance! 

On Thu, at 3:43 PM, May, Lee Y <mayl@emafl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Express mail envelope mailed to you today. Upon receipt, please let me know when you will be ready to take the exam. 

Go Heels! 

Dr. M 
Lee Y. May, Ph.D. 
Associate Dean and Director of the Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1011 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
919 843-!)030 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Politics <Announcements@news.sagepub.com> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 7:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Read top Politics articles on Trotter and Facebook 

Access journals content on-the-go with SAGE’s Politics channels 

View with im#2~ i ~rnail alerts ..................... 

Want the latest in Politics? Get social with SAGE! 

Folk~w us on Twitter 
@SAGECQPolitics 

Like us on 
Facebook 

SAGE’s Politics social media channels feature free content, news, the latest research, 
podcast alerts, and announcements from your favorite journals. 

We’re making our most-read articles available to you for FREE* through March 31, 

2014! 

#India? 
2. MT @EEPSJoumak New Online First Article #Democracy between 

3. Do Electorsl Laws Af[ect Women’s Representation? by @JN~aw[~gh~ 
@policentdca 

4. ~ncreash~fl the usefulness of academic scholarship for Ioca~ government 

P.~:~ ~.~2~}..~..~h ~..J~.~..J~.~ ~.e..e[.~.~.B 
5. Po~Ncal Parties in 1he Public Eve 

*You may already have access through a library or other subscription. 

you don’t have a Facebook or Twitter account, you can still keep up4o-date by si#nin# up for 

Sincerely, 

SAGE Politics 



SAGE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 10:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Travel Reservation to RAI,EIGH DURHAM, NC on April 02 for M_ARIL1NE MACtIADO MOSQUERA 

Dear Eunice 

Look like this flight ticket cost will be cover by Dr. Escobar’s funds~ It is not problem for me to help with the CAB, however~ I will like to know if you agree. 

7hanks 

Sonia 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 20:t4 5:05 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia; SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢: marilyn machado; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: RE: Travel Reservation to RALEIGH DURHAM, NC on April 02 for MARILINE MACHADO MOSQUERA 
Dear Sonia: 
We need to get a one-way ticket for Marilyn form RDU to Washington National (Reagan) 
on Sunday, April 6, at the end of the afternoon. (I thought she would enjoy the train 
but she prefers flying, and it makes more sense). Now, if the conference 
is running out of money we could pay for this ticket from the Anthro department 
fund ~ have there. BUt since you already have the information (or Viking), 
would you mind going this for us? [just looked and found two possible flights 
(See below); either of them would be fine (perhaps the earlier one is preferable). 

Please let me know, ok? 
thanks! 
arturo 

5173 

Operated by 

US Airways Express-PSA Airlines 

~5152 

Operated by 

US Aira, ays Express-PSA Airlines 

05:40 PM RDU 06"54 PM DCA ( ) $137 Unavailable Unavailable Unavailable 
2 Seats left 

06:50 PM RDU 08:04 PM DCA ( ) $137 

3 Seats left 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2024 4:48 PM 

To: Escobar, Arturo; SaMe, Eunice N 
C¢: marilyn machado 
Subject: RE: Travel Reservation to RALEIGH DURHAM, NC on April 02 for MARILINE MACHADO MOSQUERA 

Hello professor Escobar and Eunice 

This is an update, regarding Marifyn’s visit to Chapel Hilk 

The flight was book today and Marilyn received the electronic air tickets this afternoon, as below confirmation. 

Marilyn, encantada en poder ayudade~ Espero poder darle la bienvenida a Chapel Hill. 

7hank you 

Sonia 

F~= marilyn machado [mailto:        @yahoo.corn] 
Sent= Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 201~ ~:~2 PN 

To= Colon, Sonia 
8~bject= Re: Travel Rese~ation to ~LE]GH DURHAN, NC on April 02 for NAR[L[NE NACHADO NOSQUE~ 
Feliz dis Sonia 
Espero que est~ muy bien~ 
Ya recib[y baje la informaci6n de mi ticket. Gracias. 
]gum quedo pendiente de algun requerimiento de su parte. 
Nos veremos en NC. 
Abraxos, Narilyn NN 

On Tuesday, February 25, 2014 1:44 PM, "Colon, Sonia" <._s__c__o__Lo___n_!~_e__Ln___a_j!_=_u___n__c__&_d__u_.> wrote: 
Good alternoon Marilyn 
La reservacion del visje a Chapel Hilk 
Dejeme saber si necesita alguna otra informacion, relacionsds con s~ visits a Chapel Hill. 
Encantada e~? poder ayudarle, 
Sonia 

From: VIKING TRAVEL [mailto:no-reply@tripcase.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 1:36 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Travel Reservation to RALEIGH DURHAM, NC on April 02 for MARILINE MACHADO MOSQUERA 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 1:09 PM 

Ken Bailey        ~gmail.com>; Kenneth Bmley <kdb@ds4si.org> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; E~obax, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Kenneth Bayle W-9.pdf; keneth Bailey-Employee-Independent-Contractor-Dete~minalion-Checklisll .pdf 

Good afternoon f"rofessor Bailey 

f,’lease find attached, W--9 form and the Independent Contractor Deternlination check list, t:or your signature. Both t:orm are require by the university to be able to 

process the flight t~ckets and the honorarium pavment. 

When you set a chance, please let me know you p~eference flight schedule for your v~s~t to Chapel ~i~l. 

7hank you 

Sonia 

919-966-. I295 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
8ent~ Wednesday, Februa~ 26, 2014 9:43 AN 
To= Ken Bailey; Escobar, ARuro 
¢¢~ Kenneth Bailey; Colon, Sonia 
Subjeet~ RE: invitation to come to ChaNe Hill 
Im~o~anee~ High 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks so much for your email and we look forward to hosting you in April. 

Sonia Colon (thanks) will be in touch shortly to discuss your travel plans and to provide you with details pertaining to your accommodation. Following the conference, you will 
receive an hon. of $500.00 from the department of African, African American and Diaspora in appreciation of your luncheon presentation on Friday April 4, 2014. 

Many thanks and looking forward to seeing you April. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Ken Bailey       @gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 9:37 AM 
To: Escobar, Arturo 
C¢: Kenneth Bailey; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Oh yes, 

I’m definitely coming. 

Kenny 

Sent t?om my dMsiPhone 

Design Studio tbr Social Intervention 

www.d~l.si.org 

kdb@ds4si:o~g 

617 515 2848 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 10:14 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobar_@email.unc.e&p, wrote: 

Dear Kenny, we are wondering if you got our invitation, and whether you are considering 
coming..., we hope so, let us know, ok? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 8:47 PM 
To: Kenneth Bailey 

~e: SaNe, Eunice N; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Dear Kenny: 

On behalf of Professor Eunice Shale, Chair of The Depamnent of Africa~ 

Afiica~ American m~d Diaspora Studies, it tny pleasure to invite you to the 2nd Globa] Africana Cotfference, 

"Water, Health a~d Environment: Experiences from African, Africma American and Diaspora Geographies," 

to be held at UNC, Chapel Hill on April 3-5. The Co~fference is organized by The Department of Al~icm~, 
African American and Diaspora Studies. 

Please find enclosed the conference description. A detailed program will follow shortly. 

Eunice has suggested flint we ask you to deliver a luncheon talk on one of the days 

of the conference (I believe on Friday) on flae overa]l theme of"EnvironmenL 

Socia] Justice, and Design" in the Atiican-American conmmnity, from 

your perspective. The Conference organizers will cover your air fare from Boston and food and lodging during the days of your stay’. 



Eunice will put you in touch with her office staff concerning the travel anangements. 
We hope you will join us at the conference, as your experience with community 
design will bring a unique perspective to our deliberations. 
best wishes, 
artuo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Slocum, Karla <kslocum@tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 1:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Charles Watts 

Thanks, Eunice. 

From: <SaNe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, February 27, 2014 1:05 PM 

To: Karla Slocum <kslocum(c~unc.edu> 

Subject: Charles Watts 

Dear Karla, 

Kindly see Watts’ address below: 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Funke, Claudia Constance <cfunke@email.unc .edu~ 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 1:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Con’tact details (additional names) - March 20 

Deal Eunice, 
I have forwarded this on to our Friends of the Libra .i~ oit]ce, which is handling the invitations. 

Best, 

Claudia 

On Feb 27, 2014, at 1:13 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Claudia, 

It was good to touch base with you yesterday. As discussed, please find below the contact details of the individuals I mentioned. 

1) Charles Watts and his wife 

Address: 

2) Wendell McCain mad his mfe 

Address: 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Funke, Claudia Constance 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 9:43 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: IMPORTANT- March 20 

gunice, 

I rushed to touch base with you asap about our event. There is the public program, and then there is a formal diimer, by invitation at Wilson. You and 

guest are of course invited. I wished to discuss others who you would feel it is important be there. Can we speak on the phone at some point? 

Claudia 

Claudia Funke 
Curator of Rare Books 
Wilson Special Collections Library 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #3936 
201 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

tel: 919 962-1143 
email: claudiafunke@unc.edu 

Claudia Funke 
Curator of Rare Books 
Wilson Special Collections Library 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #3936 



201 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

tel: 919 962-1143 

email: claudiafunke@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidens~imes@n.vtime s.com> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 3:33 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, It’s Neil’s World and More 

It’s Neil’s World 
For someone who has grown up in the spotlight’s 

glare, Emmy Award-winning actor 

.L!.~.~.~.ir: still maintains an uneanny abili~ to 
surprise his publie. Now 4o, the star has parlayed 

his early fame as a uamder!dnd ’IX7 doctor into a 

varied and always-interesting eareer that ineludes 

big roles on both st V.:~ and sereen (most notably 

his long-panning stint as womanizer 

--,.*).!i.i?.!i!;!i?. on "How I Met Your Mother"), as well as 
turns as a popular :::!5:~:~}? ~:!;~::;~.!?.~?)~.}:.:iii~:!i}:~, a 

and an upeoming ~r~ :~r~:~i~ i~. For his ne~ 

ehal]enge, Harris is ~:~ ~ ~ q.~.~%~:~_~%~ in a most risqu~ show: "Hed~g and the ~gry 

Inch," a loo-mim~te quasi-concert about the hard life of a h’ansgender woman 

from East Berlin after a botched sex-ehange operation -- a far et~ from 

~ , Read More 



ADV[’~ RTiSE~’,iIE NT 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:11 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaSd.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email .unc.edw~ 

RE: Materials for rememebring Race and Slavery tbr Friday         iu Gardner 105 

Hi Tim, 

No problem. I received the materials and they look great. Feel free to let me know if there is anything special you would like me to cover in class tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:01 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; 
Subject: RE: Materials for rememebring Race and Slavery for Friday : in Gardner 105 

Dear Eunice and 

Thanks so much to both of you for working to keep my students well educated even in my absence. It is appreciated. 

Tim 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:29 AM 
To:, 
Cc: McMillan, Tim; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FW: Materials for rememebring Race and Slavery for Friday in Gardner 105 

Dear 

Thanks so much for returning my call during a busy week from your end. 

As promised, please see the material that Tim sent pertaining to his class. Feel free to contact him if you have questions about Friday and the class in general. 

Sonia: (a graduate student in Geography) will be preparing and delivering a lecture in rim’s AAAD class on Friday. The department will pay him an hon. of 
for his work. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:30 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Materials for rememebring Race and Slavenl for Friday in Gardner 105 

Dear Eunice- 

Please find attached the syllabus and the reading for this week for AAAD : 

Thanks for all your support. 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African, African American & Diaspora Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 

(919)537-3381 

¯ I’ve also attached a class roster to take attendance. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 9:04 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu"~ 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

Work on the strategic plan 

A~%~kD Strategic Plan (Draft).docx 

Dear Kenneth, 

Our plan drafting team met today, but Kia and Mamarame did not have sufficient time to formulate their respective inputs as suggested in my introduction (see attachment), which I had sent 
to them around noon on Wednesday Following the introduction, there are four substantial sections of the Plan ( ¢¢III to VI) that we need to develop with objectives, activities, and 
performance indicators Your own input as Director of Undergraduate Studies is needed with reference to a number of questions that were raised at the meeting today, e.g : 

1) Does it make sense to propose a minor in A[’rican languages? 
2) How can we best present our new curriculum as an integrated whnl e when we are still talking of two separate concentrations (African Studies and African American und Diaspora 

Studies)? Is there a way of maintaining this apparently practical set-up without contradicting the idea of a more integrated curriculum? 
3) You proposed literature courses in African languages, but what about the teach ng ofA "rican American and Diaspora literature in the Department? Can we justin" this in a manner similar 

to the way we justi(y the teaching ofhistolT, politics, music, and :film? 
4) Has the Graduate Certificate in Afi-ican Studies been approved by the University, and are we the academic unit to administer it? 
5) You advised us to have a short document ttnw short should it be in terms of pages? 
6) I have specifically indicated our need of assistance l~;om you and David Kie[ on the topic of implementing the new curriculum, "including metrics, methods, time frame" (according to Kiel); 

your input in this regard will also be greatly appreciated. 

We hope to have a :first draft completed by March 7, and committee members will have 12 days to examine it before we meet (most probably following the full faculty meeting) on 
Wednesday, March 19 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Departmunt of At?ican, African Araerican, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel. ~ 1 (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 3:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Grab lbr Power in Crimea Rinses Secession Threat 

Today’s Headlines  ob oo. 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business Spots Arts ~ Merges ~ Today’s VJdee 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital aosess to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

Grai~ for Power in Crimea Raises Secession 

Threat 

Crowds filled die streets of the Crimean eapiN] chanting "Russia, 

Russia," ai~d legislators nailed tbr a w:~te to redefine relations 

with Ukraine. 

~in Ukraine, Naming of hlMrim Government GeN Mixed Response 

~ Policy Make[s Devise P~ans to Rrov~de Money ~o K~ev 

Russia 
demonst 

Growing Crisis in :Its Baekyard Snares Russia 

As Russia faces calls for an andve response to Ukraine’s 

deepening political crisis, the question asked by many is whether 

President’,,ladimir V. Pukin intended it that way. 

Vladimir 

I 

U.So Militm~t, Hidden, Spumes Drone :Debate 

The U.S. governmenk is considering whet~er ko again take the exkraordinmT 

s Lap of authorizing the ki]ling of an 2unerican citizen, now living in Pakis 

For mere tei) news. ~r) to NYTimes.eom ~ 

Editors’ Picks 



SCIENCE 

~ VmEO: SeieneeTake: Elepha~at Empathy 

How o11e very 8oeia~ species says, "Poor yOll[" 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

How re’ban design facilitates pedestrim~ easualties. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

V~CTOR~A DeCONG~ "wlho lives Bear a house that po[ici; say is a haseu [’(~r drug di;a[ers in 
Ruthmd, Vt., which is i;>;perienci~:~g a heroin epidemic. 

Today’s Video 

~ v;u:mo: Ask "Welh %’hat He|ps Motion 

Sickness? 

A look ak the drugs .- some used by astrotmuts .- that can relieve 

~ vmEo: Anatomy of a Scene: ’The 

:Lm~ehbox’ 

Ritesh Butra, the direekor of "The Lu*~ehbox," narrakes 

from his fihn. 

~ V+DEO: The Reward Comes M+ter the 

Sto~ 

Deep in AIasku, the adventurous snowboardet~ had to shift their 

focus fi:om filming to smwivi~g a storm. After 12 days in their 

tents, they quickly made up for lost time. 

World 

MELILLA JOURNAL 
~ African 

Afriem~s, Battered m~d Broke, Surge to Europe’s 

i[tOO1" 
camp 
o~m Iout 

Large groups of sub-Saharan immigra~ts bare been chargi~% the 

l)nces into a Spanish enclave in Morocco, raising alarms over their ef£~rts and 

the officials’ response. 



North Korea is Sa~d to Laum~,h Missi~es into Sea 

The No~b was s~id to have launched %m" short-range missiles 

offiks coast, and a Soud~ Korean missionsU held there appeared 

at a governmenb-arranged news conference in PyonKvang. 

China’s President W~ll Lead a New E~rt on 

Cybersecurity 

Presideut Xi Jinpi~g is pn’siding over a working group o~ 

security, a sig~ ~hat the ~mmunist Pat%~ views the issue as a 

pressing stra~egk: concern. 

Preside 

U.S, 

A Ca[~ to .Arms on a Vermont Heroin Epidemic 

Rutland has begun an e~bl~ ~0 a~aek a drug problem W{t}l socia~ 

services, as well as with law en%rcemen t. 

Day.ARer Governor’s Veto, .Arizona Takes Up 

Abortion Clinics 

Despite being m~fieized by Gov. Jan Brewer lbr failing to act on 

her legislative priorities, the tiouse turned to legislation that 

would permit surp~Sse inspections of abortion eli~fies. 

Obmna Starts initiative for Young Black Men~ 

N oth~g His Own Experience 

President Obama’s My Brother’s Keeper effort is aimed at 

fiuding ways %r business aud civic leade~.~ to help keep young 

black men and other men of color ou a successful course. 

,1~] Video: President’s Speech on Helping Minority Men 

;~2 Victoria 

g Out to 

a New 

~ enerat 

Business 

British Spies Said to intercept Yahoo Webcmn 

images 

Accounts based ou docum enLs supplied hy Edward 3. Suowdeu 

say images - many sexually explicit - were collected fi’om Yahoo 

users, even khose not suspected of illegal activity. 

~ritish 

...... ’2’2 I 



Bakken Cr~de, Rol~Hag Through A|bany 

The ~nstant grov~h i~ fl~e oil-by-rail business is increasing the oil 

supply, but also raising alarms. 

ts n ker 

~rs roll 

through 

Mortgage Nervieev’s Tier Raise Regulal°rT 
e             2rb~/, 

Collee~ 

~xec t v 

ShKe and federal regulators are worried ~at Ocwcn is 

mishan(~ing some of the moAgages it services, eiring examples of shoddy 

paperwork and fault" techndo~v. 

Sports 

Praying for l-l~e Home Team in Oklal[mma City 

A prayer is delivered before each O]dahoma Ci~" Tbm~der game, 

briefly turning a sporg event ink~ some’~ing more aMn to a 

megaehureh gakheNng. 

Two Mordl[~s AIl.er Miehae| Seh~macl~er’s .Ski 

Acddent, Hopes for His Recovery Dim 

What little is known of "~e eondKion d the most successful 

Grand Prix ra~’ing driver in history is nok encouraging for his 

prospects of recovery. 

ON BASEBALL 

C~abs Are %’orking on V~’imfi~g ~oon, if Not Now 

The Chicago Cubs are coming off their worst lwo-year stretch, 

but Theo Epstein, the p~sident of baseball operations, and his 

legacy in Boston offers bope. 

F.qa CiN 

.g.~ Schuma 
....... chef 

skiing 
Itsly in 

I    9rl~ 

Arts 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

In Oseav Voting, All Po~ties Is Loeal 

The three-picture fivab3, for best film }~igh]igbts tbe role that 

different factions of the Academy’s roughly 6,ooo members play 

in Oscar voting. 

The Carpetbagger*s got4 Oscar Predictions 

Melena RyzJk, a.k.a, the Carpetbagger, makes some educated 

Oscar guesses. 

left, 
Sandra 
Bullock, 

THEATER REVIEW I’A DOLL’S HOUSE’ 

A Caged ~ViIk~, Desperal-e|y Spinning Her 

I1~ tbe Yonng Vie’s productim~ of ’~A Doll’s House," at t}~e Ha~wey 

Theaker in Brooklyn, Hattie Morahan bz{ngs out Nora’s 

manipulative side. 

9urmg 
hersell 

Movies 

’NON-STOP’ 

A~ Unreliable Hero Aboard a Troubled Flight 

Liam Nceson sb~m as an unsettled air marshal kiting to prcvcnk 

mm’de~ .~ in the air in "Non-Stop." 



’THE LUNCHBOX’ 

¥ou~w: Go~. Meal (a Nol-c~ Too) 

The I,tmchhox," hy Ritesh Batra, puts Old HolI~,~vood s~’le fi~ a 

Mumbai that has escaped the cyber world. 

, ~ Anatomy of a Scene: ’The kunchbox’ 

’FATAL ASSISTANCE’ 

The Damage That Good Can Inflict 

"Fa~I Assistance," a documentary by RaouI Peek, ehronMes the 

challet~ges and faihu’cs of rebuilding efl’o~-[s in HaiLi after the 

2010 earthquake. 

Obituaries 

AIiee Herz-Sommer, Who Found Peace in 

Chopin Amid Holoea~st, Dies at ~1 o 

M~. Herz-Sommer, considered ~he oldest known Holocaust 

survivor and a dis[ingaished musiNa~ in Europe befo[~ the war, 

credited her devotio~ to Chopin with savh~g her life. 

Herz- 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Bus~ness and the M~nimum &’Vage 

improve productivity. 

; Driving Down Ch~ld~ood Obesity 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ease and Ardor 

Michel de Montaigne a*M Samuel Johnson provide two 

co~trasti~% yet compelling examples of how to lead an timer life. 

; Columrlist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

C~°y for ~’Ie~ A~0gentina 

Hope is hard to banish from the hmna~ heart, but Arge~tina does 

its best to do so. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

No Big Deal 

Talks arc s~lled on an international trade deal, thanks to 

~egotiath~g difftculties abroad m~d bipm~isan skepticism at 

home. Bu[ [haL’s O.K. 

, Columrlist Page ] BIog 

For i:~<)re o~inic~n go to) NYTimes.com/Opinio# ~ 

ON THiS DAY 
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Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 
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Save 15% a~ The 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

George <george@integritybookbnyers.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 9:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Books 

Having trouble viewing this mail? (~:iicl~ here [c ,Jew i[ in yetir browsar. 

Make sure that you always get our messages: Add george@integritybookbuyers corn to your contacts. 

Good Morning, 

I will be back on the University of North Carolina campus buying books Friday ITebrumw 28th) all day. 

Please let me know if there is a specific time you would like me to stop by your office. 

It only takes a couple of minutes, and you can continue to work uninterrupted while I look around. 

Even if you don’t think you have any books of value please consider letting me stop by. There are many previous editions and older books that I can slill make use of. 

My ~anner allows me to move quickly and has over 3 million titles in 

its database. 

Please be sure to include your building nmne and ottice nmnber in 5’our 

emaJ, l so I can find your office. 

Thanks! I look forward to heming fi~3m you, 

Kyle 

Use this link to be deleted or to updat:e your email address 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, FebruaD128, 2014 12:19 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residents@duke.edu 

Monday March 3, 4:30 - 6:00 pm: "Preventing Youfl~ Violence in Latin American and North Carolina" 

RTI DUKE preventing youth violence ltr.pdf 

Please circulate widely. Thank you. 

Duke Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies presents 

Professors and Practitioners in Conversation about 

Preventing Youth Violence in Latin American and North Carolina 

Monday, March 3, 2014 

4.30.- 6 £~d PM 

Rubenstein hall 

Room 200 

Sanford School of Public Policy 

Duke West Campus 

::xi 

"Preventing Youth Violence in Central America and North Carolina" is part of the "Professors and Practitioners" series, a collaboration between the Duke Center 

for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, the Duke Center for International Studies, the Duke Islamic Studies Center, the Asian/Pacific Studies Institute, the Duke 

Center for International Development and the Research Triangle Institute. 

Panelists will include (in alphabetical order): 

Candy Bannerman, Chief of Party, Guatemala Violence Prevention Project, 

Research Triangle Institute (see bio below) 

Aldo Miranda, Regional Director in Central America, Research Triangle 

Institute (see bio below) 

Natalia Mirovitskaya, Senior Research Scholar and Lecturing Fellow in 

Public Policy, Duke Center for International Development 

Joel Rosch, Senior Research Scholar, Duke Center for Child and Family Policy 

Eduardo Fernandez, lead for Transition, Stabilization and Conflict 

Prevention Program Area, Research Triangle Institute, will serve as moderator for the panel 

See 
..w__~_b__s_!.t_ .e- for further details on participants. 

Parking will be available in the Science Drive visitor lot. Please tell the parking attendant you are attending this event. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com on behalf of 

Almuth Weigeldt --~almuth@roge~.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 1:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Speaker for conference? 

Hi my lovely’ friend, 

Greetings from the very, veD, cold North. My God, this is like 20 years ago when eve ~rything was frozen over in i and we took skating in tile 

I just left a message for Angela Robertson. Had to track her down. And it seems she is on vacation until Maacch 12th. I still hope I can arrange some co~mection and 
possibly for her to speak at your contErence. Until I hear from her. can’t do much more. 

I hope the sudden winter at your neck of the woods did not create too much of a shock, at least not to you, as you have lived in Ottawa, but must have tElt weird. I am 

holding on by my fingernails to get a vacation and warm weather, but that is likely not going to be until May. 

Give ,ne a shout someti,ne or go on Skype, 

love, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams. Lachonya <ldwillia@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 4:13 PM 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-mgr@unc.edu"~ 

CAS as DDD <cas-as-ddd@unc.edu"~ 

PeopleAdmin Pre- Interview Approval Workflow Implementation eft 3/10/2014 

This message is being,forwarded to al! administrative managers in the College o,f Arts & Sciences with an in,formational copy to deans, directors and department 

chairs. 

Please note the change in effective date to March 10, 2014. Please direct any questions to Karl Pfister or Ashante Diallo. 

Thank you. 

FROM: Noreen Montgomery, Senior Director, Employment & Staffing 

Office of Human Resources 

This is a follow-up to my January 10 communication to Carolina HR Council members regarding the addition of pre-interview approvals in PeopleAdmin. The Office 

of Human Resources (OHR) is implementing a pre-interview approval workflow in PeopleAdmin for permanent SPA recruitments for posting announcements 

created in PeopleAdmin on March 10, 2014, and thereafter. Please note that the launch date has changed from March 3 to March 10 to allow HR representatives 

ample time to review the training and resource materials prior to implementation. 

The new workflow will ensure that candidates selected for interviews meet the State’s minimum requirements. It will also assist us with the Office of Federal 

Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) compliance and its final rule to the Vietnam Era Veterans’ Readjustment Assistant Act (VEVRAA) and Section 503 of the 

Rehabilitation Act. The final rule seeks to improve employment opportunities for veterans and individuals with disabilities. 

The pre-interview approval process will require the Department HR Representatives and Hiring Supervisors, if applicable, to submit the candidates that have been 

selected for interview by using the new PeopleAdmin workflow. The pool of interview candidates will then route to the OHR Employment Consultant for prompt 

review and approval (within two business days following receipt) prior to the department arranging interviews for the candidates. 

Two training presentations are linked below to guide your staff through each new step of the workflow: 

PeopleAdmin Pre-lnterview Approval Workflow - Hiring Supervisor: 

PeopleAdmin Pre-lnterview Approval Workflow- Department HR Rep: 

Further, the ~;leAdmi~ User Guide will include a PeopleAdmin Pre-lnterview Quick Reference Guide and modules with updates. Under "Permanent SPA 

Modules," .!5~2~!?Z[~..3:.’.5. has been updated with the new workflow for your reference. The PeopleAdmin Pre-lnterview Quick Reference Guide can be found in 
Module 15 under ~!:!.~!1~..~f4.~!~.!4£~4.~’.~ or under the ~.!~.~#71Q!.~..~.~!.~)~!.~?..~!).[4..~!.~.~2~’. section of the User Guide. Both guides will be available for your use by March 10. 

Please feel free to contact your OHR Employment Consultant (!?.~.[71~i~)~572.~.~:.!].!?.~:~!~.~i) if you have questions. 

Lachonya Williams, PHR, MSHR 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources 

College of Arts & Sciences 

03 Howell Hall, CB# 3056 

(o) 919-843-9201 (VOIP) 

(m) 
(f) 919-843-3531 

For immediate assistance, please submit a ticket via 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Colleginm T.V./Culmml Zephyr e.V. <bicdaa~ce@aol.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 9:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Fountainhead e-Letter, March 2014, Berlin/Germmay 

A Complexion Change 
Transnational & Intercultural Diplomacy 
An International Media Project (UNESCO) 

http:i/www.blackinternationalcinema.de/BIC14/bic 14.htm 

"Pathways to Enlightenment / Wege zur Erkenntnis" 



Venue: Rathaus Sch~neberg (city hall), .lohn-F.-Kennedy-Platz, 
10825 Berlin/Germany 

Production and Direction / Produktion und Leitung 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith / Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

in association with / in Verbindung mit 
THE COLLEGIUH- Forum 8~ Television Program Berlin 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition 
and Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

in cooperation with / in Kooperation mit 
Commissioner for Integration, District Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin 
tier Integrationsbeauftragten des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin 

is a yearly interdisciplinary, intercultural film/video festival produced and directed by 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre / THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin 
in association with Cultural Zephyr e.V. and screens cinema from Africa, the African 
Diaspora and films from varied intercultural backgrounds or perspectives. 

Black International Cinema Berlin originated from the Black Cultural Festival, which 
was produced and directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre in 1986 for the first 
time in Europe, a 3-week event in Berlin, which presented the contributions of Black 
people to world culture through film, theater, dance, music, workshops and seminars, 
and was an homage to the legendary tap dancer, Carnell Lyons. 

The venues were the Theatermanufaktur am Halleschen Ufer from March 3-16, music 
- dance - theatre; Hochschule der K~inste Berlin on March 11, symposium; Kino 

Arsenal from March 17-23, film. 

Organization and Artistic Direction: Prof. Gayle McKinney Griffith (USA/Berlin), Prof. 
Donald Muldrow Griffith (USA/Berlin), Donald Muldrow McKinney Griffith 11 
(USA/Berlin), Dr. Ntongela Masilela (South Africa); in cooperation with: Prof. Dr. 
Abdul Alkalimat (USA), Uazuvara Ewald Katjivena (Namibia), Getinet Belay (Ethiopia), 
,]oliba Africa Center; Organization: Erika Gregor (Arsenal Cinema, Germany); 
Organization Assistance: Annette Koschmieder (Germany) 

Since then, Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre produces and directs the Black 
lnternational Cinema Berlin each year in Berlin and additionally, in other European and 

US-American cities. 

The festival focuses on presenting works of an artistic, cultural or political nature 
coinciding with the general educational, social, artistic and economic interest of 



people from Africa, the African Diaspora and people with an interest in participating 
in intercultural communication and the resultant interfacing and sharing of 

educational, social, artistic and economic resources. 

Furthermore, Black International Cinema Berlin is open to ALL filmmakers and 
contributes to better understanding and increasing cooperation between people from 
various cultural, ethnic, national and religious backgrounds, in order to reduce 
prejudice and support a peaceful and respectful living together in our multi-faceted 
societies, 

Black International Cinema Berlin is a festival based upon our mission statement and 
the objectives and methods as stated within the entry form~ 

"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition 
Photographic Exhibition - Visual Documentation 

The exhibition documents the history of 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

in association with 
International Artists 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre was founded by Prof. Donald Huldrow Griffith, Prof. 
Gayle HcKinney Griffith, Lynnda Curry, Ricky Powell and Detlef B~icker, four American 
artists and a German colleague, who met in Berlin during 1979 at Theater des 
Westens and decided to undertake intercultural, interdisciplinary and international 
productions in dance, theatre, television, workshops, film/video festivals and 
publications. 
This exhibition paints a picture of the activities of various people during their 
historical contributions to Berlin, elsewhere and hence, the portrait seeks to prevent 
these undertakings from becoming "Footprints in the Band?". 

back to top 

Passing of Chinua Achebe 

Chinua you’ve passed away I hear 
So suddenly I can’t believe it 
Because you are so much needed 
As a voice 
Of wisdom 
In this world 

Oh Chinua you’ve passed away 
Achebe you’ve gone your way 
And on that way you told us 
So many important things 
Along the way, along 
Our journey, even 
If unto us unknown you told us 
So many important things 
Like that things fall apart 
Things which have become corrupted 
Because of colonialism 
Things that fell apart 

Because of that destruction 
That left imprints of confusion 
And set into motion 
A dangerous mechanism that seems to ensure 
That things continue 
To fall apart 

As a result of confusion 
And too little action 
To address the structures of the system 
That seems to ensure 
That things continue 
To fall Out of the order 
That once has been 
Upon a time 
Before the destruction 
When there was balance 
In times long time ago 

And now without you 
The world falls apart 
Even a little bit more 
Without you we are 
No longer at Ease 

So let us make an offering 



To honour you and as a remedy 
That things 
Will get back into shape 

As it had been 
In the sacred forest of the origin. 

Ursula Troche, 3. 2013 

back to top 

Refugee Strike goes to Universities 

On Thursday, November 21st, 2013, 7 p.m., Humboldt-University Berlin / Caf~ 
Kr~henfuB, we discussed the situation of refugees in Germany and their struggle. 

Presenting documentary films of Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu and the issue of "Request or 
Demand" on the refugees behalf, as the visual basis for the discussion. 
Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu, from Malawi, studied in the former GDR and worked for the 
emancipation of refugees/asylum seekers in Berlin. 

The evening served as a planning session on the future progress in the refugee 
attempts at societal participation and eventual citizenship within Berlin and 

elsewhere~ 

Organized by: Refugee Struggle Berlin in cooperation with 



Fountainhead Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
The Collegium - Forum & Television Program Berlin 

Refugee Strike geht an die Universit~iten 

Am Donnerstag, dem 21. November 2013 um 19.00 Uhr, diskutierten wit an der 
Humboldt Universit~t im Caf~ KrahenfuB 0ber die Situation und den Kampf der 
Fl0chtlinge in Deutschland. 

Als filmische Grundlage for die Diskussion pr~isentierten wit ein Interview mit Dr. 
Mahoma Mwaungulu sowie ein Gespr~ich zum Thema "Bitte oder Forderung" im Namen 
der Fl0chtlinge. 
Der aus Malawi stammende Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu studierte in der DDR und 
arbeitete for die Emanzipation von Fl0chtlingen und Asylbewerbern in Berlin. 

Der Abend diente als Veranstaltung zur Planung der zuk0nftigen Entwicklung im 
Hinblick auf das Bestreben der Fl0chtlinge, als Mitglieder der Gesellschaft anerkannt 
zu werden und schliel31ich die Staatsb0rgerschaft zu bekommen, innerhalb Berlins und 
anderswo. 

Organisation: Refugee Struggle Berlin in Kooperation mit 

Fountainhead Tanz Th~tre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
The Collegium - Forum &Television Program Berlin 

November 21., 2013, 7.00 pm / 21. November 2013, 19.00 Uhr 

Humboldt Universit~it zu Berlinr Unter den Linden 6r 10117 Berlin 
Caf~ Kr~ihenfut3 

¢OI~tTI~:~I~UTOP.$: (io alphabetical order) 

Patras Bwansi 
Representative, Refugee Protest Camp, Oranienplatz-Berlin 

Prof, Donald Muldrow Griffith 
Co- Fou nder!ProduceriDirector/Pu blisher/Cu rator/Moderator 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Band?" Exhibition/Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Christian M, 3olibois 
Vice Editor in Chief, AI-Maqam, Magazine for Arabian Art and Culture 

Amir Kaufmann 
Artist/Filmmaker 

Angela Kramer 
Production Co-ordinator 
Fountainhead® Tanz Th~tre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition/Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Marion Kramer 
Public Relations Co-ordinator 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Band?" Exhibition!Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Alinka Seth 
Human Rights Activist 

Miriam $iglreitmaier 
Humboldt University of Berlin 

Kani Tuyala 
Doctoral Candidate, Free University of Berlin - Institute of Social and Cultural 
Anthropology; Founder/Chairman, Lions of Science 

"It is amazing what you can accomplish if you do not care who gets the credit." 
Harry S. Truman 

"Don’t confuse me with the facts. I’ve got a closed mind." 
Earl Fredrick Landgrebe 

"Everyone is entitled to his own opinion, but not his own facts. " 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan 

Dedicated to 
Oliver "Ollie" Wendell Harrington 
February 14, 1912 - November 2, 1995 



Langston Hughes described Ollie Harrington as, "America’s greatest Black cartoonist," 
an assessment that has stood the test of time. An outspoken advocate against 
racism and for civil rights in the United States and internationally, Harrington 
requested political asylum in East Germany in :~96:~. He lived in Berlin for the last 
three decades of his life. 

back to top 





Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, founder and director of Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre, 
Black International Cinema Berlin, THE COLLEGIUM - Forum &.Television Program 
Berlin, "Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition and Cultural Zephyr e.V., has been 
nominated for the German Prize for Civic Engagement 20:[3. 

The German Prize for Civic Engagement aims at strengthening the recognition of 
citizen engagement in GeFmany, as well as increasing its visibility. 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, Gr~Jnder und Leiter von Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre, 
Black International Cinema Berlin, THE COLLEGIUM - Forum &.Television Program 
Berlin, "Footprints in the Sand?" - Exhibition und Cultural Zephyr e.V., wurde for den 
Deutschen Engagementpreis 20~.3 nominiert. 

Der Deutsche Engagementpreis verfolgt das Ziel, die Anerkennung von 
b~Jrgerschaftlichem Engagement in Deutschland zu st~irken und dessen Sichtbarkeit in 
der Gesellschaft zu verbessern. 

back to 



XXVIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 
International Pres~ Voices 

Berlimde, The officia~ intemet view on the capita~ 
Culture and Tickets > Suggestions > Fi~rn > Festivals 

Das interkulturelle und interdisziplin&re Festival 
"...Das Festival bietet Raum fiJr den interkulturellen, k~instlerischen und geistigen 
Austausch. Bestandteile des Festivals sind Filmpr~isentationen, Seminare, 
Diskussionen, k~instlerische Darbietungen und die Ausstellung. Das Festival gibt 
Menschen die HSglichkeit, ihre Geschichte aus ihrer Sicht zu erz~hlen, und m6chte 

damit einen Beitrag leisten, um ungesehene Gesichter sichtbar und ungehSrte 
Stimmen hSrbar zu machem.." 

The intercultural and interdisciplinary festival 
".=.The festival provides a venue for an intercultural, artistic and intellectual 
exchange. Parts of the festival are film presentations, seminars, discussions, artistic 
presentations and the exhibition ("Footprints in the Sand?", Iuly 1 until August 31, 
2013). The festival provides people with the opportunity to present their story from 
their perspective and hence wishes to contribute toward making unseen faces visible 
and unheard voices hearable..." 

EURO~IGHToCOH 
Your Guide To Afro Europe 
O~ive Vasse~ 

"...During the festival Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre production’s "A Portrait Of 
Roswitha G~inther" will also premier. Conceptualized, written and directed by Griffith, 
it is a portrait of Roswitha G~inther, founder and director of Pfeiffers Ballhaus, and a 
producer at the Berlin citizen television station Alex - Open Channel Berlin. 
"The documentary reveals a picture of a woman, who with determination, community 
spirit and heart, offers especially the elder, but also the younger generation, the 
possibility to participate in a social and artistic life, to meet each other, to dance 
and while having cake and coffee to participate for several hours, in an artistic 
program with music, song and performance, which at the same time is produced for 
television at Alex - Open Channel Berlin," said Griffith..." 

".=.Auf dem Festival feiert auch die Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre Produktion ’A 
Portrait Of Roswitha G~inther’ ihre Premiere. Konzipiert, geschrieben und unter der 
Regie von Donald Muldrow Griffith portr~itiert der Film Roswitha GUnther, Gr~inderin 
und Leiterin von Pfeiffers Ballhaus und Produzentin im Berliner B(Jrgerfernsehen Alex - 
Offener Kanal Berlin. 
’Die Dokumentation zeichnet das Bild einer Frau, die mit viel Durchhalteverm~gen, 
Gemeinschaftssinn und Herz besonders der ~flteren Generation aber auch j(Jngeren 
Menschen die M6glichkeit bietet, am sozialen und k~Jnstlerischen Leben teilzunehmen, 
sich zu begegnen, zu tanzen und bei Kaffee und Kuchen mehrere Stunden an einem 
k(Jnstlerischen Programm aus Musik, Gesang und Artistik teilzunehmen, das 
gleichzeitig for das Fernsehen aufgezeichnet und im Fernsehsender Alex - Oftener 
Kanal Berlin ausgestrahlt wird,’ erl~utert Griffith..." 

"Das Black International Cinema-Festival ruft zum interkulturellen, k~instlerischen und 
geistigen Austausch auf. Filme aus zahlreichen L~indern der Erde, darunter Spanien, 

Israel, Irak, Honduras, Venezuela, S[idafrika, USA, Kanada, GroBbritanien, Frankreich 
und Deutschland, erz~hlen Geschichten von verborgenen Gesichtern, die ihre 

Lebensgeschichte zum Mittelpunkt des Festivals werden lassen..." 

’The Black International Cinema Festival calls to intercultural, artistic and spiritual 
exchange. Films from numerous countries of the earth, among them Spain, Israel, 
Iraq, Honduras, Venezuela, South Africa, U.S.A., Canada, Great Britain, France and 
Germany, tell the stories of unseen faces, who make their life stories the focus of 

the festival..." 

"Produktion und Leitung: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith/Fountainhead® Tanz TheAtre 
in Kooperation mit der Integrationsbeauftragten des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, 
Berlin in Verbindung mit der Botschaft der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika, Berlin 

’_. Kunst und Kultur k6nnen hier Br~icken bauen, Grenzen ~Jberschreiten und sich 
stereotypischem Schubladendenken entziehen. Deshalb sind Initiativen wie Black 
International Cinema Berlin wichtig for die Hauptstadt. Mein Dank geht an die 
Organisatorinnen und Organisatoren von Black International Cinema Berlin, ein 
kulturelles Highlight, welches deutschlandweit einmalig ist...’ - Gabriele G~in Tank, 
Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg 



Die diesj~hrige Veranstaltung ist den ’Bl~iten der Zukunft’ gewidmet: ’Future 
Blossoms’ ist eine Metapher for die Aufgabe der Menschen, sich heute for 

Gesellschaften einzusetzen, die wir unseren Kindern wLinschen, damit sie wachsen, 
gedeihen und erblLihen k6nnen. Iede Generation, und diese Eigenschaft ist wohl eine 
universelle, unternimmt Anstrengungen, damit es der n~chsten besser gehen 
m6ge..." 

"Production and Direction: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith/Fountainhead® Tanz 
Theatre in cooperation with the Commissioner for Integration of the district 
Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Germany in association with the Embassy of the 
United States of America, Berlin/Germany 

’_.Art and culture can build bridges, cross borders and pull away from stereotypical 
categorized thinking. Therefore, initiatives such as Black International Cinema Berlin 
are important for the capital of Germany. I extend my congratulations to the 
organizers of Black International Cinema Berlin, a cultural highlight which is unique 
Germany-wide....’ - Gabriele GiJn Tank, Commissioner for Integration of the district 
Tempelhof-Sch6neberg 

This year’s festival is dedicated to ’Future Blossoms’, which stands as a metaphor for 
the engagement of human beings in developing societies, which we wish as a future 
for our children, so as to allow them to thrive and prosper. Each generation, and this 
may be a universal characteristic, makes efforts for a better life for future 
generations._" 

Der Tagesspiege~ No, 21582 / Wednesdays May 8, 2013 
TIPS OF THE DAY, C~’NEMA T~’P 

Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey (OV) 
Das 28. Black International Cinema zeigt unter dem Titel "Future Blossoms - BliJten 

der Zukunft" vom 8. bis 12. Mai eine Reihe von Filmen, Seminaren und Diskussionen, 
so auch die Werke des US-Regisseurs William Greaves. Sein Dokumentarfilm "Ralph 
Bunche: An American Odyssey" beschreibt das Leben des schwarzen B~irgerrechtlers 
Ralph Bunche, der 1950 als erster Schwarzer den Friedensnobelpreis erhielt. 

Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey (OV) 
The 28th Black International Cinema Berlin presents films, seminars and discussions 
under the title "Future Blossoms" from May 8 until 12, among them works of the US 
director William Greaves. His documentary film "Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey" 
portrays the life of the Black civil rights activist Ralph Bunche, who in 1950 as the 
first Black person, was awarded with the Nobel peace prize. 

14 days program," April 25 - May 9, 20%2 

No, 3.0/2012, volume 4%, www,tip-berlinode 

"_.Der kritische Fokus der vorwiegend kurzen, experimentellen und dokumentarischen 
Produktionen liegt nicht mehr einzig auf afrikanischen bzw. Afroamerikanischen 
Themen. Vielmehr umfasst das interkulturelle Programm auch Beitr~ige, die 
gesellschaftliche, philosophische und 6kologische Problematiken in Spanien, 

Honduras, Venezuela oder dem Iran behandeln. 

"...The critical focus of the mostly short, experimental and documentary production 
does not solely lie on African, respectively African American themes anymore. The 
intercultural program covers rather contributions dealing with societal, philosophical 
and ecological problems in Spain, Honduras, Venezuela or Iran. 

Zitty~ Berlin 
TEe City Magazine of the Tagesspiege~ (daily newspaper) 

08 Wednesday~ C~ne~a 
~CK INTERNATIONAL C~NE~A BERLIN; 
Ralph Bunche~ An American Odyssey 

Das Black International Cinema Berlin finder zum 28. Mal statt. Unter dem Titel 
"Future Blossoms - BliJten der Zukunft" werden vom 8.-12. Mai eine Reihe von Filmen, 
Seminaren und Diskussionen pr~isentiert, so auch die Werke des US-Regisseurs, 
Produzenten und Drehbuchautors William Greaves. Der Dokumentarfilm "Ralphe 
Bunche: An American Odyssey" des Emmy-Preistr~igers beschreibt das Leben des 
schwarzen BiJrgerrechtlers Ralph Bunche (Foto) von 1904 his 1971..." 

The Black International Cinema Berlin occurs for the 28th time. Under the title 
"Future Blossoms", films, seminars and discussions will be presented from May 8-12, 
among them the works of the US director, producer and author, William Greaves. The 
documentary film "Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey" of the Emmy awarded 
filmmaker portrays the life of the civil rights activist Ralph Bunche (photo) from 1904 
until 1971..." 

"...Unter dem Motto "Future Blossoms", mitsamt illustrierendem afrikanischem 
Sprichwort ("Nur wenn L6wen ihre eigenen Geschichtsschreiber haben, werden ,]~ger 
aufh6ren, Helden zu sein"), m6chte die diesj~ihrige Ausgabe einen weiteren Beitrag 



leisten, ungesehene Gesichter sichtbar und ungeh6rte Stimmen h6rbar zu machen - 
in der Hoffnung um zukQnftige BIQten, oder, weniger floral, aufkl~rerisches Potenzial. 
Die Filmauswahl gleicht dabei einem Tanz Qber dem Globus: BeitrSge kommen aus 
dem Kamerun, Spanien, Israel, Deutschland, SQdafrika, dem Iran, Honduras, 

Venezuela, dem Irak, der USA, Gro~3britannien, Kanada und Frankreich..." 

"...Under the motto "Future Blossoms", additionally illustrated by an African proverb 
("Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes."), this year’s 
edition wishes to once more contribute toward making unseen faces visible and 
unheard voices hearable - hoping for future blossoms or, to say it less floral, for 
enlightening potential. The film selection is like a dance across the globe: 
Submissions come from Cameroon, Spain, Israel, Germany, South Africa, Iran, 
Honduras, Venezuela, Iraq, USA, Great Britain, Canada and France../’ 

back to top 

The collection for the Dance Program at the Indiana University South Bend Archives 
documents the history of Donald and Gayle Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
Berlin Germany, as directors of the Dance Department from 1992 to 1995, with 
numerous visual material as recent as 20!!. 

https:/iwww.iusb.edu/librar¥iabouticollectioniarchives/inventoryidance.php 

Alison Stankrauff, Archivist and Associate Librarian 
Franklin D. Schurz Library, Indiana University South Bend 
Curator, Dance Collection at Indiana University South Bend Archives 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 3:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: With Milits~ Moves Seen in Ukraine, Obama Warns Russia 

Today’s Headlines t, 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts irravel i [eday’s Video 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThb Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~> 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

I’Yith MilitaD- Moves Seeli in Ukrai~e, Obama 

The new Ukrai~ian govemmel~k claimed khat Russia was trying 

to prow:~ke a military conflict by seceding troops to Crimea, Maile 

Presiden t Obam a warned Russia to respect Ukrain e’s sovereign 

, ~ Video: Obama’s Speech [ Transcript of Remarks 

, Crimea’s B~oody Past Is a Key to I[s Present 

Engineers AHege Hiring Collusion i~ Silicon 

Valiey 
::.7 E "¢,’:iD b"i :q[:’i’:’i: :::[ [" 

A dass-actim~ suit by Silieo~ Valley e~ginee~,~ against companies 

including Google, Apple and Intel has revealed details of an 

agreemet~ amoilg them ilot to eoldIcall one anoLher’s empl~,,yees. 

S|mtt Dwellers i~i Cmoaeas Ask, ~’}mt Protests? 

While the middle and upper classes have dug in agai~st Preside~t 

NicolSs Maduro’s government, khe poor have in large pad stayed 

~ oteste 



Editors’ Picks 

M OVl ES 

~ v~x): Po|il-ies at the Oscars 

From Michelle Obama to Michael Moore to Marlon Bran do (or 

not Mark~n Brando), khe Os,:ars have a long polRieal history, 

eNAains Sam Tanenhaus of The T~mes. 

OPiNiON I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Re~ti~g 3~adges fo~¯ Secret Rulings 

Delaware eourks would r~;solve business disputes behind dosed 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

PRESIDKNTOBANA, w;~rni~g Russia ag;~bast intet’veni~g militarily in lYkrai~e, 

Today’s Video 

~ wD~o= B~tter~t Squash With Polecats 

Cooked together slo*qy, squash and polenta serve as a sweet and 

silky bed fi)r ~:aramelized ~nions and savory sausage. 

Related Ar[icle 

...... I squash 

polenta 

~ vm~o; Bill C~m~ingham I The White 

The populari~ of white outerwear tiffs winter has bee~ a pert~et 
match for this particularly s~owy season. 

~ vmEo; In Performtmee: Mark Pada~ore 

The tenor Mark Padmore performs khe prologue from BrRten’s 

"Bi]ly Budd." 

World 

Uk~ah~iar~ Ex-President Speaks O~t From Russia 

Viktor b’o Yanukovyeh, Ukraine’s fi)rmer leader, ealled on 

President "~qadimir v. Pufin of Russia to act, bu~ vowed to 

oppose milikat3’ in ke~,ention by Russia or anyone else. 



Fierce Critic of P~fin 

A judge ruled dmt A]cksei A. Nava]ny, Russia’s h~ading 

opposifio~ figm’e~ had vio~aLed the Lerms ~~f a Lravel ban fl’om a 

pendi~g criminal case. 

LISTENING POST 
[)~ Sc’2riett 

Cum~tering israel Boyeotts~ }V]th Glamour I ....... 
dohar, ss 
on in 

After refusing to give up an endorsement deal wRh an Israeli       [                                                                                       Pads 

company thee has a factocy in a dewish sektlement i~ the Israeli-. 

occupied West Bank, Scm’]e~ 3ohm~sson has become a hero to pro-Israel 

activists. 

U,S, 

_A~sh Spit Shows How ~Vatehdog V~;as Deranged 

Nort~ Carolina regnlators say that under Gov. Pat MeCrory, a 

weakened Dcpartment of Environment and Natnral Resources 

has aban&:med its regulatoo’ role. 

No Charges in Death of Alzhe[mer~s Patient 

Mistaken for Intruder 

A Georgia ma~ who Ntally shot an ~zhNmer’s patient he fcared 

was breaking i~to his house will not he charged with a crime, a 

prosecutor said. 

~ ~ DocumeBt: Related Press Release 

..... 
We£t bro I 
ok, 72. 

The down,pours, as wdcome as they were, will not rescue the 

state h’om its histodeaily bad dmnghL offieials said. 

~ idst of 

drought 

Business 

Cit~grm,p Says Mex~ca~ Subsidiary Was Corbat. 

De~’auded of as M~eh as $400 M~on the 

Cifigroup said on b~4day that it was revising its n’sulLs for 

fourth quaAer and 2ol3 after it ~seovered a fraud invohdng its Me~ean 

ba~]dng unit, Banamex, and an N] sendees compm~y. 



A dispute over Isr’ac] at The New Republic has spilled ont of the 

newsroom and into ~he public realm~ leading to qaestions over 

the magazine’s new editor4al stance. 

Save for Retirement First, the Children’s               w~,~dy 

Educatior~ Secor~d                                      ~,,~ ~ 

Pa~vnL~ who pu~ saving for retirement ahead of saving %r their 

chiMren’s educations may be doing the best firing fbr themselves and their 

offsp*~ng. 

Sports 

Nick Bollet~eri’s Age: 82. His Visio~ for Tennis 

Taler~t: 2o/2oo 

BolletUeri, a coach of future champions at IMG Academy in 

BradenhTm, Na. is still building his legacy and is ex~)ected to be 

chosen for ~ae InternaUonal Tennis Hail of Fame. 

Kosovo Gets a Real Game~ if It Car~ Assemble a 

Team 

Kosovo will play its first F[FA-approved fl’iend]y on Wednesday, 

agNnst Haiti, hut many top soccer playet~ wRh Kosovar heM~ge 

have ended up playing for other national teams. 

R~mgers Re-Sign G~rardi as Trade Deadline 

Looms 

The Rangers agreed to terms x~th Dan Oirardi, one of their host 

defensemen, bnt t)’an CNIahan, the team’s cap.in and a 

pending free agenL is still the sul-0eet of trade rumors. 

Football 

Arts 

Side Road to S~eeess Wins NIatthew 

l~IcConaughey Admiration 

The actor’s s trategy of picking meatier roles in low-budget 

movies has paid off in rebnilding his image as a serious 

performer worthy cd emulating. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

A Seco~d Bout of ~Passiom~ Rawer 

The Berlin Philharmonic, under the conductor Simon RatLle, 

performed "SL 3ohn Passion" in a new stag)ng by Peter Sellarso 

Lo~g= Lost Video ofR&B Stm’s at 1989 

Is to 

"A CelehraUon of Blues & SonL" on PBS Saturday, is par~ of a 

~989 eonee*t by R~B greats, pnlled ~ogether by Dee Atwater for 

one of President (-~eorge H. W. Bush’s inaug~ra] celebrations. 

Berlin 
Philharm 

~reside 

George 

Travel 



Toronl-o~s Et|u~ie 
LM FF.;:,NCi ~E 

The d~" simultaneously dissolves boMers be!aveen cultures and 

preser~-es what’s most valuable about each one. 

sky ne 

EXPLORER 

In Kentucky, a Family at the Center o~tlhe Em~h 
LM ~d.NAN CHF.iSii;:,NSLN 

Tom:s of Mammoth Cave’s rambling passages have been g~ven 

since before the Civil War and one family has led them h’om fl~e 

time its guides were slaves. 

FRUGAL TRAVELER 

A cultural excha~ge im’o]ving pizza and eoeonnt beer and a big 

dh’ectional assist h’om two children are Ol part of this Frugal 

adventnre to the eoantD"s southern coast. 

similar to 
lard 

Obituaries 

Huber Mates, Comrade of Castro, Then 
Adversary, Dies at 95 

Mr. Mates, a commander in Mr. Castro’s army, broke fi:om the 

Cuban revohNon in ~959 over its tilt toward Communism and 

was imprisoned for 2o yea~s. 

Valery K~ibasov, 79, Dims; Thawed Cold War in 

Space 

Mr. Kuhasov was a cosmonaut when a Soyuz spaceship linked 

with an Apollo eapsuIe in 1975~ sonic 1~o miles above the earfl~. 

Dale Gardner, Astronaut "Wlho Helped Corral 

Wa3~’ard Satellites, Dies at 65 

Commander Gardner helped lead fl~e first salw]ge operation 

space, steering a jet-propelled backpack to bring the satelli{cs 

aboard the space shu~le Discove~T, 

L.eonov, 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

~:hal- Is R~ssia~s Aim in Ukraine? 

Mr. Putin’s reported tactics h~ Crimea are stay to bad{fire. 

Preparing reache~ for rise Common Core 

The N F.L. Begins to Wake Up 

For m~:e 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

F’athers~ Sons and Brothers’ Keepers 

We can and must break the cycles of pain for young men of 

color, bnilding better boys and repairing broken men. 

, Cekim nis;[ Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A~o~ zebra So~"ll- of Help~ Ot~ 

As gay t’i~bts have made great strides lately, why have abor~on 

~gh L~ lost ground? 

~ Column~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Croa[od to avoid govcrnment, the virh~al ~rrency won’t sin-rive 

wiLhout iL 

Columnist Page I Blog 

Fo; me~e oeinioi~ go to NYTime~.eomtOpinion >~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See thi~. Fror~t Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY]imes Rmterest 

[] ~i .~; ,~""~ i ~[] 

Access The New York Times from a~ywhere with ,.)tar suite of apps: 

iPhone:~) l iPad® Android I All 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section ,~ ’ m.nyt.com ~ 

About This Email 

TMs is an aa~emated email Please do !lot reply d#ectly to ~his email. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.cem=s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. 

As a rnembe[ o~ ti~e TRUSTe privacy program, we are comrnib’_ed to pro~ecting you[ privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

marilyn machado <        ~yahoo.com> 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 11:03 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Escobax, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Inti~rmation needed 

Happy day! 
If you already have more information to share about the Global Africana Annual Conference, as agenda, day and time of my speech, etc., I would like 
to have that information. 
Thanks. 
Marilyn Machado Mosquera 
PCN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 3:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: A tbnner student 

Of course I wrote him warm reply. 

From:,                       ;@yahoo.corn] 
Sent; Saturday, March 01, 2014 1:20 AM 

To; Porter, Robert S 
Subject; A former student 

Robert, 
Good evening. I was a student of yours 20+ years ago (you taught AFAM and TA’d my Roman History class). With all the uproar going on right now 
regarding classes, I was reminded of how much I really enjoyed your AFAM course and that I appreciated that it was challenging but also 
enjoyable. You are an excellent teacher (as you were when you TA’d for Professor Talbert’s class) and I probably never got a chance to tell you that 
(I still remember you mentioning Estevanico on the first day of class). I don’t know what the AFAM Department is going through right now and how 
much additional stress that is adding to your life but I hope you are doing really well. 
Take care, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 3:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Kremlin Deploys Military in Ukraine, Prompting Protesl by U.S. 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Spots A[ts ~ Magazine 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

~,s R~tssian forces eN~etively seized con krol of Ukraine’s 

Crimean pe~insula, the Russian Parliament granted President 

Vladimir V. Putin "~e authority he sought to use militaz3, force in response to 

the inskability in U]~’aine. 

More Coverage of Ukraine From [he I.ede 

Memo From Kiev: After Initisi TriumpiL Ukraine’s L.a,,ers Face Battle for Credibility 

Amid More Signs of Russian Force in Crimea, Deiiflht MNes Witi~ Dismay 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Makd~g Russia Pay? It’s Not So Shnple              [~ ~,-~.~-~o..t 

I resi.]enk Obama has warned Rnssia klaat ’"daere ~il] be costs" for 

a military inte~’endon in U!~’aine. But the [LS, has few optior~s 

for imposing such cost% and recent t) isto~y has slao~ that Russia has been 

wilIing to absog) any such fallout. 

Rise in Bigotry Pueis Massacre Inside Myam~ar 

Killings or" the Rohi~N:a minorib~ are a test for Myanmar’s 

governmenL which has done little to rein in "dae violence even as 

it purs~_les broad economic and polidcN reforms, 



Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

Russian armed forces effectively seizcd contro~ of Ukraine’s 

Crimean peninsula on Satm’day. 

OPINION I OPINION 

How to Love tl~c Cold 

Ice fishing, like winter, is~’t really that ranch tim. But it can 

Today’s Video 

~ WDEO: Thi~k Back: Obama’s Cold War 

In addrc’ssing crises in Ukraine, Syria and elsewhere, President 

Obama seems ko be drawing on khe memory of old-time 

superpower struggles, says Sam Ta~enhaus. 

Related .&rflcie 

The designer givc’s Suzy Mc ~kc’s a tour of his exhibition, 

Van N oten: Inspirations(’ at the Music des :~ts D&’.orafifs in 

Paris, 

~ V~DEO: Review: "~o14 Rm~ge Rover Spo~t 

HNE 

The 2o14 ~nd Rover Range Rover Sport might be a better 

mountain climber than slalom framer, but dca’t roll yonr eyes at 

the "spin k" badge on khis S.U.V. 

, Re~ated k~icie 

World 

MEMO FROM KIEV 

After Initial Triumph, Ukraine’s :Leaders Face Battle for 

CrcdiMlity 



Sueeessflfl revolutions, as the inte*{m government in Kiev has been learning, 

are a lot harder to maintain than i~ can seem in the bright dawn offirs~ victories. 

Pak~st~fi Ta|ibm~, Announei~g Cease~ F~re, Urge 

the Revival of Peace Talks 

The announeemen~ of the trnee came just horn’s after ~wo 

bombin~ Mlled ~3 people and wounded ~o in an aria& on a 

polio vaeein ation Dam in the northwestern Khyber region. 

The 

security 

Attackers ~¥ith Fa~ives 1~1[ 29 at Clfi~mse Rail 

Station 

A group of assailants, ~h’essed in black und widd~ng kn~ves, 

s~ormedinto a train station in Ktmmingin southwestern China, 

slushing employees and eommuterso 

raik,¢ay 

U,S, 

Missions Siga~al a Growh~g Role for Mormor~ Nicolle 
Women I ...... E~,~,, I 

center, 

~ter the Church of Jesus Christ of ~tter--day Sair~ts lowered its        v~<~i~ 

age requirement for female missionaries in October 2ol 2 to 19 

l~’om 2I, the thonsands of women w~o ~ave signed up are expe&ed ko 

RmdamenkalIy alter {his most zMneriean of ehm’ehes. 

Troubles at Women’s Prison Test Alabama 

The Tuh~’iler women’s prison is rife with sex]m~ cr~mes, the 

fedora] government says, but t~e appedte for costly reform in 

tough-on-re:line Alabama appea~ minimal 

Washin 

gton 

gave 

:Deal ~Vo~fld A|low Gays to March i~ Boston’s St. 

Patrick’s Day Parade 

.,~m udvoeacy group balked at the terms of the deal w~fieh would 

ban participants Dora wearing clothing identi~4ng their se~na] 

off enta tion. 

Mayor 
Martin 

Business 



FAIR GAME 

B~0eak Up the Bank? It% Not fo~° Yo~* to Ask 

JPMorgan Chase is t~3,ing to stop a shareholder’s proposal from 

going to a vote at its annual meeting. 

Pampered Guests and Feuding Hosts at 
C|aridge’s Hote| 

British and Irish magnates are squabbling over the owne~.~hip of 

CIaHdge’s~ the London lnxury 

APPLIED SCIENCE 

Rose-Co|o~oed Words, b~at Gray Outcomes 

A new study highlighN the correlation between optimism and 

poor results, this time in the economy m) d the stock market 

The 

e to 

Sports 

E,~d of the Ride for Lar~ce Armstrong 

Excerpts fi:om Juliet Maem"s new hook, "Cycle of ISes: The Fall 

of l~mee Armstrong," examine the people closest to him and 

the, so invog’ed in his clandestine doping. 

Armst~o 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 

George Karl ~ees a Talent Adrift- as Carme~o 

Ar~thony% i~ficks Fade 

Karl, .~thony’s lbrmer coach in Denver, believes the Knicks’ 

s Nr is missing "menkal k)ughness" around him. 

B.A. Roundup: Switching Masks, James Loses His Superhero Look but Retains His Powers 

NETS ]07, BUCKS 98 
The 

Bo|stered by Tl~eir Depth, Nets Head Home or~ Nets’ 
Jason 

t~ R~se 
Collins 

The Nets’ reserves seored 54 pc+ints in a victory that capped a 4- 

2 tip and pulled the team within three and a half games of Toronto in the 

A~lan~c Divis+on. 

Box Score 

Per mere spolts news, e,o ~o NYTimea.comtSpor~s ~ 

Arts 

Bying~ng the Happy 

The sunny Pharrc]l Williarns, one of "due most transformative 

music figures ~ff @e last year, is back wi@ "G I R L," his second 

albmn as a solo l:~erformer. 

Haydr~ s Bombshell and Other S~prises 

,An thony Tom rossini invikes readers ko sh are their fa voH te 

musieaI su[prises, for an interactive feature. 

...... Wiliiams 

Oscars :~o~4: 1Ave Coverage TorAgl~t 

Join Times reporters and edikors Sunday uight as d~ey offer live 

comrnenta~y of the 86th Academy Awards, fl’om the start of the 

red carl:,et to the en d of the teleeast 

Magazine 



The Ma~mnotb Cometb 

Bringing extinct animals back to life is real~y happening - and it’s 

going to be yew, veW cool Unless it ends up being yew, veW 

bad. 

Chris Lelhane Out-~Vashingl-ons Washington 

For the Democratic stra*egiat shaped by six years in the Clinton 

White House and "~e outcome of Bush v. Gore, going keg far is 

never far enongh. 

The iLast, Disposable Action Hero 

Inside the ~’m culture of West L.A., where the eompefith;m is 

fierce, "~e regimens are grueling and everyone is wNdng lbra 

call fron~ his agent. 

Obituaries 

Carlos Graeida, a Celebrated l~lember of a 
Family D}q~asty in Polo, Dies at 53 

Mr. Oracida was one of the most accomplished players in the 

historT of polo and a member of a legendsU Mexican family in 

~he so--eNIed sport of kin~. 

Lee Loreh, Desegre~alion Activist ~ he Led 7~{ Lem 
Stt~yvesm~t "Foum Effo~, Dies at 9g I morch, 

95. 

Mr. Lorch’s leadership in the campaign to desegregate                  ~ 

Stuyvesant Town, the gargantuan honsing development on the 

I,ower East Side of Manha~an, helped make housing disefiminadon illegal 

na~om~de. 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

The D,~qing A~°t of Legislating 

Many distinguished lawmakers ar~; walking away in disgust fl’om a rely 

unproductive Con~’esso 

, Regulatk~9 Ebctron~c Cigare~es 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Te~o~ns of Our Sm’~oender 

What comes after the inevitable ruling on same-sex marriage? 

, Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Brace Yourself for Hi||a~" m~d aeb 

America has 3~o million people, so how do we keep ending up 

with the same two surnames running ~hings? 

Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

From i-he Py~°amid to ~h(~ Squm°(~ 

A~ Oscar-nominated docum enta~T a bout tb e rm~olution i~ 

has resonated wikh protesters from Cairo to Caracas to Kiev. 

~ Co~umni~ Page 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

A Histo~oy Lesson T|~at Needs 

The Cold War was less a earet?~Uy struclan’ed game between 

maskezs than a frightening high-wire acL 

~ [] Video: Obama’s Cold War 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

How :Did Hu~ga~’y’s Electio~ Become a 

In HungatT, the rules on polidea~ advertising have been cha~ged 

quickly to be*~efit tk~e rulir~g party. 

Ao ~d 
from a 

pro- 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 1:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Learning outcomes 

Leea~ing Outcomes.docx 

Dear Eunice, 

Here is nay contribution for your report on learning outcomes. 
Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel. +1 (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 9:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

FW: Work on the strategic plan 

Dear Eunice, 

IVly response to Georges’s questions is below. 

Kenneth 

Dr Kenneth R. Janken 

Interim Director 
UNC Center for the Stu@ of the American South 
Love House and Hutchins Forum 
CB# 9127, 410 E Franklin Street 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-0523 

Professor 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 University uf North Carulina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
(919) 962-1519 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Nzungula-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Saturday, March 01, 2014 5:35 PM 
Tu: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sut~iect: RE: Work un the strategic plan 

Thanks, Kenneth. This is vep)~ useful I have asked Kia and Mamarame to take all this into accuunt in writing their respective parts of the :first draft ufthe strategic plan 
Georges 

Georges Nznngula-Ntalaja 
Professor ufAfrican Studies 
Department of African, African American, and I)iaspura Studies University of North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. ~ 1            (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 
From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Friday, Februapf 28, 20144:57 PM 
To: Nzungula-Ntalaja, Geurges 
Subject: RE: Wurk on the strategic plan 

Dear Georges, 

These are really good questions. Here are my answers. 

1. I do not think it makes sense to propose a minor in any African language or African languages at this time. I did a quick check of minors in Hebrew, German, and French; in all of them, at 
least the first three semesters of the respective languages are required before a student can begin the minor, and in each of them, at least one additional semester of language instruction is 
part of the minor. The reraaining four courses in the minor vary by language. Some require more language-instruction courses; others allow- for courses conducted in the language; still 
others allow for literature courses in translation. But any way you put it together, I do not thip2~: we have sufficient courses or demand for a minor. Certainly, if you go the route of more 
language instruction, there is not much demand beyond the first three semesters. I think and this is just an initial thought we could reward students who take a fourth semester of a 
language by allowing that course (and perhaps succeeding language courses) to count toward the African studies major concentration. 

2. Other departments do it. African studies requires four African studies courses; African American and Diaspora studies requires four African American and/or Diaspora studies courses. 
Students in each concentration then take two courses in the other concentration, and four courses in comnron. In History, students take 4-6 courses in their chosen concentration, and the 
balance outside the field of concentration. Global Studies has a similar set-up: three core courses, four courses in a thematic area, and three courses in a geographic area. Nobody that I 
know of accuses these two departments of being un-integrated. I don’t think we have to explain our decisions beyond stating that we think students should concentrate on a geographic 
area AND be exposed to other parts of the black world. 

3. I am not opposed to offering African American and Diaspora literature courses, or more courses in African literature in translation, for that matter. I don’t mean to be lukewarm about this 
My original point was that if we are going to try to expand any of the language programs, we should think about developing literature and culture courses in them. I used to think that we 
should not develop a literature component to Atlcican American and Diaspora studies, because the English and Comparative Literature Department covered that. But when I think about how 
Global Studies and American Studies poaches on our turi; I think that maybe we should think about responding in kind. That is a gut reaction, but I think it deserves to be thought through 
c areii~lly, even if ultimately rej ect it 

4. I thought it was approved, but I do not know what it means I thought the requirements were overly restrictive, though I can’t remember why, and I remember thinking that having the 
certificate was not wolth the trouble. I recall that we ~vere the ones to administer it. 



5. I think no more than five pages and probably fewer. 

6. I don’t think the new curriculum needs any particular emphasis in order to be implemented it is alrea@ implemented To my mind, rehearsing the reasons for developing it and seeing 
how- we can implement it keeps us stuck in neutral. I think numbers are the important way to measure the success of the plan. For example, we want an X percent increase in the number of 
majors; we want an X percent increase in the number of minors; we want to have 3 students who do Honors each year; and so on 

I tried to be short, and so I’m probably not being complete. Would you like to tall; about this next week over a cup of coffee or something? 

Best regards, 

Kenneth 

Dr Kenneth R. Janken 

Interim Director 
UNC Center for the Study of the American South Love IIouse and Hutchins Forum CB�� 9127, 410 E. Franklin Street University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-0523 

Professor 

Department of Aftican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB~ 3395 University" o:[’Nort2n Carolina Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2014 9:04 PM 
To: Jatfi(en, Kenneth R 
Cc: Sable, E~fice N 
Subject: Work on the strategic plan 

Dear Kenneth, 

Our plan drafting team met today, but Kia and Mamarame did not have stffficient time to formulate their respective inputs as suggested in tW introduction (see attachment), which I had sent 
to them around noon on Wednesday. Following the introduction, there are four substantial sections of the Plan ( #III to VI) that we need to develop with objectives, activities, and 
performance indicators. Your own input as Director of Undergraduate Studies is needed with reference to a nmnber of questions that were raised at the meeting today, e.g. : 

1 ) Does it make sense to propose a ruinor in African languages? 

2) How can we best present our new curriculmn as an integrated whole when we are still talking of two separate concentrations (At~ican Studies and African American and Diaspora 
Studies)’.’ Is there a way of maintaining this apparently practical set-up without contradicting the idea of a more integrated curriculmn? 

3) You proposed literature courses in African languages, but what about the teaching of African American and Diaspora literature in the Depaltment? Can we justil~ this in a manner similar 
to the ~vay we justif) the teaching ofhisto~z, politics, music, and film? 

4) Has the Graduate Certificate in African Studies been approved by the Umversity, and are we the academic unit to administer it? 

5) You advised us to have a short document. Ho~v short should it be in terms of pages? 

6) I have specifically indicated our need of assistance from you and David Kiel on the topic of implementing the ne~v curriculum, "including metrics, methods, time flcame" (according to Kiel); 
your input in this regard will also be greatly appreciated. 

We hope to have a first draft completed by March 7, and committee members will have 12 days to examine it before ~ve meet (most probably following the fhll faculty’ meeting) on 
Wednesday, March 19 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntal~ia 

Professor of African Studies 



Department of A[~rican, African American, and Diaspora Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 

’];el. ~ 1 (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 10:57 AM 

NttC Events <event@nalionaJJmmanitiescenter.org> 

Max~ha Jehnson <mjehnson@nmionalhumm~itiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Histori~ Jocelyn Olcott to speak this Thurs., March 6, at the Nationo] Humm~ities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

doeelyn Oleott, Duke University 

Thursday, March 6, 2o14 -- 5:OO p.m. 

Focusing on the International Women’s Year Conference in Mexico City in the summer of 1975, this talk 
explores feminist efforts to reach across geopolitical borders and the ideological fault lines that fractured the 
globe in the 1970s~ W~dely considered a watershed moment in women’s activism, the conference brought 
together UN technocrats with grassroots activists, imperial powers with national liberation movements, and 
well-heeled professionals with impoverished peasants - with explosive, but generative, results. 

Jocelyn Olcott is associate professor of history, women’s studies and international comparative studies at 
Duke University. Specializing in feminist history, she has written about modern Mexico, feminism, 
biography, labor history, and transnational history. She is currently a senior editor of the Hispanic American 
Historical Review and is the author of Revolutionary Women #~ Postfevolutionary Mexico (2005) and coeditor, 
with Mary Kay Vaughan and Gabriela Cano, of Sex in Revolution: Gender.. Politics, and Povcer in Modern 
Mexico (2006). This year, she is working as the Frank H. Kenan Fellow at the National Humanities Center. 

To reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond to Martha Johnson (9~9) 4o9-o~ 6, or miohnson(~nationalhurnanitiescenter.oro. 

Don Solomon 

Director of Communications 

National Humanities Center 

919-406-0120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, March 3, 2014 11:52 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

meagm~.bonnell@duke.edu 

POSTI©NED: Fatal Assis~nce screening and lunch 

Due to inclement weather, the following events have been postponed. We will send out an update when we have rescheduled the events. For more information, visit 
dukefsp.org. 

Monday, March 3 

$creenin0 of Fatal Assistance at the Masher Museum of Ar~ 
5:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
Join us at the Nasher for a screening of Raoul Peck’s Fatal Assistance. The film explores the complexity of reconstruction and the failures of international humanitarian aid in 
the wake of the 2010 earthquake in Haiti. The film will follow a light reception and conclude with a Q&A with Peck and author Jonathan Katz. The event is free and open to the 
public. 
Tuesday, March 4 

Lunch with Peck at Forum for Scholars and Publics, 0~.~. Old Chem 
12:00 - 1:30 p.m. 
Join us at the Forum for Scholars & Publics for an informal lunchtime conversation with renowned film director Raoul Peck about his career and his perspective on the current 
global politics of film-making and representation. A light lunch will be served. 

Meagan Bonnell 
Digital Media Specialist 
Forum for Scholars and Publics 
Duke University 
Box 90225 

Durham, NC 27708-0225 

meaqan.bonnell@duke.edu 
919.660.3052 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 12:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Jmaken, Kenneth R <krjaJ~ken@email.unc.edtr~ 

AAAD    guest break dance performers 

Dear Eumce and Kenneth, 

I went to a fantastic performance at the Arts Center this Sunday by the Houston-based Soul Street Dance Company. I showed them around campus yesterday and they expressed an interest 
in coming to my class tomon-ow to perform and discuss the history of street dance. 
These guys are high level professional performers who tour internationally, and I don’t feel right about having them come if I can’t pay them (I never want to be the solt of academic hip hop 
artists call "culture vu ltures") 

So, I was wondering if there ~vas any budget available that I could use to pay them Specifically, I would like     (: each for their 4-person crew). Is there anyway this would be possible? 
The?’ have a lot of experience in educational contexts, and I think this would be a great experience for the students and would also help foster my relationship with this group, ~vhose work 
doing hip hop choreography to jazz music is relevant to my research. 

I also have the opportunity to bring in another international expert/performer at the end of the month, but I’ll send details separately as that develops. 

Hope all is well, 

PS More info car1 be found at Soul Street Dance Company: www.soulstreetdance.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:24 PM 

intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

FW: Cancellation of lectures tomorrow by Edna Viruell-Fuentes 

The talks scheduled to be given by Edna Viruell-Fuentes, PhD, MPH tomorrow, Tuesday,         at 10:30 am (Undel5tauding Latina/o Health Patterns: Empirical 

and Theoretical Consideratious) and 2:00 pin (A Couversation about Using Mixed Methods to Exmnine Latina/o and hnmigraut Health" have been C.~N CELLED 

due to inclement weather. 

For further information, please contact @live.unc.edu or @live.uuc.edu. 

MPH Candidate 
Department of Health Behavior 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
Shelley Clarke 
Department Manager 

The tnstil:u~:e [or t h~-’_~ S~:udy of the Americas 

The University of North (:~rol~n~ ~t Chapel H~II 
3206 Fed Ex G~ob~I Educ~tion 
301 P~[tsboro StreeL Campus Box #3205 

Chapel H~ NC 27599-3205 

Phone - (9:[9) 962-6879 

Fax -- (919) 962.-0398 

From: 

Sent: ~ond~y,              ~:0~ 

To: Clarke, ghel~ey 

Subject: Cancellation of ~ectures tomorrow by Edna Viruel~-Fuentes 

The ~1~ scheduled to ~ ~iven by E~a Vi~efl-Fuentes~ PhD~ MPH tomo~ow~ Tuesday~ at 10:30 ~ (Unde~ndin~ Latin~’o Health Pa~ems: Empirical 

and Theoretical CousJderafions) and 2:00 pm (A Conve~afion about Usin~ Mixed Methods to Exandne Latm~’o and Immigrant He~th" have been C~NCELLED 

due to inclement weather, 

For fu~her Jn~ormafion~ please con~ct 

MPH Candidate 
Department of Health Behavior 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
Here is the publicity for Edna’s talks next Tuesday. Attaches if a flyer for the HB colloquium and below is the information about her methods talk. We have not publicized this 
talk as much, so we hope you can help us spread the work to those who might want be interested. 

Presenting Dr. Edna ViruelI-Fuentes 
"A conversation about using mixed methods to examine Latinalo and immigrant health" 
Dr. Edna A. ViruelI-Fuentes is Associate Professor of Latina/Latino Studies at the University of illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Professor ViruelI-Fuentes’ scholarship intervenes 
in the debates about the health and wellbeing of Latinos and immigrants in the United States by highlighting the health impacts of: (1) racialization processes and 
discrimination; (2) transnational processes and practices; and (3) structural contexts, such as neighborhoods and immigration policies. In pursuing these lines of inquiry, she 
uses an interdisciplinary approach and utilizes both qualitative and quantitative methodologies. 
When: Tuesday,        2 PM 
Where:Global Education Center 4003 
Questions? 
Hosted by the Working Group on Reproductive Justice and Migration and ISA. 

UNC Gillings School of Public Health 

MPH Candidate in Health Behavior, 

From: Mullen, Helena Knego [hkrn@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 7:44 PM 
To: The dept46~0 mailing list. 
Subject: [dept¢540] ViruelI-Fuentes Colloquium is on Tuesday, 

HB Colloquium by department alumna, Edna ViruelI-Fuentes, PhD, MPH (HBHE 1991) 

Understending Letine/o Heelth Petterns: Empirical end Theoretical Considerations 

Tuesday, 

10:30-11:30am 

1301 McGavran-Greenber8 Hall 
Dr. Edna A. ViruelI-Fuentes is Associate Professor of Latina!Latino Studies at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaisn. Professor ViruelI-Fuentes’ scholarship 

intervenes in the debates about the health and wellbein~ of Latinos and immisrants in the United States by hishlishtin8 the health impacts of: (1) racialization 



processes and discrimination; (2) transnational processes and practices; and (3) structural contexts, such as neighborhoods and immigration policies. In pursuing 

these lines of inquiry, she uses an interdisciplinary approach and utilizes both qualitative and quantitative methodologies, thereby broadening the theoretical and 

empirical base for addressing the health needs of the fast-growing Latino and immigrant populations. She is the co-editor, with Rebecca Hester, of an upcoming 

book manuscript that investigates the combined impacts of immigration and security policies on the lives and deaths of Latino immigrants. Professor Viruell- 

Fuentes received the Helen Corley Petit Award for the          academic year based on her exemplary record at the University of Illinois. She received her 

doctorate from the School of Public Health at the University of Michigan and her MPH from the Department of Health Behavior and Health Education University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Prior to her current position, she was a joint Yerby and Kellogg Scholars in Health Disparities Program postdoctoral scholar at the 

Harvard School of Public Health. 

The talk is co-sponsored by the Departmen t of Health Behavior and the Working Group on Reproductive Justice and Migration in the Americas. Please feel free to 

share this information with your colleagues 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Candace Gorham Fxent 

SSA Gorham Flyer (2) coW 2.pdf 

Hello, 

I am the event coordinator for UNC’s Secular Student Alliance. 

On Tuesday, our guest speaker, Candace Gorham will be giving a speech on her book "The Ebony Exodus Project." This will take place at 7:30 

pm in Gardner 205. 

We would really appreciate it if you could help promote our event to students and faculty members in your department. 

Here is a short blurb on the speech: 

Drawing from personal experience as a minister turned non-believer, Gorham’s presentation will focus on the research around the relationship between 

religion, gender, race, mental/physical health, and more while viewing these topics through the eyes of the Black ex-Christian women whose stories 

appear in the book. 

Attached is our flier for the event. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have questions, comments or concerns. 

Thank you, 

Univ. of North Carolina-Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 3:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Top Russia~s Face Sanctions by U.S. tbr Crimea Crisis 

Today’s Headlines ,ooe0 y, Mo,’e,,,,  0,4 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts ~ Science ~ Today’s Vide° 

Obituaries Editona~s Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

Top R~ssians Face Smictions by U.So for Cloimea 

Crisis 

The Obama a(hninistr~don suspended military ties to Russia, 

in dudi~g exercises, po~¢ visits and plannil~g meetings, just a day 

after calling off krade talks. 

,As Obama a~d Ne~nyaho Meet, Ok:~ine Becomes a Focus of Conve~satbn 

~ As Prime Rossmn Trading Par[her; Germany Appears Crocm~ te Ending Crisis 

~ Frayed Nerves in Cdmea as Rotators of Win Spread 

Vladimir 

Fron~ R~ssia, ’Toul’~sts’ Ntie the Plootests 

"Protest tourists" from aeross the border are jollying 

demonstrations by ethnic Russians in southern and eastern 

Ukraine. 

Gu~re 

center 

Cities Mobi|imc to Help Those Th~’eatencd by 

While stilI eager to have yotmg professionals move to b]ighked 

areas, cities are reeog~izing the toll tha~ risi~g tax assessme~ts 

can have on longtime working-class residents. 

Webster 
applied 



Editors’ Picks 

OPINION 

Ca fi e and K~ mberIy were a d~-~pted from Ch~ a by a coup] e from 

Maine, who attempt to pass on a culture they’ve never known 

firstha~d. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Has Pr~va+~’y Become a ][.,uxur~’ Good? 

It takes a lot of mo~ey a~d time ~o avoid ha d~ers and data 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

DARRELL L CL~RKE~ president of the Philadelphia City Council, on legislation that 
limits property tax increases for [ongtime residents. 

Today’s Video 

~+ m+;o.~ At Rm s Carmva|~ Sam [ a Is 

Psychiatry 

In ~5o de Ja~eiro mental health workers and psychiatric patienks 

orga~fize a Carnival block to promote soeia~ integration a~d 

equNi~" m~d raise aware~eas about merited heNth issues. 

~x IDr:O: Fmmtains of Chain 

What, in Newton’s name, would make a chain of beads ++se and 

fall like waker under press~_+re? 

~wom: When a Bridge Falls 

The eollapse of the 1-35W b~dge in Minneapolis in 2oo7 killed 

13 people and focused attention on the stake *-~f bridges across 

the 

World 

_/Ks Obama m~d Netanyalm Meet, Ukraine 

Becomes a Foeals of Conversation 

The West’s s~m&~ffwith Russia could complicate ±M~leriea~ 

eftb~s to curb h’alCs nuclear program, resolve Syria’s civil war 



and even broker peace between IsraeI and the Palestinians. 

%Vitness in Pistorh~s Tria| Te||s of Screams and 

Gunshots 

At the murder ~ial of Oscar Pis~o*~ns, the South Afi~ean double- 

amputee tra& star, a wRness described "bh)odeurdling screams" 

on the night he ~s alleged to have killed his girff~end. 

h~dia’s Muslims %Vary of Rising Political Star 

The scale of success or Narendra Modi, a Hindu nationalisL 

depends in par~ on whether he can persuade Muslims to support 

his eandidac.v, a diflSeult challenge. 

:: Modi 

U,S. 

Tri bes Clash ~,~ Casinos Move Away From Home 

A~er decades of near~y unitbrm h{bal suppo~ for Indian 

gambling, casino-owning a{bea have emerged as some of the 

most powerful and dogged opponents of new Indian casinos. 

Be~hei- 

Fink°f I 

S~Meida] Tendencies Are Evident Before Dep|o}~ent, Study 

Finds 

The el’fot’~ to study soldiers began in 2oo8, after the suicide rate among aedve 

soldiers climbed above the civilian rate among young heaRhy adults for the first 

Utility Cited for Violating Pollution Law in North Carolina 

Duke Energ3’ was charged *d th failing to obtain storm-water permits; it faces a 

sin~ilar a~’tion against iks plant in Eden, N.C., where 39,ooo tons of con ash 

fouled the T)an Rivet" last month. 

Business 

Domestic Crude O~! Drives a Cau~dous Refirdr~g 

Re vi val 

:Mneriean refinel~ are reRu’bishing old phmts or planning new 

ones to take advantage cg new supplies of domestic erode. 



They || WL~h They All Co~a|d "Be Califo~0nia Hens 

Califor~fia voters imposed more generous I~vh~g eondifiona for 

egg ]ayers. But the Le~slab~re’s dceiaion thak imported egga muak 

to be produced under the same standar~N has &’awn a lawsuit. 

Carmakers Say Sa]les ~,¥ere Slug~sh ia Clfi[~y Feb~’ua~" 

Sales figures for some tracks remained a~:ong, but G.M., Ford, Toyota a~d 

Volkswagen all and screw u~nter weather had kaken a toll on American sales 

~ EPA. Set to Reveal [ough New Sulfur Emissions Rule 

Sports 

ON BASKETBALL 

V¢ith a Barrier lBroke~ the Inta~gibles Emerge 

Jason Collius, who played his first home game wXh the Nets on 

Mm~day, has gained fame for his sexual orientation, but his 

co~tributions on the court are oRe~ overlooked. 

~ Coilins’s Brooklyn Debu[ Retails Robinson’s in 1947 

For R~er With NIoBe, No Pai~ l’Vhile Raei~g, No 

Feelirag at tNe Finish 

DespKc a diagnosis of multiple sclerosis three years ago, Kay]a 

Mm~tgomery, 18, has gone on [o become one of khe faskest young 

dista~ce rmme~ in tbe eonntW. 

Montgo 

me~y (,I) 

I 

U,So Cancels Paralympies Delegation, ba~t At~fletes Will 

Compete 

The United States canceled iN presidential delegation to the Paralympic Games 

in Soehi, Russia~ citing Russia’s iutervention in Ukraine. 

, ’~^4ir~[el Sports RouncILIp: British Ogicials [a Boycott Sochi Raraiympics 

Arts 

’~ ~ Years’ Enjoys a ..Seemingly Narrow Victory 

The Academy Awards finally handed cinema’s most prestigious 

prize to a movie by a black fi]mmaker, the British-born Steve 

McQueem buk [he x~Jn ~ad all "~e earmarks of a true squeaker. 

~ ~ Slide Shows: Backstage at the Oscars [ Highlights I Governors Ball 

~ Highlights Dora [~e Oscars Ce~ernony ~ List O~ Wkmers 

For Two Co,cetera, a V~eekend Getaway to the 

1939 World’s Fair 

A weekend home in Pawling, N .Y., has become a shrkie w~th an 

eclectic collection of items fl:om the event, ineludi~g a 7-foot-tall 

plaster model for a statue. 

He Cried Out ’Black Power,’ The~ Let~ for Africa 

Wi th % tokely: A Life," the his ko~{a*~ Peniel E. dos eph says he se 

out to "recover" Stoke~y Carm iebaeL who popularized the 

phrase "black power." 

Goidber 

g, left, 

Science 



BASICS 

s~. N.~r.M.~..~0~.~- 

Th e ~vm aJo s of hilobites, a dh~ecse group of mar~n e an~ma Is 

much older dmn dinosaurs, are remarkably well p~vse~Yed, 

provi~ng fresh b~sighL* of ~heir anatomies and soda1 behavior. 

A PowerISa~ New Way to Edit DNA 

A technique is sfirrJog exeitemeot while raising profound 
q ues tions. 

OUT THERE 

A Sue.e.essor to Sagan Rel~oots ~Cos~ms~ 

Hosted by Nail deGrasse Tyson, the series, on Fox, invites 

viewers to take a eommunaljourney from eart~ to tl~e 

obsem’able m~iverse. 

’Family Guy’ Guy as Astrobiology Guy 

the 

high 

school, 

Obituaries 

Mr. Kaplan was a biographer of Mark Twain, Wait Whitman and 

Lincoln Staff arts, at~d an editor of Ba~flett’s Familiar Quotations. 

..... : Kaplan 

m his 

Ralph Ba|ma, Travel Industry Innovator in Air 

and on Sea, Dies at 71 

Mr. Bahna created one of the first luxury business classes on an 

aMine, tm’~ed arom~d the t’offam es of the Cm~ard Line an d was 

the chairman of P*%eline.eom. 

Bill _Adder, Writer, Editor and Compiler of Books, 

Dies al 84 

Mr. Adler collected at~d published leRers children had wrJReo to 

President Jo~n F. Kenne@ and hdped popularize novels wNkten 

by political, enterkaimnet~k and sparks eelebritieso 

For more ~bitua:i~s, go to NYTimes.¢om/ObRuaries ~* 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Frt~stration V~;ith Af~mflsta~ 

Desi.,ib~ threats to leave, the U nited S~ates and NATO may s till prefer to keep a 

residual force. 

~ Mr Ryan’s Small ideas on Pove~y 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Puti~ Cm~ t Stop 

Can Putin control lke nationalism that his vision of Russia has 

unleashed? 

~ Coh~mnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

B,. B©G.~’.i’-" COBi’. ~ 

There is a gyotesque amnesia to Russia’s Ukrainia~ gambit, 

~ Columnis~ Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Sn~ashi~g Len;in ~Vo~’t Save Ukrai|~e 

Destroying &:Met symbols might offer fleeting satisfaction to 

protesters but won’~ help build a better flKurc. 

For mere opi!~ion; 90 to NYTimee.eom]Opinion ~ 
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Fl’om ¯ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

RE: U~ent: panel’s intbmmtion (3.30- 5.00pm 

Eunice, 

and I are meeting this afternoon at 2pm to finalize the title of the colloquium We will have that and the names of the panelists for you by the end 
of the business day. 

Our apologies for the time it has taken to get you this information. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:13 PM 

To: 

Subject: Urgent: panel’s information (3.30-5.00pm 

and 

hope you are doing well 

Please send me the names of the participants on your pane[ arid the [atterrs title as soon as possible. 

AI [ the best, 
Eurtice 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ridkohl Muniz, Beatriz S <rieikohl@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:04 PM 

ba-ltam@liskserv.unc.edu; intl- duncpla@duke.edu 

@gmail.com; Billman, Brian R <bbillman@email.unc.edu> 

I~NV: Sulnmer field opportuni .ty- Moche, Peru- Please distribute! 

Colnmunity Heritage Field School Flier -Legal sized.pdf, MOCHE Arch Interuship flier l 

-Legal sized.pdf 
.pdi:, Sinsicap Service-learning Flier 

From: @gmail.com [mailto: @gmail.com] On Behalf Of 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:29 AM 

To: Riefkohl Muniz, Beatriz S 
Subject: Summer field opportunity - Moche, Peru - Please distribute! 
Good morning, Beatriz, 

Would you mind distributing this information to your listserve? Thank you! 

I need your help recruiting students for MOCHE summer programs in Peru. Attached are our program fliers~ If you could spread the work to your classes, and post 

on your Sakai class ~is~:servs, we wouM gready appredate it. Students can c.:)n~:act me a~: billman@savethemoche.org Webs~te b at www.savethemoche.org 

We have three programs: 

MOCHE SINS~CAP SERVICE-LEARNING PROGRAM ~N PERU, 

Th~s program provMes students a~d volunteers training and Oractica~ experience ~n community organ~zh~g, eth~ograpMc methods and community-based 

development ss well as instruction in contemporary Peru. The progrm~ begins with tra~ng workshops and safety orie~tst~ons. After th~s, students work 5 days a 

week w~th community members mapping ~:he communa~ lands oF ~:he Con~unidad Camposina usk~g G£5 units, The commum~:y ~s kx:ated ~r~ the foothills of the 

Andes and encompasses endangered ecok)gh::al zones and archaeoh:~gica] sites. The purpose of [:he proje(:[: b [:o estabhsh the boundaries of the community, and 

map resources, ecological zones, and archaeolog~ca~ and ca~Lara~ sites. Parsl~e~ to the rnapping project students wH~ conduct household economic surveys, organize 

a hea~Lh [:air and teach ~n the ~ocal school 91,950. This covers aH trsinh~g and supervision, lodging, 3 meals a day 6 days a week, a~l site & museum entrance fees, 

hea~th hssurance, and Huanchaco beach break~ Doesn’t include a~rfare or bus fare to TrujNo, Sunday mea~s, ~aundrv, or personal expenses 

UNC-MOCHE Field School ~n Community Heritage Preservation, Moche Valley, Peru, 

The field s(:hooi provides sLudents w~Lh Lrain~t~g ~t~ archaeok)gh::al exca~ath:m and ~aboratory methods as we~l as hands.-on experience in community heritage 

preservation The program begins wRh workshops on archseologk:al field stud ~sb methods. After thb, students work 5 days s week ex(:avat~ng home and 

commoner households at the s~te of Quebrada Leon, an andent Moche town ~ocated ~n the footh~Hs of Lhe Andes. SLudents wH~ work severa~ days w~th cornmun~ty 

members to h~prove the Cerro Leon Community Reserve by restoring the hiking tra~ to the summit of the Cerro I.eon, surveyisg and marking reserve boundaries, 

and site clean-up. I~ addition, Brian B~]~man conducts tours of local museums ~nd archaeo~og~ca~ s~tes on Saturday, including Chart Chart and Huaca de la [una. 

Program includes a 2-day bus tour o[ the north toss[: of Peru. 

~NTERNSHIP PROGRAM,, Moche Valley, Peru,             : MOCHE, Inc. seeks higMy motivated interns for the MOCHE aapk~ Response Crews. Crews are 

deployed to document and preserve endangered archaeological s~tes ~n the Moche Valley, Peru. Crews w~ document some of Peru’s most ~mportant 

archaeo~ogica~ s~tes as well as work wiLh Ioca~ communities to preserve those sites. ~nterns work long, hard hours ~n the fie~d and lab. They must be fast ~esrners, 

flex~Me in outlook, dedicated, and work well ~n teams. A typical day involves extreme Mkes to extraordinary archaeo~ogica~ s~tes over often dm~gerous trails in the 

foothills of the Andes. App~cm~ts n?ust be physically fit m~d mentally tough. The h~ternsh~p ~s a professiona~ position, not a fie~d school. Previous archaeolog~ca~ 

[~e~d e’,q:H?rience or an archaeok)gh::al [~eld school is requked. A fee of 5:;1250 covers bask: h:~dging, mea~s 5 days a week. Saturday £~te tours, adrmssions ~:o Ioca~ 

museums and sites, & tra#~ing~ 

Thanks 

brian 

Bfi~]; Billma~ Executive Dimc~r 

MOCHE, Inc 

PO Box 1032 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

w~v.savethcmoche.or~ 

Saving the P~t by Investing in the Fn~re 

Ph.D. Candidate 
DepaYunent of Anthropology 

Research Laboratories of Archaeology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@em~il.unc,edu> 

Tuesday, 2:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu"~ 

RE: Urgent: panel’s information (3.30- 5.00pm 

@live.unc.edu> 

Dear Eunice, 
Thank you for the reminder! Here is the reformation on our panel, f,ar the program 

Politics and Poetics: A Conversation on Black Geographies 

Panelists: 
Alexis Pauline Gumbs (http://alexispauline.colr~) 
Howard Craft (http://w~vw.howardcraft.com/) 

Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Moderator:                 Department of Geography, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Poetl3~ by C. J. Suitt, Sacrificial Poets (http://sacrificialpoets.or~i) 
Artwork by Soraya Jean-Louis McElroy 
Organized by the Graduate Association of Geography Students 

Thanks, we’ll be in touch with any other details a~er spring break. 
Best, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:13 PM 
To: 
Subject: Urgent: panel’s information (3.30-5.00pm 

[)ear and 

I hope you are doing we]l. 

Please send me the names of the participants on your pane[ and the ]atter’s title as soon as possible. 

All the best, 
Eunice 



Figure: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc,edu> 

Tuesday, 3:12 PM 

~gmail.com; :                .~gmml.com;      @gmail .corn;      @gmml.com 

@email.unc.edu:~;                          @live. unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edt~>; Solale, Eunice N ~unice@em~l.unc.ed~ 

Black geographies Nnel~ 

Hello everyone, 
We’re so excited that this panel is happening and thrilled that you are all participating! The colloquium will be on Friday, 
(Hitch¢ock Room). 

from 3:30 - 5:30 at the Stone Center 

Our general plan is for C.J. Suitt (Sacrificial Poets) to open up the event with a poem. We will then welcome everyone and share why we’re doing this panel on black 
geographies. At that point, we’ll ask each panelist to share/present their work, in relation to the black geographies framework, for about 10 minutes. Following that, our fellow 
grad Yousuf Albulushi will moderate a discussion among the panelists and the audience. 

The title of the panel is - 
Politics and Poetics: A Conversation on Black Geographies 

This panel will be a part of the Global Africana Studies conference happening that weekend, with a focus on water and health in african 
diasporas, 

We will be in touch mid-March with more details (and logistics, forms needed for payment for non-faculty speakers, etc.), but we just wanted to give you a heads up now of 
what to expect. 

We are grateful and honored to host this event. Thanks to you all for your support! 

Best, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, i 8:20 PM 

,@gma~l.com> 

Academic Affairs Committee’s General Education Requirements Surveys 

To Whom It May Concern, 
The Lambden Administration and the Curriculum Review Board are conducting a student and faculty review of general education requirements to help 
shape academic planning at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
The Academic Affairs Committee, in conjunction with the Executive Board Officers, has created two general education requirements surveys. One of these 
surveys was created for students, and the other for faculty members 
The goal is to gather student and faculty public opinion regarding the general education requirements currently in place. Your input has real potential to 
change these requirements for the better. 
We would greatly appreciate your help in sending this survey campus-wide. If you could send the respective surveys along with the information above to 
your student and faculty Listervs, that would be great. We want to ensure that students receive the student survey, and the faculty members receive the 
faculty survey. 
Please note that particular general education requirements will not be immediately cut or drastically altered. These surveys are purely informational for the 
time being. 
Here are the links to the surveys: 
Student Survey: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1 pyPo3QrTLdOckM72vpRX145K7_QKj6ultlSTXOAKsWs!viewform 
Faculty Survey: https:/idocs.google.comiforms/d/1M4yObkLvd2SLX861zObEOc7Belqi_ewICSoyBg38Yol/viewform 
Thank you for your time and help in advancing the goals of the Lambden Administration and the Curriculum Review Board. Please do not hesitate to email 
the Academic Affairs Committee at uncacademicaffairs@gmail.com with any questions or concerns. 
Sincerely yours, 
The Academic Affairs Committee 
Executive Branch of Student Government 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Kleinman, Shell <kleinman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:18 PM 

Social and Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-facul~] Fwd: Margaret Randall at UNC: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [upcs online] Margaret Randall at UNC: i 

Date:Tue, 22:07:03 -0500 

From: ~gmml.com-~ 
Reply-To: ~gmml.com:~ 

To:University Program in Cultural Studies <upcs online@listserv.unc.edu> 

Poet and longtime feminist activist Margaret Randall will mad from her new poems and talk about her poetD, and its process, at the Women’s Studies Colloquium. 
Noon, on Wednesdw,         , in Room 039, Gmhan~ Memorial Hall, on UNC campus. 

During her week in the Tri-City area, Randall will also be delivering the :~mne Firor Scott Lecture at Duke on Tuesday,         ,4:00 p~n, and will 

launch her book, Che on My Mind, recently published by Duke, at the Internationalist P~)okstore and Community Center in Chapel Hill on Thursday, 

.405 ~Zest Franklin Street, 7:00 pm. 

Margaret Randall is a t}minist poet, writer, photographer, and social activist, and attthor of over a hmadred books. Born in New York City in 1936, she has lived for 
extended periods in Albuquerque, New York, Seville, Mexico Ci~, Havana, and Managua. During the turbulent 1960s, she co-founded and co-edited E1 Corno 
Emplumado / The Plumed Horn, a bilingual literaa~y journal which ibr eight years published some of the most dynamic and mem~ingful writing of an era. She paxt~cipated 
in the Mexican student movement of 1968, shared important years of the Cuban revolution (1969-1980) and of Nicaragua’s Sandinista project (1980-1984). Upon 
her return to the U.S., the government olvlemd her to be deported, alleging that some of her writing "went beyond the good order and happiness of the United States." 
The Center for Constitutional Rights defended her and many writers and others joined in an almost five-year battle for reinstatement of citizenship. She won her case in 
1989. From 1984 through 1994 she taught at a number of U.S. universities. Among Randall’s most mceut titles are: As If the Empty Chair / Como si la silla vacia, 
Danghter of Lady Jaguar Shark, and The Rhizome as a Field of Broken Bones (all poet~ ), Morn Than Things (essays), and Che on My Mind (a feminifft poet’s 
impression of Che Guevara, recently published by Duke Universi~’ Press). 

Sponsored by Department of Women’s and Gender Studies, Depar~anent of English and Comparative Literature, Department of American Studies, UNC Program in 

Latina/o Studies, Sexuality Studies Program, The Provoffs Committee tbr LGBTQ Life, The Carolina Women’s Center, The Institute tbr the Arts mad Humanities, 

The Institate for the Study of the Americas. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

upcs online as: kleinman(a)email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
emml to leave-34349451 - 197809.c361 bd97d24bdb69c605bb77beee597f,@~listserv.unc.edu 

<ul > 



--~li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

sej- facNty as: <a hve~"mailto:etmice@emafil,unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu~’a>, To unsubscfibe send a blank <br~ 

email to ~:a hre~"mailto:leave-34348474-3692316.5eddOf12btb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc,edu">leave-34348474- 

3692316.5eddOf12bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc,edu</a> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:45 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Friday Iaterview tier’the 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

I am a member of               at the             and would like to do a Friday Interview (basically an opinion piece featuring quotes and information from a 

certain figure on campus) to be published this Friday’ with s~meone from fl~e Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies. The focus would be 

mostly on how the academic scandal involving Jnlius Nyang’oro, which put a lot of attention on yonr departjnent, has inflnenced your repntatio~L enrollment, etc. 

Please let me l, mow as soon as possible if you would be available for the Friday Interview or redirect me to anyone else who is prominent in your department! 

Thanks so much, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ttmnel Oppression < @gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, 11:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Turn,el of Oppression and "the Department of African, Atiic~ America~L ~d Diaspora Studies 

Hello Ms. SaNe, 

My name is               and I am the                    for the UNC Tunnel of Oppression. Tunnel of 

Oppression is a tour that engages students in an immersive experience of scenes of oppression that occur on campus 

including: ability, class, body image, homophobia, religious oppression, relationship violence, race, and c,/ber 

bull,/ing. From           to this impactful experience will force ,/ou to rethink ,/our role in the fight for 

social justice. Signups for going through Tunnel began          , and for more information on where to sign up, 

please like the Tunnel Facebook page at ( https://www.facebook.com/pages/Tunnel-of-Oppression-at- 

UNC/142863869107523 ) or follow us on Twitter: @uric_Tunnel 

Nothing is going to change unless YOU rethink ,/our ROLE. 

Thank 

Tunnel of Oppression Outreach Coordinator 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roufledge <routledge. skozxrpa~cxherlf~tand£ msgfocus.com> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 8:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Culture, Ethnici~ and Chronic Conditions - build your Health library collection 

New: Cult[ire, Ethnicity and Chronic Conditions 

Is this email not dispisying correctly? \liew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Fop, qsrd to a Friend 

Culture, Ethnicity and Chronic 
Conditions 

Edited by Char~ee Agyemang, Area de-Graft Aikins 

[he global b~rden of chronic non-cornmunicabie diseases (NCDs), 

disorders such as depression and anxiety, has a disproportionate 

impact on the low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) of Afdca Asia 

and Latin Amedca. [he pattern persists m African and As~an migrant 

popu~abons ~n European and North Amedcan countries~ despite the 

bighter s[andards of I~ving and ~mprov~d health infq~sl:ructure. The 

cons~msus of ~xpeds is that praqmal:ic, cos[-~ff~cl:ive and sustainable 

interventions are required, and that these must priodtise the social 

determinants of NCDs as well as the social participation of affected 

]his book presents new conceptdal and empirical perspectives on the 

L.MIC:s and their implications for rose, arch, intervention and policy It 

was originally published as a special issue of Ethnicity and Hearth 

Read more.. 

Pu blished 12 December 2013 by Routledge 

[ 
).g y      -    ~_ y ~y    -       _ 

~)~n ~ ~)~ §ubi~c[ar~ to receive ne*t,~ and og~ers straight to you~ inbox from the Taylor & Francois Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe at any time 

We respect your prlvacy and will not disclose rent or sell your email address to any outside organizations. 

Copyright 2013 Taylor & F~ancis. an informa business 

Taylor & Francis is a ~rading name og Informa UK Limiled. registered i~l England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer Ho~ise. 37-4! Mortimer Street. London. \&I!T 3JH 

if you wish to unsubscribe, please cl~ck her~e Please note this is an automated operation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Bailey < @gmafil.com> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 9:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: Touching base 

I’m doing a keynote’. Lol! Wow. I’ll get you something by Friday. 

How mnch time do I gave for this talk? 

Kenny 

Sent from my dNsiPhone 

Design Studio for Social Intervention 

w~¥.ds4si.org 

kdb(a)ds4si.or~ 
617 515 2848 

On Mar 5, 2014, at 8:54 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice~em~fil.nnc.edu > wrote: 

Dear Kenny, 

i hope you are doing well. 

Kindly send me a working title of your Friday 4th keynote address as soon as possible. At this moment, I have something along these lines on the program: 
Kenny Bailey, Design, Environment and Justice. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Ken Bailey [     .@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 :ti:34 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Sweet! Tks. 

Kenny 

Sere from my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio for Social Interven’don 

www.ds4si.org 

kdb@dMsi .org 

617 515 2848 

On Feb 26, 2014, at 9:43 AM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks so much for your email and we look forward to hosting you in April. 

Sonia Colon (thanks) will be in touch shortly to discuss your travel plans and to provide you with details pertaining to your accommodation. 
Following the conference, you will receive an hon. of from the department of African, African American and Diaspora in appreciation of 
your luncheon presentation on Friday April 4, 

Many thanks and looking forward to seeing you April. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Ken Bailey [      ~@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 9:37 AM 

To: Escobar, Arturo 
C¢: Kenneth Bailey; SaNe, Eunice N 



Subject-’ Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Oh yes, 

rm definitely co~ning. 

Kenny 

Sent from my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio for Social Intervention 

www.ds4si.org 

kdb@dNsi.org 

617 515 2848 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 10:14 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobm(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenny, we are wondering if you got our invitation, and whether you are considering 
coming..., we hope so, let us know, ok? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From-’ Escobar, Arturo 
Sent-’ Monday, February :tO, 202224 8:47 PM 
To,, Kenneth Bailey 

Co-" SaNe, Eunice N; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject-’ RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Dear Kenny: 

On behalf of Professor Eunice Shale, Chair of The Departmem of Afi’ican, 
African Americm~ aM Diaspora Studies, it my pleasure to im, ite you to "the 2nd Global Ati-icana Conference, 
"Water, Health and Environment: F~xperiences t?om Atiicark Ati-ican American and Diaspora Geographies," 
to be held at UNC, Chapel Hill on April 3-5. The Cont~rence is organized by The Department of African, 
African Americm~ and Diaspora Studies. 

Please find enclosed the conference description. A detafiled progra~ will follow shortly. 

Eunice has suggesqted that we ask you to deliver a luncheon talk on one of the days 
oftbe conference (I believe on Friday) on the overall theme of"Environment, 
Social Justice, and Design" in the African-American communi~; from 
your perspective. The Conference organizers will cover your air fare from Boston and food and lodging during 
the days of your stay. 

Eunice will put you in touch with her office staff concerning the travel arrangements. 

We hope you ~vill join us at the conference, as your experience with conununity- 
design will bring a unique perspective to our deliberations. 

best wishes, 

artuo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, 2:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Fwd: FLAS Fellowship Awaked Info 

Perhaps we can strategize the courses together, and most particularly research pursuits you recommend in East Africa, that this frees me up and prepares me for’.!!!! 

Mabaraka mengi, 

NC 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth" <sewall~email.unc.edu> 

Date: at 1:37:36 PM EST 

To: ~b~gmail.com’’~ ~ib~gmml.com> 

Subject: FLAS Fellowship Award lnfo 

Dear Marie, 

The Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellowship (FLAS) Selection Committee of the African Studies Center met recently to consider applications for the academic year 

fellowship competition. I’m pleased to inform you that you were recommended to receive a FLAS fellowship for academic year . ~f you applied for a summer 

award as well, you will receive a separate email in regards to your application for summer. 

FLAS funding is expected to permit stipends of         in the        academic year for graduate students, and        for undergraduates. Additionally, for graduate 

awards, your tuition and fees, including health insurance fees, will be covered by the FLAS award. For undergraduate awards, tuition and fees will be covered up to 

$10,000. While taxes will not be withheld from your stipend, the stipend is considered taxable income. If you are a doctoral student, the award is conditional upon your 

home department agreeing to make up the $200 difference between the FLAS and the UNC minimum doctoral stipend. 

All awards are contingent upon funding availability and Department of Education approval prior to finalizing the award. A FLAS Fellow is expected to continue with a 

full time program of study for the entire academic year, including enrollment in a FLAS approved language course and a FLAS approved area studies course (minimum 3 

credit hours course) in each semester. Courses in research methods and independent studies cannot be counted as area studies courses. A list of approved area studies 

courses can be found on the African Studies Center website. You may submit courses for consideration to the FLAS coordinator. 

This award is conditional upon renewed funding for the UNC African Studies Center from the U.S. Department of Education. Please note that our center (like all other 

NRCiFLAS centers in the U.S.) is in the process of reapplying for a Title W (NRC/FLAS} grant, which includes funds for FLAS fellowships. We are not expected to learn the 

result of our application until             ,. We therefore cannot guarantee the funds for this award, 

I do want to make everyone aware that the granting unit (ASC} is required to enter all students into IRIS (International Resource Information System) and students will 

need to be approved by the Department of Education prior to finalizing the award. In addition, after final approval by the DOE, to evaluate the success of the FLAS 

program, the DOE asks us to track post-graduation professional placement of all FLAS recipients. Your collaboration in the process is highly appreciated. It is 

anticipated that the U.S. Department of Education guidelines will require all FLAS recipients to report via a survey tool every two years for a period subsequent to 

accepting the award and potentially up to 8 years (4 surveys total}. 

I will send an award letter in a subsequent email in the coming days. This letter will outline your responsibilities under the grant, and it will require your signature and 

the signature of your department chair if you are a doctoral student. Later on I will send detailed information on the procedures for receiving the payments and filling 

out the online paperwork for tuition and health insurance. For the moment, please email me back and let me know if you are planning to accept the FLAS fellowship, or if 

you will need to decline, or if you need more time to make a decision. 

warm regards, 
Stacey 

Stacey Sewall 
Assistant Director 
FLAS Coordinator 
African Studies Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 843-2102 (fax) 
sewall@email.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:23 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Invitation to speak 

Great! Hapw to hear that you are excited about this. You don’t need to provide a paper to go along with the talk, so it’s up to you whether you would like to speak 

about a work in progress, or something taken from a longer work you’ve aheady fiNshed. This morning of the conference there are two panels on health, one which 

focuses on health policy and race in Brazil, and your and Marie’s panel on health in Africa. So the general topic of the panel is broad. 

I’m including Eunice Sahle on this emall. I’m not sure if you’ve met her, but she is the chair of AAAD and she is finalizing the conference schedule. Once you decide 

what you’d like to speak about, send her the title of your talk. If you could do that by Friday, that would be great. Let me know if you have any other questions. 

Thanks ago~n, and looking forward to this panel and your paper! 

Best, 
Lydia 

On , at 2:48 PM, (~gmail.com> wrote: 

Lydia, 

Thank you so much tbr thinking of m!! I would love to present at the cont~rence. I know Moade well and thoroughly enjoy putting nay work in 

conversation ruth hers, ~ I already t~el like this is going to be a success! I al~ look ti~rward to getting to speo$: with you and others in different fields 

about my work. I’m always looking for critical feedback. 

Is there a Inore specific theme? Would you like the presentation to be from a pie-existing paper or can I (my preference) prepme something specifically 

for this space? Either way, I’d love to get more details. 

On Wed, at 1:30 PM, Boyd, Lydia C <lcbovd~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Deoac 

I hope you’ve been well! rm writing to see if you would be interested in speaking about your research at an upcoming African Studies cont~rence here 

at [YNC. The panel is on health and development in At~ca and I thought your work would be a great fit. It’s a short talk - 15 minutes. There is another 

grad student from communication on the panel speoJaing about breast cancer a~vareness in Atiica. The conference is the first weekend of     - this 

panel would be on Friday the    Presenting past of your disselIation, or any other recent work, would be ideal. 

Let me kmow what you think! 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 

Assistant Prot~ssor 

Department of African and African American Studies 

Battle Hall, CB #3395 

UN C- Chapel Hill 

1,/dia.bovd(gb m~c .edu 

Doctoral Student m~d Teaching Assistant 

Departlnent of Comlnunication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 3:33 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Invitation to speak 

is a grad s~dem in Colnmunication~ and as you see from that last email she is available and happy to tmrticipate. I haven’t spoken with her in some 

time but I believe she is writing her dissertation about AIDS policy in Attica. She would be a good fit with the tmper on breast cancer aw~xeness. Also, there is a grad 

student in mathro who is jns~t finisNng her diss who resealcbes heaJth in post-earthquake Haiti. I can see if she would be available - I haven’t emailed her yet. She would 

likely do a good job and then we’d have a fuller panel. Let me know if you want a thild paper. 

Do you have a conference schedule yet? I could forwmd it to to give her more info about this if you do. 

Best, 
Lydia 

Begin forwaxded ,nessage: 

From: (~amail.com> 

Date: at 2:48:33 PM EST 

To: "Boy& Lydia C" <lcbo,¢d~email.unc.edu~ 

Subject: Re: Invitation to speak 

Lydia, 

Thank you so much for thinking of m!! I would love to present at the conference. I know Marie well and fl~oroughly enjoy putting my work in 

conversation with hers, so I already feel like this is going to be a success’. I also look lbrward to getting to speak with you mad oflrers in different tields 

about my work. I’m always looking tbr critical tbedback. 

Is there a more specific theme? Would you like the presentation to be from a pre-existing paper or can I (my preference) prepexe something specifically 

for this space? Either was5 I’d love to get more details. 

Thanks again, 

On Wed, at 1:30 PM, Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

I hope you’ve been well’, rm writing to see if you would be interested in speaJ~ing about your research at an upcoming Atkica~ Studies conference here 

at UNC. The panel is on health a~d development in Africa a~d I thought your work would be a great fit. It’s a short talk - 15 minntes. There is another 

grad student from comlnunication on the panel speaJdng about breas~t cmacer awareness in Africa. The conference is the firs~t weekend of     - this 

panel would be on Friday the    Presenting paxt of your dissertatio~ or any other recent wor~ would be ideal. 

Let me know what you 

be st.~ 

Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 

Assistant Professor 
Depaxlment of Afi-ican mad African American Studies 

Battle Hall, CB #3395 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

1ydia.boyd(dunc.edu 

Doctoral Studem and Teaching Assist~lt 

Depa(tment of Communication Studies, UNC- Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 3:41 PM 

Ken Bailey        ~gmail.com>; Kenneth Bmley <kdb@ds4si.org> 

Sable, Eunice N <euNce@email.unc.edu>; E~obax, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Kenneth Bayle W-9.pdf; keneth Bailey-Employee-In&pendent-Contractor-Detmminalion-Checklistl .pdf 

Good afternoon Professor Bailey 

Hope you are doing welt. 

Please let me know your flight schedule preference for your visit to Chapel Hill, to be able to book the flight~ 

Also, I will need your signature on the attached forms. 

7hank you 

F~m= Colon, Sonia 
Sent= Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 1:09 PN 
To~ Ken Bailey; Kenneth Bailey 

¢¢~ SaNe, EuNce N; Escobar, ARuro 
8ubject~ RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Good afternoon Professor galley 

Please find attached, W-9 form and the h~dependent Contractor Determination check ~st, for your signature. Both form are require by the university to be able to 

process ~:he [l~ght tk:kets and the honorarkm~ payment. 

When you get a chance, please let me know you pre[erence flight schedule [or your v~s~t to Chapel Hi~l. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

9:1.9-966- I29S 

F~m~ SaNe, Eunice N 
$ent~ Wednesday, Februa~ 26, 2014 9:43 AM 
Te~ Ken Bai~ey~ Escobar, A~uro 
~¢~ Kenneth Bailey; Colon, Sonia 
Subject~ ~E: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 
Impo~ance: High 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks so much for your email and we look forward to hosting you in April. 

$onia Colon (thanks) will be in touch shortly to discuss your travel plans and to provide you with details pertaining to your accommodation. Following the conference, you will 
receive an hon. of       from the department of African, African American and Diaspora in appreciation of your luncheon presentation on Friday April 4, 2014. 

Many thanks and looking forward to seeing you April. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Ken Bailey [      @gmail.com] 

Sent-" Wednesday, February 26, 2014 9:37 AM 
To-" Escobar, Arturo 
~¢; Kenneth Bailey; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Oh yes, 

I’m definitely coming. 

Kenny 

Sent fiom my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio for Social Inte~wention 

www.d~si.ora~ 
kdb(d~ds4sLorg 

617 515 2848 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 10:14 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobar~)emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenny, we are wondering if you got our invitation, and whether you are considering 
coming..., we hope so, let us know, ok? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent-" Monday, February i0, 2014 8:47 PM 
To-" Kenneth Bailey 

C¢-" SaNe, Eunice N; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject; RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Dear Kenw: 



On behalf of Professor Euni ce Shale, Chair of The Department of African, 

Atiicm~ American and Diaspora Studies, it nay pleasure to invite you to "the 2nd Global At?icana Cont~rence, 

"Water, Health and Environment: Experiences ti~m At~can, Ati-ica~ American and Diaspora Geographies," 

to be held at UNC, Chapel Hill on April 3-5. The Cont~rence is organized by The Department of African, 
Africm~ American aaad Diaspora Studies. 

Please find enclosed the conference description. A detailed prograa~ will follow shoNy. 

Eunice has suggested that we ask yon to deliver a luncheon talk on one of the days 

of the co~fference (I believe on Friday) on the overall theme of"Environment~ 

Social Justice, and Design" in the African-Americm~ communi~, fi~om 

yonr perspective. The Conference orgamzers will cover your air fare from Boston and food and lodging during the days of your stay. 

Eunice will put you in touch with her office staff concerning the travel arrangements. 

We hope you will join us at the conference, as your experience with commum~ 

design will bring a unique perspective to our deliberations. 

best wishes, 

artuo 



THIE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTiI CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

708.1.1 f- Employee / Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Name of Service Provider/Independent Contractor: Kenneth Bailey 

The information on this form is used to determine whether the service provider is an independent 

contractor under IRS guidelines. This form must be completed and signed by the individual performing 

the service; reviewed and signed by the responsible department and approved by Disbursement 
Services, all completed prior to any services initiated. 

If payment for the services provided is greater than        per 12 months, please complete Independent 

Contractor Services Agreement. Other forms may also be required. 

This checklist helps Disbursement Services determine whether an employer/employee relationship exists 

for federal, state and FICA tax purposes. The questions below provide information as to the degree of 

control and the degree of independence in the relationship between the individual performing services 
and the employer (UNC at Chapel Hill). Additional information may be requested to make the appropriate 

determination. The final determination is made by Disbursement Services in conjunction with Human 

Resources and is based on consideration of all the known facts and not any one answer alone. 

All signatures are required prior to submission to Disbursement Services. Incomplete forms will be 

returned to the originating department. 

SECTION 1 - Current Employer- Employee Relationship 

A. Is the service provider currently employed by UNC-Chapel Hill? 

B. Is the service provider currently employed by any other State of NC agency? 
If yes, what agency/department? 

Was the individual on the UNC-Chapel Hill payroll (regular or temporary) 
during the 12 month period prior to the date these services begin? 

Does UNC- Chapel Hill plan to hire the individual as an employee after the 
period of his or her services as an independent contractor? 

Is the service provider, his/her spouse, registered domestic partner, 
dependent child or partner an employee or regularly retained agent of UNC- 
Chapel Hill? 

Yes No 

D D 

r] E] 

D rq 

D D 

708.1.1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 5/20/2013 Page I 



THIE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTiI CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

SECTION 2 - Details of Service 
Complete only one part (A, B, or C) depending on the type of services provided. 

Part A - 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Lecturer/Instructor 
Yes No 

Is the individual a "Guest Lecturer", e.g., an individual who lectures less r] r---I 
than lO% of the class time? 

Is the individual the primary instructor in a department course being r-] r-] 
offered for academic credit toward a university degree? 

Is the individual responsible for the content of the lecture/presentation r-] r-I 
(versus presenting materials that have been prepared/dictated by the 
University)? 

Part B - Researcher 
Because research is a key function of UNC-Chapel Hill, individuals engaged to perform research services 
for a department or sponsored program will generally be treated as employees, unless they are faculty at 
another research institution or university. 

Will the individual serve in an advisory or consulting capacity with a 
University faculty member or director in a "collaboration between equals" 
type arrangement? 

rq E3 

2. Will the individual perform research in an arrangement whereby a UNC- r-] r-] 
Chapel Hill faculty member or director serves in a supervisory capacity? 

Part C - 

1. 

Individuals who are not Instructors/Lecturers or Researchers 

71 r-1 Does the individual routinely provide the same or similar services 
outside of UNC-Chapel Hill to the general public as part of a continuing 
trade or business? 

2. Will the Department provide the individual with specific instructions, r-] r-] 
supplies, and equipment to perform the required work, rather than rely 
on the individual’s expertise, supplies and equipment? 

3. Will the University set the number of hours and/or days of the week that E] r-] 
the individual is required to work, as opposed to allowing the individual 
to set the work schedule? 

4. Will the University pay the individual an hourly rate similar to what other r] r-] 
employees are paid on campus for similar work? 

5. Does the individual engage in entrepreneurial activities in an established E] 
business at risk for loss? 

6. Does the individual have his/her own insurance for work-related injuries? E] r-~ 

7. Does the individual provide similar services to other clients? [q 

8. Are the services performed on campus? If no, indicate the appropriate 
percentage of time the individual spends on campus, 

% 

708.3..:1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 5/20/203.3 Page 2 



THIE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTiI CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

SECTION 3- General Information 
(Please type or print clearly) 

Service Provider’s 

Kenneth Bailey 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

SSN 
Note: Please leave SSN blank (or cover) during 
initial determination phase when emailing. 
During payment processing, insure SSN is 
available and visible. 

Description of specific service to be provided (add pages if necessary): 

A Guest Speaker of the 2nd Global Africana Conference, 

"Water, Health and Environment: Experiences from African, African American and Diaspora 

Geographies," 

UNC-CH Location where service will be provided: 

4/3/2014                     4/5/2014 Start Date:                      End Date: 

Service Fee ($): 

How fee is determined: 

Fee is fixed Eli Milestone based 

Estimated expenses ($): 

Hourly rate ($):           Other: 

(Rate)             (Method) 

All Independent Contractor approvals expire at the end of each Fiscal Year (6/30/XX). 

708.:1.:1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 5/20/20:13 Page 3 



THIE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTiI CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

SECTION 4 - Twenty Factor Test for Determining IC/Employee Status 
(Source: IRS, Revenue Ruling 87-41) 

Please Check one box for each item Yes No 

1. Is the worker free to perform services for a number of firms at the same r] 
time? 

2. Are the worker’s services regularly made available to the general public? r] 

3. Must the worker devote substantially full-time to the work? r] 

4 can the worker realize an economic loss for non-performance other than the r] 
loss of payment for personal services? 

5. Is the worker free to establish his/her own hours? r] 

6. Has the worker invested in facilities or equipment in order to perform the r] 
service? 

7. Will a significant portion of the work be done in UNC-Chapel Hill facilities? r] 

8. will the worker receive training of any type? r-] 

9. Does a continuing relationship exist between the worker and UNC-Chapel r] 
Hill? 

10. If assistants are needed, will these be provided by UNC-Chapel Hill? r] 

11. Will UNC-Chapel Hill determine or have the right to determine the order or r] 
sequence of the tasks to be completed? 

12. Are progress reports required periodically? r] 

13. Will the worker be paid on an hourly, weekly, monthly, or other periodic r] 
basis? 

14. Will the worker be reimbursed for incidentals? rl 

15. Will UNC-Chapel Hill furnish tools other than specialized equipment? r] 

16. is the worker required to comply with instructions about where, when, or r-] 
how he or she is to work other than general parameters? 

17. Does the success of the project hinge on the performance of the worker? r-] 

18. Must the service(s) be rendered personally? r-] 

19. can the worker be discharged for convenience as one would an hourly r] 
employee as opposed to discharge related to contract requirements? 

20. Can the worker unilaterally terminate the work prior to completion without r-] 
liability? 

D 
D 
D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

D 
D 

D 
D 

D 

D 
D 
D 

D 

708.1.1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 
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THIE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTiI CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

SECTION 5 - Certification of Service Providerllndependent Contractor 
Under penalties of perjury, I certify that the above information is complete and accurate. If UNC-Chapel 
Hill engages me as an independent contractor, I am responsible for taxes, insurance coverage, and 
business expenses and am not eligible for any employer-provided benefits. 

Kenneth Bailey 

Name of Service Provider Signature of Service Provider Date 

SECTION 6 - Certification of UNC-CH Department 
I certify that I have firsthand knowledge of the potential service relationship in order to review the above 
checklist with complete and thoughtful accuracy. 

I have reviewed the above responses and acknowledge that as a person with authority over the indicated 
cost object, I understand that should the Internal Revenue Service CIRS") disagree with this classification 
UNC-Chapel Hill may hold my department financially responsible for any additional compensation (due to 
gross up, including fringe rate), taxes, interest, or penalties that the IRS or other regulatory bodies might 
assess. 

~,~___~ ~ Sonia Colon ’ 2/27/2014 /C"    \ - 
Name of Department Representative Sigf{ature of Department Representative Date 

919-966-1295 

Phone Number 

scolon@email.unc.edu 

Email address 

African, African American & Di~ 3395 

Department Name Department Number 

SECTION 7- Submission and Return of Assessment 

Please email completed checklist to Disbursement Service at: ic_review@unc.edu 

TO BE COMPLETED BY DISBURSEMENT SERVICES ONLY 

Assessment: 

Assessment By: Phone: Date: 

HR Concurrence By: Phone: Date: 

708.:1.:1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 5/20/20:13 Page 5 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 4:14 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Re: Invitation to speak 

Eunice, 

I roll get you tile title by Friday. ’I’ha~ks! 

On Wed, at 3:30 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Many thanks Lydia and 

Hi      A 25 minutes presentation on past/current work on health especially politics of HIV/AIDS would be excellent. When you have a moment, kindly send me a title for 
the presentation. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Invitation to speak 

3:22 PM 

Great! Happy to hear that you are excited about this. You don’t need to provide a paper to go along with the talk, so it’s up to you whether you would like to speak 

about a work in progress, or something taken tPom a longer work you’ve already finished. This morning of the conference there are two panels on health, one which 

tbcuses on health policy aJ~d Pace in Brazil, a~d your and Marie’s pmael on health in Aiiica. So the general topic of the panel is broad. 

I’~n including Eunice Sable oil this email. I’m not sure if you’ve met her, but she is the cha~r of AAAD aid slle is finalizing the conference schedule. Once you decide 

what you’d like to speak about, send her the title of your talk. If you could do that by Friday, that would be great. Let me know if you have rely other questions. 

Thmlks again, mid looking forward to this panel and your paper! 

Best, 
Lydia 

On , at 2:48 PM, ’ ~gmal.com> wrote: 

Lydia, 

Thank you so much tbr thinking of me! I would love to present at the cont~rence. I know Marie well aJ~d thoroughly enj oy putting nay work in 
conversation with hers, so I already feel like tiffs is going to be a success’. I also look forward to getting to speak ruth you and others in different fields 

about my work rm always looking for critical feedback. 

Is there a more specific theme? Would you like the presentation to be from a pie-existing paper or can I (my preference) prepae sometlffng specifically 
for this space? Either way, I’d love to get morn details. 

Thanks again, 

On Wed, at 1:30 PM, Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

I hope you’ve been well! I’m wrifing to see if you would be interested in speaking about your reseach at an upcoming Africa~ Studies conference 

here at UNC. The panel is on health and development in Africa and I thougllt your work would be a great fit. It’s a sholnt talk - 15 minutes. There is 

another grad student from communication on tile panel speaking about breast cancer awareness in Africa. The conference is the first weekend of 

April - this panel would be on Friday the 4th. Presenting part of your dissertation, or rely other recent work, would be ideal. 

Let me know what you think! 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 



Assislant Professor 

Depextment of Atiican m~d Atiica~ AmericaJ~ Studies 

Battle Hall, CB #3395 

UNC-Chapel tlill 

lvdimbo ~d~unc.edu 

UNC - Chapel Hill 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 5:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

FW: Dally Tar tteel Friday Interview 

Dear Eunice, 

Pleas~ see email exchange below and do as you see fit -- ifanyt]~ing. 

Kenneth 

Dr Kenneth R. Janken 

Interim Director 
UNC Center J2~r the Study of the American South 
Love House and Hutchins Forum 
CB# 9127, 410 E Franklin Street 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-0523 

Professor 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
(919) 962-1519 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:03 PM 
To: 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: Daily Tar Heel Friday Interview 

Dr. Jnnken, 

Tha~ks so much for your quick reply. I hmTe acmaJly been trying k) get in touch with Dr. SaNe. Would you be able to send me her phone number or shoot her a quick 

email for me? I agree that she is the best person tbr this feature, and I’d really like to be able to interview her. 

Best, 

From: Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:29 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Daily Tar Heel Friday Interview 

Dear 

l am indeed a pro[~sa~r m of the Department ofAff~c~m, Aflicm~ Amei~cm~ m~d Diaspora Studies. Thauk y~u ibr the in~ itation ~ the Di&ty mter~ Jew. It is one of my 

l?as orate/)attnes m the Daft5, Tm }[eel, as I can find out a&~N many diflSm~g parts of the trois e~sib, tN~t I do not mgulm]y come into con~tct ~ith.. (If you gN nd of the 

mean-spirited and retrogn~de k~etching board, I weald ~o~ miss it a~ all t) ttowever, I will no~ be ~ble to oblige you. 

rbc chairlx:rsou of AAAD is E~mice SaNe. 
Kiud regaMs, 

Dr. 3m~ke~ 

Dr KennethR. Janken 

Interim Director 
UNC Center for the Stu@ of the American South 
Love House and Hutchins Forum 
CB# 9127, 410 E. Frat~flin Street 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-0523 

Professor 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
(919) 962-1519 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:17 PM 
To: .lanken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Daily Tar Heel Friday Interview 

Dear Dr. Janken, 



I mn a member of the editoriaJ board at tl~e Daily Tar tleel aJld would like to do a Friday’ Inte~iew (basically an opinion piece featuring quotes and information l]com a 

certain figure on campus) to be published this Friday with ~meone from the Department of Ati-ican, African American and Diaspora Studies. I’m not sure, based on 

your title, if you are paxt of this depar~Jneut or not, but I know your research is heavily based in it. 

The tbcus of the Friday Interview would be mostly on how the academic scandal involving Julius Nyang’oro, which put a lot of attention on the department, has 
inflaenced its reputation, enrollment, etc. 

Please let me know as soon as possible if you would be available for tl~e Friday Interview or redirect me to anyone else who is prominent in tl~is depaxtment’. 

Thanks so ~nuch, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edup, 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 8:02 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Save the date - CK)! Global Orientation on Culture and Ethics, April 5 

Watch this video on the GO! Globa~ Orientation on C, ulture and E~thics 8, save the date: Saturday, April 5th! 

GO is designed to help students who are traveling internationally evaluate expectations, anticipate 

~otential cultural and ethical challenges, prepare for engagement in communities, and develop 

intercultural competencies. Insights will be offered for experienced travelers as well as those getting their 

first international opportunity. Registration is free and will be coming soon. 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 

Join us for a monthly social hour to bring together international UNC 

community members and students excited about international 

engagement. Chat about opportunities and challenges on campus 

Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to share This 

month’s hosts are the Gs~duate Sch<~o~ and the P~e~a~ie9 

2013-20f4 F’u~briqht Specialist Program Cycle 
WB Dead~h~e 

P~oq~a~}~ ~FSP) promotes 

linkages between U.S. scholars 

and professionals and their 

counterpa~s at host institutions 

overseas. The program awards 

grants to qualified US. faculty 

and professionals, in select 

disciplines, to engage in sho~- 

term collaborative ~o to six-week projects at eligible institutions in 

over 140 countries worldwide. Shorter grant lengths give Specialists 

greater flexibility to pursue projects that work best with their current 

academic or professional commitments. 

CG~ Summer ~nte~nship E}pe~~pfl 
CG~ Academic Year b~temship open~ngs 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 

RESOURC~".~S 



Weekly I~fi:emaI:it, n~l SI:~de~~t S~ppt, d: Gro~ps 

challer~ging in many ways. This weekiy drep.-in greup presides an 

clinicai psycholegist, will be avaiiabie For d[op in heu[s Wednesday 

and Thursdays 

UNC G~obal Passport Drive 

Officials from the US. Depa~ment of 

State are on campus once a year to 

accept passpo~ applications and 

renewal applications and to answer 

questions from Carolina students, 

faculty, staff and their families 

Application forms are available at the 

event, or can be downloaded from the J S 9~s~a D~)ar~ment website 

Fellowship Program 

UNC Chapel Hill students with limited or no abroad travel experience 

can be awarded up to $2,500 toward academic research or study in 

an international setting during the fall, spring or summer terms. 

More info: Chris Wallace ct~dsb,~@}eme~ uric edu 

S~mme~ Award ~_~5 ~:he Gera~d Unks 

The Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs administers the Gerald Unks 

Travel Fellowship, awards made to desexing Carolina students with 

applicable travel plans. Up to $4,000 is available for three students. 

Jrl~erest~ !~IS a greS~ re~ ~e 

MEDIA 

Be’v:n Tighe :: t;01 Pi[isboro St[eet Suite 13002 i CE¢ 5! 45 i Ci;a )el Hill 

~aea~e Yoar 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 3:29 PM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhuma~idescenter.org% Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhum~mitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Third A~mua] Conference on "Humm~ Rights and the Hum~ties" (March 20-21 ) at the National Hmnanities Center 

Dear Colleagues, 

With two weeks to go, we are sending along this reminder about the Center’s third annual conference on Human Rights and the Humanities, 
March 20-21. 

This year’s conference will begin at 6:30 p.m. on Thursday, March 20th, with a reception followed by a talk from Harvard University’s Steven 
Pinker on "The Better Angels of Our Nature: Why Violence Has Declined." 

As in previous years, this gathering will feature a distinguished group of scholars, including: 

K. Anthony Appiah, Princeton University 
Didier Fassin, Institute for Advanced Study (Princeton, N J) 
Lynn Festa, Rutgers University 
Saidiya Hartman, Columbia University 
Stephen Hopgood, University of London 
Waiter Johnson, Harvard University 
Robert Pippin, University of Chicago 
Gregory Radick, University of Leeds 

Created in an effort to reexamine conventional assumptions about human rights through the lens of the humanities, Human Rights and the 
Humanities is a multi-year project to bring together the vast resources of the humanities, including historical, philosophical, and cultural factors, to 
help us better understand the concept of human rights. 

The initiative has been made possible through the generous support of the Research Triangle Foundation of North Carolina, Duke University, North 
Carolina State University, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and the Carnegie Corporation of New York. 

For more information, or to register for the event, please visit here or contact Martha Johnson,mjohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.org. 

We would be very grateful if you could help us publicize this event by forwarding this announcement to colleagues, students, and friends. 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Goodletl, Clarissa <cgoodle@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 3:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Geuna Rae McNeil ~ @gmml.com> 

Writets Discusion Series eveut on Maxch 18th featuring "Witness: Two Huudred Yeaxs of Africa~-Atnericm~ Faith and Practice at the 

Abyssinim~ Baptist Church of Halem, New York" author UNC Professor Genna Rae McNeil 

WitnessFlierRevised3 .jpg 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I’ve pasted below an announcement about the Stone Center’s upcoming Writer’s Discussion Series event featuring UNC History Professor, Genna Rae McNeil. Dr. 

McNeil will be discussing her new book "Witness: Two Hundred Years of African-American Faith and Practice at the Abyssinian Baptist Church of Harlem, New 

York", she will be joined by Professor and Director of the office of Black Church Studies at Duke University, Dr. Eboni MarshalI-Turman. The event will take place at 

the Bullshead Bookshop (3rd floor UNC Student Bookstore) at 3:30pm on Tuesday, March 18th. 

I hope you will be able to join on March 18th and share this invitation with your networks and students, faculty and staff in your department. (Flyer also attached.) 

Thank you! 

Clarissa 

Clarissa Goodlett 

Program and Public Communications Officer 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Lii iC-.C}3a~el 

919-962-9oo~ (p) 9~9-962-3725 (~ 

X, , riter’s Discussion Series event, Tuesday, March featuring "X, , itness’’ by 

author and UNC History Professor, Genna Rae McNeil. 

Dear 

Please join us on Tuesday’, t’4arch ~8 8t 3:30p~ at tlhe Bulls~4ea~l IBoo~sho~ (3rd floor of U[tC Bookstore) for the return of the Stone Center’s Writer’s 

Discussion Series. We will be discussing "Witness: Two Hundred Years of African-American Faith and Practice at the Abyssinian Baptist Church of Harlem, New 

York" with author Genna Rae NcNeil and Duke University Professor Eboni Narshall Turpqan. 

)"his detailed history of the famous Abyssinian Baptist Church in Harlem, New York City, begins with its organization in 1809 and continues through its 

relocations, its famous senior pastors, and its many crises and triumphs, up to the present. Considered the largest Protestant congregation in the United 

States during the pre-megachurch ~930s, this church plays a very important part in the history of New York City. 

G~enn~ Rae McNeil is professor of history aL the UniversiLy o[ North Carolina in Chapel Hill where she teaches United States history, Agrican-Americar~ history, 

and U,S= Cons[i[utional History. l’,~cNeil is widely known [or her prize-winning G~oundwoH<: Ct~arles Hamfltof~ Houston and the Struggle for C’iwlRights, 

Eboni t’4ars~al~ Tsrrn~n is Assistant Research Professor of Black Church Studies and D~rector of the Office of Black Church Studies at Duke University, The 

Divinity School Turman has taught theology and ethics at Un~on Theological Seminary ~n the C~ty of New York (20~0-1.2) and Hood Theological Semh~ary h~ 

Salisbury, [tC (20~2-13). She ~s the author of Toward a Womanist Ethic of Incarnation: z~/ack Bodies, the z~/ack Church, and the Council of Cha/cedon (Palgrave 

Macmillan, 20~ 3), 

This event is FREE and open to the public. ro RSVP to any event, please email stonecenter@unc.edu, call 919-962-9001, or via Facebook. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 4:33 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcbx~y&~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Invitation to speak 

Hello Eunice and Lydia, 
The title of my presentation will be: Informing SISTA: The International Travels of a "Culturally-Relevant" HIV Prevention Program. 
Lydia, you mentioned that the presentation should be 15 minutes; Eunice, you said 25. Which length should I prepare for? Also, I believe this work 
is "political" but not necessarily about politics outright. Is that ok? If not, I can likely come up with something else (my master’s thesis examined the 
legislative process of including "ABC" in the 2003 PEPFAR bill). Let me know and I look forward to this opportunity. 
Best, 

On Wed, at 3:30 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Many thanks Lydia and 

Hi      A 25 minutes presentation on past!current work on health especially politics of HIV!AIDS would be excellent. When you have a moment, kindly send me a title for 
the presentation. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 
Co: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: P.e: Invitation to speak 

3:22 pivl 

Great! Happy to hear that you are excited about this. You don’t need to provide a paper to go along with the talk, so it’s up to you whether you would like to speak 

about a work in progress, or something taken from a longer work you’ve aheady fihished. This morning of the conference there are two panels on health, one which 
tbcuses on health l~olicy a~d race in Brazil, a~d your and Marie’s pmael on health in Aiiica. So the general topic of the panel is broad. 

I’m including Eunice Sahle on this emall. I’m not sure if you’ve met her, but she is the chair ofAAAD a~d she is finalizing the conference sche&fle. Once you decide 

what you’d like to speak about, send her the title of your talk. If you could do that by Friday, that would be great. Let me know if you have any other questions. 

Thmiks again, mid looking forward to this panel and your paper! 

Best, 
Lydia 

On at 2:48 PM, ’ ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Lydia, 

Thank you so much tbr thinking of me! I would love to preseut at the cont~rence. I know well a~d thoroughly enjoy putting my work in 

conversation with hers, ~ I already t~el like this is going m be a success! I al~ look forward to getting to spea~ with you and others in different fields 

about my work. I’m always looking for critical feedback. 

Is there a more specific theme? Would you like the presentation to be from a pre-existing paper or can I (nay preference) prepme something specifically 

for this space? Either way, I’d love to get more detafils. 

Thanks again, 

On Wed, at 1:30 PM, Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

I hope you’ve been well! I’m writing to ~e if you would be interested in speaking abx~ ut your reseaJcch at an upcoming African Studies cont~rence 

here at UNC. The panel is on health mad development in Afiica and I thought your work would be a great fit. It’s a short talk - 15 minutes. There is 

another grad student from communication on tl~e panel speaking about breast cancer awareness in Africa. The conference is the first weekend of 

- this panel would be on Friday the . Presenting part of your dissertation, or m~y other recent work, would be ideal. 

Let me ki~ow what you think! 

best, 



Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 

Assis$ant Professor 

Depm"tment of African and Afficm~ Americm~ Studies 

Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

l’~’dia.bo,~-d~unc.edu 

UNC - Chapel Hill 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com 

Thursday, 11:45 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Fwd: Invitation to Speak 

Hi Eunice, 

I have another pa~icipmlt for the departanent diaspora conference. Her name is She is just now finishing her dissertation in anthropology, oil 
humanitarian aid in Haiti. I think she’d be a good fit ruth the two communications grad students who are als~ speaking about different aspects of the aid/global health 

indus,-. 

In order to give her a bit more direction for her talk, what is the currem schedule looking like? Is the whole conference focusing on development and global health this 
year? Or just Kids panel and this one? would like to know a bit more, and since I’ve not been at facul~ meetings since last semester, I’m a bit out of touc!! 

Sorry’. But I think the~ three panelists - - will be a good group. 

Best, 
Lydia 

On Wed, Mar 5, 2014 at 4:19 PM, ~ ?))gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi 

I’m not sure if we’ve met before, but I’m an ~mthrotx~logis~t in the Aiiic~m studies department here at UNC, a~d a tiiend of Michele Rivkm-Fish. The 
AAAD depe;tment is having a conference on campus next month and the theme of one panel is health and development in Aiiica m~d the diastx~m. I 

asked Michele if she had any adva~ced grad students M~o might be able to participate and she recommended you and your work on Haiti. Are you 

available to sha~e ?,our work in the form of a 20 minute talk on ? ’][’here are two other papers oil this particular panel, one on AIDS policy in 

Africa and another about breast cancer awareness in Kenya. 

I know this is rather sholnt notice, and you are defending your dissertation soon! But it would be a good opportunity to sh~e your work in an 

interdisciplinmy setting. Your options in terms of topic are pretty broad, but something on health and wellbeing broadly considered, perhaps in relation 

to the realm of humanitarian aid, would be a great contribution. 

Let me know what you think! 

Best, 

Lydia Boyd 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 10:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edn>; Janke~, Kenneth R <krjaJ~ken@email.unc.edu.* 

FW: Summer School Budget 

Good morning Professors 

Dean Yopp approved the budget incr’eas:_~ [:o c.:>~er the course addition for Surnmer Schoo~ 2nd session. ~ w~H work with the require Forms a[: noon and I wi~ send 

fl~ern to you [or rev~skm and approval 

Thank you 

Son~a 

~m: Smith~ ~ichael 
5~mt: FrMay, ~arch 07~ 201~ lO:12 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
6~: ~oseley~ Erin S 
5~j~t: RE: Summer School Budget 

HI Sonia, 

Dean Yopp and ~ spoke about ~t and she has approved the addition of AA~D 212 ~or second session. ~’lI add the additionaI ~unds h:~r second sesskm. ~]rm Moseley 

(cdd here) w~lf need a nomination ~:orrn fo~ [he professor, a depsr[menta] section change form and a course description. 

.... Michael 

F~ Colon, Sonia 
~Bt~ Thursday, March 06, 20Z~ ~:36 PM 
T~ Smith, Michael 
~bje~t~ RE: Summer School Budget 

Sorw._here it is the s[[ach bud~eL 

F~ Colon, Sonia 
SeBt~ Thursday, March 06, ~0~ ~:35 PM 

T~ Smith, Michael 
~bje~t~ RE: Summer School Budget 

Sorry for ~:he deIay. 

Please see s[tached budget w~[h add~t~o~lal course included ~:or the second session. Look like fl~e budget w~lt need a ~ev~se personnel ~Hocation for 

The ins[~uc[o~ will be Dr. Georges Nzon~olmNtafaja and the course propose b AAAD 2~2~ Histodc~]y thb course has strong enro~knent, actually Ibis semester in 

p~rticul~r, it ~s one of few courses that we ~re offering that has seen no reduction in enrollment. 
-~nd s " Please k~t rne know if we can get a budget new alk~catkm, to be able [:o hlclude this new course for the ~_ se_’sKm of Summer School. 

Thank you 

Department @ 4:}ica:L Aft;can American, ~ Diaspora Studies. 

F~m~ Smith, Michael 
Sent~ Thursday, March 06, 2014 9:59 AN 

T~ Colon, SoMa 
Subjeet~ RE: Summer School Budget 

~t depends on the add~tbnal course and whether or not we think it w~H generate suffident enrollment, so just ~et me know the course and instructor and weq~ let 

F~m: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 9:14 AN 

To: Smith, Michael 
Subject: RE: Summer School Budget 

Thank you M~chsel 

~ should hsue ~l~at h~formafion by noon ~oday. 

Howe~:er, nlv first concern before start to pu[: on an additiona~ teacher, is to know i~ it ~s allow and if ~ can have a budge[ review since will be ~ below [rom 

actual budget remain, for the second session 

Thanks 

Sonia 

F~m~ Smith, Michael 
$entl Thursday, March 06, 2014 9:07 AN 
Te~ Colon, Sonia 
Subject~ RE: Summer School Budget 

Who is the ~t~structor and for what course? 

F~m; Colon, Sonia 
Sent; Wednesday, March 05, 20~4 5:01 PN 

To; Smith, Michael 
Subje~t~ Summer School Budget 

Hello Michael 

i will like to know, if the department can nominated another teacher for the second session. Please see attached budget and advise. 

Thank you 

S~nia C~on 

Busi~s~ss S~rv/c~s 

L)e:~a:tm~n~ of African, ~frk:ar~ Amer£an.. N DiaN~ora 5gudies. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 12:56 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Touching base 

Hi Mwl. Sahle, 

J ust had a midterm this morning so hadn’t seen your email. Are you in the office today? Also, I’m around on-campus for Spring break so any other time the 

following week would work as well. 

Asante, 

The University of North Carolina 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, :H:O0 AM 

To: 

Subject: Touching base 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

It continues to be a busy time for Mwalimu. However, I would be grateful if we met soon to discuss summer possibilities etc. I am here (best before 4.00pro) most of of today 
thus feel free to drop by. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu SaNe 



From: DPS - CAP <cap@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, March 7, 2014 1:58 PM 

To: cap-news 

Subject: [cap-news] March Commuter News 

important Announcements 

weekday NU route will end eadier ~n the evening and the weekend U and NU 
routes win r~ot operate Safe Ride routes will r~ot operate March 13-15. 
Reguiar service wHi resume March 16th. For spec~c schedule informatior~: 

Crick these links to go directly to your favorite topics: 

Events 

Regional Transit Bus ROADeo 

Sunday, March 9th, 8:00am - noon 
Chapel Hill Transit Operations Facility, 6900 Millhouse Road, Chapel Hill 

The regional ROADeo is a contest of skin for professional transit operators, which requires contestants to 
maneuver through a timed course, negotiating obstacles that simulate the challenges they face daily while 
maintaining safety standard& Chapel Hill Transit and four other transit systems will participate in the regional 
ROADeo: Capital Area Transit (CAT), Cary Transit (C-Tran), Greensboro Transit Authority (GTA) and Triangle 
Transit. Bring your kids and enjoy the race! 

Getting Around in the Southeastern U.S. in the 17th and 18th Centuries 

Sunday, March 9th, 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
523 East Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 

This free presentation will focus on the physical and geographical aspects of ground transportation in the 
southeast in the 17th and 18th centuries. Information on local travel, settlement patterns, and trade routes along the 
Neuse-Eno and Haw fords will be covered. A reception will follow. 

Kidical Mass 

Saturday, March 22nd, 2pro 
Hargraves Community Center, 216 N. Roberson St., Chapel Hill 

Kidical Mass is our semi-annual legal, safe and FUN bike ride for kids, kids at heart, and their families. The event 
is a family friendly bike ride through the community. The community partners of Triangle BikeWorks, Carrboro 
Bicycle Coalition, The ReCyclery, and Bicycle Alliance Chapel Hill (BACH) along with Chapel Hill Parks & 
Recreation are co-sponsoring the Kidical Mass Bike Parade at 

~’...¢t!:!3.~[~:~:3.if’.’L.[~k~!:~)~¢~.!:. Activities include bike decorating, crafts by Kidzu Children’s Museum, and prize giveaways. 
Healthy snacks will be provided. 

On-Campus Public Meeting for Chapel Hill Transit North-South Corridor Study 

Wednesday, March 26th, 11:30am - 1:30pro (drop in anytime during these hours) 
UNC Stone Center, 150 South Road, Hitchcock Multi-Purpose Room 



Chapel Hill Transit is conducting the North-South Corridor Alternatives Analysis, "North-South Corridor Study" for 
short, to evaluate the best methods for moving more residents and commuters along the MLK Boulevard and 15- 
501 South corridors. An AA is a detailed study of all reasonable transportation alternatives within a corridor that 
addresses identified transportation problems. The study area runs from Eubanks Road south to Southern Village 
and includes all points in between along the corridor. 

Carrboro Open Streets 

Saturday, April 12th, l Oarn - 2prn 
Weaver Street, Carrboro 

Mark your calendars! The 2nd Annual Carrboro Open Streets is scheduled for Saturday April 12th, 2014 from 
10am to 2pm. Come join half of Carrboro as we once again close Weaver Street to cars and open it to people! 
We’ll have rock climbing, yoga in the streets, bicycle loops for kids, slow bike races for adults, classes to help 
young cyclists say goodbye to their training wheels, and so much more. Make your own smoothie in our bike 
blender! All events are free, and there is going to be something for everyone. Want to help out and get a free t= 
shirt? ~’"~ to votur’..teer here. 

Transit Alerts 

Chapel Hill Transit Spring Break Schedule 

Chapel Hill Transit will adjust its service schedule from Saturday, March 8th through Saturday, March 15th due to 
the UNC Spring Break schedule. During this time, the weekday NU route will end earlier in the evening and the 
weekend U and NU routes will not operate. Weekday EZ Rider services will end at 10:35pm. Safe Ride routes will 
not operate Thursday, March 13th through Saturday, March 15th. 

Regular service will resume on Sunday, March 16th. For specific schedule information, please visit 

New Bicycle Alliance 

Bicycle Alliance of Chapel Hill (BACH) 

BI:>,C H was formed to channel interest & support for bicycling in Chapel Hill, lobby local elected officials to 
implement the Bike Master Plan, foster a bike friendly culture in town, and organize cycling related events. Monthly 
meetings are held at Whole Foods. 

Vanpools 

Save Money! Reduce Stress! 

~...’.~!£;~:)~.~L;..-~R~.~’.-~!~.~!;#.:~V.!!iL~&~.:~’.-L~:!.~!.~. offer affordable and reliable transportation during weekdays. Vanpools park for 
free at UNC, and the low monthly fare covers gas, maintenance and insurance! If you live in Apex, Cary, Burlington, 
Graham, Mebane, or Slier City, please ~:~_c~.:.~est mere ir~form..~tio~ 

Carpools 

Zimride April Earth Day Commuting Contest 

April 22nd is Earth Day and to celebrate sustainability and the commitment to reducing the carbon footprint, 
Zimride, UNC’s private ridesharing network, will be having an Earth Day Commuting Contest during the entire 
month of April. Beginning April 1 through April 30th, go to ~iL~:~[!~!.#.J:!~:).£~.~V.~!!:! and start logging your daily commutes in 
your personal Zimride Commute Calendar. Once you have logged a commute, your name will be entered into a 
raffle for some great prizes, including a Kindle Fire HD. It’s that easy! Check it out! 

Share the Love, Share the Ride! 

GoTriangle is ready to share the love of sharing the ride. Sign up for ridematching services and find a vanpool that 
works for you through ~:!!~,~:~.~!!?.~-:.t2~!~.!?.~!!~i&~.~.~.&’.’.!?L.!. Be on the lookout for more fun ways to participate and find a 
ride that works for your commute to school or work. 



Carshare 

Get More Zipcar with Promo Codes 

Now that midterms are over and finals are around the corner, it’s time to get your summer plans locked down. Are 
you going to a big city for an internship or first job? Then why lose sleep over transportation? 

Zipcar is a car-sharing service with vehicles on campuses and in cities across the country. Members can reserve 
cars by the hour or day with gas and insurance included. You only need to be 18+ to join on campus, and members 
over 21 can use Zipcars anywhere they’re available! 

To save money, CAP members can join for just $10 at £i_[.-6q.t--~.[.&’:~}X".4.#.L~I~:£fT.. Make sure to use the promo code 
CITYZlP on your application and get $25 in free driving to get you started. 

P.S. Already a member? Use the promo code CAREER2014 ~!#!.(~(~. to get $10 in credit for a late-night snack run 
while you’re studying! 

CAP Merchants 

Remember Your CAP Discounts 

CAP members, remember to show your CAP discount card to receive discou~sts at iocal merchants. 

Congratulations to Our Winners! 

All CAP members are entered into monthly prize drawings. Congrats to the following winners this academic year: 

Merchants 

Bruegger’s Bagels 

Bruegger’s Bagels 

3arolina Brewery 

3arolina Inn 

3hapel Hill Restaurant Group 

3hapel Hill Tire 

3hapel Hill Tire 

3anera 

~anera 

~anera 

3anera 

Span~’s Restaurant 

Squid’s Restaurant 
JNC Student Stores 

A/hole Foods 

Prizes 

Free Dozen Bagels 

Free Dozen Bagels 

$25 Gift Card 

Brunch for Two 

$25 Gift Card 
Free Oil Change, Tire Rotation & 

NitroFill ($120 value) 
Free Oil Change, Tire Rotation & 

NitroFill ($120 value) 

Year of Bagels 

Year of Bagels 

Year of Bagels 

Year of Bagels 
$25 Gift Card 

$25 Gift Card 

$25 Gift Card 

$25 Gift Card 

Winners 

Sarah J. 

Caroleen Q. 

Carolina D. 

Darin N. 

Marsela C. 

Setonya S. 

Hannah L. 

Hope W. 

Emily E. 
Steven H. 

Rebecca N. 

Katherine O. 

Maia L. 

Lauren B. 

Michelle A. 

Mediterranean Dell is offering some new Gluten Free Options, and they’ve had a new bike rack installed! They also just 
introduced the Mediterranean Quinoa Salad, which is a great non-GMO protein for vegans commuting on their bikes. 

Traffic & Parking A~erts 

Questions or Comments? 



Depad:ment of 
African,s, Africa~ Americar~, arid ©iaspora Studies 

Water, Health and Environment: Experiences from African, 
African American and Diaspora Geographies 

The challenges facing African and African American communities, 
and those in the broader African Diaspora in Latin America and other 
parts of the world, are multi-layered and are the focus of intense 
debates in scholarly, public policy and civil society circles. Perhaps 
none exceed those that deal with the basic survival of people in 
relation to their environment. Water, for example, is increasingly 
becoming a scarce resource that is simultaneously at the center of a 
range of initiatives from business, the state, and transnational and local 
health institutions. Overall, debates focusing on water, health and 
environmental issues increasingly mark contested debates in diverse 
intellectual traditions. In addition, a range of initiatives from new 
public policies and innovative social movements are rising to meet 
serious challenges pertaining to these sectors, given the latter’s 
significant implications for economic production, social reproduction 
and the environment. The interpretive frames we use to grapple with 
concrete challenges underpinning these sectors and the manner in 
which they are being addressed in policy spaces is part of what is at 
stake in our proposed conversation on               during the 2nd 

Global Africana Annual Conference organized by the Department of 
African, African American and Diaspora Studies. 



Welcome: Dr. Eunice N. Sahle, Chair, Department of African, 
African American and Diaspora Studies 

Conference opening remarks: Dr. Jonathan Hartlyn, UNC-CH’s 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences 
And Global Programs 

Opening night: Joseph Megel’s AAAD290 class: Performing the 
Politics of Water 

9. OOAM- 5. OOPM 

9.45am-11.00am: Gender and health: African American and Brazilian 
experiences, Moderator, Kia L. Caldwell, The Alyne Case: Gender, 
Race, and the Human Right to Health in Brazil (Department of 
African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-CH) 

Wizdom Powell, Health andMascu#nity, (Gillings School of Global 

Public Health, UNC-CH ) 

l l.00am-12.15pm Health politics in contemporary Africa 

Lydia Body, Homosexua#O,, human rights and HIITAll)S in Uganda 

( C-CH) 
Marie Garlock, Po#tics of Health Citizenship and Pink Ribbons 

Campaigns (Department of Communication Studies) 

12.15pm-l.00pm: Lunch 



Friday Keynote A ddress : 

Kenneth Bailey, Design, Environment and,Justice (www.ds4si.org, 

Design Studio for Social Intervention) 

2.00pm-3.15pm, Water and Natural Resource Governance in 
Africa 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Political economy of Natural Resource 

Governance and human rights 

Amy E. Cooke, Water-food-energy-climate nexus (Curriculum in 

Ecology, UNC-CH) 

3.30pm-5.00pm: Politics and Poetics: A Conversation on Black 

Geographies, Moderator: 

Geography, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

(Department of 

Poetry by C. J. Suitt, Sacrificial Poets (http:iisacrificialpoets.orgi) 

Alexis Pauline Gumbs (http:iialexispauline.comi) 

Howard Craft (http:iiwww.howardcraft.comi) 

Renee Alexander Craft (Department of Communication Studies, UNC- 

CH) 
Artwork by Soraya Jean-Louis McElroy 

5.30-7.00pm: 2"a Performance: Joseph Megel’s AAAD290 class: 

Performing the Politics of Water 



9. OOAM-Z OOP~ 

9.45am-10.00am: Coffee 

10.00am-12.00pm: Environment, Justice and Place 

Valafie Johnson, Environmental ethics and struggles in North 
Carofina (African Women’s Studies, Bennett College) 

Arturo Escobar, Place, Ecology and Pofifics of Development 

(Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Patrick Bond, Climate Change and Debt: Experiences from Africa 
(University of KwaZulu-Natal) 

12,00pm-l.30pm: Luncheon Keynote Speaker 

Marilyn Machado Mosquera, Struggles for Territory, Livefihoods and 

Culture, (The Black Communities’ Process in Colombia) 

Depm’tment of 
Africans African American, and Diaspora Stt~dies 

The Department of African, Aj?ican American, and 
Diaspora Studies is an interdisciplinary and 
transnational program leading to the Bachelor of Arts 
degree. The major offers two areas of concentration: 
African Studies and African American and Diaspora 
Studies. Prospective majors should contact the 
department. 

The goal of African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies at b§VC-Chapel Hill is to give specific attention 
to the histories, cultures, cultural linkages, and 
contempormy socio-political realities of the peoples of 
Africa and the African Diasporas. We encourage majors 
to consider studying abroad in one of the expanding 
number of programs in Africa or the Atlantic African 
Diaspora. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 2:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Diaspora conference - another speaker 

Hi Euaaice, 

I’ll fOlavard paper title when she sends it to me, but here is her contact iN’o: 

~gmail.com 

She’ll be speaking about the international aid industly in post-quake Haiti 

Best, 
Lydia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 5:15 PM 

~gmail.com; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

paper title 

Dear Lydia and Eunice~ 

Let’s call my talk "Professionals, Providers, Profiteers’? Haitian Doctors Amid the hfflux of International Humanitarian Volnnteers." 

By the way, will most presenters be using PowerPoint, or just giving papers? 

Thanks! 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lolita Gutierrez Brockington < ~bellsoutla.net> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 5:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Eunice SaNe.docx 

Eunice Sdtfle.docx 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 
I am sending an attached letter written to you, Department Chair of the African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, in appreciation of the now two conferences (the 
earlier one being the outstanding W.E.B. Du Boise conference last year) sponsored and organized under your leadership that I have had the honor to attend. Both have been 
ve[y rewarding experiences, for which I thank you, your faculty and staff very much. 

Warmest wishes, 
Lolita G. Brockington 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge / Psychology Press <mail.skozxrpkehhphbezum@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 7:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Celebrate International Women’s Day with Routledge: 20% OFF AI.L TITLES 

20% OFF + FREE SHIPPING!* 

Is this email not displaying COl-rectiy? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forward to a Friend 

Ce ebrate International Women’s Day 
with Roufledge! 

March 8th is International Women’s Day, To 
~i 20 p ..... t off 

view our titles on the issues surrounding 

women, please click here. 

Now until March ~ lth use diacount code QRKT0 
at checkout, and receive 20% OFF* your order. 
Remember, all web orders over $35 receive 
FREE SHIPPING in the US and Canada, 

¯ Oft~tvaJJd O~y with ~b or~t~ at roud~ge.com, 

routledge.co~eyeoneducation, foc~Ipres&com, 

psypre.ss, corn or tout~edgementalhealth, com. 

Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

8ifln up by subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe at any time 

We ~espect your privacy and will not disclose, ~ent or sell your emaii address to any outside organizations. 

Copyright 2013 Taylor & Francis, an h~%rma business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited registered in England under no. 10729,54 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 3Y-41 Mortimer Street London WI[ 3JH. 

you v¢ish to unsubscdbe, please click her_....~e Please note Lilis is an auLomated operaLion. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.tmc.edu’- 

Saturday, 5:27 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

~ema£unc.e&~ 

Re: Graduate School writing/research fellowships - internal deadline 

Dear Eunice, 

I am sure 

works. 

Best, 

John 

On 

would be happy to meet with you. I am away until but I can meet between 1-2pm or after 3-15pm if one of these times 

5:59 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear John, 

Thanks for your note. It a busy conjuncture hence this delayed response. Let’s have coffee the week after spring break.Tuesday or Thursday would work. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

On at 7:05 PM, "John Pickles" ~ipickles@unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

I was Iecently talking ruth a PhD student of mine .... about the opportunities for teaching in your program. You had 
sent me some information in the Fall and I had circulated to a few key people, writes the follomng and so I take this oppormniF to 
introduce you to her. She studied at the Freirean Institute in Brazil... lots in common. Plan a longer, rather than a shorter cofi~e meeting .... 

best, 
john 

note: 

A while ago you sent out an emaA1 about the opportuni .ty to teach a course a]cound place, race, social movelnents, environmental justice with 

the Dept. of At’ricaa~ American Studies. Is that possibility still opened? 

I am thinking that the course (also available on online portal) that I co-designed and piloted while I was lab school in Chicago would be great fit. It 
is around "unnatural disaster- looking at the events and aftermath of Katrina and other man-made disaster around the world. Main course themes 
are: state violence, environmental injustice and displacement Evidently issues of race, class, place and social movements are the investigated 
closely. It is a multi-midia curriculum and it is designed in ways that incorporated multiple artistic-journalistic-scientific materials and approaches. It 
is all project-based, experiential and has significant component of community-based investigations. 
I am working on the portal to make some adjustments for it to be taught for undergrads. The revised version suitable for undergrads is my final 
project for the decolonizing methodologies course I’m taking with Catherine Walsh. I should be ready to be taught either Fall     or Spring 

thanks a lot, 

D~. John Pickles 

Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Stu@ies 

Department ef Geography 

219 Saunde~s Hall 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-322@ 

Tel: 919-962-8903 (main office) 

Fax: 919-962-1537 

Fellow, Znstitu~:e fo~ the Arts and Humanities 

Fellow, Center for Urban and Regional Studies 

http:!!geograpXy.unc.edui 

http://w~w.uno.eduidep~:s/geog/garpi 

http://R~w.ca~tu£ingtheqains.o£q! 



http://globa]-understandin@, info/ 

http://www, coc.~R.ercrxR~gsdpkies.org/ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~em~fil.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Voices of Protest 

Hi Eunice, 

I know spring break just started, but if you are around this coming week at all, I was wondering if I could pick up the book Voices of Protest from you. 3[ am working on a 
chapter now that could benefit from an engagement with that text. Tf you aren’t around, no problem, T can come by after spring break and get it~ 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@em~fil.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 5:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: Voices of Protest 

Hi Eunice, 

That sounds good. You mean the daily grind, righr? If so, I’ll ,see you there at 2:15 on Monday. 

Thanks, 

O11 , at 4:17 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <emaice(a)email.mac.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for your note. I will be on campus in the early paint of the pm on Monday. Thus, you can pick up the book. How about 2.15pin at Students store 

cafe? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On at 11:59 AM, ~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Eunice, 

I know spring break just started, but if you are around this coming week at all, I was wondering if I could pick up the book Voices of Protest from 
you. I am working on a chapter now that could benefit from an engagement with that text. If you aren’t around, no problem, I can come by after 
spring break and get it. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Anyang Nyongo < @yalaoo.com> 

Sunday, March 9, 2014 6:38 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Invitalion to submit your paper for publication 

Dear Eunice, 

Great to hear from you. I will polish up the paper and send it to you. Hope I can trace it among the heels in my bag. But I have a soft coW. 

Warm regaJcds 

Peter 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

On Mar 8, 2014, at 16:12, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(~elnail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Peter, 

hope you are doing well. 

I am writing to invite you to send the paper you presented in November for publication in an upcoming edited collection that I will be submitting to Palgrave 
McMillan shortly. My request is based on the following: 

i) the comparative nature and scholarly depth of the paper you presented last fall would make an excellent addition to the section in the book focusing on 
contemporary political developments in the continent. 

2) Georges and I have decided not pursue the publication of an edited collection based on the conference on East Africa and African Unity at 50. Only :t scholar 
sent their completed paper in early January hence our decision. 

I look forward to hearing from you. We can also touch base via the phone if you have time. Kindly send me your current telephone numbers. On another note, I 
arrive in Nairobi for research on May 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Anyang Nyongo < ~yahoo.com> 

Sunday, March 9, 2014 5:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Thank you! 

No problem Eunice. Will do ~ny best. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 9, 2014, at 14:12, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Many thanks Peter! 

I look forward to receiving the paper. If you could send it by next Monday, that would be great. 

With best regards, 

Eunice 

On Mar 9, 2014, at 5:14 AM, "Peter Anym~g Nyongo" < ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Dear gunice, 

Great to hear from you. I will polish up the paper and send it to you. Hope I can trace it among the heels in my bag. But I have a soft copy. 

Wa~an regards 

Peter 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 8, 2014, at 16:12, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Peter, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am writing to invite you to send the paper you presented in November for publication in an upcoming edited collection that I will be 
submitting to Palgrave McMillan shortly. My request is based on the following: 

:t) the comparative nature and scholarly depth of the paper you presented last fall would make an excellent addition to the section in 
the book focusing on contemporary political developments in the continent. 
2) Georges and I have decided not pursue the publication of an edited collection based on the conference on East Africa and African 
Unity at 50. Only :t scholar sent their completed paper in early January hence our decision. 

I look forward to hearing from you. We can also touch base via the phone if you have time. Kindly send me your current telephone 
numbers. On another note, I arrive in NairoN for research on May 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JAY BRYAN. @msn.com> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 6:08 AM 

JAY BRYAN, @rash.corn> 

reading at 2:00 p.m., March 23, Mclntyre’s, Fearrington Village 

Good morning. 

Below is a link to a reading of mine with two other poets at 2:00 p.m. on March 23, Mclntyre’s Bookstore, Fearrington Village. 

Thankyou. 

Jay 

h ttp://www.fea r ri n gto n.co m/eve n t/n cps-poetrv-s ociety-re a d ings-with-ia V-b rva n-a n n-d e a R o n-d avid-ra d a v ich/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:24 AM 

SaNe, Em~ice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Pickles, John <jpickles@email.unc.edu> 

RE: (h-aduate School writing~/reseaacch t~llowships - internal deadline 

Dear Eunice, 
Thank you for your update. 
Whenever you have an open window- or maybe I could join you and John in part of that meeting in . I would still love to meet with you and tell you a bit about the larger 
project of Hurricane Season curriculum, its multimedia outreach project and the artistic performance from which the curriculum is an outgrowth project~ Our team of educators 
working in the curriculum is always looking for partnerships in learning spaces, and perhaps there are different ways to collaborate with AAAD. 

I appreciate your attention to John’s message. Thank you, John. 

Best regards, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, :t:t:38 AM 

To: Pickles, John 

Subject: RE: Graduate School writing/research fellowships - internal deadline 

Dear John, 

Thanks for your email. I will send you a note about meeting in late in the near future. 

In terms of teaching possibilities in AAAD, I wrapped our         teaching schedule a while back. After my conversation with you and others in the fall, we received quite a 
few requests from post-does and graduate students in the area and this development helped us fill our instructional needs. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: John Pickles [jpickles@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 5:27 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject: Re: Graduate School writing!research fellowships - internal deadline 

Dear Eunice, 

I am sure 

works. 

would be happy to meet with you. I am away until but I can meet between 1-2pm or after 3-15pm if one of these times 

Best, 

Jdm 

On 5:59 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear John, 

Thanks tbr your note. It a busy conjuncture hence this delayed response. Let’s have coffee the week after spring break.Tuesday or Thursday would work. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

On at 7:05 PM, "John Pickles" ~ipickles@unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear gunice, 

I was recently talking ruth a PhD student of mine .... about the opportunities for teaching in your program. You had 

sent me some information in the Fall and I had circulated to a few key people, writes the follomng and so I take this oppormni~ to 

introduce you to her. She s~died at the Freirean Institute in Brazil... lots in common. Plan a longer, rather than a shorter colt}e meeting .... 

best, 

john 



note: 

A while ago you sent out an email about flae opportuni~ to teach a course aacound place, race, a)cial movements, en¥ironmenlaljustice with 
the Dept. of African American Studies. Is "that possibility still opened? 

I am thinking that the course (also available on online portal) that I co-designed and piloted while I was lab school in Chicago would be great fit. It 
is around "unnatural disaster- looking at the events and aftermath of Katrina and other man-made disaster around the world. Main course themes 
are: state violence, environmental injustice and displacement. Evidently issues of race, class, place and social movements are the investigated 
closely. It is a multi-midia curriculum and it is designed in ways that incorporated multiple artistic-journalistic-scientific materials and approaches. It 
is all proJect-based, experiential and has significant component of community-based investigations. 
I am working on the portal to make some adjustments for it to be taught for undergrads. The revised version suitable for undergrads is my final 
project for the decolonizing methodologies course I’m taking with Catherine Walsh. I should be ready to be taught either Fall     or Spring 

thanks a lot, 

Dr. John Pickles 

Earl N Phillips Distingulshei 

Department of Geography 

219 Sab~nders Hall 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Tel: 919-962-8903 (maiR office) 

Fax: 919-962-1537 

Profess Dr Df International Studies 

Fe~iow, Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Fell~r, Center f~r Urban and Regional Studies 

http : / !ge ~graphv. unc. edu! 

ht Ps : //www o cap kurin@ kheqains o or@/ 

http: !iqiobal -underst andi nq. info/ 

http:ii%4~a,,~.countercartDqraphies.orqi 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:49 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subject: RE: Meeting 

Nzuri Mwl. 

Yes I can come in then! See you at 3pm! 

Asante, 

The University of North Carolina 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 09:18 AM 

To: 

Subject: Meeting 

Habari 

I hope you well. 

How about meeting today (Monday) at 3.00pm in my office? The main door will be closed hence let me know in advance if this is possible so that I can open it for you at 
3.00pm. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu 

From= 

Sent= Frid~y~ 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: Touching base 

12:56 plVl 

Hi Mwl. 5ahle, 

J ust had a midterm this morning so hadn’t seen your email. Are you in the office today? Also, I’m around on-campus for Spring break so any other time the 
following week would work as well. 

Asante, 

The University of North Carolina 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:00 AM 

To: 

Subject: Touching base 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

It continues to be a busy time for IVlwalimu. However, I would be grateful if we met soon to discuss summer possibilities etc. I am here (best before 4.00pm) most of of today 
thus feel free to drop by. 

Best wishes, 
IVlwalimu SaNe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle of Higher Educalion ~:chronicle@mailings 1.glxcel.com > 

Monday, March 10, 2014 11:37 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Here’s your cow of the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education 

.~:i The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Your March 14, 2014 issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education is 

For your information: 

To access the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher 

To access the latest issue of The Chronicle Review, ~..[~.&#..s.p. 

This issue also includes a special advertising supplement 

from RMIT University, Click on the cover to the right to 
see how RMIT is seeking new fields of action and 

experience through technology, 

If you are unable to click on the links above, please copy 

and paste the following URLs into your browser: 

The Chronicle of Higher Education: 

sub id=4nr3V~ 

The Chronicle Review: 

sn~ id =,1.n r2V~ 

Need to contact customer service? Call 800-728-2803 or 

For technical questions? Please 

Don’t miss an issue -- renew your subscription today. 

~,enew online, or call 800-728-2803. 

Special Advertisement Supplement 



If you’re located outside of the U.S. and would like to 

renew yoLir subscription or contact customer service, 
please call 818-487-4591~ 

Your publication code is: HE 

Your subscription account number: HE914098 

Your ZIP code is: 27599-0001 
Your subscription expires: 12-04-15 

Please do not reply to this message. 

From The Chronicle of Higher Education 1255 23rd Street, N.W., Suite 700 Washington, D.C. 20037 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Water Theme <waterfl~eme@unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 10, 2014 12:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

[waterihemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 03-10-14 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday March 10th, 2014 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

03/11/14- Lecture by Philip Gerard, author of Down The Wild (;ape Fear, on March 11 at 6:00 PM as part of the North Carolina Litera~T 
People: Conversations with River Writers Series presented by The William & Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education. Gerard will 
discuss his new UNC Press book, Down the Wild Cape Fear. For more infom~ation: http:i/fridaycenter.unc.edu/pdep/riverwriters/. 

03/16/14- The 2014 International Association for the Study of Popular Music, US Branch (IAPSM-US) Annual Conference titled "Water 
Flows" will be held on the campus of [YNC-Chapel Hill from March 16-18. The theme for the Conference takes its inspiration from the 
inaugural pan-campus academic theme "Water In Our World" that began in Fall 2012. 

Whether as metaphor or literal reference, water imagery as a theme in popular music has been used to celebrate identity, express emotions, 
address environmemal issues, convey pleasure, pay homage to spiritual beings, and shape communities of resistance. The 2014 IAPSM-US 
Conference will take up notions of fluidity and flow to address not only what maW deem our most important natural resource, but to 
consider the ways in which water’s qualities may yield productive insights into the present and future of popular music. For more 
information: http :/iiaspm-us.neticonferences/. 

03/17/14- IYNICEF at Carolina is partnering with Top of the Hill on St. Patrick’s Day for a Charity Beer Night on Monday March 17. 
Come to Back Bar any time between 1 l am to 2am to purchase and enjoy the designated charity beer where proceeds will go towards the 
U.S. Fund for UNICEF’s TAP Project. $1 provides clean water for a child for 40 days, so come raise your glass to fill hundreds more[ For 
more information: https:!/www.facebook.com/events/212859912258081!?fref=ts. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Global Research Institute lecture by David Igler on April 4- David Igler, Professor of ttistory at the University of California at Irvine, 
will provide a lecture titled "Contesting the Notion of ’Empire’ in the Pacific: Individuals and Oceanic Space Prior to 1850" on Friday April 
4 at 4:30 PM in Room 1005 of the FedEx Global Education Center. Dr. Igler will address the limits of"empire" as an explanatory, tool in 
the context of early Pacific histoo~, especially in the context of Alnerican indivi&lals who pursued their private agendas throughout this vast 
oceanic space. This lecture is jointly sponsored by the Carolina Asia Center, the Department of HistolT, and the Global Research Institute. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

UNICEF at Carolina Water Walk on March 29- [YNICEF at Carolina will be hosting a Water Walk on Saturday, March 29 from 9:30 
AM - 12:30 PM. This walk/run is intended to simulate the distance most women and children must walk to retrieve water in some 
developing countries. Begirming and concluding at the IJNC’s Old Well, our historic water source, the walk will be a 3K distance 
throughout the Upper Quad and Arboretum Refreshments will be provided at the conclusion of the event. A $15 registration fee includes a 
T-Shirt and goody bag. To sign up, visit https:/iwww.facebook.con~’cvents/1456411231255997/?ref--22. 

That same evening, The Librao~ on Franklin Street will feature a "dirty water cocktail" imended to raise awareness about the necessity of 
safe, clean drinking water to prevent waterborne illness. Proceeds from the purchase of this drink will benefit I rNICEF’s Tap Project-- 
eve~ dollar raised will provide a child safe, clean drinking water for 40 days. For more infom~ation, visit 
https:/i,s~v~v, facebook.com/I rNICEFatCarolina. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For information on the theme and upcoming events, visit our website located at 
http:/iwatertheme.m~c.edui. Questions, comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: 
waterthemc@unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at http://twittcr.corniUNCWater or visit us on Facebook at 
http:!/www, facebook.coI~U~VaterInOurWorld. 





Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu~; 

Monday, March 10, 2014 4:22 PM 

Ken Bailey ~       ~gmail.com>; Kenneth Bmley <kdb@ds4si.org> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Kenneth Bayle W-9.pdf; keneth Bailey-Employee-In&pendent-Contractor-Dete~minalion-Checklisntl .pdf 

Good afternoon professor Bailey 

Hope you had a nice weekend. 

This is a reminder that to be able to book vour flight to t-.hapel Hill, ~ w~l~ need the ~ttached forms signed bv the end of th~s week. 

g~o, ~et me know ~f you have a preference on the fl~ght schedule ( arrive and departure dates and time). 

Tha~k you 

919-9g6-. ~295 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 20~4 3:4~ PM 
To: ’Ken Bailey’; ’Kenneth Bailey’ 

Co: SaNe, Eunice N; Escobar, A~uro 
Subject: RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Good afternoon Professor 

Hope you are doing 

~lease le~: me know Vou~ ~lisht schedule preference for vou~ visit to Chape~ ~-li~l~ to be able to book the Flight 

~Iso, I will need your signature on the attached form~, 

Thank you 

Soni~ 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, Februa~ 27, 20~4 ~:09 PM 
To: Ken Bailey; Kenneth Bailey 

Co: SaNe, Eunice N; Escobar, A~uro 
Subject: RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 
Good a[teFt~ooq ~o~e~;aor 

Please find attached, W--9 form and the ~ndependent Contractor Determb~ation check ~st, [:or your signature. Both [:orm are require by the university to be able to 

process the flight tickets and the honorarium pavment. 

When you get a chance, please let me know you preference flight schedule for your v~s~t to Chapel Hill. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

919-966-. ~295 

From= SaNe, Eunice N 
Se~t~ Wednesday, Februa~ 26, 2014 9:43 AM 
Te~ Ken Bailey; Escobar, ARuro 
¢¢~ Kenneth Bailey; Colon, Sonia 
S~bject: RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 
~mpo~a~ee~ High 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks so much for your email and we look forward to hosting you in April. 

Sonia Colon (thanks) will be in touch shortly to discuss your travel plans and to provide you with details pertaining to your accommodation. Following the conference, you will 
receive an hon. of $500.00 from the department of African, African American and Diaspora in appreciation of your luncheon presentation on Friday April 4, 2014. 

Many thanks and looking forward to seeing you April. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Ken Bailey       ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 9:37 AM 
To: Escobar, Arturo 
Cc: Kenneth Bailey; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Oh yes, 

I’m definitely coming. 

Kenny 

Sent ~om my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio tbr Social Intervention 

www.d~l.si.org 

kdb(i~ds4si.o~g 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 10:14 PM, "Escobar~ Arturo" <aescobar_@email.unc.e&p, wrote: 



Dear Kenny, we are wondering if you got our invitation, and whether you are considering 
coming..., we hope so, let us know, ok? 
un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 20:~4 8:47 PM 
To: Kenneth Bailey 
C:¢: SaNe, Eunice N; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Dear Kenny: 

On behalfofProt~ssor Eunice Shale, Chair of The Department of At?ican, 

Afi-ica~ American and Diaspora Studies, it my pleasure to invite you to the 2nd Global Africana Conference, 

"Water, Health ~d Environment: Experiences from African, Africaaa American and Diaspora Geographies," 

to be held at UNC, Chapel Hill on April 3-5. The Conference is orgm~ized by The Department of Afi-ican, 

Africa~ Americaaa and Diaspora Studies. 

Please find enclosed the conference description. A detailed progrmn will follow shortly. 
Eunice has suggested tlmt we ask you to deliver a luncheon talk on one of the days 

of the conference (I believe on Friday) on the overall theme of"Envimnment, 

Social Justice, and Design" in tlae Africm~-American conmaunib/. ~om 

your perspective. The Cont~rence organizers will cover your air fare from Boston and food and lodging during the days of your stay. 

Eunice will put you in touch with her office staff concerning the travel arrangements. 

We hope you will join us at the conference, as your experience with cotranunity 

design will bring a unique perspective to our deliberations. 

best wishes, 

artuo 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu~; 

Monday, March 10, 2014 4:38 PM 

Angela M’kwenda ~gmail.com) 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

total hours worked 

Hello Angela 

Hope all is well with you. 

I will like to finish your payment for the work performed as research assistant for Dr. Eunice Sahle, in Nairobi. 

I will need to know the total hours worked. 

Thank you and take care. 

Son~a Colon 

Depa~me~t qf~b"icao, AfaR:an Americar~, & Diaspora Studies, 

i09 Bottle HoiI; CB #3395 

Chope/ Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Fox: 919-962~26~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Time of the Writer Festival <cca@ukzn.ac.za> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 9:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

17th Time of the Writer Festival - Opening Night 

i’~ii17thTime°fthewriter2014] 
.................................................................................................................................................................................................. : .............................................................................................................. 

The CentreforCreativeArts (Universi.tyofKwaZ~du-Natal) cordiallyinvitesyouandyourpartnerto 

IntemationalFesfivalofWrite~s- aweeklongshowcasesettoprovoke, infonnandinspireinteres~tingdebates 

st~rytel~erst~Dur~an,featuresparticipm~tsfmmIn~ia,Kenya,Nigeria,B~tswana,T~g~,an~Guineatakes 

placefrom 17-22Ma~chattheUKZNElizabethSneddonTheatre. Twentywriterswillbegatheringfora 

week~f~iteraiy~ia~gue,exchange~fi~easan~stimu~a~ng~iscussi~nun~erthe~emeFreeing~ur 

~maginati~nins~idari~withKenyanwriterBinyavangaw~naina’sc~ari~nc~1~f~rAfricanst~usetheir 

creativitytoimagineandcreateacontinentfreeoftheexistentialburdensofcolonialism. 

WelcomeNote: Nto~nbikayiseSibhidla-Saphetha, MEC, A~s, Culmre, SportsandRecreation, KwaZulu 

~atrickB~n&Sa~ahBritten,HawaJaMeG~akai,AdamHabib,LauriKubuitsi~e,Khu~eka~iMagubane, 

Ange~aMakh~va,N~msaMd~a~,NiqMh~ng~,Kgebet~iM~e~e,Tiem~M~nI~nemb~,PrabaM~d~ey, 

MshaiMwang~a,Chibundu~nuz~,Prajwa~Paraju~y,SatyajitSama,SamiTchak,ZukiswaWanner,Pau~us 





From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:54 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: RE: Book 

Habari Mwl. 

Samahani, only seeing this now. The book’s title is the following: 

"South Africa’s environmental history" : cases & comparisons I edited by Stephen Dovers, Ruth Edgecombe and Bill Guest 

Asante, 

The University of North Carolina 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, :10: J.O AM 

To: 

Subject: Book 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

I will be on campus this pm. Thus, let me know the book that needs to be returned to the library. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyles, Geri L <geri~yles~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 10:04 AM 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Actual wage for MSeck 

Hi Sonia, 

Just checking regarding my message!question in the email below 

The ~ast time the H-Ig was processed for Seek, his position was described as unique because: 

’~7~iv *.s the only position in the depurgmeot tbut instructs Wo/@ AdditionMlS~ O,: S~,ck *.s considered u Jr. f!~culty membe~ os the other Assh;tung PrOf!~ssor hos been 

wi*h *he depurtmen* Iongec bus been published exteoswelV, 
~ woufd like to know if there are other’ detaifs tha~ make his position unique. 

Thanks! 

From= Lyles, 6eri L 
Senti Friday, February 28, 2014 11:23 AN 

T~= Colon, SoNa 
re= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: Actual wage for NSeck 

Thanks; f.:>r the cladfk:ation. 

Can you i~dd other info t:hat wocdd indicate ]:hi~; posit:ion is tmique ..similar to the one used prevbau~;]y? 

Thank you, 

Ger~ Lyles 

1-he Urfivers[ty o~ North Carolina a[ Chapel 
College o~ ArEs & Sciences, Dean’s Office 
05 EtoweN ElaN, CB# 3056, Der)t ~201 
Chape~ H[H, NC 27599-3056 
Ph: 919,445,0198 
~ax: 9~.9.843 3531. 

F~m= Colon, Sonia 
Sent; Friday, February 28, 2014 ~:~9 AN 
ToI Lyles, ~eri L 
g~= SaNe, Eunice a 
Subject= ~E: Actual wage for gSeck 
Hello Gar7 

Thank you for the call and the time to explain me the process, really appreciated. 

Regarding who are teaching Wo[of at AAAD, ~t is Mamarame Seek. However, professor A[assane FaN (Lecturer) also teach Wo[of; but we have to kee~ in m~nd ~hat 

Professor Flail w~N work at: UNC up to 6130/203.4, leaving Professor Seck as the .anlv one to tei~ch Wokff. 

As you D~ow, Pro[essor Seek ~ctua~ p.asit~on is Assistant Pro[essoc based department AAAD. 

Hope tNs information work. 

Sonia 

From= Lyles, Geri L 
Seat: Friday, February 28, 20~4 ~:09 AN 
To= Colon, Sonia 
C¢1 SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Actual wage for HSeck 

When the Actual Wage Determ~ru~t:~on was filed with DOI_ m 2010 (for Mamarame’s first H-.IB fiNng), his position was Nst:ed as ’unkB~e:’ 

" This is the only position in the depertment thet instructs Wol@ Additionelly, Dr. Seck is considered e Junior Feculty member os the other Assistent Pro~essor hos 

been with the depertment Iongec hes been published extensively end just completed tenure redew resulting in promotion to Assodote Professor in FY 2020/2L" 

Currently, there are two other Assistant Professors in AAAD. Both have higher wages                 than Seck : which leaves Nm at the bottom of the 

sNary list. Per DOL guidelines, the foreign nationM cannot be the le~sl: paid when compared to others in the same position. Also, Lhe other two AssistanL 

Professors have PhDs whereas Seek has a Masters. 

Is Seck’s posit~on stUN considered unique? If so, please send me a description of wha~ makes it unique, indud#~g spedfic legal-employment related reasons. NOTE: 

The reasons should ~ot include extra duties that were not i~duded o~ the Prevailing Wage: 

"Under the dimction of the DepaRment Chair, the Assistant Pmfessor will instruct and design Wolof classes and coordinate the African language program." 

(TMs step needs completion before we can subrnit the LCA.) 

Thank you, 

Geri Ly|es 

]-he Univers~tv o~ North Carolina a[ Chapel I-iiN 
College o~ Ar~s & Sciences, Dean’s Office 
05 Howell Hall, CB#3056, Dept ~20~ 
Chape~ H[N, NC 27599-3056 
Ph: 919A.45.0~98 
}:ax: 919.843~353~ 
Bed lyles@unc.edu 



Rlvles~email,unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu~; 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 10:46 AM 

Lyles, Geri L <gef~yles~unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Actual wage for MSeck 

Hello Geri 

I am not sure why the position was listed as unique on 20~[0, however, the only unique criteria is that he is the only faculty member at AAAD teaching Wolof 

language. 

Dr. S,-_~ck was appointed as an asa;~stant professor effec:fi~e 7/1/2008 He has been here the longest and has more publical:b:)n than ~:he other assistant: professors. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

F~m= Lyles, Geri L 
Sent: Wednesday, Hatch 12, 2014 10:04 AN 

To= Colon, Sonia 
~= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: Actual wage for NSeck 

Hi 

Just checking regarding rny mesa;age/question ~n the emai~ below .... 

?he last ~:ime the H--1B was processed for Sack, his ~x)s~:~on was described as LEr~qLb~ because: 

"This is the on/y position in the deportment thot instructs Wo/of. Additionafly, Or. Sack is considered ~ Jr. focu/ty member as the other Assist~nt Pr~fa’sser has been 

with the dep~tment lengeL ho5 been published extensivd~; an ~]iust completed tenure re’Hew 

~ wou~d I~ke to know if that8 ~re other det~i~s that make h~s position 

Thanks~ 

F~m= Lyles, Geri L 
Sent~ Friday, February 28, 2014 11:23 AN 
Te~ Colon, SoNa 
¢¢= SaNe, Eunice N 
8u~ject~ RE: Actual wage for NSeck 

Thanks for d~e clarification. 

Can you add other info tha~ wou~d indicate this position ~s unique...sim~lar to the one used previously? 

Thank gou, 

Geri Lyles 

The U~[versity of North Carolina at Chapel 
College of Art5 & Sc[ences~ Dean’s Offk:e 
05 Howell Hall CB# 305~5, Dept 
Chapel HIll, NC 27599-305~5 
Ph: 91.9~g45,0~98 

Fax : 9Z9,843~3531. 
Rer[ Ivles~unc.edu 

~lylesC~email.u nc.edu 

F~m= Colon, Sonia 
Sent= Friday, February 28, 2014 [[:19 AN 
T¢~ Lyles, Geri L 
¢¢~ SaMe, Eunice N 
Subje~t~ RE: Actual wage for NSeck 
Hello Gary 

7hank yOLE for the ca~l and the time to explain me the ~rocess, really appreciated. 

Resard]n~ who are ~:eaching Wokff a~: AAAD, ~: ~s Mamarame Sack. Howew~r, ~rofessor Alassane Fal~ (Lecturer) also teach Wo~o[; but we haw~ to ]~eep in mind tha~: 

Professor Fall w]~ work at UNC up to 5/30/2014, ~eav]n~ Pro~:essor Sack as the orfly one to teach Wo~oL 

As you know, Professor Sack acLua] posit~on is Assistant Professor, ~ased department AAAD. 

Hope th~s information work. 

Sonia 

F~m= Lyles, Ger~ L 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2054 ~:09 AN 
To= Colon, Sonia 
C¢; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Actual wage for NSeck 

Son~a, 

When the Actua~ Wase Determination was filed with DOL in 20~0 (for Mamarame’s first H-$B fiHn~), h~s posit~on was Hated as ’unique:’ 

"This is the only position in the department that instructs Wol@ Additionally, Dr. Sack is considered a Junior Faculty member es the other Assistent Pro~essor 

been with the department Iongec has been published extensively and just completed tenure redew resulting in promotion to Assodate Pro[essor in FY 2020/~ L" 

Currertl:~V, there are two other Assistant: Professors in AAAD. Both have h~sher waSes,                than Sec]~       ~ which leaves h~m at the bo[tom 

salary I]sL Per DOL 8u]de]k~es, the foreisn nationa~ cannot be the least paid when compared Lo others ~n the same pos]tion~ Also, the other Lwo AssisLant 

Professors have PhDs whereas Sack has a MssLers~ 

~s Sack’s posit~on st~ considered unique? ff so, p~ease send me ~ description of what makes it unique, i~ldud~n8 spedfic ~eAal-emp~oyment related reasons. NOTE: 

The reasons should not include extra duties that were not i~duded on the Prevai~i~8 
"Under the dJ~ctJon of the DepaRment Chair, the Assistant Professor will instruct and design Wolof classes and coordinate the African language program." 

(TNs step needs completion before we can submit the 



H~ma~ ~eso~rces ~mm[grat[on S~.~edalist 

The Uniw!rsit¥ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences, Dean’s Office 

05 How~li Hali, CB# 3056, Dept 3201 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-,B056 

Ph: 9~9.445,0198 

Fax: 919.843.353~ 

~eri [~les@unc.edu 

~l~]es@emaii.unc.edu 

CONiqDENTIALI1Y NO1 ICE: 1 hi;~ e-mail and snv [~snsmitted documents cont~in private, privdesed snd confidential information 5eionsh]A to the sender, 1 he ~nformat~on thereh] is solely for the use of the ~ddre;~see, If 

your ~eceipt o~ this bansmiss#on has occurred as the result of ar~ e~roi, pJe~sse irr~med~ateiy r~otiFy us so we can arrange fo~ the leturr~ o~ the docu merits In such circumstances, 7ou are advised that you may not 

d~sclose, copy, dis[HSute or tske snv other a,:Uon in ~eHsnce on the inform~tio~] tramhrHtted, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyles, Geri L <geri~yles~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 10:53 AM 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Actual wage for MSeck 

I will submit to ISSS that he is ~the only unique criteria is that he is the only faculty member at AAAD teaching Wolof language/" An advisor wifl contact us if they 

have questions, 

Thank you, 

Geri Lyles 

The Ur~iversity of North Carolina at Chapel 
Co~lege of Arts & Sdences, Dean’s Oefice 
05 Howel~ Hall CB# 305~5, Dept 3201 
Chape~ HIll, NC 27599-305[5 
Ph: 91.9~445.0198 
~ax : 9~9.843.3531. 
ger[ Ivles@unc.edu 
Rlgles@email.unc.edu 
Busine.s.s O¢~ero~ioos is moving in April 20~4, Find o~t more: gus~ness Operations Move 

P/e’~e ~’t your super’visor ,know ~f you hmze ~ny que~tion~ or concerns ~bout this. 
{ON~DEN ~IAU [’� NO HOE: Hfis e-mail and any transmitted documents o:.mtaM ::.~riva~e, ::.~rivileged and confidential ingcrmat~on belcngMg to the sender, 

F~m: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 10:~ AN 
To: Lyles, Geri L 
~¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Actual wage for NSeck 

He~o Geri 

~ am not sure why the position was fisted as unique on 2010, however, the only unique criteria ~s d~at he ~s d~e orfly faculty member at AAAD teaching Wo~of 

language~ 

Dr, Sock was appoh~ted as an assistant professor effective 7/I/2008. He has been here the longest and has more publication than the other assistant professors. 

ihank you 

F~m= Lyles, Geri L 
Sent= Wednesday, March 12, 2014 10:0~ AN 
To~ Colon, SonJa 
¢¢~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject~ RE: Actual wage for NSeck 

Hi Sonia, 

.Just checking regardh~g my message!question ~n the em~i~ below 

The ~a~t time [:he H-lg ~vas processed Jar Sock, his pos]tkm was described as unique because: 

"7t~i~ ~S the only position in the department that instructs Wol@ ~dditionafl}O Dr: S~,ck ~S conshJefed a Jr, faculty member (25 th~ other Assh;tan~ Professor has been 

with the departmen~ /onge~’; has been pubfished extensively, an djust completed tenu~~, redew resulting in p~"omotion to Associate P~ofesso~ in FY 2010/1i, " 

~ wo~J~d like to know if there are other detai~s that make Ns posit~on unique. 

Thanks! 

F~m~ Lyles, Geri L 
Sent~ Friday, February 28, 2014 11:23 AN 
Te~ Colon, SoMa 
~¢~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject~ RE: Actual wage for NSeck 

Thanks for the clarffk:ation, 

Can you add other info d~at wou~d ~ndicate this pos~don ~s un~que.,.sim~lar to the one used previously? 

Thank you, 

Ger~ Ly|es 

Huma~ Resources ~mmggratgor~ $pedalist 
1-he Univers[W o~ North Carolina 
Co~lege o~ Arts & Scier~ce5, Dean’s Office 
05 Howell Hall, CB# 3056, Dept 
Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-3056 
Ph: 919A.45.0~98 
Fax: 9~9.843~353Z 
~er~ lyles@unc.edu 
~lyles@email.unc.edu 

~= Colon, Sonia 
8e~t~ Friday, February 28, 20~ 
¯ e~ Lyles, Geri L 
~¢~ SaNe, Eunice N 
$~bjeet= RE: Actual wage for NSeck 



Regar~g who are teachi~g Wo~o[: at AAAD, ~t ~s Mar~arame Seck~ However, #ro[:essor A[assane Fall (Lecturer) also teach Wo[of; #ut we have to keep i~ m#~ Lhat 

Professor Fa~l w~[ work at UNC u0 to 5/g0/20:[4, leaving Professor Seek as the o~y o~e to teach Wo[ofi 

As you k~ow, Professor Seek acLua[ posit[o~ ~s Assistant Professor, based department AAAD~ 

Hope th~s i~format~o~ work. 

So~ia 

F~m: Lyles, Geri L 
Sent= Friday, February 28, 2054 $$:09 AN 
To= Colon, Sonia 
Co= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= ActuaJ wage for NSeck 

Whe~ the Actua~ WaAe Det~rrn~at~o~ was filed with DOL ~ 20;].0 (for Mamararn~’s first H-$£ fiJh~g), h~s positk3~ was Jisted ~s ~u~que:~ 

" This is the only position in the dep~rtment that instructs Wolo~. Additionally, Dr. Seek is considered ~ Junior Foculty member ~s the other Ass~stont Pro~essor 

been with the deportment longer, has been published extensively ~nd just completed tenure review resulting in promotion to Associate Pro~essor in FY 20~0/~ ~." 

Currently, Lhere are two other Assistant Professors h~ A~AD. Both have h~gher wages {                thsr~ Seck         which ~eaves h~m at the bottom of the 

salary ~st~ Per DOL g~de~es, the foreig~ ~atio[~a~ ca~ot be the ~east paid whe~ compared Lo others h~ the same pos~tiom Also, the other Lwo 

Professors haw PhDs wher~s Seek has a 

"Under the direction of the D@a~ment Chair, the Assistant P~Fessor will instruct and desi#n Wolof classes and coordinate the AFrican lan#ua#e proffram." 

(This step needs completlo~ before we car~ submit t:ho t.CA.) 

Tha~k you, 

H~ma~ 8eso~rces ~mmigratiol~ 
The U~ive~sit¥ of North C~ro~ma st Chape~ H~ 
College of Arts & Sde~ces, Dea~’s Office 
05 Howe~ H~, C£# 3056, Dept 
Chape~ H~, NC ~t7599-.~056 
Ph: 9&9.445.0].98 
Fax: 9~9.843.353& 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Garlock, Marie <marieis@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 11:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: PaJ~el details mad ,send yonr title please 

Shikamoo Mwalimu, 

So good to connect yesterday with all - ! 

Sor~ it took me some time to send this. 

Title for panel on Health, Representation, and Aid: 

"Re-presenting Trm~snational Cancer Philm~throw: Pink Ribbon Citizenship in Kenya" 

I can toy around with thaL either keeping or removing the word "Re-presenting," and either keeping "Transnationa]" or replacing with "Consumer". 

Hoping this brealc brings you at least some good time at home, and perhaps an afternoon stroll. 

This past weekend, we organized the co~nmunity event smrounding a bench just put in at Hemlock Bluffs Nature Preserve to honor my mom’s life and spirit, a~d love 
of nature. I will take a walk there today. :) 

I’ll send you a piece on how to walk there ifyoffre ever in the area of Raleigh. 

Blessings, 

Marie 

Marie Gaxlock 

NC 

http://itisinyou.org 

On Mar 12, 2014, at 8:15 AM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice(gbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Marie, 

Greetings. 

Kindly send your title so that we can complete the program. 

Best wishes, 

MwaJimu 

10.45am-12.25pm Health, Representation and Aid 

Moderator Dr. Kenneth ,lanken (Department of African, African ~Mnedcan and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapd Hill) 

Allison Schlobohm, lnfor~ning SIS~I~t: The International Travels Qf a "Culturally-Relevant"H1V Prevention Program (Department of 

Communication Studies, UNC-ChapelHill) 

Marie Garlock, title (?) (Departmem of Commtmication Studies, UNC- Chapel Hill) 

Laura Wagner, Professionals, Providers, Profiteers? Haitian Doctors Amid the Influx of International Humanitarian Volunteers (Department of Anthropology, UNC- 
Chapel Hill) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc,edu> 

Wednesday, 12:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Automatic reply: Follow up: Black geographies panel 

Thankyou for your email. 
I am away and will begin replying to emails when I return on 

Best, 

UNC - Chapel Hill 



1’0~ 

S~bjee~t: 

Compeer.Carolina < eom~ eet.~m~lf ha_inCh (~ u nc.edu > 

Wednesday~ March ~2, 2o~4 ]2:3o PM 

Town ~ tall ChaAfields We[:finar and More: Connec~Carolh~a Ne~,~tQe~er March 12; 2014 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

~’][arch 19, ~o14 - 

Want to know what 

ConneetCarolina will look [fl~e 

after Fir~anee and } tRi Payroll 

components go-live in October? Join us at the next ConnectCaro[ina Town } tall 

fbr demonstrations of Finance, t turnan Resources and ~’eporting fl~nctio~s (or 

watch via webcast), 

A new webfnar takes a deep dive 

into the chartfields that replace the 

dd FRS aceoul~t arid o]~ech It wit] be 

presented live on Men., March ~7, 

2:3o-3:30 p.m. All ~mpus accounting and fi~aneial persom~d are im’i~.ed to 

partidpate. 



The October expansion of 

ConneetCaro]i~a to include Fi~ance 

and ~ tRiPayroll will replace more 

than two dozen ~egaey systems with 

a single software. The integration of multiple business fi~c~ions into 

CormectCaro~ioa is a major change ff~r the Universffy - - and ooe with some 

defir~ite advantages, 

ConneetCaro~ina means lots of chaoges {br {heulty, staff and students° Use {be 

fbrm or~ t~~i:: i,:.~g~.: to submit your questions, ideas, concerns or {bedbaek about 

Com~eetCarolina. We -~n{ to know M~at’s on your mind, so we can help you 

kransikion to and use this new system. 

Project team staff and business owners are 

convergfitg on ~testing centraF’ in the ITS 

Manning building to test al~ the pieces of’ 

ConnectCaro[ina and how khe pie~x~s work 

together, 

Wondering how we make sure that 

ConnectCarolina is fully tested and 

ready lk~[’ use? Check out this 

ir:i.:::g::q::::t i:. detailing how the system 

will be tested ~o make sure it works 

for Car’o]ina, 



202 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCaroiina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; 

RE: Follow up: Black geographies pm~el 

@email. unc.edu> 

Eunice, 

Thank you so much for keeping us abreast of the updates. We Jook forward to the program and the conference. 

Best regards, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:05 PM 

To: 

Subject: Follow up: Black geographies panel 

Dear 

I hope you are having an excellent spring break. 

The program for the 2nd Global Africana Annual Conference will be circulated early next week. I will be sending it your way for publicity and fyi purposes. If there is any 
change to your panel please let me by Monday       at the latest. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:12 PM 
To: @gmail.com; @gmail.com; ~gmail.com; 
Co: ; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Black geographies panel! 

@gmail.com 

Hello everyone, 
We’re so excited that this panel is happening and thrilled that you are all participating! The colloquium will be on Friday, 
(Hitchcock Room), 

¯ from 3:30 - 5:30 at the Stone Center 

Our general plan is for C.J. Suitt (Sacrificial Poets) to open up the event with a poem. We will then welcome everyone and share why we’re doing this panel on black 
geographies. At that point, we’ll ask each panelist to share/present their work, in relation to the black geographies framework, for about 10 minutes. Following that, our fellow 
grad              will moderate a discussion among the panelists and the audience¯ 

The title of the panel is - 
Politics and Poetics: A Conversation on Black Geographies 

This panel will be a part of the Global Africana Studies conference happening that weekend, with a focus on water and health in african 
diasporas. 

We will be in touch mid-March with more details (and logistics, forms needed for payment for non-faculty speakers, etc.), but we just wanted to give you a heads up now of 
what to expect. 

We are grateful and honored to host this event. Thanks to you all for your support! 

Best, 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Josie McNeil ~gmaiLcom> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 4:44 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: Employment Opportunity with Witness fi~r Peace SE 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Witness for Peace Southeast" <office@wfpse.org> 
Subject: Employment Opportunity with Witness for Peace SE 
Date: March 11,2014 8:15:33 PM EDT 
To: <       ~gmail.com> 

Announcin 
Employment Opportunity with 

Witness for Peace Southeast 
For over 30 years, Witness for Peace Southeast (WFPSE) has worked for 

peace, justice and sustainable economies in the Americas. WFPSE 

documents the impacts of U.S. and corporate policy in Latin America, and 

mobilizes a base of grassroots supporters to advocate for just U.S. 

policies. Witness for Peace is a national organization with an executive 

office in Washington D.C. The Southeast region contributes to national 

campaigns and additionally coordinates regional campaigns. The Witness 

for Peace Southeast region consists of North Carolina, South Carolina, 

Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, 

Nississippi, Louisiana, and Arkansas. 

WFPSE is seeking a Regional Director to be based in Raleigh, NC. 

Primary Responsibilities 
The Regional Director is responsible for program coordination, office 

administration, grassroots organizing, intern/volunteer supervision, 

fundraising, and communication within the organization at the national 

and regional levels. 

Specifically, we desire an experienced individual who can grow the 

organization’s support base while assisting in day-to-day office 

maintenance, and the coordination of WFPSE’s annual events. The 

Regional Director will recruit for and lead Witness for Peace delegations to 

Latin America. The Director will work with a broad coalition to coordinate 

community events both in North Carolina and throughout the southeast 

region of the United States. The Director will be responsible for developing 

and implementing a plan to insure the financial viability of the organization 

through fundraising appeals including letters, emails, website donations, 

and organizing fundraising events. The Director will recruit networks of 

volunteers and supporters throughout the region. In conjunction with the 

Witness for Peace national office, the Director will facilitate annual 

programs and campaigns, including legislative advocacy and non-violent 

direct action. 

The preferred candidate will have experience in grassroots organizing, as 

well as managerial administration. The Director will possess a clear vision 

of how to grow WFPSE, carrying on 30 years of tradition while also re- 

imagining the organization’s programs to develop new ways to raise 

awareness about WFPSE and its policy issues, attract new members, 

ensure the financial stability of the organization, and mobilize the WFPSE 

base to push for U.S. policy change. 

The Director will work closely with the WFPSE regional board of directors, 

and with WFP regional organizers located across the U.S. 



[his message ,,,z~=s ser=t to ~gmail.com from: 

~%’:,tness for r~ac~ SE . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidens~imes@n.vtime s.com> 

~Vednesday, March 12, 2014 5:55 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, T’s Spring Men’s Fashion aM More 

T’s Spring Men’s Fashion .~ 
With his unconventional looks, unassuming 

personalib~ and ehameleonie acting ability,, 

T cover man 

embodies the changCng face of masculinity 

in 2o14, the fascinating theme explored in 

estates in Ausafia and Ireland, where, 
respectively, the tnisehiew)us sculptor 

~ )2.:?J:::L:~:?~.~?:: ~?:~ and the reclusive novelist 
~::’.~)~?.~z~}:~:2~i are living out their idiosyncratic 

visions. T also dives into the supersize life 

of the bo~ng champ 

whose taste for excess and bold 

proclamations are a throwback to the days of Muhammad Ni. ~d T rounds thin 

out wi~ a group of men un afraid to share their passions and opinions: 

~ ~:~ ~<~: ~?. ~ ;J;. ~ ~?. ~.. ~ )::(~ 2: ~. ~ ~.~ ~.~; the wfi ter ~.~:~?L. ~:: ~. L ~:: ~;~.~ ~.~ ~; an d ¯ e de si ~ e r ~:.~ ~ 

X~ " Read More 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu~; 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 8:02 AM 

Beattie, Kristen R <krbeatti@email.unc.edu>; Reid, Aja R <aja reid@unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: ch~r summer salaxy 

Good r~orr~ing 

No conflicting pa’r’ment. The name of the department chair is Dr. Eunice Sahle. 

Question: May I initiate the personnel action? 

r~la~k you 

5onia 

F~m: Beanie, Kristen R 
Sent: Wednesday, Narch 12, 2014 3:50 PN 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: chair summer salary 

Good afternoon, 

You may or may not be aware that the chair of your department receives an administrative stipend for his/her work as Chair during the summer months. We are 

planning on paying the stipend of       during the month of June unless there are conflicting payments. Below is a link to information about summer salary and a 

template you can use to calculate the amount. Please let me know if there are any conflicting payments by the end of Friday, March 14th. Please include the name 

of your Chair as well as your answer of yes or no to conflicting payments as there have been changes in Chairs and I want to ensure the correct individual is paid. 

Please feel free to ask any questions you may have. 

htt~]/ac~ d e m ~cp ersonne~, u nc:eduifacu~tg-.~olic~ e s-- p ro c e d u res-~u~de~)nes/co m p en s a t) o n-and--pa ffsum m e r- c o m £e n s a t i o n-for--fa c u~tyZ 

Thank you, 

Kristen 
Kristen R. Beattie 
Accounting Technician 
Dean’s Office College of Arts and Sciences 
919 962 6221 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Kreuser <Routledge. skozxrpperchqweqxw@tandf.msgfocus.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 9:03 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Deviance-A Fresh Approach 

Request you complimentary exam copy today! 
Is this email not displaying correctly? .V.j.e...w..j.t.j.n...y.9..u..r..b..r.9..w...s..e..r I Add to safe senders I Forward to a Friend 

Dear Eunice Sahle 

Understanding 
Deviance 
Connecting 
Classical and 
Contemporary 
Perspectives 

By Tammy L. Anderson 

Complimentary Exam Copy 

Companion Website I View Inside this Book 

"The pairings of classical essays with 

cutting-edge research on contemporary, 

provocative issues exemplify the role of 

context in defining deviance and ways in 

which perspectives change or remain the 

same, while the Connections essays extend 

the theoretical and practical applications to 

facilitate higher-level thinking and critical 

analysis." 

-Sarah M. Smith, Sociology and Criminal 

Justice, Elmhurst College 

A unique introduction to the field of deviance 

studies, this new collection pairs classic and 

contemporary articles, showing how various 

theories and ideas have changed and evolved 

over time, and how they remain relevant today. 

With 12 original essays throughout the book, 

Tammy Anderson provides context and 

connects the past to the present and future of 

the field. 

Pedagogical features, like exercises at the end 

of each section, will help students think critically 



about the topics, encouraging them to examine 

the social structures at work and challenge their 

own preconceptions of deviant behavior. 

Be sure to check out the companion website for 

extensive instructor support materials, like 

PowerPoint slides, multiple choice and essay 

questions, and interactive internet exercises. 

Read more... 

January 2014 I Paperback: 978-0-415-64261-3 

We hope you find this title of interest. Thanks 

very much for your time. 

Best regards 

Joe Kreuser 

Associate Market Manager, Routledge 

joseph, kreuser@taylorand~ranci~com 

~!.qn up byAubie£~ ar#~ to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe at any time. 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organizations. 

Copyright 2013 Taylor & Francis, an Informa business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no. 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37-41 Mortimer Street, London, W1T 3JH. 

If you wish to unsubscribe, please click here. Please note this is an automated operation. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Bailey < ?}gmafil.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Touching base 

Let’s go with 

Kenneth BaJley 

Specnlations on Design, Environment mad Jnstice 

Sent from my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio for Social Intervention 

w~,.ds4si.org 

kdb@ds4si.org 

On Mar 12, 2014, at 1:57 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice,@~emml.unc.edu > wrote: 

Dear Ken, 

Greetings. Any update on below? 

The final program tbr the conference goes life on the web on Monday. Plea~ let me kmow if you have any npdate by this Ffi~y. 

Best rashes and see you in 3 weeks, 

Em~ce 

On Mar 5, 2014, at 9:34 AM, "Ken Bailey" < b)gmml.com> wrote: 

I’m doing a keynote~ Lol’. Wow. rll get 5~u solnething by Ffi&y. 

How much time do I gave for tNs talk? 

Ke~y 

Sent t?om my dNsiPhone 

Design Studio tbr Social Intewenfion 

www.dNsi.or~ 

Mb~d~si.org 

On Mar 5, 2014, at 8:54 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenny, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly send me a working title of your Friday 4th keynote address as soon as possible. At this moment, I have something along these 
lines on the program: Kenny Bailey, Design, Environment and Justice. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Ken Bailey [      ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 11:34 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Sweet’. Tks. 

Kenny 

Sent from my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio tbr Socia] Intervention 



www.d~si.org 
kdb~dNsi.org 

On Feb 26, 2014, at 9:43 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks so much for your email and we look forward to hosting you in April. 

Sonia Colon (thanks) will be in touch shortly to discuss your travel plans and to provide you with details pertaining to 
your accommodation. Following the conference, you will receive an hon. of $500.00 from the department of African, 
African American and Diaspora in appreciation of your luncheon presentation on Friday April 4, 2014. 

Many thanks and looking forward to seeing you April. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Ken Bailey [      ,~. gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 9:37 AM 
To: Escobar, Arturo 
Cc: Kenneth Bailey; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Oh yes, 

rm definitely coming. 

Sent from my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio for Social Inte~wention 

wu~,.ds4si.org 

kdb(~ds4si.org 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 10:14 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobar(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenny, we are wondering if you got our invitation, and whether you are considering 
coming..., we hope so, let us know, ok? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 8:47 PM 
To: Kenneth Bailey 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Dea, Kenny: 

On behalf of Professor Eunice Shale, Chair of The Depart~nent of Africm~, 

Africm~ American and Diaspora Studies, it my pleasure to invite you to the 2nd Global Africm~a 

Conference, 
"Water, Health and Environment: Experiences from Afficm~, African American and Diaspora 

Geographies," 

to be held at UNC, Chapel Hill on April 3-5. The Conference is organized by The Department of 

African, 
African American and Diaspora Studies. 

Please find enclo~d the conL~rence description. A detailed program will follow shortly. 

Ennice has suggested that we ask you to deliver a luncheon talk on one of the days 

of the conference (I believe on Friday) on the overall throne of"Environment, 

Social Justice, a~d Design" in the African-Americm~ co~r~nuniU, from 

your perspective. The Conference organizers will cover your air fare from Boston and 

food and lodging during the days of your stay. 



Eunice will put you in touch with her office staff concerning the tra,~-el 
arrangements. 

We hope you will join us at the conference, as your experience with community 
design will bring a unique perspective to our deliberations. 

best wishes, 

artuo 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 12:13 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Invitation to speak 

Hi Eunice, 
I hope you axe having a restful . Do you know what ti~ne my talk will be on tile 

have all of the information avaJlable at my disposal. 

Cheers, 

? I am tlying to make plans for that weekend and w~lt to Inake sure I 

On Thu, at 4:51 PM, Sable, Ennice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dea~ 

The topic is perfect and as tile program has evolved, 25 minutes has turned out as the timeframe for each presenter. 

Thanks so much and let me know if you have any more questions. I roll send you tile conference’s program soon. 

Best rashes, 
Eunice 

On at 4:33 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hello Eunice and Lydia, 

The title of my presentation will be: Informing SISTA: The International Travels of a "Culturally-Relevant" HIV Prevention 
Program. 
Lydia, you mentioned that the presentation should be 15 minutes; Eunice, you said 25. Which length should I prepare for? Also, I 
believe this work is "political" but not necessarily about politics outright. Is that ok? If not, I can likely come up with something else (my 
master’s thesis examined the legislative process of including "ABC" in the 2003 PEPFAR bill). Let me know and I look forward to 
this opportunity. 
Best, 

Oil Wed, at 3:30 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaAl.unc.edu > wrote: 

Many thanks Lydia and 

Hi     : A 25 minutes presentation on past!current work on health especially politics of HIV!AIDS would be excellent, When you have a moment, kindly 
send me a title for the presentation. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Wednesday, 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Invitation to speak 

3:22 pivl 

Great! Happy to hear that you a~:e excited about this. You don’t need to provide a paper to go along with the tall;, so it’s up to you Mlether you 

would like to speak abont a work in progress, or something taken from a longer work you’ve already finished. This morning of the conference there 

are two panels on healtlL one which focuses on health policy and race in Brazil, and your and Marie’s panel on health in Africa. So tile general topic 

of the panel is broad. 

I’m inclnding Eunice Sable on this emaJl. I’m not sure if you’ve met her, but she is "the chair of AAAD and she is finalizing tl~e conference schedule. 

Once you decide what you’d like to speak about, send her the title of your talk. If yon could do fl~at by Friday, that wonld be great. Let me know if 

you have any other questions. 

Thanks again, and looking forward to this panel and your paper! 

Best, 
Lydia 

On at 2:48 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 



Thank you so much tbr thinking of m!! I would love to present at the cont~rence. I know Mase well and thoroughly eNoy put’dng my 

work in conversation with hers so I already t~el like this is going to be a success! I al~ look tbrwaxd to getting to speak with you ~md 

others in different fields abont my work. I’m aJways looking tbr critical t~edback. 

Is there a tnore specific theme? Would you like the presentation to be from a pre-existing paper or can I (my preference) prep~re 

something specifically for this space? Either way, I’d love to get more deta~ls. 

On Wed, at 1:30 PM, Boyd, Lydia C <lcbo,c-d~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

De~Jc 

I hope you’ve been well! I’m writing to see if you would be interested in speaJ~ing about yonr research at an npcoming At~can 

Studies cont~rence here at UNC. The panel is on health and development in Atiica and I thought yonr work would be a great tit. It’s 

a short talk - 15 minutes. There is another grad student ti~om communication on the panel speaking about breast cancer awareness in 

Afi~ica. The conference is the first weekend of - this panel would be on Friday the Presenting part of your dissertatior~ or 

any other recent work~ would be ideal. 

Let me know what you think! 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 

Assistant ProtEssor 
Depaxtanent of African and African Americaaa Studies 

Battle Hall, CB #3395 

UN C- Chapel Hill 

l’~dia.bovd({b unc .edu 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 12:37 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Details 

Wondel£11! Thank you so ve~ much for this mt’o. 

On Thu, at 12:30 PM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. Kindly see the details below. Each presenter will have 25 minutes so as to leave room for a Q & A session. 

Many thanks for your contributions to the conference. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Panel: 10.45am-12.25pm ][]ealth, Representation and Aid 

Moderator Dr. Kenneth ,lanken (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-(.hapel Hill) 

Fro111: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
S,,bject: P,e: [nvitation to speak 

12::L3 PN 
,~, gmail .com] 

Hi Eunice, 
I hope you are having a restful . Do you know what time my taJk will be on the 

I have all of the information available at my distx~l. 

Cheers, 

? I am trying to make plm~s tbr that weekend and want to maJ¢e sure 

On Thu, at 4:51 PM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(~emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 
Deanc 

The topic is perfect and as the program has evolved, 25 minutes has turned out as the timeframe for each pmseuter. 

Thanks so much and let me know if you have any morn questions. I will send you the co~ffemnce’s program soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On at 4:33 PM, 

Hello Eunice and Lydia, 

~),mnadl.com> wrote: 



The title of my presentation will be: informing SISTA: The international Travels of a "Culturally=Relevant" HIV Prevention 
Program. 
Lydia, you mentioned that the presentation should be 15 minutes; Eunice, you said 25. Which length should I prepare for? Also, I 
believe this work is "political" but not necessarily about politics outright. Is that ok? If not, I can likely come up with something else 
(my master’s thesis examined the legislative process of including "ABC" in the 2003 PEPFAR bill). Let me know and I look 
forward to this opportunity. 
Best, 

On Wed, at 3:30 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~b~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Many thanks Lydia and 

Hi      A 25 minutes presentation on past/current work on health especially politics of HIV/AIDS would be excellent. When you have a moment, kindly 
send me a title for the presentation. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Invitation to speak 

3:22 PM 

Great! Happy to hear that you are excited about this. You don’t need to provide a paper to go along with the talk, so it’s up to you whetl~er you 

would like to speak about a work in progress, or so~nething taken frown a longer work yoffve already finished. This morning of the conference 

there are two panels on health, one which focuses on health policy and race in Brazil, and your and Marie’s panel on health in Africa. So the 

general topic of the panel is broad. 

I’m including Eunice Sahle on this email. I’m not snre if you’ve met her, but she is the chair of AAAD and she is finalizing the conference schedule. 

Once you decide what you’d like to speak about, send her the title of your talk. If you could do that by Friday, that would be great. Let me know 

if you have any other questions. 

Thanks again, and looking tbn~’ard to this panel and your paper! 

ges[, 

Lydia 

On at 2:48 PM, ??~mafil.com> wrote: 

Lydia, 

Thank you so mnch for thinldng of me! I would love to present at the conference. I know Marie well and thoroughly enjo.5, putting my 

work in conversation wifl~ hers, so I aheady feel like this is going to be a success’. I also look forwaKl to getting to speak ruth you 

and others in different fields abont my work. I’m always looking for critical feedback. 

Is there a more specific theme? Would you like the presentation to be ti~om a pre-existing paper or can I (my preference) prepa;e 

something specifically tbr tl~is space? Either way, I’d love to get more details. 

Thanks again, 

On Wed, at 1:30 PM, Boyd, Lydia C <lcbovd({bemafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

I hope you’ve been well! I’m writing to see if you would be interested in speaking abont yonr research at an upcoming African 
Studies conference here at UNC. The panel is on health and development in Africa and I thonght your work would be a great fit. 

It’s a short talk - 15 minntes. There is another grad ffmdent from communication on the panel speaking about breast cancer 
awaJceness in Africa. The cont~rence is the firs~t weekend of - this panel would be on Friday the Presenting part of your 

dissertation, or may other recent work, would be ideal. 

Let me know what you fl~ink! 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boy& PhD 



Assistant Professor 

Depaa~ment of Atiican aa~d Atiicaa~ AmericaJ~ Studies 

Battle Hall, CB #3395 

UNC-Cha~I Hill 
lvdimbo ~d~unc.edu 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 14, 2014 8:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Eli Ullum Address 

Eunice, 

My apologies .... 

Ishna J. Hall 

Senior Associate Director of Development 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Friday, 2:12 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Upcoming reseaxch conference 

Dr. Sahle, 

This is            I emailed yon earlier this month abont an upcoming research conference at the University of OkMaoma to which I was accepted. We spoke at the 

McCain undergradnate research conference about the AAAD department funding the trip. I just wanted to confirm that was fftill the plm~ before I officially accepted the 
invitalion to present at the conference. Thank you for yonr time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA/Association for the Study of tlae Middle East and Africa <info=asmeascholars.org@mail304.us3.mcdlv.net~ 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 8:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

DEADLINE EXTENDED: Rematch CJraJ~ts Available! 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

RESEARCH GRANTS 2014 

The Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa (ASMEA) is pleased to offer 
research grants of up to $2,500 to qualified professors and students engaged in the study of 
the Middle East and Africa. 

To stimulate new and diverse lines of discourse about the Middle East and Africa, the 
Research Grants program seeks to support research on topics that deserve greater 
attention. The topic areas and sub-topics are intended as a guide for participants in the 
program and constitute the types of subjects that ASMEA intends to support in this program. 
Applicants may submit paper proposals on any topic as long as it is relevant to the six broad 
areas outlined, and constitutes new and original research. 

VIEW RESEARCH TOPICS 

To apply for the ASMEA Research Grant: 

¯ Applicants must be engaged in ongoing study of the Middle East or Africa. Applicants may be 
affiliated with any academic discipline. 

* Applications must be accompanied by a paper proposal that represents new and un- 
published research and is relevant to the qualifying research areas designated by ASMEA. 

¯ Applicants must submit a brief letter of reference from their department chair. Students also 
must submit proof of enrollment and expected graduation date. 

¯ Applications will be accepted only from ASMEA members. To join ASMEA and learn more 
about membership with ASMEA, click here. 

Applications will be accepted onlyvia the ASMEAwebsite. 

¯ Successful applicants will be required to present their research at the Seventh Annual 
ASMEA Conference on October 30-November I, 2014 in Washington, D.C. and provide 
ASMEA the right of first refusal for potential publication in the peer-reviewed Journal of the 
Middle East and Africa~ 

The application deadline is Friday, March 2"1, 2014. 

* Applicants may use grants to cover any costs associated with conducting research for the 
specified proposal, 

Submit your paper proposal before applying for the research grant. 

Download the 2014 Research Grant ~ 

Questions or comments can be directed to info@asmeascholars.org or 202-429-8860, 



www.asmeascholars.org 

U nsubscribe eunice@email.unc edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website vwvw.asmeascholars org 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Cop~Adght (C) 2014 ASMEA All rights teset~ved. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 2:46 PM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.m~c.edu> 

a.sc~grad students@listserv.m~c.edu; a~scevents@list~rv.unc.edu 

[asc faculb"] Jumi Latino mid the Dawn of Modernly: Celebrate UNC Libmly’S Seven Millionth Volume 

Juan Latino and the Dawn of Modernity 
A lecture by Michael A. G6mez 
In Celebration of UNC Library’s Seven Millionth Volume 

Thursday, March 20, 2014, 5:30 PM. 

Fedex Global Education Center, Peacock Atrium, UNC-CH 

A rare sixteenth-century book with modern resonance will become the seven-millionth volume in the library at UNC-Chapel Hill. A free public celebration on March 20 will mark 
the acquisition of a book of Latin poetry published in 1573 by Juan Latino. Scholars have described Latino as the first person of sub-Saharan African descent to publish a book 
of poems in a Western language. With this milestone, UNC becomes one of only 21 university libraries in North America to hold more than seven million volumes. It also 
becomes one of a handful of U.S. libraries--including Harvard, Yale, the Boston Public Library and the New York Public Library--to own this first book of Juan Latino. 

Visitors will be able to view the book during a reception beginning at 5:30 p.m. in the Peacock Atrium of the FedEx Global Education Center. At 6 p.m. in the Nelson Mandela 

Auditorium of the FedEx Center, Chancellor Carol Folt will formally accept the book as a gift of the John Wesley and Anna Hodgin Hanes Foundation of Winston-Salem. Through 
its foundation, the Hanes family has funded each of the Library’s millionth volumes. Michael A. G6mez, professor of history and Middle Eastern and Islamic studies at New York 

University, will conclude the evening with a lecture titled "Juan Latino and the Dawn of Modernity."The volume will will become part of the Rare Book Collection in UNC’s Wilson 
Special Collections Library. Free. Please Contact:                     for more information. 

Stacey Sewall 
Assistant Director 
FLAS Coordinator 
African Studies Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 
(919) 843-2102 (fax) 
sewall@email.unc.edu 



Limited Time OnLy 
Get 50% off any plan! 

Offer ends March 31,2014. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 3:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Timing of Report by Flight’s Pilot Focu~s Inquiry 

Today’s Headlines  oo oy, Mo,,o,, tT,  0,4 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts ~ Media & AdveRising 

Today’s V~deo ~ ObituaFies Ed~oFials ~ Op-~ OnihisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

T~m~ng of Repo~ by FHght’s Nlot Focuses 

Inquiry 

The pilot did no{ mel~don al~y t[~-~ub]e, a senior Malaysian 

oflSeial said, reinfbrcing theories that one or both of the pilots 

may have been im~olved i~ dJvet~dng the plane. 

~ Video: ’The Nature of the Seamh Has Changed’ 

offering 
suppo~l 

N EWS ANALYSIS 
SECE53 

Obarna~s Policy Is P~t to tNe Test as C~’ises :: SL~ON~, 

Challenge Ca~tion ~:~p£o 

ClOses in U ~’aine and Syria are ehallengiz;g PresiderR Obama’s 

altempN to change the way the Uuited States deals x~Jth iN overseas 
adversag~es. 

Unski||ed and Destitute Are Hi~oing Targets for 

Fukush~:ma Clem~up 

The operator of dae ravaged Fukushima Daiiehi nuclear plant has 

]efk khe complex cleanup to a poorly kr~fined work l))ree tha~ has 

made some dm~gerous missteps. 

workers 

For more top news. ~) to NYTimes.com ~ 



Editors’ Picks 

U.S. I RETRO REPORT 

Thc Battle Over thc Medfly 

h~ ~98~, Gd~ibr~fia sta~ed spra3dng the pes~cifle maIathio~ to 

stop the A,iediterranean fruit fly, skoking fcars and protests 

among many in the statc. 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR I THE STONE 

What Would Plato 
~.~y Ri~’.,i f: d,.’, ~is..Ws.,i.S~OER 

Pro])ab~y less abont what he had ibr hmch. A~d more abont justice and wisdom. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

YUKITERU NAKA, a contr~ictor at the t,ukushima nude~r [~l~mt, where re;my de;map 
workers ~re destitute ~md uaskil~ed, 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Criraear~s, at the Crossroads 

On Sunday~ the referendum on the status of Crimea cfivided the 

])opulafio~ of the n~ulticultural 

~ v~[~Eo:A Co~stellation of Satellites 

Planet Labs, a Sa~ t.’ra~dseo aerospace start--up, is hunching 

1 oo of its small satellites into od)it this ?,Mar where they 

photograph the Earth every single day. 

, Reisted 

~ vm~o: Thnes Mh~te ] l’Vhat’s Ne~ ~n 

Crimea 

David ~terszenhor[~ repo~s from Crimea where an over,shclming 

majorib, of (:!fimeans w:~ted on Sm~day to secede from Ukrai~e 

andjoi~ Russia. 

World 



Syrhm Govermnent Forces Sei~,e Town ~n a Deep 

Blow to Opposition 

(; ow’rn men t forces, backed hy Hc ;:bolIah fi gh kers, took con h’ol 

of YN)rud, a erifieal transit point for milikants, refugees and 

arms heading in and out of I~banon. 

bYave of Sepal Abuse Allegations for Private Boys~ Schools 

Br~tah~ 

Prompkcd by publieRy sur~’ounding recent child abuse scandals, dozens of 

fish men have come tbrward abouk molestation they say they s~ffl~red at 

eN.~ensive private schools. 

Years At%r Abduction by North Korea, a 

Reunion 

The parents ~:ff the woman, who was kidnapped in ~9~ and is 

believed to have died in ~994, saw their North Korean-horn 

grandda@~ker lbr the first time last week in Uhm Bator, Mongolia. 

..... Yokota, 

U,S, 

A~omy General Reaches Deal on Sex Cmmts 

Brig. Gem Jeffrey A. Sinclair is expeeked to plead guilky to 

sharply ~dueed charges in the military’s m~-~,st closely watched 

..... Gerl. 

West’s Droug, ht and Growth intensify Conflict 

Over ~¥ater Ri~ts 

~fid the k~,ng drought, conflicts ~wer waker are intensil~’ing in 

the add West, and the explosive growth of diJes is also raising 

the skal<es for Nrmers and industt\v. 

Boston’s St. Patrick’s Day Breakfast Break~ 

Barriers, lint Its Parade Does Not 

Even as khe breakfask showcased "~e "new" muNeultural Boston, 

the traditions St. P~t~ek’s Day parade, which barred openly gay 

marehe~, was a reminder cd the "old" Boston that still exisN. 

Senator 

Linda 

Business 



N EWS ANALYSIS 

l[n China, Shaking Up Currency’s Strength 

Recent dew;lopmenLs suggest that ~e renmi~bi’s day-to-day 

strengthening is no longer the ceAainb, it once appeared to be. 

Low-Wage %Yorkers Finding it’s Easier to Fall 

h~to Pove~cty, m~d Harder to Get Out 

For those at the low end of the houHy wage scale, even meeting 

basic honsehdd needs can be a stretch, and roads out of poverty 

are scarce. 

Start= Ups Aim to Conquer Space Market 

The start-up Planet Labs is ehallenging the giants of the space 

indushT By producing dozens of small satellites that are cheaper 

and qnieker to bnild than traditional satellites. 

McCurd I 

I y 4o, ,~ I 

La bs 

~ateilite 

Sports 

:Florida Leads No. * Seeds in an N,C.AoA. :Bracket 
[Jght o;a Midmajors 
L: ; P,V~ L:E:R..~ 

z~zona, Wichita State and Virginia j oined the Gators as top 

seeds in a draw heavy on legacy conference teams. 

East: Unselfish m~d Deep 

Villanova has been a nonentity- in recent N.C.A.A. tournaments, 

but this year’s team may have the right mentalib, and 

..... Stadium 

of the 

Nick 

Midwest: Tr~sfer m~d Sidekick 

Rodney Flood left ~Ossissippi State and became the second 

option to the freshman sensation -Iaba~ Parker on a Duke beam 

now seeded third in the Midwest Region. 

[3~ Rodney 
..... Hood 

wh 

A~ts 

Ticket Pricing Puts qLiun King* .Atop Bruadway’s 

Circle of Life 

’q’he Lion King" stunned Broadway at year’s end as the No. z 

earner fbr the first time since 2oo3, bumping off the champ, 

"Wicked." 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

An Enghmering Landanark Faces Demolition 

Arehiteets, engineet~ and preservationists are fighting to save 

the Shabolovka radio tower, considered the Eiffel Tower of 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Big Money Upends a Festival 

Sonth by So*Rhwest Music festival, still an indic haven, is now 

showing the halhnarks of big husiness and social media. 

, A~sBeat: Repots From SolJ~h Dy SOIJ~hWeSt 

Raiza in 

...... Shaboio 

...... singer 
Annie 



Media & Advertising 

Undercover TV Reports o~ School Secmoi~° Raise 

E~hica] Q~mstions 
:a,. JORN ~.U’: ON 

School shootings have prompb~d ef%rts by news organizations 

h~ recent months to assess the eft~efiveness of aafe~" measurea, 

buk some of these reporka have gone diakurbingly wrong. 

In Reversa| Since the Recession, Some Staies 
Give More Money to P~b~c Television 

Funding is sd]l off sha~ly fi’om ~e 2008 fiscal year, but 35 

sb~tes have se~ aside about 8~9~.5 mi~Iion %r 2o~4. 

ADVERTISING 

Family Cable C’I~a~nels Add Originu| Series 

Crown Media Hoh:li~%s, ABC Family and Nickelodeon Group are 

among companies Nat a~v hig~iigh’dng origins sez~es in upfront 

presentations, so called because they promoke the fail season. 

~ News From the Adve~ising Industry 

from the 

I ::=,o, I 

Mike 

Obituaries 

Mirth Leigh, ’Man of La Maneha’ Composer, Dies Mi~oh 
~ 8(~ ....... 

L~igh in 

January" 

Mr. Leigh had bee~ a writer o[im:~denta] music for Broadway 

comedies when he was given the break of a lii~fime, going on to 

wth a Tony Award for "La Maneha," thoug~ he never ~ad auother Broadway hit. 

David Brem~er, Master of Obse~°ational Hm~or, 
Brenner, Dies ~t 78 

Mr. Brenner, a stand-up comic and occasional host of "The 

Tonight Show With Johnny Carson" whose brand of humor 

focused on the annoying little debfils of eveqvday fife, had been a menkor 

many rising comedians. 

Ola L Mize, Korean ~ar tlero~ Dies at 8’) 

He initially rcfl~sed the Medal of Honor, the nation’s highest 

military award for vNc.,r, buk finally accepted it c.,n Behalf of his 

men, a recognifion presented to him by President Dwight D. 

Eisenhower iu September 1954. 

Arnny 
Col 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Hard Turn 

Now is tl~e th-ne for the mayor ~o make a flfll transition fl’om campaigathg ~o 

governing. 

Fe; :’~o~e opi¢~ioI~, 9~ :~ NYTimes.comtOpinion >~ 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

T]~m Ug~ndan T~b:l~id That Sto|e Om° P~’ide 

After the R.~d Pepper victimized my gay fl-~eeds, I had to sue. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ame~-ioan col~se~,’atism is still, after all these years, largely 

driven by claims dmt libm’nls a~’e giving money away to 

people." 

...... ~rugma 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Fa:~s and the Foes "~[’he2° Love to Hate 

In an era of l~’eewhee]ing t~’ades in pro sporks and college conl%~’ences extending 

ou[side of t’eg~ons, should fans still ea~’e about ~vahies? 

For a;e opi!~io~ ,so to NYTirnes.eom!Opinion ~ 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Fro~t Page Bay this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY[imes Pinterest 

[]     ~1~’~"’~I ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~® l iPad(&) Android I 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Sectio~ ~; ’ m,nyt,com ~ 

About This Email 

You received this message because you signed Lip for NYTicnes col~l’s Today’s Headlines newsietter 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Mour Email == Privacy Policy I Cont~sct i Adve£ise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge <mail.skozxrprescdootrk@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 7:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

NEW! Politics aM International Relations Catalogs! 

Hew PoiiUcs and Intelnational Relations 20i4 Catalogs now available! 

this email not displaying correcUy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders ] For’,qsrd to a Friend 

Routledge 

Dear Colleague 

We, at Routledge, would like to thank you lot your supped 

throughout 2013, and invite you to view our latest titles in the 2014 

Politics and international Relations Research and Textbook 

Catalogs, 

View the Research Catalog 

View the Textbook Catalog 
If you visit routled~[e.com and enter LRK68 at checkout before 

December 31,2014, you can also claim a 20~, discount on your 

order! 

Visit our Blog 

Updated regularly with 

author intep¢iews, exciusive 

discounts and news 

articles You can also find 

out about all of the latest 

publieatk,’ns m your subject 

Author of the 
Month 

Take a leek a[ this morlth:s 

author of the month. Let us 

knew if you wouid like to be 

featured next monthl 

Share on Social 

Media 

Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

Sifln up by subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscbbe at any time. 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or sell your ernaii address to any outside organizations. 

Copybgilt 2013 Taylor & Francis, an intorma business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK [.imited registered in England under no. 1072954 

Registered office: MortilY~er House, 37-4! Mortimer Street London W!T 3JH. 

you v¢ish to unsubscribe, please click he__r_e: Please note lilis is an aulomated operalion. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frank Hams {(}gmail.com> 

Monday, 9:07 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr> 

The n-Word Project 

Good Inoming, Dr. Sahie: 

I an~ in Chapel Hill visiting my a UNC , while at fl~e same lime traveling through the South interviewing various Americans for my n-Word 

Project -- 

http://n-wordproiect.tumblr.com/ 

I was wondering if you or any of your colleagues would be interested in shazing your experience. It’s a 2-3 minute interview, depending on your sto~. 

Please let me know. 

Regards, 

Prof. Frank Hams III (you can call me Frank) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge / Psychology Press <mail.skozxrpkeswiwmoyv@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 9:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Celebrate St. Patrick’s Day with Routledge: 20% OFF 

Celebrate St. Patrick’s Day: 20% OFF 

Is this email not displsying correctiy? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I For, qsrd to a Friend 

%             ¯ 
Celebrate St. Patrick’s Day 
with Routledge! 

New until March 19tn use discount cede QRK71 and receive 20%OFF* 

all titles. ]o view our St Party’s Day reiated titles, click here 

Remember, ali web orders over $35 receive FREE~ SHIPPING in the US 

"Offer valid on~y with web orders ....... 4 .... 

p~ypress com or rout!edgementaihealth com 

Share the Savings w~th F~iends & Fanl~ly: ~ ~ ~ 

[~ Taylor& Franois-Routledge-Psychol~yP .... CRCP ..... Fo~lP .... 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & FraRcis Group, 

You will be able to update ~oklr details or u[lsubscribe at any time 

We [espect your privacy and will not disclose, lent or sell ;,our emaii address to a[l;, outside organizations. 

Copyright 20t 9 Taylor & Frsncis, an h~%rma business. 

]aylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited registered in England under no. 1072954 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 3Y-4~ Mortimer Street London W~[ 3JH. 

If you wish to unsubscribe, ,olease click her~e Plesse note this is an automated operation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Water Theme <watertheme@unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 17, 2014 9:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 03-17-14 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday March 17m, 2014 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

03/17/14- L~NICEF at Ca~rolina is partnering with Top of the Hill on St. Patrick’s Day tbr a Charity Beer Night on Monday March 17. Come to Back Bar any titne 
between 11 AM and 2 AM to purchase and enjoy the designated chastity beer where proceeds will go towards the U.S. Fund for UNICEF’s TAP Project. $1 provides 
clean water for a child fbr 40 days, so come raise yonr glass to fill hundreds more! For more iiffo~rnation: https:/iwww.thcebook.co~n/events/212859912258081i%ref ~s. 

Virginia Tech, scheduled for 3:30 PM in Murray Hall Room 005. The topic of Dr. Bodnar’s talk is "The Whole Earth Geohydrologic Cycle: Coupling of the Earth’s Near 
Surface Water Cycle With Plate Tectonic Processes". 

03/22/14 Each year, World Water Day is held on March 22 as a way to focus attention on the importance and sustainable inanagetnent of freshwater resources by 
highli~ting a specific aspect of freshwater. This year’s theme is "Water and Energy". For more in[bnnation: http:i/www.unwater.org/worldwaterdav. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

UNC Institute of Marine Sciences lab featured on UNC TV A North Carolina Science Now video clip featuring Rachel NoNe, UNC Marine Sciences 

professor, and others discussing rapid water quality testing methods developed and patented in her lab: http://science.unctv.or~/content/rapid- water-test. 

UNC-Duke Rival~? Not for SCIREN The Scientific Research and Education Network (SciREN) is an annual event that connects local teachers and marine 
scientists to assist them in creatively sharing the latest marine science knoMedge in their classrooms. This yeax’s program was conducted by graduate students from 

both UNC and Duke. For more infbrmation: http:i/www.unc.edu/can~pns-updates/what-unc-duke-fival~(. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

NC WRRI Annual Conference and NCXVRA Svmposimn On March 19-20, the North Carolina Water Resources Reseaxch Institute Annual Conference and the 
North Carolina Water Resources Association Symposium will be held at the Jane S. McKimmon Center in Raleigh. The conference will feature over 50 oral 

presentations on statewide water resource issues Mille the NCWIL~\ Symposiuln will highlight the role of local govemlnents as keystone water resource managers with 

distinguished speakers such as former RaJeigh mayor Charles Meeker, Duke University- law professor and widely published author Dr. James Salzman, and 

Representative Grier Maxfin, recipient of numerous legislative awaxds. The conference is approved for PDHs/CEUs/PGHs for professional engineers, surveyors, 

landscape architects, and water/wafftewater utility operators. A full conference agenda can be found at http:/i~v.ncsu.edu/wrriicode/events/agenda.htm. To register: 

http:/i~v.ncsu.edu/wrri/code/events/re gis~tration.htm. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Invdved with "Water In Our ~orid’’ For infi~rmafion on the theme and upcoming events, visit our website located at http:#watertheme.~mc.edtv’. Questions, 

comments, and suggestions ibr the theme can be directed to the ibllowing ema~l address: watertheme(~unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 

http:/twitter.comiUNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:#wvwv.facebook.comiWaterInOurWorld. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle of Higher Educalion <chronicle@mailings 1.glxcel.com > 

Monday, March 17, 2014 10:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Here’s your cow of the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Your digital copy of the March 21, 2014 issue has arrived. 

For your information: 

To access the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education, [~tease click here. 
To access the latest issue of The Chronicle Review, i;~!~[#.,..i~it.~!!~l~..!?.!#.~:. 

If you are unable to click on the links above, please copy and paste the following URLs into your browser: 

The Chronicle of Higher Education: ~,’chronicle,te×terity,comichronicte,’, 20~.4.0"32~?sub id=4.nr3V~ 
The Chronicle Review: 

Need to contact customer service? Call 800-728-2803 or email 

For technical questions? Please ~.!.c.-..k...!!.%v.~.. 

Don’t miss an issue -- renew your subscription today. !~s~&&~Sy...#.[)].[£tL_-’., or call 800-728-2803. 

If you’re located outside of the U.S. and would like to renew your subscription or contact customer service, please 
call 818-487-4591. 

For your reference: 

Your- publication code is: HE 
Your- subscription account number: HE914098 
Your ZIP code associated with your account is: 27599-0001 
Your subscription expires: 12-04-15 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ij elc@academicresearchjoumal s.org 

Monday, March 17, 2014 8:53 PM 

academicre~archjouma] sijelc@yahoo.com 

Call tbr Paper 

International Journal of English Literature and Culture 
http://www.a cademicresearchioumals org/I.rELC/Index.htm 
ISSN: 2360-7831 

Dear Colleague, 

The International Journal of English Literature and Culture IJELC is 
currently accepting manuscripts for publication. IJELC publishes 
high-quali~z solicited and unsolicited articles, in all areas of the 
subject such as African literatures, literature appreciation, cultural 
studies, literal- s~Aes, English linguistics, literatures written in 
the English language, and English sociolinguistics. 

All articles published in IJELC ~vill be peer-revie~ved 

Our objective is to inform authors of the decision on their manuscript 
within two weeks of submission 

Following acceptance, a paper *vill normally be published in the next 
available issue. 

Call for papers 

One key request of researchers across the world is open access to 
research publications. The International Journal of English Literature 
and Culture IJE] ,C is fully committed to providing free access to all 
articles as soon as they are published. We ask you to support this 
initiative by publishing your papers in this journal 

Instruction for author and other details are available on our *vebsite 
http:i/www academicresearchio urnals.org/IJ-ELCiAuthor%27s%20Guide htm 

Prospective authors should send their manuscript(s) to 
~jelc@academicresearchjoumals.org and copy this 
email: academicresearc hj ournals~ielc@ ahoo corn 

Best regards, 

Editorial assistant 
Iyioma SunW 
Website: ht tp://academicresearchiournals, org/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ij elc@academicresearchjoumal s.org 

Monday, March 17, 2014 8:53 PM 

academicre~archjouma] sijelc@yahoo.com 

Call tbr Paper 

International Journal of English Literature and Culture 
http://www.a cademicresearchioumals org/I.rELC/Index.htm 
ISSN: 2360-7831 

Dear Colleague, 

The International Journal of English Literature and Culture IJELC is 
currently accepting manuscripts for publication. IJELC publishes 
high-quali~z solicited and unsolicited articles, in all areas of the 
subject such as African literatures, literature appreciation, cultural 
studies, literal- s~Aes, English linguistics, literatures written in 
the English language, and English sociolinguistics. 

All articles published in IJELC ~vill be peer-revie~ved 

Our objective is to inform authors of the decision on their manuscript 
within two weeks of submission 

Following acceptance, a paper *vill normally be published in the next 
available issue. 

Call for papers 

One key request of researchers across the world is open access to 
research publications. The International Journal of English Literature 
and Culture IJE] ,C is fully committed to providing free access to all 
articles as soon as they are published. We ask you to support this 
initiative by publishing your papers in this journal 

Instruction for author and other details are available on our *vebsite 
http:i/www academicresearchio urnals.org/IJ-ELCiAuthor%27s%20Guide htm 

Prospective authors should send their manuscript(s) to 
~jelc@academicresearchjoumals.org and copy this 
email: academicresearc hj ournals~ielc@ ahoo corn 

Best regards, 

Editorial assistant 
Iyioma SunW 
Website: ht tp://academicresearchiournals, org/ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 4:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Pufin Recognizes Cfmea Secession, Defying the West 

Today’s Headlines      ,oo 0oy, 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business SpoAs ,Arts ~ Science ~ Today’s Videe ~ 

Obituaries Editorm~s Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

Put~l Recognizes C~’~mea SecesMon, Def34ng tl~e 

The l@emlin announced that President x~dadimir V. Putin would 

address both houses of the Russian Pmqiament on Tuesday, 

whe~ many expect him ko endorse annexa’dom 

, [] Video: U.S Imposes New Sanctions on Russia 

~ DealBook: Foreign Investors in Russia Vital to Sane[ions Debate 

passed 

::.7 MA’:"id[:~,: L ~,:ALD s!;d 

The fizst turn that diverted the missing Malaysia Airliues plaue 

from iN r<,ute was entered into a computer system, most likely 

by someone in the plane’s cod@t, American officials said, 

, Malaysia 9acktracl~;s en VVhelq Plane’s Communications Were [’)isabbd 

~ CNN’s Ratings Surge WitB Ceverage of the Missieg 

Space RippJles Revea| B~g Bang’s Smoking Gun 

:~ [ronomers ]oo]dng back ~3.8 biI~ion years tbund ripples in 

l’al)d e of space-thne that support the theory of a universe being 

wrenched violently apat~ around its inceptiom 

The 

telescop 



Editors’ Picks 

i~ 
~ vmEo: The Read Armmd: Helen Oyeyer~ 

Helen Oyeyem L wb ose ~ew novel "Boy, Sn ow, Bird," was 

inspired by "Snow White/~ says faiW ~les allow us to lbeus on 

"the ~mture o[ stories themselves, and the em~ous power ~hey have." 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Out of Co~l-rol 

Why can pilots skill shut off !a’ansponde~,~? 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

MARC KAM~ONKOWSKI o[ Johns Hopkins University. on astronomers’ findings confirming 
that the universe expanded violently in its first moments. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO~ I]ll Performance: Steven Boyer 

Steven Boyer and the puppet Tyrone perform a scene from 

Robert ~,~kins’s clark comedy "Hand to God," at the Lueille 

I,orte] Theater. 

~ Rele~ed Review 

The recent f~minizath:m of me~’s dressi~g feels dowm:ight man~y 

in its brazen embrace of the softer side. 

~ vines: Evicted, a Hoarder Clears Out 

It was on~y after be was givex~ ~}otice of evieficm that Kevh~ 

McCrary, a hoarder on the Upper East Side, took on dee 

challenge of emptying his apartment. 

, Re~ated A~icie 

World 

"i’lnoee Years of Strife and C~mlty 1[ ut Syria 

Free Fall 

At the start of the fomth year sim?e Syrim}s rose up i~ a peaeefu 

crossed 

iRto 

nor[ilerrl 



movement that turned to arms, a snapsho[ of the country 

presents the hmsh truth that Syria’s descent is only accelerating. 

a Deal 

Ahbas of the Palestinian Authority re%sod to utter the language 

Pt{me Minister Be~!jamin Netanyahu has insisted be applied in recognition of 

Israel. 

CHIOMONTE JOURNAL 

Italy Divided Over Rai~ Line Mean~. to I.hfite 
s~. r.L~~..~.r.:~, rr.x ~-,’voLr:~.’," 

A ~’o-deeade debate over a hig)Pspeed rail line be>’¢een I~a]y 

and >Yance reveals broad cultural and pNideal diftemnees 

within 

U.S, 

Rescued Puppies in Gambling Haven Steal 

Hearl-s 
~,. ,~’.~V~ ~ "~.CNW:’~.i-TZ 

A I~as Vegas fire in which ~’¢o people are accused (g trying to 

burn d~e dogs has become a daily soap opera lk)r residenN of the 

, ~ Video: Pet Shop Sula/eiilance Footage 

Study Qt~estio~s Fat and Heart Disease L~k 

A study released in the Armals of Internal Medicine questions 

the ]ink hetween hea~ disease and saturated fat. 

I    que~ion [ 

Opposing Testimo~y Caps Trial of General 

In court, Brig. Gem Jeflk’ey A. Sinclair mhnikted that he had 

wronged an Army captain with whom he had m~ adnlterous aft;air 

for almosk d~ree years. 

Gen. I 

more US ;~ev,,’s 90 to NYT[mes.com!U$ ~ 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Foreign ][nw~stors in Russia Vil-a]l ~.o Sanction,s 

Debate 

More than a quarter of a trillion dollm,~ has flowed into the 



coffers of Rassia Inc., part of a broad push By yield-hung~\v investors into into 

emergin g markets. 

No|notifYing ~rcnt ’Vc~" !/Vrong~ at G.M. Clfief 

Ma~T T, Barra announced recalls ~ffecfing ~,7 million more 

vehicles, and in a message to employees vowed to change 

internal procedures to address safeb’ issues. 

~ G.M Saw Cobalt as Entry Nlto Better Sma~POar Market 

Barra,ch 

Tes|a Fights for a Place to Park 

New ,Jersey is tSe latest state to bar Tes]a’s stores for its electric 

vehicles under laws ~hat favor independent dealerships. 

Sports 

Manl~atta~l Doesn*t Have to Look Fa~° tbr Its 

Talent 

With eight New York City players on ~e team, 13t~-seeded 

Manhatbm, which will open against No. 4 Louisville on Thmsday 

night, is the most New ~hx’k of the eib" teams. 

For A~’,tecs’ Leader, Co~a~-t Is No Place to Rm~ 
Scared 

After transferring to San Diego State from Washington State and 

sitfiug out a season, Xavier Thames grew into the leader of his 

new team and never looked back. 

East: Unselfish and Deep I South: Playing With Discipline 

Midwest: Transfer and Sidekick i West: Leadin9 With Defense 

A C~tlt~re Change is Comh~o to the G, arde~ 

After a 36--year absence, Phil Jackson is set to return to the 

Ktfieks, and the list of d~al]enges awaiting him is long. 

~ D Video: Phil Jacksols, by the Numbe~ 

Michael 

[hames 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Reading, Writh~g a~d Renewal (the Urban Kh~d) 

A new public school that Nso includes a communib, center and 

other public amenities is part of a joint prq~ect designed to 

revitalize a blighted section of East Baltimore?. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Acqairing Statas as Big as Their Robots 

The release of Titanfall is one of the rare times loyalty to 

in dividua] designers’ work done elsewhere is drawing interest to 

a video game. 

Stri~g of High N ores for Pim~ist 

On Tuesday, the pianist J eremy Dank will he awarded the Avery 

Fisher Prize for musicianship and con~’ibutions to the musical 

world. 

~£ opkins 

Jaremy 
Dank is 
working 



Science 

With one tiny flash, scientists at Lawrence LJvermorc National 

Laboratory and elsewhere are inching closer to lhsion’s 

of endless power. 

SCIENTIST IN THE NEWS 

His :FertiliW Advm~ee D~oaws Ire 

A sdenfist’s procedures haw~ shaken up ~e field of gene[ics, 

bringing pronfise to would-be parents while drawing the kv of 

bioeflJ eists a n d th e scrutiny of regulators. 

RAW DATA 

A l~m~or, the Emb~To’s Evil 3~n 

Scientists have been finding [hat the same genes [hal guide fetal 

eells as they mukiply, migrate and ereute u newborn child are 

also among the primary drivers of cancer. 

National 

Ignition 

Mits~ipo 

: qage of 

Obituaries 

RacJhe] Mellon, an Hei~oess K~mwn ~;.~r Her Green 

Tlmmb, Dies at ~o3 

A bankcr’s wifc and a drug m agn a [e’s da u ghtcr, Mrs. Mall on 

helped finance O ohn Edwards’s presiden fial campaign. 

C]a~issa Dickson W,oight, Rebel TV Chef, Dies at 

Ms. Dickson Wright, a former lawyer, became a celebHty in 

middle--agc o~ the BBC eooki~g show "Two Kut Ladies." 

][,~Vren Scott, Whose Desigr~s Melded Daring arid 

Sophistication, Dies at 49 

Ms. Scott, who bad a romantic partnership with Miek Jaggcr, 

desig~ed fashion suitable for the idnd of Ie~v, statuesque 

woman she was hersdf. 

Lambert 

Dickson 
Wright, 

Smnuel ~’Vo Lewis, Errvoy to israel at ’i’fane of 

Camp David, Dies at 83 

~[er being ins [tureenS] in the accords du[~ng [he Ca[~er 

adnJnis~:ation, Mr. [~wis was asked to st~ff on when President 

Ronald Reagan took office in 1981. 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

A :Broken M~l~tm~ d~.~stiee S~\~tem 

A high-profile scmml assault case shows, oncc again, "~e urgcnt necd for 

Klhe Gun Lobby’s Latest Bizarre Crusade 

EDITORIAL 

The Gm~ Lobby~s Latest Bizarre Crusade 

The NoRoA. bus attacked President Obama’s nominee for smNeon general, and 

now Democratic leaders might knncNe trader the pressm’e. 



EDITORIAL 

Clam Rethi~ks Its J~dicial System 

The pardi is t’i~ally paying attention to i~dividua] t~ghts, nokjust its own 

interests. 

For more oginion go to NYTimes.eom/Opinion ~> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

How (~tie~ Cha~ge 

The Newark rnayoral race exemplifies the conflict in ~nany 

Am eri ca e ci ties be~’een those wh o are l)a rt of the l)olifical 

sh’ue~ure and those who wan~ to change 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The U~flikely Road to ~,’Var 

What the teenager Oav~lo P~ncip teaches us about the fragility 

of peaceo 

OP-ED I JOCHEN BITTNER 

Is Crimea the Next ~goMav~a? 

Cheteiks, Cossad<s. Fascists, Jihadis, Was fl~is l)art of Putie’s 

plan to enlarge his emphv? 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Fac’ebook ~@NYTirnes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times irorn anywhere with out suite el apps: 

iPhone@ l iPad® Android I 

Save 15% al The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section ~ ’ m.nyt,com ~> 

About This Kmail 

lhis is an automated emaik Please do not reply directly to this email 

You received this message because you signed up [er NYTirnes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsierter. 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi.P, ed to protecting your privacy 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Final program- AAAD’s annual conference April 3-5 

Dear Eunice, 

There is an error in t2ae title of my presentation. It ought to be: POLITICAL ECONOMY OF NATURAL RESOURCES GOVE~Rix,2~NCE IN ~--RICA. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
US±~ 

Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:36 PM 
To: department listserv 
Subject: Final program- AAAD’s annual conference April 3-5 

[)ear Culleagues, 

An impurtant ideal was m~ssing in the previuus program. Kindly find attached the conference’s final program prugram. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: nzongula@email.unc.edu<mailtu:nzun~ula~email.unc.edu>. 

Tu unsubscribe click here: http://lists uric edu/uTid 65646455.1a8921114987cc58e21e5721c38ee5fS&n T&l aaad&u 34406538 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is bruken) 

ur send a blank email to leave-34406538-65646455, la8921114987cc58e21 e5721 c38ee5fS@listsep~ unc edu<mailto:leave-34406538- 
65646455.1a8921114987cc58e21 e5721 c38ee5]N(a)listser~ unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc,edu> 

Tuesday, 5:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu>; 

RE: A long day --- Here is the right version (deep apologies) 

@live.nnc.edu> 

Hi Eunice, 
I imagine you have many long days! I hope you got some rest over spring break. 
Is it possible for us to make a few small edits? If so, we’ll get back to you later tonight. 

Thanks, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent-" Tuesday, 5:48 PM 
To-" 
Subject: A long day --- Here is the right version (deep apologies) 

Dear     and 

What can I say.., a very long day --attached is the right version of the program. Thus, this is the version to circulate. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc,edu> 

Tuesday, 6:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu>; 

RE: A long day --- Here is the right version (deep apologies) 

@live.nnc.edtv- 

Dear Euoice, 
If possible, could you please make some edits to our section? Here is the final. 
Thanks so much for including us, it looks like such a wonderful conference! (sadly, I have a family commitment so 1’11 be missing the weekend events! But I will catch as much 

as I can while rm here). 
many thanks, 

Roundtable on Black Geographies: Politics and Poetics 

Organizers: (Graduate Association of Geography Students) 

Moderator: (Department of Geography, UNC-CIlapel Hill) 

Ale, s Patdine Gumbs (http://ale:dspauline~com:) 

Howard Craft (http:/iw~,w~howaMcraft.com/) 
Renee Alexander Craft (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Poet~ by C. J. Suitt, Sacrificial Poets (http:i/~,.crificMpoets.org/) 
Artwork by 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent-" ~;’48 PM 
To’. 
Sul~ject; A long day --- Here is the right version (deep apologies) 

Dear     and 

What can I say.., a very long day --attached is the right version of the program. Thus, this is the version to circulate. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 6:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; 

RE: A long day --- Here is the right version (deep apologies) 

@email. unc.edu> 

Eunice, 

Thanks for all you hard work. You can list and I under introductions. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday 6:16 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: A long day --- Here is the right version (deep apologies) 

Helio again, 

Thanks for your email. Can we include both your names under the sub-titie: Introduction? This is what we are doing for other panels. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

On at 6:08 PM, ’ _~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 
Tf possible, could you please make some edits to our section? Here is the final. 

Thanks so much for including us, it looks like such a wonderful conference! (sadly, I have a family commitment so I’ll be missing the weekend events! But I will 

catch as much as I can while rm here). 
many thanks, 

Roundtable on Black Geographies: Politics and Poetics 

Organizers: (Graduate Association of Geography Students) 

Moderator: (Department of Geography, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Alexis Panline Gumbs (http://aJexispauline.con~") 

Howard Craft (http://~a~a¥.howardcraft.conv~) 

Renee Alexander Croft (Department of Com~nunication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Poetry by C. J. Suitt, Sacrificial Poets (http://sacrificialpoets.o~,g/) 

A~vork by ~ 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:48 PM 
To: 
S~bject: A long day --- Here is the right version (deep apologies) 

Dear md 

What can T say.., a very long day --attached is the right version of the program. Thus, this is the version to circulate. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@email.unc,edu> 

Tuesday, 7:03 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; SaNe, Ennice N <eunice@email xmc.edu> 

RE: A long day --- Here is the right version (deep apologies) 

Thank you Eunice! Of course, whatever you think is best. 

From: 

Sent: TueSday, ~ 6:19 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; 
Subject: RE: A long day --- Here is the right version (deep apologies) 

Eunice, 

Thanks for all you hard work. You can list and I under introductions. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:16 PM 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: Re: A long day --- Here is the right version (deep apologies) 

Hello again, 

l-hanks for your email. Can we include both your names under the sub-titie: Introduction? This is what we are doing for other panels. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On , at 6:08 PM, ~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear EunJce, 
If possible, could you please make some edits to our section? Here is the final. 
Thanks so much for including us, it looks like such a wonderful conference! (sadly, I have a family commitment so I’ll be missing the weekend events! But I will 

catch as much as I can while I’m here). 
many thanks, 

Roundtable on Black Geo~-aphies: Politics and Poetics 

Organizers: (Graduate Association of Geography Students) 

Moderator: (Department of Geography, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Alexis Pauline Omnbs (http:/i~Jexispauline.conv’) 

Howard Craft (http:#x~a~av.howardcraft.conv’) 

Renee Alexander Croft (Department of Com~nunication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Poetu by C. J. Suitt, Sacrificial Poets (http://sacrificia]poets.o~W) 
Arm-ork by 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:48 PM 
To: 
Subject: A long day --- Here is the right version (deep apologies) 

Dear     and 

What can I say.., a very long day --attached is the right version of the program. Thus, this is the version to circulate. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maxilyn machado < @yahoo.corn> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 10:42 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Escobax, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Program: 2rid Global Aliicana Am~ual conference 

Confirm received. Thanks! 

Narilyn Nachado M 

On Tuesday, March 18, 2014 3:26 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Arturo and Narilyn, 

Greetings and I hope you are doing well. 

Please find attached the program for our 2rid Global Africana Annual Conference. 

Best wishes and looking forward to seeing you soon, 
Eunice 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 8:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Departrnent 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

03-19-14 08:43AIM 

Faculty Overdue Fine Bill: The following Library charges are 
owed at the Circulation Desk 
ITEM Amount 

Sexual violence and armed conflict / Leatherman, Janie, 
OVERDUE Davis Library 00040362339 ............................. $30.50 

TOTALS30 50 

EUNICE N SA[ tLE 

~FRICAN, AbT~I-AMER & DIASPORA 

3395 205 BAT’~,E 

12:6 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oxford Universily Press <librao,.maxketing@oup.com~ 

~Vednesday, March 19, 2014 10:13 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

What do you look tbr in a journal? 

This is a commercial message. 

¯ If you would prefer not to receive funther messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~em~il.unc,edu> 

Wednesday, 12:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiL unc.edu>; 

RE: Program - attached 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thank you so much Eunice! See you soon. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 
Subject: Program - attached 

7:47 PM 

Dear     and 

See attached program which includes your names. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Figure: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:40 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

@gram corn> 

RE:. progrm~ 

we had a great class last Tuesday - a breakthrough I think. I am very excited about the work the students have done performing the words of the Rogers Road residents. It’s 
their best work in the class to date 

Quick question. 

We still want access to the space on Tuesday and Thursday before conference. 

3oseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 9:19-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: IVlegel, Joseph Lawrence; 
Subject:        program 

1:55 PM 

Dear Joseph and 

I hope you well. Kindly find attached the conference’s program. 

Thanks for all your contributions to this year’s conference. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidens~imes@n~ime s.com> 

~Vednesday, March 19, 2014 4:23 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, Not Business as Usual and More 







From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 3:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Administration Plays to Young in Health Push 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISENAILI i~i NYT I Work’! i U.~ ~ Business Spo~s A~s ~Fashion&S~e ~ lo~ay’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

Administration Plays to Young in Health Push 

The Obama administration is taking iks mission to radio shows, 

churches and YouTube to urge peop]e to buy health ii~sur3i~ee 

ahead of the March 3~ deadline. 

~ [] Video: ©#areas Press fer Health Ca~e Sign-Ups 

Two States "~Vin Court Approva] on Voter Rt, les 

The federa~ E~eefiol~ Assistm~ce O:~mmissJon had de~ied requests from Kansas 

and Aft zon a to add proof-o f-citizen ship ins kruetion s to registra fi on forms. 

New|y Detected Objects Draw Searc,]he~os for 

Malaysian Plane 

The Aust~’a]ian prime m inister said on Thursday that satellite 

imageL~’ had detected ~.,bjects in the southern Indian Ocean that 

might be connected to the missiug Malaysia AMines jet. 

Tony 

~] obott 

Editors’ Picks 



ARTS I SPECIAL SECTION 

M~seums ~ck]e the challenge of a[~racting a genera[~on of 

patrons more a~nned to Facebook than fine a~. Wifl~ news 

abouk exMbitions, trends, k’ehnoloAy and more. 

, Golden Age of Discovery ... Down in the Basemen~ 

, Go to SecSon 

....... Youn9 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

How to 

It" the West is ser4ot]s about Ukraine, it must stop enabling Russia’s corrupt 

oligarehs. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

XU DENGWANG, parL of a group of protesters who said they represented families of 

missing Chinese p;]ssengers from :Flight 37o. 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~:o: S~e~eeTake: How to F~y Right 

The a ma z in g fl:uit fly’s m i]li seeon d ma n euvers. 

~ Re~ated A~ic~e 

M,-~lly Wood offers tips for parents to make theh" tablek~ and 

smartphones more child-friendly before handing khem over. 

, Reiated Article 

~ vm~o: Times l~lh~ute I S~l~con Valley 

~dso on khe Minu[e, g~onMobil faces a lawsuit over a]Iigators 

a n d th e televi s ion cfiti e Aless an dra Start] ey reviews the n ew HBO 

comedy, "Doll & Era." 

~ Re~ated Article 

World 



Ukra]~e Plans to Withd~0aw Troops 

Russia- Occupied Crimea 

Thousands of Ukrainian soldiers and sailors have been trapped 

on bases and other installations for more than b,v~-., weeks, 

surrounded hy heavily armed Russian forces m~d local militia. 

Tempered Cheers in Ukrai~e for Ex-Premier, 

T~ed to Poilifical Past 

Yulia V. Tymoshenko, recently released fi’om p~qson, has 

emerged as a pivotak if ~ot bdoved, figure fi~ a ~ation that finds 

ikself direetly astride the East-West divide. 

Israel] St~-ikes on Sy~-ia~ Army N~tes Raise 

Concc~n~ About Entang|cment 

The Israeli airstrikes along the cease-fire ]fi~e appeared to be the 

shml_~est exchange since the civil war in Syria hroke ~-.,ut three 

admissio 

n of 

defeat, 

"f~l~a v 
..... Tymosh 

enko, 

Israeli 

officer 

with one 

Pa.~ng Price~ ~6 Yemos Late~o, for an Illegal Entry 

A man’s case prx;views the difficulties President Obama wilI race 

in a review he ordered last week, asking the Homeland Seeurib, 

secretary to come up ~th a more "humane" deportation policy. 

Protein Nay Hold the Key to V~,~ho Ge~L~ 

~zhehner’s 

The protein, which switches off at birth, reawakens in some 

older brains, pro~eeting people from the memo~T and 

prohlems of dementia, researchers say. 

Urtio~ Leaders Gird for Battle Aghast 

Republi~m~ Running tbr Go vemmr of Illinois 
L:7 M©NiCA D.::,’,i~.Y 

With the selectio~ of a nm]timillio~mfi’e businessman as the 

G.©.P. candidate, union leaders have begun bracing for a light 

over the fate of public se~.~or labor unions, pensions and pay o 

aphs of 
Josue 



Business 

Toyota Is Fh~ed ~.z Bill]ibm for Concealh~g 

~afety. Defects 

A deal ~dth the Justice Deparbnent over a sudden-accelera~k~n 

defec~ ~hat has caused inj aries and deaths hmluded an unusaal 

admission of ~ongdoing. 

DEALBOOK 

A l~’lyster~’: Who .Are the Dewey See.ret Seven? 

Some ]a~ers wonder whether the dis~:iet a~orney agreed to any sweethea~ 

deals with the seven unnamed eooperator~ fi’om Dewey &: Ix~Boeuf, who pleaded 

guilty to taking paA in a plan to manipulate the financial sta{ements of the once 

prominent law firm. 

DEALBOOK 

Traders of Tips l~leet at Grm~d Central, 0rod Eat the 

Evidence 
E~. r.:~.N 

The government’s ease against bxo Wall Sb~et insiders hfid hare an elaborate if 

somewhat old-thshh:med plan, where a middleman wonld relay tips, wri~en on a 

Post-it not" or napkin, at Grand Cenb’al Terminal’s four-faced clock. 

Sports 

KNICKS 92, PACERS 86 
~ ]he 

Kn~eks Begin J~ekson E:~’a ~titJl hnpressive Knicks’ 

V~etory 

I Wo°ds° I 
Many stoW lines sumsunded [he I~ie]~ at &e Garden as they 

bea~ the Pacers, behind Carmdo Anthony’s 34 pNnN, in Phi] Jackson’s first 

game as team pr~?siden t. 

Box Score 

For Knicks’ 3ackson, Lakers’ Buss Is Compa~ion 

and[ Compel~ tion 

The ~fieks’ choice of Phil Jae~on as [heir savior se[s up an 

unusual family dynamic: His fiancee, Jennie Buss, runs a team on 

the opposRe coast. 

Seitease Full of Cash Gives a Youth Program 

New L~fe 

Mike George, who won $~44,ooo on "Deal or No Deal," put half 

in to,, a youth team whose almnni indude Syraease’s Tyler Ennis 

among nine players in this year’s N.C.A,A. tom’nament. 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Political Views~ Test the Harmony 

Zuhin Mehta, the music dfi~ctor for life of ihe Israel 

Philhammnie, is willing to offer his opinion ahou~ that com~tvy’s 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Two Bandd Cham:es to Show Growth 

Foster the People and Young the Giant a~m to show gm~h on 

their new rdeases. 

tions 
come 



Hey, Hey, Hey~ A~in~ated ’Foueh~to~ms 

"Funky Turns 4.o," at the Sehomburg Center for Black Culkure, 

recalls blu@ 3%~ eartom~ characters with positive images, from 

"The Jackson 5ire" to "Fat Alberk and khe Cosby Kids." 

Fashion & Style 

:For L%%~ren Seo~t~ Her Identi~- Was by Desig~ 

There was mow than a famous bo>frie~d in Mick Jagger and a 

Nshionable life in European shows. 

, D Slide Shews: The Work o~ k’Wren ScoR [ Her Designs on the Red Carpet 

~ Re~ated Obitua[y 

g 
designer 

L’W;er’ I 

Memo~oies era Frie~d, a Teacher m~d a Fighter 

DespRe her Amazoniaa height and courtesan-like g~amour, 

L’Wren Scott’s warmth and empakhy could rapidly close the 

distance to another human being. 

Ridi~tg the %~ave of’Girls’ 

Cameos by New Vork playeL~ add an air of au’dnentid~y, 

::: Lyons, 
presiden 

Obituaries 

Robert- S. Sira~,ss, P~0esidential Confidant and 

Deal Nlake~’, Dies at 95 

Mr. Strauss was an influential Washington insider and lobbyist, 

wD-~ led [he Demoera Lie Party and 5opse~-~tehed among White 

:Da~d Sire, a :Father of E~tv~ro]tmental Law, Dies 

at 9~ 

Mr. Sive argued preeedent.-setting eases and helped establish a 

sh’ing cd envh~nmenta~ advocacy groups Mae~ such issues had 

bata’ly pene~’ated public eonsdousness. 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Russia and the G~’oup of 8 

The way forward in dealing with the annexation of Crimea from Ukraine will 

require a unified fr,-mt, skrong economic sanctions and dialogueo 

, Hurricane Sandy and New Jersey’s Poor 

~ Revisitin9 Gandhi, on the Banks of the Sabalmati 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A~er the Protests 

Soda] media is fue}ing a boom-and-bust cycle of political 

activism. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

T~ I.,owe~’s Bi~-~hra~e 

M~,: shows bke "16 and Pt’eg~;ant" and the "Teen 

franchise may be as efl~x:tive a ~ool as condoms o[" the pill 

~ CoJumni~ Page ] BIog 

OP-ED [ LINDA GREENHOUSE 

What L~es Bequeath 

It can be d~fficult when rx;ad~ng an opinion fl’om the 5up~’eme 

Court 1o understand Lhe ceal-.wo~’ld context of ~Ls dedsb-~n. 

..... Greenh 

o se 

For mere oginion go to NYTirnes.comfOpinion ~> 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy thie Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

[]     iI .~; ’~"’"~ I 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone® l iPad® Android I All 

Save 15% al The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit ou~ mobile website at 
He{p Section ,~ ’ m.nyt,com >> 

About This Ernail 

Ti~is is an automated emaiL Please do not reply directly to this email 

You received this message because you signed up for N"WTimes.cem:s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. 
As a member of ti~e TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protectin9 your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your Email i Privacy Policy I Con~ct i Advertise 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA/Association for the Study of the Middle Easl and Africa <info=asmeascholars.ovg@mai133.af131 .mcdlv.net> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 10:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

DEADL1NE TOMORROW: Reseaxch Grants to Clo~! 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

RESEARCH GRANTS 2014 

The resealch grant deadline has been extended to Friday, March 21! 

The Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa (ASMEA) is pleased to offer 
research grants of up to $2,500 to qualified professors and students engaged in the study of 
the Middle East and Africa= 

To stimulate new and diverse I#~es of discourse about the Middle East and Africa, the 
Research Grants program seeks to support research on topics that deserve greater 
attention, The topic areas and sub-topics are intended as a guide for participants in the 
program and constitute the types of subjects that ASMEA intends to support in this program, 
Applicants may submit paper proposals on any topic as long as it is relevant to the six broad 
areas outlined, and constitutes new and original research. 

VIEW RESEARCH TOPICS 

To apply for the ASMEA Research Grant: 

* Applicants must be engaged in ongoing study of the Middle East or Africa. Applicants may be 
affiliated with any academic discipline. 

¯ Applications must be accompanied by a paper proposal that represents new and un- 
published research and is relevant to the qualif3,ing research areas designated by ASMEA. 

¯ Applicants must submit a brief letter of reference from their department chair. Students also 
must submit proof of enrollment and expected graduation date. 

* Applications will be accepted only from ASMEA members. To join ASMEA and learn more 
about membership with ASMEA, click here 

Applications will be accepted onlyvia the ASMEAwebsite. 

¯ Successful applicants will be required to present their research at the Seventh Annuai 
ASMEA Conference on October 30-November 1, 2014 in Washington, D,C, and provide 
ASMEA the right of first refusal for potential publication in the peeroreviewed Journal of the 
Middle East and Africa. 

The application deadline is Friday, March 21, 2014. 

¯ Applicants may use grants to cover any costs associated with conducting research for the 
specified proposal. 

Submit your paper proposal before applying for the research grant. 

Download the 2014 Research Grant Flyer. 



Questions or comments can be directed to info@asmeascholars,org or 202-429-8860. 

~,asmea~hola~,or~ 

U nsubscribe eunice@email unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www asmeascholars.org 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, CC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2014 ASMEA Affrights reserved. 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Simplistic interpFetations of the uprisin.q tha~ has been 

.sh~,ki,,g the.~ An-~b wo,ld since a young s~ree~ 

Nmself on fi,e in Central Tunisia, on 17 

economic ~eatures that hampeF the region’s developmen~ and 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~.:)r,/ ~ outh unemployment. The sponsoring of the Mus~m 

Brotherhood by the Ernir~te of a~t~r and its influen~iM 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anderson, Barbara S <b anderson@unc.edu7 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 11:48 AM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc thculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[a~ thcul~] Malawi/Chichewa Language Workshop 

Introduction to Malawi: A Workshop on Chichewa Language and Malawi Culture. 

When: Thursdays - March 27~, April 3rd, April 10~h & April 17~h from 5:30 pm -7:30 pm. 
Location: UNC ..C.~i[[i...n..g~.~..c~h.~9~.~..~.f.~.C.~I.9..~r.a)-.P..t.~.I..i.~.~£~h, Room TBD. 
This four-part workshop will focus on introductory Chichewa greetings and linguistics, medical interview vocabulary, and cultural 
sensitivity in health services for UNC students, staff and faculty plalming research, service or internships in Malawi. Workshop 
sessions cover elementary language construction, health and cultural training, as well as brief presentations on the history, geography, 
politics and economy of Malawi. Participants will be provided soft copies of readings and basic language material. Dinner will be 
provided. Attendance at a milfinram of 3 sessions is required. 
Space is limited - please register by emailing at @unc.edu. Also contact for additional 
questions or concerns. 
<! -- [if ! supportLineBreakNewLine]--> 
<!--[endiq--> 
This workshop is sponsored by the UNC Institute for Global Health & Infectious Diseases (http:iiglobalhealth.unc.edui) and the 
UNC African Studies Center (http:iiafrica.unc.eduimdex.asp) 

<!--[if !vml]--> <!--[endifl--> 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

A~r~can St~ldies Cent~’~, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

h t: t:p : //africa. unc. edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:00 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu> 

AAAD extreme interest tbr Dr. Sable, Dr. Porter - Fwd: [communication-studies-graduate] 

in NC 

:Wiki Edit-a-than @JNC: Af-Am history 

Wannest Greetings Mwalima & Professor Sahle, Professor Porter, 

I thought you would find this of great interest for yonr students and faculU. 

Just wanted to advertise the below V¢ikipedia mass edit of African-:%-nerican history h~ North Carolina on         and to send words of enconragement 

abont the incredible AAAD ottErings through time, so you can be remiMed (in the tough times!) of what tx~werful, substantive work "the Deparl~nent’s gifted t~cul~ 

ol~[~r. 

I ~y this. because the below invitation reminds of a wonderthl learning opportunity Dr. Porter taught me (and       ) one of the best courses we’ve ever 
been in, in which we read vm~ious Encyclopedias of US Histoly (broadly), a~d edited in live discussion + extended research what our selninax found as the 

missing links in Affica~-Amefican history specifically. A true highli~lt of,ny m~dergraduate caxeer (to include students operating at the graduate level in their 

ana]yses); this was tbllowing his African Studies intro course my firs~t year, which got me into the learning which has now shaped a lifeti,ne! (including then joining 

to s~dy with you, Dr. Sable). 

.... a highlight, as are a]l the classes with Dr. Porter, regarded mnong all s~adents I’ve s~died with, and talked with since! :) Guided by his passion and axticulate 

commitment to teaching rich, engaging facts and contexts of histoU in ways that students will remember (attempting the encyclopedic knowledge of African + 

African-American histoo~ he himself performs!) 

Ok, that’s the message tbr today! Jus~t had to share, because these "things resemble one another so closely. I hope Dr. Porter, that you can share this with your current 

studenLs, if not already involved. 

Respect a~d gratitude to all, 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:                            ~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: [communication-studies-graduate]     Wiki Edit-a-thon @UNC: Af-Am history in NC 
Date:              at 11:33:11 AM EDT 
To: communication-studies-graduate <communication-studies-qraduate@listserv.unc.edu> 

Cc: "communication-studies-faculty@listserv.unc.edu" <communication-studies-faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 
Reply-To:                            @email.unc.edu> 

On        , the North Carolina collection will host its second Wikipedia edit-a-thon. We’ll meet in Wilson Library and use collection materials to create, update, 
and improve articles about people, places, events, and organizations associated with African American history in North Carolina. 

Everyone is welcome, even if you’ve never edited Wikipedia before. Staff will be on hand to help you find books and articles on topics that interest you, and to 
help you with Wikipedia edits. 

Refreshments will be provided, and tours of Wilson Library will be given throughout the event. 

The event is open from :k00 to 4:30. Feel free to arrive and leave whenever it suits you. 

Please bring a laptop if possible. 

More details and RSVP list on the event page at hI~‘‘~s:h,‘‘~n.wiki~‘~‘~iz.‘:~r‘‘~.~,v~4ki/W~kip~‘,diz:M‘~‘~tu~/UNC-~dit~h~ .there’s also a Facebook event. 

<UI> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<!ul> 

communication-studies-graduate as: <a href="mailto: ,~. u nc.ed u"> ~unc.edu</a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural Diplomaw <annouucments 1 @culturJdiplomacy.org> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 2:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

Call for Applications - The International SymF,osium ou Cultural Diplomacy in Atiica 2014 (Addis Ababa: July 25th - 28th, 2014) 

CALL FOR APPL ~,CA TTONS 

Forthcoming Academic Programs & International Conferences 
The International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Africa 2014 

(Addis Ababa: July 25th - 28th, 2014) 

Dea~ Sir/Madam, 
I am contading you on the behalf of the ~nstitute ~or Cu~urs~ D~plomacy, to bring to your attention a number of new and exciting educational and professbnN development 
oppo~tuNties ~n the fieM of Cultural Dipbmacy and re~ated f~elds, as well as information about our upcoming IntematbnN Conference and Weeklong Seminars, to be hosted by 
the Academy for Cultural Diplomacy in pa~nemhip with other leading organizations. You can learn more about these oppo~unifies and programs by reading the information 
shown below. We would be extremely grateful if this announcement could be shared with your colleagues, students and other interested pa~ies by fom~arding the information 
provided bebw. 
For any fu~her information or fudher enquiries, p~ease send ~s an email to info@culturaMiplomacy.org 
With warm regards, 
Mark C, Donf~ied 
Director General 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

info@culturaldipbmacy or9 
www.culturaldiplomacv or~ 
Wh~t /~ Cu]~un~] D~o~Om~cy? Click Here 

CALL FOR APPL/CAYi©NS 

To view #~e complete, recently announced ICD calendar of p~ograms and events for2014, please click here. 

See also: _w__y_L~LLc__d_z_c___o__n__f__e_£_e__n__~_e_:_s_:9__rfl 
The Academy for Cultural Diplomacy organizes a number of international conferences, which take place throughout the year and around the world. The conferences provide an 

oppoilunity for larger audiences to actively participate and engage in lectures, debates and discussions featuring high-profile figures from the fields of international politics, 
diplomacy, culture, academia, and the private sector. 

The Strasbourg Conference on International Law & Human Rights 

(St~sbourg; France, April 14th - 16th, 2014) 

Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy & Religion 2014 

(Rome; March 31st-April 3rd, 2014) 
w,^~v interfaithdialogue de 

The Seychelles African Economics Congress 2014 

"~e~,adve So~ttie~s for Afric~ l.~ch~sive 
rd    th (The Seychelles, Victoria; May 3 - 6 , 2014) 

www SeychellesCon.q ress.or.q 

The Mternational Symposium on Cultural Di#omacy in Africa 2014 

~’cot:~o~’nic BHdge~ ~o E~ff~at~ce African S~tait~aMe Deve~,oprz~ent at~d Ecet~o~dc 
(Addis Ababa: July 25th - 28th, 2014) 

vwvwJcd-international-sy mposiu m-africa 

International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the USA 
"us Cultura~ Dip~en~acy i~ Practice: Building Ct~ltur~. Brid~es to Stre~g*Jle~ the Relationships be~ee~ A~erica and the Globa~ 

(Washington DC. & NewYork City; July 07th -11th, 2014) 

www.icd-internationals~/mposiu m.org 

wwM~’.ccds-berlin.de 
The Cen~er lot Cultural Diplomacy S~udies, el the Academy for Cultural Diplomacy offers educational and ptoiessionai development oppor[unNes iot individuals pursuing 
careers in academia, diplomacy, government, and/or the private sector, related either wholly or in pall to the field of Cultural Diplomacy. The CCDS programs are divided into 
the following categories: Dk~tance Learning Courses, Professional Development Certificate Programs, and Degree Programs in Cultural Diplomacy. 

BA Program 0~ Political Science with concentration on Cultural Diplomacy 



o Combined BA-MA P~og~am in Political Science, Global Governance and Cultural Diplomacy 

~ One Year MA in International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

* One Year MA ie G#bal Governance & Cultural Diplomacy 

~ MA in G#bafzation & Cultural Diplomacy wi#~ concentration on International Relations 

~ MA Program in Anaemic Philosophy wi#~ a Concentration in Cultural Diplomacy 

* MA in International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

~ MA ie International Economics & Cu#u~al Diplomacy 

* Online MA in International Relations & Cu#ural Diplomacy 

~ PhD Pr~ram ie International Relation & Cultural Dip#macy 

~.ccds-bedin de 
The Cerfier for CulhJral Dipk)macy S~udies (CCDS) has designed ~ ~a~]ge of Certificate Programs, wMch include ~he main fieids ;f ~esearch and acl:~vity ~n cultural diplomacy: 

* International Relations & Cultural Dip#macy 

. Giebal Governance & Cultural Diplomacy 

. Cultural Diplomacy & Conflict Zone Mediation 

. Cultural Dip#macy, Sustainable Development & #te Global Markets 

. CulturalDiplomacy&#~eEu~pean-A#icanAfliance 

. Week#rig Seminars in Cultural Dip#macy 

~ __~2__:_c___c__d_:~_:_d__ Ls__t__a__n___c__e__: [ _e_ _ _a_ _r_ _n_ i _n_ _q :__d__e_. 

~ International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

~ Global Governance & Cultural Diplomacy 

~ Cultural Dipiemacy, SustainabN~ Development & the Global Markets 

~ Cultural D~piemacy & #~e New Mec#a 

~ CulturaiDiplomacy&ContlictZoneMediation 

® Cultural Diplomacy for Diplomats 

(Next Programs: Brusseis: May 07ih -10th, 2014’) 
www.oyed.or.~ 

The OYED Young Leaders’ Forums are international networks of like-minded young individuals with an interest in developing, supporting, and sustaining intercultural relations. 
Over ~he past decade, the OYED Young Leaders’ Forums have grown ~o become one of Europe’s larges~ #~dependent, cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that 
facilitate interaction among young individuals of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds frem across the world. 

® Cultural Diplomacy ie Europe 
* The United States Meets Europe 
* Europe Meets Latin America 

* Europe Meets Russia 
~ EuPape meets China 
~ Africa Meets Europe 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 2:55 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Old Student 

Good afternoon Professor SaNe, 

I am not sure if you will remember me as you have so many students to be concerned with, but I took AAAD    with you last semester, 

This semester I am taking ANTH                                  with Professor Middleton and we are required to write a final paper on 

one of several topics of our choosing. I have chosen to write my paper on "The Past in the Present" which is to examine a residue of colonialism in the 

modern world and I remember being extremely interested in the topic of neocolonial trade imbalance, particularly the documentary on Ethiopian coffee 

farmers. I realize how busy you are with your currently enrolled students as it is, but I was wondering if there was possibly a time when you could meet 

with me for no more than a half hour to help me refresh my memory on the topic. I understand if you have too little time, particularly because the end of 

the semester is nearing, but I really enjoyed your course last semester and would like to bring some of what I have learned into my new course and further 

examine it. If there is anyway I could maybe stop by your office hours, whatever times they might be, I would greatly appreciate it, but I understand if they 

are too busy as it is. 

Thankyou, 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 3:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

GAGS Colloquium Poster 

poster3.pdf 

Eunice, 

We’ve finally completed the flyer for the GAGS colloquium in partnership with the African Diaspora Conference. I’ve attached a pdf copy and will be 

dropping off some hard copies soon. 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 11:09 AM 

To; 

Co: @yahoo.com 

Subject: Re: Introductions + poster for GAGS 

Hi, 

I change the detaiis which     mentioned. 

You can find the last form of Poster in the attachment. 

Have a nice day. 

@gmail.com> 

On Thu, at 10:41 AM, @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Poster 3 looks wonderfu!! Do you have time to make a few edita before this afternoon? 
I think the title needs to be emphasized a little more, and the font for the location should be the same color as the others so it doesn’t stick out so much. 
Other than that, it looks great! 

, will you print these before the colloquium tomorrow? I will be on campus a few hours before if you need to hand them off to me. Save the receipt! 
Thanks everyone :) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Seat: Wednesday, 6:50 PN 
To: 
Cc: ,~. yahoo.com 

Subject: Re: Introductions + poster for GAGS 

Hi, 

I design the thild alternative according to last critics. You can fiud it in tt~e attachment. I got fhe colors from art piece. 

I hope you will like it. I aJso will change alternative no:2 

and lonighl ~u can make a decision. 

The msohNon is 150 dpi and enough tbr printing and the size is: 11" 17 inches-3rd alternative:Horizontal- 2nd : vertical 

Hope to see you soon. 

On Wed, at 12:40 PM, ~ ~ema~l.unc.edu > wrote: 

These are awesome posters, you’re so talented, wow! 

Out priority for the poster is to communicate the information, but also to highlight       arb/¢ork. She’s created this art just for and inspired by this event, so we’d like 
it to be preserved in its original form as much as possible. I agree with     that the first poster definitely won’t work for that reason. 

I’d like to ask you to give us 2 different options to choose from: 
1) Keep the second poster design as is, with some minor modifications in the text (listed below) 
2) Give us a different design that keeps ar~qork whole, with the text in a separate area (so maybe make the poster horizontally with art on left and text on 
right?) 

That way we can see whid~ design we prefer and then decide. 
Also, we’ll be printing them legal paper sized so keep that in mind for clarity/text size. 

Edits for text, regardless of the design: 

~ Hake sure the time & date are easier to read, keeping them with the location (and no period at the end of the time). 
* Panelists: Renee’s last name is "Craft" (no s at the end). 
* Add "Poetry by C3. Suitt" to the Panelists tab, so they’re listed together 
* "Artwork by       .." should be listed alongside "Poster design by..." so it’s clearly they’re both talking about the poster 

* You can take out the Organizers text with mine and       names to cut down on text. 
* Leave the other tab that says "Organized by the Graduate~.. GAGS" and add: "in partnership with the Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies’ 



2nd Global Africans Studies Annual Conference" 

]]~afs even/thing I think. ]hank you again! Let’s decide by tonight is possible so you have time for Anal edits :) 

XOXO 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:07 PM 

To: 
Cc: @yahoo.corn 

Subject: RE: Introductions + poster for GAGS 

Thanks for your quick work. l-he first poster is awesome, but I do not know if it will be a problem that the designs alters her original work. 
thoughts? I also like the second one, but can you change the "5pm" at the top and the "Geography Students:’ at the bottom to black font? 

your thoughts. 

your 

From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, :11:05 PM 

To; 

Cc: ~yahoo.com; 

Subject: Re: Introductions + poster for GAGS 

Hi, 

I worked on two initial idea. You can find them in attachment. Critics wiil help me for finalize the poster. 

Have a nice night. 

On Tue, , at 11:08 AM, ~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
q1~anks for all the thought and reflection you put into your work Of course we understand. 

please note       preference, let, s use just one piece for the poster. If neither of you has a preference, I think we should go with the "See Then Now" 
piece, Preferably most of the poster should be the artwork, with the information we had provided on there clearly. 

: thank you again for doing this, we really appreciate it! Do you think you can get us a rough version tomorrow so we can see if we missed any information 
and get it to you before you finalize? 
Thanks all :) 

From: @yahoo.corn I ,~. vahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:53 AM 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: Re: Introductions + poster for GAGS 

Gme*.ings mzeryone! 

Thank you all so much fbr the lovely corapliments, I’m so hapw that my tiny lil’ pieces are appmcialed~ The process ofcma~ng 1hem- my general process of 
crcati~N is e:~vmely ~rso~ml; I used m?, intimate eN~fiences has an immigrant m~d my owu ~ofl~em migratiou to guide me in telling the~ ~vo s~ories. Nong 

mfl~ the madiINs fhat    and      pmvi&d and Nso music, im~e~ migmto~’ stories and at the core the tran~tlanfic euslavement trade. 

I wanted to concepttMize mmefhing engaging, abstract, layered, and beamiful- them are other thiugs infused "(here about the past, present m~d possible futures 
regarding bla*:k geographies and the historical lens. All of this was done especially in the conte~ of the amazing work flint 3/all are creating and sharing. 

I say all this Ii)r background and insight to my love infiised whole creative process lhat I do not wish to be re;~ssembled in any way and would want one of the 
images to be used in whole for the poster. I have morn lo share about this in lhe framework of reconstruction but I’ll end hem because I tried m exercise brevity 
said clemly thiled- lol. Thank you all tbr sharing your ~oughts. I’m so happy *.he art is done and look forward k~ seeing the final poster. Lol 

Peace, 

Seut on fl~e Sprintf~7, Now Network from my BlackBeiD’(~? 

From:" ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 13:57:24 +0000 

To: ~gmail.com> 

Ce: ~email.unc.edu>; 
Subject: RE: Introductions 4 poster tbr GAGS 

t,@~yahoo.com> 



I iook forward to seeing what you come up with. 

From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, [ 9:16 AM 

To; 

Subject: Re: Introductions + poster for GAGS 

Good morning 

I hope you arrived back town safely :) and your are fine. 

both images are very good. 

About the poster, we need to design something informative, simple, easy to read and understandable~ I think for designing the poster I wili use 

some details of both the images~ 

I wiil try to send some alternatives for tomorrow. 

Hope to see you soon. 

On :rue,             at 7:29 AM,                     _~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yeah these are lovely pieces. I don’t want to have to be the one to mal<e the decision. I mean I reaily like both. 

I will wait for words. 

From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:02 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Introductions + poster for GAGS 

these are gorgeous, evocative, inspiring. Thank you! 
poster? 
XOXO 

, do you prefer one of these? is there one that you think would work better on a 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Seat: Tuesday, 2:18 AM 

To: 

S,,bject: Re: Introductions + poster for GAGS 

Greetings everyone, 

Hope this finds y’all well. Please excuse the delay. I’m attaching two images, hope you enjoy them. 

On Friday, 3:39 PM, 

Greetings All! 
@yahoo.com> wrote: 

Thanks for the introductions     I’m working on the original art for the poster and am positive that I will be 
finished by the    and will be sure to communicate if I’m delayed for any reason. I’ll send y’all a high res image 
when I’m done so that         could work her magic. 

Peace, 

On Tuesday, 6:58 PM, ,i~,qmail.com> wrote: 

Dear all, 
I am ready to help you. I will design you a poster but I need confirmation before printing. I will send you some alternatives during holiday 
and then we can talk about them. 
Nice to meet you 
Hope to see you soon. 



On Tue, at 2:53 PM, @email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear & 

Thank you both so much for agreeing to work on this poster for our colloquium! 

an amazing artist and we are very honored that she’s creating work to commemorate our event (see 

http://brassybrown.com! "nakes-art-for-the-spiritD. a talented designer and graphic artist and has 
very sweetly volunteered to do this for us (plus her is a fellow grad student in our department!). 

, I think I had mentioned our deadline of          or even a few days earlier - you can send the image to 
, would you be able to finish the poster by          That would give us time to do the printing, before the 

everyone? may have other posters or ideas for design if you are able to incorporate. 

(and please copy us too). 
Does this timeline work for 

& I will be traveling until         , and probably neither of us will have email access much. So we wanted to get this out to you before we leave. I think 

all the info should be on here, we can do a final check once we get back and make sure none of the information has changed. 

Much love, 

Information for the poster 
* We’re envisioning a color poster, that we can post up (would that be legal size - 11x177 or is there some other standard? 13x15?) 
* Vertical preferably but whatever you think is best 
* Title: Politics and Poetics: A Conversation on Black Geographies 
* Friday,           .3:30 - 5 pm. 
* The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History, Hitchcock Room 
* Artwork by                        ; poster design 
* Panelists: Alexis Pauline Gumbs, Howard Craft, Renee Alexander Crafts 
* Poetry by C.J. Suitt 
* Organized by the Graduate Association of Geography Students (GAGS) 
* Sponsors: Graduate and Professional Student Federation, the Stone Center, and the Department of Geography, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Industrial Designer 

Industrial Designer 

Industrial Designer 

Industrial Designer 

Industrial Designer 





From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 5:44 PM 

To: ~gmafil.com> 

Subje~: Geuera~l Education Requirements Survey 

To Whom It May Concern, 

Although we sent this email before spring break, we are sending it once more to ensure that these surveys get sent to each departments’ student and 
faculty Listservs. These surveys are crucial in advancing the Lambden Administration’s goal to review general education requirements at Carolina, and 
Student Government would greatly appreciate it if you would take a few minutes to send the necessary emails. 

The Lambden Administration and the Curriculum Review Board are conducting a student and faculty review of general education requirements to help 
shape academic planning at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
The Academic Affairs Committee, in conjunction with the Executive Board Officers, has created two general education requirements surveys. One of these 
surveys was created for students, and the other for faculty members 
The goal is to gather student and faculty public opinion regarding the general education requirements currently in place. Your input has real potential to 
change these requirements for the better. 
We would greatly appreciate your help in sending this survey campus-wide. If you could send the respective surveys along with the information above to 
your student and faculty Listervs, that would be great. We want to ensure that students receive the student survey, and the faculty members receive the 
faculty survey. 
Please note that particular general education requirements will not be immediately cut or drastically altered. These surveys are purely informational for the 
time being. 
Here are the links to the surveys: 
Student Survey: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1 pyPo3QrTLdOckM72vpRX145K7_QKj6ult18TXOAKsWs!viewform 
Faculty Survey: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1M4yObkLvd2SLX861zObEOc7Belqi_ewlC8oyBg38Yol/viewform 
Thank you for your time and help in advancing the goals of the Lambden Administration and the Curriculum Review Board. Please do not hesitate to email 
the Academic Affairs Committee at ~ ~gmail.com with any questions or concerns. 
Sincerely yours, 
The Academic Affairs Committee 
Executive Branch of Student Government 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, i 8:06 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Geueral Education Requirements Survey 

To Whom It May Concern, 

Please disregard the previous email with the same message. The links in the body of the email were not functional. The ones below are now working 

correctly. 

Although we sent this email before spring break, we are sending it once more to ensure that these surveys get sent to each departments’ student and 
faculty Listservs. These surveys are crucial in advancing the Lambden Administration’s goal to review general education requirements at Carolina, and 
Student Government would greatly appreciate it if you would take a few minutes to send the necessary emails. 

The Lambden Administration and the Curriculum Review Board are conducting a student and faculty review of general education requirements to help 
shape academic planning at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
The Academic Affairs Committee, in conjunction with the Executive Board Officers, has created two general education requirements surveys. One of these 
surveys was created for students, and the other for faculty members 
The goal is to gather student and faculty public opinion regarding the general education requirements currently in place. Your input has real potential to 
change these requirements for the better. 
We would greatly appreciate your help in sending this survey campus-wide. If you could send the respective surveys along with the information above to 
your student and faculty Listervs, that would be great. We want to ensure that students receive the student survey, and the faculty members receive the 
faculty survey. 
Please note that particular general education requirements will not be immediately cut or drastically altered. These surveys are purely informational for the 
time being. 
Here are the links to the surveys: 
Student Survey: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1 pyPo3QrTLdOckM72vpRX145K7_QKj6ult18TXOAKsWs!viewform 
Faculty Survey: https:/idocs.google.comiforms/d/1M4yObkLvd2SLX861zObEOc7Belqi_ewlC8oyBg38Yol/viewform 
Thank you for your time and help in advancing the goals of the Lambden Administration and the Curriculum Review Board. Please do not hesitate to email 
the Academic Affairs Committee at ~gmail.com with any questions or concerns. 
Sincerely yours, 
The Academic Affairs Committee 
Executive Branch of Student Government 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Escobar, A~ro <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 10:58 AM 

@gmaJl.com 

Felix Dodds < >; Osterweil, Michal <osterwei@emaJl.unc.edu>; Escobar, Arturo <ae~obar@emaJl.unc.edu>; Sable, 
Ennice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Reyes, Alvaxo Andies <alwxoax@email.unc.edu> 

FNV: Monday event / Sustainable Development indicators 

SDSN Indicators for Sustainable Development Goals, AK comments, 13.3.2014.doc; Sustainable Development (Post-2015) reports, 

critique, Ashish Kothari, July 2013.pdf; SDSN-indicator-report-DRAFT-for-consultation.pdf 

Dear Herman. Hello, Felix: 

Thanks for asking Felix whether he would be willing to give a shor~ comment 

at Monday’s event with Gustavo Esteva. Of course, that would be an addition 
to the event, and a five-rain commentary for be perfect. I don’t know 
how much Felix knows about Gustavo. Gustavo is a very radical critic of 
development. 

To set the context a bit more: As you know, I suggested to Gustavo making some reference to 
Tariq Banuri’s Editorial in the journal Development as he became the new editor. 
Both Gustavo and I have worked with the journal in the past and know Tariq. 
I think Tariq is trying to perform a difficult balancing act in his text, 
that is, trying to please (or not to alienate at least) some mainstream development 
actors (chiefly, UNDP; but he was Director of the Division of Sust Dev at the UN prior 
to Rio + 20), while pushing them to think beyond the frame along with more critical perspectives. 

Two days ago I got the enclosed message and texts from Ashis Kothari, whom we know 
and perhaps Felix, too. I forwarded to Gustavo as well. I have not read it, but Gustavo 
might refer to it as well. 

See you on Monday, 

arturo 

From: ICCA_Consortium@googlegroups.com [ICCA_Consortium@googlegroups.com] on behalf of Ashish Kothari [, ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Monday, March J.7, 20:14 :[2:42 PM 

To-" ICCA Consortium full; RED listserve; KV Full 
Subject-" Sustainable Development indicators 

Dear colleagues, 
pl. see attached a recent report of the Sustainable Development Solutions Network on a set of 100 indicators for ’sustainable development’, 
leading up to the post-2015 development goals. Also attached are my cormnents on this document, communicated to SDSN on a phone 
conference and then in writing. 

Also sent to them is an earlier critique of two UN reports on the post-2015 agenda, which is important to read as context to the above. 

For ICCA Consortium folks, pl. note the point re. PAs and ICCAs in the comments on the SDSN report. I think its important to keep 
bringing up this issue at all relevant forums, to balance the preponderance focus on particular notions of protected areas and the neglect of 
other forms of conservation/governance/management. 
Ashish 

Ashish Kothari 

KaipavrJksh 

Apt 5 Shree Datta Krupa 

908 Deccan Gymkhana 

Pb~r~e 411004, Ir~dia 

"_’el: 91-20-25654239; 91-20-25675450 

~s~,r. kalpavri ksh. orq 

ws,,s,,¢, i ccaconsort i um. 

You received this message becanse you are subscribed to the Google Groups "ICCA Consortium Members and Honorary members" group. 

To unsubscribe fioln tiffs group and stop receiving emails from ik send an email to ICCA Consortium ~unsubscribe(~p, ooglep, roups.com. 

For more options, visit https://groups.google.con~/d/optout. 



Comments on ’Indicators for Sustainable Development Goals’ 
(SDSN report, Feb 2014) 

Ashish Kothari, Kalpavriksh, Pune, India 

13 March 2014 
@gmail.com 

General comments (relevant to full document): 

1. Respecting SDSN’s suggestion that we don’t open up the Goals/Targets, I am not 
commenting on these; however, I am attaching a critical note I had written on 
both the UN High Level Panel and SDSN reports on sustainable development 
brought out last year, to once again record my discomfort with some aspects of 
the overall approach taken. To some extent I will reflect a few of these points 
below, in so far as they can fit into the ’Indicators’ discussion. 

2. This draft is a very good beginning for a comprehensive, meaningful set of 
indicators. What follows is an attempt to make it more so. 

3. Before getting into the listing of indicators, it is important to discuss the 
governance of the indicators (related of course also to the governance of the 
Goals/Targets in general): who decides, who implements, who monitors, who 
reports? Left to governments alone, all these will remain partial and will miss out 
on the expertise and experience of the public, apart from being undemocratic. In 
relation to Pg. 5 Lines 35-44 and Pg. 6 Lines 34-onwards, it is important to stress 
that all stages of this process need to be participatory, involving various sections 
of the public, and not be restricted to only government or a small set of ’experts’. 

4. Linked to this is another general point that relates also to the entire document: the 
importance of traditional or local knowledge. This is again for the full process, 
from setting the indicators to their use and reporting. Such knowledge and 
experience is relevant to all Goals/Targets, for instance the UN and other relevant 
bodies have long ago recognized the importance of such knowledge in the fields 
of health, education, and conservation. This must be stressed in the preambular 
texts to the Indicators, and in all relevant indicators, or as a cross-cutting 
indicator. Reference may also be made here to the volume ’Indicators Relevant 
for Indigenous Peoples: A Resource Book’, brought out in 2008 by Tebtebba 
Foundation with support from the Secretariat of the UN Permanent Forum on 
Indigenous Issues. 

5. Another crucial gap (in Goals/Targets and Indicators) is of culture, including the 
importance of cultural diversity and identity. This is a puzzling omission from 
virtually all the UN reports dealing with the post-2015 process. 

6. While it is acknowledged that indicators of various kinds are conflated here and it 
may not be possible to disaggregate them, it would still be important to at least 
point to the possibility of generating indicators at three levels: Policy, 
Programmatic, and Outcome. For instance, pl. see the attached paper on a 
Sustainability Framework for India, where this is done. As an example, for the 
target of equitable access to sustainable energy, the Policy indicator would be 
existence of a law or policy on this subject, the Programme indicator would be 



existence of government schemes to support such access, and the Outcome 
indicator would be the % of population covered by such access. Even if this kind 
of disaggregation is not possible globally (though I am not convinced it is not), it 
can be attempted at national level, and this document should point to its 
possibility. 

Specific comments (relevant to particular sections): 

Goal 2, Target 02a: Given that this goal is about development within planetary 
boundaries, it is a contradiction to leave completely open the issue of income levels. In 
other words, without some kind of income limits, how will consumption (of various 
kinds) be curtailed? Increasing research also shows that there is no necessary co-relation 
between increasing financial wealth and other aspects of well-being (especially beyond a 
certain level), so this lack of limits may well also contradict the goal/indicators on well- 
being. The target/indicator needs to reflect the need for income limits. 

Goal 2: the existence of sectoral, cumulative, and proj ect-related environmental impact 
assessments, and statutory environmental approval processes for development proj ects, 
should be added as a specific indicator. 

Goal 2, Target 02b: All the indicators given here are related to climate change; there 
needs to be at least one for other aspects, such as chemical pollution, or the hydrological 
cycle. 

Goal 2: It is unfortunate that no specific target/indicators are included for cutting down of 
the significant overconsumption of the global North, though other aspects of sustainable 
consumption are given in other Goals/Targets. There has been a consistently soft 
approach towards the rich (as towards the corporate sector), in the UN reports on the 
post-2015 process, which is unjustified given their disproportionate role in 
unsustainability. P1. see attached a piece on the need to develop a Sustainable 
Development Line, which could be a composite of indicators. 

Goal 4: Indicators related to forcible displacement and dispossession need to be added, 
using the best available definition of these terms within the UN system. Such processes 
are widespread and constitute major human rights violations. The indicator could be 
about the numbers of people being forcibly displaced or dispossessed, with the term 
’forcible’ being defined in a broad sense that includes creating conditions by which 
people are forced to themselves ask for relocation (which is then classified by 
governments as ’consent’). This should have been a specific target, else could go into 
Target 04a or 04c. 

Goal 5, Target 05c: It is good that ’subjective well-being’ has been included; however 
without disaggregation of some kind, e.g. into social relations, satisfaction, happiness, 
etc, it could turn out to be too reductionist or complex to be useful. 



Goal 6: pl. add within or in addition to agriculture/cultivation, the livelihoods of 
pastoralism, fisheries, and hunting-gathering, which continue to be widespread in many 
parts of the world and which face severe threats and marginalization. 

Goal 6, Target 06a: A specific indicator on the % of agricultural area under organic 
cultivation should be added, possibly replacing nitrogen use efficiency. Another on the 
extent of agricultural biodiversity (or the extent of threatened agrobiodiversity) could be 
added, given the widespread and dangerous monoculturisation of agriculture that has 
otherwise taken place. 

Goal 8, Target 08a: A crucial indicator here would be the % of renewable energy, and in 
particular the % of decentralised renewable energy, within the overall energy mix. 

Goal 9, Target 09a: It is not clear why oceans and forests have been singled out, omitting 
freshwater wetlands, and grasslands? Note that for different countries, different 
ecosystems may be crucial or predominant; in some cases neither oceans nor forests may 
be so relevant. 

Goal 9, Target 09a: In relation to protected areas, pl. note that the CBD Aichi Target 11 is 
about both ’protected areas’ and ’other effective area-based conservation measures’ (this 
is missing in the description on pp. 111-12). This would include a wide range of 
conservation initiatives by a variety of actors, including not only governments but also 
indigenous peoples, local communities, and others. In particular I would point to the 
increasing literature on ICCAs, or Indigenous Peoples and Community Conserved 
Territories and Areas (see for instance www.iccaforumorg). The indicator should reflect 
this wider concept and practice. 

Goal 9, Target 09c: In relation to ’Access to land’, one of the most important indicators is 
the extent of tenurial security, especially community tenure to lands. This of course is 
also related to Goal 4, and is crucial to many other Goals, so perhaps could also be cross- 
cutting. Moreover, while land is mentioned here, equally important is secure tenure to 
natural resources such as forest, aquatic and others. 

Goal 10: The existence of empowered local institutions of governance, related to 
decentralised, direct democracy, should have been a specific Target under this Goal; 
however it could still be brought in as an indicator. How would governance be 
’transformed’ without such enabling of grassroots democracy? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 3:05 PM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.m~c.edu> 

a.scsmdents@listserv.tmc.edu; asc event@listserv.unc.edu 

[asc facul~’] April Events with the ASC 

The first week in April has an abunde~ce of veW promising events tbr the African Studies Center. Full de’rail s can be tbund on our Events Calendeac. Please j oin us’. 

"Remembering Rwanda" Presentatious on the repercussions of the 1994 genocide with Professors Bereket Selassie and Georges Nzougola. 
April 2, 3-Spm, 4003 FedEx GEC 

"The Story of Cities: Global and Local Perspectives on the Quest for Sustainable Commtmities" Globai Sus~tainabili~ Symposimn 
Weduesday, April 2, 2014 - Thursday, April 3, 2014 

’WVater, Health and Environment: Experiences froln African, African .Mnerican and Diaspora Geograplfies" AAAD Department Conference 
April 3, 5:30-7:30pm; April 4, 9:15am-7:30pm; April 5, 9:15am-lpm, multiple locations. 

"Ndson Mandela Lunch Series" with Professors Ken Broun and Bereket Selassie 
April 7, 12-1:30pm, 4003 FedEx GEC 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lectb~rer, Department of African, African ~%k~erican, 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of N~rth Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2~02 fax 

b anderson@unc, edu 

http : /!africa. unc. edu! 

aRd Diaspora S~udies 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 3:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Russia’s Shifting of Border Force Stirs U.S. Worry 

Today’s Headlines  o,o 0oy,  0,4 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business SpoAs ,Arts ~rrsvel ~ [odsy’s Video 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

Russia’s Shif~lig of Border :Force Stirs 

The national security adviser, Susan E. I~ee, expressed 

skepticism that h’oop movements on the ])order or" so~ther~ a~d 

ea stern Ukrai n e were merdy trai nin g exercises. 

With die onset of sanctions, Russia’s stock indexes opened 

sharl~ly h:~wer and agencies threatened to cut the country’s 

creditworthiness, but President Vladimir V. Pudn’s oligarchs 

stood by him. 

Revelations of N oS.Ao Spying Cost U.S. Tech 

Compmfies 

:Mne~ea’s cloud computing industry could lose biI]ions ~ff dollars 

in business beeanse of the government’s sm’vdllanee program. 

soldiers 
digging 

~er mere tei-) news. ~r) te NYTimes.oom ~> 

Editors’ Picks 



DINING &WINE 

.Me~issa Clark makes a restaurant-worthy stiffly using toasted 

cumin aud Sichuan peppercorns for bigger, spicier flavors. 

~ Related .Articie 

OPINION I EDITORIAL NOTEBOOK 

iD~g C|m~’ehes, Revived ~n ~ F~sh 

Mass Mobs provide a welcome shot in the arm to dwindling 

eon~’ega[io~s. 

lamb ~ir 
-fry. 

LONNA KIN, who is diw)t’eed uu(tet’ Califoraia law l’t’om Meit’ Kin~ but ca~t’t remat’t’y 
because he has t’e[’~s~d her a "geL" as t’~q~dt’~t under O " ho~ ox ,l uish aw, ~(~ end the 

marriage - through he has remarried. 

Today’s Video 

Search 

ou the Miuute, more int’ormath:m on flae search for Malaysia 

Nflines Nighk 370, including the progress, the geopolitics at 

play at~d the limiB of the plane’s black box if it is found. 

~ v;D~o:A~ato~W of a Scene: ~Diverge~t~ 

Neil Burger narrakes a scene from his film starrit~g Shailene 

Wood]ey. 

Related .Articie 

Aus!ralia 

n Air 

The fmmder c~f the ba~d Grizzly Bear reflects o~ his musiea~ 

educatiou, songwfitiug and the band’s histo[3L 

World 

Illusion of Safeb, at _,~’ghm~ tI avert Is Nl~atltered 

A deadly attack by TNiban insurgeuts cm a Kabul hotel favored 

by Westerners az;d the Afgha[~ eli[e reirfforeed fears thak khe 

election to replace Preside~t Harold KarzaJ will be accompanied 

hy widening bloodshed. 



Russian Defitmee Is Seen as a Confidence 

The prosl.~ect of a deal brokered by Russian and Americal~ 

offidals to end the Syi~an war seems increasingly cemo~e, as 

bonds deepen between Mos~>w and Damascus. 

In Turkey, Twitter Roars After Efl~,ld to Block It 

Prime Mi~ister Reeep TaDip Erdogan’s I-~al~ drew international 

ouDage and was defied by Q~ousands of Turks, including 

President Abdullat~ Gul, wire protested .- using TwRter. 

ers of 

........ Turkish 

U,S, 

Students See Many Slights as Raeia~ 

’Micro~ggressions’ 

Blogs, papers and oLtmr projects have prompted wider 

d~seussiol~ of "microa~ressh:ma," remarks w~th a bas~s ~n racial, 

gen der or other stereotypes. 

, ~ Video: Comrrten~ That 

~ The Lede: Students Share Thek Experiences 

Selogeant Missing Since 1964 :Is Given Fmieral 

NeaHy 5o years after Staff SgL I/awrenee Woods of the United 

S~tes Army disappeared while l’ig~dng in the X,Setnam War, he 

was bu~ied at zM’lington National CemeteW. 

Unwilling to A||ow His V~’ife a :Divorce, He 

Mm’~’ies ,~mther 

Protesters hope ~o free a woman "e~ained" under Orthodox 

aew~sh law to a husband, even after a civil d~volve and his 

remat’tJage. 

Woods 

Business 

GoMds Bankrt~ptcy Drawn Into Defe~t 

Federal authorities are investigating wtmttmr the company failed 

to disclose Jl~ its lm~dmatq< bankruptcy filing the defects ttmt 

I H.~nders I 



have now led to the recall of 1,6 million ears. 

RETIRING 

Colph~g %Vhen Not En te~’h~g RetJ ~*emcnt Togcther 
L:y T.&RA S~E’:)~.L 

CoulA es n earing retirement must discuss ~ot on ly wh ether th ey 

have enongh, bnt wkat will kappen when tontines a~v difli~vnt 

and less money flows 

Lawmakers Attack Cost of New Hepatitis D~oug 

The eo~gressme~’s imtuhT about the $84,000 price for a 12-week eom’se of 

treatment spurred a sdI-off in bioteehnNoAy stocks on 

Sports 

MIDWEST: MERCER 78, DUKE 71 

With a senior-laden roster, Mercer, the 14th seed in the Midwest 

Region, eoolly l<*~oeked off No. 3 Duke, a perennial power, in 

Raleigh, N.C. 

, Mercer, on Big Stage, Shares Joy With a Dance 

~ [ennessee 86, MassachusefJ:s 67: After Playing hn, Tennessee Plays On 

~ Kentucky 56, Kansas State 49: Next U p for Kentucky: Wichita Sf~ate 

Mercer 

for~’~rd 

EAST: NORTH CAROLINA 79, PROVIDENCE 77 

N orth Ca~olh~a Edges Providence in Fh~al ..... cotto~,Bv~ I 
wh o 

James Michael MeAdoo made a go-.ahead free throw with 3.5 

seco~ds leR and a key rebom~d cm fl~e following play to help North ( :aro]~na to a 

n arrow 

Memphis 7!, George WasNngton 66: Memphis Struggles Past George VVashington 

iowa State 93. N.C. Central 75: Iowa State’s Opening Win is a Convincing One 

Virginia 70. Coas’~l Carolina 59: No. 1 Vhginia Survives Second.-Round Scare 

SOUTH: S.F. AUSTIN 77, V.C.U. 75 (or)                                7~{ 

Staggered by 4- Point Play, V.C.U. Is Sunk in 

OveNime 

A 3-pointer and free th~s~w wi~ 3.6 seconds left in regula’don 

helped Stepheu F. Ansfi~ overcome a late ]o-point deficit aud become the third 

No. ]~ seed to win in d~is year’s Round of 64. 

Kansas 80, Eastern Kentucky 69: Kansas Closes Out Eastern Kentucky 

Stanford 58, New Mexico 53: Stanford Sends New Mexico to Another Early Exit 

U.C.L.A. 76, Tulsa 59:20 Years kateL UCLA Knocks C~f ]ulsa 

Per mere spolts news, 90 to NYTimes.¢omtSports ~ 

Arts 

Detroit S,~wmphony :Dives Headlong Into 

Streaming 

After a bitter strike, the Detroit Symphony has the most 

ambitious fl’ee web-streaming program cg any m ajor Americm~ 

orchestra, as it tz~es to help seeurs; its future. 

Ar~istic Problems Delay Rockettes’ ’Hcar~ a~ad 

Lights’ Until 2o~ 5 

The Ro&e~es’ new h~a-teeh show, "Hea~ a~d Lights," whieh 

was supposed to open last week, u~ll be postponed undl 2o~5 

because it lleeds more work, prodllcers say. 

Wilson, 

left, and 

Da n 



ART REVIEW 

A Lens Cate]hes; a Pai~te~° Co~ve/0ts 

In "Regrets," a ~mw show at the Museum of Modern A~% Jasper 

drawings und p~nts on a phob)gruph of gudun l.k’eud. 

Travel 

i~ Seard~ of O~~ford 

Durting between pust and pr~sen t, the bookish and the bucolic, 

the author peels back laye~ of this quintessential college town. 

FOOTSTEPS 

Followf~g Dyla~ Thomas i~ "Wales 

A eentmy aflcr the late Welsh poet was born, visiting places 

where he lived~ wrote and stopped in for a pint (or more). 

3,5 Hours in Mexico C~ty 

Where to begin in the nea*qy 5oo-yea~old capital? This 

weekend itineraU can get you started, with stops at museums 

a~d markets, bars and bell towers. 

The 

Obituaries 

Mmo~oay Lo ~’~eide~tbaum, Reaga~ Economist, Dies 

at 87 

Mr. Weidenbaum was PresideuL Ronald Reagan’s ~rst chief 

economic udviser, and elevated government regulation of 

busi~mss to the foreDont of public poBey debate. 

Jack Fleck, %~ho Stole Hogan’s Moment, Dies at 

Fleck, little known until he defeated Ben Hogun in a playofl" at 

the 1955 Ullited States Open, weut o~ to win only ~’o more 

events on the regular PGA Tour. 

Howard H. Callaway, Strategist Who Helped 

G.OoPo Rise ~n South, Dies at 86 

He played leading roles h~ the presidential campaigns of Rid~ard 

M. Nixon and Gerald R. D~rd and setwed as secretsU of the 

,M’my under both. 

: Weiden 

baum 

..... : Flack 

For more ebitua:ies, go to NYTimee,eom;Obituariee ~ 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Health Cmoe Carieatm’e 

Hardship exemptions won’t under,nine health care reforms, as Republican 

leaders conte~d. 

~ turkey’s Move to Silence lwiRer 

~ A Women’s History MLJseum, at Last? 

~ Editorial Notebook: Dyin9 Churches, Revived in a Flash 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED I MANESSA BARBARA 

hwasive U,S. ~ntles ~ke all the good ~esti~g spots and basking 

sRes. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Whatever the congressman meant by me~ "i~ ironer cities," there 

is cla~ger where cover is given for conx~sive ideas. 

, Column~s~ Page 

OP-ED I TIMOTHY EGAN 

C~’eat~v~l-y ~,’s. Q~mnts 

To be origi~a 1, you ~aeed m essiness a~ad m agic, sere~ d:ilAb/a~d 

insanity. 

Fo; me;e oei¢~ioi~ go £o NYTimes.eom[Opinion >? 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pirll:eresl: 

Access The New York Times from a~ywhere with ,.)tar suite of apps: 

iPhond,~) l iPad(~ Android I All 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Vigil our mobile web.qle al 

Heip Section ~> ’ m,nyt,com >> 

About This Email 

TMs is an automated email Please do not reply d#ectly to [his email. 

Yod received this message because yod signed up for Nhqimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslet~e[ 

As a member of t~e rRUSre privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Student Stores <textbook@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 4:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Online Course Requisition 

Your online requisition [WCR00219269] for Eunice Sahle has been recewed 

The following adoption(s) were submitted: 

20144 AFR1101 005 
0-534-56769-X ~--RICAN POLITICS+S OCIETY SCHRAEDER 
9780435909598 GOD’S BITS OF WOOD OUSMAix,~ 

The term code prefacing each order describes the year and term number 

20141 - Sprmg 2014 

20142 - Summer 12014 

20143 - Summer I12014 

20144 - Fall 2014 

If you have an?’ questions, please contact the textbook department: 

Textbook office: 962-9721 

Frank BeHamy: 962-8123, f~ellamy@email uric edu 

George Morgan: 962-2432, gfrnorgan@store.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JAY BRYAN <jaybryan7@msn.com> 

Monday, March 24, 20:[4 6:00 AM 

JAY BRYAN <jaybryan7@msn.com> 

Seeking poets for the Carrboro Poetry Festival 

Good morning. 

Carrboro’s premier poetry event, the West End Poetry Festival, will be held October :~7 and :[8, 20:~4. If you are a poet interested in presenting, see the call 
for poets at ~~or~. Applications are due by the end of National Poetry Month (AKA April 30). 

If you know of a poet who might be interested, please forward this email to them. 

Thankyou! 

Jay 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle of Higher Educalion <chronicle@mailings 1.glxcel.com > 

Monday, March 24, 2014 8:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Here’s your cow of the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Your digital copy of the March 28, 2014 issue has arrived. 

~] The C:ilror~icl~, of 8igiler Educalion 

For your information: 

To access the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education, [~tease click here. 
To access the latest issue of The Chronicle Review, 

If you are unable to click on the links above, please copy and paste the following URLs into your browser: 

The Chronicle of Higher Education: ~,’chronicle,te×terity,comichror~kde,’. 20~.4.0".~28~?sub id=4.nr3V~ 
The Chronicle Review: 

Need to contact customer service? Call 800-728-2803 or email 

For technical questions? Please ~.!£.k...!!.~4[~.. 

Don’t miss an issue -- renew your subscription today. !~.[!.~,.,’...~.[!!.[[[~#., or call 800-728-2803. 

If you"re located outside of the U.S. and would like to renew your subscription or contact customer service, please 
call 818-487-4591. 

For your reference: 

You[- publication code is: HE 
Your subscription account number: HE914098 
Your ZIP code associated with your account is: 27599-0001 
Your subscription expires: 12-04-15 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -~solomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 9:22 AM 

NttC Events <event@nationalhumanitiesceater.org> 

Elizabeth Mansfield <emansfield@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Sound Studies event April 3 at National Humanifies Center 

Please note the upcoming evem and share with colleagues and others who might be interes~ted in Sound Studies: 

The National Humanities Center invites anyone interested in the emerging field of Sound Studies to attend a panel discussion at the Center Thursday, April 3 from 5:00 

to 6:45pm. 

Panelists and Organizers (biographies appended below): 

Rey Chow (panelist; Duke University) 

David Snisman (panelist; UniversiU of Delawme) 

Emily Thompson (panelist, Princeton University,) 

Luis Cfircamo-Huechante (convener; National Humanities Center/University of Texas at Austin) 

Charlie McGovern (convener; National Humanities CenteffCollege of William and Mary) 

Format: 

Each of the three panelists will speaJa tbr 10-minutes, then the floor will be open to conversation among the panelists and conveners as well as audience members. 

Light refreshments will be provided. No RSVP required. 

Panelists 

Rey Chow. She is the Anne Firor Scott Professor of Literature at Duke University and author of numerous books on literature, film, and cultural politics, including 

Entanglements, or Transmedial Thinking about Capture (Duke Universi~ Press, 2012) and Sentimental Fabulations: Contempora~ Chinese Films (Colnmbia 

UniversiU Press, 2007). In 2010, Professor Chow published the collection of arficles The Sense of Sound(2011), a special issne of the feminist journal differences, 
which she co-edited with James Steintmger; previously, through the ~me journal, she was the editor of Writing in the Realm (~’the Senses (1999). In 2010, The Rey 

Chow Reader was published by Columbia Universi~ Press and edited by Paul Bowman. 

David Suisman. He is an associate proiEssor of history at the University of Delaware. His recent research has tbcused particularly on music and the rise of the global 

culture indust .ry. In 2009, he published Selling Sounds’: The Commercial Revolution in American Music (Hmward University, Press), which examines the rise of 

music as big business in the early twentieth century; and in 2010, he published the collection of essays entitled Sound in the Era of Mechanical Reproduction 

(Universi .ty of Pennsylvania Press), co-edited with Susan Strasser. More on David Suisman: http://davidsuisman.net! 

Emily Thompson. She is a professor of history at Princeton Universi ,ty. Her research explores the cultural history of sound, music, noise, and listening, and focuses on 

how these phenomena and activities intersect with technologies like the phonograph, motion pictures, and architecture in late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century 

America. In 2002, she published her book The Sounds’cape of~Iodernity. Architectural Acoustics and the Culture of Listening in America, 1900-1933 (The 

MIT Press), and in 1999 she co-edited, with Peter Galison, the collection of essays The Architecture of Science (The MIT Press). Professor Thompson’s current 

research tbcuses upon the transformation of technical work during the transition from silent to sound motion pictures in the American film industry,. Her book-in- 

progress, Sound~ffOcts, will examine the working lives of ~und engineers, editors, musicians, projecfionists, and other technicians associated with the producfion and 

exhibition of films i n the U.S., 1925 - 1933. Her si te The Roaring 20s i s an interactive so undscapc of New York City. 

Organizers 

Luis E. Cfircamo-Huechante is an associate professor in Spanish and Portuguese at the University of Texas at Austin. He recently co-edited, in collaboration 

with other eight Mapuche researchers, an inter-disciplina~o~ collection of essays entitled Ta i~ f~ke xipa rakizuameluwOn, t-listoria, colonialisrno y resistencia desde 
el pais Mapuche (Santiago: Ediciones de Historia Mapnche, 2012); a book that brings together fourteen Mapuche authors who examine many dimensions of 

Mapuche history,. His book, Tramas del mercado: imaginaci6n econ6mica, cultura pg~blica y literatura en el Chile defines del siglo veinte was published in 

2007 (Santiago: Editorial Cuarto Propio). His current research focuses on the indigenous use of s~und media in Chile and Argentina. 

Charlie McGovern is an associate profes~r of American Studies mad History The College of William and Mary. His books include SoMAmerican: Cons~mtplion, 

and Cilizenship, 1890-1945 (University of North Carolina Press, 2006) and the edited volume Getting andS pending: Twentieth Centu~ European and 

American Con.s~tmer Societies (Cambridge University Press, 1998). He is at work now on a book tentatively tiffed ()Body andSoul: Citizenship Race and 

Belonging in American Populamtlusic, 1930-1970. While curator of American culture at the National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Inshtution, he 

organized or co-organized many exhibits, most notably Rock c~- Soul. Social Crossroads’ (2000 - ) and "2 ktis is’ Your Childhood Charlie Brown": Children and 

American Culture 1945-1970. He is founding editor of the Duke Universib~ Press series, Refiguring American Music. 

For further information, please contact Elizabeth Mansfield emansfield(~nationalhumanitiescenter.ora 



Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Urban Teacher Center <kerrys@urbanteachercenter.org> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 9:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

UTC’s Lasl Deadline is April 1, 2014; Early Decision now available lbr Juniors 

C~ndid~tes can ~e~n abou~ 

ga[l:ime~e Open House 

HERE) 

,. OC Happy Hour 

Lo(:M I,s from 5:~0~7:30PM 

at (RSvr~ HERE) 

app[icaLion w~th UTC can 

audit o:~e of our ~raduate 

sho~4(~ ceel:a~(:L Prathima 

Kathiresan. ......................... 

UTC recently hi~ed Romney 

gdw~ ds as its 

(]o~tac1: Romney Edwards 

more info~ marion. 



U!bsn ieaci;~! Cerii~,r i 1500 L.Im.’l~ .,",;}ill, S~;=te 2200 I B -~ltim-’l!~, [’,,ID 2121 ! :’.’:::.~’.:: iContact - TI¥ It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, November 12, 2010 8:33 AM 

Miller, Haeran <hrmiller@email.unc.edu>; Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Carolina Inn bill - update 

Dear All, 

As indicated previously and to Travis when he called, I write to confirm that I have just discussed the final bill with 
Barbara Anderson and the African Studies Center, in addition to having paid the airfare from South Africa for the guest 
speaker in African studies classes this week and the events on Tuesday, will be covering $400.00 of the Carolina Inn bill. 
The remaining $300.00 is covered by my other unit Global Studies. 

Please contact me if there is any question about any expenses regarding this matter. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, November 12, 2010 8:38 AM 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; Woods, Margaret W 
<mwwoods@email.unc.edu>; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Kamoji Wachiira hotel bill 

Dear Barbara, 

Thanks so much for your steady support for the viewing of the film, panel discussion and Kamoji Wachiira’s visit. Your commitment 
to all the events linked to his visit going back to earlier efforts in 2008 means a lot to students and the community at large and I am 
very grateful. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 8:32 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Buell, Agatha; Woods, Margaret W; Kent, Adam S; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Kamoji Wachiira hotel bill 

Dear Eunice: 
Good to talk with you this morning. This is to confirm that the African 
Studies Center can help with Kamoji Wachiira’s hotel bill, in the range 
of $3-400. Margaret and Adam: I believe that the maximum allowable rate 
is $91/night. We should use T6 funds for whatever possible [budget line 
H.3.a, if we have used all available funds from H.3.d.] and the 
remainder should come from State funds. Thanks. Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b_anderson@unc.edu 
www.global.unc.edu/africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, December 16, 2010 3:45 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

see attached - 30 copies please 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 3:50 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

see attached 

INTS560 2010 (Sent to TG)-(FINAL EXAM DEC 16).docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, December 16, 2010 5:06 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

form (left by Haeran) and... 

Hi T-Bone, 

How about the Tea and kindly please bring a form that was left by Haeran for me to sign! 

Many thanks. 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, December 16, 2010 5:54 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: form (left by Haeran) and... 

Thanks T-Bone and see you soon. 

E. 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Thursday, December 16, 2010 5:51 PM 
To." Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: form (left by Haeran) and... 

haven’t forgotten! Just been busy! I will be over soon! 

T-bone 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 5:06 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: form (left by Haeran) and... 

Hi T-Bone, 

How about the Tea and kindly please bring a form that was left by Haeran for me to sign! 

Many thanks. 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, January 10, 2011 10:36 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Reminder: January 15 deadline for course submissions. Please read attached memo from 
Assoc. Dean Erika Lindemann 

Oops Travis: Since I am teaching Afri416 in the fall I will be teaching AFRI600 in the Spring right? If that is the case when is the 
deadline for submitting changes to Afri600? 

Thanks for the reminder. 
Eunice. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2011 10:26 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Reminder: January 15 deadline for course submissions. Please read attached memo from Assoc. Dean Erika Lindemann 

Hello Eunice! 

Tim wanted me to ask you if there were any changes or updates for AFR1600. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Wednesday, January 05, 2011 11:18 AM 
To: McMillan, Tim; Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Reminder: January 15 deadline for course submissions. Please read attached memo from Assoc. Dean Erika Lindemann 

I assume that you already got this. -Reg 

From: Goodman, Paula [pgoodman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 05, 2011 11:13 AM 
To: Directors of Undergraduate Studies 
S~bject: [undergrad_studies_directors] Reminder: January 15 deadline for course submissions. Please read attached memo from 
Assoc. Dean Erika Lindemann 

Pau~a Ao Goodman 

Office of Undergraduate Education 
919°843°9290 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
undergrad_studies directors as: hildebra~,email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-284~6327-1177619.4550e~lebef563974088afea9c 14ba830~,listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, January 12, 2011 8:04 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AFAM474 

Dear Tim, 

Happy 2011! 

Could you call as soon as possible at 294-9544 to discuss AFAM474. 

I was shocked when I showed up to class yesterday to find students starting outside, others standing in class, etc. After 
asking everybody was registered in the class, they all said yes and went to inform me that two versions of the class 
remained on course directory throughout the semester and then were recently combined, hence the problems at the 
Johnston Center yesterday. I note the matter in October and again in early November and informed Travis and before 
the end of the Semester he told me that he had resolved the problem and the course that remained with 15 students was 
the one at 12.30pm. 

With the combination of the two versions of the class, the seminar does not work pedagogically. I crafted a course with a 
upper level seminar heavy reading list because it was to be a small seminar not an introductory lecture, but also 
incorporated a significant research competent and an end of term conference on April 22 on New Social Movements in 
Africa and the Diaspora and discussed the conference with our boss who was very supportive. 

As I mentioned to Travis yesterday, it is not a matter of getting a big classroom. I spent 2 months creating a new course 
with a seminar format in mind and this is very different from a regular introductory class. 

I really do not want to spend time reconfiguring the course after all the work I have done. 

I look forward to your direction and instructive cousel as usual. 

Cheers and thanks, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday,                11:20 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Course addition 

Dear 

Please get in touch with Mr. Travis Gore - thanks - for an update on this matter. I give the note last week but as I mentioned he has 
been very busy. I am sure he will give you the necessary information. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:31 PM 
To: SaNe, Etmice N 
Subject: Course addition 

Professor SaNe, 

It is me again and I was wondering...in order for me to add the class do I 
need to go through the process of a add/drop form or will the man you have 
talked to go ahead and enroll me since you have sent him that note with 
your permission on it? If I have to go through the form process can you 
tell me where I can find you to get your signature tomorrow and what time 
so I can go ahead and take care of the class addition tomorrow? Just let me 
know if I need to do any of this or if I am automatically going to be added 
to the class please. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Friday,               4:38 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Bolvian constitution 

Dear 

Thanks so much! 

I am away from campus today, but kindly leave the material with Mr. Travis Gore (thanks!) in the main office (Battle Hall, 
109) on Monday and I will pick them up after 12.00pm. 

Have a great weekend and see you on Tuesday. 

Dr. Sahle. 

F rom: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Bolvian constitution 

@gmail.com] 
4:34 PM 

Dr. Sahle, 

I finally got the english version of the Bolivian constitution and other books that might help your research. I can 
bring them to your office sometime between today and tomorrow so that you can have time to look at them over 
the weekend. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Thursday, February 24, 2011 11 : 16 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

As promised - Afri 101 

Afril01 (Sent to TG-Exam 1 Feb 24 2011.doc 

75 Copies! 

Thanks T-Bone! 

Eunice. 



AFRI: 101 EXAM 1, February 24, 2011 
INSTRUCTIONS: 

1) Please answer questions in ALL the sections. 
2) PLEDGE: The/nstrument of Student Judi¢ia/Governance requires that you sign 

a pledge on all written work. ("On my honor, I have neither given nor received 
unauthorized aid on this assignment.") Violation of the Code will have 
significance consequences. 

3) Please note that, it is mandatory that you switch off and place on top of your desk 
all electronic devises (cell phones, pagers, and computers) during the duration of 
the exam. 

4) Remember: Paying attention to the suggested length is important, but as 
scholars, please remember that it is the content of your responses that matters. 

SECTION 1 
1. Define the "Triangular trade" and discuss the effects of this trading system for the 

regions involved. (Length: 1 paragraph) 
1. Discuss the concept "Great Forgetting" and its significance. (Length: 1 

paragraph) 
2. First, discuss 3 claims put forward by F. Hegel in his discussion of Africa as 

highlighted in the reading by Ngugi wa Thiong’o and Eunice Sahle. Second, 
based on insights from films such as Caravans of Gold and other required 
material provide 3 distinct examples that demonstrate the limitations of his 
claims. (Length: 2 paragraphs) 

3. Define the concept of "accumulation by dispossession" and drawing on required 
readings especially Walter Rodney’s, provide three examples indicating this 
practice and one long-lasting legacy of colonial practices of accumulation in 
Africa. (Length: 1 single-spaced page 

SECTION 2 
1. Discuss the concept of violence in a colonial setting as theorized by Franzt 

Fanon. (Length: 1 paragraph). 
2. Using extensive examples from the film "Land and Freedom Army’ and 

Anderson’s reading, discuss the multiple forms of violence that Africans faced in 
the context of anti-colonial protests in Kenya. In addition, and solely based on the 
film "Land and Freedom Army", provide two examples of responses by 
representatives of the colonial government that indicate their Hegelian-racialist 
view of the anti-colonial protest in Kenya. (Length: 1 single-spaced page). 

SECTION 3 
1. Discuss the concept of "great expectations-minimal capabilities paradox" and 

highlight one core way that post-colonial African political-economic elites 
approached this paradox. (Length: 1 paragraph). 

2. Discuss three historical conditions that led to the emergence of modernization 
theory of economic development and two limitations of this theory of 
development. (Length: 2 paragraphs). 

3. Based on lecture discussions, discuss two economic strategies utilized by two 
countries that adopted a capitalist development trajectory in post-colonial Africa.. 
Further, name two countries that followed this trajectory and the specific term 
coined by modernization theorists to describe them. ((Length: 1 paragraph). 

4. Highlight three distinct features of Nyerere’s African socialist development 
project in Tanzania as articulated in the Arusha Declaration and two factors that 
influenced the evolution of this project. (Length: 2 paragraphs). 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, March 1, 2011 11:41 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AFAM474 

AFAM474 (Sent TB) Exam 1- March 1,2011.doc 

35 copies please T-B. 

Thanks. 
Eunice. 



AFAM474: EXAM 1, MARCH 1, 2011 
INSTRUCTIONS: 

1) Please answer questions in ALL the sections. 
2) PLEDGE: The Instrument of Student Judicial Governance requires that you sign 

a pledge on all written work. ("On my honor, I have neither given nor received 
unauthorized aid on this assignment.") Violation of the Code will have 
significance consequences. 

3) Please note that, it is mandatory that you switch off and place on top of your desk 
all electronic devises (cell phones, pagers, and computers) during the duration of 
the exam. 

4) Remember: Paying attention to the suggested length is important, but as 
scholars, please remember that it is the content of your responses that matters. 

5) All responses should be single-spaced 
SECTION 1 : DEBATING SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND GLOBALIZATION 

1. As the reading by Stekelnebury and Klandermans asks, "why do people protest"? 
Answer this question drawing on core claims from the following theories of social 
movements: Classical, Resource Mobilization and Social constructivistic. 
(Length: 3 paragraphs) 

2. Define the concept of ’political opportunity structures’ and using examples from 
lectures and readings, highlight political opportunity structures that led to the 
globalization of social movements in the post-1945 period. (Length: 2 
paragraphs). 

3. Discuss three examples of social movements in contemporary Africa drawing on 
the typology of movements articulated by Habib and Opoku-Mensah (Length: 3 
paragraphs). 

4. From a neo-liberal theory of world economic development, the global trading 
system is free and fair and contributes to positive economic developments such 
as the eradication of poverty. Do you agree or disagree with this perspective? 
Your responses should draw on extensive examples from Edward Osei 
Kwandwo Prempeh’s reading and the film, Black Gold. (Length, 1 page). 

SECTION 2: GLOBALIZATION OF THE ANTI-APARTHEID MOVEMENT 
1. Discuss the nature of the media representation of Sharpeville social protest and 

the core factors that influenced this representation. (Length 2 paragraphs). 
2. Compare the responses of the British and Swedish states to the South Africa’s 

apartheid system. (Length: 2 paragraphs) 
3. Using three detailed examples from the film, Have you heard from 

Johannesburg?: apartheid and the club of the west, discuss "the forms of protest" 
that African-Americans and their University student movement allies utilized in 
their in their anti-apartheid mobilization. Highlight the 1986 core achievement of 
the USA anti-apartheid movement. (Length: 3 paragraphs). 

SECTION 3: Gender and social movements: South Africa 
1. Define the concepts of strategic and basic gender interests. What is the 

significance of women’s movements involved in struggles for strategic gender- 
interests? (Length: 1 paragraph) 

2. Using detailed examples from the film Hopes on the Horizon and insights from 
the Hassim’s chapters focusing on "The ANC in Exile: Challenging the Role of 
Women in National Liberation" and "From Mothers of the Nation to Rights- 
Bearing Citizens: Transition and Its Impact on the South African Women’s 
Movements", discuss the political agency of South African women in the anti- 
apartheid struggle and the obstacles they faced during this struggle. (Length: 1 
page and half). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday,              8:01 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM, Exam 

Dear 

My colleague Mr. Travis Gore (many thanks!) will schedule a time for you to write the exam. Thus, contact him at 966-5496 to 
schedule a time. The exam should be written by Friday. Please note that due to extensive duties in the Department, Mr. Gore is not 
available to monitor exams during the following times. 

8.30am-10.00am 

12.00-1.30pm. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: ~email.unc.edu [ @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, ~             7:52 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: AFAM Exam 

Good morning Professor SaNe, 

I’m not sure if you’ve gotten a chance to read my emails, but I’m wondering if you will be available at all today. I missed the 
AFAM    ~xam this past Tuesday due to illness and I was hoping to make it up this week, at your convenience. Thank you. 

Best, 
Sent from my BlackBerry@ on the MetroPCS Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Thursday,              8:11 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Dear 

Thanks for submitting a note from your doctor pertaining to your absence on 

I have a chance to review and you have permission to write the exam you missed. In this regard please get in touch with 
my colleague Mr. Travis Gore at 966-5496 (Room 109 Battle Hall) to schedule a time to write the exam before Friday. 

Please note that because of extensive responsibilities in the Department, Mr. Gore is not available to monitor exams 
during the following times. 

8.30am-10.00am 

12.00-1.30pm. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday,              8:24 AM 

@unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Completing AFAM    Exam 

Dear 

I have had a chance to review your exam and based on our discussion in class, you have permission to complete the 
exam. 

Please make arrangements to finish your AFAM with my colleague Mr. Travis Gore. You will be finishing sections 2 and 
3 of the exam. The exam should be completed by Friday, March 4. Mr. Gore’s number is 966-5496 (Room 109 Battle 
Hall). 

Please note that because of extensive responsibilities in the Department, Mr. Gore is not available to monitor exams 
during the following times. 

8.30am-10.00am 

12.00-1.30pm. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUN CE)> 
Monday,               10:23 AM 

Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; 

Follow-up on                   call 

@email.unc.edu> 

Dear Lara, 

I am back in Chapel Hill. As I promised during the break, I write to confirm that my colleague Travis Gore (many thanks) 
has posted the grade change form. Thus,                Incomplete status should be cleared shortly. 

Thanks for keeping me posted. 

Best wishes and see you soon. 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 10:27 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Urgent 

Hi Travis, 

Kindly call me as soon as possible. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 1:57 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: MU 116 reservation 

(Sent to Travis Gore) Murphey Hall Room Reservation Form.doc 

Hi Travis, 

Many, many thanks for this! 

Attached is the form. So, I can go ahead and inform the participants about the new location? 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 1:40 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: MU 116 reservation 

Hi EuNce, 

Great news! Murphy is available! I worked very hard to get it. Now there is one thing you must do to make it official. 

Fill out the attachment and send it back to me. Quickly please! 

Thanks! 

T-bone 

From: Kush, Jennifer Anne 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 1:32 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: MU 116 reservation 

Here you go! 

Jennifer Kush 
Depa rtment of Classics Assista nt/Registra r 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
212 Murphey Hall, CB# 3145 
204 Lenoir Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-7191 - P 
919-962-4036 - F 
kush@email, unc.edu 



MURPHEY HALL CLASSROOM RESERVATION FORM 

We ask that all weekday reservation requests are made at least 3 days in advance. For weekend 
reservations, you must make your request by 3 pm on Tuesday. You will be contacted approximately 2 
days after turning in this form (longer in exceptional circumstances or for requests made more than one 
month in advance). Please note that we cannot reserve any classroom space for dates within the first two 
weeks of each new semester. Terms of use for our rooms are listed below, and must be accepted prior to a 
reservation being made. Exceptions for particular items are made on rare occasions. 

Name of Organization!Course #: 

Officially Recognized by UNC? 

Name of Faculty/Staff Advisor: 

Advisor present at Event? 

Contact Person: 

Contact Phone & Email: 

Date of Event: 

Begin & End Times of Event: 

Yes    [] No [] 

Yes    [] No [] 

Expected Attendance - both number and makeup of your anticipated audience (i.e. students, staff/faculty, 
community members): 

Technology Needed: 

Specific Room Preference: 

Description of Activity: 

TERMS OF USE: The events detailed in this reservation are subject to policies of the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill. In accepting this room reservation in Murphey Hall you must agree to the following; 

Costs and damage incident to the use of this facility shall be borne by your organization, through you as the 
contact. 
No food or drink in the classrooms including 116. 
Flyers/advertisement may not be affixed to the doors or walls in Murphey Hall. 
Absolutely no tape on the walls of Murphey Hall. 
At the end of each event the space must be returned to its original set and must be clean with all bulk trash 
removed. 
The Classics Department is not responsible for faulty equipment in your room. There is a red phone in each 
room which connects directly to classroom hotline. They will help you. 

¢" You must notify the Administrative Staff of the Classics Department if you find irregular items or set-up 
arrangements in the room you reserved. 

¢" If you reserve the room for a weekend you must bring a copy of your e-mail confirmation to present to 
campus security should they ask for proof of your reservation. 

Type your name in this field to accept the terms of use 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, April 25,2011 10:58 AM 

Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Clarification for students INTS 

Hi Lain, 

It was Phillips, although Travis (thanks) has been trying (without much luck thus far so may be you can extend help on this front) to 

get the seminar located in the GEC not only because this is a Global Studies Class but also I have another seminar there between 
12.30pm-l.45pm. The move would make the back-to-back seminar easier. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Markstein, Lara 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2011 10:53 AM 

To: SaNe, Eurlice N 
Subject: RE: Clarification for students INTS 

Hi Eunice, 

What room were you in originally? 

Lara Markstein 
Departmental Manager 
Global Studies 
Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
ph. 919-962-5442 
lamm@email.unc.edu 
ht’~p : i/w ~, Wo g~obaL unc. edu/ globa~smdies 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 10:48 AM 
To: Markstein, Lara 
Cc:      ~live.unc.edu 
Subject: Clarification for students INTS 

Dear Lara, 

Greetings and I hope you had a good weekend. 

I am getting a lot emails along the lines of the one below from           . I am scheduled to offer the seminar Tues and Thurs at 
2.00pm-3.00pm in the Fall. Thus, I am not sure why the seminar’s detaiis are not reflected correctly in the UNC system. 

Kindly let me know what is going on so that I can alert my students. 

Sincerely, 
Eunice 



Froml @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:41 AM 
To: Sahle, Etmic~ N 
Subject: Re: INTS    - Responses to questions 

Dr. SaNe, 

I am enrolled in your INTS    course, and on my Connect Carolina it says 
this class is held everyday of the week. When I originally signed up for 
this course, it was only to be held on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Is this 
just another glitch in the Connect Carolina system, or is this the actual 
course schedule? If it is everyday, will it remain just a 3 hour credit? 

Thank you and have a great week, 

On 4/17/11 3:40 PM, "eunice@email.unc.edu" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Dear All, 
> 

>This is in response to questions that I have received about INTS in 
>the Fall: 
> 
>1) Course outline: It will be available in the August before classes 
>begin. 
> 
>2) Matters of study: This is a Global Studies seminar focusing on debates 
>about human rights and ethical philosophies, and practices. Further, in 
>line with a core mandate of Global Studies, the seminar explores 
>scholarly and policy discussions and practices that invoke insights 
>embedded in these philosophies in debates concerning major global issues. 
>Along these lines, here are examples of global issues that we might study 
>in the Fall: war and transitional justice, business ethics, global 
>poverty, institutions of global governance, global human rights 
>movements, environment and food security. 
> 
>3) Level: This is an upper undergraduate/graduate level seminar. As such 
>it involves close reading of dense material in preparation of extensive 
>class discussions. 
> 

> 

>Sincerely, 
>Dr. Sahle 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday,            9:51 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: exam excuse 

Dear 

Please get in touch with Mr. Travis Gore (thanks) to arrange a time to write your AFAM exam on Wednesday. Kindly note that Mr. 
Gore is not available the following times: 

8.00am-10.00am 

12.00-1.15pm. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: SaNe, Etmic~ N 
Subject: exam excuse 

:@email.unc.edu] 
4:28 PM 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

Per our conversation about the moving of my exam, I went to academic 
advising and received an exam excuse. If you did remember, my situation 
was that I had 3 exams within 24 hours. All 3 of the exams were on the 
same day, therefore I could move one. Please let me know when I can 
take the exam and I will be sure to bring the excuse form to you. Thanks 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
African American Studies Major 

~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 11:53 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

4O 

FINAL EXAM-1 .docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, May 3, 2011 11:54 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Sorry right one - 40 

Exam correct -AFAM 474) FINAL EXAM.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 3:46 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Correct exam (question 4) 

Hi T-Bone, 

Print the attached and give to 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

. I should I have to you this morning...it has been that kind of morning. 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 3:30 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: a receipt 

Dear Eunice, 
That is good to know and thank you for letting me know. 

Take care, 
Haeran 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 3:30 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: a receipt 

Dear Haeran, 

Thanks for your note. It is mine. 

Many thanks and see you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 1:26 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: a receipt 

Dear Eunice, 

I found a receipt in my mailbox and Travis thinks it may be from you. The receipt is for a book for 529.63 from the 

Student Stores. 

Please let me know if it is yours and I will reimburse you right away. I just don’t know who left this receipt because there 

was no name except mine on the envelope. 

Thank you ! 



Haeran Miller 
Acct. Tech 
Dept. of Public Policy 
Tel. 919.962.4854 
Fax. 919.962.5824 
Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 
Tel. 919.966.1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 3:49 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Correct exam (question 4) 

Sent for Moi during the exam-AFAM 474) FINAL EXAM.docx 

Oh gosh...we all need a break! Thanks. 

Cheers and thanks T. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 3:47 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Correct exam (question 4) 

No attachment! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 3:46 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Correct exam (question 4) 
Importance: High 

Hi T-Bone, 

Print the attached and give to 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

¯ I should I have to you this morning...it has been that kind of morning. 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 3:30 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: a receipt 

Dear Eunice, 
That is good to know and thank you for letting me know° 

Take care, 
Haeran 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 3:30 PM 

To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: a receipt 



Dear Haeran, 

Thanks for your note. It is mine. 

Many thanks and see you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 1:26 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: a receipt 

Dear Eunice, 

I found a receipt in my mailbox and Travis thinks it may be from you. The receipt is for a book for $29.63 from the 

Student Stores. 

Please let me know if it is yours and I will reimburse you right away. I just don’t know who left this receipt because there 

was no name except mine on the envelope. 

Thank you ! 

Haeran Miller 
Acct. Tech 
Dept. of Public Policy 
Tel. 919.962.4854 
Fax. 919.962.5824 
Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 
Tel. 919.966.1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, May 11, 2011 1:07 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Contact information 

Hi Travis, 

Thanks. The ASA’s Board also needs our Dean’s contact information. 

Cheers from Durban. 
Eunice 

From: Travis Gore [stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 11, 2011 1:00 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Contact information 

left the y off of Carney! 

From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 11, 2011 1:00 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Contact information 

Bruce William Carne 

E-mail: bruce@unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 962-2198 
Mobile Phone: 

Fax: (919) 962-1593 

Position 
Title: Distinguished Professor 

Department: Physics-Astronomy (3270) 

Position 

Title: Executive Vice Chancellor & Provost 

Department: Provost (3100) 

Home Location 

Primary Work Location 

104 South Building 

Campus Box 3000 



Chapel Hill, NC 

27599-3000 

USA 

Phone: (919) 962-2198 
Mobile Phone 
Fax: (919) 962-1~ 

Alternate Work Location 
Dept. of Physics 

Campus Box 3255 

Chapel Hill, NC 

27599 

USA 

Phone: (919) 962-4511 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday,             8:59 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

African    Term paper and Final 

Dear 

Please get in touch with my colleague Mr. Travis Gore (many thanks) to arrange a time to write your final exam for Afri    Spring 

You have my permission to write it after June 13. Kindly note that Mr. Gore is not available to supervise the exam during the 
following. 

Before 10.00am 
Between 12.00pm-l.00pm 
After 4.00pm 

Looking forward to receiving your term paper. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday,             9:01 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Afri    Grade 

Dear 

I will be signing the necessary grade change form this week and then my colleague Mr. Gore will take from there. Thus you grade 
should be available either by the end of the week or early next week. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: ~gmail.com [ 
Sent: Monday, 1:59 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Afri i Grade 

~gmail.com] on behalf of 

Dr. SaNe: 

I hope you had a productive and nice trip. 
I was wondering if you had the chance to get my grades turned in? 
Thank you once again for the extension! 

Sincerely, 

@email.unc.edu] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, June 3,2011 9:49 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thanks 

Dear Travis, 

Here are details: 

Afri    Spring, 

PID: 

Kindly send it off today. Many thanks. 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Wednesday,             1:55 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Exam 1 

Dear r 

Get in touch with Mr. Travis Gore (many thanks) to arrange a time to write your Exam on Tuesday June 28. Please note that Mr. Gore 
is not available during the followings hours: 

9.00am-10.00am. 

12.00pm-l.30pm. 

On another note, please note that my name is Dr. SaNe (not ShaNe). 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Exam 1 

~email.unc.edu] 
[ 1:35 PM 

Hello Ms ShaNe, 

I am emailing you to inform you of my ~ on the 27th at 9:00 am. I 
have to attend and its mandatory that I attend. 
Hopefully we can work so~nethin~ out and thanks for understanding. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Thursday,             2:53 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AFRI    - EXAM 1, FRIDAY @ 2.00PM 

Dear i 

This this to confirm that yourAfri:    make-up exam is scheduled for Friday,           at 2.00pm. Please report to Mr. Travis Gore 
(many thanks for doing this!) at 2.00pm to write your exam. Mr. Gore’s office is Room 109 Battle Hall. You will have an hour and 
half to write your exam. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, July 8, 2011 3:01 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Office 

Hi Travis, 

Thanks for your help. Office reminder please 

Have a great weekend. 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Saturday,            1:57 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Exam: AFRI 

Dear 

It is 17.5. 

Please get in touch with Mr. Travis Gore (thanks so much) to arrange a time to write your exam two on Wednesday next week. As 
you do so, kindly note that because of his heavy responsibilities, he can only proctor the exam between 10.00am-12.00am or 2.00- 
3.30pm. Please note that I will leave your exam 1 with Mr. Gore on Monday prior to 9.45am when exam 2 starts. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP1ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday,            7:23 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: exam 2 

Dear 

Get in touch with Mr. Travis Gore to make arrangements to write the exam during today’s class time (9.45am-11.45am). 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe 

Sent: Monday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: exam 2 

3:12 PM 

Hi Professor SaNe, has my exam two date been determined yet? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, July 12, 2011 5:19 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Exam 2 - make-up 

Dear Travis, 

I will be sending a new exam by tomorrow morning for those writing it tomorrow. Will explain when I see you. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday,            6:27 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: email for exam 

Dear ’ 

Mr. Gore (many thanks) will be available to proctor your exam 2 during our regular class time: 9.45am-11.15am. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:37 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: email for exam 

Hello Dr SaNe, 

this is the email you requested from me today in class to inform Travis 
Gore. 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, July 18, 2011 3:00 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Hi T-Bone, 

Ms.    had a moment. Forward the email. 

Oh, when do we get our 2nd summer $ 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday,             6:3 8 PM 

@gmail.com 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Your Afri    exam 

Dear 

You have until Tuesday to write your exam 1. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday,             6:3 8 PM 

@gmail.com 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Your Afril exam - your exam II 

It is exam 2 not 1. 

Dr. Sahle 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 
To        _ ~maii.com 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Your Afri exam 

Dear 

You have until Tuesday 

6:37 PM 

to write your exam 1. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, July 26, 2011 2:54 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

As discussed 

CCO Template -.doc 

Thanks so much Travis! 

Please make a copy for me after Tim signs it and also for Agatha. Then send it as a pdf attachment to Judith Benowitz. 

Many thanks. 

Eunice 
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CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 
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Credit Programs for Part-time Students 
(919) 962-6302 

May 27, 2011 

Agreement to Revise and Teach a Course in Carolina Courses Online 

The purpose of this agreement is to detail the arrangements between Eunice Sahle and the Friday Center 

for Continuing Education at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to revise and teach 

AFRI 101, Introduction to Africa, in the Friday Center’s Carolina Courses Online (CCO) program. It is 

expected that as a part of fulfilling this contract, course revisers and instructors will become familiar with 

Friday Center materials on the special nature of revising and teaching courses that are offered online. 

Semester Revisions 
You will update links to external Web sites and revise course schedules as well as make any other 
changes you find necessary before each new term in which you teach the course. These should be 
submitted electronically and according to the schedule provided by Credit Programs. You will work with 
an instructional designer from the Communication and Instructional Design staff who will incorporate 
your changes into the course Web pages. 

Instruction and Payment 

You will be the instructor of record during the Fall 2011 semester. Designation of the instructor of 

record is the responsibility of the department. While the department has the discretion to appoint a 

qualified individual who is not affiliated with the University, the instructor will normally have current 

affiliation with the University. 

Your payment for revising and teaching the course will be S6150 per term. The minimum enrollment 

needed to offer the course is six students by noon on the third day of class. If five or fewer students 

enroll, the course will be cancelled unless there is a compelling reason to offer it. In summer, if a 

class has three or fewer students by 5:00 on the first day of classes, it will be cancelled. If we can, we 

will pay you through your regular UNC payroll. If that isn’t possible, you’ll get a lump sum payment 

in the middle of the semester and one when the course is over. 

Instructor Responsibilities 

1. Respond to student questions and inquiries in a prompt and encouraging manner, ideally 

within two to three days. 

2. Provide encouragement to the students to remain active in the course, to submit assignments 

regularly, and to ask questions whenever necessary. 

3. Facilitate and monitor discussion forums in an active and ongoing way. This is a critical 

part of an instructor’s "presence" in an online course. 

4. Evaluate and provide written feedback on all student assignments, quizzes, and exams 

within a week after receiving them. 



5. Monitor, record, and maintain records on each student. 
6. Report final grades within 72 hours after the final exam, using the official "Class Roll and 

Grade Report" form that Credit Programs will send to you. 
7. Revise the course before each new semester (see "Semester-to-Semester Revisions" above). 
8. Ensure compliance with departmental standards for course content, course requirements, 

examinations, grading, and course evaluation and University standards on academic 
integrity. This includes keeping course materials current. Credit Programs will inform you 
when new editions of textbooks are being published so that you can revise the course to 
coordinate with the most current texts. 

9. Inform Credit Programs when situations occur that temporarily prevent you from fulfilling 
your instructional duties, such as vacations, conferences, or illness. 

Credit 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Programs Responsibilities 

Provide timely information and materials you need to revise and teach the course. 
Provide updates on changes in administrative processes that affect you or your course. 
Make payment to you for teaching and revising your course as outlined in this Course 
Revising and Teaching Agreement. 
Evaluate your performance by reviewing student evaluations and course Web sites. Please 
help us in this process by encouraging your students to complete and submit the course 
evaluation form. 

Copyright and Ownership 
In accordance with the Copyright Policy of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (effective 
date August 1,2001), development of the course Web pages, exclusive of textbook materials (online or 
otherwise) is considered a "Directed Work." The Copyright Policy States that "The University shall own 
copyright in Directed Works. Where practicable in the estimation of the creator’s chair, and subject to 
any additional terms or limitations made necessary by University licensing agreements, the creator shall 
be granted a non-exclusive, non-transferable, royalty-free license to the work for the creator’s own 
educational or research use." The Copyright Policy can be reviewed at 
http://www.unc.edu/campus/policies/copvright.html. 

Termination of Assignment 

This agreement remains in effect until terminated by you, your department, or Credit Programs. In 
order to assure the quality of our offerings, we must stipulate that repeated failure to fulfill the duties 
described in this contract constitutes grounds for terminating the contract. 

Both you and Credit Programs have the right to terminate this assignment by providing written 
notification to the other party no less than 60 days prior to termination date. Your assignment 
will be terminated if the academic department awarding credit discontinues its approval of the 
offering or rescinds its approval of you as an instructor. 

If you are presently on payroll at UNC and you leave UNC while still working for the Friday Center, 
please notify us immediately so that we can change your Friday Center payroll status and pay you in 



a timely manner when your work is complete. If you do not notify us, there could be delay in 
processing your check and getting your payments to you. 

Signatures below by their authorized representative(s) signify acceptance of the terms indicated in the 
above agreement. 

Instructor Date 

Department Chair Date 

The Friday Center Date 
Associate Director, Credit Programs 

5/27/11 

The Friday Center 
Program Development Specialist, Credit Programs 

Date 5/27/11 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, August 1,2011 4:31 PM 

Benowitz, Judith <benowitz@email.unc. edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fall CCO Contract Return 

Dear Judith, 

Thanks for the note. Travis was to send it in pdf format once Tim (our Associate Chair) signed it. 

Travis: hope all is well. Kindly send the contract to Judith as soon as you can. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2011 4:11 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fall CCO Contract Retum 

Hi Eunice, 

I don’t believe we’ve received your signed contract for this fall back. Will you be returning that soon? I last emailed you on July 21st 
but haven’t heard back from you. 

I hope everything is OK. Perhaps you’re out of the country and don’t have access to email. 

Judith 

Judith Benowitz 
Program Development Specialist 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 1020 
919-962-6302 

"Let us be grateful to the people who make us happy; they are the charming gardeners who make our souls bloom." 
Marchel Proust 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Friday, August 26, 2011 4:11 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Page 12 & 13 

Dear Agatha, 

Thanks so much for all your help with this! 

Wishing you a restful weekend. 

Eunice 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Friday, August 26, 2011 3:54 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Page 12 & 13 

Dear Eunice, 
Here are the pages that you requested. 
Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer,%m~c.edal 
Sent: Friday, August 26, 2011 3:38 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 08.26.2011 15:37:34 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN:RECIPIENTS/CN:EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Monday, August 29, 2011 9:40 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Requirements for African Studies - Major 

Dear Tim, 

Good morning. 

I just got off the phone with Travis. I have a meeting with a student tomorrow pertaining to her interests in majoring in African 
Studies. She has taken several courses offered in the Department and she is wondering about the modalities of declaring African 
Studies as her major. I want to be very clear and prudent about the requirements. Thus, I am wondering whether the information on 
our Website reflects the current requirements for this major. 

Kind regards, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, September 29, 2011 3:53 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Chair Selection - meetings with SAD Hartlyn 

Dear Agatha, 

Any of these days and times for 30 minutes. 

Wednesday, 10/12: 3-6pm 
Friday, 10/14: 10am-2:30pm 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Buell, Agatha [abuell@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2011 3:44 PM 
To: Faculty 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: [corefac3287] Chair Selection - meetings with SAD Hartlyn 

Dear All, 
During the week of October 10th, Senior Associate Dean Hartlyn would like to meet with all tenured, tenure-track and fixed-term 
faculty to discuss selection of the next Chairperson of the Department of African & Afro-American Studies. The specific focus of 
these short meetings is your feedback about what you would like to see in a new chair and/or specific suggestions about candidates. In 
order to facilitate the scheduling of these many meetings, I am working with his office to schedule appointments. The meetings will 
take place one-on-one in Battle Hall. Please RESPOND to me, via email, to the below questions by Tuesday, October 4th at 5pm. 

1) Appointments are available at the times listed below. Please tell me ALL of the times that you could be available for a short 
meeting. I will confirm next week which time you are actually scheduled for. 

2) SAD Hartlyn has requested 15 minute meetings with most faculty. However, if you have been here for 5+ years and would like 
to request a 30 minute meeting, that is possible. Would you like to request a 30 minute meeting or is 15 minutes okay? 

Possible Appointment times: 
Monday, 10/10: 10am-noon 

Tuesday, 10/11: 10am-l:30pm 

Wednesday, 10/12: 3-6pm 
Friday, 10/14: 10am-2:30pm 

Thanks 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice@email.unc.edu<mailto:e~mice~emailxmc.edt~>. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~:/ilistsxmc.ed~A~? 
id=43272331.2eS00cgTc76c9293f4d75dlfeTd09936&~=T&l=corefac3287&o=29989467 

(It may be necessary to cm and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29989467-43272331.2e800c87c76c9293f4d75dlfe7d09936@listserv.unc.edu<mailto:leaveo2998946% 
43272331.2eS00c87c76c9293f4d75dl~Td09936~,~istserv.ur~c.ed~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, September 30, 2011 11:45 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [afriafam] Spring 2012 Course Schedule (Final Version) 

Dear Travis, 

It would be very helpful -given that I am teaching back to back classes) to have them in the same room or close to avoid being late for 
my second class. 

Many thanks for your consideration. 
Eunice 

From: Travis Gore [stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 30, 2011 11:31 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Spring 2012 Course Schedule (Final Version) 

Hi All, 

Please see the attached final course schedule for Spring 2012. Look over it carefully to make sure everything is correct. This is the 
final version but please notify me as soon as you can if you notice any errors. I have included a link 
h~p:iiwww.hot~inexmc.ed~iir~dex.cfm?f~seaction=c~assroom.dassroom where you can see the classrooms and what features they 
have. Please check this link. 

Thanks 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu<mailto:em~ice,%emaiLmac.edu>. 

To unsubscfibe click here: ~:/i~is~sxmc.ed~d~?id-323~ 1608.egTa91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d&n=T&~=afriafam&o=299948~3 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29994863-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu<mailto:~eaveo29994863o 
32361608.e87a91a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listse~<m~c.ed~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday,               6:40 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: make up exam 

Dear 

Please get in touch with Mr. Travis Gore (many thanks) to arrange a time to write the INTS    :xam. Please note that because of his 
extensive administrative duties, Mr. Gore is only available to supervise your exam during the following the hours: 

Monday-Friday: 10.00am-11.30am; 2.00-3.30pm 

The exam needs to be written by October 11. For all our records, please copy any email pertaining to this exam to Mr. Gore to my 
email address and Mr. Gore will do the same as he finalizes the time for your exam. Once, you write your exam, Mr. Gore will placed 
it in a sealed envelope in my mailbox and your grade will be posted to Blackboard within a week. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~ 6:23 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: make up exam 

Hey Professor SaNe! I talked to you after class today about when would be a good time for me to make up the first exam. I actually 
have three exams coming up in the next three days, and so I was wondering if it would be possible for me to take the exam early next 
Monday morning? I have class at 11, but could take it at 8 or 9am. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday,               2:15 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: make up exam again 

Dear Travis, 

Kindly arrange for       to write her exam as soon as you can. I know you are very busy, but it would very helpful for her to write 
her exam 1 as soon as possible. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: make up exam again 

~live.unc.edu] 
[ 2:06 PM 

Hey Mr. Gore, I emailed you last week regarding a make up exam for INTS    with Professor SaNe. I never received an email back, 
and I know that she said I needed to take the exam by October 1 lth. October 1 lth is tomorrow, and I was just wondering when would 
be the best time for you for me to take the exam? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, October 10, 2011 2:49 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: make up exam again 

Thanks Travis! Kindly send me the email you sent to her for my records and that of the Department. 

I will be sending you the exam the minute I get home so that you have it for tomorrow by the time you get in. 

Once again, many thanks. 
Eunice. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, October 10, 2011 2:24 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: make up exam again 

Thanks Eunice! I have contacted and I am waiting on her reply. Should you send me the exam now so that I have it? 

Thanks! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 2:15 PM 
To:            , Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: make up exam again 
Importance: High 

Dear Travis, 

Kindly arrange for 
exam 1 as soon as possible. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

to write her exam as soon as you can. I know you are very busy, but it would very helpful for her to write her 

From: 91ive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:06 PM 
To: Gore, Travls 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: make up exam again 

Hey Mr. Gore, I emailed you last week regarding a make up exam for INTS    with Professor Sahle. I never received an email back, 
and I know that she said I needed to take the exam by October 1 lth. October 1 lth is tomorrow, and I was just wondering when would be 
the best time for you for me to take the exam? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday~                9:04 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Huber, Evelyne H <ehuber@email.unc.edu>; Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Afri    make-up exam: Important change 

Dear 

University rules requires that I proctor the recent Afri exam that you missed because of illness. Thus, this to let you know I (and 
not Mr. Travis Gore) will proctor your make-up exam tomorrow (Friday) at 9.30am. To enable the process, please be at my office at 
about 9.20am. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 5:43 AM 

@em~l.uuc.edu> 

Your graded research paper 

- read, graded and returned - Fin~J~ Paper.docx 

[)ear 

Please find attached your graded research paper with comments 

Kindly acknowledge receipt 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

Sent: Saturday: 8:16 PM 
To: Sahle, Eumce IN 
Cc 
Sut~iect: Final paper 

[)ear I)r Sahle, 

I hope you are having a good evening Attached is my research paper, enjoy! (-: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 7:36 PM 

[@live. unc.edu~~ 

I~E: Response papers 

Dear Professor of political economy of neoliberalism, 

Two on Thursday is fine. You can send one earlier if you ;vish 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

From: ~!live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 7:22 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~ject: Response papers 

Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you so much [’or your :flexibility with our papers[ I do appreciate it I had another question- since our class is going to the lecture on Tuesday and we are going to have two 
presentations on Thursday, I was wondering if you were expecting two response papers on Thursday or if you’d still like one on Tuesday. 

Thanks[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O I~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 4:46 AM 

@hotmail.com> 

Paper 

Sea¸ 

I am sorW to hear about these developments 

I sent an email late last week indicating that the class has an extension on this assigrmaent u~atil Monday Nov. 21 so you will be fine 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~!hotmail corn] 
Sent: Sunday l l :l 7 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Paper 

Professor SaNe, 

I was just wondering if it would be alright if I turned my paper in monday night I had many more things to do than anticipated and on top of 
I have been working slowly but I could not get it done today I understand that this is due in part to a mismangement of my time, and this email is 

last minute: therelk~re, I understand if I must take a slight grade deduction ~2~r being late. Sorry for the inconvenience Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 6:19 AM 

.~emaJl. unc.edu 

Bliss, Jessa <jessa bliss@unc.edu> 

RE: Midtenn 

;)ear 

After careful review of your midterm, I have decided to give you a chance to write a new mid-term to cover up the 12.00 points that are missing from your incomplete mid-term Make sure the 
exam is not late and that you follow all the instructions. 

To ensure the integrity of the exam, I will be sending a new exam to the Web Designer (thanks Jessica) of the course and the exam will be available between Wednesday (6.00am) and 
Thursday (by 4 00pm) this week The points you earn from this exam will be added to the ones aheady accrued fi’om the original mid-term. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~email.unc.edt @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:52 PM 
Sut~iect: iVhdterm 

To: SaNe, Eunice 

From: 

Professor Sahle, 

So my midterm is now- ~mder the retmned assesments although it does not have all the essay parts that I completed unless I cannot view- this. Let me kno~v what steps I need to taker 

Thanks, 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI              site. To reply to this message click this link to access 
Messages for this site: AFRI            <https://sakai.unc.edu/portalisitei293b0be6-9d3c-42aS-995a-3409eb6141 Ibipage/886dd38d-bf12-4537-bf6e-ded473496a84>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 7:33 AM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

Today- Meeting 

Deal 

We can meet at 10 00am tdais morning at my ofihce (302 Battle Hall) 

Hope to see you then. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O I~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 3:48 PM 

~live.unc.edu~~ 

I~E: Paper m~d the rest of the semester 

Dear 

Feel free to come and see me to discuss your paper. 

In terms of your proposal ’moving forward’, it is fine with me I hope you are enjoying the readings. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From 2~r)live uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:07 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Paper and the rest of the semester 

Dr. SaNe, 

How are you? I hope you are having a nice weekend. I wanted to discuss my paper with you. I am having incredible difficulty making progress on this paper which has resulted in a lot of 
frustration and anxiety. I am still struggling to get my ideas to fit in to any of the frameworks we discussed. My goal is to have a draft to you by next week. I’ll probably come in to office 
hours this week to discuss. 

Moving forward, I was thinking it might be beneficial :For me to make my paper on transactional and cross-generational sex into a longer, 30 or so page paper, and then also do the HIV 
response papers with the rest of the class. I think the readings we are doing are really important and I :Feel that taking the time [’or reflect and process them would be very w~luable for me. 
Then, since I will also be leading one of the lectures, that could potentially be part of my grade ]k~r the HIV work, which would (along with the response papers), be the other part of my 
grade. 
Let me know if this sounds ok. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 4:14 PM 

Bliss, Jessa <jess%bliss@unc.edu~~ 

1~:;: Midterm 

Dear Jessa, 

Thanks. I will send it first thing tomorrow morning. I will need to review" this evening. UnJ2~rtunately, I have been in meetings most today - lots going this semester in one of my units and it 
has also not been my best period on the health front and I have another one shortly At any rate, tomorrow is another day and I look forward to it 

Thanks :[’or all your help. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Monday, 3:17 PM 
To: Sahle, ~7,UnlCe iN 
Subject: RE: Midterm 

Hi [~unice, 

Please let me know if you have the exam rea@. I want to be sure l have ample time to put this together, and time for you to review it ~2~r accuracy. 

Thanks! 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday 
Tc 
Cc: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: RE: Midterm 

6:19AM 

Dear 

After careful review of your ruidterm, I have decided to give you a chance to write a new mid-term to cover up the 12.00 points that are missing from your incomplete mid-term. Make sure the 
exam is not late and that you follow all the instructions. 

To ensure the integrity of the exam, I will be sending a new exam to the Web Designer (thanks Jessica) of the course and the exaru will be available between Wednesday (6.00am) and 
Thursday (by 4.00pro) this week. The points you earn from this exam will be added to the ones already accrued froru the original mid-terra. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ,@~email.unc. edu I ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday-, 9:52 PM 
Subject: Midtenn 

To: Sable, Eunice 

From: 

Professor Sable, 

So my midtelrn is now- trader the returned assesments although it does not have all the essay parts that I completed unless I cannot view- this Let me know what steps I need to take[ 

Thanks, 

This fbrwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI              site. To reply- to this message click this link to access 
Messages for this site: AFRI             .~https://sakai.unc.edu/portal/sitei293b0be6-9d3c-42aS-995a-3409eb614~ ~ o/page/~odd38d-bft2-4537-bf6e-ded473496a84>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIB~31qFga~Pl)! T]/CNI RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday 4:22 PM 

@live.unc.edu 

ILE: Intm To Afiica 

Dear 

I was veiN moved when I read your note’. I have read it several times in the last week and I think it will stay will me forever 

HistoW is still ;vith us even though ;ve live in reD- ahistorical times. 

Keeping seeking the truth, and educating and inspiring your children. 

Take good care, 
Dr. Sahle 

Frum t(~,live.unc.edu ~)live uric edu] 
Sent: Monday                    10:16 PM 
Subject: lntro Tu Afi-ica 

To: Sahle, Eunice 

Frum: 

see attached 

Dr Sahle.docx<https:/isakai.un c edu/access/content/attachment/293bObe6-gd3c-42aS-995a-3409eb61411 b/Messages/cfea3186-b131 4da2-b7dS-f41dlZ4c7dffa/Dr%20Sahle.docx > 

’]?his ]2~rwarded message was sent via The UniversiD" ofNurth Carulina at Chapel tlill Messages frum the "AFRV            ’ site. Tu reply tu this message click this link tu access 
Messages fur this site: AI,2q                https://sakai.unc edu/portalisite/293b0be6-9d3c-42aS-995a-3409eb6141 I b/paAe/~;t~6dd38d-bf[’2-4537-bf6e-ded473496a84> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O~UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 7:04 AM 

Barbara Anderson <b~nderson@unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dear friend, 

Thanks so much for a wonderful evening! 

Love and in solidarity, 

E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 8:15 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Af’RI Research Paper 

Dear 

You kmow you have until Monday submit your research paper... 

Thanks for the email and the research paper. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday 10:00 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: AFRI [~esearch Paper 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

Per your request, attached is my Research Paper. Thank you for not giving me anymore time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 8:23 AM 

~email.unc.edu 

I~E: Mid-term tes~t submission 

Dear Robert, 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

This is to let you kno;v that t;allowing consultation with the technical staff and also my own revie;v of your exam, I write to confirm that your mid-term exam was submitted to Sakai. 
With this confirmation, please note that I will be grading it by the end of the day. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From ’~email uric edu @email un c edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:23 P]VI 
Subject: Mid-term test submission 

To: Instructor Role 

From: 

Dear Professor, 

while completing my mid-term exam my laptop froze around 245 and it was not until 305 after I rebooted my computer that I had access to the test again. I am sending this email because l am 
not sure If my exam was submitted or not since the due time was at 300 Please let me know if you have received my exam, and if not what my options are going forward. Thanks for your 
cooperation, I really appreciate it 

Sincerely, 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI             site. To reply to this message click this link to access 
Messages for this site: AFR             <https://sakai.unc.edu/portalisitei293b0be6-9d3c-42aS-995a-3409eb6141 Ibipage/886dd38d-bf12-4537-bf6e-ded473496a84>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 5:14 PM 

@emaJl. unc.edu 

Bliss, Jessa <jessa bliss@unc.edu> 

Update- Midtem~ 

[)ear 

’]?his to let you know that because of unexpected developments, your exam wil[ be available on Friday 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

(6 00am) to Monday (3.00pm) at 300pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 5:41 PM 

@ema~l.unc.edu> 

I~E: Paper for Thursday 

Dear 

Thanks for th~s heads up! 

The reading on Blackboard 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

Sent: Monday, 9:1 1 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Paper for Thursday 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

have looked on the Blackboard library reserves, the book, and the library web articles and I cannot find the fall article J2~r Aids, Science, and the Making of a Social Movement. Could you 
please make sure this is on Bb? Thanks so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 10:55 PM 

@live.unc.edu:~ 

1~:;: Thesis and Thanks 

Dear 

Thanks for your note. 

Can we meet on Monday next week at 9.00am or 10.00am? I have been busy with a Ugandan scholar who is visiting DRX!C this week and she leaves tomorrow-. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From:. ~!live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday 9:34 PM 
To: Sahle, F, unice N 
Subject: RE: Thesis and Thanks 

I apologize for the delayed response. Tomorrow at 10am will work just fine. ~Ilnanks 

"The historian’s task ~s to preserve everything that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects" 
-Manning Marable 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday. 7:04 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Thesis and Thanks 

Dear 

You are welcome. Please know- that the faculty and the Dean’s office is vets~ much in support of our nrajors and minors, and the Department. As I mentioned on Monday-, please know that 
ara comnritted to helping you think through issues in preparation of your meeting with the Dean next week and other matters as your emerging organization moves forward. 

I hope you have had a chance to review the dovelopments that were narrated in the public domain (beyond the DTH) during the S~tmmer and in the early months of this semester pertaining 
to the departraent. Feel free to call me if you need to discuss these developments. As we discussed, it is important to know the developnrents that led to investigation. 

Keep your spirits high and reassure other students. Further, keep up with your inclusive philosophy and thoughtful approach to issues. 

I am ver~" excited about the direction your honors thesis is taking and look forward to reading the chapters as you send them. I will be at the African Studies Association corfference in DC 
next Friday, thus I not be available for o~tr usual thesis meeting. We can meet on Wednesday at 10.00am if that works from your end. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From @live.~c.edu] 
Sent: Friday- 2:29 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Thesis and Thanks 

Professor Sahle, 

Thanks for meeting with me and providing encouraging advice about how we should move for~vard as an AFAMgAFRI student union. I hope that ~ve can consolidate consensus among 
ourselves and become the legitimate voice of majors and minors in the department We look forward to interacting with faculty in the department in the next couple months and I will 
certainly keep you updated with those developments 

As far as my thesis, I am encouraged about the new direction we’ve agreed on. I have been in Davis amassing books that deal ~vith law and family under apartheid and if you think of any 
especially important titles that I should consult, please let me know Thanks again and I look fbr~vard to our next meeting. 

Best, 

"The historian’s task is to preserve everything that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects." 
-Manning Marable 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 3:46 PM 

ttildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Urgent and important 

Dear Reg, 

Please call me as soon as you can at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 6:02 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

Urgent and vely important 

Dear Kenneth, 

Please call me at 

Sincerely, 
Eunice 

(cell) as soon as possible no matter how late. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </OUNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 6:20 PM 

ttildebmnd, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Recep~don 

Dear Reg, 

Please call me 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 

Sent: Wednesday, November 26, 2021 6:20 plVl 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Reception 

My final act as IAAR Director will be to hold a reception of the broad African and Afro-American Studies community in your honor on December 5th, 5-7 in Wilson 

Library. Are you available? -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUN1CE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 5:46 AM 

m.lanner@sheflMd.ac.uk; r.c.bush@leeds.ac.nk 

Cyfil.Obi@nai.uu.se; ygmhmn(~)twnafrica.org;          ~gmail.com 

U~gent! ’][’he tblitical Economy of Resources and Uneven African Development - Prom (papers) 

[)ear Chairs, 

Greetings. 

Please note that I have not received papers for the above-cited panel of which I am the scheduled discussant tomorrow morning. 

For me to make comments, I need to receive the papers today by 7.00pro at the latest 

I look forward to receiving them 

Sincerely, 

Eunice 

Eunice SaNe, Ph.D 
Associate Professor, 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 5:53 AM 

@live. unc.edu~~ 

I~E: Response papers 

Dear i 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your response papers. 

Best wishes and see you later, 
Dr. Sable 

From: ~!live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday 11:02 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Cc      ;@live uric edu 
SubJect: Response papers 

Professor Sahle, 

have attached my response paper two and l reattached my response paper 1 in case you’d prefer to have them in the same email 

See you tomon-ow! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 5:53 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: AFRI, Reading Responses #1 & #2 

Deal 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your responses papers. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sable 

From: g!live.unc edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 5:32 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI Reading Responses #1 & ~2 

Good morning Dr SaNe, 

hope this email reaches you well. Attached are my HIV/AIDS reading responses for groups one and two. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 7:41 AM 

Carol.Thompson@nau.edu; r.c.bush@leeds.ac.uk; m.larme@sheflield.ac,uk 

Cyril.Obi@nai.uu.se; Yaw-Grahan~ <ygraham~twnaffica.org>;          @g~nail.com 

RE: Urgent! The l~blitical Economy of Resources and Uneven Afi-ican Develop~nent - Panel (papers) 

;)ear Carol, 

Hope you are well 

’]?his is to let you know that while l am listed in the program as the discussant for the above-cited panel, I have .just been in]2~rmed by Prof Bush that Prof. Miles wil[ be the discussant. 

See you at the program committee events 

With best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: r c.bush@leeds ac.uk [r c.bush@leeds ac.uk] 
Sent: Thursday, November 17 2011 6:47 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N: m.larmer@sheffield.ac.uk 
Cc: Cyril Obi@nai.uu.se; Yaw Graham:           ))gmai[.com 
Subject: Re: Urgent! The Political Economy o:t Resources and Uneven Afi’ican Development - Panel (papers) 

Miles is discussant and he has seen 2 draft papers, apologies for any inconvenience, Ray 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
To: m.larmer@sheffield, ac.uk 
To: Rayraond Bush 
Cc: Cyril.Obi@nai.uu.se 
Cc: Yaw Graham 
Cc:          ~gmaih corn 
Subject: Urgent{ The Political Econoray of Resources and Uneven African Development - Panel (papers) 
Sent: 17Nov2011 05:45 

Dear Chairs, 

Greetings. 

Please note that I have not received papers for the above-cited panel of which I am the scheduled discussant tomorrow raorning. 

For me to make comments, I need to receive the papers today by 7.00pm at the latest. 

I look forward to receiving fl~em. 

Sincerely, 

Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Associate Professor, 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Sent ficom my BlackBe~® smartphone on 02 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 8:42 AM 

Bliss, Jessa <jessa bliss@unc.edtr~ 

ILE: Make-up exam 

Dear Jessa, 

An an hour 15 minutes would be perfect. 

Thanks for all your help. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 8:38 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Make-up exam 

Thanks, Eunice! Is there a time limit for this midterm make-up? I’ll create a specific username and password that will be given to 

Jessa 

so that only she can access the exam. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 8:24 AM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Sut~ject: Make-up exam 

Hi Jessa, 

What a time. Anyway, I will call shortly to give you a heads. 

Attached is the make-up exam as indicated earlier in the week. 

With thanks, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 9:19 AM 

Bliss, Jessa <jess%bliss@unc.edu.~ 

ILE: Make-up exam 

Dear Jessa, 

Many thanks! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 9:12 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Make-up exam 

Sounds good, Eunice. I’ve set up the exam, which you can now preview under "Published Assessments" in the Tests & Quizzes section of Sakai Please let me know if anything needs to be 
altered Also, here’s the access information you can g~ve to Alexandria in order to access the exam: 

usemame: 
password: 

The exam will be available from 6 am Friday, November 18 until 3 pm Monday, November 21, with a 75-minute time limit 

Thanks! 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 8:42 AM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: RE: Make-up exam 

Dear Jessa, 

An an hour 15 minutes would be perfect. 

Thanks for all your help. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Thursday, Novcmber 17, 2011 8:38 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Make-up exam 

Thanks, Eunice! Is there a time limit for this midterm make-up? I’ll create a specific username and password that ~vill be given to 

Jessa 

so that only she can access the exam. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 8:24 AM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: Make-up exam 

Hi Jessa, 

What a time. Anyway, I will call shortly to give you a heads. 

Attached is the make-up exam as indicated earlier in the ;veek 

With thanks, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 9:20 AM 

.~emaJl. unc.edu 

Bliss, Jessa <jessa bliss@unc.edu> 

Important det~fils - 

][)ear 

Here are the details pertaimng to your 

usemame: ~[’ri 
password: 

The exam will be available from 6 am Friday, 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

until 3 pm Monday, with a 75-minute time ]imit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 10:22 AM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucke@email.unc.edu> 

Important 

Dear Walter, 

Kindly call me at 

Thanks 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 10:24 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

-AFRI    Online 

Dear 

No worries, the is the norm on Sakai before grades are uploaded. 

I have only a few exams left - yours is on this list - thus your grade should be up by tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @live. unc. edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:00 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I recently checked to see if the              was posted on Sakai and I saw that my grade said 
the process of grading them. I am assuming that you are stil[ grading the :        , but I was just corffused as to why my grade in Sakai says 
graded yet. If you could update on this situation I would appreciate the clarification. 

I was confased as to what this meant, if that was my actual grade or if you are still ~n 
as opposed to N/A if they haven’t all been 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O~UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 11 : 11 AM 

tto~tl.sq~, Jonathan <ha~Jyn@unc.edu> 

Important 

I ust received a call t}om someone who has been in the news..Please call me at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 11 : 19 AM 

Reid, Dee ~deereid@unc.edu> 

1~:;: armouncement 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 11:11 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: amaouncement 

I, Eunice, 

We believe the Board of Trustees will approve your appt today At 2 pro, Jonathan will send a brief email announcement to facul~ in AFRI AI:AM. and we will post the longer 
announcement with your photo on the web (I’ll send you a link when it’s up) That will be shared with L’niversi~ media, I)an Kane at N & O and a reporter at WRAL If you get any media 
calls please let me know before responding, if" possible. I may be able to g~ve them the info the?’ need, and/or you and I can discuss best way to respond etc. 

I am happy to help with media calls in this way at any time, as I do for other chairs and colleagues as part of my role as communications director You can reach me at my office number 
below, or by cell at aW time 

Congratulations again, and best wishes, 

Dee 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 
Director of Communications 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
205 South Building, CB #3100 
Chapel }{ill NC 27599-3100 

Web: http :i/col lege.unc, edu< http ://co llege.un c edu/> 
Facebook: http:/iw~’.facebook.corrfUNC.Colle~e 
Twittcr: http:i/twitter.cotrb’unccollege 
YouTube: http://youtube, cora/user/UNCCollege 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 11:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

I~E: aJmouncement 

Dear Dee, 

Thanks for the update’. 

Please let me know how to deal with the reporters from the N & O and ;VRAL. I hope the?- are not given my phone numbers But will want for your counsel on this. 

I leave for a conference in DC earlier than I expected today about 2.15pm rettu~ing here Sunday morning. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 11:18 AM 
To: Reid, Dee 
Sutzject: RE: announcement 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 11:11 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: announcement 

I, Eunice, 

We believe the Board of Trustees will approve your appt today. At 2 pm, Jonathan will send a brief email announcement to faculty in AFRI AFAM, and we will post the longer 
announcement with your photo on the web (I’ll send you a link when it’s up) That will be shared with University media, Dan Kane at N & O and a reporter at WRAL. If you get any media 
calls please let me l,mow before responding, if possible. ! may be able to give them the info they need, and/or you and I can discuss best way to respond etc. 

I am happy to help with media calls in this way at any time, as I do for other chairs and colleagues as part of my role as communications director. You can reach me at my o:ffice number 
below, or by cell at any time 

Congratulations again, and best wishes, 

Dee 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 
Director of Communications 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The Unb,~ersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
205 South Building, CB #3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

Web: http :/icolleg e. va~c. edu<http :i/ coll ege.unc, edu/> 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/LrNC.Colleae 
Twitter: htt~ ://txvitter.confunccolle~e 

YouTube: htt~://voutube, com/useriUNCColle~e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 11:24 AM 

Reid, Dee ~deereid@unc.edu> 

I~E: armouncement 

Dear Dee, 

Thanks :[’or the update! 

Please let me know how to deal with the reporters from the N & O and WRAL. I hope the?" are not g~ven my phone numbers But will want for your counsel on this. 

I leave for a conference in DC earlier than I expected today about 2.15pro returning here Sunday morning. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 11:18 AM 
To: Reid, Dee 
Sutzject: RE: announcement 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Th~sday, November 17, 2011 11:11 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: atmouncement 

I, Eunice, 

We believe the Board of Trustees will approve yo~ appt today. At 2 pm, Jonathan will send a brief email announcement to faculty in AFRI AFAM, and ~ve will post the longer 
announcement ~vith yo~ photo on the web (I’11 send you a link when it’s up) That will be shared with University media, Dan Kane at N & O and a reporter at YVR_AL. If you get any media 
calls please let me know before responding, if possible. I may be able to give them the irdo they need, and/or you and I can discuss best way to respond etc. 

I am happy to help with media calls in this way at any time, as I do for other chairs and colleagues as part of my role as communications director. You can reach me at my office n~tmber 
below, or by cell at any tirae 

Congratulations again, and best wishes, 

Dee 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 
Director of Communications 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
205 South Building, CB #3100 
Chapel Hill B,-C 27599-3100 

Web: http ://college. unc. edu<http ://college.unc edu/> 
Facebook: http ://w~vw. fa c eb ook. c on’v’UNC Colleg e 
Twitter: http ://twitter com/unccollege 
YouTube: http://voumbe.com/user/UNCCollege 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 8:22 PM 

mmmugo@syr.edu 

1~:;: A development... 

Hi Sis, 

I just arrived here. I am in room 6325. 

Much love always, 

Nell 

From: mmmugo@syr.edu [manmugo@syr.edu] 
Sent: rflnursday, November 17, 2011 6:52 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: A development... 

So lovely to hear from you - always! You are an inspiration yourself and don’t quite seem to realize it Congratulations on your appointment as Chair and all blessings as we ask Jk~r Ancestral 
guidance as well as wisdom in leading the department I am so proud of yo!! 

Are you coming to the ASA? It would be lovely to connect 

All love, 
MMGM. 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
To: I)R. MICERE MADE[~EINE G]Tf IAE 
Subject: A development. 
Sent: Nov 17, 2011 4:26 PM 

[)ear Inspiration, Big Sister and All Good things, 

See below: You paved the way! I mentioned your name and work when I introduced our Sis. Sylvia Tamale fi-om Makerere the other day when she give a public lecture here. 

Here’s a link to the stoW. 

http :/icollege.unc.edu/news-and-media/news-archive/november2011/esahle 

Let me know- if can catch on Sm~day pm. 

With respect and sisterly love, 
Nje~ 

Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 8:24 PM 

Miles La~mer <m.lanner@sheflield.ac.uk:~ 

r.c.bush@leeds.ac.uk 

RE: Urgent! The Politiced Economy of Resources and Uneven Afi~ican Developtnent - Panel (papers) 

;)ear Colleagues, 

See at the panel. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: ]X/hles Larmer [m.lanner@sheffieId ac uk] 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 5:38 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Cc: r.c.bush@leeds.ac uk 
Subject: Re: Urgent! The Political Economy of Resources and Uneven Afi’ican Development - Panel (papers) 

Dear Eunice and Ray et al, 

This is slightly awkward: Eunice was listed in the program as discussant, so I :Feel rather badly that she has somehow been squeezed out of this role. I’m not entirely sure how this happened, 
but perhaps we can ask Eunice (if she is happy to do so) to Chair the session and to provide some comments from that position on the papers as they are presented, in addition to the very 
brief comments I will make as discussant? I have myself only had advance sight of two of the three papers mysell; so I will not be as perfectly prepared as I might otherwise be. 

Hoping to see Eunice at 10 15 tomorrow morning, when we might arrange these things a little more concretely.{ 

Best wishes, 

Miles 

On 17 November 2011 12:41, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu<raailto:em~ice(d~,,email.~mc.edu>> wrote: 

Dear Carol, 

Hope you are well. 

This is to let you know- that while I am listed in the program as the discussant for the above-cited panel, I have just been informed by Prof. Bush that Prof. Miles will be the discussant. 

See you at the program conwnittee events. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: r.c.bush@leeds.ac.uk<mailto:r.c.bush(&leeds.ac.ak> [r.c.bush@leeds.ac.uk<mailto:r.c.bush(&leeds.ac.ak>] 
Sent: Thursday, Novcmber 17, 2011 6:47 AM 

To: Sable, Em~ice N; m.lamxer@sheffield.ac.ttk<mailto:ru.larmer@sheffield.ac.uk> 
Cc: Cyril.Obi@nai.uu.se<mailto:Cyril.Obi@nai.uu.se>; Yaw Graham;         @gmail.com< 
Subject: Re: Urgent! The Political Economy of Resources and Uneven African Development - Panel (.papers) 

Miles is discussant and he has seen 2 draft papers, apologies for an?’ inconvenience, Ray 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
To: m larmer@sheffield ac.uk<mailto:m.larmer@sheffield.ac.uk> 
To: Raymond Bush 
Cc: Cyril Obi@nai.uu.se<mailto:Cyril.Obi@nai uu.se> 
Cc: Ya~v Graham 
Cc:         @gmail corn<               @gmail.com> 
Subject: Urgent! The Political Economy of Resources and Uneven African Development - Panel (papers) 
Sent: 17 Nov 2011 05:45 

@gmail.com> 

Dear Chairs, 

Greetings 

Please note that I have not received papers for the above-cited panel of which I am the scheduled discussant tomorrow morning 

For me to make cormnents, I need to receive the papers today by 7.00pm at the latest. 

I look forward to receiving them. 

Sincerely, 

Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph D 
Associate Professor, 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Sent fi-om my BlackBerqq~ smartphone on 02 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 6:05 AM 

@ema~l,~mc,e&~> 

Update 

Dear Yousul; 

Some news: 

Here the link: 

http :/icolle~e. unc edu/news-and-media/ne~vs-archive, 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

/esahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday                  6:43 AM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; jpickles@unc.edu; Huber, Evelyne H 
<ehuber@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; -~unc.edu 

gpring 

Dear Agatha and Kenneth, 

Greetings from DC. 

Kindly note that ~. will be teaching Afri in the Spring semester is a Ph.D 
student in the md his current research work focuses on African cities and urban social movements with a 
particular interest on both South Africa and East Africa. I have had extensive discussions with him about teaching requirements and 
expectations and look forward to working with him as he finalizes his course outline. 

is well known to most faculty members and majors in the Department for he has been involved in various forums at the Stone 
Center and African Studies Center, and was pivotal in organizing a roundtable focusing on contemporary pro-democratic 
movements in Africa in the Spring of this year. 

Welcome to the Department       I know our students will benefit from a systematic engagement with debates in geography 
concerning the urban form and social movements in the Spring. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O UZqC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday,                  7:00 AM 

corefac3287@listserv, anc.edu 
.~2gmail.com; Buell, Agatha ~-~abuell@email.m~c.edu>; Hartlyn, Jonathaa~ <haxtJyn@unc.edu>; Huber, Evelyne H 

<dmbe@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <j~ordan@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Anderson ~-~b_ anderson@unc.edu> 

[)ear Colleagues, 

I have just learned that one of wonderful majors is a finalist for the Scholarship! 

Please join toe in wishing : and a major in oar Department ~ al { possible good wishes as she prepares for her :final interviews in DC on the 

: Please know that we are very proud of your achievements. We support your scholarship and ynur grounded globa~ citizen work - for more on         wnrk along these lines, see: 

Founder, BeautyGap - www beautygap.org<http://www.beau~gaporg/ 

Witt~ Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 7:03 AM 

ttildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: WONDERFUL NEWS!’.!!!!!’.!! 

Great Counselor, 

Done. I have sent it to faculty - ;vith cc to Jonathan, etc. Let me know if you receive it. You and I will take her for hmch before her final intel~’iews 

Thanks for all ?,our suppolt and for letting me know about 

With thanks, 
Eunice 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Friday, 6:27 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~ject: t,~V: WONDF.RVU[~ NEWS[[[[[[[[[[ 

Eunice would you please consider sending a personal email note of encouragement and support to                   at the email address listed below? She goes through the finalist phase 
of the Scholarship selectinn process this weekend She is one of our m~jors (and at least ]2~r the time being, she is still a candidate ]2~r honors. Kenneth’s timing on pulling the plug 
on her was uNk~rtunate), admires you and is thrilled that you will be the next chair. So, a gesture of support from you would mean a lot to her. Quite understandably, she is 
very concerned about how things will turn out this weekend, and she does not want the added pressure of public expectations...but at some point the department should make clear that we 
are very proud of what she has ALREADY accomplished by getting this far in the competition. (I do plan to acknowledge her accomplishment during your reception on the 

I remain, 

Your faitk[’u[ counselor, 

and humble servant, -Reg 

From: (~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:55 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: WOiNV-DERFUL NEWS[[[[[[[[[[ 

Hey, LVr. Hildebrand, 

just learned sorae great news this week that I received a final intelwiew for the 
Thar~k you so rauch for writing me a letter of reconm~endation! 
My interviews are in    the        of next ~veek. They let me know then if I receive the scholarship. 

I will keep you updated on this process!![ 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
Public Policy & African American Studies 
c 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N </O k~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN-EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 7:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

I~E: Wishing the best! 

Dear Reg, 

I also sent her a personal note Nonetheless, I thought it ~vas important to acknowledge her achievements in the faculty domain. 

Cheers, 
E 

From: Sahle, Kunice N 
Sent: Friday, 7:11 AM 
To:            @gmail.com 
Subject: Wishing the best! 

[)ear 

’]?his is to let you l~ow that I am thinking of you and wishing you all the best in the interviews today and tomorrow. ! just learned about this wonderful development 

I have sent your news to Faculty because I am proud of your work and it veW important to celebrate your achievements. 

I look ~\~rward to meeting you soon. 

Keep your spirit high and l~ow that we are ve~ proud of you. 

With best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 7:14 AM 

ttildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Wishing the best! 

Dear Reg, 

I also sent her a personal note. Nonetheless, I thought it was important to acknowledge her achievements in the facul~" domain. 

Cheers, 
E 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 7:11 AM 
To            :@gmail.com 
Subject: Wishing the best! 

[)ear 

This is to let you l,mow that I am thinldng of you and wishing you all the best in the interviews today and tomorrow. ! just learned about this wonderful development 

I have sent your news to Faculty because I am proud of your work and it veW important to celebrate your achievements. 

I look forxvard to meeting you soon. 

Keep yore spirit high and knoxv that we are ver~" proud of you. 

With best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, November 18, 2011 7:30 AM 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sahle named chair 

Dear Dee, 

Thanks so much for this! 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 2:48 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Buell, Agatha; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Sahle named chair 

Eunice, 

The good news is on our web site and will be shared soon with University media and some local press. Since you’ll be out of town, I 
am copying Agatha and Travis to let them know they can refer media calls to me, as we discussed. 

Here’s a link to the story. 
e.unc.edu/r~ews -alad-mediair~e~, s -archiveir~ovember2 011/esaNe 

Best, 
Dee 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 
Director of Communications 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
205 South Building, CB #3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

Web: h~p :/icollege.u~c.ed a<h~p://~olle?,e.urtc.edai> 
Facebook: !~ap:iiwww.facebook.cott~iUNC.Colleg~ 
Twitter: ~ :,{i~ itter.com/ancco~leg~ 
YouTube: ~:/iv outube.comiuse~iUNCColl<2N 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 2:49 PM 

Reid, Dee ~deereid@unc.edu> 

H~ly~ Jonathan <ho~Jyn@unc.edu> 

RE: DTH Article regarding your new position 

Dear Dee, 

Greetings from DC. 

Below a request from the DTH Let me know how to proceed 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From ~live unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:50 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: DTH Article regarding your new position 

Professor Sahle, 
My name is I’m a J2~r First, let me start by saying congratulations on being selected as the new chair o:[’the African and Afro-American Studies 
Department! I am currently working on a piece about your appointment and would lnve to speak with you some time today if you are available. I am interested in information regarding your 
background within the department, your relationship with the former chair, Professor Nyang’oro, and the role you will play in the current im’estigation and clean-up of the department. 

As it is ahnost the weekend, I would love to speak with you today if possible. I can be reached at this email address or by phone at 

Thank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday 8:18 AM 

@gma~l.com 

Hello 

Dear 

Here the link: 

http ://college unc.edu/news-and-media/news-archive/ 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

/esahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, November 19, 2011 9:22 AM 

ttall, Percy’ A <ttALLPA@EMAIL.[INC.EDU> 

I~W: IAAR Update 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 4:03 PM 
To: Alexander, G Rumay; Jordan, Joseph F; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; ~gmail corn; Corbie-Smith, Giselle M; Price, Charles R; Woodard, Harold; Pierce, Jackie; Williams, 
Heather A; Schoenbach, Victor J; Watson, Harry L.; Sahle, Ennice N; Regester, Charlene B; Tresolini, Carol P; Stroman, Deborah L; Houston, TelTi C; Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby; 
Brnndage, William Fitzhugh; Janken, Kenneth R; Jackson, Jerma A; James Fan-ar /                 @gmaihcom); Smith, Holly A; Tyson, Karolyn D; Slocum, Karla; Caldwell, Kia L; Fisher, 
Rebecka Rutledge; Rob Stephens /             @gmaihcom); Rucker, Walter C; Shields, Tanya L; Kleinman, Sherryl; Deguzman, Maria; Kenan, Randall G; Shields, Sarah D; Parker, 
Patricia S; Perucci, Tony; Henderson, Mae G; Godley, Paul; Coleman, James W 
Subject: IAAR Update 

[)ear Board Members and Friends: 

In an important and wonderful sense, my updates have almost become unnecessary because of the outstanding work of the IAAR’s intrepid and resourceful PIL’IT person, OLYMPIA 
FRIDAY. She really knows what she is doing ’l’he website is still a thin work in progress, but please check it out fi-om time to time. Click around and navigate the site It is ew~lving into a 
@namic and useful source of current information, notices, and invitations. (’]’he photographer has not produced the photos from the Public Policy Forum yet Olympia will get them up as 
soon as we get them. BErf PHOTOS FROM ’ItJE RECEPTION ARE UP! Take a look ) 

-SAVE TIlE DATE: Monday, December 5th :From 5-6:30, at the Stone Center, the IAAR will acknowledge and honor the work of researchers who completed a bnnk or dissertation on Afi-ican 
American Studies in 2011, folk~wed by a reception in honor of the newly appointed chair of the African and Afro-American Studies Department, EUNICE SAtILE! Please be there, and spread 
the word 

-Monday, November 21 st, the IAAR will host a gathering of undergraduates from several departments who are doing honors theses on some aspect of African 7’,merican Studies. They will 
be given words of encouragement and advice from the directors of honors programs in the departments of Sociology, ttistory and African & Afro-American Studies 

-Tuesday, November 22nd, on behalf of the Southern Historical Collection, the IAAR will convene a group of facul~ who will serve as an advisory board for the Lewis Family Papers 
Prc~ject. 

-Tuesday, November 29th, the Institute will host a gathering of graduate students from several departments who are doing dissertations or masters theses on some aspect of African 
American Studies 

-And also, Thursday, I)ecember I st, the [AAR will co-sponsor an Afro-American Studies Colloquium, on "Orality, Literacy, and Musicality’ in African American Cultural Production," paper 
presented by Prof. Perry Hall, in Hyde Hall Incubator Room, 3:30 PM 

Thaaks for your support for the work of the Institute. -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, November 19, 2011 10:16 AM 

Driscoll, Mark W <mdri~ol@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Some news 

Dear Mark, 

Sorry to hear that you have been Hope you are feeling better. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Driscoll, Mark W 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 8:53 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Some news 

Eunice, 
OMG! ’]?hat’s great news[ I’m sorry I couldn’t make Sylvia’s talk; 
Mark 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 6:02 AM 
To: Driscoll, Mark W 
Sutzject: Some news 

Dear Mark, 

See below 

tIere the correct link: 

http ://college unc.edu/ne*vs-and-media/news-archive/november2011/esahle 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <!O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday,                 12: l 8 PM 

@googlemail.com> 

In DC - m~nor has it? 

Are you still around? 

I am in room 6325 

Would love to connect with you. 

Luve, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 6:33 PM 

@gmail,com> 

I~E: Semin~x today - INTS and Monday office hours: INTS 

Dear 

Greetings from DC 

Of course! See you all then 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 2:26 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Seminar today - [N~S    and Monday oJTice hours: INTS 

Hello Dr. SaNe! 
I hope all is well Group was hoping to come into office hours sometime around lpm on Monday for consultation regarding our prc~iect. Would you be available? 
We just wanted to make sure that as the first group we were hitting all the points you hoped we would 
’]]hank you so much! 

On Thu, 
Dear Scholars, 

at 1 1:18 AM, EUNICE N Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu<mailto:eunice(~email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

I will be in class (until 2.15pro when I leave for the airport, so feel fi-ee to drop by our classroom if you have a question pertaining to the message below). 

I have to leave for a major conference in DC earlier than was scheduled today because of urgent program committee responsibilities. 

Thus, it is my regret that I have to cancel our seminar today. I will lecture on the remaining material on Corporate Social Responsibility following the first 45 meetings which will be taken by 
projects on the following dates: 

I aru sorry about this development. 

Monday: Extra office horns: I will be available for discussions on remaining assignruents or anything else pertaining to INTS 

Sincerely and see you soon. 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 7:46 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Janken, Ke~meth R <koanken@e~nail.unc.edu> 

RE: AFRI 

;)ear 

Please get in touch with Professor Kenneth Janken who is the Director of Undergraduate Studies in the Department of Afi-ican and Afro-American Studies. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~)live unc edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 7:27 PM 
To: Sahle. Eunice N 
Sut~iect: A [~. I 

IIeHo Dr Sah]e, 

My name is              and I am a      undergraduate majoring in Global Studies. I have taken a few courses within the African Studies Department and would like to pursue a minor in 
African Studies. I have looked over the description of the minor on the website and still have a couple of questions. To fulfill the minor, I understand that two courses must be courses listed 
under List A and one course has to be AFRI     Do the other two courses have to be froru List B or can I fulfill the minor by taking other AFRI courses? If so, would any of the courses I 
have taken or will be taking fulfill the 5 course requirement? 

Sincerely-, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 8:09 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edtr’~ 

Huber, Evelyne H <elmbe@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

RE:                - Department of Geography; Affi Spring 

[)ear Agatha, 

’]?hanks for your note 

Tuesday morning on the or anytime on Wednesday would work better. Kindly let me kno~v what works from your end. 

In the meantime I will forward a note from the Chair of geography pertaining to As for his stipend 12~r teaching Afti 
agreed on       which is the regular pay for Teaching Fellows in Geography 

Looking forward to see you soon 

Best wishes, 
Ennice 

, I discussed this matter with Dean Jonathan Hartlyn and we 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Friday, 10:03 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: tluber, Evelyne H 
Subject: RE: , -Department of Geography, Spring 

Dear Eunice, 
Let’s set a nreeting time for the week after Thanksgiving to go over the detail of this, the appointment of an Associate Chair, and any other details for 
afternoon on Monday,               work for you’.’ If another day or tinre is better for you, please let me know. 

Enjoy your trip, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-Araerican Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
~ 919.962.5824 

Would sometime in the 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 6:43 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha; Janken, Kenneth R 
Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan; ipickles@unc.edu; Huber, Evelyne H; Gore, 
Subj ect                   - Department of Geography, Afri    Spring 

Dear Agatha and Kenneth, 

Greetings from DC 

Kindly note that                 , ~vill be teaching Afri                             in the Spring semester,        is a PhD student in the Department of Geography and his CUl~ent 
research work focuses on African cities and urban social movements with a particular interest on both South Africa and East Africa. I have had extensive discussions with him about 
teaching requirements and expectations and look forward to ~vorking with him as he finalizes his course outline. 

is well kno~vn to most faculty members and majors in the Department for he has been involved in various forums at the Stone Center and African Studies Center, and was pivotal in 
organizing a roundtable focusing on contemporary pro-democratic movements in Africa in the Spring of this year. 

Welcome to the Department 
Spring. 

Best wishes, 
Ennice 

I kno~v our students will benefit from a systematic engagement with debates in geography concerning the urban form and social movements in the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 8:12 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu~~ 

Huber, Evelyne H <elmbe@em~fil.unc.edu> 

. Department of Geography, Afd 

[)ear Agatha, 

Below is the email from the Chair of geography. We can add it to our agenda :[’or our upcoming meeting. 

Best wish 

From: John Pickles [jpickles(~email unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday:                    12:36 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Davis, Barbara Taylor 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: "                 - Department of Geography, Afri 

[)ear Eunice and Barbara, 

This is a nice opportunity for        Please be sure to coordinate 
with Barbara Taylor Davis to ensure that we have a way of paying 

tuition. ’]"his may mean shipping the Teaching Fellow funds to 
our account -- I thitfi( we must pay        if we are to use our tuitiun 
remission. If African-At~ican Araerican Studies has its own tuitiun 
remission budget and can pay tuition, that is fine. 

Thanks, 
John 

On          6:42 ~4, Sahle, E~ice N wrote: 
> Dear Agatha and Kenneth, 
> 
> Grectings from DC. 
> 

> Kindly- note that will be teaching Afri in the semester, in the Department of Geography and his cm~ent 
research work focuses on African cities and urban social movements w~th a particular interest on both South Africa and East Africa. I have had extensive discussions with him about 
teaching requireraents and expectations and look forward to working with him as he finalizes his course outline. 
> 

is well l~mwn to most faculty rr~embclS and majors in the Department for he has been involved in various foruras at the Stone Center and African Studies Center, and was pivotal in 
organizing a roundtable focusing un contemporary in Africa in the of this year. 
> 

> 

> Welcome to the Departraent I know our students will benefit frora a systeraatic engagement with debates in geography concerning the urban form and social raovements in the 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Dr. John Pickles 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 
Chair, Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N(~ 27599-3220 

Tel: 919-962-8903 (main office) 
Fax: 919-962-1537 

http ://geographv.unc edu/ 
http://~vw~v.unc edu/depts/geog/garpi 
http ://www.capturingthegains org/ 
http://global-understanding.infoi 
http ://www.count ercartographies.orgi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 3:46 AM 

@live. unc.edtr~ 

ILE: I mn so sorry 

Dear 

Just turn it in on Friday. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sable 

From: ~!live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, " 1:24 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: I am so sorry 

Professor SaNe, 

I am so sorry to be asking you this as I know you have been inundated with emails such as this, but I was just wondering what your late policy was for these papers While I do think I could 
turn my in Tuesday, I think if" I had a bit more time it would be a better paper and I was trying to figure out if it would be better [’or me to turn ~t ~n on time or to be a bit late but with a better 
paper. I am so sorry again!! 

I hope you were able to have a nice weekend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 5:18 AM 

@live.unc.edu 

I~E: 

Dear 

I am deeply sorD- to hear about this sad development! 

Just post the entry when you are ready this ;veek or in the next one. 

Take care, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @live.unc.edu ~)live uric edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 10:09 PM 
Subject: missing lesson. 

To: Sahle, Eunice 

From: 

Dr Sahle. I apologize for missing the assignment on Saturday the 
! have been unable to get my post done Please consider accepting it. I will send a copy of the as soon as my printer is up tomorro*v. 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages fi-om the "AFRI              site. To reply to this message click this link to access 
Messages for this site: AFRI             <https://sakai.unc.edu/portal/site/293bObe6-9d3c-42aS-995a-3409eb6141 lb/pa~ei886dd38d-bff2-4537-bf6e-ded473496a84>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 5:46 AM 

@gmail.com:~ 

ILE: Congratulations on your new Dept. Chair Appt. From 

Dear 

It is very good to hear from you 

Thanks for this note and I hope you are doing well. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @gmail com] 
Sent: Friday, 9:20 ~M 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Congratulations on your new Dept Chair Appt. From 

Hi Dr Sable, 
I heard on NPRiWUNC this morning that you have been newly appointed the new Dept. Chair for the African and Afro-American Studies I am very happy [’or you and wanted to extend my 
congratulations on this professional achievement. As a               I consider this well-deserved promotion and I wish the best ]2~r you in your new role I hope to visit with you 
sometime soon, do let me know if" or when you may be available. Take care and talk with you soon. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 6:27 AM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: 

Dear 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your response 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

From: ~!gmail.com] 
Sent: rflqursday, 1:59 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 8:36 AM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

1~9;: Perspectives on Health 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Unfortunately, I only have one copy of the required text and I need it for teaching and grading pulT)oses in my classes 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 6:16 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Perspectives on Health 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I hope you are having a fabulous weekend! 

I was wondering if I could borrow your copy of Perspectives on tlealth. I could not buy the book earlier this semester because I was having some trouble affording it I’m really sorry{ Would 
it be all right if I borrowed your copy of the book in order to complete the assignments? 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday,                  8:48 AM 

@gmail .com> 

9.15am? 

Dear 

Just returned tlcom DC 

I ;vill in shortly by 9.15am. 

Best wishes, 
l_)r. Sah~e 

From 
Sent: Mondav ~ 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 

@gmail.com] 

8:45 AN,{ 

(eunice@emaikunc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 10:35 AM 

~gmail.com> 

ILE: Tuesday- INTS INTS: 

Dear 

Thanks for your note I was away, thus just saw your email 

The piece by Lurie et al is on Blackboard. 

Best wishes and see you in class tomorrow-. 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~gmail com] 
Sent: Sunday, 10:30 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Tuesday - ]NTS LNTS 

Hello Dr. Sahle, forgive me if you already addressed this but I was wondering where we could access the reading by 
Peter Lurie, Percy C. Hintzen, and Robert A. Lowe, listed as ’ 

’ (Kalipeni, Ezekiel[ et all) Just get back to me at your earliest convenience. 

Thank you[ 

On Sat, at 6:37 PM; EUNICE N Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu<mailto:eunice(~r)email.unc.edu>> wrote: 
Greetings from DC, 

Please note that the Poku reading is available on Blackboard. For those who have submitted their responses to ~ 
p~ece by Tuesday. It took a while to get the rights to use 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

there will be no penalty in submitting your response to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 1:52 PM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

I~E: Tuesday Groups - INTS INTS 

Dear 

Thanks for your note! is no longer in INTS 

I just met with         Given the nature of the material and 2 
remaining material Iicom         as we prepare for the ~ 

If your group wants to drop by my office to discuss your 

Best wishes and looking forward to your presentation. 

Dr. Sahle 

in one day, I think it is not productive to lecture No worries though, ;ve will find a way as a class to discuss the 
before the end of the semester 

, feel :Free to do so for I am in my office (Battle Hall, 302) until 3 30pm. 

From: ~))live unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, " 1:00 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sutziect: RE: Tuesday Groups - JNTS:    INTS: 

Dr. Sahle, 

Our group is a bit concerned on two fronts. 
Tuesday are you still planning for both group 
organize our thoughts 

a group member              has not responded to us and we do not this this person is in our class anymore Also, if you plan to lecture 
to present following your lecture? Just wanted to make sure I think we are prepared to give the presentation and we have done well to 

Thanks, 

From: EUNICE N Sahle [eunice@emai[unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday-, 6:37 PM 
Subject: Tuesday - INTS : INTS 

Greetings from DC, 

Please note that the Poku reading is available on Blackboard. For those xvho have submitted their responses to 
piece by Tuesday. It took a xvhile to get the rights to use. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

readings, there will be no penalty in submitting your response to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday 5:08 AM 

@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

1~:;: Two reviews for class tomorrow 

Dear 

Thanks so much. 

Best wishes and see you in class. 

Dr. Sahle 

From 

Sent: Monday, 11:01 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 

Cc 

Subject: Two reviews for class tomorrow 

Dear Dr Sahle, 

Attached are the two article reviews lk~r class tomorrow. [ will see you then! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 5:17 AM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: last minute questions about 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. And here are responses: 

Referencing: Focus on the core ideas in each piece. Then spend most of the space discussing what you think are the important arguments - from a rights,justice perspective - and do your 
best to incorporate insights that you have gained from the material - Pogge, Wettstein, etc (depending on the point you ;vant to highlight) - we have covered in our seminar. 

Extension: Ok by 7pro 

Best wishes and see you in class. 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9:16 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~ject: last minute questions about 

Hello Professor Sahle, I strongly apologize J2~r e-mailing you last minute regarding this assignment we have had J2~r some time now but I am finding that as I am finalizing my papers I still feel 
unsure about some of the requirements For example, one question I have is are we supposed to reference every reading listed under the group’s presentation topic in the syllabus in our 
paper? I am finding that referencing 6 different authors in a short response is a little difficult and can sound a bit choppy in my wriung Or are we simply supposed to reference the bigger 
ideas and concepts :Found within the reading and focus on what we found the most compelling and important? Also, again I am sorry to ask you this and please feel free to say no, I know 
we got our :first deadline :For the                pushed back to tomorrow but is there any chance I could send you the second                after class tomorrow? Perhaps get it to you 
tomorrow evemng say beJ2~re 7pm? I just want to figure out these questions before I move forward so that I can give a more professional finished product but if you would rather have both 
papers tomorrow before class I completely understand! 
Thanks and sorry ~2~r the long e-mar!! 
Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 5:21 AM 

~livexmc,edu> 

I~E: 

Dear i 

Thanks for your emaih 

It is 800 ;vords. 

Best wishes and see you in class. 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~!live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:22 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 

I .just wanted to make sure that the papers were supposed to be 600 words each before I sent them in. Is that correct? 

@emaikunc.edu 

UNC Chapel Hill 

BA Global Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 5:23 AM 

’@gmail.com> 

I~E: Class tomorrow? 

Dear 

I am sorry for the confusion. 

The agreement- because of Dr. Tamale’s talk - in class was that 

On some other news that I have heard: Let’s talk right after class. 

Best wishes and see you later in the day. 
Dr. Sahle 

~vould present today. 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 7:14 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Class tomorruw? 

Eli Dr Sahle, 

Quick question: ]2~r class Tuesday, are we having ~ 
I’m a bit confused uver our schedule since dr Tamale’s talk 

’]?hanks and congrats agmn on yuur big news! 

? ]n uther wurds, what readings and write ups shuuld be cumpleted? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, November 23, 2011 12:48 PM 

Vavga~ Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: South Africa 2012 Summer Progr~an 

Comrade, 

Thanks Kindly call me at 

Cheers, 
E 

From: Vargas, Ro&aey Joaqmn 
Sent: Wednesday, November 23, 2011 9:05 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: South Africa 2012 Sumaner Program 

Eli [~unice, 

Please review the &at contract attached and let me know if edits are needed. The official contract will be sent to you by Sharon from our office after you indicate this draft is fine 
Thanks. 

Happy Thanksgiving[ 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Maddle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: htt p :i/studvabroad.unc. edu<http ://studyabr oad.unc, edu/> 
********************************************** 

Confidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain cortfidential 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original ruessage. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, November 24, 2011 9:32 AM 

Walter R ucker @gmail,com> 

I~E: Itnportant 

Dear Walter, 

You can call me this morning if’you have time: 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Walter Rucker         @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 24, 2011 9:11 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Important 

Dear Eunice, 

Is it possible to have a brief talk over the coming weekend (anytime between 
Sat and Sun.)? I just have a handful of questions for you 

My number is ’. Thanks in advance 

Best, 

Walter 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 10:22 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Sukject: Important 
hnportance: tligh 

Dear Walter, 

Kindly call me at 

Thanks. 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, November 25, 2011 11:06 AM 

Olich, Jacqueline M ~molich@email.unc.edu-* 

ILE: Sh~xed ’Fables: A Triangle Symposium on Local m~d Globg~ Food Studies (2/28/2012 at UNC Institute for the Arts and Hummfities) 

Dear ©lich, 

Thanks for the update. 

I would be delighted to participate on the panel. In the meantime kindly let me know the modalities of the panel, (e.g, format - paper presentation, rountable, etc). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: ©lich, Iacqueline M 
Sent: Friday, November 25, 2011 9:48 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Cooke, Amy E; Anderson, Barbara S; Shay, Elizabeth; Newbold, Jill 
Subject: Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Local and Global Food Studies (2/28/2012 at UNC Institute ]2~r the Arts and Humanities) 

Dear Eunice, 

write to update you on the food sustainability wmposium that Barbara Anderson mentioned to you and inquire if you are available to serve on a panek Specifically, we would be honored 
if you would participate in a February 28, 2012 moderated panel entitled Food Securi~, Food Systems, and Global Change to be held at the UNC Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

©ur wmposium brings together a unique constellation of groups to explore issues relating to food and sustainabili~" from global and local perspectives To reflect new partnerships, we 
have renamed the symposium Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Local and Global Food Studies. ©n February 28, 2012 globally-oriented programming will be held at UNC and on 
February 29, 2012 locally-oriented progratmning will be held at Duke UniversiW. 

Partners include: 
The UNC Afi-ican Studies Center 
Triangle University Food Studies (TUFS) < http://sites duke.edu/womenst194 03 s2010/> 
The UNC Institute [’or the Environment 
’]?he UNC (;enter for Sustainable Enterprise 
The UNC Center [’or Slavic, Eurasian, and East European Studies 
The LEqC Center for International Business Exchange and Research 
The UNC Center for European Studies 
Duke Universi~’s Center for Energy, development, and the Global Enviromnent 
The L~-C Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Cordirrued participants in the symposium include: 
Will Allen, Growing Power < http:i/~-~’w.growingpower.org/> 
Aray Cooke, Environruent and Ecology, UNC 
Kathryn DeMaster, Brown Universi~ < http:/ienvstudies.brown.edu/Kattw~’nDeMaster.html> 
Tom Philpott, Mother Jones < http:/ilnother]ones.cotr~’authors/toln-philpott> 
Dan Vcrmeer, D~tke University’s Center for Energy, Development, and the Global Environment 

We hope to add your name to the list. 

Regards, 
Jacqueline 

Jacqueline M. Olich, Ph.D. 
Associate Director 
Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #5125 
3108 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5125 

Web: cseees.unc.edu 
Twitter:, 
LinkedEc 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUN1CE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday,                  2:35 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Hello 

Dear 

I ust wanted to write and let you know that I enjoyed reading ?,our 

It was very good Keep up the good workt 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 4:01 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

-Affi 

Dear 

Greetings and hope you are well 

Here is your grade for the 

A fair eflk~rt in these lessons. I am giving you a chance to improve your grade by allowing you to respond to my 
until the last day of class to do so. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sable 

that I have posted to You have 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 4:10 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

RE: AFRI 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

I will let you know the way for;vard tomorrow-. It is important that I ensure that I am fair and ethical to all students, hence the need to take time and reflect on such matters At any rate, I will 
be in touch tomorrow-. 

Best wishes and I hope you have an excellent ’ too. 

Dr. Sahle 

From: ~hve.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 6:59 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject:     ~FRI 

Dr. Sahle, 
I was wondering if you ever received my response to your comments on my 
ever received my email. Please let me know. 

I know you are very busy and am not trying to rush you by any means, but am just curious if you 

Thanks and have a great 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 4:18 PM 

@emaJd,~mc,edu> 

Course Syllabus 

Dear 

Thanks 

Looks good but need additions: 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 

7) 

if i think of something else I will let you know 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: 
Sent: Saturday, 3:32 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Course Syllabus 

Hi Eunice, 

I hope you’ve had a good I’m attaching my planned sy]labus [’or the 

See you soon 

course to this email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, November 27, 2011 5:05 PM 

Walter R ucker @gmail,com> 

I~E: Itnportant 

Dear Walter, 

Feel free to call at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Walter Rucker         ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 24 2011 9:11 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Important 

Dear Eunice, 

Is it possible to have a brief talk over the coming weekend (anytime between 
Sat. and S un )? I just have a handful of questions [’or you. 

My number ~s Thanks in advance. 

Best, 

Waiter 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 10:22 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: Important 
Importance: High 

Dear Walter, 

Kindly call me at 

Thanks. 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 7:10 AM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

and Meeting 

Dear 

I ;vill be in my office between 12.00pm-12.20pm I have meetings most of today 

On Tuesday I will be in oftice at 9.00am if you wish to drop by then instead of today. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @live uric. edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:37 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 

Eli Dr Sahle, 

I’ve attached my 

Thanks! 

¯ I wonder if we could meet to discuss it tomorrow morning. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 7:57 AM 

@gma5~l .com> 

1~9;: Afri!~&thm 

Dear 

Thanks for your note. 

Anytnne Friday late in the afternoon (3 30pm-5 30pm) would work best this week. 

See you in the seminar Professor 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From ~)gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 10:42 PM 
Tn: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: A fri/Afam 

Hello Dr SaNe, 
I hope ynu had a nice break and were able to get some rest 

Tn follow up, when will it be pnssible for the A[’ri/Afam 
’]?hey are very excited tn begin a working relatinnship with you. 

See you in class on Tuesday (when ! get to be the professor!) 
All the best, 

to meet with you this week? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 9:06 AM 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.e&t> 

I~E: checking in 

Thanks barbara Wanted to request use of his office in Battle Hall by a 

Cheers, 
E 

From: Barbara Anderson [b andersun@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:16 AM 
To: Sahle, F, unice N 
Sublect: Re: checking in 

No, I think he is on leave again this 
the (;enter. B 

--at least he will not be at 

On 7:55 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
> Hi Sis, 
> 

> Hope you are grading went well! ! know about the need to hide... 
> 

> Quick question: Is back teaching in the ? 
> 

> Warm regards, 
> SisE 

> From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, 9:02 PM 
> To: Sah[e, Eunice N 
> Subject: checking in 
> 

> Hi there. ! noticed ! had missed a call from you this afternoon (while 
> I was hiding and grading). I’ll be in the office tomorrow, so maybe we 
> can touch base then? All OK? Thinking of you, sister. B 

> Barbara Shaw- Anderson 
> Associate Director, African Studies Center 
> Lectmer, Department of African and Afro-Arnerican Studies 
> African Studies Center, CB#7582 
> 3027 FedEx Global Education Cunter 
> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
> (919) 962-1406 office 
> (919) 843-2102 fax 
> b anderson@unc.edu 
> http://africa.unc.edu/ 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Cunter 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Centcr, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Educatiun Center 
Univcrsity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa unc.edu/ 

who ~vill be teaching in the I will send a note. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 12:34 PM 

aescobar <aescobar@ad.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: 

Hi Comrade, 

Here ;ve go; 

.2~mail.ngo.za 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: aescobar [aescobar@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:47 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 

Comrade, pls. send me email address? 

arturo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 12:39 PM 

Lmnber~, Michael C <mlmnber@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Dear Machael, 

Hope you are well and enjoying Cape Town. 

At any rate, I write to see if a scholar from the Department of Geography 
helpful. As you know-, space is very tight in Battle Hall 

Best wishes and safe travels 
Eunice 

,) who will be teaching Afri: in the ; cari use your office. This would be very 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 2:24 PM 

@live.unc.edu:~ 

Dear 

Thanks for your note. 

How about Wednesday at 11.00am? 

IAAR: 

Would Vriday at 2.00pro work? 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

From: :@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:58 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 

tIi Professor Sahle, 

I hope you had an enjoyable break! I wanted to email you to see if you were available some time this week [’or one of my colleagues from the i      md I, to come by your office and meet 
with you brie:t]y to interview you for a feature on the       website Professor Hildebrand would like us to feature a piece about your new appointment as chair and we would like to 
supplement that piece with some biographical information I have a pretty open schedule on Monday, Wednesday and Friday and my Tuesdays and Thursdays around 2:00p are pretty 
open as well. But let me know what times work best for you and we’ll certainly be able accommodate your schedule 

Also, I have more written work on my thesis that I’d like to go over with you, so would Friday at 9:00am be the best time to meet with you again to review what I have? If you are available 
before then, that would be great as well. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon, 

Class of 
History and African-American Studies Major 

"The historian’s task is to preserve evewthing that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation of iraposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects." 
-Manning Marable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O I~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 5:20 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Reading Response-. 

Thanks 

See you class 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

From: @hve. unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:42 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
SubJect: Reading Response-- 

Greetings Dr. Sahle, 

hope this email reaches you well. Attached is my reading response for 

Best, 

B.A African Studies, Class of 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" JCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 8:51 PM 

@gmail.com> 

1~: Very interesting art~cle on HIV in A~nefican South 

Dear 

Many thanks! 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

From: ~!gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday 4:25 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~ject: Very interesting article on HIV in American South 

Hello Dr Sahle I saw this today on CNN and it discusses stigma and HIV response in the South in the U.S. and I though it was relewmt to our discussion today but wasn’t sure how to send 
it to the class listserv 

/health/jacksonviHe-hiv-florida/index.html?hpt=hp cl 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 7:56 AM 

ttildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Receplion 

Dear Reg, 

I am veW touched that you not only thought of this reception to celebrate scholars working on African American issues and my appointment in the new role, but also putting all your efforts 
to seeing the idea realized. To do all this in the midst of your busy schedule and the crazy-making developments that are characteristic of the last weeks of a semester, makes it all the more 
special Many thanks for providing us a moment to be joyous after a verb, tough term’. 

Here are my humble suggestions for your consideration: 

1) receiving line: Please, please, my brother, let’s not have one You know me well, thus you will understand that this suggesuon comes ftom my Social Gospel upbringing that stresses social 
democratic values, equally" and digni~" for all. So, let’s have a convivial reception where we acknowledge and celebrate each other and mingle in an egalitarian spirit 

2) representative of our majors -       is an excellent pick and I would also suggest 
and involved in the emerging student union in the department). 

(a minor in our department who has worked me for over 3 years and is known to 

3) department and the executive committee: Brief comments (3-5 minutes) from the following colleagues would (from a democratic perspective) be excellent - Our Interim Chair, Bereket and 
Kia. 

4) Outside our Department: If you could invite the Chair of Geography (Dr. John Pickles, Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies) to offer brief comments (3 - 
5minutes) that would be excellent. I know he can only be available from 600pm omvards because of his Ph.D Seminar See what he says. If John is busy, Arturo Escobar (Kenan 
Distinguished Professor, Department of Anthropol ogy) would be excellent. 

4) My other (;hair- If you have not invited Andrew Reynolds - my (;hair in Global Studies - to the reception, kindly do so. He is a great supporter of our I)epartment, majors and has been a 
great source of support for me. 

4) Your sister’s comments: 3-5 minutes to give thanks to my colleagues, our students and my family. 

What do you think? 

Once again, many, many thanks for this and all you do ~2~r the Department, the Umversity and the communi~" at large 

With kind regards, 
Eunice 

Frora: Hildebrand, RcRinald F 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Reception 

3:23 PM 

Dear Eunice, 

Students are so excited about coming to your reception to show their support for you and their appreciation for the task you have taken on. The program will be brie£ Folks will gather 
between 5-5:30. A 5:30 1 will begin the program by saying a few words about the occasion and about8 the La.AR. Then I will acknowledge undergraduate thesis writers, and folks who have 
published a books &tring the past year..4fter that I will present Joseph as my- successor at the IAAR, and he xvill say a few- words. Then he will present three people who will offer a few 
brief words of congratu lations and support to you Following that you will be called for;vard to make remarks for 5-10 minutes. Joseph will then close the program, and the reception will 
resume, giving people a chance to greet you in person. (I have asked Joseph to set up a receiving line for you,). 

I hope that all of that is OK I need your advice and approval about the three people who ;vill be on the program to oiler congratulations al"~d make brief remarks. One will be a 
representative of our majors, most probably your honors student,         Another ;vill represent our department and the executive con~mittee, most probably, Bereket. A few names have 
been suggested to me ibr the third person...but I seem to remember that someone in the Geography Department played a role in helping you make your decision I thought the?, would be 
the most appropriate person, but I don’t kno;v the name, or what you think about that idea How do all of those names sound? Please let me know by email, or phone. I will be home 

i after 8 tonight 

And of course your family members are invited, and I hope that you will introduce them to the gathering. 

All the Best, -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, November 30, 2011 1:39 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaJdwe@emafil.unc.edu-~; Hall, Perry A <tLALLPA@EMAIL.IYNC.EDU>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<~ongola@email.unc.e&~ 

ILE: Africana Graduate Studies Cotfference at Nolnthwestern 

Dear Colleagues, 

think this is an excellent idea. 

On Georges comment on PerW going as a representative of our Department and Kia’s on funding: My suggestion would to encourage Perry to apply for fanding support Jk)r this event in the 
Spring. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: CaldweH, Kia L 
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2011 11:42 AM 
To: Sahle, Ennice N; Hall, Perry A; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Africana Graduate Studies Conference at Northwestern 

;)ear Colleagues: 

I am sending information on an upcoming Graduate Studies conference ~2~cusing on Africana Studies that the Graduate School at Northwestern Univ. is sponsoring. The chair of Afi-ican 
American Studies at Northwestern, Celeste Watkins-Hayes, mentioned it to me when she was at UNC a couple of weeks ago. It would be great if a one or two people from the dept. could go. 
Perhaps we could get funding ~2~r the trip (though this may be wishful thinking) 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-Aruerican Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klc aldwe@emaih m~c. edu<mailto :klcald~ve~d?eruail.nnc. edu> 

http :/iw~w¢. unc.edtv deptsiafriaf am 

Froru: Celeste _’vfichele Watkins-Hayes [c-watkins@northwestern. edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Noveruber 29, 2011 8:49 P_’vl 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: Re: Graduate Studies Conference 

Info on the conference: 

"A Beautififl Struggle: Transformative Black Studies in Shifting Political Landscapes~ Surmnit of Doctoral Programs." 

This conference is a part of a series of"visibility" conferences sponsored by the Graduate School at Northwestern University, and we are eager to sho;vcase the research of our graduate 
students and introduce these emerging scholars to other scholars in the field 

There are currently eleven umversities that confer doctoral degrees in Africana Studies (Northwestern, Harvard, Yale, Brown, U Mass - Amherst, U Penn, Temple, Michigan State, Indiana, U 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, and Berkeley). We theref,are chose to expand our conference tbcus to highlight the legacy, innovations, and research of Africana Studies scholars across tl~e nation 
by seeking to bring together members from all eleven doctoral programs. The conference theme, "A Beautiful Struggle." attempts to capture both the tritanphs and challenges of the Black 
Studies movement as we have gone from a history of protest to confen-ing Ph.D’s in tl~e field we hold dear It is our hope that tl~is conference will be among the first of many conventions of 
doctoral Africana Studies programs as we share best practices, cutting-edge research, and provide net;vorking opportunities for our graduate students It will also be a wonderful 
opportunity to critically assess the growth and challenges of tl~e discipline and to engage the scholarly production of each program. Speakers will come from the 11 schools and will include 
a mixture of graduate students and faculty. 

We are planning a festive and engaging three-day conference to take place on April 12-14, 2012. Given that this is likely the first meeting of all doctorate-granting Africana Studies programs 
in the nation, this is a historical event not to be missed We are finalizing the program and currently have Elizabeth Alexander from Yale booked as Friday’s keynote speaker I can send you 
more agenda info as we get it ready. 

We would love it ifUNC would be interested in sending a delegation of faculty and students to attend. We are having a discussion on Sat, April 14, on the in’s and Gut’s of doctoral 
education in AFAM, so that might be of interest to you all down the road 

Cheers, 
Celeste 



Celeste Watkins-[t~ues, Ph.D. 
Chair, Department of African American Studies 
Associate Professor, Sociology & African American Studies 
Northwestern University 

1860 Campus Drive, 5-128 Crowe Hall 

Evanston, [L 60208-2209 

847-491-4805 office 

847-491-4803 fax 

From: "Caldwell, Kia L" <klcaldwe@email.tmc.edu<mailto:klcaldwe(~email.unc.edu>> 
Date: Tue, 22 Nov 2011 16:53:45 +0000 
To: Celeste Watkins-Hayes <c-watkins@northwestern.edu<mailto:c-watkins,@northwestern.edu>> 
Subject: Graduate Studies Cotffcrence 

Hi Celeste, 

When you have a chance would you please send more details on the graduate studies cotfference your department is having in the spring? I’d like to share the information with colleagues 
here. 

Best wishes for the Thanksgiving holiday. 

Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, PhD. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

LrNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, N(~ 27599 

klcaldwe@email.tmc.edu<mailto:klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

http ://ww~, unc.edu/depts/afriafam 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday 2:17 PM 

@live,unc.edu> 

ILE: intel~s~ting on c~pus event 

Dear 

Yes. Send me a summary of the event and highlight how it links to our Seminar. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

From: ;@hve.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:55 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
SubJect: interesting on campus event 

Hey, Professor Sahle! 

I hope that you had a great                    . I am emailing you to inquire about a possible extra credit event opportunity. ’l’his Thursday there will be an interactive exploration of the 
International Criminal Court and the Quest for Justice (concerning the question of "can we stop genocide?") held by a POLl    class                                  I. As I was unable 
to attend the last extra credit event due to illness, I was wondering if’it would be possible :For me to attend this event and complete a write-up in order to receive extra credit. Please let me 
know what you think of this idea[ 

’]?hanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 2:23 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Fanon book 

Dear 

I would be veW grateIhl if you dropped the Fanon book in Battle Hall 109 (main office) today hopefully by 4 15pm This would be ve~z helpful. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, November 30, 2011 5:40 PM 

Walter Rucker @gmail,com> 

Hello 

Dear Walter, 

Thanks for your help at the meeting today before Agatha’s amval{ I am hope it was not too much trouble 

Can we have a brief meeting tomorrow to discuss some matters? I have meetings until about 11.00am and seminars between 12.30am-3 15pm. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, November 30, 2011 6:14 PM 

Walter R ucker ~gmail,com> 

1~3~,: Hello 

Dear Walter, 

Thanks for your response. 

Let’s meet at Jack Sprat at 11 00am. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Walter Rucker         ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2011 6:06 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: ttello 

Dear Eunice, 

It was no problem. Indeed, my first official "service" in a department at a 
R1 umversity was as a department meeting minutes recorder 

Anyway, would it be possible to meet between 1 la and noon tomorrow? I have a 
meeting from 9-10, office hours from 12-1:30, class from 2-3:15, and Perry’s 
talk from 3:30-5. Otherwise, we could meet after Perry’s talk but that would 
make for a very long day for both of us. Let me know when you can 

Best, 

Walter 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sable, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2011 5:40 PM 
To: Walter Rucker 
Subject: Hello 

Dear Walter, 

Thartks for your help at the meeting today before Agatha’s arrival! I am hope 
it was not too much troulqe. 

Can we have a brief meeting tomorrow to discuss sorae matters? I have 
meetings until about 11.00am and serainars betwecn 12.30am-3.15pra. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 9:22 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

LeTendre. Zoey <zoele@ema]l.unc.edt~> 

RE: Invitation to Leclme ruth Spike Lee 

Dear 

Thanks [’or the invitation 

I look forward to the lecture. Here are the details: 

Name: Dr. Eunice SaNe 
Tickeks: Two 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~kenan-flagler.unc edn] 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:22 PM 

To: 

Cc: LeTendre, Zoey 

Sutzject: Invitation to Lecture with Spike Lee 

Greetings, 
I hope that this email finds you well! My name is and I am the ~ On behalf of CUAB I would like to 

cordially invite you to the lecture that xve will be hosting next week with filmmaker Spike Lee. This lectuxe xvill take place next Tuesday, at 6pro in the evening in Memorial 

Hall. We xvould like to ofl;er you to coraplimentary tickets for you and a guest to attend what is s~e to be an educational, entertaining, and insightful event. 
If you are available and would like to attend the lecture please RSVP by replying to this email with your name and xvhether you will need one or txvo tickets. If you have any questions or 
concerns please feel free to contact me with those as well. 
We are very fortunate to be able to bring high caliber, influential, and enlightening speakers to o~ campus. I hope that you will be able to join me as we continue this tradition of excellence! 
Thank you in advance and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 8:18 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kmmeth R <krjanken@e~nail.unc.edu> 

RE: AFRI/AFAM 

[)ear 

Thanks for your emaih 

Kindly get in touch with Professor Kenneth Janken *vho is the Director for L’ndergraduate Studies for the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: ~,[]aursday, 12:42 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI/AFAM 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

I heard that a new attendance policy was passed recently, tIowever, it has come to my attention that new restrictions have been put into place. Are any professors taking on students with 

projects in           :? Is there anyway for students interested in                to view the new official policy, especially because the deadline for such projects is 

quickly approaching? 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 8:50 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: AFPdiAFAM 

Department’s !Contract Form.docx 

Dear Kenneth, 

No problem See attached. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, 8:45 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: AFRL/AFAM 

Dear Eunice, 

I’m sorW to bother you here, but I cannot seem to find my copy of the approved 

Kenneth 

contract/regulations Can you attach it to an emai[ and send it to me? 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-A~nerican Studies 
Departraent of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962 - 1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

Click on a link for irffomxation about my publications: 
Rayford W. Logan and the Dilermna of the African-Arnerican Intellectual: 
http :/iwxw¢.umass.edu/mnpressispr 97/ianken.html 

Walter White. Mr. NAACP: 
http :/iuncpr ess.unc, eduibooks/T-8059.h~l 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sable, Eunice N 
Sent: Thttrsday, 
To: 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: .4FRI/AFAM 

8:18 AM 

Dear 

Thalg:S f,ar your email. 

Kindly get in touch with Prot?ssor Kermeth Janken who is the Director for Undergraduate Studies for the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ’,~,live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:42 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI/AFAM 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

heard that a ne;v attendance policy was passed recently. However, it has come to my attention that new restrictions have been put into place. Are an?’ prot?ssors taking on students with 
projects in             Is there anyway for students interested in                 to view the ne~v official policy, especially because the deadline for such projects is 

quickly approaching? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 8:52 PM 

~gmail.com> 

I~E: Mtg Friday 

Dear 

Thanks so much for this note. 

Can we touch base tomorrow morning? I rushed home late this afternoon because of a horrible headache and slept for a welh I am not feeling ;vell - I only woke to finish up a 
that needs to be out - and I 1 need to see ho;v I feel in the morning. There is                      going around my house so I most likely picked tap something. 

Anyway, let’s check in about 900am and see how we go from there. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: rlhursday, 8:09 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Mtg }:riday 

Hi Dr Sahle 
Just checking in about the meeting tomorrow The group should be small so we can do jack sprat if that is still ok? If it’s possible, can we move the meeting to 4? If not, no problem, 

someone will just be a little late. 
’]?hanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 9:12 PM 

@email.~mc.edtr~ 

On To,no,row 

DeaI 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

I am not feeling well, thus in light of our planned meetings, let’s touch base tomorrow- morning about 9.00am to see how things are. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 10:34 PM 

@live.unc.edu:~ 

I~E: On Tomorrow 

Dear 

I meant I ~vould touch base by at least 9 00am. I am sorry, for any confusion 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:19 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: On Tomorrow 

That will be no problem. [’11 see you in the morning 

I hope you feel better. 

(;lass of 
Histou and African-American Studies Major 

"The historian’s task ~s to preserve everything that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects" 
-Manning Marable 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: ~Ihursday, 9:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: On Tomorrow 

Dear 

Greetings and I hope you are xvell. 

I am not feeling xvell, thus in light of our planned meetings, let’s touch base tomorrow morning about 9.00am to see how things are. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 11:15 AM 

@gma~l.com 

Today 

Dear 

I was to send this at 9.00am but alas my is taking the best of me today. 

Can we meet sometime next ~veek? Monday would work fine for me 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 12:02 PM 

Evelyue Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Follow-up 

In terms of’what else you can do’..I think it would be important for us to resolve a matter that emerged in a discussion ~vith you, Agatha and I in your office recently. 
You can call me at                    today or ~ve can discuss it early next week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Evelyne Huber [ehuber@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 02, 2011 10:05 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: addition 

Yes, that looks very good. 

Best, 

E 

On 12/2/2011 9:26 A~{ SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 
> Dear Evelyne, 
> 
> ’]’hanks so much! So it will read: 
> 

> 8. Potential changes to topics and readings (Sample bek~w): 
> 

> Topics and reading assignments, and their orders on the syllabus could be changed, but not matters related to grading. Notice of such changes will be by announcement in class (or email 
notice) or by changes to this syllabus posted on the course website. 
> 

> MaW thanks 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Evelyne Huber [ehuber@ad.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, December 02, 2011 9:17 AM 
> To: Sable, Eanice N 
> Subject: Re: addition 
> 

> Dear Eunice, 
> 

> I am not so sure that this blanket statement is a good one. Certainly, 
> assignments and grading practices should not be changed. In other 
> words, if the syllabus says that the paper of worth 20% of the final 
> grade and the final exaru 30%, then this should be adhered to. Topics 
> and reading assignruents etc., and their orders on the syllabus could be 
> changed, but not matters related to grading. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> 

> Evelyne 
> 

> 

> 

> On 12/2/2011 9:12 ~’~4. SaNe, Eanice N wrote: 
>> Dear Evelyne, 
>> 

>> I have added the following requirement: 
>> 

>> 8. Potential Syllabus Changes (Sample below): 
>> The standards and requirements set forth in this syllabus may be modified at any time by the course insm~ctor. Notice of such changes will be by am~ouncement in class (or email notice) 
or by changes to this syllabus posted on the course website. 
>> 

>> Thanks. 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Eunice 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Evelyne Huber [ehuber@ad uric edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, December 02, 2011 8:44 AM 
>> To: SaNe, Eunice N 
>> Subject: Re: Syllabus structure - heads up 
>> 

>> Deal- Eunice, 
>> Thank you for the heads up. I think this is an excellent document - you 
>> are already doing major chair duty If there is something you want me 
>> to do, please let me know 
>> Best wishes, 



>> Evelyne 
>> 

>> On 12,’2/2011 8:28 AM. Sahle, b;unice N wrote: 
>>~ Dear ]~;velyne, 

>>> Greetings. 

>>> I just wanted to give you a heads up about an email that [ will be sending this morning indicating core elements of future syllabus in the Department. I am attaching it to this email l~r 
yow review before sending it the rest of the ~cul~’. 

>>> Best wishes, 

>> Evelyne Huber 
>> Morehead Alumni DistitNuished Professor 
>> Chair, Department of Political Science 
>> Univcrsi~ of North Carolina 
>> Camp~ Box 3265 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

>> phone: 919-962-3(N1 
>>fax: 919-962-~32 

>> email: ehuber@~mc.edu 

> Evelyne Huber 
> Morehead Alumni Distingmshed Professor 
> Chair, Department of Political Science 
> Universi~" of North Carolina 
> Campus Box 3265 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3~5 

> phone: 919-%2-3(N1 
>fax: 919-962-~32 
> email: &uber@~c.edu 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Depar~nent of Political Science 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

email: ehuber@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 8:41 PM 

@live. unc.edtr~ 

I~E: 

Dear 

No problem. I have not been feeling well today hence the delay in responding to your email. 

The reading is available on Blackboard. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:01 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I am so sorry to interrupt the beginning of your weekend with more questions, but for my on Tuesday, the syllabus lists this reading: 

Nana K Poku, ’Confronting AIDS with Debt: Africa’s Silent Crisis’ in Poku, Nana, and Alan Whiteside. The Political Economy of AIDS in Afizica. Aldershot, Hants, England ;: Ashgate, 
c2004. 

I was unable to find it on blackboard and the actual book it comes from is unfortunately checked out of library. I was j ust wondering if there was anyway that you could upload it to black 
board, if you think that I could find similar irfformation by other sources ! would be happy to do that as well 

Thank your t{ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, December 3, 2011 4:32 PM 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Call 

Hi Comrade, 

Hope you are well. 

Kindly, if you have time call me at 

Peace. 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunda~ 10:35 AM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

@live.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu> 

RE: group meeting on Monday 

][)ear 

’]?hanks. 

See you at 11 00am 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 1:13 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: 
Subject: group meeting on Monday 

Eli Professor Sahle, 

I hope you’re having a relaxing weekend! 

i met this weekend to go over what we would like to do for out . ~2~ e talked about our ut~derstandings for reading and felt vely comfortable with three out 
of the four readings. We had some trouble with the last reading by Stephen Marks (Economic Sanctions as Human Rights \ iolations). We think we may hax e a good ut~derstanding of it but 
we want to talk with you about it before presenting on Tuesday. Could we possibly meet with you at 11:00 on Monday to go over our ideas for the 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/’CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday,                7:58 PM 

@gmail .com~ 

I~E: Grades 

Dear 

The?’ should be up in the next 48 hours. 

It has been a veW hectic period given my ne;v appointment and N1 that comes with it, m addNon to my usual obligations. 

In terms of your performance, thus far you have done vel)’ well in INTS 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From ~!gmaikcom] 

Sent: Sunday, 5:57 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Grades 

Hi Dr Sahle, 

was wondering if you wouldn’t mind posting oar current grades :[’or Ints 

Thank you! 

Global Studies & Spanish 

:~f Campus B [uePrint 

on blackboard? It would help my ease of mind a lot to know my current status with grades. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, December 5, 2011 10:58 AM 

Chapman, Whitney C <wcchapma@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Letter from Vice Chancellor & Provost 

Dear Whitney, 

Thanks so much. 

You can call me at 

Many thanks. 
Eunice 

From: Chapman, Whitney C 
Sent: Monday, December 05, 2011 10:52 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Letter from Vice Chancellor & Provost 

Good Morning Professor Sahle, 

A letter addressed to you arrived in our mailbox this morning. It is from the Vice Chancellor and Provost’s office It is not marked corzfidential, so I would be happy to open it and tell you 
what it is Otherwise, I can either forward this to your office, or hold it here at my desk [’or you to pick-up 

Best Regards, 

Whitney (2. Chapman 
Administrative Assistant 
Office of the Dean 
College of Arts and Sciences 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 3100 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3100 
919,’962-1165 
wcchapma@email.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, December 5, 2011 11:34 AM 

ttildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

1~: You’~e Invited to a Reception 

Thanks Reg! 

Steve sent me a wonderful note and I am thankful. He will be missed this evening but I am sure he will be there in spirit 

Kind regards and see you soon. 
Eunice 

From: ttildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Monday, December 05, 2011 11:21 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: You’re Invited to a Reception 

From: Stephen Elkins-VVilliams 
Sent: Monday, December 05, 2011 11:09 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sut~iect: Re: You’re Invited to a Reception 

(@gmail com] 

Reg -- ’]?hanks for this notice. Eunice has been coming to the C of C, and this is thrilling news. Today I am helping move my I 
make the reception, but please give Eunice my congratulations, and tell her I would like to get together with her and Tammy Lee, our Associate for Campus Ministry, soon 

Thanks, Steve 

, so I can’[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 6:40 AM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

ILE: Cougrats! 

Dear 

Thanks so much for this thoughttiJ1 note! I am humbled by the appointment and I will do my best for the Department and students at L’ix,-C as we move forward. 

Hope you are doing well and all the best in your exams. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @hve.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:24 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Congrats! 

Dr. Sahle- 

I just wanted to congratulate you on your new position as the (;hair of the Department of African & Afro-American Studies! That is exciting news and I know that you will do a great job 
with the department[ 

Take care, 

Gillings School of Global Public Health i tIealth Policy & Management 

Undergraduate ] UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Email       @live unc.edu<                 (~)~mail.com> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 9:34 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

yousuf@unc.edu; Rucker, Walter (2 <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Urgent: Afri520 - Southern African Seminar 

Dear Travis, 

Happy New Year and I hope you had a great holiday season. 

This is a gentle reminder about changing the name of the Instructor for Afri520 to Yousuf so that he can have access to Sakai and 
class roster of his students. My name still appears as the Instructor and this is causing unnecessary delays and confusion. 

I had told Yousuf that this issue had been addressed before the end of the last term because I had requested that you make the 
necessary changes once we hired him in November. I know last semester was very hectic for you and all of us in the Department, but 
I would be grateful if you addressed this matter right away. If you have any question, please call me. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

Eunice Sahle 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 9:54 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

AFRI 261 - Donato Fhunsu 

Dear Travis, 

Please note that Donato will be teaching an additional course for the Department this semester. Consequently, I would be grateful if 
you contacted classroom scheduling to make the necessary arrangements. 

Here are the necessary details: 
Title of the course: ’AFRI 261 is titled "African Women: Changing Ideals and Realities," 
Schedule and time: MWF: 12.00pm-12.50pm. 
Enrollment: 40 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me or Walter. 

Thank you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, January 3, 2012 10:16 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

yousuf@unc.edu; Rucker, Walter (2 <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Urgent: Afri520 - Southern African Seminar 

Dear Travis, 

Many thanks for your prompt attention to this matter! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 10:00 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: yousuf@tmc.edu; Rucker, Walter C; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: Urgent: Afri520 - Southern African Seminar 

Happy New Year Everyone! 

Yousuf A1-Bulushi is now listed as Instructor for Afri 520. 

Thanks 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 9:34 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: yousuf@tmc.edu; Rucker, Walter C; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Urgent: Afri520 - Southern African Seminar 
Importance: High 

Dear Travis, 

Happy New Year and I hope you had a great holiday season. 

This is a gentle reminder about changing the name of the Instructor for Afri520 to Yousuf so that he can have access to Sakai and 
class roster of his students. My name still appears as the Instructor and this is causing unnecessary delays and confusion. 

I had told Yousuf that this issue had been addressed before the end of the last term because I had requested that you make the 
necessary changes once we hired him in November. I know last semester was very hectic for you and all of us in the Department, but 
I would be grateful if you addressed this matter right away. If you have any question, please call me. 



Best wishes, 

Eunice 

Eunice Sahle 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Cumculum in Global Studies Chair, Department of 
African and Afro-American Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, January 3, 2012 10:55 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 
RE: AFRI 261 

Dear Agatha and Travis, 

Thanks for all your work on this course. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 10:50 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Cc: Rucker, Walter C; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: AFRI 261 

Happy New Year Agatha! 

I just filled out the log sheet and I am going to call classroom scheduling to bring it to their attention and ask that they get it into the 
system right away because I think Connect Carolina shuts down this afternoon for maintenance and we want to go ahead and have it in 
the system! 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 10:45 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Rucker, Walter C; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: AFRI 261 

Hi Travis, 
Can you get this course set up in Connect Carolina today? THIS IS FOR SPRING 2012! If you have any questions about enrollment 
limits, etc, please ask Walter. 

This course will take the time, place and location of LGLA 404. 

LGLA should still be set up, but with location and time as TBA. 

This way, Donato can work with his one student in LGLA 404, but we will also have a classroom for the new addition of AFRI 261 
(which we would otherwise probably not be able to find a good space for at this point). Does that make sense? Give me a call if you 
have questions about what I am requesting. 

Secondly, please make a simple poster to advertise this (see description, etc below). Send to me to review and then we will email to 
other departments, and post in the office. It would be ideal to have this out and posted before tomorrow (Wednesday) at 12pm. 

Welcome back and thanks! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 



Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
AFRI 261: African Women: Changing Ideals and Realities 

Focus: African Women Writers and Peace 

The course will focus on the writings and lives of key African women intellectuals, many of whom have received the Nobel Peace 
Prize. We will see how these women conceptualize and practice peace in order to bring about individual and social transformation. We 
will reflect on how their lived ideals and realities can contribute to our understanding of peace in the global community. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, January 3, 2012 10:59 AM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: moving office 

Dear Agatha, 

Thanks for the update. 

I am sorry Tim. But unfortunately, we all have to move our boxes. I had friends help me move mine downstairs and to my house the 
evening of the Dec. 23. 

Best wishes with the move. 
Eunice 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 10:49 AM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: moving office 

Hi Tim, 
Travis has requested a move for the desks, but the time has not been confirmed - we are hoping for today or tomorrow. 

As for boxes, when I spoke with Eunice we had only talked about having the desks moved, since the movers charge us hourly and we 
don’t have much money. If it is not possible for you to move your boxes yourself/with friends, please let us know. (FYI - Travis is 
not able to help with moving things up and down stairs). 

Sorry to not have better news! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 10:21 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: moving office 

Hi Agatha -- 



Hope you had a restful holiday and that you are now settled in to your new home. 

Do we have a time set for my move to Walter’s office? I figure this needs to be coordiated so all the boxes aren’t in the same place at 
the same time. 

take care 

Tim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Sunday,               5:44 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter (2 <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: VERY URGENT - FINAL EXAM ON BLACKBOARD 

Dea 

I graded your exam after you completed the outstanding portion of the final exam and signed a grade change form right away. Thus, 
your final grade for INTS    should have been on Connect Carolina for a while. 

Travis: Please follow up on this matter tomorrow (Monday) and let me before noon so that I can give 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sable 

tpdate. 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday 5:29 PM 
To: SaNe, Eumce N 
Subject: RE: VERY URGENT - FINAL EXAM ON BLACKBOARD 

Hi Prof. SaNe, 

I hope you had a good break. 

I just wanted to check with you regarding my grade for INTS    last semester. Connect Carolina has my grade for that course listed 
as AB and I am wondering if it is listed as something else elsewhere? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, January 17, 2012 1:18 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Lunch today? 

Dear Agatha, 

I hope you got my message from Travis. 

Would next week Tuesday or any other day work for you? I know you will be here Tuesdays and Thursday, so let me 

know. 

I am deeply sorry about today. Between teaching and other duties the day just got extremely busy. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 11:16 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
(~c: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Lunch today? 

Hi Eunice, 

I know that we had talked about having lunch today at 12pm (you, me and Travis), but I’m not sure if we ever 

confirmed. Is lunch today at 12 still on? 

Thanks! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 2:15 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Rucker, Walter (2 <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

2 students - Afri416 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly pass on information pertaining to the 2 students that need to be added to Afri416 to Walter. I gave you their 
details earlier today when I was looking for Walter. 

Best wishes and thanks. 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, January 18, 2012 2:27 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 2 students - Afri416 

Excellent work Travis! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2012 2:25 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: 2 students - Afri416 

H[ Eunice, 

met with Walter this morNng and gave it to him then. I just talked to him and he said I could go ahead and add them 
so I will do that now. 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2012 2:15 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: 2 students - Afri416 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly pass on information pertaining to the 2 students that need to be added to Afri416 to Walter. I gave you their 
details earlier today when I was looking for Walter. 

Best wishes and thanks. 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Thursday, January 19, 2012 9:00 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Rucker, Walter (2 <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Keys 

Hi Travis, 

Hope you are well. 

I just called but nobody picked up in the main office. Please confirm that the re-keying is being completed tomorrow 
the work ordered indicated and that we all getting our new keys. 

Best wishes from Canada. 
Eunice 

as 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, January 19, 2012 10:20 AM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Keys 

Dear Walter, 

Thanks for the update. Unfortunately, this was the message the person shared with Travis last week. On Monday, 
however, he stated that given that this project was authorized by the Dean last year, he would given it priority. Travis 
passed on this message to me. Re-keying the other buildings were not part of the authorization from the Dean’s office. 

Travis: kindly find out when the narrative changed and why, because this project needed to be complicated last week 
and organize a meeting as soon as possible. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2012 9:44 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Keys 

Dear EuNce, 

I can confirm that Travis had a discussion with the person responsible for rekeying our building this morning. However, 

he told Travis that he could not start today and that there would be further delays until he received authorization form 

his supervisor to rekey all the buildings near us (Vance, etc.). I told Travis that it would be useful if you and I could have a 

talk with the person responsible for rekeying on Monday. I hope this works for you. 

Safe travels and [ hope all [s well. 

Best, 

Walter 

From= Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent= Thursday, January 19, 2012 9:00 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: Keys 



Hi Travis, 

Hope you are well. 

I just called but nobody picked up in the main office. Please confirm that the re-keying is being completed tomorrow 
the work ordered indicated and that we all getting our new keys. 

Best wishes from Canada. 
Eunice 

as 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, January 19, 2012 10:33 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Gardner 

Thanks Travis! 

Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2012 9:32 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Gardner 

Got the message to him in time! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: A1-Bulushi, Yousuf 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2012 9:24 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Urgent: Afri520 - Southern African Seminar 

thanks travies, on my way there now. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, January 20, 2012 11:30 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter (2 <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: TIME SENSITIVE: Please update ConnectCarolina by next Tue, 1/24, 6PM 

Dear Kenneth, 

As a DUS, I believe you received the 
Many thanks. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

email below. I kindly request that you send it to faculty when you have a moment. 

From: Clarke, Tiffany D [tiffany_clarke@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2012 9:20 AM 
To: All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences 
Subject: [asddd] FW: TIME SENSITIVE: Please update ConnectCarolina by next Tue, 1/24, 6PM 

~s to Directors of U~dergr~du~e ~nd Graduate 5~udies~ U~dergr~du~e Educ~io~ Advisors ~d Scheduling 
O~%ers: 

Dear Department Managers, Directors of Undergraduate and Graduate Studies, 

Undergraduate Education Advisors and Scheduling Officers: 

Per the forwarded email correspondence below, a "census" of the ConnectCarolina database 

will be taken next Tuesday, Jan. 24th, necessitating a shutdown of the system that day from 

6:00 - 11:00 PM. 

It is very important for accurate College and University statistical information and reporting 

that the ConnectCarofin~ databases at the time of the census be accurate and current. Please 

remember that census data is used for all reports concerning instructors, courses, and 

enrollments and is used to populate the staff workload system that is updated by the 

departments each Fall. 

Please do all you can to make any instructor and/or course updates in the system for the 

Spring 2012 semester prior to Jan. 24th at 6:00 PM, paying particular attention to (i.e. 

reviewing and updating, as needed) the following course and instructor information in 

Connect Carolina: 

¯ Instructor: No classes with enrollment should have an instructor noted as "staff". 
® Those faculty or graduate students with full responsibility for a lecture class, lab or 



recitation section should be noted as the primary instructor. 

® Those faculty, staff or students who simply need access to the information in 

Connect Carolina, but who do not have any official responsibility for the class 

should be noted as proxies. 

® Graduate students who are assisting with grading in large lecture classes should be 

noted as Teaching Assistants (typically with minimal effort/FTE). It is not 

necessary to include them as TAs on the lecture class if they also have 

responsibility for recitation sections; in that case, you may want to include them 

as proxies. 

Be sure that your class component is consistent with the section number (i.e. lab 

components should be section numbers 400-599; recitation components should be 

section numbers 600-850). 

Also be sure that all of the students taking the classes are enrolled in those classes. The 

University will not receive ’credit’ for the credit hours of students who enroll after the 

census data is recorded. 

The Dean’s Office appreciates your assistance in this important matter. 

Sincerely, 

Tiffa ny 

Tiffany C~arke 

Executive Assistant 

Office of the Dean 

College of Arts and Sciences 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919/962-6903 

tclarke@email.unc.edu 

From: Belier, Debra L [mailto:debra beller@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2012 11:37 AM 
To: campus solutions staff users 
Subject: [cccs_staffusers] ConnectCarolina OUTAGE NOTIFICATION Tues., Jan. 24, 6pm to 11pm 

Census will take place on the evening of Tuesday, Jan. 24. Due to the need to "freeze" the database to take the 
census snapshot, users will not be able to access ConnectCarolina pages from 6:00 p.m. to ll:00pm on 
Jan. 24. We request that all faculty and staffbe logged out of ConnectCarolina by 6:00 p.m. on Jan. :24. 
Students will NOT be able to use ConnectCarolina for all functions during this time. 

NOTE: due to additional maintenance being conducted during the same timeframe, additional applications will 
also be unavailable. Certain functions may experience limited and/or no functionality due to their use of Person 
Services which is impacted by this outage. 

For a complete list of the outage impact, view the System Status page: 
http ://connectcarolina.unc.edu/support/system-status/system-status.html 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make ConnectCarolina more efficient for our 



users. 

Please contact the Help Desk (www.help.unc.edu or 962-HELP) with questions. 

Thank you. 

Debra Belier 
Information Communication Specialist 
ConnectCarolina 
EA, ITS 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
211 Manning Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

PH: 919-843-0477 
Email: debra beller@unc.edu 

Web: http://connectcarolina.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, January 20, 2012 12:53 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F 
<jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 

IAAR Colloquium Series 

Dea r Travis, 

This semester the IAAR is hosting a Colloquium Series. I would be very grateful if you requested a brief description of the 
series and dates and posted this information to our website. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph. D. 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall 
29599-3395 
Chapel Hill 
North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, January 23, 2012 4:18 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

James - part 1 

S.A.James’ reading (chapter 1-Part 1)Universal Human Rights - 1.pdf 





















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, January 23, 2012 5:06 PM 

Rucker, Walter (2 <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: being added to AFRI 

Dear Walter, 

While the student did not indicate an interest in being added to Afri last Tuesday - she may have done so when 
Yousuf stood in for me last Thursday -, I would be grateful if you added her to the seminar. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

F rom: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: being added to AFR] 

~@live.unc.edu] 
12:50 PM 

Hello Professor, 

My name is                and I’ve been trying to get into your AFRI    class. I tried to add the class after online 
registration closed so I went to advising and they directed me to the African Studies Office, who told me they need an 
email confirmation from you letting them know it’s ok to add me to the class. I went to both sessions last week so I am 
caught up on lectures, but I am still not added to the class on Blackboard so I have been unable to access the syllabus or 
readings. 
For your convenience here is the email for the Office of African studies: afamoweb@uncoedtL 

Thank you and let me know if there’s anything else I need to do, see you tomorrow! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, January 24, 2012 12:17 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch? 

Agatha: 

Between my fall (painful but funny) this morning and other things, I think our lunch appointment was forgotten. 
Here is a suggestion: drop by office anytime after 12.30pm and we will go for lunch. Travis and I will have lunch another 
time. 

Hoping to see you soon. 

Eunice 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2012 12:05 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Lunch? 

Should I be coming over to meet you two at Battle Hall or somewhere else? Or are we rescheduling? 

Thanks! 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, January 25, 2012 10:57 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Book - ’Universal human rights : origins and development’ 

Dear Travis, 

Book: Here are the details: 

Title: Universal human rights : origins and development 

Author: James, Stephen Andrew, 1965- 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, February 2, 2012 8:11 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Donnelly 

Jack Donnelly - The Universal Declaration.pdf 

Thanks. 



2/The Universal Decla 

This chapter begins to sketch a particular substantive theory ofhuman 
that I call the "Universal Declaration model," in recogmnon of the 

of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights~ in establishing the 
the contemporary consensus on internationally recognized human 
Adopted by the United Nations General Assembly on December 
vote of 48-0 (with eight abstentions), the Universal Declaration 

endorsed, regularly and repeatedly, by virtually all states. For the 
international action, "human rights" means roughly "what is in the 

Declaration of Human Rights.’’2 This chapter outlines its main 
Chapter 3 begins to offer a substantive defense. 

1. The best study of the development and substance of the Universal Declaration 

(1999). See also Samnoy (199o) and Eide and Swinehart (1992). 
2. It is often argued that the Universal Declaration is distinctively Western and thus 

universal. On the dangers of confusing origins with substance, see §4.m. But 
West played a dominant role is problematic. 

The principal drafters were Canadian (John Humphrey) and French (Rene Cassin), 
American representative on the Commission on Human Rights, Eleanor Roosevelt, 
ing role in ushering the Declaration through the UN machinery. But img 
the drafting were also made by Charles Malik (Lebanon), P. C. Chang (China), Hernan Santa i 
(Chile) and Mexi Pavlov (USSR). See Morsink (1999: zS-34)and Samnoy (199o: chap. 7). 

important role of small states, see Waltz (aom). 
In addition to twenty Latin American states, thirteen "non-Western" countries voted 

Universal Declaration: Afghanistan, Burma, China, Egypt, Ethiopia, India, Iran, [raq, 
Pakistan, Philippines, Syria, and Turkey. In other words, "Western" states, 
of Europe plus the United States, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, made up 
of the votes for the Universal Declaration. Muslim states provided half as many votes to the 
total as Western states. 

There simply was no North-South split in I948. Quite the contrary, countries from 
would later be called the Third World were at least as enthusiastic about the Universal 
as Western countries. The only serious disagreement was within the West, 

tries abstained because they wanted greater emphasis on economic and social rights. (Saudi 
bia’s abstention rested primarily with disagreements with parts of Articles 16 and 18.) 
country, South Africa, could be seen as fundamentally opposed to the Declaration 

[1999: 21-28]). 

recognized human 
features of the Uni- 

for implement- 
and an Mequate standard of living. The 

~ter 1. 

on and the Covenants, with 
of peoples, are rights of individuals, not 

ic behind this restriction and addresses 
human rights. We will return 

Chapter 12. 

human rights are treated as an interde- 
rather than as a menu from which one may 

~ot to select). §3 explores this dimension of the Univer- 

special attention to the relation of civil and politi- 
social, and cultural rights. 

universal rights, held equally by all human beings 
near exclusive responsibility to implement them for 

explores the specia! place of the state in the contempo- 

rights. 

2. Individual Rights 

of the right to self-determination,3 all the rights in the 

and the Covenants are the rights of individuals. Enu- 
thus typically begin "Every human being .... " "Every- 
.. ," "No one shall be .... " "Everyone is entitled .... " 

to appear as right-holders, they do not. 
27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political 

notes that the debate in the United Nations in 1948 "gives an impres- 
of the Declaration. The events were characterised as ’the most im- 

century’ (Ecuador), ’a world milestone in the long straggle for human 
stage in the process of uniting a divided world’ (Haiti), ’an epoch-rank- 

and ’a justification of the very existence of the United Nations’ (the Philip- 

pter, I omit further reference to this exception, to which we will 



Liber~ and securi~ of person ~U~, 

Protection against slavery (U4, C8) ..... 
Protection against torture (US, C7) 
Legal personality (U6, C 16) 
Equal protection of the law (U7, CI4, C26) 

Legal remedy (U8, C2) 
Protection against arbitrary arrest, detention, or exile (ug, C9) 

Access to independent and impartial tribunal (U10, C14) 
Presumption of innocence (U1 l, C14) 
Protection against ex post facto laws (UI 1, C15) 
Privacy (U!2, CI7) 
Freedom of movement (U 13, C 12) 
Nationality (U15, C24) 

Marry and found a family (U16, C23) 
Protection and assistance of families (U 16, E 10, C23) 
Marriage only with free consent of spouses (U ?~6, El0, C23) 

Equal rights of men and women in marriage (U16, C23) 
Freedom of thought, conscience, and religion (U18, C18) 
Freedom of opinion and expression (U19, C19) 
Freedom of assembly (U20, C21) 

Freedom of association (U20, C22) 
Participation in government (U21, C25) 
Social securitT (U22, E9) 

Work (U23, E6) 

lust and favorable conditions of work (U23, ET) 
Trade unions (U23, ES, C22) 
Rest and leisure (U24, ET) 
Adequate standard of living (U25, E11) 

Education (U26, El3) 
Participation in cultural life (U27, El5) 
Self-determination (El, C1) 
Protection of and assistance to children (El0, C24) 
Freedom from hunger (El 1) 

Health (El2, U25) 
Asylum (U14) 
Property (U17) 
Compulsory primary education (El4) 
Humane treatment when deprived of liberty (C10) 
Protection against imprisonment for a debt (C11) 
Expulsion of aliens only by law (C13) 
Prohibition of war propaganda and incitement to discrimination (C20) 
Minority culture (C27) 

~ This list includes all rights that receive explicit mention in both the Universal Declara- 

tion and one of the Covenants or receives a fult article in one of these three instruments. 

References are to the article, by number is the Universal Declaration (U), Interna- 

tional Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (C) or International Covenant on Eco- 

nomic Social and Cultural Rights (E). 

entities), have 

as a human being, then 
if one is not a human being, by defini- 
Because only individual persons are 

individuals can have human rights. 
have many and varied rights. But these are not-- 

unless we substantially recast the concept. Mthough 
radical revisions of the Universal Declara- 

is explicitly restricted to explicating that model and 
of its attractions. In Chapter 12 I argue against the 
and defend the general adequacy of an individual 

~timate claims against individuals. Individuals do have 

many of which correspond to rights of society. 

it logically follow that society, or any other social 

are not held by atomistic individuals, nor are they 
community,s In addition to being separate persons, in- 

)ants in many associations and members of a variety of 

rights are a social practice. 
~ter 1, all (human) rights are embedded in a social context 
social dimensions. A’s right to x with respect to B estab- 

through social relationships. Individual and group rights 
right individuals or corporate actors not in their so- 

human rights are characteristically exercised, and 
collective action. Political participation, social in- 

compulsory primary education, for example, are rights 
or even be incomprehensible, in the absence 

obviously, is a right of collective action. 

are not a condition for the possession or enjoyment of human rights 
such as restrictions on the enjoyment of personal liberty of 

;). One has the same human rights whether or not one discharges 
and thus has the same human rights as any other 

one is a good citizen or even a contributing member of society. 
for an account of human rights that emphasizes their compatibility with 



and not by the groul: 

by a number of internationally 

perspective, however, the family is a social grout 

intermediation typically protects, helps to develop, 

viduaI family members.7 Furthermore, the human rights of 

stood as associations of rights-holding individuals, apply 

broader society. Families may not exercise their rights in ways 

the human rights of their members (or on any other persons). 

not, for example, deny their adult members freedom of reli 

participate in politics. 

The Universal Declaration envisions individuals deeply enmeshed in 

ral" and voluntary groups, ranging from families through the state. Due 

cess and equal protection, for example, make no sense except in 

a political community; speech, work, and politics take place only in 

ties; torture and education alike occur only in a social context.8 

The very ideas of respecting and violating human rights rest on the 

the individual as part of a larger social enterprise. Rights-bearing 

alone cannot effectively implement their rights. Mone, individuals 

make for themselves a life worthy of human beings. Any plausible accour 

human dignity must include membership in society. To paraphrase 

outside of society, one would be either a god or a beast. Or, as Hobbes 

life would be solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short. 

6. These rights, however, are universa! in the sense that they refer to anyone who should 
pen to be in that class, the membership of which is in principle open to all (in the sense that it i 
defined by achievement or ascription). 

7. Families, of course, have other (perhaps even more important) dimensions. The 
tween spouses or the ofien heroic sacrifices parents make for their children lie c 
human rights. In much the same vein, freedom of religion and the associational rights 
and religious communities fail to exhaust--even fail to scratch the surface of--the meanin 

significance of religion. We must not confuse human rights with all good things. 
8. At the risk of belaboring the point, consider a few more examples from the 

ration. Human beings "should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood" (Art. 
one has the right to own property alone as well as in association with others" (Art. 17). 
has the right.., to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and 
less of frontiers" (Art. 19). "Everyone has the right to take part in the government 
(Art. zl). "Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security" (Art. 22). 
who works has the right to just and favourable remuneration ensuring for himself and his 
existence worthy of human dignity, and supplemented, if necessary, by other means of social 
tection" (Art. z3). "Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and 
being of himself and of his family" (Art. 25). "Everyone has the right freely to participate in the 
tural Iife of the community" (Art. 27). 

internationally recognized human 

in which the value of each right is 

Article 5 of the 1993 

iversal, indivisible and in- 

~gularly challenged. In particular, 
and political rights and economic, social, and 

ely, although not particularly pro- 

Commentators and leaders in all Soviet 

~gularly disparaged most civil and polit- 
Western (especially Anglo-American) conserva- 

only the government of the United 
al rights. 

rreceded from international discussions,9 but their 
of civil and political and eco- 

We should also note that in some Western 

of economic and social rights persists.~0 This is 

es, where skepticism persists across much of 
?ectrum. 

IC AND SOCIAL RIGHTS 

it has become almost a reflex to talk of "civil and 

c, social, and cultural rights." Although I too oc- 

they are seriously misleading. A dichotomous 

2001, only ten states were party to just one of the Covenants 
but not yet ratified the other). One hundred forty states were parties 
four had signed but not yet ratified both), http://www.unhchr.ch/ 

~ relevance of the debate is suggested by a recent issue of The Econo- 
which devotes its cover, the principal leader, and a three-page Special 

~d social rights. Given that newspaper’s position on the right of 
is of some significance that the leader accepts (with only mod- 

of economic and social human rights--although it does question the 
many and claims that "the moral imperative to stop poverty or dis- 

as the moral imperative to stop torture" (2ooi: 19). 



dichotomy 
rights was born of 
gles in the nineteenth 
ological rivalry. But the argument against 

been philosophical, not merely political or 
Maurice Cranston offers the most widely 

tional civil and political rights to life, liberty, and ~ 
mount, categorical moral rights" (1964: 40), economic and social 
long to a different logical category" (1964: 54)--that 

human rights.ll As Chapter 1 suggests, I accept 

as central indicators of rights that might appropriately be considered 
rights. But Cranston is simply wrong that internationally recognized 
nomic, social, and cultural rights fail to meet these tests. 

Cranston notes that the right to work, like many other economtc and 

rights, refers directly to a particular class of people rather than 
ings (1973: 67). Maw civil and political rights, though, also fail such a 
universality. For example, only citizens who have attained a certain 

completed any necessary formalities of registration have the right to vote. 

As for (lack of) paramountcy, Cranston singles out the right 
idays with pay (1973:66 67). But is such a right any less important 
the right of juveniles to separate prison facilities, a right recognized in the 

ternational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights? Questions 
paramountcy arise in both cases because the right in question has been 
fled in rather detailed terms (compare §6.4). In the case of paid holidays, 

full right recognized is a right to "rest, leisure, and reasonable 
working hours and periodic holidays with pay." Denial of this right 
deed be a serious affront to human dignity; it was, for example, one 

oppressive features of unregulated nineteenth century capitalism. 

In any case, the right to periodic holidays with pay is hardly the typical 
nomic and social right. For example, the right to work is arguably as 
as most basic civil and politica! rights; the psychological, physica!, and 
effects of prolonged enforced unemployment may be as severe as those 
ated with denial of, say, freedom of speech. A right to education may be as* 
sential to a life of dignity as freedom of speech or religion. (Economic and 
cial) rights to food and health care may be as essential for protecting life as 

(civil or political) right to life. 
Cranston’s appeal to (ira)practicality is more complex. "’Political ri 

n. Cranston goes so far as to claim that such rights "[do] not make sense 
claims of such rights probably are not even "intelligible" (1973: 65, 69). 

civil 

ghts is "ut- 
"To guarantee civil 

to guarantee economic and so- 
(Economist 2oo1: zo). Both sides of 

to establishing an effective positive 
or assembly in North Korea, Liberia, 

kinds of political circumstances-- 
been considerable progress in imple- 

human rights--are civil and politi- 

easier to implement. Even then, the 

of degree than kind. And they vary considerably 
time and place. 

of, say, Sweden, it may not be false to say that 

and social rights is "impossible" in most countries. 
standards for civil and political rights would be nearly 

trce shortages, as even the most conservative interna- 
have come to understand, usually are largely attrib- 

The problems to which Cranston points are matters 

not natural scarcity. 
rose correlative duties and, as the old moral maxim puts 

one has an obligation to attempt what is truly ira- 

argues that it is logically incoherent to hold that economic 
anything more than utopian aspirations (1973: 68). The 

can," however, refers to physical impossibility; unless 
’ still be obliged to try to do something that 

The impediments to implementing most economic 
!,however, are political. For example, there is more than 

~rld to feed everyone; widespread hunger and malnutri- 

of a physical shortage of food but because of political de- 
13 

with little more than an argument that civil and polit- 

that civil and political rights "gcnerally... can be secured by fairly simple 

,7. 
the past half century famines have occurred only in places where there was 

famine-stricken country (Sen 1981; Dreze and 
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ical rights are relatively easy to implement. Hugo Adam Bedau advances a 
ilar "argument from indifference to economic contingencies" (1979: 

Even granting such empirically dubious claims, I cannot see why ease or ~ 
pense of implementation should have any conceptual or moral si 

seems odd to me to suggest that something is a real human right only if it is ! 
atively easy to implement. Ease of implementation is certainly irrelevant 

termining moral paramountcy. 

B. ~POSITIVE’~ AND ~NEGATIVE" RIGHTS 

Underlying many criticisms of economic and social rights is the 
tween "negative" rights, which require only forbearance on the [ 

and "positive" rights, which require others to provide goods, services, 
portunities. Henry Shue (1979; 198o), however, has shown that 

is of little moral significance and in any case fails to correspond to the 
tion between civil and political rights and economic and social rights. 

The right to protection against torture is usually advanced as the 
negative right: it requires "nothing more" than that the state refrain 

cursions on personal liberty and bodily integrity. But protecting people 
torture always requires positive endeavors by the state. Guaranteeing 
ative" right as a practical political matter requires major "positive" 

to train, supervise, and control the police and security forces. In 
tries this would be not only extremely expensive but also politically 
ble" (without changing the regime). 

Conversely, in some circumstances government restraint may be 
realizing the positive-sounding right to food. Consider government 

ment programs that in numerous Third World countries have encoura 

ducing cash crops for export rather than traditional food crops 
sumption. In such cases, the right to food would have been better 
government had done "nothing more" than refrain from interferin 

cultural incentives (compare Shue 198o: 41-45). 
All human rights require both positive action and restraint on 

the state. ~4 Furthermore, whether a right is relatively positive or 
ally depends on historically contingent circumstances. For 

to food is more of a negative right in the wheat fields of Ka~as ~ 
East Los Angeles. Equal protection of the law is 
South Bronx than in Stockholm. In Argentina, F 
very positive right indeed in the late 197os. Toda~ 
right. 

t4. Shue (1980: 52~50) 

some 
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political rights were entirely negative, though, they 

priority. Cranston (1964: 38) and Bedau (1979: 38) 
civil and political rights deserve priority because their 

direct infliction of injury (an act of commission), 

economic and social rights usually involves only 
(an act of omission). Even accepting this (false) 

. Shue shows that often there is little moral difference. 
on an out-of-the-way desert island wfith neither 

from a passing ship comes ashore but leaves the man 

is as serious a violation of human rights as stran- 

It is killing him, plain and simlale--indirectly 

as surely, and perhaps even more cruelly (Shue 

lies not in the essential character of the acts 
~irical circumstances. In each case, culpable killing 

critics of economic and social rights do not in 
contrary, almost all accept a right to private 

Locke, offers a list of exactly three basic human 
("estates" in Locke’s older terminology).~5 

ge the status of the (economic) human 

the contrary, he concludes his property chap- 
inseparable from liberty" (1973: 5o).~7 

the insurmountable task of providing a plau- 
precisely this one economic right. For ex- 
because it provides needed resources and 

A right to work, however, seems at 
resources for every person, given what we 

property to be very unevenly distributed 

Such a right can make an 

)tes considerable effort to 

193-2o5J ) while giv- 

60-68). 
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D. TRANSCENDING THE DI( 

The conventional dichotomy also obscures i 
of its two classes. Consider the great varlet 

political rights. Rights to life, protection against 
slavery, recognition before the law, protection 
provide bodily, legal, and moral integrity to individuals 

pus, protection against arbitrary arrest and detention, the 
nocence, and protection against ex post facto laws provide 

tees for individuals in their dealings with the legal and 

especially the criminal law. The rights to freedom of thought, 
speech, press, association, and assembly define both a private 
science and belief and a public space in which these "private" issu 
public concerns, can be freely discussed, criticized, and advocated. 

popular participation in government, and many public as[ 
such as the freedoms of speech, press, and assembly, empower " " 
ticipate in politics and exercise some control over the state. 

Economic, social, and cultural rights are no less varied. The 
and access to health care provide survival and minimal physical 

disease or injury. Rights to social security, work, rest and leisure, 
unions reflect not only the material necessity of labor but also the 

meaningful work is in itself highly satisfying and can be central to 
dignity and development. The rights to education, to found and 

family, and to participate in the cultural life of the community 

and cultural membership and participation. 
In fact, affinities are often as striking across as within the conventi{ 

gories. The right to work, for example, is a right to economic particl 
is instrumentally and intrinsically valuable in ways very much like the 
political participation. Cultural rights are perhaps most closely related to 
vidual civil liberties, given the integral place of religion, public speech, 

mass media in the cultural life of most communities. The social or cul’ 
right to education is intimately connected with the civil or political 

freedom of speech, belief, and opinion, and so forth. 

Abandoning the conventional dichotomy can give us a clearer 
nature and range of human rights and allow us to see much mo 
manifold interrelationships.~S Our lives--and the rights we need to live 

18. For one alternative typology, see Donne|ly and Howard 

think about, 

obscure such 

illusion--shared by conser- 

radical critics of civi! and political 

types--that the state can be a neu- 

an impartial arbiter of politi- 

political power often do not 

. or cIass interests. Rarely do they exercise 

such affiliations. 

ghts does not and cannot determine politi- 

certain ways of thinking, such as about the tradi- 

to support widely prevalent patterns of human 

’ where ruling elites have been able to enforce 

of human rights, the consequence has been the system- 

range of internationally recognized human rights.~9 

iceived theory, even at the very basic level of classificatory 

struggle for greater respect for human rights. 

will note that this section has not directly defended the 

indivisibility of the rights recognized in the Universal De- 

ins to make such an argument, which is pursued fur- 

of cultural relativism in Part II.) By undermining the 

between civil and political rights and economic, so- 

rights, however, it has addressed one of the principal philo- 

challenges posed to this central element of the Universal 

4. The State and International Human Rights 

are held universally--that is, equally and by all--one might 
they hold (universally) against all other individuals and groups. 
xion is inherently plausible and in many ways morally attractive. 

the dominant contemporary international understanding 
§4.!o). 

ian American, [ want to note explicitly that this itlcludes the United States, where eco- 

z violated in significant measure because they still are seen 

matters of rights (entitlement) but as considerations of justice, charity, or utility, 



for all peoples 

Covenants create 

human rights obli 

their territory, 

Human rights ............ 

tation, however, remains almost 

8, contemporary international 

visory mechanisms that monitor 

not alternatives to a fundamentally statis! 

the strong European regional human rl 

the European Court of Human Rights 

their nationals or residents. 

The centrality of states in the contem 

human rights is also clear in the substance of 

notably rights of political participation, are 

restricted to citizens. Many obligations--for 

and social insurance--apply only to residents. 

tionals only while they are subject to the j 

Foreign states have no internationally reco 

to protect foreign nationals abroad from, for 

even at liberty to use more than persuasive means 

foreign victims of torture. Current norms of state ~ 

states from acting coercively abroad against torture 

lations of human rights.2~ 

This focus on state-citizen relations is also 

guage. The human rights of a person who is beaten 

olated, but it is an ordinary crime, not a human righti 

otherwise identical beating at the hands of a thief or an: 

ternationally, we distinguish human rights violations 

when comparable suffering is inflicted on innocent 

categorical distinction based on whether the pert 

o~q~ government or a foreign state. 

Although neither necessary nor inevitable, this state< 

20. Genocide seems to be emerging as an exception. See Chapter ~4- 

legit- 

resi- 
in modern 

withconsid- 
ng local 

even greater suc- 
modern 
) largely 

the modern state has 

human rights and the 

~nt. AI- 

.~rsarial relationship 

state and human rights 

PROTECTOR 

g the state out of 

g men, racial 

dispossessed 

~eared to them prin- 

recent decades, most 

~s such as Amnesty 

abuses of individual rights. 

state, this emphasis on 

~rudent and productive. 

estate has had two principal di- 

interferences in the per- 

both individually and collec- 

human rights place the 

t. Political authority is 

rights of political participa- 

speech, etc.). 

in the contemporary world, 

for effectively implement- 
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ing internationally recognized human rights. "Failed states" such as 
suggest that one of the few things as frightening in the contemporary 
an efficiently repressive state is no state at all. Therefore, beyond 
state-based wrongs, human rights require the state to provide certain (civil, 

litical, economic, social, and cultural) goods, services, and opportunities. 
This more positive human rights vision of the state also goes back to 

teenth and eighteenth century social contract theories. Contractarians 
Locke, Kant, and Paine emphasized that the rights one possesses naturally, 
ply as a human being, could not be enjoyed in a state of nature. Society 

government are essential to the enjoyment of natural or human rights. In 
within the contractarian tradition the legitimacy of a state can largely be 

sured by the extent to which it implements and protects natural rights. 
The essential role of the state in securing the enjoyment of human 

if anything, even clearer when we turn from theory to practice. The stru 
dispossessed groups has typically been a struggle for full legal and 
recognition by the state, and thus inclusion among those whose rights 

tected by the state. Opponents of racial, religious, ethnic, and gender 

nation, political persecution, torture, disappearances, and massacre 
have sought not simply to end abuses but to transform the state from a 

tor into a protector of rights. 
The need for an active state has always been especially clear for 

and social human rights. Even early bourgeois arguments em 
ural right to property stressed the importance of active state protection. 
the "classic" liberalism of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries saw 
as, in large measure, a mechanism to give legal form and protection 

property rights. Since the late nineteenth century, as our 
proper range of economic and social rights have expanded, the 

nomic and social rights has emphasized state provision where 

ily mechanisms fail to ensure enjoyment of these rights. 
A ;itive role for the state, however, is no less central to 

ri The :ffective lm[ :ment :1on of the ri to ~o 
ample, often    ulr ; extensive ,osmve ~CtlOnS to 

of equality. Even ~t        ri         as due ~cess 
ttve          with respect to mlice, courts, and 

And free. fair, and o ~en el, ms do not 

action. The state not ’ ~ 

atea ~ol cal lr nt 

to ~.OUS :ns. 

use 

rule, 
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to make immense political sense. The language of human rights 
ions continues, quite properly, to focus our attention on com- 

threats to human rights. 
state that does no active harm itself is not enough. The state 
protecting individuals against abuses by other individuals 

~s. The "classic" right to personal security, for example, is 

physical assaults by private actors, not just attacks by 
The state, although needing to be tamed, is in the contem- 

principal institution we rely on to tame social forces no less 

rights, interests, and dignity of individuals, families, and 

~ave been tried or proposed to control the destructive ca- 

and harness its capabilities to realize important human 

virtue or wisdom of leaders, party members, or clerics, 

and the special skills and social position of the mil- 

to be attractive alternatives to human rights as bases 

But the human rights approach of individual 

proved far more effective than any alter- 

at least that is how I read the remarkably consistent col- 

of the Ieft and right alike over the past two decades in 

and Eastern Europe, Africa, and Asia (although not 

). 

;to human rights treat people as objects rather than 

right-holders. They rest on an inegalitarian and 

person as someone to be provided for, a pas- 

rather than a creative agent with a right to shape his 

naively benign view of power and the 

auton omy and participation. Or, to use the 

3, they fail to treat citizens with equal con- 
is the substantive core of the Universal De- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Monday,                3:32 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: BSM member to meet with Dr. Sahle 

Dear. 

Thanks so much for your email requesting a meeting with me. It has been an extremely busy period hence the delayed 
response from this end. Kindly get in touch with Travis Gore -see his email above - to arrange a time for a meeting next 
week. 

I look forward to our discussion. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall 
27599-3395 
Chapel Hill 
North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, February 7, 2012 1:35 PM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

March 1 talk - Professor Gould 

Dear Mamarame, 

Thanks for the discussion this morning. Here are details of the March 1 talk. Please do not hesitate to contact me if have 
questions pertaining to this event. 

Presenter: 
Professor Jeremy Gould 
Professor of Development & International Cooperation 
Department of of Social Sciences & Philosophy 
University of Jyv~skyl~ 
Finland 

Topic: "Law, politics and the paradoxes of postcolonial liberalism in Zambia". 

Date: March 1, 2012 @3.30pm 

Location: GEC, 4th Floor 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall 
27599-3395 
Chapel Hill 
North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Thursday, February 16, 2012 12:23 PM 

Miller, Haeran <hrmiller@email.unc.edu> 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; 
Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Refreshments for Next Thurs. Colloquium 

Dear Haeran, 

Would the easiest thing be for me to pay and then we process the reimbursement? I forgot to ask this when we 
discussed how to deal with refreshments for the colloquium’s this semester. 

Thanks for all your help with this and other matters today!! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

I:rom: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Wednesday, February 15, 2012 10:00 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis; Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: Refreshments for Next Thurs. Colloquium 

Eunice, 
It looks like we’ll need about $140 to cover refreshments for next Thursday. I’ve included loaf breads, items such as 

cupcakes, coffee and lemonade. Carolina Catering requires minimums for many items, but I could probably get the total 
closer to $120, if that would be better. Should I let Travis know which items to order? 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-2345 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email,u~coedu 
~/’afriafam.unc.edu! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, February 16, 2012 12:39 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Miller, Haeran <hrmiller@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; 
Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Refreshments for Next Thurs. Colloquium 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly see Haeran’s and Kia’s emails pertaining to refreshments for the Colloquium next week. Please make the necessary 
arrangements with Carolina Catering by tomorrow morning at the latest. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

I:rom: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2012 12:34 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
l:c: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Refreshments for Next Thurs. Colloquium 

Dear EuNce, 

Wait, if it is Carolina Catering, they could send us a bil!. It would be better to let them send us a bill or if they could 

directly charge, please let them charge to trust acct. 6-68275. 

For small purchase, yes, please pay first and you will get reimbursed. 

Thanks!! 

Haeran 

I:rom: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2012 12:23 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
l:c: Caldwell, Kia L; Gore, Travis; Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: RE: Refreshments for Next Thurs. Colloquium 

Dear Haeran, 

Would the easiest thing be for me to pay and then we process the reimbursement? I forgot to ask this when we 
discussed how to deal with refreshments for the colloquium’s this semester. 

Thanks for all your help with this and other matters today!! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

I:rom: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Wednesday, February 15, 2012 10:00 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 



Cc: Gore, Travis; Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: Refreshments for Next Thurs. Colloquium 

Eunice, 
It looks like we’ll need about $140 to cover refreshments for next Thursday. I’ve included loaf breads, items such as 

cupcakes, coffee and lemonade. Carolina Catering requires minimums for many items, but I could probably get the total 
closer to $120, if that would be better. Should I let Travis know which items to order? 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-2345 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, February 16, 2012 2:25 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Exams 

Dea r Travis, 

This is to reiterate our discussion pertaining to exams from faculty. Please do not accept any exams from faculty 
members. If any faculty member asks you to photocopy their exams, keep them in a file or emails them to you, please let 
me know immediately. 

Many thanks Travis for cooperation on this matter today. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 
Tel. 919-962-2341 
Fax 919-962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, February 17, 2012 5:17 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, 
Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; 
Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krj anken@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Proposals and Confirmation (Monday Meeting) 

Dear Georges, 

Thanks for your email. As I indicated in a previous email, having the documents ready on Thursday was the original plan. 
Unfortunately as Walter and Travis know, there are serious issues that emerged this week that I have taken most of time. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Friday, February 17, 2012 4:36 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; Caldwell, Kia L; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Hall, Perry A; Selassie, Bereket H; Janken, Kenneth R; Rucker, Walter C 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Proposals and Confirmation (Monday Meeting) 

Dear Eunice, 

I will make the trip to Battle Hall this weekend if I need to read these documents for the meeting on Monday. In the future, I would 
greatly appreciate it if documents for meetings on Monday are made available by Thursday. Since I have classes on Tuesday, 
Wednesday and Thursday, and some meetings on Monday, I would like to have Friday to do research at home. 

Have a nice weekend, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, February 17, 2012 11:25 AM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Hall, Perry A; Selassie, Bereket H; Janken, Kenneth R; 
Rucker, Walter C 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Proposals and Confirmation (Monday Meeting) 

Hi All, 

I wanted to let you know that the Craver Grant Proposals are in your mailboxes. 

I would also like to confirm that the EC meeting will be on Monday at 9:30am in Eunice’s office. 



Best Wishes, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, February 17, 2012 6:11 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, 
Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; 
Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krj anken@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Monday 

Dear All, 

As I mentioned to Georges a minute or so ago, I have been asked to be at the Dean’s office early on Monday and I will be there for 
most of the morning. Thus, I regret that we have to postpone our meeting for later in the week. 

Kindly let me know if we can meet on Wednesday at 11.00am. 

Best wishes and have a good weekend. 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, February 20, 2012 2:00 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Rucker, Walter (2 <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Public Lecture - Dean Makau Mutua 

Dear Travis, 

Continuing core aspects of our intellectual tradition in Afri416, my students and I will have a critical dialogue on 

contemporary debates in international human rights law with Dean Makau Mutua on Tuesday March 20. In addition, we 

have invited Dean Mutua to give a public lecture the same day. I would be grateful if you posted details of his public 

lecture - see below - to the Department’s website. We will discuss the possibility of creating a flyer for his public lecture 

next week. 

Public Lecture: Kenya and the International Criminal Court: Blessing or Curse? 

Presenter: Dean Makau Mutua, SUNY Distinguished Professor, Floyd H. & Hilda L. Hurst Faculty 
Scholar, SUNY Buffalo Law School, The State University of New York. 

Date: Tuesday, March 20, 5.30-7.00pm 

Location: Auditorium, Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 
Tel. 919-962-2341 
Fax 919-962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Monday, February 20, 2012 2:33 PM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Professor Gould’s talk - Blurb 

Professor Gould’s talk - Blurb.docx 

Dear Mamarame, 

Please find attached a blurb for Professor’s Gould talk on March 1. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 
Tel. 919-962-2341 
Fax 919-962-2694 



Law, politics and the paradoxes of postcolonial liberalism in Zambia 

The vestiges of colonial legality - characterized by a paradoxical admixture of liberalism and 

executive exceptionalism - live on in contemporary African law and the politics it frames. The 

modern constitution of Zambia, for example, retains crucial sections of the late colonial constitution 

of No~chern Rhodesia (as Zambia was previously known). Significantly, the power to declare a state 

of emergency - the schmittian hallmark of sovereignty -- that allowed the colonial Governor to 

freeze legal constraints on his mandate was transferred intact to the postcolonial President. 

This talk interrogates some of the continuities and ruptures binding postcolonial to colonial law in 

order to problematize the interconnection of presidentialism and liberalism in postcolonial African 

politics. The presentation examines the evidence and outcomes of two parallel ’abuse of public 

office’ trials of the late Frederick Chiluba, Zambia’s second president, in search of an understanding 

of postcolonial government that resists the neoliberal juxtaposition of human rights against 

sovereignty. 

Jeremy Gould, an anthropologist by training, is professor of Development and International 

Cooperation at the University of Jyvaskyla (Finland). He has studied and published about Zambia for 

25 years. He is currently completing a book with the working title of Postcolonial jurisprudence. 

Political legality and popular politics in Zambia’s Third Republic. His recent publications also include an 

edited volume about the politics of aid, The New Conditionality (Zed 2005), to which he also 

contributed an essay on Tanzania’s first Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, February 20, 2012 2:39 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting tomorrow 

Dear Kia, 

1.45pm works from this end. See you then. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Monday, February 20, 2012 9:18 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Meeting tomorrow 

Hi Eunice, 
My best times to meet this week would be between 11:00 and 1:45 tomorrow. I usually have office hours from 11:00 to 12:30, but 

I could put a note on my door. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-2345 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

h~p:ilafriafam. ~mc.ed~i 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, February 20, 2012 8:21 AM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Meeting tomorrow 

Dear Kia, 

I hope this finds you well. 



I am sorry to say that because of an urgent meeting this morning, I will have to postpone our dialogue meeting for another day this 
week. I know you cannot meet on Wednesday but I hope we can met by this Friday. At any rate, kindly let me know what other day 
and time works for you this week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Sunday, February 19, 2012 11:10 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Meeting tomorrow 

Eunice, 

Please let me know if you will still be able to make our meeting at 11:15 tomorrow (Monday). 
in the Den’s office. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-2345 

Fax:919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

I saw your note about needing to be 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:05 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: @gmail.com 
Subject: [afriafam] On orality, African-American history and celebrating Tim’s teaching 

Dear Colleagues, 

It is always wonderful to learn from the writings of our former students and inspiring to see them celebrating great teachers in our 
department such as Tim. I hope you enjoy the piece below written by one of our former majors currently teaching in 
the Music Department at UNC: 

~ :L/www A[~edurl-~amnews.com~ ’211254i[i~doao&emoatoa~baYeer.html 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

~unice SaNe, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3395 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: klcaldwe@email.unc.edu<mailto:klcaldwe~email.tmc.edt~>. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~://~ists.m~c.ed~/~?id=323(A596.bfb5d999979b5aa9f457~b7f913a5f(~5&~T&~=a~r~afam&~=3~9?,392 

(It may be necessary to cm and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to ~eave-3~898392-3236~596.bfb5d999979b5aa9f457ab7f9~3a5f65@~istserv.unc.edu<mai~to:~eave~3~9~392° 
323615%.b~b5d99997965aagf457abTf913 a5f~5 (~istser~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, February 20, 2012 3:38 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting tomorrow 

Dear Kia, 

4.00pm is fine. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Monday, February 20, 2012 3:15 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Meeting tomorrow 

Eunice, 

Unfortunately, that time will not work for me. I teach at 2:00 tomorrow, so I would need to end our meeting by 1:45. Anytime 
between 11:00 and 11:45 would work. I could also meet at 8: 30 (to finish by 9:15 for my 9:30 class) or 4:00 tomorrow. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-2345 

Fax:919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

h~ lp :ilafriJam. unc.edt~i 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, February 20, 2012 2:38 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Meeting tomorrow 

Dear Kia, 

1.45pm works from this end. See you then. 



Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Monday, February 20, 2012 9:18 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Meeting tomorrow 

Hi Eurlice, 
My best times to meet this week would be between 11:00 and 1:45 tomorrow. 

I could put a note on my door. 

Best, 
Kia 

I usually have office hours from 11:00 to 12:30, but 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-2345 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

~:iiafriafam. ox~c.edu! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, February 20, 2012 8:21 AM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Meeting tomorrow 

Dear Kia, 

I hope this finds you well. 

I am sorry to say that because of an urgent meeting this morning, I will have to postpone our dialogue meeting for another day this 
week. I know you cannot meet on Wednesday but I hope we can met by this Friday. At any rate, kindly let me know what other day 
and time works for you this week. 

Best wishes, 
Eurlice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Sunday, February 19, 2012 11:10 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Meeting tomorrow 

Eurlice, 
Please let me know if you will still be able to make our meeting at 11:15 tomorrow (Monday). 

in the Den’s office. 
I saw your note about needing to be 



Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-2345 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:05 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: @gmail.com 
Subject: [afriafam] On orality, African-American history and celebrating Tim’s teaching 

Dear Colleagues, 

It is always wonderful to learn from the writings of our former students and inspiring to see them celebrating great teachers in our 
department such as Tim. I hope you enjoy the piece below written by one of our former majors currently teaching in 
the Music Department at UNC: 

’211254ifind~a-&emoatoa-ba~eer.html 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

~unice SaNe, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3395 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: klcaldwe~,email.unc.edu<mailto:kIcaldw.e(a)oemail.unc.edu>. 



To unsubscribe click here: ~://]ists.m~c.ed~/~?id=323(~5%~b~‘~5d9999?9b5aa9~5?~7;9~3a5~(~5&n~T&~=~a~am&o=3~898~92 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to ~eave-3~898392-3236~596.bfb5d999979b5aa9f457ab7f9~3a5f65@~istserv.unc.edu<ma~Ito:Ie~ve~3~898392° 
323(~ 15%.bfb5d999979b5aa9f457abTf913 a5 ~65 @listse~v.u~c.ed~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, February 22, 2012 12:18 PM 

afriafam@listserv.unc, edu 

Miller, Haeran <hrmiller@email.unc. edu>; Gore, Travi s <stgore@email.unc. edu>; 
Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

Faculty Book fund - tenured, tenure-track and fixed-term 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am delighted to announce that faculty members in the above-cited categories have a $230.00 book fund. To place an 
order for your books, please see Travis between February 22 and August 1 (last day to use the fund). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 
Tel. 919-962-2341 
Fax 919-962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 8:29 PM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fall 2012 Schedule Notice 

Dear Walter, 

Thanks for this email. This is a very important issue, thus I would like to schedule a meeting with you and Porter to 
discuss it. Friday at 10.00am would work from this end. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Wednesday, February 22, 2012 5:19 PM 
To: Porter, Robert S 
ICc: Sahle, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fall 2012 Schedule Notice 

Dear Professor Porter, 

As I was assessing the Fall 2012 schedule to make sure that no errors were present before registration begins next 

Monday, I noted two modifications that were made in the scheduling of your courses. In the original schedule, to which 

you agreed via email on December 12, 2011, you were slated to teach AFAM 252 on Tuesdays (3-5:50) and AFAM 262 on 

Thursdays (3-5:50). The modifications to your schedule, which occurred without my approval, altered your schedule so 

that you were to offer AFAM 252 on Wednesdays (3-5:50) and AFAM 262 on Thursdays (3:30-6:20). I also understand 

that at least one of these modifications was made to accommodate an interest you have in teaching your courses in 

specific classrooms on campus. 

Please note that course scheduling for the department follows new protocols agreed to by the Chair, the Director of 

Undergraduate Studies, and I. Among the many considerations that shaped the new course scheduling protocols were: 

1) concerns that we routinely offer too many courses in the same time slots; and, 2) some of our on-campus courses 

were offered too late in the evening to be accessible by our core student constituencies. With the changes in your 

schedule, your AFAM 252 directly competes with two other courses (Tim’s AFAM 392 and Reg’s AFAM 522) selected for 

that day and time. Also, your AFAM 262 ends after the 6pm cut-off for departmental courses agreed to by Eunice, 

Kenneth, and I back in December. In creating the course schedule, I have to consider a wide range of issues and 

considerations and even a small alteration to the established schedule can create larger problems. With this in mind, if 

you need to change anything regarding your courses in the future, you should be certain to contact me before 

proceeding. Thank you. 

If you have questions or concerns about any of this, I would be more than happy to meet with you in my office. 



Best, 

Walter 

Waller l:~ucker 

Asso¢iafe Professor ~’~ Asso¢iafe Chair 

African ~ Afro~Amefican Sfuclies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

10Y t~attle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC ~-/599-5595 

Phol~e: 
http://affiafam.unc.eclu/people/walter-c.-nmker 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, February 23, 2012 9:43 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Urgent 

Hi Travis, 

I left a folder with the readings you printed out for me and other materials in my office. 

Kindly bring them to 07 right away. Many thanks! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Saturday, February 25, 2012 10:09 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C 
<wrucker@email.unc.edu> 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Dialogues and proposed courses 

Dear Kenneth, 

No problem. Travis will have copies for your committee by 9.00am on Monday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Saturday, February 25, 2012 10:03 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: RE: Dialogues and proposed courses 

Dear Eunice, 

As we have a committee meeting this Monday at 11, it would be helpful if we had at least a partial list for our 
consideration. We won’t be making any decisions on them, but it would help us to visualize a certain curricular 
direction. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
~:~ww.mnass.edulu              ar~ker~.htm~ 

ress.u~c.edu/booksiT-8059.html 
~t~:iiundpress.nd. eduibookiP00780 

ress.nd.eduibookiP00723 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, February 25, 2012 9:49 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R; Rucker, Walter C 



Subject: Dialogues and proposed courses 

Dear Kenneth and Walter, 

I hope this finds you well. 

I have 4 pending dialogues with colleagues which should be wrapped by Thursday of next week. Thus, I will be 
submitting the complete list of new courses that faculty have suggested during my dialogues with them by Friday next 
week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 
Tel. 919-962-2341 
Fax 919-962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Sunday, February 26, 2012 6:29 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Haeran <hrmiller@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Refreshments for Colloquium this Thurs. 

Dear Kia, 

That is fine and thanks for all your work on David’s presentation on Thursday. If there is room on the menu you are 
considering for Thursday, may be some fruits, cheese and tea would be great additions. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Sunday, February 26, 2012 6:07 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Refreshments for Colloquium this Thurs. 

Hi Eunice, 
Please let me know if I should ask Travis to order refreshments for Prof. Gould’s presentation this Thursday. We could 

probably order fewer things, since we had a surplus last week. I’ll try to keep the order between $80-100. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-2345 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcNdwe@emailouncoedu 
htt~:llafriafam.uncoedu! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, February 27, 2012 8:27 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: ASC FLAS applications and information for your review 

FLAS Goals and Review Criteria 2012.rtf; FLAS 2012 Applications.pdf; FLAS 
Applicant Score Sheet 2012.xl sx 

From: Stacey Sewall [sewall@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 10, 2012 1:32 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Sackey Harris, Mamie; Seck, Mamarame; Barbara Anderson; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: ASC FLAS applications and information for your review 

Hello Everyone, 

We appreciate so much your help in the process of awarding FLAS Fellowships for the 2012-13 Academic Year 
and Summer 2012. Towards that end, please find three files attached: 

1) Large PDF file with all applications in alphabetical order 

2) Applicant score sheet, with a summary of basic data on each applicant and space for reviewer comments 

3) ASC FLAS Goals and Review Criteria: this outlines the ASC’s priorities when making FLAS awards 

Thank you all very much for your time and effort in this process. I look forward to meeting with you on Feb. 
27. Please let me know if you need additional information or have any concerns or questions. 

Thank you, 
Stacey 

On 2/7/2012 5:36 PM, Stacey Sewall wrote: 

Dear ASC FLAS committee, 

It looks like Monday, Feb. 27 at 1 PM is the preferred date and time for the people I’ve heard 
back from, so we’ll go ahead and set that as our meeting time. We will meet in room 2008 on the 
second floor of the GEC. 

I hope to have the scanned applications to you within the next couple of days, along with a 
summary chart of applicants and selection criteria guidelines. 



Thank you again! 
Stacey 



FLAS GOALS AND REVIEW CRITERIA 

Goals 

FLAS fellowships are administered by the African Studies Center under a Title Vl Program of the 
U.S. Department of Education. The fellowships provide academic year and/or summer fellowships 
to graduate and undergraduate students pursuing foreign language studies and area studies. The 
graduate award includes full payment of tuition and fees, and a stipend of $15,000. The 
undergraduate award includes payment of tuition and fees up to $10,000 and a stipend of $5,000. 

FLAS fellowships are intended to: 

1) assist in the development of knowledge, resources, and trained personnel for modern 
foreign language and area studies 

2) stimulate the attainment of foreign language acquisition and fluency; and 
3) develop a pool of international experts to meet national needs. 

ASC Priorities 

Languages: The Center gives priority to Arabic, Kiswahili, Lingala and Wolof. 

Professional Schools: Ideally, the Center would like our awardee pool to represent a diversity of 
disciplines and schools, with an additional priority focus on the professional schools. 

Commitment to the Language: Students with a demonstrated commitment to their selected 
language, and to African Studies, will receive priority. Commitment is demonstrated by language 
courses taken, area studies courses taken, and/or language learning abroad. Students with this 
coursework background will receive priority over beginning level applicants. 

Fluency: Students who cannot reach proficiency, because they are applying for beginning level 
language study during the last year of their program, will receive lower priority. Students who 
demonstrate commitment to reach fluency will receive higher priority. 

Applicant Selection Criteria 

1) student’s overall academic standing 
2) importance of foreign language study to the student’s academic and career goals 
3) the international/area study focus of the student’s research and career goals 
4) the student’s commitment to proficiency/fluency 
5) strong letters of recommendation 
6) cv/transcript shows strong connection to area studies and language skills 

Special Notes 

We expect to award 4 Academic Year graduate awards, 2 academic year undergraduate awards 
and 2 Summer awards this year. 

It is possible for a student to receive consecutive FLAS awards. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=LFNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, February 29, 2012 9:06 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

Meeting 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly check my calendar for tomorrow and get in touch with Georges to see what time would be good for he and I to 
meet. This meeting is part of the dialogues I have been having with faculty since Jan. 31. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 
Tel. 919-962-2341 
Fax 919-962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, February 29, 2012 4:44 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2255868 

Dear Travis, 

I will be in my office between 2-3pm tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 2:56 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2255868 

See response from James below! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [ mail.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 2:52 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2255868 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 
Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu Short Description: Select a Short Description 

Email Text : Sounds good. Is she available sometime tomorrow afternoon? I will send a work study by to pick up the desktop from 
you today, if possible. We will use PC mover to set her up and transfer her data and programs. This means we will need her to log into 
her old computer tomorrow to start the transfer process. We should do this sometime between 2-4, so there is enough time in the day. 
After that, the transfer will take place over night, and she won’t be able to use the old machine for the rest of the day. Then I can bring 
the new machine on Friday, and finish setting it up for her in her office. Let me know how that sounds to her, and what her availability 
is. Take care! 

James McHale, OASIS 
(919)901-0883 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(ELPNICE)> 
Thursday, March 1, 2012 8:12 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Taylor.pdf 

Here is another Travis. 

Thanks. 
Eunice 
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opposed to also taking a reflective distance on the lifeworld context from which they derive. 

45. Cf. ’Philosophy as Placeholder and Interpreter’, p. 314. 
46. Axel Honneth, ’The Social Dynamics of Disrespect: On the Location of Critical 

Theory Today’, in Constellations, vol. 1, no. 2, October 1994, p. 255. 

47. Jfirgen Habermas, Vergangenheit als Zukunfi, Zurich: Pendo Verlag 1990, p. 136. 

48. Vergangenheit als Zukunfl, pp. 149-50. 

49. Cf. The Ethics of Authenticity, passim. 

50. Jfirgen Habermas, Theorie des kommunikativen Handelns, vol. 1, Frankfurt am Main: 

Suhrkamp 1981, p. 66. 

51. lbid., p. 71. 

52. Continuing this tradition, which includes such figures as Dilthey, Weber and Scheler, 

Dieter Henrich has suggested, for example, that ’there is a continuity between the funda- 

mental constitution of conscious life and the cultural process of humanity which is in no 

sense identical with socialization, and collective self-preservation and need-satisfaction. Of 

course it is intertwined with these, but in such a way that it co-determines the forms in which 

this self-preservation is organized.’ (Dieter Henrich, Fluchtlinien, Franla’urt am Main: 

Suhrkamp 1982, p. 92.) 

53. Cf. Maurice Merleau-Ponty, ’Working Notes’, in The Visibleand thelnvisible, Evanston 

1L: Northwestern University Press, 1968, p. 186. 

54. Richard Rorty, Contingeno,, Irony and Solidarity, Cambridge: CUP 1989, p. 21~ 

55. Cf. ’Philosophy as Placeholder and Interpreter’, pp. 296-309. 

56. Habermas writes that: ’Instead of grounding the lifeworld in the primal founding of 

an acting subjectivity or in the event of a world-interpretation which prejudices everything, 

philosophy can concentrate on the task of reconstructing the backgrouud know/edge which 

is connected with our grammatical intuitions. The goal of such an analysis is less the track- 

ing of hidden foundations than the explication of what we always already know and Call do.’ 

(’Edmund Husserl fiber Lebenswelt, Philosophie und Wissenschaft’, p. 41.) However, this 

account overlooks the fact that the recourse to an absolute subject or to the Heideggerian 

’sending of Being’ (Seinsgeschick) must be seen as attempts, albeit Ullsatisfactor~; to account 

for tile relation between the lifeworld and its source in a way which does not leave ’gra- 

matical intuitions’ hanging question-beggingly in the air. 

57. Herbert Schnfidelbach, ’Metaphysik nnd Religion heute’, in Zur Rehalnlitierung des 

animal rationale, Vortriige undAbhandlungen 2, Frankfurt anl Main: Suhrkamp 1992, p. 138. 

6 

Conditions of an Unforced Consensus on 

Human Rights 

Charles Taylor 

What would it mean to come to a genuine, unforced international consensus 

on human rights? I suppose it would be something like what Rawls describes 

in his Palitical Liberalism as an ’overlapping consensus’. That is, different 

groups, countries, religious communities, civilizations, while holding incom- 

patible fundamental views on theology, metaphysics, human nature, etc., 

would come to an agreement on certain norms that ought to govern human 

behaviour. Each would have its own way of justifying this from out of its pro- 

found background conception. We would agree on the norms, while 

disagreeing on why they were the right norms. And we would be content to 

live in this consensus, undisturbed by the differences of profound underlying 

belief. 

The idea was already expressed in 1949 by Jacques Maritain. ’I am quite 

certain that my way of justifying belief in the rights of man and the ideal of 

liberty, equality, fraternity is the only way with a firm foundation in truth. This 

does not prevent me from being in agreement on these practical convic- 

tions with people who are certain that their way of justifying them, entirely 

different from mine or opposed to mine,..., is equally the only way founded 

upon truth.’ ~ 

Is this kind of consensus possible? Perhaps because of my optimistic nature, 

I believe that it is. But we have to confess at the outset that it is not entirely 

clear around what the consensus would form, and we are only beginning to 

discern the obstacles we would have to overcome on the way there. I want to 

talk a little about both these issues here. 

First, what would the consensus be on? One might have thought this was 

obvious: on human rights. That’s what our original question was about. But 

there is right away a first obstacle, which has been very often pointed out. 

Rights talk is something that has roots in Western culture. There are certain 

features of this talk which have roots in Western history, and there only. This 

is not to say that something very like the underlying norms expressed in 

101 
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schedules of rights don’t turn up elsewhere. But they are not expressed in 
this language. We can’t assume straight off, without further examination, 
that a future unforced world consensus could be formulated to the satisfac- 
tion of everyone in the language of rights. Maybe yes, maybe no. Or maybe: 
partially yes, partially no, as we come to discrinfinate some of the things 
which have been associated together in the Western package. 

This is not to say that we already have some adequate term for whatever 
universals we think we may discern between different cultures.Jack Donnelly 
speaks of ’human dignity’ as a universal value.9 Yasuaki Onuma criticizes this 

term, pointing out that ’dignity’ has been itself a favourite term in the same 
Western philosophical stream that has elaborated human rights. He prefers 

to speak of the ’pursuit of spiritual as well as material well-being’ as the uni- 
versal.~ Where ’dignity’ might be too precise and culture-bound a term, 

’well-being’ might be too vague and general. Perhaps we are incapable at this 

stage of formulating the universal values in play here. Perhaps we shall always 
be incapable of this. This wouldn’t matter, because what we need to formu- 

late for an overlapping consensus is certain norms of conduct. The deep 
underlying values supporting these will, in the nature of the case, belong to 
the alternative, mutually incompatible justifications. 

I have been distinguishing in the above between norms of conduct and 
their underlying justification. The Western rights tradition in fact exists at 

both these levels. On the one hand, it is a legal tradition, legitimating cer- 
tain kinds of legal moves, and empowering certain kinds of people to make 
them. We could, and people sometimes do, consider this legal culture as 
the proper candidate for universalization, arguing that its adoption can be 

justified in more than one way. Then a legal culture entrenching rights 
would define the norms around which world consensus would supposedly 

crystallize. 
Now some people already have trouble with this; e.g., Lee Kwan Yew, and 

those in South Asia who sympathize with him. They see something danger- 
ously individualistic, fragmenting, dissolvent of community, in this Western 
legal culture. (Of course, they have particularly in nfind - or in their sights - 
the United States.) But in their criticism of Western procedures, they also 

seem to be attacking the underlying philosophy of the West, which allegedly 
gives primacy to the individual, where supposedly a ’Confucian’ outlook 
would have a larger place for the community, and the complex web of human 
relations in which each person stands. 

For the Western rights tradition also vehicles certain views on human 
nature, society and the human good. In other words, it also carries some ele- 

ments of an underlying justification. It might help the discussion to 
distinguish these two levels, at least analytically, so that we can develop a 
more fine-grained picture of what our options are here. Perhaps in fact, the 

legal culture could ’travel’ better, if it could be separated from some of its 
underlying justifications. Or perhaps the reverse is true, that the underlying 

picture of human life might look less frightening, if it could find expression 
in a different legal culture. Or maybe, neither of these simple solutions will 
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work (this is my hunch), but modifications need to be made in both; 
however, distinguishing the levels still helps, because the modifications are 
different on each level. 

In any case, I think a good place to start the discussion would be to give 
a rapid portrait of the language of rights which has developed in the West, 
and of the surrounding notions of human agency and the good. We could 
then proceed to identify certain centres of disagreement across cultures, 
and we might then see what if anything could be done to bridge these 
differences. 

II 

First, let’s get at the peculiarities of the language of rights. As has often been 
pointed out, there is something rather special here. Many societies have held 
that it is good to ensure certain immunities or liberties to their members - or 

sometimes even to outsiders (think of the stringent laws of hospitality that 
hold in many traditional cultures). Everywhere it is wrong to take human life, 

at least under certain circumstances and for certain categories of persons. 
Wrong is the opposite of right, and so this is in some sense in play here. 

But a quite different sense of the word is invoked when we start to use the 

definite or indefinite articles, or to put it in the plural, and speak of’a right’ 

or ’rights’: or when we start to attribute these to persons, and speak of your 

rights or nay rights. This is to introduce what has been called ’subjective 
rights’. Instead of saying that it is wrong to kill me, we begin to say that I have 

a right to life. The two formulations are not equivalent in all respects. 
Because in the latter case the immunity or liberty is considered as it were the 
property of someone. It is no longer just an element of the law that stands 
over and between all of us equally. That I have a right to life says more than 

that you shouldn’t kill me. It gives me some control over this immunity. A 
right is something which in principle I can waive.4 It is also something which 
I have a role in enforcing. 

Some element of subjective right exists perhaps in all legal systems. The 
peculiarity of the West was, first, that it played a bigger role in European 
medieval societies than elsewhere in history, and, second, that it was the 

basis of the rewriting of Natural Law theory which marked the seventeenth 
century. The older notion that human society stands under a Law of Nature, 

whose origin was the Creator, and which was thus beyond human will, was 
now transposed. The fundamental law was reconceived as consisting of nat- 

ural rights, attributed to individuals prior to society. At the origin of society 
stands a Contract, which takes people out of a State of Nature, and puts 
them under political authority, as a result of an act of consent on their part. 

So subjective rights are not only crucial to the Western tradition, because 

they have been an important part of its jurisprudence since the Middle Ages. 
Even more significant is the fact that they were projected onto Nature, and 
formed the basis of a philosophical view of humans and their society, one 

which greatly privileges individuals’ freedom and their right to consent to the 
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arrangements under which they live. This view becomes an important strand 

in Western democratic theory of the last three centuries. 
We can see how the notion of (subjective) right both serves to define cer- 

tain legal powers, and also provides the master image for a philosophy of 
human nature, of individuals and their societies. It operates both as legal 
norm, and as underlying justification. 

Moreover, these two levels are not unconnected. The force of the under- 

lying philosophy has brought about a steady promotion of the legal norm in 

our politico-legal systems; so that it now occupies pride of place in a number 
of contemporary polities. Charters of rights are now entrenched in the con- 
stitutions of a number of countries, and also of the European Union. These 

are the basis of judicial review, whereby the ordinary legislation of different 
levels of government can be invalidated on the grounds of conflict with these 
fundamental rights. 

That (subjective) rights thus operate today as trumps is the convergence of 

two different if intertwined lines of promotion. On the one hand, there is the 
old conception of the fundamental law of our polity, which the decrees or 
decisions of the authority of the day cannot override. This played a role in 
pre-modern European societies, even as it did frequently elsewhere. The 
entrenchment of Charters means that the language of rights has become a 

privileged idiom for a good part of this fundamental law. This is one line of 
advance. 

At the same time, European thought also had a place for a Law of Nature, 
a body of norms with even more fundamental status, because they are uni- 
versal and hold across all societies. Again, analogous concepts can be found 
elsewhere. The place of rights in our political discourse today shows that it 
has also become the favoured idiom for this kind of law. We speak of a 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights. This is the second line of advance. 
The rights we now entrench in charters benefit from both these promo- 

tions. These rights occupy the niche which already existed in many legal 
systems, whereby laws were subject to judicial review. While at the same 
time, their great force in modern opinion comes from the sense that they 
are not just features of our legal tradition, that they are not part of what is 
culturally conditioned, one option among others which human societies 
can adopt, but fundamental, essential, belonging to human beings as such - 
in short inviolable. 

So the Western discourse of rights involves, on the one hand, a set of legal 
forms, by which immunities and liberties are inscribed as rights, with certain 
consequences for the possibility of waiver, and for the ways in which they can 
be secured; whether these immunities and liberties are among those from 
time to time granted by duly constituted authority, or among those which are 
entrenched in fundamental law. 

And it involves, on the other hand, a philosophy of the person and of 
society, attributing great importance to the individual, and making significant 
matters turn on his or her power of consent. 

When people protest against the Western fights model, they seem to have 
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this whole package in their sights. Taking it as a whole it is not simply wrong, 

of course, because the philosophy is plainly part of what has motivated the 
great promotion enjoyed by this legal form. Nevertheless, it will help to dis- 
tinguish them, because we can easily imagine situations in which, for all their 
interconnections, the package could be untied, and either the forms or the 

philosophy could be adopted alone, without the other. Of course, this might 
involve some adjustment in what was borrowed, but this inevitably happens 
whenever ideas and institutions developed in one area are taken up 
elsewhere. 

It might help to understand a little better just what exactly we might want 
ultimately to converge onto in the world society of the future, as well as to 

measure our chances of getting there, if we imagine variations separately on 

the two levels. This is what I want to do in the following pages. 
What I propose to do is to look at a number of places in which there seem 

to be obvious conflicts between the present language of human rights and 

one or more important cultures in today’s world. The goal will be to try to 
imagine ways in which the conflict might be resolved, and the essential norms 

involved in the human rights claim preserved, and this through some modi- 

fication, either of legal forms or of philosophy. 
But here I must straightaway make a confession. No merit attaches to this, 

because I shall be unable in any case to hide what I now avow, as the argu- 
ment progresses. I am a philosopher, and not a jurist. Consequently, what I 

have to say about the possible variation of legal forms will be terse to the 

point of near-silence, and not very interesting. I make the distinction, 

because I want to say some things about the conflicts which could perhaps be 

resolved through some greater understanding of alternative philosophical 
foundations for hmnan rights. But I want to stake out the category of reso- 

lution through innovations in legal forms, because I am sure that it will play 

an important part in arriving at an eventual world consensus. 

III 

That being said, I would like to look at four kinds of conflict. The first could 
perhaps be resolved by legal innovation, and I will briefly discuss this possi- 

bility. But it can also be tackled on the philosophical level. The other two 
involve the basic justification of human rights claims. In developing these, I 

will have to spell out much further thejustificatory basis for Western thinking 

and practice about rights than I have in the rather sparse remarks above 
about Natural Rights theory. I shall return to this below. 

1. Let us take the kind of objection that I mentioned at the outset, that 
someone like Lee Kwan Yew might raise about Western rights practice, and its 
alleged unsuitability for other societies, in particular East Asian ones. The 
basic notion is that this practice supposes that individuals are the possessors 
of rights, and encourages them to act in consequence, that is, to go out and 
aggressively seek to make good their rights. But this has a number of bad con- 
sequences. First of all, it focuses people on their rights, that is, what they can 
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claim from society and others, rather than on their responsibilities, what 

they owe to the whole community, or to its members. It encourages people to 
be self-regarding, and leads to an atrophy of the sense of belonging. This in 
turn leads to a higher degree of social conflict, more and more many-sided, 
tending ultimately to a war of all against all. Social solidarity weakens, and the 
threat of violence increases. 

This scary scenario seems rather overdrawn to some. But to others it seems 

to have some elements of truth. Including to people within Western societies, 

which perhaps might make us doubt that we are on to a difference between 
civilizations here. In fact, there is a long tradition of thinking in the West, 

warning against pure rights talk outside of a context where the political com- 
munity has a strong positive value. This ’communitarian’ theorizing has taken 
on a new urgency today, because of the experience of conflict and alienation 
and the fraying of solidarity in many Western democracies, notably but not 

only the US. Does this mean that Lee Kwan Yew’s formula might offer a solu- 
tion to present-day kanerica? 

The absurdity of this suggestion brings us back to the genuine differences 

of culture which exist today. But if we follow through on the logic of the 
’communitarian’ critique in the West we can perhaps find a framework in 
which to consider these differences. 

One of the key points in the critique of a too exclusive focus on rights is 
that this neglects the crucial importance of political trust. Dictatorships, as 

Tocqueville pointed out (in Democracy in America), try to destroy trust between 
citizens. But free societies vitally depend on it. The price of freedom is a 

strong common commitment to the political formula that binds us, because 
without the commitment the fornmla would have to be aggressively enforced, 

and this threatens freedom. But what will very quickly dissolve the commit- 
ment for each and every one of us is the sense that the others no longer share 
it or are willing to act on it. The common allegiance is nourished on trust. 

This goes for a political regime centred on the retrieval of rights as much, 
perhaps more, as for any other. The condition of our being able to go out 

and seek to enforce our own rights is that the system within which this is car- 

ried out retains the respect and allegiance of everybody. Once rights-retrieval 
begins to eat into this, once it begins to create a sense of embattled grievance 
pitting group against group, undermining the sense of common allegiance 

and solidarity, the whole system of free-wheeling rights-enforcement is in 
danger. 

The issue is not ’individualism’ as such. There are many forms of this, and 

some have grown up together with modern, democratic forms of political 
allegiance. The danger is any form of either individualism or group identity 
which undercuts or undermines the trust that we share a common allegiance 
as citizens of this polity. 

I don’t want to pursue here a search into the conditions of political trust in 
Western democracies, at least not for its own sake.5 But I want to use this 
requirement as a heuristic tool, in search of a point of consensus on human 
rights. One way of considering a claim, similar to that of Lee Kwan Yew’s, that 
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the Western rights focus doesn’t fit certain cultural traditions, would be to ask 
how certain fundamental liberties and immunities could be guaranteed in 

the society in question, consistent with the maintenance of political trust. 
This means, of course, that one will not consider satisfactory any solution 
which doesn’t preserve these liberties and immunities, while at the same 

time being led to accept whatever modifications in legal form one needs, to 

generate a sense of common acceptance of the guaranteeing process in the 
society concerned. 

This would mean, in the concrete case of Lee Kwan Yew’s Singapore, that 

his claim in its present form is hardly receivable. There is too much evidence 
of the stifling of dissent, and of the cramping (to say the least) of the demo- 
cratic political process, in Singapore. But this kind of claim should lead us to 

reflect further on how immunities of the kind we seek in human rights dec- 

larations can best be preserved in ’Conthcian’ societies. 
Turning back to our, Western societies, we note that judges and the judi- 

cial process enjoy in general a great deal of prestige and respect.~ In some 

countries, this respect is based on a long tradition, in which some notion of 

fundamental law played an important part, and hence in which its 
guardians had a special place. Is there a way of connecting rights-retrieval 
in other societies to offices and institutions which enjoy the highest moral 
prestige there? 

Leaving the example of ’Confucian’ societies, and adverting to another tra- 
dition, we note how ill Thailand, at certain crucial junctions, the immense 
moral prestige of the monarchy has been used to confer legitimacy and force 

on moves to end military violence and repression and return to constitu- 
tional rule. This was the case following the student demonstrations in 
October 1973, as well as during the events of May 1992. In both cases, a mil- 

itary junta responded with violence, only to find its position unsustainable 
and to be forced to give way to a civilian regime and renewed elections. In 
both these cases, King Bhumibhol played a critical role.7 

The king was able to play this role because of elements in the traditions 
which have contributed to the Thai conception of monarchy, some of which 
go way back, e.g., that of the king as dharmaraja, in the tradition ofAsoka,8 

which sees the ruler as charged with establishing dharma in the world. 

It was perhaps crucial to the overthrows of 1973 and 1992 that a king with 
this kind of status played the part he did. The trouble is that, as things are, 
the power of the royal office can also be used in other direction; as we can see 
in 1976, when right-wing groups used the slogan ’Nation, King and Religion’ 

as a rallying cry in order to attack democratic and radical leaders. The move- 
ment of reaction culminated in the October 1976 coup which relegated the 
democratic constitution once again to the waste paper basket.9 

The issue which arises from all this is perhaps the following: can the 
immense power to create trust and consensus which resides in the Thai 
monarchy be in some way stabilized, regularized and channelled in support 
of constitutional rule, and the defence of certain human rights, such as those 
concerned with the security of the person? In Weberian terms, could the 
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charisma here be ’routinized’ enough to import a stable direction to it, with- 

out being lost altogether? 
I suspect that there is somewhere a positive answer to this question. But 1 

don’t have anything concrete to propose here. I just use this as the basis of 
some hypothetical conjectures. If a way could be found to draw on this royal 
charisma, together with the legitimacy enjoyed by certain individuals of 

proven ’merit’, who are invested with a lot of moral authority in the Thai tra- 
dition, to enhance support for a democratic order respectful of those 
immunities and liberties we generally describe as human rights, the fact that 
it might deviate from the standard Western model of judicial review initiated 

by individuals should be accorded less importance than the fact that it pro- 
tects human beings from violence and oppression. We would have in fact 
achieved convergence on the substance of human rights, in spite of differ- 
ences in form. 

2. But suppose we take the ’communitarian’ arguments against Western 
rights discourse emanating from other societies at another level: not ques- 
tioning so much the legal forms, but expressing disagreement with the 
underling philosophical justification? 

My example is again drawn from Thailand. This society has seen in the last 
century a number of attempts to formulate reformed interpretations of the 
overwhelmingly majority religion of this society: Theravada Buddhism. Some 

of these have attempted to find a basis in this Buddhism for democracy and 
human rights. 

One main stream of reform consists of movements which (as they see it) 
attempt to purify Buddhism, to turn it away from a focus on ritual, on gain- 

ing merit, and even worldly success through blessings and acts of piety, and 
to focus more on (what they see as) the original goal of Enlightenment. The 
late Phutthathat (Buddhadasa) has been a major figure in this regard. This 
stream tries to return to what (it sees as) the original core of Buddhist teach- 
ing, about the unavoidability of suffering, the illusion of the self and the goal 
of Nibbana. It attacks what it sees as the ’superstition’ of those who seek 
potent amulets, and the blessings of monks, and the like. It wants to separate 
the search for enlightenment from the seeking of merit through ritual. And 
it is very critical of the whole metaphysical structure of belief which has 
developed in mainstream Buddhism, about heavens, hell, gods and demons, 
which play a large part in popular belief. It has been described by the 

Sri Lankan anthropologist, Gananath Obeyesekere, as a ’protestant 
Buddhism’.~0 

It is this stream which seems to be producing new reflections on Buddhism 
as a basis for democratic society and practice. This is not to say that all of 
those concerned Buddhists, monks and lay, involved in democratic activism 
of one kind or another have been of this persuasion. But it is the reform 

stream which seems to have produced the concern to develop a Buddhist 
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vision of democratic society. One may see something paradoxical in this, in 

that this rather austere reformism is espoused by a relatively small 01ite, 

rather far removed from the religious outlook of the mass of the people. But 
the dedication of some members of this 01ite to democracy, equality and 
human rights commands respect. 

Phutthathat’s reformism was the very opposite of a disengaged religion, 
unconcerned with the world. On the contrary, he and those inspired by him 
have always stressed that the path to enlightenment is inseparable from that 
of concern for all creatures, from metta (loving kindness) and karuna (com- 
passion). We can’t really be concerned with our own liberation without also 

seeking that of others, just as any acts of injustice towards them redound to 
our own continued imprisonment in illusion. Saneh Chamarik quotes the 

Buddha: ’Monks: Taking care of oneself means as well taking care of others. 
Taking care of others means as well taking care of oneself.’~ This view leads 

to an activist concern for social justice and well-being. Phutthathat spoke of 
a ’dharnmic socialism’. It is a spiritual stance which entails heightened stan- 

dards of personal commitment and responsibility, of probity and dedication 

to duty, even of self-sacrifice and dedication to the poor and downtrodden. 
Following Obeyesekere’s analogy, one could say that it is reminiscent in this 

respect of Max Weber’s description of early Calvinism, which propagated a 
’this-worldly asceticism’,12 that prompted responsible, disciplined social 

action. 

But this concern is not necessarily democratic. It could also find expression 

in other modes of social reform action, including those which see the agency 
of reform as a minority with the right intentions. These modes are, after all, 

well rooted in Theravada Buddhist history, in particular in the paradigm 
model of the Emperor Asoka as the ideally just ruler and upholder of 
dharma. This is, indeed, one of the models on which the Thai monarchical 

state was based. The dharmaraja is undoubtedly understood as an agency for 
good, for the welfare of the people, but he is not in any normal sense a 
democratic agency.13 

Phutthathat himself was not entirely clear on the issue of democratic 

agency. There has, however, been a democratic strand in this general move- 
ment. Panyanantha made a democratic application of Phutthathat’s thought, 
for instance. And something similar could be said for Photirak and his Santi 

Asok movement. This has acquired additional political relevance recently, in 
that the charismatic leader of the Palang Dharma party, Chamlong 
Srimuang, is a follower of Santi Asok. 

Beyond these, there are followers of Phutthathat’s reformism who are 
deeply committed to democracy, such as Sulak Sivaraksa and Saneh 
Chamarik. They and others in their milieu are highly active in the NGO 
community. They are concerned with alternative models of development, 
which would be more ecologically sound, concerned to put limits to growth, 
critical of ’consumerism’, and conducive to social equality. The Buddhist 
commitment lies behind all these goals. As Sulak explains it, the Buddhist 
commitment to non-violence entails a non-predatory stance towards the 
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environment; and calls also for the limitation of greed, one of the sources of 
anger and conflict.14 

We can see here an agenda of universal well-being. But what specifically 
pushes to democracy, that is, to ensuring that people take charge of their own 
lives, rather than simply being the beneficiaries of benevolent rule? Two 
things seem to come together in this outlook to underpin a strong democ- 
ratic commitment. The first is the notion, central to Buddhism, that 
ultimately each individual must take responsibility for his or her own 
Enlightenment. The second is a new application of the doctrine of non- 

violence, which is now seen to call for a respect for the autonomy of each 

person, demanding in effect a minimal use of coercion in human affairs. This 
carries us far from the politics of imposed order, decreed by the wise minor- 
ity, which has long been the traditional background to various forms and 

phases of military rule. It is also evident that this underpinning for democ- 

racy also offers a strong support for human rights legislation. And that, 
indeed, is how it is understood by thinkers like SulakJ5 

There is an outlook here which converges on a policy of defence of human 

rights and democratic development, but which is rather different from the 
standard Western justifications of these. It isn’t grounded on a doctrine of the 

dignity of human beings as something commanding respect. The injunction 
to respect comes rather as a consequence of the fundamental value of non- 

violence, which also generates a whole host of other consequences (including 
the requirement for an ecologically responsible development, and the need 
to set limits to growth). Human rights don’t stand out, as they often do in the 
West, as a claim on their own, independent from the rest o(our moral com- 

mitments, even sometimes in potential conflict with these. 

Interestingly, this Buddhist conception provides an alternative way of link- 
ing together the agenda of human rights and that of democratic 

development. Whereas in the Western framework, these go together because 
they are both seen as co-requirements of human dignity, and indeed, as two 
facets of liberty, a connection of a somewhat different kind is visible among 
Thai Buddhists of this reform persnasion. Their commitment to people- 

centred and ecologically sensitive development makes them strong allies of 
those communities of villagers who are resisting encroachment by the state 
and big business, fighting to defend their lands and forests. This means that 
they are heavily into what has been recognized as a crucial part of the agenda 
of democratization in Thailand - decentralization, and in particular the 

recovery of local community control over natural resources.~6 They form a 

significant part of the NGO community committed to this agenda. A rather 
different route has been travelled to a similar goal. 

Other differences stand out. Because of its roots in a certain justice agenda, 
the politics of establishing rights in the West has often been surrounded 
with anger, indignation, the imperative to punish historic wrong-doing. From 
this Buddhist perspective comes a caution against the politics of anger, itself 
the potential source of new forms of violence. 

My aim here is not to judge between these approaches, but to point to 
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these differences as the source of a potentially fruitful exchange within a 
(hopefully) emerging world consensus on the practice of human rights and 
democracy. 

We can in fact see a convergence here on certain norms of action, how- 
ever they may be entrenched in law. But what is unfamiliar to the Western 
observer is the entire philosophical basis, and its appropriate reference 
points, as well as the rhetorical bases of its appeal. In the West, both democ- 
racy and human rights have been furthered by the steady advance of a kind 
of humanism, which stressed how humans stood out from the rest of the 
cosmos, had a higher status and dignity than anything else. This has its ori- 
gins in Christianity, and also certain strands of ancient thought, but the 
distance is greatly exacerbated by what Weber describes as the disenchant- 
ment of the world, the rejection of a view of the cosmos as a meaningful 
order. The human agent stands out even more starkly from a mechanistic 
universe. For Pascal, the human being is a mere reed, but of incomparably 
greater significance than what threatens to crush it, because it is a thinking 
reed. Kant echoes some of the same reflections in his discussion of the sub- 
lime in the third critique, and also defines human dignity in terms of the 
incomparably greater worth of human beings compared to the rest of the 
contents of the universe. 

The human rights doctrine based on this humanism stresses the incom- 
parable importance of the human agent. It centres everything on him/her, 
makes his/her freedom and self-control a major value, something to be max- 
imized. Consequently, in the Western mind, the defence of human rights 
seems indissolubly linked with this exaltation of human agency. It is because 
humans justifiably command all this respect and attention, at least in com- 
parison to anything else, that their rights must be defended. The Buddhist 
philosophy that I have been describing starts from a quite different place, the 
demand of ahimsa, and yet seems to ground many of the sane norms. (Of 
course, there will also be differences in the norms grounded, which raises its 
own problems, but for the moment I just want to note the substantial over- 
lap.) The gamut of Western philosophical emotions, the exaltation of human 
dignity, the emphasis on freedom as the highest value, the drama of age-old 
wrongs righted in valour, all the things which move us in seeing f)delio well 
performed, seem out of place in this alternative setting. And so do the 
models of heroism. The heroes of ahimsa are not forceful revolutionaries, 
not Cola di Rienzi or Garibaldi. And with the philosophy and the models, a 
whole rhetoric loses its basis. 

This perhaps gives us an idea of what an unforced world consensus on 
human rights might look like. Agreement on norms, yes; but a profound 
sense of difference, of unfamiliarity, in the ideals, the notions of human 
excellence, the rhetorical tropes and reference points by which these norms 
become objects of deep commitment for us. To the extent that we can only 
acknowledge agreement with people who share the whole package, and are 
moved by the same heroes, the consensus will either never come or must be 
forced. 
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This is the situation at the outset, in any case, where consensus on some 

aspect of human rights has just been attained. Later a process can follow of 
mutual learning, moving towards a ’fusion of horizons’ in Gadamer’s term, 

where the moral universe of the other becomes less strange. And out of this 
will come further borrowings, and the creation of new hybrid forms. 

After all, something of this has already occurred with another stream of the 

philosophy of ahimsa, that of Gandhi. Gandhi’s practices of non-violent resis- 
tance have been borrowed and adapted in the West, in the American Civil 

Rights Movement, for example, under Martin Luther King. And beyond that, 
they have become part of a world repertory of political practices, invoked in 
Manila in 1988, in Prague in 1989, to name just two examples. 

Also worthy of remark is one other facet of this case, which may be gener- 

alizable as well. An important part of the Western consciousness of human 

rights lies in the awareness of an historic achievement. They define norms of 
respect for human beings, more radical and more exigent than have ever 

existed in the past. They offer in principle greater freedom, greater security 
from violence, from arbitrary treatment, from discrimination and oppression 
than humans have enjoyed at least in most major civilizations in history. In a 
sense they involve taking the rather exceptional treatment accorded to priv- 
ileged people in the past, and extending it to everyone. That is why so many 
of the landmarks of the historical development of rights were in their day 
instruments of ~lite privilege, starting with Magna Carta. 

Now there is a curious convergence in this respect with the strand of 
reform Buddhism I have been describing. Here too, there is the awareness 

that very exigent demands are being made, which go way beyond what the 
majority of ordinary believers recognize as required practice. Reform 
Buddhism is practised by an alite, as has been the case with most of its ana- 
logues in history. But here, too, in developing a doctrine of democracy and 
human rights, reform Buddhists are proposing to extend what has hitherto 
been a minority practice, and entrench it in society universally. Here again 
there is a consciousness of the universalization of the highest of traditional 
minority practice. 

It’s as though, in spite of the difference in philosophy, this universalization 
of an exigent standard, which human rights practice at its best involves, was 
recognized as a valid move, and re-created within a different cultural, philo- 
sophical and religious world. The hope for a world consensus is that this kind 
of move will be repeatedly made. 

V 

This example drawn from Thailand provides one model for what the path to 
world consensus might look like. A convergence on certain norms from out 
of very different philosophical and spiritual backgrounds. The consensus at 
first doesn’t need to be based on any deep mutual understanding of these 
respective backgrounds. Each may seem strange to the other, even though 
both recognize and value the practical agreement attained. Of course, this is 
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not to say that there is no borrowing involved at all. Plainly, democracy and 
human rights practices originated somewhere, and are now being creatively 
recaptured (perhaps in a significantly different variant) elsewhere. But a 
mutual understanding and appreciation of each other’s spiritual basis for 
signing on the common norms may be close to non-existent. 

This, however, is not a satisfactory end-point. Some attempt at deeper 

understanding must follow, or the gains in agreement will remain fragile. 

And this for at least two closely connected reasons. 
The first is that the agreement is never complete. I adverted to this in a 

parenthesis a couple of pages back, but couldn’t go into it there. We already 

saw how what we can call the ahimsa basis for rights connects to ecological 
concerns rather differently from the Western humanist basis; how the place 

of anger, indignation, righteous condemnation and punishment is quite dif- 
ferent in the two outlooks. All this must lead to differences of practice, of the 

detailed schedule of rights, or at least of the priority ordering among them. 
Now the demands of a world consensus will often include our squaring these 
differences in practical contexts, our accommodating, or coming to some 

compromise version that both sides can live with. These negotiations will be 
inordinately difficult, unless each side can come to some more fine-grained 
understanding of what moves the other. 

The second reason follows on from the first; is in a sense just another 

facet of it. The continued coexistence in a broad consensus, which continu- 

ally generates particular disagreements, which have in turn to be negotiated 
to renewed consensus, all this is impossible without mutual respect, If the 
sense is strong on each side that the spiritual basis of the other is ridiculous, 

false, inferior, unworthy, these attitudes cannot but sap the will to agree of 
those who hold these views, while engendering anger and resentment among 
those who are thus depreciated. The only cure for contempt here is under- 
standing. This alone can replace the too-facile depreciatory stories about 
others with which groups often tend to shore up their own sense of rightness 

and superiority. Consequently the bare consensus must strive to go on 
towards a fusion of horizons. 

Now in the above discussion I have analytically distinguished consensus 
from mutual understanding, and imagined that they occur sequentially, as 
successive phases. This is certainly a schematic oversimplification, but per- 

haps not totally wrong in the Thai case I was examining. There are, however, 
other situations in which some degree of mutual understanding is an essen- 
tial condition of getting to consensus. The two can’t simply occur successively, 
because the path to agreement lies through some degree of sympathetic 
mutual comprehension. 

3. I want to look now at another difference which seems to be of this latter 
type. But in order to lay it out here, I will have to describe more fully another 
facet of the Western philosophical background of rights, which can hit a 
wall of incomprehension once one crosses the boundary to other cultures. 

This is the Western concern for equality, in the form of non-discrimina- 
tion. Existing charters of rights in the Western world are no longer 
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concerned only with ensuring certain liberties and immunities to indMduals. 
To an important degree, they also serve to counter various forms of discrim- 
ination. This represents a shift in the centre of gravity of rights talk over the 
last centuries. One could argue that the central importance of non-discrim- 
ination enters American judicial review with the 14th Amendment, in the 
aftermath of the Civil War. Since then non-discrimination provisions have 
been an important and growing part of schedules of rights both in the 
United States and elsewhere. 

This connection is perhaps not surprising, although it took a long time to 
come to fruition. In a sense, the notion of equality was closely linked from the 
beginning to that of Natural Right, in contradistinction to the place of sub- 
jective rights in medieval systems of law, which were also those of certain 
estates or privileged individuals. Once right inheres in nature, then it is hard 
in the long run to deny it to anyone. 

But the connection to equality is the stronger, because of the thrust of 
modern humanism mentioned above, which defines itself against the view 
that we are embedded in a meaningful cosmic order. This latter has been a 
background against which various forms of human differentiation could 
appear natural, unchallengeable - be they social, racial or sexual. The dif- 
ferences in human society, or gender roles, could be understood to reflect 
differentiations in the order of things, and to correspond to differences in 
the cosmos, as with Plato’s myth of the metals. This has been a very common 
form of thinking in almost all human societies.I7 

The destruction of this order has allowed for a process of unmasking of 
existing social and general differences as merely socially constructed, as with- 
out basis in the nature of things, as revocable, and hence ultimately without 
justification. The process of working this out has been long, and we are not 
yet at the end; but it has been hard to resist in Western civilization in the last 
two centuries. 

This aspect of Western rights talk is often very hard to export, as it encoun- 
ters societies in which certain of the social differences are still considered 
very meaningful, and they are seen in turn as intrinsically linked to certain 
practices, which in Western societies are now regarded as discriminatory. 
However hard these sticking points may be for a Westerner to grasp in detail, 
it is not difficult to understand the general shape of the conflict. Particularly 
as we in the West are far from having worked out how to combine gender 
equality with out conflicted ideas of gender difference. 

To take this issue of gender equality as our example, we can readily under- 
stand how a certain way of framing the difference, however oppressive it 
may be in practice, also serves as the reference point for deeply felt human 
identities. So that the rejection of the framework can be felt as the utter 
denial of the basis of identity, and this not just for the favoured gender, but 
also for the oppressed one. Throwing off this identity can be an act of liber- 
ation, but more than just liberation is involved here; since without an 
alternative sense of identity, the loss of the traditional one is disorienting and 
potentially unbearable. 
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The whole shape of the change that could allow for an unforced consensus 

on human rights here includes a redefinition of identity, perhaps building on 
transformed traditional reference points, in such a way as to allow for a 

recognition of an operative equality between the sexes. This can be a tall 

order; something we should have no trouble appreciating in the West, 
because we have yet to complete our own redefinitions in this regard. 

Now this identity redefinition will be the easier to effect, the more it can be 

presented as in continuity with the most important traditions and reference 

points, properly understood. Correspondingly, it gets maximally difficult 
when it comes across as a brutal break with the past, involving a condemna- 
tion and rejection of it. To some extent, which of these two scenarios gets 
enacted depends on developments internal to the society. But the relation 

with the outside world, and particularly the West, can also be determining. 

The more the outside portrayal, or attempt at influence, comes across as a 
blanket condemnation of or contempt for the tradition, the more the 
dynamic of a ’fundamentalist’ resistance to all redefinition tends to get in 
train; and the harder it will be to find unforced consensus. This is a self- 
feeding dynamic, in which perceived external condemnation helps to feed 

extreme reaction, which calls down further condemnation, and hence fur- 
ther reaction, in a vicious spiral. The world is already drearily familiar with 

this dynamic in the unhealthy relation between the West and the great parts 
of the Islamic world in our time. 

In a sense, therefore, the road to consensus in relation to this difference is 

the opposite from the one mentioned above. There, the convergence on 
norms between Western humanism and reform Buddhism might be seen as 

preceding a phase in which they come better to understand and appreciate 
and learn from each other. In the field of gender discrimination, it may well 

be that the order would be better reversed. That is, that the path to consensus 

passes through greater sympathetic understanding of the situation of each 
party by the other. In this respect, the West, with its own hugely unresolved 
issues about equality and difference, is often more of a menace than a help. 

4. Before concluding, I want tn look at another difference, which resembles 

in different respects both of the above. That is, it is certainly one in which the 
dynamic of mutual miscomprehension and condemnation is driving us away 
from consensus. But it also has potentialities like the Thai case, in that we can 
see how a quite different spiritual or theological basis might be found for a 
convergence on norms. I am thinking of the difference between interna- 

tional human rights standards and certain facets of the Shari’a, recently 
discussed in so illuminating a fashion by Abdullahi Ahmed km-Na’im,is 

Certain punishments prescribed by the Shari’a, such as amputation of the 
hand for theft, or stoning for adultery, appear excessive and cruel in the light 
of standards prevalent in other countries. 

It is worth while developing here, as I have in the other cases, the facet of 
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Western philosophical thought and sensibility which has given particular 
force to this condemnation. This can perhaps best be shown through an 
example. When we read the opening pages of Michel Foucault’s Surveiller et 

Punir,~9 we are struck by its riveting description of the torture, execution and 
dismemberment of Damien, the attempted assassin of Louis XV in the mid- 
eighteenth century. We cannot but be aware of the cultural change that we 
have gone through since the Enlightenment.z° We are much more con- 

cerned about pain and suffering than our forebears; we shrink more from 
the infliction of gratuitous suffering. It would be hard to imagine people 
today taking their children to such a spectacle, at least openly and without 
some sense of unease and shame. 

What has changed? Perhaps we can distinguish two factors, one positive and 

one negative. On the positive side, we see pain and suffering, and gratuitously 
inflicted death, in a new light because of the immense cultural revolution 
which has been taking place in modernity, which I called elsewhere21 ’the 

affirmation of ordinary life’. What I was trying to gesture at with this term is 
the momentous cultural and spiritual change of the early modern period, 
which dethroned the supposedly higher activities of contemplation and the 

citizen life, and put the centre of gravity of goodness in ordinary living, pro- 
duction and the family. It belongs to this spiritual outlook that our first 

concern ought to be to increase life, relieve suffering, foster prosperity. 
Concern above all for the ’good life’ smacked of pride, of self-absorption. And 

beyond that, it was inherently inegalitarian, since the alleged ’higher’ activities 
could only be carried out by an &lite minority, whereas leading rightly one’s 
ordinary life was open to everyone. This is a moral temper to which it seems 
obvious that our major concern must be our dealings with others, in justice 
and benevolence; and these dealings must be on a level of equalit}: 

This affirmation, which constitutes a major component of our modern eth- 
ical outlook, was originally inspired by a mode of Christian piety. It exalted 

practical agape, and was polemically directed against the pride, Olitism, one 
might say, self-absorption of those who believed in ’higher’ activities or 
spiritualities. 

We can easily see how much this development is interwoven with the rise 
of the humanism which stands behind the Western discourse of human 

rights. They converge on the concern for equality, and also for the security of 
the person against burdens, dangers and suffering imposed from outside. 

But this is not the whole story. There is also a negative change. Something 
has been cast off. It is not as though our ancestors would have just thought 
the level of pain irrelevant, providing no reason at all to desist from some 

course of action involving torture and wounds. For us, the relief of suffering 
has become a supreme value, but it was always an important consideration. It 
is rather that, in cases like that of Damien, the negative significance of pain 

was subordinated to other, weightier considerations. If it is necessary that 

punishment in a sense undo the evil of the crime, restore the balance - what 
is implicit in the whole notion of the criminal making amende honourable- 

then the very horror of regicide calls for a kind of theatre of the horrible as 
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the medium in which this undoing can take place. In this context, pain takes 
on a different significance; there has to be lots of it to make the trick. A prin- 

ciple of minimizing pain is trumped. 
And so we relate doubly to our forebears of two centuries ago. We have new 

reasons to minimize suffering; but we also lack a reason to override the min- 

imizing of suffering. We no longer have the whole outlook - linked as it was 

to the cosmos as meaningful order - which made sense of the necessity of 
undoing the crime, restoring the breached order of things, in and through 

the punishment of the criminal. 
In general, contemporaries in the West are so little aware of the positive 

change they have gone through - they tend anachronistically to think that 

people must always have felt this way - that they generally believe that the 
negative change is the crucial one that explains our difference from our 

predecessors. With this in mind, they look at the Shari’a punishments as the 
simple result of pre-modern illusions, in the same category in which they now 

place the ancien rOgime execution scenarios. With this dismissive condem- 
nation, the stage is set for the dynamic ! described above, in which 

contemptuous denunciation leads to ’fundamentalist’ reaffirmations, which 

in turn provoke even more strident denunciations, and so on. 
What gets lost in this struggle is what An-Na’im shows so clearly, the possi- 

bilities of reinterpretation and reappropriation which the tradition itself 
contains. And what also becomes invisible is what could be the motor of this 

change, analogous to the role played by the cultural revolution affirming 
ordinary life in the West. What this or these could be, it is not easy for an out- 

sider to determine. But the striking Islamic theme of the mercy and 

compassion of God, reinvoked at the beginning of almost every Sura of the 
Qur’an, might be the locus of a creative theological development, which 
might help towards a convergence in this domain. In which case, we might 
see a consensus out of very different spiritual backgrounds, analogous to 
the Thai Buddhist views I discussed earlier. 

VII 

I feel that, if not some conclusion, at least some attempt to draw together the 

threads of this long and perhaps rambling discussion would now be in order. 
Perhaps I can bring out the main themes of the preceding pages. 

I started from the basic notion that an unlbrced world consensus on 

human rights would be something like a Rawlsian ’overlapping consensus’, in 
which convergent norms would be justified in very different underlying spir- 
itual and philosophical outlooks. I then argued that these norms have to be 

distinguished and analytically separated off not just from the background jus- 
tifications, but also from the legal forms which give them force. These two 
could vary, with good reason, from society to society, even though the norms 
we crucially want to preserve remain constant. We need in other words a 
three-fold distinction: norms, legal forms and background justifications, 
which each have to be distinguished from the others. 
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I then looked at four examples of differences. These by no means exhaust 
the field, though each is important in the present international exchange on 
human rights. One of these dealt with the issue of variations in legal forms. 
In the other three, l tried to discuss issues around the convergence on norms 
out of different philosophical and spiritual backgrounds. 

Two important facets of these convergences emerged. In one way, they 
involve the meeting of very different minds, worlds apart in their premises, 
uniting only in the immediate practical conclusions. But from another side, 
it is clear that consensus requires that this extreme distance be closed, that we 
come better to understand each other in our differences, that we learn to rec- 
ognize what is great and admirable in our different spiritual traditions. In 
some cases, this kind of mutual understanding can come after convergence, 
but in others it seems almost to be a condition of it. 

An obstacle in the path to this mutual understanding comes from the 
inability of many Westerners to see their culture as one among many. An 
example of this difficulty was visible in the last difference discussed. To the 
extent that Westerners see their human rights doctrine as arising simply out 
of the falling away of previous countervailing ideas - e.g., the punishment 
scenarios of the ancien r~gime -which have now been discredited, and leave 
the field free for the preoccupations with human life, freedom, the avoidance 
of suffering; to this extent they will tend to think that the path to conver- 
gence requires that others too cast off their traditional ideas, that they even 
reject their religious heritage, and become ’unmarked’ moderns like us. It is 
only if we in the West can recapture a more adequate view of our own history, 
that we can learn to understand better the spiritual ideas which have been 
interwoven in our development, and hence can be prepared to understand 
sympathetically the spiritual path of others towards the converging goal.z2 
Contrary to what many people think, world convergence will not come 
through a loss or denial of traditions all around, but rather by creative re- 
immersions of different groups, each in their own spiritual heritage, 
travelling different routes to the same goal. 

Notes 
1. From the Introduction to UNESCO, Human Rights: Comments and Interpretations, 

London: Allan Wingate 1949, pp. 10-11; cited in Abdullahi A. An-Na’im, ’Towards a Cross- 

Cultural Approach’, pp. 28-9 (see note 18). 

2. Jack Donnelly, Universal Human Rights in Theory and Practice, Ithaca/London: Cornell 

University Press, 1989, pp. 28-37. 

3. Yasuaki Onuma, ’ln Quest of Intercivilizational Human Rights’, p. l, also n. 4. 

4. Which is why Locke had to introduce a restrictive adjective to block this option of 

waiver, when he spoke of ’inalienable rights’. The notion of inalienability had no place in 

earlier Natural Right discourse, because this had no option of waiver. 

5. I have talked about substantially similar issues in somewhat different terms in the last 

chapter of The Ethics of Authenticity (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1992), and 

also in Philosophical Arguments (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1995), in the 

chapter ’Liberalism and the Public Sphere’. 

6. That is what is so dangerous to public order in cases like the recent O. J. Simpson trial, 
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which both show up and further eutrench a deep lack of respect and trust in the.judicial 

process. 

7. There is a Westeru analogue in the positive part played by Juan Carlos during the coup 

in Madrid in 1964. 
8. See Stanley Tambiah, World Conqueror and ~brld Renouncer, Cambridge University 

Press, 1976. 
9. See the discussion in .John Girling, Thailand: Society and Politics, Cornell University 

Press, 1981, pp. 154-7. Frank Reynolds in his ’Legitimation and Rebellion: Thailand’s Civic 

Religion and the Student Uprising of October, 1973’, in Bardwell L. Smith, ed., Religion and 

Legitimation oJPower in Thailand, Laos, and Burma, Chambersburg, PA: Anima Books, 1978, 

discusses the use by the student demonstrators of the symbols of the ’Nation, Religion, 

Monarchy’. 
10. Richard Gombrich and Gananath Obeyesekere, Buddhism TransJbrmed: Relig,’ious 

Change in Sri Lanka, Princetoo, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1988, chs. 6 & 7. 

II. Saneh Chamarik, Democra~ and Development: A Cultural Perspective, Bangkok: Local 

Development Iustitute, 1993, p. 137. 

12. ’Innerweltiche Askese’; see The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitr, lism, tr. Talcott 

Parsons, London and NY: Routledge, 1993 (Unwin Counterpoint Paperbacks edition). 

13. The reform strand which I am describing generally takes a positive view of the his- 

toric dharmaraja tradition ot the Thai polity, suitably reinterpreted. But the)’ want to 

distinguish this quite sharply from the other classical tradition which they r~ject, that which 

sees the king as devar~ia. This view, of Hindu origin, sees the king as ensuring through his 

ritual action harmony between polity and cos[nos. The emphasis is on ceremony rather than 

on right rule. Man)’ Buddhist intellectuals today want to distinguish the Snkhotai period as 

their paradigm from the later Ayutthaya regime, which they claim introduced elements of 

the Hindu devaraja tradition under alien Cambodian influence. These ancient regimes still 

have powerful symbolic resonance in today’s debates. See Peter Jackson, ’Thai Buddhist 

Identity Debates on the Thaiphum Phra Ruang’, in Craig Reynolds, ed., National Identity 

and its D~enders: Thailand 1939-1989, Claytou, Victoria: Monash Papers on Southeast Asia 

no. 25,199l, pp. 191-232. 
14. See Sulak Sivaraksa, Seeds of Peace: A Buddhist Vision Jbr Renewing Society, Berkeley and 

Bangkok: Parallax Press, 1992, chapter 9. 

15. See Sulak, ibid., especially part 2. 
16. See the discussion in Vitit Muntaborn & Charles Taylor, Roads to Democracy: Human 

Rights and Democratic Development in 77zailand, Bangkok and Montreal: International Centre 

for Human Rights and Democratic Development, July I994, part 3. 

17. A good example is Pierre Bourdieu’s description of the ’correspondences’ between 

the male-female difference and different colours, cardinal points, and oppositions like 

wet-dry, up-down, etc. See his Outline of a Theory of Practice, Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1977. 
18. See his ’Towards a Cross-Cultural Approach to Defiuing International Standards of 

Human Rights: A Meaning of Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment’, in 

Abdullahi Ahmed An-Na’im, ed., Human fb’ghts in Cross-Cultural Perspectives, Philadelphia: 

University of Pennsylvania Press, 1992, chapter 1. 

19. Paris: Gallimard, 1976. 

20. Tocqueville was already aware of the change, when he commented on a passage 

from Mine de S6vigny in LaDkmocratie en Am~rique. 

21. See Sourt~s o[the Self Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1989, chapter 13. 

22. I have discdssed at greater length the two opposed understandings of the rise of 

modernity which are invoked here, in ’Modernity and the Rise of the Public Sphere’, in The 

Tanner Leclures on Human Values. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, March 6, 2012 2:41 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

RE: To Do List for March 12-16 

Dea r Travis, 

I join Walter in hoping that you are having a good break. 

In addition to the list below from Walter, here are some quick reminders: 

1) Our weekly meeting at 8.00am on Monday. 

2) Photocopier: The memory issue is not resolved. It photocopied material from several weeks ago yesterday and today. 
Please contact James on Monday so that this issue can be resolved because we are losing a lot of photocopying paper 
and ink. 

2) Webpage - as we discussed a while back, please delete my name as the instructor for Afri520. This continues to be a 
source of confusion for students and others. 

3) 12.00pm-1.00pm: As you know, we did not get extra work study students when we placed an ad. early this year. As a 
result, the idea of having work students stand in for you during your lunch break did not materialize this semester. 
Given this reality, please ensure that the main office is locked during your lunch hour. The door sign on the main door is 
clear on departmental office hours, but the door has tended to be open during this period on MWF creating a situation 
whereby students drop by during your lunch hour. I will remind faculty to close the door during that period and Jackie 
and I will ensure that the new Accounts Tech. is aware of this situation. 

4) While you will be offering administrative support to Jackie on some of Agatha’s tasks such as aspects of 
commencement’s preparations, just like in Agatha’s case this year, she will not be supervising your work in the 
Department. As you know, based on issues from the past and your own meetings with the Dean, I am doing what I can 
to ensure that you are clear on your responsibilities and issues of supervision. Jackie, Agatha and I discussed these issues 
last week. 

Have a great break and see you on Monday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Tuesday, March 06, 2012 9:55 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Wold, Jackie; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: To Do List for March 12-16 

Dear Travis, 



I hope you are having a restful Spring Break. Below is a list of things that should be completed during the week following 

Spring Break. I won’t be here and I’m not sure how often Jackie will be in the Department so maybe you can report to 

Eunice once you have completed these tasks. 

1. Contact Joseph Jordan to reserve the Stone Center for the Department’s Commencement. 
2. Find out the deadline for uploading the Spring 2013 course schedule. 

3. Find out if it is possible to change Alassane’ s AFRI 101 from IVIWF 2-2:50 to IVIW 2-3:15. Since we do not know 

when registration begins, this task has a high priority. 

4. Get a list of when book order deadlines are for Fall, Spring, IVlaymester, Summer I and Summer II. We need to 

be sure to email faculty reminders about the deadlines (the Summer II deadline almost past and except for an 

email from the bookstore at the last minute, I would have missed the deadline). 
5. Create a campus mailbox for Jackie and create a schedule sheet for her office door. 

6. The gray bars are still showing up on the "people" section of our webpage. Use a different browser so you can 

see them on your computer and try to get rid of them. Also, the tabbed text in the email and phone number 

columns are still no aligned properly (Look at Geeta’s email address for an example). Carefully go through the 
text in all the columns to make sure they are better aligned (use the tab function as opposed to the space bar). 

The visual we want to achieve on that page is all email addresses and all phone numbers perfectly aligned into 

columns. At the moment, each section has its own alignment and it makes the "people" page look very 

disorderly. 

7. Jackie’s email address on the "people" page needs a hyperlink. 

That is all I can think of at the moment. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 

Walter 

Waltcer Rucker 

Associafe Professor ~" Associafe Chair 
African ~ Afro~American Studies 

~C-Chapel Hill 
1~ Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC ~599-5595 
Phone: 919-90~-~34~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Sunday, March 11, 2012 10:28 AM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Lunch with Dean Makau Muma 

Dear Bereket, 

It is with great pressure that I invite to a lunch dialogue with Dean Makau Mutua. The lunch dialogue will on March 20 at 
12.30pm. Travis will be in touch shortly with details about the location. Kindly let me know if you can attend the lunch. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Sunday, March 11, 2012 10:29 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Lunch with Dean Makau Muma 

Dear Georges, 

It is with great pressure that I invite to a lunch dialogue with Dean Makau Mutua. The lunch dialogue will on March 20 at 
12.30pm. Travis will be in touch shortly with details about the location. Kindly let me know if you can attend the lunch. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Sunday, March 11, 2012 10:31 AM 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Lunch with Dean Makau Muma 

Dear Barbara, 

It is with great pressure that I invite to a lunch dialogue on human rights in contemporary Africa with Dean Makau Mutua. 
The lunch dialogue will be on March 20 at 12.30pm. Travis will be in touch shortly with details about the location. Kindly 
let me know if you can attend the lunch. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Sunday, March 11, 2012 10:35 AM 

Kelley, Thomas A III <takelley@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Lunch with Dean Makau Muma 

Dear Tom, 

It is with great pressure that I invite you to a lunch dialogue on human rights in contemporary Africa with Dean Makau Muma. The 
lunch dialogue will be on March 20 at 12.30pm. Tmvis will be in touch shortly with details about the location. Kindly let me know if 
you can attend the lunch. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Sunday, March 11, 2012 11:07 AM 

Jordan, Joseph F <j fj ordan@email.unc, edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Lunch dialogue with Dean Makau Muma 

Dear Joseph, 

It is with great pressure that I invite you to a lunch dialogue on human rights in contemporary Africa with Dean Makau 
Mutua. The lunch dialogue will be on March 20 at 12.30pm. Travis will be in touch shortly with details about the location. 
Kindly let me know if you can attend the dialogue. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, March 13, 2012 4:44 AM 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Today 

Dear Mutima, 

Unfortunately, I have an urgent meeting this morning, thus let’s meet at 2.30pm today. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 4:49 AM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Dialogue meeting 

Dear Bereket, 

I hope this finds you well. 

Can we have our ’dialogue with Eunice’ meeting today at 4.30pm. The other possibility is lO.OOam or 4.00pm 
(Wednesday). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

tomorrow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, March 13, 2012 4:50 AM 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Meeting 

Dear Esther, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Can we meet tomorrow (Wednesday) at 9.15am? Please confirm as soon as possible. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, March 13, 2012 6:28 PM 

afriafam@listserv.unc, edu 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Invitation - an evening with our Maj ors at the Carrboro Arts Center 

Dear Colleagues, 

I would be delighted if you joined our majors and I on Monday 19~ at the Arts Center in Carrboro to watch a 
performance of the award-winning play Blood Knot by the Tony Award- winning South African playwright, Athol Fugard 
who will be visiting UNC next week. 

To ensure we have enough tickets, kindly RSVP to Travis and I by tomorrow, Wednesday March 15th b 4.00 m at the 
latest. Our majors would be very delighted if you attended this performance. If you decide to be there on Monday, 
please note that we will meet at the Arts Center in Carrboro at 7.00pro. 

~Athol Fugard’s Blood Knot is the story of two South African brothers whose lives are twisted by the madness of 
apartheid. The New York Times describes the play as "a contemporary classic.., both a deeply human experience and a 
symbolic statement." The powerful allegorical story continues to resonate deeply in a world still unable to deal openly with 
issues of race and wracked by seismic shifts in response to social injustice from the Arab Spring to Occupy Wall Street. 
Featuring J. Alphonse Nicholson and Lucius Robinson, and directed by Joseph Megel.~ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 
Tel. 919-962-2341 
Fax 919-962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, March 16, 2012 8:47 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: major/minor list: IMPORTANT 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks so much. I will make sure that the list is secure. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

from: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Friday, March 16, 2012 8:37 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: major/minor list: IMPORTANT 

Dear Eunice and Travis, 

I want to alert you to be extra careful with this list of maj ors and minors, because it also contains students’ 
GPA. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Friday, March 16, 2012 4:29 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Mutua 

DEAN MAKAU MUTUA- SCHEDULE.docx 



DEAN MAKAU MUTUA: VISIT TO UNIVERSlTV OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL: 

Monday, March 19: 

Chech-in at the Carolina Inn (it is within Campus). 

Tuesday, March 20: 

~ 8.15am-9.10am, Breahfast at the Carolina Inn. 

9.15am: Dr. Eunice Sahle escorts Dean Mutua to her seminar in Gardner 07 where he is a 

guest lecturer between 9.30am-9.45am. 

9.45am-12.15pm: Meeting with Dr. Sahle. 

12.3Opm-2.OOpm: Luncheon in honor of Dean Mutua where he will dialogue with UNC 

faculty interested in issues of human rights. Dean Mutua will give brief (lO minutes) 

remarhs indicating his worh on human rights in Africa and then have a dialogue with 

faculty. 

~ 2.oopm-s.oopm: Dean Mutua will be at the Carolina Inn. 

5.OOpm: Dr. Sahle escorts Dean Mutua to the Stone Center for his public lecture. 

5.3opm-6.3opm: Public lecture ( presentation (40 minutes) and O & A (20 minutes) 

6.3Opm-7.1Opm: Refreshment with 3 faculty members at the Carolina Inn Caf~. 

7.10pm-7.25pm: Travel with Professors Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja and Eunice Sahle to 

the Arts Center in Carrboro for the performance of Athol Fugard’s play, B/oodKnot~ The 

performance will be followed by a reception for Athol Fugard who will be a visiting 

professor at UNC-Chapel next weeh. 

~& lO.OOpm: Dean Mutua returns to Carolina Inn. 

Wednesday, March 21: Dean Mutua returns home. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, March 16, 2012 4:47 PM 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Dean Makau Mutua’s talk, meeting 

Dear Esther, 

I hope you are well. 

Among other urgent duties and developments, this was budget week for me, hence delays in our meeting this week. 
Please contact Travis to make an appointment for Tuesday next week. 

I would be grateful if you encouraged your students to attend Dean Mutua’s public lecture next Tuesday. Travis sent the 
details this week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP1ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Friday, March 16, 2012 4:59 PM 

ray 1 @buffalo. edu 

mutua@buffalo.edu; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

DEAN MAKAU MUTUA - SCHEDULE TO UNC-CHAPEL HILL 

Dear Rebecca, 

It has been a very hectic week hence the delay in sending the attached schedule. 

Let me know if you need anything else. The Dean can reach me by phone at: 919-962-2341 (Office), 
(Cell). During his time at UNC, he can also contact my Administrative Assistant, Travis Gore at 919-966-5496 if he needs 
anything. 

Best wishes and many thanks. 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, March 16, 2012 5:00 PM 

ray 1 @buffalo.edu 

mutua@buffalo.edu; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

(with attachement) DEAN MAKAU MUTUA - SCHEDULE TO UNC-CHAPEL HILL 

SENT - DEAN MAKAU MUTUA- SCHEDULE.docx 

Dear Rebecca, 

It has been a very hectic week hence the delay in sending the attached schedule. 

Let me know if you need anything else. The Dean can reach me by phone at: 919-962-2341 (Officel 
(Cell). During his time at UNC, he can also contact my Administrative Assistant, Travis Gore at 919-966-5496 if he needs 
anything. 

Best wishes and many thanks. 
Eunice 



DEAN MAKAU MUTUA: VISIT TO UNIVERSlTV OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

Itinerary: 

Monday, March 19: 

Chech-in at the Carolina Inn (it is within Campus). 

Tuesday, March 20: 

8.15am-9.10am, Breahfast at the Carolina Inn. 

9.15am: Dr. Eunice Sahle escorts Dean Mutua to her seminar in Gardner 07 where he is a 

guest lecturer between 9.30am-9.45am. 

9.45am-12.15pm: Meeting with Dr. Sahle. 

12.3Opm-2.OOpm: Luncheon in honor of Dean Mutua where he will dialogue with UNC 

faculty interested in issues of human rights. Dean Mutua will give brief (lO minutes) 

remarhs indicating his worh on human rights in Africa and then have a dialogue with 

faculty. 

~ 2.oopm-s.oopm: Dean Mutua will be at the Carolina Inn. 

5.OOpm: Dr. Sahle escorts Dean Mutua to the Stone Center for his public lecture. 

5.3opm-6.3opm: Public lecture - presentation (40 minutes) and O & A (20 minutes) 

6.3Opm-7.1Opm: Refreshment with 3 faculty members at the Carolina Inn Caf~. 

7.10pm-7.25pm: Travel with Professors Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja and Eunice Sahle to 

the Arts Center in Carrboro for the performance of Athol Fugard’s play, B/oodKnot~ The 

performance will be followed by a reception for Athol Fugard who will be a visiting 

professor at UNC-Chapel next weeh. 

~ lO.OOpm: Dean Mutua returns to Carolina Inn. 

Wednesday, March 21: Dean Mutua returns home. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N 
SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, March 16, 2012 5:37 PM 

afriafam@lists erv.unc .edu 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Lunch with Dean Makau Mutua 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am delighted to invite you to a dialogue on human rights in contemporary Africa with Dean Makau 

Mutua, 
SUNY Distinguished Professor, Floyd H. & Hilda L. Hurst Faculty Scholar, SUNY Buffalo Law School, 

The State University of New York 

Please note that lunch will be served. 

When: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 

Where: Hyde Hall (Incubator room) on the second floor 

Time: 12:30pm-2.00pm 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Saturday, March 17, 2012 3:32 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Invitation - an evening with our Majors at the Carrboro Arts Center 

Dear Charlene, 

As I mentioned, Travis and I checked the names on the departmental listserve and yours is there. Thus I am not sure 
why you are not receiving emails from the department’s listserve. 

At any rate, I am forwarding emails that I have sent in the last little while just in case. 

Please confirm receipts of all the emails that I am forwarding. If I do not hear from you, I will assume you are not 
receiving the emails at which point I will ask a specialist from OASIS to review our listserve for any technical problems. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 6:28 PM 
To: afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 
t:c: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Invitation - an evening with our Majors at the Carrboro Arts Center 

Dear Colleagues, 

I would be delighted if you joined our majors and I on Monday 19~ at the Arts Center in Carrboro to watch a 
performance of the awardowinning play. Blood Knot by the Tony Award- winning South African playwright, Athol Fugard 
who will be visiting UNC next week. 

To ensure we have enough tickets, kindly RSVP to Travis and I by tomorrow, Wednesday March 15th b~/4.00 ~m atthe 
latest. Our majors would be very delighted if you attended this performance. If you decide to be there on Monday, 
please note that we will meet at the Arts Center in Carrboro at 7.00pro. 

~Athol Fugard’s Blood Knot is the story of two South African brothers whose lives are twisted by the madness of 
apartheid. The New York Times describes the play as "a contemporary classic.., both a deeply human experience and a 
symbolic statement." The powerful allegorical story continues to resonate deeply in a world still unable to deal openly with 
issues of race and wracked by seismic shifts in response to social injustice from the Arab Spring to Occupy Wall Street. 
Featuring J. Alphonse Nicholson and Lucius Robinson, and directed by Joseph Megel.~ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 
Tel. 919-962-2341 
Fax 919-962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N 
SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, March 17, 2012 3:34 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Lunch with Dean Makau Mutua 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, March 16, 2012 5:37 PM 

To: afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 
¢c: Gore, Travis 
Subject= Lunch with Dean Nakau Nutua 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am delighted to invite you to a dialogue on human rights in contemporary Africa with Dean Makau 

Mutua, 
SUNY Distinguished Professor, Floyd H. & Hilda L. Hurst Faculty Scholar, SUNY Buffalo Law School, 

The State University of New York 
Please note that lunch will be served. 

When: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 

Where: Hyde Hall (Incubator room) on the second floor 

Time: 12:30pm-2.00pm 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, March 17, 2012 3:35 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Reminder: Monthly Department Meeting - March 14, 2012 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 10:41 AM 

To: afriafa m@listserv.unc.edu 
ICc: Wold, Jackie 
Subject: Reminder: Monthly Department Meeting - March 14, 2012 

Dear Colleagues, 

Welcome back. 

This is a reminder of our upcoming meeting: Here are details: 

Location: Hyde Hall, Incubator Room (2nd Floor). 
Time: 11.00am-12.00pm. 

Schedule: 
1) Institutional guests: 

-Dr. Niklaus Steiner, Director, Center for Global Initiatives. 
-Mohamed Abou El Seoud, Middle East & African Studies Librarian. 

2) Introduction: Jackie Wold 
3) Vote: Adjust Faculty requests. 
4) Updates: Eunice 
5) Updates and comments from other faculty members 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 

Tel. 919-962-2341 
Fax 919-962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Saturday, March 17, 2012 3:36 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Research, workload and budget review 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, March 10, 2012 8:06 AM 
To: afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject: Research, workload and budget review 

Dear All, 

I will be meeting with the Deans of Finance and Planning, Social Sciences 
and others shortly for the review of research activities and required workload levels 
of faculty in our department. These issues are linked to discussions about our units’ budget. 

This email pertains to the faculty research angle of the upcoming meeting. Based on our recent 
one-on-one dialogues, I am pleased to say that the report I have prepared for the Deans 
on research activities in our Department shows an active research faculty! This is good news for us. As 
I was wrapping the report this week, my notes indicated that during our dialogue some of 
you stated that you had journal and book chapters pieces that you were completing for 
submission. Along these lines then, if any of you have had a new development on the 
publication front since our dialogue, kindly send details to me by Wednesday March 14. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 
Tel. 919-962-2341 
Fax 919-962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Saturday, March 17, 2012 3:39 PM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Research, workload and budget review 

Dear Margaret, 

Thanks for your email and I am glad to hear your research is going well. 

Travis will be in touch on Monday in response to a possible meeting on March 29. 

Best wishes and safe travels. 
Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 2:34 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Research, workload and budget review 

Hi Eunice, 

Just a note to say that I am fine and had a good visit to Nambia. Currenlty in SA, and the off to Uganda before I return 
home on March 29. If possible I would like to have a brief meeting with you on the Monday after I return. Please let me 
know what would be a good time. 

All my best, 
Margaret 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, March 10, 2012 8:06 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Research, workload and budget review 

Dear All, 

I will be meeting with the Deans of Finance and Planning, Social Sciences 
and others shortly for the review of research activities and required workload levels 
of faculty in our department. These issues are linked to discussions about our units’ budget. 

This email pertains to the faculty research angle of the upcoming meeting. Based on our recent 
one-on-one dialogues, I am pleased to say that the report I have prepared for the Deans 
on research activities in our Department shows an active research faculty! This is good news for us. As 
I was wrapping the report this week, my notes indicated that during our dialogue some of 
you stated that you had j ournal and book chapters pieces that you were completing for 
submission. Along these lines then, if any of you have had a new development on the 



publication front since our dialogue, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

kindly send details to me by Wednesday March 14. 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 
Tel. 919-962-2341 
Fax 919-962-2694 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: leemc@ema~kunc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~://l~sts~unc~ed~/~? 
id=32361602.0f47d9cb54cb465aee30529a6~2e272c&r~=T&l=affia~’am&o=31040762 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-31040762-32361602.0~’47d9cb54cb465aee30529a6~e272c@lis~serv,ur~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, March 22, 2012 4:46 PM 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM/AFRI Seats for Summer Orientation 

Dear Barbara, 

Thank you for your email. 

I have had discussions about your request with 
Department. We both support your proposal. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Professor Kenneth Janken, the Director of Undergraduate Studies in the 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 

Tel. 919-962-2341 

Fax 919-962-2694 

From: Lucido, Barbara E 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 3:00 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R; Gore, Travis; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AFAM/AFRI Seats for Summer Orientation 

Preparations for welcoming and registering nearly 4,000 first-year and 800 transfer students during New Student 

Orientations (formerly crops and TSOP) this summer, which will begin on June 4, are already underway. I am writing on 

behalf of Dean Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, to once again ask for your assistance 

to ensure that a sufficient number of seats are available for these students this fall. 

As you will recall, we have released seats for courses appropriate for first-year students throughout the fourteen 

sessions of New Student Orientation (formerly CTOPS) during the past four summers. In the past, we have also 

successfully set aside seats for transfer students, who typically register in April and May after our continuing students 

register. Coordinating this effort with academic departments and the Registrar’s Office has made this process run 

smoothly and has resulted in the majority of our incoming class possessing a full fall schedule. 

On the attached table, I have identified courses in your department that are appropriate for first-year students and have 

also indicated which, if any, are appropriate for transfer students, and the number of seats we wish to set aside for each 



group. (Please keep in mind that junior transfer students will typically enroll in upper-division courses as opposed to 

General Education courses.) 

Unless you are opposed to these proposed courses and number of seats for first-year (F¥ Seats) and transfer students 

(TR Seats) listed in the attached table, we will work with the Registrar’s Office, as we did last year, to adjust the 
maximum enrollment numbers for early registration (Mar. Max) and release seats throughout the 14 New Student 

Orientations accordingly. A "class note" for each of these courses will be added, which will state, "An additional __ 

seats are restricted to first-year students (or transfer students)." YOU DO NOT NEED TO DO ANYTHING WITH THESE 

PROPOSED COURSES AND NUMBERS IN CONNECTCAROLINA. If, however, they are not satisfactory, please let me know 

no later than March 20, as registration for continuing students begins on March 26. 

For every other course in your department that does not appear on the attached table, you will be responsible for 

setting any reserve capacities, max enrollment numbers, etc. We will take control of only the courses/sections on the 

table--courses for the Seat Release Schedule for Orientation. 

In addition, in early June, when New Student Orientations begin, the waitlist function will be turned off if a waitlist 

currently exists. Turning the function off enables first-year students to add to the waitlists, while prohibiting students on 

the waitlist to roll into seats that are opened for orientation sessions. On August 1, the waitlist function will be turned 

back on. The Registrar’s staff will print PDFs of the waitlists and send them out to the departments before they are 

purged. 

Feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns you may have, and please let me know if my contact information 

for your department is incorrect. Thank you in advance for helping us meet the academic needs of our first-year and 

transfer students. 

Best regards, 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, March 23, 2012 10:34 AM 

afriafam@listserv.unc, edu 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Graduation ceremony 

Dear Colleagues, 

African and Afro-American Studies 
Stone Center Theatre 
Saturday, May 12, 11:00 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, March 30, 2012 2:00 PM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday meeting 

Dear Margaret, 

Welcome back! 

How about Tuesday at 2.00pm? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Friday, March 30, 2012 5:34 PM 

afriafam@listserv.unc, edu 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

End of semester meeting - April 19 

Dear Colleagues, 

For our April meeting, we will be discussing the new curriculum proposal from the Academic Affairs Committee. In 
addition, Chairs of the various committees will be presenting reports on the work of their committees. 

After careful reflection on the expansive agenda for the upcoming meeting and in order to make it possible for most of us 
to be present for the curriculum discussion, I have moved the meeting to April 19. Here are more details: 

Date and time: Thursday April 19, 3.30pm-5.00pm 

Location: Hyde Hall, Incubator Room 

Best wishes and have a great weekend. 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, April 9, 2012 9:16 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: AFAM/AFRI majors May Graduation 

AFAM.xlsx 

From: Wold, Jackie 
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 8:13 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AFAM/AFRI majors May Graduation 

Hi EuNce, 

I am not sure what I am supposed to do with tNs information - attached you will find a list of majors and 2nd majors for 

May graduation. There are 39 students listed. Please advise for further action on my part. 

Thanks, 

Jackie 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2012 5:29 PM 
To: Wold, Jackie 
Subject: FW: need number of AFAM/AFRI majors who applied for May graduation 

Dear Jackie, 

I don’t know if you received this or not, so I’m passing it on to you. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

From: Roberts-Coleman, Joan 
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2012 5:07 PM 



To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: need number of AFAM/AFRI majors who applied for May graduation 

Attached please find the address information you requested for the May 2o12 AFAM degree candidates. 

Joan Roberts-Coleman 

Records Service Coordinator 

Office of the University Registrar, UNC-Chapel Hill 

31oo SASB North, CB #~1oo, Chapel Hill, NC ~7599-~1oo 

Tel: 919-96~-9861 Fax: 919-96~-3349 

Follow the Registrar’s Office on: ~ ~ 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 9:52 AM 
To: Roberts-Coleman, Joan 
Subject: RE: need number of AFAM/AFRI majors who applied for May graduation 

Dear Joan, 

Thank you for walking me through this, Attached is the completed form 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

From: Roberts-Coleman, Joan 
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 9:04 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Cc: Wind, Lara M 
Subject: RE: need number of AFAM/AFRI majors who applied for May graduation 

Kenneth, 

If you will cornplete and return the attached Special Ceremony Arrangements form, I would be happy to send 



you the information for your departmental graduation ceremony° 

Please let me know if you have aW questions. 

Best regards, 

~Joan 

Joan Roberts-Coleman 
Records Service Coordinator 

Office of the University Registrar, UNC-Chapel Hill 
31oo SASB North, CB #zloo, Chapel Hill, NC 
Tel: 919-96z-9861 Fax: 919-96z-3349 

From: Wind, Lara M 
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2012 3:23 PM 
To: Roberts-Coleman, Joan; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: FW: need number of AFAM/AFRI majors who applied for May graduation 

Kenneth, 

Thank you for your email. I am forwarding your request to Joan Roberts-Coleman in the Registrar’s Office. I discussed your 
request with her on the phone a few moments ago and she will be happy to reply to you with the procedure for obtaining a 
report. 

Best, 
Lara 

Lara Wi~d 
Graduation Coordinator of the Academic Advisi~lg Program 

(}olleg<: o£ Arts and Sciences 
{. ~aiversitv <~f North Carolina 

(; 017--B Seele Buildir~g, 
C~mpe] {i]], NC 27599. 311() 

We} site: Academic Advising 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2012 2:00 PM 
To: Wind, Lara M 
Subject: need number of AFAM/AFRI majors who applied for May graduation 

Dear Ms. Wind, 

I am the Director of Undergraduate Studies in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. I would 
like to know the number of maj ors and second maj ors who have applied for graduation in May. I would also 
like to know the number of maj ors and second maj ors who will complete their graduation requirements over the 
summer but who plan to walk in May. I need to know this so that my department can plan our graduation 
ceremony. 



Sincerely, 
Kenneth Janken 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr 97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, April 9, 2012 1:01 PM 

Tanner, Beth <btanner@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Coleman, Gina <ginacoleman@unc.edu> 

RE: List of students taking AFAM/AFRI courses 

Dear Beth, 

Thanks so much for your email and all the work on this matter. 

Looking forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: Tanner, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2012 11:21 AM 

To: Gore, Travis; SaNe, Eunice N 

Cc: Coleman, Gina 
Subject: RE: List of students taking AFAM/AFRI courses 

Hi Travis, 
I am sending what I have. I apologize for the delay in getting this information to you. This file has 2 tabs: one is a list of students who 
have taken 2 or more courses between Fall 2000 and 2nd summer session 2010. The 2nd tab lists the courses each of those students 
took. 

I am gathering the information from PeopleSoft for fall 2010 - fall 2011 [it’s confusing when pulling data before and after "The 
Switch"! !] and will get that to you early next week. I will combine the data to show from fall 2000 through fall 2011, those students 
taking more than 2 courses in AFAM/AFRI. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need anything further. 

Thanks, 
Beth 

Beth Tanner 
Report Programmer 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, SASB North, CB 2100 

E-mail: btanner@email.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-9857 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 9:20 AM 
To: Tanner, Beth 
Subject: FW: 

Hi Beth, 

That is great! I didn’t know if that would be possible. I have attached the Data Request Form. Let me know if you have any 



questions. I know you said it would take some time. 

send it all at one time once you have completed it? 

Thanks so much! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Would it be better to send a little of what you have as you get it or is it easier to 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 

confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Hi Travis, 
I’ve attached a Data Request Form. I need this for record keeping purposes. The list is possible, but will take some time. That’s a lot 
of data. 

Thanks, 
Beth 

Beth Tanner 
Report Programmer 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, SASB North, CB 2100 

E-mail: btanner@email.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-9857 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 4:21 PM 
To: Tanner, Beth 
Subject: RE: AFAM and AFRI courses taught 

Hi Beth, 

You helped me out a couple times before with creating some lists and I was wondering if maybe you could help again. I have been 
asked to generate a list of students (non-majors) who have taken 2 or more courses in the Department from 2000-2011. The list 
should include courses those students took and PIDS. Is this a list that is possible to create? 

Thanks 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanner ] 
Sent: Sunday, March 04, 2012 8:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.04.2012 20:43:51 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Thursday, April 12, 2012 4:30 PM 

Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Leaving for TX--back on Monday before my class 

Dear Robert, 

Safe travels. 

Congratulations once again. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Porter, Robert S 
Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2012 3:18 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
l~c: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Leaving for TX--back on Monday before my class 

Eunice, 

Just to keep you informed: I’m leaving for Texas now, but will be back on Monday afternoon ahead of my 4:00 PM class. 
My mom needs me right now. 

Thanks much for sending out the notice of my teaching award. The ceremony was most pleasant and a few of my former 
students showed up to congratulate me--one with flowers in hand. 

Robert 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, April 18, 2012 2:18 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFRI courses creation 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2012 2:00 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: AFRI courses creation 

Dear Comrade, 

Hi Eunice! 

Who is the person in your department in charge of creating courses so that 
we can enroll the students going on study abroad? Please see the message 
below and let me know if she is still working with your department. 
Thanks ! 

All the best, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
WWW: abroad.u~c.ed~ < abroad.~nc.e&~i> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
information. Any tmauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

On 4/18/12 1:54 PM, "Vargas, Rodney Joaquin" <rvargas@ad.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Dear Deborah, 
> 
>I hope you are doing fin!! I am not sure you remember me, but here I am 



>again. 
> 

>Are you still the person in charge of creating courses for the Department 
>of African and Afro American Studies? 
>If you are, I have a couple of summer programs where I need your help once 
>again. As you recall, the department needs to create the courses and then 
>our office will register the students. 
> 
>The courses are: 
> 

>1- UNC in Venezuela: 
>AFAM 190 AFAM Seminar Venezuela - History and Culture <3 credits> 
>Prof Joseph Jordan 
> 

>2- UNC in Senegal: 
>WOLO 401 Elementary Wolof <3 credits> Prof Mamarame Seck 
>WOLO 403 Intermediate Wolof <3 credits> Prof 
>Mamarame Seck 
>AFRI 190 002: Topics in African Studies: Senegalese Society and Culture 
> <3 credits> Prof Mamarame Seck 
> 

> 

>Please let me know if you have any questions. 
> 
>All the best, 
> 
>Rodney 
> 

> 

>Rodney J. Vargas 
>Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 
>Study Abroad Office 
>2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
>301 Pittsboro Street 
>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>Chapel Hill 
>NC 27599-3130 
>USA 
> 
>Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
>WWW: ~:i/smdvabroad.~mc.ed~ <~:iismdyabroad.~mc.ed~/> 

> 

>Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
>for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
>prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
>sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 11:39 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Set up meeting with CliffMissen 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly let Susan Sylvester know that I can meet with him between next Wednesday at 1.30pm. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Thursday, April 19, 2012 9:42 AM 
To." Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; FW: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

From." Sylvester, Susan R. 
Sent." Thursday, April 19, 2012 9:38 AM 

To." Gore, Travis 
Subject; RE: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Travis, 

I am attempting to get Dr. Missen’s schedule finished. I just wanted to see if Dr. SaNe or any of your faculty are 

interested and able to meet with him while he is here next week, 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, April 27, 2012 2:40 PM 

afriafam@listserv.unc, edu 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Additional office phones 

Dear Colleagues, 

This is to let you know that the Dean’s office has confirmed that the additional phones that I requested for our Unit in 

November will be installed before the end of Summer. 

Tim, Reg, David, Perry, Georges, Charlene, Margaret and Lydia: You will have phones installed in your offices. In the 

coming weeks, Travis will be in touch with you about your new phone services. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, May 1, 2012 2:31 PM 

Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Dear Robert, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Let’s meet this coming Thursday at 11.30am. If I am not in the office exactly at 11.30am please check with Travis 

(thanks). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, May 4, 2012 8:03 AM 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Be there around 8:30ish 

Thanks Jackie! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Wold, Jackie 
Sent: Friday, May 04, 2012 8:02 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
l:c: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Be there around 8:30ish 

Hi, 

I will be over in AFAM probably around 8:30ish...in PLCY right now doing a few things... 

Thanks, 
dackie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 8:56 AM 

Gore, Travis <st~ore~email.unc.edu>: 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Important meeting with Drs. Sahle and Hildebrand 

Dear Majors, 

I hope you are all doing well. 

Based on an important development, I would be grateful if you joined Professor Hildebrand and I for a discussion at 
10.00am this morning. For those of you who can make it, please come to the main office (109) in Battle Hall and then we 
will move to a reserved meeting space. 

Best wishes and I look forward to see you soon. 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, May 4, 2012 10:12 AM 

afriafam@listserv.unc, edu 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

Jackie Wold 

Dear Colleagues, 

I write to let you know that Jackie has resigned her position in Public Policy and our department. 

As with Haeran, she has received a better job offer. In the last 2 weeks the Chair of Public Policy and I have done 
whatever we could to seek a counter-offer from the College. Unfortunately we were not successful. Please note that 
Jackie’s last day will be May 18. The college will provide support for both departments until we hire a new Business 
Manager 

I would like to commend Jackie for all her wonderful work in the short time she has been at UNC and to wish her all 
possible good wishes in her future. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Tuesday,            2:59 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu> 

RE: response for group 5 

Dear 

As I have promised before, now that we have this forward, I will review the response. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:56 PM 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: response for group 5 

Hi 

wanted to let you know that l received your emafl. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: _~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:00 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: response for group 5 

F rom: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:39 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice 
Subject: FW: response for group 5 

Professor, 

Here is my forwarded email. I do not know why my emails aren’t going through either. I hope this makes it to you. 

thanks, 



F rom: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Sable, Eunice 
Subject: response for group 5 

11:41 PM 

Hello, 

Here it is! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, May 14, 2012 2:06 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Eunice’s travel - Advanced for Transportation 

Thanks Sonia. 

Travis: Kindly deposit the cheque in my 

Many thanks. 

Eunice 

Sent from my iPhone 

State Employee Credit Union - the branch in front of the GEC. 

On May 14, 2012, at 1:52 PM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Travis 

The check for $800, for Mrs. Eunice’s transportation is already cut. It is going to be sent to AFAM 
this afternoon. Please keep an eye on the campus mail. 

Remember Mrs. Eunice have a new account number, she told you about it last week. 

Please call me if you have question. 

Thanks for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, May 15, 2012 4:36 PM 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Colon, 
Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Durban 

Dear Jackie, Travis and Sonia, 

Just a quick note letting you know that I have arrived in Durban safely. 

Thanks for everything. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, May 16, 2012 10:43 AM 

Davis, Steve <rpsdavis@unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc.edu> 

Smith-Battle walk-through 

Dear Steve, 

This is a follow-up to Vin’s email concerning a walk-through of Battle and Smith Halls in order to figure out issues pertaining to 
furniture and moving dates. 

I am away in South Africa for field research, thus please co-ordinate with my colleague Kenneth Janken who is the Acting Chair 
during my absence and Travis Gore the facility coordinator for Battle Hall. 

Many thanks. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, May 16, 2012 11:13 AM 

Steve Davis <rpsdavis@unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; 
Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc.edu> 

RE: Smith-Battle walk-through 

Dear Steve, 

Many thanks for the update 

Best wishes from Durban. 
Eunice 

From: Steve Davis [rpsdavis@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2012 11:09 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Gore, Travis; Steponaitis, Vincas P 
Subject: Re: Smith-Battle walk-through 

Eunice, 

I have already been in touch with Kenneth and Travis, and I believe we 
have everything sorted out. 

Hope you have a productive summer. 

Best, 
Steve 

On 5/16/2012 10:43 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 
> Dear Steve, 
> 
> This is a follow-up to Vin’s email concerning a walk-through of Battle and Smith Halls in order to figure out issues pertaining to 
furniture and moving dates. 
> 
> I am away in South Africa for field research, thus please co-ordinate with my colleague Kenneth Janken who is the Acting Chair 
during my absence and Travis Gore the facility coordinator for Battle Hall. 
> 
> Many thanks. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

R. P. Stephen Davis, Jr. 
Associate Director 
Research Laboratories of Archaeology 
101 Alumni Building 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3120 
Phone: (919) 962-3845 
FAX: (919) 962-1613 
email: rpsdavis@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, May 16, 2012 11:35 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Durban 

Dea r Travis, 

Thanks for the update. 

If the former neighbor calls tell him that I am away. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2012 11:32 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Durban 

Hello EuNce, 

Glad you made it safely to Durban! The check came in the mai! today so I will take it to the bank! 

Also, there was a message for you from a              that said he was a former neighbor and would like to talk to 

you about the upcoming summit in South Africa° The number he gave was              The next day there was 

another message from a but his voice sounded different and he gave a different phone number. This 

time it wa.~ Just wanted to let you know. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2012 4:36 PM 
To: Wold, Jackie; Gore, Travis; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Durban 

Dear Jackie, Travis and Sonia, 

Just a quick note letting you know that I have arrived in Durban safely. 

Thanks for everything. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, May 16, 2012 12:58 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly send me Reg’s phone numbers as soon as you can. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, May 17, 2012 1:07 PM 

Tanner, Beth <btanner@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Coleman, Gina <ginacoleman@unc.edu> 

RE: List of students taking AFAM/AFRI courses 

Dear Beth, 

Greetings and I hope you are doing well. 

I write to follow up the email below concerning data for 2010-2011. In additional and as I mentioned previously over the phone, the 
Arts and Science foundation is wondering how long it would take get the same sort of data from previous decades. Kindly let me 
know. 

Best wishes and thanks for your help with the various requests. 
Eunice 

Dr. Eunice Sahle 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

From: Tanner, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2012 11:21 AM 

To: Gore, Travis; SaNe, Eunice N 

Cc: Coleman, Gina 
Subject: RE: List of students taking AFAM/AFRI courses 

Hi Travis, 
I am sending what I have. I apologize for the delay in getting this information to you. This file has 2 tabs: one is a list of students who 
have taken 2 or more courses between Fall 2000 and 2nd summer session 2010. The 2nd tab lists the courses each of those students 
took. 

I am gathering the information from PeopleSoft for fall 2010 - fall 2011 [it’s confusing when pulling data before and after "The 
Switch"! !] and will get that to you early next week. I will combine the data to show from fall 2000 through fall 2011, those students 
taking more than 2 courses in AFAM/AFRI. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need anything further. 

Thanks, 
Beth 

Beth Tanner 
Report Programmer 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, SASB North, CB 2100 

E-mail: btanner@email.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-9857 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 9:20 AM 
To: Tanner, Beth 
Subject: FW: 

Hi Beth, 



That is great! I didn’t know if that would be possible. 
questions. I know you said it would take some time. 
send it all at one time once you have completed it? 

Thanks so much! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

I have attached the Data Request Form. Let me know if you have any 
Would it be better to send a little of what you have as you get it or is it easier to 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Hi Travis, 
I’ve attached a Data Request Form. I need this for record keeping purposes. The list is possible, but will take some time. That’s a lot 
of data. 

Thanks, 
Beth 

Beth Tanner 
Report Programmer 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, SASB North, CB 2100 

E-mail: btanner@email.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-9857 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 4:21 PM 
To: Tanner, Beth 
Subject: RE: AFAM and AFRI courses taught 

Hi Beth, 

You helped me out a couple times before with creating some lists and I was wondering if maybe you could help again. I have been 
asked to generate a list of students (non-majors) who have taken 2 or more courses in the Department from 2000-2011. The list 
should include courses those students took and PIDS. Is this a list that is possible to create? 

Thanks 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scmmer ] 
Sent: Sunday, March 04, 2012 8:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.04.2012 20:43:51 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 8:44 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Web 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope this finds you well. 

I think the web information on Kenneth and I would look better if we placed it along these lines: 

Chair and Acting Chair 

Eunice Sahle 
Kenneth Janken, Acting Chair and Summer School Administrator - and then his contact details. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, May 18, 2012 12:54 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Wrong email address 

Dea r Travis, 

Oops. The email you have on our Website is not mine, thus please delete it as soon as possible. 

My email is as follows: 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, May 18, 2012 1:07 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Call 

Dea r Travis, 

I tried to call your a few minutes ago with no luck. 

Please send an email once you get this one. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, May 21, 2012 9:19 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

How are doing? 

I hope all is well. 

We missed ’school’ when we added details to Kenneth’s current role in the department. So here we go: 

Summer School Administrator 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 10:42 AM 

afriafam@listserv.unc, edu 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Important 

Dear Colleagues, 

There is an important update pertaining to our department. Please contact Kenneth by phone (919-962-1519) to receive 
details pertaining to this development. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, May 22, 2012 1:40 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are well. 

I am trying to call you with no luck. Are you in the office? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, May 25, 2012 9:12 AM 

Tanner, Beth <btanner@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Coleman, Gina <ginacoleman@unc.edu> 

RE: List of students taking AFAM/AFRI courses 

Dear Beth, 

Thanks so much for all your hard work on this ongoing project! 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: Tanner, Beth 
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2012 8:53 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Coleman, Gina 
Subject: RE: List of students taking AFAM/AFRI courses 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
I’ve attached the data. Please let me know if you have any questions. I’ll begin working on the next project [to go back as far as I can 
to find this same information] and keep you updated on the progress. I can give you a tentative time frame once I establish how far 
back the data goes [in electronic form]. 

Please feel free to email or phone me anytime you need to. 

Thanks, 
Beth 

Beth Tanner 
Report Programmer 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, SASB North, CB 2100 

E-mail: btanner@email.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-9857 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2012 1:07 PM 
To: Tanner, Beth; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Coleman, Gina 
Subject: RE: List of students taking AFAM/AFRI courses 
Importance: High 

Dear Beth, 

Greetings and I hope you are doing well. 

I write to follow up the email below concerning data for 2010-2011. In additional and as I mentioned previously over the phone, the 
Arts and Science foundation is wondering how long it would take get the same sort of data from previous decades. Kindly let me 
know. 

Best wishes and thanks for your help with the various requests. 
Eunice 



Dr. Eunice Sable 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

From: Tanner, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2012 11:21 AM 

To: Gore, Travis; SaNe, Eunice N 

Cc: Coleman, Gina 
Subject: RE: List of students taking AFAM/AFRI courses 

Hi Travis, 
I am sending what I have. I apologize for the delay in getting this information to you. This file has 2 tabs: one is a list of students who 

have taken 2 or more courses between Fall 2000 and 2nd summer session 2010. The 2nd tab lists the courses each of those students 

took. 

I am gathering the information from PeopleSoft for fall 2010 - fall 2011 [it’s confusing when pulling data before and after "The 
Switch"! !] and will get that to you early next week. I will combine the data to show from fall 2000 through fall 2011, those students 
taking more than 2 courses in AFAM/AFRI. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need anything further. 

Thanks, 
Beth 

Beth Tanner 
Report Programmer 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, SASB North, CB 2100 

E-mail: btanner@email.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-9857 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 9:20 AM 
To: Tanner, Beth 
Subject: FW: 

Hi Beth, 

That is great! I didn’t know if that would be possible. 
questions. I know you said it would take some time. 
send it all at one time once you have completed it? 

Thanks so much! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

I have attached the Data Request Form. Let me know if you have any 
Would it be better to send a little of what you have as you get it or is it easier to 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Hi Travis, 
I’ve attached a Data Request Form. I need this for record keeping purposes. The list is possible, but will take some time. That’s a lot 
of data. 

Thanks, 
Beth 

Beth Tanner 
Report Programmer 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, SASB North, CB 2100 

E-mail: btanner@email.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-9857 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 4:21 PM 
To: Tanner, Beth 
Subject: RE: AFAM and AFRI courses taught 

Hi Beth, 

You helped me out a couple times before with creating some lists and I was wondering if maybe you could help again. I have been 
asked to generate a list of students (non-majors) who have taken 2 or more courses in the Department from 2000-2011. The list 
should include courses those students took and PIDS. Is this a list that is possible to create? 

Thanks 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmerT!)mac:edul 
Sent: Sunday, March 04, 2012 8:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.04.2012 20:43:51 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, May 29, 2012 3:29 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Urgent 

Hi Travis, 

Is Kenneth in his office? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, May 29, 2012 4:11 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Urgent 

Thanks Travis. 

Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 4:07 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Urgent 

Yes he is, but I think that you have already spoken to him since this message, 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 3:29 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Urgent 

Hi Travis, 

Is Kenneth in his office? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, May 29, 2012 4:35 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

IT 

Hi Travis, 

Please send me James’ (our IT link) full name, title of his position and contact details (email and phone). 

I need these urgently for a form that I am completing. 

Thanks. 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:00 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia 
<sonia_colon@med.unc. edu> 

FW: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Dear Travis, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly follow up with IT to see what this is about. This is the 3rd time that I have received this sort of email and I am not sure what to 
make of it. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Carolina Copy - Do Not Reply [carolinacopy@WebSurfB.csit.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 10:55 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Requester Name : Eunice Sahle 
Requester Email: eunice@email.unc.edu 
Requester Phone: (919)962-2341 

CopierId : R10341 

VendorID : 10937903 
Copier Bldg : AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE 

Copier Room : beh Lside nurse st 

Problem Type: Toner (1) 

Problem Desc: needing toner for copier 

Time stamp: 6/14/2012 10:55:42 AM 

htmlheadtitleCarolina Copy Access Tesl!title/headbody div alignlefl div alignlefi 
Ticket ID 19856 ! -- br/Problem Type # 1--br/Name Eunice Sahlebr/Email eunice at email.unc, edubr/Req. Phone 919962234 lbr/Copier 
R1034 lbr/Locationbeh Lside nurse stbr/Problem Description needing toner for copier; 
/divh3Ticket Posted/h3/body/htmlEnd Msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:35 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Many thanks Travis! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:33 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Should be resolved now! Looks like there was a mix-up with Aycock Family Medicine. Not quite sure how it happened but shouldn’t 
happen again. However, if you do get another email then please let me know. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Foust, John (Carolina Copy) [mail~o:JHFOU ST[&m~xosen/ices.u~c.edt~] 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:26 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Yes we got a ticket for it this morning. Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
To: Foust, John (Carolina Copy) 
Sent: Thu Jun 14 11:20:54 2012 
Subject: FW: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Hi John, 

We have been receiving a copier repair request that looks like it should be going to Aycock Family Medicine. I am not sure how the 
email keeps getting sent to us but I wanted to make sure you were aware of it. 

Thanks 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 



p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:08 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Hi Eunice, 

That does seem strange! Don’t worry, I will look into it. 

Hope you’re doing well too. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:00 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FW: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Dear Travis, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly follow up with IT to see what this is about. This is the 3rd time that I have received this sort of email and I am not sure what to 
make of it. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Carolina Copy - Do Not Reply [carolinacopy@WebSurfB.csit.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 10:55 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Requester Name : Eunice Sable 
Requester Email: eunice@email.unc.edu 
Requester Phone: (919)962-2341 

CopierId : R10341 

VendorID : 10937903 
Copier Bldg : AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE 



Copier Room : beh Lside nurse st 
Problem Type: Toner (1) 

Problem Desc: needing toner for copier 

Time stamp: 6/14/2012 10:55:42 AM 

htmlheadtitleCarolina Copy Access Tesl!title/headbody div alignleft div alignleft 
Ticket ID 19856 ! -- br/Problem Type # 1--br/Name Eunice Sahlebr/Email eunice at email.unc, edubr/Req. Phone 919962234 lbr/Copier 
R1034 lbr/Locationbeh Lside nurse stbr/Problem Description needing toner for copier;/divh3Ticket Posted/h3/body/htmlEnd Msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, June 15, 2012 10:48 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are well. 

Kindly send me Charlene’s telephone number. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, June 15, 2012 11:18 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Hello 

Many thanks Travis! 

I hope you are doing well. Is Sonia in the department today? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 11:11 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Greetings from Chapel Hill! 

Her number is 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 10:48 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are well. 

Kindly send me Charlene’s telephone number. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, June 15, 2012 11:27 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Hello 

Ok Travis. Tell her that I am sending an email. 

Many thanks. 

Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 11:26 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Hello 

She is about to go to Public Policy but she is here right now if you need her! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 11:18 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Many thanks Travis! 

I hope you are doing well. Is Sonia in the department today? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 11:11 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Greetings from Chapel Hill[ 

Her number is 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 10:48 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Hello 

Dea r Travis, 



I hope you are well. 

Kindly send me Charlene’s telephone number. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP1ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, June 22, 2012 9:46 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dear Travis, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Are you in the office today? I tried to call with no luck. 

Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, June 22, 2012 9:49 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Hello 

No worries Travis. 

Make the changes and let me know when I can call. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2012 9:48 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Hello 

He was telling me about some changes that need to be made for the Fall so I am working on those right now! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2012 9:46 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Are you in the office today? I tried to call with no luck. 

Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, June 27, 2012 3:10 AM 

Pierce Freelon         ~gmail.com> 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Teaching prefererence for AFRI375 

Dear Pierce, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly send your teaching preference for Fall as soon as possible so that Travis can finalize issues pertaining to 
teaching AFRI375. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

your 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, June 27, 2012 3:20 AM 

Pierce Freelon         ~gmail.com> 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Follow up to previous email - Teaching prefererence for AFRI375 

Dear Pierce, 

I forgot to mention that if the we do not hear from you by Monday July 2, we will got ahead and generate a teaching 
schedule for you so that your course is available for students to register. 

Best wishes and see you the fall. 
Dr. Sahle 

I:rom: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, June 27, 2012 3:10 AM 
To: Pierce Freelon 
l~c: Rucker, Walter C; Janken, Kenneth R; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Teaching prefererence for AFRI375 

Dear Pierce, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly send your teaching preference for Fall as soon as possible so that Travis can finalize issues pertaining to your 
teaching AFRI375. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, July 23, 2012 10:24 AM 

Rucker, Walter (2 <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Update: Kenneth’s teaching assignment: Spring 2013 

Dear Walter, 

This is an update on Kenneth’s teaching assignment in the Spring 2013 semester. Please note that as per an 
authorization from the Dean’s office, he will be teaching only one course. The course will be AFAM 258. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, July 26, 2012 10:18 PM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H 
<bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Donato, 
Clay <cdonato@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; 
Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Slocum, Karla 
<kslocum@unc.edu>; Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia 
L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S 
<barbara_anderson@unc.edu>; Mutima, Sinamenye A 
<smutima@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
<nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu>; Pierce, 
David M <dpierce@email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamarame 
<mseck@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, 
Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Margaret Carol 
<leemc@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Scandalize My Name! - Paul Robeson 

Many thanks Reg! 

Best wishes, 
E 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Thursday, July 26, 2012 10:06 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Selassie, Bereket H; Gore, Travis; Donato, Clay; Janken, Kenneth R; Hall, Perry A; Regester, 
Charlene B; Slocum, Karla; Porter, Robert S; Caldwell, Kia L; Anderson, Barbara S; Mutima, Sinamenye A; Nzongola- 
Ntalaja, Georges; Boyd, Lydia C; Pierce, David M; Seck, Mamarame; McMillan, Tim; Rucker, Walter C; Lee, Margaret 
Carol 
Subject: Scandalize My Name! - Paul Robeson 

Today’s was the latest of several screaming, front page headlines about us in the Daily Tar Heel. It said, "TRACKING A 
SCANDAL" The news media showed up at some of our homes today, just as if they were filming an episode of 
"Dateline: To Catch a Predator." In order to remain sane, the people who were slaves had to learn how to process 
absurdity. So do we. The great Paul Robeson sang one of their songs that could serve as the theme song for the times 
through which we are passing. (Thought you could use a little musical diversion.) 

Keep the Faith, -Reg 

Scandalize M}, Name! o Paul Robeson o YouTube 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 1:56 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Faculty Personnel policies -April 6, 1995.pdf 

Thanks Travis. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies 
Policies on Faculty Personnel Actions ~. 

I. introduction 
April 6, 1995 

The principal aims of the Curriculum in African and Afro- 
American Studies are to preserve, to increase, and to transmit 
knowledge and understanding of African and Afro-American 
Studies. These aims are furthered by the scholarly activity of 
the faculty and by their teaching of a variety of courses at 
different levels to undergraduate and graduate students. In 
hiring and promoting faculty, the Curriculum seeks to maintain 
its high standards of teaching and of scholarship. It also 
encourages service to the Curriculum, the University, the 
professional community, and the State. The Curriculum in African 
and Afro-American Studies seeks to be as objective, fair, and 
honest as possible in matters of hiring and promotion. It 
reaffirms at this time its goal of quality combined with. 
diversity. All hiring and promotion take place within the 
context of Curriculum needs and resources (chiefly salary 
funds), as well as the rank and tenure patterns within the 
Curriculum. The Curriculum subscribes wholeheartedly to the 
guidelines of Affirmative Action and commits itself to make 
personnel decisions with all possible justice to both the 
University and the individuals concerned. 

The Curriculum’s policies are subject to those set forth in the 
following University publications. The most recent edition of 
each document takes precedence. 

A. The Code, Board of Governors, UNC, (August 1988 
edition). 

B. Trustee Policies and Regulations Governing Academic 
Tenure in the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill, (July i, 1994 edition). 

C. The Faculty Code of University Government, the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (January 
1991 edition). 

D. Affirmative Action Plan, University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, (most recent edition). 

E. Administrative Guide for the Processing of 
Personnel Action in the College of Arts.and Sciences, 
office of the Dean, College of Arts and Sciences, the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. (most 
recent edition). 

F. Memorandum from the Dean on Personnel Procedures in 
the College (January 5, 1994). 



This statement is supplemental to, and subject to, the above 
policies. Each faculty member has the responsibility to become 
familiar with their provisions. 

II÷ Standards 

Some of the standards that this Curriculum applies to the 
evaluation of candidates are qualitative and cannot be expressed 
quantitatively. Therefore, they inescapably entai! subjective 
judgment. It is therefore not possible to reduce the evaluation 
of academic personnel to the purely objective determination that 
certain things have been done and a specific period of time has 
passed. 

The Curriculum may recommend any candidate for promotion and/or 
permanent tenure before the expiration of his or her 
probationary term if the quality of the candidate’s record 
justifies an early recommendation. 

Prerequisite to the appointment or reappointment of any 
candidate is the prospective and continuing need for the 
services that he or she, as a teacher- scholar-artist-performer 
in a particular field, is qualified to carry out. Where this 
need does not exist, or has disappeared or may disappear, or 
where program change or curtailment of funding obliges the 
University to discontinue support, appointment or reappointment 
is precluded. However, an appointment of an individual to a 
tenure-track position is based on the belief that the 
appointment meets a continuing need of the Curriculum. 

The following standards will be employed in evaluations for 
reappointment, promotion, and tenure: 

(a} A demonstrated commitment to teaching excellence 
is a prerequisite for the consideration of tenure. 
While its presence without the other two general 
standards also being met will not bring tenure, its 
absence is sufficient to deny tenure. 

(b) A demonstrated commitment to quality research [or its 
equivalent in artistic performance and creative activity] 
is a prerequisite for the consideration of tenure. 

(c) Service to the University and the State and to 
one’s academic profession is an additional 
consideration in the overall assessment of a faculty 
colleague. Service is not deemed a substitute for 
excellence in teaching and excellence in research. 

A. Standards of Teaching 

The Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies expects and 
encourages teaching of the highest quality. Although it is not 



possible to enumerate here all criteria of teaching, a good 
teacher is one who prepares his or her course with the 
discrimination and skill needed for good scholarship; 
responsibly formulates the objectives of the course and uses 
imaginative ways of achieving them; commands the attention of 
students; stimulates their interest; enlarges their minds; 
improves their thinking; and, to the extent that it is possible, 
makes them active rather than passive participants in the 
course. An excellent teacher demands substantial accomplishment 
and high standards of work, grades all work fairly, is 
articulate and resourceful, and bases what he or she teaches on 
evidence and sound method. In addition, where appropriate, such 
a teacher conscientiously provides helpful advice and guidance 
to both graduate and undergraduate students on an individual 
basis, directs theses and dissertations, and serves on 
committees that critically examine and evaluate such research 
projects. In short, what the Curriculum looks for is an 
individual’s generous involvement in teaching. 

B. Standards of Research [and Creative Artistic Activity] 

The Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies expects and 
encourages its faculty to be actively involved throughout their 
careers in significant scholarly research [or creative artistic 
activity]. Scholarship is understood as the advancement of 
knowledge and understanding and consists substantially of 
original research or interpretation that is part of a coherent 
project. The central result of scholarship is publication. The 
Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies strongly 
encourages such publication as an obvious way of extending 
knowledge and of sharing the fruits of scholarly thought and 
investigation with a wider audience that can be both critical 
and appreciative. 

At the same time, the Curriculum insists on regarding quality of 
publication as more important than quantity. Artistic creative 
activity is for some faculty in the Curriculum what scholarship 
is for others. 

Exhibition or performance is for faculty engaged in artistic 
creative activity what publication is for faculty engaged in 
scholarship. The Curriculum expects its artistic creative 
faculty to be involved significantly in exhibition or 
performance. Again, the Curriculum insists on regarding quality 
of exhibition or performance as more important than quantity. 

C. Standards of Service 

A service assignment is well done when its goals are pursued 
diligently, imaginatively, and responsibly, with concern for 
deadlines and appropriate results. Conscientious and efficient 
performance combined with collegiality, tact, and resourcefulness 
bring credit to the individual and the Curriculum and will be 
recognized. 



Instructors and assistant and associate professors without 
permanent tenure are expected to undertake only those service 
functions the Curriculum chair may assign, and to concentrate 
their efforts on teaching and scholarship. Although their main 
business is teaching and research, junior members of the 
Curriculum will be called upon to perform a number of service 
activities: work on Curriculum committees, cooperation in 
programs benefiting North Carolina high school students, and the 
like. An attitude of cooperation, collegiality, and competent 
performance of these duties is expected in service activities. 

III. Criteria for Specific Personnel Actions 

A. Fixed-term faculty ranks: Lecturer and its equivalent 

Lecturer, artist-in-residence, writer-in-residence, and the 
traditional academic ranks from instructor through professor 
accompanied by one of the prefix qualifications "adjunct," 
"clinical" or "research," are of a fixed-term duration. 

Such an appointment is appropriate for one who possesses unusual 
qualifications for teaching, research, academic administration, 
or public service from an academic base, but for whom none of 
the professorial ranks nor the instructor rank is appropriate. 
These appointments are also appropriate if the continued 
availability of special funding for the position is a matter of 
concern or for other valid institutional reasons. Initial 
appointment may be for a fixed- term of from one to five years. 
Subsequent appointments for fixed- terms of one to five years 
duration may be made either in direct succession or at 
intervals. Each is considered an initial appointment. Every such 
appointment or reappointment is dictated by unusual needs and 
situations. Qualifications are therefore determined by the 
Curriculum chair, in consultation with the Curriculum advisory 
committee and/or the ad hoc search committee entrusted with the 
search for the position. 

B. Instructor 

The candidate approved by the Curriculum to be recommended for 
an appointment as an assistant professor but who, when approved, 
is still completing a doctoral dissertation, will be recommended 
for an appointment as instructor for one year with the special 
provision that upon conferral of the doctorate he or she will be 
reappointed at the rank of assistant professor, and with the 
further proviso that the effective date of his or her 
appointment at the rank of assistant professor will be 
retroactive to the effective date of his or her current 
appointment as instructor, or to.. the July 1 or January 1 
immediately preceding the date of conferral. Such an appointment 
will carry the title "instructor with special provision." 
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C. Assistant Professor 

This rank denotes a tenure-track position, with an initial 
appointment for four years and the possibility of reappointment 
for three additional years. 

i. Standards for initial appointment 

Clear promise of excellence in teaching, scholarship, and 
service and completion of all requirements for the doctorate or 
other terminal degree and the degrees conferral are required. 

2. Reappointment for a second probationary term or promotion 

The initial review and recommendation for reappointment or 
promotion occurs by the end of the third year of the initial 
probationary appointment. For an assistant professor already 
serving in the Curriculum, reappointment is based on (a) 
demonstrated excellence in teaching, (b) concrete evidence of 
serious and original scholarship [or significant artistic 
creative activity], (c) appropriate service to the Curriculum, 
and (d) the needs and resources of the Curriculum and University. 

Associate Professor 

In evaluating past performance, present achievements, and 
promise for the future, the following factors will be 
considered: (i) the candidate’s teaching should be very good in 
several courses and clearly distinguished in at least one area; 
(2) the candidate must have made scholarly contribution(s) of 
demonstrable value to the field of inquiry [or serious and 
substantial contribution to his or her artistic field]; (3) the 
candidate must be recognized as a helpful and valued colleague, 
one who has willingly and conscientiously performed needed 
services within the academic community; (4) the candidate’s 
contributions must be deemed consistent with the needs and 
resources of the Curriculum and University. 

Promotion to associate professor confers tenure. Tenure is a 
permanent commitment by the Curriculum and the University. 
Recommendation for tenure requires a judgment not only about the 
past and present achievements of the candidate but about his or 
her potential for future achievements as well as the projected 
needs of the Curriculum and the University. While emphasizing 
proven excellence in teaching and research, the Curriculum 
remains very much concerned, in questions of tenure, that a 
person show promise of continuing achievement in all three 
areas, teaching, research, and service. A professional judgment 
on the part of the faculty and the Chair about both the future 
direction and needs of the Curriculum and a careful assessment 
informed by outside references about the qualification of the 
candidate for helping to meet those needs is necessarily a part 
of any tenure decision. 



The Curriculum will decide whether to recommend tenure following 
an initial appointment as an associate professor on the basis of 
the criteria outlined above for promotion to associate 
professor. Under exceptional circumstances, an associate 
professor appointed from outside the Curriculum may be 
recommended for an appointment with tenure. 

Full Professor 

A candidate for full professor should have made significant 
contributions in the field beyond those expected of an associate 
professor with tenure. As a scholar, artist, or creative 
performer, the candidate should have a record of sustained 
research and high quality publication, or sustained artistic 
creativity, and distinctive achievements sufficient to have 
gained significant recognition in the field. The candidate 
should have a demonstrated commitment to continuedexcellence in 
teaching. The candidate should have a record of service that 
demonstrates the capacity for constructive contributions to the 
Curriculum and the University. 

F. Joint Appointments 

In order to be recommended for a joint tenure-track appointment 
in the Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies, a 
faculty member must meet the standards for the rank for which he 
or she is being considered and must simultaneously meet the 
standards for the same rank in another Curriculum/Department, so 
that he or she will have the same rank in both units. A joint 
appointment is not extended as a courtesy. The Curriculum will 
initiate or approve a joint appointment, and participate in the 
recommendation it requires, only if the joint appointment 
effectively meets a serious Curriculum need. 

G. General Recruiting Procedures 

Recruiting of new faculty is undertaken with three considerations 
in mind: (i) that constant attention is given to the dictates of 
justice so that recruiting complies with governmental and 
university requirements; (2) that all aspects of recruiting are 
conducted with unfailing courtesy; (3) that recruiting is 
undertaken with a view to the Curriculum’s future development as 
well as its immediate needs. 

IV. Procedural Sequence for Reappointment, Promotion, and Conferral 
of Tenure 

Assistant Professor 

a. In the third year after the initial appointment to a four- 
year term, Assistant Professors are reviewed and recommended for 
either reappointment to a second probationary term of three 
years or non-reappointment. 
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b. If reappointed, Assistant Professors are reviewed during 
their sixth year for consideration for promotion to Associate 
Professor, with conferral of tenure; non-reappointment; or under 
distinctly exceptional circumstances, reappointment at the rank 
of Assistant Professor with conferral of tenure. 

c. If not recommended by the Chair to be reappointed at the end 
of the initial or the second probationary terml the Assistant 
Professor will be notified of the Chair’s recommendation by the 
Chair no later than 12 months before the end of his or her 
current probationary appointment term. 

d. When an Assistant Professor receives permanent tenure at that 
rank, he or she must be reviewed for promotion at least every 
third year after the conferral of tenure. 

Associate Professor 

a. No later than the fourth year of an initial appointment to a 
five-year term, Associate Professors are reviewed for 
reappointment as Associate Professor, with tenure; promotion to 
Professor; or non-reappointment. 

b. If recommended by the Chair. not to be reappointed at the end 
of the probationary five-year term, the Associate Professor must 
be notified of the Chair’s recommendation by the Chair no later 
than 12 months before the end of his or her probationary 
appointment. 

c. When an Associate Professor has completed five years in rank 
and has been reappointed with tenure, then he or she must be 
reviewed for possible promotion to Professor every third year 
thereafter. 

d. An Associate Professor promoted to that rank at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill must be reviewed in 
his Or her fifth year in that rank and every third year 
thereafter for possible promotion to Professor. 

e. An Associate Professor appointed from outside the University 
without tenure may be reappointed with tenure before the end of 
his or her initial appointment. He or she will then be reviewed 
for promotion in the fifth year after the initial appointment as 
Associate Professor and every third year thereafter until 
promotion to Professor. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Saturday, August 11, 2012 9:27 AM 

Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: In Texas next week--just keeping you informed 

Thanks Robert. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 11, 2012, at 9:02 AM, "Porter, Robert S" < emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 

EunJce, 

In case you need to know for any reason, I will be in Texas this coming week helping my mom. Of course I 
will be back in town before classes begin on Aug. 21. (I return on the evening of Aug. 19). 

Best, 

Robert 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, August 14, 2012 5:02 PM 

Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Tia Howell 
<ti a howell @m ed. unc. edu> 

Office change 

Dear David, 

I hope you are doing well. 

This is in response to your email concerning office space. Based on the issues you highlighted, I authorize you to move to 
Battle Hall room 302 by September 3 at the latest. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 4:37 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Adding students to classes 

Dear Kia, 

On Friday August 24, Travis will set up a departmental consent mechanism on ConnectCarolina by 8.30am. Your classes are TR, thus 
you can also drop students who miss the first two classes. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 8:34 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: Adding students to classes 

Dear Eunice and Walter, 
I’m writing to find out what the department’s policies and procedures are for adding students to classes. I’ve received a request to add a 

student to AFAM 422, however the class is full. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, August 16, 2012 8:44 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter (2 
<wrucker@email.unc.edu> 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Adding students to classes 

Dear Kia, 

I was preparing for a meeting when I responded to your email yesterday. Thus, in the rush I forgot to remind you that as in the Spring 
semester, faculty members can submit a list of up to 10 students per course that they would like to add to their courses. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 6:00 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Rucker, Walter C 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Adding students to classes 

Thanks, Eunice. 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

ht~p:ilafriJam.~c.ed:~! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 4:37 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L; Rucker, Walter C 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Adding students to classes 

Dear Kia, 

On Friday August 24, Travis will set up a departmental consent mechanism on ColmectCarolina by 8.30am. Your classes are TR, thus 



you can also drop studems who miss the first two classes. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 8:34 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: Adding students to classes 

Dear Eunice and Walter, 
I’m writing to find out what the department’s policies and procedures are for adding students to classes. I’ve received a request to add 

a student to AFAM 422, however the class is full. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

l"~:i/’af~Jafam.~mc.edt~i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, August 22, 2012 2:55 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Thought you were the Dean, found out you are the Chair 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly add this student to Georges’ Afri 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

class. 

I:rom: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:10 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Thought you were the Dean, found out you are the Chair 

Hi Eunice Sahle, 

I am the gentleman who approached you today asking if you were the Dean of African and Afro-American Studies. I was 
looking for you to request that I be enrolled in AFRI       with Professor Nzongola-Ntalaj on             p.m. to 

: p.m. I am not yet enrolled in enough course credits to be considered a full time student and need this class in order 
to be eligible to do so. I attended class yesterday and the professor said I must receive permission from you. Fortunately 
in the class there were open seats when I left. I look forward to response and thank you for your help in this matter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, August 22, 2012 2:56 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Afri 

Dear Travis, 

Please add this student to Georges’ Afri class¯ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From:         ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Afri 

11:49 AM 

Hello, 

My name is L and I came to your office yesterday to ask if I could take Afri    with professor Nzongola-Ntalaja on 
¯ I’m very interested in the subject and I would love to be able to take this course. Please let me know if 

it is possible for me to join the class¯ Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN =EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE) 
> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 3:04 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: RE: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

AFAM 102 259 Add-ons.pdf 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly add these students to Perry’s classes. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Perry Hall [hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 8:28 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fwd: RE: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

Dear Eunice 

Apparently Walter does no longer performs this function. Could you therefore add these students (attached) to 
my 102 (Sec. 1) and 259 (Sec. 1) classes? 

Thank you 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

Date:Wed, 22 Aug 2012 07:59:07 -0400 
From:Rucker, Walter C <wrucker~email.unc.edu> 

To:Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 
CC: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> 

Dear Perry, 

As of Monday morning, I have been relieved of my duties as Associate Chair. Any inquiries regarding course 

management should be forwarded to Eunice and Travis from this point forward. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rt~cker 
Associate Professor 



African & AfrooAmerican Studies 
L~C-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

From: Perry Hall [mailto:hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 4:15 PM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: Re: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

Dear Walter 

Attached are lists of students who want to add my courses, 102 (Sec. 1) and 259 (Sec. 1). 

Thanks 

Perry 

On 8/16/2012 10:33 AM, Rucker, Walter C wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

As we begin a new term, I wanted to be sure to send out reminders about the new course management and enrollment 

policies instituted in Spring 2012: 

To see your course rosters, please go to ConnectCarolina 

https://cc.unc.edu/psp/campus/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/NC CUSTOM MENU.NC PORTAL ADMIN.GBL. After you 

enter your onyen and password, click "self service" on the menu and then click "faculty center". Finding your Fall 

2012 class rosters from there should be easy. 

If you want to enroll additional students in your courses, you can only do so by sending me an email with the 

student’s name and PID as well as the course/section numbers. I would prefer if you send just one list per class. 

In this regard, no more than ten students can be added to any course in the department and we will prioritize 

students who were on the course waitlist prior to being purged by the Registrar’s Office. 

Please note that on some occasions, students have registration blocks (due to scheduling conflicts, enrolling in too 

many hours, or other reasons) that prevent them from enrolling or they provide the wrong PID to instructors 

when seeking to add a course. Given the sheer number of requests Travis and I will process during the first two 

weeks of the term, we do not have the capability to track down students if there are errors that prevent their 

enrollment in a course. In this case, we will try to inform individual instructors if students were not able to 

enroll. 

If spaces are still available in your courses, students can enroll themselves through ConnectCarolina until 8:30 am on 

Friday August 24. 

Students who miss the first two classes of a TR class (or the first session for a class that meets once a week) can be 

dropped from class rosters after 8:30 am on Friday, August 24. 

Finally, no one should feel compelled to accommodate every student making a request to add a course. Graduating 

seniors and senior AFAM majors should receive the highest priority and consideration when it comes to adds, 

especially for core requirements. For all other students, we can encourage them to take other sections of the 

same course or to enroll in the course during another term. 

If there are any questions or concerns about any of the above, please contact Eunice at your earliest convenience. I hope 

everyone has a smooth start to the semester. 

Best, 

Walter 



You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: hallpa~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361597.149a4fe4dcfbe07d55b669b2c4e2de99&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31970212 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a bl ank email to 1 eave-31970212-32361597.149a4fe4dcfb e07d55b 669b2c4e2de99~li stserv.unc, edu 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 3:07 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Question concerning AFRI 

Dear Travis, 

Kindly add this student to Georges’ Afri 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

class. 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 7:51 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Question concerning AFRI 

FYI 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:48 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: FW: Question concerning AFRI 

Here is another request for your attention. 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: !live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:53 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 



Subject: Question concerning AFRI 

Good morning sir, 

My name is            and I was on the waiting list to get in to AFRI      ! for the fall. I was near the top of the wait list but 

was taken off sometime during the summer. I talked to the AFRI studies student services and they told me they were not sure how I 
got taken off. The reason I am just noticing now is because I was doing research for UNC in the CO motmtains over the summer and 
we barely ever made it online. The gentleman at student services advised me to contact you in case there is any other way for me to 

get in the class. I spent five years in the military before coming to UNC and have traveled a lot of the world learning about new 
cultures and exploring different lands is exciting to me. I am a hard worked and always show up to class. I totally tmderstand if this is 
not a possibility and I appreciate you time either way. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 3:15 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

Dear Travis, 

Please add this student to Georges’ class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 7:51 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: 

FYI 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21,2012 8:46 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: FW: 

FYI, and possible assignment to a section of AFRI 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:55 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: 

Professor Nzongola-Ntalaja, 

My name is             and I’m a junior txansfer student. I took an African American Studies class my first semester at Carolina this 
past fall and I really enjoyed it because it opened my eyes to history that I had been unaware of even at this very university so I am eager to learn 
more. I have heard great things about your class from upper classmen and would love if you could enroll me into your i 
class section                                Please let me know if there is any way you have room for me in your class. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, August 22, 2012 3:20 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: AFRI i 

Dea r Travis, 

Please add this student to Georges’ class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

F rom: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI 

@live.unc.edu] 
!:49 PM 

Dr. Sahle, 

My name is          and I am a senior this year. I was directed to speak to you by Professor Georges Nzongola- 
Ntalaja in regards to the AFRI    course. I am, so all of my classes are on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays. Is there any way for me to obtain a seat in the Professor’s course on 

)m? I was hoping to take this course to fulfill my General Education requirements. 

Thank you for your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, August 23, 2012 8:02 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Swahili    Registration (adds) 

Dea r Travis, 

Please add these students to Esther’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:28 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Swahili    Registration (adds) 

Dear Eunice, 
I hope all is well. I have just learned from Walter that I should forward course management issues to you. Therefore, the 
following request: Please may you add the following students in my Swahili    sections: 

9:00-9:50am: 

2:00-2:50pm: 

Thank you very much, 
Esther 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, August 23, 2012 12:15 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Enrolling Students for AFAM 

Dea r Travis, 

Please drop and add students as indicated in the email from Charlene. Kindly do this by today. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 12:03 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Enrolling Students for AFAM 

For my AFAM    class the following students need to be dropped: 

The following student is trying to enroll in the class: 

These students should already be enrolled as they picked up the class online: 

Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, August 24, 2012 11:36 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Adding Student to AFAM i 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly drop and add as per the email below. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 11:33 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Adding Student to AFAM 

Hi Eunice, 
I would like to drop a student from AFAM who missed the first two classes and add a student. 

Student to drop: 
Student to add: ¯ - I believe he was on the waiting list, but you should confirm this. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe~)emailouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, August 24, 2012 11:38 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Afri           -Fall 2012 (additional names) 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly add the student below to Alassane’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 10:21 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Afri           -Fall 2012 (additional names) 

Subject: RE: Mri -Fall 2012 (additional names) 

Dear Eunice, 
This student, sent me an email but it did not go through so she stopped by my office this morning and met with 
me. 
She would like to be added to my Afri 

Your approval would be appreciated. 

Afri             List of students to be added 

Best 

Alassane 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 4:20 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: FW: Afri           -Fall 2012 (additional names) 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly add the students below to Alassane’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 4:15 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Afri          , -Fall 2012 (additional names) 

Dear Eunice, 
Here is the list of students I sent to Walter 
Sorry about the confusion 

Alassa ne 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 4:08 PM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: RE:              -Fall 2012 (additional names) 

Dear Walter 
Here is the names of students who showed real enthusiasm to be in my 
Please, add them in the class. 

class. 

Afri List of students to be added 

1: 

2: 
3; 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 

Thank you 

Alassane 

From: Rucker, Walter C [wrucker@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 10:33 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

Dear Colleagues, 

As we begin a new term, I wanted to be sure to send out reminders about the new course management and enrollment 

policies instituted in Spring 2012: 

¯ To see your course rosters, please go to ConnectCarolina 

https://cc.unc.edu/psp/campus/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/NC CUSTOM MENU.NC PORTAL ADMIN.GBL. After you 

enter your onyen and password, click "self service" on the menu and then click "faculty center". Finding your Fall 

2012 class rosters from there should be easy. 

¯ If you want to enroll additional students in your courses, you can only do so by sending me an email with the 

student’s name and PID as well as the course/section numbers. I would prefer if you send just one list per class. 



In this regard, no more than ten students can be added to any course in the department and we will prioritize 

students who were on the course waitlist prior to being purged by the Registrar’s Office. 

¯ Please note that on some occasions, students have registration blocks (due to scheduling conflicts, enrolling in 

too many hours, or other reasons) that prevent them from enrolling or they provide the wrong PID to instructors 

when seeking to add a course. Given the sheer number of requests Travis and I will process during the first two 

weeks of the term, we do not have the capability to track down students if there are errors that prevent their 

enrollment in a course. In this case, we will try to inform individual instructors if students were not able to 

enroll. 

¯ If spaces are still available in your courses, students can enroll themselves through ConnectCarolina until 8:30 

am on Friday August 24. 

¯ Students who miss the first two classes of a TR class (or the first session for a class that meets once a week) can 

be dropped from class rosters after 8:30 am on Friday, August 24. 

¯ Finally, no one should feel compelled to accommodate every student making a request to add a course. 

Graduating seniors and senior AFAM majors should receive the highest priority and consideration when it comes 

to adds, especially for core requirements. For all other students, we can encourage them to take other sections 

of the same course or to enroll in the course during another term. 

If there are any questions or concerns about any of the above, please contact Eunice at your earliest convenience. I hope 

everyone has a smooth start to the semester. 

Best, 

Walter 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: afall~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=41529228.6faf6105ac3 d3645a593 dec8591501 bd&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31970212 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-31970212-41529228.6faf6105ac3 d3645a593 dec859150 lbd@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, August 27, 2012 11:28 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

RE: Detailed Outline of Lesson 1 

Dear Travis, 

Please add the student below to Georges’ Affi 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

class. 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 9:48 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Detailed Outline of Lesson 1 

Dear Eunice, 

In the case below, could you please help get her back into AFRI 
Thank you. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:24 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: RE: Detailed Outline of Lesson 1 

Professor Nzongola, 

My name is            My PID is           I was enrolled in your AFRI    course. I came all of last week. I was trying to 
add/drop some classes that I was taking and accidentally dropped this course. I was wondering if there was any way that I could be put 
back in the course? Thank you and sorry about the inconvenience ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, August 27, 2012 1:10 PM 

Lambert, Michael (2 <mlambert@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Afri 

Dea r Travis, 

I authorize you to add the students indicated below to Michael’s Afri: section. I strongly believe that 
same student who went Georges’ class last week and asked to be added to his class in an earlier email. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 12:53 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Afri 

Dear Eunice and Travis, 

A couple spaces seem to have opened in my Afri         class and I have received many queries from students about 
getting in. Here is the final wait list with pid. I am not sure if the list students were on the wait list. The student who 
contacted Travis directly I         ) apparently was on the official wait list but was not in class today. I could probably 
over enroll by a couple but I can’t go over 64 without violating the fire code. 

~-he student I added last week. She said that she will fix the overload problem) 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, August 27, 2012 4:37 PM 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Afri 

Dear Barbara, 

Thanks for your email below. 

Just a gentle reminder that any requests to have students added to any class are sent directly to me for review and authorization. As per 
January, Travis does not students to courses from authorization from me. 

Thanks so much and best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 4:33 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Afri 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b anderson~ur~coeda] 
Sent: Monday,. 10:43 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Afri 

Dear Travis: 
Please add to my class. His 

On         4:47 PM,         wrote: 
> Hello Professor Anderson, 
> 
> I was wondering if I could get permission to take your Afri 
> 
> Thank you, 

Thank you. 

class. 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies African Studies Center, 
CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b_anderson@unc.edu 
~:ilafrica.uwc~ed~/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, August 27, 2012 6:52 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Add Students to AFAM 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks for your email. 

Kindly re-send this email and address to me with a cc. to Travis. 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 6:42 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Add Students to AFAM 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 6:42 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Add Students to AFAM 

Dear Travis: Today was the first meeting for my AFAM    class. If possible, please add the following students: 

Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:42 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 
RE: AFRI I       student adds 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add the student’s below to Barbara’s Afri 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 5:05 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI       student adds 

Dear Eunice, 
I would like to add the following students to my class. Thank you, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b_anderson@unc.edu 
ht~p:ilafrica.~mc.ed~i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:44 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu> 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly add the student below to Robert’s AFAM class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Porter, Robert S 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 12:37 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: AFAM 

Eunice, 

Would you approve the addition of this student to my AFAM    class? See below, which includes his explanation, name 
and PID number. The class was closed on Thursday but apparently there have been some drops. 

Robert 

F rom: 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: Porter, Robert S 
Subject: AFAM 

.blive.unc.edu] 
10:33 PM 

Hello Professor Porter, 

I completely forgot to give you my PID to register me in the course on Thursday, but there are 3 slots open on 
ConnectCarolina, but it says "Instructor Consent Required," or else I would have registered on the website. Hope you can 
help me in registering for the course and I have provided my PID at the end of the e-mail. Look forward to seeing you 
on Thursday! 

Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:45 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Eaves, Shannon <seaves@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Adding student to my Afam    class 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add the student below to Shannon’s AFAM 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

class. 

From: Eaves, Shannon 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 9:37 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Adding student to my Afam ; class 

Hi Travis, 

I have a student who I would like to be added to my Afam 

Let me know if this is possible. 

class. Her name is 

Thanks so much, 

Shannon Eaves 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:47 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Add Students to AFAM 

Dea r Travis, 

I authorize you to register the students below to Charlene’s AFAM 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

class. 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 8:29 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Add Students to AFAM 

Please add the following students to my AFAM    class as our first class meeting was yesterday afternoon. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 6:52 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
t:c: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Add Students to AFAM 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks for your email. 

Kindly re-send this email and address to me with a cc. to Travis. 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 6:42 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Add Students to AFAM 



From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 6:42 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Add Students to AFAM 

Dear Travis: Today was the first meeting for my AFAM    class. If possible, please add the following students: 

Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:54 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Add Student to AFAM 

Dea r Travis, 

I authorize you to add the student below to Charlene’s AFAM 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

class. 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 11:04 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Add Student to AFAM 

Dear Eunice: The student              wants to add AFAM : .- She is listed in another section but wants to 
change to my section because it meets on Tuesday Thursday. Her PID 

Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:55 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Boyd, Lydia (2 <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Add Afri 

Dea r Travis, 

I authorize you to add the students below to Lydia’s Afri 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

¯ class. 

From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 11:07 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Add Afri 

Hi Travis, 
This is another student to be added to AFRI 

So there are three students waiting to be added to this class: 

I’m sorry the emails come separately. 

thanks, 
Lydia 

I forward them as the requests are made. 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
~dia.bo     nc.edu 



Begin forwarded message: 

From: @liveouncoedu> 
Date: 10:54:14 AM EDT 
To: "Boyd, Lydia C" <lcbo    email.uncoedu> 
Subject: Re: Afri 

My pid is . Thanks Dr. Boyd! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:36 AM, "Boyd, Lydia C" <l[cbo~&email[.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

You can join the class. You’ll need to send me your PID and the department admin 
will add you. The syllabus is attached. Handouts, some pdf readings, etc., are 
available on Sakai under "resources". There was one assignment you missed. You’ll 
need to turn it in by this Thursday to get credit for it. (See syllabus for last Thursday’s 
assignment.) 

--Dr. Boyd 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
[ydiaobo    uncoedu 

On at 11:51PM, wrote: 

Hi Ms. Boyd, my name is              and I am a sophomore 
political science major. I was just emailing you to see if I am still 
able to join your Afri 
Because of a schedule change, I am in need of another class that 
meets the gl requirement, and this looked like the most interesting 
choice. I fully understand if it is too late to join the class, but I 
thought I’d ask. Thanks for your time. 



<syllabus-BOYD-AFRI .pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:57 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Freelon, Pierce <pfreelon@email.unc.edu> 

RE: add to AFRI 

Dea r Travis, 

I authorize you to add the students below to Pierce’s Afri 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

class. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 11:59 AM 
To: Pierce Freelon 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: add to AFRI 

Thanks Pierce. I am forwarding this information to Dr. SaNe for review and authorization. -Travis 

From: Pierce Freelon [mailto:      ~@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 10:39 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: add to AFRI 

Travis, here are the additional names: 

On Mon, Aug 27, 2012 at 4:01 PM, Pierce Freelon~ 
Travi s, 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Here are three students I’d like to add to the class. I’m waiting on PIDs from the other two. Is it too late for you 
to do this online. If so, what instructions should I give them to get into the class? 

And: 

Pro%ssor Pierce ~:reelo~ 
Ur~iversity of North Carolina a Chapel Hill 
North Carolina Cer~tral Urfiversity 
919-697-7728 



Umi Says http://www.youmbe.com/watch?v=3mfD91 cp7sw 
}:’reedom S~ite: http://music.thebeastmusic.com/album/freedom-suite 

Professor Pierce Freelon 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
North Carolina Central University 
919-697-7728 

My work: 
Umi Says: http://www.¥oumbe.com/watch?v=3mfD91 cp7sw 
Freedom Suite: http://music.thebeastmusic.com/album/freedom-suite 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, August 28, 2012 2:14 PM 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Swahili 405 - Change of schedule 

Dear Mutima, 

Based on yours and your students requests, here is the new schedule for your class: 

Monday and Wednesday 4.45pm-6.00pm. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, August 29, 2012 7:59 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: instructor consent 

Dear Georges, 

Thanks. Do we need to add 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

to Afri ? I mention her name because you included her in this communication. 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice ix 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: instructor consent 

12:00 AM 

Dear Eunice, 

As per Travis’s request below, I hereby request that you please authorize the student whose name appears below to enroll in my AFRI 
class. 

Thank you, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. + 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 11:44 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: RE: instructor consent 

Dear Georges, 

Please forward this request to Eunice and you can cc me on it. 

Thanks much! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 2:23 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: instructor consent 

Yes, Travis. You may add him to my AFRI 
Georges 

class. 



Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel.. + 

Hi Mr. Gore, 

My name is 
Dr. Nzongola’s AFRI 

here at UNC. I am currently trying to enroll in 
course, but need a permission number in order to do so. 

I have emailed Professor Nzongola about this, but I was wondering if it might be quicker to go through the department’s 
administration, instead. I have seen this done in other departments and thought it might be easier than waiting for the professor to 
reply. 

Thanks so much for your help. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:22 AM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L 
<klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola- 
Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

BOG Panel - Tomorrow August 30 

Dear Reg, Kia, Kenneth and Georges, 

I hope this note finds you well. 

Tomorrow’s meeting will be in Room 111 of the UNC Center for School Leadership Development, located at 
140 Friday Center Drive in Chapel Hill. 

Let’s meet in the lobby of the Center at about 8.50am. Kenneth will join us shortly after 9.00am inside the room. 

Thanks for serving the department in this capacity. 

With thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, August 29, 2012 11:07 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: instructor consent 

Thanks Georges. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 10:58 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: instructor consent 

I guess i       name got in by mistake, when I was clicking Travis’s name in. No, she has finished has M.A. degree and she is now 
with the Carolina program in Cape Town. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. + 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 7:58 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: instructor consent 

Dear Georges, 

Thanks. Do we need to add to Afri, ’ I mention her name because you included her in this communication. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: instructor consent 

12:00 AM 

Dear Eunice, 

As ~er Travis’s request below, I hereby request that you please authorize the student whose name appears below to enroll in my AFRI 
class. 



Thank you, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. + 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 11:44 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: RE: instructor consent 

Dear Georges, 

Please forward this request to Eunice and you can cc me on it. 

Thanks much! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 2:23 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: instructor consent 

Yes, Travis. You may add him to my AFRI 
Georges 

class. 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. + 

Hi Mr. Gore, 

My name is 
Dr. Nzongola’s AFRI 

and I am a here at UNC. I am currently Wing to enroll in 
course, but need a permission number in order to do so. 

I have emailed Professor Nzongola about this, but I was wondering if it might be quicker to go through the department’s 
administration, instead. I have seen this done in other departments and thought it might be easier than waiting for the professor to 
reply. 

Thanks so much for your help. 

Best, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 5:47 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Enrollment Afri 

Dear Bereket, 

Kindly let me know if you would like this student added to your class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 5:18 PM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Enrollment Afri 

Hi Professor Selass[e, 

I am sending this request to Eunice for review and authorization. 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:11 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Enrollment Afri 

Mr. Gore, 

My name is             and I was referred to you by Dr. Selassie. He said that I should contact you regarding official 
enrollment into the course Afri           . My PID number is         . If there is anything on my end that I need 
to do to become enrolled please let me know. Thank You. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, August 30, 2012 1:53 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Enrollment Afri 

Dea r Travis, 

This class is full. If any student contacts you about it, please let them it is full and cc’ the email to me and Professor 
Selassie. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Selassie, Bereket H 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 10:55 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Enrollment Afri 

Eunice, 

The maximum number of students in AFRI    is 24, and it is full. 

Bereket 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 5:47 PM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Enrollment Afri 

Dear Bereket, 

Kindly let me know if you would like this student added to your class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 5:18 PM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Enrollment Afri 



Hi Professor Se[assie, 

I am sending this request to Eunice for review and authorization. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:11 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Enrollment Afri 

Mr, Gore, 

My name is             and I was referred to you by Dr. Selassie. He said that I should contact you regarding official 
enrollment into the course Afri            My PID number is         . If there is anything on my end that I need 
to do to become enrolled please let me know. Thank You. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, August 31, 2012 3:39 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fhunsu, Donato <dfhunsu21 @unc.edu> 
RE: Resquest to add a student to AFRI 

Dea r Travis, 

I authorize you to add this student to Donato’s AFRI 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

class. 

From: Fhunsu, Donato 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2012 7:49 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
l~c: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Resquest to add a student to AFRI 

Dear Eunice, 

I am requesting that the following student be added to my AFRI 

Name: 
PID number: 

, class. 

Thank you. 

Best regards, 
Donato 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, August 31, 2012 5:53 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Add Student to AFAM 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add this student to Charlene’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 31, 2012, at 5:40 PM, "Gore, Travis" <~ore@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Dr. Regester, 

I dropped this student from your class at your request and EuNce’s authorization on Friday, August 24, 

2012 10:27 AM 

I am forwarding this new request to Dr. SaNe for permission to be added back into the class. 

Thank you and have a nice Labor Day weekend, 

Travis 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2012 8:02 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Add Student to AFAI~ 

Dear Travis: Please let me know when you add 
Regester 

toA~M Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Sunday, September 2, 2012 6:12 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are having a restful and wonderful long weekend. Here are priority administrative duties for Tuesday: 

Fall course schedule - upload to the website. 
Office hours and names - create and post on their doors. 
Office hours - on the wall next to the door to the main office 
Complete website updates that we have discussed in the last few weeks. 

Many thanks Travis and see you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 6:36 PM 

Boyd, Lydia (2 <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Follow-up to our conversation - building conditions (Battle Hall) 

Dear Lydia, 

I have had discussions with the Dean’s Office and as you can see below Mary Christine, the EHS Director. 
We have also been in touch with the maintenance office and Travis will be following up with them tomorrow. 

In the meantime, please ask Travis for the ’Request for Indoor Air Quality Investigation’ form tomorrow. Kindly complete and Travis 
will send it to the EHS office. I would be grateful if you passed on the same form for David to complete. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 10:48 AM 
To: Koza, Mary Beth Christine 
Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Follow-up to our conversation - building conditions (Battle Hall) 

Dear Mary, 

Thanks so much for taking my call a few minutes ago. 

As you indicated, your office is aware of the problems in Battle Hall and I look forward to working with you on this matter. 

We will have the ’Request for Indoor Air Quality Investigation’ forms completed shortly for your attention. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Sunday, September 9, 2012 6:24 PM 

Stevenson, Debbie Deese <debbie_stevenson@unc.edu>; Alexander, G. Rumay 
<rumay@email.unc.edu>; Brophy, Alfred L <abrophy@email.unc.edu>; Alexander 
Craft, Renee Jacqueline <renee.alexander.craft@unc.edu>; Jackson, Jerma A 
<j aj @email.unc. edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <j fj ordan@email.unc, edu>; Neal, Jocelyn 
<jneal@email.unc.edu>; Vines, Anissa I <avines@email.unc.edu> 

Summers, Jill (2 <jcsummer@email.unc.edu>; Di Maio, Dana 
<ddimaio@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: IAAR Director Search Committee 

Dear Colleagues, 

I have a meeting at noon, thus I will need to leave at 11.50am. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Stevenson, Debbie Deese 
Sent: Friday, September 07, 2012 3:58 PM 
To: Alexander, G. Rumay; Brophy, Alfred L; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline; Jackson, Jerma A; Jordan, Joseph F; 
Neal, Jocelyn; Sahle, Eunice N; Vines, Anissa I 
(:c: Summers, Jill C; Di Maio, Dana; Gore, Travis; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: IAAR Director Search Committee 

Dear Members, 

Based on the majority’s availability the following meeting has been scheduled. 

Monday, September 10 - 11:00-12:30 

The meeting may conclude early but Ken wanted to allow plenty of time for discussion. 
If you are unable to attend the entire session I urge you to join the group when you can. 

Have a great weekend! 

Debbie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Sunday, September 23, 2012 1:52 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Intranet Space 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are having a great weekend. 

This is a heads up on four urgent matters: 

1) Department’s Intranet space: This needs to be up and running by Monday or at the latest Tuesday morning. 
2) Faculty Office Hours: These need to up on faculty doors and the wall outside the main office by Monday morning. 
3) Surplus: The surplus items in the conference room and other spaces in the building need to be removed as soon as 
possible this week. Various department committees plan to meet there and it is difficulty to do so now with the extra 
items. 
4) Your cabinet: Kindly use the folders and hanging folders this week to systematically organize administrative files and 
other documents in the new cabinet that the department purchased for you in the Spring. Organizing your files will 
enhance your administrative responsibilities. You can use the 4.00pm-5.00pm hour this week to organize your files. 

Thanks so much for addressing these urgent matters. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, September 24, 2012 3:04 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

yopp.docx 



September 24, 2012 

DEPAtLTMENT OF AFR.ICAN & 

AFILO-AMEILICAN STUDIES 

IO9 BATTLE HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3395 

T 919.966.5496 

F 9x9.96±.g694 

September 21, 2012 

MEMO 

FROM: Eunice SaNe, Chair 

TO: Dean Jan Yopp, Summer School 

SUBJECT: Maymester 2013 

Please find atlached proposals from Professors Rucker and Lambert to teach courses in 
Maymester 2013. 

Please contact if you have any questions. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, September 24, 2012 5:06 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 4:42 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Travis, 

I’ve created a Sharepoint site (https://share.unc.edu/sites/cas/AFAM/SitePages/Home.aspx) for you to look at. I made 

you and Eunice site owners, so you have the ability to manage permissions and edit the site. I left myself as an owner for 

now, so that I can assist you on anything as you get started with the site. I added the Faculty and the staff to the "site 

members" group, which allows them to contribute to the site, but not manage permissions and other administrative 
type things. 

[f you are unfamiliar with Sharepoint, or want to learn a bit more about it, we have a good training video on it at 

http://oasis.unc.edu/get-help/training-recordings/. Just scroll down and find the "Introduction to Sharepoint" video on 

that page. 

can be of any greater assistance, let me know. 

Thanks, 

Drew Trumbull 

How.~n I doing? http://oasis.unc.edu/client-feedback 
Andrew Trumbull 
Systems Analyst 
Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056, 103 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 
AIM:, 
Jabber: 
Skype: oasls-tcmadrew 

(Direct Line) 
-\_(~)j- 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 4:32 PM 
To: Trumbull, Andrew 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Hi Drew, 

We would just need a place to keep documents like the ones you mentioned. Eunice and I thank you for your work on 

this! 

Travis 



From: Trumbull, Andrew 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 4:21 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Semone, Sean 
Cc: CAS Web Services; CAS AppSys; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Eunice/Travis, 

Other than a place to keep documents (spreadsheets, pdfs, word documents, etc), are there any other features that you 

looking to have for the intranet? I’d like to make sure we use the correct too! for the job. I can get a blank sharepoint 

site set up this evening and send you the link as well, so that you can take a look at it. 

Thanks, 

Drew Trumbull 

How ~ I doing? http://oasis.unc.edu/client-feedback 
Andrew Trumbull 
Systems Analyst 
Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056, 103 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 
AIM: 
Jabber 
Skype: oasis-tca~drew 

(Direct Line) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 4:13 PM 
To: Semone, Sean 
Cc: CAS Web Services; CAS AppSys 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Dear Sean, 

This is great. 

Travis Gore will be managing the intranet for the department. Here are is contact details: 

Email: stqore@email.unc.edu 
Tel: 966-5496 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Semone, Sean 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 3:56 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: CAS Web Services; CAS AppSys 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Sounds great. We can absolutely get something setup for you. I will be out next week, but expect a colleague of mine to 

get in touch with you before I return. Do you have a technical contact for us to work with who would be handling the 

management of the documents in the Intranet? 

Drew, Can you look at doing this via Sharepoint and using pre-existing AD groups for AFAM to handle the authorization? 



Once the site is setup can you get back in touch with Dr. Sahle (the Chair of AFAM) and/or her designee. 

Kevin, Can you see if we can get the UNC intranet theme that Billy built for ITS? We wouldn’t have to apply it at this 

time, but I suspect we will continue to get more departmental intranet requests and I would like us to be able to help 

folks use Sharepoint (and have Sharepoint look nice). 

Best, 

Sean 

OASIS welcomes your feedback: http://oasis.unc.edu/client-feedback 

To get help from: 

Application Development group, email: help-appsdev@unc.edu 

Application Systems group, email: help-appsys@unc.edu 

Web Services group, email: help-webservices@unc.edu 

Sean Semone 
Associate Director, Enterprise Applications 

Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 

University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3056 :[03 Howell Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

(Direct Line) 

semone@email.unc.edu 

AIM: 

http://oasis.unc.edu 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 3:47 PM 

To: Semone, Sean 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Dear Sean, 

Thanks for your note. 

Yes. The Chair of Geography - they have intranet - indicated to me that this would be a good space to place some of the 
new policies we have instituted in the department and other documents. In terms of access, only faculty and staff in the 
department would have access to the site. 

Many thanks and I look forward to working with you on this. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Semone, Sean 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 3:15 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Greenway, Ryan; CAS Web Services 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Dear Dr. Sahle, I’d be happy to speak with you about a couple of different options. Are you mostly looking for a way to 

share out documents, policies, etc. to your faculty? 



Best, 

Sean 

OASIS welcomes your feedback: http://oasis.unc.edu/client-feedback 

To get help from: 

Application Development group, email: help-appsdev@unc.edu 

Application Systems group, email: help-appsys@unc.edu 

Web Services group, email: help-webservices@unc.edu 

Sean Semone 

Associate Director, Enterprise Applications 

Office of Arts & Sciences information Services 

University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3056 103 Howell Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

(Direct Line) 

semone@email.unc.edu 

AIM: 

http://oasis.unc.edu 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:42 AM 
To:             ; Semone, Sean 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Many thanks    ~ 

Sean: Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

F rom: 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:38 AM 
To: Semone, Sean 
C:c: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Hi Sean, 

I am forwarding a request to you from Eunice Sahle, regarding creating an intranet for AFAM. 

Thanks for the help. 

Dkector oy~ Fin~ncep College oj~ Arts & Sciences//919,962,9275 



From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:36 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Dear      , 

Thanks for this information. 

Do you know the person or unit I should contact to have an Intranet created for the department. Sorry to bother you. 

Thanks. 

Eunice 

From: @unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:31 AM 
To: All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences 
Subject: [asddd] Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

This message is being sent to all Deans, Directors, Department Heads, and Managers in the College of Arts and Sciences 

with a request that you forward to all sta~ in your units. 

We are thrilled to announce the release of an enhanced version of the College Intranet and Business Operations 

website. The pages still include the Chairs’ Manual and College resources, but we have increased the content so that 

you have all the information you need to succeed. 

Visit https://collegeintranet.web.unc.edu/to see the new one-stop site for College policies, University links, resources, 

and much more! I have attached the sitemap to help you navigate the new website. 

Questions, concerns, or comments? Contact the website team through Remedy. 

Best regards. 

Business Operations Management Team 

MSIS, PMP, MBA candidate 
Director of Finance 

Business Operations, College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3056 

office - 919.962.9275 

mobile - 

"If at first you succeed, try something harder" -John C. Maxwell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, September 24, 2012 5:36 PM 

Semone, Sean <semone@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Intranet 

Dear Sean, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Is it possible to have ’Intranet’ added to our department webpage - similar to what the department of Geography has- ? 
Travis has watched the video about sharepoint that was sent by Andrew Trumbull from your office and we are just 
wondering how we can go about adding Intranet on top of our webpage. Is sharepoint the same as Intranet? 

Travis will follow-up on this matter first thing tomorrow. Many thanks Sean for all your help with this matter. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: Semone, Sean 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:15 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 

; CAS Web Services 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Dear Dr. SaNe, I’d be happy to speak with you about a couple of different options. Are you mostly looking for a way to 

share out documents, policies, etc. to your faculty? 

Best, 

Sean 

OASIS welcomes your feedback: http://oasis.unc.edu/client-feedback 

To get help from: 

Application Development group, email: help-appsdev@unc.edu 

Application Systems group, email: help-appsys@unc.edu 

Web Services group, email: help-webservices@unc.edu 

Sean Semone 
Associate Director, Enterprise Applications 

Office of Arts & Sciences information Services 

University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3056 103 Howell Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

(Direct Line) 

semone(~email.unc.ed u 

AIM: 

http://oasis.unc.edu 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 



Sent: Wednesday, 9:42 AM 
To: Semone, Sean 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Many thanks    ~ 

Sean: Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

F rom: 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:38 AM 
To: Semone, Sean 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Hi Sean, 

I am forwarding a request to you from Eunice Sahle, regarding creating an intranet for AFAM. 

Thanks for the help. 

D~rector o2~ Fin~nce~ College o2~ Ar~s & 8ciences // 929,9~2o9275 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:36 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Dear      , 

Thanks for this information. 

Do you know the person or unit I should contact to have an Intranet created for the department. Sorry to bother you. 

Thanks. 

Eunice 

From: ~unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:31 AM 
To: All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences 
Subject: [asddd] Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

This message is being sent to all Deans, Directors, Department Heads, and Managers in the College of Arts and Sciences 

with a request that you forward to all sta~ in your units. 



We are thrilled to announce the release of an enhanced version of the College Intranet and Business Operations 

website. The pages still include the Chairs’ Manual and College resources, but we have increased the content so that 

you have all the information you need to succeed. 

Visit https://collegeintranet.web.unc.edu/to see the new one-stop site for College policies, University links, resources, 

and much more! I have attached the sitemap to help you navigate the new website. 

Questions, concerns, or comments? Contact the website team through Remedy. 

Best regards. 

Business Operations Management Team 

MSIS, PMP, MBA candidate ( 
Director of Finance 

Business Operations, College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3056 

office - 919.962.9275 

mobile 

"If at first you succeed, try something harder" -John C. Maxwell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 11:51 AM 

Jeff VanDrimmelen <j effvand@unc.edu> 

Semone, Sean <semone@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFRIAFAM Intranet and Site Name 

Dear Jeff, 

Thanks for your email. 

I have uploaded a document. You can call Travis at 1.00pm to take it to the next level. 

Many thanks. 
Eunice 

From: Jeff VanDrimmelen [jeffvand@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 9:47 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
12c: Semone, Sean; Gore, Travis 
Subject: AFRIAFAM Intranet and Site Name 

Eunice, 

I can help you with getting an intranet set up for your site. It looks like you already have a share point site set up 
here: https://share.unc.edu/sites/cas/AFAM/and both you and Travis are owners on the site so you should be able to get in 
and view it. There are no docs in there yet or anything. Perhaps I could give you or Travis a call and walk you through 
getting started with it. Then I can add a link to your top toolbar on your site to the Intranet (or show you how). Let me know 
howl can help. 

Also, we were wondering about the name of your department. We heard that it was/did change. Do we need to change the 
name of your site at the top here: ~:iiafriafam,unc,edu! 

Do we need to change the URL to something other than afriafam.unc.edu? 
What about the Intranet? We can change it there as well, but it might be best to make that change before you start working 
on things. 

Feel free to call me to discuss this. I’ll be in a meeting at 10:30 for an hour or so, but we can chat after that any time. 

~Jeff 

O~ Tuesdas:, September 25~ 2012 at 7:39 AM Tuesday~ September25~ SaNe~ Etmice N wrote: 

Great Sean! 

Travis will be touch shortly to ensure that we are on the right track from our end. 



Many thanks. 

Dr. Sahle 

On Sep 25, 2012, at 8:33 AM, "Semone, Sean" <semone@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Dr. SaNe, Indeed the tool ITS has in place for Intranets is called ’%harepoint". Once 
we have the Intranet setup for your department we can make sure there is a link from your 
website to point to the Intranet. 

I’ll work with the rest of the team to make sure that gets coordinated and in place this week. 

Best, 

Sean 

OASIS welcomes your feedback: ~://oasis.unc.edu/client-feedback 

To get help from: 
Application Development group, email: nc.ed~ 
Application Systems group, email: ~rac~ed~ 
Web Services group, email: ~>webservices~ar~c~ed~ 

Sean Semone 
Associate Director, Enterprise Applications 
Office of Arts & Sciences In~brmation Services 
University Of North CarolNa at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056 103 Howell Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

(Direct Line) 
semor~e.~emaiLunc.edw 
AIM: 
_l..~2p:/ioasis anc ed~ 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012 5:36 PM 
To: Semone, Sean 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Intranet 

Dear Sean, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Is it possible to have ’Intranet’ added to our department webpage - similar to what the department 
of Geography has- ? Travis has watched the video about sharepoint that was sent by Andrew 
Trumbull from your office and we are just wondering how we can go about adding Intranet on top 



of our webpage. Is sharepoint the same as Intranet? 

Travis will follow-up on this matter first thing tomorrow. Many thanks Sean for all your help with 
this matter. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: Semone, Sean 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:15 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc:             ; CAS Web Services 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 
Dear Dr. Sable, I’d be happy to speak wifh you about a couple of" different options. Are 
you mostly looking for a way to share out documents, policies, etc. to your faculty? 

Best, 

Sean 

OASIS welcomes your feedback: ~://oasis.unc.edu/client-feedback 

To get help from: 
Application Development group, email: nc.eda 
Application Systems group, email: ~r~c~ed~ 
Web Services group, email: ~.owebservices@m~c~ed~ 

Sean Semone 
Associate Director, ~nterprise Applications 
Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056 103 Howell Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

(Direct Line) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:42 AM 
To:             ; Semone, Sean 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Many thanks    ~ 

Sean: Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:38 AM 



To: Semone, Sean 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 
Hi Sean, 

I am forwarding a request to you from Eunice Sable, regarding creating an intranet for 

Thanks for the help. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:36 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Dear      , 

Thanks for this information. 

Do you know the person or unit I should contact to have an Intranet created for the department. 
Sorry to bother you. 

Thanks. 

Eu n ice 

From: ] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:31 AM 
To: All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences 
Subject: [asddd] Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 
This" message is being sent to all Deans, Directors, Department Heads’, and Managers in 
the College of Arts and Sciences with a request that you forward to all staff in your units’. 

We are thrilled to announce the release of an enhanced version of the College Intranet and 
Business Operations website. The pages still include the Chairs’ Manual and College 
resources, but we have increased the content so that you have all the information you need 
to succeed. 

Visit htt~s://collegeintranet.web.unc.edu/to see the new one-stop site for College policies, 
University links, resources, and much more! I have attached the sitemap to help you 
navigate the new website. 



Questions, concerns, or comments? Contact the website team through Reined21. 

Best regards. 

Business Operations Management Team 

MSIS, PMP, MBA candidate 
Director of Finance 

Business Operations, Co~ege of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3056 

office - 9/9.962.9275 

mobile 

"If at first you succeed, try something harder" John C. Maxwell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, September 25, 2012 11:54 AM 

Cave, Tracey <tcave@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Guier, Leslie R. <guier@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Short Description of Certificate Programs for GA 

Dea r Tracey, 

Professor Michael Lambert is the Director of the Certificate. Please direct questions about the Certificate to him. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Cave, Tracey 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 11:49 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
12c: Sahle, Eunice N; Guier, Leslie R. 
Subject: FW: Short Description of Certificate Programs for GA 

Dear Travis, 

I received this inquiry and believe it should have been directed to your department. 

Thanks, 

-Tracey 

Tracey Cave 
Manager, Area Studies Centers 
Carolina Asia Center/African Studies Center/ 
Center for the Study of the Middle East and Muslim 
CB# 7582 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

tcave@email.unc.edu 

TEL: 919-843-0129 
FAX: 919-843-2102 

Civilizations 

From: Guier, Leslie R. 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 10:26 AM 
To: Cave, Tracey 
12c: Yang, Faxian 
Subject: Short Description of Certificate Programs for GA 

Ms. Cave, 

I am assisting Dr. Faxian Yang, Director of External Reporting in the Office of Institutional Research and Assessment. 

We are coordinating the notification of graduate certificate programs with GA. As part of the process, they are 



requesting a very short description of the Graduate Certificate in African Studies. 

Would you please provide 1-3 sentences describing the certificate program and email it to me by this Thursday, Sep 27? 

If you are not the appropriate person, would you please forward this email and copy me or let me know who I may be 

able to contact? 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you for your time and assistance, 

Leslie R. (3uier 
Research Specialist 

Office of Institutional Research & Assessment 
http://oira.un¢.edu/ 
919-962-1117 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, September 26, 2012 11:20 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Update: Kenneth’s teaching assignment: Spring 2013 

Dea r Travis, 

As per the email below and our conversation today, please delete AFAM190 from the department’s teaching schedule for 
the Spring. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 10:24 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
12c: Gore, Travis; Janken, Kenneth R 
S~Jbject: Update: Kenneth’s teaching assignment: Spring 2013 

Dear Walter, 

This is an update on Kenneth’s teaching assignment in the Spring 2013 semester. Please note that as per an 
authorization from the Dean’s office, he will be teaching only one course. The course will be AFAM 258. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, October 3, 2012 4:47 PM 

Williams, Tia Howell <tia williams@unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Durham Maggiano’s Delivers!!!! 

Thanks Tia for this information. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 4:13 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Durham Maggiano’s Delivers!!!! 

FYI for any functions we might want to do. 

~Tia 

From: Maggiano’s Durham Manager [mailto:MG0181Manager@maggianos.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 3:20 PM 
To: Hodgin, Cindy C; Whitling, Brian E; Williams, Susan Staples; ’slcavine@emai.unc.edu’; ’tchurch@unc.edu’; Kieber, 
Alison J; Bass, Ricky; ’tmaltais@unch.unc.edu’; Schaefer, Adam R; ’balswinl@physics.unc.edu’; Nichols, Carol A; Williams, 
Tia Howell; ’tocher@email.unc.edu’; Jones, Mary J; Melvin, Virginia J 
Subject: Durham Maggiano’s Delivers!!!! 

Greetings from your Durham Maggiano’s Catering and Delivery department! 
My name is Kelley and I wanted to introduce myself, and let you know about all that Maggiano’s has to 
offer! The holiday season is right around the corner and Maggiano’s has fantastic delivery options for 
groups of all sizes. Attached, you will find the different delivery packages we offer along with our 
carryout and delivery menu. Our presentation will exceed all of your expectations and means all you 
have to do is bring hungry people to the table! Included with all of our deliveries is: 

Fresh Baked Bread with Butter and Parmesan Cheese 
Table covers 
Heavy-duty black plastic plates 
Utensil packets with salt and pepper 
HighoquNity Ma99iano’s paper napkins 
’v%~re racks with heat source and Nack/9old foil pans 
Servin9 utensils for all dishes 
Toothpicks and afterodinner Mints 
Cups and Ice with drink orders 

AND, OUR PROFESSIONAL DELIVERY TEAM W~LL SET UP FOR YOU!! 

Call me and let Maggiano’s Catering do all the work for your next event! 

If you have any questions or would like to place an order, please call or e-mail us at any time! 

Thank you, 



Kelley 
Delivery Sales Coordinator 
919-572-0188 

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY: This eomail and any attachments are confidential and the proprietary property of 
Bdnker International, Inc. and our brands, Chili’s Grill & Bar and Maggiano’s Little Italy. If this message was not intended 
for you, please notify the BdnkerHead who sent it and delete it from your system. Our’ lawyers also kindly remind you that 
any unauthorized review, use distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited, and receipt by anyone other than the 
intended recipient is not a waiver’ of confidentiality or privilege. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, October 4, 2012 11:44 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tomorrow 

Dea r Travis, 

Because of unforeseen developments, I will not be in be in office until about lO.OOam tomorrow. 

If there is an emergency please call me on my cell. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, October 15, 2012 11:01 AM 

Rucker, Walter (2 <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [scheduling_office] New submission from Room Request Form 

Dear Walter, 

Has Arturo’s talk now moved from Thursday Nov. 8 to Friday Nov. 9 as indicated in the email below? I just want to 
confirm this on my calender. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

I:rom: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 10:22 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: [scheduling_office] New submission from Room Request Form 

Dear Travis, 

Ithink I found a seminar room that will work for the Nov. 9 colloquium (though I do not know if this room will be 

available for catered food). This room and seating arrangement would be greatly preferred over the lecture-style room 
you found for us at the GEC. Since we have Fall Break this week, you can wait until early next week to complete the flyer. 

I’ve sent you the information regarding Prof. Escobar’s title in a previous emai!. 

Thanks. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 

African & A~?o-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https://sites.google.com/site/drwalterrucker/ 

I:rom: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 8:56 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C; Scheduling Office Distribution List 
Subject: RE: [scheduling_office] New submission from Room Request Form 

Good morning, 

Your reservation confirmation is below. Saunders 104 is a room with movable tables and chairs which you should be 

able to rearrange into a seminar style. Additionally, the room has multi-media. Please let us know if you need anything 



else. 

Event Confirmation 

Confirmation Request Date : Monday, October 15 2012 

Event information * 

Event    : Faculty Research Colloquium 

Scheduled By : Ms Charlotte Stowe 

Start Time : 3:00 PM 

End Time :5:00PM 

Start Date : 11/9/2012 

End Date : 11/9/2012 

Days Met : F 

Building :SA 

Room : 0104 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2:100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:19-962-6093 
Fax: 9:19-843=8709 

From: Walter Rucker [mailto:wrucker@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 7:29 AM 
To: Scheduling Office Distribution List 
Subject: [scheduling_office] New submission from Room Request Form 

Contact Information 

Full Name 

Walter Rucker 

Phone Number 

(614)312-0069 

Email 

Status 

wrucker@email.unc.edu 

Faculty 



Sponsor Dept./Group 

African & Afro-American Studies 

How many are expected to attend? 

25 

Event Meeting Pattern Information 

Event Type 

Lecture 

Event Title/Description 

Faculty Research Colloquium 

Request Meeting Date 

11/09/2012 

Start Time 

03:00 pm 

End Time 

05:00 pm 

Will this be a recurring reservation or will it involve multiple meeting times? 

No 

Alternate Meeting Information 

Request Meeting Date 

11/15/2012 

Start Time 

03:00 pm 

End Time 

05:00 pm 

Event Location Information 

Request Room Capacity 

Seats 20-49 

Multimedia Status 

Multimedia - Yes! 

Please List any Additional Equipment or Features Needed (DVD, document camera, seating type, wheelchair accessible, 

etc...) 

Seminar Room (e.g., seats around a large table or seats around movable table segments). 

<ul> 

<li> --You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 



scheduling_office as: <a href="mailto:cfstowe@email.unc.edu">cfstowe@email.unc.edu</a><br> 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to <a href="mailto:leave-32295170- 

54108803.c7d21c5b7edf704d5da5a743a5bff2aa@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32295170- 

54108803.c7d21c5b7edf704d5da5a743a5bff2aa~listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 10:58 AM 

Williams, Tia Howell <tia williams@unc.edu> 

Eaves, Shannon <seaves@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AFAM102 

Dear Tia, 

I write to let you know that Shannon Eaves will be teaching AFAM102 for us again in the Spring semester. Kindly let her 
know what she needs to do to complete the paperwork. 

Travis: Please add Shannon’s name to our schedule instead of ’Staff re: AFAM102. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, October 17, 2012 10:14 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Hi Travis, 

I hope you are well. 

Any news? 

Thanks. 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 10:04 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu-* 

I~E: Class on Thursday 

Thanks for the update Margaret. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent-’ Wednesday, 

To,, SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-’ FVV: Class on Thursday 

7:26 AM 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent-’ Wednesday, 

Subject-’ RE: Class on Thursday 

7:25 AM 

Dear 
Yes, we can talk on Thursday after class. 
ML 

From-" 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject-’ Re: Class on Thursday 

7:23 AM 

Hello, 

I was going to talk to you about my midterm after class yesterday but then I, along ruth some oilier students, discovered that we weren’t meeting. I thought it would be 

simpler a~d less confusing to just talk about it in person. Would you have a t~w minutes to taJk with me after class on Thursday? 

Thank you, 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 3G smartphone 

"leemc@email.unc.edu" wrote: 
Dear 

Thanks for getting your questions in so early. 

Class j ust remember that I will be lecturing on Thursday on the EU and Africa, which is chapter 4 of the Southal[ and Melber book. So please try to read the chapter before class. It will be 
much easier for you to follow the lecture, which will be rather complicated. 

Cheers, 
ML 





~AMES ~’~ALLACE~ KEYNOTE ADDRESS, PIlOTOGRAP~I~IC ANC3LES: 

NEWS PHOTOGRAPHY ~N THE NO~T~ CAROLINA COLLECTION 
5:00 p. m~ Reception ~nd exhibition at ~4~Ison LibraD~ P~vgr~m at ~l~on Library; P!e~s~nt~ Family Room, UNC Campus 

Photographer Jh~ Wallace shares ins]ghts from h]s career as a photo)ournal]st, which began ]n Chapel Hill 

when he was a student staff photographer tbr The Daily Tar Heel in the early 1960s. Photos of civil rights 

action ]n Chapel Hill comprise his ~ew book Courage in the Moment: ~e Civil R]ghts Struggle, 1961-1964. 

For 25 years, Wallace served as director of Imaging and Photograph]c Serv]ces at the SmithsonJan Institution. 

Presented by the Center for the Stud), qf the American South as part of its James A, Hutchins 

Lecture Series 

CONTINUING THE STRUGGLE: STUDENTS MAKING HISTORY Now Wn’H PROFESSOR TiM McMILLAN 

t2:00 p.m. UNC Campus Y 

UNC students will discuss their role in making change on campus, across the street, and 

around the world today. What are UNC students’ particular rights, privileges, and respon- 

sibilities? What blocks or enables effective action today? What does it mean to be a student- 

activist? Tim McMfllan, profi~ssor in the Department of African and Afro-American Stud- 

ies and leader of the Bla& and Blue historical tour of the UNC campus will facilitate and 

comment° We invite you to bring hmch. Light refkeshments will be served. 

Sponsored bY United with the Northside Community-NOW 

THESE ],4¢rERE REAL PEOPLE- THE THE CIVIL RIGHTS HISTORY PROJEC% A FILM SHOWING 

3:00 p.m. ~e Love House ~ Hutchins Fo rum, UNC Campus 

In 2010, the Southern Oral History Program went- national, interviewing civil rights movement veterans fi’om Califbrnia to New 

York for the Civil Rights History Project. These interviews reveal a civil rights movement--diverse, complex, and deeply person- 

al-that persists to this day: The interview’s, recorded on video, will be available to the public this tall in the Library of Congress. 

Until then, w&-t like to share this short history of the movement through the voices of those who participated in it. Mandated by 

an Act of Congress in 2009, the Civil Rights History Project is a joint endeavor of the Smithsonian~ National Museum of African 

American History and Culture and the American Folklif~ (;enter in the Library of Congress. The video is approximately 26 min- 

utes long, and concessions (popcorn and soil. drinks) will be offered at the door. 

STILL WALKING FOR JUSTICE - A DURHAM TO CHAPEL HILL WALK 

TO COMMEMORATE THE 65’rH ANNIVERSAII’g OF THE ~947 JOURNEY OF I{ECONCILIATION 

10:00 a.m. Send-qff Ral])’ in Durham, Corner @’~4~ Chapel Hill and Carrol! Streets 

3:30 p~ m. Welcome Rally in G~ape! Hi!l, Corner qf N. Columbia and Rosemary Streets 

Ni~e teams of women will be making the walk from the Pauli Murray Historic Marker in Durham to the 

Journey of Rcconciliation Historic Marker in Chapel Hill. ~e Journey of Reconciliation is considered 

the First Freedom Nde, when nine white a~d black men used ~on-violent direct action to test the 1946 

Supreme Court Ruling desegregating interstate bus travel. ~is walk is t~r the women that were not 

lowed to walk in 1947, as well as local women activists who devoted their lives to advancing equality a~d 

freedom. 

Led by’ the Pauli Murray Project and NBJC Bayard Rustin Centennial P~vject 

TItE BLACK CHURCH AND ’FILE FREEDOM STRUGGLE 

WITH BISHOP THOMAS L HOYT JR., SENIOR BISHOP OF THE CME CHL,~CH 

t:00 p.m. St, Joseph CMF. Church 

~-~e Black church played an integral role in the civil rights movement during the 1960s. It provided 
both a safc space t6r rejuvenation as well as inspiratiom What is the role of the Black church today? 
}X%at stands should the church take on the continuing civil rights mo~ment? Local and visiting 
clergy will share testimony about their experiences in ministries of liberation and change. Please 
come join in one of the most crucial conversations that we can have at this moment in LLS. history: 
Light rct?cshments and int6rmal conversation to t611ow in the Fellowship Hall. 

7?~is event has been made possible by’ a generous donation by the Department of Religious Studies at 

LL\rc and the support of Pastor La,/isha Williams and St. Joseph CME Church. 

CIVIL RIGHTS CELEBRATION DINNER: FEATURING SACRIFICIAL POETS AND COMMENTS BY ~SING AND RESILIENT LEADERS 

4:30 p.m Hargraves Recreation Center 

You are cordially invited to join us in honor of people fighting for rights across our history! We’ll eat great food and revel in 

justice made and yet to come. 

Presented b), the Southern Oral History Program at UNC 

WITNESS TO RIGHTS : AN INTERACTIVE EXHIBIT OF PHOTOS BY JIM WALLACE 

4:00 p~m. Exhibit Opening, 2nd floo~ St. Joseph CME Church 

Exhibit continues Saturday’ 11:00-3:00 and Sunday ! 0:00-3:00 

Fifty years after the major civil rights action in Chapel Hill, Wallace returned to learn the names of the people featured in his 

photographs. Now the pictures are coming home again, and we need your help to tell their stories. Who or what do ,you rec- 

ognize in the photos? What were you or your father, mothei; sister, cousin, pastor, friend doing at the time a photo was taken? 

What do ,you think about what these pictures show? This exhibit needs ,your participation: please come listen, tell, write, reflect, 

and enjoy. Copies of Courage in the Moment will be on sale at a discounted rate, with a big thanks to Bull’s Head Bookstore. 

Presented by the Maria;~ Cheek htckso~ Center for Saving and Makings History 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 2:19 PM 

Li~a, Esther Mukewa <lisa~a@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Spring Schedule 

Dear Esther, 

Thanks for your email. I was to get back to you on this after I reviewed the % of our class schedule for the Spring. 

On another note and to answer a question in one of your emails: 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent; Wednesday, October 24, 2012 12:42 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Spring Schedule 

Dear Eunice, 
I hope all is well. I would like to withdrawal my request for schedule change in the spring. Thank you, 
Esther 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 8:54 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu-* 

Thanks for the update Margaret. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From= Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent= Thursday, 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: 

9:41 PM 

Dear Eunice, 
I am writing you to tell you that I had a discussion with    and he understands that he has to produce the document from the and the email showing that he sent the 
exam on Tuesday. He seemed to be really upset, so I didn’t want to send him an email. He knows he has to do this by next Tuesday, but in any event plans to stay in the class 
although he knows that if he doesn’t produce the document he gets a "0" for the assignment. I will let you know the outcome. 
Thanks, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 8:55 AM 

Fall, Alas~ne <~t?dl@email.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Midtenn incident report 

Thanks for your note Alassane. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-’ Fall, Alassane 
Sent-’ Thursday, 

SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Midterm incident report 

2:47 PM 

Dear Eunice. 
I would like to get ,/our attention about a li~le incident that happened during the midterm of my afri    class 

, turned in her answer sheet and left the room with the original exam that has also 3 essay questions. She came back a couple of rain later and 
bring the copy and stated " I turned in the answer sheet but forgot the essay questions and left the room for a min. I did not add any thing". 

I would not mind giving him the benefit of the doubt due to the fact this was our first time we were using an answer sheet in this class. 

This is just for your record. 

Best regards, 

Alassane. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, October 26, 2012 9:11 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring 2013 Schedule 

Dear Kia, 

I have reviewed the Spring schedule and I am glad to say that I can accommodate your request. Here is your new teaching schedule: 

AFAM101 - M/W - 9.30am-10.45am 

And AFAM266 - M/W - 2.00pm-3.15pm schedule remains. 

Travis: Kindly make the necessary changes on ConnectCarolina and with the classroom scheduling office with regards to AFAM101. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2012 9:31 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Spring 2013 Schedule 

Dear Eunice, 
Per our conversation today, I am sending a request to modify my Spring 2013 class schedule. My current schedule conflicts with 

department meetings. I will need to teach on a M/W schedule since I am participating in the Academic Leadership Program, which 
meets from 10:30 am to 2:00 pm on Thursdays. 

Current Schedule: 
AFAM 101 M/W 11:00-12:15 
AFAM 266 M/W 2:00-3:15 

Preferred New Schedule: 
I can teach these classes (in no particular order) at 9:30 and 12:30 or 12:30 and 2:00. 

Best 
Kia 

’The most common way people give up their power is by thinking they don’t have any." 

- Alice Walker 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
kk:aldwe@email.unc.edu 
~/afriafam.uncedu] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, October 26, 2012 9:14 AM 

Fhunsu, Donato <dfhunsu21 @unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Request for a Spring 2013 class time change 

Dear Donato, 

I have now reviewed the department’s teaching schedule for Spring 2013. In terms of the Spring semester, the 
department can accommodate your request without breaking University regulations pertaining to class scheduling. 

Travis: Donato’s new schedule is MWF to 12:00pm-12:50pm MWF. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Fhunsu, Donato 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 4:41 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
(~c: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Request for a Spring 2013 class time change 

Dear Eunice, 
I am writing to request a time change for the LGLA IV (Lingala IV) class for Spring 2013. As of now, the class is 
scheduled at 9:00 am-9:50 am MWF. My students need to take some required classes for their majors in the morning; so, 
I am requesting that the class be moved from 9:00 am-9:50 am MWF to 12:00 pm-12:50 pm MWF. 
Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
Donato 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 11:19 AM 

tMI, Ishna <islma.hall@unc.edw~ 

Follow up - Dinner 

Dear Ishna, 

This is a belated follow up to the wonderful dinner you organized for us with Wendell M¢Cain, 

At any rate, this is the week I deliver progressive reports on the assignments you have given me. Here is the first installment: Books 

1) Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges. The Congo from Leopold to Kabila: a People’s History. London ;New York: Distributed in the USA exclusively by Palgrave, 2002. 
2) Hildebrand, Reginald Francis. The Times Were Strange and Stirring: Methodist Preachers and the Crisis of Emancipation. Durham: Duke University Press, 1995. 

Hope you are doing well. Let’s touch base later in the week once you updates on various fronts. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 10:31 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-* 

I~E: Teaching requests (2013-2014) and new course nmnber 

Dear Oeorges, 

Thanks for the update and details. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Nzongola-Ntal~j a, G eorges 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 10:27 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sub1 ec t: RE: Teaching requests (2013-2014) and new course number 

Dear Eunice, 

Further to our discussion this morning, I will be pleased to replace AAAD 101 with AAAD 400, CtI~,.LLENGES OF DEMOCRATIC GOVERNANCE ]N AFRICA, during the Fall 2013 
semester. I have no problem with maintaining the same time slots, Tuesday and Thursday, 2:00-3:15 pro. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntal~tja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 12:03 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Teaching requests (2013-2014) and nexv course number 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please submit yottr teaching requests for the upcoming academic year via email to me by October 31, 2012. Your requests should include the following: 

l ) Day and time preferences for all yo~ courses for Fall 2013 and Spring 2014 respectively. 
2) One selwice course (xvith the exception of faculty whose primary du~ is teaching courses in African languages). 

As you work on your requests, please use the attached list that indicates the new course numbers. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: nzongola@emaihtmc.edu<mailto:nzongola@eraaihunc.edu>. 

To uaasubscribe click here: http://lists uric edu/u?id 323616(;,4 9392642cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c&aa T&I afriafam&o 32338834 

(It may be necessaW to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to ~eaVe-32338834-3236~6~4.9392b42cf3~2~d674366e839be54cf6c@~istserv.unc.edu<mai~t~:~eave-32338834- 
32361604.9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c@listserv.unc edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 12:24 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

1~9;: AFAM 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Yes, the schedule for is set and here are details for AFAM 
Phillips - Rm0332. 

Thanks for your contributions to the department’s teaching mission this semester and the upcoming one. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: AFAN 

11:I0 AM 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

Thank yon again for the opportuniU to teach Afan~    next semester. I wanted to inqnire if the class schedule has been made for next semester? If so, is it possible for 

me to be assigned to an Afam    class that meets earlier in the day, pefl~aps 9,10,11,12. I would appreciate any consideration. 

Thank you, 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On , at 10:58 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Tia, 

I write to let you know that 
the paperwork. 

Travis: Please add 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

will be teaching AFAN for us again in the 

name to our schedule instead of ’Staff" re: AFAM 

semester. Kindly let her know what she needs to do to complete 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday,               1:21 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM 

My mistake 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

: it is Afam 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: AFAM 

1:18 PM 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

Thanks for the information. I noticed that you listed the course as Afam 

correct? 

Thanks, 

I thought I would be teaching Afam like I did this semester. Can you let me know which one is 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To’, 
Subject: RE: AFAN 

12:23 PM 

Dear Shannon, 

Thanks for your email. 

Yes, the schedule for is set and here are details for AFAIVl 
Phillips - Rm033Z 

Thanks for your contributions to the department’s teaching mission this semester and the upcoming one. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent; Tuesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: AFAM 

11:10 AM 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

Tha~k you again tbr the optx~rtunity to teach Afam    next ~mester. I wanted to inquire if the class schedule has been made li)r next semester? If so, is it possible tbr 

me to be assigned to an Athm    class that meets earlier in the day, perhaps 9,10,11,12. I would appreciate any consideration. 

Thank yo~ 

Sent frotn my iPhone 

On at 10:58 AM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> w~me: 

Dear []a, 

I write to let you know that 
the paperwork. 

Travis: Please add 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

will be teaching AFAM =or us again in the 

name to our schedule instead of ’Staff re: AFAM 

semester. Kindly let her know what she needs to do to complete 



From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 4:52 PM 

To: @aol.com 

Subje~’t: Re: (no subject) 

The twilight zoue era coulinues’. 

On Oct 30, 2012, at 4:42 PM, " ~aol.com" < ~aol.com> wrote: 

Sorry that I missed your meeting with Kenneth, although it didn’t sound like much fun. I hope that the problem will take care of itself, or go away. I’m on my way 
to one of Delia’s community meetings. -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 5:13 PM 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu-* 

1~: Approved 

Thanks Bobbi. Wish I could .but have to focus on ;vrapping up a tenure dossier review letter that I have send offtomorrow Let’s plan to have a drink next week if you have time 

Once again man?’ thanks for everything - the meeting ;vas quite something. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Bobbi Owen [owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 5:08 PM 
To: Sahle. Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Approved 

Do you want to join us (by Foster’s MaTket on MLK)? 

We should be there by 5:30. 
Bobbi 
On 10/30/2012 5:07 P]VI. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
> I)ear Bobbi, 
> 

> This is great news! Thanks for all your support, especially at today’s meeting. 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 

> From: Bobbi Owen [owenbob@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 5:00 PM 
> To: Sahle, E~mice N; Jar.ken, Kenneth R; Harflyn, Jonathan; Gil, Karen M 
> Subject: Approved 
> 

> Narue, changes to major concentrations, and changes to minors approved. 
> Letter for follow. 
> Bobbi 

> Bobbi Owen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
> Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> FAX: 919 843-4775 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Draruatic Art 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Buildir~g 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
F.A2x2:919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 5:10 PM 

~email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edtr~ 

1~3~,: tneetmg 

Dear All, 

work from this end. 

Location? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From= 

Sent= Thursday, 5:00 PM 
To= Selassie, Bereket H; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: meeting 

Can do tues at that time not the 

Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 9:19-84-3-7067 

From= Selassie, Bereket H 
Sent= Thursday, 4:34 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: meeting 

How about Tuesday for lunch at :~2::15? 
Bereket 

From= 

Sent= Thursday, 4:24 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject= meeting 

Next week or the week after? 

Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-84-3-7067 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 2:49 PM 

Jakeet Si ngh < @hotmail.com> 

I~E: shoNy 

Wednesday. Ifnotthen go ahead. 

From: Jakeet Singh          .~hoWnail.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 2:46 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: RE: shortly 

Dear Eunice, 

Hope to hear from you soon, 

Jakeet 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sable, Eunice N [mailto:eunice!~email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 5:00 AM 
To: Jakeet Singh 
Sut~iect: Re: shortly 

Jacket, 

I cannot thank you enough for this emailt 

Given that you’re based in the USA, I am sure you have heard about the 
"happenings" at my institution and the hea~T responsibility on my shoulders. 

Anyway, later this week, it will be fall break here. Fulther, I do not have 
to appear in front of an?" review panel at L~C this week or the next one. 

The "happenings" here began 2 years ago and intensified last fall. The task 
of rebuilding was placed on me and the work has been immense. I ara sorry 
for this long email, but I just wanted to highlight the context in which 
I have been trying to continue the writing aspect of intellectual life. 

Thanks for your understanding and solidarity during these times of delays. 

Regards, 
Eunice 

On Oct 15, 2012, at 12:57 A~, "Jakeet Singh" < 
wrote: 

.~hotmail.com> 

> Hi Eunice, 
> 

> I hope your summer ended off well, and that you’re settling in to a new 
semester at UNC. 
> 



Looking forward to hearing fi~om you, 

Jakeet 

};rom: Sable, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Satmday, August 11, 2012 12:49 PM 
To: Jakeet Singh 
Subject: shortly 

Jakeet, 

> Best wishes, 
> Em~ice 
> <Tand F Instructions for authors-2.pd~pd£> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 2:58 PM 

Jakeet Singh < @ ~ot nail co n> 

I~E: shoNy 

Jakeet, 

I hope you know how- grateful I am ibr your patience and support. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Jakeet Singh I         ~@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 2:50 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: shortly 

Best, 
Jakeet 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sah[e, Eunice N [mailto:eunice(ir)emai[.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 1:49 PM 
To: Jakeet Singh 
Subject: RE: shortly 

Wednesday. If not then go ahead. 

From: Jakeet Singh          ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday-, November 02, 2012 2:46 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: shortly 

Dear Eunice, 

Hope to hear from you soon, 

Jakeet 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eumceC~)email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 5:00 AM 
To: Jakeet Singh 
Subject: Re: shortly 

Jacket, 

I cannot thank you enough for this email! 

Given that you’re based in the USA, I am sure you have heard about the 
"happenings" at my institution and the heavy responsibility on my shoulders 

Anyway, later this week, it will be fall break here Further, I do not have 
to appear in licont of any review panel at L~NC this ~veek or the next one 

The "happenings" here began 2 years ago and intensified last fall The task 
of rebuilding was placed on me and the work has been immense. I am sor~’ 



for this long email, bm I just warned to highlight the conte×t in which 
I have been tp)dng to continue the writing aspect of intellectual life. 

Thanks for your understanding and solidarity during these times of delays. 

Regards, 
Eunice 

On Oct 15, 2012, at 12:57 AM. "Jakeet Singh" < 
wrote: 

~.’hotmail.com> 

> Hi Eunice, 
> 

> I hope your summer ended off well, and that you’re settling in to a 
> ne~v 
semester at UNC. 

Looking forward to hearing from you, 

Jakeet 

From: Sable, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, August 11, 2012 12:49 PM 
To: Jakeet Singh 
Subject: shortly 

Jakeet, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 
<Tand F Instructions for authors-2.pdlipdl’> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 12:01 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1~3~,: 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

We can meet tomorrow - Monday - at 3.00prn. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" 

Sent; Tuesday, 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: 

3:08 PM 

Dr. SaNe, 

Do you have office hours or would you be willing to meet with me sometime soon? I’d like to talk to you in person if that’s possible. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, November 4, 2012 6:43 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edu~~ 

ILE: probably not in on Monday, Nov. 5 

Dear Kenneth, 

I am sorry to hear about this. Please do not worry about the geography of administration. 

On another note, I forgot that I had to give a number count on Friday to the organizers of the upcoming graduation. Since we did not revisit the issue after the initial 
conversation I ended up not including you. Wish I had checked with you earlier in the week, but unfortunately I missed the boat on this one. 

Anyway, take care and hope to see you on Tuesday. 
Eunice 

From-" Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Sunday, November 04-, 20:1.2 6::t9 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; probably not in on Monday, Nov. 5 

Dear EIlllice, 

my home number: 

Kenneth 

¯ If something comes up tomorrow and you need to talk, please do call¯ 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (thx) 
Click on a link for information about ~ny publications: 

http://~,w.umass.edu/umpress/spr 97/ja~ken.html 

http://uncpress.unc.edWbooks/T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edu/book!P00780 
http://undpress.nd.ed~’book/P00723 

IfI decide to come in, I’ll let you b~ow. Here’s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 3:41 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jtjordan@email.unc.edn>; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline 

<renee.alexander.crafi@unc.edu>; Vines, Anissa I <avine@email.unc.edu> 

1~9;: IA~’d~_ Director Semeh - information needed 

Dear Kenneth, 

As I mentioned at our last meeting, I discussed the position with 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

, encouraged to her apply but she declined. 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent-" Monday, November 05, 20:t2 12:57 PM 
To: Jordan, Joseph F; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline; Vines, Anissa I; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" FW: IAAR Director Search - information needed 

Dear Colleagues, 

I don’t have an answer from you concerning the email below. If you have not sent an answer, plea~ do so today. If you have already sent it I cannot find it, so kindly 

send it again. 

With appreciation, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for inlbnnation about my publications: 

h_t_t_p_~:’:(__u__~3_c:p__~:_e___s_~:__u__r~_c_:__e_@_:!~_~?__k_~:~£ :_~_0___5__~_=_h__t_r~3!: 
http://undpress.nd.edu~’boolc/P00780 

http:/iundpress.nd.eduibook,’P00723 

From-" Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 20:t2 7:56 PM 
To-" Stevenson, Debbie Deese; Alexander, G. Rumay; Brophy, Alfred L; Jackson, Jerma A; Jordan, Joseph F; Neal, Jocelyn; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline; SaNe, Eunice N; 

Vines, Anissa I 
Subject; IAAR Director Search - information needed 

Dear Colleagues, 

I’ve heard from Carol Tresolini, who heard from Ann Penn today. Carol reports that "she is not rolling to give us the go-aheM as yet becanse of the small size of the 

applicant pool. She would like detailed information about the efl’orts of the committee to recruit nominations and applications. Could you please prepare a description 

of what the committee has done ruth regard to sending out notices to the campns communiW and contacting people on campus to solicit nominations and applications, 
including phone calls, emails, meetings, and letters? You should include i~bnnation about the number of people contacted by each committee member and their 

positions and depaYtmental or school affiliations (e.g., were department chairs and deans contacted? Facnlty in a varieW of departments and ~hools?). Plea~ also 

attach copies of the notices and letters that were sent." 

Would you please BY MONDAY MORNING send me answers to these questions as they pertain to your recruiting tbr the position? I’ll fl~en compile flae materia] and 
send it along. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of Afi-ican and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for intb~mation about my publications: 

~_t_t_p_~:’:£u__~3_c_’p__~:_e___s_~ #__r~_c_:__e_@:!~_~?__k_~:Z-__~_0__~_~_~_h__t_r_~3!~ 

l~ttp],,’undpress.nd.edu~’book,’P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 5:31 PM 

ttildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Message from James Wellons 

Dear Reg, 

Thanks for encouraging Nm. I look fom-ard to meeting with him. 

Bes~ wisbes, 
Eunice 

On Nov 5, 2012, at 4:00 PM, "t tildebrand, Reginald F" <hildebr’~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Chair, 

I received this email from James Alonzo Wellons, an attorney in Philadelphia the last I heard from him, but from his email address at looks like he may be 
teaching law now. In any case, he is one of our alums who has maintained an interest in the department since he was one of our majors, back in the days of 
Colin Palmer. I think he has also made pretty regular contributions to the department, although he certainly is not in the same league as Wendell McCain. As you 
can see from his email, he will be in town on Friday. I have encouraged him to make an effort to introduce himself to you. Unfortunately, I will be in Greensboro 
all day Friday attending a Board meeting for the NC Humanities Council. If you will be around, I will tell him to touch base with Travis about meeting with you. 

All the Best, -Reg 

From; Wellons, James [James.Wellons@tuhs.temple.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, November 05, 20:t2 9:52 AM 
To; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject-" Message from James Wellons 

tti Reggie, 

I hope all is well. I know this is kind of last minute, but I will be in Chapel Hill on Friday (11/09) and was wondering if you were going to be 

around for ditmer at 5pro? I would enjoy catching up with you. 

Sincerely, 

James Wellons, Esq. 

Senior Counsel 

Temple University Health System, Inc. 

(215) 707-5605 (office) 

(cell) 

This electronic message is intended to be for the use of the named recipient, and may contain information that is confidential or 
privileged. This communication may contain protected health information (PHI) that is legally protected from inappropriate disclosure by 
the Privacy Standards of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and relevant Pennsylvania Laws. You can direct 

questions concerning PHI or HIPAA to the Corporate Compliance and Privacy Officer at (215) 707-5605. If you are not ~he ~n~ended 
recipient, please note that any dissemination, d]s[r~but]on or copying of th~s communication ~s strictly prohib~[ed. If you have received th~s 
message hi error, you should notify [lle sender immed~a[ely by [elepllone or by return e-mail and dele[e and des[roy all cop~es of [his 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 7:29 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

I~W: AFRI Minor Require~nents 

Dear Kenneth, 

I hope you are feeling better. 

Kindly see below. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" 

Sent-" Monday, 6:22 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" AFRI Minor Requirements 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

My name is . I am planning to enroll in Afri & Afri 

I want to take these courses in order to complete my African studies minor; However, in looking back at the requirements, I see that they are not directly included 

in the list of courses. 

Will I still be able to complete my minor by substituting these courses as the last two that I need? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O I~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 6:43 AM 

@gma~l.com>; Weiler, JonathaJ~ D <jweiler@em~l.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Chapter 4 Draft 

Thanks 

Best wishes, 
Dr, SaNe 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, :I0:57 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Chapter 4 Draft 

Hello, 

I have attached a rough draft of my Chapter 4 that is going to be workshopped this week. I’m sorry it has taken me so long to get it to you! 

Thank you, 

BA GlobaJ Studies, PoliticaJ Science 

UNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O I~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" JCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 6:45 AM 

~gma~l.com> 

Today’s meeting - meeting later in the dab, 

Dear 

Can we meet later in the day today? 3.30 or 4~00pm would work. 

Let me know, 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From; @gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, :t0:57 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N; Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject-" Chapter 4 Draft 

Hello, 

I have attached a rough drali of my Chapter 4 that is going to be workshopped this week. I’m sony it has taken me so long to get it to you! 

Thank you, 

BA GlobaJ Studies, PoliticaJ Science 

kINC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 8:23 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu-* 

Re: Update on l 

Thin,ks for the update Margaret. 

Best wishes, 

Eu~ice 

On at 7:17 AM, "Lee, Margaret Carol" <leemc(~:ema~,l.~mc.e&~> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

was not in class yesterday and one student told me he dropped the course. It’s really frightening how dishonest such a bright student can be. 

Best, 

Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 8:52 AM 

William~ Tiattowell <tia willimn@~mc.edu>; Colon, Sonia<sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: payment for mapm~king 

Dear Tia, 

T hope you are doing well. 

Please follow up with 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

on this issue. 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, i 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: payment for mapmaking 

8:49 AM 

Hi Eunice, 

So far, I haven’t received payment for my mapmaking services. I completed these maps almost three months ago, and I have complied with all of the paperwork asked for by 
your accounting people. When should I expect to receive payment for the maps? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 11:10 AM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu:~ 

Student - your Afri 

Dear Bereket, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Please see below and let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:41 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: 

Hi k/Is. Sahle, 

I took Afri    with Professor Selassie last spring semester I had a questmn concerning my final grade which I emailed Professor Selassie about He had misplaced my midterm exam and my 
final grade was much lower than expected. I emailed him multiple times between the begirming o:[’~       until now and still not received a reply 

apologize :[’or such a late email and realize it may be too late for any action to be taken to change my grade however if anything can be done or if I could get in contact with Professor 
Selassie I would greatly appreciate that. If you have any questions about what happened ! will gladly include some extra details I didn’t include in this email for the sake of brevity. 

Thanks for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 12:43 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Student - your Affi 

Dear Bereket, 

This is your class, thus you need to decide how to move forward. Please get in touch with the student. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On at 11:24 AM, "Selassie, Bereket H" <bselassi@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Eunice, 
> 
> With regard to inqmry, I distincly remember the story. I did not receive a blue notebook containing the mid-term exam He insists that he submitted it; it is, of course, possible 
that it might have been mislaid. I am in quandry as to what to do. One way out is to give him another mid-term exam (or an oral exam) and rework the grade. Could you take this up with him, 
please’? 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> Bereket Habte Selassie 
> 

> William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies, and Professor of Law 
> 

> UNC-Chape[ tliH 
> 

> 

> From: g~hl~; guni~ N 

> Sent: Wednesday, 11:09 AM 
> To: Selassie, Bereket H 
> Sut~ject: Student - your Al}i 
> 

> Dear Ber&et, 
> 

> I hope you are doing well 
> 

> Please see below and let me know 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> From: 
> Sent: Wednesday, 10:41 AM 
> To: Sable, Eanice N 
> Subject: 
> 

> Hi Ms. Sable, 
> 

> I took ~adri with Professor Selassie last spring semester. I had a question concerning my final grade which I emailed Professor Selassie about. He had misplaced my midterm exam and 
my final grade was much lower than expected. I emailed him multiple times between the beginning of until now and still not received a reply. 
> 

> I apologize for such a late email and realize it raay be too late for any action to be taken to change ray grade however if anything can be done or if I could get in contact with Professor 
Selassie I would greatly appreciate that. If you have any questions about what happened I will gladly- include some extra details I didn’t include in this cmail for the sake of brevity. 
> 

> Thaaks for yo~tr tirne, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 3:00 PM 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.unc.edu> 

IrE: Armro Escobar’s talk 

Thanks John. 

Yes and we can do so over coffee or lunch next week if you have time. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Jolm Pickles [jpickles,~)email unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:57 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Arturo Escobar’s talk 

We have aheady circulated a few times, but I shall gladly do again. 

tIope you are hanging in there 

Let’s chat about       sometime. I am encouraging him to apply for 
some positions that are right down his alley in Blaclc, Ethnic studies. He 
is early, but he is so good he might do well with interesting positrons 
that might not come back again 
Best, 
John 

On 2:45 PM; SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

][)ear John, 

I hope you are doing well 

I would be grateful if you circulated the information below to 
colleagues and students in geography. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

*African & Afro-~am~erican Studies Faculty Colloquium* 

"Territories of Difference: Afro-Colombian Perspectives on Culture, 

Politics, Envirormrent, and Development." 

Dr. Arturo Escobar 

Kenan Distinguished Professor of Anthropology 

URxIC Chapel-Hill 

Thursday, 

3:30 PM-4:45 PM 

FedEx Global Education Center Roonr 1009 

This talk presents a retrospective look at twen%" years of research 
and collaboration with a group of Afro-Colonrbian activists from 
Colombia’s Pacific Coast region, culminating in the lam~ching of an 
international campaign in defense of the Pacific in     and beyond 

Dr. JoN~ Pickles 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Prol%ssor of International Studies 
Chah-, Department of Geography 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Tel: ~ 19-96~-8903 (main office) 
Fax: 919-962-1537 

http ://geography unc. edu/ 
http ://w}vw unc.edu/d epts/@eog/@arp/ 



http ://www.cap turingth e~ains, or~/ 

http://~lobal-understandin~ info/ 

http ://www.countercar to~raphies.or~/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 10:29 AM 

Max, Katherine Angeli <kamax@email.unc.edu> 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: African American Studies materials 

Dear Katherine, 

I am forwarding this email to Dee Reid at the Dean’s office. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2012 10:17 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: African American Studies materials 

From: Max, Katherine Angeli 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 10:25 AM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: African American Studies materials 

Hi Tim, 

Mr.                has called the office twice regarding African American and Afro American Studies Program 

information, he is private citizen who is interested in receiving information on the subject. Please call him at 

if you can help direct him in any way. 

Thank you, 

Katherine 

Katherine A. Max 

Executive Assistant 

To The Vice Provost for Diversity & Multicultural Affairs 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9L South Bldg. CB# 9125 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-0202 

kamax@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, November 12, 2012 7:44 AM 

BDde, Joy M <jbryde@email.unc.edu> 

Nov 14 meeting room change (Hyde Hall, Incubator morn) 

Dear Joy, 

It was good to see at the Social Science Chairs’ forum recently~ 

Based on your email, I have had to secure a different meeting space to meet your presentation needs. Thus, the meeting will be at the Incubator room, Hyde Hall at 11 (you 
can arrive a bit early to pour yourself a cup of coffee or tea). I have blocked 45 minutes for your presentation (20-30 for presentation and and 15 for Q and A). 

Many thanks and see you on Wednesday. 

Eunice 

From; Btyde, Joy M 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 4:30 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Request - Department of African and Afro-American Students 

l{i Eui~ice- 

Bes~ regards. 

Phone: (919) 843-5328 

F~ma SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Nonday, October 29, 2012 3:~ PN 
Te= B~de, Joy N 
Subject; Request- Department of African and Afro-American Studen~ 
Impedance: High 

Dear Joy, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I write to see if you would be willing to come to our department meeting on Wednesday Nov. 14 at 11.00am - Vance Hall Conference room - to discuss UNC’s policies on issues 
of conflict of interest and research compliance. A while back, I circulated a powerpoint pertaining to these issues, but I strongly believe that faculty in the department would 
benefit from a discussion with you. 

I hope you can join us. 1 look forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUN1CE)> 

Monday, November 12, 2012 7:47 AM 

Huber, Evelyne H <ehuber@email.unc.edu-~ 

Update 

Dear Evelyne, 

I hope you had a good weekend. 

Please call me for an update on an important matter. You can reach me at 

Best regards, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 7:49 AM 

@gmafil.com> 

ILE: Thesis Meeting 

Dear 

No worries and thanks for the heads up. How about meeting on Thursday at 4.00pro? 

All the best with your presentation. 

Dr~ Sable 

From; @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, :t2:15 AM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Thesis Meeting 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I have a really busy schedule on Tuesday morning because I have a presentatiou for tny 9:30 class and my group has planned to meet emly to mn through the entire 

thiug before class. Could we reschedule to Thursday momiug at 8? I roll also be free in the afternoon after 2 on Thursday. 

Thank you, 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 
UNC Class of 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, November 12, 2012 8:04 AM 

Williams Tia Howell <’da ~villiams@unc.edu> 

Today 

Dear 33a, 

I hope you are doing well! 

I am working from home today. Please call me at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

if you need me. I will also be available via email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, November 12, 2012 8:55 AM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Contact 

Dear Lee, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I would be grabeful if we touched base today Monday Nov. 12. You can reach me at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 7:57 AM 

~attglobal .net 

Fisher, Rebecka Rufledge <lrfishe@e~nail.unc.edu:>; ~attglobal.net 

Re: Chandler -- Title and Abstract 

Dear Nahum, 

It is great to hear from you. Many thanks for the lifle and abs~tract. 

Looking tbrward to your visit in JanuaD’. 

With best regards, 

Eunice 

On Nov 12, 2012, at 8:40 PM, "Nahum Chandler" < ~attglobaJ.net;> wrote: 

Dear Eunice: 

Here is my title and abstract. My true apologies for taking this long to determine, finally, what I would propose for speaking. I 
had to decide that in fact I do wish to speak of and on such a big frame of reference; and then too, I had to decide whether or 
not I could do so within the time frame and context. I believe that I have sufficiently brought my position to focus such that I 
can attempt to do so with a reasonable chance of success. 

have cut and pasted my title and abstract below. Too, I will respond forthwith as well to the event coordinator, begilming 
tomo~aow. My apologies, and that~k you for your patience; henceforth, all on my end should move comfortably on sche&fle. 

Most sincerely, 
Nahum Ctmndler 

P.S. As Rebecka was kind enough to discuss my topic for this session with me, I have copied this note to her, as well. 
NDC 

Nahum Dimitri Chandler 
University of California, Irvine 

Title and Abstract for presentation at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, January 31 st, 2013. 

W. E. B. Du Bois and the Promise of "America" in the Centuries Yet to Come 

It may be said that the aftermath of the failure of Reconstruction follo~ving the Civil War in the United States not only remained 
the single most decisive historical reference in the intellectual itinerary of W. E. B. Du Bois, but that it stood for him as an 
exemplary example of a world historical problem. 

That problematic can be stated quite simply, even if in a somewhat fulsome manner. What is the relation of the centuries-long 
eventuali~ of European imperial and colonial subsumption of much of the globe from the fifteenth century to the early’ years of 
the twentieth century to the inmaediately subsequent, and now future, limits and possibilities of"democracy" on a world-wide 
historical scale? 

In this lecture, on the occasion of the 150th anniversary of the "Emancipation ProclamatioN’ in the United States, I propose to 
engage the force of this question in Du Bois’s thought, attempting to remark not only its locus within his thought on the African 
American situation, but also the planctary scale of its purview, noting especially the place of A[i~ica and Asia, respectively, in his 
conception. We will consider thereby a renewed understanding of the distinctive character of the line of practical-theoretical 
thought that Du Bois put at issue for us under the phrase "the problem of the color line." The civil war in the United States, as 
Du Bois formulated it at the turn to the twentieth century was just one "ptmse" of this ongoing historical problematic. Astride 
the still opening decades of the twenty-first century, a new millennium, and an on-going recalibration of modern global~ations, I 
propose that we together consider the question: how might the status and trajectory of a certain question of "America" be 
situated therein, not only for our present century, but for those yet to come? 

In our meditation on these questions, in addition to other annotations, we will take guiding references [i~om four of Du Bois’s 
most important texts: The Souls of Black Folk: Essays and Sketches (1903), Black Reconsm~ction: An Essay Toward a ttistory 
of the Part Which Black Folk Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy in America, 1860-1880 (1935), The World and 
Africa: An Inquiry Into the Part Which Africa Has Played in World History (1947), and The Black Flame: A Trilogy, Book 



Three, Worlds of Color (196 l). 

<:Chandler- UNC Title-Abstract.docx> 

<:Chandler- UNC Title-Abstract.PDl~’> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)~ 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 9:01 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

ILS: book loan 

Dear Kenneth, 

Nope. The only book you loaned was one about the Jim Crow period - this was when 
office last fall. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

was thinking of a writing a comparative thesis. You retrieved that one from 3rd 

From-" Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent; Wednesday, November 14, 20:t2 8:56 AM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; book loan 

Deal Eunice, 
Did I lend you Khalil Muhammad’s Condemnation of Blackness? If so, I’d like it back. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of At?o-American Studies 

Department of African and AIh~-Amefica~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about ~ny publications: 

http:/iw~,w~umass~edu,’umpm ss:spr 97/ianken.html 

http://uncpress.unc.edu/books:T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edu,’book!P00780 

http://undpress.nd.edu,’book!P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 10:08 AM 

Lmnber~, Michael C <mlmnber@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: Georgia Tech Pre-Game Invite, November 10th 

Dear M~chael, 

Thanks for this and the other email 

Take care, 
Eunice 

On Nov 15, 2012, at 10:00 AIVl. "Lambert, M~chael C" <mlambert@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Eunice, Here is a hmch invitation I received I after I failed to reply Wall?- left me a phone message asking if I would attend. 1 left him a phone message letting him know that I would 
not be there. 
> 

> Best, 
> 

> Mike 
> 

> 

> iVhchael Lambert, Phi). 
> Director, African Studies Center 
> Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Campus Box 7582 
> 3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
> 

> t~’rolni R~hardsonl Waily 

> S ent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 7:49 PM 
> To: Lambert, Michael C 
> Subject: Georgia Tech Ere-Game Invite, November 10th 
> 

> November 1, 2012 
> 

> On behalf of the Academic Support Center [’or Student-Athletes and Coach Laru Fedora and his staff; we would like to invite you to our final Academic Luncheon of the fall semester. ’]’he 
luncheon will take place during the traditional lunch hour of 12-1pm at the Kenan Football (;enter on the 5th fk)or This will be an opportunity for you to converse with colleagues and eNoy 
a great lunch. Coach Fedora will speak to the group at 12:15pro and will take questions at the end of his speech. We hope that you can join us Friday, November 9th at 12pro Please RSVP by 
Wednesday, November 7 at 5pm to wricha@uncaa.unc edn<mailte:wricha@uncaa unc.edu> or (919) 962-9893<teI:9199629893> We look forward te seeing you Friday[ 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> 

> Wally Richardson 
> Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Center for Student Success & Academic Cotmseling 
> College ofAlts & Sciences 
> University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9893 (¥V) 
> (C) 
> 

> <THANKS Erogram Elevator.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 11:07 AM 

~livexmc,edu> 

Today’s meeling 

Dear 

Today’s has turned out to be a very busy day. 

Can we meet tomorrow Friday at 3.30pm? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 11:18 AM 

@gmall.com> 

I~E: Today’s meeting 

Dear 

Thanks for your quick response. 

I have commitments in the morning, thus can we meet next Tuesday at 4.00pro? 

How is the writing going? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" @gmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday, l:t: :t4 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Today’s meeting 

Hi Protbssor Sable, 

I babysit on Friday afternoons until 5. I would be happy to meet in the morning before 11 if that works for you! 

Best, 

On Thu, at 11:06 AIVI, Sahle, Eunice <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Today’s has turned out to be a very busy day. 

Can we meet tomorrow Friday at 3.30pro? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 

UNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:07 PM 

ttuber, Evelyne H <ehube@emaJd.unc.edu-~ 

Hello 

Dear Evelyne, 

It was good to see you on Tuesday. 

If you have time, please call me at home 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:08 PM 

ttildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dear Reg, 

It was good to see you on Tuesday. 

If you have time, kindly call me at the following number today 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, November 17, 2012 10:35 AM 

Reid, Dee qteereid@unc.edu> 

1~3~,: Following up 

Dee, 

Is the an update on the matter? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Friday, November :16, 20J.2 2:30 PM 
To; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; Following up 

Please call me when you get a chance. My mobile is 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 

Disector of CoK~aunications 

College of Arts and Sciences 

The University of North Care]Jna at Chapel Hill 

205 South Building, CB #3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27699-3100 

Web: ~tt~ ://c~llege.ur~c.edu 

Facebook : httD : //www. f ~c6bo )k. cemiUNC. Coi i exe 

Twitter : ht:t:~ : i/twitte~, co~ / ~ncccileq6 

YouTube : http:iiyoutube~co’~iuse~!NNCCol]eqe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 7:11 AM 

~gm~l.com> 

Re: Meeling on Tuesday 

No worries How about meeting Wednesday after the break? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On at 11:29 P2~ ~)gmail.com> wrote: 

> Hi Professor Sahle, 
> 

> I thought that it would be fine for me to switch with the other babysitter for Tuesday afternoon but she went out of town early. I usually only babysit on Tuesday and Friday afternoon!! 
I’m sorry that it is creating such a problem for us meeting’. 

> BA Global Studies, Political Science 
> UNC Class of 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, November 18, 2012 8:17 AM 

Reid, Dee qteereid@unc.edu> 

1~3£: Following up 

Thanks. 

From-" Reid, Dee 
Sent: Sunday, November 18, 20:t2 7:54 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: Following up 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, November :t7, 2012 :t0:34 AM 

To-" Reid, Dee 
Subject-" RE: Following up 

Dee, 

Is the an update on the matter? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Friday, November :16, 20:12 2:30 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Following up 

Please call me when you get a chance. My mobile is 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 
Di~ecton of CoK~aunications 
College of Arts and Sciences 

The University off North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

205 S)uth Bk~i]ding, CB #3100 

Chapel Hill NC 2/599-3100 

Web: http ; !!colleqe.unc. edu 

Facebook : httr~ : //www. facebo)k, co’~’iuNc. Col i ege 

YouTube : htt~:iiyoutube~co~iuse~!NNCColleqe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, November 18, 2012 2:12 PM 

~attglobal .net 

Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge <n-fishe@e~nafil.unc .edu> 

RE: Chandler -- Title m~d Abstract 

Dear Nahum, 

Thanks for the update, 

I am glad that you can work with both terms because I shared the material right after I received your email. 

Take care and we look forward to seeing you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Nahum Chandler       ~attglobal.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 7::t3 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge 
Subject; Re: Chandler -- Title and Abstract 

Dear Eumce: 
If you have yet to publish it, please change "promise" to "problem" in my title. For, in fact, I have repeatedly gone back and forth between 
each, and will in fact match the sense of my discussion. This latter, perhaps, can already be noted in the first paragraph of my abstract. 
The title would then read: "W, E, B, Du Bois and the Problem of "America" in the Centuries Yet to Come." If things are already 
’published’ or ’in press’ as it were, no problem, for I will work with both terms. 
Most sincerely, 
Nahum 
On 11/13/12 4:56 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dea~- Nahum, 

It is great to hear from you. Many thanks for the title and abstract. 

Looking fo~-ward to your visit in Jaanuary. 

With best regards. 

Eunice 

On Nov 12, 2012, at 8:40 PM, "Nahum Chandler" < ~attglobal.nel> wrote: 

Dear Eunice: 

Here is my title and abstract. My true apologies for taking this long to determine, finally, what I would propose for 
speaking. I had to decide that in fact I do wish to speak of and on such a big frame of reference; and then too, I had 
to decide whether or not I could do so within the time frame and context. I believe that I have sufficiently brought 
my position to focus such that I can attempt to do so with a reasonable chance of success. 

I have cut and pasted *W title and abstract below. Too, I will respond forthwith as well to the event coordinator, 
beginning tomorrow. N~ apologies, and thank you for your patience; henceforth, all on my end should move 
comfortably on schedule. 

Most sincerely, 
Nahum Chandler 

P.S. As Rebecka was kind enough to discuss my topic for this session with me, I have copied this note to her, as 
well. 
NDC 

Nahum Dimitri Chandler 
University of California, Irvine 

Title and Abstract for presentation at the Universi’u of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, January. 31 st, 2013. 



W. E. B. Du Bois and the Promise of"America" in the Centuries Yet to Come 

It may be said that the aftermath of the faihire of Reconstruction following the Civil War in the United States not 
only remained the single most decisive historical reference m the intellectual itinerary of W. E. B. Du Bois, but that it 
stood for him as an exemplary example of a world historical problem. 

That problematic can be stated quite simply, even if in a somewhat fulsome maimer. What is the relation of the 
centuries-long eventuali~7 of European imperial and colonial subsumption of much of the globe from the fifteenth 
century to the early years of the twentieth century to the immediately subsequent, and now future, limits and 
possibilities of"democracy" on a world-wide historical scale? 

In this lecture, on the occasion of the 150th anniversary of the "Emancipation Proclamation’’ in the United States, I 
propose to engage the force of this question in Du Bois’s thought, attempting to remark not only its locus within his 
thought on the African American situation, but also the planetary scale of its purview, noting especially the place of 
Africa and Asia, respectively, in his conception. We will consider thereby a renewed understanding of the distinctive 
character of thc line of practical-theoretical thought that Du Bois put at issue for us under the phrase "the problem of 
the color line." The civil war in the United States, as Du Bois formulated it at the turn to the twentieth century was 
just one ~’phase" of this ongoing historical problematic. Astride the still opening decades of the twenty-first century, a 
new millemaium, and an on-going recalibration of modem globalizations, I propose that we together consider the 
question: how might the status and trajectory of a certain question of ’~America" be situated therein, not only for our 
present century, but for those yet to come? 

In our meditation on these questions, in addition to other annotations, we will take guiding references from four of 
Du Bois’s most important texts: The Souls of Black Folk: Essays and Sketches (1903), Black Reconstruction: An 
Essay Toward a ttistory of the Part Which Black Folk Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy in America, 
1860-1880 (1935), The World and Africa: An Inquiry Into the Part Which Africa Has Played in World History 
(1947), aM The Black Flame: A Trilogy’, Book Three, Worlds of Color (1961). 

<Chandler - UNC Title-Abstract.docg> 

<Chandler - UNC Title-Abstract.PDF> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 
Monday, November 19, 2012 6:27 AM 

@attglobal.net 

RE: Thanks, Re: Chandler -- Title and Abstract 

OK from this end too Nahum. 

Best regards, 
Eunice 

From: Nahum Chandler       #attglobal.net] 
Sent-’ Monday, November 19, 2012 12:03 AM 

To,, Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject-’ Thanks, Re: Chandler -- Title and Abstract 

Dealt Eunice: 

OK, indeed, lbr in fact, for me, it does not matter; my reflection on the title concerned the audience there. 

thanks indeed, and for now, 

Nahum 

On 11/18/12 11:12 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Nahum, 

Thanks for the update. 

1. am glad that you can work with both terms because i shared the material right after 1" received your email. 

Take care and we look forward to seeing you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-’ Nahum Chandler I      @attqlobal.net] 
Sent-" Wednesday, November 14, 2012 7:13 PM 

To,, SaNe, Eunice N 
Co-" Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge 
Subject; Re: Chandler -- Title and Abstract 

Dear Eunice: 
If you have yet to publish it, please change "promise" to "problem" in my title. For, in fact, I have repeatedly gone back and 
forth between each, and will in fact match the sense of my discussion. This latter, perhaps, can already be noted in the first 
paragraph of my abstract. The title would then read: "W. E. B. Du Bois and the Problem of "America" in the Centuries Yet 
to Come." If things are alrea@ ’published’ or ’in press’ as it were, no problem, for I will work with both terms. 
Most sincerely, 
Nahum 
On 11/13/12 4:56 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Nahnm, 

It is great to hear ficom you. Ma~y thanks liar the title and abstract. 

Looking forward to your visit in Jaa~uaLy. 

With best regards, 

Eunice 

On Nov 12, 2012, at 8:40 PM, "Nahum Chandler" < ~attglobal.net> wrote: 

Dear Eunice: 

Itere is my title and abstract. My true apologies for taking this long to determine, finally, what I would 
propose for speaking. I had to decide that in fact I do wish to speak of and on such a big frame of 
reference; and then too, I had to decide whether or not I could do so within the time frame and context. 
believe that I have sufficiently brought my position to focus such that I can attempt to do so with a 
reasonable chance of success. 

I have cut and pasted my title and abstract below. Too, I will respond forthwith as well to the event 
coordinator, beginning tomorrow. My apologies, and thank you for youx patience; henceforth, all on my 



end should move comfortably on schedule. 

Most sincerely, 
Nahum Chandler 

P.S. As Rebecka was kind enough to discuss my topic for this session with me, I have copied this note to 
her, as well. 
NDC 

Nahum Dimitri Chandler 
Universi~ of California, Irvine 

Title and Abstract for presentation at the Universi~7 of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Janua~37 31 st, 2013. 

W. E. B. Du Bois and the Promise of "America" in the Centuries Yet to Come 

It may be said that the aftermath of the failure of Reconstruction following the Civil War in the United 
States not only remained the single most decisive historical reference m the intellectual itinerary of W. E. 
B. Du Bois, but ttmt it stood for hm~ as an exemplary example of a world historical problem. 

That problematic can be stated quite simply, even if in a somewhat fulsome malmcr. What is the relation 
of the centuries-long eventuali~ of European imperial and colonial subsumption of much of the globe 
from the fifteenth century to the early years of the twentieth century to the immediately subsequent, and 
now future, limits and possibilities of ~democracy" on a world-wide historical scale? 

In this lecture, on the occasion of the 150th anniversal).¯ of the ~Emancipation Proclamation" in the 
United States, I propose to engage the force of this question in Du Bois’s thought, attempting to remark 
not only its locus within his thought on the African American situation, but also the planetary scale of its 
purview, noting especially the place of Africa and Asia, respectively, in his conception. We will consider 
thereby a renewed understanding of the distinctive character of the line of practical-theoretical thought 
that Du Bois put at issue for us under the phrase ~the problem of the color line." The civil war in the 
United States, as Du Bois formulated it at the turn to the twentieth centu~ was just one ~phase" of this 
ongoing historical problematic. Astride the still opening decades of the tweng~-first century, a new 
millennimn, and an on-going recalibration of modem globalizations, I propose that we together consider 
the question: how might the status and trajectory, of a certain question of ~Amcrica" be situated therein, 
not only for our present century, but for those yet to come? 

In our meditation on these questions, in addition to other annotations, we will take guiding references 
from four ofDu Bois’s most important texts: The Souls of Black Folk: Essays and Sketches (1903), 
Black Reconstruction: An Essay Toward a Histol)." of the Part Which Black Folk Played in the Attempt to 
Reconstruct Democracy in America, 1860-1880 (1935), The World and A~?ica: An Inquiry Into the Part 
Which Africa Has Played in World ttisto~" (1947), and The Black Flame: A Trilogy, Book Thiee, Worlds 
of Color (1961). 

~-~Chandler - UNC Tifle-Abstract.docx> 

~-~Chandler - UNC Tifle-Abstract.PDF> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 2:16 PM 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Ha~ly~ Jonathan <haxtJyn@unc.edu> 

I~NV: Question from s~l&nt 

From: Cc~ncsu,edu] 
Sent-" Monday, 1:52 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Question from student 

Ms. Sahle, 

My name is              and I am at N.C. State. I’m writing a paper for a journalism class on the UNC AFAM department and its histo~. Conld I set np aJ~ 
interview time ruth you before 

I’m al~ hoping to get some statistics, if that is OK. 

In short, in the wake of the academic sca~dal, all everyone has looked at is the athletics side. I’m curious what has happened to the department becanse not only is it aJ~ 

academic issue, but given the subject matter office depaxtment, some have inevitably made it a race issue, whether they should have or not. 

1. When was the UNC AFAM department founded? 

2. Could I get the demographics of the department tbr the past 10 years? 

3. Could I get job placement ~mmbers for the past 10 years? 

4. Could I get the nnmber of applications to the department for the past 10 years? 

I looked at tJ~e records the university keeps online and they don’t give enrolhnent numbers by college or major. They give demographics, but only on the university as a 

whole. 

I will probably also give you a call. I know it is’ week, but my paper is not clue until and this ca~’t be a "night-ol" paper. 

I am perfectly aware I will probably need to make the drive to Chapel Hill a conple times while I am writing. 

Sincerely~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 3:14 PM 

Joseph Jordan <jIjordan@email.unc.edu>; Tresolini, Carol P <caroltresolini@med.unc.edu> 

I~E: Attendance at Amilcaac Cabral Conference in Cape Verde 

Dear Joseph, 

Thanks for the email. 

All the best at the conference. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From; Joseph Jordan [jfjordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 20, 2012 i:09 PM 

To; Tresolini, Carol P; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Attendance at Amilcar Cabral Conference in Cape Verde 

Dear Carol and Eunice: 

I am writing this to you, jointb; so you both will be aware of this dual request. 

Attached you will find an invitation from Pedro Pires, former President and Prime Minister of the Republic of Cape Verde and currently President of the Amilca~r 

Cabral Foundation located there in Cape Verde, Wes~t Africa. The invitation, communicated through Jemadari Kamara, Associate Professor at the University of 

Massachusetts, Boston (UMass Boston) and Director of the Center for African, Caribbean and CommuniU Development was sent to request my participation in the 

decennial Amilcar Cabral Conference under the theme For Cabml, Always. Pm£ Kmnara’s communication to me is included bellow. 

The conference will be held under the auspices of the Foundation at it’s traditional site in Praia, Santiago, Cape Verde, West Africa on 19-20 Janua~ 2013. I will 

travel from 12 or 13th January and return on the 21 s t. My presentation, in line with previous work done with the Fonndalion and with the Center for African, 
Caribbean and Community Development at UMass Boston, will address the theme: Amilcar Cabral and3/[arlin Luther King: Between Utopia andAudaciO~. 

I am requesting permission to attend and participate in this importm~t gathering that has been held continuously since 1983. I participated in 1993 and 2003, and my 

paper t?om the last gathering was included in a book published under the auspices of the Foundation. 

I will ask a colleague from here on campus to cover the two sessions of my AFAM 340 class scheduled for 15 and 17 Januau. A film screening is planned for those 
dates with remaining class time devoted to a short response paper executed in-class on the 17th. 

I am requeffdng sotne travel support form the Center for GlobaJ~ Initiatives and will use persona~ funds aJ~ong with some travel funds set aside in the Stone Center budget. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request. 

Please See Attached 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jemadari Kamara,       @yahoo.com> 
Subject: Cabral Conference in Cape Verde 
Date: November 5, 2012 12:50:59 PM EST 
To: "ealmeida@umassd.edu" <calmeida(~.umassd.edu>, Tony Van Der Meer, ~yahoo.com>, Ron Daniels 

~aol.com>, Joyce Hope           ~vahoo.com>, "jrosa@umassd.edu" 
<jrosa@umassd.edu>, "rrosa2@umassd.edu" <rrosa2@umassd.edu>, "jfjordan@email.unc.edu" 
<ifiordan@email.unc.edu>, Gunga Tavares <flttavares@cvconsulateb.or,q>, Reginald Jackson 
<reflinald.iackson@simmons.edu> 
Cc: Cristalina Pereira, @yahoo.corn> 
Reply-To: Jemadari Kamara < Nvahoo.com> 

Dear Colleagues, 

I’m writing to invite yonr participation in the upcoming anniversau celebration conference of the life and work ofAmilcaac Cabral in Cape Verde, January 

18-20, 2013. As most of yon are aware the University- of Massachusetts Boston will be taking a delegation of students and communi~ participants to 

m-o international conferences during Januagr’ 2013.We will first go to a celebration of the life and work of Leopold Senghor in Senegal and then on 

January 11, 2013 onto Cape Verde tbr an exchange among students and the tbnnal conference. 

Becanse of your commitment to our work with "the Martin Luther King, Jr./Amilcaac Cabral program over the yea~-s, I’m asking of your interest in 

participating in this tirst commemorative program initiative in Afirca with us. We axe currently putting the program together with colleagues fi-om the 

Amilca~- Cabral Foundation. Therefore, I need to know of your interest as soon as possible. One of the central themes we have been asked to address is 

the linkage between King and Cabral. Under a separate email you’ll receive a letter of invitation we have recently received from President Pedro Pires. 

Parlicipants will be responsible for their own transportation and food. Our hosts are working out accommodations and locaJ~ transportation. In your 



response if you are interested please include a working theme tbr your presentation. I’m sure our time will be very limited so presenters should be ready 
to present within limited timeti-ames. However, we intend "to pnblish file full aNcles in a volume following the conference. 
Please excuse this impersonal format, but I’m Wing to communicate under difficult circums~J~ces. If you have any questions I will be available for direct 
feedback atter November 7. You may reach me at 617-287-7138w or ~ or through this email. 
I look fo~-vva~rd to your early response. 
Best regards, 
JK 
Jemada~i Kamara, Ph.D. 
Director, Center for African, Caribbean 
And Communi~’ Development 
University of Massachusetts Boston 
100 Morrissey Blvd. 
Boston, Ma. 02125 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonj a Haynes Stone Center 

University of Noi~h Carolina at Chapel ttill 

(919) 962-9001 

i 1~ oi~lm~,~a) email, m~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday: 7:27 AM 

Reid, Dee ~deereid@unc.edu> 

H~ly~ Jonathan <hortJyn@unc.edu> 

RE: DTH story 

[)ear Dee, 

I hope you are doing we]l. 

I would be ver,f grateful if you follow up with DTH on their email. Beyond the fact that this is a very busy time of year, I am not sure what else the department can add on the theme of 
independent studies given that the L’niversity has addressed this matter and it has been widely discussed in the public domain since last year 

Many thanks. 
Eunice 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 12:36 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: DTH story 

Dr. SaNe, 
Hi my name ~s and I’m a reporter from the Daily Tar Heel. I’m doing a story on UNC’s independent stu@ courses and I’m trying to get some in]2~rmation ~n regards to the AFAM 
department. Would you be available to answer a few of my questions tomorrow? I’m free any time after 12pro. 

Thanks so much, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 9:44 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjm 1 @emaiL unc.edtr~ 

Hello 

Dear Ii m, 

I hope you had a good break. 

I would be grateful you forwarded the notes from your discussion from 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

when you have a moment. Sorry for the troubles. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 12:3L4 PM 

#live.unc.edu> 

RE: Conference Poster Draft 

Dear 

I hope you had a great Thanksgiving break. 

Can we meet this week to discuss the poster and other matters pertaining to the conference? 
I am in the office most afternoons after 1.00pm. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From= 

Sent= Tuesday, 
To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Conference Poster Draft 

2:42 PM 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

Here is a dr~t of one of my ideas for the conference poster. I am in the pw~cess of contacting the collection at Yale that owus the rights to this particular Du Bois 

photo. There ~e not many images ofDu Bois on google that are public domain (can be repriuted without permission & citation) ,so I tried to find one that I could 
contact the owuers of to reproduce. The other idea I had was a photo mosaic. I am running into that same liceusure problem for that as well. In the me~fime here is 

my first idea. I’ll keep working on finding images that we can print. 

Unive~si~ ofNortfi C~xoliua at Chapel Hill 

School of Education, Master of Arts in Education: Culture, Cumculum, a~d Change 

School of Social Work, Non Profit Leadership Certificate Program 

Conference Coordinator, Department of Afro & Afiican American Studies 

~live.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, :[2:3L5 PM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Conference Poster Draft 

Du Bois Conference Poster Draft 1 .docx 

Dear Reg, 

I hope you are doing well. The attached poster is the one that I mentioned in our conversation. 

Kindly let me know your thoughts on it. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Conference Poster Draft 

2:42 PM 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

Here is a draAt of one of my ideas for the conference poster. I am in the process of contacting fl~e collection at Yale that owns "the rights to this particular Du Bois 

photo. There aye not many images ofDn Bois on google that are public domain (can be reprinted withont permission & citation) ~ I tried to find one that I could 

contact "the owners of to reproduce. The other idea I had was a photo mosaic. I am running into that same licensure problem tbr that as well. In the meantime here is 

my first idea. I’ll keep working on finding images that we can print. 

Universib~ ofNoNa Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Education, Master of Arts in Education: Culture, Cumculum, and Change 

School of Social Work. Non Profit Leadership Certificate Program 

Conference Coordinator, Department of Afro & African American Studies 

~live.~mc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 1:47 PM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Conference Poster Draft 

Dear Reg, 

How about Z00pm? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 

Sent: Monday, :[:26 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Conference Poster Draft 

Dear Chair, 

I have to think about this a little .... Now that I see it on a flyer, the title of the conference sounds flat and without a cutting edge. That may be the heart of the problem. Tf 
you have a few minutes anytime tomorrow (Tuesday) I will drop by your office with my reactions and suggestions, and by then I hope that I will have heard back from the 
unconfirmed panelisL I will also let you know about the conversation I had with David Kiel just before break. He had some good ideas about ways to begin forging a working 

relationship between the Department, the two Centers and the Institute. Any time you have tomorrow can work for me._ just let me know. when to drop by. -Reg 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, :[2::[5 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: FW: Conference Poster Draft 

Dear Reg, 

I hope you are doing well. The attached poster is the one that I mentioned in our conversation. 

Kindly let me know your thoughts on it. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Conference Poster Draft 

2:42 PM 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

Here is a draAt of one of my ideas for the conference poster. I am in the process of contacting the collection at Yale that owns "the rights to this particular Du Bois 
photo. There axe not ~nany images ofDu Bois on google that are public domain (can be reprinted without permission & citation) so I tried to find one that I could 

contact the owners of to reprodace. The other idea I had was a photo mosaic. I am running into that same licensure problem for that as well. In the meantime here is 

my first idea. I’ll keep working on finding images that we can print. 

Universib~ of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Education, Master of Arts in Education: Culture, Curriculum, and Change 

School of Socia] Work, Non ProIit Leadership Certificate Program 

Co~Erence Coordinator, Department ofAtix~ & African American Studies 

@live.unc.eda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 11:24 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: meeting confirmation 

Dea r Travis, 

This is great news. 

Many thanks. 
Eunice 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Tuesday, November 27, 2012 11:22 AM 

To," Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; meeting confirmation 

Date/Time:    Wednesday, Dec. 51 11-12 p.m. 

Incubator room Hyde Hall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 7:11 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu-* 

Re: Turn my late papers in 

DearMargaret, 

Yes. How about 3.00pm? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On at 6:13 AM, "Lee, Margaret Carol" <leemc@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Eunice, 
> 

> Will try to see you for a couple of minutes this afternoon. Will be aroused the office most of the afternoon. See below. 
> 

> 

> From: 
> Sent: Tuesday, 8:20 PM 
> To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
> Subject: Turn my late papers in 
> 

> Dear Professor Lee 
> 

> The only reason i didn’t turn my amistad paper in is because i didn’t save it on my database and i didnt mm my powerp[ay paper in becuase it was to late. I ask can you give me another 
chance to turn my papers is this class and grade means a lot to me. I know it may seem like i don’t care but i do and I want to learn a lot about afri and dn well in it. 
> ’]’hanks 
> 

> t:rom: [eemc@email uric edn [leemc@emai[.unc.edn] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 4:16 PM 
> To: Lee, Margaret 
> Subject: Ignore emai[ 
> 

> [Fear Class, 
> 

> You may have received an email in en-or It was meant :[’or only 7 students I will resend it to those students. 
> 

> Best, 
> Prol~ Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:47 AM 

Williams, Tia Howell <tia williams@unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Department meeting - Wednesday, Dec 5 @11.00 

Great idea Tia! 

Travis will work on this today. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:42 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Department meeting - Wednesday, Dec 5 @11.00 

Also, If we put the order for lunch in now, we can get Panera to deliver. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:41 AM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: Department meeting - Wednesday, Dec 5 @11.00 

Hi Tia, 

Thanks for the heads up. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:31 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Department meeting - Wednesday, Dec 5 @11.00 

Hey Eunice, 

I also have the PLCY mtg. on that morning. Maybe we will end on time, but I may be a little late to AFAM. 

~Tia 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:23 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Department meeting - Wednesday, Dec 5 @11.00 



Dear Colleagues, 

As I indicated in an email in November, I expected us to have one or two meetings before the end of the semester. At 
this point, I write to confirm that we will have a meeting on December 05, 2012. The meeting will take place in the 
Incubator Room, Hyde Hall. The department will provide a lunch to mark the end of the semester. 

I will send more details about the meeting on Friday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: Tia_Williams@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 

id=54723062.faeaf494aaf38905e5c73b7725a0cal 5&n=T&l=afriafam&o=32476918 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32476918-54723062.faeaf494aaf38905e5c73b7725a0cal 5~,listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 7:33 PM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu-* 

ILE: CaJ1 - Urgent 

Dear Margaret, 

Please call me at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

It is urgent. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 5:19 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Call 

Dear Margaret, 

Please call me on my cell. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 8:30 PM 

Fall, Alas~ne ~t?dl@email.unc.edu-~ 

Urgent 

Dear Allasane, 

I hope you are well, Please call me at either 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 8:46 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

Hello 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Do you plan to be here today or tomorrow? 

We need to meet to discuss urgent matters concerning the conference. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 8:48 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Cgd 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Yesterday turned out to be very hectic. I will you call today between 3.00pm-3.1Spm. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 9:14 AM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

I~JE: Hello 

Thanks 

If you can stop today at J.1.00am that would be great. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" 

Sent-’ Thursday, 

To,, SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: Hello 

9:07 AN 

I will be in tomorrow morning but I can stop by today befole 12:30 if need be. 

"SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Do you plan to be here today or tomorrow? 

We need to meet to discuss urgent matters concerning the conference. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 2:41 PM 

Lmnbert, Michael C <mlmnber@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Urgent 

Dear Michael, 

Please call me as soon as you can. 

You can reach me on my cell 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 2:48 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@emaiLunc.edu~~ 

IrE: Request for paNcipation on a imanel 

Dear 33m, 

Many thanks for the update and work on this. It is too bad that Winston will not be there. Looking forward to an update. 

Best wishes and thanks for the work on the website! 
Eunice 

From: McMillan, ~m 
Sent: Friday, November 30, 20:t2 2:09 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Request for participation on a panel 

Dear EuNce .... 

We’ll have to find someone else to represent students ---I’ll think about this over the weekend, and perhaps check with David. 

Take care and thanks very much for the conviviality and sustenance. 

"F~ m 

F~m= Eatman, Debra H. 
Sent~ Friday, November 30, 2012 12:53 PM 

To~ McMillan, Tim 
Su~ject~ Request for pa~icipation on a panel 

T~m, 

As you can see below, V.C. Crisp really wants to do ~:h~s panel When I ched~ed h~s calendar, I [ound he has a S~:udent Affairs Advisory Board Meeting that entire 

day Fie checked with the organizer o[ ~:he meeting who saR~ the ~nvRations to the advisow board had already been ma~led so we were unable to change our date. 

Please know Winston would very much I~ke to participate on this panel but Ms conl:l~c~ ~s unavoidable. 

Thank you so much [:or your’ understa~d~g. 

Best regards, 

Debra 

919.96~5.3879 or deatman@unc.edu 

Deb[a 

Executive Assistan~ to the V~ce Chancellor’ for Stude~ Aft:airs 

:[:[3 Cart Building, Campus Box ~000 

Chapel H~I], NC 27599-5C~ 

919.966.4045 

9:[9.9{52.2090 {F) 

F~m: Crisp, Winston B 

Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 1:24 PN 

To: Eatman, Debra H. 
Subject: Fwd: Request for pa~cipation on a panel 

I want to do this. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "McMillan, Tim" <tjm:[@email.unc.edu> 

Date: November 29, 20:[2, :[::[2:2:[ PM EST 

To: "Crisp, Winston B" <wbcrisp@emaiLunc.edu> 

Cc: "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Request for participation on a panel 

Dear Winston - 

As chair of the Faculty Retreat Planning Committee of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies I would like to ask you to participate in a 

panel titled Dialogs: Past, Present, and Future. 

The retreat will be on Friday March 22nd and the panel would be from 2-4pro. We are asking you to discuss the undergraduate student body at 

Carolina and what we as faculty should know about our students in planning our curriculum and our courses. 

Our chair, Eunice SaNe will moderate the panel and other participants will be discussing the College of Arts and Sciences and the faculty at the 

University. 

We would be very pleased if you could join us for this very important (and historic) event in the evolution of our department. Please let me know at 

your earliest convenience if you are willing and available to be a member of this panel. 

Thanks and take care 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 



CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 3:29 PM 

Reid, Dee ~deereid@unc.edu> 

H~ly~ Jonathan <hortJyn@unc.edu> 

I~NV: Dr. Hall and Ms. Parker, 

From: Perry Hall [hallpa@ernail.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, 3:00 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fwd: Dr. Hall and Ms. Parker, 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Dr. Hall and Ms. Parker, 

Date:Fri, 13:16:05 -0500 

Frown: ~ncsu.edu> 
To: <h~llpa@ email.unc.ed u> 

Dr. tiall and Ms. Parker, 

Dr. Walter Rucker told me, Dr. Hall, that you have been coming up with the history of the AFAM department and you have some of the founding 
papers from the time when the curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies was first approved. Could I see some of those? Are they in a 
library somewhere? I’m interested in the ideas behind the UNC AFAM department, as I have been learning a lot about the civil rights movement 
and how the movement started in 1968 in San Francisco. 

And Ms. Parker, act like     on doesn’t e~fft, and could you help me learn how the UNC AFAIVl departmem has played in the diversiD’ discourse/awareness on 
campus since 1969 when the curriculum began? 

I think I was recently given a sweeping, somewhat cordial "beat it" order, but I wanted m try one more time. I’m not a~ Africa~ American or involved in the Afiican 

American Cultural Center at NC State. What role do these departments play on your campus? 

Sincereb; 

NCSU 

Portfolio 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 11:53 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

A project for you 

Dear 

I hope you are a good week. 

I have brief project for the coming week and I am wondering if we can meet on Monday. Let know what times would work from your end. 

The project would be helping reconfigure our department website along some of the best at UNC - e.g., Geography, Music, American Studies, etc. There is some urgency to 
this hence my sending you an ernail over the weekend. 

Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, ~UL:59 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: A project for you 

Great 

How about 8.30am? 

Best wishes, 
Dr, SaNe 

From= 

Sent= Saturday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: A project for you 

11:55 AM 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I could come by anytime on Monday. 

Universib, ofNoNa Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Education, Master of Arts in Education: Culture, Curriculum, and Change 

School of Social Wore Non Profit Leadership Certificate Program 

Conference Coordinator, Department of Afro & African American Studies 

@live.unc.edu 

From: <SaNe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, 11:53 AM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: A project for you 

Dear 

I hope you are a good week. 

I have brief project for the coming week and I am wondering if we can meet on Monday. Let know what times would work from your end. 

The project would be helping reconfigure our department website along some of the best at UNC - e.g., Geography, Music, American Studies, etc. There is some urgency to 
this hence my sending you an email over the weekend. 

Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, December 1, 2012 1:19 PM 

Yopp, Jan Johnson <jan yopp@unc.edw~ 

Re: Contact 

Thanks Jan. 

If at all possible, it would be great if we touched base this weekend or before 9.00am on Monday. Over the weekend, you can reach me on home 

Monday 962-2341. 

Best regards, 

Eunice 

On Dec 1, 2012, at 12:38 PM, "Yopp, Jan Johnson" <jan yopp(~unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Hi, Eunice, 

Good to hea~ frown you. I will be working at home Monday ~noming. How about 10 am? Where can I call you? 

have a good weekend. 

Jan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 1, 2012, at 11: 56 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

and on 

Hi Jan, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Do you have time for a brief conversation this week or early Monday morning? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, December 1, 2012 3:42 PM 

Yopp, Jm~ Johnson <jan yopp@unc.edu~> 

I~E: Contact 

Ok Jan. 

Best regards, 
Eunice 

From: Yopp, Jan Johnson 
Sent: Saturday, December 0:t, 2012 3:39 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Contact 

Hi, Eunice, 

I roll give you a call this evening, if that’s convenient. 

Best, 
Jan 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On Dec 1, 2012, at 1:19 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Jm~. 

If at all possible, it would be great if we touched base this weekend or before 9.00am on Monday’. Over the weekend, you can reach me on home 

and on Monday’ 962-2341. 

Best regards, 
Eunice 

On Dec 1, 2012, at 12:38 PM, "Yopp, Jan Johnson" ~jan yopp~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Eunice, 
Good to hem" fi’om you. I will be worldng at home Monday morning. How about 10 am? Where can I call you’? 
have a good weekend. 
Jan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 1, 2012, at 11:56 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(&email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jan, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Do you have time for a brief conversation this week or early Monday morning? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



F~oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahleo Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday,                4:08 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

McMillan, Tim ~,tjml@email.unc.edu> 

Web 

Dear 

This is to introduce you to Dr. McMillan who is the department’s Webmaster. I would be grateful if you arranged to meet with him at lO.OOam on Monday. You will be 

consulting with him about the web project. 

See you at 8.30am on Monday. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, December 2, 2012 10:51 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dear Chris, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am very sorry to write to you on a Sunday, but I am wondering if you have time for a brief conversation either today or Monday before 9.00am. If you have time today you 
can reach me on my home number            and tomorrow I will be in the office (919-962-234:t). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, December 2, 2012 11:51 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

1~3~,: Hello 

Thanks Chris. 

Eunice 

From: Derickson, Christopher P 
Sent: Sunday, December 02, 2012 11:47 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Hello 

gu~ce- 

No need to apologize. I’m always happy to talk. I’ll call within the hour. 

Chris 

"SaNe, E~mice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu-* wrote: 

Dear Chris, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am very sorry to write to you on a Sunday, but I am wondering if you have time for a brief conversation either today or Monday before 9.00am. If you have time today you 
can reach me on my home number            and tomorrow I will be in the office (919-962-2341). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 11:50 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Monday 

Dear Chris, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Please give me a call when you have a chance. I am in the office (9:t9-962-2341) you can also reach on my cell 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 2:41 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

I~W: Urgeut: Grade Chauge Issue witl~ AFAM Professor 

Dear Kia, 

See below 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:00 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Urgent: Grade Change Issue with AFAM Professor 

Dr. Sahle, 

I was a student of Dr Caldwell’s in the semester in her AFAM i course, and I have been unable to reach her to resolve a matter so I am emailing you to ask for your input. 

Last semester, I was unable to turn in a final paper due to family emergency and acquired an official exam excuse. In accordance with this, I was temporarily assigned a grade of While 
never submitted the final paper, it only accounted ]2~r 25% of my total grade, and because I had attended class regularly and :finished all other assignments (receiving high marks on them) 
believe that my grades still qualified me for a passing grade in her course 

I have contacted Dr. Caldwell asking her to change my grade to whatever it totals up to with a    for the final paper, however [ received an automated message from her email stating that 

she is currently unavailable I believe that if she were awiilable, she would comply with my request ttowever my concern is that soon the will automatically turn to an and I will not 

receive any credit for the course at all. 

Please let me know if you can be of assistance in this matter. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 8:29 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Hello 

Dear 

Great work on the website and the Du Bois one. There are some little urgent things on the latter that I would like to you to address when you have a moment. Here we go: 

:t) Dr. Jonathan Hartlyn - As I mentioned, he is Senior Associate Dean, UNC 
2) For faculty presenters from UNC and elsewhere lets just go with the name of the institution and delete the department affiliation, so for instance, Dr. Georges Nzongola- 
Ntalaja, UN¢~ 

Many thanks and all the best with your presentation. 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday,                 9:36 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tasks - previous email 

Dear 

I know you’re busy today and for the rest of the week. Thus I have asked Travis to carry out the tasks that I mentioned 
in the previous email. 

Let’s touch base early next when it will be a bit easier for you. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 3:43 PM 

ttolliday, Rob <rob holliday@~mc.edtr~ 

ILE: Media Interview Training Session? 

Dear Rob, 

Many thanks for this and other emails, 

Yes, I would like to take the training, December :17 and 18 anytime in the afternoon would worL 

Best wishes and looking forvvard to working with you, 
Eunice 

From: Holliday, Rob 
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 20:12:10:06 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Media Interview Training Session? 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

hope your week is offto a good start. 

Dee Reid from the College’s communications office mentioned that you might be interested in doing some media training at some point. What 
does your schedule look like over the next couple of weeks? 

We usually do our interview practicing in the Carolina News Studio, which is in Carroll Hall. Most sessions take about an hour, but we could extend 
that if you would like. Please let me know if there are some available dates and times and we’ll work to get something on the schedule. I look 
forward to meeting and working with you soon. 

All the best, 

Rob 

Rob Holliday ’ News Studio Manager ¯ The University of North Carolina at 

919.843.6322 (office) I (mobile) 1919.843.9875 (studio) 

rob_holliday@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)!CN=REClPIENTS!CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, December 5,2012 5:00 PM 

Holliday, Rob <rob_holliday@unc,edu> 

RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

Dear Rob, 

That works. 

Many thanks. 
Eunice 

From: Holliday, Rob 
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2012 4:47 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Media Interview Training Session? 

Sounds great thanks m much, Eunice. I’m looking forward to working with you. Would 2pm on Monday (12/17) work? 

Rob 

From: <SaMe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 5, 2012 3:43 PM 

To: Rob Holliday <rob holliday@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

Dear Rob, 

:::::: Many thanks for this and other emails, 

:::::: Yes, I would like to take the training. December 17 and 18 anytime in the afternoon would work. 

~ Best wishes and looking forward to working with you. 
::i:: Eunice 

:;:: 
iii From: Holliday, Rob 
~ Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 10:06 AM 
iiiiiI To: SaNe, Eunice N 
i~i Subject: Media Interview Training Session? 

iii Hi Professor Sahle, 

iii l hope your week is offto a good start. 

iii Dee Reid from the College’s communications office mentioned that you might be interested in doing some media training at some point. VVhat 
iii does your schedule look like over the next couple of weeks? 

iii We usually do our interview practicing in the Carolina News Studio, which is in Carroll Hall. Most sessions take about an hour, but we could 
:::::: extend that if you would like. Please let me know if there are some available dates and times and we’ll work to get something on the schedule. 
i~i look forward to meeting and working with you soon. 

::i:: All the best, 

Rob 

Rob Holliday ¯ News Studio Manager ¯ The U~iversity of North Carolina at Chapel Ni~ 

919.843.6322 (office) I (mobile) 1919,843.9875 (studio) 

rob_holliday@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 7:01 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: <From the desk of IVLA=RGARET LEE> 

Dear Margaret, 

Thanks for this and other emails 

Best wishes and take care, 
Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 3:49 AzM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: <From the desk of MARGARET LEE> 

Sent: rlhursday, 7:46 PM 
To: I.ee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: <From the desk of ~bXRGARP’.T LEE> 

Dear Prnfessor Lee, 

I already enrolled your    class officially [’or next semester. However, I feel sorry that I left a relauvely bad impression. The reason I did not show up for the last few periods of classes is 
that I realized I was not doing the :final assignment, so it was ineffective for me to present in class That is why I decided to e~oll your class in semester, and then I can really use the 
time. 
Best 

From: leemc@email unc.edu [leemc@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:28 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret 
Subject: <From the desk of MARGARET LEE> 

Dear 

I hope this note :finds you doing well I am writing to let you know that I am not allowing any students to audit my classes next semester. The reason for this decision is the following. Since 
students that audit courses are not required to do the actual course work and can come to class when they desire, I find this to be rather disruptive for the other students and mysel[~ You 
are the :first student that I have allowed to audit a course of mine, so I learned this from your presence in     tIowever, I would be happy to have you join the class as an official student. 

All my best, 
Pro£ Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 9:37 AM 

Anders Sj6gren @statsvet.su.se> 

~g~nafil.com; ~g~nafil.com 

RE: Your edited chapter 

Hi Anders, 

In early January. 

Hope you are all doing well 

Cheers, 

Eunice 

From: Anders Sj~gren [      i    ~@statsvet.sulse] 

Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 9:32 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc:           @gmail.com;          ~gmail corn 
Sut~ject: Re: Your edited chapter 

Dear Eunice, 

Any update? 

Anders 

On Mon, 2 Jul 2012 08:47:10 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Dear Anders, Oloo and Shai{ia, 
> 

> Greetings frora Dinban and I hope you are doing well. 
> 

> Because of health and professional developments (unexpectedly being 
> appointed Chair of a departracnt) bcyond my control, I ara sorry there has 
> been a delay- in moving the project forward in the last year. However, I 
ara 
> glad to report that yore edited (I hired an editor to review chapters 
> before submission) chapter is now with L~4ZN. I will provide you with an 
> update in the Fall months once I receive reviews from the Press. 
> 

> With best wishes, 
> Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 6:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, ~_2:44 PM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 

Dear Reg, 

I hope you are doing well. Kindly see below. 

From the first draft of the schedule which indicated that the conference would be at the Stone Center, I thought this matter was settled by the planning committee since 
.Joseph was on that committee. 

At any rate, it seems this is not the case. I will ask to start looking for another space for the conference. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Monday, 12:39 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FVV: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

So you know if these reservations are for the co~fference? April, the manager at the stone center is telling me that the multipurpose room is already reserved but I am 
not sure. 

University of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Education, Master of Arts in Education: Culture, Cumctdum, and Change 
School of Socia] WorL Non Profit Leadership Certificate Program 

Department of Afro & African American Studies 
@live.unc.edu 

From: <Spruill>, April R <april._spruill@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, :12:36 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 

Hi 

Unfortunately those dates are not available. AFAM has the Hitchcock Room on the 

are not available due to an event Dr. Jordan has agreed to host in the Stone Center. 

April Renee Spruill 
Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 12:07 PM 
To: Spruill, April R 
Subject: Re: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 
Hi April, 

I wanted to check back in to see if you had finalized your schedule for next semester. We’d like to reserve the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room for 
and all day on                  (8:00am-5:00pm). Please let me know if these days/times are available. Thanks for your help. 

from :1pm-7:30pm; I’m assuming this is for the same thing. And the 

: (4:30pm - 7:00pm) 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Education, Master of Arts in Education: Culture, Curriculum, and Chan~e 

School of Social Work, Non Profit Leadership Certificate Program ’ 

Conference Coordinator, Department of Afro & African American Studies 

~live.unc.edu 

From: <Spruill>, April R <april sprui!/@unc:edu> 

Date: Thursday,                 4:2:1 PM 



To:                             @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 

We have yet to release the rooms to the public as we haven’t finalized our spring program schedule. Keep checking back. Hopefully this will be done within the 

next couple of weeks. 

April Renee Spruill 
Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
Phone: (919) 843-2658 I Fax: (919) 952-3725 

Sent; Thursday, 11:15 AM 
To-" Spruill, April R 
Subject: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 
Hi April, 

I am working with the AFAMiAFRI Department and I am wondering if anyone has officially reserved the Hitchcock Multipurpose room for our conference which will be from 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Education, Master of Arts in Education: Culture, Curriculum, and Change ’ 

School of Social Work, Non Profit Leadership Certificate Program 

Department of Afro & African American Studies 

................... ._@__!!.v__e_:~..n_ c_;~.d___~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 1:27 PM 

Williams Tia Howell <tia williams@unc.edu> 

l~W: Preference to honorarium 

Dear 33a, 

Below is the email we discussed~ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Nahum Chandler I      @attglobal.net] 
Sent-" Monday, December 10, 20:12 i:09 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N;      @attglobal.net 
Subject; Preference to honorarium 

Dear Eunice: 

An idea has just occurred to me that I would very much like to propose to you and the department. 

Although I did not say so, I really do not wish to receive an honorarium. 

Hence, I would like to suggest another idea. 

The first of my forthcoming books that will come into actual print -- called Toward an Ajkican Future -- of the Limit of World -- should 
come offthe press in mid-Janua~5’. (The book is about the place of the global level historical example in the thought ofDu Bois. My talk at 
[YNC is about, shall we say, the other side of this problematic, the place of something often called ’America’ in this global horizon -- of the 
future -- now greatly resituated astride the 21 st century, aM headed toward a lnillennium f~om when the first Africans were enslaved by in 
the Atlantic basin b powers from outside of the continent, etc.) I rash to suggest that in lieu of an honorafinm the department purchase and provide free 
of charge to conI~rence attendees (perhaps 100 -200?) copies of Toward an AJFican Future. Let me briefly explain, first the publishing background, and 
then the character of the book (by way of the abstract cut and pasted below). 

The book is being published by a collective of internationally dispersed scholars -- it is called the Living Commons Collective -- of which I 
am a member. My book is one of the first two being published (the other by Denise Ferreira da Silva of Queen Maw, U London). While 
authors retain copyright, the?" receive no royalties from books put fox,yard under the Living Commons imprint. Rather, all proceeds cover 
the cost of the production of the books only or feed back to the collective to enable the publication of future books. It allows us to 
simultaneously put books under peer review but to do so according only to intellectual or scholarly concerns by the authors and their 
reviewers, as opposed to the commercial concerns that so often now dominate publishing scholarly publishing. 

Since, in fact, I really do not want an honorarium, this might be a good way to make things work. In addition, it would help get our Living Commons 

project fully lannched. 

The book runs just about 105 letter sized manuscript pages. While the cost has not yet been finally determined -- final layout and design 
being brought to term and final cost being determined just now -- my intuition is it will be quite reasonable. (Due to timing, I have had to 
write before I know this information.) I would anticipate any final decision on your part -- you and the department -- to be possible only 
with this information (which should come sometime this week.) 

(Two single author books and an annotated edited collection of some ofDu Bois’s earliest essays is forthcoming later in 2013 from Fordham Press, likely 
all proximate to each other as the?" are closely inter-related.) 

I have been motivated to come to UNC Chapel Hill for this conference for the interest of the discussion (and sharing the occasion) with the 
whole department and the other scholars that will be part of the conference, but especially, I should say, with Rebecka. So, an honorarimn 
is really not in my response to the invitation. 

I look forward to your thought of this idea. I have put the abstract below. 

Most sincerely, 
Nahum 

tIere is the abstract of the book: 

Toward an African Future -- of the Limit of World 

"This study protx~ses flae wine of the pre~ntation of the global level historiographical e~mple in the discourse ofW. E. B. Du Bois tbr flaeoretica?~ reflection alxmt 



contemtx~raxy historici~. It proceeds first by way of an outline of the catholicity of his engagement with such figures on a worldwide scale ofret~rence. Further, it "then 

explores the question of the place of a certain conception, in which the itinera~ of modern slave~ is crucial, of the his~toricity of modem colonialism and its aftermath 

within IN Bois’s thought. The theoretical disposition in question is adumbrated by taking ret~rence to two nodal texts by Du Bois, both of which were issued in the 

immediate a£tennath of the Second World Wax: Color and Democracy: Colonies and Peace (1945) and The World and At~ca: An Inqui~ into the Part which Africa 

has l?layed in World Histo~y (1947). Building from a perspective that Du Bois had begun to develop in the closing decade of the nineteenth century, but which he 

productively elaborated across his entire mature course of thought and practice, those texts fundamentally questioned the dominant premises taking shape to define the 

post-World Wax II global order, in particular the Bretton-Woods system, at its inception and delineated a profound sense of the implication -- the litnits -- that it 

portended for collective forms of human existence for decades, and perhaps centuries, to come. Yek too, within his octogenarian’s sensibility a certain equally profound 
sense of hope found its way to a renewed kinetic articulation in thought and imagination. For. therein, Du Bois’s critical affirmation of the ditt~rential articulation of 

historial profile, beyond the limits of modern colonial horizons or their aftermaths, was otherwise than retrospective. Rather, it was a pragmatic problematization oftbe 

past such that its organization could be shown to yield the very terms for the formnlation of hope for a future that had not yet shown its face or found its right of historial 

passage. As such, thinldng ruth Du Bois’s initiative in engaging the radical order of the organization of the hifftorial, the name Africa may be adduced as a theoretical 

metaphor which could propose a certain hyperbolic re-narmtivization of the systems of modem historicity, not oNy as pasts, but as fntares. In such a path of thought, 

necessity in the form of a certain tinality, even as placed under the mark of death, may well be understood to yet always remain distended in its own tx~ssibili~. In snch 

a thought, limit can only show by way of its other side: that is, possibili~. Limit, approached on the order of necessity itsel£ if you will, is still, always, thus already a 

thought of the future as possibility. Such a thought may outline one path to think with and beyond the contemlyorary tbm~s of the at~terlife of modem slavery, colonialism, 
and imperialism." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 1:56 PM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 

Thanks Reg. Something will work out. I was just surprised by the turn of events. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 

Sent= Monday, 2:44 PM 
To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 

It was on the advice of Joseph and Barbara that we moved the conference up from               Joseph was present for all the meetings were the decisions were made 
about the site for the conference, and he voiced his support. He has also received every update, and every update identifies the Stone Center as the location for the 

conference. BUTwe should have confirmed. That’s my fault. IAH would be absolutely terrific for Friday and Saturday, and there may be a space in Global Studies that could 
work as well The Pleasants Meeting Room in Wilson library is a little large, but that might work. We can still do the dramatic reading and reception on Thursday at the Stone 
Center as planned. Kathy nailed that date so be sure that could begin working on the performance. -Reg 

From= Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent= Monday, 12:43 PM 
To= Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject= RE: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 

Dear Reg, 

I hope you are doing well. Kindly see below. 

From the first draft of the schedule which indicated that the conference would be at the Stone Center, I thought this matter was settled by the planning committee since 
Joseph was on that committee. 

At any rate, it seems this is not the case. I will ask ’ to start looking for another space for the conference. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From= 

Sent= Monday, :[2:39 PM 
To= Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject= FW: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

So you know if these reservations are for the conIbrence? April, the maa~ager at the stone center is telling me that the multipurpose room is already reserved but I am 

not sure. 

Univ£rsib~ of North Ceaolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Education, Maffter of Al~ts in Education: Culture, Curriculum, m~d Change’ 

School of Social Work~ Non Profit Leadership Certificate Program 

Department of Afro & African American Studies 

@live.unc.edu 

From: <Spruill>, April R <_a_p__r_!_L_s_p__E_u__[!_l___@___u___n__£:__e__d___u__> 

Date: Monday, :12:36 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 

Hi 

Unfortunately those dates are not available. AFAM has the Hitchcock Room on the from lpm-7:3Opm; I’m assuming this is for the same thing. And the 



are not available due to an event Dr. Jordan has agreed to host in the Stone Center. 

April Renee Spruill 
Administrative Manaser, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 

Sent: Monday, 12:07 PM 

To: Spruill, April R 

Sul~ject: Re: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 

Hi April, 

I wanted to check back in to see if you had finalized your schedule for next semester. We’d like to reserve the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room for 

and all day on                  (8:00am-S:00pm). Please let me know if these days/times are available. Thanks for your help. 

(4:30pm - 7:00pm) 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Education, Master of Arts in Education: Culture, Curriculum, and Change 

School of Social Work, Non Profit Leadership Certificate Program ’ 

Department of Afro & African American Studies 

..~live.unc.edu 

From: <Spruill>, April R <april...spruill@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, 4:2:1 PM 

To: @live.unc~edu> 

Subject: RE: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 

Hi 

We have yet to release the rooms to the public as we haven’t finalized our 

next couple of weeks. 

April Renee Spruill 
Administrative Manaser, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, I 11:1S AM 

To: Spruill, Apdl R 

Subject: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Conference 

Hi 

I am working with the AFAMiAFRI Department and I am wondering if anyone has officially reserved the Hitchcock Multipurpose room for our conference which will be from 

program schedule. Keep checking back. Hopefully this will be done within the 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Education, Master of Arts in Education: Culture, Curriculum, and Change 

School of Social Work, Non Profit Leadership Certificate Program 

Department of Afro & African American Studies 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 4:24 PM 

~email.~mc.edu> 

Sent ( , to the Demfs office- CAS Template Faculty Personnel Procednres.docx 

Dear 

T hope you are doing well. 

Please find attached the department’s updated personnel policies. As per the instructions from the College, the document is in ’track changes’ mode~ 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 7:34 AM 

@livexmc,edu> 

Touching base 

Dear 

How are you? I would like us to meet before you leave campus for the 

I hope your exams are going well 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

¯ Can we meet this week? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday,                  l 1:09 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Tia Howell <tia williams@unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia 
<sonia_colon@med.unc. edu> 

Du Bois conference - new space (i       ) 

Dear Shelby, 

I hope you are doing well. 

We have secured University Room, Hyde Hall for the Du Bois conference. Given this development, kindly make the 
necessary changes to the schedule. Hyde Hall changes for security after 4 and on Saturday, thus I have let Sonia know 
of these new charges for     and 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)!CN=REClPIENTS!CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, December 11,2012 4:27 PM 

Holliday, Rob <rob_holliday@unc,edu> 

RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

Dear Rob, 

Thanks so much for your email. 

Yes, Monday at 2.pro works from this end and let’s meet on the front steps of Carroll Hall. The topics you have are suggest are great for the session. 

Best wishes and see you then, 
Eunice 

From= Holliday, Rob 
Sent= Tuesday, December 11, 2012 4:05 plVl 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: Media Interview Training Session? 

Hi P~ofessor Sahle, 

I hope you’re having a good week so fax. 

Does Monday at 2pro still work tbr you? Since Carroll Hall can be reaJly hard to navigate, I can meet you on the ti-ont steps of Carroll, on flae side that thces the Polk 

Place quad. How does that sound? I can also get you a parking spot if it’s easier for you to drive to Carroll. 

I think we should be able to do the session in about an hour. Is the~e m~ything in particulax you would like to taJk about or practice? Among other things, I thought we 

could talk sotne about the depa~ntment, why it’s necessary and some of the reforms that axe being put in place to make sure there axen’t academic irregularities. Does 

that sound ok’? 

Thanks again for coming by next week. I look forward to getting together! 

Rob 

Rob Holliday. News Studio Manager. T}~" 1 ;ni~,er~i~y of North Carolh~a a~ Chapd ]~ti~ 

919.843.6322 (office) ] (mobile) ] 919.843.9875 (studio) 

rob holliday@unc.edu 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <euNce@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 5, 2012 5:00 PM 

To: Rob Holliday <rob holliday@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

:::::: Dear Rob, 

That works. 

Many thanks. 
Eunice 

From= Holliday, Rob 
Sent= Wednesday, December 05, 2012 4:47 PM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: Media Interview Training Session? 

Sounds great thanks so much, Eunice. I m lo( k~ng tbrwaxd to working with you. ~ould 2pm on Monday (12/17) work? 

Rob 

From: <SaMe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Wednesday, December 5, 2012 3:43 PM 

~::~ To: Rob Holliday <rob holliday@unc.edu> 
iii Subject: RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

:::::: :::::: 



iii iii Dear Rob, 

iii i~i Many than~ for this and other ema,s. 
:::::: :::::: Yes, I would like to take the training~ December 17 and 18 anytime in the afternoon would work. 

:::::: ::i:: Best wishes and looking forward to working with you. 

iii iii From: Holliday, Rob 
iiiiiI iiiiii Sent-" Tuesday, December 04, 2012 10:06 AM 
iii iii To: Sahle, Eunice N 
ilill iili Subject; Media Interview Training Session? 

i~i ~i~ Hi Professor Sable, 

~ ~ I hope yourweek is o~to a good sta~ 
i~i ~i~ Dee Reid from the College’s communications o~ice mentioned that you might be interested in doing some media training at some point. 
:::::: ::i:: VVhat does your schedule look like over the next couple of weeks? 

~ ~i~ We usually do our interview practicing in the Carolina News Studio, which is in Carroll Hall. Most sessions take about an hour, but we could 
~ ~ extend that if you would like. Please let me know if there are some available dates and times and we’ll work to get something on the schedule. 
~i~ i~i I look forward to meeting and working with you soon. 

iii iii All the best, 

iii iii rob hollidav@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 8:49 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Esther Cooper Jackson 

Dear 

Thanks for the update. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

Fl~m= 

Sent= Wednesday, 
To= Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject= Esther Cooper Jackson 

7:59 PM 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I spoke with Ms. Jackson today. We discussed setting up for her to do the recording at the Brooklyn campus of Long Beach College, which is about 2 blocks away 

from where she lives. She received ~d honorasy doctorate form them a few years ago and said that she would contact some folks she knows there. I will ~lso be 

contacting the school to find out what sort of resources they’d have to help her with the recording. I discussed the honorarium and will be sending her aJ1 of the 

necessary paperwork via postal mail tomorrow. She should be mailing it back, I am including a self-addressed envelope that will say % Sonia Colon on it to make sure 

it gets to the right person over the break. 

University of North CaJcolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Education, Maffter of A~ts in Education: Culture, Curriculum, m~d Change 

School of SociaJ Work, Non l?rofit Leadership Certificate Program 

Department of Afro & African American Studies 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 9:28 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Du Bois conference - new space 

Dear 

Kindly make the changes to the schedule to reflect the new space of our conference for 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ Sable 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, :t:t:08 AM 
To-" 
~:¢: Hildebrand, Reginald F; Gore, Travis; Williams, Tia Howell; Colon, Sonia 

Subject; Du Bois conference - new space 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

We have secured University Room, Hyde Hall for the Du Bois conference. Given this development, kindly make the necessary changes to the schedule. Hyde Hall changes for 
security after 4 and on Saturday, thus I have let Sonia know of these new charges for 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 9:30 PM 

@gmafil.com> 

I~E: Firs~t Full Draft 

Dear 

Thank you for sending the draft. I will review it and be in touch. 

Keeping working at it and I look forward to our meetings next semester. 

Wishing you a joyous and a great 

Dr. SaNe 

From; @gmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday, 4:08 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: First Full Draft 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I am attaching the draft that I submitted for the 

excited about the direction the whole paper is taking! 

course. I still have a lot of work to do in my ana]ysis, but I mn hapw with my literature review so far 

I mn looking forward to hearing your t]loughts mid comments! 

I hope you have a wonderful break! 

Thank you, 

BA Globs] Studies, Politico] Science 

UNC Class ofi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 8:07 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu-* 

l~b;: exam 

Dear Margaret, 

Thanks for all the emails and there is no need to apologize. 

Take care, 
Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Friday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: exam 

6:54 AM 

Eunice, 
I really don’t know what this student is talking about. I don’t even know what she looks like. I am no longer responding to her because she is not making sense. Don’t know if 
she will contact you to complain, so I want you to have all these emails. I have had no conversations with students about their papers due to my stated policy. Why would I tell 
a student her paper is fine and not give it to her? 
Sorry for the continued drama from my students. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

10:59 PM 

Prof. Lee, 
1 did not pick up the paper because the first and second one T turned in were the wrong format. The digital one was the one you should have graded. When T asked you about 
how I did, you said I did fine so 3[ did not worry about it. You did not have a hard copy so 3[ could not retrieve one with my grade on it. rm sorry for this continued inconvenience 
but T will do anything to fix this problem. 3[ do not believe 3[ deserve that grade and think that it was a result of a misunderstanding. Please reconsider your decision and let me 
know if there is anything T can do. Can 1 resend the paper? 3It did not deserve a 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:09 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

If yc~u were not concerned enough to get your paper in         again, there is nothing I can do at this point. I don’t remember the details, but if 3[ gave you an opportunity to 

redo it, I did not penalize you for it being late. I brought the papers to class for weeks and you did not bother to get yours. I am very sorry. There were students in your 
class and therefore I can’t be responsible for someone who did an assignment and didn’t pick it up. I even sent a general email out to the entire class with instructions about 
reading good papers if you had any questions about your grade. 3[ am very sorry and have no idea why you only got 

All the best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Thursda~, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

10:01 PM 

Professor Lee, 
It was an email copy and I did not expect you to print it. I’m sorry for the inconvenience but 3[ still do not understand why 3[ got a 
that I had to re-do it later than everyone else. 

Thanks, 

on it. It was late because you emailed me 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:58 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam 

I don’t know, but at this point 3[ can’t take responsibility for your paper. Why did you not get it from me? There is nothing that can be done at this point. 
Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: exam 

7:16 PM 



Prof. Lee, 
Why did I get a on the paper? 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6::~4 PM 
To:      " " 
Subject: RE: exam 

Hi 
According to my records you received a for your, 
is Let me know if you have a different calculation and why. 

Best, 
Prof~ Lee 

, so I think that brought your average down. You got a on your final exam. My overall calculation 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: exam 

3:03 PM 

Professor Lee, 
Is there a place where I can see my exam grade? I have gotten an on everything so far in the class, so I’m wondering how badly I did on the exam to earn a in the class~ 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 10:46 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu> 

I~E: hnportaaat About my Final Grade 

Dear Margaret, 

Noted and thanks for the email 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Friday 10:41 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sutzject: FW: hnportant About my Final Grade 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 10:36 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sutzject: Important About my Final Grade 

Hello Professor Lee 

l was just wondering where could i see my exam grade at and ask if there was anything i could do to pass your class because i need to be eligible [’or next year so i can be able to graduate 
and hopefully play        :[’or my last year. I gave all my effort in this class even though the difficult circumstances i have deal with during this semester is there anything i can dn to get a 
passing grade. I showed you my paper on the       ’ i couldn’t turn in another copy because i didnt save it on my computer when i gave to its so im asking please [’or a chance to pass. 

Thanks 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email uric edn] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:41 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Turn my late papers in 

Dear ’ 

Please see me after class or corae to ray office hours this morning. 

Thanks, 
Pro-( Lee 

From 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Turn my late papers in 

8:20 PM 

Dear Professor Lee 

The only reason i didn’t turn my             in is because i didn’t save it on my database and i didnt turn ray                in becuase it xvas to late. I ask can you give me another 
chance to turn rny papers is this class and grade means a lot to me. I know it may seem like i don’t care but i do and I want to learn a lot about afii and do well in it. 
Thanks 

From: leel~xc@email.tmc.edu [leemc@cmail.mxc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, i 4:16 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret 
Subject: Ignore email 

Dear Class, 

You may have received an email in error. It was meant for only 7 students I will resend it to those students. 

Best, 
Pro£ Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 12:42 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Coat’erence schedule 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

I would be grateful if you made the following correction to the schedule: 

Dr. 3onathan Hartlyn - Senior (before) Associate. 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 1:29 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edtc,; Hil&bran& Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edtc, 

Flights: Urgent 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am worried that no flights - Viking has not contacted the office for CAP numbers - have been booked at this moment for scholars who are flying in. As per our discussion 
earlier in the semester, this item needed to be taken care of very early on so as to cut cost. 

Please follow up on this today as a matter of urgency. 

Many thanks for taking care of this. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 10:33 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

l~E: Good Afternoon 

Dear 

Thank you t;ar your email. 

All instructors should be back on campus the week of           Thus, I suggest you request an appointment with the Professor ;vho taught the class that week. In the meantime, please see 
the following link which provides details concerning grade appeals: 

http ://advising.unc edu/polici es-and-proceduresiA cademic%20Appeals/gradeappeaIs. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Eunice SahIe 
Chair, Department of Afi-ican and Afro-~nnerican Studies 

Sent: Saturday 12:15 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Good Afternoon 

Good Afternoon, 

I had been having issues ~n one of my courses throughout the duration of the semester, but I tried to look past it and do my best. Multiple times I got singled out and treated with great 
disrespect Some of my assignments have been given urffair grades, and unfortunately, it has gotten to the point that it has affected my grade. [ have held on to an all semester long 
regardless, but received an unlhir grade on our last large assignment. I have tried multiple times to email my professor and meet with her in order to discuss my grade and the paper, but 
have yet to receive any response. ! do not know what to do at this point, and ! was wondering if you could offer any advice or help. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday 10:34 AM 

Perry tMI <hallpa@email.unc.edu> 

P&;: Afa~ 

Dear Perry, 

Thanks for the email and congrats on the class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Perry Hall [hallpa£c~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, :I0:J.8 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fwd: Afam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Afam 

Date:Sat, 19:56:36 -0500 

From: :@live.unc.edu> 

To:ItaJ1, Perry A <ItALLPA(a)EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Hello, 

Hope all is well ~ith grading and transit±oning to Sakai 100% frora blackboard. 

Very Respectfully, 

I am ~rlting to thank , 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 2:59 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Colon Sonia <sonia colon@~ned.unc.edu> 

Flights: Urgent 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Unless something has changed, all we need to book their flights is the following information: their preferred departure and return times and where they are flying from. We 
then provide this information to Deby (or any other agent) at Viking. Viking would then request a CAP # from Sonia and book the tickets. The Independent Contractor form that 
they have to complete is for the hon. and not needed for booking their flights. 

Kindly sent a mass email to the scholars who are flying in and ask them to send details so that we can finalize their tickets by tomorrow. Please indicate that this is urgent and 
they have to send their details by tomorrow at the latest. Kindly cc. Sonia and I to email. 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" 

Sent-" Friday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: Flights: Urgent 

1:50 PM 

Hi Dr. SaNe 

I’ve ~nt emaJls about this to participants several times including this week. I spoke to Sonia yesterday to give her "their contact intb so she can also follow up. The last 

email I sent was on Monday. The issue is that we have to wafit lbr them to send W9 tbnns first which only two have done so fax. I do know that a t~w roll be driving 

(Dr Provezo and Dr Aldridge) so really we a~e waiting on Dr Chandler and Dr Jem~ings. Dr Home submitted a request to the agency but we have been wa~ting for his 

w9 to arrive which he mafiled las~ week. I finally got in touch with Dr Pierre who had been unavailable                                  . She emailed her W9 

this week mid Sonia has it. She has not to my knowledge contacted the agency. Dr. Jemfings has a coatlict which he believes will be resolved but he has not respon&d 

to the latest etnails I’ve sent about booking a flight. I haven’t heard frotn Dr Chandler since the first email exchm~ge. I have copied all of my conespondence with him to 

his personaJ email address he gave me but have not heard back. I mn driving home to DC right now but I can place phone caJls to each of their office numbers to follow 

up. 

"SaNe, E~mice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu-* wrote: 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am worried that no flights - Viking has not contacted the office for CAP numbers - have been booked at this moment for scholars who are flying in. As per our discussion 
earlier in the semester, this item needed to be taken care of very early on so as to cut cost. 

Please follow up on this today as a matter of urgency. 

Many thanks for taking care of this. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, December 16, 2012 3:04 PM 

@attglobal ,net 

I~E: Preference to honorarium 

Dear Nahum, 

Thanks for your email. I will have an answer for you this week. 

Many thanks and I hope you are doing well. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

F~om-¯ Nahum Chandler      :@attglobal.net] 
Sent-" Friday, December 24, 2022 6:28 PM 
To:      :@attglobal.net 
Co: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Preference to honorarium 

Dear Eunice: 
I thought that I would resend this note in case it did not get through. 
Thank you and most sincerely, 
Nahum 

On 12/10/12 10:09 AM, Nahum Chandler wrote: 

Dear Eunice: 

An idea has just occurred to me that I would vel)." much like to propose to you and the department. 

Although I did not say so, I really do not wish to receive an honorarium. 

Hence, I wonld like to suggest another idea. 

The first of my forthcoming books that will come into actual print -- called Toward an Aji’icm~ Futu~z, -- of the Limit of World - 
- should come off the press in mid-Januau. (The book is about the place of the global level historical example in the thought of 
Du Bois. My talk at UNC is about, shall we say, the other side of this problematic, the place of something often called ’America’ 
in this global horizon -- of the future -- now greatly resituated astride the 21 st century, and headed toward a millennium from 
when the first Africans were enslaved by in the Atlantic basin b powers [~om outside of the continent, etc.) I wish to suggest that in 
lieu of an honorarium the department purchase and provide free of charge to conference attendees (perhaps 100 -200?) copies of Toward an A~Picm~ 
Fmure. Let me briefly explain, first the publishing background, and then the character of the book (by way of the abstract cut and 
pasted below). 

The book is being published by a collective of internationally dispersed scholars -- it is called "the Living Commons Collective -- 
of which I am a member. My book is one of the first two being published (the other by Denise Ferreira da Silva of Queen Mary, U 
London). While authors retain copyright, they receive no royalties from books put forward under the Living Commons imprint. 
Rather, all proceeds cover the cost of the production of "the books only or feed back to the collective to enable the publication of 
future books. It allows us to simultaneously put books trader peer review but to do so according only to intellectual or scholarly 
concerns by the authors and their reviewers, as opposed to the commercial concerns that so often now dominate publishing 
scholarly publishing. 

Since, in thcl, I really do not want an honorarium, this might be a good way to make lhings work. In addition, it would help get our Living 

Commons project fully launched. 

The book runs just about 105 letter sized manuscript pages. While the cost has not yet been finally dete~Tnined -- final layout 
and design being brought to term and final cost being determined just now -- my intuition is it will be quite reasonable. (Due to 
timing, I have had to write before I know "this information.) I would anticipate aW final decision on your part -- you and the 
deparm~ent -- to be possible only with this info~nation (which should COlne sometilne this week.) 

(Two single author books and an annotated edited collection of some ofDu Bois’s eMiest essays is forthcoming later in 2013 from Fordham 
Press, likely all proximate to each other as they are closely inter-related.) 

I have been motivated to come to UNC Chapel Hill for this conference for the interest of the discussion (and sharing the 
occasion) with "the whole department and the other scholars that will be part of’the conference, but especially, I should say, with 
Rebecka. So, an honorarium is really not in my response to the invitation. 



I look forward to your thought of this idea. I have put the abstract below. 

Most sincerely, 
Nahum 

Here is the abstract of the book: 

Toward an AJhican Future -- of the Limit of World 

"This study proposes the value of the presentation of the global level his~toriographical example in the discourse ofW. E. B. Du Bois for theoretical 

reflection about contempora~ historici~. It proceeds first by way of an outline of the catholicity of his engagement with such figures on a worldmde scale 

of reference. Further, it then explores the question of the place of a certain conception, in which the itinerau of modern slave~ is crucial, of the historicity 

of moderu coloNalism and its af[e~rnath within Du Bois’s thought. The theoretical disposition in question is adumbrated by taking reference to two nodal 
texts by Du Bois, both of which were issued in the immediate aftermath of the Second ~Vorld Wax: Color and Democracy: Colonies and Peace (1945) 

and The World and Alhca: An InquiD, into the Part which Africa has Played in World Histov (1947). Building l~om a perspective that Du Bois had begun 

to develop in the closing decade of the nineteenth century, bnt which he productively elaborated across his entire mature course of thought and practice, 

those texts thndamentally questioned the dominant premises taking shape to define the post-World War II global order, in particular the Bretton-Woods 

system, at its inception and delineated a proli~und sense of the implication -- the limits - - that it portended tbr collective tbnns of human existence liar 

decades, and perhaps centuries, m come. Yet, too, within his octogena~an’s sensibility a certain equally protbund sense of hope lbund its way to a 

renewed kinetic a~iculation in thought and imagination. For, thereir~ Du Bois’s critical affirmation of the differential articulation of historial profile, beyond 

the li~nits of modern colonial horizons or their aftermaths, was otherwise tha~ retrospective. Rather, it was a pragmatic problematization of the past such 

that its organization could be shown to yield the very terms for the formulation of hope for a future that had not yet shown its face or found its right of 
historial passage. As such, thinking ruth Du Bois’s initiative in engaging the radical oNer of the organization of the historial, the name Africa may be 

adduced as a theoretical metaphor which could propose a certain hyperbolic re-na~rativization of the ~’stems of modern historicily, not only as pasts, but 

as futures. In such a path of thought, necessity in the form of a certain finality, even as placed under the mark of death, may well be understood to yet 

always remain distended in its own possibility. In such a thought, limit can only show by way of its other side: that is, possibility. Limit, approached on the 
order of necessit.5~ itsell~ if you will, is still, always, thus already a thought of the future as possibili~. Such a thought may outline one path to think with 

beyond the contemporary tbrms of the atterlit~ ofmoderu shivery, colonialism, and imperialism." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, December 16, 2012 3:11 PM 

ttowell, Tia N. <ti~william~unc.edu> 

Edwards, Deborah W <dedwards@e~nail.unc.edu> 

RE: Preference to honorarium 

Thanks Tia. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From; Howell, -[]a N. 
Sent; Sunday, December 16, 2012 3:09 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc; Edwards, Deborah W 
Subject; RE: Preference to honorarium 

Hey Eunice, 

I am sure ~:his is fine, Sor~ia shot~ld iust be abh:_~ to order the books with that money I have asked 3[)ebbk~ to double check with Ryar~ or Lm~ra first I d~d not get to 

thb on Thursday. My apo~ofiies~ 

Fmm~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Sunday, December 16, 2012 3:07 PM 

To~ Howell, Tia N, 
Subject~ ~: Preference to honorarium 

Dear Tia, 

I hope you are doing well. 

We discussed the matter below last week. Please let me know if what Professor Nahum is proposing falls within our University hon. payment rules. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From; SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent; Sunday, December 16, 2012 3:04 PM 

To:      ~attc~lobal.net 
Subject; RE: Preference to honorarium 

Dear Nahum, 

Thanks for your email. I will have an answer for you this week. 

Many thanks and 3[ hope you are doing well. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Nahum Chandler I     :@attglobal.net] 
Sent; Friday, December 14, 2012 6:18 PM 

To:      @attcdobal.net 
Co; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: Preference to honorarium 

Dear Eunice: 
I thought that I would resend this note in case it did not get through. 
Thank you and most sincerely, 
Nahum 

On 12/10/12 10:09 AM, Nahum Chandler wrote: 

Dear Eunice: 

An idea has just occurred to me that I would very much like to propose to you and the department. 

Although I did not say so, I really do not wish to receive an honorarium. 

Hence, I would like to suggest another idea. 



The first of my forthcoming books that will come into actual print -- called Toward an AJkican Future -- of the Limit of ~’orld - 
- should come offthe press in mid-January. (The book is about the place of the global level historical example in "the thought of 
Du Bois. My talk at IINC is about, shall we say, the other side of this problematic, the place of something often called ’America’ 
in "this global horizon -- of the future -- now greatly resituated astride the 21st century, and headed toward a millennium from 
when the first Africans were enslaved by in the Atlantic basin b powers from outside of the continent, etc.) I wish to suggest that in 
lieu of an honora~um the department purchase and provide free of charge to conference attendees (perhaps 100 -200?) copies of Toward an AJ?ican 
Future. Let me bi~efly explain, first the publishing background, and then the character of the book (by way of the abstract cm and 
pasted below). 

The book is being published by a collective of imemationally dispersed scholars -- it is called the Living Conm~ons Collective -- 
of which I am a member. My book is one of the first two being published (the other by Denise Ferreira da Silva of Queen Ivla~3~, U 
London,. While authors retain copyright, they receive no royalties from books put forward under the Living Commons imprint. 
Rather, all proceeds cover "the cost of the production of the books only or feed back to the collective to enable the publication of 
future books. It allows us to simultaneously put books under peer review but to do so according only to intellectual or scholarly 
concerns by the authors and their reviewers, as opposed to the commercial concerns that so often now dominate publishing 
scholarly publishing. 

Since, in Fac~ I really do not want an honorarium, this might be a good way to make things work. In addition, it would help get our Living 

Commons project fully launched. 

The book runs just about 105 letter sized manuscript pages. While the cost has not yet been finally determined -- final layout 
and design being brought to term and final cost being determined just now -- my intuition is it will be quite reasonable. (Due to 
timing, I have had to write before I know this information.) I would anticipate aW final decision on your part -- you and the 
department -- to be possible only with this information (which should come sometime this week.) 

(Two single author books and an annotated edited collection of some ofDu Bois’s earliest essays is forthcoming later in 2013 from Fordham 
Press, likely all proximate to each other as they are closely inter-related.) 

I have been motivated to come to l JNC Chapel Hill for this conference for the interest of the discussion (and sharing the 
occasion) with the whole department and the other scholars that will be part of the conference, but especially, I should say, with 
Rebecka. So, an honorarium is really not in my response to the invitation. 

look forward to your "thought of this idea. I have put the abstract below. 

Most sincerely, 
Nahum 

Here is the abstract of the book: 

Toward an African Future -- of the Limit of World 

"’][’his stady proposes the value of the presentation of the global level historiographical example in the discourse of W. E. B. Du Bois for theoretical 

reflection about contemporary historicity. It proceeds first by way of an otNine of the catholicity of his engagement with such figures on a wofldmde scale 

of reference. Further, it then explores the question of the place of a certain conception, in wNch the itinerary of modern slaveD’ is crucial, oftbe historicity 

of modern colonialism mad its aftermath within Du Bois’s thought. The theoretical disposition in question is adumbrated by taking reference to two nodal 

texts by Du Bois, both of which were issued in the immediate aftermath of the Second World War: Color and Democracy: Colonies and Peace (1945) 

m~d The World a~d At~ca: An Inquiry into the Part which Atiica has Played in World ttis~tory (1947). Building t?om a perspective that Du Bois had begun 

to develop in the closing decade of the nineteenth century, but which he productively elabx~rated across his entire mature course of thought and practice, 

those texts ftmdamentally questioned the dominant premises taJaing shape to define the post-World Wax II global order, in particular the Bretton-Woods 

system, at its inception mad delineated a protbund sense of the implication -- the limiks - - that it portended for collective fonns of human existence 

decades, and perhaps centuries, to come. Yek too, within his octogenarian’s sensibility a certain equally profound sense of hope found its way to a 

renewed kinetic axticulation in thought and imagination. Foc therein, Du Bois’s critical affirmation of the differential aNculation of historial profile, beyond 

the limits of ~noderu colonial horizons or their aftermaths, was otherwise thm~ retrospective. Rather, it was a pragmatic proble~natization of the past such 

that its organization could be shown to yield the very terms for the formulation of hope for a future that had not yet shown its face or found its right of 

historial passage. As such, thinking ruth Du Bois’s initiative in engaging the radical oKter of the organization of the historial, the name Africa may be 

adduced as a theoretical metaphor which could propose a certain hyperbolic re-narrativization of the systems of modern historicity, not only as pasts, but 

as futures. In such a path of thought, necessity in the form of a certain finality, even as placed under the mark of death, may well be understood to yet 

always remain distended in its own possibility. In such a thought, limit can oNy show by way of its other side: that is, possibility. Limik approached on the 

order of necessity itselt; if you will, is still, always, thus already a thought of the future as possibility. Such a thought may outline one path to think with 

beyond the contemporary fonns of the afterlife of modern slavery, colonialism, and imperialism." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICEN SAHLE(EUNICE)> 

Monday, 9:19 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Colon Sonia <sonia colon@~ned.unc.edu:> 

I~W: W-9 / DuBois Conference pm~icipants 

Derrick Alridge- W-9.pdf; Eugene Provenzo - W-9.1xlf; Michael Jermings- W-9.pd£ Nal~um Chandler- W-9.pdf 

Dear 

Thank you for your follow up ernails. 

Give that we are in December now, we cannot wait for the W9 that are in (or will be) in the mail this week or the next. Thus, kindly send the at-~ached W9 which are in pdf 
format and ask the professors to sign them, scan and send them email - with a cc to Sonia - attachments today. Ask them where and when you can call them to get their SS# 
today~ 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ SaNe 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, 9::~:~ AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: W-9 / DuBois Conference participants 

Dear Eunice 

According with our conversation this morning, please find attached W-9; for signature and address of the travelers: 

¯ Derrick Alridge 

¯ Michael Jennings 

¯ Eugene Provenzo 

¯ Nahum Chandler 

For the managing of sensitive information, the social security number can be added, at the moment of submit the T number to the travel agency. 

can obtain the social security though telephone. 

Thankyou 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 
Department of Public Policy 
919-962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB # 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3485 
African & Afro-American Studies 
919-966-1295 
Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 1:20 PM 

UNC Cultural Studies < ~gm~l.com> 

ILE: Cultural Studies Colloquium 

Dear 

My apologies for the delayed response. It is has been (and continues to be) a hectic time for me hence the delay. 
Can I give you an answer the first week of 

Thanks so much, 

With best wishes, 
ES 

From: UNC Cultural Studies I 
Sent: Monday, 1:08 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Cultural Studies Colloquium 

@gmail.com] 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 
A while back we sent you a request to present in the 

Best, 

Cnltural Studies Colloqnium "Future Crises". Have yon had a chance to think abont pa~icipating? 

. program in Cultural Studies 

Cultural Studies @ UNC 
http://cultumls~dies.web.unc.edu/ 

https://www.facebook.com/CulturalStudies.UNC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 3_:28 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem{s) of the 21st Century 

Dear 

Thanks for the email. 

Just to clarify, we do not have the Stone Center space for all the events of 

Thanks for your work. 
Dr. SaNe 

From= 

Sent= Monday, , 11:55 AM 
To= Hildebrand, Reginald F; Perkins, Kathy A.; Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge 

(::c= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Hello Eve~one, 

The Stone Center was actually booked already when I tbllowed up with the mmaager. We have moved the cont~rence to the Institute tbr Arts aM Humm~ities’ 

University Room in Hyde ttall. The dinner will still occur as planned. 

Univelsi~ ofNortk Caacolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Education, Mas~ter of Arts in Education: Culture, Curriculum, and Change 

School of Social Work, Non Profit Leadership Certificate Program 

Department of Afro & Afiican American Studies 

@live.unc.edu 

From: <Hildebrand>, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday 12:10 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu>, "Perkins, Kathy A." <kaperkin@email.unc.edu>, "Fisher, Rebecka" <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "SaNe, Eunice" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 2:1st Century 

Dear . Kathy, and Rebecka, 
I just wanted to touch base to confirm that format for the opening of the Du Bois Conference will be pretty much the same as the format was for Eunice’s reception as new 
chair of AFRT/AFAM. 
Thursday, 
-catered reception in the corridor outside the Hitchcock Room, 5-5:40 ( would you double check this?) 
-Welcoming remarks and introductions, 5:40-6 
-Kashif Powell, starts 6-6:10, until 7 or end of performance [free and open to the public, but the rest of conference requires registration and will take at Hyde Hall] 
-announcements after performance 
Does that sound about right? The planning committee will have a meeting right after break to touch base and make final adjustments and preparations. 
Among other things, Shelby has put together a great website for the conference. The link is below. 

All the Best, -Reg 

W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 2:20 PM 

Edwards, Deborah W <dedwards@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Faculty on Leave 

Dear Debbie, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Here are details about leaves this year: 

Mamarame Seck (RSA - Fall, 2012). 
David Pier (P.SA - Fall, 20:t2). 

Spring 2013 
Lydia Boyd 

Many thanks, 
Eunice 

F~om-¯ Edwards, Deborah W 
Sent-" Monday, December :t7, 20:t2 2::t8 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
S,,bject; Faculty on Leave 

Eunice, 

Are there any faculty on leave this semester? If so, I should submit a return from leave action. 

Thanks, 

Debbie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)!CN=REClPIENTS!CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 2:33 PM 

Holliday, Rob <rob_holliday@unc,edu> 

RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

Dear Rob, 

I had to deal with an urgent development and just wrapped up. T am deeply sorry. Can I come by in the next 10 minutes? 

Once again my deep apologies! 
Eunice 

From= Holliday, Rob 
Sent= Monday, December 17, 2012 2:30 PM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

Hi Eunice, 

hope you had a good weekend. 

Are you still able to come by and do some interview practice today? It’s no problem if we need to re-schedule...I just wanted to make sure I didn’t miss you in front of Carroll 
somehow. 

All the best, 

Rob 

From= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Tuesday, December 11, 2012 4:26 PM 
To= Holliday, Rob 
Subject= RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

Dear Rob, 

Thanks so much for your email. 

Yes, Monday at 2.pro works from this end and let’s meet on the front steps of Carroll Hall. The topics you have are suggest are great for the session. 

Best wishes and see you then, 
Eunice 

From= Holliday, Rob 
Sent= Tuesday, December 11, 2012 4:05 PM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: Media Interview Training Session? 

Hi P~ofessor Sahle, 

I hope you’re having a good week so far. 

Does Monday at 2pro still work tbr you? Since Carroll Hall can be reaJly hard to navigate, I can meet you on the ti-ont steps of Carroll, on flae side that thces the Polk 

Place quad. How does that sound? I can also get you a parking spot if it’s easier for you to drive to Carroll. 

I think we should be able to do the session in about an hour. Is the~e m~ything in particular you would like to taJk about or practice? Among other things, I thought we 

could talk sotne about the depmntment, why it’s necessary and some of the reforms that are being put in place to make sure there aren’t academic irregularities. Does 

that sound ok’? 

Thanks again for coming by next week. I look forward to getting together! 

Rob 

Rob Holliday. News Studio Manager. T}~" 1 ;ni~,ersi~y of North Carolh~a 

919.843.6322 (office) ] (mobile) ] 919.843.9875 (studio) 

rob holliday@unc.edu 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 



Date: Wednesday, December 5, 2012 5:00 PM 

To: Rob Holliday <rob holliday@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

Dear Rob, 

That works. 

Many thanks. 
Eunice 

From: Holliday, Rob 
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2012 4:47 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Media Tnterview Training Session? 

Sounds great th~ks so much, Eunice. I m lo~ king fbrw~zd to working with you. Would 2pm on Monday (12/17) work? 

Rob 

From: <SaNe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 5, 2012 3:43 PM 

To: Rob Holliday <rob holliday@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Media interview Training Session? 

:::::: 
::i:: Dear Rob, 

iii Many thanks for this and other emails. 

iiii Yes, I would like to take the training. December 17 and 18 anytime in the afternoon would work. 

iiii Best wishes and looking forward to working with you. 

iiiEunice 

iii Froln: Holliday, Rob 
iiiiiI Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 10:06 AM 

iili To: SaNe, Eunice N 

iiii S..bject: Media Interview Training Session? 

~ Dee Reid from the College’s communications office mentioned that you might be interested in doing some media training at some point. 

:::::: 
~ We usually do our interview practicin9 in the Carolina News Studio, which is in Carroll Hall. Most sessions take about an hour, but we could 
~ extend that if you would like. Please let me know if there are some available dates and times and we’ll work to 9et somethin9 on the schedule. 
iiiIlook forward to meetin9 and workin9 with you soon. 

i::i rob holliday@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 3:06 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

FW: IiC m~d W-9 for DR. Cooper and I/C for Dr. Jemima 

Dr. Cooper.pdf; Esther Cooper W-9.pdf; Dr. Pierre.pdf 

Dear 

T hope you are well. 

Please find at-I:ached forms for the above-cited participants, 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ SaNe 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:28 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; I/C and W-9 for DR. Cooper and I!C for Dr. Jemima 

Dear Eunice 

Please find IIC and W-9 forms, for Dr. Cooper. 

Also, I included the IIC for Dr. Jemima Pierre, I already have her w-9 completed. 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, December 18, 2012 3:11 PM 

Holliday, Rob <rob_holliday@unc.edu> 

RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

Dear Rob, 

Many, many thanks for working with me yesterday! 

It was a difficult task for me but your excellent teaching method made it easier. Many thanks too for the notes~ 

I look forward to working with you again as we move fonNard. 

Best wishes and Happy Holidays, 
Eunice 

From: Holliday, Rob 
Sent; Tuesday, December 18, 2012 1:16 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: Media Interview Training Session? 

Hi Eunice, 

It was wonderful meeting you yesterday. Thanks for coming by the studio. I have a DVD of the practice interview that I’ll bring by Battle Hall later today. 

You did a good job answering a lot of the questions yesterday. Here is a re-cap of some of the things we talked about: 

(1) Anticipate the questions you’re dreading the most and know how you’re going to answer them. It might even be good to write your responses to help them ’stick’ in your mind a 

bit more. 

(2) Keep your answers as brief as you can, to a minute or less. Be sure to finish your thought before you get into an example. Your answer about how hard this has been for the 

faculty was good, but it would have been better if you finished talking about the challenges you and your colleagues have faced before getting into the analogies and examples~ 

(3) Humanize your answers as much as possible. The people who read, hear and see what you’re saying will be able to relate if you talk about how difficult it is to see the 

department’s reputation heavily damaged by no fault of your own. 

(4) As much as possible, keep your eyes focused on the interviewer. You don’t need to lock eyes necessarily, but it’s great to keep your eyes in the same general spot, even when 

you’re thinking of a response. 

A few specific things: 

(1) It’s ok to say you and your colleagues are very angry and hurt and it’s ok to say that strongly. It’s not enough to say that all this has been annoying or irritating - you’re angry, 

and rightfully so. As long as you’re not shouting or appearing irrational, expressing anger and a stern, strong tone about what happened is ok. 

(2) It’s ok to acknowledge that the department had major problems in the past and things went on that should not have been going on. But make sure the answer has 2 other 

components: that you and your colleagues are outraged and that the reforms that are now in place will prevent issues like this from ever happening again. Any time you mention 

the difficulties of the past, it’s important to balance that by talking about the reforms of the present and future. 

(3) Have a strong sense of the 3 most important reforms in your mind. It would be great if you could rattle them off by saying ’we’ve strengthened oversight, restricted 

independent studies, etc/to make sure these problems never happen again. You can elaborate on how each reform will work, but it would be great if you could quickly outline all 

3 in a sentence or two before going into deeper explanation. 

(4) You can use the same technique for describing what the department does. Think of 3 of the most important roles the department has and outline them in a sentence or two 

before elaborating. As we talked about yesterday, making the point that African and African-American studies plays a similar role to Asian and Latin American studies is important, 

especially given Africa’s growing importance in the global economy. AFAM helps give students the broad training they’ll need to serve our state, our nation and our world in the 

21st century. 

(5) If the question about the previous chair’s leadership comes up, you have a good answer already: as a junior faculty member, you were trying to get familiar with your 

responsibilities of teaching and doing research~ As you said yesterday, you didn’t worry about the department’s management style because you were focused on your 

responsibilities. This is also a chance to mention the reforms and how you’re running the department much differently now. 

I think that’s pretty much it. I’m sorry to hit you with such a long list! If you get a chance, you might want to watch some TV news and see how people interviewed answer 

questions, but that’s not essential. Please be in touch if you have any other questions. 

All the best, 

Rob 

Rob IIolliday ¯ News Studio Manager ¯ Ti~,, liriiv,,rafty of ) ~,~1i~ C;~rolir~a at i2i~apel }till 
919.8-~:3.6322 (office) I (mobile) [ 919.8-~:3.9875 (studio) 
rob__.holliday@urtc~ed u 



From: <SaNe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, December 17, 2012 2:32 PM 

To: Rob Holliday <rob holliday@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

Dear Rob, 

I had to deal with an urgent development and just wrapped up. I am deeply sorry. Can I come by in the next i0 minutes? 

Once again my deep apologies! 
Eunice 

From: Holliday, Rob 
Sent-" Monday, December 17, 2012 2:30 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Media Tnterview Training Session? 

Hi Eunice, 

hope you had a good weekend. 

Are you still able to come by and do some interview practice today? It’s no problem if we need to re-schedule...T just wanted to make sure T didn’t miss you in front of Carroll 
somehow. 

All the best, 

Rob 

From-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2012 4:26 PM 
To; Holliday, Rob 
Subject; RE: Media Tnterview Training Session? 

Dear Rob, 

Thanks so much for your email. 

Yes, Monday at 2.pro works from this end and let’s meet on the front steps of Carroll Hall. The topics you have are suggest are great for the session. 

Best wishes and see you then, 

Eunice 

From: Holliday, Rob 
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2012 4:05 plVl 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Media Interview Training Session? 

Hi Professor Salde, 

I hope yoffre having a good week so far. 

Does Monday at 2pm still work for you? Since Carroll Hall can be really hard to navigate, I can meet you on the front steps of Carroll, on the side that faces the Polk 

Place quad. How does that sound’? I can also get you a parking spot if it’s easier for you to drive to Carroll. 

I think we should be able to do the ~ssion in about an hour. Is there anything in particular you would like to talk about or practice? Among other things, I thought we 

could talk some about the department, why it’s necessary mid ~me of the retbrms that axe being put in place to make sure there axen’t academic irregularities. Does 

that sound ok? 

Thanks again for coming by next week. I look fora,ard to getting together! 

Rob 

919.843.6322 (office) I (mobile) ] 919.843.9875 (studio) 

rob hollidav(~:unc.edu 

From: <SaNe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 5, 2012 5:00 PM 

To: Rob Holliday <rob holliday@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Media Interview Training Session? 



::i:: Dear Rob, 

:::::: That works. 

iiiiiI Many thanks. 
::i:: Eunice 

~ From: Holliday, Rob 
iiiiiI Sent; Wednesday, December 05, 20:[2 4-:47 PM 
iii To: SaNe, Eunice N 
~ Subject; Re: Media Interview Training Session? 

i~i Sounds great thanks s~ much, Eunice. I’m looking forward to working with you. Would 2pm on IVlonday (12/17) work? 

i~i Rob 

iili From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

iii Date: Wednesday, December S, 20:12 3:43 PM 
~ To: Rob Holliday <rob holliday@unc.edu> 
::i:: Subject: RE: Media Interview Training Session? 

Dear Rob, 

Many thanks for this and other ema,s. 
Yes, I would like to take the training. December :[7 and :[8 anytime in the afternoon would work. 

Best wishes and looking forward to working with you. 

From: Holliday, Rob 
Sent-" Tuesday, December 04, 20:[2 :[0:06 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Media Interview Training Session? 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

iiiiii I hope your week is offto a good start. 

Dee Reid from the College’s communications office mentioned that you might be interested in doing some media training at some point. 
What does your schedule look like over the next couple of weeks? 

We usually do our interview practicing in the Carolina News Studio, which is in Carroll Hall. Most sessions take about an hour, but we could 
extend that if you would like. Please let me know if there are some available dates and times and we’ll work to get something on the schedule. 

i~i I look forward to meeting and working with you soon. 

All the best, 

Rob 

Rob Hollieay ¯ News Studio Manager. T#e Universi~:y of 

rob ho,idav@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 3:21 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Colon Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu:> 

I~NV: Indirect contractor form - honorariums 

Alridge.pdf; Dr. Chandler.pdf; Dr. Horne.pdf; Dr. Jennings.pdf: Dr. Pierre.pdf; Dr. Provenzo.pdf 

Dear 

Attached are the rest of the I/C in pdf format. Please ask participants to sign and send them back in pdf format. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

P~om-¯ Colon, Sonia 
Sent-" Tuesday, :I0:25 AN 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Indirect contractor form - honorariums 

Hi Eunice 

Please find attached the I/C form, for those speakers who going to receive honorarium for their participation on Du Bois Conference; for signature. 

Thanks 

ii~:~iI old well banner 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 
Department of Public Policy 
919-962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB # 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3485 
African & Afro-American Studies 
919-966-1295 
Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 3:21 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu:~ 

FW: IiC m~d W-9 for DR. Cooper and I/C for Dr. Jemima 

Dr. Cooper.pdf; Esther Cooper W-9.pdf; Dr. Pierre.pdf 

Hi Sonia, 

See email below for your records. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From; SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent-" Tuesday, 3:06 PM 
To-" 
Subject: N: I/� and W-9 for DR. Cooper and I/C for Dr. Jemima 

Dear 

I hope you are well. 

Please find attached forms for the above-cited participants. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:28 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: I/C and W-9 for DR. Cooper and I!C for Dr. Jemima 

Dear Eunice 

Please find IIC and W-9 forms, for Dr. Cooper. 

Also, I included the IIC for Dr. Jemima Pierre, I already have her w-9 completed. 

Thank you 

(M, 8-5, "~’, I-5, W, 8-12, ’~’, 1-5, E, 8-12) 
Afb2ca~ N Afr~ ---A~n~r2ca~ ,%~d~ .. 966. I295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 2:31 PM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Important About my l~’inal Grade 

Dear Margaret, 

Thanks for the update. 

Have a great 
Eunice 

and see you after the break. 

Frum: Lee, Margaret Carul 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:22 PM 
Tu: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: hnportant About my Final Grade 

Hi Eunice, 

Dun’t knuw what tu du with this 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:04 AM 
To: ~.ee, Margaret Carul 
Subject: R[~: Important About my Final Grade 

Prufessur Lee, 
Is there anyway that I cuuld meet with yuu when yuu get back intu yuur uffice? I understand that yuu treat all yuur students the same, and l appreciate yuu trying to help me in the 
beginning and thruughuut the semester. 
I am nut trying tu make excuses but I went thruugh alot of very stressful persunal situatiuns this semester, especially at the beggining Alut uf things that were guing on in my persunal life 
made it almost impussible fur me tu fucus un anything else which is why I had such a hard time in this class with attendance I knuw that it may be past the puint, but I would really like a 
chance to sit down and talk with you if I can. 

Thanks, 

Front: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday-, 10:46 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Important About nry Final Grade 

Dear 

I am sorry, but if you did not save your             , you should have done it over. I treat all students the same in my courses. Also, you missed a significant nmnber of lectures. 
Unfortunately I am not scheduled to be in the office until next year. 

Again, I ant very sorry and I tried to help you in the beginning, but you didn’t respond appropriately and now this is the consequence. 

Best, 
Pro~ Lee 

Sent: Friday-, 10:36 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Important About my Final C~ade 

Hello Prol?ssor Lee 

I was just wondering ~vhere could i see my exam grade at and ask if there was anything i could do to pass your class because i need to be eligible lk~r next year so i can be able to graduate 
and hopefully play-        for my    year. I gave all my effort in this class even though the difficult circumstances i have deal with during this semester is there anything i can do to get a 
passing grade. I showed you my- paper on the amistad i couldn’t turn in another copy because i didnt save it on my computer when i gave to its so im asking please lk~r a chance to pass. 

Thanks 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:41 AM 
Te 
Subject: REI Turn my late papers in 

Dear 

Please see me aRer class or come to my- office hours this morning. 

Thanks, 
Proll Lee 



From 
Sent: Tuesday, ~ 8:20 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sut~iect: ’]?urn my late papers in 

[)ear Professor l.ee 

The only reason i didn’t turn my             in is because i didn’t save it on my database and i didnt turn my powe~lay paper in becuase it was to late. I ask can you give me another 
chance to tmn my papers is this class and grade means a lot to me. I know it may seem like i don’t care but i do and I want to learn a lot about afii and do well in it. 
Thanks 

From: leemc@email.~mc.edu [leemc(~email.m~c.edu] 
Sent: We~esday, 4:16 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret 
Subject: Ignore email 

Dear Class, 

You may have received an email in error. It was meant for only 7 students. I will resend it to those students. 

Best, 
Prof Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 4:27 PM 

McCall, Scott <smccall@unc.edw~ 

Edwalds, Deborah W <dedwards@email.unc.edu>; Willia~ns, Tia Howell <tia williaa~s@uuc.edu> 

RE: Your New CCI Computer Order! Urgent- 

Dear Scott, 

Thanks so much for this email. 

Unfortunately 1 think you used an old list from Tia. Kindly delete Zawadi Barskile from the list. In addition, please include Dr. David Pier who is missing from this list. 

Thanks so much. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" McCall, Scott 
Sent; Wednesday, :4:03 PM 
To: Barskile, Z; Boyd, Lydia C; Caldwell, Kia L; Colon, Sonia; Fall, Alassane;              Gore, Travis; Hall, Perry A; Janken, Kenneth R; Lambert, Michael C; Lee, 

Margaret Carol; Lisanza, Esther Mukewa; McMillan, -rim; Mutima, Sinamenye A; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Porter, Robert S; Regester, Charlene B; Rucker, Walter C; SaNe, 

Eunice N; Selassie, Bereket H; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject-" Your New CCI Computer Order! 

Good day, 

You are eligible to receive a new computer as part of AFAM’s Carolina Computing Initiative (CCI) deployment. There are Lenovo and Apple computers 

available, with a variety of desktop and laptop options. All of which come with CCI’s 4-yr warranty coverage, and on-campus hardware support. Please make your 

selection as soon as possible, no later than Friday,            . Once your computer arrives, our deployment team (including your OASIS support specialist) will 

schedule an appointment with you to setup the new computer. Note: In accordance with CCl’s mission, each recipient supporting instruction is provided the M92p 

"Tiny" desktop bundle with a 22" monitor at no charge. Costs apply to all other upgraded models, and funding must be approved by your respective department 

manager before the order is placed. The link below will direct you through a series of short steps to select a computer. 

COl Order Form 

Thank you for your time, and we look forward to seeing you soon. Feel free to contact me with any questions in the meantime. 

Best, 

Scott McCall 

COl Deployment Coordinator 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 4:39 PM 

Pier. David <dpie@email.unc.edu> 

McCall, Scott <smccall@unc.edu>; Edwmds~ Deborah W <~tedwards@email.unc.edu>; Willia~s, Tia Howell <tia willia~s@unc.edu> 

RE: Your New CCI Cotnputer Order! 

Dear David, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I have alerted Scott about the fact you were missing from the list below. Please go ahead and pick your computer. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: McCall, Scott 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:03 PM 
To; Barskile, Z; Boyd, Lydia C; Caldwell, Kia L; Colon, Sonia; Fall, Alassane;              Gore, Travis; Hall, Perry A; Janken, Kenneth R; Lambert, Michael C; Lee, 
Margaret Carol; Lisanza, Esther Mukewa; McMillan, Tim; Mutima, Sinamenye A; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Porter, Robert S; Regester, Charlene B; Rucker, Walter C; SaNe, 

Eunice N; Selassie, Bereket H; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject; Your New COl Computer Order! 

Good day, 

You are eligible to receive a new computer as part of AFAM’s Carolina Computing Initiative (CCI) deployment. There are Lenovo and Apple computers 

available, with a variety of desktop and laptop options. All of which come with CCl’s 4-yr warranty coverage, and on-campus hardware support. Please make your 

selection as soon as possible, no later than Friday,            ~. Once your computer arrives, our deployment team (including your OASIS support specialist) will 

schedule an appointment with you to setup the new computer. Note: In accordance with eel’s mission, each recipient supporting instruction is provided the M92p 

"Tiny" desktop bundle with a 22" monitor at no charge. Costs apply to all other upgraded models, and funding must be approved by your respective department 

manager before the order is placed. The link below will direct you through a series of short steps to select a computer. 

CCI Order Form 

Thank you for your time, and we look forward to seeing you soon. Feel free to contact me with any questions in the meantime. 

Best, 

Scott McCall 

CCI Deployment Coordinator 

smccall(~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 11:57 AM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

RE: CONCERNING GRADE IN AFAM 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

At this moment, faculty members are away for the . They will be back the 2nd week of 
to see Professor Kenneth 3anken during the first week classes. 

Best wishes for this too and once again thanks for the email, 

Dr. SaNe 

for the new semester begins. Thus, please make an appointment 

From-" 

Sent-" Friday, 2:15 AM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; CONCERNING GRADE IN AFAM 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

I hope this email finds you well. I am a , on the at this university studying psychology and african american studies, and have taken various 
courses within this department throughout my past years. I greatly enjoy the lessons and history I have learned while taking these classes, as they have enriched my 
experience as both a minority student and as a member of society. However, my recent encounter with a certain professor in the department has drastically dampened my 
time here. 

This past semester, I took a class with professor Kenneth danken called AFAM    about the While I am aware that my assignments and work in the 
class were far from perfect, I completed each assignment to the best of my ability and attempted to incorporate any suggestions for improvement that he mentioned wherever 
I could. I had been in and out of Dr. Janken’s office, communicating through emails and verbal exchanges, trying to find solutions and clear any miscommunications about my 
work and how to improve in the class. I answered each aspect that was on the syllabus for every assignment, and fulfilled the requirements for each of the projects. I sought 

advice in office hours when I was able to for insight into my mistakes so that they may be fixed on later assignments. Yet despite my clear attempts at improving and effort in 
my assignments still unfathomably translated to a . While my attendance participation grade for in-class discussion was very poor, its :    impact alone does not justify my 

score in the course. 

Based on these notions, I cannot understand how I was still unable to achieve even just a       score. I feel that my effort in the course cannot be questioned; due to this, I 
feel that the grades I received on my assignments were significantly below what I earned. Even on a simple rough draft that was completed to the expectations of the syllabus 
with minor deviations, he awarded me a BEFORE deducted points for its late submission. Speaking with other students in the class, it became evident that I was among the 
few given such little consideration. It is frustrating to see my attempts at improving in this subjective class disregarded in a pitiful non-passing score. I believe this 
score to be unjust and an unfair representation of my work in the course; my         grade should at least be in the passible    range to better reflect my efforts. 

I have already attempted to contact Dr. Janken about my final grade to no avail. Would there be anything that I may be able to do to at this point to help? I genuinely feel that 
Dr. Janken penalized me based on his personal feelings of dislike against me. My academic success is important to me, and with this class, it greatly misrepresents the type of 
student that I am and am capable of becoming. I would appreciate any and all assistance that I may be granted about my situation. 

Thank you for your time and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 3:18 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Final Grade for Affi    Class 

Dear 

Thankyou for your emaiL 

The grade change form was submitted and this change should be reflected on Connect-Carolina. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:03 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
�::¢; afam-web@unc.edu 
S,,bject: Final Grade for Afri : Class 

Dr. SaNe, 

My name is          and I am a          undergraduate at UNC. For the semester 
I was enrolled in an Afri    class. I missed the final exam and was incorrectly awarded 

a grade of    by my instructor (correct grade should have been    ). After making up the exam, 
I informed my instructor of this error and was told that he had submitted my grade change, 
to the dean’s office. 

My instructor told me that he submitted the change on Wed      . I am worried that this change has not 
taken place as my grade for the course is still showing on connectcarolina as an 

This is lowering my GPA and causing me concern as I am an applicant to UNC’s Business School and know 

they heavily consider GPAs. Normally I would simply be patient but as I am leaving the country this Thursday 
I was curious if there was anything that could be done to expedite this grade change or if there is anyone I 
need to contact to ensure the change does occur. My PID is: 

The course was Afri        and the instructor was Nzon~Jola. If necessary I would be happy to come into your 
office to offer additional details. I thank you for your time concerning this matter. 

Sincerely, 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, December 26, 2012 2:23 PM 

ttall, Perry A <ttALLPA@EMAIL.[INC.EDU> 

Re: Your shameful record m~d histoly 

Yes. 

On Dec 26, 2012, at 1:24 PM, "Hall, Pel-W A" <HALLPA@EIVL~klL LrNC EDU> wrote: 

> Did we all get this? 
> 

> 

> From: Sophia Tesfamariam @hotmail.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, December 26, 2012 11:59 ~aJvl 
> To: Selassie, Bereket H 
> Subject: Your shameful record and history 
> 

> Sir, 
> 

> When I wrote about you and your opportunistic tendencies in 2007, you claimed the Government of Eritrea put me up to it. You fi~rget that you and my parents go back a long way, that 
you came to my wedding and until your treasonous activities were exposed in 2001, I, like all my peers respected you, as we did with all our "intellectuals", until you proved to us that you 
were not worth it. 
> 

> Today, another interesting piece ( I have attached it [’or your convenience) has been written about you and your history. You will probably blame this on the (iovernment of Eritrea who 
you believe is obsessed with you as you are with it Nothing could be further lkom the truth. The sad part of all this is that you were given opportunities that no others got and yet you 
manage to bite all the hands that fed you. 
> 

> I also saw the reports about your meeting with RSADO members in Ottowa, CA. Let me remind you who your new found l~iends are. 
> 

> The Global Terrorism Database[3] has recorded the following terrorist acts committed by the Red Sea Afar I)emocratic Organizatinn (RSADO) and Democratic Movement fi~r the Liberation 
of the Eritrean Kunamas (DMLEK), the two groups that were organized, financed, harbored and supported by the minority regime in Ethiopia 
> 02/15/2010: On Monday, in Asmara, Maekel, Eritrea, rebels of the Red Sea Afar Democratic Organization (RSADO) attacked the 28th Sub-division military camp. It was unknown if the 
attack caused any damage. Seventeen intelligence agents were killed and 20 others were inlured in the attack. ~flae 28th sub-division military camp in Asmara, Eritrea was targeted in this 
attack 
> ¯ 6/01/2008: On Sunday, a military vehicle ferrying food rations was blown up after Red Sea AfarsDemocratic Organization members attacked soldiers in Morad, Eritrea No casualties were 
reported. A military truck carrying food rations was targeted 
> ¯ 06/01/2008: On Sunday, [’our Eritrean soldiers, including a senior commander, were killed and more than 10 others wounded when Red Sea Afars Democratic Organization members 
attacked them in Morad, Eritrea. Eritrean soldiers were targeted. 
> ¯ 11/05/2007: The I)emocratic Movement [’or the Liberation of the Eritrean Kunamas (DMI,EK) destroyed the office of the Shembeko town administration with an RPG in Western Eritrea. 
No casualties were reported. 
> ¯ 11/05/2007: Mrlitants using firearms from the Democratic Movement for the Liberation of the EritreanKunamas (D2/ILEK) attacked government soldiers, killing or wounding fifteen of them 
in Mlzay, Eritrea. 
> ¯ 02/25/2009: On Wednesday, in Haykota, Gash-Barka, Eritrea, a bomb killed two civilians and injured eight others at a restaurant in the semi-urban centre The restaurant was damaged in 
the attack. No group clainred responsibility. A restaurant was targeted in Haykota, Gash-Barka, Eritrea. 
> ¯ In 2003, British geologist Timothy Nutt was slain as he worked in Eritrea, by the Eritrean Islamic Jihad, one of the groups financed, harbored and supported by the rcginre in Ethiopia. 
> Groups financed, harbored and supported by Ethiopia detonated a bomb in Barcntu, Eritrea during the 2004 Independence Day- celebratiuns killing 5 people and wounding 88. 
> ¯ A 30 July 2009 Press Release[4] entitled "Red Sea Afar Democratic Organization (RSADO) and RSF (Eritrean Salvation Front) have joined forces to strike At the Eritrean Regime in 
Asmara" said the following: 
> ".. In the past six motlths the afar rebel group have carried out nrore thatl five attacks, causing significant blow to Afwerki’s regime, last November it has destroyed a militaly radar system 
and attacked nrilitary camp killing 285 soldiers in a place called Sanafi at the heart of Akale Guzay, with co-ordinated and simultaneous conrmando type operatiun which killed 13 Eritrean 
soldiers. They- have also collected 9 Kalashnikov assault rifles, 1 RPG weapon, 1 Hea~7i Machine Gun and 3 mobile phones. The corabined forces have also captured five elite soldiers and 
brought them back in to Ethiopia.." 
> Enrboldcned by the adoption of LD~" Security Council Resolutiun, the nrinority reginre in Ethiopia began its destabilization agenda against Eritrea alraost irmnediately. On 29 December 
2009, just days aRer the Security Council adopted the illegal, unjust and urtfair Resolution 1907 (2009), a group financed, harbored and supported by the rainority regime in Ethiopia boasted 
of attacks against sovereign Eritrean territories. Sudan Tribune reported[5]: 
> ".. An Eritrean oppositiun group said prepared to attack the governraent array as the United Nations decided to impose sanction on Asraara last week. DMLEK is a member of the Ethiopia 
based coalition Eritrean Democratic Alliance, of which two other groups have also waged a nascent armed straggle often staging hit-and-run attacks.. The chaim~an of the Sena’a 
Cooperation Forum and representative of the Ethiopian government, )~gr. Hubur Gehrekidan, in runrarks delivered at the opening sitting of the meeting, praised the raerger of the three groups 
and pledged the suppolt of the Ethiopian governraent and the regional forum to the raeeting.." 
> ¯ The Sudan Tribune reported the following in its 3 January 2010 report. This tirae it was reporting on another group, RSADO, a group financed, harbored and supported by Meles 
Zenawi’s rainority regime in Ethiopia: 
> ".. An Eritrean rebel group, Red Sea Afar Democratic Organization (RSADO), has vowed to step up military attacks this year to overthrow the east African natiun’s government. RSADO 
Chairman IbrahimHarun said that the nrilitary measures will undertaken jointly with other rebel forces" Some eight political groups have built a joint militaly frunt to depose the tyrannical 
Eritrean government" said Ethiopia-based Ibrahim. He said the coalition "will collectively launch massive railitary attacks in 2011 and we expect maj or victories along the year".. The group 
says it has killed and wounded hundreds of government soldiers in attacks inside Eritrea since early 2009.." 
> Tigray Online posted a Press Release about another attack on Eritrea, by RSADO, a group harbored, financed and supported by Meles Zenawi’s nrinority regirae in Ethiopia. Here is what 
the 17 February 2010 Press Release said: 
> ". On Feb 15, 2010, at 5:00 am (RSADO) Red Sea Afar Democratic Organizatiun carried out yet another successful operation on FURI military base, in Central-Dankaliya, InX’lict~ng heavy 
damage to the military as well as personnel RSADO’s insurgency group has killed 17 enemy soldiers, wounded 20 soldiers, seized caches of ammunitions and varieties of enemy guns just 
this passed Ne~v Year’s Eve, RSADO, in collaboration with our partnering pastoral societies tlcom ENSF have carried out a massive of operations outside Dankaliya including Sanafee, Akale 
Guzay, arid Area" 
> ¯ On 23 April 2010 Reuters reported of another terrorist attack against Eritrea by the Red Sea Afar DemocraticOrganisation (RSADO) and the Eritrean National Salvation Front (ENSF) 
groups financed, harbored and supported by Meles Zenawi’s minority regime in Ethiopia. Here is an excerpt licom that repolt: 
> ". Two Eritrean rebel groups said the?’ killed 11 government soldiers and wounded some 20 others in a coordinated attack on military camps in southern Eritrea. Both of the rebel groups 
are members of the Eritrean Democratic Alliance (EDA), a coalition of 11 Eritrean political organisations, who say the?- are increasingly working together and coordinating their attacks" 
> ¯ According to a document carrying a list of terrorist acts carried ont by the Red Sea Afar Democratic Organization (RSADO) compiled from RSADO statements and news releases bet~veen 
1999 and 2010, there have been about 27 attacks against Eritrea causing a total of 958 casualties-448 killed, 501 wounded and 9 captured. 
> ¯ On 1 January 2010, there was another armed attack on Eritrea emanating from Ethiopia. The regime denied any responsibility and made public statements to that effect Despite Ethiopia’s 
public denials, a 12 January 2010 cable, "Ethiopia Denies Involvement In Skirmish On Eritrea Border"[6] reports on what the regime’s cadres were saying in private. According to the cable: 
> ". Privately, the GoE has been more candid abont the likely source of the attacks. On January 8, Tesfaye Yihna, Ethiopian Ministry of Foreign Affairs (IVIFA) Director General for Europe 
and the Americas, suggested to A/DCM that the two Eritrean opposition groups that claimed respunsibility for attacking Eritrean military installations and killing 25 Eritrean troops, the Red 
Sea Afar Democratic Organization (RSADO) and the Eritrean National Salvation Front (ENSF), had probably done so." 
> The Cable goes on to state the following: 
> ". In a January 8 meeting ~vith A/DCM, opposition Oromo People’s Congress (OPC) arid Forum leader Merera Gudina offered two possible explanations for the incident: 1) The GoE 
ordered Ethiopian National Defense Forces to attack Eritrea to test the international community’s reaction in light of recent sanctions; or 2) Eritrean opposition groups operating out of 



Ethiopia and funded by the GeE carried out the attacks with GeE approvah." 
> ¯ In addition, the Global Ten~orism I)atabase[7] recorded the following terrorist acts committed by RSADO and DMI.EK, groups financed, harbored and supported by Meles Zenawi’s 
minority regime in Ethiopia. 
> o 02/15/2010: On Monday, in Asmara, Maekel, Eritrea, rebels of the Red Sea Afar Democratic Organization (RSADO) attacked the 28th Sub-division military camp It was unknown i:[’the 
attack caused any damage. Seventeen intelligence agents were killed and 20 others were injured in the attack, rflne 28th sub-division military camp in Asmara, Eritrea was targeted in this 
attack 
> o 6/01/2008: On Sunday, a military vehicle ferrying food rat~ons was blown up after Red Sea AfarsDemocratic Organiz;~tion members attacked soldiers in Morad, firitrea. No casualties were 
reported. A military truck carrying lk~od rations was targeted 
> o 06/01/2008: On Sunday, :[’our firitrean soldiers, including a senior commander, were killed and more than 10 others wounded when Red Sea Afars Democratic Organization members 
attacked them in Morad, Eritrea. Eritrean soldiers were targeted. 
> 

> Today, you have once again partnered with the ruinority regime in Ethiopia to create etl-mic conflicts where there are none. Eritrean Afars, unlike you, fought side by- side all Eritreans in the 
struggle for Eritrea’s liberation. Today-, they are participants in the nation building endeavurs and are recipients of selwices they were deprived of froru successive Ethiopian regime’s that 
you served. 
> 

> How dare you think you can go behind our backs and taruper with our Constitution. You probably tell evelNone you meet that you wrote it, but the tl~lth is that you didn’t. You had the 
audacity to "cut and paste" the Constitution of Naruibia and present it as your own draft. It was the "intellectuals" at the Peoples Front for Justice and Democracy (PFDJ) that saved you 
embarrassment by replacing your "cut and paste" draft with the one that you have been clairuing is yours. How low can you go. Obviously you know that RSADO is a terrorist group that 
was organized by Meles Zenawi himself to attack Eritrea. The innocent Joseph Magnet is being used by you and the ruinority regime in Ethiopia that you serve and is pulling himself out of 
your web of deception. 
> 

> When are you going to start telling the truth? 
> When are you going to stop your deceptive and greedy ways? 
> 

> I feel vindicated and I am glad that I didn’t fall for your divisive, self serving gutter politics. 
> 

> The time has come and everyone will know who you really are and God help the poor students who have been hoodwinked by you all these years. 
> 

> Yes, go to Ethiopia, where you belong and ruay you cast your covetousness eyes on Eritrea froru afar! 
> 
> 

> http:/iaruchron.soundenterprises.netiarticles/viewi39115 
> Bereket Habte Selassie-Head of Eritrea’s Quisling League 
> 
> Every country has its own ~Quisling League~ and Eritrea is no different. As a matter of fact, members ofEritrea ~s Quisling League (EQL), like most other quislings, are motivated by fame 
and fortune The most senior member of the group is Bereket Habte Selassie. The EQL is an unlikely alliance of arrogant, condescending, opportunist, pompous, and self-righteous 
individuals who live off the suffering of others. They have formed a smorgasbord of alphabet groups made up of dubious individuals with sordid records and pasts They first made their 
appearances in cyberspace at about the time the Eritrea Ethiopia ceasefire agreement ~vas signed. At that time I labeled them the Ds-as in defeatists, distracters, detractors and disgruntled 
diplomats and Meles Zenawi~s errand boys Since then, their futile attempts to disassociate themselves from the agendas of the minority regime in Ethiopia and its handlers have proved to 
be an unsustainable political joke. 
> 

> ~¢~ile some, like the Eritrean National Alliance (ENA) led by Herui Tedla openly associated with the minority regime in Ethiopia, groups led by Paulos Tesfagiorgis and Bereket Habte 
Selassie operated clandestinely The latest meeting in Addis Ababa, led by Meles Zenawi, exposed the quislings for what the)’ are-enemies of the State of Eritrea, its governn~ent and its 
people. The EQL is seasonal and predictable; they make their appearances when their handlers (the mercenary minority regime in Ethiopia and its handlers) are cornered-or find them selves 
in a self-made political quagmire. Eritreans in the Diaspora are therefore not surprised by the re-emergence of the two elite members of the EQL, Paulos Tesfagiorgis and Bereket Habte 
Selassie, into the Eritrean political arena after g~ving us a brief respite. 
> 

> Both Paulos Tesfagiorgis, who felt the urge to tell us about his travels to Ethiopia, and Bereket Habte Selassie[]s ~vith his []Urgent Appeal[] to Jendayi E. Frazier, the Secretary of State 
fk~r African Affairs, are back again, sullying the Eritrean cyberspace with more of their self aggrandizing ramblings Someho~v the Eritrean Diaspora knew they were coming, the ominous 
stench of their perfi@ was once again polluting the F~ritrean cyberspace. Today, with his diversionary []Urgent Appeal [] to Jendayi E. Frazier, this senile opportunist and repeat offender, is 
once again attempting to undermine Eritrean officials that he once praised and hailed as the []Maradona and Pele of politics[]. Dr. Bereket feigns concern by- shedding crocodile tears for the 
people of Eritrea he has long abandoned and whose right to development, a human right, he has ~vorked so hard to thwart. A senile exercise in futility if you ask me’. 
> 

> My article for today will focus on Bereket Habte Selassie, as Paulos Tesfagiorgis[] betrayals and crimes against the people of Eritrea are too long and ~vill require its own sitting. V~nen I 
heard about the letter written by Dr. Bereket, I was hoping against all hopes, that the senile Professor was writing to Jendayi E Framer to protest her attempt to violate the Constitutional 
rights of Eritrean Americans, but not surprisingly, it turns out that he was writing to her to extend the violations to include ALL Eritreans, inside the country and in the Diaspora This pliant 
quisling was pleading with her to violate, not just Eritrea []s sovereign rights, but also to violate the people of Eritrea[]s right to development. Taking his cue from his payers, this mercenary 
was persuaded to write, not in defense of the Eritrean people, but rather to advance the narrow interests of certain qualters So much from a []Distinguished Professor[] and a constitutional 
scholar at that[ 
> 

> To Eritreans, Bereket Habte Selassie is not just a greedy mercenary but also an opportunist, known more for his []service[] in Ethiopia than anything he has done in Eritrea, despite what 
he professes in his many writings All who are familiar with his past know of his penchant for fame and lk~rtune. While his history is replete with betrayals and denials, this article will attempt 
to show how this selfish individual took adwmtage of the magnanimity of the Eritrean people But Dr. Bereket[]s betrayals are not limited to the people of Eritrea; he has also betrayed the 
trust o:[’his Ethiopmn compatriots. This cyber dictator and his imaginary cyber party have harassed and intimidated Eritreans in the Diaspora Jk~r far too long to be left unchallenged. Let us 
go back and take a glimpse into his dark past. 
> 

> Although Bereket ttabte Selassie has held several high-level positions within the Ethiopian government, including Federal Supreme Court Judge, Vice Minister of Interior and the Mi~yor 
of Harar during the reign of Emperor ttaile Selassie, he is mostly remembered Jk~r his role as Co-Chairman o:[’the Inquiry Commission established during Menghism ttailmariam[]s brutal 
[]Derg [] regime (preceded the current regime led by Meles Zenawi) While serving as Attorney General in Ethiopia during the Emperor[]s reign, he was also responsible for drafting the 
clause that enabled Ethiopia[]s annexation o:[’Eritrea, that triggered the 30-year long armed struggle for Eritrea[]s independence. 
> 

> In the earl)’ 70s, when Eritrean students in North America and around the world were leaving the cam:[’arts of their homes to join their comrades in arms in Eritrea, who were struggling 
firitrea []s independence, Bereket ttabte Selassie went instead to [ithiopia. He said then that he was responding to []yenat ager tiri[]-the call o:[’the motherland. He left his job at the World 
Bank and returned to Ethiopia where he served as Co-Chain:nan of the Inquiry Connnission The purpose of the Commission was to investigate alleged corruption and breach of 
responsibilities by officials in Emperor Halle Selassie[]s regime in the aftermath o:[’the Ethiopian famines While the record shows that he was appointed by the b;thiopian parlinment, ~n 
absentia, to serve in the newly established Inquiry Connnission, he says the late General Aman Andom prodded him to return to Ethiopia and serve the Derg regime. We will never know the 
truth. 
> 

> On 23 November 1974, Aman Andom, a distinguished military officer o:[" Eritrean descent, was killed in a gunfight in his ham e for refusing to sign on to a decision to deploy massive forces 
to crush the Eritrean struggle for independence and also :[’or not approving the extra judicial killings o:[’the individuals being investigated by the Inquiry Commission headed by Dr. Bereket 
That same night, 60 members o:[’the Emperor []s regime were taken from the wine cellar at the Palace to Akaki prison and machine gunned to death, and their bodies were tossed in freshly 
dug shallow graves. 
> 
> Amongst the dead were prominent Ethiopian Ministers, civil servants, and decorated Army officers including Aklilu Habte Wolde who served as Ethiopia[]s Frirae Minister and Rear 
Admiral Eskindir Desta, the Emperors grandson. They- were all killed extra judicially. Right after the massacres ofAman Andom and the 60 prominent members of the Emperor[]s government, 
Bereket Habte Selassie escaped to Eritrea. Unlike the Eritrean Constitution Corcanission that he has written about ad nauseuru, he has remained conspicuously mum about the Inquiry 
Corcanission in Ethiopia he was appointed to lead. 
> 

> Mcnghistu Hailemeriam in his book implicates Bereket Habte Selassie as being the person who told him to []clear the deck[] and rernnve the former members of the Emperors govelt~rr~ent. 
According to the fom~er Ethiopian leader, Dr. Bereket told hiru that it would advance the new revolution in Ethiopia. YVhy hasn[]t the good professor revealed his part in that sad episode in 
Ethiopia[]s history? This person who fancies himself as a []human rights[] advocate has yet to utter a single word about the extra-judicial executions of the 60 individuals he was 



investigating for corruption and crimes against Ethiopia. Why’ is that? 
> 

> When the entire world is condemning Me[es Zenawi[]s minority" regime fi~r the genocides in (iambela, Sidama and Ogaden, when students and unarmed c~vilians are gunned down in 
broad day’ light on the streets of Addis Ababa, and when over 40,000 people are detained in Ethiopia for voting him out of ol!fice, this []human rights[] advocate remained silent. When 
Me[es Zenawi []s forces invaded Somalia and displaced over 500000 people, pulverized village and killed hundreds creating an unparalleled hmnnnitarian disaster in Somalia, this []human 
rights [] advocate remained silent. But for the last 8 years, he has campmgned incessantly to blemish the government and people of Eritrea[]s record on human rights in Eritrea 
> 

> His versions of events in t~ritrea during his stay contradict known historical facts. His attempts to present himself as the peacemaker during the 1974 popular mediation between the 
Eritrean Liberatmn [~’ront (ELF) and the [~ritrean People[]s Liberation Front (EPLF) in Eritrea are self-serving, dishonest and grossly exaggerated. Truth be told, his brief stay" in Eritrea is 
riddled with even more intrigues and behaviors bordering on the crirainal. The details will have to wait for another day, suffice it to mention that they involve the Eritrean Relief Association 
(ERA), []embezzlement of ftmds[] and Paulos Tesfagiorgis. Oh! What tangled webs these two weave, when they practice to deceiver 
> 

> After independence, the magnanirnnus Governnmnt and people of Eritrea gave Dr. Bereket another opportunity to serve his count~ of origin and redeem himself. He was appointed as the 
Chairman of the Constitution Connnission. Exposing his deceptive nature, in an interview conducted by an enetW website, while discussing appointments in the Eritrean governrnnnt, the 
senile professor said: 
> 

> My energies from 1991 onwards were focused on being with my i:amily and on rebuilding ray income~I didn,t expect it [an appoir~tment] and I wouldn,t have accepted it. I have no 
ambition whatsoever in that regards: that[]s what I want to make clear to your readers. As a matter of fact, at heart, I am a professional with poetic bent; I hate politics. You just join the fray 
when the fate of your count~ is at risk. Seeking public office, etc, no thank you. I am very" happy in my professional life. \~ny would I leave a comfortable life for the misery of being 
somebo@ ~s underling ~ [] 
> 

> If Dr. Bereket hates politics what is his cyber EDP supposed to be? Is it not a political palty? At first, believing it could ride on the coattails of the Eritrean People []s Liberation Front 
(EPLF), this group of disgruntled diplomats and defectors including the runaway reporters sans couth, chose the name EPLF-DP. At some point they" changed the name to EDP. We were 
relieved. The name EPLF cannot be associated with traitors and turncoats. These quislings who could nnt live up to the ideals and principles of the EPLF, which include self-respect, 
sacrifice, httmili)-, and service to others, have no business using the name in their cyber srnnaring campaigns. 
> 

> When the President of Eritrea appointed him to selwe as the Chairman of the Constitution Conm~ission, it must have surprised the good Dr. for he must have known that he did not deser,~e 
the honor of being involved in such a historical national endeavor. Acknnwledging the President []s raagnanirai~y, Dr. Bcreket said []Igzi yekbiro, neai zekbereni[], meaning []God respect 
him for giving me this respect[]. But the opportunist that he was, he did not want to pass up the once in a lifetime chance to advance his stagnant career and pad both his credentials and 
his wallet, so he shamelessly accepted. This unconscionable man was not about to pass up the opportuni~" to fleece the Eritrean people who were re-building their cotmtry ftom scratch 
after 30 years of war. More on that later[] 
> 

> 

> After 4 years of public debate both inside Eritrea and in the Diaspora, the people of Eritrea produced the Eritrean Constitution. The Eritrean Constitution was ratified in 1997 and since 
then, much work has been done in its implementation. YVhile he has been harping about the []implementation of the Eritrean Constitution[] from his hidea~vay in North Carolina for the last 
10 years, this []Constitutional scholar[] has done absolutely- nothing to help with the process. I am inclined to believe that he probably has no clue as to what it entails. 
> 

> There are several alticles in the Eritrean Constitution, whose implementations require laws to be written, or have to be regulated by law-. The people of Eritrea have been working hard in 
the writing and promulgating of these laws and more Instead of helping in the process or giving advise on how to do certain tasks, Bereket Habte Selassie did everything to undermine the 
Eritrean Constitution and the solemn principles contained therein. Since it is the people[]s document, he has long forfeited his right to speak about the Eritrean Constitution-the people[]s 
document. 
> 

> Remaining true to his nature, he once again betrayed the trust of the Eritrean people and his peers. In pursuit of his own narrow agendas, and presenting himself as the []Father of 
Eritrea[]s Constitution[], this Father of the EQL set out to elevate his o~vn stature by undermining others, especially the Govermnent and people of Eritrea. He continues to this day to 
receive funds for activities related to the Eritrean Constitution-book sales, seminars, ~vorkshops, travels, speaking engagements etc. etc. but has never given as much as a peuny to the other 
members of the Commission that did the bulk of the work associated with the writing and producing of the F~ritrean Constitution. 
> 
> In 2001, at the height of his cyber smearing campaign against the people of Eritrea, distinguished fom~er members of the Executive Committee of the Constitutional Commission of Eritrea, 
wrote him an open letter concerning his antics in the Diaspora and to expose his deceptive and opporttmist tenure as the Chairman of the Eritrean Constitution They asked him three 
questions that he has evaded to date. I will remind the senile professor the three questions and ask that he take this opportunity- to answer the questions posed to him by his peers Dr. 
Amare Tekle, Mrs. Arena Hassen Naib, Mr. Musa Hassen Naib, Dr. Seyoum Haregot, Mrs. Zahra Omar Jabir and ~[r. Zemehret Yohaunes signed the letter. Here is the eloquent letter in its 
entirety-: 
> 

> We, the former members of the Executive Committee of the Constitutional Commission, have taken note of the several self-sel~’ing claims made in your recent articles and interviews 
relative to drafting of the Constitution of Eritrea and its "implementation", as well as certain issues that were discussed during the drafting process 
> 

> We had, individually and in discussion ~vith each other, hitherto concluded that it would serve no useful purpose to publicly take exception, either individually or collectively, to your 
disregard for historical facts and the truth, to respect a hallowed F~ritrean imperative that constraints responsible members of socie~ from rash actions or reactions and to keep dignified 
silence in the fi~ce of impropriety" by" an errant colleague; in the conviction that history would be a better judge of our deeds and misdeeds and in the belief that truth will sooner or later 
trmmph. 
> 

> We have, however, been left with no option, in view of your continued molestation of the truth than to speak out for the record and in the interest of the truth We speak, not in 
recrimination, but in the hope that, in your future "contribution" to the "democratization" and "well-being" of our country, you will pay heed to the noble tradition of t~ritrea. We shall not go 
~nto details about what transpired during the long drafting process At present, we shall refer to three of your egregmus pretensions. 
> 

> 1. Authorship of the Draft Constitution 
> 

> You have repeatedly" claimed, directly and indirectly, that you were the sole atuhor of the I~a:t’t Constitution, often playing on the word "writing". ’]’he word "writing" is defined, inter alia, 
as (a) the faitht’ul recording on paper of any decisions made, or ideas agreed upon, by a group (i e. connmttee, commission, etc.) and (b) drawing up (composition) of a draft text based solely 
on one’s value and belief systems. The first denotes collective authorship and the second individual effort. We then wish to ask you one simple question for posterity. Will you inform 
Eritreans, in clear unequivocal terms, which one of the above two tasks did you perform? As a corollary, you may" also wish to inform the Eritrean punic and our foreign friends: 
> 

> What was taking place in the meetings of the Execuuve Cotmnittee; 
> 

> What was the Eritrean population, at home and abroad discussing during the constitution-making process, preceding the first draft; 
> 

> What discussion took place in the Executive Committee concerning the preparation of the first draft; 
> 

> What draft was communicated to the 50 member Constitutional Council; and 
> 

> What was the role of the Constitutional Commission Council and the foreign and local Board of Advisors? 
> 

> In short, we ask you to recall the whole constitution-making process and, with the clear conscience, repeat your claim for sole authorship of the Draft Constitution. 
> 

> A propos, you have declared that the original Drafl of the Constitution was in English. We are aware only of the Tigrigna text. It was in fact for this reason that we requested one of our 
colleagues to translate it into English. If you had an English text why was it necessary to have the Tigrigna text translated? 
> 

> 2. The Issue of the Special Court 
> 

> In an essay- entitled PFDJ’s War on Democracy and Justice (Awate.com, August 13, 2001), you wax indignant and fuhninate in connection w-ith the creation by the Govermnent of Eritrea 
(contrary to what you say, the PFDJ does not have law-making powers) of the Special Court. Let us be honest. As a leading academic, the Chairman of the Constitutional Conm~ission and a 



constitutional scholar at that, should you not have had the courage of your conviction to be among the first to protest as vehemently and as loudly then as you are doing now, five years 
after the enactment of the Special Court Proclamation? Or was there an incentive involved? 
> 

> Let us be more direct We hope you will recall as ~ve all do that we had serious discussion on the matter both in official capacity and in private. You will recall that, during one of these 
meetings, one member raised the need to harmonize or bring into line some provisions of the law establishing the Special Court with the provisions of the Constitution, once it was ratified 
and becomes effective Surely, that person was not you. We will be emphatic that, on the other hand, you supported the Government’s action and the necessity of such special court with 
such extraordinary powers in developing countries to combat corruption. We do not mind your present change of heart, if it is rooted in honesty On the other hand, we take special 
exception to your present fulmination and pretentious declarations as if you had been criticizing the Proclamation on Special Court all along for the last :give years Your first moral 
transgression and intellectual dishonest?’ maybe forgivable; your present immorality can never be. So what were your motives then, and what are your motives now? Surely, it cannot be the 
national or public interest. 
> 

> 3. A Pro Bono Service? 
> 

> You have claimed on several occasions that, as Chairman of the Conm~ission, you were rendering a pro bono service i.e. service without any remuneration. Yet, Asmara University records 
reveal that by arrangements with the University of North Carolina, at Chapel Hill, the University of Asmara was paying you 50 per cent of your salary while you still continued to receive the 
other 50 per cent from the University of North Carolina. In effect, you were getting your full UNC salary-. Moreover, that, upon yo~tr persistent supplication to settle your mortgage of USD 
28,000 in America in its entirety, as a hm~p sum, the Government of Eritrea had to arrange for an additional salary- of USD 2,500 per month from the Constitutional Cormnission for three years 
you served as Chairman of the Corcanission. This special salary was partly- utilized to repay the money the Cor~wnission advanced to settle your mortgage in America. Part of this special 
salary was paid retroactively. 
> 

> Finally, as you recall, the Constitutional Commission was required to submit a final Report on activities it accomplished and its financial condition in Tigrigna, Arabic and English. The 
Commission was expected to distribute this Report to the public at large and the donor community, who contributed funds for the operations of the Commission. Some members of the 
Executive Corcanittee prepared the Tigfigna and Arabic versions. These versions of the final Report were made available to the public at large. You were requested to prepare the English 
version for distribution to the donor community. To-date, despite repeated pleas, you did not submit the English version. The Commission thus finds itself derelict in its responsibility 
towards the donor community in Eritrea. 
> 

> We restrain ourselves from f~trther cormnents on other equally ~veighty matters in the public interest. We still believe that each one of us should be and will be judged by- history and the 
future generations of Efitrea ~ [] 
> 

> So there you have it. I hope the good professor will respond to these serious questions soon instead of engaging in cyber sraeafing a people and a government who gave him a moment of 
respect, a moment greater than any he will ever get in his entire lifetime. 
> 

> Efitreans know- that Bereket Habte Selassie is a tlue blue traitor who suffers from an overdose of arabition and failed expectations, and as an evil individual ~vho has turned his []worship [] 
of Eritrea[]s leadership and the Eritrean People[]s Liberation Front (EPLF) into hatred and vengeful betrayals. His fanatical arabitions and expectations and deep-seethed frustrations are 
reflected by his sordid past. Simply put, Bereket Habte Selassie and Paulos Tesfagiorgis are frustrated individuals who have no qualms about destroying Eritrea, or selling their mothers to 
get what the?’ want-fame and fortune. 
> 

> The folks at North Carolina University ought to investigate this man[]s past and prevent him from poisoning the minds of young students with his distorted version of history and the 
truth. The State Department and the many policy-making institutions in the United States risk their o;vn credibility and integrity by associating themselves with such notorious quislings, 
political blackn~ailers and extortionists. 
> 

> More on Bereket Habte Selassie, Paulos Tesfagiorgis, and the Berlin 13-a group of self appointed []academicians and professionals next time [] 
> 

> The rule of law must prevail over the la~v of the jungle! 
> 

> For Paulos Tesfagiorgis’ letter see: 
> 

> http:/iselfi-democracy.com/?read articles/alticles/1189452204TENYEARSAFTER AugO7PDF e.pdf 
> 

> For Bereket Habte Selassie’s letter, see: 
> 

>http:/iselfi-democracv.col~’?read articles/articles/1189582417UROENTOAPPEALT e.htm 
> <;vww.rsadomission.com wp-contentuploads 2012 11 Afar-Sumrmt-Press-Release-Ottwa-Oct-2012pdf> 
> <Review of Bereket Habte Selassie’s books pdf> 
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To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 
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Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

FW: Your shameful record and history 

www.rsadomission.com_wp-content_uploads_2012 11 Afar-Summit-Press-Release-Ottwa-Oct-2012.pdf; Review of 
Bereket Habte Selassie’s books.pdf 

Dear 3onathan, 

Fyi - This has been sent to faculty and staff, and may be others on campus. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sophia Tesfamariam [ #hotmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, December 26, 2012 ii:58 AlVl 

To= Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject= Your shameful record and history 

SiP, 

When I wrote about you and your opportunistic tendencies in 2007, you claimed the Government of Eritrea 

put me up to it. You forget that you and my parents go back a long way, that you came to my wedding and 

until your treasonous activities were exposed in 2001, I, like all my peers respected you, as we did with all 

our "intellectuals", until you proved to us that you were not worth it. 

Today, another interesting piece ( I have attached it for your convenience) has been written about you and 

your history. You will probably blame this on the Government of Eritrea who you believe is obsessed with 

you as you are with it. Nothing could be further from the truth. The sad part of all this is that you were 

given opportunities that no others got and yet you manage to bite all the hands that fed you. 

I also saw the reports about your meeting with RSADO members in Ottawa, CA. Let me remind you who your 

new found friends are... 

The Global Terrorism Database[3] has recorded the following terrorist acts committed by the Red Sea Afar Democratic Organization 
(RSADO) and Democratic Movement for the Liberation of the Eritrean Kunamas (DMLEK), the two groups that were organized, 
financed, harbored and supported by the minority regime in Ethiopia. 

¯ 02/15/2010: On Monday, in Asmara, Maekel, Eritrea, rebels of the Red Sea Afar Democratic Organization (RSADO) attacked the 
28th Sub-division milital)i camp. It was unknown if the attack caused any damage. Seventeen intelligence agents were killed and 20 others 
were injured in the attack¯ The 28th sub-division milita~ camp in Asmara, Eritrea was targeted in this attack¯ 

¯ 6/01/2008: On Sunday, a military vehicle ferrying food rations was blown up after Red Sea AfarsDemocratic Organization members 
attacked soldiers in Morad, Eritrea¯ No casualties were reported¯ A milital)i truck carrying food rations was targeted¯ 

¯ 06/01/2008: On Sunday, four Eritrean soldiers, including a senior commander, were killed and more than 10 others wounded when 
Red Sea Afars Democratic Organization members attacked them in Morad, Eritrea. Eritrean soldiers were targeted. 

¯ 11/05/2007: The Democratic Movement for the Liberation of the Eritrean Kunamas (DMLEK) destroyed the office of the Shembeko 
town administration with an RPG in Western Eritrea. No casualties were reported. 

¯ 11/05/2007: Militants using firearms from the Democratic Movement for the Liberation of the EritreanKunamas (DMI~EK) attacked 
government soldiers, killing or wounding fifteen of ~em in Mlzay, Er£urea. 

¯ 02/25/2009: On Wednesday, in Haykota, Gash-Barka, Eritrea, a bomb killed two civilians and injured eight others at a restaurant in 
the semi-urban centre. The restaurant was damaged in the attack. No group claimed responsibility. A restaurant was targeted in Haykota, 
Gash-Barka, Eritrea. 

¯ In 2003, British geologist Timothy Nutt was slain as he worked in Eritrea, by the Eritrean Islamic Jihad, one of the groups financed, 
harbored and supported by the regime in Ethiopia¯ 



¯ Groups financed, harbored and supported by Ethiopia detonated a bomb in Barentu, Eritrea during the 2004 Independence Day 
celebrations killing 5 people and woua~ding 88. 

¯ A 30 July 2009 Press Release[4] entitled ~Red Sea Afar Democratic Organization (RSADO) and RSF ~ritrean Salvation Front) have 
joined forces to strike At the Eritrean Regime in Asmara" said the following: 

"...In the past six months the afar rebel group have carried out more than five attacks, causing significant blow to Afwcrki’s 
regime, last November it has destroyed a military radar system and attacked militury camp killing 285 soldiers in a place called 
Sanafi at the heart of Akale Guzay, with co-ordinated and simultaneous commando type operation which killed 13 Eritrean 
soldiers. They have also collected 9 Kalashnikov assault rifles, 1 RPG weapon, 1 Heavy Machine Gun and 3 mobile phones. The 
combined forces have also captured five elite soldiers and brought them back in to Ethiopia..." 

¯ Emboldened by the adoption of UN Security Council Resolution, the minority regime in Ethiopia began its destabilization agenda 
against Eritrea almost immediately¯ On 29 December 2009, just days after the Security Council adopted the illegal, unjust and unfair 
Resolution 1907 (2009), a group financed, harbored and supported by the minori~ regime in Ethiopia boasted of attacks against sovereign 
Eritrean territories. Sudan Tribune reported[5]: 

"...An Eritrean opposition group said prepared to attack the government army as the United Nations decided to impose 
sanction on Asmara last week. DMLEK is a member of the Ethiopia based coalition Eritrean Democratic Alliance, of which two 
other groups have also waged a nascent armed struggle often staging hit-and-run attacks...The chairman of the Sena’a 
Cooperation Forum and representative of the Ethiopian government, Mr. Hubur Gebrekidan, in remarks delivered at the 
opening sitting of the meeting, praised the merger of the three groups and pledged the support of the Ethiopian government and 
the regional forum to the meeting..." 

¯ The Sudan Tribune reported the following in its 3 January 2010 report¯ This time it was reporting on another group, RSADO, a group 
financed, harbored and supported by Moles Zenawi’s minori~cy regime in Ethiopia: 

"...An Eritrean rebel group, Red Sea Afar Democratic Organization (RSADO), has vowed to step up military attacks this 
year to overthrow the east African nation’s government. RSADO Chairman IbrahimHaron said that the militury measures will 
undertaken jointly with other rebel forces" Some eight political groups have built a joint military front to depose the tyrannical 
Eritrean government" said Ethiopia-based Ibrahim. He said the coalition %viii collectively launch massive military attacks in 
2011 and we expect major victories along the year"...The group says it has killed and wounded hundreds of government soldiers 
in attacks inside Eritrea since early 2009..." 

¯ Tigray Online posted a Press Release about another attack on Eritrea, by RSADO, a group harbored, financed and supported by 
Meles Zenawi’s minori~ regime in Ethiopia. Here is what the 17 February 2010 Press Release said: 

"...On Feb 15, 2010, at 5:00 am (RSADO) Red Sea Afar Democratic Organization carried out yet another successful 
operation on FURI military base, in Central-Dankaliya, Inflicting heavy damage to the military as well as personnel. RSADO’s 
insurgency group has killed 17 enemy soldiers, wounded 20 soldiers, seized caches of ammunitions and varieties of enemy guns 
just this passed New Year’s Eve, RSADO, in collaboration with our partnering pastoral societies from ENSF have carried out a 
massive of operations outside Dankaliya including Sanafee, Akale Guzay, and Area" 

¯ On 23 April 2010 Reuters reported of another terrorist attack against Eritrea by the Red Sea Afar DemocraticOrganisation (RSADO) 
and the Eritrean National Salvation Front (ENSF) - groups financed, harbored and supported by Meles Zenawi’s minority regime in 
Ethiopia¯ Here is an excerpt from that report: 

"...Two Eritrean rebel groups said they killed 11 government soldiers and wounded some 20 others in a coordinated attack 
on military camps in southern Eritrea. Both of the rebel groups are members of the Eritrean Democratic Alliance (EDA), a 
coalition of 11 Eritrean political organisations, who say they are increasingly working together and coordinating their attacks" 

¯ According to a document carrying a list of terrorist acts carried out by the Red Sea Afar Democratic Organization (RSADO) compiled 
from RSADO statements and news releases between 1999 and 2010, there have been about 27 attacks against Eritrea causing a total of 
958 casualties-448 killed, 501 wounded and 9 captured. 

¯ On 1 January 2010, there was another armed attack on Eritrea emanating from Ethiopia. The regime denied any responsibility and 
made public statements to that effect. Despite Ethiopia’s public denials, a 12 January 2010 cable, ~Ethiopia Denies Involvement In 
Skirmish On Eritrea Border"[6] reports on what the regime’s cadres were saying in private. According to the cable: 

"...Privately, the GoE has been more candid about the likely source of the attacks. On January 8, Tesfaye Yilma, Ethiopian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) Director General for Europe and the Americas, suggested to A/DCM that the two Eritrean 
opposition groups that claimed responsibility for attacking Eritrean milita~, installations and killing 25 Eritrean troops, the Red 
Sea Afar Democratic Organization (RSADO) and the Eritrean National Salvation Front (ENSF), had probably done so..." 

The Cable goes on to state the following: 

"...In a January 8 meeting with A!DCM, opposition Oromo People’s Congress (OPC) and Forum leader Merera Gudina 
offered two possible explanations for the incident: 1) The GoE ordered Ethiopian National Defense Forces to attack Eritrea to test 
the international community’s reaction in light of recent sanctions; or 2) Eritrean opposition groups operating out of Ethiopia 
and funded by the GoE carried out the attacks with GoE approval..." 

¯ In addition, the Global Terrorism Database[7] recorded the following terrorist acts committed by RSADO and DMLEK, groups 



financed, harbored and supported by Moles Zenawi’s minorib~ regime in Ethiopia. 

o 02/15/2010: On Monday, in Asmara, Maekel, Eritrea, rebels of the Red Sea Afar Democratic Organization (RSADO) attacked the 
28th Sub-division milita~7 camp. It was unknown if the attack caused any damage. Seventeen intelligence agents were killed and 20 others 
were injured in the attack. The 28th sub-division milita~ camp in Asmara, Eritrea was targeted in this attack. 

o 6/01/2008: On Sunday, a military vehicle ferrying food rations was blown up after Red Sea AfarsDemocratic Organization members 
attacked soldiers in Morad, Eritrea. No casualties were reported. A milital)i truck carrying food rations was targeted. 

o 06/01/2008: On Sunday, four Eritrean soldiers, including a senior commander, were killed and more than 10 others wounded when 
Red Sea Afars Democratic Organization members attacked them in Morad, Eritrea. Eritrean soldiers were targeted. 

Today, you have once again partnered with the minority regime in Ethiopia to create ethnic conflicts where 

there are none. Eritrean Afars, unlike you, fought side by side all Eritreans in the struggle for Eritrea’s 

liberation. Today, they are participants in the nation building endeavors and are recipients of services they 

were deprived of from successive Ethiopian regime’s that you served. 

How dare you think you can go behind our backs and tamper with our Constitution. You probably tell 

everyone you meet that you wrote it, but the truth is that you didn’t. You had the audacity to "cut and paste" 

the Constitution of Namibia and present it as your own draft. It was the "intellectuals" at the Peoples Front 

for Justice and Democracy (PFDJ) that saved you embarrassment by replacing your "cut and paste" draft 

with the one that you have been claiming is yours. How low can you go. Obviously you know that RSADO is a 

terrorist group that was organized by Meles Zenawi himself to attack Eritrea. The innocent Joseph Magnet 

is being used by you and the minority regime in Ethiopia that you serve and is pulling himself out of your 

web of deception. 

When are you going to start telling the truth? 

When are you going to stop your deceptive and greedy ways? 

I feel vindicated and I am glad that I didn’t fall for your divisive, self serving gutter politics. 

The time has come and everyone will know who you really are and God help the poor students who have been 

hoodwinked by you all these years. 

Yes, go to Ethiopia, where you belong and may you cast your covetousness eyes on Eritrea from afar! 

http://a mc h ron.sou ndenterprises, net/adicles/view/39115 
Bereke| Hab|e Selassie-Head of Eri|rea’s Quisling League 

Every country has its own ~Quisling League~ and Eritrea is no different. As a matter of fact, members of Eritrea~s Quisling League (EQL), like most other 

quislings, are motivated by fame and fortune. The most senior member of the group is gereket Habte Se~assie. The EQL is an unlikely alliance of arrogant, 

condescending, opportunist, pompous, and se~f-dghteous individuals who I~ve off the suffering of others. They have formed a smorgasbord of alphabet groups 

made up of d~b~ous ~nd~v~duals with sordid records and pasts. They first made their appearances ~n cyberspace at about the t~me the [ritrea ~th~op~a ceasefire 

agreement was s~gned. At that time ~ ~abe~ed them the Ds-as ~n degea[ists, d~stracters, detractors and d~sgruntled d~ploma[s 8rid [,le~es Zenawi@s errsnd 

boys~ S~nce then, their [utile 8ttempts to d~sassodate themselves flom the agendas og the rn~nofity regime ~n Ethiopi8 a~d ~[s handlers have proved [o be an 

unsustainaMe pol~tica~ joke. 

While some, like the E:dtrean National Alliance (ENA) led by Herui Tedla openly associated with the n-~inority regbne in Ethiopia, groups led by Paulos 

Tesfagiorgis and gereket Habte Selassie operated clandestinely. The latest meeting in Addis Ababa, led by Moles Zenawi , exposed the quislings for what they 

are-enemies og the State og Eritrea, its government and its people. The EQk is seasonal and predictable; they make their appearances when their handlers 

(the mercenary minority regime in Ethiopia and its handlers) are cornered-or find them selves in a self-made political quagmire, Eritreans in the Diaspora are 

therefore not surprised by the re-emergence of the two elite members of the EQL, Paulos ]esfagiorgis and tBereket Habte Selassie, into the Eritrean political 

arena after giving us a brief respite. 

Both Paulos Tesfagiotlgis, who felt the urge to tell us about his travels to Ethiopia , and Bereket Habte Selassie@s with his @Urgent Appeal@ to ]endayi E. 

Frazier, the Secretary of State for African Agfairs, are back again, sullying the Eritrean cyberspace with more o[ their self aggrandizing ramblings. Somehow the 

Eritrean Diaspora knew they were coming, the ominous stench of their perfidy was once again polluting the Eritrean cyberspace. Today, with his diversionary 

@Urgent Appeal@ to ]endayi E. Frazier, this senile opportunist and repeat offender, is once again attempting to undermine Eritrean officials that he once 

praised and hailed as the @Naradona and Pole of politics@. Dr. Bereket feigns concern by shedding crocodile tears for the people of Eritrea he has long 



abandoned and whose right to development, a human right, he has worked so hard to thwart, A senile exerdse in futility if you ask me! 

Ny allicle for today will focus on Bereket Habte Be]assie, as Paulos ]esfagiorgis@ betrayals and crimes against the people of Eritrea are too long and will 

require its own sitting. When I heard about the letter written by Dr. Bereket, t was hoping against all hopes, that the senile Professor was writing to Jendayi 

E. Frazier to protest her attempt to violate the Constitutional rights of Eritrean Americans, but not surprisingly, it turns out that he was writing to her to 

extend the violations to include ALt. Eritreans, inside the country and in the Diaspora. This pliant quisling was pleading with her to violate, not just Eritrea@s 

sovereign rights, but also ~o violate the people or Eritrea@s right ~o development. Taking his cue from his payors, this mercenary was persuaded to write, not 

in defense of the Eritrean people, but rather to advance the narrow interests of certain guartets. So much from a @Distinguished Professor@ and a 

constitutional scholar at that! 

To Eritreans, Bereket Habte Selassie is not just a greedy mercenary but also an opportunist, known more for his @service@ in Ethiopia than anything he has 

done in EriLrea, despite whaL he professes in his many writings= All who are [amiliar with his past know or his penchant ~or ~arne and ~ortune. While his history 

is replete with betrayals and denials, this article will atLempt to show how this selfish individual took advanLage of the magnanimity or the Eritrean people= But 

Dr. Bereket@s betrayals ape not limited to the people of Eritrea; he has also betrayed the trust of his Ethiopian compatriots. ]his cyber dictator and his 

imaginary cyber party have harassed and intimidated Eritreans in the Diaspora for far too long to be left unchallenged. Let us go back and take a glimpse into 

his dark past. 

Although Bereket Habte Selassie has held several high-level positions within Lhe Ethiopian government, including Federal Supreme Court Judge, Vice Ninister 

of ~nterior and the l’,~ayor of Harar during the reign of Emperor Halle Selassie, he is mostly remembered [or his role as Co-Chairman of the ~nquiry Commission 

established during Nenghistu Hailmariam@s brutal @Derg@ regime (preceded the current regime led by ]’,leles Zenawi), While serving as Attorney General in 

Ethiopia during the Emperor@s reign, he was also responsible for drafting the clause that enabled Ethiopia@s annexation of Eritrea, that triggered the 30-year 

long armed struggle for Eritrea@s independence. 

In the early 70s, when Eri~rean students in North America and around the world were leaving the comforts o~ their homes to join their comrades in arms in 

Eritrea, who were struggling for Eritrea@s independence, Bereket Habte Belassie went instead to Ethiopia. He said then that he was responding to @yenat 

ager tiri@-the call of the motherland. He left his job at the World Bank and returned to Ethiopia where he served as Co-Chairman of the Inquiry Commission. 

The purpose of the Commission was to investigate alleged corruption and bl’each of responsibilities by officials in Emperor Haile Selassie@s regime in the 

aftermath of the Ethiopian famines. While the recol’d shows that he was appointed by the [:thiopian parliament, in absentia, to serve in the newly established 

Inquiry Commission, he says the late General Aman Andom prodded him to return to Ethiopia and serve the Derg regime. We will never know the truth. 

On 23 I~lovember :[974, Aman Andom, a distinguished military officer of Eritrean descent, was killed in a gunfight in his home for refusing to sign on to a 

decision to deploy massive forces to crush the Eritrean struggle for independence and also for not approving the extra judicial killings of the individuals being 

investigated by the :{nguiry Commission headed by Dr. Bereket. That same night, 60 i~qel~qbers of the [:mperor@s regime were taken from the wine cellar at the 

Palace to Akaki prison and machine gunned to death, and their bodies were tossed in Ires[fly dug shallow graves. 

Amongst the dead were prominent Ethiopian Ministers, civil servants, and decorated Army officers including Aklilu Habte Wolde who served as Ethiopia@s 

Prime ]’,linister and Rear Admiral Eskindir Desta, the Emperors grandson. They were all killed extra judicially. Right after the massacres of Aman Andom and the 

60 prominent members of the [:mperor@s government, Bereket Habte Selassie escaped to Eritrea. Unlike the Eritrean Constitution Commission that he has 

written about ad nauseum, he has remained conspicuously mum about the Inquiry Comn-dssion in Ethiopia he was appointed to lead. 

[lenghistu Hailemeriam in his book implicates Bereket Habte Selassie as being the person who told him to @clear the deck@ and remove the former members 

of the Emperors government. According to the former Ethiopian leader, Dr. Bereket told him that it would advance the new revolution in Ethiopia. Why hasn@t 

the good professor revealed his part in that sad episode in [:thiopia@s history7 This person who fancies himself as a @human rights@ advocate has yet to 

utter a single word about the extra-judicial executions of the 60 individuals he was investigating for corruption and crimes against Ethiopia. Why is that? 

When U~e entire world is condemning I~eles Zenawi@s minority regime For U~e genocides in Gambela, Sidama and Ogaden, when students and unarmed 

civilians are gunned down ~n broad day Hght on the streets of Addis Ab~ba, and when over 40~000 people are detained ~n Ethiopia for voting him out of office, 

th~s @human rights@ advocate remained silent. When Pleles Zenaw]@s forces invaded Somalia and displaced over 500000 people, pulverized v]Hage and k~l]ed 

hundreds creath~g an unparalleled humanitarian disaster in Somalia, this @human r~ghts@ advocate remained silent. But for the ~ast 8 years, he has 

campaigned ~ncessanHy to blemish U~e governmen~ and people of Eritrea@s record on human r~gh~s in Eritrea. 

His versions of events in Eritrea during his stay contradict known historical facts. His attempts to present himself as the peacemaker during the 1974 popular 

mediation between the Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF) and the Eritrean People@s Liberation Front (EPLF) in Eritrea are self-serving, dishonest and grossly 

exaggerated. Truth be told, his brief stay in Eritrea is riddled with even more intrigues and behaviors bordering on the criminal. The details will have to wait for 

another day, suffice it to mention that they involve the Eritrean Relief Association (ERA), @embezzlement of funds@ and Paulos Tesfagiorgis. Oh ! What tangled 

webs these two weave, when they practice to deceive! 

After independence, the magnanimous Government and people of Eritrea gave Dr. Bereket another opportunity to serve his country of origin and redeem 

himself. He was appointed as the Chairman of the Constitution Commission. Exposing his deceptive nature, in an interview conducted by an enemy website, 

while discussing appointments in the Eritrean government, the senile professor said: 

Ny energies rrorn 199~ onwards were focused on being wiLh rny family and on rebuilding my income@! didn@t expect it ran appointment] and ! wouldn@t have 

accepted it. I have no ambition whatsoever in that regards: that@s what t want to make clear to your readers. As a matter of fact, at heart, t am a 

professional with poetic bent; I hate politics. You just join the fray when the fate of your country is at risk. Seeking public office, etc, no thank you. ! am very 

happy in i~qy professional life. Why would I leave a comfortable life for the misery of being somebody@s underling@@ 

~[ Dr. Bereket hates politics what is his cyber EDP supposed to be7 [s it not a political party7 At first, believing it could ride on the coattails of the Eritrean 

People@s Liberation FronL (EPLF), this group of disgruntled diplomats and defectors ~nc~ud]ng the runaway repor[ers sans couth, chose the name EPLF.-DP. At 

some point they changed the name to EDP. We were relieved. The name EPLF cannot be assodated with tra~tors and turncoats. These quislings who could not 

I~ve up to the ideals and pr~ndp[es of the EPLF, which ~nclude self-respect, sacrifice, hum~Hty, and service to others, have no business using the name ~n their 

cyber smearing c~mpa~gns. 

When U~e President of Eritrea appointed him to serve as the Chairman o~ the Constitution Commission, it must have surprised U~e good Dr. for he must have 

known that he did not deserve the honor of being involved in such a historical national endeavor. Acknowledging the President@s magnanimity, Dr, Bereket 

sam @lgz] yekbiro, neai zekbereni@, meaning @God respect him for giving me this respect@, But the opportunist that he was, he did not want to pass up the 

once in a lifetime chance to advance his stagnant career and pad both his credentials and his wallet, so he shamelessly accepted. This unconscionable man 



was not about to pass up the opportunity to fleece the Eritrean people who were re-building their country fl-om scratch after ,.30 years of war, Nore on that 

later@ 

After 4 years o[ public debate both inside Eritrea end in the Diaspora, Lhe people of EriLrea produced the 

Eritrean Constitution. ]he Eritrean Constitution was ratified in 1997 and since then, much work has been 

done in its implementation. While he has been harping about the @implementation of the Eritrean 

Constitution@ from his hideaway in North Carolina for the last 10 years, this @Constitutional scholar@ has 

done absolutely nothing to help with the process. [ am inclined to believe that he probably has no clue as to 

wha[ it entails. 

[here are several articles in the Eritrean Constitution, whose implementations require laws to be written, or 

have to be regulated by law. The people of Eritrea have been working hard in the writing and promulgating 

of these laws and i~qore. Instead of helping in the process or giving advise on how to do certain tasks, 

Bereket Hab[e Selass]e d~d everyth#K] to undermine the Eritrean Const~[ution and U~e solemn prindples 

contained U~ere~n, Since i[ ~s the peop~e@s document, he has long ~orfe~ed h~s r~ght to speak about the 

Eritrean Constitution-the people@s document. 

Remaining true to his nature, he once again betrayed the trust of the Er[trean people end his peers. In pursuit of his own narrow agendas, and presenting 

himself as the @Father of [:ritrea@s Constitution@, this Father of the EQ[. set out to elevate his own stature by undermining others, especially the Government 

end people of Eritrea. He continues to this (lay to receive funds for activities rela[ed [o the Eritrean Constitution-book sales, seminars, workshops, travels, 

speaking engagements etc. etc. but has never given as much as a penny to the other members of the Commission that did the bulk of the work associated 

with the writing end producing of the Eritrean Constitution. 

In 200:t, at the height of his cyber smearing campaign agah~st the people of Eritrea, distinguished former members of the Executive Committee of the 

Constitutional Commission of Eritrea, wrote him an open let[er concerning his antics in [he Diaspora and [o expose his deceptive and opportunist [enure as 

[he Chairman of [he Eritrean Constitution. They asked him three questions that he has evaded to date. ~ will remind the senile professor the three questions 

and ask that he take this opportunity to answer the questions posed to him by his peers. Dr. Amare Tekle, 1’4rs. Amna Hassen Naib, Mr. Musa Hassen Naib, Dr. 

Seyoum Haregot, ~Irs. Zahra Omar ]abir and ~Ir. Zemehret Yohannes signed the letter. Here is the eloquent letter in its entirety: 

We, [he former members of [he Executive Committee of the Constitutional Commission, have taken note of the several self--serving claims made in you[ recent 

articles and interviews relative to drafting of the Constitution of Eritrea and its "implementation", as well as cer[ain issues [hat were discussed during the 

drafting process. 

We had, individually end in discussion with each other, hitherto concluded that it would serve no useful purpose to publicly take exception, either individually 

or collectively, to your disregard for historical facts and the truth, to respect a hallowed Eritrean imperative that constraints responsible members of sodety 

from rash acUons or reactions and to keep dignified silence in the face of impropriety by an errant colleague; in the conviction that history woukl be a baiter 

judge of our deeds and misdeeds end in the belief that truth will sooner or later triumph. 

We have, however, been left with no option, in view of your continued molestation of the truth than to speak out for the record and in the interest of the 

truth. We speak, not in recrimination, but in the hope that, in your future "contribution" to the "democratization" and "well-being" of our country, you will pay 

heed to the noble tradiUon of Eritrea. We shell no[ go in[o details about wha[ transpired during [he long drafting process. A[ presen[, we shall refer to three of 

you[ egregious pretensions. 

Authorship of the Draft Constitution 

You have repeatedly claimed, directly and indirectly, that you were the sole author of the Draft Constitution, often playing on the word "writing". The word 

"writing" is defined, inter alia, as (a) the faithful record#~g on paper of any decisions made, or ideas agreed upon, by a group (i.e. committee, commission, etc.) 

and (b) drawing up (composition) of a draft text based solely on one’s value and belief systems. The first deno[es collective authorship end the second 

individual effort. We then wish to ask you one simple question for posterity. Will you inform Eritreans, in clear unequivocal terms, which one of the above two 

tasks did you perform? As a corollary, you may also wish to inform the Eritrean public and our foreign friends: 

What was taking place in the meetings of the Executive Commit[ee; 

What was the Eritrean population, at home end abroad discussing during the constitution-making process, preceding the first draft; 

What discussion took place in the Executive Committee concerning the preparation of the fh-st draft; 

Whet draft was communicated to the 50 member Constitutional Council; end 

What was the role of the Constitutional Commission Council and the foreign and local Board of Advisors? 

In sho~% we ask you to recall the whole constitution-making process end, with the clear conscience, repeat your dah~ for sole authorship of the Draft 

Constitution. 

A propos, you have declared that the original Draft of the Constitution was in English. We are aware only of the Yigrigna text. It was in fact for this reason that 

we requested one of our colleagues to translate it into English. ]if you had an English text why was it necessary to have the ]igrigna text translated? 

2. The Issue of the Special Court 

:In an essay entitled PFDJ’s War on Democracy and Justice (Awate.com, August 53, 2001), you wax indignant end fulminate in connection with the creation by 

the Government of Eritrea (contrary to whet you say~ the PFDJ does not have law-making powers) of the Special Court. Let us be honest. As a leading 

academic, the Chairl~qan of the Constitutional Commission and a constitutional scholar at that, should you not have had the courage of your conviction to be 

among the first to protest as vehemently and as loudly then as you are doing now, five years after the enactment of the Special Court Proclamation? Or was 

there an incentive involved? 



Let us be pqore direct, We hope you will recall as we all do that we had serious discussio~ on the matter both in official capacity a~d in private. You will recall 

that, during one of these pqeeti~gs, one men-~ber raised the need to harmonize or bring into li~e some provisions of the law establishing the Special Court with 

the provisions of the Constitution, once it was ~atified and becomes effec[ive= Surely, that person was no[ you. We will be emphatic [hat, on the other hand, 

you supported the Government’s action and the necessity of such special court with such extraordinary powers in developing countries to combat corruption. 

We do not mind your present change of heal% if it is rooted in honesty. On the other hand, we take special exception to your present fulmination and 

pretentious declarations as if you had been criticizing the Proclamation on Special Court all along for the last five years. Your first pqoral transgression and 

intellectual dishonesty maybe forgivable; your present immorality can never be, So what were your motives then, and what are your pqotives now? Surely, it 

cannot be the national or public interest. 

Pro Bono Service? 

You have claimed on several occasions that, as Chairma~ of the Commission, you were rendering a pro bono service i.e, service without any rem~Ji~eratioi~. 

Yet, Asn-~ara U~iversity records reveal that by arrangepqe~ts with the University of North Carolina, at Chapel ~{ill, the University of Asmara was paying yo~J 

per cen[ or your salary while you sLill continued Lo receive Lhe o[her 50 per cenL flom the UniversRy of No~Lh Carolina. In effect, you were getting you~ full U[IC 

salary. [~1oreover, that, upon your persistent supplication to settle your moRgage of USD 28,000 in America in its entirety, as a lump sum, the Government of 

Eritrea had to arrange for an additional salary of USD 2,500 per month from the Constitutional Commission for three years you served as Chairman of the 

Commission, This special salary was partly utilized to repay the pqoney the Commission adva~ced to settle your mortgage in America, Part of this special salary 

was paid retroactively. 

Finally, as you [ecall, the ConstituLional Commission was required to submR a final Report on ac[ivi[ies i[ accomplished and its financial condi[ion in Tigrigna, 

Arabic and English. [he Commission was expected to distribute this Report to the public at large and the donor community, who contributed funds for the 

operations of the Commission. Some members of the Executive Committee prepared the Tigrigna and Arabic versions. ~hese versions of the final Report were 

made available to the public at large. You were requested to prepare the English version for distribution to the donor community. To-date, despite repeated 

pleas, you did noL submit the English version. The Co~nmission thus finds itself derelic[ in its ~esponsibility [owards the donor communi[y in Eri[rea. 

We restrain ourselves from further comments on other equally weighty matters in the public interest. We still believe that each one of us should be and will be 

judged by history and the future generations of Eritrea@@ 

So there you have it, [ hope the good professor will respond to these serious questions soon instead of engagi~g in cyber spqearing a people and a 

governmenL who gave hi~n a moment of respect, a ~no~nenL greater than any he will ever get in his entire lifetime. 

Eritreans know that Bereket Habte Selassie is a true blue traitor who suffers from an overdose of ambition and failed expectations, and as an evil individual 

who has turned his @worship@ of Eritrea@s leadership and the Eritrean People@s Liberation Front (EPLF) into hatred and vengeful betrayals, His fanatical 

ambitions and expectations and deep-seethed fr~Jstratioi;s are reflected by his sordid past. Simply plJt, Bereket Nabte Selassie and Paulos Tesfagiorgis are 

flustrated individuals who have no quahT~s about destroying EriL[ea, or selling their mothers to get whaL they want.-fame and fortune. 

~he folks at North Carolina University ought to investigate this man@s past and prevent him from poisoning the minds of young students with his distolled 

version of history and the truth. [he State Department and the many policy-making institutions in the United States risk their own credibility and integrity by 

associating themselves with slJch notorio~Js quislings, political blackn-~ailers and extortionists, 

Nora on Be~eket Habte Selassie, Paulos Tes~a~liorgis, and the Berlin 13-.a g~oup o~ sell appointed @acade~nicians and p~ofessionals next time@ 

The rule of law must prevail over the law of the jungle! 

For Paulos Tesfagiorgis’ letter see: 

ht~p://sel[i-democracy.com/?read=articles/articles/i~89452204TENYEARSAFTER Aug 07 PDFe.pdf 

For Bereket Nabte Selassie’s letter, see: 

http://selfi-democracy.comi?read=articles/artidesi:t 189582417URGENTOAPPEALT e,htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, January 8, 2013 10:49 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: pdfs of articles 

Book Manuscript Overview-2.pdf; Boyd-Ugandan-Homosexuality-2013.pdf; Boyd- 
Ch3.pdf 

Dea r Travis, 

Please come and see me once you receive this email. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 4:30 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: pdfs of articles 

Dear Eunice, 
Here are the pdfs (it was just as easy for me to make them, so I went ahead and did so). 

1. Anthropological Quarterly article 
2. Book overview (I thought this was good to include, it’s short) 
3. Chapter 3 from the book 

Let me know if you’d like something else. 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, January 9, 2013 8:15 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Problem with AFAM 266 Enrollment 

Dea r Travis, 

Please cap this case at 40 this morning and ensure that it is remains capped at 40 as we move forward to the next 
academic year. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 5:36 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Problem with AFAM 266 Enrollment 

Dear Eunice, 
I just looked at the enrollments for AFAM 266/WMST 266 in Connect Carolina. Fifty students are enrolled, but the 

course is usually capped at 40. I think there must have been a problem since it’s crosslisted. This is distressing since I’m 
also teaching AFAM 101 and that course has 60 students. Can you or Travis put a cap on 266 at 40, so students can’t 
add it if spaces open up? 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe~)emailouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 1:42 PM 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Afri -Spring 2013: Additional names revised 

Dea r Travis, 

I authorize you to add the students below to Alassane’s Afri 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

class. 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 1:35 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Afri -Spring 2013: Additional names revised 

Dear Eunice, 
Could you kindly authorize these students to be added in my classes? 

SECTION1 

Section 2 



Best rega rds 

Alassane 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, January 15, 2013 10:13 AM 

Howell, Tia N. <tia williams@unc.edu> 
Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

"A Raisin in the Sun" at Playmakers for general students and majors 

Hi Tia, 

Hope you are doing well. 

As I indicated yesterday, the department will subsidize ($5.00 per student) tickets for students in the following classes: 

1) Dr. Caldwell’s AFAM 266 
2) Department’s AFAM senior seminar (AFAM 398). Dr. Hall is teaching the seminar this semester. 

Travis will work with Drs. Caldwell and Hall to make the necessary arrangements with Playmakers. 

Kia and Perry: 

Please send me a short paragraph indicating the link between the play and the instructional objectives of AFAM 266 and AFAM 398 
respectively. This is important because like all chairs I have to justify every expenditure in the department to the Dean’s office and all 
spending has to been reviewed and approved at various levels on campus. 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Monday, January 14, 2013 7:29 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Caldwell, Kia L 
Cc: Colon, Sonia; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: "A Raisin in the Sun" at Playmakers 

Eunice, 
Is it possible to have students "commit" to the performance for extra credit? You could then take a list of people so we know exactly 
how many tickets to purchase. 
-Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 

115 Abernethy Hall 

UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 
108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2013 11:06 AM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Cc: Howell, Tia N.; Colon, Sonia; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: "A Raisin in the Sun" at Playmakers 

Dear Kia, 

Thanks for your email. 

I will see what we can do. We had a horrible experience financially (and otherwise) last year whereby majors did not show up even 
after indicating they would for the Blood Knot performance. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 5:11 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: "A Raisin in the Sun" at Playmakers 

Dear Eunice, 

Someone from Playmakers contacted me today about taking my AFAM 266 students to see A Raisin in the Sun. The cast will also 
come to my class to speak to the students. Since you organized an outing to see Blood Knot last spring, I thought you might be 
interested in opportunities for majors to see the play. Student tickets are $10. The person who contacted me is: 

Jenny Wales 
Education Manager 
PlayMakers Repertory Company 
iwales@unc.edu<mai~to: r~c.ed~> 
919.962.2491 

Best, 

Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

African and Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

k~ca~dwe@emai~.unc.edu<mai~:Mca~dwe~emai~.tmc.edt~><mailt~:k1ca~dwe@email.~mc.edt~> 

~t’~p:Iiardafam. u~c.ed:~l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 4:27 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

RE: AFRI 

Dear Travis, 

Thanks for this email. 

With this email, I authorize you to add the student below to this class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 4:01 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: AFRI 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:23 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: AFRI 

Dear Travis, 

Could you please do whatever is necessary to enroll this person in AFRI. 
Thanks, 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. + 

Sent: Wednesday 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, t3eorges 
Subject: AFRI 

2:21 PM 

Hello Mr. Nzongola-Ntalaja, 

and am hoping to take your course on 
txouble enrolling and am unsure if I require a permission number or not. Would it be possible to enroll in your course? 

I am having 

To give you a bit of background on myself I recently graduated with an 
just started here at                     as a Project Manager. I founa out mat I can ta~:e one course per semester wlmout cost as a t~l"q~ 
employee and was hoping to take advantage of this and take your course to gain more knowledge about Africa. 

Thank you, and I look forward to hearing back. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, January 16, 2013 8:34 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Ballot Lydia Boyd.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, January 18, 2013 10:46 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Dea r Travis, 

With this email I authorize you to add the student below to Mamarame’s AFRI 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc:      _~live.unc.du 
Subject: FW: AFRI 

9:17 AM 

Dear Eunice, 

Could you please give permission to this student to register for my class? I do not know about the number she is 
referring. 

Best regards, 
Mamarame 

F rom: 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: AFRI, 

8:22 PM 

Hello! 
My name is, and I am interested in taking AFRI o this semester. The class is open, however I 
need a permission number to enroll. What can I do to get this? Thank you for any advice! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, January 18, 2013 4:01 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 
RE: switching course 

Dea r Travis, 

With this email I authorize you to add the student below to Alassane’s Afri 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Friday, January 18, 2013 2:11 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: switching course 

Dear Eunice, 
Could you please authorize 
PID ~         to switch to my Afri course section 2 

Best 

Alassa ne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, January 22, 2013 7:09 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Poster and on tomorrow 

Du Bois - Conference Flyer -1 .docx 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly send the attached poster with the message from Professor Hildebrand to faculty tomorrow. 

On tomorrow: 
I have urgent administrative tasks that I need to work on in the coming days. To get a head start on them, I will be 
working from home in the morning tomorrow before my class in the afternoon. Call me at home if there is something 
urgent in the morning hours. 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 



& the Problem(s~) ofthe 21St Century 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, January 25, 2013 9:24 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Writing Samples 

Pier 2011 Branded Arena.pdf; Pier Our Brands Intro Chapter.pdf 

From: Pier, David 
Sent: Friday, January 25, 2013 9:23 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Writing Samples 

Dear Eunice, 
Attached please find a journal article and the introductory chapter of my book draft, both in PDF format. 

Best, 
Dave 
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THE BRANDED ARENA: UGANDAN 
’TRADITIONAL’ DANCE IN THE 

MARKETING ERA 

David Pier 

It is danced in broad daylight 

In the open 

You cannot hide anything 

Bad stomachs that have swollen up 

Skin diseases on the buttocks .... 
All parts of the body 

Are shown in the arena! 

Health and liveliness 

Are shown in the arena! 

When the daughter of the Bull 

Enters the arena 

She does not stand here 

Like stale beer that does not sell, 

She jumps here 

She jumps there. 

When you touch her 

She says "Don’t touch me!’ 

In Okot p’Bitek’s Song of Lawino ([1966] 1984: 43), a sunlit Acholi dance arena 
is opposed to a dancehall, where ’They dance inside a house / And there is no light. 
/ Shamelessly, they hold each other / Tightly, tightly, / They cannot breathe!’ The 

dark interior of the dancehall echoes the ’forest of books’ where the narrator, 
Lawino, fears her husband ’has lost his head’. Throughout the poem, the world of 
the colonial/African elite is described as an airless place. In traditional dance, Okot 
believed he had found a razor with which to cut through the dusty draperies of 
boarding school, church, sitting room and theatre. The Acholi arena, in his 
description, is cruelly honest ’you cannot hide anything’. It demands a warrior’s 
sensuality, virility and (hetero-male) competitiveness: the ’daughter of the Bull’ 
appears as nimble prey, jumping here and there. In the rejected ’touch’ that ends 
the passage, we learn that the arena involves even ’you’, the reader; any illusion of 
a ’fourth wall’ separating spectators from actors is punctured. 

Okot was himself a dancer and musician who toured with Heartbeat of Africa, a 
Ugandan independence-era troupe similar to Guinea’s Les Ballets Africains. In a 

DAVID PIER is an Assistant Professor specializing in ethnomusicology in the Department of 
African and Afro-American Studies at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. Email: 
dpier @email.unc.edu 

© International African Institute 2011 



414 THE BRANDED ARENA 

1970 lecture on ~Africa’s cultural revolution’, he celebrated new ~open-air arenas’ 
for dance and the dance troupes that had ~sprouted up like mushrooms’ since 
Uganda’s independence (p’Bitek 1973). His vision of a new political theatre that 
would revive pre-colonial African spaces, modes of interaction and subjectivities 
paralleled that of Issa Samb and the Laboratoire Agit-Art on the other side of the 
continent (Harney 2004:106 9). The notion of an African post-colonial 
renaissance driven by the arts had been in the air for some time, particularly in 
the ndgritude cultivated by Ldopold Senghor and others. Naturally, the question of 
what kind of art ought to drive a pan-African revolution was open to much debate, 
and became more so as ndgritude solidified into official government policy. What 
was the political potency of dance, and how did that potency change when dancing 
was moved indoors into theatres and state ceremonial arenas? 

In the 1970s, Mobutu’s programme ofanirnationpolitique, which turned African 
dances into tools for totalitarian control and spectacle, offered disheartening 
answers to these questions (Kapalanga 1989). Other tyrants such as Idi Amin and 
Gnassingbd Eyaddma surrounded themselves with folkloric dancers, whose 
performances became ~models of subservience’ (Ranger 1983: 211). Mamady 

Ke~ta, star of Les Ballets Africains, recalled members of that troupe becoming 
~robots’, ~drugged’ with revolutionary fervour and filial admiration of their patron, 
President Sekou Tourd (Chevallier 2006). Evidently, African dances and ~culture’ 
could be used to extend the repressiveness of colonialism into the post-colonial era. 

Africa is now in a new ~post-post-colonial’ period, most commonly labelled 
~neoliberal’ (Comaroff and Comaroff 2001). Distinguishing features of this period 
include ~emphases on consumption, thoroughgoing individualism, rapid circula- 
tion of goods, services, and persons, and the tying together of capital and the 

control of information in the creation of new financial instruments’ (Weiss 2009: 
16). The power of the state in Africa has diminished considerably (Cooper 
2002), and multinational corporations are asserting themselves with new force, 
especially in enclave-based projects of resource extraction (Ferguson 2006). In 
evangelical Christianity and brand consumerism, Africans are adopting and 
adapting forms of personhood that seem to them to be more compatible with the 
new world order. 

How are the purposes and forms of dance changing in these conditions? What 
new kinds of arenas are being created for, and by means of, dance? This article 
looks at those generated within a contemporary commercialized African dance 
competition, the Senator National Cultural Extravaganza of Uganda. This 
six-month-long annual event, which in 2006 took place in over 80 towns and 
involved over 300 groups, was intended to build a public for a brand of beer, 
Senator Extra Lager. I speculate on the public-shaping effects, not only of the 
~traditional’-style dancing highlighted in the Extravaganza, but also of surround- 
ing activities, such as buying beer, drinking, winning prizes, disco dancing, and 
using electronic technology. How were the energies of dance stimulated, channel- 
led, and framed? Does the Extravaganza fit into a globalized pattern of ~con- 
suming subject’-oriented entertainment (Shipley 2003), or does it belong to some 

other category? 
Studies which consider the evolution of African dance milieux under 

neoliberalism are emerging. Bob White has described the field of Congolese 
rnusique rnoderne as one still powerfully shaped by the memory of Mobutu’s 

animation, and by an awareness of the possibilities and disparities of globalized 
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capitalism (White 2008). Musique moderne displays, furthermore, political habits 
that are traceable back to pre-colonial times: networks of patronage, which 
accumulate around ’big men’ but readily ’splinter’, are given concrete form on the 
stage and dance floor. Louise Meintjes considers how muscular Zulu ngoma is 
being used to renew masculine identities threatened by AIDS and the loss of 
’anticipated avenues towards state-assisted empowerment’ (2004: 193). Laura 
Edmondson (2007) has noted among ngoma groups in 1990s Tanzania an effort 
to revise the dance-based nationalism of the socialist post-colonial period into 
something nostalgic, cosmopolitan and fully compatible with globalization. 

All of these studies are concerned with what dance, as a body-intensive and 
discursively charged activity, can contribute to the politics of an event and, by 
extension, those of a society. Dance’s meanings are historically constructed; a 
folkloric performance in today’s Congo has resonances of animation politique, of 
pan-African ndgritude, and so on. These histories are experienced with special 
intensity because of dance’s unique involvement of both dancers and watchers on a 
fundamental, visceral level. Dance frames the ’motor intentionality’ (Merleau- 
Ponty [1962] 2002:127) that comprises our basic corporeal being-in-the-world. In 
dancing, or watching dance, we are reminded of what it is to both ’be’ and ’have’ a 
body, and of the capacity of an individual body/person to affirm her/his being, or 
not. ’All that is heavy and grave should become light; all that is body, dancer’, 
vowed Nietzsche’s Zarathustra (Nietzsche 1954: 342; see also Mooney 1970; 
Badiou 2005). To ’become dancer’, it seems to me, is not just to wave the limbs in a 
certain way, but to declare one’s independence if only momentarily and on a 
limited bodily level. The momentary affirmation of individual being may be what is 
so magnetic and potent about dance, even when it occurs in displays that seem 
overall to negate individual liberty. By ’dance’ I mean to include a broad range of 
aesthetic uses of the body playing musical instruments, acting, and so on. 

The question of what dancing means or does in particular social situations is at 
the centre of a number of seminal writings in the anthropology of Africa. Evans- 

Pritchard’s observations of a Zande beer dance (1928) led him to reconsider 
Radcliffe-Brown’s thesis that social dance served mainly to subsume the 
individual peaceably within the community. Evans-Pritchard noted to the 
contrary that many Azande remained stubbornly unsubsumed at dances: they 
’wander[ed] around independently’, competed with one another, got drunk and 
started fights. Clyde Mitchell (1956) questioned what dancers were saying about 
colonialism with their representations of colonial ways in the kalela dance: was 
this wishful emulation of the oppressor, or did the fact that this was a dance add a 
touch of rebellious satire? He decided on the former. Terence Ranger (1975), 
revisiting Mitchell’s theory, rejected the idea of emulation and posited that 
European colonials, while referenced in the beni dance, were not its main topic. 
Beni was primarily concerned, rather, with issues in the local community danced 
to instil discipline, poke fun at opposing teams, establish and challenge 
hierarchies, and display the latest fashions. 

BRANDED ARENAS 

Colonialism introduced into Africa new venues and values for dance and theatre. 
Karin Barber has discussed how new arenas imported from Europe engendered 
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’new kinds of crowd’ (Barber 1997). The proscenium stage configuration estab- 
lished as the polite norm in school, sports, church and politics encouraged the 
audience to experience itself as an ’anonymous, undifferentiated "public" 
stretched out in all directions’. This was a different kind of crowd from that 
experienced in older African arenas, which tended to be ’constituted in the act of 
performance itself’ by a gathering of onlookers. In this older theatrical mode, 
audience members were visible participants, treated differently by the performers 
according to their social status. The new kind of crowd introduced with colo- 
nialism a public to be addressed with a spectacle proved useful to revolu- 
tionary movements against colonialism, and then to post-colonial African 
regimes. The pre-colonial African theatrical conventions did not vanish, but 
merged and coexisted with the new colonial ones. 

The past two decades have seen the rapid development of new kinds of public in 
Africa, which overlap with, and are shaped by, established ones from colonial and 
pre-colonial times. Perhaps the most obvious changes in audience subjectivities 
are occurring around new, or newly available, media, such as the internet, cell 
phones, radio, video cassettes, and satellite television (see, for example, D. Smith 
2008; Meyer 2009; Wasserman 2011). Each of these technologies has enabled the 
formation of new arenas (virtual and proximal), the qualities of which are still 
being discovered. The public sphere developments of recent years should not be 
attributed solely to new technologies, however. Just as important have been 
global developments in brand marketing ideology and strategy, which have been 
conveyed by these new technologies and, as we shall see, some much older 
ones into all parts of Africa. 

Kalman Applbaum’s (2004) labelling of our present period as the ’marketing 
era’ directs our attention to the growing global importance of a specific discourse, 
formulated largely by a community of marketers centered in Ivy League 
universities of the United States. The new marketing wofldview is comparable 
in its present infectiousness in Africa to the Pentecostal Christian one, and the two 
reinforce one another both entailing personal transformation through sincere 
belief in entrepreneurialism as a moral and spiritual activity, an understanding 
that everything and everybody is ripe for conversion, and a sense that we 
are living in end-times (the Resurrection, or a globalized capitalist Utopia). 
In Uganda, the word ’development’ is now less associated with top-down 
government projects, and more with words such as ’mobilizing’, ’promoting’, and 
’exposure’ words that suggest an individual or group getting itself moving in 
order to make itself visible to a world of potential investors (Bornstein 2003; 
Karlstr6m 2004; Ferguson 2006; J. Smith 2008). Deborah Kyobula, leader of the 
women’s mutual-assistance and performance group Tugezeku (Lusoga: ’We 
Should Try’) told me, 

People want to expose their talents more. And, by exposing your talents, you can get 

something good out of it, you can have a better future now, because me I came up. I’m 

now exposed people are now telling me to go and advertise for some other companies. 

So I might get better opportunities maybe in the future. 

The word ’brand’ is now commonly used in Uganda to discuss not just 
advertising, but many forms of personal and social ’promotion’. I’ve heard per- 
formance groups and church representatives talk about developing their ’brands’, 
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and there has been a much-discussed project to ’brand Uganda’ as a whole. These 
discussions sometimes turn to how the person, organization or nation is more 
than ’just a brand’. But even when ’brand’ is rejected as too simplistic a 
representation of an entity, the notion of ’branding’ has entered the conversation. 

In the voluminous literature on branding written by marketers for marketers, 
an ideal relationship between performers (brands) and audiences (consumers) is 
articulated. Applbaum summarizes this relationship as one of provisioning, 
ideally ’total provisioning’ (Applbaum 2004: 216). It is not the marketer’s job 
merely to sell products; rather, it is to learn and anticipate the needs and desires of 
consumers; or, better yet, set up systems that will do this automatically. 
Marketers think of themselves as participating in a ’shared, even cooperative 
project.., to satisfy needs’ (Applbaum 2004: 5). The internet is full of highly 
efficient ’provisioning systems’. Increasingly, what an individual ’surfer’ sees on 
the screen is tailor-made for her/him according to an automatic, accumulating 
evaluation of her/his past choices. Desires are expressed and responded to in a 
near instantaneous feedback loop, so subtle that an algorithm’s occasional 
miscalculation now comes as a shock. When an individual consumer’s deepest 
desires are constantly fielded and stimulated even before she becomes conscious of 
them, the ideal of ’total provisioning’ is achieved. 

The web surfing example highlights the importance of participation in today’s 
marketing, as in neoliberalism generally (Paley 2001; Bornstein 2003; Englund 
2006). Whereas earlier brand campaigns, like earlier efforts at development, 
sought to instil values in people who were assumed to lack them (’Use this soap if 
you hope to be civilized!’), new-style campaigns attempt to enrol participants in 
shared projects of’progress of, and through, pleasure’ (Mazzarella 2003:115; see 
Burke 1996 for discussion of the older, ’civilizing’ style of advertising in Africa). 
Notably, a consumer’s sense of free participation need not be absolute or 
constant; what is most important is that s/he feel free at precisely the right time 
and in the right context. Today’s brand marketing, much more than the 
marketing of fifty years ago, incorporates the attitude of governmentality 
(Foucault 2007); that is, it does not try to force changes in people’s buying habits 
directly, but rather concentrates on problems of circulation. Are brands reaching 
the right people? Are those people able to negotiate their way with a sense of 
freedom through the branded experience? 

The functionality of dance in generating a (branded) sense of free-spirited 
participation is evident. As discussed above, dance may exude free will better than 
any other activity. Additionally, dance in Uganda has been historically attached 
to a separate notion of civic participation: dance in certain genres is understood as 
a way of ’participating’, not just as a body in the world, but as a citizen of the 
country and of one’s ’tribe’. Both of these kinds of participation, as a basic 
corporeal subject, and as a patriotic subject of a nation or nations, are being 
structured in distinctive ways around a commercial brand in the Senator National 
Cultural Extravaganza of Uganda. 

’THE BEER WITH THE TASTE OF OUR LAND’ 

Since 2005, the Senator National Cultural Extravaganza has provided annual 
opportunities for thousands of adult amateur Ugandan singers and dancers of 
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’traditional music, dance, and drama’ (MDD) to perform on stage for cash prizes. 
In exchange for these opportunities, participants are required to compose and 
perform song-and-dance odes to Senator Extra Lager, a cheap, strong beer de- 
signed for an as-yet-untapped market of poor rural consumers. This was not a 
festival marketed to tourists at the 22 events I attended, I was usually the only 
obviously foreign spectator. Rather, it was pitched at Ugandan audiences in small 
towns, trading centres and villages. The capital city, Kampala, was skipped 
altogether. A brief given to me by an East Africa Breweries Limited (EABL) 
brand manager visualized the ’target consumer’ for Senator as 

Male 25 34 C2D peri-urban (including informal settings)/deep rural, usually employed 
in the informal sector, for instance as a boda-boda rider, market vendor, mason, taxi 
tout, etc. Works hard to support himself and family. Leads a highly demanding life, 
having to cope with a lot of needs from a meager income. Mature, hardworking and 
aspiring to be respected in life. Greatest dream is to progress in life, be wealthy, own land, 
a shop and build a house. Has a lot of pride in his roots and society is important to him. 
Active participant in communal activities like weddings, funerals, parties and political 
party activities. He has a good number of friends whom he meets on a regular basis to 
drink or otherwise catch up. Likes to reward himself after a hard days work especially at 
the bar. However he lives within his means as much as may drink local brew daily and 
only up-scaling to lagers occasionally.~ 

The concept behind the Senator Extravaganza is that this target consumer, with 
his ’pride in his roots’, will respond best to advertisements sung by his neighbours, 
in his vernacular language and the ’traditional’ music-and-dance styles of his 
region. The issue of ’local brew’ mentioned at the end of this description is one 
that has troubled breweries in East Africa for years. Beer made of corn, millet or 
bananas by local women and ladled out of a bucket into a shared drinking gourd, 
is cheap, nutritious and palatable. Moreover, it has a wealth of associations with 
the power of elder males and their diplomacy within the community (Heald 1986; 
Willis 2002). For those who want a nip of something stronger but still cheap, there 
is ’crude’ waragi, a moonshine made in slums and villages specializing in its 
distillation and smuggled by bus and car all over Uganda and even into Congo. 
Bottled beer, considerably more expensive than either of these drinks, has not yet 
taken off in rural Uganda, despite the competitive efforts of two rival 

multinationals, EABL and South African Breweries Ltd (SABL).2 
The engagement of musicians and dancers in commercial brand promotion is 

not rare or novel in Africa. Stages for pop music concerts in Uganda, as in other 
African countries, are plastered with sponsor brand insignias. What is striking 

about the Senator Extravaganza is its intensive targeting of the ’peri-urbarddeep 
rural’ sector of society, relying on large numbers of unknown, unpaid performers 
mostly from that same sector, and focusing on ’traditional’ music and dance. The 

1In all quotations from Ugandan sources, writing-mechanics idiosyncrasies are left intact. 
2The Senator brand managers’ methods and motivations are discussed further in a forthcoming 

article. Dick Kawooya has written a dissertation which discusses the Senator Extravaganza, 
focusing on issues of intellectual property (2010). The contrasting brand strategies of SABL in an 
urban (South African township) setting have been examined in detail by Anne Kelk Mager 
(2010). Don Stevenson, who developed beer brands for a Namibian company, has written about 
his strategies (2009). 
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’traditional’ has been constructed in Uganda as a sphere separate from the 
’commercial’. On the one hand, ’tradition’ is strongly associated with ’the village’, 
a space sometimes reductively imagined by Ugandans to be frozen in pre-colonial 
time and blessedly isolated from consumerist culture (Piot 1999). On the other 
hand, ’tradition’ has associations with the early days of independence 
nationalism, when ’cultures’ were rounded up and encouraged by an ambitious 
government. The Senator Extravaganza, with its focus on tradition, marks an 
experimental incursion of marketing into a new area, one densely packed with 
non-commercial ethnic nationalist, Ugandan nationalist, and rustic meanings. It 
is not the only marketing campaign with a focus on ’tradition’ in Africa: Jesse 
Shipley has documented a Concert Party competition sponsored by Unilever in 
Ghana that similarly claims to promote ’tradition’ (Shipley 2003). 

’TRADITIONAL MDD’ AND THE SCHOOLS COMPETITION 

Deborah Kyobula, whom I have already quoted, explained the conventional 
category ’traditional folk songs’ (a sub-genre of traditional MDD) to me as 
follows: 

You have to go deep in those old days. You can have new words, but the meaning out of 
it takes you back traditionally. There could be new words. But what you do, in your 
actions and in the way you play on stage, takes you back to the old days. 

As Kyobula suggests, there is room for innovation in traditional MDD, but the 
overall representation of the regional past should strike the audience as authentic. 
Traditional MDD provides the most visible signifiers of ethnic difference in 
Uganda. After languages, ’staple food’ preferences, and in some cases supposed 
’racial’ features, music and dance styles may be the attributes that Ugandans use 
most to distinguish ’tribes’ or ’cultures’ from one another. 

Much of traditional MDD is distant in both style and function from the social 
songs and dances that dominated Uganda at the outset of colonial encounter. It is 
largely a spectacular genre meant to be seen on a proscenium stage or the best 
available approximation. Dancers move in ’formations’ shaped like letters of the 
alphabet and act out scenes of traditional life. Attention is paid to costumes and 
props, and virtuosity in dancing and musicianship is prized. The professionalism 
of much traditional MDD does not mean that people have stopped dancing in 
’traditional’ styles for non-spectacular social or religious reasons. It does mean, 
however, that spectacular traditional MDD is always a point of reference: if 
someone is dancing for fun or ritual and shows some aptitude, s/he might be 
prodded by her friends to join a troupe and participate in a stage competition. 
Traditional MDD is often performed for politicians who visit villages in search of 
votes. After the performance, the guest is expected to pay the band in goods or 
cash; the bigger and more professional the spectacle, the more s/he is obligated to 
give (cf. Karlstr6m 2003). 

The main workshop for traditional MDD has been the Uganda Schools 
National Music Competition, recently featured in the film documentary War 

Dance (Fine and Nix 2007), and described in detail by the musicologist Sylvia 
Nannyonga-Tamusuza (2003; 2005). Each year, primary- and secondary-school 
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groups from all over the country convene to perform in styles iconic of their 
respective regions. Each year, there is a nationalistic ’theme’ which must be 
addressed in the students’ songs, dances and plays; in 2010, the theme was ’The 
Benefits of Freedom of Movements in East Africa’, in keeping with the 
government’s recent advocacy of relaxed trade barriers. 

While there have been Ugandan school music competitions since the 1910s, it 

was in the 1960s, under Milton Obote’s administration, that the Schools 
competition began to foreground the representation of Ugandan ’cultures’. 
Before this period, traditional music was generally shunned in polite urban society 
as ’primitive’ and ’heathen’ attitudes that persist residually to this day. Obote, 
coming from the historically marginalized Langi ethnic group, and presiding over 
a newly independent country on the verge of tearing apart along ethno-regional 
seams, saw the value of introducing the songs and dances of all the ’tribes’ into the 
primary school curriculum. In music and dance, at least, Uganda’s cultures could 
seem to coexist on equal footing. Those cultures whose music and dance styles fell 
short of the others in terms of spectacle were strongly encouraged to improve 
upon them. The reification and symbolic management of ethnic differences in 
national folkloric projects (and simultaneous sweeping under the rug of non- 
ethnic political differences) occurred all over Africa during the post-colonial 
period (Steiner 1994; van Binsbergen 1994; Coe 2005). 

Traditional MDD has an aura of civic participation that stems from its origins 
in Independence-era multiculturalism, from its practice in the schools, and from 
its instrumentalization in newer NGO projects of ’grassroots development’ and 
’sensitization’. The Schools competition convention of composing around an 
exhortatory ’theme’ has become characteristic of the traditional MDD genre as a 
whole, and this has made the genre useful to many government and NGO 
initiatives. By associating with traditional MDD, the Senator brand is able to 
immerse itself in two potent atmospheres of participation: one arising from the 
bodily involvement of dance (experienced as a dancer or vicariously), the other 
from developmental discourses associated with school and the nation. In sum- 
mary, traditional MDD is a public performance genre, open to amateurs, that 
conjures an idyllic past, indexes ethnicity, focuses on ’themes’, and displays a 
group’s ambition and ability to participate in Uganda’s ’developmental 
eutopianism’ (Karlstr6m 2004). 

REQUIRED ’ITEMS’ 

The Senator Extravanganza, in most of its aspects, has been designed and 
administrated by two musician/scholars on temporary contract with EABL. 
Haruna Walusimbi and James Isabirye both grew up performing in the Schools 
competition, and borrowed many of its forms and procedures for the 
Extravaganza. Their hope, which had to be balanced against their employer’s 
demands for immediate marketing results, was to conduct a thorough folkloric 
survey of Uganda, holding events in as many ethnic regions as possible. The 
Extravaganza, with its cash prize incentives, could be used to draw older village 
musicians masters of forgotten styles out of retirement. The 2006 compe- 
tition’s slogan, ’Discover Our Land, Our Cultures,’ reflected their sense of the 
project. 
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Groups in the Senator Extravaganza were required to perform four 
’items’, whose parameters were well established in Schools competition 
practice. These were (1) a traditional folk song; (2) a traditional folk dance; (3) 

a creative item; and (4) either a solo item or a traditional instrumental 
ensemble. Each of these items was supposed to demonstrate a different set of 
each group’s abilities. For the ’traditional’ items, groups were supposed 
to demonstrate their ability to perform ’authentically’ with regard to vocal 
quality, instrumental techniques and dance moves. The overall depiction of the 
world of ’tradition’ also was supposed to be ’authentic’ and ’local’. The Senator 
brand could not be referenced in these pieces, as this would be a breach of 
’tradition’. 

Groups that had a virtuoso musician or dancer could feature her/him in a 
solo item. Groups that knew how to assemble ’orchestras’ of ’traditional’ 
instruments (an invention of the 1950s, with lamellophones, harps, fiddles, 
panpipes, et cetera, grouped in sections like those of a symphony orchestra), could 
choose the traditional instrumental ensemble option instead. Knowledge of the 
performance conventions of ’items’, acquired through participation in the Schools 
competition, was obviously an asset to groups. Some groups, whose members had 
not participated in the Schools competition as children and so did not know the 
conventional differences between traditional folk songs and traditional folk 
dances, tended to receive low scores. An email from James Isabirye gives a sense 
of the gaps that sometimes existed between groups’ and judges’ understandings of 
traditional MDD: 

Now, I remember the Baluli people who came to Luweero one time in 2005, when I tried 

to adjudicate at the district level. For the folk song item, they sang a few words and hell 

broke loose all of them started dancing as ifwe had told them that the most energetic of 

them would win a prize. Old men and women they were. Then I asked their leader at the 
end, whether it was a dance or a song. She assured me it was a song. They had sung less 

than five sentences and danced to the end. No variation in the music or dance motifs. 

When time for the folk dance came, they did exactly the same thing. Then again I asked 

the leader ’Was that a dance or a song?’ and she assured me it was a Dance. We were 

amused and amazed. Interesting discoveries. I found out that I did not know much about 

the Ugandan music traditions. 

One of the notable effects of the Senator Extravaganza has been its 
introduction of current Schools competition conventions to many adult 
performers who were previously unaware of them. The Extravaganza was distinct 
in that, because of its beer focus, it was legally required to be a competition for 
adults only. This meant that adult groups were not crowded out by well-practised 
school ensembles. 

The ’creative item’ was the required song and!or dance about Senator 
Extra Lager. As in the Schools competition, a ’theme’ was assigned: ’The Taste 
of Our Land’. Instructions, given in a ’syllabus’, explained that groups should 
’interpret how Senator can substitute local gins and put it in their place’, and 
’attach this to the culture of Uganda’ [sic]. They were also supposed to convey 
that ’Senator is a beverage brand of Uganda breweries that is produced using 
Ugandan local materials; Rice, barley, water and sugar unlike the other Beers.’ 
The lyrics of one creative item, composed by the group Twekembe, are given in 
Table 1. 
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TABLE 1 ’Senator Song’ lyrics by Twekembe Group, ’creative item’ as sung at the 
Busoga Regional Competition, Jinja Town* 

Senator abeewo! 
Abataka mwidhe, mwidhe mwangu-weku 
Abataka mwidhe, mutyame, tuzwire 
ekyama 

Ekyama ky’omuwendo 
okuva mwitaka lyaffe 
Lino lyenne 
Omuceere n’ebikaddo 
Abataka mwidhe, mutyame, tuzwire 
ekyama 

Tuzwire ekyama kya Senator 
Mwebale abataka, bannange, mwebale 
okwidda 

Mwebale tweyagale tufunye eddembe 
Abantu twenna twenna buti, tutuuse 
okweyagala 

Omuceere n’ebikaddo, n’ebijja 
okutuyamba 

Ebiseera by’iffe ni bino bannange 
okweyagala 

Nekyo, tweyagale, tufunya eddembe 
Senator kyamuwendo eri fie obulamu 
bwaiffe 

Onwa kuwewewezza obulamu bwatereera 

Abantu twenna twenna, tutuuse 
okukulakulana 

Senator webale, kino kinene, tufunye 
eddembe 

Twenwere Senator, Senator 
n’eky’obuwangwa bwaiffe 

Tututubye obuwangwa twizze emirembe 
gyaiffe 

Tweyagale ddindu tweyagale, tweyagale 

ii maama. 
Abantu twayega okulima, ii maama, 
tweyagale ddindu 

Omuceere, ii, ggwe twalima, ii maama 
n’omuviire Senator eky’omuwendo 
Ebikaddo byonna byetwaklima 
n’omuviire Senator eky’omuwendo 
Atanywe Senator atusse okuswala kubanga 
Senator n’ekyomuwendo 

Imwe abataka mbebaza okulima aye 
mwidde twenwere tufunye eddembe 

Muleete Senator twenywere ii ffe 
n’eky’okunywa kye twafuna, maama 

Senator stay! 
Elders come quickly, and enjoy 
Elders come, sit, we’ve found a secret 

The precious secret 
from our soil/land 
This very land 
Rice and sugarcane 
Elders come, sit, we’ve found a secret 

We’ve found the secret of Senator 
Thank you elders, my friends, for coming 

Thank you, let’s rejoice, we’ve got freedom 
All people now, we shall rejoice. 

Rice and sugarcane are the ones that will 
help us. 

Our season is come for us to rejoice 

That’s it, let us rejoice, we’ve got freedom 
Senator is precious to our lives 

You drink, you feel better, your health 
improves. 

Every one of us, we are going to develop 

Senator thank you, this is great, we’ve got 
freedom 

We drink Senator, Senator is our culture 

Let’s boost our culture and bring back 
our peace. 

We rejoice with happiness, we rejoice, 
we rejoice, ii mama. 

People we learned to farm, ii mama, 
we rejoice with happiness 

The rice, ii, we farmed, ii mama 
is the source of Senator, a precious thing 
All the sugarcane we farmed 
is the source of Senator, a precious thing 
Whoever does not drink Senator will be 

shamed, because Senator is a precious 
thing 

You elders, I thank you for farming, but 
come, we drink, we’ve got freedom 

Bring Senator, we drink, ii 
It is the only drink we’ve got, mama 

* Transcribed and translated from the Lusoga with the help of Irene Nabirye (leader of the 
group) and James Isabirye. Some spellings arrived at during the translation process differ 
from those standardized in Lusoga dictionaries. 
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In Twekembe’s song, the world of tradition or ~culture’ is established with the 
opening call to the abataka, the village elders. The musical instruments 
(xylophone, panpipes, end-blown flute, fiddle, rattles and drums), the style in 
which they were played, and the vocal quality, were all firmly within a traditional 
style characteristic of Buganda/Busoga, with subtle qualities iconic of Busoga in 
particular (see Kubik 1992). The lyrics were grafted onto an old melody common 
in this region, known as ~Ompeku omwana ndereku’ (Lusoga: ~Give me the baby, 
so I also carry’). I heard the same tune performed by other groups not in their 
Senator songs, but in other ~traditional’ pieces they performed. While the music 
style, melody and instruments were ~traditional’, the costumes for this piece were 

t-shirts and skirts (trousers for the men), a ~modern’ look suitable for an item that 
was supposed to be ~creative’, not purely ~traditional’. For its traditional pieces, 
Twekembe women changed into the colourful sari-derived dresses known as 

busuti; the men into the white Arabian robes called kanzu. 
The ingredients of Senator are duly noted in Twekembe’s song (~rice and 

sugarcane are the ones that will help us’), as is the land and farming. The group 
who won in 2006, the Mbale Cultural Fires of Hope, performed not a song, but 
a dance depicting the complete production of Senator, from the sowing of 
seeds (played by dancers), to their ripening and harvest, to the final bottling 
and enjoyment of the beer. As that group chanted ~We want the Senator!’ in 
English, a giant papier-mfichd beer bottle with protruding arms and feet lumbered 
out onto the stage. This was the only time I heard English used in the Senator 
Extravaganza; the syllabus explicitly called for ~local’ languages. Twekembe’s 
staging was less spectacular and depended more on the quality of the musician- 
ship. Two lead singers stood at the front of the stage and addressed the audience 
imploringly, while the chorus and instrumentalists stood in a line behind them, 
singing the refrains and performing restrained, tightly coordinated gestures. 

The syllabus gave no instruction to praise the health benefits of Senator Extra 
Lager. EABL, which has to report to the multinational liquor giant Diageo, is 
wary about such matters. But many groups decided that it was good strategy to 
do so (Twekembe: ~you drink, you feel better, your health improves’). A number 
of groups performed skits about the destructive effects of waragi on the 
community. In a typical play a man takes to drink and beats his wife. She runs 
to her parents for help. The village elders are called in to mediate, and, after 
negotiations, the woman returns to her husband, who pledges to switch from gin 
to Senator. Complications are sometimes added to this basic template: the man or 
the woman can contract a disease requiring a comical traditional healer to come 
with his rattles and herbs; the elders may convene around a gourd of beer made 
the old-fashioned way; and so on. Groups like Twekembe are called upon to 
perform in ~sensitizations’ about AIDS, childcare, gender equality, and the like, 
and have developed a flexible repertoire of dramatic motifs about health and 
communal responsibility. 

PERFORMANCE GROUPS 

Space permits only a perfunctory discussion of the groups in their internal 
politics, artistry and attitudes toward the Extravaganza. The majority of the 
groups were assembled specifically for the Senator Extravaganza, generally 
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around a core group of women leaders. Women’s associations, which provide 
rotating credit to members, do collective chores and crafts, and solicit the 
attentions of visiting NGOs and politicians, are common in Uganda (Tripp 2000). 
They attempt to ensure democratic political stability with printed sets of by-laws 
and assiduous record keeping. While the core female leadership of a group 
generally stays the same, its lower ranks may change significantly according to the 
various opportunities that present themselves. For the Senator Extravaganza, 
many members, particularly virtuoso male performers, joined up with or were 
hired by their local women’s groups, swelling them to more than twice their 
former size. Depending on how well the group did in competition, the group 
might expand further (often absorbing the talented members of vanquished 
groups), or deflate back to its original core. 

Managing this flexible membership was a major concern for many groups. 
Kyobula’s group Tugezeku seemed particularly stable. It had a connection to the 
administrator James Isabirye: his wife Victoria was a member, and later a leader. 
Perhaps more importantly, the grandmother in charge was a respected landowner 
in her community, and her daughters, also involved in the group, were successful, 
educated and politically skilled. The male musicians brought into the group 
seemed to regard the women’s leadership as legitimate, with just a few gripes. By 
contrast, the group Twekembe, while more successful in the Extravaganza, 
seemed to suffer from political instability. Irene Nabirye, the leader, was James 
Isabirye’s sister, but aside from this advantage she seemed to lack the political 
standing in her community to command respect from the male members of the 
group. Owning no land, and having only primary-school education, she spent her 
time partly in Kampala, where she sold used clothes in the market, and partly in 
her home village in Busoga, where she helped her mother care for an ailing 
grandmother and the family’s children. In 2006, her hope was to lead Twekembe 
to victory in the Extravaganza and then use the prize money to buy a corn 
grinder that would generate a long-term income for the group and her mother. 
In 2009, Twekembe actually did win, but the male members of the group beat 
Irene up and took the prize money away before she could invest or distribute it. 
The tensions within and among groups were a constant topic of conversation 
among Extravaganza participants. For many group members I talked to, these 
politics seemed to be very much what the Extravaganza was ’about’ not so much 
the Senator brand, or even ’tradition’. Group leaders saw the Extravaganza as an 
opportunity to ’promote’ themselves and grow their organizations. 

INVOKING SPACES; MANAGING AUDIENCES; CHANNELLING 
DANCE ENERGIES 

In writing the following description of a typical 2006 Extravaganza event (based 
on my attendance at 22 of them), I have faced the difficulty of representing their 
affective aspect. Given my concerns with the special potencies of dance, and how 
these might be used to boost a brand, it is important to try to convey how events 
may have worked to produce different sorts of affect at different times. I cannot 
know, however, how individuals in the audience actually felt. No doubt their read- 
ings and reactions were as diverse as their personal histories (see McNaughton 
2008: 3). Even if I had compiled articulate self-assessments of the affective 
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qualities of events by a few audience members, I would not attempt to make these 
stand for the whole. What I can perhaps most safely describe is the spatial, 
temporal and symbolic architecture of events, drawing connections between this 
and other architectures Ugandans regularly encounter. If at some point, for 
example, the Extravaganza resembles the Schools competition in its spaces, 
procedures and symbols, it is likely that people are reminded of the latter, and 
prone to experience feelings associated with it and!or in contrast to it. 

On the day of an Extravaganza event, vinyl Senator banners were posted on 
the road next to the field or square where the stage would be set up. The biggest 
draw was a parade down main street, staged around four or five o’clock in the 
afternoon. A masked stilt dancer, ’Mr Senator’, was followed by three trucks 
blaring news of the event and pop music advertisements for Senator over a public 
address system. One or two competitor groups rode in the beds of trucks and 
drummed along with the recorded music. Children swarmed around Mr Senator 
and curious adults followed in their wake. This parade set the participatory tone 
of the event: bodily participation, in that everyone was moving to the same music, 
and civic participation, in that the parade symbolically embraced the town as a 
whole. 

A rickety stage was hauled in by truck and assembled by members of Nile Beat 
Artists. Banners on the stage read: ’Discover Our Land, Our Cultures’; ’Cultural 
Galas: Bigger, Better, More Exciting’. Groups’ performances took place on this 
stage, or on a rectangle of ground in front of it. The stage was too small to accom- 
modate many groups’ ’traditional folk dance’ items, so these were performed on 
the ground. ’Solo’ items also were often performed up close to the judges. The far 
end of this rectangle, opposite the stage, was bounded by a tent, under which sat the 
judges and behind them any invited dignitaries, such as local politicians, royalty 
and other ’cultural leaders’, brand representatives, and, occasionally, me. I filmed 

most of the events I attended, so I stood or moved around much of the time. The 
sides of the rectangle were cordoned off with ropes, and policed by a guard carrying 
a stick. The audience packed in tight along these sidelines. No one stopped them 
from dancing, or otherwise expressing themselves, but they usually stood still. The 
tightness of their space probably dissuaded some from moving more. 

When groups danced or performed their musical theatre pieces, they oriented 
their spectacle spatially toward the judges, but made a show of ignoring both them 
and the audience, as is the custom in stage-style performance. This was made 
especially apparent when dancers sometimes whirled close enough to touch 
audience members, without visibly acknowledging them. As the word ’item’ 
suggests, these performances were meant to seem contained in an imagined 
theatrical space, and also in a set period of time. The presence of the judges, 
identifiable by their business suits and their seats at a table covered with papers, 
contributed to a sense of the performance as an insulated object. Their typical 
manner, as I interpreted it, was one of scientific detachment. Rarely did they show 
open appreciation for, or any kind of reaction to, a group, but attended studiously 
to their papers or gazed off at some indeterminate point in the distance. At the end 

of the evening, they stood on the stage and passed out certificates and small prizes, 
sometimes scolding groups at length for problems of ’authenticity’ and ’tuning’. 
All of these procedures were redolent of the Schools competition. 

The Schools competition denies audiences direct bodily participation, but 
fosters a sense of civic participation. The National Theatre, in which the final 
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round of that competition takes place, is a stately building designed for that effect. 
Without such ’civic’ surroundings, the Schools competition aspect of the Senator 
Extravaganza seemed slightly out-of-place and fragile, especially as it was 
surrounded and impinged upon by beer-promotion activities. In Uganda, there 
are drinking and disco occasions, and there are formal occasions of school, 
government, church and clan, but never in my experience have the two types been 
merged quite as they were at the Extravaganza. There are, on the other hand, 
many Ugandan events in which an atmosphere of discipline and civic spirit is 
J~llowed by one of wild hedonism. A ’party’ for graduation or some other occa- 
sion almost never means crowds mingling and socializing in a common space. It 
entails, rather, a central arena, where guests of honour and hired entertainers 
perform in various ways most typically, delivering long speeches. The audience 
is sedentary and respectful, with different qualities of seating (under tents or not, 
plush-upholstered or not) parcelled out to different attendees according to rank 
(cf. J. Smith 2008: 190). After about three hours, this official space is allowed 
suddenly to disintegrate. The food that everyone has been waiting for is served, 
and there is what can only be described as a mad rush to get it. Similarly, on 
campaign visits to villages I have observed, a politician and her/his entourage 
will deliver speeches, and answer questions from important members of the 
community, while the citizenry sits and listens politely. At the end, however, the 
politician will be besieged by all the individuals in the camp at the same 
time each one crying out her/his personal needs, demanding a small donation. 
One interpretation that may be made of these events is that they progress from an 
atmosphere of civic participation, in which the roles of various persons in the 
community are affirmed, to one more expressive of bodily participation, in which 
individual needs and desires are given their due. 

I give this description of a very common event-type (weddings, campaign 
stops), because Senator Extravaganza events seemed to be structured in very 
much the same way. There was the dance competition which began in the late 
afternoon and stretched on past midnight. During this period, attempts were 
made to preserve a disciplined, insulated performance arena, and a main concern 
was the demonstration and ranking of the various groups in the region, and the 

affirmation of local ’tradition’. Then the cordons came down, and the crowd 
surged into the performance space for a disco dance, with loud radio music pro- 
vided by a DJ. The point from then till daybreak was social dancing and the 
selling and enjoyment of beer. Extravaganza events modified the conventional 
civic/ludic binary form of occasions such as weddings or graduations in ways that 
are attributable to its branding project. During the competition part of the event, 
the central space, generally reserved for special guests and specialist performers, 
was ’perforated’ (Barber 1997: 352) that is, sporadically made accessible to the 
rowdier element in the audience. The tent where beer was sold opened up into the 
performance space, so that those who wished to purchase bottles had to walk (or 
dance) across the rectangle. The guard, patrolling the sidelines, repeatedly had to 
allow men, who were getting progressively drunker, to cross his boundary. The 

right to transgress the cordon may in itself have been an incentive to purchase 
Senator beer; men sometimes lingered in the performance space once they had 
breached it, and put on small performances of their own impromptu dances in 
disco style, sometimes saluting the Senator brand. I saw men pouring Senator on 
the ground in the manner of a libation. On rare occasions, women too entered the 
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space and performed. Their outbursts were stifled, far quicker than the men’s, by 
guards and other audience members. 

In the intervals between groups’ items, as an announcer was hawking the 
Senator brand, he would invite audience members into the central space for a 
drinking contest or to receive raffle prizes. While they were there, he would ask 
them to say something about themselves and the brand into his microphone. The 
microphone, along with the patter style adopted by the announcer, strongly 
suggested radio, specifically the call-in shows which are very popular in Uganda. 
Call-in radio is probably popular because it democratizes a coveted privilege that 
is generally afforded only to dignitaries, the opportunity to make a speech. This 
part of the Extravaganza was in keeping with brand marketing’s cultivation of 
the individual-testimony experience particularly in high-technology, pleasure- 
oriented arenas. The microphone, and the rest of the electronic apparatus, were 
highlighted at events, with frequent ~mike checks,’ and requests to the dee-jay to 
give a ~sampling’ of the disco music to come later in the night. There was usually 
only a single microphone for amplifying the groups’ performances, so the 
announcer, dressed in a Senator t-shirt, would move from singer to singer and 
instrument to instrument, technologically curating the performances on behalf of 
the brand. 

All of these branded activities felt, to me at least, like interruptions and 
destabilizations of the more disciplined competition proceedings. The civic and 
ludic procedures, normally kept strictly separate in the schedule of an event, 
were blended or interspersed. This enabled readings of the traditional MDD in 
two different spirits: one attending to the dance’s function in society (as a rep- 
resentation of ~culture’), the other to its function on a level of individual bodily 
desires and needs. The proximity of the dancers to the audience, especially when 
they were in the rectangle of cordoned-off ground space, was an important 
contributor to a sense of direct, bodily participation. The dance formations and 
dramatic scenes the groups put on brought them within social distance of the 

crowd even, on occasion, intimate distance. Meanwhile, the audience members, 
packed tight against the rope, were certainly within intimate social distance of one 
another. All this may have contributed to a sense of inclusion in the arena despite 
the group’s and judge’s efforts to create a separate space. As in Okot’s poem, the 
moment of a touch (or simply a closeness) can bring a sense of bodily and social 
implicatedness. Different dances, of course, produce different spatial effects. The 
Acholi bwola, performed by several groups at the Extravaganza, is danced in tight 
circles around a central drummer the women circling within the men’s circle. Its 
concentric structure, with a musical energy source in the middle, probably 
correlates to the inward-facing radial design of Acholi villages around a central 
campfire space (an architecture they were denied in the IDP camps they were 
forced to live in up until recently) (Girling 1960). An Acholi viewer, habituated to 
this ~architectonic’ (Fernandez 1977), might experience the spaces of this dance 
with special intensity. 

Did the Senator brand, merely by being present in force, attach itself to these 

intense experiences of dance? Was this a perfect example of provisioning, the 
fulfilling of unarticulated individual needs and wants by a brand, so that it might 
receive loyalty in return? The EABL marketing team was relatively pleased with 
Senator sales at events and the results of follow-up surveys of their target 
consumers’ attitudes toward the brand. Certainly, I saw plenty of Senator being 
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drunk at events, often with explicit celebrations of the brand by the drinkers. 
These questions of Ugandan branding ’success’ must, however, be complicated in 
the concluding section. 

CONCLUSION 

In the marketing or neoliberal era, dance is addressed not as much in a mode of 
discipline as in one of governmentality. Whereas colonial powers repressed 
’primitive’ dance, and post-colonial ones moulded ’traditions’ into mass spectacles 
of obedience, today’s powers corporations like EABL adopt a subtler, more 
hands-off approach. Dance, and ’culture’ generally, are treated as something 
essentially chaotic and not amenable to disciplinary intervention, yet potentially 
useful, if its energies can be channelled in the right directions. An emphasis on 
producing new nationalist art forms from scratch is being replaced by an emphasis 
on knowing what is already out there to be tapped, in its diversity. The primary 
problem of governmentality is that of circulation. What marketers perceive as most 
necessary is that as many people as possible be exposed to a brand, and thereby 
drawn into global capitalism as consumers, whether they have money to spend or 
not. How the many are drawn into a brand is of secondary importance today’s 
marketers allow that tastes and understandings vary. They do not try to com- 
prehend all this diversity, but try simply to increase contact with a brand, whatever 
works. Much of the work of promotion may, and ought, to be left to the consumers 
themselves, and to their neighbours. ’Total provisioning’ is possible when the 
feedback loop between brand and consumer becomes intimate and automatic. 

Governmentality and total provisioning are strategies, not the inevitable pro- 
cesses brand marketers would have them be. The question of how these strategies 
will actually work in African contexts remains. ’Consuming subjects’, of the kind 
marketers are used to dealing with, may not be so easy to reproduce in Africa. 
In Uganda, the strategy of branded ’provisioning’ is thoroughly complicated by the 
prior existence of complex, culturally potent, patronage-based systems of pro- 
visioning. The mechanism of brand loyalty in American culture is one of individual 
identification: ’the brand and I are one independent being, we pursue happiness 
together’. It is hard to imagine such a mechanism being popularly accepted in 
Uganda or elsewhere in Africa, where provisioning is intensively used to think 
about/act upon networks of kin and clientage. Karlstr6m’s (2003) discussion of 
Ganda ’welcoming’ (bugenyi) gives excellent illustrations of this: patrons and 
clients provide for each other, but always with an eye to determining who stands 
where. The provisioning of the African ’big man’ (Vansina 1990), for himself 
(’eating’) and by others, is typically conceptualized in relation to the clientage 
network he tops. His needs and desires are understood as an aspect of his position 
in that network, not as personal qualities he would have regardless of status. 

Dance energies may well be used to generate brand ’loyalty’, but what will be 
the nature of this loyalty? Members of performance groups in the Extravaganza 
sometimes spoke of ’Senator’ as though the brand were a powerful patron. A 
member of the Acholi women’s group, Mon Pi Dong Lobo, told me, 

There are almost five groups here now that are supported from outside, but for right now, 
we said now we are going to get support from Senator. We have joined them now, 
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together. They have started knowing that there’s a group called Mon Pi Dong 
Lobo .... If they call Mon Pi Dong Lobo ’The Senator Group’, let them come! 

The brand, in this conception, gives you ’support’, and in return you give it 
loyalty and an outpouring of gratitude. You have ’joined’ with it, and may even 
take its name. Such clientelistic relationships in Africa, no matter how heartfelt, 
are thoroughly scrutinized. The client never becomes ’one with’ her/his patron in 
the way that a consumer is supposed to become one with a brand. All parties 
remain aware of their place in a complex, shifting set of debts; everyone feels 
grateful and suspicious at the same time. If the balances start to shift out of your 
favour, it is not at all uncommon to ’splinter’ from one network and join another, 
or form a new one a dangerous eventuality for brands. There may be a 
successful kind of branding to be built around African clientelism, but it will be 
very different from the branding that has so far been developed mainly with 
Western sensibilities in mind. 

I suspect that the main outcomes of the Senator National Cultural 
Extravaganza will not include the advancement of an American-style consumer 
consciousness in Uganda. One effect of the Extravaganza and marketing gen- 
erally, that is’ observable, is the adoption and modification of brand marketing 
strategies and rhetoric for other purposes by the targets of, and collaborators in, 
the advertising. People are experimenting with new ways of thinking about 
’promotion’ and ’exposure’. A second effect may be the relaxing and aesthetic 
enrichment of the traditional MDD genre, as it is taken up by a branding sphere 
which puts a priority on pleasure rather than discipline, and involves adults, not 
just children. This last outcome, especially, seems promising. While the brand- 
marketing aspects of the Senator Extravaganza will remain disturbing to those 
who with good reason fear the spread of brand marketing and the neoliberal 
discourse into every corner of the world, we may at least be consoled that this 
project is injecting new energies, and liberal sensibilities, into the Ugandan field 
of ’traditional’ dance. Out of such developments may yet come a new, 
unexpected, African cultural revolution. 
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ABSTRACT 

Brand marketing in its latest global advances offers ideologies of public 
participation and the audience ’provider’ relationship that many in the 
developing world are finding compelling, even when consumer capitalism fails 
to produce its promised rewards immediately. Strategies of ’branding’ are being 
explored in combination with older performance strategies, with new syncretic 
branded arenas emerging as a result. In Africa, music and dance have always been 
important for establishing certain arenas and mediating transactions within them. 
In the era of post-independence nationalism, ’traditional’ dances were itemized 
and made more disciplined and spectacular to give new states an aura of 
inclusiveness, rigour and historical depth. As the image of a powerful African 
state declines, these same dance traditions are being hitched to commercial 
brands, and to the globalized consumerist/entreprenurial dream. This article 
considers the Senator National Cultural Extravaganza, an annual traditional 
music-and-dance competition sponsored by East Africa Breweries Ltd, which 
requires participants to compose ’local’ songs and dances in praise of Senator 
Extra Lager. It focuses on the spatial and temporal architectures of events and the 
way these channel, and are complicated by, the energies and significances of 
dance. The ’textbook’ brand consumer relationship does not, it is argued, survive 
wholly intact. 

Dans ses derniares avolutions mondiales, le marketing de la marque prasente des 
idaologies de participation publique et la relation public-fournisseur que 
beaucoup dans les pays en daveloppement trouvent saduisante, mame lorsque le 
capitalisme de consommation ne produit pas immadiatement les gratifications 
promises. L’article examine les stratagies de marque en parallale avec des 
stratagies de spectacle plus anciennes, un examen dont amerge de nouveaux 
champs de marque syncratiques. En Afrique, la musique et la danse ont toujours 
ata importantes pour la mise en place de certains champs et la madiation des 
transactions au sein de ces champs. ~ l’apoque du nationalisme post- 
indapendance, les danses ~ traditionnelles ~) ont ata rapertoriaes et ont gagna en 
discipline et en spectaculaire pour donner aux nouveaux Etats un air d’ouverture, 
de, rigueur et de richesse historique. Au fur et h mesure que dacline l’image de 
l’Etat africain puissant, ces mames traditions de danse sont hissaes au rang de 
marques commerciales, et de rave consumariste/entrepreneurial globalisa. Cet 
article examine un concours annuel de musiques et danses traditionnelles parraina 
par East Africa Breweries Ltd., intitula Senator National Cultural Extravaganza, 
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qui demande aux participants de composer des chansons et des danses << locales 
louant les qualitds de la biare Senator Extra Lager. I1 se concentre sur les 
architectures spatiales et temporelles des manifestations et sur la fa¢on dont celles- 
ci canalisent (et sont complexifiaes par) les dnergies et les dimensions de la danse. 
La relation marque-consommateur << classique >~ n’en ressort pas tout h fair 
indemne, selon l’auteur. 
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Dear Barbara, 

Thanks for the email. 

The courses you have identified are fine. I would like to add AAAD258 (Civil Rights) to the list. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 
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To: Janken, Kenneth R; Sahle, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Co: Maitland, George; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: AAAD Seats for Summer Orientation 

Preparations are underway for welcoming and registering nearly 4,000 first-year and 800 transfer students during New 

Student Orientations this summer, which will begin on June 3. I am writing on behalf of Dean Bobbi Owen, Senior 

Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, to once again ask for your assistance to ensure that a sufficient number of 

seats are available for these students this fall. 

As you will recall, we have released seats for courses appropriate for first-year students throughout the fourteen 

sessions of New Student Orientation during the past five summers. We have also successfully set aside seats in a handful 

of classes for transfer students, who typically register in April and May, following registration by our continuing 

students. Coordinating this effort with academic departments and the Registrar’s Office has made this process run 

smoothly and has resulted in the majority of our incoming class possessing a full fall schedule. 

On the attached table, I have identified courses in your department that are appropriate for first-year students and have 

also indicated which, if any, are appropriate for transfer students, and the number of seats we wish to set aside for each 

group. (Please keep in mind that junior transfer students will typically enroll in upper-division courses as opposed to 

General Education courses) 

Unless you are opposed to these proposed courses and number of seats for first-year (F¥ Seats) and transfer students 

(TR Seats) listed in the attached table, we will work with the Registrar’s Office, as we have done in the past, to adjust the 

maximum enrollment numbers for early registration for our current students (Apr Max) and release seats throughout 

the 14 New Student Orientations accordingly. A "class note" for each of these courses will be added, which will state, 



"An additional __ seats are restricted to first-year students (or transfer students)." YOU DO NOT NEED TO DO 

ANYTHING WITH THESE PROPOSED COURSES AND NUMBERS IN CONNECTCAROLINA. I will coordinate that effort with 

the Registrar’s Office. If, however, they are not satisfactory, please let me know no later than March 28, as registration 

for continuing students begins on April 2. 

For every other course in your department that does not appear on the attached table, you will be responsible for 

setting any reserve capacities, max enrollment numbers, etc. We will take control of only the courses/sections on the 

table--courses for the Seat Release Schedule for Orientation--therefore, you may want to set aside some seats in other 

courses for transfer students. 

Please note that in early June, when New Student Orientations begin, the waitlist function will be turned off if a waitlist 

currently exists. Turning the function off enables first-year students to add to the waitlists, while prohibiting students on 

the waitlist to roll into seats that are opened for orientation sessions. Waitlists will continue to be active through the 

first week of the fall semester. 

Feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns you may have, and please let me know if my contact information 

for your department is incorrect. Thank you in advance for helping us meet the academic needs of our first-year and 

transfer students. 

Best regards, 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
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Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advisinl~.unc.edu 
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RE: AAAD Seats for Summer Orientation 

Dear Barbara, 

Thanks for your email. 
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Best wishes, 
Eunice 
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Dear Eunice 

(This was sent back undeliverable, so I’m resending and apologize if you have already received this.) 

Thank you for your email. 

With only 20 available seats in AAAD 258, it may not be worth the effort to add it to the Seat Release Schedule. Since 

there are 14 sessions, we would want to release at least I seat/session, which would leave only 6 to continuing students. 

However, if that’s what you would like us to do, we can do that. 

Thanks again. 

Best, 
Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
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Dear Barbara, 

Thanks for the email. 
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Best wishes, 
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Preparations are underway for welcoming and registering nearly 4,000 first-year and 800 transfer students during New 

Student Orientations this summer, which will begin on June 3. I am writing on behalf of Dean Bobbi Owen, Senior 

Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, to once again ask for your assistance to ensure that a sufficient number of 

seats are available for these students this fall. 

As you will recall, we have released seats for courses appropriate for first-year students throughout the fourteen 

sessions of New Student Orientation during the past five summers. We have also successfully set aside seats in a handful 

of classes for transfer students, who typically register in April and May, following registration by our continuing 

students. Coordinating this effort with academic departments and the Registrar’s Office has made this process run 

smoothly and has resulted in the majority of our incoming class possessing a full fall schedule. 

On the attached table, I have identified courses in your department that are appropriate for first-year students and have 

also indicated which, if any, are appropriate for transfer students, and the number of seats we wish to set aside for each 

group. (Please keep in mind that junior transfer students will typically enroll in upper-division courses as opposed to 

General Education courses) 

Unless you are opposed to these proposed courses and number of seats for first-year (FY Seats) and transfer students 

(TR Seats) listed in the attached table, we will work with the Registrar’s Office, as we have done in the past, to adjust the 

maximum enrollment numbers for early registration for our current students (Apr IVlax) and release seats throughout 

the 14 New Student Orientations accordingly. A "class note" for each of these courses will be added, which will state, 

"An additional __ seats are restricted to first-year students (or transfer students)." YOU DO NOT NEED TO DO 

ANYTHING WITH THESE PROPOSED COURSES AND NUIVIBERS IN CONNECTCAROLINA. I will coordinate that effort with 

the Registrar’s Office. If, however, they are not satisfactory, please let me know no later than IVlarch 28, as registration 

for continuing students begins on April 2. 

For every other course in your department that does not appear on the attached table, you will be responsible for 

setting any reserve capacities, max enrollment numbers, etc. We will take control of only the courses/sections on the 

table--courses for the Seat Release Schedule for Orientation--therefore, you may want to set aside some seats in other 

courses for transfer students. 

Please note that in early June, when New Student Orientations begin, the waitlist function will be turned off if a waitlist 



currently exists. Turning the function off enables first-year students to add to the waitlists, while prohibiting students on 

the waitlist to roll into seats that are opened for orientation sessions. Waitlists will continue to be active through the 

first week of the fall semester. 

Feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns you may have, and please let me know if my contact information 
for your department is incorrect. Thank you in advance for helping us meet the academic needs of our first-year and 

transfer students. 

Best regards, 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
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(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, March 19, 2013 11:32 AM 

Williams, Tia Howell <tia williams@unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

3rd year review vote tomorrow 

Dear Tia, 

I hope you are feeling better. 

Tomorrow tenured faculty will be voting on 
form we used for     as soon as possible. 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 

3rd review report. Please provide Travis with the voting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, March 21, 2013 12:52 PM 

Bailey, Donna Jean Walker <dbaileyl@email.unc.edu>; Kiel, David 
<kiel@email.unc.edu> 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Retreat supplies update - 

Dear Donna and David, 

Here is an update on your requests: 

2 flip charts - YES 
2 stands - YES 
Water based markers - YES 
Masking tape or pushpins - YES 
5"x8" or 3"x5" post it notes - NOT AVAILABLE AT THE FRIDAY CENTER 
3"x5" index cards (50 count) - NOT AVAILABLE AT THE FRIDAY CENTER 

Donna you will be bringing a camera and also taking pictures, right? 

Travis will be bringing name tags for all. 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow! 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 2:50 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Tia Howell <tia williams@unc.edu> 

Planning Committee meeting at the Carolina Inn 

Dear Sonia, 

It was good to see you today. 

The department’s Planning and Documentation Committee which is working on a strategic plan for the department with 
the help of Dr. David Kiel will be having a breakfast meeting tomorrow at the Carolina Inn. I would be grateful if you 
made arrangements for direct billing to the department for the breakfast bill. Here are the faculty members who will be at 
the meeting: 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Mamarame Seck 
Perry Hall 
Tim McMillan 
Kenneth Janken 
Lydia Boyd 
Bereket Selassie 
and me. 

Travis: Please do not forgot to make the reservation for 8.30am. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, March 27, 2013 3:44 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

April’s meeting - department 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly book Hyde Hall (University room would work) for the department’s meeting in April. The meeting will be from 
11.00am-1.00pm with a catered lunch from Med. Deli. Donna from the Center for Faculty Excellence will be joining us 
again. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, March 28, 2013 5:31 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Wolof403- and Afri 101 Fall 13 schedule- Urgent 

Dea r Travis, 

Please change the following schedule as we discussed: 

Wolof: 9.00am-9.50am 

Alassane: Afril01 the rules are the classes have be after 3.30pm. Thus, it would MW 3.30-4.45pm. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 5:23 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Wolof 403- and Afri 101 Fall 13 schedule- Urgent 

Dear Eunice, 
The time change is still not showing on the registrar office. 
It still says 8:00- 8:50 for Wolof 403 and MWF meeting time for Afri 101 
Students are emailing me regarding the Wolof 403 schedule. 

Is the change is still approved, I can email the Wolof students and let them know that it is being change so they can go 
ahead and enroll knowing that are making the change for 9:00- 9:50. 

It supposed to be changed from 8:50 to 9:50 

Also, Afri 101 meeting time supposed to be 2:00 to 3: 15; MW. 

Thank for your immediate attention 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 11:12 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] March 28 (pm)-April 4 

Dear Colleagues, 

I hope you are all doing well. Thanks for your contributions to our retreat last Friday. 

I am writing to let you know that while I will be on campus during the above-cited period, I will not be available for face 
to face meetings because of urgent administrative matters. If you there something urgent please send me an email and I 
will do my best to respond to it later in the day or the day after. 



Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: afalil@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~://lists.ur~c.edulu? 
id=41529228.6~f6105ac3d3645a593dec8591501 bd&n=T&l=afriafam&o-32928858 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to lea\,e-32928858-41529228.6faf6105ac3d3(545a593decg591501bd,~,;listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 5:24 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 
RE: AFAM classes fall 2013 

Dear Travis, 

Please check on this matter. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Sent: Friday~ 4:35 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: AFAM classes fall 2013 

Eunice SaNe, 

I was looking to enroll in an AFAM or AFRI class for next semester, however I can’t find any classes on connect carolina. Whenever I 
search for an AFAM or AFRI class, no matter what the course number is, it also comes up with the message that states "the search 
returns no results that match the criteria specified." My advisor recommended that I email someone in the department to check and see 
what this means. Have the classes not been posted yet? Are there none being offered next semester? Or could this possibly be a 
problem with connect carolina? 

I really hope you can help me figure this out. I was really looking forward to taking some of these classes. 

Thank so much and hope you’re having a wonderful holiday weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Saturday, March 30, 2013 9:23 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Monday 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are having a good weekend. 

I am writing to ask that you be in the office by 8.00am on Monday so that we can address the Fall course issues first 
thing in the morning. I plan to get in touch the Dean of Undergraduate Education office early on Monday and would like 
to have matters pertaining to the fall schedule sorted out from our end before doing so. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday,             9:24 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: question about a prior class 

Thanks Travis. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Tr~vi~ 
Sent: Monday, 9:21 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: question about a prior class 

Best, 
Travis 

F rom: 
Sent: Saturday, 2:35 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: question about a prior class 

Dear Dr. Gore, 

I was reviewing my Tarheel Tracker online and realized I have not been given credit in my minor for a class I took. I took 
AFAM                         in Fall of    . The class shows on my Internal Transcript but is not showing as 
completed under my Minor on TarHeel Tracker as Electives Completed for my minor. I need to get this cleared up as soon 
as possible in order to make sure I am getting credit before I have to register for Fall classes. I have already contacted 
an advisor in Steele building, and they advised me to email you and see if you could help. She said that it is showing 
under my electives but not under my minor and was not sure why because it should count toward the minor. 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYD1BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 2:24 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

¯ 623/625 E. Franklin Street 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, April 5, 2013 9:01 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Print request 

(Afri416 2013 March 27- (Exam 2).doc 

Dea r Travis, 

My printer is having problems. Thus, kindly print out the attached for me. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, April 9, 2013 10:44 AM 

Rainey, Arlene <arlene_rainey@unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Porter, Robert S 
<rporter@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CCO Fall 2013 Course List (plus Robert Porter course in the Fall) 

Dear Arlene, 

I have reviewed the fall schedule. It is the the same course, thus you just need to change the section from 001 to 951. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rainey, Arlene 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 10:34 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Porter, Robert S 
Subject: RE: CCO Fall 2013 Course List (plus Robert Porter course in the Fall) 

Dr. SaNe: 

In reviewing the sections of AAAD 252 for fall 2013 in ConnectCarolina, I notice that Robert is also teaching a daytime section (001) 
of this course on Tuesdays from 6-9pm, which is the same night and time for the evening section. Is this correct? 

Arlene G. Rainey 
Student Services Manager 
Part-time Classroom Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 
CB #1020, The Friday Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
Phone: 919-966-3587 - Fax: 919-962-5549- Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669 
~:h’frida~, cen~er.~mc.ed~icp/cs 

Connect with us 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 10:17 AM 
To: Rainey, Arlene 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Porter, Robert S 
Subject: RE: CCO Fall 2013 Course List (plus Robert Porter course in the Fall) 
Importance: High 

Dear Arlene, 



Thanks ! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rainey, Arlene 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 10:05 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: afamteacher@gmail.com 
Subject: RE: CCO Fall 2013 Course List (plus Robert Porter course in the Fall) 

Dear Dr. SaNe: 

Since I coordinate the classroom evening courses for Part-time Classroom Studies, Carol McDonnell forwarded your email to me 
regarding AAAD 252. Per your request, we will cancel AAAD 298-951 for the fall 2013 evening course line up and replace it with 
AAAD 252-951. 

If you have further questions concerning the classroom evening courses, please feel free to contact me directly. 

Best, 

Arlene 

Arlene G. Rainey 
Student Services Manager 
Part-time Classroom Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education CB #1020, The Friday 
Center Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
Phone: 919-966-3587 - Fax: 919-962-5549- Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, April 11, 2013 9:27 AM 

Bailey, Donna Jean Walker <dbailey 1 @email.unc. edu> 

Bienvenu, Trisha <trisha@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Center for Faculty Excellence: Session next week, Wednesday, April 17, 11-12n 

Dear Donna, 

Thanks so much for everything! 

Travis: Please contact Trisha to arrange for our department meeting next Wednesday. Kindly book the room for 2 hours 
(first hour Donna will lead the discussion on 101 and 130 and the 2nd hour will be a meeting of the department’s 
Academic Affairs Committee). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Bailey, Donna Jean Walker 
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 1:57 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Bienvenu, Trisha 
Subject: Center for Faculty Excellence: Session next week, Wednesday, April 17, 11-12n 

Eunice 

I wanted to confirm the session for next week and to let you know who Travis can contact a bout rooms that do not cost 

you ... 

Trisha is our person who coordinates this with our staff and when I ask her if she would be willing to help Travis, she said 
she would so I am including her in this email for you and Travis ... 

See you next week and I believe an hour will help us complete the work that was begun at your Retreat on 101, 130... 

Donna 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, April 18, 2013 12:50 PM 

Horne, Jasmine D <hornej @live.unc. edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Follow up 

Dear Jasmine, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Please contact Travis Gore to make an appointment to see me on April 19, 2013. I am coping him to this email for easy 
reference. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Eunice Sahle, 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, April 19, 2013 10:18 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Course evaluation 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly make sure that all course evaluations are available for all courses taught this semester as soon as possible. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN:RECIPIENTS/CN:EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 10:30 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Course evaluation 

Carolina Course Evaluations Report Instructions.pdf 



Carolina Online Course Evaluation Reports 

Instructions for Department Chairs and Designated Coordinators 

Chairs and their designated coordinators are given access to results of all the evaluations conducted for the 

course sections owned by their departments. This access allows users to view response rates, create custom 

or ad hoc reports, and download data that can be imported into other tools for further analysis. 

Chairs and coordinators were initially identified in fall 2010 when they registered their departments to 

participate in the online course evaluation process. Each term, chairs will be asked to review the list of 

persons who have department-wide view access to their evaluation results and add or remove them as 

appropriate. Chairs or coordinators can ask the Office of Institutional Research and Assessment (see contact 

information at the end of this document) to prepare special batches of evaluation reports as needed - for 

example, to provide primary instructors of lecture courses with evaluation reports on TAs who staffed their 

associated recitations and labs. 

Course instructors are allowed to see only reports generated from evaluations of their own courses, unless the 

chair has approved them for other levels of access. Instructors receive an email message with a link they can 

use to log in to the system and download copies or create ad hoc reports and files containing their data using 

some of the same features described below. In the future, the course evaluation system will automatically 

send reports directly to individual instructors as email attachments. 

How to Access Results 

Click on the following link or copy and paste it into your web browser. 

https://www.digitalmeasures.com/Iogin/unc/faculty 

When prompted, Iogin using your ONYEN and password. You should see a screen with images of the 

University’s logo, "Welcome, (your name)", and the Digital Measures logo across the top. 

On the left side of this screen, you should see several blue-colored sidebars linked to the reporting functions 

described below. 

Selecting Report Options 

View Respondents -- Clicking on this link will allow you to view response rates for the entire department or 

for selected courses. You can also download an Excel-readable file containing a course-by-course table of 

response rates. 

Run Custom Reports - (Easiest Method) Selecting this option will provide you with a standard report that 

was especially designed for departments using the Basic course evaluation instrument. It is similar to the 

report instructors received from the old paper evaluation system. The report displays summary statistics 

including frequencies, means, and medians for items with quantitative or scaled response choices, and a list of 

all comments made in response to open-ended questions. To produce these reports: 

1. Select the report to run - Select the default "Course Evaluation Report" if your department has only 

one instrument. If your department used multiple instruments, you will need to select one 



instrument at a time and run the reports for those sections, and then repeat the process for each 

instrument separately. 

2. Select the term(s) to use - Default is the most recently completed term. 

3. Select who to include -- 

a. "All" -- the default. This produces a document containing individual reports for each course 

section and primary instructor, separated by page breaks. You can save this document to your 

local computer or server and print the reports as needed. 

b. Specific courses or instructors -- Select "click here" if you would like to specify in detail the 

reports you want to produce. Options are available to select by: Course, Course Prefix, 

Course Prefix and Course Number, Department, and Instructor. If you make selections from 

any of these links, be sure to scroll all the way to the bottom of that screen and "Save" your 

choices. 

4. Select the file format and page size -- Output options include Excel, MS Word, HTML, and Adobe PDF. 

Reports will be separated by page breaks so you can identify and print out specific reports. All 

reports fit regular 8.5x11" pages with no need for adjustment, so the default "Letter" is usually 

preferable. 

5. Click "Build Report" in the lower right hand corner. 

Run Ad Hoc Reports - Use this function to: 

Select your own report format and specifications from a longer list of options than what was offered 

under "Run Custom Reports". 

Download individual responses (not identifiable) into a file that can then be saved and imported into 

other software for further analysis. Output formats include: MS Word, Adobe PDF, HTML, Raw data - 

comma delimited, and Raw data -XML. The raw data formats can be read by Excel, SPSS, SAS, MS 

Access, and similar tools. 

For Additional Information 

If you have any questions about the reports or have trouble accessing them, please contact Garrett Hirth in the 

Office of Institutional Research and Assessment (gmh@email.unc.edu or 962-1500). 

Note: One problem that was reported involved instructors with dual roles: (1) as a TA serving as instructor of 

a section being evaluated, and, (2) as a graduate student who evaluated courses they took that term. After 

logging in to view their evaluation reports, some of these instructors reported seeing a list of the courses they 

had been asked to evaluate as a student that term and a message that the evaluation period had ended. They 

should ignore that information, and instead look in the upper left hand corner of the screen to find the blue- 

colored links to View Respondents, Run Custom Reports, and Run Ad Hoc Reports. Clicking on those options 

should enable them to view their reports. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, April 19, 2013 10:32 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Course Evaluations 

Dear Kia, 

Thanks for your email. I have asked Travis to review this matter and provide a report today. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Friday, April 19, 2013 9:58 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Course Evaluations 

Travis, 
Would you please check into the online course evaluations for AFAM 101 and AFAM/WMST 266 again? A student informed me 

that 266 still is not showing up for her. 

Thanks, 
Kia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, April 19, 2013 6:40 PM 

Hirth, Garrett Michael <gmh@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Course Evaluations 

Dear Mr. Hirth, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Students in some of our courses are having problems accessing course evaluations for this semester. Travis Gore (our 
course evaluation coordinator) has told me that your office is sorting out the matter and that students will get notification 
by next Thursday. I am very worried that this might be too late and I am wondering if the issue can be resolved in the 
early part of the week. 

Thank you very much for considering this request. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice N. Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall 
27599-3395 
Chapel Hill 
North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday,              8:46 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Course Evaluations 

Dear Kia, 

Thanks for your email. 

As we await a resolution on the online course evaluations for your classes, I have asked Travis to print out the course 
evaluation forms so that you can use them in your classes. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

I:rom: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Sunday, 12:25 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Course Evaluations 

Eunice, 
I am forwarding a student email about course evaluations for AFAM 

form that can be used in my classes. 
I was wondering if there is a paper 

Best, 
Kia 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: " ~;~li~’e.u~c.edu> 
Date: ,5:35:02 PM EDT 
To: "Caldwell, Kia" <klcaldwe{~emai1.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Submission of Slavery and University Essays 

Hello Dr. Caldwell, 
I was curious as to why I am unable to see the course evaluation for AFAM : on my course evaluation 
list? All of my other classes are listed, but AFAM    was not there. I was just wondering if there was 
something I was missing in regards to this matter. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 4:19 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Room for meeting this Wednesday 

Dear Travis, 

Yes, you have my authorization. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 4:15 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Room for meeting this Wednesday 

Eunice, 

Do I have your authorization to order Panera bread tomorrow for Kia’s meeting? 

T 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Sunday, April 21, 2013 12:42 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Room for meeting this Wednesday 

Dear Travis, 
Would you please book a room for African American and African Diaspora Studies faculty to meet this Wednesday from 11:00 to 

12:30? Eunice said that I should also request refreshments. Muffins and coffee/tea would be great. 

Thanks, 
Kia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, April 24, 2013 11:35 AM 

Hirth, Garrett Michael <gmh@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: course eval 

Thanks so much for all your help Garrett! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

from: Hirth, Garrett Michael 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 11:30 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Fwd: course eval 

Garrett Hirth 
Institutional Research and Assessment 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1500 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Mayes, Larry D" <1art nc.edu> 
Date: April 24, 2013, 11:28:54 AMEDT 
To: "Hirth, Garrett Michael" <gmh@email.ur~c.edu> 
Cc: "Eilers, Christopher J" <chris eilers~unc.edu> 
Subject: course eval 

AFAM late course evils should launch at noon today, according to DM. Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/GN=REGIPIENTS/GN=EUNIGE N SAHLE (EUNIGE)> 

Tuesday, 11:10 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 

<stgore@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sam’s Club 

Dear 

Thanks for your work on this. I think your idea about checking what we have in stock is an excellent one. 
Thus, if you could drop by the office and review the left over stock from the conference that would be great. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

F rom: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:54 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; Colon, Sonia 
Cc: McMillan, Tim; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Sam’s Club 

Hello All-- 

Is there a way for me to pay for graduation supplies other than using the P card? I ask because when I went for 
the conference I found out that Sam’s does not take visa debit cards and I had to put it on my credit card. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCI~NGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday,            10:03 AM 

Fisher, Rebecka Rut|edge <rrt~she@email.unc.edu"~ 

Follow up on Saturday 

Dear Rebecka~ 

Greetings and I hope you are having a great reaming. 

In terms of Saturday, I would be grateful if you sent me I or 2 paragraphs introducing 

Many thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

work, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 11:01 AM 

Rutledge Fisher, Rebecka <rrfishe@ema~l.~mc.edtr~ 

ILE: Follow up on Saturday 

No worries Rebecka! 

All the best, 
Eunice 

From-" Rutledge Fisher, Rebecka 
Sent: Thursday, :t0:53 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Follow up on Saturday 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks for your note. I’ll send a paragraph on          thesis later today or tomorrow. I have an exam to give today, as well as 
meetings that will run tmtil day’s end. Sony rll need to be delayed in getting this to you. 

Hope all is well with you at this busy time! 

Thanks, and best wishes, 
Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Associate Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
The Universi~ of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill 
rrfisher@email.unc.edu 

From-¯ SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent-" Thursday, :I0:02 AN 
To: Rutledge Fisher, Rebecka 
Subject-" Follow up on Saturday 

Dear Rebecka, 

Greetings and I hope you are having a great morning. 

In terms of Saturday, I would be grateful if you sent me :t or 2 paragraphs introducing 

Many thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

work. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 5:38 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: absence from cmnpus 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thank you for the heads up. 

Safe travels, 
Eunice 

On May 9, 2013, at 4:30 PM, "Janken, Kenneth R" <k~janken,~email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

I san leaving mid-morning totno~row to pick up               If you need me, you can reach me by text or cellphone. I’ll be kack in the emly evening 

but will be leaving on Saturday morning for Los Angeles. I’ll be back in Chapel Hill and in my office on Tuesday morning. 

I’ll keep an eye out for 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 

Depexttnent of African and Afro-A~nericaaa Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (thx) 

Click on a link for mt’onnation about my publications: 

http://~-~vw.umass.edwumpress/litle/ravfo~l- w-logan- and- dilemma- african- american-intellectuaJ 

http:i/uncpress.unc.edwbooks/T- 8059.html 

http: i/undpress.nd.edtr’book!P00780 

http: i/undpress.nd.edtr’book!P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 9:44 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu-* 

l~b;: China-Africa Conference 

Dear Margaret, 

Yes, I am in the office. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From; Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent: Friday, May .10, 20"13 8:40 AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: China-Africa Conference 

Hi Eunice, 
I keep forgetting to have a brief discussion with you about what you need for and I to give you when I return form China in order to begin fundraising for the conference. 
Will be in for a second this morning, so perhaps we can take a moment to talk about it. 

Cheers, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday,             10:05 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebm@email.unc.edu>" 

Report 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

I would be grateful if you sent me a summary (:I-2 paragraphs) of your research, professional conferences and teaching activities for the 
academic year. l:or the 

report to the donor, I wrote a report based on materials on your research provided by Dr. Hildebrand. 

The department has supported your fellowship through a private gift and I need to support a report to the donor for this academic year as soon as possible. Thus, please send 

a summary of your activities as soon as possible. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 10:06 AM 

,~live.unc.edu-* 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebm@eraail.unc.edw, 

Follow up 

2nd sentence: It should read 

Eunice 

Apologies 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 
To: 
(::c: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Report 

I0:05 AM 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

I would be grateful if you sent me a summary (1-2 paragraphs) of your research, professional conferences and teaching activities for the academic year. For the 
report to the donor, I wrote a report based on materials on your research provided by Dr. Hildebrand. 

The department has supported your fellowship through a private gift and I need to support a report to the donor for this academic year as soon as possible. Thus, please send 
a summary of your activities as soon as possible. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 10:11 AM 

Mumby, Dennis K <mumby@email,unc,edu> 

Follow up 

Dear Dermis, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Can we touch base over the phone? You can reach me at 919-%2-2341 or 

Best wishes, 
Ermice 

From: Mumby, Dennis K 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 10:24 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
SubJect: Joseph Megel course buyout 

Eli Eunice, 
I checked with Terry Rhodes regarding course buyout rates between departments, and she indicated that the rate per course 1s $15,000 plus benefits If you look on p. 129 of the Chairs 
manual you will see a table with the various buyout rates. I’m sorry that this is more than you bargained :For. I£you want to chat about this :Further let me know. 
Best, 
Dennis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 11:21 AM 

tta~tlyn, Jonathan <h~dJyn@unc.edu> 

I~E: Massey Awards - images 

Dear Jonathan, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Friday, May 10, 2013 11:18 AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: Massey Awards - images 

Eunice, Thanks, great pictures --- who is [hat handsome young man silting next to you at the [able? 

Best, .Jonathan 

.Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North (:i~rol~ni~ i~t Chapel H~II 
Sen~or Associate Dean for Sociat Sdences and 

Globa~ Pro~rarns, CoIlege of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth .L Reckford Professor of PoHticaI Sdence 

205 South Building, CB ~100 

Chi~pel H~H NC 27599.-3100 USA 

Erna~h hartlyn@unc.edu 

Off:ice: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, May 10, 2013 ~0:21 AM 
Te: Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
SubjeCt~ Massey Awards - images 

Dear Jonathan, 

Your support during this period has been invaluable! Thus, I thought you might enjoy viewing some images from the Massey Award ceremony. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 2:48 PM 

Overton, Jackie (Public Safety) <overton@psat~.unc.edu> 

1~9;: A special invitation 

Dear Jackie, 

Thanks for your email! 

Yes, you can bring your friends. 

The formal part of the commencement ceremony will be over at 12.15prn. This will be followed by a light lunch. 

Best regards and so, so looking forward to seeing you tomorrow, 
Eunice 

From: Overton, _lackie (Public Safety) [overton@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, May 09, 20:~3 2:07 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: A special invitation 

Eunice, 

My standmd bio is attached. You cml shorten it as you need to. 

Please let me M~ow what the oNer of events ~e so that I can k prepared. I am leaving t}om this event to go visit 

long. Nso, a couple of my friends would like m accompany me m this event. Wo~dd that ~ okay? 

Jackie O. 

Professional Development Mm~ager 

Employ~ Fonm~ (3mir 

CB~ 1600 Public Salary Building 

Chapel t till, NC 27599-1600 

(919) 962- 5029 phone/’voicemml 

(919) 962-2572 fax 

77~e straightest path to our greatest potential is straight through our greatest fear. 

~Over ma~e someo~ie a~riority i~t your ~[~ ~vhe~i tliey ~a~e o’~g madb you an (~tio~i in l~eirs. 

so I won’t be able to stay 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 16, 20:t3 5:13 PM 

To-" Overton, Jackie 
Subject-" A special invitation 
Tmporl:ance: High 

Dear Jackie, 

It was great to see you last week! 

Please find attached a letter inviting you to a special occasion. The original copy follows in regular mail. 

Looking forward to hearing from you. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 9:09 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

McMillan, Tim <tj~nl @email.unc.edu> 

On tomorrow 

Dear Kia, 

Thanks for returning my call today. 

As we promised, we will bring copies of McCain and Watts bios to the forum tomorrow. In the meantime, we hope that your 

Take care and best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, May 12, 2013 9:16 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu-* 

I~E: Watts 

Dear Margaret, 

Yes, the plan was to always publish his commencement speech and the interview that I will conduct with him before July. He plans to work a little more on his speech and send 
it to you for inclusion in the Nev~letter by end of July. 

Thanks for your contributions to our wonderful commencement ceremony yesterday!! 

Best wishes and do take care, 
Eunice 

From= Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent= Sunday, May J.2, 20:13 6:58 AM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Watts 

Hi Enice, 
I’m feeling better today and will call Paula once I get to my 
Kia suggested that we punish Watts’ talk from yesterday in the newsletter. If you agree, would you please asked him to submit it for publication? 
Thanks and start that Yoga, 
Margaret 



Faculty Workshop on EntrepreneursMp 

May 2013 

BRIEF BIOGRAPHY 

Name: Eunice N. Sahle 

Title/Department: Joint appointment, Associate Professor African and Afro-American Studies and 
Curriculum in Global Studies. Chair, African and Afro-American Studies 

Brief background: 

My degrees are in Political Science. However, I remain very interested in debates focusing on my 
early intellectual commitments at the University of Toronto: soil and water science. 

Entrepreneurial Experience (if any, certainly not required): None 

Why did you enroll in the workshop? 

entrepreneurship. 
In addition, I am interested in exploring practices of social 

~Prepare to share two things most people don’t know about you on the first day of the workshop. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 1:03 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtp 

Urgent;Fwd: Grade needs approval 

Dear Kenneth, 

Hope you are well. 

Please see below. 

I am at the entrepreneurship booty camp. Will touch base latter. 

Eunice 

Begin forw~:rded tnessage: 

From: Bobbi Owen <owenbob~unc.edu> 

Date: May 13, 2013 12:19:04 PM EDT 

To: Eunice N SaNe <eunice(~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Grade needs approval 

This grade was posted but not approved. 

Please get it approved. 

The gradnating senior cannot be cleared for graduation mthont this grade. 

Bobbi 

AFAIVl A 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

MJchaei R. McVaugh D~stinguished K[of~’ssor of Dranatic Art} 

UriJvei[sity of Nor~}h Ca£}lina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 

1 HONORS RESEARCH II 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 6:40 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.anc.edu-* 

Re: CGI 

Dear Margaret, 

Congmts on receiving the grant! Yon can reach on ei~.1~er of my numbers - 

boot?- on entrepreneurship this week, thus not available dnring the day. 

}tope to catch up with you soon. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

or’ - between 7.00-7 50am. I am at a Chancellor’s facult?- 

On May 14, 2013, at 6:13 AM, "Lee, Margaret Carol" <leemc~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Eunice, 

I Hope you are well. T’m offto swim, but really need your guidance about completing the ¢GI proposal. Can T call you this morning? T would like to complete the 

online application before I head back to Durham early this afternoon. 

Thanks, 

lvlargaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 2:45 PM 

Meier, BeNamin Ma~)n <meierb@emaJl.unc.edu>; lwilson-jones@uncfsn.edu; zluo@uncl;u.edu 

ILE: Facul~ Bootc~anp: PowerPoint Proposal 

Draft 5-14 (Center for Human Capability - Business Plan).pptx 

From: Meier, Benjamin Mason 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 9:34 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; lwilson-jones@uncfsu.edu; zluo@uncfsu.edu 
Subject: Faculty Bootcamp: PowerPoint Proposal 

Based upon today’s conversation, find attached an initial draft of our PowerPoint presentation, proposing the development of Center for Human Capability. 

Should you have any concerns about this initial draft, please feel free to let me know. 

I look forward to seeing you again tomorrow and pushing ahead for Thursday’s presentation. 

Best regards, 
Ben 
Benjamin Mason Meier, JD, LLM, PhD 
Assistant Professor of Global Health Policy 
Department of Public Policy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
218 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 
Chapel Hill, NO 27599-3435 
919-962-0542 
bmeier(~,unc.edu 
http://bmeier.web.unc.edul 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hazeltine, Lizzy" <hazeltin@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Faculty Bootcamp: Added Materials + Reminders 
Date: May 7, 2013 2:36:09 PM EDT 
To: "You, Wei" <wyou@unc.edu>, "bcarlson@email.unc.edu." 
<bcarlson@email.unc.edu.>, "benchars@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU" <benchars@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU>, "Hofweber, 
Thomas" <hofweber@unc.edu>, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu>, "imolich@unc.edu" 
<imolich@unc.edu>, "cyriaqui@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU" <cyriaqui@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU>, "Navalinsky, David B" 
<dbnav@email.unc.edu>, "Neta, Ram" <neta@email.unc.edu>, is tufts@so.cl.unc.edu <is?tufts@so.q.unc.edu>, "Hinson, 
Josh" <qhinson@email.unc.edu>, "Ernst, Carl W" <CERNST@email.unc.edu>, "Meier, Benjamin Mason" 
<meierb@email.unc.edu>, "Fredrickson, Barbara L" <blf@unc.edu>, "Band, Lawrence E" <lband@email.unc.edu>, "Aikat, 
Debashis" <da@unc.edu>, "Kum, Hye-Chung" <kum@email.unc.edu>, "Ashby, Valerie S" <ashb¥@email.unc.edu>, Ndaliko, 
Ch~rie Rivers <ndaliko@email.unc.edu>, "Rowe, Sarah Marie" <srowe3@email.unc.edu>, "pagiavlasno@wssu.edu" 
<pa.cjiavlasno@wssu.edu>, "lkloeppe@unca.edu" <lkloeppe@unca.edu>, "lwilson-jones@uncfsu.edu" <lwilson- 

iones@uncfsu.edu>, "kirki@ncssm.edu" <kirki@ncssm.edu>, "¥iin@mail.ecsu.edu" 
<viin@mail.ecsu.edu>, "tlhicks@unc.ct.edu" <tlhicks@unc.ct.edu>, "estringh@uncfsu.edu." 
<estringh@uncfsu.edu.>, "roseiaya@ecu.edu" <roseiaya@ecu.edu>, ".cluillorymd@wssu.edu" 
<guillorymd@wssu.edu>, "esouffra@uncc.edu" <esouffra@uncc.edu>, "Nick.arena@uncp.edu" 
<Nick.arena@uncp.edu>, "Stewart.Thomas@uncp.edu" <Stewart.Thomas@uncp.edu> 
Cc: "Goldstein, Buck" <buck .c!oldstein@unc.edu>, Lowry Caudill,            ~.qmail.com>, "Merritt, Charles E." 
<merritt@email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Samantha L. McAuliffe" <slmcauliffe@northcarolina.edu> 

Hi all, 

We are looking forward to welcoming you to bootcamp on Monday and wanted to follow up with more details and resources. 

I’m sharing a Dropbox folder with all the documents you need for next week. The final syllabus with links to assigned videos and other resources is there along 

with articles, and written and video bios from some of your fellow attendees. (If you haven’t had a chance to share your bio with me, please send it before of 

Monday.) 

If you have questions as we get closer to our first day, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me. 

Best from Chapel Hill, 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
._u__n__£_e___r[_)!_£_o___r_=_o__r_g 

See my current office hours 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 9:13 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu:~ 

I:W: International Studies Association: O~der Confirmation 

Dear Sonia, 

It was good to see you today~ 

I plan to present at the International Studies Association annual conference next year in Toronto~ To do so, I have renewed my membership for the coming academic year. 
Please details below. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: isa@isanet.org [isa@isanet.org] 
Sent-" Tuesday, May 14, 2013 9:10 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" International Studies Association: Order Confirmation 

Dear Eunice N. Sable, 
Tha~k you for your order with the International Studies Association. Please see your details below: 

Current Status: Paid 

Item Units Unit Cost 

~Vomen’s Caucus - Standard 1 Year 1 $5.00 

Standard Membership - 1 Year (More than 90,000) l $120.00 

Peace Studies - Stm~dard 1 Year 1 $5.00 

Global Development- Standard 1 Year 1 $5.00 

Global South Caucus - Standard 1 Year 1 $5.00 

Huma~ Rights- Standard 1 Year 1 $5.00 

International Polilical Economy- Standard 1 Year 1 $5.00 

Included User (Eunice N. SaNe) 1 $0.00 

Total: $150.00 

Billed To: Eunice SaNe 

Date: 5/14/2013 8:10:54 PM 
Method: 

Amount Paid: $150.00 

Thank you! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday,             6:41 AM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu:~ 

- Student in AFRI 

Dear Bereket, 

I hope you are doing well. 

After contacting her academic advisor at the De~’s office, 

you. Please respond to her. 

. a student in your Alii has conducted me about emails she has sent to 

Besl wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, May 18, 2013 11:38 PM 

Cha]-les, Anthony <anthony chMes@med.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dear Anthony, 

I hope you are doing well. Thanks for joining us on April 30 at the forum honoring our Chancellor and Provost. 

When do you leave for IVlalawi? 

Please let me know. 

Cheers and all the best, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 7:53 AM 

Chaxles, Anthony <anthony chm’les@med.unc.edu> 

Re: Hello 

ThaNes Anthony! 

Best regards, 

Eunice 

On May 20, 2013, at 7:01 AM, "Charles, Anthony" <anthony charles(~:med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi [unite, 

Hope all is well. I am plarmit~g a trip to Malawi ir~ August [mt my dat~:’s are no~: quiye firm yet. 

Looking forward to hearing from Vou~ 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, May 18, 2013 11:37 PM 
To: Charles, Anthony 
Subject: Hello 

Dear Anthony, 

I hope you are doing well. Thanks for joining us on April 30 at the forum honoring our Chancellor and Provost. 

When do you leave for Malawi? 

Please let me know. 

Cheers and all the best, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 9:42 AM 

Richa~ds, DmmaM <danna richa~ds@unc.edu> 

I~E: State Health coverage 

Dear Danna, 

Many, many thanks for your help with this today! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Richards, Danna M 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2023 9:09 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: State Health coverage 

Eunice, 

Here is the copy of your coverage for you to have¯ Group number is 

online. Danna 

Danna Richards 

Benefits Consultant 

Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

UNC Chapel Hill 

direct: 919-843-8352 

fax: 9 J.9-962-60~_0 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any transmitted documents 

contain private, privileged and confidential information belonging to 

the sender. The information therein is solely for the use of the 

addressee. If your receipt of this transmission has occurred as the 

result of an error, please immediately notify us so we can arrange for 

the return of the documents. In such circumstances, you are advised 

that you may not disclose copy, distribute or take any other action in 

reliance on the information transmitted. 

¯ Copy is provided and cards requested again in follow-up from 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 10:03 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Prof. Mbilinyi’s contact info. 

Dear 

Thanks for the email. 

You can pick up the letter from Travis anytime after Wednesday this week. 

Have a great summer and let’s keep in touch as we discussed. 

All the best, 
Dr. SaNe 

From= 

Sent= Thursday, :[2:06 PM 
To= Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject= Prof. IVlbilinyi’s contact info. 

tiabari ya siku Pro£ SaNe, 

Here is Pm£ Mbilinyi’s latest coutact iufonnation: 

Email: 5!gmail.com 

Phone no: 

Should you wish to s~nd her a physical copy, I can come to Chapel Hill on Friday and pick it up (that’s if you’ll be back from boot camp). I didn’t get the visa in time 

aud so I will just be flying from North Carolina next week Saturday. So, anytime before next week Saturday, we cau meet! 

Thank~ 

P.S. I hope boot camp is FUN! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 11:29 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: Minor classes 

Dear Kenneth, 

As we discussed see below. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ Sable 

From-" 

Sent; Monday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Minor classes 

:~0:39 AM 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

In the undergraduate bulletin it says we can request for classes in the AFRI minor to be included even if they aren’t listed. I took AFRI    with Professor Selassie this past 
semester and was trying to make it count towards my minor, I don’t know how to go about making this happen and thought you might be able to help! Thanks! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I Class of 

B.A. Exercise and Sport Science 
African Studies Minor 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 11:32 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Grade Trouble ruth African A~nerican Studies    Class 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

This is to let you know that T got in touch with Professor Selassie right after I received your email last week~ He wrote back and let me know that he had been in touch with 
you. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. SaNe 

From; 

Sent: Tuesday~ :t0:48 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 

S,,bject: Grade Trouble with African American Studies Class 

Hello - 

My name is , and this past semester I was enrolled in the African American Studies    Class Section    ruth Bereket Selassie. After the 

grade was released on the last day, Friday, I immediately noticed discrepancy in the final letter grade. I tried to contact Professor Selassie becanse I have 

questions in regards to the final ontcome, however, he has not responded. I did contact my advisor and she advised me to reach out to you. I wonld really like to meet 

as soon as possible to talk about "this issne. Thank yon for your time a~d consideration. 

My number is - t~el free to call me ans¢ime or email me back at ~live.unc.edu 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

O11 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 12:02 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Re: Minor classes 

at 11:36 AM, "Janken, Kenneth R" <kijanken(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Etmice, 

Done! I’ll alert the student, 

Ket~t~eth 

Kennelh R. Jankan 

Pr<Jl~ssor ofAfi<J--American Studies 

Deparlment of A[Tican and A17~ ~-. American Stt~die s 

109 B~ltle HNI. CB~a: 3395 

U~iversib ofNo~h Cas:~li~m 

Chapel lllll~ NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 96(~-2(~94 (lhx) 

Click on a lir~ 1;Jr {nlb~natio~ a{x~t~t my p~#lications: 

h~p:/,%~mvw.umass.ed~’umpres~fifle/rayfoN- w-logan- ~d- d~ma- aNc~- american-intellect] 

h~p:i/uncpmss.unc.ed~’N~o~,’T- 8059.html 

htip: i/un@mss.nd.edWbook!P00780 

htip: i/un@mss.nd.edWbook!P00723 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: Minor classes 

Dear Kenneth, 

As we discussed see below. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

11:29 AM 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Minor classes 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

10:39 AM 



In the undergraduate bulletin it says we can request for classes in the AFRI minor to be included even if they aren’t listed, I took AFRI    with Professor 
Selassie this past semester and was trying to make it count towards my minor. I don’t know how to go about making this happen and thought you might be able 
to help! Thanks! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I Class of 

B~A. Exercise and Sport Science 
African Studies Minor 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 6:16 PM 

Ronald Williaans II ~gmaJl.com> 

Williozns, Tia Howell <thowell@ema~l.unc.edu > 

RE: Contract Infomiation 

[)ear Ron, 

Thanks [’or your email. As with all faculty in the department you should expect to receive your 1st paycheck on July 31 

Kindly provide Tia with your banking information ]2~r direct deposit purposes as soon as possible - if you have done this already please ignore this sentence. 

Best wishes and greetings to your family, 
Eunice 

From: Ronald Williams II ~))gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 5:32 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: Contract Information 

Hi Eunice, 

I hope all is well 

Who should I talk to so that I understand the payroll process for new facul~. Is this a Tia question? I know the appointment starts July 1. However, it will be helpful to know when I can 
expect to the first payroll date. 

Please let me know what you know-. 

Many thanks. 

Ron 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahleo Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, May 21,2013 10:37 AM 

Richa~ds, DannaM ~danna richa~ds@unc.edu-> 

@gmaAl.coln; Howell, Tia N. <fl~owell@emaSl.unc.edu> 

Intxoducing Ronald Williams 

Dear Danna, 

I hope you have a great day. 

I am writing to introduce to our new faculty member Ronald Williams who be joining us as of July 1. I thought it would be a good idea for him to make an appointment with 
you to discuss UNC’s benefit package. He will be here next week and hopefully the two of you can connect. I am copying him (hi) to this email. 

Ron: Danna M~ Richards is the point of contact for the department on all matters concerning benefits. 

Best wishes and thanks for all do for the department, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 10:45 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjm 1 @email. unc.edtr> 

Please let’s not 

Dear 33m, 

Thanks so much for your thought on Massey Award! 

Please let’s not place on it on the website. We do so for other faculty, but such an act on my behalf would make me feel very horrible. 

Once again thanks for the thought but I will pass. Call me at or soon. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 11:24 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: housekeeping services 

Dear Sonia, 

Thanks for the update! 

Travis: Please check if there are other items for the surplus pick up so that we can address this matter in one round. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:50 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: housekeeping services 

Thank you Eunice 

Just to let you know about the plan: 

Travis will take care of the request for the floor cleaning, surplus removal from your office and the directory board lock change. 

I will take care of the request for carpet cleaning. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:06 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: housekeeping services 

Thanks Sonia for the email and telephone conversation. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On May 22, 2013, at 9:44 AM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Eunice 

I am wondering if we can order a deep clean of the floor at the third floor. Also, can we order a key lock 
replacement for the Directory board? Still some non personnel funds left that can cover these costs. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, May 22, 2013 1:21 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: carpet cleaning 

Thanks Sonia. 

This is the same company used by Public Policy right? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 1:05 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: carpet cleaning 

Hello Eunice 

Please see attached estimate cost for the carpet cleaning. The price of $110.00, included the conference room at the main office. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 12:33 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 05.22.2013 12:32:39 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 3:18 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: housekeeping services 

Dea r Travis, 

Please check with James to see if his office can deal with the printers and monitors. Yes, the file cabinets and bookshelf 
should go. Are they empty though? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 3:01 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: housekeeping services 

Hi Eungce, 

Would you like to include the printers, monitors, file cabinets, and bookshelf in the conference room? 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 11:25 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: housekeeping services 

Ok, sounds good! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 11:24 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: housekeeping services 

Dear Sonia, 

Thanks for the update! 



Travis: Please check if there are other items for the surplus pick up so that we can address this matter in one round. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:50 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: housekeeping services 

Thank you Eunice 

Just to let you know about the plan: 

Travis will take care of the request for the floor cleaning, surplus removal from your office and the directory board lock 

change. 

I wi!! take care of the request for carpet cleaning. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:06 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: housekeeping services 

Thanks Sonia for the email and telephone conversation. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On May 22, 2013, at 9:44 AM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Eunice 

I am wondering if we can order a deep clean of the floor at the third floor. Also, can we order a key 
lock replacement for the Directory board? Still some non personnel funds left that can cover these 
costs. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, May 22, 2013 3:38 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: housekeeping services 

Thanks for the update Travis. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 3:21 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: housekeeping services 

Ok, I will check with James on the electronics. The file cabinets are empty and the bookshelf has things on it but ! think 

we can find another place to put those things if we want to remove the bookshelf. It is a small one. 

Best! 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 3:18 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: housekeeping services 

Dea r Travis, 

Please check with James to see if his office can deal with the printers and monitors. Yes, the file cabinets and bookshelf 
should go. Are they empty though? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 3:01 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: housekeeping services 

Hi EuNce, 

Would you like to include the printers, monitors, file cabinets, and bookshelf in the conference room? 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, Nay 22, 2013 11:25 AN 



To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: housekeeping sewices 

Ok, sounds good! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 11:24 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: housekeeping services 

Dear Sonia, 

Thanks for the update! 

Travis: Please check if there are other items for the surplus pick up so that we can address this matter in one round. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:50 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: housekeeping services 

Thank you Eunice 

Just to let you know about the plan: 

Travis will take care of the request for the floor c!eaning, surplus removal from your office and the directory board !ock 

change. 

I wi!l take care of the request for carpet cleaning° 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:06 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: housekeeping services 

Thanks Sonia for the email and telephone conversation. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On May 22, 2013, at 9:44 AM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Eunice 

I am wondering if we can order a deep clean of the floor at the third floor. Also, can we order a key 
lock replacement for the Directory board? Still some non personnel funds left that can cover these 
costs. 



Thank you, 
Sonia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 4:39 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

Tomorrow 

Dear Kenneth, 

morning. Please let me know what time would work for you before :t.OOpm. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Thus, unfortunately the only time we can meet tomorrow is in the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 11:51 AM 

@livexmc.edu> 

Letter 

Dear 

Unfortunately I have to attend to an urgent matter. Thus I ;vill send you the Research Assistant letter via email in pelf format. 

All the best for the 
Dr. Sable 

On at 12:07 PM, @hve.unc.edu> wrote: 

> tlabari ya siku Pro£ Sahle, 
> 

> Here is Prof. Mbilinyi’s latest contact information: 
> 

> Emaik @gmail corn 
> Phone no: 
> 

> Should you wish to send her a physical copy, I can come to Chapel Hil[ on Friday and pick it up (that’s ifyou’l[ be back from boot camp) I didn’t get the visa in time and so I wil[ j ust be 
flying from North Carolina next week Saturday. So, anytime before next week Saturday, we can meet! 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> P.S I hope boot camp is VUN! 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 1:08 PM 

(Google Sites) ~      ~live.unc.edu~- 

I~E: africa~wo~nenresearch (eunice@em~l.unc.edu) 

Dear 

Thanks for this email. 

Unfortunately, I tried to access it but received a message indicating that I had to request for access. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

P~om-¯ (Google Sites) @live.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Saturday, :t2:57 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" africanwomenresearch (eunice@email.unc.edu) 

I’ve shared an item with you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 3L:25 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Research 

Dear 

Thanks for this email. 

I was able to access the site! 

Best wishes and have a safe trip back home and. 

Dr. Sahle 

From= 

Sent= Saturday, 
To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Research 

1:14 PM 

Hello Pro£ SaNe, 

1. I have created the Ibllowing Google site tbr your reseaxch and have sent you "the invite. 

2. I have also created a SkyDfive where the annotated bibliographies axe located. The links are &s tbllows: 

I have also posted these links on the Google site under 1~ rqiect Documents . You will be able to edit the document as you please and so will I. SkyDrive is great to 

keep the work saved on a cloud so that it is pem~anently saved 

Please let ~ne know what you think thus far and any changes you wish I should ~nake, or other directions I should take. 

3. I will be heading over to TGNP on Tuesday to start sifting through their libra~ and meet with Pro£ Mbilinyi to get speak on where I can find resources on the 

themes you are looking at at TGNP and elsewhere. I will keep you updated weekly, if not more on the goings-on. 

4. On Kenya trip I will also keep you posted on when that might be (as soon as possible). Then we could work on key places you’d like me to go to collect data and 

people that would be of help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 3L:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Research 

Apologies typo: delete the ’and’, it should be a comma. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Research 

1:24 PM 

Dear 

Thanks for this email. 

I was able to access the site! 

Best wishes and have a safe trip back home and. 

Dr. Sahle 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Research 

1:14 PM 

Hello Pro£ Sable, 

1. I have created the following Google site for your research and have sere you the invite. 

2. I have also created a SkyDfive where the annotated bibliographies axe located. The links are as tbllows: 

I have al~) posted these links on the Google site under "Project Documents". You will be able to edit the document as you please and so will I. SkyDrive is great to 

keep the work saved on a cloud so that it is permanently saved 

Please let ~ne know what you think thus far and any changes you wish I should make, or other directions I should take. 

3. I will be heading over to TGNP on Tuesday to start sifting through their libm~ and ~neet with Pro£ Mbilinyi to get spe~k on where I can find resources on the 

themes you are looking at at TGNP and elsewhere. I will keep you updated weekly, if not tnore on the goings-on. 

4. On Kenya trip I roll also keep you posted on when that might be (as soon as possible). Then we cotdd work on key places you’d like me to go to collect data and 

people that would be of help. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 3L:26 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Research 

Apologies typo: delete the ’and’, it should be a comma. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, 1:24- PM 
To; 
Subject: RE: Research 

Dear 

Thanks for this email. 

I was able to access the site! 

Best wishes and have a safe trip back home and. 

Dr. Sahle 

From-" 

Sent= Saturday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Research 

1:14 PM 

tiello Pro£ Sahle, 

1. I have created the tbllowing Google site tbr your reseaxch and have sent you "the invite. 

2. I have aJso created a Sly. Drive where the annotated bibliographies axe located. ’][’he links are as follows: 

I have also posted these links on the Google site under "Project Documents". You will be able to edit the document as you please and so roll I. SkyDrive is great to 

keep the work saved on a cloud so that it is permanently saved 
Please let me know what you think thus far and any changes you rash I should make, or other directions I shonld take. 

3. I will be heading over to TGNP on Tuesday to start sifting throngh their library, and meet with Pro£ Mbilinyi to get speak on where I can find resonrces on the 

themes you are looking at at TGNP and elsewhere. I will keep you updated weekly, if not more on the goings-on. 

4. On Kenya trip I will also keep you posted on when that might be (as soon as possiNe). Then we could work on key places you’d like me to go to collect data m~d 

people that would be of help. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, May 26, 2013 10:03 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu-* 

ILE: NIH China grant 

Dear Margaret, 

It is great to hear from you. 

I am delighted that has included you in the NIH grant as an STD/HIV trainer in Guangzhou. I do not see a downside to this development. Being a trainer will add a new 
skill-set which will open all sorts of possibilities for you in the health field. As you know, health is a major component of research and teaching at UNC and with Kia’s and 
Lydia’s work our department’s strength on health research is already visible on Campus and with your new work in Guangzhou and mine on environmental health and water 
this visibility will continue to grow. So, go for it. If you need to talk about this feel free to call. 

Best wishes and take care, 
Eunice 

From= Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent= Saturday, May 25, 20:t3 8:44 PM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= NIH China grant 

Dear Eunice, 
I hope you are well. Just need to get your professional advice on a matter. I am struggling with the personal part, but I know T have to work this out within a different forum. 
OK, so has put me on this NTH grant to be a STD/HIV trainer here in Guangzhou. Don’t know all the details, but I would be helping to train the next generation of 
Africans!Chinese in the area of S’iD!HIV. I assume the conference at the end of next month, where UNC medical personnel will be presenting on the issue along with Chinese 
young scholars, will be my orientation into how we will be training. The NIH is very happy that a political economist is on the project. I can only assume because it brings a 
different perspective, and as you know, Africanist deal with these issues in real life and time. As a trainer I will be given an economy ticket to Guangzhou and a stipend (not 
sure of the total and of course will likely need to raise additional money, but nothing like what ~ needed for this trip). 
I need to make a decision as to whether I will do this before I leave to return to the US on June 30. So can you put this in professional context for me; namely, what will it 
mean for me, the department, and the university at large? I keep saying at this point in my life I need to slow down, but .... 

sends his greetings to you with a huge smile. Had a most wonderful "welcome to the project" lunch yesterday with colleagues and students~ I was the guess of "honor". It 
was awesome and then we walked around a very wealthy area in Guangzhou. Could not ask for a better group of colleagues and students to be working with. 
Thanks, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Sunday, May 26, 2013 7:02 PM 

Boyd, Lydia (2 <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: keys 

Dear Lydia, 

Sorry to hear about this. Travis is in Chapel Hill and can met with you shortly so that you can get your keys. 
You can reach him at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Sunday, May 26, 2013 6:13 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: keys 

Hi Eunice and Travis, 

Sorry to bother you on Memorial Day weekend! I just locked my keys -- including my house and car keys --- in my office when I left 
this evening. I called public safety, and they came quickly, but apparently public safety does not have a copy of our building’s new 
master key. So, the officer wasn’t able to open my office door (or the front door of Battle Hall - I had to let him in). Is there any 
chance that either of you will be in the office tomorrow and might be able to let me in mine? (If not, don’t worry about it. But if you 
will be in, just let me know.) 

Travis, when you are back in the office, the officer asked that you make sure that the head of public safety gets a copy of the building’s 
master key. It’s a public safety issue -- they need to be able to enter in case of emergency after hours. The contact person for that is 
Sgt. Burnette, 919-843-8668. 

thanks, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, May 28, 2013 6:37 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia 
<sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Tia 
Howell <thowell@email.unc. edu> 
Today and on Wednesday 

Dear Kenneth, Sonia, Travis and Tia, 

I hope you had a great long weekend. 

I have a lot of administrative work to wrap up today including annual performance evaluations which are due this week. 
Consequently, I will be coming to the office tomorrow rather today. If you need me to sign documents or discuss any 
matter face to face let’s do so tomorrow. In the meantime, if you need to touch base, you can reach me at either of my 
phone numbers at home. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 8:28 AM 

@unc.edu-* 

Kesho please 

Mambo freshi 

Soml to have to change our meeting time again. At any rate, I will be in my office tomorrow between 2.30pm and 4.00pm. Hope to see you then. 

Cheers and kwaheri for now, 
Mwalimu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, May 28, 2013 9:36 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: E-letterhead proof 

Dear Sonia, 

Thanks for the proof. 

The only edit is that there should be no dash between African and American. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 12:12 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Howell, Tia N. 
l:c: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: E-letterhead proof 

Hello 

Please find attached letter head PDF proof, for your evaluation and approval. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Sutphin, Jarod 
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 12:09 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: E-letterhead proof 

Hi Sonia. Here’s a pdf proof of the e-letterhead. If this has your approval, I will use it to create the Word template file. 

Thanks, 

Jarod Sutphin 

Art Dircctor 

UNC Creative 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

200 North Greensboro Street 

Suite D3 

Campus Box 6200 

Carrbor% NC 27599°6200 

T: 919.845 4965 

F: 919,962.5167 

creative unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, May 28, 2013 9:39 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu>; 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
RE: 64102 Envelope Proof 

Dear Sonia, 

The details on the proof are fine, thus I approve it. 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 9:30 AM 
To: Howell, Tia N.; Gore, Travis 
l:c: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: 64102 Envelope Proof 

Please see attached envelop art proof for your evaluation and approval. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: AUXS -Xerox Printing Operations Prepress 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 9:27 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: 64102 Envelope Proof 

From: <Colon>, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 8:25 AM 

To: Rachael Garfinkle <prepress@xeroxprinting.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: 64102 Envelope Proof 

Good morning 

The Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, is under the College of Arts and Sciences 
umbrella, so need to be included on the envelope, please see attached old envelope image. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 



From: AUXS -Xerox Printing Operations Prepress 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 7:36 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: 64102 Envelope Proof 

Please find attached to this message a PDF proof of your envelope. 

CAREFULLY REVIEW YOUR PROOF, keeping the following in mind: 

¯ P~ease note: please be sure your data is inputted accurately. Any changes after the 
original pdf proof will incur an additional charge of $6 for each proof thereafter. 

¯ Questions about quantity, paper, scheduling, and delivery should be addressed to 
your customer service representative: 

Rachael 2.5408 rachael.garfinkle@xeroxprinting.unc.edu 

¯ Printing Services is not responsible for errors you approve. If you approve an 
error, including an error of omission, you will bear the full cost for correcting and 
reprinting your job. 

¯ Requesting extensive changes or multiple proofs can increase the cost of your 
job. 

¯ The colors you see on your monitor only approximate the inks used to print your job. 
¯ The dimensions of your job can be seen by moving your cursor to the bottom left 

corner of PDF viewing pane. The dimensions will suddenly appear in a gray box. 
¯ Save your approved PDF and submit it when you request a reprint of this job. 

If everything looks acceptable, please reply to this message confirming that we are ready 
to go to press, If there are alterations or corrections, please indicate in a reply to this 
message what you would like to change, 

Thank you. 
XEROX Printing Services, Prepress 
2700 Homestead Rd., Chapel Hill 
F 919.962.0671 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 12:09 PM 

Charles Watts @me.com> 

Commencemeilt 

To Mr. Watts.pdf 

Dear Charles, 

T hope you are doing well. 

Kindly see the attached letter. 

Once again many thanks for your commencement speech. I will be in touch later in the month to touch base about an interview for our upcoming Newsletter and to discuss the 
publication of your commencement speech. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 9:24 PM 

ma~ orie.mbilinyi@tgnp.o~; @gmail.com 

Hello and on 

Prof Marjorie.pdf 

Dear Marjorie, 

I hope you are doing well! 

There is a lot to catch up on and I look forward to having a long dinner conversation when I am in Dar next year. In the meantime, kindly find attached a letter highlighting 
assignment as far as TGNP is concerned. 

Looking forward to seeing you soon. 

In the meantime, best wishes and in solidarity, 
Eunice 



Professor Marjorie Mbilinyi 
Tar~zania Gender Networking Progratmne (TGNP) 
P.O. Box 8921 
Dar es Salaam 

Dear Marjorie; 

Greetings lrom Chape! Hill and [ t~ope you. are doing well. 

t write to co~lirm that             who is cmTe~.tly a student at the Universiw of 
No~h Carolina at Chapel Hill is working with me this year as a Research Assismm. In 
~:e~s of TGNP. I ha~,e assigned her the responsibility of gathering data. pertaini~N to 
yore" org~-mizatio~’s work or~ public policy issues mainly, development° gender equi:~y 
and justice. The research, is for a comparative prqiect that 1[ started a while b~tck - 
including the ~ime wher~ I brought students to Tanzania .... but which has stalled i~ the 
last. couple of years because of exter~sive administrative and Giber unexpected matlers, 

At any rate, please know that ~ appreciate aiy help you can extend to       wh.en 
she visits TGNP offices, i will spend extended time in .Dm: es Salamm next year, t.[ms I 
look. forward to seeing you again. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any qu;estions about 
assignmem. 

With my best wishes and thanks, 
/ 

Etmice N. SalVe 
Chair. Department of African and Afro-Ame.ri.can Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 9:28 PM 

@livexmc.edu> 

Letters 

Prof Maljofie.pdf; Research letter).pdf 

Dear 

I am glad to hear that you arrived safely! 

Matters continue to keep me very busy here, but such is life. At any rate please find attached two letters: 

:t) the letter that I sent to Professor Mbilinyi. 
2) A general introduction/confirmation letter that you can use in various research sites. 

Thanks and let’s keep in touch. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



Professor Marjorie Mbilinyi 
Tar~zania Gender Networking Progratmne (TGNP) 
P.O. Box 8921 
Dar es Salaam 

Dear Marjorie; 

Greetings lrom Chape! Hill and [ t~ope you. are doing well. 

t write to co~lirm that             who is cmTe~.tly a student at the Universiw of 
No~h Carolina at Chapel Hill is working with me this year as a Research Assismm. In 
~:e~s of TGNP. I ha~,e assigned her the responsibility of gathering data. pertaini~N to 
yore" org~-mizatio~’s work or~ public policy issues mainly, development° gender equi:~y 
and justice. The research, is for a comparative prqiect that 1[ started a while b~tck - 
including the ~ime wher~ I brought students to Tanzania .... but which has stalled i~ the 
last. couple of years because of exter~sive administrative and Giber unexpected matlers, 

At any rate, please know that ~ appreciate aiy help you can extend to       wh.en 
she visits TGNP offices, i will spend extended time in .Dm: es Salamm next year, t.[ms I 
look. forward to seeing you again. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any qu;estions about 
assignmem. 

With my best wishes and thanks, 
/ 

Etmice N. SalVe 
Chair. Department of African and Afro-Ame.ri.can Studies 



T 9~9.966o~49~ 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCER~ ’ 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

This is to confirm Uaat              wh.o is cu.rrenfly a student a~ the Ux~iversity ~f 
North Carolina az Chapel Hill. is working with me t.h]s year as a Research Assistant. 
As par~ of her duties d~ring her        break~ I have asked her to gather prinx.qry arid 
secoada~~ data ~br a comparative o Tm~zaniao MMawi and Kenya ~ project tha:~ I am 
working focusing ox~ the fol!owing themes: 

1 ) Gender, democratization, an.d electoral processes. 
2} Women organizm]ons ~-md punic policy iss~tes, 
3) Htm~at~ rights organizations and gender issues. 
4) Public policy arid gender issues 

Thank you IT)r assisting her as she carries out her assigrtment, 

Please do not hesitate to cm~tact me if you have any questions a.bo**t 
assignmeat. 

Sincerely, 

~umce N. Sahle 
Chair, Depm~me~t of African and Afio,Ame~xcan Stadies 
Email: em~ice@email.anc.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 11:00 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: (hade Change 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

I have checked with staff in my office and I write to confirm that the grade change form was completed and submitted to the Dean of Undergraduate Education office~ Thus, 
kindly follow up with that office~ 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" 

Sent: Thursday, :t0:52 AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
~:c-" Shuster, Elizabeth O; @nc.rr.com 
Subject; Grade Change for 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

My name is             and I contacted you earlier in regards to my grade being incorrect for African Americans Studies    with B. Selassie. After speaking with him, the 
grade was a mistake and the should be    The grade has not changed online, even today- please help me so that I can apply to study abroad with my updated GPA. 

Best regards, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 5:46 PM 

Cline, Alexis L <Alexis Cline@unc.edu-* 

ILE: Caa~paign Case Statement 

Dear Alexis, 

Thanks so much for this reminder!! 

It is outstanding that it is why you cannot find it~ IVly deep apologies. T got caught up with end of semester matters and efforts to wrap up 
and preparing IRBs for upcoming research in Canada. 

Will finish the revisions and send it to you soom Thanks again for the reminder and your patience. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Cline, Alexis L 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 5:26 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
$,,bject: RE: Campaign Case Statement 

Can you send this electronically to me again? I’m sorry but I cannot find it anywhere! 

From-. sane, Eunice N 
Sent; Tuesday, April 09, 2013 2:14 PM 

To; Cline, Alexis L 
Subject: RE: Campaign Case Statement 

Thanks Alexis! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Cline, Alexis L 
Sent; Tuesday, April 09, 2013 1:54 PM 

To-" SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Campaign Case Statement 

Hi Eunice, 

Did you submit a campaign case statement? If so, can you forward me an electronic copy, preferably in Word. Thanks 

Alexis 

Alexis Cline 

Executive Assist~nt to the Dean 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Coliege of Arks g{ Sciences, Dean -S O~fice 

205 Soukh Building 
Chape~ H~ NC 27599 

(9~9) 962-SOS2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 6:41 PM 

Cline, Alexis L <Alexis_Cline@unc.edu> 

RE: Campaign Case Statement 

Hi Alexis, 

Thanks for your patience. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Thus, I will work on the revisions this weekend and send the statement on Monday at the latest. 

From: Cline, Alexis L 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 6:36 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: Campaign Case Statement 

’][’hm~ks Eunice. Do you think we can have it by the end of next week or can you give me an estimated date’? I appreciate it. Thank you! 

Alexis 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 30, 2013, at 5:45 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(a;eraaiLunc.edu-* wrote: 

Dear Alexis, 

Thanks so much for this reminder!! 

It is outstanding that it is why you cannot find it. My deep apologies. I got caught up with end of semester matters and efforts to wrap up 
and preparing IRBs for upcoming research in Canada. 

Will finish the revisions and send it to you soon. Thanks again for the reminder and your patience. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Cline, Alexis L 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 5:26 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: Campaign Case Statement 

Can you send this electronically to me again? I’m sorry but I cannot find it anywhere! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 2:14 PM 

To: Cline, Alexis L 
Subject-" RE: Campaign Case Statement 

Thanks Alexis! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Cline, Alexis L 
Sent= Tuesday, April 09, 2013 1:54 plVl 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Campaign Case Statement 

Hi Eunice, 
Did you submit a campaign case statement? If so, can you forward me an electronic copy, preferably in Word. Thanks 
Alexis 
Ale×is Cline 
E-.xecutive Assistant to the Dean 
University of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 
College of Ar~ & Sdences, Dean ~ OMce 
205 South Building 
Chape~ H~l~, NC 27599 
(9£9) 962-3082 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 12:55 AM 

ttanda, Sudhanshu <shan~email.unc.edu> 

ILS: Tia’s performance review report 

Dear Ashu, 

I just finished a major project and moving on to work on something else before going to bed. Thus, let us plan to touch base mid-morning. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Handa, Sudhanshu 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 :t0:16 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Tia’s performance review report 

Sorry I didn’t return your call, it was non-stop today for me with meetings and then dentist appointment. I can talk tomorrow morning. -Ashu 

Sudhanshu (Ashu) Handa 

Professor and Chair, Dept. of Public Policy 

University of North Carolina, Abernethy Hall, CB#3435, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

V: F: 9:19-962-5824 

http:!!publicpolicy.unc.edu! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 9:32 AM 

Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Past-time Classrootn Studies, Spring 2014 

Dear Robert, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly let me know which course you would like to teach in the Spring. On another note, kindly use your UNC email for communication with the Friday Center and your students 
rather than your private email. The University requires us to use the institutional email for all work related matters. 

Thanks Robert and looking forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Rainey, Arlene 

Sent-" Friday, May 3:t, 2013 9::t7 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
~2¢: Porter, Robert S;          @gmail.com 
Subject; Part-time Classroom Studies, Spring 20:t4 

Dear Dr. Sahle: 

Hope you’re doing well. It’s that time again. Part-time Classroom Studies has prepared a tentative list of evening courses to be offered during spring 2014. We 

would like to offer either AAAD 23:1 or 298. I would appreciate hearing from you no later than July 31 so that we can forward our list to the University Registrar’s 

Office for inclusion in the spring class listing. 

If you have other needs or another suggestion, l’m open to that as well. Please let me know by July 3:1. As I understand it, the current stipend that we must match 

is        If this is incorrect, please let me know. Would you also appoint an instructor to teach this course? Once you’ve identified someone, please forward that 

information along to me. 

As always, thank you for your assistance and efforts on behalf of Part-time Classroom Studies. If you have further questions, please let me know. 

Best, 

Arlene 

Arlene G. Rainey 

Student Services Manager 

Part-time Classroom Studies 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

CB #:1020, The Friday Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-:1020 

Phone: 9:19-966-3587- Fax: 9:19-962-5549 -Toll-Free: :1-800-862-5669 

http~i/fridaycepter.!~nc.edu!clo/cs 

~Connect with us 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 11:05 AM 

ttanda, Sudhanshu <shan~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tia’s assessment form 

We can print it in my office. Given your pm schedule, I think it is better that we meet @ 2.00pm in my office. Kindly Let me know. 

On May 31, 2013, at 10:59 AM, "Handa, Sudhanshu" <shanda,r~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

,:)k~y, ~.~hould f pMnt ou~: for her? WE mm:,~: in your o~fice~ right:? Fd like to start ~t 2:2C. if po_~.~ible- 
to feave by 3PM. Thanks. 

and need 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 10:45 AM 
To: Handa, Sudhanshu 
Subject: Tia’s assessment form 
Importance: High 

Hi Ashu, 

Please find at[ached the assessment form. My comments, additions!deletions are in red and blue. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP {FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE 

N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, May 33L, 2013 11:56 AM 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

RE: My book 

Many thanks Comrade! 

I hope you are doing well. 

With best regards, 
Eunice 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 10:31 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: My book 

FYIU, comrade.., seems to be a nice book about ag. practices in Malawi. 

best, 
arturo 

From: Boyson H Z Moyo        _~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 1:40 AM 

To: Escobar, ACcuro 
Subject: My book 

ProfArturo Escobar 

I have read your book Encountering development... I like your views. Attached is my book based on your i,Ltluence in many ways. 

If you have ti,ne please read it and comment 

Boyson 

Boyson Moyo (PhD) 

Duma Lodge 

P.O. Box 986 

Mz~u 

Malawi 

Cell 

Cell 

Phone 00265 (0) 111 737 273 

Web site: www.dumalodo~e.com or m.dmnalodge.com (for mobile phone access) 

Senior Lecturer 

Natural Resources Management Depaxtment 

Lilongwe Universib~ of Agriculture and Natural Resources 
Btmda Campus 

(Bun& College of Agriculture) 

P.O. Box 219 

Lilon~ve 
Malawi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 9:41 AM 

’@gmail.com> 

1~3~,: ~npendwa mwalimu 

Dear 

It is good to hear from you. Congrats on wrapping up the thesis!!! 

When do you finish your exams? Can we have a skype chat next weekend to discuss the piece? Do you haw 

Cheers and in solidarity, 
Mwalimu 

From; @gmail.com] 
Sent; Sunday, 5:53 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" mpendwa mwalimu 

Hi Dr. Sable, 

I hope you axe doing well. I like to think you are taldng some time to relax with the end of the school year, but I’m sure you have stayed as busy as always. 
Sorry I have~ft been in touch to follow up with you about the trausitioned jus~tice clmt. I’ve been a little distracted ruth the dissertation, but it’s all mined in now, and I 

just have exams left. Are you slill plarming on sending a little outline or so~nthing t;       m~d I? 

I’ve been trying to familia~rize myself a bit ruth the basic literature, just reading so~ne of the stuff in the Columbia Gender and Law journal, and the int’l transitional justice 

journal, but not really sure M~at direction you imagine taking the piece. 
be in touch when you get the chance. 

ruth love, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 3:25 PM 

Fall, Alas~ne <~l?dl@email.unc.edu-~ 

CONGIL~kT S ’. 

Dear Alassane, 

Congrats!! This is a great email that acknowledges your contribution to student’s learning. 

Keep it up and thanks for sharing it. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-¯ Fall, Alassane 
Sent-" Thursday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" FW: Thank you 

9:09 plVl 

This make my day- 

From-" 

Sent; Thursday, 

To: Fall, Alassane 
S,,bjeet; Thank you 

3:19 PM 

Hi Professor Fall, 
I was in your Afri    course last semester on Mon/Wed from 3:30 to 4:45. I’m currently on a study abroad trip in Rwanda studying the genocide, human rights 
and international law. I just wanted to let you know how much I’m using what I learned from your class during this trip. 
We’ve talked a lot about colonization and the Berlin Conference and how the Belgiums in Rwanda really exploited the differences between the Hutus and Tutsis and how that 
was one of the factors leading to 1994. I’m also the one in the group who always knows the dates of the Berlin Conferences when the professor asks. 
I’ve also seen a few large pieces of Chinese infrastructure and I’ve related it back to our talk of China’s influence in Africa. We’ve talked about traditional courts in Africa and 
their focus on compensation instead of revenge. 
I basically just wanted to thank you for everything you taught us in your class and let you know that it has been one of my favorite classes and I’ve been able to use the 
information from your class in this study abroad experience, rve also decided to minor in African Studies. Anyway, thank you for being such a good teacher and I really 
enjoyed your class. 

UNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 3:36 PM 

~gma~l.com> 

Congrats’. ! 

Congrats, congrats This is great news and I am so proud of you and very very happy for you. All these wonderful developments call for a Carolina Inn lunch celebration 
next time you visit Chapel Hill. 

All the best and let’s us keep in touch, 

Dr. Sable 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, J.0:56 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Grant 

I was just informed tl~is evening that I received the Graxat to work ruth Asylum Access in Ecuador’. I wanted to thank you so much for 

for me and being so supportive this past year! 

I also received the internship in New York City with 

Quito lbr nine months staxting in September! 

which is paid and roll allow me to save the remainder of the money I need to live comfortably in 

Your class and 

my thesis allowed me to ~ead and engage with literature that truly helped me grow as a s~dent and a schol~x of human fights. I hope to continue to engage ruth sitnilar 

questions in law school. 

Thank you again for eve~2t~ing’. ! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, June 10, 2013 10:39 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: This week 

Dea r Travis, 

Thanks so much! This is a great update and thanks for all your efforts that led to this development. 

Hope you are doing well. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, June 10, 2013 10:24 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: This week 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks for the update. Hope al! is well! I wanted to let you know that Surplus came last week and removed the 

bookcase and cabinet. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, June 10, 2013 10:13 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R; Gore, Travis; Colon, Sonia; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: This week 
Importance: High 

Dear All, 

I hope you had a great weekend. 

This is to let you know that I will be 
discuss a matter face-face, let us do so tomorrow. 

As for the reminder of the week, I will be mainly 
Nonetheless, you can reach me by phone except most of Wednesday 
email except on Wednesday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

in the office tomorrow. Thus, if you need me to sign any papers or would like to 

Of course, I will be on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, June 17, 2013 3:39 PM 

Lyles, Geri L <geri_lyles@unc.edu> 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM - Scholar Work Verification -- 3 - May 2013 

Dear Geri, 

Thanks for your email. 

I signed a form that was sent by the OISS on this matter and Travis Gore sent to back. 

At any rate, this is to confirm the Scholars listed below were active in the Department in May. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Lyles, Geri L 
Sent: Monday, June 17, 2013 3:28 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: AFAM - Scholar Work Verification -- 3 - May 2013 

AFA~ - Scholar Work Verification -- 3 - [V[ay 20:13 

Dr. SaNe, 

In order to comply with monitoring procedures for the Office of International Student and Scholar Service (ISSS), I need 

verification from you, the Supervisor, that the scholar(s) listed below was active in your department during the month of 

[V[a¥ 20:13. (Excluding vacation and/or sick leave). 

Please respond by replying to this e-mail. Failure to respond could result in ISSS *terminating* visa status of your 

foreign scholar(s). 

Alassane Fall 

Esther L[sanza 

[V[amarame Seck 

if the scholar{s} left your department/UNC, please list the last date{s} of work. 

Thank you, 

Geri Ly/es (formerly Middleton) 

Human Resources Visa Specialist 
The UNversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences, Dean’s Office 
06 Howell Nail, CB# 3056, Dept 320:1 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

Ph: 919,445~0198 

Fax: 919.843,3531 

Keri I¥1es~, unc.edu 

glyles@email.unc.edu 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mai[ and any transmitted documents contain private, priviJeged and confidential information belonging to the sender. The 

information therein is solely for the use of the addressee. If your receipt of this transmission has occurred as the result of an error, please immediately notify us so we 

can arrange for the return of the documents. In such circumstances, you are advised that you may not disclose, copy, distribute or take any other action in reliance on 

the information transmitted. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, June 20, 2013 3:58 PM 

Williams, Tia Howell <thowell@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting to discuss various IT changes in African and Afro-American Studies 

Dear Tia and Travis, 

Kindly join me at the meeting requested below. The meeting is scheduled for Monday June 24 at 10.00-10.30am in my 
office. 

Cheers and best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Olszanowski, Barbara L 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 4:27 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Meeting to discuss various IT changes in African and Afro-American Studies 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I am the Administrative Manager for OASIS, I believe we met briefly during the CCI deployment meeting back in the Fall. 

Our director, Andy Lang, has asked me to setup a brief meeting (probably 20 minutes) with you to talk about some 

upcoming IT changes that will affect Windows users in your department. Essentially, it involves transitioning people in 

your department from the current antivirus product (Symantec) to a new one, and this meeting is to talk about logistics 

surrounding that transition. 

If you would, please let me know your availability for the next couple of weeks, and I will coordinate a time/date that 

works. 

Thank you 

Barbara Olszanowski 

Barbara Olszanowski 

Administrative Manager, Office of Arts and Sciences Information Services 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

13 Howell Hall 

Campus Box 3056 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-962-2376 

http://oasis.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, June 24, 2013 4:53 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Dea r Travis, 

I authorize you to add 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

to AFAM, 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 3:46 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fwd: AFAM 

Hi Travis, 
Would you please add the student listed below to AFAM for SSII? 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: " @live.unc.edu> 
Date: 3:29:54 PM EDT 
To: "Caldwell, Kia L" <klcaldwe~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: AFAM 

My PID is 

Best, 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Monday, 3:13 PM 

To: 

Co: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: AFAM 



Please send your PID number. 
able to add you to the course. 

Best, 
Dr. Caldwell 

I will check with Travis Gore in the department office, to see if he will be 

From: ’ .~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Mon, 14:49:58-0400 

To: Kia Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: AFAM 

Good Afternoon, 

My name is          and I was wondering if I could be added into your SSII    class. I am working 
with the Office of Scholarships and Student Aid to get a loan credited on my account. However, today is the 
last day to be added in to class through administration. Please let me know if I would be able to added into 
your class so I can let the Registrar and the Student Aid office know. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, June 25, 2013 8:35 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu>; 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Schedule 

Thanks Sonia! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2013 8:34 AM 
To: Howell, Tia N.; Gore, Travis 
l:c: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Schedule 

Good morning 

Coffee served at AFAMo Is good© 

Sonia 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2013 7:41 AM 
To: Tia Howell (thowell@email.unc.edu) 
l:c: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Schedule 

Good morning 

I will be at AFAM to fix the coffee maker, early in the morning and then back to PLCY. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

Accounting 

~.~b~c PoY(y D~oartme~t - 9d2-4854 

AbernetCLv Haft, ¢2:g #3435 

(N:o 8-5, To 1-5, Wo 8o~2, To ~-5, Fo 8o~2~ 

AfHca~ & Af?o - American Sgudies - 96& 1295 
I~attIe Ha& CB # 3395 
(To 8-12, Wo :1-5, To 8-:12, Fo l-5) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 8:17 AM 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc. edu> 

Re: in PLCY today 

Thank you for the heads up Tia. 
I presume I will see our colleague Sonia in AAAD today. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Jul 9, 2013, at 8:08 AM, "Howell, Tia N." <~howel]@emaiL unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Eunice, 

I am checking emails from late last night and see I now have a meeting with Ashu and a potential Adjunct 
to do paperwork this morning. So, though I was planning on coming to AAAD this moming, I will be in 
PLCY. The only thing I can think of for today for you is to sign the travel funds form that Alassane left 
yesterday. It is in an envelope in your box. 

-Tia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, July 9, 2013 8:49 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: in PLCY today 

Thanks Sonia and see you later. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Jul 9, 2013, at 8:42 AM, "Colon, Sonia" <sor~ia colon@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Eun[ce, Yravis and Tia 

was informed about a meeting in Public Policy at 2:30 pmo I will be at AAAD as soon it finish° 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 8:17 AM 
To: Howell, Tia N. 
Cc: Gore, Travis; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: in PLCY today 

Thank you for the heads up Tia. 

I presume I will see our colleague Sonia in AAAD today. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

On Jul 9, 2013, at 8:08 AM, "Howell, Tia N." <thowell~!emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 

Hi Eunice, 



I am checking emails from late last night and see I now have a meeting with Ashu and 
a potential Adjunct to do paperwork this morning. So, though I was planning on 
coming to AAAD this morning, I will be in PLCY. The only thing I can think of for 
today for you is to sign the travel funds form that Alassane left yesterday. It is in an 
envelope in your box. 

~Tia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 5:39 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: in PLCY today 

No worries Sonia. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Jul 9, 2013, at 4:11 PM, "Colon, Sonia" <sorda colon~med.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice 

I am sorry, the meeting just finish and I think is better to start fresh tomorrow° 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 8:49 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Howell, Tia N.; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: in PLCY today 

Thanks Sonia and see you later. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



On Jul 9, 2013, at 8:42 AM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia co[on@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Eunice, Travis and Tia 

was informed about a meeting in Public Policy at 2:30 pm. I will be at AAAD as soon it finish. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 8:17 AM 

To: Howell, Tia N. 
Cc: Gore, Travis; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: in PLCY today 

Thank you for the heads up Tia. 

I presume I will see our colleague Sonia in AAAD today. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

On Jul 9, 2013, at 8:08 AM, "Howell, Tia N." <t~lowel1@email.mlc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Eunice, 

I am checking emails from late last night and see I now have a meeting 
with Ashu and a potential Adjunct to do paperwork this morning. So, 
though I was planning on coming to AAAD this morning, I will be in 
PLCY. The only thing I can think of for today for you is to sign the travel 
funds form that Alassane left yesterday. It is in an envelope in your box. 

-Tia 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 12:58 PM 

Chuck Watts < ~gmail.com> 

Signature 

Finger touched the send button before I signed off. Apologies. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 1:11 PM 

Chuck Gmail < ~gmail.com> 

ILE: Publication, etc 

Dear Chuck, 

OK see you then. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Chuck Gmail           .~gmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 1:07 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Publication, etc 

yes_ 8:30? 

On Jul 15, 2013, at 12:57 PM, "Sable, Euuice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Chuck, 

Good suggestion re; Starbucks in the Renaissance Plaza across Southpoint. Can we meet earlier then, say anytime between 8.00am-10.00am? 

Best wishes, 

From: Chuck Gmail I          .~cjmail.coml 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 12:47 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Publication, etc 

Got it and thanks. 10am works for me. However, that Bistro in Nordy’s doesn’t open till 11. Do you want to do Panera Bread? Its in the mall and opens 

earlier. Or we could do starbucks which is iu the strip mall just across thyetville rd farm Southpoint. Let me know. 

Chuck 

Ou Jul 15, 2013, at 12:28 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Chuck, 

Thanks for reviewing the piece. It is great. 

During this period of renewal, we have decided to have a Newsletter that reflects who we are. Volume 1 of the Linkages will be sent out on 
September 2, 2013 and I will send you a web-link and a print copy of the issue then. Your commencement talk and interview (’Community Corner’ 
section) with me will appear in that volume. We are honored that your work will be part of the new history that we are making building on our 
strengths and histories of struggles. 

Dialogue meeting: how about at 10.00am? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Chuck Gmail I          ~c~mail.coml 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 12:03 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Publication, etc 

Eunice, 

See attached. Thauks for your contributious to the draft. The mpaxagraphing works pretty well, m~d I’m comtbrtable with it if you think that 

it would work better tbr publication. I tbund j ust one spot where I thought the pare got just too long. Thanks for your additions to my 
description of the department. However, some of the language was more yours thau tniue so I made some chm~ges there just to make your 

poiut iu my vernacular. Otherwise, I was quite comfortable ruth your edits. 

Also, can you send me a link to the Linkages publication. What time are we planning to meet on Thursday? 

Chuck 



On Jul 14, 2013, at 7:35 PM~ "SaJale, Eunice N" < eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Charles, 

Thanks so much for sending your brilliant and inspiring commencement speech! 

I made minor edits (see attached) and wanted you to see the piece again before I sent to the Editors of Linkages. If you can sent 
back to me by tomorrow, that would be great. 

I now have a sense of my schedule for the coming week. Do you have time to meet for a breakfast dialogue either on Thursday or 
Friday this week? We can meet at the same Care where you met with the commencement committee. To facilitate our our dialogue, 
I will send you some questions by Tuesday. You can draft your responses and we can go over them and follow up on them with 
further dialogue when we meet. 

With thanks for you all do for the Department and the community at large, 
Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 2:31 PM 

ttowell, TiaN. <thowell@email.unc.edu-* 

ILE: Poller 

Robert Porter - signed fom~.txtf 

Dear ’~a, 

Kindly find attached Porter’s signed form. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 11:29 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Porter 

Hi Eunice, 

Tammy McHale had Justin correcL the FTE on Pro1:.. Porter’s CE form and We need to re-sign and send back to Justin b~ the Dean’s O~:fice. Let me know it: you have 

any quesUons. ~ ~m in and out of my office working on a pro~ect for Dan in PLCY. 

A~so, we have core exams over here th~s week, and Mary Leigh wi~i be out o[ the office on Wednesday, so ~ w~l~ need to be her back up here tha~: day. Dan has aiso 

asked R)r a meeting w~U~ me sorneUme tMs week to go over ADJ appointments. I wi~ iet you knower it interh~res with any time I wi~ be m AAAD. 

’T~a 

From= Cla~on, Justin 
Sent~ Monday, July 15, 2013 11:26 AM 

Te~ Howell, Tia N. 
Subject~ Po~r 

Attached is the CE Form. Thanks for all your help. 

Thanks, 

Justin 

Justin Clayton 

Human Resources Specialist 

College of Arts & Sciences Business Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

05 Howell Hall, CB# 3056 

Ph: 919.445.01621 Fax: 919.843.3531 

jwclav@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, July 15, 2013 4:36 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu>; Perry Hall 
<hallpa@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Tia Howell <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Desk 

Dear Sonia and Travis, 

Thanks so much all your hard work with the furniture today! 

I have spoke to Professor Hall and he is OK with us transferring his desk order to Professor Nzongola-Ntalaja. We will 
order a desk for Professor Hall during his year away on leave. 

Best wishes and once again thanks, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 10:09 AM 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.e&~> 

Jaukeu, Ke~meth R <lc~anken@e~nail.unc.edu> 

A!LikD    - IMPORTANT NOTICE CONCERNING OUR CLASS 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

It is with deep regret that I write to let you know that our class has been cancelled because of its significantly low numbers. 

I will take this opportunity to let you know that there are several classes in the Department that are still open. 
If you have questions about the cancellation of this class or are interested in enrolling in classes that are still open, please contact Professor Kenneth Janken who is the Director 
of Undergraduate Studies in the Department. 

Many thanks for enrolling in my class! 

All the best in your studies at Carolina, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 7:32 PM 

Chuck Watts < ~gmail.com> 

Dialogue 

Charles D. Watts - July 18, 2013 dialogue.docx 

Dear Chuck 

As promised, I have attached some questions for the dialogue that will be published in Linkages. We can add!elaborate!delete as we see fit when we meet on Thursday. T 
thought the questions would help with centering the dialogue. 

Kindly let me know if have any questions before then. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 7:37 PM 

Chuck Watts ~gmail .corn> 

Commence~nent speech - citation 15 

Dear Chuck, 

The editors of Linkages have informed me that the citation for endnote 15 is blank. Kindly complete it and send it when you have a moment. I am sorry I did noticed it when I 
reviewed the piece. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 4:03 PM 

Chuck Gmail < ~gmail.com> 

1~3~,: bio 

Many thanks Chuck! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Chuck Gmail           ~))gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 3:54 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: bio 

The bio had a typo in it that I’ve con-ected above 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 4:06 PM 

Chuck Gmail ~gmail.com> 

l~E: fillet cut 

Dear Chuck, 

Thanks for sending the piece and con-ected bio’. I ~vill review it tonight and I look for~vard to discussing it tomorrow. We may have to condense it a little bit in light of word limitations for 
Linkages. More on this tomorrow-. 

With best wishes and see you tomorro~v, 
Eunice 

From: Chuck Gmail [          ~gmail corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 3:12 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: first cut 

here is a first cut at my responses to your queries. I’ve Mso added a bio. Let me know if you think that works. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email,unc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 8:40 AM 

Chuck Watts ~ ~gmail.com> 

Will be there by 8.35. 

Finishing a skype conversation with a research assistant in Durban 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 8:14 PM 

Chuck Watts, ~gmail .corn> 

Interview 

(Sugges~tions Interview - Charles D Watts).docx 

Dear Chuck 

Thanks so much for meeting with me today. The dialogue was very productive and I look forward to working with you as we move forward. 

As promised please find attached the condensed interview with added suggestions (a question on African-American women along the lines we discussed and a suggestion for 
your response to the last question. These suggestions are Tar Heel Blue in text). 

On another note, as we explore ways to honor the Watts family through a gift to the Department, I will arrange for us to meet with the person I work with at UNC-CH 
development office to figure out the best way to move forward. We can do this over a UNC-CH sponsored dinner in the coming year or whenever you are ready. 

Best wishes and once again thanks, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, Jnly 18, 2013 8:16 PM 

Chnck Watts < ~gmail.com> 

Commentav by Professor Robin Kelly 

Dear Chuck, 

Below is the commentary on the recent verdict that I mentioned. 

http://www.counterpunch.orq/2013/O7/15/the-us-v-trayvon-martin/ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, July 19, 2013 11:22 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Williams, Tia Howell <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Next week - Your schedule in AAAD 

Dear Sonia and Travis, 

Greetings and I hope you are both doing well. 

To make-up for the extra time you worked during the furniture delivery process in the Department this week, I here 
authorized you to leave AAAD at 4.00pm next Wednesday. If you prefer to arrive at 9.00am rather 8.00am on either 
Tuesday or Thursday just let me know. 

Thanks for all hard work with the furniture transition process this week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 10:53 AM 

~gmail .corn> 

~gmail.com> 

RE: water draft 

Dear 

Many, many thanks J2~r this! 

I will review it and I will be in touch. No worries about time-frame We have enough time for I plan to submit the revised manuscript the weekend before classes begin in 
timeline was get us to generate a solid draft by this week that we can work on in the next few weeks 

A very good strategy on your part re; length of your section 

More soon and once again thanks, 
]X&valimu Sahle 

The goa[ of 

From: ~!gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 10:33 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: 
Subject: water draft 

Dr. SaNe, 

Please find attached our new draft J2~r the Tanzania portion of the chapter. For citations we were unclear on what form to use besides endnotes, so those will still need some work once we 
know which format to use. In some cases, we tried to keep the website and page information included even though it was not in keeping with the format just in case we need that iN2~rmation 
for future formatting. We also are nearly 1,200 words over our allotted limit but we thought it best to get your feedback on which sections to trim. 

Additionally (this is     speaking), I will be out of town next weekend and unable to submit edits by Monday. ! apologize for not alerting you earlier but I must have misread the dates on 
the timeline,     a’ill be able to read over the edits and can provide his feedback, and if possible I can read through once I finish work on Monday night and submit tW feedback then. 

We are both very- excited to be working on this project and look forward to hearing your comments. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday 2:18 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@e~nail.unc.edu> 

Newsletter- Litfl~xages 

Dear 

T hope you are doing well and that Oxford continues to be exciting. 

1 write to introduce you to Professor Margaret Lee who is the Editor in Chief of Linkages, the department’s new Newsletl:er. She will be in touch with you about a proposal she 

has for you pertaining to the Newsletter. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, July 23, 2013 8:16 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Hi Travis, 

Good morning. 

As promised, attached is the correct schedule. I will call Sonia to let her know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHFZ3SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 8:16 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

with attachment 

AAAD - schedule preference (Tia and Sonia)-4.docx 



AAAD -Tia and Sonia schedule 

Name Monday Tuesday Wednesday                     Thursday Friday 

Tia 8.00am- 1.00pm- 11.00am-12.45pm 2.00pm- 8.00am- 

12.00pm 5.00pm (Second Wednesday each 5.00pm 12.00pm 
month - faculty meeting) 

Sonia n/a 8.00am- 1.00pm-12.00pm 8.00am- n/a 
12.00pm 12.00pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 10:20 AM 

tMI, Ishna <islma.hall@unc.edtr~ 

ILE: Request - Arts and Sciences Foundation Magazine 

Dear Ishna, 

Greetings. 

Yes, you can call today at either of the following numbers, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hall, Ishna 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 3:08 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Request - Arts and Sciences Foundation Magazine 

Thanks Eunice for giving me a call earlier, I am sorry I missed you. Can I give you a call tomorrow afternoon? If so, please let me know the best number to reach you 

on. 

I will inquire about the word document and picture. Also, if you would like to send the email to all AFAM graduates electronically, we may be able to help with 

that. Also please let me know if you are planning to include information about giving to the department. I think this would be a nice touch, if it is possible in terms 

of space. 

Looking forward to catching up soon. 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 12:33 PM 

To: Hall, Ishna 
Subject: RE: Request - Arts and Sciences Foundation Magazine 
Importance: High 

Hi Ishna, 

I am fine thank you and I hope your summer is going well. 

Thanks so much for giving the department permission to reprint the piece. We do not plan to change it and will credit the Foundation. Is it possible to send it to us in word 
format and also the photo you used for the piece? At any rate, I will keep you posted on the piece as we work on the first issue of Linkages. 

Our plan is to print a few excellent copies to send to key stakeholders (e.g. your office, McCain, etc) and circulate the digital form widely. We will also post it to our website on 
Sept. 2, 2013. We have an editorial board and we will continue this tradition in the coming years. I have seen a draft layout of Linkages and it is excellent. 

Yes, some very exciting possibility re; gift. Let’s touch base on this soon. 

Cheers and thanks, 
Eunice 

From: Hall, Ishna 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 9:27 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Request - Arts and Sciences Foundation Magazine 

Hi Eunice, 

I hope all is well. It is fine to reprint the article for the department’s newsletter. I just have two requests, one -if you need to make any changes for space or other 

reasons, we will need to approve that first and two, we would like to review the article before it goes to print or once it is in its final state. 

It is exciting you are preparing a departmental newsletter. Are you planning to print copies or will it be in digital form? Who are you planning to send it to? I may 

be able to assist with logistics. 

Also, Jonathan mentioned you may have some good news about a possible donor. Please let me know how I can be helpful. 

Best, 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



:134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(9:[9) 962-253:1 (fax) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent; Thursday, July :[8, 20:[3 9:02 PM 

To: Hall, Tshna 
Subject; Request - Arts and Sciences Foundation Magazine 
:[rnl~ortance; High 

Dear Tshna, 

hope you are doing well. 

write to request permission from the Arts and Sciences Foundation Magazine to reprint the article on Wendell McCain in our upcoming departmental newsletter~ 

look forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 8:46 AM 

~gmail .corn> 

~gmail.com> 

Update - water dralt 

Dear 

I hope you are both doing well. 

’]?his is a quick update letting you know that because of delays in receiving the section on South Africa, I will be sending you comments on Tuesday 
wait and send comments on the final revisions once I review the outstanding material on South Africa 

rather tod~U I think it is *vise to 

the meantime, please note the following so that you can start thinking about these issues as you await to hear from me next week: 

1) Based on the research on Ghana and Tanzania it is clear that one of the chapter’s central concern is an examination of the role of the Ghanian and the Tanzanian state (and hopefully South 
Africa) in a global neoliberal development context in the evolution of contemporary water regimes in these countries. So you will need to build on this argument - which I make a case for in 
the conceptual part - in your section 
2) Another central focus of the chapter: 
Mapping out the nature of the dominant water governance regimes that have emerged in Tanzania (and the other countries) and the extend to which the?, enable the realization - especially 
for rural poor women in your case- of UN’s Resolution 64/262 (sorp), for the typo in the outline that I sen earlier) which as of September 2010 became a binding treaty requiring states to 
respect, protect, fulfill and promote human rights In your case study it seems that decentralization has resulted in the state assigning responsibility for water provision at the local leveh 
What are the implications of this development :[’or the realization of UN’s trea~" on the human right to clean water and sanitation especially for rural poor women. 

I am very excited about this chapter and your contributions to it! 

With best *vishes and more on Tuesday, 
Mwalimu Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, Jnly 25, 2013 11:04 AM 

Benowi~, Jndith <benowi~@email.unc.e&~ 

I~E: P~t-time Classrootn Studies, Spring 2014 

Dear Judith, 

Many thanks for the clarification and my apologies. 

At this point I do not think we will be offering CCO courses in the Spring. Tim and Charlene will be working on revising AAAD 230 in the Spring. Tim is currently teaching AAAD 
202 thus I don’t think he can teach another CCO course because of overload requirements. If something charges in the next few weeks, I will let you know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Benowitz, Judith 
Sent; Thursday, July 25, 2023 20:53 AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: Part-time Classroom Studies, Spring 2024 

Eunice, 

,Tudith 
~’udith 

CB#1020 

Chape~ Hi~l, NC 27599 

Tek 919-962-6302 

F~: 9~9~962~549 

fridayce~t~r.unc.edu/stoN~s 

https://www.focebook.com/uncfridoycenter 

Embrace DNersity[ "We ~earn the most [:roll those who we have d~e ~east ~n common with." 

Joseph M. DeS~mone, Pn D. 
Director, FranR Hawidns Kenan ~nst[tute of Private Enterprise 
UNC-.Chapel Hill 

F~= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Thursday, 3uly 25, 20~3 ~0:~ AN 

To= Benowitz, ]udith 
$~bject= ~: Pad-time Classroom Studies, Spring 20~4 

Dear ~udith, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I send the information you are requesting in your email this morning in June. Kindly see the email below. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rainey, Arlene 
Sent: Friday, June 07, 2023 9:27 AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
�2c-" Porter, Robert S 
Subject-" RE: Part-time Classroom Studies, Spring 2024 

Thank you for this information Dr. Sable. I will set up AAAD 231 for spring 20:14. 

Arlene 

Arlene G. Ra~ney 

Student Services Manager 

Part--time Classroom Studies 

The Un~vers~W of North Carolina at Chapel H~iI 

The WNiam and ~da Friday Center for Conth~uh~ EducaNon 

CB #:1(}20., The ~:ddav Center 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599.-1020 
Phone: 919--966-3587 --. Fax: 919-962-.5549---Toll-Free: i-8{>0-862-5669 

~Connect with us 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 07, 2013 8:40 AM 
To: Rainey, Arlene 

C¢: Porter, Robert S 
Subject: RE: Part-time Classroom Studies, Spring 2014 
~’ml~ortance: High 

Dear Arlene, 

Thankyou for your email. 

have discussed the matter with Robert. Please schedule him to teach AAAD 231. 

Best wishes and thanks, 

Eunice 

From: Rainey, Arlene 

Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 9:17 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
C¢: Porter, Robert S; afamteacher%~qmail,com 
S,,bject: Part-time Classroom Studies, Spring 2014 

Dear Dr. Sahle: 

Hope you’re doing well. it’s that time again. Part-time Classroom Studies has prepared a tentative list of evening courses to be offered during spring 2014. We 

would like to offer either AAAD 231 or 298. I would appreciate hearing from you no later than July 31 so that we can forward our list to the University Registrar’s 

Office for inclusion in the spring class listing. 

If you have other needs or another suggestion, I’m open to that as well. Please let me know by July 31. As I understand it, the current stipend that we must match 

is      . If this is incorrect, please let me know. Would you also appoint an instructor to teach this course? Once you’ve identified someone, please forward that 

information along to me. 

As always, thank you for your assistance and efforts on behalf of Part-time Classroom Studies. If you have further questions, please let me know. 

Best, 

Arlene 

Arlene G. Rainey 

Student Services Manager 

Part-time Classroom Studies 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

CB #1020, The Friday Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Phone: 919-966-3587- Fax: 919-962-5549 -Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669 

http:i!fridaycenter.unc.edu!cp!cs 

~Connect with us 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 12:02 PM 

Chuck Watts < ~gmail.com> 

An update 

Dear Chuck, 

See message below from the chief editor. 

Kindly re-send the complete speech before Tuesday next week. 

Thanks. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

’Hi Eunice, 
Since we are not scheduled to start the typesetting process until next Wed., do you think Watts can resend the document with all the changes? It will make it much easier on 
us. Perhaps you could just say that it might be best if he does the corrections and send the document back to you to guarantee that all the changes are made in light of the fact 
that the newsletter is going to be huge and the editor wants to ensure that she does not miss any of the corrections. 

Thanks, 
Margaret" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 1 : 10 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dear Chris, 

Hope you are well. 

You can reach me at: 

(H) or 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

(C). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 6:13 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; 
Williams, Tia Howell <thowell@email.unc.edu> 
Tomorrow 

Dear Travis, Tia and Sonia, 

I have a major deadline tomorrow, thus will only check email very early in the morning - before the North American world 
wakes up - and very late in the day. So, if there is something urgent that you need me to address via email, please give 
me a call on either of my numbers. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, July 28, 2013 10:14 AM 

Ronald Williams < ~gmaJl.com> 

I~E: Follomng Up 

Dear Ron, 

Thanks so much for your email and I hope you are doing well. 

I have very hectic day tomorrow. Thus, late afternoon Chapel Hill time - le~s say after 5.30pro would work well for me. If there is a change I will let you know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

F~om-¯ Ronald Williams I 
Sent: Saturday, July 27, 2013 6:58 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Following Up 

~gmail.com] 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope all is well. 

I’m jus~t tbllowing up ti-om our conversation this week about course enrollment. Maybe we ca~ t~ to talk by phone on Monday at some tx~int. How does your schedule 
look? 

Ron 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 6:19 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: Are these courses offered this fall? 

Dear Kenneth, 

Hope your weekend is going well. Let’s discuss this tomorrow in the afternoom 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" 

Sent; Sunday, 3::t0 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Are these courses offered this fall? 

Are these courses offered this fall? 

AFAM 50 
First-Year Seminar: Defining Blackness (3). Blackness and whiteness as racial categories have existed in the United States from the earliest colonial times, 
but their meanings have shifted and continue to shift. Over the semester we will attempt to define and redefine blackness in the United States. 

AFAM 258 
The Civil Rights Movement (3). An examination of the struggle by black Americans for social justice since World War II and of the systemic responses. 

AFAM 356 
The History of Hip Hop Culture (3). Examines the emergence and impact of Hip Hop music and culture and its broad influence in mainstream culture, as a 
global phenomenon and as a vehicle embodying formative ideas of its constituent communities. 

AFAM 522 
DuBois, Howard Thurman, and Malcolm X (3). Examines the ideas of the scholar W. E. B. DuBois, theologian Howard Thurman, and political theorist 
Malcolm X. Major issues will be conceptualized from the distinct perspectives represented by those leaders. 

Or can you send me a list of all the departmental courses offered? 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 7:57 AM 

Ronald Williams < ~gmaJl.com> 

Re: Follomng Up 

Dear Ron, 

Thanks. Unless something changes, I will be working from home this afternoon. 

Best rashes, 
Eunice 

On Jul 29, 2013, at 1:44 AM, "Ronald Willimns" 

Dear Eunice, 

~gma~l.com> wrote: 

The lime you proposed is good for me. I will put it in my calendar and will try to ring you at 2:30. Will you be at your home or office number’? 

Ron 

On Snn, Ju128, 2013 at 7:13 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Ron, 

Thanks so much for your email and I hope you are doing well. 

I have very hectic day tomorrow. Thus, late afternoon Chapel Hill time - let’s say after 5.30pro would work well for me~ If there is a change I will let you know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Ronald Williams I 
Sent: Saturday, 3uly 27, 2013 6:58 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Following Up 

~gmail.com] 

Dear Eullice, 

I hope all is well. 

I’m jnst follomng up from our conversation this week about course enrollment. Maybe we can tD~ to talk by phone on Monday at some point. How 

does your schedule look? 

Non 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN-EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday,            7:12 AM 

~gmail .corn> 

~{gmail.com> 

chapter 

Dear 

Hope you are doing well. 

I received Dr. Galvin’s section last night I am reviewing it today and then moving on to see how all the pieces tie together and what else needs to be done as we gearing for the endgame 

Tomorrow (Wednesday) I will send you comments on your section and the first 2 sections that I have worked on which provides: the central objectives of our chapter, offers the context 
within which the treaty on human right to water emerged, and explores the treaty itself to show its contributions to debates in human rights and some tensions underpinning it including its 
approach to the state as the prunaW agent of delivering the human right~ to water in the context v~f nec~l~beral economic globalization. The last section sets the stage for the case studies 
which focuses on the role of the state in the evnlution of water regimes ~n South Africa, Tanzania and Ghana and the extend to which these regunes can deliver the human right to water 

especially for the urban and rural poor 

On another note, in a few minutes I will be skyping with       and     to discuss wrapping up our co-authored chapter - which is also in the collection that our chapter on water will 
appear - that examines gender-based violence in the context of conflict and transitional j ustice processes m Rwanda, Sierra Leone and South Africa. I feel very :fortunate to have encountered 
you all great scholars during your time at UNC-CH and delighted that we now intellectual colleagues collaborating on producing knowledge on important global issues! 

Best wishes and more soon, 
Mwalimu Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 10:28 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Students graduating with Honors 

Hi Tim, 

Welcome back! 

Her name is 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

~ Rebecka supervised her and I was a second reader. 

From= IVlcMillan, Tim 
Sent= Wednesday, 3uly 3:[, 2013 9:12 AM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Students graduating with Honors 

Hi Eunice -- 

1 hope all is well. I survived the Austrian heatwave of 20313 about which I will tell you more later. 

Right now, I’m trying to finish my article on graduation and need to know the name of Rebecka’s student who graduated with honors. Also, who supervised 
you? 

Thanks and 1’11 talk with you soon. 

Tim 

-- was it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, July 31, 2013 11:21 AM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Spring 2014 - courses 

Dear Reg, 

I hope you are doing well. 

In light of our recent conversations, this is to confirm your teaching schedule for Spring 2014. 

AAAD 431 DuBois, Howard Thurman, and Malcolm X 
Wednesdays 3:00pm to 5:50pm 

AAAD 130 Intro to African American and Diaspora Studies 
Tuesdays and Thursdays 11:00am to 12:15pm 

Kindly let me know if you have any questions. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Here it is: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 11:45 AM 

Chuck Watts, ~gmail .corn> 

Commencement speech 

Dear Chuck, 

I hope you are doing well. 

This a follow up to a previous email. Kindly send me the revised piece - which includes all the revisions - as soon as possible. The type-setting of Linkages begins today. 

All the best, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 12:59 PM 

ttowell, TiaN. <thowell@email.nnc.edu-*; Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu-* 

@gmafil.com 

RE: Manuscript research assistax~t 

Dear ~a, 

worked as an RA for me during her senior year (20:t:t-20:t2)~ This was for my ongoing research on urban governance. The Center for Urban and Regional Studies (CURS) 
provided the seed grant for the project and they administered it. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Howell, 33a N. 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:35 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; Colon, Sonia 
Cc:            ~gmail.com 
Subject: RE: Manuscript research assistant 

Hi Sonia, 

let’s try to process as an [/C first. Eunice, sh~-:~ has n~:,ver worked for UNC-.CH, corfec~:? 

F~= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, ~2:28 PN 
To= Colon, Sonia 

~gmail,com; Howell, ~a N. 
Subject: Mtanuscript research assistant 
~po~a~ce: High 

Dear Sonia, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I write to introduce           - a former UNC-CH student who has just completed her graduate work at Oxford in the UK. I have asked    to work with me as a Research 
Assistant in these final stages of revisions on a manuscript that I have been intensely working on this summer. The manuscript is titled: Africa in a globalizing world: A critical 

introduction. 

duties will include copy-editing and ensuring that the citations of all the chapters are in line with the requirements of the university press that is waiting for the 
manuscript - University of Kwa-Zulu Natal Press, Durban, South Africa. The time frame for her work will be 

I would be delighted if you worked with    on the necessary paperwork for her RA work. Her rate will be 

Thanks so much Sonia for your work on this. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

per hour and will be drawn from my research account. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 9:43 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Class Time Incorrect for Fall 

Dear Charlene, 

We have called the Registrar’s office and they have corrected the error in the keyed time. Please note that if you 
questions about your schedule you should let me know. 

Best wishes for what remains of the summer break, 
Eunice 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 9:20 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
l:c: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Class Time Incorrect for Fall 

Dear Charlene, 

Fm forwarding your email to Eunice, who drew up the schedule. She can answer your question. 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of A~can, A~can American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(9!9) 962-1519 (voice) 
(9 !9) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link fbr information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/tit~e/rayf~rd-w-~~gan-and-di~emma-african-american-inte~~ectua~ 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 9:04 AM 



To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Class Time Incorrect for Fall 

Dear Professor Janken: Please let me know if the class time for my AFAM 276 class is incorrect. Previously when I have 
taught this class it meets from 3:30pm until 6:20pm (the day is correct). However, the computer has the course listed 
from 3:00 - 6:20pm. Please let me know if this is correct in order for me to complete my syllabus. Thanks much for your 
assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 9:59 AM 

Ronald Williams ~gmaJl.com> 

Touchiug base 

Dear Ron, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Please call me today if you have time. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: First Day 

Dear 

It is very good to hear from you! It has been a very busy summer hence this delayed response~ 

Monday is the Can we meet any other day that week? 

Best wishes and I hope you have a great summer, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" 

Sent-" Thursday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; First Day 

9: :tO AM 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I hope you have had some time to relax over the summer. I wanted to check in to see when you’d like my first day to be. I know we want to get things moving 

much more quickly this year so I thought I could stop by in the morning on Monday since I will be on campus for orientation. I just wanted to give you a 

bead’s up because I will be on vacation with my family and away from email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 9:49 AM 

~gma~l.com 

Touching base 

Dear Ron, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Please call me when you have a moment. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 7:42 AM 

Rutledge Fisher, Rebecka <rrfishe@em~l.~mc.edtr~ 

Hello 

Dear Rebecka, 

! What a summer. 

I hope you are enjoying your vacation wherever you are. I have a major publishing deadline before classes begin, thus next week will be very hectic. Let’s touch base when 
classes begin. 

Take care and see you soon, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 12:06 PM 

tta~tlyn, Jonathan <lmxflyn@unc.edu> 

1~3~,: Hello 

Thanks Jonathan. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2013 12:02 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Eurfice, Thank you for letting rne know, I have no questions. I hope you are able to address issues as best as possible. 

As it turns out, I wilt also be out of town on those days, aLtending the convention of the American Political Sdence Associat~om 

Best, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The UniveFs~ty of North Carolina 8[: Chape~ I-t~11 

Sen~or Associate Dean for Social Sdences and 

Globa~ Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth .L Reckford Professor of Political Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel H~H NC 27599.-3J00 []SA 
Er~a~h hartlyn@unc.edu 
Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Nent: Tuesday, August 06, 2013 6:23 PM 
Te: Ha~yn, Jonathan 
$ubjeCt: Hello 

Dear Jonathan, 

Kindly let know if you have any questions, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 8:52 AM 

Li~a, Esther Mukewa <lisa~a@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Swah401 002 

MwaJimu E s~t~he r, 

Jambo? 

I will address this matter when I return to the office early ne~ week. 

Asallte, 

Eunice 

On Aug 7, 2013, at 5:01 PM, "Lisanza, Esther Mukewa" <lis~z~za,’,~)email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Habari gani mwalimu, 

I hope you are doing well. ~ have a student on the waiting list who has applied for funding, but unless she is officially registered, she may not be considered for 

this funding. ~ was wondering if she may be added even before classes start so that she doesn’t miss this opportunity. Her details are as follows: 

Name: 
P~D: 

Best wishes, 

Esther 

PS/rm so sorry I had forgotten we have to go through you for all matters of registration. 



Fl’Olll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 9:52 AM 

@gmail.com 

August 12 meeting 

Dear Ron, 

I hope you aFe doing well. 

Can we meet oveF lunch @ noon CaFNina Inn on Nonday August 127 

Best wishes, 
Funice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 2:12 PM 

Katz, Mark <mka~@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dear Mark, 

I hope you are ~vell. 

Let’s discuss the proposed Rap Lab class when you’ve moment. 

You can reach me at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, Augnst 9, 2013 8:59 AM 

Li~a, Esther Mukewa <lisa~a@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Swah401 002 

You are welcome Mwalimn Es~ther. 

On Aug 9, 2013, at 12:42 AIVl, "Lisanza, Esther Mukewa" <lisanza(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sijambo mwalimu! Asante sana, 

Esther 

From-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent-" Thursday, August 08, 2013 8:S:t AM 

To-" Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject-" Re: Swah 40:~_002 

Mwalimu Esther, 

Jmnbo? 

I will address this matter when I return to the office eaxly next week. 

Asmate, 

Eunice 

On Ang 7, 2013, at 5:01 PM, "Lisanza, Esther Mukewa" <lisanza~emaJLunc.edu> wrote: 

Habari gani mwalimu, 

I hope you are doing well. I have a student on the waiting list who has applied for funding, but unless she is officially registered, she may not be 
considered for this funding. I was wondering if she may be added even before classes start so that she doesn’t miss this opportunity. Her details 
are as follows: 

Name: 
PID: 

Best wishes, 

Esther 

PS/I’m so sorry I had forgotten we have to go through you for all matters of registration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 12:36 PM 

Chuck Gmail < @gmail.com> 

I~E: Pro£ Sable? 

Dear Chuck 

Thanks and yes. 

I hope you are doing well. Linkages is looking excellent. We are having the final meeting on August 20th and then off to the press. 

On another note, after seeing a draft of Linkages folks at the Arts and Science Foundation wondered if someone in the department had thought of interviewing you and 
posting the interview to our website[ I was delighted to let them know that you and I had a dialogue along those lines. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Chuck Gmail I         ~@gmail.com] 

Sent: Friday, August 09, 2023 22:08 AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Fwd: Prof. Sahle? 

Eullice, 

The below email is ficom a tiiend, Cookie Bell, with whom I shared a ckafl of the speech. In our exchange she indicated an interest in connecting with you. See below 

that she will be in the axea at the end of the month and would like to connect. Are you around? Are you interested? 

Chuck 

Begin tbrwa~rded message: 

From: iaybee@efsinc.or.q 
Subject: Prof. Sahle? 
Date: August 9, 2013 10:38:57 AM EDT 
To:          @.qmail.com 

the ~est, 

janine Y. Bell 
President, Artistic Director 
.~l~_gba Folklore Society 
Richmond’s Cultural Ambassador 
804.644.3900 

Among the YoHJba, Eie_,gba is the Ori&a or intercessor who opens the roads, bringing clarity our. of confusion 
We hope our programs and services are, indeed, road-opening experiences, 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT),/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 12:41 PM 

Chuck Watts" .@gmail .corn> 

Follow up 

Hello again Chuck, 

I forgot to mention that while I am interested in meeting with your friend, I will be away in Canada from August 29-Sept. :t. Let’s explore other times in the fall. 

Apologies. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 6:49 PM 

Michal Oster,~,eil < @me.corn> 

Re: rune date? 

Hi Michal, 

Good to hear from you. How about a reg. Amante pizza and wine conversation at my house next Friday? 

Hugs, 
Eunice 

On Aug 9, 2013, at 4:10 PM. "Michal Ostelaveil" < ~me.coln~-" wrote: 

HI Eunice 

Just wanted to get in touch and see ;vhen we might get a tea or a glass of wine? 

big hugs, 
Micha[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, August 10, 2013 7:52 PM 

Kara Todd ~gmail.com>; Ben Pierce < @gmail.com> 

Co~nments - your contribution 

Suggestions - Kara and Bent - your contribution.docx 

;)ear Kara and Ben, 

Greetings. 

As promised, kindly find my comments on your contribution. Thanks so much [’or your very good draft 
We are almost there{ 

Best wishes, 
Mwa[imu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 8:03 AM 

Ben Pierce< @gmail.com> 

Kara Todd< ~gmail.com> 

Re: Comments - your conlributiou 

Dear Ben, 

’]?hanks for your email. 

How about sending the piece back 
on August 27? 

Let me know if this works. 

Best wishes, 
M*valimu Sahle 

On Aug 13, 2013, at 6:05 AM, "Ben Pierce" < @gmail.com> wrote: 

> Dr. Sahle, 
> 

> Thank you for sending back the comments to our draft. Because of the delays in the schedule, I’m wondering if you could pass along a date (rough or exact) to Kara and I [’or when you 
would like our draft revised (I know that in the original schedule you had allotted a 3 day window for us to make our revismns; does that mean you would like our revised draft returned to 
you today?). 
> 

> I know that Kara had plans to be traveling so I’m not sure if she is available for cotmnunication or not. 2my :further info you have on a timeline would be much appreciated. In the meantime 
1 will work to revise our draft as directed ][’hanks again ]’or all of your help and guidance. 
> 

> -Ben P. 
> On Aug 10, 2013, at 7:52 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Dear Kara and Ben, 
>> 

>> Greetings. 
>> 

>> As prornised, kindly find ray comments on your contribution. Thanks so much for your vely good drak. 
>> We are almost theret 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Mwalimu 
>> 

>> 

>> <Suggestions - Kara and Bent - your contribution.docx> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 8:17 AM 

@gma~l.com 

I~W: Call for Fall 2013 - The University Reseaxch Council (UP, C) 

URC Atmouncement F- 13.doc 

Dear Ron, 

I hope your transition is going well. 

As requested, kindly see the attached~ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 06, 2013 9:37 AM 
To: department listserv 
Subject: Call for Fall 2013 - The University Research Council (URC) 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly see the attached announcement pertaining to the Fall 2013 URC’s grants. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are cnrrently snbscribed to aaad as: eunice,@~emaJl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: http:/ilists.nnc.edu/u?id 65646444.b684d774e3fcd0Poca2celb52cd3a3e6&n T&I aaad&o 33381808 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33381808-65646444.b684d774e3fcd0Poca2cel b52cd3a3e6(~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

SaMe, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 12:28 PM 

jaybee®efsinc.org 

Chuck Gmai[ < ®gmaiLcom> 

RE: Prof. SaMe? 

Dear Janine, 

Many thanks for your email! 

My apologies for not writing earlier but this is a very hectic time on campus as we gear up for a new academic year. 

I am very delighted that Chuck connected us. Unfortunately, because of an important family matter I will be back home in Canada from August 29-September ist~ I look 
forward to seeing you soon. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From; Bell [jaybee@efsinc.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 2:4-1 PM 

To; SaMe, Eunice N 
Co-" Chuck Gmail 
Subject-" Re: Prof. SaMe? 

Greetings Professor, 

I hope you and my good friend, Chuck ..- the great orator and writer :-i and I can meet while I am in your are~, August 3~ - SeptembeF ~). ~ 

am quite interested in reconnectff~g in a meaningfu{ way with Caro{ina, and ~ believe I have vatuab{e experientia~ {earning opportunff:ies to 

offer your students and perhaps others on campus. Too, I wou[d like to suppolt you in the department’s redeve{opment as we find points of 

mutuality. 

Learn more about my work at E[egba Folklore Society. As of now, my best ~v~flabflity would be Saturday evening maybe for dinner, 

however ~ wou{d be honored if you wouM be in our performing company’s audience on Sunday, ~ think around 3:30. Perhaps we could enjoy 

brunch together, you couM spend some time at the festival and, then, see the show. 

Excited about the possibilities. 

A[{ the best, 

Cookie 
Janine Y. Be{~ 

President, Artistic Director 

~{9.gba Fo{More Society 

Richmond’s Cu{tural Ambassador 

804.644.3900 
olo~n. U~ 

23rd Annual Down Home Family Rem~ion 
August ~7 

TALISMAN : Lucky Ritual 
The Magic of Orisegun O~omidun 

Afriem~ Dance & Drumming 

Contact Us for a Schedule 

In the Beginning... Virginia 
Along the Trail of Enslaved Africans 

Among the Yoruba, _El_egba is the Oris_a or intercessor who opens the roads, bringing clarity out of confusion. 

We hope our programs and services are, indeed, road-opening experiences. Embrace the Spirit! 



On 08/09/2013 12:54 pm, Chuck Chnail wrote: 

Eurlice, 

Allow me to introduce you to my good friend Cookie Bell. As noted below, she roll be in town at the end of the month m~d it would be great for you all to 

comlect. 

Chuck 

On Aug 9, 2013, at 10:38 AM, jaybee@et~inc.org wrote: 

T 

Ali 12re be~L 

8�t4.644,3900 

23rd Annual Down Home Family Reunion 
August ~ 

TAUSMAN : Lucky Ritua~ 
~he Magic of Or~segun 

African Dance & Drumming 
Contact Us for a Schedule 

In the Beginning,., V~rgia[a 
Along the T~a[l of ~ns[aved 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 1:41 PM 

Pier, David <dpie@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: K~anl~la Media School 

Hi Dave, 

Thanks 

Sorry to hear that you are having phone troubles. Give me a call at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

when you can 

From: Pier, David 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 1:38 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~ject: Re: Kampala Media School 

Dear Eunice, 

I personally have never heard of it. 

I received a phone message from you, but have been unable to reach you. Sorw, Fm experiencing phone problems, so I never know when someone is calling! 

--Dave 

On Aug 15, 2013, at 1:33 PM, "Sahle, Eun ce N" <eunice@em ~i unc edu> 
wrote: 

Dear Lydia and David, 

I hope you are both doing well. 

On behalf of Dean Owen, I write to see if you know anything about Kampala Media School. Given your extensive l~mwledge of institutions of higher learning in Kampala I thought I would 
ask. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 4:04 PM 

Joseph Jordan <jIjordan@email.unc.edn> 

Pal:;: Missing Assignments 

Dear Joseph, 

Thanks for your email. 

You can allow her to complete her outstanding assignments while she is enrolled in online courses at the Friday Center. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Joseph Jordan [jfjordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:0:1 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fwd: Missing Assignments 

Eunice -- I am looldng for some advice on the situation of this student. I am not clear on the acceptability of the Friday Center for purl~ses of validating enrolled 
status; or wheflaer I am aJlowed to offer her the make-up work while she is in "this status. 

Thank You! 

Begin forw~:rded tnessage: 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Missinq Assignments 
Date:               11:11:07 AM EDT 
To: "Jordan, Joseph F" <ifiordan@ernail.unc.edu> 

My academic advisor is Elizabeth Shuster. Thank you! 

From: Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 11:03 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Missing Assignments 

I am forwa:ding your request to the chair of our department, I wiil get back to you as soon as I hear from her~ 

On             at :10:36 AM,               wrote: 

Yes, my academic advisor recommended that I enroll in online classes through the Friday Center to still be considered as a fuil- 

time student through the University. 

From: Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:33:56 AM 

To’. 

Subject: Re: Missing Assignments 

are you enrolled this semester? 

On at 7:3:1 wrote: 

ProfessorJordan, 

Hello, my name is                              . I’m no[ sure if you remember me bu[ I took your class AFAM 

the spring     semester and received an IN until I complete the last two missing assignments. Certain 

circumstances have occurred and I will most iikely not be on campus this semester, so I contacted my academic 

advisor and the}/suggested that I get in contact with you via emaii. I am emailing you regarding the two assignments 

I need to complete and turn in to you. I was wondering if there was any way you could send me those instructions via 

email and I couid finish them within the next day or so and if you could have them graded and the grade change take 

piace within the first couple of days of the fall     semester. This wouid mean a great deal to me seeing as I won’t 

be able to receive these instructions to the assignments face-to-face from you. Thank you for you heip in this matter! 

From: Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 2:00:39 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Missing Assignments 

my suggestion is you take an incomplete and check with me first thing in the fall term to make up the assignments 

On           , at :~.:32 PM,               wrote: 



Professor .lordan, 
Hello, this is 1. am emailing you regarding the missing assignments. 1. was hoping 
there was something i could do between now and next Wednesday morning (this is the last day 1. am allowed to stay 
on campus) to make up these missing assignments, even perhaps visit your office during a time that fits your schedule 
to make up the assignments. 1. was able to drop one of my other courses this semester due to psychological reasons 
and 1. am doing well in my other classes. However, 1. am not able to drop any more courses because 1. have reached 
my limit of minimum credit hours in order to remain academically eligible to return in the Fall. 1.f there is absolutely 
anything 1. can do to make up these assignments, please let me know!! 
Thanks for your help. 

Joseph Jardan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

Uniw.~rsi~y of Narth Carolina at Ci~apel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan ~,email. u nc.edu 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-900! 

ifiorda n~.email, u n c.edu 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of NoSh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919~ 962-9001 

ifiorda n~,,email u nc.ed u 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiorda n(~email u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, August 17, 2013 10:56 AM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dear Mamarame, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly give the following details to Maguette: 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 6:25 AM 

Anders Sj6gren <anders.sjogren@statsvet.su.se> 

~grnail.corn :x> @gmail.corn @gmail.com 

Re: Your edited chapter 

Dear Anders, 

No need to apologize! 

On to the next step on August 29 when I send the complete revised manuscript to UKZN. I stayed in Chapel Hill this summer and worked with a copy editor to ensure that all the Chapters 
were in good shape. I will send you an update the I st week of September and if you don’t hear from me send a ’pestering’ (smile) note 

Thanks for your contribution to this project! 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

On Aug 19, 2013, at 2:36 AM, "Anders Sj0gren" <anders.sjogren@statsvet su.se> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

Sorry for being such a pest.. An?’ news on the publication’? 

Best, 

Anders 

2mders Sj0gren skrev 2013-05-15 14:28: 
>> Dear Eunice, 
>> 

>> Please find attached the revised version. Maybe Oloo and Shailja would 
>> like to add to it’.’ I wanted to keep the postscript very brief- the 2013 
>> elections is a story- for another day-. 
>> 

>> best, 
>> 

>> Anders 
>> 

>> On Stm, 7 Apt 2013 13:25:30 +0000, "Sable, Eunice 
>> <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
>> wrote: 
>>> Dear Anders, 

>>> It is an excellent idea and the ethical way forward given your steady 
>>> patient as I kept hope alive for this project. 

>>> I am attaching your edited chapter. Please note the citation method. 

>>> Would May 17 give you enough time for a postscript and I would I assmne 
>> a 

>>> re-worked introduction? 

>>> Cheers, 
>>> Eunice 
>>> 

>>> From: Anders Sjt~gren [Anders.Sjogren@statsvet.su.se] 
>>> Sent: Sunday, April 07, 2013 1:55 AM 
>>> To: Sable, Eunice N 
>>> Cc:            ~gmail.com;          ~)gmail.com 
>>> Subject: RE: Your edited chapter 

>>> Dear Eunice, 
>>> 

>>> Given our long ~vait and the recent turn of events in Kenya, I think it 
>>> would only be fair if you would allow us to ~vl-ite a short postscript of 
>>> less than one page to link 2007-08 to 2013 ~Vhat do you say? 

>>> Anders 
>>> 

>>> On Tue, 19 Mar 2013 09:04:24 +0000, "Sahle, Eumce N" 
>>> <eunice@email uric edu> wrote: 
>>>> Dear Anders, 

>>>> It is good to hear from you and especially now- that I have received 
>>> final 
>>>> versions of chapters that I have been waiting since last fall 

>>>> Yes, the book will published and the additional chapters that I sought 
>>>> out have strengthened it along the lines that I discussed the publisher 
>>>> last year. There is one more outstanding chapter that will be coming in 
>>>> next week and then it is finalizing the introductory one and sending it 



>>> off 
>>>> to the publisher Your chapter is one of those that has been with the 
>>>> publishers for a long time! I thank you for yoar patience and 
>>>> understanding To say the edited collection has been a labor of 

struggle 
>>>> and love would be an understatement. 

>>>> I will be in touch with a follow up as we move along with publication. 

>>>> With best regards, 
>>>> Eunice 

>>>> Front: Anders Sj6gren [Anders.Sjogren@statsvet.su.se] 
>>>> Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 2:52 AM 
>>>> To: Sahle, Eumce N 
>>>> Cc:           @gmail.com;         @gmail.com 
>>>> Subiect: RE: Yoar edited chapter 

>>>> Dear Eunice, 

>>>> To repeat my (by now regular) question: what is there to report? Is 
>>> there 
>>>> any realistic chance that the book will be published any time soon? 
>>>> 

>>>> I used to think that the 2013 election would once and for all outdate 
>>> tile 
>>>> text, but unfortunately the recent fiasco raight have made oar insights 
>>> come 

>>>> alive again. 

>>>> best, 

>>>> Anders 

>>>> On Sat, 12 Jan 2013 15:23:16 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" 
>>>> <eumce@email unc edu> ~Vl-Ote: 
>>>>> Jambo Anders and Happy New Year too! 

>>>>> More complete report in Febma~ Thanks for hanging in there. 

>>>>> More soon. 

>>>>> Cheers, 
>>>>> Eunice 

>>>>> From: Anders Sj~gren [anders.sjogren@statsvet su.se] 
>>>>> Sent: Satarday, Janua~z 12, 2013 7:59 AM 
>>>>> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>>>>> Cc:            @gmail corn;          ?~gmail.com 
>>>>> Subject: Re: Your edited chapter 

>>>>> Dear Eunice, 

>7,>>> tlappy 2013[ 
>>>7,> Any news? 

>>>7,> Best regards, 

>>>>> Sahle, Z~;unice N skrev 2012-12-07 15:37: 
>7,>>7,> Hi Anders, 

>7,>>7,> In early JanuaW 

>7,>>7,> Hope you are all doing well. 

>>>>>> From: Anders Sj~Sgren [Anders.Sjogren@statsvet.su sol 
>>>>>> Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 9:32 AM 
>7,>>7,> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>>>>>> Cc:            @gmail.com;          ~gmail corn 
>>>>>> SubJect: Re: Yoar edited chapter 

>>>>>> Dear Eunice, 

>>>>>> Any update? 

>>>>>> On Mot~ 2 Jul 2012 08:47:10 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" 
>>>>>> <eunice@email.unc. edu> 



>>>>>>> Dear Anders, O1oo and Shai[ia, 

>>>>>>> Greetings from Durban and I hope you are doing well 

>>>>>>> Because of health and professional developments (unexpectedly being 
>>>>>>> appointed Chair of a department) beyond my control, I am sorry there 

>>>>>>> been a delay in moving the project forward in the last year 
>> However, 
>>>> I 

>>>>>>> glad to report that your edited (I hired an editor to review 
>>> chapters 
>>>>>>> before submission) chapter is now with UKZN. I will pro’,~ide you with 

>>>>>>> update in the Fall months once I receive reviews from the Press. 

>>>>>>> With best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, _ 12:04 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

From: Morris, Meal 
Sent: Saturday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: Bailey, Donna Jean Walker 
Subject: 

9:27 AM 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

Donna Bailey asked me to send you the pictures she took at the AAAD retreat. Here is a link to a zip archive of the pictures, Follow the link and then download the file called 
2013-aaad-retreat-pics.zip to your computer. 

http://cfe.unc.edu/clients/eunice/ 

Please let me know if you have any trouble. Thanks! 

--Neal Morris 
Center for Faculty Excellence 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 2:45 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1~3~,: Hello’. 

Dear 

Thanks so much for your email. 

I would like to discuss the modalities of the course further. Thus, do you have time to come to my office (101 Battle Hall) either tomorrow or Thursday? Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes and welcome to Carolina! 
Dr. SaNe 

From; 

Sent-" Tuesday, 

To-" SaMe, Eunice N- 
Sul~ject-" Hello! 

11:43 AM 

Hi Proffesor SaMe, 

It was a pleasure attending your class this morning, a great way to start my academic career at Carolina! While my background in African American studies 

is surely scarce, I value the importance of understanding the world around us and more specifically the diverse and rich history of Africa. I look forward to 

learning more about the political processes in Africa, as I assume the continent is not very well represented here in the U.S. media. After looking through 

the syllabus I liked the idea of using films to accompany the readings. I believe films are great for those of us who are less creative thinkers and fail to 

create their own representation of the text. I enjoy films because the representation offers a authentic view of whatever the focus is of the movie. The 

syllabus was certainly detailed and very informative, but I still have a couple of questions to ask you. How long is the research paper? What is the topic? 

Also, what are UNC Blue Books? The syllabus says they must be brought to class on exam days. This will be my first semester at UNC, so I am unfamiliar 

with several protocols of this institutions. To wrap up, I would like to thank you for sharing your knowlege with me and all of your help! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 7:52 AM 

~live.unc.edw~ 

1~: A~D 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

TIN it again. 

Best wishes and see you tomorro~v, 
Dr. Sahle 

From 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:42 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AAAD 

Dr. SaNe, 
For some reason your class does no appear on my Sakai, and therefore I am unable to wew any class materials you have posted. 

’]?hank you, 

From: eunice@email unc edu [eunice@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:45 PM 
Subject: Updated syllabus, etc 

To: AAAE Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear A~D Scholars, 

It was wonderful to meet you today and 1 look forward to our semester. 

Here are sorue inrportant updates: 

1) As pronrised, I have updated our syllabus as per our discussion in class and posted it to Sakai. Please use the updated syllabus on Sakai as we ruove forward. 

2) After reviewing your intellectual interests (included in the folders you created today) and on further reflections on the course following our class, I have decided to drop one of the novel. 
As a result I have recotffigured the research paper assignment. 

Please review the updated syllabus so that you familiar with it. 

I look forward to seeing you on Thursday. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages front the "A~D " site. To reply to this ruessage click this link to access 
Messages for this site: AAAD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 7:54 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Updated syllabus, etc 

Thanks for your email. Try the Sakai site again. 
Kindly let me know if you have any problem accessing the site, 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ SaNe 

From; 

Sent: Tuesday, i0:34 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: Updated syllabus, etc 

Professor Sahle, 
Your class isn’t on my Sakai. 

From: euNce@email.unc.edu <euNce@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:45 PM 

Subject: Updated syllabus, etc 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD Scholars, 

It was wonderfui to meet you today and I iook forward to our semester. 

Here are some important updates: 

it) As promised, I have updated our syllabus as per our discussion in class and posted it to Sakai. Please use the updated syllabus on Sakai as we move 

forward. 

2) After reviewing your intellectual interests {included in the folders you created today} and on further reflections on the course following our class, I have 

decided to drop one of the novei. As a resuit I have reconfigured the research paper assignment. 

Piease review the updated syliabus so that you familiar with it. 

I look forward to seeing you on Thursday. 

Best wisi~es, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD: 

message click this link to access Messages for this site: AAAE; 

site. To reply to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 7:55 AM 

_ @live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Updated syllabus, etc 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Try the Sakai site again. Kindly let me know if you have problems accessing it. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" 

Sent; Tuesday, ~.0:56 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N- 
Subject; Re: Updated syllabus, etc 

Hi. Your class is not showing up on Sakai for tne so I ~an not able to access the updated syllabus or anuihing that is posted. I am unsure how to go about this probletn 
but if you can help that would be appreciated. 

Thank you, 

at 9:45 PM, "eunice@email.unc.edu" <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice Sable 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 
It was wonderful to meet you today and I look fox,yard to our semester. 

Here are some impotent updates: 

1) As promised, I have updated our syllabus as per our discussion in class and posited it to Sakafi. Please use the updated syllabus on Sakafi as we move 
forward. 

2) After reviewing your intellectaal interests (includad in the folders you created today) and on further reflections on the course following our class, I have 

decided to drop one of the novel. As a result I have reconfigured the research paper assignment. 

Pleas~ review the updated s3dlabus so that you familiar with it. 

I look tbrwa~d to seeing you on Thursday. 

Best wishe~ 

Dr. Sable 

This forw~:rded message was sent via The Universi~ of North C~:rolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 

~nessage click this link to access Messages for this site: AAAD 

" site. To reply to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 7:56 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1~:;: Updated syllabus, etc 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Try the site again and kindly let me know if you have problems accessing it, 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" 

Sent-" Tuesday, :I0::t7 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: Updated syllabus, etc 

Hello Dr, Sahle, 

I really enjoyed your class today and I am excited to see where the course goes this semester! For some reason your course is not coming up on Sakai 

account. Is there something I can do to access your class or is a system issue? 

Thanks! 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:45 PM 

Subject: Updated syllabus, etc 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD Scholars, 

It was wonderful to meet you today and I look forward to our semester. 

Here are some important updates: 

1) As promised, I have updated our syilabus as per our discussion in class and posted it to Sakai. Piease use the updated syllabus on Sakai as we move 

forward. 

2) After reviewing your intellectual interests {included in the folders you created today) and on further reflections on the course following our class, I have 

decided to drop one of the novel. As a resuit I have reconfigured the research paper assignment. 

Piease review the updated syliabus so that you familiar with it. 

I look forward to seeing you on Thursday. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

message ciick this link to access Messages for this site: AAAD 

site. to reply to this 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 7:58 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

1~:;: Updated syllabus, etc 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Try the site again and kindly let me know if have problems accessing iL 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" 

Sent-" Tuesday, :IO:O0 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: Updated syllabus, etc 

Professor Sahle, 

I am not added to your class on sakai. Therefore, I don’t have access to the updated syllabus. 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:45 PM 

Subject: Updated syllabus, etc 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

It was wonderful to meet you today and I look forward to our semester. 

Here are some important updates: 

$) As promised, I have updated our syilabus as per our discussion in class and posted it to Sakai. Piease use the updated syllabus on 5akai as we move 

forward. 

2) After reviewing your intellectual interests {included in the folders you created today) and on further reflections on the course following our class, I have 

decided to drop one of the novei. As a resuit I have reconfigured the research paper assignment. 

Piease review the updated syliabus so that you familiar with it. 

I look forward to seeing you on Thursday. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

message ciick this link to access Messages for this site: AAAD: 

site. to reply to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 9:35 AM 

~live.~mc.edu~~ 

ILE: Updated syllabus, etc 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Try the Sakai site again and kindly let me know if you have problems accessing it. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" 

Sent; Tuesday, 9:58 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Updated syllabus, etc 

Dr. Sahle, 

I am not able to view the Sakai page for your class. It is not shomng that I am enrolled in your class. Could you double check fl~at I am enrolled in your class? 

Thank you, 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On at 9:45 PM, "eunice(&email.unc.edu" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> w~me: 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 
It was wonderful to meet you today and I look tbrward to our semester. 

Here are some important updates: 

1) As protnised, I have updated our syllabus as per our discussion in class and posted it to Sakai. Please use the updated syllabus on Sakai as we move 

forward. 

2) After reviemng your intellectual interests (included in the folders you created today) and on fi~rther reflections on the course following our class, I have 

decided to drop one of the novel. As a result I have reconfigured the research paper assignment. 

Please review the updated ~’llabus so that you familiar with it. 

I look forwa;d to seeing you on Thursday’. 

Best rashes, 
Dr. Sanie 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages t~m the "AAAD 

message click fl~is link to access Mes~ges Ii~r fl~is site: AAAD 

’ site. To reply to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, August 21,2013 9:44 AM 

Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge <rrfishe@emafil.~mc.edu~~ 

thesis- urgent 

Dear Rebecka, 

I hope you are doing. 

Sorry to bother you during the first week of the semester. 
the draft she sent via email - ended as the final title of her thesis: 

is one of the students featured in the department’s newsletter. Kindly let me know if below - got it from 

Best wishes, 

Eu~ce 



Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN~REC1PIENTS/CN EUNICEN SAHLE (EUNICE)~ 

Wednesday,               10:04 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

What are up these days? 

Dear 

Greetings. 

I know you are traveling the world (3[ got word that you were in London and Paris recently), thus apologies for bothering you. I would be grateful if you send a line or two about 
your planned graduate studies so that we can include these details in the ’student corner’ of the department’s first issue of Linkages (Newsletter). Please send the details to 

Professor Margaret Lee, Editor in Chief of the Newsletter. I have copied Professor Lee to this email. 

Hope you are well. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 2:14 PM 

Pickles, John <jpickle@email.unc.edu> 

Contact 

Dear John, 

1 hope you are doing well, 

Please call me @ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

when you have a moment 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, June 05, 20:13 1:1:35 AM 

To: Pickles, John 
Subject: Hello 

Dear John, 

I hope your summer is going well. 

Are you in town? If you are kindly call me at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 2:17 PM 

Charles Watts < ~me.com> 

Contact 

Dear Chuck, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Call me at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUN1CE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 3:00 PM 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dear Walter, 

Good to see you this morning. 

If you would call me _ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

¯ if I don’t pick up know I am in a meeting, thus keep trying until about 6.00pro) with an update by 4.30pm today that would be great. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, Angust 22, 2013 1:57 PM 

Lee, Maigaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu-* 

1~:;: You’re in Lusaka? 

Wow Professor Lee! Just saw you in Chapel Hill on your way to class at the GEC? You are also in Lusaka? 

Ndulo is the key to an explanation of this complicated question... 

Cheers, 
E 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent= Thursday, August 22, 2013 10:38 AM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= FVV: You’re in Lusaka? 

Need a good laugh? Here’s one! 

From= Chelsea Banister [             ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, August 22, 2013 10:14 AM 
To= Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject= You’re in Lusaka? 

Hi Professor Lee’. 

I’m in LnsaJca tbr the ?,ear (which I think I menlioned to you a while ago) as~d I just met Muna Ndulo who’s on his way to a func’fion tbr some Southern AiiJca Policy 

orgaafization (can’t remember the exact name). On a whim I asked if he kmew yon, as~d he sa~d that you’re in town and that you’re actually going to be at the event that 

he’s going to! He says that you’ll be in town tbr another week or so, so if you’re not too busy I’d love to catch up sometime. 

I hope you’re enjoying your time in Za~mbia, 

Chelsea 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, August 22, 2013 4:18 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Swahili Add 

Dea r Travis, 

I authorize you to add the students below to Esther’s classes as she has indicated. 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Wednesday, August 21, 2013 3:59 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Swahili. Add 

Dear Eunice, 
Please add the following students to Swah. 
Swah : 
1. PID 
2. - " 1 PID 

sections. 

Swa h : 
1. ( PID 
2. - PID 
3. [ PID 

Swah, 
1. PID 
2. PID 

Thank you so much, 
Esther 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 4:20 PM 

Li~a, Esther Mukewa <lisa~a@email.unc.edu> 

IU:;: Swahili    Add 

Mwalimu Esther, 

Done, 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu Eunice 

From 

Sent: Wednesday, August 21, 20:t3 3:59 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Swahili    Add 

Dear Eunice, 
Please add the following students to Swab 
Swab       .: 

Swa h        : 

sections. 

Swab 

Thank you so much, 
Esther 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday,               4:49 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AAAD    student add 

Dear Travis, 

This email authorizes you to add the student below to David’s AAAD 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

class. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: AAAD 

4:25 PM 

student add 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Pier, David 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:56 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: 
Subject: AAAD student add 

Travis, could you please add to AFRI 

Thanks, 

Dave 

On , at 3:23 PM, " @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Professor Pier, 

I talked to you after class about being added to the roster of your African music class. My PID is 

See you Thursday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 7:36 AM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Hello 

Hi 

Hope you are well, 

See below 

Love 

Begin forwaxded ,nessage: 

From: "Camps, Brace A" <bruce cairus(~med.unc.edu> 

Date: August 23, 2013 7:25:17 AIVI GMT-04:00 

To: "Sanie, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Hello 

For the lorlgest time, I have been meaning t.:> gel: in bacl~ in touch wi[:h you. I just canno[: believe i[: has been a wh.:>le mot~th sinc,-_~ you wro[:e me this 

ernaiLJ hope things ar’e weft and that you have had a great summer. 

I am leaving for’ Durban on Tuesday and I have been frantically trying Lo get everyLhing togeLher. I really would like to tall< with you about the trip. 

iust got an email from Deborah Stroman about the Carolina Black Caucus Reception today at 5PM and 1 am planning to attend. Will you be there as 

well? If not, perhaps sometime today, this weekend and Monday we can get together. Sorry about the last minute arrangements- as you can see I am 

organizationally chall~:_mged. I would say busy too, but I kn.:>w that you are iuat as busy at~d ~:hat"s always a lousy excuse .... 

Thanks again for the wonderful things you do for Carolina and the world at large and again, please forgive me for my delay in getting back to you. 

PS~ Call or text me anytime: Cell- 

gruce 

Bruce A. Cairns, MD 
Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center 

John Stackhouse Distinguished Professor of Surgery! Microbiology and Immunology 

Vice Chair for Research, Departrnent of Surgery 

Medical Director of Respiratory Care, UNC Hospitals 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Surgery, School of Medicine 

101 Manning Drive CB 7600 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7600 

Phone: (919) 966 8159 

Fax: (919) 843 6568 

For appointments, scheduling, problems, etc: 

Lynn West (Imwest@med.unc~edu) 

Adrnirlistrative Coordinator 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, July 21, 20:.13 12:27 PM 
To: Cairns, Bruce A 
Subject: Hello 
Importance: High 



Dear Bruce, 

I hope your summer is going well, It was good to see you at the dialogue with the Chancellor recently, 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 8:16 AM 

~gma~l.com 

Strotnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus reception today @ 5.00pm at the Stoue Ceuter 

Dear Ron, 

Good to see you yesterday. 

I am not sure if you received the invitation to the Carolina Black Caucus reception this evening. T know you have many obligations, but if you have time try and a~end~ The new 
Chancellor and Provost will be there~ It is a great place to meet other colleagues from various par~s of campus~ 

I am coping this ernail to our colleague Deborah Strornan (hello) the great Chair of the Carolina Black Caucus. 

Debby: Ron is a new facul~ member in the department. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 8:39 AM 

Cairns, Bruce A <bruce cairns@med.unc.edu> 

l~Jg: Hello 

Dear Bruce, 

Good to hear from you! 

I will be at the reception at the Stone Center today. See you then. 

Thanks for reviewing and circulating 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Cairns, Bruce A 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2023 7:25 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Dear Eunice: 

For the longest time, I have been meaning to get in back in touch with you. I just cannot believe it has been a whole month since you wrote me this emaiL,I hope 

things are well and that you have had a great summer. 

~ am leavk~8 for [)urban on Tuesday and ~ have been ~ran~:~ca~ly trying to get ew~rything tosether. ~ really would ~ike to talk w~:h you about: the ~rip. I~ust got an 

ema~i from Deborah Stroman about the Caroiina glad~ Caucus Reception today at 5PM and I am piann~ng to a~:tend. WH~ you be there as we~l ? f[ not, perhaps 

sometime today, this weekend and Monday we can get together. Sorry about the ~sst mbmte arrangements- as you can see 

wou~d say busy too, but I know Lbat you are just as busy and Lbat’s a~ways a ~ousy excuse 

PS. Call or texl: m~-_~ anytime: Cell- 

Bruce 
Bruce A. Cairns, MD 
Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center 
John Stackhouse Distinguished Professor of Surgery,/ Microbiology and Immunology 
Vice Chair for Research, Department of Surgery 
Medical Director of Respiratory Care, UNC Hospitals 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Surgery, School of Medicine 
101 Manning Drive CB 7600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7600 
Phone: (919) 966 8159 
Fax: (919) 843 6568 
For appointments, schedulin8, problems, etc: 
Lynn West (imwest@med.unc.edu) 

Administrative Coordinator 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Sunday, July 21, 20~3 ~2:27 PM 

To~ Cairns, Bruce A 
Subject: Hello 
Impo~ance: High 

Dear Bruce, 

I hope your summer is going well. It was good to see you at the dialogue with the Chancellor recently. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 10:11 AM 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Contact 

Hi John, 

Good to hear from you. 

Between now and 2.00pm would be great. You can call on my land line - 

Cheers, 
E 

From: John Pickles [jpickles@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, August 23, 2013 10:09 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: Contact 

Hi Eunice, 
I am on leave tiffs semester and away frotn town this week. 

Is there a good time to call today? 

Best, 
John 

On 8/21/2013 2:13 PM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear John, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Please call me @ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

when you have a moment 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, June 05, 2023 12:35 AlVl 

To: Pickles, John 
Subject: Hello 

Dear John, 

I hope your summer is going well. 

Are you in town? Tfyou are kindly call me al 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 11:29 AM 

~gmail.com> 

l~Jg: Hello 

H 

Good to hear from you. 

I am delighted that folks in your field know your work. Yes, let’s see what happens. 

Mtuch love, 

From:                      @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 1:1:05 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Hello 

On Fri, Aug 23, 2013 at 7:35 AlVl, Sable, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

ttope you are well. 

See below 

Love 

Beginforwardedmessage: 

Frora: "Cairns, Bruce A" <bruce caims@med.unc.edu> 

Date: August 23, 2013 7:25:17 AM GMT-04:00 

To: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Hello 

[)ear ~unice: 

For the longest time, I have been meaning to get in back in touch with you. ljust cannot believe it has been a whole month since you wrote me this 

e[T~aiLJ hope Lhif~gs are we~] and thaL you have had a great: summer 

~ am leaving [or Durban on Tuesday and I have been fran~k:a~y trying to ge~: everytMn~ together, f really would ~ke to talk wi~:h you about: the ~rip, f 

lust ~ot an ernaH from Deborah Stroman shout the CsroI~na Bbck Caucus Reception today at 5PM and ~ sm planning Lo attend. W~H you be there as 

well? If not, perhaps sometime today, this weekend and Monday we cm~ get together. Sorw about the ~ast minute arrm~gements- as you can see ~ 

am organizationally challenged. I would say busy too, but [ know that you are )Jst as busy and that’s a~wavs a lousy excuse .... 

Thanks again 1:or the wonderful Lhings you do for Carolina and the world at large and again, please forgive me for my delay in getting back to you. 

PS. (’.all or text me anytime: Cell- 

Bruce 
Bruce A. Cairns, MD 
Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center 

John Stackhouse Distinguished Professor of Surgery/ Microbiology and Immunology 

Vice Chair for Research, Department of Surgery 

Medical Director of Respiratory Care, UNC Hospitals 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Surgery, School of Medicine 

$0:[ Manning Drive CB 7600 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7600 
Phone: (9:[9) 966 8:[59 
Fax: (9:[9) 843 6568 
For appointments, scheduling, problems, etc: 
Lynn West (Imwest@rned.unc,edu) 
Administrative Coordinator 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, 3uly 21, 20:13:12:27 plVl 
To: Cairns, Bruce A 
Subject: Hello 
Importance: High 



Dear Bruce, 

I hope your summer is going well. It was good to see you at the dialogue with the Chancellor recently. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, Augnst 23, 2013 11:54 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Hello 

FYI 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Caim~ Bruce A" <brace caims@med.unc.edtF~ 
Date: Augnst 23, 2013 11:52:58 AM GMT-04:00 

To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.nnc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Hello 

[unice: Great! 

See you this evening!! 
Bruce 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 8:39 AM 

To: Cairns, Bruce A 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Dear Bruce, 

Good to hear from you! 

I will be at the reception at the Stone Center today, See you then. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Cairns, Bruce A 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 7:25 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Dear ~!uni(:e: 

For the longest [:im¢_b I have been meaning [:o get in back in touch with you, f just cannot believe it has been a whole month since you wrote me this 

emaiLA hope [hingsare well and tha[you have had a grea[ sumrner. 

I am leaving [:or Durban on Tuesday and I have been frantically trying to ge~ everything together. I really would like to talk wid~ you abou~ the trip. 

just got an ernail from Deborah Stroman about the Carolina Black Caucus Reception today at 5PM and I am planning ~o attend. Wilt you be there as 

well? If not, perhaps sometime today, this weekend and Monday we can get together. Sorry about the last minute arrangements- as you can see I am 

organizationally challenged, t would say busy too., but I know ~:hat you are just: as busy and tha[:’s always a lousy e’,<cuse ..... 

Thanks again for the wonderful Lhings you do for Carolina and the world at large and again, please forgive me for my delay in getting back Lo you. 

PS. Call or text me anytime: Cell- 

Bruce A. Cairns, MD 
Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center 

John Stackhouse Distinauished Professor of Suraeryi Microbioloay and Immunology 

Vice Chair for Research, Department of Suraery 



Medical Director of Respiratory Care, UNC Hospitals 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Sursery, School of Medicine 

505 Mannin8 Drive CB 7600 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7600 

Phone: (919) 966 8559 

Fax: (9:[9) 843 6568 

For appointments, schedulins, problems, etc: 

Lynn West (Imwest@med,ur~c.edu) 

Administrative Coordinator 

From-. Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent-. Sunday, .luly 21, 2013 12:27 PM 
To,, Cairns, Bruce A 
Subject-. Hello 
]Importance-" High 

Dear Bruce, 

I hope your summer is going well. It was good to see you at the dialogue with the Chancellor recently. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 4:56 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Tuesday’s class 

Deal 

Thanks for your email. Yes, we roll hold our class in the library on Tuesday. More details soon. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

Ou. at 4:33 PM, " ,~Jive.~mc.edtv~ wrote: 

Hello Profesor SaNe! 
I wasn’t sure if we were meeting in the library for our next class on Tuesday or not so I just wanted some clarification. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 10:06 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1~3~,: 

Dear 

Thankyou for your emaiL 

There is one spot left in the class. Thus, I can add you to the class once I receive your PID. However, please note that you have missed 2 classes, consequently make plans to 
see me during my office hours to discuss the modalities of the course and core questions that we have addressed thus far. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

Sent; Saturday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: 

11:46 AM 

Hello ProfessorSahle, 

My name is           ~ and I would like to enroll in your AAAD    class on Tuesday/Thursday at 9.30. It says the class is open on ConnectCarolina but 

says instructor consent required for enrollment. Please let me know if it would be possible for me to take the class. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Sunday, August 25, 2013 11:12 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia 
<sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Booking space for a syposium, travel and accommondation 

Dear Travis and Sonia, 

I hope you’re both doing well. 

Kindly add the requests below to your respective ’to do lists’ for this week. 

Travis: Booking space and here are details: 

Reason: Dialogues on East Africa and African Unity at 50 Symposium 

Date: Monday November 18, 2013. 

Spaces: 

1) Hyde Hall, University Room: 12.00pm-5.00pm. (please note that this will include a catered luncheon roundtable 
between 12.00pm-1.00pm) 
2) Stone Center: Auditorium, 6.00pm-7.00pm (public lecture). 

Sonia." We will paying for the keynote speaker’s (Professor Peter Anyang~ N¥ong’~} travel (from Boston) and 
accommodation (Carolina Inn, Nov. 17-18) from the Craver Leadership Fund. This week, I will put you in touch with 
Professor Nyong’o so that you can book his ticket using CAP. In the meantime, kindly go ahead and make his 
accommodation arrangements. 

Many thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 1:00 PM 

$1ocum, Karla <kslocum@unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch 

Karla, 

Yes, noon works. See you then. 

Heads up:                                                             I leave Thursday after my class, thus I will unfortunately miss the important forum on 
Thursday. I have asked several colleagues from the department to ensure that they attend the forum. Please know that I will be there in spirit. 

Best regards, 
Eunice 

From: Slocum, Karla 
Sent; Sunday, August 25, 2013 22:55 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Lunch 

Very 8ood, Eunice. I’ll see you then. Noon? 

Best, 

Karla 

From: <SaNe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, August 25, 2013 12:50 PM 

To: Karla SIocum <kslocum@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Lunch 

Hi Karla, 

Good to hear from you. 

How about lunch on Tuesday Sept. 10 at the Carolina Tnn? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From; Slocum, Karla 
Sent; Sunday, August 25, 2013 12:36 PM 
To-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Lunch 

Thank you, Eunice. So good to see you too and I did intend to follow up about lunch but am glad that you did. 

I teach Wednesdays at 1 so, unfortunately, these times aren’t good for me. Would earlier in the day on a Wednesday in Sept work for you? (I have office hours 

Wednesday afternoon). Tuesdays are also open for me. Some possibilities: 

Tues Sept 3rd tbr lunch 

Wednesday Sept 4 tbr coffee sometime belween 9:30-12 

Let me know how these dates work for you. 

’I’ha~ks agan, 

Karla 

On Aug 2~, 2013, at 12:06 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Karla, 

It was good to see you on Friday. 

I write to invite you to lunch. Here are possible dates: 



Wednesday, August 7.8, 17..OOpm-1.30prn at the Carolina Inn. 

Wednesday, Sept. 4, 12.00pm-1.30pm at the CaFolina Inn. 

Kindly let me know if either of these dates woFk fFom your end. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 10:35 AM 

Kara Todd ~gmail.com>; Ben Pierce < @gmail.com> 

Your contribution 

Dear Kara and Ben, 

Thanks for your emails. No worries, I fully understand and I appreciate your updates. The 9th is fine. 

All the best, 
Mwalimu SaNe 

From; Kara Todd [       @gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, August 26, 2013 7:42 AM 

To; BenJamin Pierce 
~:c; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Comments - your contribution 

Dr. Sahle and Ben 

I hope you are both doing well. I apologize for not getting back to you both sooner. The timing of this chapter has not worked well for me thus far unfortunately. I’m 

now back in emaJJ communication but am raking an intensive course ruth my final exaJn this Friday. I really do not have a chance to get staxted on my edits until after 

labor day. Its hard for me to know how long this might take me but I could plan to check in September 9th? I know this is later than originally scheduled but I am 

having dilticul~l balancing this project ruth my other responsibilities. Please let me know if this adjusted date is acceptable or if we need to figure ont a different plan of 

action. I apologize for delaying both of yon, and I hope this new date roll work. 

Best, 
Kara 

On Aug 25, 2013 10:36 PM, "Ben Pierce" ~ ~)gmml.com> wrote: 

Dr. Sahle, 

The 8/27 deadline should still work for me. However, as we’ve yet to heax from Kam (I assume she’s still out ofemail communication), I wanted to get your thoughts 

regarding her input. I’ve seen the comtnents that you’ve tnade for the pa~ of the research that she was responsible for. While I could attempt to tnake the requested 

changes, she knows the research better and would be much better equipped to make them. Thus, I was thinking I’ll keep on malting the alterations on the section that 

I was responsible for, and we roll wait to see when we hear fi~om her. Does this sound acceptable to you? I look forward to hearing your thoughts. 

- Ben 

On Aug 13, 2013, at 8:03 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

> Dea~ Ben, 

> Thanks tbr your email. 
> 

> How about sending the piece back 

> on August 27? 
> 

> Let me know if this works. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Mwalimu Sable 
> 

> On Aug 13, 2013, at 6:05 AM, "Ben Pierce" 

>> Dr. Sahle, 
>> 

(a)gmail.com> wrote: 

>> Thank you ibr sending back the comments to our draft. Because of the delays in the schedule, I’m wondering if you could pass along a date (rough or exact) to 

Kam and I for when you would like our draft revised (I know that in the original schedule you had allotted a 3 day window for us to make our revisions; does that 

mean you would like our revised dra~ returned to you today?). 

>> I know that Kara had plans to be traveling so I’m not sure if she is available for communication or not. Any further info you have on a timeline would be much 

appreciated. In the meantime I roll work to revise our draft as directed. Thanlcs again for all of your help and gnidance. 
>> 

>> -Ben P. 

>> On Aug 10, 2013, at 7:52 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

>>> Dear Kara and Ben, 



->>~> Greetings. 

>>> As promised, kindly find my comments on your contribntion. Thanlcs so much for your veu good drak. 
>>> We are almost them! 
>>> 
>>> Best wishes, 
:~>> Mwalimu 

:~>> <SuggeNons - Kara and Bent - your contribu~ion.docx> 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 1:37 PM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu> 

I~E: Meeting on Wednesday 

Dear Margaret, 

Greetings. I agree with you: quality is what matters. 

A heads up: I will be away from campus Thursday pm to Friday. Thus, I will not be available for a meeting on Thursday - if one one is scheduled in the next few days. 

However, I can review the next draft of the newsletter online. 

Cheers and all the best, 
Eunice 

Lee, Margaret Carol 
Monday,              :t:30 PM 

; Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, ~m; 
Subject-’ RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

OK[ 
Cheers, Prof. Lee 

From-’ 

Sent-’ Monday, :1:28 PM 
To,, Lee, Margaret Carol; Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; IVlcMillan, Tim; 
Subject-’ RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Prof. Lee 

Drily noted, and I will let you know when we have a prodnct ready for approval and keep aiming for Tuesday. 

........ Original mesmge ........ 
From: "Lee, Margaret Cresol" <leemc@email.nnc.edu> 
Date: 
To:                 ~live.unc.edu>,"Seck, Mamarame" <mseck(~email.unc.edu>,"Sahle, Ennice" <eunice@email.unc.edtr--,"McMillan, Tim" 
<tj m 1 @email.unc.edu>,’ _ 
Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi 
I am most concerned about a final excellent project. The scheduled deadline is next Tuesday, but if you guys need more time I want you to take it. It is much better to take our 
time. We have put too much in it to do a rush job at the end. Next Tuesday was only a projected deadline. One always has to aim for a deadline, otherwise we would get 
nothing done. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From-’ 

Sent-’ Monday, 1:21 PM 
To,, Lee, Margaret Carol; Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; IVlcMillan, Tim; 
Subject-" RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi-- 

I sent a copy of the latest iteration to     early this am so hopefully we can have a back & forth by then and I can have a hard copy 
proof (with options of what kind of paper we could get) by Wednesday, Thursday at the latest since we want this out soon. (was it 
before the holiday on Friday or aftenvards on Tuesday?) 



From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,               1:17 PM 

To:          Seck, Mamarame; Sahle, Eunice; McMillan, Tim; 

Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi 
Only if has done the copy editing and you have made her recommended changes. If not, then we need to schedule a meeting once all of this is done. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 1:14 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame~ Sahle, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim~ Lee, Margaret Carol; 
Subject: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hello Everyone, 

Should we schedule a meeting to go over the proof of the newsletter on Wednesday? I figure everyone is free at 3 :OOpm like last week? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, August 26, 2013 1:49 PM 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
RE: pls add student to AAD 

Dear Barbara, 

Thank you for email. 

The student was enrolled to your class last week and their name appeared on your class roster on Connect/Carolina immediately. 
Based on experience with students that I have added to my classes, rosters on Sakai take a while to upload students details when 
compared to Connect/Carolina. 

I will follow up on this and let you know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 10:57 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: pls add student to AAD 

Dear Eunice, 
This student does not yet appear on my roster in Sakai. Thanks so much, 
Barbara 

On 8/20/2013 12:22 PM, Barbara Anderson wrote: 
Dear Eunice, 
Please add. , PID , to my class. Thank you, 
Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b_anderson@unc.edu 
h~p:ilafrica.~mc.ed~i 



Fl’onl; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N ~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:17 AM 

Conway, Patrick J <patrick conway@unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dear Patrick, 

I hope you had a great summer. 

I would be grateful if you called me at either of these numbers: 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

’ or 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 8:21 PM 

@livexmc,edu> 

Questions for your folder - AAAD 

Dearl 

I hope you are doing well. 

Here are the questions: 

:t) Describe or list your intellectual interests including your major!s (if you have declared one). 

2) What led you to enroll in this class? 

3) Have you taken other courses focusing on Africa? Name the course/s if you have. 

4) Have you been to any African countPl? If yes, which countPl, when and why? 

5) What is your favorite novel? 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 8:23 PM 

~livexmc,edu> 

Questions for your folder - AAAD 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Here are the questions: 

:t) Describe or list your intellectual interests including your major!s (if you have declared one). 

2) What led you to enroll in this class? 

3) Have you taken other courses focusing on Africa? Name the course/s if you have. 

4) Have you been to any African country? If yes, which country, when and why? 
5) What is your favorite novel? 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 
Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 8:24 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Questions for your folder - AAAD 

Dearl 

I hope you are doing well. 

Here are the questions: 

:t) Describe or list your intellectual interests including your major!s (if you have declared one). 

2) What led you to enroll in this class? 

3) Have you taken other courses focusing on Africa? Name the course/s if you have. 

4) Have you been to any African countPl? If yes, which countPl, when and why? 

5) What is your favorite novel? 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 8:25 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Questions for your folder - AAAD 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Here are the questions: 

:t) Describe or list your intellectual interests including your major!s (if you have declared one). 

2) What led you to enroll in this class? 

3) Have you taken other courses focusing on Africa? Name the course/s if you have. 

4) Have you been to any African countPl? If yes, which countPl, when and why? 

5) What is your favorite novel? 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesdav 8:27 PM 

~live,unc.edu> 

Questions for your folder - AAAD 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Here are the questions: 

:t) Describe or list your intellectual interests including your major!s (if you have declared one). 

2) What led you to enroll in this class? 

3) Have you taken other courses focusing on Africa? Name the course/s if you have. 

4) Have you been to any African countPl? If yes, which countPl, when and why? 

5) What is your favorite novel? 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 8:29 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

Questions for your folder - AAAD 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Here are the questions: 

:t) Describe or list your intellectual interests including your major!s (if you have declared one). 

2) What led you to enroll in this class? 

3) Have you taken other courses focusing on Africa? Name the course/s if you have. 

4) Have you been to any African countPl? If yes, which countPl, when and why? 

5) What is your favorite novel? 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday 8:34 PM 

Pier, David <dpie@email.unc.edu> 

Dear Dave, 

Thanks for your email. 

The should should appear on your class roster on ConnectCarolina tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

P~om: Pier, David 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fwd: AAAD 

2:13 PM 

Dear Eunice, 

Here is a student to be added to AAAD 

Thank~ 

Dave 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 
Subject: AAAD 
Date: 2:30:19 PM EDT 

To: "Pier, David" <dpier~,email.un¢.edu> 

Hi Professor Pier, 

@live.unc.edu> 

My PID is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, August 29, 2013 1:55 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add the students below to Mutima’s classes. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Mutima, Sinamenye A" <smutima@emaiLunc.edu> 
Date: August 29, 2013 11:23:15 AM EDT 
To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eur~ice~emaiLur~c.edu> 
Cc: "Gore, Travis" <       emaiL~r~c.ed~> 

Dear Eunice, 

desires to be enrolled in Swah As for 
requested that, given her Swahili knowledge and skills, she be enrolled in Swah 
both cases. 

, Esther 
I support 

Best, 

Alphonse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN~RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 2:15 PM 

@live.~mc.edu> 

Re: Reminder 

Dear 

Thank you As promised in class, I will post the slide ftom 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

workto Sakai. 

On at 2:10 PM, " ~,live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good afternoon Dr Sahle, 

I am in your Introduction to Africa class. I want to remind you to post the powerpoints on Sakai. And I hope you have a great vacatmn to Canada 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, August 30, 2013 10:44 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

( ) Enrollment in AAAD 

Dea r Travis, 

Greetings from Canada and I hope you are doing well. 

I authorize you to enroll ~ ~ ( ) Dr. Rucker’s AAAD 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 11:17 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE:             (         ) Enrollment in AAAD 

Dea r Travis, 

Thanks for the updates. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 11:09 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE:           (        ) Enrollment in AAAD 

Dear Eunice, 

Good day, eh. Hope al! is well. 

I have added this student to the class. I also received an email back from a student about the charger left in class. The 

student said that they saw something for an apple product in the back of the classroom before class started. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 10:44 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject:,          (        ) Enrollment in AAAD 

Dea r Travis, 

Greetings from Canada and I hope you are doing well. 

I authorize you to enroll, ( ) Dr. Rucker’s AAAD 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 11 : 18 AM 

@live xmc.edu> 

Rucker, WaJter C <wmcke@e~nail.unc.edtC. 

RE: Enrolhnent in AAAD 

Dear 

This is to let you know that you are now enrolled in this class. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" 

Sent: Thursday, 3:3:t PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject; Enrollment in AAAD 

Good afternoon Dr. Sahle, 

My name is             and I am a      AAAD major ~vho would like to enroll in Dr. Rucker’s AAAD    course. I have been attending 
class since the first day but, due to financial aid complications, I have been unable to register within the period that was allotted to do so online. 
I am contacting you in hopes that you might give me permission to enroll me in the course. I have spoken to Dr. Rueker, copied here, about 
permission and he has consented that I be in his class. 

Thank you so much for your time and hdp. I hope to hear back from you soon and ~th good news. 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Ch apel Hill l May 

I Office of the Student Attorney General 

(a~live.une.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 11:19 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

enrollment 

Dear Kenneth, 

Greetings from Winnipeg. 

Thanks for this and she is now enrolled in the class. 

Best wishes and have a great labor day weekend, 
Eunice 

From= Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent= Thursday, 6:30 PM 
To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= enrollment 

Dear Eunice, 

has no hold on her account. She could be enrolled in Walter’s class. 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Caacolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for intb~mation about my publications: 

http:/7vwvw.umass.edu/umpressispr 97/im~ken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/boolcs/T- 8059.html 

http:/iundpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 

http:/iundpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 8:32 AM 

Lee, Ma~aret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu-* 

Re:         players 

Dear Margaret, 

Thanks for the email aJ~d I am very delighted to hear that the celebration went well! 

Let’s discuss the matter below today. My class is at 9.30-10.45am titus I mostly likely will not see you before your 11.00am class. I will be in my office from 1.30pm 
onwards, so tEel free to drop by. 

Best wishes and hope to see you later, 

Eunice 

On , at 8:02 AM, "Lee, Margaret Carol" <leemc(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Eunice, 

Hope you had a most lovely long weekend. I still have one person to get off. The celebration was great. 

Have four         players in    that sit together. Don’t think they are doing the work and the culture they bring to the class as a group is not going to work. 
need your advice about how to separate them and what action might need to be taken if they don’t comply. 

Will get to the office around :~0:00 am and have class at 1 :kO0. Perhaps we can talk between our classes. 

Thanks, 

Nargaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 10:23 AM 

@gmaJl.com> 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebm@email.unc.edw, 

RE: AAAD    enrolhnent 

Dear 

Thankyou for your email. 

To enroll in this class at this moment - it is post online enrollment period - you will need to take an add/drop form to class for signature by Professor Hildebrand. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:16 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Fwd: AAAD    enrollment 

Hello, 

I am             , a :               at UNC. I mn cmrently attetnpting to enroll into A~20    and have spoken wifl~ Professor Hildebrand as noted below. I 

was wondering if there was a way I could be manually enrolled into this course, as I am unable to do so ~nyselfvia Connect Carolina. 

Thank you so much, 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Tue,            at 12:38 PM 
Subject: Re: AAAD    enrollment 

To: "Hildebrand, Reginald" <hildebra(~email.unc.edu> 

Hello, 

Thank you ve~ much! There indeed is an open s~at in the course. Through talking with department heads the~e is a requirement of the ins~tructors permission before 

they are able to manna]ly em~oll me into the course, and I was wondering if yon would be willing to consent to having me in the cours~ ,so that I can relay that to 

academic advising! 

Thank you, 

On Tue, at 12:35 PM, Hildebrand, Reginald <hildebm~e~nafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Ms. 

The only way in the course is through online registration. I hope that is still a possibility and that it will work for you. Sorry that I could not give you a more positive answer. 
-Prof. Hildebrand 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: AAAD    enrollment 

11:55 AM 

Hello, 

I am            , an undergraduate      at UNC! I am extremely interested in taking your course from                                   In 
addition to genuine interest in the topic, I was hoping to use this class to fulfill general education requirements needed to graduate! Thus I was 
wondering if there was any way I could be added to the course! I fully understand my responsibility to retrieve all missed information from previous 
classes, and would work hard to attain all knowledge and help to apply that to meaningful classroom discussions. 

Thankyou, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 3:06 PM 

@live.unc.edu~~ 

1~9;: Reading for Thursday 

Dear           , 

Thanks for your email. 

If you go to faculty E-Reserves (undergraduate library site), instructor’s name (SaNe) all the AAAD    material that 3[ have placed on E-Reserves are there including the one 
by Hochschild. It is a chapter from his book and the Undergraduate Library has the permission from the publisher to posted it on their site~ 

I hope this helps. If you are still having trouble access the E-Reserve, feel free to stop by my office between 4.30-5.00pm and we can discuss this matter. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To; SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Reading for Thursday 

12:14 PM 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I am sorry to be having so much difficulty with this reading. I only see an option to rent the book for a kindle? I do not own a kindle, so I am unsure what to 

do. 

I am probably making this more difficult than it needs to be, and am missing the obvious answer. 

Thanks again and sorry for the trouble. 

Best, 

From: SaMe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:18 PM 

To: Ms 

Subject: RE: Reading for Thursday 

Dear           , 

Thanks for your email. 

I just checked the E-reserve site for our class via instructor’s name and the reading by Hochschild is there - "Great Forgetting." 

Kindly check again and let me know if you are still having trouble. 

Best wishes and see you on Thursday, 
Dr. SaNe 

I=rom.¯ 

Sent; Tuesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Reading for Thursday 

1:27 PM 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I have not been able to find "The Great Forgetting" by Adam Hochschild on the e-reserves for Thursday. Is there any way you could post a link for this 
reading? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, September 4, 2013 7:51 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Calender 2013-2014 (montly meeting) 

Dea r Travis, 

Greetings. 

Please submit a calendar of the department’s monthly meetings for this year to me by tomorrow at 11.00am. You can 
finalize the other items on the calendar later, but I need to circulate the dates, location (those we have secured) to 
faculty before 11.30am tomorrow. 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 12:23 PM 

yahoo.com 

I~E: A2~¢D PowerPoint 

Dear 

Thanks for the reminder. 

I will post the two slides that I indicated to Sakai today. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

From: @yahoo.corn [ 
Sent: Thursday, 12:19 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AAAD PowerPoint 

@yahoo.corn] 

Dr. SaNe, 
You asked me to remind to you put the PowerPoint of today’s lecture online for us to view. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 3:22 PM 

Seeger, Friederike <fseeger@unc.edu> 

Important 

Dear Friederike, 

It was good to meet you yesterday. 

I am writing about a matter that is very urgent (not the issues we discussed yesterday pertaining to future study abroad programs in Africa). Please call me at 9:19-962-234:t 
or           . I would be vePl grateful if you called me today. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 8:26 AM 

Funke, Claudia Constance <cfunke@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ILE: Important / program for book 

Dear Claudia, 

22.00am works from my end. You can reach me at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

or 

From: Funke, Claudia Constance 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2023 9:53 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: Important / program for book 

Eunice, Could we speak at 22 am? 
Thanks, Claudia 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2023 5:37 PM 

To-" Funke, Claudia Constance 
Subject; RE: Important / program for book 

Dear Claudia, 

Thanks for your email. 

Sorry that we did not catch up today. What would be a good time to touch base tomorrow? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Funke, Claudia Constance 

Sent; Wednesday, September 04, 2023 20:44 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Important / program for book 

Eullice, 

I wished to speak on the phone with you about the planned celebration. I would greatly appreciate your counsel. Please let me know what time of day Thursday looks 

possible tbr you. 

Many thanks, 

Claudia 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 9:16 AM 

Seeger, Friederike <fseeger@unc.edu~-- 

Hello 

Dear Friederike, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Thanks so much for understanding my concerns yesterday! I would be very grateful if you give me an update before 3.30pro today because I have meeting in the late 

afternoon where the issue we discussed is on the agenda. 

If you need to call before 2.00pro you can reach me at 

Best wishes and once again thanks, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday,                 10:09 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

RE: incompletes 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks for this update. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From= Regester, Charlene B 
Sent= Friday, 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RN: incompletes 

8:34 AM 

Dear Eunice: Attached is the documentation needed for the student who has completed an Incomplete in my class that I submitted prior to the beginning of school. She is 
attempting to graduate. We requested that she submit appropriate documentation regarding why she withdrew from school for a period of time. If additional information is 
needed, please let me know so that I can forward her the information. Thanks for your assistance in this matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, 7:4.9 PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Re: incompletes 

Hello Prot~ssor Regester, 

I have attached a coW of the letter my has sent me. If you need a hard cop?’ I will see about getting one to you in person sometime I am in Chapel Hill. 

Sincerely, 

On Tue,           at 5:03 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester(~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Dear      If possible, why don’t you both send by email and give me a copy in hand. It really needs to go to the Chair of our Department, Eunice SaNe. However, if you 
give it to me, I will make sure that it goes directly to her or appropriate sources. Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: ,~. qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:07 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: incompletes 

Hello Professor Regester, 

I have contacted my 

should I email it? 

Thanks 

and he is getling the documenkation. Should I have him email it to you or give it to you solne other way when he has it ready? Or 

On Tuesday, 

> Deal 

> From: 

> Sent: Monday, 

> To: Regester, Charlene B 

> Subject: Re: incompletes 
> 

> Hello Professor Regester, 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

look lbrward to receiving your papers -- if you are missing any additional assignment~ I will let you know. Sincerely, Chaxlene Regester 

@gmail.coml 
10:39 PM 

> Late lafft semester Dean May Lee and I emailed you about my incomplete course with you. I have been working on the two papers that I have incomplete with 
you and should be able to complete them by the end of      If I owe you anything else or ifyou wish to speak wifl~ me alyout the class and the incomplete please 

email me and we can set up a meeting. I th~mk you tbr your willingness to help and am looking tbrward to being able to graduate soon. 



> On Mort, at 2:11 PM @gmail.com> wrote: 

:~> Hello Professor Regester 

>> Dean May Lee fol-vvarded me the message you sent her about my incompletes. Thanks tbr being willing to work with me I roll keep you updated on my progress 

and hope to be done ruth this class in the spring semester. 
>> Thanks for your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 10:12 AM 

Leslie, Paul W <pwleslie@unc.edu> 

Hello and tbllow up 

Dear Paul, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I would be very grateful if we touched base soon on a matter we have discussed before~ 

You can reach me at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Froin: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N ~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 11:41 AM 

Seeger, Ffiederike <fseeger@unc.edu> 

Touching base 

Hi Friederike, 

When you have a chance, kindly call me - 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, September 7, 2013 5:19 PM 

Jason Warner < @gmail.com> 

Chapter 

Dear Jason, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Thanks for sending this revised chapter~ It is currently with a copy editor and I will let you if there some work that you need to before my submitting the completed revised 
manuscript to the publisher by the end of the month. 

On another note, there will be a forum at UNC-CH focusing on the themes of East Africa and African Unity at 50 on Nov. 28. Nay be you can drop by your old school given your 
interest on the African Union. 

Best wishes, 
IVlwalimu 

P~om-¯ Jason Warner [        @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, August 25, 2023 7:20 plVl 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Eunice SaNe 
Subject-" Revised Chapter 

Mwalimu - 

Good evening, and hopefully yoffre doing well! 

As per your eaylier request, I’m ~nding along a revised copy of my chapter. 

I gave great attention to the reviewers’ excellent comments, for which I hope you roll thank them on my beh~2lf. Tmly~ their insights helped to make this at once a more 

nuanced yet comprehensive piece. 

Additionally, I wanted to let you lmow that I’ve tracked changes throughout; added several pages of new tnaterial while cutting out about the same amount of old 
material; and double checked all footnotes and references in light of my new edits. 

Of course, it should go withont saying that I am so thankful to be allowed to work on this project, and that I really, sinceMy, appreciate the opportunity. 

Plea~ let me know what next s~teps li)rward will be, and I’ll hope to hear ficom you soon. 

All best, 

Jason 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 5:29 PM 

@live.nnc.edtr~ 

1~3~,: Missing Reading 

Dear 

Thanks so much for this heads up! I will look into the matter and let you know at the latest early Monday morning, 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ SaNe 

From; 

Sent: Saturday, 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Missing Reading 

5:22 PM 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

I was going through Sakai and I could not find the Joseph Ki-Zerbo reading. Is it under resources? Please let me know at your earliest convenience! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 7:25 PM 

@live.unc.edtr> 

Update - Ki-Zerbo’s Reading 

Dear 

This is just to let you know the reading is on SakaL 

Best wishes and have a great weekend, 
Dr~ SaNe 

From-" 

Sent; Saturday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Missing Reading 

5:22 PM 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

I was going through Sakai and I could not find the Joseph Ki-Zerbo reading. Is it under resources? Please let me know at your earliest convenience! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 8:55 AM 

Moss, Gary <gary_moss@unc.edu> 

RE: Hello 

Dear Gary, 

Thanks for your email. 

Thanks for incorporating the suggestions - deletions, additions etc. Yesterday, 1 noticed that the year [ was approached to consider being chair was not correct (the piece 
indicates January 20:[2) but I did not want to bother you on a weekend. At any rate, I was approached in the fall of 20:[2 and after hesitating for several weeks I agreed to be 
chair effective January :[, 20:[2. 

Tt was great meeting you too and having the conversation. Let’s keep in touch. 

Best wishes and have a good Sunday, 
Eunice 

From; Moss, Gary 
Sent; Sunday, September 08, 20:[3 8:06 AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: Hello 

Eunice, 

I really enjoyed the conversafion as well and I think ~ve made excellent progress in accommodating both our needs. I ~vent ahead and used the latest draft you sent me 

and developed a final draft to give to Patty for final editing. I agree that you added some wondertbl stuffand I tried to incorporate as much of it as I could. This is 

alre~ty a long story a~d we simply do not have "the space in the paper to make it much longer. 

I also appreciate the invitation to visit your class and hear oue of your lectures. 

It really was a pleasure meefing you. We need to stay in touch. 

Gary 

From: <SaNe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, September 7, 2013:1:08 AM 

To: Gary Moss <Gary Moss@unc.edu> 

Subject: Hello 

Hi Gary, 

Again thanks for the great conversation today. 

It is pass mid-night, I have read, re-read the piece, and as a social scientist...check dates, facts -where I was not sure or have no verified facts I deleted (all in track change 
so you can it). In other incidences, I moved material simply for narrative flow because as you indicated several times this - or yesterday - pm, we touch on many topics and at 
times the transitional moments we difficulty and and we also needed to review facts, etc. The deletions from the piece you sent are very minimal as you will see. What I tried 
to do is to even provide some more details - see for instance Mugo’s ground-breaking education background which I did not discuss in a very clear in our conversations as 
was the case in our discussions on dictatorships, etc. All is "track changes" so hopefully it is clear. There very, very minor comments on the margins "new comment. 

Wow, let’s touch base tomorrow. Very tired now. You can reach me at 

Please know that I am very touched by your work on this story and I look forward to discussing it tomorrow. In light of this and inspired by some of the matters we discussed 
today, I would like to invite you to one of classes next week. Let me know if you are open to this either on Tuesday or Thursday, 9.30am-10.45am. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, September 8, 20:[3 8:57 AM 

Courtright, Patty <patty_courtrisht@unc.edu> 

Contact 

Dear Patty, 

I hope you are having a great weekend. 

My apologies for bothering you on a Sunday. I would be very grateful if you called me today at either of these numbers: 
or 

Regards, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Sunday,                 4:58 PM 

Wells, Chris <cjwells@email.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Slocum, Karla <kslocum@unc.edu> 

RE: IAAR Trayvon Martin event Sept. 19th 

Dear Chris, 

Thanks for the information. 

I tried to send the poster to our department’s listserv and it bounced back with the message that the message was too 
large. Thus, I would be grateful if you sent details of the event embedded in an email for circulation. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

I:rom: Wells, Chris 
Sent: Sunday, 4:33 PM 
To: ; Gore, Travis; Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: SIocum, Karla 
Subject: IAAR Trayvon Martin event Sept. 19th 

Dear Eunice, Travis, and 

Please find attached a flyer for our upcoming event discussing the Trayvon Martin case. We hope you’ll be able to attend 
and would sincerely appreciate any help you can give us in getting the word out. 

All best, 

Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 12:36 PM 

Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvar8as@email.unc.edu> 

RE: follow up 

Comrade, 

Welcome back. Call me at 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin 
Sent= Monday, September 09, 2023 22:30 PM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: follow up 

Dear Comrade, 

I am back in the office and interested in hearing abont yonr meeting when you have a chance. 

Best, 

Rodney 

Latin ~laerica, Africa and ~he Middle Eas~ Pzograms Director 

Study Abroad ,Office 

2@16 FEDEX Global Education Cen~er 

TlriversiLy of NorN,~ Ca~oiina at Chapel Hill 

NC 27599-313@ 

USA 

Tel: + I 919 962 7@@2 Fax: + ~ 919 962 2262 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 2:15 PM 

Fall, Alassa~e <a)hll@emaJl.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu>; 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edtc,; Howell, Tia N. <thowell@em~fil.unc.edt~- 

Your requests 

Office requests (Fall, Regester and Williams) - status.docx 

@gmail.com 

Dear Alassane, Charlene and Ron, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Following a meeting with the Dean’s office last week, I write to indicate the requests from each of you that have been approved. Kindly see the attached table. If an item is not 
on the table, please note that it was not approved for funding this year. 

This is a very difficult financial time for the College of A & S and the university in general, thus I am delighted that the Dean’s office supported these requests. 

Now that we have funding, Sonia and Tia will move the requests forward. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 6:20 PM 

Katz, Mark <mka~@email.unc.edu> 

Re: MC Lab - Music dept ~ African, African Alnerican and Diaspora Studies dept 

Mark, 

On the bus going home right now. 

Let’s touch base tomorrow. I think it roll work out but let’s discuss the way forward tomorrow. 

Best wishes. 

Eunice 

On Sep 10, 2013, at 6:06 PM, "Mark Katz" <mkatz(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Eunice, 

I’m looking over Pierce’s proposal, and you’re right, he didn’t specify, who would pay for what. But it was cleaac to him that I was hiring him and that 

an>~thing above the      I would pay him would come from AAADS. His request was      . That would pay for Median (Livingston) and the other 

things he requested. Is that Nll possible for you? 

I’m available by phone ~ill 6:25. IX4?, number is 

Mark 

On Aug 8, 2013, at 1:58 PM, Pierce Freelon wrote: 

Greetings Dr. Katz and Dr. SaNe, 

I am excited that both of your are on board for the "Rap Lab". This is not only an intm-departmental collaboration - it is also a campus- 

community collaboration with UNC and the Carrboro Arts Center. Thanks for your fleMbility and hard work so close to the beginning of the 

semester. Dr. SaNe asked me to submit a budget, and hold some chairs tbr At-Am students. Those and other details are below: 

1. Title: the class is called "Rap Lab" - MUSC 286 003 

2. Enrollment: Dr. Sahle and I discussed enrollment. I would like to cap the class at 20 students, (with the unders~tanding that we might let a 

few e:~m students in if there is high demand - but no ~nore than 25). Would it be possible to hold 10 seats for African, African American and 

Diaspora Studies students? 

3. Budget: Am ideal budget for the class would be 

Pierce Freelon instructor of record fee 

James Livingston (aka Median) guest artist in residence fee. 

communi~ budget (resources for a final performance, honorarium for guest rapper Skype interviews with Common, 9th Wonder 

etc.) 

Dr. Katz can only commit      to the class. If we could ¢let an additional       from the Af-Am department that would 
cover the difference. Dr. SaNe, please let me know if      is a reasonable fee for the department. 

4. Transfer of funds: Dr. Sahle mentioned that the Af-Am Department could transfer funds from their instructional budget 
to the Music Department. They would prefer for their funds to pay my fee, since it is an instructional budget and I am the 
instructor of record (as opposed to guest artist fee, for example). I will let you two discuss the logistics around this issue. 

Thanks again, please don’t hesitate to call me if you have additional thoughts or questions: 

As soon as we iron out these details, I’ll start spreading the word about the class. 

Best, 

Professor Pierce Freelon 

UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

North Ca~’olina Central University 

My work / 

PBS x Beat Making Webisodes: http://vwwv.youtube.com/beatmakinglab 



Umi Says: http:,/www.youtube.com, watch?v=3mtD91cp7sw 

Freedom Suite: http:/imusic.thebeas~tmusic.com/afbum/fieedom- suite 

<Rap Lab Syllabus - Fall 2013.pdt>- 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 6:27 PM 

Jason Warner < @gmail.com> 

Re: Chapter 

Dear Jason, 

Thanks for ema~l. 

Unfortunately no m: your question. 

Best wishes. 

Mwalimu 

On Sep 10, 2013, at 11:10 AM, "Jason Warner" < (~gma~l.coln> wrote: 

Dea Mwalimu - 

Thanks veu much for this note. I’ll see if my schedule will allow for a quick trip to see you all on the 18th. 

A quick question: do you happen to know of any women in SSA who work in the maim of political theou? I’ve been trying to pin some down, but have 
been rather unsuccessful. 

All best, 
Jason 

On Sat, Sep 7, 2013 at 5:19 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~mnail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Jason, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Thanks for sending this revised chapter. It is currently with a copy editor and I will let you if there some work that you need to before my submitting the 
completed revised manuscript to the publisher by the end of the month. 

On another note, there will be a forum at UNC-CH focusing on the themes of East Africa and African Unity at 50 on Nov. :t8. May be you can drop by your old 
school given your interest on the African Union. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu 

From: Jason Warner [        (~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 7:10 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; Eunice SaNe 
Subject: Revised Chapter 

Mwalimu - 

Good evening, a~d hopefully you’re doing well! 

As per your earlier request, I’m sending along a revised copy of my chapter. 

I gave great attention to the reviewem’ excellent comments, for which I hope you roll thank them on my behal£ Truly, their insights helped to make this 
at once a more num~ced yet comprehensive piece. 

Additionally, I wanted to let you know that I’ve tracked changes throughout; added several pages of new material while cuthng out about the same 

amount of old material; and double checked all fooutotes and references in light of my new edits. 

Of course, it should go without saying that I am so thankful to be allowed to work on this project, and that I really, sincerely, appreciate the 

opportunity. 

Please let me know what next steps fo~-vvard will be, and I’ll hope to hear from you soon. 

All best, 

Jason 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:48 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 
RE: eProcurement Order For "Eunice color printer" Has Been Approved 

Many thanks Sonia! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 4:35 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Howell, Tia N.; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: eProcurement Order For "Eunice color printer" Has Been Approved 

Hello Travis 

ordered Eunice’s printer cartridges for the 4 colors. Should be delivered at the end of this week. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: scolon@email.unc.edu [mailto:scolon@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 4:34 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: eProcurement Order For "Eunice color printer" Has Been Approved 

eProcu 
The following eProcurement order has been approved. 

Order Details 
Requester: 
Order Number: 
Order Name: 
Entered Date: 
Total Order Amount: 

Sonia Colon 

0000167319 

Eunice color 

09/10/2018 

$42.50 

printer 

FRS Acct Description 
232871 AFRO-AMER STUDIES 
Line Items 

Object 
2611 

Monetary Amt 
$42.50 



Vendor 
Staples 

Staples 

Staples 

Staples 

Item Description 
Business Advantage 743478 Hp Inkjet Cartridge, 564 (Cb316wn) 

Quantity: i Unit Price: $12.3800 Total: $12.38 

Business Advantage 743459 Hp Inkjet Cartridge, 564 (Cb318wn) 
Quantity: i Unit Price: $10.0400 Total: $10.04 

Business Advantage 743475 Hp Inkjet Cartridge, 564 (Cb319wn) 
Quantity: i Unit Price: $10.0400 Total: $10.04 

Business Advantage 743477 Hp Inkjet Cartridge, 564 (Cb320wn) 
Quantity: i Unit Price: $10.0400 Total: $10.04 

You can navigate directly to the Manage Orders page by clicking the link below. 

Manage Orders 

If you have questions, please contact Bing Roenigk at 962-2254 or Purchasing team@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 8:45 AM 

Jason Warner < @gmail.com> 

Re: ABC on African Feminism 

Fun and very interesling. 

On Sep 11, 2013, at 7:39 AM, "Jason Warner" < ,@gmail.com> wrote: 

Mwalimu: 

I referred the question of female Atiica~ political theorists to my tiiend Chambi Chachage, a product of UDSM, who in turn reI~rred it to his network of 

Tanzanian intellectuals. 

While no politicaJ~ theoris~ts are emeqging, the below fun piece did: 

All best, 
jw 

.......... ForwaMed message .......... 

From: Chambi Clmchage < ~yaJ~oo.com> 
Date: Wed, Sep 11,2013 at 7:30 AM 

S ubj ect: ABC on Atiicm~ Femini sm 

To: Wan~uoni - Informal Network of Tanza~ian Intellectuals < ~yahoogroups.com> 

In a highly informat:ive article on Lessons in R~ce ~and Afriean Feminism by Elaine S~lo you will find t:he ABC below keep n~ming/adding: 

A is for Area Ata Aidoo, Amina Mama, Ayesha Imam, Akosua Ampofu 

B is for Bessie Head, BNanle Awe, Bisi Fayemi 

C is for Charmaine Pereira, Calyxthe Beyela, Cynthia Mugo, Chimananda Ngozi Adichie 

D is for Dzodzi Tsikata, Doria Shafik 

E is for Eleanor Sisulu, Embet Mulugeta 

F is for Fatima Mernissi, Filomena Steady, Flora Makwa, Fenella Mukungara 

G is for Gertrude Fester (based in Rwanda) 

H is for Huda Sharawi, Hamza, Amal 

I is for Isabel Casimiro, IbitNa Tolu Pierce 

J is for Josephine Akhire, Jessica Horn, Jessie Kabwila Kapasula 

K is for Khaxas, Elizabeth 

L is for Liz Frank 

M is for Molara Ogundipe, Margaret Munalula, Mariama Ba, Marjorie Mbilinyi 

N is for Nawal el Sadaawi, Nabuwiyya Musa, Nobantu Ratsebotsa 

O is for Obioma Nnaemeka, Onalenna Selolwane, Oyeronke Oyewumi 

P is for Pat McFadden 

R is for Rudo Gaidzanwa, Ruth Meena, Ruth Ochieng 

S is for Sheila Bunwaree, Shailja Patel, Sylvia Tamale, Sara Longwe, Sandra Manuel 

T is for Tsitsi Dangarembga, Therese Cruz e Silva, Takiywaa Manuh 

U is for Unity Dow 

V is for Veronica de Klerk 

W is for Wangaari Mathaai, Winnie Binyanyima 

Y is for Yvonne Vera, Yasmina Faull 

Z is for Zenebeworke Tadesse, Zo Rriandriamaro, Zubeida Tumbo Masabo. 

SOURCE: http~~~www~i~~~c~~za~sundayindependent~~ess~ns~in~~ace-and-african-feminism-1~1574641#~Ui3JfsanpHR 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 7:38 AM 

@livexmc.edu> 

ILE: Catch-up 

Dear        , 

Good to hear from you. Let’s meet on Tuesday next week at l:LOOam. If this time doesn’t work for you, please let me. Kindly bring any research material you collected during 
the summer to the meeting. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu SaNe 

From-" 

Sent-" Monday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Catch-up 

8:17 AM 

Good morning Prof. SaNe! 

Hope all is well and that the beginning of your semester’s good. When are you free this week to meet and catch up on the research? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 8:00 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Geo~es <nzongol@email.unc.edu>; Va~ga~ Rodney Joaquin <rva;gas@em~Jl.unc.edu:~ 

I~E: gener~J education requiretnents 

Dear Rodney and Georges, 

Thanks for your emails 

The general education requirements that appear in the Bulletin where incorporated when the proposed courses were uploaded into the university system by business managers in both units 
in 2003-2004. If they need to be changed, both academic units would have to present requests to the administration boards. Thus, for the Durban program we need use what currently 
appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: \Vednesday, September 11, 2013 10:08 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Cc: SaNe, [~unice N 
Subject: RE: general education requirements 

Dear Rodney and Euince, 

That’s a question for Eunice to answer, as she would know ~vhy the Undergraduate Bulletin does not list all of these requirements. I didn’t consult the Bulletin in writing the syllabus; I just 
indicate what kinds of educational requirements each course does fulfill. If the syllabus must necessarily agree point by point with the Bulletin, then it will have to be modified 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntal~tia 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of Afi’ican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel.              (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 2:19 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Sable, Eanice N 
Subject: general education requirements 

Dear Georges, 

It was great to have the meeting, thanks for coraing. 

After looking with Lori at your Syllabus for each course and the general education requirements listed in the CUl~ent 2013-2014 Undergraduate Bulletin, we have sorae questions for you, 
some of the requirements do not match: 

AAAD 498 
The seminar fulfills U~C’s general educational requirements, including the approaches requirements for social and behavioral sciences, historical analysis, and philosophical and moral 
reasoning with respect to human rights. It also fulfills the coimections requirements on global issues and the world beyond the North Atlantic. Question: How come the Undergraduate 
Bulletin only lists SS for this comse and not GL, BN? 

GLBL 405 
The seminar fulfills I~rNC’s general educational requirements, including the approaches requirements for social and behavioral sciences as well as historical analysis. It also fulfills the 
connections requireraents on global issues and the world beyond the North Atlantic. 
Question: How corae in the Undergraduate Bulletin SS, HS or PH are not listed? 

Why all the other requirements not listed in the Bulletin? Does soraeone in yore department needs to raake these adjustraents? We appreciate yore guidance on these because we do not 
wish to make an?" mistakes in the program brochure for the students. 

Thanks so much, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Alicica and the Middle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDF~X Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
N(? 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 



WWW: http ://stud{abroad unc. edu<http:i/stud,v abroad.un c edu/> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
in]f~rmation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If’you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 8:01 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJd.unc.edu-*; Seck, Mamarame <m~ck@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Cost of newsletter 

Dear Mtargaret, 

Thanks for the update. I will follow up with other Chairs and the Dean’s office. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Lee, Mtargaret Carol 
Sent= Wednesday, 6::t0 PM 
To= SaNe, Eunice N; IVlclVlillan, Tim; Seck, Mtamarame; 
Subject= Cost of newsletter 

Hello all, 
I don’t have good news about having the newsletter printed by the company that did the nice awards. They would have to source the job out and there would be a minimal of 
500 printed. This would be over $2,000. Perhaps we should ask other departments who prints their newsletter. 
Cheers, 
Mtargaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 3:57 PM 

@live.unc.edu~~ 

I~E: Reminder meeting space: - nationalist ~novements 

Dear 

Thanks for your email No, I didn’t May be you can check with the Media librar.v staffto see if someone Iicom their office picked it up. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

Sent: Thursday, 11:30 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Reminder meeting space:        - nationalist movements 

Dr. SaNe, 
Did you by any chance pick up a red water bottle after class today, I [eft it in there and wanted to see if you had it? 

Thanks. 

From: eunice@email uric edu [eunice@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:47 PM 
Sutzject: Reminder meeting space: - nationalist movements 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear A.~D Scholars, 

I hope you are doing well. 

This is a gentle reminder of an important detail about o~ class tomorroxv. As indicated in the syllabus and a previous email, ore class will mect for the last time in the following space: 

Room 205, tmdergraduate library. 

Best wishes and see you then, 

Dr. Sahle 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ L~N’C-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD " site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
AAAD 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.eduv 

Friday, September 13, 2013 11:58 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edtr~ 

Call me please 

Thanks, Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 7:04 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu> 

Re: 

Thin,ks for the mnails Margaret. 

Have a great weekend. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

On , at 5:18 AM, "Lee, Margaret Carol" <leemc(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Saturday, 5:17 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: AAAD 

Dear 

I suggest you come to talk to me during my office hours. 

Best, 

Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: AAAD 

9:32 AM 

Hello Professor Lee, 

I feel like we had a misunderstanding in class yesterday. I wanted to let you know that I was really going to use the bathroom because I had 
been sick all week. It is natural for me to carry my phone everywhere with me because I have privacy concerns. It is important for me to do 
well in this class and I am sorry if you thought I was leaving to talk on my phone. Please let me know if you have any other concerns about my 
participation in class. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, September 14, 2013 2:25 PM 

mediaJ~ relief< @gma~l.com:~ 

Kalz, Mark <mkatz@email.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. <thowell@e~nail.unc.edu:> 

RE: Music 286 

Dear James, 

Thank you for your email. The Music department will pay you through funds that the AAAD department agreed to contribute to support the teaching of Music 286. 

Tf you have questions about this matter, please follow up with Business Officers in both department~ In AAAD the Business Officer is lia Howell and I have already authorized 

her to transfer our contribution to the Music department. 

With best wishes, 
Dr~ Sahle 

From: median relief [       @gmail.com] 

Sent: Saturday, September J.4, 20~.3 J.2:36 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Music 286 

Hello Dr. SaNe 

My name is James Livingston. I co-teach Music 286 (Emceeing Lab) with Pierce Freelon. We both came to your office the first Tuesday that class was held this 

semester. I am emailing you because I have not filled out any paperwork (~O, etc.) and completed the process that is required to get paid for teaching. I went to the 

music department last Tuesday and I was told that I would receive payment l~om AAAD. What do I need to do next, in order receive compensation for my work? 

James Livingston 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 5:08 PM 

@live.unc.edu.~ 

ILE: PowerPoints 

Dear 

Thank you for your emaih 

Students are responsible for taking notes in class. I only post slides if I use long quotes from authors that I reference in a given lecture. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

Sent: Saturday, 3:19 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: PowerPuints 

Dr. SaNe, 
Wuu[d you be aNe tu pust the all the lecture slides un Sakai before uur test on Tuesday, I have sume gaps in my class notes. 

Thank you, 

Sent fi’um my iPhune 

On at 3:57 PM; "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email unc edu> wrute: 

I)ear 

Thanks lk~r yuur email No, I didn’t Mi~y be yuu can check with the Media library staff to see if sumeone from their uffice picked it up. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: 
Sent: Thmsday, 11:30 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Reminder meeting space:        - nationalist movements 

Dr. Sahle, 
Did you by any chance pick up a red water bottle after class today, I left it in there and wanted to see if you had it? 

Thanks, 

From: eunice@emaihunc.edu [eunice@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:47 PM 
Subject: Rcmindcr meeting space: - nationalist movements 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice Sahle 

Dear AAAD Scholars, 

I hope you are doing welh 

This is a gentle reminder of an important detail about our class tomorrow As indicated in the syllabus and a previous email, our class will meet for the last time in the follo;ving space: 

Room 205, undergraduate libraW. 

Best wishes and see you then, 

Dr Sahle 

...................... 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 
AAAD 

site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 10:57 AM 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: AAAD    Left E~rly 

Deal 

Thanks for your email. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

On , at 9:38 PM, " ~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

My name is                and I spoke to you on Thursday about 
just the reminder you asked me to give to you! Thanks so much! 

Sincerely, 

and having to leave early. This is 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 10:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email,~mc.edtr~ 

l~W: East Africa ~d African Unit5, Roundmble 

From: Nzongo[a-Ntal~tia, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2013 3:51 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sublect: FW: East ~’d’rica and African Unity Roundtable 

DearEunice, 

Below please find Peter’s positive response. 
Warm regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongo[a-Ntal~tia 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of Alkican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), q 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From : Peter Anyang Nyongo        ~yahoo corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2013 4:13 AM 
To: Nzongo[a-Ntalaja, Oeorges 
Subject: Re: East Africa and African Unity Roundtable 

Dear Nzongola, 

This is a wonderful invitation which I am very delighted to accept. The topic is exciting and am glad Makau and Berket will join me in the discussions. 

Wam~regards 
Peter 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 6, 2013, at 19:14, "Nzongola -Ntalaj a, Oeorges" <nzongola@email.unc. edu> wrote: 

> Dear Peter, 
> 

> As part of the ongoing commeraorations of the 50 years of African unit3,-, Eunice Sahle, our Department chair, has asked me to help organize an afternoon roundtable on EAST AFRICA 
AND AFRICAN LEqITY AT 50 on Monday, Noveraber 18, 2013. We would like to have you as the raain speaker, and you will be joined in the roundtalqe by- Professors Berekt Habte Selassie 
(UNC) and Makau ~va Mutua, Dean of the Law School at SLY-Y-Buffalo. Since out travel fund is limited and has been designated to cover our annual cotffcrence in @ril 2014, you will be 
the only person for whom we can pay travel and living expenses. We propose to bring you in from Boston on Sunday afternoon, November 17, have you spend two nights in Chapel Hill as 
a guest of the department, and return to Boston on Tuesday raoming, November 19. 
> 

> Once we hear from you and you can fit out invitation into yo~tr schedule, Eunice will send you an official letter of invitation. 
> 

> Hope all is well with you and the family in Nairobi. 
> 

> Warm regards, 
> 

> Georges 
> 

> Oeorges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
> Professor of African Studies 
> Department of Aftican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> USA 

> Tel              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (ofiice) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 10:10 AM 

Walter Rucker < @gmail.com> 

I~E: Lunch next Tuesday or Thursday... 

Dear Walter, 

Thanks for your email. 

How about Tuesday Sept. 24 at noon at the Carolina Irma? This is a very a hectic week hence the suggestion. Let me know if this date and time works from your end. 

Wishing you a great week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From; Walter Rucker [        @gmail.com] 

Sent: Friday, September :t3, 20:t3 :t0:32 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Lunch next Tuesday or Thursday... 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope all is well and, thank you, for being gracious enough to allow me to make amends for my lapse two weeks ago. Would either Tuesday, Sept. 17 or Thurs., 

Sept. J.9th work for you? Let me know when you can. 

Have a restful weekend. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
Afi~ica~l, M?ica~l ~Mnerican, & Diaspora Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 10:35 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Janken, Ke~meth R <k0anken@e~nail.unc.edu> 

RE: Question reg~xting graduation 

Dear       , 

Thanks for your email. 

Kindly contact the department’s Director of Undergraduabe Studies, Professor Kenneth Janken to discuss this ma~er. I am coping him to this email. 

Sincerely, 
Dr~ SaNe 

From; 

Sent: Monday, :t0:20 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Question regarding graduation 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

My name is              and I am a senior here at UNC majoring in WMST and Afri Studies. I have a question regarding the senior capstone course 

required for my graduation status in December. Will you be available to discuss this subject matter in person? I don’t have classes today so I am free all 

day, I will stop by to see if you are available. The situation is pretty urgent. Thank you so much, look forward to hearing from you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 11:55 AM 

Katz, Mark <mka~@email.unc.edu> 

Contact 

Dear Mark, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Can we touch base today? You can reach me on my cell ( 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

) or office number (919-9622341). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 3:19 PM 

Reid, Dee ~deereid@unc.edu> 

Ha:rtly~ Jonathan <hartJyn@unc.edu> 

I~: African American Studies program - DTH Article 

Dear Dee, 

T hope you are doing well. 

I would be very grateful if you let the 

Many thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

below know that this is a very a busy time for me. Thus I don’t have to time respond to their questions. 

From; 

Sent: Monday, :t2:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N 
Sul~ject; African American Studies program - DTH Article 

Dear Ms. Sahle, 

My name is            , and I a        for the State and National Desk at the Daily Tar Heel. I am currently writing an article about the popularity of 

African American studies programs across the UNC system and how these programs are faring in light of a recent study done by the University of Illinois. 

If you could give me a call today at 
to speaking with you later today. 

, or let me know of a time that is best for me to contact you I would greatly appreciate it. I look forward 

Sincerely, 

State and National Desk, The Daily Tar Heel 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

Public Policy and Strategic Communications Major 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 3:46 PM 

David Pier < @gmail.com:~ 

I~E: AAz’d) Spring (title is special topics    and not a first seminar) 

Dear David, 

Thanks for your email. 

The answer is yes. 

I have the new title of the special topics course. However, I need a blurb to complete the change in the Spring schedule. And kindly note my cormnent above. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: David Pier [ @gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri&~y, 5:40 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AAAD Spring 

Hi Eunice, 

I’m writing to ask whether I might change the topic of my First Year special topics course in the coming Spring. As you recall, I am serving on the Process Series committee. As it turns out, 
this Spring, all ]2~ur performances/processes are by A[’rican-Americans, on African-American topics. So I thought this might be a great opportunity to teach a course on "African-American 
Performance In Process" in which students would go to these shows, and engage with the artists and their works, while they are on campus. I broached the possibi[i~ with Joseph Megel, 
and as you can imagine, he was very excited. 

Please let me know what you think, and whether such a switch of topic would be possible. 

Best regards, 
Dave 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 4:45 PM 

~email. unc.edu-* 

Re: back pare/spasms 

Ce~l- 

E 

On Sep 16, 2013, at 4:42 PM, 

What’s a good number to call you? Dan 

~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2013 8:06 AM 
To: Howell, Tia N. 
C:¢: 
Subject: Re: back pain!spasms 

Dear Tia, 

That is line with me. 

Take care, 
Eunice 

On Sep 16, 2013, at 7:55 AM, "Howell, TiaN." <thowell(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice and 

I have been experiencing some back pain and spasms most of the night and morning. I guess I over-exerted myself yesterday for the PLCY 

gathering. I’m wondering if it would be okay ruth you two ifI did a partial time work from home (about 3 hours total) and the rest of the day 

as sick leave? 

~-Tia 

Tia Niehelle Howell 

Business Officer 

UNC-Chape! Hill Department of Public Policy 

115 Aberrtethy Hal!, CB# 3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Phone: 919-962-2788; Fax: 919-962-5824 

Mon. lp-5p; Tues., Wed.- 8:30a - 12p; Thurs. 8:30a - 12p; Fri. lp - 5p 



UNC-Chapel Hill Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB#3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-966-1295; Fax: 919-962-2694 

Mon. 8:30a-12p; Tues., Wed. - lp - 5p; Thurs. lp-5p; Fri. 8:30a - 12p 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 7:04 PM 

Lmnbert, Michael C <mlmnber@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Janken, Ke~meth R <lc~anken@e~naiLunc.edu> 

Maymester proposaJ 

Dear Michael, 

I hope this note finds you well. 

Please send me your Maymester proposal for AAAD 
students will be cancelled on 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

for review. Please note that as per university rules on undergraduate courses, Maymester courses with less than :lO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 7:1 8 PM 

yahoo.com 

1~91: Map for AAAD exam 

Dear 

Thanks for email. 

As I indicated in class, you need to know the countries. 

Best wishes and see you tomorro;v, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @yahoo corn [ 
Sent: Monday, 7:13 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Map [’or AAAD    exam 

(a)5~aho) corn] 

Dr. Sahle, 
For our exam tomorrow do we need to place the countries on the map or just know the colonial power? 
Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 7:20 PM 

Pier, David <dpie@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: com~e 

Dear David, 

The blurb and other details of the course should be available on ConnectCarolina this week. The cap will be at 24. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Pier, David 
Sent= Monday, 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: course 

6:02 PM 

Hi Eunice, 

Thanks for your reply. Just so you know, on Connect Carolina, it says that I am teaching " " ruth the code AAAD 

I’m fine changing to    . but I do request that the cap be set at 20, or at most 24~ Since the class will be attending concerts, visiting rehea:csals, etc., it is important that 

it be seminar- size. A class larger than this would be rather nnwieldy in these situations. I unders~tand that we are trying to keep enrollments up, but I think a class like 

this can have other benefits for the department, in terms of outreach, cultivating student interest in us, and so on. 

I’m going to see ifI can get IAH to provide ~me funds to pay tbr class visits by performers, and to snbsidize student tickets at Carolina Performing Arts, etc. If you 

think there is another source of funding I might apply to, please let me know. 

The course &scription is below. 

- -Dave 

Assistant Professor 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
UNC - CH 
CB# 3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

dpier@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 5:03 PM 

~email. unc.edu-* 

Re: Update 

Ok. 

On Sep 18, 2013, at 5:02 PM, ~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Call me at 530 at 

Sent from iphone 

On Sep 18, 2013, at 5:01 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email uric edu> wrote: 

>> (;an I cal[ you in about 5 minutes and if" so which #? 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Eunice 
>> 

>> On Sep 18, 2013, at 4:55 PM; ~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> I asked Tia if College did an internal audit, were there any more surprises that I should know about. 

>>> No response Need a time out 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday,                  7:28 PM 

@live.unc.e&~> 

I~E: Tomorrow’s class 

Dear 

Wishing you the best. 

Dr. Sable 

Sent Wednesday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Tomorrow’s class 

Good afternoon Dr. Sahle, 

Eli this is 

Thank you, 

7:26 PM 

from your Tuesday/Thursd ~y Intro to Africa class I have recently gotten pink eye so I will not be able to attend class tomorrow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 7:31 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: ImportaJ~t updates and tomorrow’s class 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Future exams will include new material. The study guide for these exams will indicate which material you should focus on. 

If you have more questions, please let me know tomorrow during or after our class. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:26 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Important updates and tomorrow’s class 

Hey, This is       . l just had a question. Is the information that we learn cumulative for our next exams? for example, is our next exams and our final 

exam going to be on new information, or information that we have covered previously? 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:24 PM 

Subject: Important updates and tomorrow’s class 

To: AAAD       .FA Group 

From: Eunice Sahle 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

Here are important updates: 

1) I have updated our syilabus to reflect were we are in our ciass discussions. In the process, I have reduced required materiai focusing on following 

themes: a) nationalist movements and b) post-colonial poiitical and economic trajectories (next week’s material). 

2) Essay: De[aiis of this assignment wiil be posted by d~is Friday. 

Tomorrow’s class agenda: 

1) Come prepared to discussion waves of nationalists movements in Africa drawing on readings from last week. 

2) We will engage with debates concerning posto1945 theories of development focusing on modernization theory o see the required reading from your text 

book~ 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hiil Messages from the "AAAD 

access Messages for this site: AAAD       .F~A 

,FA " site. To reply to this message click this link to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 11:44 AM 

@gmail .com> 

Hello 

Do you have time for a conversation today? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 8:29 AM 

@gmail .com> 

FW: laptop 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 8:28 AM 
To: Howell, Tia N.; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: laptop 

Dear Tia, 

Our previous Business Officer and Accounts Tech did not have a laptop. I am confused about this development and how the purchase come about. Thus, I would welcome clarification on 
how this purchase come about. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 8:22 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: laptop 

The laptop was going to replace mine and Sonia’s previous laptop - we traded out the extra desktop instead. ’]’he laptop should be for departmental use, but we are not able to log in 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 
115 Abernethy Hall 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 

108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Scnt: Friday, September 20, 2013 8:19 .¢xM 
To: Colon, Sonia; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: RE: laptop 

Dear Tia and Sonia, 

I was not away of this new laptop. Please provide details as soon as possible. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 8:11 AM 
To: Howell, Tia N. 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: laptop 

Good morning Tia 

Do you know where is the new laptop, which is part of AAAD computer deployment? 

If you have it, please be advised about the ne~v regulations for the management ofpoltable devises and our responsibilities, as a users. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

[old well bauner] 

Sonia Colon 

Accounting Technician 

Public Policy Department - 962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 
(M 8-5, T. 1-5, W.8-12, T. 1-5, F. 8-5) 

African, African American & Diaspora Studies - 966-1295 

Battle tIall, CB # 3395 

(T. 8-12, W. 1-5, T 8-12, ) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 8:30 AM 

@gmail .com> 

FW: laptop 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 8:25 AM 
To: Howell, Tia N.; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: laptop 

never had a laptop. My job just need a stand alone computer, and is in the office 109 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 8:23 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: laptop 

The laptop was going to replace mine and Sonia’s previous [aptop - we traded out the extra desk~op instead. ’]’he laptop should be for departmental use, but we are not able to log in 
---Tia 

Ti a Howell Williams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 

115 Abemethy Hall 

UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 

Chapel ttiH, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 

108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 8:19 .a&4 
To: Colon, Sonia; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: RE: laptop 

Dear Tia and Sonia, 

I was not away of this new laptop. Please provide details as soon as possible. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 8:11 AM 
To: Howell, Tia N. 
Cc: Sable, E~xice N 
Subject: laptop 

Good morning Tia 

Do you know where is the new laptop, which is part of AAAD computer deployment? 

If you have it, please be advised about the ne~v regulations for the management ofpoltable devises and our responsibilities, as a users. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

[old well bauner] 

Sonia Colon 

Accounting Technician 

Public Policy Department - 962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 
(M 8-5, T. 1-5, W.8-12, T. 1-5, F. 8-5) 

African, African American & Diaspora Studies - 966-1295 Battle Hall, CB # 3395 (T 8-12, W. 1-5, T. 8-12, ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 6:14 PM 

@yahoo.com 

Colon, Sonia <soma colon,~med.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edt~> 

Confirmation letter - Visit to UNC- Chapel Hill 

Dr Nyong’o - Letter.pdf 

Dear Dr. Nyong’o, 

Greetings and I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly see the attached letter confirming your visit in November. 

We are looking forward to hosting you. 

With best wishes, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 4:22 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Re: incompletes 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks for your email. 

If you are on campus tomorrow morning, kindly s~top by my office for a brief meeting. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

On at 3:21 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <rep~effter(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent-" Sunday, 

To: 
Subject; RE: incompletes 

3:21 PM 

Dear      Yes, your paperwork was submi~ed. I will contact the chair to see if she can provide information about where it is in the process. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Friday, 7:16 AM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: incompletes 

Hello Professor Regester, 

I was wondering if you were able to submit the incomplete grade change. I’ve had another class where I had to resubmit it because it got lost in the paper 

traJ, l somewhere. 

On Fri, 
Dear 

at 8:32 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regester(~a)email.anc.edu> wrote: 
If I need additional information, I will let you know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday~ 7:49 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: incompletes 

Hello Professor Regester, 

I have attached a copy of the letter my cardiologist has sere me. If you need a hard copy I will see about getting one to you in person sometime I ~an in 

Chapel Hill. 

Sincerely, 

On Tue, at 5:03 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester(a)ema~il.anc.edu> wrote: 

Dear     : If possible, why don’t you both send by email and give me a copy in hand. It really needs to go to the Chair of our Department, Eunice SaNe. 
However, if you give it to me, I will make sure that it goes directly to her or appropriate sources. Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: @c~mail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:07 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: incompletes 



Hello Professor Regester, 

I have contacted my 

it ready? Or should I email it? 

Thanks 

and he is getting the documentation. Should I have him email it to yon or give it to you some other way when he has 

On Tuesday, 

> Dear 

Regester 

> From: 

> Sent: Monday, 

> To: Regester, Charlene B 

> Subject: Re: incompletes 

> Hello Professor Regester, 

Regester, Charlene B < re~ester(gbemail.unc.edu > wrote: 

look forward to receiving your papers -- if you sate missing rely additional assigmnents, I will let you know. Sincerely, Charlene 

~gmail.coml 
10:39 PM 

> Late last se,nester Dean May Lee and I emailed you about my incomplete course with you. I have been working on the two papers that I have 

incomplete with you aaad should be able to complete them by tile end of~     If I owe you ansrihing else or if you rash to speak ruth me about the 

class and the incomplete please e,na~l ,ne and we can set up a ,neeting. I that~ you for your willingness to help and am looking for~,ard to being able 

to graduate soon. 

> On Mon: at 2:11 PM, ~ib~gmail.com> wrote: 

>> ttello Prol}ssor Regester 

>> Dem~ May Lee tbrwarded me the message you sent her about my incompletes. Thanks tbr being willing to work with me I will keep you updated 

on my progress and hope to be done with this class in tile spring semester. 
>> Thanks for your help! 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 7:54 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: God’s Bit of Wood 

Thanks for ema~l, 

Kindly check our syllabus on Saka~, We will be discussing the novel next week. 

Best wishes aJ~d see you tomorrow, 

Dr. Sahle 

On , at 11:37 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 

My name is and I am in your Intro to African Studies class on Tuesdays and Thursdays. I was wondering if we should be 

beginning to start reading God’s bits of Wood. I didn’t see anything about it on the syllabus, but I remember you mentioning it in class, so I 

just wanted to make sure I was on track reading wise. 

Hope you had a good weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 7:56 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Az’u~d)    Office Hours/Appointment 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Please come and see me tomorrow at 11.00am. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

On at 8:36 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I was wondering if I could make an appointment to meet with you sometime this week to talk about last week’s exam. I am concerned with 

how I did on the exam as a whole, as I was not able to finish it, so I would just like to talk about it and about my success, or lack thereof, in 

the course in general. Please let me know if you would like to make an appointment to meet during or outside of your office hours. If a lot of 

students show up during your office hours, I would prefer to make an appointment outside of them just for privacy, but I understand 

completely if this is not possible. I look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 1:42 PM 

~email. unc.edu-* 

Re: Tia’s cell phone 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 1:39 PM, "Gitterman, Daniel P" <danielg~emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

EurlJce? 

From: Textor, Laurie J 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2023 2:35 PM 
To: 
Subject: Tia’s cell phone 

Do you have Tia’s cell phone nnmber so that I can call her to ask her to return her P-card? Thank you! 

Laurie J. Textor, MPA, SPHR 

Assistant Dean li)r Hnman Resources 

College of Arts and Sciences 

003 Howell 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Phone (W): 919.962.9276 

Phone (C): 

ljtexto~c}email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 6:43 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re:/L/LAX)- Class 

Deal 

Thank yon for yonr email. 

Feel better soon. 

Dr. Sahle 

O11 at 5:21 PM, fa)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Dr. SaNe, I just wanted to let you know I will not be able to attend class tomorrow because I had to have today. I will make sure to 

get the notes from one of my classmates. Thank you, 

..... Original Message ..... 

Fl~om: "eunice~emaJl.unc.edu" <eunice~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wed,            7:24 PM 

Subject: Important updates and tomorrow’s class 

To: AAAD Gronp 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Deal A~’u~d)    Scholaxs, 

Here are important updates: 

1) I have updated our syllabus to reflect were we are in our class discussions. In the process, I have reduced reqnired material focnsing on following 

themes: a) nationalist movements and b) post-colonial political and economic trajectories (next week’s material). 

2) Essay: Details of this assignment will be posted by this Friday. 

Tomorrow’s class agenda: 

1) Co~ne prepared to discussion waves of nationalists movements in Africa drawing on readings from last week. 

2) We will engage with debates concerning pofft- 1945 theories of development focusing on modernization theou - see the required reading from your text 

book. 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 

Dr. SaNe 

This tbrwarded message was sent via Sakai @ [INC-Chapel Hill Messages ficom the "AAAD 

to access Messages tbr this site: AAAD 

’ site. To reply to this message click this link 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, September 24, 2013 4:26 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: AAAD listserv 

Dear Margaret, 

Greetings, 

I received it so It must have reached others. 

Thanks and take care, 
Eunice 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 10:23 PM, "Lee, Margaret Carol" <leemc@emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice and Travis, 

I tried for at least two hours to send the message about the faculty colloquium to the aaad listsev and it 
would not send. Don’t know if it’s this computer or what. Will try tomorrow from campus. 

Best, 

Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N 
SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 7:26 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Fellowship opportunity 

Dear Travis, 

Let’s discuss this matter today. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lyris ListManager"               listse~v.unc.edu> 

To: "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice(.aj~emaiLu~c~edu> 
Subject: Re: Fellowship opportunity 

Sorry, your message was not sent out to ’aaad’ because it is 
too large. The maximum message size is 200k, and your 
message was 247k long. 

Return-Path: <eunice~:zmail unc. ed~> 
Received: from tr~xiplLisis.unc~edu ([152.2.0.74]) by listserv.unc~eda with SMTP (Lyris ListManager WIN32 version 11.3b); Mon, 23 Sep 2013 16:35:26 -0400 
X-RemoteIP: 152.2.79.120 
X-Group: ACCEPTLIST 
X-Policy: $ACCEPTED 
X-MID: 1036820526 
X-SBRS: 5.1 
X-IronPort-Anti-Spam-Filtered: true 
X-IronPort-Anti-Spam-Result: 
A uQAANKkQFKYAk9412dsb2JhbABZDoI ~gU7BKYEjFg4BAQEBAQgWBzUHgicBAQMBAQFCRgELAQIcJAIYGCYBBBsGh3ezCIkTjzSDV~EAA4kAhG2C~ZwyP4Iq 
X-IPAS-Result: 
A uQAANKkQFKYAk9412dsb2JhbABZDoI ~gU7BKYEjFg4BAQEBAQgWBzUHgicBAQMBAQFCRgELAQIcJAIYGCYBBBsGh3ezCIkTjzSDV~EAA4kAhG2C~ZwyP4Iq 
X-IronPort-AV: E=Sophos;i="4.90,965,1371096000"; 

d="pdf?scan’208,217";a=’’ 1036820526" 

Received: from its~msxh~.5rma&~mc.edu ([152.2.79.120]) 
by mxi~?lLisis.unc.edu with ESMTP/]2LS/RC4-SHA; 23 Sep 2013 16:35:25 -0400 

Received: from itsomsxmbs5m.a&unc~edu ([169.254.9.38]) by 
~ FSoMSX’~ITSNLa&tmc~edt~ ([152.2.79.120]) with mapi id 14.03.0158.001; Mon, 23 
Sep 2013 16:35:25 -0400 

From: "SaNe, Eunice N" <e~mic@emaiLunc~e&~ 
To: "aaad~listse~ unc.edu" <aaad~_listser~ unc.ed~.> 
Subject: Fellowship opportunity 
Thread-Topic: Fellowship opportunity 
Thread-Index: Ac 64nB/QzO0iDUcITUa 5Dr 3H4zwXqg== 
Date: Mon, 23 Sep 2013 20:35:24 +0000 
Message-ID: EB68759C7A27D94CB24EC6DDEE2DD3C89408ED66~.[TS-MSXMBS5M.ad.unc.edu> 
Accept-Language: en-US 
Content-Language: en-US 
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
x-originating-ip: [152.19.236.2] 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 

boundary=’’ 004 EB68759C7A27D94CB24EC6DDEE2DD3C89408ED66ITSMSXMBS5Madun " 
MIME-Version: 1.0 

-- 004 EB68759C7A27D94CB24EC6DDEE2DD3C89408ED66ITSMSXMBS5Madun 
C~ntent-Type: multipart/alternative; 

boundary=’’ 000 EB68759C7A27D94CB24EC6DDEE2DD3C89408ED66ITSMSXMBS5Madun " 

-- 000 EB68759C7A27D94CB24EC6DDEE2DD3C89408ED66ITSMSXMBS5Madun 
C~ntent-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1’’ 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly find attached a fellowship opportunity for next year. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

-- 000 EB68759C7A27D94CB24EC6DDEE2DD3C89408ED66ITSMSXMBS5Madun 
C~ntent-Type: text/html; charset="iso-8859-1’’ 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 

<html dir 3D"ltr"> 
<head> 
<metahttp-equiv 3D"Content-Type" content 3D"text/html; charset 3Diso-8859- 

1"> 
<style id 3D"owaParaStyle" type 3D"text/css">P {margin-top:0;margin-bottom: 



0; }</style> 
</head> 
<body ocsi 3D"0" fpstyle 3D"l"> 
<div style 3D"direction: ltr;font-family: Tahoma;color: #000000;font-size: 
10pt;"><br> 
Dear Colleagues,<br> 
~br> 
Kindly find attached a fellowship opportunity for next year.<br> 
~br> 

Best wishes,<br> 
Eunice<br> 
~br> 
~br> 
</div> 
</body> 
</html> 

-- 000 EB68759C7A27D94CB24EC6DDEE2DD3C89408ED66ITSMSXMBS5Madun -- 

-- 004 EB68759C7A27D94CB24EC6DDEE2DD3C89408ED66ITSMSXMBS5Madun 
C~ntent-Type: application!pdf; 

name "Curatorial Fellowship call for applications 2013.pdtTM 
Content-Description: Curatorial Fellowship call for applications 2013.pdf 
Content-Disposition: attachment; 

filename "Curatorial Fellowship call for applications 2013.pdt~’; size 185972; 
creation-date "Mon, 23 Sep 2013 20:33:13 GMT"; 
modification-date "Mon, 23 Sep 2013 20:33:13 GMT" 

Content-ID: <49339336-a752-4fe3-8aee-9083ce6cada4> 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64 

JVBERi0xLjMNJeLj z9MNCjIxIDAgb2 JqDTw 8L0xpbmVhcml6ZWQgMS 9MIDE4NTk3Mi9PIDIzLOUg 
MTcwNDgxL04gMi9UIDE 4NTYONC9IIFsgNDkzIDE 5N10+Pg 1 lbmRvYmoNICAgICAgICAgICAgICAg 
DQozNyAwIG9iag08PC9EZ WNvZGVQYXJtc zw 8LONvbHVtbnMgNS9QcmVkaWN0b3IgMTI+Pi9GaWx0 
ZXIvRmxhdGVEZ WNvZGUvSURbPEY 1 NkZBNDk4OTcxNDYyMDYwRTUxNTZBRjFB OEIOOEI 1 PjxGQz JE 
QzlDRkE 3 Qj FENDQyQj dB OTc 1 QkEyNkFGQjFBMD 5 dL01uZGV4WzIxIDI2XS 9 JbmZvIDIwIDAgUi9M 
Z W5ndGggODkvUHJldiAxODU2NDUvUm9vdCAyMiAwIFIvU216Z S AONy9UeXB1L 1 hSZ WYvV 1 sxIDMg 
MV0+PnN0cmVhbQOKaN5iYmRgEGBgYmBgWggiGexAJOMWEMm8H0w2g0iWFj DbDcwuBLO9wGQDWARM 
Mn8HkVyTQWQj N5Bkj NwF JP//3 s3 ABLR1Cdh8BkaiyP 8MjF~FAgQYAEb6DyQNCmVuZHN0cmVhbQ 11 
bmRvYmoNc 3RhcnR4cmVmDQowDQol JUVPRg0KICAgICAgICANCj Q2IDAgb2 JqDTw 8LOZpbHR1 ci9G 
bGFOZUR1Y29kZ S 9 JIDExNC9MZW5ndGggMTE 1L 1MgN]755+PnN0cmVhbQOKaN5iYGBgZWBg0mZgYWDQ 
cmAQYkAAIQZmoCgLA8eE2QYNDAwFDIyvNnA0WDSAeUDAxsB0xBBI8wExP lhkC4MgkGw6EP1A10Fk 
AtcXVh2mM4xpDBMOWr9gLTpg 5ifAs AysjpOB 6113IMOIROYAAQYAbdwVyg0KZ W5kc3RyZ WFtDWVu 
Z G9iag0yMiAwIG9iag08PC9NZXRhZGFOYS A3IDAgUi9QYWdlcyAxOCAwIFIvVHIwZ S 9DYXRhbG9n 
Pj 4NZW 5kb2 JqDTizIDAgb2 JqDTw8LONvbnRlbnRzWzI 11DAgUiAyNiAwIFIgMj cgMC B SIDI4IDAg 
UiAyO SAwIFIgMzAgMCB SIDMxIDAgUiAzMiAwIF JdLONyb3B Cb3hbMC AwIDYxMiA30T JdL 011ZGlh 
Qm94WzAgMCA2MTIgNzkyXS9QYXJlbnQgMTggMCB SL 1 Jlc291 cmNlcyAzOCAwIFIvUm90YXRlIDAv 
VHIwZS9QYWdlPj 4NZW5kb2JqDTIOIDAgb2JqDTw8LOZpbHRlci9GbGFOZUR1Y29kZS9GaXJzdCA 1 
Ny9MZW5ndGggNjA4L04gOC9UeXB1L09ialN0bT4+c3RyZWFtDQpo3syU226bQBCGX2XuK3ePHCxF 
lgwpiqXEtQ Jq01i+IHiFqThYQNr07buzgG2 S OGqrX1QrtLMzs 7s z8H8IFyiIKTBug6TApATJQNgu 
S A6urVc CGGUO6ADjUidZwCydfHFB/Cqv6nAfJwoXDcNzKNzOZiS oylb7AvaR4j naS QKOttUnrOoq 
CVW7JqvLgETquSWLIk6V 101 +Ny025P7z4zeV4FmLAsvqts9ma7LwfS9ulBaEQOdGp8ybRJUtuFNG 
5t/Tu2zb7nRPjPjx/kp16a4F23HIperS JpzZJM~jtAHBTcWeVz2vJ5bufSKoA5xS/UIotTcmGmS5 
4iBk 1412LONCkasofFj dt~iyQjVL9e O2KuJyFd5EZNHGeZbMyzRXQMm lirdZmeqXQW7i5640P J+E 
rSq+6ITo516ZU7G8Otu3VU3u+6qlTXXH3KIwHkK3Lkz7FDCKNs7cccHStZ97uoFZ+AzrKWfgcPxY 
tu301mXZxupWwp0ay2YM3N7ucro9aGFs2DGVEuMbUXqzids fKhuqGuwXbe 6MZ0ris47RRvHGz5 
5s3/72COL7orXLeHekZ9oyTOi+xTmVSoKy2qxHgPjiCrm9bfxfUg7qOukHPU8HXcZ3AmSPj02KIE 
o/pJGS0eBEmMWhv8LRj4zoHGnT8FzRqDxsegWWPQVsuH5Vfv5TuYeFW+/ce0OWPajs Sc4+09yo47 
D5wJ2pNzJAupGd+G7LyMHbk0enk9zNUaQoNWPx/Q0mvExax72+3tId7DqMES J5ETsEaqfP+L/KU0 
xViajLPfkabspP1LgAEAs+Cuxg0KZW5kc3RyZWFtDWVuZG9iag0yNSAwIG9iag08PC9GaWx0ZXIv 
RmxhdGVEZ WNvZGUvTGVuZ3RoIDgyOT4+c3RyZ WFtDQpIibxXyW7bMB C98yvmKAE JI2qhpFtbozkU 
KJACAnJIenBs J3FaS45kN/Xf1515Q51aLF+K13BBDDWd5782IeYcf8A7Cr3+j JIFYJ1Cu4B 5yuJ1V 
AhYVeM1 PtVB 2HvfD49/1 wg9CHksRQ+wlP JVs sYEvGURHe/3INnB zK7gHAr JneABnNnfr0+CUxW+9 
Wutnjq/gzmXXzWqFxs 8uqJOInKLc2Mde4HPztrbb6c0Kd2C2L+cua9b4sijxLEbEVOAWz62sN/gs 
PjA3CvGK3rYu/ITsG3zNG1RPOQplxIMOCTVa0KDFxtBywIXsrd+bH6ZciDAAmUbcT5Q3dh57Kq4o 
IdM5Y535vsT10mXDZQQq+ lj 6sQ18hnQ2VkYgxAXe2LEMJC 1 fD1Qxkr2U3 JNxqONNkICxzPZJ97Clv 
QTTdm8oeUy6xjIV+/molzj qh0oR7oT8ZdSMe liNFT1 zmq3LV9d9QOU31Lvbiym60yAqtGeyGqE4j S 
C2gYEZ GQiobEEyATwYMpc2iaNxlzOZHU/z7VHp0ZuS O71LxfWHUtyCOjlFe ODCXockEs 6hrZj SXyq 
N4RRtPbLnF1B s+QK5nawP SKOMyUPSyXyQu61UTydjrGOj dT081KRXETuAYshkmEsYyOgKFDDbVqM 
bVm8NbgGRh4LCyd4bhhXctnnSxrW8HToYowb5FNN/BeaOP1OEwUkwLLAoz0yIQ3kSyL2gwR2r5 lx 
+H7245mbD2yhiph31dC4KnI+CnEk 1BgXgdQQj04wZg9eU9c0FsN6MeFz/WCad2krhhjKOWSjW64f 
gnP9f9p6zNTUar2eWUArk4W+uSBDK50W17QaLuHJZnVtWfwhU9TXql 1 dj 7i2E6chXuJ6huEOHn3 J 
xZRr 14PpPGINCCDcwqZT~TWdKu0ubTd0W3TfC lwdLbGNa2o003ajqRwIdRO7xOsO2cPhH4BCPrf 
3UkCzaWqdb8qMS9bMGjzQplY5LcopqzBXJ7ziaQJn4dDNxTW33y5XZI9hbrz9aisvc3PFSw7PbSw 
itqedgMz3/vycNWGcj C9cigIGwoC7 SDtGZ7byqMYFQLPofl fAHHVnRVGK8XCAmxfUj eqwmoi4Z 8 A 
AwA3 JuwuDQplbmRzdHJ1YWONZ W5kb2 JqDTI2IDAgb2 JqDTw8LOZpbHRlci9GbGFOZUR1Y29kZ S 9M 
ZW5ndGggODMwPj 5zdHJ1YWONCkiJ1FZNb9swDL3rV/CYAJ0m27Hj 3NYF22GHoQO809BDkqZNitjy 
1LRA//3k 1KRkK1E85GBFH+TTeyTF6gd8q+AX/AU10xmo7tcNkkJJVaoE8kUp8wI2NXytID+t46eq 
xe fviV SQQPUIf2DyOIVP SuYwOQa0084Q]THbbfgAtj oy3bwr3UHUYRIghTWdS 5 WUP~xwBDDPVUnJzs 
e 2fNE 6zQL2 J6OfnvMOGMppF 5PfSj d9j 2tmg/bkKLa9y755Z3gFPOqfhYQhrwLLFB QPHIGRI3p4Gw 
zNGUdgZeG/T6RmQTJA7oHQ69sT 1 HgodvgP S Jxkg 5k2Vp9RHX9 SEfeN1N/yXej z2qd61~xKRAAdit+ 
UWIPT7VoEGUE3baagsBx 5 Ql~x4bDeMni67mGRP4qwI/n5 +D4ZhIIIPMPOKYst aPVFqfC/bryw 1 g3E 
smeeQj 5XcjEyb/Ceqx4XsejIJ4abB3CBTtkVEgN4SR6/ln3Dg 12bPUFg7PWmhSOr 1U1 A lnrPzoX6 
+gWqNboTanjbmh21NJOfLYNHC 1YIzEER5pBxtuiEhGhizcruo 1BAMUrAitcKEsS7NaZCPLG70Mnn 
Mi2j oSPQ8/IO73VLoUJpo80DEcA13xKTI1 J18kwWeTEK0okMMbGXq54vWSvOWLOglbJ8V5uhYTFk 
ebKKWS 5mclHawWWcIhAt CC6Kli2PMr/O73 sZgxLGU4jPv4VmMUddaWre9IHvh!+p23yLcZXt JYiQ 
oGxjwRGDgj PK5kPwDuN7iQstLw 5NyIirX9e SZ Jb JbGR6numHjMbLeInAr+ SpvvZKiVegLnZaYtBp 
nSltkcaIPW624SDBDky4UAejdR1Y9LQOQWPFa6tBZ7uOpulTtsxtwlUE57z4Ff43zv7EwlKqoulC 
FuU4RcdkhOgfnpo Jj f/XYZ smoy 1 XnstMdS 3xWKCxYthdOMnlvBj Rul2zo 1 LbC34UPXHGTuoRdxsm 
boujlUHubORD9FlIC5mlZTJwfe4K6Fr4rskNYfiCg2rHo3 JJL7 lhTeANLGNypamSSVbMIxhFQMgd 
b/s2 SEYvmTYs ~il)iic~iZ TDO2HynVRrwckhV+Yh’,~iG5 CuR418gdHn617gH8 CDADIZ e 8NDQplbmRz 



dHJ1YWONZW5kb2 JqDTI3IDAgb2 JqDTw 8LOZpbHRlci9GbGFOZUR1Y29kZ S 9MZW5ndGggNzY4Pj 5z 
dHJ1YWONCkiJrFdNc9owEL3rV+wRZhJVsiTbOrZpc 8ih0864 JyYHAyHQB Ozy0Qz/vj J4Z S GwbM90 

OLBY 1 tt 9bzSksif41sFP+AOMRhJY9akMyTjlUQKKRZ S1ZLaGL 5n5 cXqh!srW80nRrAKHbAEj GEP2 
uw 1MDgR7CIDxiCZ a9AebwCjt~ qvNMCrea2NVf2/GcHSycvgx JifrpV7CPYs CrbXZ 9QxZm2RaU6bV 
AJoTx/SrfEYT3e 135yek0rbdbxKBTFPKY+j0SCYnac9uDr6/fG+Zojw56gWPtYHqvNdq4QvFxwku 
gdEOcZdoIFoZosFTRRkTuibTT7472BcwRTSvIfzICNQbO1TNEdeN4KQ7xqUT3oVkc lyApwNmGteO 
wINkEiMWV3EgS+SGWBHjslLsqx/SzMvuenr5BrFFAoKfcYKtwBOqk 1RlhsedSChA5oWxOWzRnAd7 
QMaaVq3XlWDXX7GF/U 1/jhty6UaZ2aOFCvHy/Izu60Iitxs3kV SmPXBMvBj sNq9bD5P2B otTtpTp 
Vy+fB 6wn3HwMtqCIqGAyqcPqIWOoT7hQA9EmzlwGpLI 5whzzU+ZYj clm7WcQF+x+++AXlvR3NB 4A 
pbR1Bj aAvysPoK1EIFJY J2W JS/DY JMMpsKXFf2ybB s4g Jec 3mkFqB +gdlFw9xFwvm7WVxbwc 0oBy 
YdxvNq6uEyY21Ho21i8 clIW1 smtCPIc21IIkddS 1 ed/5xF6b+qgiJ60VnaRU6wjj rxvNYDHGIshm 
V1SIW9z7jyJQ3jq+AR2acXYW3BrojFGdpmIAWnVYt59RFZyU/yk4LgOaU/3RnHGltLOVPp6FyVQc 
6f6VFoxYmkGtB oCZgEt 78XM62G+Yzay 5 JbaTEUxQpXkaEMz6 J52DVLB 4INrEaRnLauU 12i7IQAiq 
ueQD0hFiIOKBaE4BmQuenQ31 lhs J5Hry2zkdvDAwTZUy/0mspi03uV78qvSkDlo/fvODTcnm9cZJ 
Y S 5ZakwCFMwdRMnQxLj 0 SUINI7VhIDTvQIN/AgwAQrvjxAOKZW5kc 3RyZWFtDWVuZG9iag0yOCAw 
IG9iag08PC9GaWx0ZXIvRr~xhdGVEZWNvZGUvTGVuZ 3RoIDgxMT4+c3RyZ WFtDQpIiaRXq?5~/aMB C9 
+ 1 fMoQeQqDd2vsixrbqtK1XaSpH2gHrYwrLQ3cQ0hK36M/uP6kBmHCbEgCoOtpJ4/Oa9eWNzc6tk 
AErkSxjpQCVjyH/Cxxy+wSSIpI4gaH7NJFaJjMNMQZQEMk5gXsD7HOL9exzyAm6agEJBExCGo6Ua 
oiiR06k3 zgHYDEbbMby 162DOOIb9+NC O9MKUY/gO+ZIT26kglFmmcVPh33 QP/uSweKXiK6PNHP J 1 
O9bmMIXFazHYj 8r4SvPt2hHU60ZAy/tCJ9xzeGNoDc4TsBUYEoMCWa5XxHbaQSMELFFC4rvh6OD 
/4rTcvfl 5ZnAp 8NUuAUVhqwWHtLx/G/D JGOVKapVMr 5DXUj Es cBRHNp7OrhKYUlj z50uOeAcy 55 dk 
1Xgk 1DIbSpo43vSOt3thFIKnYA+eSYItigI5rwDSuOY6e32WpDLRcYv7f22WZtcFmznuSy+zK1My 
i7OrIqNkxmyICs 4RymtK+M2rg S zmM 1 t9RL4YkUOXvnRCFclMZ 6mnXASj 3VP 8 oUqvj DbrVwt 8IHOb 
F2Kn 1 QZ fwd 1 YHLe 5ihI2Vc GXPcE75KnCfbbEizhlYy 11 OA39NmKZ SLB eEEygc zZVmdRD1Lxmz6c aX 
KzJTzpnrYNtm2v2CRWRK6eV2SH5C3iqDBUlmF3dJuk/BhDQnAFcHB9MglSizkay9RpID3B9/ECc 
wXq?LD0d+Vrg 8 JzaB 9kxdDNDy42KRg liG 17Yh6hrVxrB 24aRc 9Mky J/LmRDpt2nLtOKVDoINAkejR 
nnI3K9EpI9dLV70j7aZ/e6GS2GD3IpcWDDmlac3mPdct5Vrr9HLuz9w57flVJo llLxek4+tI4aSrT 
t qEIXxxbC/mK7jYlzp 5x4tiuDTxYj + Jtiz6tYVmhXAXUK178rinSkgX6qGKSH3yR2kX3 WB 6yuWv6 
3VRi126c 19bNOJ4Web 12CSmGiNsVPQU74+KOQxIlv24rbEP00YzIekUcC06ZI/2hLTSxKHQSycDz 
J6UrNLUvYqcozv0pCUN7DRneRPQ26VzDWLMn3j c 83xKBERO2P8 AbFUyCIPAh 1 EFmEXZZgH8 CDADz 
6uL+DQplbmRzdHJ1YWONZW5kb2JqDTI5IDAgb2JqDTwSLOZpbHRlci9GbGFOZUR1Y29kZ S9MZW5n 
dGggNzcyPj 5zdHJ1YWONCkiJpFc9b9swEN35K27oYAE Jyw9JptAtRTt0KFDAnZIMqmMlaSurdeSk 
+fel JIEokxYNI/DgAy2e7uO9d+erFWQMDp/+i6xqeP9ZUAYcVhUsIIHVT/i0grn!wFxgVafdsZwgu 
qJQCZJ5 SpmBdwlXY2TUs/iRwqS/D4ncC3ffeHDwZASon76xZJ6QzHodrZbsZrDu898NY5qete 1D 1 
18milZ5vYf’glOjEpOc2XmQpkBiYzcrJMUqZnetN1 qprdEDOOD24agHXB6tW1 +RHvNRUIxtOEzCea 
ZpIWS 5XFhNalkIQSTbPSDG+kT/RmsR4CbrZe2023 SaD 1 WtvCSOK0ubRP24JBqMtLjdyMUZ7HIfe7 
c frVGB/xNYj qxsDaxOLidmMzmo+MS 0WLIufx 8YXawlN+prdj/G3 dboxpFUhCaXUQuSkyOYktWFwG 
kl C 59iZkvDedRG0hNc JEVa6PtYegGLWvH4ALiLwHo3tQ16+w75 A4xutmns T+IVLxX63ZrA7nx 1 b JuX 
ztaAL3 e eBvrvMZKH/TzFCZnTNFK1UHFLPxs 8KU2VMNxXDIFMdFoUMTFgk2+ SCyj hHWcXjDG43w2E 
K0cKUYV SFiKlhVIy 8FKIqrIiN1 Nlb 5bFI3 +YKNwTbIxOc+PDXQzMm!RL/Yj k6rgXNwe4o S QKk4FYqb 
1 sdxyhMB aDwUboYcbZEa2PkCeBwzos Ow7KGPnUzPGq0uBRc 8Hiq6FmR2cqnsPG/keiwNPubdYTwv 
/xMMyKSkWc6ys3LTyjldqQOlhdAOI+mEgoEdXjtQ3Xuo9kBxfSwLcsyLk7h2Rc+WjZgdcYJa7aOD 
oF/u/XYs o3pqD95 cbD677ULFB S 9Yc/cwMPs 069KrnAf6myRIzGJJc46NiyPmxWRNSmhG4zq4CmpC 
5Rpt sWAhoXHdrYI 5K+KSDasgLoIIsN2cW JwcYkxRFalobvexeHvbxr6zCLBDTQObj +D6fxHj QxRv 
X~F01DrP21 u2amK3 apj dqu/cdiArUMTb2rDezmFcBIL78rAi9AyB/wIMAGsY9bwNCmVuZHN0cmVh 
bQ 1 lbmRvYmoNMzAgMCBvYmoNPDwvRmls dGVyLOZ sYXR1RGVj b2R1L0xlbmd0aCA4MjY+PnN0cmVh 
bQOKSImsVk lvm0AQve+vmKMt JRRYMHB s0+aQqlKj IuUQ9YBMCUlj oAQnSn99F7wzu941 GKTKB 6P9 
mHlv5s3MpjfwJYVb9gdcxw/A7X/9B/cCZxMGHLgbO3EM2x 18 SiEc9vEv3cGHa99xwYO0gBWsIXOS 
1 tgt2NaihdbuYVXU7ZqJ68 JyV67hcvj 8tYbDUpE 9y0/Sh7oA3/WCNfyE9EDL AhJ4nrPhfiyB s AW0 
TloLFloTtB 413 AopgeB 5 WMoVywNx3ICuhgY3kW+mLJyIDOXhRDoiH/wkc JLNvE S 8j MFCKuiUDo JN 
citXarnEVk973KRTeKh7NE4LA2/DV6S 8Iml2kj 9h6bKigKyDK1 zIEH79bPCo lkwegeSGNbxTULJ2 
Fs cH+IifqNyOYDhTsuRJIrLhJhNpYaYsp3 TphvPMeVqWU0mnpBB e qWYSD 52N73nSx7j 2dR/7NsPk 
YQ5aDGNG5SyL/trMqVnw9ZshDi2VhzNMNYcpLnO9xJ7jTzQmwYIhC3JWt79JlwTqZQz2u46SHUWh 
hM6KPmmpylt cVITv5IoD31 C0o2Gq4LMZH1UdRyXAVtXD3jpDmHL4YVZqSUWE+WuhGA6FTMQHrmjZ 
rj bc6ovtmEIrTfQh3klkdE 0vs 87E enE20ZvI4TPlekO Jfoev 1 D6OXq?Llu64uAHerfEyT2sB qKDid 
QXJrxKox64ZkQmEhlyr+mWFt/2xYeQdLrbvTWWfir0JItErtvG1 qq6ilVNm6znCIWL1T 1 qk7nLyv 
k lIk8zEGCPWsMkLubCaGuK4MRZ9w5fvW4s003ESz0c/p8R9H5yWueGgE8 SKMGAdrOh9rSGT24uy7 
yQ992e0HACN9kmkA+oE 3Np/8MDxnzZhPU6+wPnU8 caI~x 1 wxbYMffOO7MKUBNqGm0zj Ye QjHiOe dJ 
r Jyw+TrLzMpQRUN9qKypvnMo 8 carVTj wanV49dw S zYNh51 U30KuafJNiiTyp 1 oHpDL WuLifEEgmx 
8P4xM9vaRJL9KF5o7X4IBfUhKvj JguWeAO0mwf8 JAfcSYSOMF4Fuxoeppqet7MZ2m6Lr46/8un0g 
Q/iA+GuczkG9APZVbmuqNPs2tqWhX8M/AQYAICL8MAOKZW5kc3RyZWFtDWVuZG9iag0zMSAwIG9i 
ag08PC9GaWx0ZXIvRr~xhdGVEZWNvZGUvTGVuZ 3RoIDgyNj 4+c 3RyZWFtDQpIiaRXO2/bMBDe+ Sm 
tIGUtV6WPLZFO3RqAQEdgg62nNhpbVGhraT695Ui31E+KrTSwoMI6XiP7757OP8Kn3P4Do+wkGEM 
i+7XHdIQwiCUwRKKI3zMIXn5go/8CO+/BHIBAeT34hZmSsPDvLs Js+2dOazNE87msMc3+AJIVve3 
xewJ35zmSK4Xun85 Ja2QOj oqURytalDP/U0xK+ 1V/IziB3QWFMkAfvxTkVtn49YD9wolJEDOfQGM 
s6oOzLliLi6wObPvqoQjg6+BggmdKZheGZBX5Di/4gCBAjCHn5B3 JBCj JAhWmYyz6ySA24F IITSX 
vTmljwx5bRPbkmZ4BfiVtQG/LJgOSn9TOXS5gU1N/MKLe4X8clQhzOWWjlrTyx3K8TDKswF/hKdt 
XA4/RyP 1YR9HSxmskuhNGWihu+SXA5119xlPSIkDe8KGCEaOjneKIItlcql TiN7Futyy6rLe/iZ0 
vRaDMJPRI1 sau2I SNA+kGiFRPOC 1 CXejtKc+Hdwo 10OnBXc6j AIZZmkwDS zj NLYfSyPKH8 eOWGX7 
2aC 1 fc Ja0oq3p JL69Dfe3MaKkq7t4MNL1Q 8 TOahCgmmvfLmMo0QmqzS dnsuOj fmv 17Rlb9TWgny9 
EPZYCPimAu0UFB97uh.[jBTwKt3zShcym91hFBk8IP/q94QFwhvIpaNM1F55yi0IZRatssp/C16Kg 
Tfh0baZp8 JlIj cIWc 8kLomDBE lw3sOdrQEWz/2nNPtWSFdyZSpoyu7wN2NwS3bwgDZxFJ05OT5 J7 
jjbDkUbXa86FtV+fiMGmxctqPLBwro6GZC1XEwsRdauds25ZBouL5A4aziDqSqtt/erScDGTxX9k 
sN39flidwoyXtQ+RdmzJVZAZWF4hv2A1T 1 tkY5vvDq?Hfxk0b+ JpRwuXeyXbn2u7C3kYdt 4+oK+A3 
ZLRg3HJ65MGQrfHbThOZpYkftd60QNN2mT8wo3YTcBnhm+Adm+OoHeLTOj WZ4Vng44Xv7OhVzVsR 
4IL SUfyO J3tny4ZTgxRozgy713BZguTqWvsP JQTO 1 KQ/gCML/Vg/u+Dt2P+fy/jIuWYkB1 oA6C+X 
LRR0q9914a8 AAwBVxhtaDQplbmRzdHJ1YWONZW 5kb2 JqDTMyIDAgb2 JqDTw 8LOZpbHRlci9GbGF0 
ZUR1Y29kZ S9MZW5ndGggNjg5Pj 5zdHJ1YWONCkiJ1FVNj 5swEL3Pr5gj SFOH882xWupPbUSUg/R 
HrIJm6RNcOqErvLvaxLGgAFvUKRggf3mzcx74/w7fsnxJ/5Fj/khevWvXiQ+cj9jQYzrI37KMbp9 
oUd+xMVXzj zkmL/CEp03F 5/UOXR2exdvi3Xz30GFVkWzwB Ot 50vtXI SOkMfbO3B Wzbe SEGj zmWKg 
j kbBDsYTXwoX7qu9C S fk SUgKcjFibNr99EmoBKC fAO2RaJ5 fmdlruC2umgq?LzUhJBmGLidQKHQF6 
GVQrswYHg62utQ4qml fgjDBy 8Rlzizp4xO JOTB 3 QUwcqdVQ1 cfin0382e0gMrgzb2DCMzf2UZVnI 
LQxwwOCj C/dopxOV5dppTdtralwlKRHVx0ZaOgWdlKlmfhgyP836vOEd3nsjeOsBodtJdoIRO+Ej 
duqcaioBHR34Ho9seYWeOpvOEITz5GL+ewosZFGS2pproil+sQVQqWUmIFrQAj4TbdkptDkk9AdR 
av9T25RMoWePYdu0ZU21vmt dj 7MkhoeMM5wLFK 110r6hujYlpwk9NLCR0oKHR+qmkiMu7hQE+pxN 
hpvCKLt 5 e+G 1 pXHHkh+s 5 Q3 CmE WRnzRFnphOMKEQMVrdce 41WbVVhF7tREXHN liKy3 Tvrj 33u2AV 
TpoyL/US/5GZC85WDoTQGV8 SxUBbEgfWaBagy7AtqVfFNPq0Nd7oIuhW6E9hQJ6G9yFFRVFpMDWD 
oZnBQ59Qvw5G38zUVNpCKPRnmJyw3GNZEEUz6g/WKcaDGXhAKqlbpsXS3j 6mLvUEs 14accYyn2ea 
wgPTyKnOlpxSxSbj6SxAW43 SYDbeslMWIW3zuWOzOrSyVqTiZJiov8TnakSri4ajLPAXlrj4Uchl 
cbpUqwPKfb2fttUc71s Joq a5 +Hbk+FncwP 8LMAC4XXFcDQplbmRzdHJ1YWONZ W5kb2 JqDTMzIDAg 



b2 JqDTw 8LOFsdGVybmFOZ S 9EZXZpY2V SROIvRmls dGVyLOZ sYXR1RGVj b2R1L0xlbmd0aCAyNjEy 
L04gMz4+c3RyZWFtDQp4AZ2WdlRT2RaHz703vdASIiAI9Bp6CSDSO0gVBFGJSYBQAoaEJnZEBUYU 
E S1WZFTAAUeHImNFFAuDgmLXCfIQUMbBUURF5d2MawnvrTXz3pr9x lnf2ee3191n733XugBQ/IIE 
wnRYAYA0oVgU7uvBXBITyST3AhgQAQ5YAcDhZmYER/hEAtTSvT2ZmahIxrP27i6AZLvbLL9QJnPW 
/3 +RIj dD JAYACkXVNj x+ Jlffl ApRTs 8UZMvSEyvSVKTKGMTIWoQmirCLjxK9s9qfmK7vJmJcm 5KE a 
Wc4ZvDSejLtQ3pol4aOMBKFcmCXgZ6NSB2W9VEmaAOX3KNPT+JxMADAUmV/M5yahbIkyRRQZ7ony 
AgAI1MQ5vHIOi/k 5 a J4AeKZn5IoEiUliphHXmGn16Mhm+vGzU/liMSuUw03hiHhMz/S 0DI4wF4Cv 
b5ZFASVZbZloke2tHO3tWdbmaPm/2dSeflP9Pch6+ 1XxJuzPnkGMnlnfbOysL70WAPYkWpsds76V 
VQC0bQZA5eGsT+SgAPIFALTenPMehnmxeksTiDCcLi+zsbHMBn2suK+g3+5+CbSq/hjn3mcvu+ 1Y7 
phc/gSNJFTN1ReWmp6ZLRMzMDA6Xz2T99xD/48A5ac3 JwyycnSAXSYXoWHolAmEiWi7hTyBWJAu 
Z AqE f9Xlffxg2 JwcZfp 1 rFGh 1 XwB 9hTl QuEkHyG89AEMj AyRuP3 oCfetbEDEKyL68 aK2Rr30PMnr+ 
5/ofC lyKbuFMQS JT5vYMj 2RyJaIsGaPfhGzBAhKQB3 SgCj SBLjACLGANHIAzcAPeIACEgEgQA5YD 
LkgCaUAEskE+2AAKQTHYAXaDanAA lIF60AROgjZwBlwEVSANcAsMgEdACobB SzAB3oFpCILwEBWi 
QaqQFqQPmULWEBtaCH1DQVA4FAPFQ4mQEJJA+dAmqBgqg6qhQ 1 A99CNOGroIXYP6oAfQIDQG/QF9 
hB GYAtNhDdgAtoDZsDs cCE fCy+BEeB WcBxfA2+FKuBY+DrfCF+Eb 8 AAshV/CkwhAyAgDOUZYCBvx 
REKQWCQBE SFrk SKkAqlFmpAOpBu5j UiRceQDB oehYZgYFsYZ44dZj OFiVmHWYkow 1 ZhjmFZMF+Y2 
ZhAzgfmCpWLVsaZYJ6w/dgk2EZuNLcRWYI9gW7CXsQPYYew7HA7HwBniHHB+uBhcMm4 lrgS3D9eM 
u4Drww3hJvF4vCreFO+CD8Fz8GJ8Ib4Kfxx/Ht+PH8a/J5AJWgRlgg8hliAkbCRUEBoI5wj 9hBHC 
NFGBqE90IoYQecRcYimxjthBvEkc Jk6TFEmGJBdS JCmZtIFUSWoiXSY9Jr0hk8k6ZEdyGF1AXk+u 
JJSgXyUPkj9Q1CgmFE9KHEVC2U45 SrlAeUB 5Q6VSDahulFiqmLqdWk+9RH1KfS9HkzOX85t~ya2T 
q5FrleuXeyVP1NeXd5 dfLp 8nXyF/Sv6m!LgCUcFAwVOB o7B WoUbhtMI9hU1FmqKVYohimmKJYoPi 
NcVRJby SgZK3Ek+pQOmw0iWlIRpC06V 50ri0TbQ62mXaMB 1 HN6T705PpxfQf6L30CWU1ZVvlKOUc 
5Rrls8pSBsIwYPgzUhmlj JOMu4yP8zTmuc/jz9s2r21e/7wplfkqbip81SKVZpUB1Y+qTFVvlRTV 
naptqk/UMGomamFq2Wr71 S6rjc+nz3eez51 fNP/k/IfqsLqJerj 6avXD6j 3 qkxqaGr4aGRpVGpc 0 
xjUZmm6ayZrlmuc0x7RoWgulBFrlWue 1XjCVme7MVGYls4s 5oa2u7act0T6k3as9rWOos llmo06z 
zhNdki 5bNOG3XLdTd0 JP Sy9YL 1 +vUe+hP1GfrZ+kv0e/W3/KwNAg2mCLQZvB qKGKob9hnmGj 4WMj 
qpGr0 S qjWqM7xjhj tnGK8 T7j WyawiZ 1 JkkmNyU1 T2NTeVGC6z7TPDGvmaCY0qzW7x6Kw3F1ZrEbW 
oDnDPMh8o3mb+SsLPYtYi50W3RZfLO0sUy3rLB9ZKVkFWG206rD6w9rEmmtdY33HlunrjY7POpt3m 
ta2pLd92v+ 1905pdsNOWu067z/YO9iL7JvsxBz2HeIe9DvfYdHYou4R91RHr6OG4zvGM4wcneyex 
00mn351ZzinODc6j CwwX8BfULRhy0XHhuBxykS 5kLoxfeHChlFXbleNa6/rMTdeN53bEbcTd2D3Z 
/bj7Kw9LD5FHi8eUp5PnGs 8LXoiXr 1 eRV6+3kwli72rvpz46Pok+jT4Tvna+q30v+GH9Avl 2+t3z 
1/Dn+tf7TwQ4BKwJ6AqkBEYEVgc+CzIJEgV1BMPBAcG7ghSv018kXNQWAkLSQ3aFPAk 1DFOV+nMY 
Liw0rCbsebhVeH54dwQtYkVEQ8 S7SI/I0shHi40WSxZ3RslILxUXVR01Fe0WXRUuXWCxZs+RGjFqM 
IKY9FhSbFXskdnKp99LdS 4t~ 7OIK4+4uMlyWs+zacrXlqcvPrpB fwVlxKh4btLx3 fEP+ JE 8Kp 5Uyu 
9F+5d+UE 1507h!uS 58Yr543xXfhl/JEE14SyhNFE18RdiWNJrkkVSeMCTOG14HWyX/KB 5KmUkJSj 
KTOp0anNaYS0+LTTQiVhirArXTM9J70vwzSjMEO6ymnV71UTokDRkUwoc llmu5iO/kzl SIwkmyWD 
WQuzarLeZ0dln8pRzBHm9OSa5G7LHcnzyft+NWY1 d3Vnvnb+hvzBNe5rDq2F 1 q5c271Odl 3BuuH1 
vuuPbSBtSNnwy0bLj WUb326K3tRRoFGwvmBos+/mxkK5Q1HhvS3OWw5sxWwVbO3dZrOtamXI17R 
9WLL4oriTyXckuvfWX 1 X+d3MgoTtvaX2pft34HYId9zd6brzWJliWV7ZOK7gXa31zPKi8re7V+y+ 
VmFbcWAPaY9kj7QyqLK9Sq9qR9Wn6qTqgRqPmua96nu37Z3ax9vXv99ff9MBjQPFBz4eFBy8fSj3 
UGutQW3FYdzhrMPP66Lqur9nfl 9/RO 118ZHPR4VHpcfCj 3XVO9TXN6g31DbCj ZLGs eNxx2/94PVD 
exOr6VAzo7n4BDghOlItix/gf754MPN15in2q6 S f9n!a20FqKWqHW3NaJtqQ2aXtMe9/pgNOdHc 4d 
LT+b/3z0jPaZmrPKZ0vPkc4VnJs5n3d+8kLGhfGLiReHOld0Prq05NKdrrCu3suB169e 8blyqdu9 
+/xV16tnrjl dO32dfb3thv2N1 h67npZ f7H5p6bXvbb3pcLP91uOtjr4Ffe f6Xfsv3va6fe WO/50b 
A4sG+u4uvnv/Xtw96X3e/dEHqQ9eP8x6OP 1 o/WPs46InCk8qnqo/rf3V+Ndmqb307KDXYM+ziGeP 
hrhDL/+V+a9PwwXPqc 8rRrRG6ketR8 +M+YzderH0xlDLj JIT44W/Kf6295XRq59+¢Fu9Z 2LJxPBr 
0euZP0reqL45+tb2bedk6OTTd2nvpqeK3qu+P/aB/aH7Y/q?HkensT/hP1Z+NP3d8CfzyeCZtZubf 
94Tz+w0KZ W5kc3RyZ WFtDWVuZG9iag0zNC AwIG9iag08PC9GaWx0ZXIvRr~xhdGVEZWNvZGUvTGVu 
Z 3RoIDMyOTQ 5L0xlbmd0aDEgNDQ 50DA+PnN0cmVhbQOKeAHMvHI 8VNX5P37OuXf27c 5MZstMZs 1M 
JpkkM 1 lhQiA3kLAFTZQtQ SNhROUJYamolLgiUQvuO2AVRcEy JIIBrE Q/amvVj 9j aVruBLVqt01KL 
VgvJ/N7nTnBpP9/P9/V7/f75zc 1 z9nvvuec 8z3Oe5Zys6Vm7hBhJLxGIvOiKBdlE+QWe J4TuWLRu 
TTCX13YQovnN0u51V+Ty7msJUVcsW7F+aS4fOkHIblgavmTB41yenEVcuxwFuTytRly4/Io 1V+Xy 
/gyeb lyxctFofehilN9yxYKrRt9Pfod88MoFVyzJtd97C+LS7pWr 1 +TyPzqOeFd3z5LR9rSdEEsz 
RaEFYANQYuYBIZPIZ6 S ePEI0hB GJJMkc9Dwqfk JUyPN61flTNue67U/Mt9Z9rPVoUEPLDPxW8xONX 
9n2x9cya4dskosXDiE5pzytwnyY00kzmSuTMmn8dk3 Jv4jXnfpMOklnCpwNCSaCh0SGcIF3Cx2S7 
8AE5BhCJhBIJqQZAN9JZgCo7JLw/0NxcKQSiTpQrcX+SuPIgr+jP91X+WHif7SFFJICCY/1 Or 1Lz 
h!6JE0cTtWNziYGSssp.[jXrhD+RvACb8QThG4rm7BuLllacaTSigwveJhVISIDuE35MMgBFZ+M1 A 
Yaxy+xHhDdT/THiNLFZue63 fZK3EA38iPIexDQgHhP2jNfsHzNZK0rhauB lj MoTwKOA44BRAJCuF 
JS1GwBbAXoBILAgDgCSglZcIu4Xd6OdO3G9BmASsBGwBiBjCp 1F+OQ+FXcJ1JIx7bxPuJg7Etwp3 
KfHjiPOR/yHK/YgfRZ 7H20fzDyHm9Q+Olj +AvBP 5 +0t~ + 1 DuRf5 e 5H18 z2h+nbB WuW/NaLxDWN3v 
D0iNflQHASmAgNTdSN2NobsbOYKQCj cIK5 Qe 7ENciS dekYsxaxv6QxFl.[jYMuDyVOzCkGzDOGzBy 
GzByG4iINteea3Ntrk2ZcC3aXIs216LNtRiV1LAa7 luNC SMIJUAQIGDcV2PceXkG4RDgKEAgNyLc 
CtjBc8L3MI7F6NVm4bL+eADItmwgLVc2HBaWYqhlYemAp6Byyzc5nZ4j 4tIBnXk0tvC2S 5 S2SwZ0 
R166ZCC/IBej 1 eWNZmERuQbASB7CQkA 1 oAkgCov6C5OBQSL55Aotkc2Bj WyjsFHcqB JTTdR2RKgk 
baDAALEJZaQeDYoD8+vpmC5dt65XJ0i6oC61k3VtOtVKYaOwRRACQ1JoEFqF+YJqMDvUr6mrQiRP 
UddVbTXsMGQMQ4ajB1VGPaQ+qj 6uPqVWB dUpt axuU3 epu9W96q3 qHWrdVvVWDe sydBt 6DY JkCBp S 
BtnQZ1AFNHRH403CQnwmQSgBugFbASLGeD7Kg8IlgPmYjfkYtktQThAS 5CTAUaSPI 1YhZOE7C9pZ 
UGpBqQW1BCGvaQNOAboBvFb9dc25e3j 7U7wGUIRaM55kJgzPMaMcKcB05EzImZAzodVRdhY91BAG 
AWOAQ Sk7j hSwBuG5utRofRdiNeH 1 pwBMuY/XyQCBnZUXFAOV00wx3VFMtxZ Tub6hsVIOI7DZbPMj 
86Pz4/N3iisjK6Mr4yt 3iq2R 1 mhrvHWn2BBpiDbE G3 aKyUgymownd4qB S CAaiAd2iltm7 J 1 xZMZb 
M8 T5M 1 bO2DhDGIOpG+hPpCqVOB zl 8 f5 +T371GEvj OLYXnzMf4XbAMYB AAgiTgAbA SoDI9iIMs GdQ 
+gxKnyGtgPkAFe 54BwlbEPJ6XslLtwNUSuoYUuw79VgM2Z7+uqrWxulgufMB 2wECnr0H9+9RWudS 
e 5XyDMLj SnkrQt5+B4D3cs/X9whgcPN4PxAGAA2A+YBugIq8 JczF4j CXPxlhANAN2AsQhXm45gpz 
2TO49rA9QqlsqnAEiNOJ1 cZmlUqNEjMCB0x01xLer4SblbBBCQt183TTF9NNL0w33TzdVIQEi5NG 
3HC3EoZkQ6Pp2UZTa6OpuNGEp71Ii JiYQwnVPKSfKOH5 Slgq54VMX4VM/wiZ/h4yPRIyrQqZxof4 
fr7QronlKaGBh/ReJZyuhDHZEDC9GjDNDZjGBEyNJrqNog9kohL61dDLQ/rZs5YmC9Edpp+RJjyP 
9t cXBwYZUSKa7a9vDAz Skf76KYiG++u3IfpXf/1 dge fpV 1 RZ 0ugX/YUnAo0OeppOE 7HE 0X+IVLxn+n 
08hu5E 8hXob4CVJPo4gf76+/jrCFDPc/iPwPSVjL73uUtCn3b61TIPJHRu97uL90Id76UH/perzl 
QVJKeev7+ktPoPSu/tLNiO7sL 12BaEt/1Hfwsv76kkCjlS4jhYy3XUSijPdkxugbp+LJK5Cfkru5 
ub+U39XEXzBIJ/VHKhAV8V4+TyOkTXldoD+ifGQBiSid85GI0mkviSqxmVqUzptIWIm 1/ZHr8BT1 
s9ETgX/WH+YITj6nlv5tgT89j++bg+wf6bT+3YG3D/Lh6g+SVTpIowcC/x05HHilcJDO6QSM1Q5q 
UXGkdJDR/YF9GOQM2j J6ILC3dFngmYhSuzOCWkzl 9vq~vwEOReYEHosj3B64rfZ53g lyBL56D6o7S 
CYEZ9bsDk6ODFNVyPV4m6wNlkZ 5AGsVjB+m0gd2Bis JB3pUUnrH7QKAEb4xF1K7MHnOI 1RANXSuX 
atZoFmrmaC7QjNNUaco0QU2BxqfJ09q0ktasNWr 1 Wql WrRW1 TEu0eYPZ43KCi2t 5akVqU4NtUyIq 
aQmskYIAFWmOUS 0D7WTs QgtrmTmRZmwtpGXWxMyYRMug JnthZmyiJaNm6h9H6U/6EAuw24ZpGRW 
+yDN8 qKbvBnbpPaDhNLkTbd7eXztTbd3 dNCWzNAi0rIwmPli Jr 5Df8 G8j Coy0U2c 6xrcDbYJ lvTk 
pv8h6FIKu5oS3/zc3ySRchdk7m2Z2Z55uqAjU8kT2YKOlsyUmcGL2w+yVWxlc9NB 1 s2.[jvaD9Gq2 
qvlCXk6vbur4uhkJs240I/U84s0GS Jg312E6oDSboTwNaBpubtoXRsAbvUSn8UZAn5eURsuURsDx 
VfxZbTxCM+YnhcqzCpmfNwM+5B 5m+fbDjIRalIdZjER5mI832heN4n21CDra942JosG+6Bilevc3 
1RGl+iDtILzBQRK1Hcp7qPKe3CPiuTbAgtE2TIs23xnG/6+ZJRP/XzyBDiz43e JFzUsizV2R5iWA 



rsyt65 a7M70Lg 8F9i3/HK4IZIda 1 cNFyHi9Ykvl dZE1TZnGkKbhvgXLfv 1 Uv4tULIk37yKLmWe37 
FslLmvoXyAuaIwuaOgae2Dip5Tvv2vzluyZt/B/etZE/bBJ/lxPKff/2rhZe/QR/Vwt/Vwt/lxPy 
E 8q7Wi6c SFva2wlpyc SOSZhAHgSwgx700OUNdUx0St0TFOIYF3 J/33tIJFi2DImOjDEyMWMCcLop 
ayxr5FWgTI51RrFItMr9/XEh7yG6a7RKQrE 1MpEkiLv50qav/1 avXr2Gw9ql CYRr lvJKJEC0oZkt 
mckXzGvP1 GfqmzNyV 1MH5bO2dvQ3qV2WjtS/Vc9W lm+s31K/vX5vvWrt2g4U246E3wqz+eGV4Y3h 
LeHt4b lhNa+4uP2AXL89/LewsBbYRNfg 18xfhVcjxh!PrlmLzqxeTfC S 1YDc6xJrE5PaG8NkEaRd 
Csm8jNgBEUAVYCZARf4L4S8AfwL8AyCSGxDeBXgMMMBLhDKhrN19aRN/YweeeJC4hcqBVE312EHE 
C5bm4pnzcnHz+bm4vrHSjfr+hip9owWCNyWHEP4M8BvAXwD/AqiESqFSeTj6zH8dq8nqBMVoEWTW 
8GB 1Yg 1 NIEH5 cK9ZnUigAc +j ADmMrTKSyI/+CF291mAoMCGIOEgpX 8 lvwzlw7+iPV4AVq34AmEEC 
AB+0Ky8h2fcB JwAt]UzPnlVdTiIjl2WPC3Y0fmYUCImSe812UkhOOQryEhkCJ38Cok4buZtMIW+R 
vTAOrKevYzQjkDB 2gV8EwPcnExdVkQfle+Ri0kM+IMehNbeQP 1 AbntNMuqE 1 prMfi2wht 2QPopUe 
t oUfkUNOBZ0 Ju8IkMpWVYiSiZEt2iLhIPPtm913kHiE f0MLsPjIVqQ+ JFdL 5RnIH 10jLyM+y3Ep S 
SBaS J+ml 9GPIV13kVrFa7MteTsaR/eSXtAWp88h6 lbu6/ZAO7iCPURcdyh7L/pm8gLVOCZ50PbkF 
Pe4nQ6xcmKTaQYIkRsaT88kC 1F5D3qN2WiHI2aLsxOwDKH2SfMYS7FVBg34kyDQyn9xOHsVo/Iqc 
gChgoDXOEbob 19v0r6p30bcWspZcTXrRSydw7x5ykFbQCuaCfMjwhcVkNuq2kJ14/wA5 SltoBx2i 
Lwo7VamRhtr~xe 1 pH9czZLSkg7eridvIh3nKYptMEbhLCwRvSLa 1 SVw9fhCxeTh81R8jb68 QeM++fk 
S 1 qC6332fbYxOze7K/sB+qKF7DCWXEDmkZVkHfke+SFm9SXyMvk7PcN0aPmW+IrqatWp7JOY2xiZ 
iL63ovVMPPtWzFI/GcT1K3yllQbxFWPp+fRCuoxuoffSQfoefY+pWQhL5V+EjPC68DuxVqXKluFJ 
Tq7JAOvmkuWYge9jtO/E9+4ir5DXqIPGaBm+6Fe4/ws2jjXheoy9xf4g3CRsEc+qbh45PvLJyJls 
H2xPTcC7dozm0xiFvlEn+lBML6Or6Z/Q863sWcEs SEJEqBEahV1Ch3CLcLfwU+G/xR5xt/gb 1 T]W 
AtVuzYKRK0fezrZkb8RYUOhqfmB SKakmY4A/S4FN16N/3bh6yLXkOt JHfgB 8uZPsgLw7SI6Q 18gv 
ye/Jp5gBQkPo86V4+xXAupvoD3A9QPfQF+kr9DX6Pv2CXyyMK85qWQObxCazZewmXHezo+xX7CPB 
JyyC/t2LaxtMQe+B S4tiV1WJa6rqVtWT6tc 1 cc 1UzULtG2dPDpcMdwz/YYSM519cNHLvyIsjf870 
ya 5H/6Okj JSjp 5vQyweAgztxPQ 1 MPEB e JW+QXyt9/YwyqgLGu2kE2FCKWWugUyB q~,2Pn0QlwzcY 1 
187DtYAupMtxbaS99Hp6A72R3k7vUa778W076VPOAK7n6CFcv6TH6If0L/QzBiRmArA5yopYkqXx 
pZPYFNbKLs S ljK3E 1 c 162DrMOJNsgB 1 kvxLs QhTcdoGwSnhA+ JHwkvCO8 JXIxFIxKdaLc 8R14g3i 
W+Lb4rviGVVA 1 axartqmekntVVerZ6svU9+v3qv+SH1 Wo9a0QVy9VvOOJquNgmP9BN+9H3P6zS+p 
fouuVuWJV7Fj oAu30K3aRGdjxNRslrBC+IHwc9VSekoI0t/QPuFS4fLsY8 Jk9qWwks 5hR2hYCKjq 
YMq5jWTpbvY+O83+LDroLPYxjYt30OfYSmE Sg40BPPUXokO8QfURrAG/JnVsAx lir8BydUP2x6RO 
tY0eU2 ljb5Oge JzZyTFQ9SZ2H276b3Ypu5W0i9WqM+RSjPtTqqsw3hPYLbREeEfcRj4QIuwf0K7u 
B dd4k04XC9klLE 13g+MOUz85 SVeRbnoPkelh+ns 6C J141/AkncGMmKOMM9ExMLa 8KYToO4KedPA+ 
0hhz0DZ 2is 0WnlclFWqg9hwlPydXU4GmgDvnfiPk S1DA3 awIPKOZ30QXt JK4yX3g96dHnuc cW/Wu 
61bg2aNCKbmQpEgne 53UgqPf+wNVOboaN7hBw 8B aSYveTa709dDH4/nngn4xAbyNJagC3 dKFvG7Fe 
OFkYvHA+Xv01 +P/PwPVb6F/J92gQ1DVE 4iKvuU1 sBmfqAv+9Fddi0oncw+RO9X7VL0grdREiBke2 
Act/Ry7BmvMnvD 8 fFuo7wNkeFUvR6yA48yrc 81DIVCLjupm 8 ThnZgD 5PAJ23iVPB ee/NXoYvvBRr 
1 Aysia+RS 7P3kUmYuwuzN2RvJfOzj 2YvhoY7M7sL/Hddtp/Ukk2qDjZH1RCrwWNfoy9jPfotvRV 8 
eyr 5DfhR1Lr JX3D9CP2foDpM+sRfg3 c2ZG/L/hJW ljgsrw+Az0wH97qC/BXjN1UYI1Uj 57N92clC 
N1 aoY+SC7JPZANWT5dkV4LzPk50aFXhPL/GrdgJ3bxWXshT6W0ycNInSilXbCZEnzp41N0wYXz+u 
Lj 12TG1NdWlRSpZXlaaKCmOFgWihZFwKBjwF/ig+R63y51nt lkli91kNOhl Wo 1 aJQpQpUubI507 
gplYV0aMRaZOLeP5yAIULPhWQVcmiKLJ322TCfL7FqDqOy lltFz6by31XEv565ZUCtaT+rLSYHMk 
mHmzKRIcpPMuaEf69qZIRzBzUkmfp6S3KmkT0qEQbgg2u5c3BTOOK9icmbxueV9zV 1NZKdln0E+K 
TFqiLysl+/QGJA lIZVyR7n3UNYEqCeZqrtvHiNaET8zkR5qaM54IbsVjhGj zgsWZtgvam5u8oVBH 
WWmGTIoUWZghXGpOKE3IJOU1 GfWkjEZ5TIDSDL6G3BrcVzrUd9ugRBZ2JYyLI4sXXNyeERbgGc0Z 
awLvbcq4rj7h!iaLh0M+3/TtWq/QBwkxyBv39WOKZnZc0P6te70h!oSODjwjw6KTu/om48W3YZ 5a 
uPqWYTd 1 t GfoTXghNIyo 8k25r 8upP9Guy4IZXWRiZHnfZV2YmPy+DLlwfag/P 18 +roD 10gpuDfbPa 
I6FMgzfSsaDJty+P9F24fsAjBz3frSkr3 SdZc 806z2wZTRhN304swZDn6pSU0pynWi78elwp72Nk 
Gp S GTHBRED 1 pj +CbxvJgyVj St2gshh+/Doq7MosxH5 dmdJO6+qQ61Ev4RJpRRaVIs O9zgvmPnPz0 
uyULRkvUUelzwis 51nyNaBksc qNI10kkMiU1HEE0kzCj 6OME JV9]WrpukGUi3VIQEbRH0oaxXdBR 
18Tgh0J8em8dlM1CZDK9F7Tn8kGy0NtP5CSOLNbFa4bO 1 Thm85reczVf394VAR4/izWcEEdGG/v6 
zyI57c3L6zLU+b9UL8nVt 8yMtEAHCzb3dY3ibMus7+Ry9XxAMW6oG03R3IOY8IwYzaij0yJAvQuh 
zKEAf6ro5EjzpV1TQWroY gY+qV3wMjyAp5hXUB4F/L143rnngUy7kT9LjKoV/FggqNECgZUSGpyc 
kbqm5sIOfSg0S17/t5sGs6f4XUr0zW2j 35ypS4x+Ve4bM+O+k/9094x9QssscCfWMmteX5/+O3WT 
wff6+iZHgpP7uvoWDGZ7F0aCUqTvoNAutPd 1 N4Nj 5 aZ/MHvoVm9m 8m0d+ JTltA 5IzsjE fRF6ywX7 
ZHrLzHntB2H8Ct4yq72fUTapa2LHvkLUtR8Mgj 8rpYyX8kLeJMgzWPNAFflMq7T3HpQJ6VVqRaVA 
y S +CNUwpyzVCGSWLYMRVyqRz7Rj I<LxFyZr JR 14Mc 5xaRZ 7aPjpcw 8Roxj AoHvNk 193E ]~-IniazAOVI 
X414 JuI7WJoIIiHTAac ApYCZgCBgIaAd9RnADzSXkAWqnxB JNYdM1LxwRV5MQ4qk 8LRS QE sRhgU+k 
WFNAwqqfZD9AfRhtebtelE9AvQFg09xOvMLtZJpIsmcQT8Y7mhDPQH9akR4PMOF99SydXYSOFenx 
6j SxIm0ENOO+rxA3ob0J712M+jzkGcCK55sQewFGPLNYS7InEU/igPYv8hjDAHEeIdoQNb0TcRAa 
Ua5EKVYCBkcE/4mwJ6ihi2jhydYTA+4xcSe58oM3aj SFd0PvIcRO8hA6oAFBYoE 85YGU4iU+pAsA 
XCsKQmMNQzf6zl 8hVvwY9JM4 lvs S SGWlirSfhOxVAWmnClpLDSS SMdDn0pBqxkH6Gf+lD/n!cckE 
0kBk9K/xf+nj RKVuHL 5uA3mBmmgdXUq3 s 7Hs aeFO 8 TqVXnVUfbv615p67TO6v+t/ZFhmbDDVmzss 
gvSCdZrte/a78+5wvO+6xK3zmPLP96X9tYH24KbQqcjxaLjoymJlyYLE9WXPle+s0Fe+UHW6Z17t 
pj Hb6+i40vrvT3DIkyfeNemzplPNxuYtzT9s/s fkDYRRzJvICx92OmP/z9jF6mL3 AcYEd6 S cqcZC9 
8ICxA9B qe2E+ JR6tWHUE98IYWEx29nF5 C3 Anpi/rh+vO10/XnDdeTB qS1 swgqUiFryBpFQH0iORsU 
hs7KKnIGNDcEPJw 1Mp 1 dCwuOndTJkXutTlrZzcbNVqa/X2c198M2QYhetgscblNTdW/erEv4SzpP 
DtfX S 3jDyYaTFZDVa Sd 1 xIpirEYiYxxqNXPkufyMXXvfkq0P08 ovrtl2fih!+oaRldEZ S++gfe/Q 
Wpq9sqTp05F7X/nV3r4nHOQfyt GHOUof0nJhsViinao S 8HIrOmGHCqLTowM5x7Cg7nWOP/6fnaCd 
9hqny21 zSERTU 1 trq6kuKmfl 9y/Z 8vDIW/+ 8Zvt 5IU/LtarF JS 1 L7xz 53i9HOZCr4w2f0Ivf+WX 
mb4neA+uHN1N7yc/BR3NlIs6WIfrZaegc3V5jnoEHSUaUbRobeSATqPfaxDqLI+DodQiOQVoCH411 
voVZPO6HOSmMfOd5w50nMTAnbGlqtbnSFSkMzio7uoQexSJhjToSjtVU11ZVOh156iuXrdJpNIao 
La+irqV24rItI7tLw lva7CZdnq6uqmLy6vnL9nH+MZP2snZYdATSIAeZqrdgce 1 GFTQtvotAIEyi 
bZB CttId9ChVw 1 RSvR88 cNY 8PkrDnXyikicR8 q4k7CFHaCZTDZ9hLiiL1NyRPUFXQvcxkITsI7La 
IMg6ua5GJzfUzNfR7bq9Oqa7yXjZ 1 fxZq3oSCf5tFamo0vvcl 1 CS1BvLyxsbX 1LC8iSIDpbS7Ak2 
ATMqkAtlHVG9HIhWi4kcFIpkExPyGEO3gfEGaG8B OS 8 opIQuoVvYIRwX 1 MJh+gx7XRykK/cd4289 
eZoPaH1D/SZVeWKD9HJFKkFhbGATRI~xt9BPVD/41R/U0nkWmZz8 SnlMtB48s JIf6F2gh7qv7VSrM 
krrfZMofpBbZpssnMTnG5FhXbEfseEyMWXmxeT7MVRthJNsB 5uuJHqJ+DO3obJ48X+pc9cV5/LP5 
h09aL8+ghZHCcCFsUVBxmVoT9XkLvH6voLbHLFFDzOlxeZg6JFoXkoA6fyHNMyP1NC JVSIMLqVeL 
wCY 5FhKPHgG3 oyq21 xIk ShI1JdfZq2 ljgB 0upzWPAVeKYmMk17OqsnZMrRUI1EMhNv22NfO6Hr72 
oVt+sfC16654uTm9qnaNvzxVmC6ua6qZWs22fURbL2zc/srI3k9HDtzzwYv/HPlo3z0LevbQ9EcP 
rU6Fxs8ceRhzdAqsRo0Rc5L75DzZ3eXe4T7uFolbdrN1UGiZudEOG1 QjuMsOrCGCktYijdWEfomN 
SZdCTwR3pZ/JcGNaYOCjKp3WyASYW/+J5tNkm91ska01KctGy lbLDoto8bgOsUJ6YnRwE/XnSSdP 
cD6C2bVygkmTz0+epZ 8nEgpXWdVpj 1ZZ 85xOlyNUM4HV8AHgJHSKTg/Z6y8eYVljnXpNND86UfzJ 
o2c29Yz 1 s2iUFVRczX53d0nQH+B4WIpv3I lv9NP18vUatyHtcvvGV7tlBB4eWPxOZ7GmXjNN85RG 
LQcvEudpL3LNc 1 +uXWNdY3vY8Ij 5Aesewx7za6rXXD9 lv+d6z308+JX41cvhoAWiR+V 1 eJweV4Fb 
o3MZ3IaCas 8Uz2bX1 qDG7WHMle 8xetQmwcNUaij G.[jyNXTQNohs6nZxnbOjVUd2gUCUb JVX+Fg/d 
7tnrYZ 5DQhUG7vYByoz+QXq7bCLqP7ba59tX2jfaRfsg 1 ch2GR+VT4JysDcodAV3BFnQc5h+BToz 
UVnOmw+D2Ea2hR2BifMY+xukP0/gEIyHX+PzifocRne eB 7KSOGGdHO 5 cVd8wvGqfmgt 0z23R0 S O6 
t3 SMdK7qSJzgLEyZGVs6zaRck2c3eG73oL7DXL9JUm142QySpKt6OrEOAI1JggqhGkJqqjFVak2k 
NsfqYFJjmlBlbe0YYffSs8ehKAW3Xb14eyzqeeulmb9PTX/iqw104Yq5k/OpauRM1E6k9z913RNr 
Vx 189Z2ty5b9cP/IqbFSBffAzASVz8F8VtIZB4k+e7zfmNbxDUXlxn~jrlk/2dASFt/S0eLiscVy 



dVfl W9XHq/+p 15Bq2qjbGLm6/OnCg4WHyl8rPxY5Fvlt+V/CH0eN07TFg/S2gXhcIoPsxMDRFEON 
CtX7BZXkpM5Bunl/gZxIVhfAwz8gmYrjh+lyCF069ifsQcIcsK3KHGAmBzJGahykW1Fe llvGtpbt 
KGN1KN8/X7MR3z7IPpD1 cjXdUT 1UzarB9yY8 J9uP2JndU8UZzkfnGM4Jzm86T3auwvx0rjqBtRys 
J3Gyp+Fk501bOpnj QbX1SX9MbxHV4VAkVBiKhkS 1KmqOxfRgLkmxbCH1 W5AKGYoWUr2uXJ1 aSAOm 
As 5tpPpRV0/Jdfhl~xlZ 19pBViYSdT5OCpE6OqerQ6CL1AvFx7sMXL058EU6HfGY ly+v23t]Y3ImH 
NvR23 znyyeZFyZAn33 qVK 1 CLv9L5IfiBx7/nB 1 u 1 Tr+t 6aLk4ffM917XOu3tbxYFrMfftaioqKNWq 
GtSGbStaW8YWxBv9+ktubF228QnOw4Og 1 oOYXT2k31/LcaeJWkizSbYIsoWWGKIDA4ZLBZ 1KTUWj 
wUREo01UG02gKp9s02jzNBqtVhA 1 aiP8ECZqOkwfhvxkoNtlk4qqdVql WqsSjUbxMBzkAtHSpbJB 
p7MIdLuwV2DCIP2n7KYNCnlZ aB f41 XGLYFHLGqrxmL9FQ6vqlRmqBwEh+aHE Ja 2GdFLCCiudlIZ7 
6qlpK1/705vKEyLWK560WCzgaDOQ1Fb 1UEfEGrGGamgVIiocPLBz+CW29sqdI4X09A9GHqRLe4Xr 

z97GHh2GmZKShcD39fCrhahfnvS4SG0¢Fkv9G1Ub 1RsLbhNvL9DUs JrQbGF2cG7oct861XrfJtaX 
3+d7TNi12xE5ItrFg241FstrsDqdLm4eVF1/pk63BEJZcMRjK9/oEjVtUoXT7QDAYsh8CJ3ELdhlj 
Sv912B 9DI Sgkh+gE 4qVT9vdqdnA8pp 8DjyNUjnRFWAQE 8tUBie0IORB/iKwLytIOiUme 8 CGY9j 9W 
kPpEJ9i8BDkEAUftE2A6SGM9VRAaXJ9zmU3a8oQKw0V4JsdoZFMP7WE9wevp9ez6oBochzMa8BnY 
A2TD5eJK22J/t6q7QNXZASFLE9KIHIPV6m!JWKPIC9wtosL680eWdlDdQzINvfGC 1 euvXlkeyS9K 
tpy3dt+2W694noqqGU81KNp2y+D1B3qLxsys9CWkUPW+j df8sq5Mw7BjmZF2zMU+YKcbOtNZuWSt 
bp3+e+brde9FP46ql QLdIFwtXu28ySXWa+NqlRDxxD 1 qIThfS7XgHQeCMRqLWSCc3T7gJiounA~xY 
THDoUpnPkWwz 5 JMSuYT JJV0100qO14glnty4o4rY JXvQnrLL 9q32HXaN3VP8j YhyFgLniVEZRWEV 
YOhgE50nezCMigQ6yrQNcHJwpq3IMKW+qM5W4PP7mNoaNcWiugg4hORdSEJmpAr 1 sYXUZwsuJGEj 
AsVPzAWVB JiGwj KowyxozvF 1 LqNYq22FtWU7cg7xy448xfuvlHJxy4v3ItrItrW8 su/aNWxe 8 c Ce 1 
fHn58Bu2KZOrps3 dIMuG2FzV8 qip9Yc/2bzoe Obp256+eIAWHKB TR9qHmzbN7Hp/YvLx+3 f/K4iR 
z0BK3 SpkIKW6YBcRPHwbUoFpWe 1 Wzw4IWzLRGDGAFtkB4bV6q2OHgzmep 1HM088ptGKus JxWljpF 
hIMQq2L81vtq/laYhiLFclC 1NNk7ksZDJybTljcN2paC8HCojIz+AtjAo7EN/ImSR7A 1FX7Quq33V 
8nKYGU1 eu0PSGQ+4jbxfeYPC+XLAL7shVlt0AQjTtV6pzhIKhHpDQuinXk8hF62hN3C 1 AdoDFuRh 
9DIpneBsI40/jvLf6bDwf9AlaP5o5y/5d6VC2Cfzjykvl//lr/9ULxhZMDJZUwpZPSKZRX8vX/YE 
eaLx00YBxgSf5HH42jyzfeucGiqR+EfkL43H53zRLLa3PeF4wn10jhhsC 14QvHC+WwyRIIUs0iou 
J0vYso JNRFwP/+aZRmGftnHixKqJpPXCiomNjIgGMb+ktbGKiZO 8ZFCYKOukCXTCcjKJTkLuuYmW 
yfALa3yHhY14vl eYsn!GdbX+ya5B4QK5VjO5vLpWf+EycWxFxew5hsklDfnPBL0pr+wVvPlz0mMt 
03qnsWm77HXBcCosh9vCYtgzew48xwOhhy9xD9IxNyUS50NDg8QDIegLJE6fxCgnh7HJ//QwUGT4 
Q+mDhoaT0uedw50fcD5EbQpvQiPptU2SGSoUFIBxTS ljxqtSU6ZOnto8VVCPq6uvY+rSmC7qiAWj 
1 mhhLA6 Saho/bQ 1 pGTOtgKiqPfgHRlhnWUGc AIt zaAeIugDay9j nq83ryp SgvkwuIuQgtptZNWkOn 
j 51RQFQpGLb0Cc0akhdyKXd5fLnYFrEgv58aiy lrqKJAcNKE6MVXIJ785gdl 4rrrwDH5b+xYSHRU 
UHMaxYIOBZnB dSNCV7e JVUFir2IkBK2mRrKRqkrR51COD2iqY9RqRc 9TtBKna4wGKqxm9CFQ SiAM 
qItrXNvoSwWlv3rlz5BcH/jyy5s+v0+53qIY+taZu3khs502/jiz/45f0yJm36Hk/euzs 5hnn2e7u 
b 5py 5Y 8 fXn3RpA4p9FLL eavaxk0preu9LTh2mvDCyKrj VxUGS++kU/t30/BDn49Uf/nhyC0v0nxq 
Gfnry J736 SNfUi3 c4HT3yHMHnxt 54PGpj WMvGrhs 42V30OWrZjY3X21vXfPK lvaG lvbnLt6+eOL5 
oFfYzVQZ7ELB31fm3se4oCvbaMDP/AUEXJAUBCh4Yd4Lwh+JC6AB6IU/yi4t 8/kFi9bnLCCBbvit 
GaVaC9OSZAPnsW8eITOZ5GginTz5109pMveTNmx6+WUJUMExU2u2WEyS3q8LtIXUDotdyrfme70+ 
d4E6BLG1PlrDo4FUe7US J8qVuL 84VxyM5Yrz/blil 1Lc71 Ai+T7JXm2yGPDwtGW6ZbI0zd8a6rDM 
1WbnffsvsyyTlwX Sb3iJnOfZZO0ybbZf0vgIctD0gPWl~wHLQelH+cf9L9u+Zn004Kf+X9reVf6 
xPKR9JH/K8uX01cFX/1LdZYWLwtAEcYgkQK/36cz6706p8/ldWqZxqt 1 WPO8jqv8Fiko+X2+sFXK 
s 3ZbKXf9mQfZa7KV+aHk+wMFOwncyXzgBul+2aiVLILD6dRqdVolNgTLOgvuYTvNsnWQpQZa/dQ/ 
yD6VzUHZ 3 GY+ZRbMTwYv71 P4tyclNOvO 5yIE 1 lk4qiM8DaFiuH6TOSc5bOo017sTm6CRJNxEOkml 
of8MN0kbXq7X 10NPESW+JhXaAxkipOA1VzaB2GNoFc lpnorpxsCEp4b/cXF43MKR2bM9VRPo7yP0 
3XTnzOGPL0jItr/zwU/rqr 1 qL AklNNGpxp+4 SLz5 z/y0XqKJRsTxUOp+aWOHw77g0Nz37vs oCPCyk 
T J6o 8ydpkiWFZOB eywP+xyyP2Q 5YnrMZtH7qdE GYuMZxlIN2oc/5iHl3v/h7hsKAzCmaRFUzF 1 hNV 
UitZC8E/qWo/81 J6CJy05UDwQVXcJ9BBdmw/3IIS1QaFxvlbTNtNzDQoJOVkno7tgQ2GVkp791pp 
wNpgZdZ8GWKJrj7ophZ3wM3cEPzYbPe06OJFyqqU6Ow5j+uLX/SsArNcxVcn6CWnP2w4+elpDDD4 
p/SawhODDq/aCFU8Zog5o2qvrowYHQi0H1UZ lbtMcAp8vcdM4UikZ 1UntUe4Os/NhTbOksa41 GIk 
WAS eYyvkykhV JWZB fDsQmPDho 5t+s 2Hdyflv/Nn6wNKRU4dH9h7s OOAbfnzXlhKbNy/foLp 8pOqt 
A5tH3jk2OPLZ llW78vbv+tehs6/TWYenOu3eFF+xYbNQcTnaCUlakDsMXkPBzdI90i811 TppXd4m 
6X77A47XvK8VvCNp3VZbXoFf0Dj opvxb/CyuVQe 8412agNcUirhCnkDcbDYxTxxb+7W++lYbJTbJ 
FrSlbLJNZRvM/uEAHOPbtAhXSyc01EBWDkZod4q2L40Ik5FLb7Wy2ywiDCULe 1 AWOapQkNlutFKrz 
eaF6W3jB6BwkYCcZBqbCWgLlIfGFMimKDM31aGs6zc01WJd8+X6LQ4rmxfwW3xya70BQYA3MoV67 
Z 8654ecC3Cog+6qqGj68ikkFS10oCI4vQe0rwqgTq0Sg4EWq5hQ6fUXnVbE49iKNf3HPiyNrf7tx 
zke0cuS/T8 lbHROTWi2s2BgsjfaNvPCLkQ9eeGehj 07GTiAPbYLzgZIQnB18R2AZLdkXTw5CfxkT 
XVyrE3X6TFK4P3Eo 8 WriPeEXiY/Fj/VnxDN6HSR59UbNRm2vqle9RbNFq9XodS WwGRihVMdkk9ar 
KQh4XaGwOsQYLylWedXmgNcZivgD31gokiiN67VGUcUYj WB cXdilGSNxKc7ig+wXcrQI9mkoQUWJ 
+B 5 STElxqlgu7i4Wi7eql ThI 1KqhR6Doc SZVTszKFJmV2TArU2QO+wuUKSpQCguUKSrYVv4fUwSd 
sKceosWqYa71YH7+2gkOhcUCZnhIEt]jchl oQTr5KZGGz8VQDkEPnRD0rJwQoBmWs0jEmufi4nQV 
GNLXkwUDIKbLzuvpY/+c3 WqKRmlRc9M/Tfpgaapi+FB qVsxt 0geAEcLITZH85iWXqdj wJy0rR2pa 
p0dH5iwLe WzuaLQieLWwIpce+dX 8.[jifr6ngTU+DN 1 XTTnmWXpxczj xF+XEmuSUPC9bKtV21 V2m7 
3d2eq0q2urd6Mu61VLx 1 CWXGfYZBDcteX5bbXdtbeJz4jHa0WjcLNhqFaYqsW8uP8RtvFZil Qr3GpA 
4VbYtk6EFnlSxYO1Lrc7rI6XCuZ4WEcTAb+RE4dfGWS/mtOBP2y lttm22pjFlmpjnNI22rI20SZy 
grGB3E48q5DbIPtSNujr22LUEgvEWA~x+XVniNBaTeH1 sWs lirCQQtBOcIIa/SCQTylQphIW5gtDN 
Z 0k6x9dGa ao6mNBI2mi 8 qLiopEhQG2OFUUvIOo4GA 5 JVk9CXEVMEgRQ0jyO6InUZNUTNZaP60qg4 
VpJQGF5C8ZL0gO9xtodZDPLFJsf3rNXggzUhB4hO7bBC31KYIJhfLbwEigY7RvwY0z5r/Qsjw5tW 
3 fuP3pbbGgONFzKT5/yCvNXHN498740H5iztv+fl 6etXjrXbvQIY4qwdF6x985m!vTQydE 8 s Sm9Z 
2hCICxaqjV4wsmFB39sf/HHj 8vy6d6y52RKow85w3PgJKbabfy81Gz02R+aCR6GD2i/18RqLVg9mz 
so0nqxXcr 1 amqNqOBrKdF9tpWJm7sEIv4cHsR7BsYorCSsNwfqMEmaoAUApIAsrhMv0j 0QEaAPWQ 
tgzj S WFh+XhW7tMz0pBUZKw3IVp9+qk S 0CRfrYfexMwlEr9PDMEP4 JVXdU/ZMeXolONTRPuUbT65 
tg 1 JBowzhMLhgNcXClcHvOWhcHPAOyEUZgGvPhSxB7zeUCQa8 JaFIjUB7/hQBCMQKSz0Thg/3mDQ 
s/KyMp/Pq7XZw0wO02NhyrW J7vCO 8NHw 8bA6PMiCcr40pWvKOB QhOIVOaY6Ga9pgaW]D!2yYv+J07 
cZ50uoe736RVPQozUBxxo/IKpJYcK+Bfwn8QQqCNctFj 1Ll~Dg2AB/90/KH/KMn5A765he5k68AH 
EqkUa0qlEkEXGEFpKjX8fGpmzDPcp 1RVDB 8eZRGoYc0YRCz7v6Y3Ls 8xBpfUuPj sPd9wCfrIyKJv 
csL132rGeUZJ9n3BCsyJkI/lcc02Ot8+P48tdnW7bjLutgxFV]2Y3TUXlKMvXagNeFgqDg9NQxOn2 
SU4PdjKk8uQ8 lpZHoSXr93viJ12BbzD7r2c5PiFx+llOvzwhhzg6+sI6XUora7dot2v3alVHtMe0 
Wa2gZby5djD7FzmPI5zWydtq86PHIAEdL8 SZpIqBOPEf4izO+Sc6pS 8w6DDbnQfWiwUVZA8bK3wP 
C1 c+t45K+V69MCF oG0cNe q/BMw4Wb ShWnIq5j Ru+vHOUC1OTohp9Q6fKegrifgMj OzPmnvT4mktW 
eEKlwaoiV6E3qUyAqkhhv8OXPvDC7Z31FZ 5AyUW1E2cJ25RR5mMaBjW+izGdxDLy4DXmF8xsBaEb 
yVp2jXldan3N1 bVH9IdM2isItYnN5 dbFtbVsNlvCetlme St7QB 4wPWs +VItVo0i9Nv6402QxUMMNR 
paq81Wyq3Eb20B3mtyulBkiBhKmMAZ3tagIJ99Uldg65Vdxt 5ffo981m 1RWfwGFK0hlXJE+W25ifo 
Y2ynfiAd0GcmvontkE fpO9hk+wn5BFtIP9efMn5mcj umNXVlanqWfQB crfp3 sp7qnWj BrxQ0hL2 
1/ubmxzEkWLmFBGK3E6P 1612a4tj 3qJxRSB0iPCvKAHXpFYpZo/kcL1XTqtNGq+aryGhcDLgjYfC 
9Y3jvfUqUPSqLMqaEgh4i0KRcdV 13nGw84TNpj wIZ o0EZvzX5Fmp6rxUqppQU3 Wj qjlFGqvFOhPc 
KtiWqNGYu81HzMwc 04gaj dPp2eOuHzcuHi8 aX 1 dXXB zbU+R2udRqVRFTaewEs 2pVFLsVdFuFVUN 
srGyUTa 1 mViviWZgYR5kX 8mlSYsiL 1 gUTmdR+ J81j KWMY+PoUqbwTP+2pubnaTOE owXUA7MUbBEc 
CXOyHUS GHu614ZxCwnrUoC S4ej Oa4HEuAwGiM4mxUuwTMJxC/YHdF JGbx6OqD8wB 32hAoxluPoXo 
Rlb 14KSMLllV lpicWDZJ7Ozo]2HCLqr7W7TQ16IN5aZzrPX5ASsuSOU3ByfvNaYISRMgN9Us8N7QP 
EbqPH0wPHdwsCwlmVGPi/gIYXP+vDMtaO4YoJgQu0~jMjDuJFtPT1/xo7vA 1 dVX2mpFShWTKhl/4 



Fs+aWJ4sDbj zltLiCd6SygD9rHTq81mO/ezUiOWaDnU0WuR2x6rpWyMt3+JbK5aF3VzucUny4pEF 
9hVUuijudOUgOzkbJufhSBSphrT6HKguSDKyVyISDcKgJYfnYpP591hfSIHgUSGDQSMNDgIfyFXm 
xbWz2cV+pgt4hVDYOcZrHR/WB7xSKBIMBLGBRoZ74c 8+K87aRpigBdmtYIPsZTnp/J+Ef51 Or6CK 
XsEfvYIq+m2hBZ2j4gqX+xVudfqO4q4DrZzoSEI/Xz16sHpQFxxuXwuIylDGYObhow/hES438dTQ 
mjMIYs 2 JOhlLxfumKuUHJWHnDooe/vSx+TzOyNTo2uEa4nIvyUVoirz+7Z 2bAkVe+Ns eL 1 JghVFL0 
NfkjiSuaidZ19pjilmJLiZjS2MbTSckOgOq63H1Fcr37PvpgSnX3bgwfOU/cJpMbip86NTkllLpr 
U1Pc~NVSI61BLVblXKShAQpRm4cqXO13TWemlRDZWvlcuxIX+de71mT6iOb3TelPhD3pZ4iT6R2 
VGYq33C95h6q/BOcsEcrT7r+4v6L53jlF+Rfm+mojiW65qcnEc7XHOS17muSrzqfiX1K/evUh+4 
P0iZwS10oXAw4MOPhcsVLgIpQBuKSIrmEFI4CBdCCc0jbg+hHrebs48 JqWReyulK-Jd3Q0dF3OHM9 
LqbT4j 8 fpF J]?c W3 qIiiVnmR50BgMTQhlQkOho6HjIXVom 1 x JKylm+zXZ J]?mCFiubbdlWweUCLnpy 
uQBK3BedPIFVJzkCgjdK4JhWXNxm/7UrBC4Rt+ITGTIIyqWFzlX4gdQ4wXqTEhzJNBdIabfbnmZL 
tjTRutOuwezR/a60KSWXzjllleNecJOQzpBC19/VKrj4SenX69p31A4qTB4+7Y22pUbiKWiEeeYW 
7EalmgITtDcSFxpitCOSPJSaG3EOfy6uPbtuQ6AkGqOOg~rSsULiqJnfisq2bNgXlfOnbkV61z2 
g+xfoG/MIEXORbmlzOZtWyhlcmvNFkZtBYwWsTL7WPtVgvvEx84yjTOctmHOgKEwSswbwhEKzGsk 
j 89rxGazUsbCtnCezRYGhfSQthTtgeNTRSk3X2vTCcpSGG0zrdaglJJkSZDAzp61YnKQyIkZPKEo 
7tK2Yq64S 1Dci2mQ/zOF 48 Ws2J7HpgQR CqX CdCgMWVeRbR UF A 7LuKVnPhY 6wJ7 4 AgoaiZIxKGXy6 
FZ0dYgfSHyrOQq4XQnM/CQeh4vGCUphWpljDN+mQTs6e4zqbx 1YMd2Talkqm2+aTebaVSDLb lbaH 
cFDmMNlve53+igr+xijXKzrgwqWrgBIHCcvuGvDbGlfi+YQDcHArSRweAVLIvzZPgoSFXyR3wpClw 
BRXvyhZb2ua0wc fvAHj SEOzf7Tek 8Zijuej L/Xlp JmODhsLyvzbm8E OEHaRTAF JB G1V4T06Lifw7 
1 sW40uO13 c J4.[jHOXY5LhWev98Z agVgckcaNIt 1 cwTj Xj rEYwn0OViVi5vFprIVFPpc T9j aX2nWw5UB C 
EhPAnADO9F91 k JRj uu6qq0mWr3 Wv8 a7xXRwLr/Hp 1 nvfq7wUPy33t/6flOo9hRJ51FYOpouGhdP 
lc8rurSou7y33PAqofm+Yl+L79ee33pVu+LOZ4XvuX5T+F7Ru/FPCtU+OVIQ18LEoA2FacCrCUXA 
TByhCCkIlpYUxBsirXCARj SOEliCHEyrwQaxfCk/1 S/nd+er8qeVczSC/YeUU7k8U8621w+VHy0X 
ykupIi 5 Qhd 1 TRVygYYtZwahRm4OyBpi31ZUP0u8NhLiR4TuywihOdZ7Hz5HGhLKPcXYd0cmOnM1B 
8WnwzQJwHymrBLcNFRa7fO5oPFbsilXRQh+CIk9JFY 16oQGOziZsQ9NmrZclP0gsMk4M+4PjCI52 
EEi/kH9 Jgns SIDvQHo 5ysFRgffkuF+HTX 8n3D3 CxuAiLjyIHwMSnoY/7YudVDx/GGpTnhUmJ/v3 A 
z7f+9qcVPY01FxYsv2/qjbOq2tg lI2t7A liDxgbWCCt4qqX/6ieOmqfo9Y/2tt/XYh+ 14i3HzMdJ 
NWNyf6GbawhRZ S Q3hantptgrkVIKhGmFT 5Yxd8BVvrQQm/d00VgU5/oozooVXkOvYasDq4PrwldF 
++im4P 11OOcYPS 721Fm20KEO3khvK7yx6MHCnflLx9kTh3rIjZe +m!1 aWLTPhj CHNZ 7Y4Zreirrwu 
tbTw0qS+BN4BH3UEvJZQmETjXgIdxwzthuudEZmVRgsLw4zCDE4L92BPtqakeKeG44SLdl oj4YhZ 
10bYqjjViXePr3 qQ3iFbKuMFB T4GKzpE dK2NOwX623Pm!ubWGhL aG2Kt WHBYaL9US2XYXI7WCrXV 
WgWjtMo4aBWM0oadDgWjHEqhQ8Eox7aaBQcVOTPHokZFT6mTa6oJ5VRyModNiBRs4jMPZnUS31MI 
nT3 JB JdA4bQ6eU7ahIMsH9ipyJoJZTdQRcrN8a2swo//I1MWSVbRCj+C8nBpFYkUpoKWXBajW5D 
gU4FOzC3B Su8K6ps 54GMeao/Lx3nMih4DpgRkqf2S+mUZAH74csZkBFLWSIRC1EF 1 f43VNRwmRQO 
3xwyAhdVy3HIsaYqaPJLvtiMGgUpFcGI/vXdN7c8tpu6u/pWnhlv9+leemX7DXWL2NXw+oys+y5q 
Njy 1 dsNgbOS am9uN7G666/qN23 G0mZLe7PuiCj a0sWyu7LHdU4p/o2FhBvxTGRG7rFWJVtrKdNa6 
QTpZPlo7tjZf8Irz31M98/Pne9Uqk8pMSobqxDWGNaY15nWWbn93 oDvZndqswlmwybT JfKN1U2KX 
uKtKspmqTNWmmoKqguqCGu5 CKB OD/mCguLgMbok JrEFMeVL+VADb/KrH10w 1 TS 2ZZZhjmivNKZ6T 
gJ8rwLxVgRpv7Sz3LM+s/I7Ki6surr645uLaeWPMgsFQbDd4iyOGYN2441Rdj63Hvmwfs39yQdS 
u5 JD 8RdLXk0M1 Z 2CLVZffO9aL f+.[j3UvfgmdnIx31 QMimmgcrsBtyZcDr9x 8 qgE9CrvY 8mIetjtagG 
c 57RaE4YS 8xiq2KdE6ggdxkmBeIUQiXPPB JX94Wq4m+CPGKQRWUpaj ljZMRwEtu61HrMKcBBtei6w 
x5+Q+L45NAhsL6dH~vv9WngVLlafUyOVvISOQ8mB 5 CoxWLH+eTiZpGKTdoxurOhOr4MvoOc 23u/UM 
96STylbWBmyMBb8c3 SrBVSlzToc6Zwck3CLYSaVV8HUoVvbawpTGHo8ZSnVVpNjCmakdgSaFrL7M 
WEUMxt JEkQTWaj EX10RtYK/ap JrjlM4/q/B SBYe 5RQG43811 sUWGpaZ10qIE 18VgZkj gaKEi4RkN 
bktaTFnSVQC+9HZQxTQchu0QtmE/XCcgAGVXJLbaWav8LIfmRbHCWG6Xcc58KOyO2jr3XLz81s SE 
j 1 +4teVvz4+rDvxXvqcA7qr 89v0rNlwxpq5 o 5PG7ZI~x/ZsX6sa78kB 4GxMSmHZdsvGB CVcuGpVfc 
fcGDx3 SqBjis3r7zj q4b51UuLfX/15rbZt35ixpPIMkxfwLW5IyyJv9drsNxXzavYJ7/cno5u7zg 
cr82GWoItYbuV93n3aV6wqthtMAPNimFwtCgLKGIxh2BY 1 ayaEODbEi2wxJMZJe5wWbBEt+GA8ci 
VPq4nK/VKXxOp7A0ncLndGGXM5Dwc7Zq5ncQv+Sf79/hF/2H8N+TnN1PZQOX 1 JwK/3Pi6QPBxVCs 
uB3oNEb+IPGDwRpq+AP6DZZqDHACG1 Jz6pYyMOQ21 ADOVX2oLLHD8LNT6TXu++ISdc6iC+nn3/gQ 
14QwLXbxUUvMYA8 sm3UE0k 5y+EUu+j w2P 149XROTVDNGXppVWDfmzOlzYo 5 oNNtXXIw9VxhVQ/a4 
ah9GtZzecJCkINKVJKtT6OtAsFCJ5V1OX3VcXaeeoV5vEaORaFFlpLKoOdJctLNIUlyULmJtqTWG 
aywPFh0p+jKmrj fnzHAwnHhC4RLFGAdzqDsUgdqDdYpFYYMrgfz792f5 qCILxoWKDUx Jcwi3mUrCk 
0211Y 1 qLLe JBbQr/sodb6ICx5ebC6KSZgrZrfzEsP8 JVOm897LDc 11Egp2p3akcqkjqfEVCCoTGZQ 
mcygMpnBsM220U5X2qldWbvs 8 J3Dsuznb7Z7kqe/ka25LK1MEt/5BI8YflgOzhVyaz6XsJXdEBWp 
lgvW7xujxaIUC 8X 1Vr5jkqkt0aJooTkI0701ZiyG3V4fkqJ1JG5AwOe2ni9RyoYneGVwOHgVJln6 
b5Y/uCphuv+WOJun0N+oV014mx6vaks4Ljj 5xh8+TAWb4UibXj2r0FMwY8vym35+HllLxbgqcFFg 1 
/Js33n!0wes7Pme2DedHozWFPcP7Wt/omb5m/7ssCq0ceGCDb+ZHnLqY7Vm9RRlgOTv9s07ql+Dc 
/eNz5gBzamBAUXYmNEjDR48OOSTfgGCOS SHqlBrSTzmpIk24c 1 sLqmpyWwtKk0os3xCMVP/DdiZw 
KiQcchl 0H87PhL7SqJ7y7M1/XnVAtagADVe 1 J9VOapx 1PO1UPabZattoedG4NqS51LHatEdfre0Oq 
e c65rrbQEvW1GtVFmg7tRfpLzB 0OllLxqw3 +InKuaqVYFQ9XiWMdkMs 2siqqLNXFt3BF3 qiBihlKh 
LujPqlGjoY+YQOG9M99Z4hScGhP/RK9ZDe+cNmDm9sIGuNReeeUVbgZTrIVeOY+oqJfA+emlmLVo 
HHD5vYHI37CbZ6tSog 1 qNBtIQtpE7VGo 1R2AcFOGbygMWiFkERifdGRdl/TnllJlbnaecovOjlEN2 
tDkyj 1MOVdDR5 ej GaQ/RMcg+ORAM3RviOxLAPDo9pztPdBK34uUDrvHTCXztQOxWEv/nTQj cDpfb 
1KPszAHmQqKBRN3D1Xqd3o39orItLXLVTUprtfY0xMZ3D9j T+rid1767z6Io9fw2/LcqnL3BhhwN 
jVBoWLEi4Cjf4+OiVDHCoUD1 o6nRmuKRouiIWCR5pk lgJZeMLce/+JCTdc0qo2pG1B SqWHLm++Id 
8/ICEexZOJUXV1529gPBuqasoMYApsA5kTf7vmYDMDAt+HO4d0BILxxbH8qzAPq484t 8z+HQpr2iw 
MQP2x8B 540rDiA1E/BoVPTpYdPGvvnQavT61TmtsZrc9bQR4OUIT6qoR9/IYJv9e+SMkanUlyem6 
DrFd96ROHVMntKWGuDFuj +cXe0viRRW 16nR+dWqKuknqPfpj qnaVu 17RrO/Ttxvb 89t S sikvVizUr 
DMvzl3 svr 1 onrlOv06zTX2W4xnhN/1XeDb6rgmuTN4m3 aft 8tyRvS W2uuFPzgOEu+ 13uB/Lv994d 
vyd5d2qX9mnd04an83d5n!I9XfBkckAzoH10P5j/bOonqa+0XxnOFnwVnL48uS S lvGKzThzrXeFf 
GbiyTFyiWaJdrhNadDMCU+Mt SbHDOzd5 QUpo07Rp 5xmwORkbiwwGnzNZ 4is OVGj SlmOm 8g JiG 1 fn 
Te18osGaGlmvTasxUIM2XQq2HJ+xEDZ3cVM5/owJLOu2VS3U+nxYmRLissEtHixOGXmLPz/Pa481i 
b9xmtHptRX6Y2tMVY73pwWz3gNegDw5mV8p5Ka0maDQYw1609ub7fH6dXq8YObw+FPiSBVptmFvB 
UskKtQbbl 1 +TfakKZCvstqJ4HMolwf+Lwv9t0+j GbVPvrMCc9c s liIb665RIjpW1 qlMVvRVbK4TW 
ivkVXRXdSuZ 4xakKbcVH2j/rLj R49+cbDrEgycdeIINsbDMeNQrGJ+vGDbLLBnKExvcLe6QTbmn4 
tKKkJIb5EpzTS5QoR3mbzBtylPdNQjtawokS/33tP/cC/We JBlv8tLhgh+E0mqPOTqzwioqMJYAT 
aF4c +9Ib/DwIphAE3DZDg9KAKyUd 1 IFTDwo 5jl Jkzj +nkKQdr~xBy 17cKR+k0UqPZUDPRn5 cYuTk+ 
8vrIm4UjV5QZ85rHOS/cNWNLqeHgeBBanN3jsRczqXBsdRkVKSstcMbGg4Jj 1ZEbzxwWFp 19RFz6 
tagcs Go2mwpHvD2vYpp6LKmN2k00Lw3iquGrj cIB 9cm3KBbMGqJqRaTivulnYi/Oe44VpObqWgw2K 
87cBf1022+HV1Ee 1BgPXsvkyHCVG/P/WU7LBZmOzq5y8CfJ/UMQFJE7LDr5kVyltq9IaJdbAjgEB 
IKjDLeWxC 8 W16aqjbIODzXKB QU8tKLKOJh9R/bzRtiiv9FN3UqpW2nhlqJ+TT30Cifhp 8 ds dsKN 
ytnfm81hLAPpdx Jvwjv8plKUGBr6fSLxsvTOm!BtwkO 80uDrq2K2mbXUFgykext26Q7oBVvCtoFs 
qLqZ3Gq4tUZdYHPWSQ29DaLONOM1 Q90cbA7PqJMbNhdo9WZNkISn0Rb9NMO0mpYxk+qmjZ9rWGa4 
SXej/kaDZZbzBicLNMxvYF 1 aHJitLy 8uqz4MAj Q SY3bogC 5tj BvS+KwhOb+uRg J2M47iXUYhqETr 
j KICx3 s 2Nb 8 WGdKt7vnul W0i6N2IX lvcD 8F3ii 1 P 1 cj 3DZ3 fzAyV1NRi3 QWGybBUN5UNltKwr SqpM 
RmN1NQb+LGZAPbvqMMX/riRR/kb4bKKB aG90a 1 SUo6eirDdKox JvFD3MJuGAqQOE Gkjj dNwy2e 9N 
pis0sjkdhE 2iVyNIGnpKQ9uw4k6aMOlICxaA JnaknwffL JiB 3 cYsmZORR8 sNuFzhS Tw/Du3pyVcNJ 
7sVKWNO 8 TSKRzC3p/YIRds oObpji06XoUVNqxvkiKvuYsbVj Gc 5m6LU4NB cOhpm6xpAOEmuB 3Uds 
dkvA5KPhyDhV2kfGaquDtKbaYPNJPmoOI6hT1/u4UoSOwCwwKrOV5Da991BYyaFKQY9q72+wccLs 



TBC+wj 5bgS8FRh6HI4tHB 8zpMUF8OzePGnl0XDYY0u4gjooBsBadkvMNWHsN6TEAf’gyPWI9Yhlj 3 
tT2UYyP/wRjaEQUDGHUM147JnZZRO lyKVUw5+c139cA9wwlk2OThyJkwcA94BIrY1NsLa8fPv8Zf 
/Pqnc2c2RGMsGYsmM9uvPn+cz6Z3WS Sj o757aUUdva+0tWnO2Bk3XmH1XH/ZpIqmq+YUbl4aDpfW 
1VdW183ZWhyYmLhp5LUbxuVpTPVj 7226i3bWe0q701NxroRlz2RP4KTND7AfrpD+PEf5+/z4D82n 
Z SAJm63KMxK3YtR2A4E/VFzyS JxVNtsoCU7nS JyGnwPtjUa3C//eV2fn4oA 1 T9aBV+Q5iDeqM4Q6 
IJby/TUNvO/kVG2FTrGDQ3oVRAshdVTui+ERAh6B+/g9/F6/ShXDPn6wEf’gsN+PYy7vzJXqh5i// 

6308yGiMRYFWeCoIf4in31~x935t8oeRS8HopRh9XH1Dvl/wlIKpik0ydtcHYWmGdeLOwSXxC2K3V 
TNHQOm 1 ekanR7s9rcruMRPQ6CUTnr3t SEVBtVbEuVa9qr0pQfWLE//V 1FxqNErzB3aatJrEXQcaE 
Y3iSKWhKITIkOmr SmED9z9XXmLqiL7XkPAMgDK6nc OIZ 7uyBRw8j 09NgdaWVk48KacQ9QcGgiQUF 
f5Dm690+4nEbjD4tcgExFKQegxc71tVeHJYCwnHEV3 QVmG9XcRzvpD2QCmuVA 8YKHhYp+4vCmiIc 
prSes 8py3ZSOu+nB23/+w lt3t+2cYwm6fSVmai+ruiJ90SOPI=K6pibMvDv797dP39NbVCfsfnpov 
RbqH48 O/q6z66ZHM/9PY14DHUV3p 1 q3 qtXqr3vfuavW+a+mW 1LJslfEuW 1 hgy7Ywwg JMCIGMZRPW 
4FiTDIuTPKzJDuRFTmayfwnGNsYOQxC JQ8ji4PeGMCRvGJg 8D4GAiYchDB Ow/P 5 zq2XMfPO+92RX 
1 a3q2uvcs/7n3MeiPuiEKOFDw5AeKfangxYDW5AfYuR9cEYuA0yBrMtqnkxNwXWJV8 JBRak4OP5h 
L+xGNH5 +hCRKvE sCiwff/Lk 8MHT/NE T8nCEf9kIejKW8 sVRtCmr 5 e0LHZKMa8 Gw0bYFlsNG+ JbomZ 
rzXebJwWplOHoz9RT6ovCv9itPahFtmm0FhsW3oyNBm7ObQr9knPvd4Z90zoG3DxPpg+hIpqPzX/ 
NPyK5VTsD+qbLGQShz2bPZ9KfkqdTp9Jm90q+zuUsFExJcEwUFWBGHAn6GIyNZOShZQC62UU1 stU 
agZu2YU44 JmUI/WB +Atw/v00kLWa 8Xj PwaNJC63 f08 JD21K/TNrZevs+u2ivKzxiPImycDPCAWEO 
5 aKsFEIWhe/cGP1ERByNsNkIQ 8YAclzOmFBVTjHpqfB G07KOZc fEv9YdXITQndi 18+zOiVM7OVmV 
y0C37ARGeueuU552F5M3xK+O3xiXPhsHP945jr7R39+POnuUVAW/Plg2MUhBCZFOfgYmhlFRFoL+ 
4Izng/6MDI+djPAvSAdEwoDu9Cf710eUxRkZe Js0nH3uE 19+mbHDd3+/q7Io4ba100u2L77kq3uv 
urivwS 5/+MfM9MJzzLlvJFfP+W9OJoav+urfvrOsdhue fvm5U/C13gsXUFVc26atXB 3 s CW4IE +LL 
wMhaiAm liU1 Q4wHOs AI23 CkcEkRPKndIqtLxvbH 1 b070NITqJGvsBgGdxEtRYiyc9xLoUr2Z 1 wtvg 
E 2AHmS sVIke dc9XBvXQIWhkICxnFljrgY6RgL7Ot SD44 SV Jsk0aGxqTj T4pNxMZ604TS 2AOdhAcAW 
TWO4QOCVTGOqweXCXCRupqr 1 WpHvwx 801 ehMgRrnaifKOnMj 6FuZ2MXzExMngFaEffU8 cc9j Qh3m 
06pVj TppGhchhWCyfofhDuMnDdP 1 B +tzdbNWn66LQj 1 Q8pfHj GOWj eUvmFH6j 6n 1 PnmVvEn+kuGb 
pfl 181 z9TF1UVUFN/QDUDs eTtmJQXa9eoX 5 AvkG9XZOVZtXvmI+ZnyzZchZv3r7Uk/Au98 fzgaWx 
RHw56oykbIaKn7+ 1ZIVVKknJlhRsKTsS3a7VPP7JwHTgwYCUhIUtB14tjppwrxjnokHLR1Y1 Tctq 
y/a016dIz9k 1 Abgs/UHVp8xXYo8K54+CvuBsMpIrGyz5bM5 SVIWyAbOCOauykrHCGSM5bAjtDALn 
9A3U805Y2uOQzrpw9gBjDuFM9EqcURfHQWO66Qa2doGGxZ 8umx7+wotv//i29e CQkbKDuauuVCB a 
tc2fqZkGr65vWbHlwAlbr 125+J2f/IStGvn2f+eM8p3nv7oq5k7v/B17bvlUa/0Hn!r5P4Cil 4Ff 
bkAWmw9AyNltii5YApB3dhdIUEDOD4s24tj fqQkAoXTiOKSvoMzduTnOK6mhuS12jbK70azbLCCU 
hLRM/ExHU+Nh4qkoFHLuWX4EGj 9/hHqDoctmAwERewV/JbwrlhMTnKwhj usngKlcoOa4fl rYD3Yk 
0SOQnoXfhH5FCw9jZYiEFVTyPmBGwZ JJKI77gaf6jOFrhoMGiS 51xqNRT8wRfft8yQSek5p4WpA9 
PSOWTsD 1MHcmE+8X4WUk 1 +BeJ45PTJS7+b3iToncEVfZFpoITwqTvmclY liNQU2LtQIIcMPjM6fJ 
y4YbliSJCFpFVneDb95QqjWiprB li/eKwDbk92+NmJFHbDKjXoHRv8a0V/y06W77J5U7438jt]f0 
sPcZ8Teu3ypviv8meT2T5knLFJ5ur/UJ81 OuM2ZIOrPjr0TJSv3EhH4y3GtdKa6yrk9uFDdar0I 1 
yr3 eveH7vHgr/Vv5 qOVh6wH5p+LvxRftb 8 o+y0kzaomcNIs 7aUnvj s J/B 2Au7jb4hM6An57Ai0j 8 
Nv8e/6z/BXiCFNG/NzB 8wZMQIFi81FB3AWmr4SDCO748yogGzL+0BArRlivAdgT2BPbBb/amzzdt 
YZ2WGYvYCcTkCxZ JAXQST215YHkRpda/4/QbhL 1EVxipwNPppIwbSXAqTtUpnXEyJ92JFe/SuSyx 
rK25wAQYOQuEGhR8 AqoB OYm4H74ROij 62i7AWUj X3uGHrg3 zgLJzIHogYuAiR/IZOGHLthw2CUB q 
7B znxgEO0jXyY4IZV701W3 at2nJggu947mCB 3F60IB 5xMKqvRfXf2muyvibrv 1 n5mua0tvwIGoZV 
d8uBiVvmpCiCFOP 1Kq9Jj 4sA58clGHhBwJ9NQXqBHZh+y7Zvv/uyO6tJ/8+/9PVX//XI/U+evZt9 
y6iEr+7d8 Alx0 S 8/8pGrb/Xt/WfGfvMqM//iOwNbMv3 aXOIfWg9Y++3 GTwtl0dLu3 dkql 1 dVj QRV 
1 dvVUXiXnSZmcRaZhYQY 8 +B CFOHDGB 3 o+h7a0gYBmEg 8 AR+tyZZMNoH6TgB dHWXRgx4T 5Z+dnlPm 
hk4gLqsLJYikOeW48iT9g8KEZ2135GOo00HHIFcoqsWLpgzOZCkS7MA0xkzUAxnXq/ltPKfZeG/k 
23Fbv+X6tdNZrSyIIGjY5Tlc/gQkENVDiWpLPqXe578vJy2XlttXla++U7rQb7zewenVPagbDtsxa 
Zql fUb7iP1C 1KibwqW21bWUxZnEeTIg+08EOJ8xHJYuWTCdmE48j Gc+dyQZZeRTGb2ep6HGbkAKi 
gMCPsksP7YPBe 1R86yArlY8yRXMUiszj ciufcblYhoj 10ORkgy8HBvT10JC+zHTxpRaIpRozTow4 
pTi3Af855zzpNDnD1R+g4Iy5HSIki7UMICxeky23bQSxemjili3zOEEZI7R86C8sWXJPLH0827wvk 
kPWZDRRiQt 6XiTEenX4vqg016YKQEPLI30kmHO+9UM55pj qMRK4wwfLz9/jZN2LZ JRvOP18 sXB Q+ 
eHDLwzuv2zLQSAR7hpPJXE2LvSatO/uN6Y5KJ1NYfpV42erBvT+8aXmlP9FMfdjr7br22YtWg/yE 
xfMrpfSFnXyRsEYY176ofdwTGP li7r 5 e S agqW8 Wb Szej CFvJVDNd+inVMNS 3 fuuOvptyU lv3 GfYZ 
PxH8q9C+5ieXfGLFvrV3rf988POh+9YfNRwzHg4eDv2s 8bO 1 c ltPbnlx65mt0Yj q71 Gavt7kVuM3 
LcO9Q1EhIPWmhqNCeN17tT+tXq/PaoHTwYMkgn867IFEQmPuEABrtIQDyqPf0m30w+3hWyh51X314 
S3kaxhZ21Ry0r2cWUIfHUxIZC3QMX+KQFPbVQjPDbJhqqAwj 63touEJdZ5jDyJ1F8+6wsD3IuYcV 
ithT03Qfzyzu0uzhYbkeZqPhadRZeUz8n6gMYZVGkHjQpckmc/gSdkm14hr5odQJeZfAvCWMSJ1 a 
EjGrHZ37Omc7pc4QyddOO4m9zmarJk lvZBvp2Rzo22j 8/LCCK/IttAsaBAtDB9uIwXQYMAxzGmCE 
jXOFtr4wVZgrnCwYCk7aEz/pGDQOXtc8pJsWblK3dm7Vm7HOzdupUNjNntj q3PIF 1 ayldyLs7JL 
DTBXYCrwNJj 90XNvaG46LmAnx SDA7xHRzsc 0731 DbAi5 QKOS OCqhKpMiodAFXmk43uBLnBXLN719 
T41 H6Bm16y7b+gN2q5Bi8kN7EezQ42uwKnadRf+Y2Hm6vOuUUt 6pY+nLu4j 713 c qp3hqDThSWygg 
mZrA9crpXUA+QsvYpdDB2B1S4vDTqRdSIuQE4vFQygA9Ofx09oUstuwia5bMdnCchXQpPQ0eAbzb 
124e WJFpxuLBEINj oLurp6vRJZmW5tbnatl SblN2Y4zFFiGfd21 zRBUuYkOqsNg4FBNGcLvMx4dLy 
RpUtD62MsbH85hjbtDk+EMXu0UXCuq5hl a0dbvZq4j IVfHy JYTDGLq5 fEhM2FC9RhRXBZaj MRg/J 
XUzvzXQsCvl Af5ToQ3+AWJOw28mdTZpcUOCjyKomX9OZh4DOxK7jKAWhe4J4gg8VXDG1020biruB 
yEUE+C79QvF9pGFTSio/iunBfx7oz+dggxEUoL2G9ebGy07s/8Tkj 8pO 1HaSXOVb+o9/ffmqSjLV 
GZv61 eKJHR/68jtP3LnW5m6atzXKLeYf3r68MbruqhU982/XOwe2P3b4uz2N+/+ZXVz87Pg9xzWj 
yRqMyEbT6qnpI75cy+dWzQbJaHVMXbrz6s9s7u4NhbIXWa9OdiX]W4h333z7VzZftOv22csuevcv 
e 7ZkOzNL9qxuB AIGCH3UcxGkf4M1 lyvua 8vGeD+EHhCYslvmgl AOZWg9xEP 1 cIu+zUPPaLyoZxKF 
nORtDiGz6w/oliDTXKrRzFdZ CiVdxLEUP0eqGqJzVCmLhLai8RZ3 WaGh9zEOXtNcdHiVn6/KYIVh 
j LffYTyz3wlZ TAVMeaEBwetqcj 9Ws 1 flu+MVhG5 QmKFOXiyejwT6bNuD30+kHH+yG4E GsgphF 8 JA 
JDG8oE lvaaBbm8aafi4r5hs4KZ3 SnZe5+JW5yJW5WJbbni6+qe37CvX3sRTfM8U3p/ieKTzNGe75 
RQMDMoHZoPHuIyTEq9X+vrbU5kK73 T6Bu6PwHMxIeMd4eQnykff7tVJT7p+E3uzKunL T/TP9hgP9 
c/0n+6WyiY32T/ZPOSatn6mWUDGBqB 8Ke3VUi4n8cIdcTCjD6VQxkTsqObVaupmvLW0kmsuZmu9F 
IUo8 JdQqt luRw6GMdUZmB2TmkqfkWflp2YCI02MaYu6pTC 1ZHal OVqeqhunqTFU8UGWQWNW56smq 
oTrZ9w 1Yh3AOQ6EkzRIaKCOXAkGI9iMLtI05rC2cfZGYEUGPaC5mDMcQOo6Y4ySe254y7himfEvy 
Y7hJHusuWULM+ 1MA0603UWyftEEzNw2xFc 7ahY2wGNnIj o 8vvXgq6nXKndr 8Er/WLUvJ5Z 1 dtLxr2 
t 1 bODyxO+0KuZMRfdzKP 8 d6zV92+YtP12nfrn! 24z/GyZTD6nXMyWf+GKemP9fOyKWjKT8 cr9m6TF 
uvVIkZ1BzMzoLzahQ2xHZo4JGQiCOKmIHgcnd0eKezJSHAaZ 8oYkKyQI5+VovMgJH4 lneUdC41 dH 
iO6tDvQpneOj 8 Tu+F/Wyhe727MOOV0gl d0hwfWpHag/EcMcO9OFJlIDkmiy32qk3mjpMXmiDz4Kp 
n5hQntdNSZA/7wUn0CXAM8voCOx8T3CovA+k+JzOc3jtWjg7qLF0qd7Qwnl 9pj GNXF37TSJdVIB7 
ocPspcd7S4tRT7JaM2kH7w8OkcjewfsDPZneHgB4i/cH2sL7QyiUSV/QB3jzBO79+RNDJOBO6BZ0 
m+gK4ZkMm 8xMZ WYy+zNnMkY 1 M5 oRNZpl SHB 2dzf4sn9AXyLGydlTWb7UauFIAx3E O9zhKCY 86Bb 5 
8FI 1 kVpuD9u9M3iUFhKV7GavR54Bj q 1 FMvjgsiYtNNdQU7rebneEHZmQVm71~xhHF6R 1 ozITYaIhN 
hqZCMyj QdyZkDB 1MH/wb3h3otqmyI2W lntbVVJhjeDTdS9J+JDwaSF 13C 19Q7MZ7nq45WXPTh+i6 
WFq0qFQaXPSxcNfS +WXLal GrORGJFZzMZ 7yXfhgslRbNp 86qm 1 og 5MjgGLvy 8xU 17MpMIapw9fxK 
ts+4D 1RbZMfbfN5W8HIjyJuk7/fmYWLQvEGEjIZOeGg8p311 +tRpWyabyQHrfZ4fgsZrnFbR+EdO 
q2g 8h!IxINakYCrmiV7tB WyA+IQMRH+FcWRPnyCvnfLs CZ 1 Rg/ctE Gb 5 S dguR74cYaYwK9ObHupr 
OsoHwf608mh5pvwt57fi+8smFSvTZUnBlpN1KWIp5NWl+URheZgeyTTmjVhL4ahat JtRB 8uJSAhq 
/JpxZdcsIEzk+Bos6Z8ZAEWpVg4GI/i+OtVy lx/1YtBuJpmcUZ1LZVTP74wqq SqdHP7KP8FixA7q 



wVL5f6Tom3MYODG/8/CnFdcsf2nkTXx9KFuQTONDuqf3gO1E9DCnt907xlFqa7Bdk8xTbpdY5BaM 
Eks4XfFszJWMsYQTUQUOr9XtF4iJnQiavZ9goIwswApJ5dCRTmCSRDeF8uBgGeQx/dT+rVu6UFvM 
fWUqVAuSRz37+M+lSuCS+u4HXj 11UTrd7TBvzm7+a/HTXyynOAUx 1DVGVTfwvT7p 8 Tb91CNQZ 8 Wx 
MJ/rQDE 3 ej s sZz7HFqKAAM2hG7zMaYQaWpkOy6V687Uka6sHeOtQFUxcYal~x+V 8LED 1 CN9P 1 BDR0 
PQGN13lUG415PZOSpjB30pCTg5EsNItVcCOcqPAptISc0QXueXq4tIKUtFSZnxg3aQZ JHgFPEfij 1 
+LuHZB O+UP10ua 1 EnEWoGuEqYE91 pYHUiPL ck+CaBFhAIghWKb4DnnTM 1 Uq2RI9 JYt~/Wevn5Rnb 
jPOB 1/3uBzz3 J2dbh2S 5FW5Ftinb3NuSNyg73DuSD4jWVxOnk+K09S+dT0pPu14RX3Gddv/RYxly 
YxS7ZL861Frp2iXf5LLUxZKiZtVcvYVIgGL2K2PsUmWjakgrm91m 10vKnxTjGvfq5I+sP5L/t2wM 
WgNKMp 5MrhAvcpl sbpfXEbHHXQln0rRB GkMOZlzZ6N7oNYVd8XgiuUE 0tAMP9V 5IK1AyUyQ 5j/Iq 
wh0olvhRsEAZuR12Oy7dlm64UzCFl/4S 12vQOMP5OBp/5nySVmvlt/k43hcP95E+cwICiKs0vOQu 
XtmY4mIiKt951XAykgjXoKrkO2TRmpB JU8mne/P lpc 1E73KhLtjAdzJq0qcyUU1 CN+xkog+5 SPC+ 
qkkvM+RF16woIblPEFCB 6qD!tXcj + Sy SKm 8 Axw+GQbOu0T9vFM3Z 20v6iXZyyz 1 FMJxicBYIhkkRm 
D 1 QbIVOvCzUFWSCUAmIcrbHp2gzKE0/2t46yWw+lvoEgO7o28ovRsaFdXqzsohwxSqDB07ag5sD1 
Rj 05TE8PzY011Lxmk6j c63oxnixHYRcAOobYEOIH5fA5kjHL8uNk8Djm3a9dOCvnsakNcADfWs4cU 
dBsf7JVkATl JmOIaCK/gojwg4GNbNlq4Wy59AZZNa4jDzj2EDGoilgWS5UAYN9kslAjKIWlms 5fb 
NKRfgXE 0KD 1 Ur69DQfALFav 1 rwzbLakcu/fSDy999dWrOj oz4 SXzy3LRwvzvw7WR+drKtN/mc qoR 
fSnNFOO97+58ZrnHbvfFEb0Qa4t+M/8PH03VnXImw/zeYA+7dv7keH+IZTJuWzB liXTR7KqoOz0F 
bQbVzEUXOI2f/bXOaY4 JQagXXL/y2U2oX 8X1EOMSg3 GegfqeULNJSUHjD9zCQENXodB 41jMMNP7p 
YeIzduNj YA4WTGYMGof6Bt7zcXHCaT5f7iZDot35 S S+HzaB ALp3XlfJeriX5 fFzWIEyAEc3bnj su 
ROj W4L/DBXW1Bw liXjw0ris 9djvqCHM/P0wSUvyHeMyIeMoj M8 G54 JmghEzBuUNDY, Lxu01 AZaixos 
eNCxvXc0yLTgaHASufwzwf3Y0WwvJszDHayYMOXTC4Fy3 JLZJAss48C 1 +WloqUWaixozdjZqZ5P2 
KfuMlb/9jN 1 oPxi4QG3R 1 fehwfP 1 foFjBMgWdSbD 1 +/XTdpB GvbRcGPV/NB QLe JMhiIFlI4y3vvO 
0k39ca6HSNoDcLvhITWhFSBFTJ7xgm6W/b0uR4Di3Nse5Dzbo5p/WPbYOOGSd36PxB/75aIvmom!c 
WeZ71bv6Vi7shYa+F23RUrTXyqWrlvL91nJCWcoJZek6pCKKY+sWjkNDly9o6CdA488a5AR2kuk0 
68r 88DI/vIyB1 oGxIiLq4+VLsP6MxpHslTE6MdZhBNPRfYge0pzO0e frn 53Dzc7ihP7ysn0PtpH2w 
/iP9HGqJzoH132o2OgdFIPn6u6BRnEcNhOwlK1 aTQqWu2jim0T71MbZ+bMfYHtQa3WRalRXKVmwA 
ZB11ZAcKnlFUsnxCOQuRNje3INCI6NcLv7YJmm9RBj6B3ikWV4bUmKwFU2RYXgzg9zm4zG80bxzaZ 
Q 12r3 Jzi3 SoPoKplbgSX+bZy31K+tpSvLV2H5/oDlxSqugXv6W0uR3iDugYab/Bf+/q24BuSzvsL 
GnoPQuNt/uu6deNb2h0HcQ3cIs0V3DmfSDCQOdx2gH9LOQ2OesCBAVAeByTiZWEFpjqmznMvPxwJ 
AVkfohgk/s aj WqxhPj n+x4AODbNznI~xtRBRnxmFUq8UEEo/fPdzRV0x0oaHZOtYVE6uGO9zFBKof 
Og+ny 8UE4F+Ow+mlxcRKNL Q16bH8yNKNibHllmLfiNYqFiyCObtq02b6MNmKXbaZ TQaj e dVKpGQF 
5XFonygalupU2ZR6QBURmG1 qrr5irZzp7+xjU30H+sQ+2hYY2bw0s25dcmRORJwemRkRhRFIRBxB 
vz7iCzRGJreMHxUvg 8 zag4qK231FRQKE6ZgWiLDB s 6hZzM3 zi0k3hfCiP4KvDg6OcAG2gF 5 dqPWN 
t 6s71H0dGbvLkU3nMvYUIF6uDmf2Qps dWC 5kuU4QuAWWOJns/4Xh3pY1BEMwmc3B 9/gIFzGOGdG2 
97ZeqMH2sNHtnuoHezbd4b/23rVrdqYCDr138fygdlEqKBui+U3N69eJon9g5XzXupbNmKqs72 lu 
qIa71 s4vGuqOcD0372K+svjadleutH3brWvXjg3cMX/zJjUAAz+opN2j7JNTNa2521aeX8utfkil 
S 7Gt S 4tX+ub91/VGUYZm0Ri74ouVBX3YDr/Zv4OT9YjnOVmTc zJyRItjXXzutLgC aWI JNdqWjmeK 
Fs6SLJwfWDg/sAS4e62dCcNxEfAb68wPDR3CicbrWo76e0CI84Pj/E1Lxfop4kXvXilxxLi4oyGiQ 
isbTRXQmhy 1/lmQ6S 1 GIiR1Q7e 80axe3zLq6HVRkkYoBdWCCv02zZlyZbnOkoqPE6nXuXFM4Vux9 
HjYEqI1 SyLnGOcdxYh!vi3VpV9QDJCp 1 H30Xb/Mb6NLP78pQcqRpzMI 5hYVzDUuAwy 8 CIFMAgBLA 
MwKAtMT5nnG+Ic 5/jPMHpeN5gy6ExhuPOCHFYrPRZhf/T2cbdNOB Jrxtlib 1/87maHOyOdWcaRqr 
B qbx9j TWDjRNB 5 onm+KB Jpts Tj fnmlLcEigmXLrjrVhMZIY7LMWE czgdLyb SuuOtK 19a2pnoWo 5B 
xrt7+BvNpNNIcpCDgYx5xsIOWJgLAeBZy9MYaZscb9FiTzxTShZHi5NUC226OFMSUJSEooKMd5Lj 
VnT44mRDd77xXv7/53 zzhMKSyZANS 8EYQ/F7Y2 ShG800RPk 5yqhB 5 QryvfFuTGDI4H/yvKGfXrix 
7YwjpAZb+9XPrL 1BDThtXRfNL/JqPb Jh6cgtN9uc 1BF9K7vgdYvp/ID0j 9ZuGrxj/rbNyTD3ubnW 
s 1 t27/z4fHwiEEdPW7Wdbfz66gj 3XIBpAw+ JfuY S4qK9rTPEoAZ Sh7 Jz 1 FDbplMIDG2PIBb/JtcX 
qKF 5 aaOB 72YIAi+tZKHzUYSUS 8K20+w9cIWVfqf9InRwlGgqYvBxivPZUVQAGhzEPuY4OfQAahoM 
Cbs 9yUE SXBRRN4As 4hehMOwKz7 SIITNw JIAB Qq3H47+xmjy/191q64rAZv+d7NPWva71RM 1 Jrbtp 
4OCI2SR70v+ziKgl2RrLwt 14cLk5rQz9fz II0cBO0nzUMGmYMswYDhhMhteozPKQZp+FiXMeFOC4 
YHLMltc eKGDY 5tFLLnvInlj zUNKwBmN+PUZIaMGAKXlujkTgsi 1 / J0 SkbqT0+aTuV5RXohes Qj og 
hZ3H1RHs6WVxD2rai91YTs6acm6XTxXiLKKygBWtkBktr0NRWVTCzG8LqkLYiBlxCG6LUAMQIAYk 
MGgNVAfSgea+SbzJdLt 8u/N2z62Bm013xSzIuNRzLa0xxd2KYgIK48xDNj 1 QAxLVQ7XwfFAYprc3 
2EERFwAGyIbJicLJj 11/89N7nr792t2/3NCS/qLZj 1/5setWSQ9+5e4HP/ru9Nc/9b2P/cctS4e+ 
csdT8/+0/8dvfnoSRse5/5gfln4AWssLLbGj TWvFR1Lxv3y2XSAOjcADmIW9YUKWil/Ngr8rh91Bv 
/sx9HGi8y/kuGm0UrioVyh6D0xQh6AAK2Wo2qB+ lrLN33GTm!j GrwLmwwECd4LCIZyCiAYb7nhcC 
OALgcsFYwWxPvGeLHB O6z737MBFit0w0CUS daUyWFw3g7.[jdejmP90 Je SAZw79XrKKRDNr+KvQom 
Zx7FVZy4GRwlDd0AfekhRQ9DUCIXrgj meZKb9KBuouqPyYsIytNS lihblb 1 uw 10Vj J80tGhtZWvl 
Q+4PVW603 Oa+rfJXlq+bX7HSh9XRuWhL z3.[jhoZB W8 TqFql Q9HihVoXv6vB CucqnhXxqlT4hLB c 9 
5YJkqCGBnu5ERIKD0xYOObu7kvKMLE7K0/KDsiS/qorchRdV1VHAO0WEpwnuqUM8janJAQLOUqVH 
1HvkXJFA14N4IvLALsDVymXJCRt9UCScrdabZoc128jZc53ZprlbZXUHZj3WXpV 12WoqBRnbpAtG 
SdXGgFgbH5eyPX7SdAgyoIcDSwsKTESAmtACbzTqDBPm9MJQQyKL5FbtW//Jy3feM/Wd4d5Cd7C 1 
dl4N9+VRojydCGVZw+r88IbtSy65XNvSWc9IrV3P3nblDX/1 zOkH9vhdlflXruhJUIkkW9d26arx 
zpB zz/x3 dqQHtl zSgWP/c +IFIQ/FKZbPYyQ30HIcrsNn2rQcyYEk4Hrz81 Jsfpj SibYt7SSbhCMz 
nXqNC66HYOuLnJei8TY3nZ 1 GomCYzppijptcCU86GzIVxz02s 10nG/g/oHm!ZzzPcYrViWYuWiIW 
Gi0RHUZLRIMRVy Sx SZGQMOE qtxrKj 1 ZFDUkVflvYXzVORj pTQ6X+ 8npFi2ip9aXV5 S 2u0ch4YjR 1 
GdAqO5 SrIleldpTuUHZG9iR2pvaU74zSt/KXXV+IfE~xhdSXS18pfyv~j ch3Y98rHwvSEGT72/Jr 
5XfKJbV6Y/bGwj 7vF71 f9M 1 VzRtQI:LxGQn4Q 537agoyFXIimlIOVGj 5XOYgwZs 8kZj Qr Jp JMSx3Uh 
iQGdxEmU2nmQScxCT8FezXUpSEwUH/c/7fSjBqDiSAD/ssoCdpIy3JGeQbEx6k9Ej40nh84SPVIp 
EO7zDWUK3mAmmANc0otZNpBWWd5HEEqiPT18TTno/cBmgX8 SgmVBNHNaI8QUGCFhfoMA+LaDZBzw 
2yt dH+oZnu/29s d9oa33rLnzfzDt~ 1 uTuYHmJ/Lbh6b2/82Niy6XHnznA 1 u6Y9msYmtB 9b 1 h!Ru/ 
eIV1VTWWOVtn34e8/uETx+Z6yIZtLxFh8B JRVYA+36apQ4jzS1Ay68 lw5zYeSrG3KX2j 5IjCg67Vo 
6BopGq/rCIkkN8yTXIXFVthZxGmT8EuiMB05c0Mopfi7zbk+vyO/Jy/1C+aQHQChoRNk4Z6GfYsX 
+36HLUW52progvmaptPlcOwO6x6U/Mc JQibcKWeUbm7BunFtYuOmMTT+wI 1 QanC8VTJZKr6nTALW 
BbfNibZ3kwK2yGmC+ebqFrtdmqi5Pm4wayW2rc SSxOW4vXhXOo9ARS6RXy7ItpLbpyrMEKIBhl oK 
3K7j GHvLDIlwm4khyGaqJTGOu+B GECKpsml 1 RhUFVYGFOAcQvVGdL JJzEvVCztt4u4Av55 QFZMfp 
CZAWT8 JtA3OJyACORRIMEuFIudOLwbStrraS958dfumvKlvdSOT3uz3+KudXsdFS+bLKzvCshEF 
bJN5mfmlB3/1 q2WVfOSKX/GK+TXrS1DeMgFuT 129f3GMFDj Qy/ZzpSRfg 166DI02veR7OL30IJSH 
NRIZj 5UyHitlLhS GyiP7URzLp+DO 1NkPGm9q3UQPri6zJe9KGTxlI7vNyG5 A7b9snTFWModvSbCr 
Uac 8q0bYJAr9iBEPMLVAqUIHqmOJxQQ8s0Ok+EHvO/HMCeUZXZKed250p lx5i6EUSHhqRrHUZdZP 
E/asNbLrjR8 lisZsybwSwbYnPgJIXBY 1HOkO39DAME ljLldPdSTipKY1D7SgaSyf7+nml ALMgb48 
Dhl qAvjeiQn4eyeG1OM86wo3RaRTtFbCFdHjqWm2VgX5TCHfuP2y3APK5zJG2YzkpuJkz 1 TPdI/J 
1XOUqdrdYJe/cPzCeTxzPPsP6Wczv6m8ZHgp/VLmlYrNM1 SZqPxFdXdlH9sn7pOm!dOR6eh0bG91 
X81BVU9kFCw3xeq~2Ux0/S ltiUsDnQRX9cDFauc96n!yA+tn0ZzM2T91RqAxX lvds67m 1 eGvlLue3 
0g/2vCy9FLMXLV0 J4TExwZKsDk/8UVY+KDyGckgRzVOKJcKPRRORZIQpERUfgH4MP4YIXETr 8HgQ 
F7YZXHm+MCbYT4VavdSFkpp4qZGPhcMhSuDwBer0YsVfehjzEBTpj 4Q0k3yabYpG/pnCaGUSs Ja9 
Giogh2t JoMkqs3k2mZ/KT+clNd+ZF/M/YCrGoFIf0rGx6BxUW4QjE84SCvZcCijYVh3ZFAfPMTQJ 
J3 sKv0PloXjt qQuKjkArlWCmZRw2n8NhWyhBMo6EVao 8 s otXWdfbvK17yA7XVKujgTI4nKfHCs Wk 
qrhN5 qQbjhNTORJDFwYMylwwxqjyCGfsZHtRrZF3 zG8pb7nfKaDWCFI+qNDIFi08i2EvZ6VZ2/20 
Gf9MZCY6E7uv44vp2aqdikMSlokwWpqtnq5nP1V5IPNABWPu4OE0d0ENt6wFFBLT5 JaIiXK5D8ot 
GDZzWlhu 1 bCpwidkQyooTOZUaQYVEohevgi3M1AKAGuGA4MWdiyQeF Jp 54UfRIEhOhdS zBm S4kVM 



FdVDx5wBFAG7uVqS4sB 1HHSCM5rHges4sASmlMOjiZsE3Bj 4r2Z4N5 SzBzmX5nAPXliljc7k7iKU 
VVlImg Juo 53 ARwgRc SaVu+XylZvU5LbP/OI<LxmzbekPIHHalU7CtXrdh85 fw/VasPILR3pMeteOzS 
g/NPI1ZDw9X+QrG26uqv7b4vIUI~qk/feOlrxRUzA63NO78UdD1D4GG+c/SqDhqewHBLZ9sSLBtH 
2WWkpyDeLI7Z 7NwBY/d7mdHLm 14uyLwLaCk03uTGARpndNiU 12apuAI+j KeIgaIBpRg6cRbDVpw+ 
3vbRPr+QhfeeSzUchFMJbhA+pypSC21825e5NxVIRG+E0dB 8tMcUMtVdUea/zsfWoKAvXU4DKeLa 
tigzcuPAy J0pRi4FjbhBiqSiho475 fIPDT3 C 5/XGY+/JvzLPAxg6e3 JiYk4BpGS CwzTw JfFZkfvi 
wA0stbe2sW2iOB S/z31 f+HH/44Gj4ZID5tk42xtBktV6xzb7NsefQvBE+EN5FHP0hSIRidHMF93P 
JH9n+261TtRAMdmbdNOBpwG/Jx3rG1/014KN4n4V 1P+01 +rxA0jqQQVdgSGYSY 162TSGSMUATQe 8 
c96T3he9Ju9k7LtATeqmASwD+jeBkX3gKMZ4FRhB4RRV1FJO4ycMShPEUMOknekV4Enn38UxSTOY 
JYwP 1NLXwzUulBpJI24G9yYbfvbZnkJqiTufnl 5e21L6674bqSGi4Yn5v1959vvj S4qFq67u2Xa 1 
+MFU4LrVuWtIMorwbZyVPidkxc 42VQXy3IcIxkaKOrOphXZEoKOPqbzmCoy 5UzomQ43wHSMeHn 1 A 
wUAdnIeGboui8 SaHDXkyC6anM5Q12VRnyB SvOJEKgj78MEEzLLIATMYJ2Em6Co9hU6hX61W9eWbV 
e0anttmspyxIFtmm2kJOwMNxVv2UtrZODJgIxcBIFDI 1 AjWQfC1EWBGZtkUSFktO5ZSnoqASmaM5 
300bnPbQOFFC 10B+f48Hg lnpATPu98eMPP7c7V+eI+fEEIiQI+egD8 JAjmpNlierQs2TIDiQNzRs 
fckB dXVytWqMWLzryfJMrU9k 821Lni01 JyzLWs 2jiHBVmheGfl SEEn0ipyyTbbZUjxdyomh51 E 5 
bIrNor6WAQN6ACLnCUfgvx3FCGDiNGYHvBIRndomOxBd7kd6AtV5PQ0gOdgBoD4oaxQ35oQIS/88 
Uk6HgERjLnfMFYmhEk 5UiS OfmjBylDiFXFLiiu/1RS 3 QIWBx 5maqTZ3 Q//NN6WrkRCXzzvnXqzff 
sWJkZyXWt 5otHRSqf3ht6zLpc2d/PcuzoX40fdH4p6fZfUu7oyx79oHp0d5 lovniPhQYQcQONHoa 
NKqKT+gOesRqFSIeEx+Txw29XMUkAkQB3DbyG197bQgxcF7iphOy6grJligqYXSkcJzNx52/Pq/J 
ze0/t 8ckSi3o3ypvqHSeE+X3/uNs9OGfPwGPBH1 Wq2eDvCWONYzBxqgUZhN1Pue0K/1NX9gXSVs7 
5 JRb9WRCaliNDFhb 8gB C7s 3wQGq?5~s sa6XF4RWhFeE 7nO8mXLfdb/Hrk/OtvxbeFblq9bvxb+GsqJ 
/BB JQUfkI6FHwj+IPBqd6/hl 6C35rdA7keqsFfWFCWM22eDLcpe+TBT 1 JXL8+PZ8XI+m0/rS7eZL 
TQvHGq6OOwQaNW/KeIf618Y73 fs 6rAOWhtxARue TpmUcxHzPfLe0N 1 hqc+zOiR6Q76EV4iqCcEj 
uxPoBXehoEgkrIbC4U6r7ENdkWgkkrFa0LKYTSi9bYFK5vVAbRJMkbANE SCIp20yU+QM8 JxH5Gdk 
o7zbioSNazVFM9X3W45ZfoUS7but4ZsiVBhBFax4PpenYaXnBAidlge7m7R4xN4UrHMwl46yx48o 
HWwaZVbbe 9HyiMvb SBFjDQNHTrX liW 1 E zoZe CoOtht6MnKblrhB 3wrRpnbgraqz+P6vyQKIQOI JO 
SH+c9PVqPA/LKip 8gHm9/AiW 1 gz0ZRgLOFLgBHtRk70ti4ryNZigRZBEImUC2UVUS Jdg2V4vdSXw 
wR 1 MiDtRRRAkfOTd7MFYvuj/9bNBiw 1 F78 oNXzo2/21~x/ligkHR3 S 5/L 5tR057x JdPTHnVaXDcMI 
uRMr331 dMvbWFasFvcVx7pTxMHpLRTrR7i25VMLtFCsUanEKllzIYihkkyaXich8CIMpwCN1 QS0e 
vc+gaiik53LiiqEYzS 18Dj sJ7BMeB 5qHclaDUOAnvw 15ncJNKCNhuwn5DDb97JVKNZWqVanrgFfS 
tYYmUKDp+Qle +IfSihTXxR9yuGv4jFpsqBnIw 8B 0Z/NqbVvtOutU7ZXsK4W3 s 28X7LTDQW+T7/dU 
NNII 1 WrF7b3xcDgZTSs lg5yL5yq5Vm4s+M3gNOPfzFls2b5MX369sI6NmNdYVmVW5kcKI8V7zNPK 
tPu/Ze8p3FOcrt2vfi52zj6qHMseKzxeeyr7VOE32d8UTtaSGFUdqcqGoDVrzlsLpmIzuExZ5h41 
XmreFLq0uNe2T7kntDe8N31P9p7cdC 14t/Wu4N05yWEdZ7cot7gN6BP4mtmszMzoFUrQnVDUdCqh 
CsVKQnD JzoQrGU4kYNbfdYiAg01P7da0UDaDel QWqzlTLPiI<LxQKoIZvvtFh9GBIL2knYn5 GzPlnO 
YjyKzlDYFwqFizkUZwvK6HSyvsOj 7DV0ogR77VC Sudy0pghO6CaQgooCA 14VRNqIcY+xCzpp6FH2 
I S GLsU6/obkKGm4W2UM29V3XNTJs qocOzwnXFNNHk S zjRzHp0TDbH2aPhZ 80vwCu951MHd07+oj q 
yqIWCeP JO 8gWyT7KFADe/Ojhdk2ub 8 sxLTdN462w 1 w5bd+frlh+gm 1 ug/MlwMLHpwhkafweyH4cW 
9mN8nWul 6GiRTdMIPEplLxRg8B4pzxZNFc3Gyel5rOo 18kZ3hyOmzp2AA7Wz3bWyKYAPEW+hUBKoU 
TdTZ S azRuGCQcKRi6V2fK 1 hoYwuR4PnaXI SVsgAGxYt08 cbClv/vCkFUH4gzDEQU9DAWOLWUNv9w 
jgpxk2FCCUvQZ188GKc63OcXPlo7czDYwrs 8c9DP lx7y66yDeojOOXg+h9cLLqEDp0ChbUbSXmdp 
SecjDjYNMXz8 J41 QPjDIDq9OIL/0CV++xVKbi/O/Kv7L/J+y87+N9w+CnxgSsWT17L+y7909GHQi 
P11 CNNrnP/sGe6dX9dKo2Y7r3nlVXHP2EUlc0wPHG+p9Ie78e3CYfumNts5ozSmhRs 5QFXCqOvjM 
4apXE fvROC JUE26d0 S CYQKXn+EyPKZAowluzQmb7HPuc+9x35 + 5uPGt7Nvjb/G97rK4aIj u2jB 0w 

RNtL3ebYQM11 Wa+hNmQcUobc/bmhQqvRObDGtl 5Z716ZWJNbV lj b0AY2hTdlRwduMu+x7VH2uPcE 
9gQ/b55VZt31DD2aSziNLsXldlWS StKdrBT1YrA+ICsDY9bLekcHFrCIGdz3bcA60oPcjPqptVwj 
JBuEGj 1DohaPt2ql AUo94gwNKI8hehLO0eb0OT3T 13Lom!Bn5RuNpgwUTQ/UD7M5nGs0Gz3NrGdf 
oA54UhNqacAe3x0ehceont2R3oOK0fvSLB3OAsbYU32jWMz3jOJt726yptFozobN5kwz62s2s/ZA 
Pt/ZY/f19NgBoQtZ7cGefDZs66/nQrJkb5ibLuQuJfE16jX6DBDgbjdJ5ZoBiZLVRCIuY9isFQ/v 
wBj WNS q?5~OQ+pYQZNZg 5 GYVMLHwi/GD4TNt AGksbhR8Ve oQfgsmsPNmt 58INDQg/reVR8 AllwA+LI 
odQ JngY2QeO9wb9cRjHUhWH4 JuBi 5p2OEvYRCMEKr 8rHDRvqeiipymtyUUejBkN5u9310GsYxIDe 
MUYYx4v2IKtyAlsUvqrc 8RpaZosyiBHGET/ZfRyj WyiDxy3HzVhYsBVuD6RZ 8 WInC9BFG/qUTAjF 
tx+xIiUcXga0X6Za6IjnvaxZY+4hBwJSQxDgLx/CCi01L2qGGimmaaYiXr3UGsA7wSh8QOXAHnGG 
M0dcrazqIoH/3EEXJRq/iEU3Fkcc+MHBt 5B3IgevRA75xllMOI6qp5OSAP8FX7hll SHqaC14AW5M 
QbgyFJQ0xpiJcJH4qeQ6cQVAMGgBXWwOC ljaZzSvv9VrSbcKKOZfxOS2BGjMSxe 1 aKBV 1NyY/Klu 
mnDlIF0dEx2+AMok3vL+v//sEeHaC+3Cf+AKTLvCbJCCSeflFOA4AzQ8oh5iyhNr4utklvZRAkGU 
PVhMpW2BpWtXd+RYb 1 ema2z3qY2rW/OjVUDm7/rs 8mp 1/teZaO6yue8PX7IYj CkWDHUrHR/84NUR 
fxxsKdSx65vzR2/rkjIZnzMYnDh+fKs71BczGaMvfsu5d2/oQ1 +xI8P 1 TXCm7vOxU2in5ZIk3 Jpn 
+TgsBugvKD5EjMnNml Si8IjImyI lu3mzG03dmAAi+zX8G6qfiM/thTZFwloW4j 63eDsGdRCQQ21K 
307XcP18iFA0ehZ4BCzB47ALSefh4YGuzgMKOGCPoWji20L43BkhgoCyrCD8TRCw71 opI9BZ/nxR 
9DZqge 29nzDeaRKtVqPHErZErGVfJGfNeDKobtHPMExrdJXng9YPyteFPxC 50vrByq2W2+TbwrdE 
PhK9tb JX3hv+kvA16xcjXyg/Kpxs/IspDZ2kXK6USjLjmnqY 1 PtKd 1 u9z 1 nUcCTS WZ J92KF SLnPF 
vlzCIaWI 1 SBbKliGoW1Y0m0VPw8q0py423w93Yq7GoCQYehlixbdJ7MX5DMULJ2S/4hg6W4aQGib 
VbLuhmHr 10L1Z5HN4FJnEafYt63C6pWhilgJ9zS+TbAxgjpjDLZTGN3+LAaThOZ9tg0Vw 1DWZZ2d 
0Ifgkhuj gnP9ndgHBDfZaP/XUn4Yqa0tnDFkMmQzJOp/rYpzXbwdyOKBVXLn9VH9TPyzs +/6q9XU 
CyfcZktHmZ WyhZA 1 PP+p3gcvWb SurzPVKsiJVZml 84+4UmE12AMazsfzK+a72Z+LBY/VhvH4DKGU 
c +j dv7j znuWVUk/At WR8VjyUrKXtih3Ui3FmpBtAvX72ba3usRhChlnDrGPW+W3DUYN5NsgcwZs c 
Xb2j AkKQfpQHDzq9risM17peMJx0mduWboF JwYDkEp 1 GOOIGHzWyUeMkogaddtNyF/uIi21 z7XCJ 
rk5Rhq8 JTJLP8Nrwn0dqYNoKbynKUn+C3FoZrdtoPCwnbAYU28 IIBp8kGS SbaHAxuzPooKsYRhH9 
6HQACrMNfnlg42XXo+ISwYlyX0u0isRqs3is2qiDdTo01MKSHJF6cCi4Hshiew2 lk 1FVOBwIflUX 
IcC4j7xJw5W/BQJA/VQ4wjHWEc+sp9nCPeJWqQnb7e7dx0P6WI1/ai/GifXDSQb/B JSuY4Lz3EnN 
Ci4vdWLGA SwONFwarWUChFX/xyOB1 qHgo+Z zqChvmE J91 aPnZ o6ggkbIT82Xj/j RdPHmBbVVOc 8E 
1LxxnGF+HYeB JWHDpvpSfpSg9sE+63Pbuc+Lk/DNXDnqjhoJJEs7ezy6+bm 1 QsbHw/O8zUimc7h6e 
z777q?LqiXgud6txp9hMLBjIUJC GOgTqkvCYLQsTIrj Ws Wg 1/4b9g SGqhPnIaz5 dqpiyef/9fliz7 
yTBi7Muka6UNqCofEKrCx7UCahgYQsFsNFnosLhtBa3j SNCt2Y4A8CFISDyIuHjdP0qrL2mu6MB+ 
WKU/dj mTzmkMqEvbrIaBB +GiDdcwKOdHDqU2Xqb3 SB oWG9U2z0600+MQSg9Ix76AdOi74Pb0ArMB 
dJrzAT64xbP/9Wa2cs s 62epwVDzFxcN9y264U9x6DQ JydlslUFw 80n!Rh+4yXl+sbV+Udjhdiyud 
Kz4ytv 17udzA 5UtiTqeyqNy 1 etfYdd8 Tzp 1 be AtMw.[jlguFvBDwzFRQVB S aWpC Js 7wnSW 5 +QrmFv 
4F 1 FhPVa3B qGSmRUrD7hiEPzS TGSHOOAK5gMThPunZUOKeFo70 8 Q/UxhpPjFqAIB zjRyFoOD68hV 
sKN2nSFDT3hpVOAFZEW7vB 9/frPp9WuzEZvdafNE3IUlydL AsuvHF0nX 1 B c3 c 00UGTZbB 6vdsdzO 
j TdfqdHXnD8ubRCewkj2deFT2uIvR79c+3b9aP2p+it 10+3Om4KfdN4ZNITCMeB1DK6UpWQPHSlp 
GZtwxKPZbV 1DsYHRKnNVk0AvSFX+ifdDJv3YMODyJ1 GnWEJFx9IhV7iz68KPSw/1FgY133Ua3e30 
KfynT8nZ Qfub7qTne//jtb+u8 f+y/cZrhmSbQw4E AqXBkb6Lrr+bXb 15REYKcyDoxqfuXX7DnfPH 
S62JxfiQFstguXP lrs3XIT9Tql6zKO 10WCxLyp0rbSLHFvAn0kwQzqWE7XrrP82XYV1 CVqEd+DxF 
cAsewSv4BD96RBAB+zDQJwkhLWRgmObBYUtCGT21hvfbKXRBr20KvUKf0E/KrLBcWCGsFFYJqlEf 
Y 1 hYK6wTRo SLUbllVLhEuFq?5~IGwUxoRNwmZhizAuXCZsFS 5H8 ddDwmHhYeER4 S e4C9TixkR/JlxZ 

WL 1 xw2Wjm 8 sbr/vwNTde fM0tl+748 JV/MbphZKMg/B 8HUBUEDQplbmRzdHJ1YWONZW 5kb2 JqDTM 1 
IDAgb2 JqDTw 8LOZpbHR1 ci9GbGFOZUR1Y29kZ S9MZW 5ndGggMjI2MjgvTGVuZ3RoMS AzMDUzNj 4+ 
c3RyZWFtDQp4Aby8eXxVxd0/PjPn7uu5+55z9yw3NzdkD4TkZGUNBEUhSCRsEUQ1AUTBKrgraqG1 
ilsrda/acrlBCKIldan2qRastVpthT5 SW60obdG2Sm5+7zk3KvZ5vr/v6/X743eTmc9sZ 87MZz7b 



fGbu3bDu0pXERLYSgcjLL 146SJRPbCvAK8s3bggrWeK8jxBdcmDwgosL+eALhKj/fsFFmwYK+fhe 
Qua9vWrl0hWFPDkNWLcKBYU8rQGMr7p4w+WFfHQE 8 OWL li6fqI/PRn7g4qWXT7yf/B 758CVLL 15Z 
aH+ZF7Byc O36DYX8xh2ANw2uWznRni4kxNFKUWhFs CNQYuERIVXk76 S JbCcawohIMuRczOQW9g JR 
I8/r 1 aZXG8qmvrvE2vSpzqdDASEPvFfbxeGLez77zhc3j90qE10t2uqV9rwCz2kj +U6yQCRf3Pz5 
UbHwJ17z 5 adqz/zwiMo0bLJUcZhzeKpGVMbhkrBkbRVVdrIVgREr4haE JQiCE1Miq+y 5y6vlEYB 1 
BXB JAVxYAPOr5WfQfCapHh9V2Yc93iredthgqtrKoU7P87bcomq5Va+yYbq8nY2cXYC5Ht6LLdfN 
e7GRaYXS4Y7OwlNtheLmicaTq6XWOJqFEWSEQYTdCCcRNBi9jWQQdiCMI6iUHG+3BWE7wi6EYwga 
Po S crtraG1C JqB GVuYtEQiqDI JB +FcduVomtKh2woiNzE e 5XaY1KZciRi6QD6EQY7uzkIxWGUxUK 
z JWUVikVOX+w61mVwO4mxURC S 5pzB 5 Qakmtrm0jUNRQ Sw2XpqqOtBhUImyAwFVFRU1J4arikourk 
Ie SpkCdW SnmpcHpYdO Jtwtiw 1 VElt 4rCv0kPAiNZYQ 8ZRWBkrfAp2YLAOILx3Lj 2 Jv0jYPWywVIlo 
/wk JI2xFEMguxFT Jy0j x9p 8MO9y 8 +z/nrDbluaO 5yppCYlj 0VvWOOoXfYzy/EH5NYkQS/huwCPAI 
wBDgz4WXiVkZ50PDVrFqK973IJo/KGwipah+WNgMHpCEx4SrSEBp9rucpfCe3+VKyqpaDcKjwreU 
JuuFIVKDphc Ja3 JVUvig 8BB GKgsIDeuNfHwf5URX 1 bPCB 8Ia4k Sr42j lkazPCpe QDAKfyciw31y 1 
o9UkjGCaIOCLhDFScr8 Sy8Kvc+gI7/uRs JW4UXdYuJq4AB 8Xrsm5pNGDwj +V933Ge8H7HgDFcDBs 
tlSNtuqFB 1 CbFf4OjP9dedup4WRDFW1NCreS SgQGpL6H1HtIicLHSH2MZfoYS/MxluZjj OJjECOR 
TqDmBNpkhHfJoPAO2YFwP9IqTGB TDhj k S7cpFy+pOiB cKXwLmB APAncUpVcN6y 18ZN/K2R 1 Ks29x 
Bm95VniTzEVgQNZbnCPXHhS +rUxlx7A3wB/4TU5vAuquKKwFetrM 1 +BZYatwjYKJqxUMZH+KLCVW 
4Vrl41Fhk61 qC 1Z/PrJrEW9HOILwCYIKzeZjDvPJEgQIb6Fn2GKtsh4UFikPz8hZqqVnhemY+nQF 
W9Nzrqgy5mkTCZU1Fyiq+i14xUrSkGhVKotKk8tI8w4Ks0A/c4U5uRUSxj4vh345TuYMN0yuqjwo 
zFFwMScnxQrFOYdPSXTI9AW6ah822PhIOpSGqZzOotSnJlhSKBt2eqqkV1GYrMy2GjER6rF89Via 
evB JtbIYVcOiHdS/QqhSZ1RF+pHahZBFUGGNq9C 8 CmtcRY4p JVahDt OtI+MIAta2j pxEg JgVJpEW 

hOOIl~xCOIaiV0n6kGMor 8YZ+xDs QGHrMIC 8ilhH6EbYi7EIYRTi JoCWHlaTTek0br S sRbEbII1LxFU 
WKtyjKMc dXYhTMagVC Syhd0tT6ZbyB a6hWORt qi2qLeIW2w6uTZRXiVfyKMKHpUgqu/XD+q36oVK 
vazv0QuiPqxnI+Oj Oe 3kagDZrplc/Xb3h92fdwv2+h2aHVp2uNVEbe QowicIAj 1MReRE 5E T5RuFw 
89HmT5qFw91Huz/pFg6/e/TdT94VDqePpj9JC3 J3YHJV/RK61m6h261KolmaQudS 1RJhrbBF2C6o 
JCEjflAWVP3GQeNWo 1BplI09RkE0ho 1 sh3GXMWscNR4xqrOaUc0Rz]~INSY26R9OvGdRs 1 ezQ7NJo 
JG1 G26KVNaqTre3sHSB 1F+IsAiNbEe9QUiJiSkYRH1H~vvBTLgXhQycuIe5RUDHE1TyHEONfbaLcV 
8Q4EMJ+SjyGu5HmEGKT779BmEPEOBMZ+JwejlXE5zsR4OM5InJ6M0yPxY3GWjY/G2WjrZPYW2u9C 
nEXgo3wLT/JUDHE1TyHEMNo31XZvoh 1 n!K2IdyipXYj/s6wfZYNKrYy4R0nFEFfyFHs zF6u3tnrY 
veI~xCeL7EY4iCCSDuAVhrZKTEFN2L2KZ3TNcXA6Fz+7JJSEjAaIFUFQAQQUM+/xVS 1 qt7B 50eQ+6 
vAdd8pyEOMJz46Ps71wHb3t3bmoB ]~24+21oPLcqHcj fZj cDIXMT3K6kM4hYlxWsgqr7KZ 5E6pt QM 
It 61pPhzvB foAcRfPiuwe/B 3N0qsbDNKN8t GRtxuWE 52m 84+wp7OrbZLI2xvrkQEGC6AHAetDiYA 
92b6sRL/RInvV+LvKfE C JbbY, Lxpj 53 zHzizHzozFzq4HNJHE 8 dFKJP 1 DiC2VL3PyXuPnncfODcfMD 
cfNB+h6JolFE9kfNf4qa/xA174+aH4+ab4+aF0fN86Lm2VHeVQkJEzML8Zier8RB2RM2nw6b/xg2 
/zJst] ls/mHY3B s2Tw6j Of07qUHD+ 5R4pxLX7q8x S zXmUI35 aQb JRM/LWYn+IGPOPGIWDLmyZmlE 
0CuARXLdCWAgmOmBQjkus 8C8Oe6 lwE4ct23 $616ZqV7YICxIzEL36Dg05cquRrWxAHS 5svORU+fK 
GqURms +VxQC+yA2EAD7PDRQB fJYbqAH41INn6D/IAEM39G+ 5gR+ge/ohKeHd0j +TJHs CcCTX3YLW 
+wtvp3t JM02gOAfrkDd7MleGwdHHcmU1AI/myuIAjxTAg7kyCbkf5gYqAH6QG7gd4Pu5geMA9+RK 
LuKvu5uUKP3 cRZIKXJ/rDqB 6KNINOxrMdWcA 1 ua6awHW5 JplBVidaz7OH72A7qGgbDpAyp SRLs 0N 
1KF6ycRE+kiJUr2Y 1 Co9T8t 1 c5R08U5azbRzYiIdtJ3bILSN71F6kXNllWj WnCtLAkwtYK4pN5BC 
riFXA1TT+lzJD4C5uokX1PL 1 eYbGMQzeUSxX9gQaSbmBUoCi3EAnQIA/iTE7Jt5qJ83KoGy5Mt 5K 
z JWFpZ 9 SIxl Qhmwg SXrPPmkM/X7RPELPzUmfyyM6mpP+WQKwT/qoe 5n01 +4RWLzSh+Dk J/Z JR9H0 
3 WYkZ aP0+7Lj 0j sDUern!ytB CDki/KKuQnk9ukkZKDkrD3UX SHgws O7BM2j 2g9PCTJB 7LSY+VjDCK 
p3 cNz JbuKkt JO 5NYpH3 Sd9H4Rv4OdHR92 SbpmuTV0qUgxA3 dN0vry0L SYMn50oU1/EUeaXXZWdIq 
TOQCPLNy4AJpadntUn+tMuL zy 16Vzub JnDRrQ JnRj GalYvrAWVIXRoCKF16BEUwBXVbh0YragxxH 
sFTahl +Vzql/hkEL06016+QK7bPaq7]~LtPOlbdA3xdqENqIt0jp 1 dp2os+hMOoNOp9PoVDqmIzrC 
nCPjx+QU3715NcrOTYNNACXYhiAWGY8RISaM6hg2WlmHMIvNOrstW5+aNaIdPyvbkJqV 1 fWct3AP 
pd/upbOyo8vJrGXh7Gdnx0aoYd6irDrWRrP2WWTW/DYvGmfZTSOUzF84Qsf5E9cHsvb2hQcIpeXX 
3xbgsOv623p7iXtji71F3mxr7Or4X6J+pbC/o7Mj9fXH+3USKW8qlL1 zltkLs4+HerNVPDEe6p2V 
LT07vHjhAXYRu7Cz4wBbw0HvwgNOFbuo 8yxe Tld 19KLZFKUZaWZr0Ix0c4BmbDFp 5 s 1 QvviMZnQP 
ijv2NCPij eb SPbwRmGau0miR0hdtP7ORcAttVxq 1 C7c ojX 5 Qe GEZxoEXyhygL/VFpEx 5YZn6IqWZ 
1 zfbk0zidQOIehfuqUqiwZ 5klVI97+vqkkL ljwvVP+bVI 5R+XV+r 1 B +ADOctDkCklaDNN1 D4/3Nm 
Z dv/l~xfS 4akbL 1 nYu]2LW2R/rXInQn7114ypwluuycHjP JRt 5RTgr JPuXLV/F4dKV2Y2xlR3Z S 2Id 
4T 1 Tlef+o3ohr54a69hDFnbOX7hnobyyIzdVntoZW9rROzzn6oahb7zr5q/e 1XD1//Kuq31nDfxd 
c 5 Tn!uNdQ7x6Dn!XEH/XEH/XHHmO 8 q5ZZ7XRWTOL9+hIW2871 pzDYWY0gFv6A 5HeNrc42Kywzp SI 
96rA0ypCHyPGVG/WFGvLmhE4V6Vb0628CizNcLvwotk5Uea+aEgk8TR+bqB JRbIulkQ3eztUd+F+P 
z4YNl+KDNVrn!vrAwvI6XpzqVej TYgBRifNA S aR5 Q 8HX9B sL7mPikUoW2ZH2qfeGe7u507+qOAIz4 
YW53p3rXk 1 QKLZV3EbwTs 1YMlbdi6Bs 17uo3uv/U/Wm3MKpY+Edg3R9TLPxRWPdHEI7Bwi8 SRpuP 
NB9rFka7j3QfQ9t3j7x77FlhNHOkPSwtlE+MgL+q12KoX/9dmlp/KS90UWW2yryRQ8mG1HqgAPEE 
GpBDxQYEjiVex5P80RS6UypThVmgpJBQnly/ARn+gFKqFPFn+FOX8u559f/4TJRCBKu/TSTlbCUE 
he/Be0HG/4hwHOEv+Znjp9VrSCx/4fgxwQFxHS+ECQdcglwHQ+8v5E 5yiPSRX8 Ju7KQVZCE8PV7i 
g2BvJLOAPg9RUwNcPzEyi/TAFTGT/ImayW4yiXxIu8jVs G3mkvtgF 87B Jr2Vflfs otPGPyBXk9fp 
avIEnn6MynA3zabTx4+SeaRnfD/eQcgUspPcQy 1 QVrOpgcbG30UP68mN5GnyWzJOFpG71LvQSw85 
i lwyvp8s Jq/RRfS 88 SCZQS4hV5G7yA/Js+Q4vYmOqtTj/aSWLCPrqJY6aIlwzfhjpEH91v6p8RfG 
j 8 CbeQnaPk0+YilV 1/jHRCZ/UdILxVTDyHaQaf5 eQB 8g+8nvqpbVCO7HA/FwMXHyL7BZKMMbp 5 GbM 
7W16Bd0tWMYfwmzcLvXKyB SR10RllEtagb6pPjm+FKLcZzZ 5Ft 5CHyM/I8+St666LzhYvzLePwAOCf 
pkgn3nQduYH8B Jh7Dn8vUCuNOBno+Wf0XfpH4RLhffT8KD1BPiP/oiVONb2KtbBr 1 FVjV48/RZKY 
oYw+ZpAF5CLyJE 1 SmZ6HZ+9jl 7GrsFXe J/xeVaL6ZLxh!Hm4b7A1J9eQxzGvX5HXyZtYry7aTX/L 
rhKG 1 TeMX4tLxZ sgqzOI68j A5 QD61aqqnJuqkYVpN6zGzK+go/SMLsRhbKCwTdqtvHd80fhuJgFb6 
yEo8eSG511xP9pPD5L/JX8kJ6seTGTzZQnvobdgiv8AOCwuExcKdKll lp+oJ1XOq02qb+m8a/lj 
wDrvp 5 J046+PD JDNwPUI/p4nb 10BBmgReppKZ6KnJXS AfovuoHfQB +kj dB 99iR6hHgBP6L+Z193K 
vscOshfZYXZECAllQodwv/CKKqJ6W/WFdulYKH8o/8m4cTw 1Xj2+Y/y+8XfGTyirECQJ0kLaQVlr 
yFbMfge 5g3wfON9LXiVvgO6OKn!HyUmswRdUA2ryYUR~GqPFtByzWOAX0svoNno7fYj +nP6RHqen 
GWEmFsVfGatj Mglidg37iJ0WDE JMaBUuF3YKvxY+V21 SV+HvCtagT6pOa49qE7pXT9469myf5 lfk7 
8/eO 14IWNaA8B3iuhrSB 5mZilVeQIfytIxvJZcDRZmD8P1DObpIjB 8nL5BXg/jB 5BycAR81x5e8D 
rMQpMkbylGE91VSHv8LYK7Ey7aCWfroSalv4u4JeQ2+md+HvXvoD+kPg9zX6a/o6PUrfo59iToS1 
W Subhhn 1 sPNYH/6Ws OXs anYL24u/X7HfsnfYf7PPBVGwCZ JQLHQKFwg3 CduErLBX+I3whiqpalVN 
V61RvaR6DTOfrp6hXqJerr5F/UP lg+mlP+lPq4e 19yueUAzovmL 1 qCt0/bALL 1Z+yPtQe3vteO6 
YtBTNOZfOiGnOLidnqlKsB 10hi lg3j91G4Rfsu/RJ85oQdTbMIIV2EyPCM+y739rB 5zAT7JrCFF 1 
KK2mQoq9Qp4hr61ffV7nUfyEvMT/5 GPLwe 8 JS91Nstb20Tpiiul 71 CqTO JozzQXaUa dlutPgrVmMJ 
OYf6yN9V55 JPgP/D6m3AaRd71z7Bfo6tcx95izzEDhJs6slKWo/RrSBPkc/Jd+gBIUz3ge62kCPk 
I3Ls6/GqMmNtrEXj ZRs 1 k7FCB +i 88ZdY6flafivt~/pNeTd4TPQfvn0j k0Qx4h72HV36A 1VFL1VQHy 
GiRfEbkXVPtnMgwe/C9VHBz0KTkg 1 JBFqmOg 18zYL/Id6g3CtfQzl ofl9CiSey6XxpDBd0FWcTlq 
IbvB 65 AiCkf/lbxKo9Anr2ve Jve Q7eRpwUUSwsNsICxsXXlaFyXfhEpyNt 14 J+RTEWdVj 5 GKyGtgN 
j 7+ffwg9XEga SANdRheRDtRMJOXjF2Pkj 0AWyeOLx+9W96pT 5Fd0NnWRQ 5B eXmDxTrU+fwIt94IP 
3yHT6S lkOL+CjEKveGmCVoGaTqg3qneoH1 fvVf9U/apmErkcXHsvVvG/ySlojTBdDlx8 SP4JWm8D 
95 SDfl oxiunQYRexXuFZ0k79ZBAysARyuw04WISVXI9eriG3gp8ehg75FTl JRbqY/JS 8Bc7xgM+X 
4/069DOLnINVX08egXS 81g6jZAWOFMrAZ59TC2 lgG/A+LmfvhJwdxZh+T96H5BhXxlVOp9AOrN5y 
8k/Oy3hDHenB foCM7yON0 JQdwivkT3 CsiaQN8uUhPNcP2rDgqKJR/R51pDw/Z7yBrRaepW5 oQwuo 
~ti40+ 1 Q6hFFYMY8x4q JzSW1 +Gnp7ArKsR/0wtG8KmsHFXKoF6nMw7rehyX5F1 o0vpPdowQFy2znz 



5ZbmqU1 TJjc21NfWVFdNqsxUpMtTZaUlxclEPBaNhKWiUDDg93k9bpf]WbeJVovZZDTodVqNGqdG 
1JR3xrr6w91kfl aVjE2fnub52FIULD2j oDSbR1HXN9tkw/y5paj 6RksZLQf+o6VcaC1/1ZKK4SbS 

1C4PdSbC2Vc7YuERumj eQqRv64j 1 hrMnlHS 3kt6hpM 1 IRy J4INzpXdURztL +cGe2a+OqbZ39Hely 
usdoaI+ lrzSky8kegxFJI 1 JZT2xwD/UOUyXBPJ2T9zCiM2OKWX+sozPri+FRdCMkOpeuyPbMW9jZ 
EYhEetP1Wdq+PLYs S7gRnVKakHblNV1Ne 1 arvCa8OovZkFvCe 8pHt906IpJ1/SnTitiKpYsXZoW1 
6KMza0vhvR1Zz+bj3q+z6Bzm+o lnlgaEbTCPw7zxtm03hrO75i08491AhPfQ24s+SCxLdPVv68Kr 
b 8VKze JbvCy7vndhll 6PV2LLkVBmVZhfYT+U6L 8wnNXH2mKrtl3Yj 6Xxb 8uSs zZFcn6/fGD 8 GPF3 
hrfNXxiLZFs Cs d61HcE9TrLtrE 3DPjns +2ZNunyPaCsgdo/FOpEwmc9MrATS C3VKSmnOU7PO+gqz 
lI 8xNiMrg6KWhzGShq2HMqYFHICxvItuUNWAB 8 eimeyq7AiqzO6tv7t4mTeTmm SLPqhBgLb/uUgAJi 
Jz76ZsnSiRJNQvyU8EpOJ1 +RWpYu/q2KdTaWyZWWcRLTtWFOMsVnJ16bLN46w+2ODYhgA20nSA9wu 
7Z2cAfojEb7At4zIZBky2a3zFhbyYbIsAEdgBtsul s9rRr+scZ3Da7Z+WfPV4/0xUPJe7mkhrqwu 
+dW/VXQ7OldNzlL3/OvlykL9rLNjs+YtWhju3NY/QbWz5n8jV6jnCAXeUDeRyjraFwoBhjKeYgFB 
qQVRL170VRNkFpcLvqgT+NQpRrxjR6kCV SgkNd2XF/umFuNcQiUzwzP/toZILxk/wpBXz92MQ0spNT 
EwMtDDs75Rv5bwzPtE2YNRSih82av2jbNsM36rogzLZt64qFu7b lb 1 s6Mr51 WSwsxrYdgD 1 TvG2w 
E2KosKIj40/fEsh23dqLqayik0G3jLTtidGb5u2R6UlnLlp4AF6xSE3zF+YYZe39bb 174qhbeCAM 
oauUsq9KeZswz2FnBUrPMZ 1 SFTggE7JVaatSCpTSc.[jE1LJCI5RRsnyEFcpEpV lvL 18b lj 5/4QRu 
IIXj 9I+FJETTSIOMQEcTHE 88 Ts 5 C 8 CHIBlgFuAjlMxFuRKhCiCBUo+4u7RBZrH6 JiAj zEAKq90gF 
6tza20gpSiHka9TnkplIV+Lgzo66xSpsdYXbyBzAuYDSfW0o70a+izXC0/v4+EtIdyCd0jxOZvNy 
1M8ELEb7WUKIzMMzSeRbUO5A3zbADIINU8B1A8QEt3A00NXAN3R5oQQuSKUGx6N8ovio0UYLqMNt 
FAMx4pkzP+avMlablIoyo9M+vw/APdsn4OLHPxXyVNIHV 5EXKN5E 7E/ihlYPQ2rhqgBFFsIeNYXeT 
wH6tGDYHt 1/LoJXLSZpUYMgViT0z/9SROthy 19DXmB 129jmCLPxI 1 a36VH2+elTr0H6gy+k3G2Yb 
9hmzpvvNsvkXlu3 W47Z++zT7Z45/O 192/cB 90hvzHvJt90 8NVAcPFQ1Fx6U/hfdHFOR0b0 SH03 W 
Fp8sOYG3MBoEKoJqjhctadvL6PMa7Yigkx 1ErXpeIAat6nlKIDqN+nkmPENbiR5G17nEmxI/axpr 
miOeauoeayItSIunEU2qjNgitgQiG1 SR02Fh9LSs J1/g2ssofSPc8Y3CIfUQZ15Bauk5ctRMjekQ 
DaR/YVPXump0QRLUpW1FQJ+mTn3 AVUPTaZzhyMWuGqfLVZ OmrhqV31Dj qvLQtCol SaFw JGIImc00 
g9Vi8ev0I+zlnCEY+CnsOT/JOLswIwe9a6/2NYM5eRDZECmmdw2H/KrICL0jFw5LB9ESx//0jr0W 
i/k 1 zwg79VRKtjlrUs +yf2DRVOwUqYKLC SVVI+wfckin02ozmdpaQpL JUCioNxgcDqezoqK420 8P 
jtDFshgIByoD/YHBgCpQX/fp37wpm72xL3OiSfw//32WOiF+lho71 SSeADrFE 8DmCIFEy3FEwCn+ 
7Y2ZJnST4YFnKBKNPBCb3dN4o6UiZblSfMGKz6RK0kfd3DDTaF2x2mSy2FZdxDy2ZLK2pq6+ttrl 
9thiKE0WF2u0CrpIT7XHU1 dXWJItZ3 SdtC48cWHDhQxeWOc+9dunf7n!55QWPP lkcmidP61kwo7yr 
dfOCc3umLRHad3avuu2eN8RLL2FSKW2/5KZOHf1451 OXX/OSL5Mx9eWPLrsqHXELmmjtrIrz553e 
6 lw6o+USXAGj 5KzSAPsu/Ex20iOX3GjZb2X 1 qrvY9/SPsYfl avocEUzPmRlmE9iQVjqtWn7eLWhH 
2B2yXhapeK5j 7Z2c6PpO9IHyODZJy4mWE 8qE+6gLs9FqbKLd4/a4ks SGW1HfXTWpI lm5YFZN39/y 
e+gc9ZqKjtZFt+30/zz/Vn5kZVdt 1 Tz6D ljfMuW7fl~G1 quM7Sw5Wqe6UX2TdcSqupPdrX+E/Uiv 
wugcGB04RNSGJOZlm8tH5cSZg81krnScdTNGh9Xjf3yQZ4zOUVtXj z+byID3WjcfnW/VpPbiwuDo 
3Pye/EBFZ+uiW7NOMnw605 TB 5 c35Z/I/y3N3HCmL302fpdXcryTb/s 2oVhnRK/YZ JoNqlgtHb7KR 
VktWam31/vg2Poy+U2OgohOnT1BbY+OkStqHIWCZi5OxqFYTi3 JiqK7iRDKwYbVWq9WYQqkpC 1ZM 
O3 fzj/N311 fdf7YNxrxt cXPbius3bH+Xj 6CKrmWbWDM42C+b2DuE +NXUp+IvmyMeF98nmW6sBI3U 
RtimsQNsG117roD+ 1 aPzP9FHsAY0kupfMOBiFEeqQj WF9pZ7pfaa lwNgcSXRfNxSqnlYGVBgcJV1L 
13V2L11KaxTQ2bmMy++Z48eFp9Sr+B6GzpR9+oBG0iT0pR6tN+AKuxLeUr 1 WRy/ThXB01LOriwGG 
NWa7ZOQwyAkix5M1RE5VIKquQzRlao2MPdIuPqe03RqV4J/hL S3bzdQsO lwlZ18559854M113Sf6 
2hlKnqgcL66J8k6ivJMo72RtlA5xx2svGiqJ7hP8 SMoDsYHGHu6hRnsF4hEOn8 JT/Z6JpybopH2T 
vIyWhSNShGmsFtHCNPFYIsYORpPBpDfpTCqNy+ 10M43P6/cGvIKGwQ2mooKmLFWaYpoiW3QZSWoR 
BR2eZbREj ShiC S2j MVPxMuJ 115 Wi SPFxUh6VTXyuJkN0iDq 1 FgbEgzpB Gta£ 1 nDYSbrXI 85xgwFc e 
t 7u6CkQsPNUYXf/dc 5 f9YGp 5 JNVc fWTDxlcr2/OvqAx JXOPK1/A7rQOVVb4yDXvkl9mLts lb0dcx 
dPeDfzhw94M/vOng7+mKKbdMCntj e 8Y+yR9bNq0y3HApp 5IboRiWY 1 U95NpniIX+mNY SHX 14X3 S J 
dq2WUZwo8xIt/TeUpps+DGH9T2xra4mbMdlilRG1 TmtCoYR9OVcVosXSY 1 lr3WOVRDCEz2v5KfS+ 
jv2ceJmHH1X0 lnForb6+pm5xrI9rrhZ746cnTtNPU7QvBq2KOOq2HXalektroKPGOrSXIcFCfYve6u 
bmmsLr 5gpt 8 +KVw9w07/oV71 xRNXdpYnEiVdW9mh8 zORcPy4wi2YOX2YUZD 8RY7fxH7CnhSEYtMd 
AjMYDUZK 1 AH7LvdeN3MHGcZkMOqgOfr32TOerId5Rmg0R+06Tj ZGc 41 uRIjvtagprgHSU3KAqEU 1 
U//e/ro 1 S A 8FadB fhHuVhyilvtDT8DruwPTAj 31DkEBD3 afG+o6TlpYT/ChEduhkt71FJ3 s sitLxW 
ROZGTgi9QALqC/SKFgqdopECA6ICc0Fbi9L2OKQJ 1 A 5XP322Rnsj suIvuHghfZFILbFDkXB cKQQE 
6aLVOAhwWF8t9Jz+b7r2+9ecf885ibrf77jg8f6ZK/NP0sRFrWXRuJs+RSt2rL71HvPoSP+jM66/ 
+UD+KXuqk+MxMv6esA 14TJHDsqS 1 ecLvrUpt S 17uud9/ruMP9I/sj7qcdxnSwJcicOgqFLus JHP1Y 
7ogRNwL6YdhF2Cs4mvwVjAEd8Gm2AZ+AdhgaI+xX+2SL2m8mTtwA2RumVG14mt5BjNS/r6iAZgiD 
/bbXSalYykq5YLBZPdTjTluLaBEXDOW+8jNwngLOhyA1TkE9nRqzNWZ8/hNNxNvS4j+RSoljx8Xj 
0Nt9J+yKNIaOrm lmZ2KL62s3UEYiUc6D4ECF47hqppl 1 C+VNi25dlpj+x2237T/nvEuvyL+azz85 
t7EtFQmJz58z88 JR91gs0nhp09mXfc/86GNPrp91 $23j o 1 f9Jv9mY01LRatFcF+li27+MxBTDbr8 
MfBpwCXXu2Vvixme fApzmGn 1 BrXObCIqndlsNCp2DKFOLIGRUK30aKYqcpCehsVsYKJs01 G1 zmQm 
uBHAdAcFPTrW0n7Zml G1 qJhVJamYym81HEXEZylIOONccfdln2pSOK4FevKzJhAPJyR7440VKVXB 
fCmQkoNW26pdMZiRkfqIrZpdt/lb38 qfyLuWwqc +Lqw+vfNw/gitPMw 8 ePFd+buZ Q3gOGiZGeg+Q 
xPioHLY7av5t oQ6XaNbMIFqbwfyc6Z WiGV6DMENfGRBnwfTrkq3mamtAChwKCAFffPM9nG10YXxj 
MMAKihN8o lhZfEipM1 WT8H/QpPSczv61HZ 1L+8/+T5UqPNfPWlnZ//nb/5P5crI4nyXtgO2Rzs5 
l+6Up6ipaBWdYkiMLgg8kT6Ylkmi6LB77P5o8y0BzczAqsDmgPCkrr2yklRWkPazqVH19RVXtnd0 
wxdrw21 Tu+yULf0x2tEva4NNoou6tmj 7U74RI SRbu79bVydBBRj anjv78gqKI 1 ws 8hi 5 oLpLrKAV 
FQsWlvzE 8 JPiVp9/YXXr3H/NvL4xZ 8e lnKck34Kly70juGXBEdV94tq~f+xCin3GEYQ1B 16eAuD+R 
lr4mcexP4tipPlhmLSg6jlpllZWFhry4UbRgiwB119g5u75FnZ4+Y9qMrhmCZsrkpslTJzdPVmlK 
k/qEmIgkE4nOlplXkdnlMyNEU66KEF2Z8VnqDGE8W4eJO4DRbN1P/T6P lxrlZXKImONoMWNyx 1V0 
VkN3hKj T2ggxlGifJY4iGE14yuMvQFvYgvxT 1 JS 0PE sVpcj FGxQjt954cuJTVnb 11VeTvj7aR+sF 
bi 1DJdhrRTCpirkAwqS +mnEAwzMeqVLZXU6mUiyYesUeVZLNrF5RqMXQpIr JDUXKmb 84qbr31H4p 
E+ 18Z3v++/n3PsffShH8+zg/oD/tm3p5vjZ/JL81b/oXTtnEP9BZjwznP7 ln+Srv2RUtzSXV05a2 
Dt6+OFPXMMN8aTJR1 TiQcDvilRtm+h3C9wljt66qCWfup8WP4rRu+Z/z00/nH81PoxX/zr+df4n+ 
j V6 JQ6tDf9+]~I80dzj/+4LLuugXbaqdFXEMXD7757 J2T/FOLzilrvP6T75RXB ouffq+/Mx7gthec 
F+osZAfO5WilfHtUNNpbBs SN4mWxG8UbYo+b94vaO83DZkbjMUaisVjEYDGGDJ6IN+Qx6qme6UJ6 
t 80VctO4gUTd62NWMRwjE ]~ICIjEW SdtEp 80r~xlgswkosVqlFYmUbLdRi2GyjE TiYVe 5YxGZhKuqJ 
WaPxEtAspcdFWbQKE JMGuJ6tbup+ml 5DYrRCj oUNvsrkYHJrcl fy SP JYE q67ZDgp J3tQsiOZTWq3 
Xwx+ILxL7Tvn83 WOw 1 L0titne0uTnFsEY JBPIagoH9PY 190H]Ud3ksHCYWNlj eFRN8LKa4IGxu9RDxB 
xdFC3HdmRis 2NWmbQOoQ9X2wvS J85 fne JALxUQ+xCwOLZ7hlLxUmhuFgQhPn5 S GOwInBhfuqM8 zvp 
nxz0g650tHlsMDA37Naw4IX/dYRec 11 bqjEg6hI J4/J7VZO/eOwHpZI6kXCLRXaHvu0f9PV 8Gnpz 
3vgfl QsgUeI0dIC4x7cO6w01 QXiuONRMQDOg3Is Ck 18fqHN0+29w3 +L fHrg 5 qFtj W2PfZNtkv9n2 
qOYx88Oelzy/DBg0bpJsd7cGt7qv99wQuC64X3WwyJB JrpIu02w0bwzc4Hjaqq232OzxEFnEQhTq 
2AmOXBT5kc luUV8YEiwXuvROScZGbf7B JE3aE5ccoFWKuQK7Wm81 S AZm6Pb 5 TnV/0B cYLqROwKLu 
+6yvGOYMhAnQ/RH2MyJEDeFGx6yzN+2p0kGSxN1BjdmU9CR0eq2eaQJJs9uQIJogIqPXkiB6vzoB 
1 uZmb 1 kqdfXVt G+I9A0pVjDle+FYVGFLO2fuepdGE 4vGwZ32OFfBvEi9oLj 85F 1 bt] OpZfEL9219 
Y+O6fz78u/zu/b+kvc9tv3+xL5zRqffky0Ze+O7GnQf25d+4e/DmSy9b8xPaNflcXTzaHM9A6TiC 
FIIP4f5FADsXo7zYvxWIj/FI 5FGK1Lxc4VnkvSNxTO1KivsC2CrpmdtrvcDzk0yy3 acIhEo7pwyBKN 
B SusFhatDQSIzp4OWkNSiIWadZVa2qO12ivLpz5VUGVD8MpwCxfIFU1Sq2LJkN3GKzkqn4KwDSoHk 
fcnuSidVcid6YQXD4dAEU6WA2PM5YmfGUqLf7rA 5mKakuL S4rFj QfJ lj GrfL4/K6fC 6VJp 5IickE 
LeNRzI+o2BHkUQplqYQrmiAQrGduPLhQhVrFp5pb2WABxcyO1UaAcwhRC8MuVYAhzleAb5z5TiSQ 
ntJi 1 bvbG9NsyT++99TBxd89t G3 qtYtER6D60YWXn9U6MD2RCLtWC99aVVOc aJuXHzm 8/W/fX+I3 



qca/eHd+0mBddw92++r7NpdL4BDcLVE9gvUopxG5W6vSG8qFqHGmUa 1RawxAIpBUJQ 1 JY9IOV+gy 
zDUOGDYabjBYNpfuqHhK9ZTh56qfG95XvW/4TP2ZwWA Jh5 zRWCgcckWjyXnl 5 S OsRL6wO JS 04mh9 
nsn0S3 IIB/NIO4+xX2pC2qJwKB6NwYmUZKa5ZjaXJg81aMKfhfll 1 Gy 1 SBZmaQ5Z4SdkpLmoKORL 
O 131JXFWQktMZnPc aQk 18 oIEKUnEmUuXrniGQgHhyE 8LXkrB 2ueeI7Hpl OIuaj qhZKjipBNhmIIk 
muCyA10BNN4X3+e6uykFnvqIiJ/2/QfktMB 5ZYj asEaw4hVmiZ2xPe JOja9WruBWirHq4kXr5ppi 
McePlhR7sFhjU9JT4n6LkS+c6vJSy/qLmx5Q5cder9t68diCnl 2RX8qXK+GyRLODhaXLX3HzdQEr 
1 sg9/kfltFNaoj CyQDYZwiAHB 4RAdYb+RvTGXywo3 eqTWqk 8 S2As s0Wy430hhui4bLg+FYBwMDNvn 
prYfoMeULd+ Jxgws 0IL5 CULHvJXp 1 UZc fiML4Wxzcs 7/yj GCT S+X 13 zihRnSGHutvCnusxrnvHTr 
E6+f2zzlbK2q3p+cmmrwYJrqL+cwtur5PZflvbhrwZzGoMswz+Z3BMv7fsPewCz5jga+Xu0qzKmO 
zpXXFXE daiyi+qIrilhl Q2ddT 80j 5 GWiTgTr6GXksuBloRvIj cEbQ3 eHHgt9GPo 8ZBps ONbA JLvk 
k JxiXEyorXarw+rkrmR9naaAIX84ZI9GKyaHktGoMRyyRWPS 5FAiGsuEQ7XR2Mj 4TXI7CQXD 8ImX 
BAPOYDBA6uoISYeKnKFQEaF 1 oaAgwSdaVwvs JhOhIL5HQEh9QODOU3+z4bDxqJEZ/Q3YRcn6YFGN 
MiDktsp617umoUgcLvVTwOhuvqzhWwUYrj 1SwC199wwidPxyZurFgQ6bmnOpbl+KO4zlial 2KkyNI 
08 fJOQtlLxD 88VrYHnkYdNghqqF9Ar 5LA7Vzlw+mzbx0X 52QoRekZa/nVDr 5 Aorj qYMNqupVdvRu0 
/DXZCkfoICsprKy7o7FSrKmQHvuXd+yk2rygL 19pSc 8pMTJUplgZ/ZVwFYg 14115+pozCPfEFynV 
K6c7V3iqWhI JKtVkj Oc Jiy6oLk7wNQ9B G+/Emkdw+d5uj 4yM/ytnbuRAvs zUKAaDVjEYClnNk006 
aDQQDnmiU]~{ 5pI3 GbOGQe/aEj QT5EhGDHmoNhZ oLO7NQIEpsVgulIU+E e6UJ87h 1 Vj 319pOZLoEP 
68 qe GI2 JtpIgCdCe ACWBtQEWuDKKReB G/FDfOr4A3VwaKCkuPAqGOITNjv09NmdwLt+ouvIFgkKv 
Yu0ocvtGs enKF24UX4AahTkP9wEZz 8 opRy2xitZ 6si48 GNka3hr 5Dtlh3RHeEdlL9kbMqrAqUqYq 
NkYdZX6NOD J+Xs 5RC/CI7LDz7xGITiqKO+iuYFbMBnUEb6FDfS1 +e fUpUecMtKDpMVlv97YQncXR 
QnDmN5 GzOlusI+N/HkYbwL dzFk+Lotz 55 cte Sm2wrrTgcwtz2TgZFHw7nK2L4QevpXn2/Vj 1EB 09 
d0okenrNms5wXhpcGEqlNatnn97Ppml OTWYwtmJz+7/YqVp9+oFLz8ICL7pIeDZeF2UJSG18Glvl 
MFbXDzY8fiCEsbqmxjBf3cXGxrl JutP7meez8L+jqjIcblBTGCsbpeGQJhozc 1 aNB SrspCIY 1Dj s 
UHo6MUIj 7/a7t7rvdwvubR1Y S oGCaytt JiblLxHpM/SZmuj KR/Ibc 5 +w0ofC 5wc S dz 1 hKcBPkPzhF 
ENXcFIVKL 5 JiTr/X4/MwTcwZyVD Jjyj qimdo2FOUIcAYUIdND 1 fPPKMIe 5ipX4nB 2khYOVvQCDYu 
HLkLg5UGOhePzT2/PRDo6INGi+cf2rH0zxHb5uuuu5YN5G+6pDGaSMQaLhEGeerIfdc9E/Wyu8b2 
s e/ctfNWzh8 zYRuZgMEwefIAicI/4/XXRLkUm SLaa8 JROdoq2HY2qKpFg9A9a7WmY194wts dRfThk 
hXz7g99/uigkaf34QhET4REcxO 5ghJb JUfCDBFdzs0/00rC3x7vDK3jDokTDUo+0Rdohqa SnaRkc 
gzSZjlyykB 8unOobahIRII 10FXyD2A4U9OIYOKEoyjGIHVAmkAPjEQ7S/6kRFZUSs61NSfCcjuSS 
1Z72yemxyVwNWo3Lbm5e4EmqZ+e/s2VtxP7Fhl 8LEZV78rw76VqOkcrxY+qHgJEKKsg/9Fp9UeY1 
FEfLYlfEbrN807Y79mpsPMa/482IgDMIJgqDEGJb3Fs 8Bywvl7xV8pc SizrmsojRcCQZmxRZFNU+ 
F/k0xh6x7LOwah2s SRqNSuGQNxotC 1 fAtIxD0niiMa/HQ9Gn6cK4HlIjvE WiS 61LxiU1XVlbK1T2V 
g 5 W7Kt WVOn4ww7TNpaU9ZbTsysyENOE GhW Jwgv647akc zii7Ki6pFdqLRkpg 5yeTCUvCmNB1SHGJ 
O S aC+iL6Y10GWKOIOIqbFFuRG+qw0tfB AFnn4IId+lgl~xglKBN4V3 f216gY3K5paW8meic2d4qu/ 
qv+ S e7uTofRZ9I 1 g42ybueXU69n+ay/yy+eqZycikzeMrdq3 cc7yn7zFS s +bY/UkEhUV4bPILxj 75 
TS4jv/wjdteljVEoSUrs43/UfoylmMQO8vB2/b9K2Qzvat+PvCPe130f+D4ol TZ6qbbcg9PcOjK3 
aklVT/UaorNWidVydU/1 YPXW6h3Vu6qz 1 fm6OGq98g/yHiVer 1 +vW9DyfX6a327yKOuL C616r2+ 
UiAkU9 lIZoS7Jq3DLWU9EeF+3Uqo3ulT6vUGHzz/fp0ROwhG/qSiIZx3izZm89hDtnB JJBQmoAST 
NSRKfvDCpLLKOCRZVaoixpILx64a9RgMk0hXy61KsPnyh3HGnS 5 eWOEtLS 0zEKEKnG9Nej 9Pr9eix 
mTaUeHII+zRabUlpGRqVeXC/SyWW+H38kpdXcw6WvhQXwvgdMJNeYzBOCkv8yM1 o0Gnl 1R6Pn7Qa 
6LNg6FLWRGQwWAvS4vj oPtFWI/qqqkfYB cMR7MIVI~xKMgZ Tfl z3m9475 fWPeOZ0rO95XjICCIcB 3 
4vbGdY02TyM/6+wunHWquS3 A9+RKAqe ffWekYAhDc+Hoy/+NDfr/sk0v7Nk/7btR 1 DXpuE JrwrZk 
j 4bflNhfFtaba811FKqoV7E0+oZw03aInzWC6rSwKIDPVUgEBTAWqaO4gnGqRC3POxxQMjhZrdV+ 
nICxxahrzC4rz2fy3E/m2.[j qZzZ 6WmUQNb+C0pLWFfa ezyOVN//MPMbFhLohTiCdM27/4oXDh6TtV 
Zz/apUkkGDYUV4xdwtiOjXMhTalBG3F5No5dxToXtQVLM1BEoIrF4/8Q3hWex+2B JjZTdmlEsVEV 
Fhur5KaOmltqb9feWys0c7G6dFbtvkZ61faR9JNN+9M/T78VeTP9Vu37aX2ttlM70zHTM6N2oWdA 
dwe 5t/ZhXKj epzNV49thzXer7knfN01Fmnua17v7m9d57nTtpg9PPk SPNRt07p7mDVOE 6TrmsrvY 
FP6WFzyNn0yhVdU6kEyqvCRVnkiVlzZVP 1 F9sFpQVU+t 7q6+svq26vurfl z9bPWvqv9QfaL aOFhN 
q6c4dRHdSt21OhXTTdHNlm3W3ay7X/eI7mXd73R6oy6gG9QJTrtO8 JqTUgo91g5kpkxnVTtJXybD 
vHJpqsbqlbxLvGu993t3ew95tUe9H31PQ+57ZYtY42UQXkZruVSeKW8pV5V31LZbExJ2Dx/iCom+ 
Rb9Ff0ivCgMwohehOUboQVmUm7c2M7m5v5k 1PwZnKv/OiVzSU9IyHqCBFKkX6 ll91VqOJWrWqk+q 
WaVaVveo+9UqtW9qwzkg 8UmKz7RvKNV9YujUUOpnfVAwOH5aB 1 dp32fHoapx/pq~2oB 7OR7hRT8B 9 
elw8AXKH6IP3aWjdhKMcRy06scnS 1 ASCpOsKRLrX5A15GekDgUK7VzVMDsYMoqCyJkLJSMKYbExa 
ir~xFxB TWF9FobLJQXOTE oLmIGqKIG1RTirj Gh8r/yuk Jd+tagFDSu0P1QCmZ 1 KpWY2B clQMxwlmCv 
BFMa5xWF3VKdclY4IZvrPcomqtjGxbKyfWIznrip58IRWuuRS lrL/MHkj Ckt56x75ZLr7/VYDE6z 
H7+asKajZ 5Fh05 TiiC9dt W3n6rlmvj 2+Rt~vV14bsXpeUKpnUObt 6+rVdQ2110/N3yBEx4Z 3ZPusO 
2jhtX119RUzxq2KbGj6sCkNAeXO6YJlvtXTriET2Men22uITztI/1QCx5naAtShqNlnVWq2j 0ECJG 
aVTW+u21WM3crFoO5Aacy/aUHilllaVyaU/pYOmu0mzpaKm2 lIIrQD7Jx3xlNjvuI1TC89gjjopH 
RLXoK5kzpFxLGFJOOSDklm0RbqzCjAkrED/swU/PerlRgV0oNj78QO4AKS005W/mTZWBTDT9bMKC 
E49zzl dKsMCbSPsKa+xPqMzqRDwZ 8Af9TKNPhhMJVbSYhky+ImK2SAakY5pkMfWbi4pIRFeEbecZ 
a6x4wOAUil2pHtQPhrfE 79Q9qn5Et 1 +lu0Z 3vZ7htxQMW6QtiTvVO+MamIBDfb3UxpeYLzhf8 W Jr 
jBvUkGoTOyquj 1EQi9LdG2/ff7x/8yvXzt7YeG9Ua0hV0+s0htlTqmdMqimg9IdG9s 8dOSmuz+/ 
tr JuperheY 5ggCXGHsr3b41Nmq2H5yWNv9kzm+nYOzviXQIrFyN/kiz/VOLie 9uofKXqRvRh7i35I 
/5tpDTpazsqcC6QB/QXSRvl Gw7qinY4nHU/iIO9p576ip2MvFhl O4CDE5 SCCJXiEHINsPEKPUbiP 
nTgk.[jhcXp/3 JDyRf/Umj drIdJUR2yhLivKFqPK1 c CgHgLYaHK3uolk 84d+d+AQywhqUgixYpZ 1 o 
x+G+klTNEXIa3+CN6k6VG64s31FvZXqVgIcIQV5wt4KLu4+sUL+aJIZEffNnA 14 lwrECjTRygQq+s 
G0oo/APvo3 JiUOCxLw/h+V0dbnILstT24tqDxwaueOs7T3Q2TOnWazweqTJaM39G/axJC//m!dYm 
6v/5oe/s/u6ixo45Klp8vuru+6/725QUXF74+QHwSid4pQhf/t0sx+4yP2Y+YN7vVtnt9TpS JOKq 
kJTW67wPSEUvxgqWHvhnL30Avz4xQs/br0tdZzLpjPhi9RLZ59kUSTql 6Arn69yigCUtepm3TEGg 
BZi04ucvWBbGuD 8DBIHLOBgGk3EoO4GvnsyRDBvM7MqwjI S 9j s z5RnbxR7/ksiOi SvRVNFw94dac 
wC14CF4DL1Jx00Y5w4dbmPswReUkv6/AM18xTUm0zOyIJ2IJprEnuS+TaSyJqCNZTMrMiBK2SDEt 
tqYUVuF7xzK+BwKXZAbNg47B6GBZNjOa0Qxattg3erbEBkuvSN/g2Za+y7zTfW/5I+4nyp8ut2y 1 
3mxj 4B fax7e sB 0imwN3KjMHdCgLA3bz3XuyuFHeEx6Wu5VylnPgqglThrVit A/ykGBEFB 6j wa40u 
3ZC/dNraruFV81 c9tap91RS9qbLtxplrEt 5EpibtKVk4Rz37i 1 cudkawye7+3mNu655ducnm2ta 
qX+NOxQs G7vh207pvh!ueTzp2FagAqEPPOYiYVorL9TYZ zn7nGudq 1 wrvZuc 2oThUXxb 5Re 219hr 
wlvmt 1 z/EP51NmxxQV7iSPdcYUBYG71M2BK9VrjB 8qH5Ly59mW7cTXV6fYqTQVgn6PrUYTehXe4R 
WrI3kHRo lfi2/rDJqHfzl TVidd2yLlrjXo 1N/Og+vthgeySHjZYaDmWvrZb4MgGW6JLoJ1FVNFxa 
2A JXKVIV7RVYZC/AZGWNQjUmkNMR2MC+yAQHggHB d7gDwXkwl eLEkkoVLo2dwmVFKNu+41 T8xVBh 
Y2wrCiUKG+OgXSoifqcbx/y2QBHluBDxnQknCxweQCn24cpMpMCNBY3HF9AOKamFuacsncs1912N 
6xdlLml alhCdPbLpyJpzxx7/9msfxxKuWE lkCv306YvObl/gvvfqXVcf+pC6Pnjgh5dL9uree2NA 
RRtO6dtwepOmKXmxnKEal~xRnVtxV1TSiV1WWwuFXqU3ERTk7BH5Kt JrikvbFKI 1LGvAsDrVbAs Ju 
mCZVyWtcNG25tl~xNoI 8NGX73w 5 qRMkc zQgY2OvVyXFf6AjXeotKoDBj dUZp 5 +2iapn9L SOkE0stM 
R3CN5rdHICF/azbbS018odARh3KmtKombDpiYjAxTJWmraYdpl0mDXdU9CvJI6aTJq0JRySVGVaR 
+a/I03QF1XBH9RA8FkNg4u7jTeLxoeNDMIWU1Pu4a3XqZ3BP8UOAUM3dGE 18091y4gqPfPYXq~f6xc 
k 5bDiZjrRe6uUFiqHr4KnK3 aYrXVt cVf3nFTDJXCMRv2kTi 1 qHbRo 87wuWO/a6113nQTfX3vFZfN 
nFozVaMyiZ 5 QMdsmdI 5 ddr4XZnicBipns 5uXdWZ2j C 5uSLtagRIRBm9VlsFbW7r 5 s GZ aJdOe7hHfA 
SZVkKr6h+oo8LyEarS31iRvlN6VvL31KdUCfK91Xcq~L+aYfBUK2vl TRqpoTnqHVg21 J9qdQgTZdu 
1V 1 fdq/+0fSj7UZ5erwtYi714kfcJmvjzuZSc8akWOx+EHuzbG9slpPFNc3w4iByeWsqmymvHrZ7 
a5pHB JXscjo5izpD9TtNplCGCXJmUo0wIgR1Eyh40s6MtjMZsk7nj 8DxzKFswGjD0+n06d7JI+NH 
FNFmkwnV3nX4erVOklLMly7CRq 5tLxNxkOIrC2ZNmptk9pY2/SIyAsRoVCkV1GCM2JEUMvOZE01 



GJXVUGuNVMNq5EgyVc7fJ6GOXC4prSnnBrO 1 fG359nKhp/xIOSu/rBvmMr8nwo304018vXFmAS6e 
iMf61mAZ9vg JpZifdcA0woW S1HLUgYs 1 qcyETeyUpUhNqvcEVSH4FErxqwuYdgLowzByIakGchib 
RO7iVO 55 qT~RmJ8DaoIFj DNbVwxMXjB 8ikE 4cB 3 W43wKB TidihZu 1 PIDg3 ol WV21LbThXrHipKAY 
ylxh8 ly SfZ 9OGZ7k 8K49NFOzLj 2 lvvnHv547tOqcqx+76siizvOvuXD9DZ cfy/bNnNwzt 66p Jx2+ 
dCDSuPHBW+63Bi4W7rtkUkndlBW3n62eUhqHM12+/pxbIpMmLaismOGT 13VeUzlp 1 +qbf9F86cgd 
ay+5f7il 8ou/2aTa6rNntvtsRW5uUeHyraoBOr+cHj2Anw88mTM2Kk76zKzaGnUXYz3cR69VqzVu 
TVKj spp J1JRLZj Eqlmvsuy2HLAy+Y0dcs oywd2RbtDguRWNRtWwyx2LBuB QZYW/Ly2Mlc ak 8FqPw 
SZc T74BKG41 E cKHao JNw9F/mdMiR 1 haH3DmtxiFPrXXI7QiNk 5 CrpnI SouARRKo0oGkcE6nbIcB Qc 
dl Crg4Ydl~x 1 MdFAH34rZRyuoV JGtYJmKQY6 J51o+kWF0pUD0pkB 0qED0pMDyCgXKFjBHB SmYcWU1 
xZweLRjYyWKaKR4tPoLvc/De6ifXKB C 8 o0AMSmmqDOVqin3pOQVThFMWKFTxuoo 8gw9E Gj Z2XK59 
9SmcOBWuF8BAgemnVAlcgNHCxbsI3mk3tkT4cPROU4sFllEh58B9PAuX2hZ+Y88iwx9kQatcxKlc 
x+M99XLxR/vWgWbh74atXjDW4SpTrhp8edCBI25ucZxRBgP++e6tnQuvLC2Zmk9W+ez2VKBkdmV 
MSWfnOKzFcP9PfbevPYVN+7K376mVhuPayP+lfSHG6ZE6jvzxhW+qC4e 14Tda4R9F9bouB+8DOZ1 
THORbmIFyTuyu2irzdNitRE7CcI 1 ZB eDGk9cwj 2dj/dGzXHJxhMxb 1 wKH1R+gEqDudtq6mp2a6hG 
hpc 8qLHbDHqOkSBKC3txWSg lmaxmyczMZV6Pj O75HcXc5FrlqmI4Vrhi6/AoUM6kK2uyHrrdQ5XN 
oOcKuainiE1F/UW7ir JFqkxRS 9F2 JE aLj hVpQnNGIXiwcLijxoUPzATs lbAZn9BALUjgo6D6G3fB 
HN/EM3CabF 10niwvWvRKRXte21 zkrGhTX6QUyPJ5+SljgeX1 qnicRT3LWRRJ4G38pXwXHYO2N8 Jv 
84cD8 JKdlIvc3hpSTQcqByZtqNwwaZvzmsprJmUrs5NGq49VG5XfszBZbDVkkjiJlcel SXyLa415 
P4zutFsnmTQcicDMfmCOI9MlIgiykwQK30yQAz3KtxO2BvSBEUE7nEylFDx7/j c8flie4mtgg+cE 
xHUodSzFc JS fYqln2G/x 1 aA/Kcqc 3 +wDI3y JMfF4fohfoUv 1 QXmfODGBNRzS/S fmYOAWXAgwnPhd 
0YLDQBGXxcW2eu45oyvk3kUtLYt6X7H57th8xaVTS 5PllImizxPRGKhAU53qNb0tQLfc0ptvOt lw 
U+v561ZMK29Np02iSxez2UoSzqlrPSdYW01LRpuALOyALLwBsrCCfiS3s7CrSQB7 lvIW+4B9blaH 
9H5jMhiNRmP 1 wXPMK8 zrzZfZtppvC3 zHIKfl TvFH/px 5r/Ut 8 S +ik+Fus d7vt5 fY 1 QXlIkdoUVmp 
s7QyQ4tCV1VC15YqiBHCT+PORBNS3107T9idjL344ostYy/iLgt3anKNkxlrCsjrcXJUgfPcisqY 
Gt6 JUChYVIRzPYZYwiUqye AOeiR3 aVzC129xj 0r Su0 Sn5 JLiUiwWw6+CVcRigvpnOK61o3iqq8ji 
xIOilXp+KIgz3aDVXBQK4iu6+AGmSgn3Hgx6DZwg/PezQucVwUKXvfF4zO0yHK38pJJtqaSVMA 1 d 
HQb6Npxfg 8 O1BmoYobt zlnXi0xReEFx9dQd7Ct dOLis qkgo3FXCZnLsvZBEiMgOPyZHSY6WqUI+m 
8hkq4HbCHHqcG32w+SAv+TEB/4bE 8bHjp07 ljb0vnlI8vtC43NTzdYunTnnHjnPDT9ke 88Nf/uUW 
FXf49vFUH7E 1 orczbl6dme aO3 CbFnQv5yv226Bj +Mlv9hDOWO2u 1 WgcUOxe GinYWtILxvj dzEuTDo 
7me/a4+Uy/TBpkXXDvz+ero~xWSjiALTvQVNKcD01 Ix9PXwlE6ORCI4yqWUL 11Rf6nL3ij4G2vBVSO 
tk55TJGZZwhIOB 5+J4vFQXsigVizc/nYbSdvW1Er/yKaKK1FeGw 1RpjxipSEPY99E6QkzHuRc7g7 
hic 1 agMWgd91LzMZuQyEf5/LQA6G0zU1 CoQs 5FCOQRhmjXQ7rpwrPv4rJPsue9YuZOwt9u32Ufsx 
u9rOn5tUU8PhvnRFjUORhVyVfUMWKob41yIQ3M4PBr+JseGvBd7sLzZ+JeaE15dxMYfZ41 epNZfC 
Uu5ic 2RpGqN2uyQbiup 1 VgdpI12 S AxuyLg2tq/fF JThy3twbTc cl/HLam7Iz2hqXmmJRa 1 xyxGJy 
MY3 GpeIR9tb+mDyF 1 selKUj LZbG2uNQVi2mj 6bqIlqqKmqoGVEUDBgN+ 87hL0zSlpNjpMEyXYX0q 
Zu85RdEaMn3X9Oz00emq6aB4i9UqWZm 1 zO+DgeLj 1 sj9vkO+wz5B9m2H3++DSLSsIo2qtFKVPpQ+ 
jB/8TG9Ps/QILxFovwQVc ltbKce4PRWv6W4+ 1 sl2t2dbRViGD6Eir0OqbNn2EnT0c4eYD5wRYCYrt 
oJi7OGScgH1NBW7g9i3Ygd+DaAHPwC38pczgeoj/4zNhRSgb2HlunUiBkNKs llclgcpK6oohqtCGj 
v4iazB1NVRENmIoK29gvD9i4q5 fMmL9 JtktlmT4MR6Fa0keKSTii0+IUDs 0IzuDgBIn3 Tz 82nW1M 
cVONSZ 7+W6N6mqubo 5 +rnF0urqB zdXMNX2OX33DDro~xoXcH 1 MR0k 5 Q4piB 4WXS 3 QRt~ ahkmj QBg6 
2Dme 5 AaPAnEsp 5 QDKnmrsZAHVPLixHOAPL/HiK+FfvXBlpz7UlyK0eP5v5 s +fGc 44cOGOfQfBPyL 
7mvnLNoc6bm9Z +n6dDH4vDFgd6Z CqYVpm6c 1HyxOW52Z QEkkU4u6IkUGCI9eMb99/rmLenpvvjN/ 
9UU 1 sIj UxYG19LtXdkRaWvKG1XDVQtnHJp 1 Fv7tFjrukWXnD 8haNYj ddxETFbipY 5/XgixRTcev8 
L08ZG/Uamua01DCrtidNlbDMExrhd+y3wht+waWphc0u/JYeDTC71 QLpmpIsYkRM7bYewpWzQNAZ 
16wFSz0J6zwWNcByVyx 1 fP38bdkVg/2ewu3ccNhqtRhSA2pBpQ3AnTdSBH66kfGn5HO9tXQTfMYa 
g2K7ulxObrw7QftW/PSP87CTObkh74QR7+RGvFOurUME29vJecPJzXknt+Sd3 JJ3ckseVzuc3Hy3 
SulsmmXSg2Ab2058jtx2VyA6USD6USBsdgWiNwWiLw51K2x43HtULsiVFRcneZlixON7EslR3PcV 
eBE34hUII 15pog/Fa5K+Sq+NdSV257roS+MdIg/66asPNwT5CQ13LoqnUkMw3pu4h5EzBv+cacGH 
8UIQNI5YCxaS1VvwSo5bSFbF78IteCu34K1 o9QOLHhvOddyjhIMBfo lpgprcFEjlDBHL3UrfLOEW 
/PTrZp93uVME SRbXekR7yn!uzOLafPEEeW6aM231rMYH8t+7SDHgE771dNf6psgVeePqBlj00E 5f 
kills cF7duv2gQzO JOPmy9yU/LTZR+wKdJWmmROt JavU6Y0hWKIiGGFX JSRy 1 qajKj 0tl3LergGkF 
0KKA4f+nrWuBj qM6z3Nnd2dX2s fMzj 5nHzMr7Uur 1 WoketagaS 2j 8kl+x JWPj WCGyTY2xMRhkkwQw 
ELnYhdAS 7DjFYILxyHEgOB o4bEguMDfRUHFICbc 7B J6 SHpOOBn8ZtE 50kPIKBUsn9/juS sHu653j u 
7Hr2ah7//e9/v//7/u3tr9KnVg4o+WT2LHjhWSu7OUu7yJcdA9tbVg 1VVK2zxNzDTUS/vEXX 1 J4C 
pOtagiLW2971iZw/yLERcws 0nigt QvZmVFqnuSEPIH 1 AIIIRIhS 1 m SB W JeUPP6KIUDkXAYZUKyVQi 
paUckuxXi7jKtM6idaouxN3pIgv6AkWmOwI6C9XHdCHlihW 5pyHAlvBg SpzAGbY3 sV6U41 qu30lz 
j UnjvnFl TNsrHfAdUPZqr4uvGfXjbmDG8nj 8gHuvf698IO5BFmV01 wj CEIhIe Jybb SR6cYwYDViS 
ASHg21BCDtn0nl/s3Lm7bfO/+7NectjAe+y 1 ope9IcL+YTj 1 W/+9i9/dt8TrOnVNlh56arf/MNN 
o0tXaI39mljDM+PpCGH7xekVThyI5bvJvmZpqukh0FAIEmyoBKWQCXCRsEIKJrwzeOHMWgwZssr+ 
mDuoYt015QuGV3IH1BIrWUlo3eznSw lh99RabRiFw+ ln28W2dsiD28fane3qTFjiV4E21kks37Bv 
EtCgy6e 1XZEh86EbZMjgzXnai9rLM2R4rLR+5hh6u30o/8vAOPmJzGbIYAEU1GBI0hbf4EmyOcQ/ 
U2iJ61 q+XEgXivmWeKnICjo2zY1KkTW18nNIP77IJ7n5OWtgaTVLm!H4uD5eGG9xfi08ro217860 
FcfLfxF+MHs4/Ej 8iH6k 8 WjuyIDTj c/kToVfzqmLI4yj/j CWkTwGKOcYzgW SDRHsfpE +Qy6HP287 
Y+Zmz8baBqfe48tE9q32ecvXb3t6w7V/s2PVoo7u9X/Wla32FcLvtCzZN/3BZNQ4OQENss+NfaNV4 
17KMee+/73/ovbs aEz/c07vu9x+OzD9EMdZKQJK3wA JKrAhkr+Dt9YZ9ij 2k4 JAxpP 5 zIgnki249 
Yj60e08anfxtWrc/lhXeWsVwtKqU2WHvwbLo 1 SCck616QclIK7pSkhhk5DGhEVkiHqrGXjMguUWo 
ms0Z JbKudLa+Q7b0Pni8VPeAvI0mGaEk6el6eVSAzG4TagdueuGg+6z7HImp2YuWVyj JMQPyx+Ys 
Ub/gT6iZaKty JthEMmMzws JqtDrZyMZAzW1UoNf95 +bVNmZI7pov27GmAOsZkgE eORGj nYwD 1 oxY 
ikPFiJ3sNT5CLMRStrudTbVR2gUr0UiMRib3vsQUBX4HZ/vG6IMLehYtaO1 c7a73pxO1SIa5fWbP 
tLu/7KkvtDmO//I7m5YMLFqx2C1FGweu+/rbPb 1KUgOI7OrdI7qGoynoEPCMllw6L/4Sz6hDfAYM 
wbaIMuBU/CXovUpOKRwNv5Z/rfBr 5YLymeIuKfnmHqWr+X7vw9mHc 097f5 A97X0u6wVXzu8pRXxL 
vSt9kuWFHFvtMI Sj osEYzTs oNawOHKP JnC 1BDYej qokPquZH5bihHU0aiQTu6ykcchCEX1R+tnTt 
aPQjVXUVym5VL6j emXFsQSTJriW26rnn6sLSNbRj 1 deFxWts0Q56sbxeuWq/ayRcyqrBfxtIFCTk 
KjOrQ9VN1Vur49Vnql JV9WSoE9qK18geA91CYMZVe68xUWqikSK3ZIDcqSfKpTZp88jlkSdH7uY8 
MBg 8N/iF 5 z0Z qT~Me OiyGr3iscMOApy+ Sx S aax 1 tcG9kCxiNNERd3U5 Jw9qsNGRtbO2tagoY+Gj fg+ 
LmxyA13wFr3wFh 1Re3Kur/LI+T J1 +C2NWU1 x3 GRIYhmKPWBDfFPLH7X/6AiQDzpHXdfl Af30pX+b 
8IXtFkfQe6Kn8pPjx50RXAi5VBzr0nGgS 8dRrvDsIQoEL4j 1 bcnL77mMVzat+uCACcUMNrgWukw6 
yD6K/nK+glPDUD 87Ybe 4VIQe+QpgRHz611WHnXwFcUn+9KUPJuB O0Z 5/Ae7V14 Jb/iK6HhGQGeOu 
jbDwUJYLZWjGcs 5C4hS SZB3zaAoDaoP5a065ig+6xb+WG/v3LSjVwhlWGF390PpFY7q3IdqgNFa+ 
N9jW37f9SGXhw9/+0tJkUI3GHa9Mv/LQ9u5cUiv97K/Wrz483OztYMP7989vbhtcuqPn6i03P5uX 
5 Sz5uMKlj 8TDzinUWXkUUn3vAZ/IN16foJlmp/B 8nOGwI7JPZFLGS7+w4PDurtsa8IoQUAestMt7 
ypdIMidqfrgMSKmbQ9HIneFwyMLdD5F JKVi/maHJONmQI6QlyLvAAHF/sQhDcQeOXYC0fnEVxIOI 
DafOA+WaopwU3iKZ SHgDF0xAvkpzQQfyg 8 S aADUx20nCr9PvvCMX1AU 1 fc2pkbuC9Xu++Z OFzqnp 
Z7ZM/d0aM701Ormlv/Ew+yw781OE4EwYQLa+3XFcaGSHzgg5nN2TWBHkzubEO1/S 1 +xb7nP2+h5L 
PZ06nXL+l/uPHrHRgmS 8gTbAFEJAFELOd93skpsRmJDN2itonQD8LJQu9drWOujRIS3CDZAEqXlm 
BtclCvA1RPwSgnyJgnyJ4nuJQnuJQnuJIn2J4nuJI/USkyWWkd6UREFS JBEAxktWfY7WDTnE+Tka 
YeiEt+iHt4jvqT3ZbP83euYfo0tqLQOBxmSOGbkf50QzN5YTc4C8WKRZJkczgY55iyift4jyqUVn 
1FghBPvvB 5gZmAycDTgCWnYm7J9x/DZmPxs90mD8P6g9sExot+ lgn0eVPOaHZoywdkwblOXfPYeB 
cBiTc09BBZx5613dWGgWOx0/B7i+b9F9a4fuai5exe4J1ZK5dFNP8 SrH8akcIUT3DC+/7t4n2G20 
Fpz68+treigxxP40szIMISL/I55+iu23EqqI~j2qoDJnmz4SG4kP6y/4zunv62441b0rffZ 1 oJq 1 C 



yqgORIei6yWHO+Ax3E4I 1 pNxI2Y/FeYypKg SMZCGfSDaIQupTDKVGoTWGKAj qK4b 5 QD2AqkA6rdI= 
SgYeQiFvSWQnUUnG5 CRAROZKYW JEwRAp JXiTnyh3tsmWPCw75NHABUYFBvgU1AFvBr+mYLA3gdE O 
051N9A 1 V+Rkms 8 WqbvnlqsKR+HO6U9HZj 3EdYhqxhGOi4RWMOEqk0FMhlvWUhmImcYru7ecxi 5 zi 
v4gOaoOD97sADhI2WL6C8DmjyJxt+MMbpaSI=FQGM6R/QyYOKSjA lwGgD2zl3MtzLmwg ln55EXpMv 
AMjNuhi5OPA7eWaP6J2c3ckBRcbern!773kyswj4wg/GWx+7qrPSyjpaenunXU+I/7csm6vI=5YFTP 
3 zD9ODPv7TKKOBRIXfunGmmUBy+dd53Ec24Rv/ycKgRZC4kHj qvhKvI=I=Tm!UG 1 Pw+zmK022GzagZ 
GwgPRAdiQ+Gh6FB sg2uDul7f6bql~nrvdvWm6E2x6/Ubj G8 oe 9R7onfHbtPvzNxRPND6aP1X0m+F 
/whcaP1U+I=j+Y+/FwOctBale 8koBp+IKOnWrdbhl c2sdIGdVDYZCQr0COBnhsxF3ghdTbjKKdgbG 
Cew5FsrgzE JRIwbmmVGwT1/6xkTQIWK1 e 5t 1 oyGOZMotLYNGJmwYmZB QJ0iGKGw0dLzVnY46B 3Ns 
DHKII=wBMQRwMqlD9qgqKRjrrWvSQygQp6M2w9zKfZ 8RMuWiUUWqS Ckw6WX 1LsRCPAbtucYiCt 5Vs 
vsVO/nX32Em+TIOd5ItriWqrRVQSXJP4LIRlgPeKX8+As 1 Q5ZWOOjoE0/RKrgJBcI~xHDuUbge 16a 
+4mgOq3 Selpczy lxlp8Mx0EM5dHLKcp8mTID091Q3Zxp7sIe+JvEVZ6jKO8i8+Rk5 S/2uMWWryAp 
168UE 8 +Yrs 1 ctlFtDmkTCwV2fAbVU89RLh8MmNn2UwQIvVFPuDe Gf7bxwnRRaHj WemnZGQrxmHaG 
uXylKTvOXxI+r37WU9TmsV+ 15 TIP7K/XKyZ7t0dP778jUehmkdau8vR/p 8 QfIW0tPnnUzATyecjE 
rpn+LtsZX lkiPFyLRVfi7fCyRDHnhKV33j 2FsmgMtc0Ex7uw9Jr4U2tlMX3EEBMppSaqx3VW89/R 
dqbmUANho2DcI=h4OPNb+Bnu3z4Olq0e JKXFnPOZxE5 JioArw+ lg luCWt21nIKzmWoxnjFIZqrisr 

kRvc G9IGHut6sUt srTAzrRt+IVLx0w/DX6aa6a7PbDMWrphKH1Kkj NdNW6j a4XkTEj 7xjHGi SeNRqN 
bKdZNTpb9QBcId9mtWPmCVP8qvmg+q?LoM+IH5BO l12uOr9YerH0iO74s3y8fqznSg3INLrTGASuE 
lmhft+5DIP2bCltb2Vs 5UXmr4qww 1 d+EIeRiERRS2832MgcD/leNTwzHOmOfSV3jKcP5A/+/+i/6 
8 SMPR9hLzPFrxPIb/UbY7zdqlpoFq072y6Zcwy9MGX7DNGrOmlkxICBjHmluT+vqzGVRLAi8n+/3 
Tfa JlbgvL 8jB ah8 GA92jUwg 538RVU 1 KHIRdkHkz/LYoFV 8 TbUc68 TxycaPiQHPGf/nA1LxRzKHJMu 
2xkasnVu6bHeXbvK9wdg 5KP02mWv2RkMEU+ JkUHGKnYbbr JbWeft S cRaNOuWRyibA0fOdfXogr/1 
Jc0Y/sIVrvxybTOQlcuSP 5 fvUwWOWf6+FU7H6wNgg2MToI 10Gx7fUloI2bfyPeZovK/vHSKQ3 G20 
luPYhaAQckKaIhKd5 SVlcYdwo3ebvqP 10DthnMicMf7R/zt/PVaQyLsDeZ 5NI3EObJEvHWcQAATA 
3Q5aNjZEYKkUNsdi3ZdNGOItT6xrT5pTn! SnM2uWmJInlNAyfWjxrptXPT60ug0q9qrH5dCWF4az 
Fbayf8 dCsX/654+XYy JWk9FQqu/RrUv8IRirnMutPLabNR9aiGHGVDcqh7j Nb3Xd0hJJoyqAuPQG 
Pr+Ao/QHj DqTbXme 58 +BuZyzfhSK4 JdywmyFsMK/LDGS +EpyQ+uOxI7k9tYHkqeTrycDTaCrmMEo 1 
JwaFQf82aZt7m+9R8ynhqcTbGkojMr/p95kByQdSWkSLGhGFqok7DSxeIE5tjhSbcuWAaQ4mtHAi 
oUG6HMlTCxr+RpIt+srgGM6GharDgjhRNIUe7wLkTuQvlg7qcu6CDy SRBip0QvJvbz7W/3 +4g7Mfy 
h5uq7TBgOWKit~HCB SvmKpUyxWpxMbgbbzSUB ddZxPRaGzLis6EEUi28EB JCd9uKwc OdC S WQVkGC 
mvIqMACebITc0dNa5pEEt01y0LaURL3 SHK+wQDdo+R7o62A7ZWEUYQJ/7LMakMuCB JHzhuzaazAI 
DgV 1 sw+nf7F4QSv7oL2p4/s757dfxXpba4unP97avmT72mlLqx39jHk8cjzZ 1FUQn!/eMnhbsTFe 
GJs+xJKPzM+3IJJw9f9kauX0//St27So9iVrEWju6ebDYOUCE+SvSw2QGP 1/rw58 SFUfqfalj Oxi 
UAjxmpZRcO11MLBzvE J1CXUp28BOmIfq2D 1 CDTn0JeAULUX97OXQ7qlEZm8ValUPoZbaG1QMX4t6 
2OtRzXqDMILam9eiuj S9oKPCP3pJAqRLw6u/snpkYXndjTu33rZ66+ 1X37rzuluG11YW3nrz9avW 
CfSL+YZ/JQOKZW 5kc3RyZWFtDWVuZ G9iag0zNiAwIG9iag08PC9CaXRzUGVyQ29t cG9uZW50IDgv 
Q29sb3 JTcGFjZSAzOSAwIFIvRmlsdGVyLORDVER1Y29kZS9IZWlnaHQgNTM2L01udGVycG9sYXR1 
IHRydWUvTGVuZ3RoIDEwMzMwNy9TdWJ0eXB1L01tYWdlL 1 R5 cGUvWE9iamVj dC9XaWR0aCAzMj M+ 
PnN0cmVhbQOK/9j/4AAQSkZJRgABAQEAyADIAAD/7gAOQWRvYmUAZAAAAAAB/+E1PEV4aWYAAE 1N 
ACoAAAAIAAwBAAADAAAAAQFDAAABAQADAAAAAQIYAAABAgADAAAAAwAAAJ4BBgADAAAAAQACAAAB 
EgADAAAAAQABAAABFQADAAAAAQADAAABGgAFAAAAAQAAAKQBGwAFAAAAAQAAAKwBKAADAAAAAQAC 
AAABMQACAAAAIAAAALQBMgACAAAAFAAAANSHaQAEAAAAAQAAAOgAAAEgAAgACAAIAMgAAAABAAAA 
yAAAAAEAAEFkb2 JIIFB ob3Rvc2hvc CBDUzYgKE 1 hY21udG9zaCkAMj AxMzowOToxOCAxMj ozMzo 1 
MgAAB JAAAAcAAAAEMDIyMaABAAMAAAAB//8AAKACAAQAAAABAAABQ6ADAAQAAAABAAACGAAAAAAA 

AAAGAQMAAwAAAAEABgAAARoABQAAAAEAAAFuARsABQAAAAEAAAF2ASgAAwAAAAEAAgAAAgEABAAA 
AAEAAAF+AgIABAAAAAEAACO2AAAAAAAAAEgAAAABAAAASAAAAAH/2P/iDFhJQONfUFJPRklMRQAB 
AQAADEhMaW5vAhAAAGludHJSROIgWFlaIAfOAAIACQAGADEAAGFjc3BNUOZUAAAAAE1FQyBzUkdC 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAD2 lgABAAAAANMtSFAgIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEWNwcnQAAAFQAAAAM2Rlc2MAAAGEAAAAbHd0cHQAAAHwAAAAFGJr 
cHQAAAIEAAAAFHJYWVoAAAIYAAAAFGdYWVoAAAIsAAAAFGJYWVoAAAJAAAAAFGRtbmQAAAJUAAAA 
cGRtZGQAAALEAAAAiHZ 1ZWQAAANMAAAAhnZpZXcAAAPUAAAAJGx lbWkAAAP4AAAAFGllYXMAAAQM 
AAAAJHR1Y2gAAAQwAAAADHJUUkMAAAQ8AAAIDGdUUkMAAAQ8AAAIDGJUUkMAAAQ8AAAIDHRleHQA 
AAAAQ29weXJpZ2h0IChjKSAxOTk4IEhld2xldHQtUGFj a2FyZCBDb2 lwYW55AABkZXNj AAAAAAAA 
AB JzUkdCIE1FQzYxOTY2LTIuMQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEnNSROIgSUVDNjE5NjYtMi4xAAAAAAAAAAAA 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABYWVogAAAAAAAA81EAAQAA 
AAEWzFhZWiAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAWFlaIAAAAAAAAG+iAAA49QAAA5BYWVogAAAAAAAAYpkA 
ALeFAAAY21hZWiAAAAAAAAAkoAAAD4QAALbPZGVzYwAAAAAAAAAWSUVDIGh0dHA6Ly93d3cuaWVj 
LmNoAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAWSUVDIGh0dHA6Ly93d3cuaWVjLmNoAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGRlc2MAAAAAAAAALklFQyA2MTk2Ni0yLjEgRGVmYXVs 

dCB SROIgY29sb3VyIHNwYWNlIC0gc 1 JHQgAAAAAAAAAAAAAALklFQyA2MTk2Ni0yLjEgRGVmYXVs 
dCB SROIgY29sb3VyIHNwYWNlIC0gc 1 JHQgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABkZXNjAAAAAAAA 
ACxSZWZlcmVuY2UgVmlld21uZyBDb25kaXRpb24gaW4gSUVDNjE5NjYtMi4xAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAs 
UmVmZXJlbmNlIFZpZXdpbmcgQ29uZG10aW9uIGluIE1FQzYxOqW2LTIuMQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAdmlldwAAAAAAE6T+ABRILgAQzxQAA+3MAAQTCwADXJ4AAAABWFlaIAAAAAAA 
TAIWAFAAAABXH+dtZWFzAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACjwAAAAJzaWcgAAAAAENS 
VCBjdXJ2AAAAAAAABAAAAAAFAAoADwAUABkAHgAjACgALQAyADcAOwBAAEUASgBPAFQAWQBeAGMA 
aABtAHIAdwB 8AIEAhgCLAJAA1QCaAJ8ApACpAK4AsgC3ALwAwQDGAMsAOADVANsA4AD1AOsA8AD2 
APsBAQEHAQOBEwEZAR8B JQErATIBOAE+AUUBTAFSAVkBYAFnAW4BdQF8AYMBiwGSAZoBoQGpAbEB 
uQHBAckBOQHZAeEB6QHyAfoCAwIMAhQCHQImAi8COAJBAksCVAJdAmcCcQJ6AoQCjgKYAqICrAK2 
AsECywLVAuAC6wL1 AwADCwMWAyEDLQM4AOMDTwNaA2YDcgN+A4oDlgOiA64DugPHA9MD4APsA/kE 
BgQTB CAELQQ7BEgEVQRjBHEE fg SMB JoEqA S2BMQE0wThBPAE/gUNBRwFKwU6BUkFWAVnBXcFhgWW 
BaYFtQXFBdUF5QX2BgYGFgYnBjcGSAZZBmoGewaMBp0GrwbABtEG4wb 1BwcHGQcrBz0HTwdhB3QH 
hgeZB6wHvwfSB+UH+AgLCB 8IMghGCFoIbgiCCJYIqgi+CNII5wj7CRAJJQk6CU8 JZAI 5CY8 JpAm6 
Cc 8 J5 Qn7ChEKJwo9C1QKagqB CpgKrgrFCIwK8wsLCyILOQtRC2kLgAuYC7ALyAvhC/kMEgwqDEMM 
XAx 1DI4MpwzADNkM8w0NDSYNQA 1 aDXQNjg2pDcMN3g34DhMOLg5 JDmQOfw6bDrYO0g7uDwkPJQ9B 
D 14Peg+WD7MPzw/sEAkQJhBDEGEQfhCbELkQ lxD1ERMRMRFPEWORjBGqEckR6BIHEiYSRRJkEoQS 
oxLDEuMTAxMjE 0MTYxODE6QTxRP1FAYUJxRJFGoUix StFM4U8BUSFTQVVhV4FZsVvRXgFgMWJhZ J 
FmwWjxayFtYW+hcdFOEXZRe JF64X0hf3GBsYQBhlGIoYrxjVGPoZIB1FGWsZkRm3Gd0aBBoqG1Ea 
dxqe GsUa7B sUGzsbYxuKG7Ib2hwCHC ocUl~x7HKMc zB z 1 HR4dlLx 1 wHZkdwx3 sHhYe QB 5 qHpQevh7p 
tLxMIPh9pH5 Qfvx/qIBUgQSB sI JggxCDwIRwhS CF 1 IaEhziH7IiciVSKCIq8i3 SMKIzgj ZiOUI 8Ij 
8CQfJE0kfC SrJNolCSU4JWgllyXHJfcmJyZXJocmtyboJxgnS Sd6J6sn3CgNKD8ocSiiKNQpBik4 
KWspnSnQKgIqNSpoKpsqzysCKzYraSudK9EsB Sw5LG4soizXLQwtQS 12Last4S4WLkwugi63Lu4v 
JC9aL 5Evxy/+MDUwbDCkMNsxEjFKMYIxujHyMioyYzKbMt QzDTNGM38 zuDPxNCs 0ZTS eNNg 1 E zVN 
NYc lwjX9Nj c2cj auNuk3 JDdgN5w31 zgUOFA4jDjIOQU5Qjl/Obw5+To2OnQ6sjrvOy07azuqO+g8 
JzxlPKQ84z0iPWE9oT3gPiA+YD6gPuA/IT9hP6I/4kAjQGRApkDnQS1BakGsQe5CMEJyQrVC90M6 
Q31DwEQDREdEikTORRJFVUWaRd5GIkZnRqtG8Ec 1R3tHwEgFSEtIkUjXSR1 JY0mpSIBKN0p9SsRL 
DEtTS 5pL4kwqqqrIJMuk0CTUpNk03cTiVObk63TwBPSU+TT91 QJ1BxULtRB1FQUZtR51IxUr~xSx 1MT 
U19TqlP2VEJUj 1 TbVShVdVXCVg9WXFapVwlXRFe SV+BYLlh9WMtZGllpWbhaB lpWWqZa9VtFW5Vb 
5Vw 1XIZc ll0nXXhdyV4aXmxevV8PX2Ffs2AFYFdgqmD8YU9homH1YklinGLwYONjl2PrZEBklGTp 
ZTllkmXnZ~i lmkmboZzlnk2fpaD9olr~isaUNpnunnxakhqn2r3a09rp2v/bFdsr20IbWBtuW4Sbmtu 



xG8 eb3hv0XArcIZw4HE6cZVx 8HJLcqZ zAXNdc7h0FHRwdMx 1 KHWFdeF2Pnabdvh3VnezeBF4bnj M 
e Sp5iXnnekZ6pXsEe2N7wnwhfiF84X1BfaF+AX5ifs J/I3+Ef+WAR4CogQqBa4HNgjCCkoL0g 1 eD 
uoQdhICE44VHhauGDoZyhteHO4efiA SIaYj OiTO JmYn+imSKyoswi5 aL/Ixjj MqNMY2Yj f+OZo70 
j zaPnpAGkG6Q lpE/kaiSEZJ6kuOTTZO21CCUipT01V+VyZY01p+XCpdll+CYTJi4mS SZkJn8mmia 
1ZtCm6+cHJyJnPedZJ3 SnkCerp8dn4uf+qBpoNihR6G2oiailqMGo3aj 5qRWpMelOKWpphqmi6b9 
p26n4KhSqMSpN6mpqhyqj6sCq3Wr6axcrNCtRK24ri2uoa8Wr4uwALB 1 sOqxYLHWskuywrM4s660 
JbSctRO lirYBtnm28Ldot+C4WbjRuUq5wro7urW7LrunvCG8m70VvY++Cr6Evv+/er/lwHDA7MFn 
wePCX8Lbw ljD 1MR1LxM7FS8XIxkbGw8dBx7/IPci8yTrJuco4yrfLNsu2zDXMtc01 zbXONs62zzlP 
uNA50LrRPNG+0j/SwdNE08bUSdTL1U7V0dZVltjXXNfg2G]~f6Nls2fHadtr724DcBdyK3RDdlt4c 
3 qLfKd+v4DbgveFE4c ziU+Lb42Pj 6+Rz5PzlhOYN5pbnH+ep6DL ovO1G6dDqW+r163Dr++yG7RHt 
nO4o7rTvQO/M8Fj w51Fy 8 f/yj PMZ 86f0NPTC9VD 13vZt9vv3ivgZ +Kj 50PnH+I f65/t3/AfSmP0p 
/br+S/7c/23////tAAxBZG9iZV9DTQAC/+4ADkFkb2J1AGSAAAAAAf/bAIQADAgICAkIDAkJDBEL 
CgsRFQ 8MDA 8VGBMTFRMTGBEMDAwMDAwRDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAENCwsN 
Dg0QDg4QFA4ODhQUDg4ODhQRDAwMDAwRE QwMDAwMDBEMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwM 
DAwM/8AAEQgAoABgAwEiAAIRAQMRAf/dAAQABv/EAT8AAAEFAQEBAQEBAAAAAAAAAAMAAQIEBQYH 
CAkKCwEAAQUBAQEBAQEAAAAAAAAAAQACAwQFBgcICQoLEAABBAEDAgQCBQcGCAUDDDMBAAIRAwQh 
EjEFQVFhEy JxgTIGF JGhsUIj JBV SwWIzNHKCOUMHJZ JT80tLxY3M 1 FqKygyZEk 1 RkRcKj dDYX01Xi 
ZIKzhMPTdePzRieUpIW01 cTU5P SltcXV 5 f’gWZnaGlqa2xtbm9j dHV2d3h5 ent 8 fX 5/cRAAICAQIE 
B AMEB QYHBwYFNQE AAhEDITE SBEFRYXEiEwUygZEUobFCI 8F S0fAzJGI=hcoKS Q 1 MVY3M08 SUGFqKy 
gwcmNcLSRJNUoxdkRVU2dGXi8rOEw9N14/NG1KSFtJXE 10T0pbXF1 eX1VmZ2hpamtsbW5vYnN0dX 
Z3eH16e3x//aAAwDAQACEQMRAD8A9Rvuqx6X33ODKq21z3HgAakrhuq/WrqGdYW4r3YeMD7WsO21 
w7OtsHuZ/wAXV/01 s fXj Kc zDx 8RpgZFhc/zbUA7b/wBuvqd/YXHKIFAVxHXs 5PxHmpifswJiIj 11 
uTLoz9e/dv8AVs3/AL2927/O3blq9K+tPUcGxrch7szFn3sedlgH71Vrvc7/AIu3/wADWOlxqeBq 
pTEEUQOMeXJjlxQkYn+W73nUfrDUyqsYDm2vuYI=B afota76J2/6T/g/zP8Is G3KyrnF 11 llhPi4x 
8mNhj fSANWTOS9 llVlbtdjg8f253f9Jq01zPOZckssoknhB9MenD+j/hOxj zHLCM9uIbfmmozczH 
cHU3vZHYkub 8637mLoen9ccLvKHuvHp30iXsbw4HQOqn+V+b+YuYTMtNWRU8 fmkT 8Hex3/RUeLmc2 
IS4DehqMtY8Velkhk4SL+W9XoL8/Jvd9I 1 s7MYY/znD3OQA+wGQ9wPiHEFMRBjw]2LHyZ 8uSXHOcp 
S3sn8v3XQoBvYnU7K3BmQd9Z03n6TfSAybVr86hc0trpVhfiAHUlks+Q lb/0XLa+D89knI4MkjPT 
ixylrL0/NC 1 k49Q//9DrvrzjPdjYuUNW0vcx/kLANrv8 +prFyC9Qy 8 WjMxrMbIbvqtaWuH8R/Kb+ 
avLetPZ0vLtxanDN917TczRgP71sf4Zn+Faz2fy/8GpseWMY lI 128XN5v4fnzZjPDA5OIDj 4fSnw 
+ninL9CDJKJ08dPvWR+2MmZ2 lx4Qfy7 lp9Htb lI=KqxrXDD9Vwb679a9ezZj917/BffSAo/8AhE73 
8fU1/ea5+E85+jj9zuMR45R/wW30OpzK7rHCNzgwf2ZL/wDqlprS690/p/ScWm212wNArGPy+0j/ 
AAlfG67/AE+72fSAozlLeu5G4iuplYHZ8ud8/wCbaue 5jDkOeYAG+mv6H6Dp8tyGYYogR9I/TPph 
KX6XCf0nZURWbL6mD 84gfcdzv+is qjrlxc G20iweNUh3 +a4ub/0mLsuhdPw 8nB dli0WPtGOFv+Cj 
ljgfSN/pv9X2RjlsxJjEDi4ZEWdF8uTyxozieCxcx6of3eL95GTJJTJXbqnFujgDG8fRPwQvVPks 
ThLd4S1Wz01hbibj/hHFw+H0f++rMwsf7TaGPPpt5M8u/ksW+ 1 oaA1 ogAQAOwC2fgnI=EzlzBrhiD 
jjr+n+l/isWTTR//0e3+uPVrendK2Y7izJy3ejW9phzGwX3Wt/1NrbsZ/wAJYvOgAOANOAOAC7H/ 
ABiNd/k 58 ewG5pP 8 oitzf+j W9c eqfMEmZHZ 6j 4PjjHIIyHzZDKUj/dkYR/6K21 szAnxg JEAiDqDo 
Z TpjwVC6A02brM/Jzmffk2Ots oaKWOdqffb/ADf9r99/+ETkA 8it] qqnTx/OHt7R89VcVXJ85Ypx 
j GRj EARHQbKGmg0Hkr3Rc 6zEzRWHEU5ZFVzexnSp/wDYf/4GqKetrnXVNb9 Jz2BvxLgo 5i4yF 1 xA 
xsflhwsc4RnCUZbEfy/xXtEoA1 ACd/031EplzziKlmQYI 1BC2c $71 qGvP0uHIELGWn0sH707zeY+ 
5 q2PgGWce aOMfJOB 4h4w+WTB zIBhfUF//9LOP6wdIHV+mWYoIbc 0izHe6YbY3607b+Y9pdU/+RYv 
MMiuzFffT1MNF 1Z2vrfoQfSAv3817Ppr 1LmVq+kdOtzHje8QymvjfY7Sm9X86z/g 15dm339Qvd 
k5rzde/150gfuVj/AAdTfzKODyhy+oHhrT+86/wvm8mKEokcWO7j3jP9L/BQfaafE/cjUNfk2Nqx 
mm6152srYJcT4bVX+y 1 +I=vw/uVjEstwb2ZGE 805FZltg 1P8AVdP063fnlpo+HyO54fSAnOielIBq 
Iken6Ovi7Of9X8vo 1 dXqjey4Bz7WD2tsP06HH+R/grHfzqzXZmM0xv3H+SCfx+irXlj +rex lmqvF 
aPQxmtb9oradI=I=R9PX/uOx/8yz/rtn5npYG4qKfwmZ J1E7/oE +r/ABm lyePLkwxycxXHLX0fu/o 8 
Tqsyseww 18E8B3t/Kuh+rnRMnJs/aDmFtNEmgO09R/G5s/mVfv8A59q4kukQup+rP luzMbHPSrT6 
hLduDa7UsIH8079+vZ/Mf9s/zfSAND/QxlEictJAx4Ynl er08XH/AFWL4pDJh5XJkxUeEXk4vm9v 
9LgeiyMrILxv5 +wMPZpku/wAwe 9Vh 1 nA JgucPMsMfgs21 guebLCXWO 1 dYT7if5 TID7NX4u/BZx/4r 
mOnH7n9YEY/+ZKMv+7eU/wB JX04fCuJ6PGIyo+zuFgd+c0yB/W/dW5TUKqmlt 1DRz4nuVxOFkW4F 
wuxfafz29nj 9yz/yX5i7TFyK8rHryKvoWCRPI 8 Wu/1NV3kvg 8 eR4pmXuTyeni/cj + 5/6Eg 837+1c 
PD07/wBZ/9PpP 8Ylj 9vT6Z 9jnW2E fymBj Gf9G6xcavQfrx02zM6UMmlu63B d6paNS ayN14b/AFW/ 
pv8ArS 8+BBEjUHgq3gI4B4OlypBxADoSCpImAT4ApJad+O61Z2iOE6Jt]3Y5a2 ljmeo0WV7hG6t2 
tdjf5L2oac9Fyn8xDxBP01LiCk9b3V5FL2/SY9jm!EOCZXO1YFmXlssDSaMYtsyH9gAf0YP/ABlv 
s SYPihEeTyyPywHFI=xiHqHCHEDsSmSOpkpIPnS1031Yc49Pe0nRlzg34EMf/ANU9cySAJK6/o2G7 
E6fXXYIffNlg8HO12/2G+xQ8wRwV3LNy4PHfYP8A/9T1Vcj ln6iMutdkdJsbjueZdjWA+lJ5NT2b 
nUfSXssr/wCKXXJJOZyibBX48koG4mnzb/mb9Y9237MyP3/Vbt/8n!0FtdH+oj arW39XsZfsMtxa 
5NZI49Z7wl 1 zf+C9Ouv/AEnqrr0k855kVoPJllzeWQrSP9 ly+u/V7B63jivIBZcwH0b2/SaT/wBX 
X+9WuIzP8X/XqHkY4ry2T7XNcGGP5bLtm3+y+xelpIQyyhsdOxZuU+J8zy0eGEhKH7mQcUR/d/Sf 
N8D/ABe9ZvcDmPrw6/zffUf/AGWV/o//AAZdzOvovT+14Zw8Wua3/wA6580dYSNp9XT3f9Qr6SE8 
sp7n7FvN/EeZ 5ocOSQEP83AcMP8AOJ57M+rI=w4uwXjYfSFYTp5Mt93/T/wC3FTb0DqxdBqa3+UXi 
P+jucutSTxzEwKOPm5x5eBN6jycjpnl frxXtvyXC65urGgexp/eE/Tf/AC3I=XS SUcpGRsml 8YiIo 
Cn!/1 tagV1 fWfq7+kdGuyqG+pm2baMGnQmzJuPo4tbWOcz 1P0jvUsY3/Ass WquN6j 1 rpGV9da8XqG 
dj 4uHgX6xca8illXq5uQ0tpLWX/o7mYOJvf6jHepRk5CSmX 1 Txcn6s9Vf9Wsy92RVm0tzsLIs J91 
7Q2rq9AfY73Pddszq6a2+yq631V2C4v649d6BdgU9U6b lbBs6p0a0ZmICxu~usa0bcvC9jn27MvG 
dYz0qv5230V luDm4+fhUZ2M71Rk lttqdwS 143tkfm8pKeK+qvl S6D 1 fplmdl Cm27Jf15TXWfachk 
hl9rGeyq+tntYP3Vq3/UbCxqXP8Aq/k5XSc5vuqtZkW2 lucB7GZWPlvyarqN302bFmfVHO+slHSb 
K8DpNOZj fa8smfmClxPr27t 1P2e7Ztd/wAIju6x9aut9Ryvq62qj6vZFVYsvuNr8i91Fnt+0dL2 
1YtP0/0N17rP 1 ez/AIZJTf6Wen!Xj6rdPzeqUEtt/SurrfZUBdWbMW1 zHUWst9Lf63psfZ9BY/Wf 
qb9Xs Tq/Q 8 aii 1 tOdkW 15LftO SdzWOXXMbLsgubttYx/sXZdM6di9L6t] 9Ow27clFYK6wYkgfnvj 
buse732fy lj/AFj/APFB9Wv/AA3d/wC216Sk/Tvqb9XemZledhY91eRTu9N7sjIsA3NdU79HffZU 
72Pd9 Jiycfp9P 1 w611 Z3 WH22dN6blOwMbpbXurrI=qRXZZnZPotM’kPue/wDV9/6Omr/SLsVgdU+q 
ll/ULOrdH6hd0fqd7WsyLa2mpuDBsrOVh3fo7bKq/ZTZuZ6aSmsfqF0/Bi36t5N/QsoODi6p77q 
X/mubk4WVY+m79Hv9P 8 Am!Ts/SrqFymT 1 f63tag9j svrNGN1 TpVUetlYIfXkVM/Pyr 8 O02V21 t/P+ 
zWfo2fpf5tdTXYy2ttlbg+t4DmPaZBBEtc 0pKf/W9M6112YWBkZdVD 8 q~vitz68 eoEvs cBLKmBjXu 
/SO9v0Flf’gr6uU4XR6m9Soqv61kudldQtexhJyLz62R9Hcz9G53o/o/Z+iWx15dGHjvych22tkTA 
LnEuIZXXXW2X23 W2ObVTTX+kut/R 1 +9ZFvW+qMuFTqMHHvex 1 tWFk 5 oZkmpu7dY91WPkVM2bPf6V 
mTR/3Z SU6Y6X0wajEo/7bZ/5FY31Uw8ro+R1LoTqHt6t]XHI6Vftis0ZJdc/EY73e/Cytagb+ls9a 
z 1P9Gr56tmZOGbe14YtyqrvRycPKt+zuqcBveLH115rHP91L6/T/AEN9F32im!0/T9Sn0Tr3XOqX 
P39MooxqMm7Evtblr~xzXOOdVY51P2Or 1 GOsb7P0taSlfUjFysXojqsql9Fn2vKdssG12119r2Og/ 
mvafai/Wj oN3VKKMvAt+zdY6a839OyO26Isxbv8 Autl s/RX/APoz+ash9XfrZ0/quBgvycj Gxuo 5 
tfqDA9Zvqal2zZU8tudvrb6n0FpZ3WekdNcxnUM7Hw3WAmsX2srI=gOS31XN3 JKY9G6hdlI=p 10XkY 
luBe8EXYt7S 1 zHtOx4E/zlW4bqbv8LUs/r+Nk3db+r ltVT7KqMq51 z2glrGnHuY 1 lh!Ma57tqt9a 
61 +zTj4+Pjuzeo5pc3ExGOazd6bfUtssus91NFI=f5233/Tr/AEahi9R63+0GYnUOlimqlpczIVlxbx 
kVNcAXOryPVpwb6v+D2U3b01Osuat6v9ZujXXDqXTrOr4Je5+PmdNaDc lr3TXjZHTnvbZ+g+h9oo 
st/Rel6n6b 1FsM610azOPTq8/GfnAlpxW2sNu5oLnt9AO9TcxrXb/ap2dV6ZVcaI=cyhlwsZQanWM 
DxbaN+PRsLt3rXs99NX07U1PNdT6z 1 T6x4OROXpPSczFOaw0ZGb 1 Gk49NVNodXfZWyx3rZWRs91d 
NTfz/V3rqcPFqws SjDpn0satlVc6naxorZu/stQTljpLc/8AZpzccZ/H2Q2s9bVvqD9Bu9X+b/Sf 
R+griSn! 1 +/+s JbVXhZd39ExMuu3Kn6LWbbKWX2fm+li5NuP1W20/ma6PX/wS5LrHQczM6dlHpVv 



RLMvqWX1PyLum0S 11 QufZj Oxrrcj7R9oqwNmFi4X6Our~Cfq3qep37rcdzS 1 z2FpEEEggjwKyx0 
PpLB 6dGR00ds enLurraP3KWV2t +zVt/MpxvRqYkpl01t 9/UM7qb 8 d+ JTkNppprtAbY8U+q5 +XZW 
P5r 1 ftHoMZZ+m9PFVb6ntc3H6puBbPVs 8iREg3vl C2aTi0VMpqc ltdTQxjd0w 1 o2tGpUvXp/0jfv 
CSnzlmC3H/xR4z81HNeUx9GSHNYtagF32utrslunq+t6Xt9T/AEPs/mle6plP6X 1/q/7SysfBo6gG 
GizMwX 5 deTj CmumzCptoy6v5 q4X+r070PWs9f7Qz lvtH6PuPXp/0j fvCX1O/6Rv3hJTx2FiZX 1 dx 
+h9Ts+0dQwsTDtwsx7qnsvppulTk42QenN9a308T703Fyq9/rVU7I=P0npLS/50YfXar8D6t2WZGT 
bRcGZ9dZGPj W+n+rOyb7gz3vse306qGZFv8ApKvTW/69P+kb94S9en!SN+8 JKIP7Mvo 1/wBUcf6s 
YmM9n 1 I~x66WUYDKn 134+a0V/5 Q9ZlbPQZTbZ9qt6jvZXIT6n6X9MtjpHTca76+fWHOyMcPux/s Tc 
S 57J27qP0zqHOG31HbGMe9i6j 16f9137w169P+kb94SU+YY 1 do6N/wA3M7qNeL1R9zn24o6fkW55 
yvUfb+0qMpmYx2U93p+vV 1FjPR9D9z+bXqaH69P+kb94 S9en!SN+ 8 JKf/9D0fqOX0vptAvzGhrHO 
2tDKnWvc 6HWFt dOOy26zbVXZa/Yz2W2W/QVPK+sX 1ZxBYbrmRVaabDXU+za9tQzX7vQrs/R 14p9 
ay/+Zr/SfpP0dib62MpdgUvtqvt9G71 GOxbXOXMIru3vos o97nvpNuP6X 5/rrlsnm6sUYt Wd+ysk 
2Zbsh7mNve+5r6bX1Pz7PUc6z7dT9mvryf5+j/S/wA2kp6mr6ytage6wV13 luc S/Z+ilDhW22yy6 
p3p7bslbi5Hp5NX6vd6NldNtj 0J3 lt+qLcd+S7JYKahuscabNBOK3cW+lu/70sL/ALe/4K70+auZ 
0Wql ljOmZldgfta5uS6s 1 sLImOxscuPpUdNYzKfv91VFP2v/AINGHTfq51VNfZ0al +LVjXN3eu/a 
+mtn2wV5LX+lY9vq2/qTn731/T/Q+kkp6bqnX/q50i 84/UbGOWNrFpml 7mhrvWLP0t dT6vVs+yZP 
p0b/AF7PRs2VoFvlt+qlI=yy6wlv9oDHYt4c5z/Q2VVtOPutv25mK/wCzl/p/Tu9T0/TWDn5fRbcG 
i/M6Tlb+0MV+AM19hLm0Yn6RpfmuG+tmX69znZDf6T6X6ZQqq6DdYLsnouQ99vqb3vcXWWNw213s 
ozKdtbPRf+yMP7Pj/wA lv/4631 Up60360fVeqRZYQ4HaGfZri9x9zbG 1 VCj 1Lvs72Oq~v/Ra/7Hd+ 
gyvRt ]~/Wv6pWhprya3te 99]3tNqe QXV+h6m 1 wq27fl 3F2Wfzdnrfo ly+W/6t W2WPv6VfmVWOfYK/ 
XfZihlvpOyG903RV6Odf122U+hs+ 15uI=T6X+C9G5RifVjI6ycV3T8g3WW lg55uscLWkZmS3Idcx/ 
vr+0Vei/+Xk4qSnfp+s31 WyK6bMe 91zcgNdWa6nv9rj 6fqWB1TvRqrs/RZFt 2yvGt/RZHpWI2Z lr 
oGFddRkOb62OaRbVX S+ 140 SXIVLxGNrors fY+ 59f0K/wDOYxcfZtffVu/pde W7pOTW2x7WGhuRZXdYK 
sfGu9FzfY63KfZj 436r9067B+2+r+jRst31 czeoX5eR0i6xtth+ 1ZNtpbXaWmx 1VdlVh23UNxelY 
+XjM2/Z66bfSHv8A06U9DX9a/qrbbXTXYX2XPbVSBi3+9z2NyW+kfs+2 ln2eyvIfaz9FXRbTbZ+j 
trW39no/0bP80Licqj6v5F7+kZmLlsopyK/Utsvexlz6hidOZY9xePV20Y9N3q/z36vkbLP55d0k 
p//Z/+0tkFBob3Rvc2hvcCAzLjAAOEJJTQQEAAAAAAAZHAFaAAMbJUccAgAAAgAAHAIFAAVQcmlu 
dAA4QklNBCUAAAAAABBxsh7vsqxd+ZeMX6Z 8Rn5BOE JJTQQ6AAAAAAGJAAAAEAAAAAEAAAAAAAtw 
cmludE91 dHB 1 dAAAAAcAAAAAQ2xyU2VudWOAAAAAQ2xyUwAAAAB SROJDAAAAAE5tICBURVhUAAAA 
EQBBAGQAbwBiAGUAIAB SAEcAQgAgACgAMQA5ADkAOAApAAAAAAAASW50ZWVudWOAAAAASW50ZQAA 
AABDbHJtAAAAAE lwQmxib29sAQAAAA9wcmludFNpeHR1ZW5CaXRib29sAAAAAAtwcmludGVyTmFt 
ZVRFWFQAAAAsAEUARgB JACAARgBpAGUAcgB 5ACAARQAxADAAMAAgADYAMAAtADUANQBDACOASwBN 
ACAAUABTACAAQwBvAGwAbwByACAAUwB1AHIAdgB1AHIAMQAuADEAAAAAAA9wcmludFByb29mU2V0 
dXBPYmpjAAAADABQAHIAbwBvAGYAIABTAGUAdAB 1 AHAAAAAAAApwcm9vZ1NldHVwAAAAAQAAAABC 

bHRuZW5 lbQAAAAxidWlsdGluUHJvb2YAAAAJcHJvb2ZDTV1LADhCSUOEOwAAAAACLQAAABAAAAAB 
AAAAAAAScHJpbnRPdXRwdXRPcHRpb25zAAAAFwAAAABDcHRuYm9vbAAAAAAAQ2xicmJvb2wAAAAA 

AFJnc0 lib29sAAAAAABDcm5DYm9vbAAAAAAAQ250Q2Jvb2wAAAAAAExibHNib29sAAAAAABOZ3R2 
Ym9vbAAAAAAARW1 sRGJvb2wAAAAAAEludHJib29sAAAAAABCY2tnT2JqYwAAAAEAAAAAAAB SROJD 
AAAAAwAAAAB SZCAgZG91YkBv4AAAAAAAAAAAAEdybiBkb3ViQG/gAAAAAAAAAAAAQmwgIGRvdWJA 
b+AAAAAAAAAAAABCcmRUVW50RiNSbHQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABCbGQgVW50RiNSbHQAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAB Sc2x0VW50RiNQeGxAaQAAAAAAAAAAAAp2ZWN0b3 JEYXRhYm9vbAEAAAAAUGdQc2VudWOAAAAA 

UGdQcwAAAABQZ 1BDAAAAAExlZnRVbnRGI 1 JsdAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAFRvcCBVbnRGI 1 JsdAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAFNjbCBVbnRGI 1ByYOBZAAAAAAAAAAAAEGNyb3BXaGVuUHJpbnRpbmdib29sAAAAAA5j 
cm9wUmVj dE JwlHRvbWxvbmcAAAAAAAAADGNyb3B SZWNOTGVmdGxvbmc AAAAAAAAADWNyb3B SZWN0 
UmlnaHRsb25nAAAAAAAAAAtj cm9wUmVjdFRvcGxvbmcAAAAAADhCSUOD7QAAAAAAEADIAAAAAQAB 
AMgAAAABAAE4QklNBCYAAAAAAA4AAAAAAAAAAAAAP4AAADhCSUOEDQAAAAAABAAAAB44QklNBBkA 
AAAAAAQAAAAeOEJJTQPzAAAAAAAJAAAAAAAAAAABADhCSU0nEAAAAAAACgABAAAAAAAAAAE4QklN 
A/UAAAAAAEgAL2ZmAAEAbGZmAAYAAAAAAAEAL2ZmAAEAoZmaAAYAAAAAAAEAMgAAAAEAWgAAAAYA 
AAAAA AE ANQ AAA AE ALQ AAAA Y AAAAAA AE4QklNA/gAAAAA AHAAAP /// /// /// /// /// /// /// /// // 
//8D6AAAAAD/////////////////////////////A+gAAAAA//////////////////////////// 
/wPoAAAAAP////////////////////////////8D6AAAOEJJTQQIAAAAAAAQAAAAAQAAAkAAAAJA 

AAAAADhCSUOEHgAAAAAABAAAAAA4QklNBBoAAAAAAlkAAAAGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIYAAABQwAAABIA 
QQBBAFQAQwBfAGwAbwBnAG8AXwBFAFgAVABFAFIATgBB AEwAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAUMAAAIYAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAA 
AAEAAAAAAABudWxsAAAAAgAAAAZib3VuZHNPYmpj AAAAAQAAAAAAAFJjdDEAAAAEAAAAAFRvcCBs 

b25nAAAAAAAAAABMZWZ0bG9uZwAAAAAAAAAAQnRvbWxvbmcAAAIYAAAAAFJnaHRsb25nAAABQwAA 
AAZzbGljZXNWbExzAAAAAU9iamMAAAABAAAAAAAFc2xpY2UAAAASAAAAB3NsaWN1 SURsb25nAAAA 
AAAAAAdncm91 cE1EbG9uZwAAAAAAAAAGb3 JpZ21uZW5 lbQAAAAxFU2xpY2VPcmlnaW4AAAANYXV0 
b0dlbmVyYXR1ZAAAAABUeXB1ZW5 lbQAAAApFU2xpY2VUeXB1AAAAAEltZyAAAAAGYm9 lbmRzT2Jq 
YwAAAAEAAAAAAAB SY3QxAAAABAAAAABUb3AgbG9uZwAAAAAAAAAATGVmdGxvbmcAAAAAAAAAAEJ0 
b21 sb25nAAACGAAAAAB SZ2h0bG9uZwAAAUMAAAADdXJsVEVYVAAAAAEAAAAAAABudWxsVEVYVAAA 
AAEAAAAAAABNc2dlVEVYVAAAAAEAAAAAAAZhbHRUYWdURVhUAAAAAQAAAAAADmNlbGxUZXIa0SXNI 
VE 1MYm9vbAEAAAAIY2VsbFR1 eHRURVhUAAAAAQAAAAAACWhvcnpBbGlnbmVudWOAAAAPRVNs aWN1 
SG9yekFsaWduAAAAB2R1ZmFlbHQAAAAJdmVydEFsaWduZW5 lbQAAAA9FU2xpY2VWZXJOQWxpZ24A 
AAAHZGVmYXVs dAAAAAtiZONvbG9yVHlwZWVudWOAAAARRVNs aWN1QkdDb2xvclR5 cGUAAAAATm9u 
ZQAAAA10b3BPdXRzZXRsb25nAAAAAAAAAApsZWZOT3V0c2V0bG9uZwAAAAAAAAAMYm90dG9tT3V0 
c2V0bG9uZwAAAAAAAAALcmlnaHRPdXRzZXRsb25nAAAAAAA4QklNBCgAAAAAAAwAAAACP/AAAAAA 

AAA4QklNBBEAAAAAAAEBADhCSUOEFAAAAAAABAAAAAE4QklNBAwAAAAAI9IAAAABAAAAYAAAAKAA 
AAEgAACOAAAAI7YAGAAB/9j/4gxYSUNDX1B STOZ JTEUAAQEAAAxITGlubwIQAABtbnRyUkdCIFhZ 
WiAHzgACAAkABgAxAABhY3NwTVNGVAAAAAB JRUMgc 1 JHQgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAA9tYAAQAAAADT 
LUhQICAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABFjcHJ0 
AAABUAAAADNkZXNjAAABhAAAAGx3dHBOAAAB 8AAAABRia3BOAAACBAAAABRyWFlaAAACGAAAABRn 

WFIaAAACLAAAABRiWFIaAAACQAAAABRkbW5kAAACVAAAAHBkbWRkAAACxAAAAIh2dWVkAAADTAAA 
AIZ2aWV3AAAD1 AAAACRsdWlpAAAD+AAAABRtZWFzAAAEDAAAACROZWNoAAAEMAAAAAxyVFJDAAAE 
PAAACAxnVFJDAAAEPAAACAxiVFJDAAAEPAAACAx0ZXh0AAAAAENvcHlyaWdodCAoYykgMTk5OCBI 
ZXdsZXROLVBhY2thcmQgQ29tcGFueQAAZGVzYwAAAAAAAAASc 1 JHQiB JRUM2MTk2Ni0yLjEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAB JzUkdCIE1FQzYxOqPf2LTIuMQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAWFIaIAAAAAAAAPNRAAEAAAABFsxYWVogAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AFhZWiAAAAAAAABvogAAOPUAAAOQWFlaIAAAAAAAAGKZAAC3hQAAGNpYWVogAAAAAAAAJKAAAA+E 
AAC2z2Rlc2MAAAAAAAAAFklFQyBodHRwOi8vd3d3LmllYy5jaAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAFklFQyBodHRw 
Oi8vd3d3LmllYy5j aAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AABkZXNj AAAAAAAAAC 5 JRUMgNj E 5NjYtMi4xIER1ZmF 1 bHQgUkdCIGNvbG91 ciB zcGFjZ S AtIHNS 
ROIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAC5 JRUMgNjE5NjYtMi4xIER1ZmF lbHQgUkdCIGNvbG91 ciBzcGFjZSAtIHNS 
ROIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAZGVzYwAAAAAAAAAsUmVmZXJlbmNlIFZpZXdpbmcgQ29u 
ZG10aW9uIGluIE1FQzYxOqPf2LTIuMQAAAAAAAAAAAAAALFJ1ZmVyZW5jZSBWaWV3aW5nIENvbmRp 
dGlvbiBpbiB JRUM2MTk2Ni0yLjEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHZpZXcAAAAAABOk 
/gAUXy4AEM8UAAPtzAAEEwsAAlyeAAAAAVhZWiAAAAAAAEwJVgBQAAAAVx/nbWVhcwAAAAAAAAAB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAo8AAAACc21nIAAAAABDU1QgY3VydgAAAAAAAAQAAAAABQAKAA8A 
FAAZAB4AIwAoACOAMgA3ADsAQABFAEoATwBUAFkAXgBjAGgAbQByAHcAfACBAIYAiwCQAJUAmgCf 
AKQAqQCuALIAtwC8AMEAxgDLANAA1 QDbAOAA5QDrAPAA9gD7AQEBBwENARMBGQEfASUBKwEyATgB 



PgFFAUwBUgFZAWABZwFuAXUBfAGDAYsBkgGaAaEBqQGxAbkBwQHJAdEB2QHhAekB 8gH6AgMCDAIU 
Ah0CJglvAjgCQQJLA1QCXQJnAnECegKEAo4CmAKiAqwCtgLBAssC 1 QLgAusC9QMAAwsDFgMhAy0D 
OANDA08DWgNmA3IDfgOKA 5YDogOuA7oDxwPTA+AD7APSB AYEEwQgB COEOwRIBFUEYwP~xBH4Ej AS a 
BKgEtgTEBNME4QTwBP4FDQUcB S sFOgV JBVgFZwV3BYYFIgWmBbUFxQXVB eUF9gYGBhYGJwY3BkgG 
WQZqBnsGjAadBqgGwAbRBuMG9QcHBxkHKwc9B08HYQd0B4YHmQesB78H0gflB/glCwgfCDIIRgha 
CG4IggiWCKolvgj SCOd+wkQCSUJOglPCWQJeQmPCaQJugnPCeUJ+woRCicKPQpUCmoKgQqYCq4K 
xQrcCvMLCwsiCzkLUQtpC4ALmAuwCggL4QvSDBIMKgxDDFwMdQyODKcMwAzZDPMNDQ0mDUANWg 10 
DY4NqQ3DDd4N+A4TDi4OSQSkDngOmw62DtlO798 JDyUPQQ9eD3oPlg+zD88P7B AJECYQQxBhEH4Q 
mxCSENcQ9RETETERTxFtEYwRqhHJEegSBxlmEkUSZBKEEqMSwxLjEwMTIxNDE2MTgxOkEgUTSRQG 
FCcUSRRqFIsUrRTOFPAVEhUOFVYVeB WbFb0V4BYDFiYWSRZsFo 8 WshbWFvoXHRdBF2UXiReuF9IX 
9xgbGEAYZRiKGKgY 1Rj 6GS AZRRlrGZEZtxndGgQaKhpRCmcanhrFGuwbFB s 7G2MbihuyG9oc Ahwq 
HFIcexyjHMwc9R0eHUcdcB2ZHcMd7B4WHkAeah6UHr4e6RgTHz4faR+UH78f6iAVIEEgbCCYIMQg 
8 CE dUghdSGhlc4h+ylnI1UigiKvlt0j CiM412Yjl CPCI/AkHyRNJHwkqyTaJQkl OCVo JZdxyX3 
JicmVyaHJrcm6CcYJ0kneierJ9woDSg/KHEooijUKQYpOClrKZ0p0CoCKjUqaCqbKs 8rAis2K2kr 
nSvRLAUsO SxuLKIs ly0MLUEt di2rLeEuFiSMLoluty7uLyQvWi+RL8 cv/j A 1MGwwpDDbMRIx Sj GC 
Mbox 8jlqMmMymzLUMw0zRj N/M7gz 8 TQrNGU0nj ~755NRM1 TTWHNd 1/TY3NnI2rjbpNyQ3YDecN9c4 
FDhQOIw4yDkFOUISfzmgOfk6Njp0OrI67zstO2s7qjvoPCcgZTykPOM9Ij lhPaE94D4gPmA+oD7g 
PyE/YT+iP+JAIOBkQKZASOEpQWpBrEHuQjBCckK1 QvdDOkN9QgBEAORHRIpEzkUSRVVFmkXeRiJG 
Z0arRvBHNUd7RgBIBUhLS JFI 10kdSWNJqUnwSj dKfUrESwxLU0uaS+JMKkxy~TLpNAk 1KTZNN3E41 
TmSOt0gAT01Pk0/dUCdQcVC7UQZRUFGbUeZ SMVJgUsdTE 1NfU6pT91RCVI9U21UoVXWwlYPVlxW 
qVb3VORXkl fgWC9Yiagj LWRpZ aVm4WgdaV1 qmWvVbRVuVW+VcNVyGXNZdJ 114XcleG15sXrlfD19h 
X7NgBWBXYKpg/GFPYaJh9WJJYpxigGNDYSdj 62RAZ JRk6WU9ZZJ152Y9ZpJm6Gc9ZSNn6Wg/aJZo 
7G1DaZppgWplap9q92tPa6dr/2xXbK9tCGlgbbluEmSrbsRvHm9469FwK3CGcOBxOnGVclByS3Km 
cwFzXXO4dBR0cHTMdShlhXXhdj 52m3b4dlZ3s3gReG54zHkqeY1553pGeqV7BHtje 8 JglXyBfOF9 
QX2hfgF+Yn7CfyN/hH/lgE eAqlEKgWuB zYIwgpKC 9INXg7qEHYS AhOOFR4Wrhg6Gc obXhzuHn4gE 
iGmlzokziZmJ/opkisqLMIuWi/yMY4zKj TGNmI3/j maOzo 82j 56QBpBukNaRP 5 GokhGS epLj k02T 
tpQgllqU9 JVflcmWNJaflwqXdZ fgmEyYuJkkmZCZ/JpomtWbQpuvnByciZz3nW Sd0p 5 Anq61HZ+L 
n!qgaaDYoUehtqlmopajBqN2o+akVq~THpTilqaYapoungadup+CoUqjEqTepqaocqo+rAqt 1 q+ms 
XKzQrUStuK4trqGvFq+LsACwdbDqsWCx lrJLssKzOLOutCW0nLUTtYq2AbZ 5tvC3aLfguFm40blK 
ucK607q 1 uy67p7whvJu9Fb2Pvgq+hL7/v3 q/9cBwwOzBZ 8Hj wl/C28NYw9TEUc TOxUvFyMZGxsPH 
Qce/yD3IvMk6ybnKOMq3yzbLtsw 1 zLXNNc21 zjbOts 83z7j QOdC60TzRvtI/0sHTRNPG1EnUy9VO 
1 dHWVdbY 11 zX4Nhk2OjZbNr~x2nba+9uA3AXcit0Q3ZbeHN6i3ynfr+A24L3hROHM41Pi2+Nj 4+vk 
c+T85YTmDeaWSx/nqegy6LzpRunQ61vqSe~w6/vshu0R7ZzuKO6070DvzPBYgOXxcvH/gozzGfOn 
9DT0wvVQ9d72bfb794r4Gfio+Tj 5x/pX+uf7d/wH/Jj 9Kf26/kv+3P9t////7QAMQWRvYmVfQ00A 
Av/uAA 5BZG9iZQBkgAAAAAH/2wCEAAwlCAg JCAw JCQwRCwoLERUPDAwPFRgTExUTExgRDAwMDAwM 
E QwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwBDQsLDQ4NE A4OEB QODg4UFA4ODg4UE QwMDAwM 
EREMDAwMDAwRDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDP/AABEIAKAAYAMBIgACEQEDEQH/ 
3QAEAAb/xAE/AAABBQEBAQEBAQAAAAAAAAADAAECBAUGBwgJCgsBAAEFAQEBAQEBAAAAAAAAAAEA 
AgMEB QYHCAkKCxAAAQQB AwIEAgUHBggFAwwzAQACE QMEIRIxBUFRYRMicYEyBhSRobFCIyQVUsFi 
MzRygtFDByWSU/Dh8 WNzNRais oMmRJNUZEXCo3 Q2F9 JV4mXys 4TD03Xj 80YnlKSFtJXE 10T0pbXF 
1 eX1VmZ2hpamtsbW5vY3R1 dnd4eXp7fH1 +f3EQACAgECBAQDBAUGBwcGBTUBAAIRAyExEgRBUWFx 
IhMFMoGRFKGxQiPBUtHwMyRi4XKCkkNTFWNzNPE1Bhais oMHJjXC0k STVKMXZEVVNnR14vKzhMPT 
dePzRpSkhbSVxNTk9KW lxdX19VZmdoaWprbGlub2JzdHV2d3h5entgf/2gAMAwEAAhEDEQA/APUb 
7qs el 99zgyqtpc 9x4AGpK4bqv 1 q61mWFuK92Hj A+ 1 rDttc OzrbB 7mig AF 1 f9NbH14ynMw 8 fEaYGR 
YXP821 AO2/gAbr6nf2FxynxQFcR17OTgR5qYn7MCYiI9dbky6M/Xv3b/AFbN/wC9vdu/zt25avSv 
rT 1HBsa3Ie7MxZ97HndYB+9Va730/wCLt/8AA ljpcangaqUxBFENDHlyY5cUJGJ/lu951H6w 1Mqr 
GA 5tr7mCwWn6LWu+idv+k/4P8 z/CLBtysq5xdddZYT4uMfJjYY3/ADVk9EwlZVdW7XY4PH9ud3/S 
atJczzmXJLLKJJ4QfIHpw/o/4TsYgxywjPbiG35pqM3Mx3B 1N72R2JLm/Ot+5i6Hp/XKsih7rx6d 
9117G80B 0Dqp/lfm/mLmEzL~7~TkVPH5pE/B 3 sd/0VHi5nNiEuA3 oajLWPFXpZIZOEi/lvV6C/Pyb3 
fSNbOzGGP 85w9zkAPsBkPcD41~xB TEQYgEyx 8mfLklxznKUt 7 J/L910KAb2 J 10ylwZkHfWdN5 +k3/ 
AMml a/OoXNLa6VYX4gB 1NZLPkNW/9Fy2vg/PZ JyODJIz04scpay9PzQtZOPUP//Q67684z3Y2L1D 
VtL 3Mr5 CwDa7/PqaxcgvUMvFozMazGyG76rWlrh!Efyrn!mry3rT2dLy7c WpwzfS O03MOYD+ 5bH+G 
Z/hWs9ngv/BqbHlj GNSNdvFzeb+H582YzwwOTiA4+H/JgPp4py/QgySidPHT7 lkftj JmdtceEHgu 
9afR7W9Syqsalww/VcG+u/WvXs2Y/SO/wbX/AKP/AIRO9/H1Nf3mulhPOfo4/c7jEeOUfSFt9Dqc 
yu6xwj c 4MH9mS/8 A6paa0uwlP6f0nFptpdsDQYCxj 8vtI/wAJXxuu/wBPu9n!AKM5 S3ruRuIrqZ WB 
2fLnfP8 Am2muYw 5DnmABvpr+h+g6fLchmGKIE fSP0z6Y Sl+lwn9 J2VEVmy+pg/OIH3Hc7/orKo6 
5 cXBttIsHj VId/muLm/9 Ji7LoXTgP JwXZYtFj 7RtBb/go 5Y4H/Df6b/V9kY 5bMSYxA4uGRFmR~k 
8saM4ngsXMeqH93i/eRkySUyV26pxbo4AxvHOTgEL1 T5LE4S3eEpVs9JYW4m4/4P~xcPh9H/vqzML 
H+02hjz6beTPLv5LFvtaGgNaIAEADsAtn4JyxM5cwa4Yg446/p/pf4rFk00f/9Ht/rj 1 a3p3 StmO 
4syct3o lvaYcxsF9 lrf5Ta27GiNACWLzoANADdANAAux/wAYjXf5OfHsBuaT/KIrc3/o lvXHqnzB 
JmR2eo+D44x5 SMhg2QylI/3ZGEf+ittbMwJgYCRAIg6g6GU6YgFQugNNm6zPyc 5rX5NjrbKGiljn 
an02/wA3/a/ff/hE 5 APIn46qp08 fzh7e0fPVXFVyfOWKcYxkYxAEROGyhpoNB 5K90XOsxMOVImxFO 
WRVc 3 sZ 0qig A2H/+B qinra511 TW/S c9gb 8 S 4KOYuMhdc QMbH9YcLHOEZwl GWxHgvgV7RKANQAnf9 
N3xKZc 84itZkGCNQQtnEu9ahrz9Lh3xCxlp9LB +zu83mPuatj 4BlnHm.[jHyTgeIeMPlkwcyAYX 1 B 
f//S9D+sHSB 1 fplmKCG3NIsx3umG2N+j u2/mPaXVP/kWLzDIrsxbX05 TDRdWdr636EH/AL9/Jez6 
a9S651 avpHTrcx43vEMpr43200rZ/V/Os/4NeXZt9/UL3ZOag3Xv5edIH71Y/wAHU38ytAgocvqB 
4a0/vOvgL5vJihKJHFju494z/S/wUH2mnxP3I 1DX5NjasZputedrK2CXE+G1V/slIi78P71YxLLc 
G9mRhPNORWZbYNT/AFXT9Ot359aaPhgjueH/AJzonnyAaiJHp+jr4uzn!V/L6NXV6o3suAc+ lg9r 
bD901~x/kf4ICx386s12ZjNMb9x/kgngfoq19Y/rb19ZqrxWjOMZrW/aK2nSyOfrl/7jsf/Ms/67Z+ 
Z 6WBuKin8 JmSZRO/6BPq/wAZtcnjy 5MMcnMVxy 19H7v6PE6rMrHsMNfBPAd7fyrofq50TJybP2g 5 
hbTRJoDtPUfxubP51X7/AOfauJLpELqfqz9bs zGxz0q0+o S 3bg2u 1 LCB/NO/fr2fzH/bP 83/ADQ/ 
0MZRInL SQMeGJ9Xq9PFx/wBVi+KQyYeVyZMVHItF50L5vb/S4HosjY, Lx 8b+fsDD2aZLv8 AMHvVYdZw 
CYLnDzLDH4LNtYLnmywl ljtXWE+4n+U5Q+zV+LvwWcf+K5jpx+5/WBGP/mSjL/u31PgASV9OHwri 
ejxiMqPs7hYHfnNMgflv3VuU1 CqptbdQ0c + J71 cThZFuB cLsX2n89vZ 4/cs/gl+Yu0xcivI<Lx68ir 
6FgkTyPFrv5 ]7~Td5L4PHkeKZ17k 8np4v3I/uf+hIPN+/pXDw90/8 AWf/T6T/GJY/b0+mfY5 lthHgp 
gYxn!RusXGr0H68 dNszO1DJpbulwXeqWj Umsj ZeG/wBVv6b/AK0vPgQRI 1 B 4Kt 4COAeDpcqQcQA6 
EgqSJgE+AKSWm’~upWdojhOiX492OWttY5nqNFle4RurdrXY3+S9qGnPRcp/MQgQT9JS4gpPW91 e 
RS 9v0mPY 5vxDgmVzpWBZ15bLA0mj GLbMh!YAHgGD/wAZb7EmD4oRHk 8 sj 8 sBx S 8Yh6hwlmxA7Epkj 
qZKSD 50pdN9WHOPT3t JOZc 4N+BDH/wDVPXMkgC Suv6NhuxOn 112CLXzZYPB zt dv9hvsUPME cFdyz 
cuDx32D/AP/U9VXI9Z+ojLrXZHSbG47nmXY lgPpSeTU9m51H/F7LK/gAil lySdGcomwV+PJKBuJp 
82/5m/WPdt+zMj9/1W7f/J/9BbXR/qI2qlt/V7GX7DLcWuTWSOPWegNdc3/gvTrr/wBJ6q69JPOe 
ZFaDyZZc31kK0j/dcvrvl ewet44ryAWXMB9G9v0mk/gAV 1/vVriMz/F/16h5GOKgtk+ 1 zXBhj+Wy 
7Zt/svsXpaSEMsobHTsWblPifMgtHhhISh+5kHFEf3f0nzfA/wAXvWb3A5j 68Ovg7X 1H/wBllf6P 
/wAGXc9L6LO/peGcPFrmt/gAOufDnWEjafVO93/UK+khPLKe5+xbzfxHmeaHDkkBD/NwHDD/ANCe 
ezPwgOLsF42H/BWE6e~TLfd/0/gAtxU29A6sXQamt/1F4j/o7nLrUkgcxMCtD5uceXgTeognI6Z9 
X68V7bglwuubqxoHsaf3hP03/wAty 10klHKRkbJtfGIiKAp//9X1VZX ln6u/pHRrsqhvqZtm2jBp 
0Jsybj6OLWljnMgT9171LGN/wLLFqrjeo9a6RlfXWvF61mY+LlgV+sXGvItZV6ubkNLaS 11/605m 
Dib3 +ox3 qUZOQkpl9UgXJ+rPVX/VrMwlkVZtLc 7CyLCfde0Nq6vQH209z3XbM6umtvs qut9VdguL 
+uPXegXYFPVOm9WwbOqdGtGZisbk lbrGtG3LwvY59uzLxnWM9Kr+dt9Fdbg5uPn4VGdj O30ZNbba 
ncEteN7ZH5vKSnivqr9Uug9X6ZZndQpmyX 5 eU 1 ln2nIZIZfaxnsqvrZ7WD91 at/1 Gwsalz/AKv5 



OV0nOb7qrWZFttbnAexmVj 5b8mq6jd9NmxZnlRzvrJR0myvA6TTmY32vLLbn5gpcT69u7dT9nu2b 
XfSACI7usfWrrfUcr6utqo+r2RVWLL7ja/IwlRZ7ftHS9tWLT9P9DZe6z9Xs/wCGSU3+lnp/14+q 
3T83qlBLbf0rq632VAXVmzFtcx 1FrLfS3+t6bH2fQWPln6m/V7E6v0PGootbTnZFteS37Tknc ltF 
1 zGy7ILm7bWMf7F2XTOnYvS +n4/TsNu3ILxWCusGJIH57427rHu99n8tY/wBY/wDxQtagr/wAN3 f8 A 
ttekpP076m!V3pmZXnYWPZXkU7vTe7IyLANzXVO/R332VO9j 3fSYsnH61T9cOpdWdlh9tnTem5Ts 
DG6W17q6y6kV2WZ2T6D635D7nv8A lff+jpq/0i7FYHVPqtZfl Czq3R+oXdH6ne lrMi2trbqbgwbK 
zlYd3602yqv2U2bmemkprH6hdPwYt+reTf0LKDg4uqe+61/5rm5OFlWPpu/R7/T/AJv07P0q6hcp 

k9X+t31 fY7L6zRjdU6WHrZWCH15FTPz8q/DtNldtbfz/s ln6Nn6X+bXU12MtrbZW4PreA5j2mQQ 
RLXNKSn! lvTOpZdmFgZGXVQ/Ksorc+vHqBL7HASypgY 17v0jvb9BZX 1 a+rlOF0epvUqKr+pZLnZX 
ULXsYSci8+tkfR3M/Rud6P6P2folsZeXRh478nIdtrZEwC5xLiGV11 ltl9t ltjmlU01/pLrf0dfv 
WRb lvqjLhU6jBx73 s dbVhZOaGZ Jqbu3 WPZVj 5FTNmz3 +lZk0f92U1OmO19MGoxKP+22f+RWN9VMP 
K6PkdS6E6h7en4 lxyO1X7YrNGSXXPxGO93vwsnl W/pbPWs9T/Rq+erZmThm3peGLcqq70cnDyrfs 
7qnAb3ix9deaxz/dS+v0/wBDfRd9opv9P0/Up9E691 zqlz9/TKKMaj JuxL7W5Zsc 19DnVWOZT9jq 
9RjrG+z9LWkpX lIxcrF616rKpfRZ9rynbLBtdtdfa9joP5r2n2ovl o6Ddl SijLwLfs3WOmvN/Tsj 
tuiLMW7/ALrZbPOV/wD6M/mrIta£362dP6rgYL 8nIxsbqObX6gwPWb6mpds2VPLbnb62+p9B aWd 1 n 
pHTXMZ 1DOx8NlgJrF9rKy4Dkt9VzdySmPRuoXdS6dTl 5GJbgXvBF2Le0tcx7TseBP85VuG6m7/C 1 
LP6/jZN3W/q9bVU+yqjKudc9oJaxpx7mNdYfzGue7arfWuffs04+Pj 47s3qOaXNxMRjms3em31Lb 
LLrPZTRS3+dt9/06/wBGoYvUet/tBmJ1DpYpqtaXMzMW8ZFTXAFzq8j 1 acG+r/g91N29JTrLmrer 
/Wbol lw6106zq+CXut] 5nTWg3Na90142R05722foPofaKLLf0Xpep+m9RbDOtdGszj06vPxn5wJa 
cVtrDbuaC57fQDvU3Ma 12/2qdnVemVXGi3MoZcLGUGp lj A8W2jt]0bC7d617PflW901 JTzXU+s9U 
+seDkdF6T0nMxTmsNGRm9RpOP]WTaHV32Vssd62VkbPZXTU38/1 d66nDxasLEow6Z9LGrZVXOp2s 
aK2bv7LUE 9Y6 S 3P/AGa c3HGfx9kNrPW 1 b6g/QbvV/m! 0n0foK4kp/9fv/rCW 1 V4WXCFRMq2Lrtyp+ 
i lm2yll9n5vpYuTbj 5Vtjv5muj 1/8EuS6x0HMzOndR6Vb0SzL6115T8i7q59EtdULn2Yzsa63I+0 
faKsDZhYuF+j rp/wn6t6nqd+63Hc0tc 9haRBBIII 8 Css dD6 SwenRkX49HbHpy7q62j 9ylldrfs 1 b 
fzKcb0amJKZdJbffl DO6m!HfiU5Daaaa7QG2PFPqufl2Vj +a9X7R6DGWfpvTxVW+p7XNx+qbgWz 1 
bPIkRIN79Qtmk4tFq2KanNbXUOMY3 dMNaNrRqVL 16f9137wkp 85Zgtx/8UeM/ILxzX1MfRkhzWH1Rd 
9rra7Jbp6vrel7fU/wBD7P5pXuqZT+19f6v+0srHwaOoBhoszMF+XXk4wprpswqbaMur+auF/q90 
9D lrPX+0M9b7R+j7j 16f9137w169P+kb94SU8dhYmV9XcfofU7PtHUMLEw7cLMe6p7L6abn05ONk 
HpzfWt9PE+ztxcqvf61VOyz9J6S0v+dGH12q/A+rdlmRk20XBmfXWRj4 lvp/qzsm+4M977Ht9Oqh 
mRb/AKSr0 lv+vT/pG/eEvXp/0j fvC Snz+zL6Nf8 AVHH+rGJjPZ9YceullGAyp9d+PmtFf+UPWZWz 
0GU22fareo72V30+p+l/q2LY6R03Gu+vnlhzsjHD7sf7E3Eueydu6j9M6hzht9R2xjHvYuo9en!SN 
+8JevT/pG/eE1PmGNXaOjfSANzO6jXi9Ufc59uKOn5FuecrlH2/tKjKZmMdlPd6frldRYzOfQ/c/ 
ml6mh+vT/pG/eEvXp/OjfvCSn//Q9H6jl9L6bQL8xoaxztrQyplr3OhlhbXTjstus21V2Wv2M91V 
dlv0FTyvrF9WcQWG65kVWmmw 11Ps2vbUM 1 +70K7P0deKfWsv/ma/0n6T9HYm+tj KXYFL7ar7fRu9 
Rj sW 19FzCK7t76LKPe 576Tbj+l+f665bJp+rFGLVnfsrJNmW7Ie5jb3vua+ml 9T8+z 1HOs+3U/bb 
r68n+fo/0v8ANpKepq+snlXusFdd9bnEv2fonw4Vttssuqd6e27H24uR6eTV+r3ejZXTbY9Cd9bf 
qi3HfkuyWCmobrHGmzQTit 3Fvpbv+9LC/wC3v+Cu9PmrmdFqt dYzpmZXYH7WubkurNbCy 5 zsbHLj 
6VHTWMyn7/dVRT9r/wCDRh036uZVTX2dGffilY 1 zd3rv2vprZ9sFeS 1/pWPb6tv6k5+99f0/0PpJ 
Kem6p 1/6udIvOP1 GxtFjaxaZpe 5oa7 liz9LXU+r lbPsmT6dG/wBez0bNlaBb9bfqpS8susNb/aAx 
2LeHOc/0N1VbTj7rb9uZiv8As9f6f07vU9P0 lg5+XOW3BovzOk32/tDFfgDJfYS 5tGJ+kaX5rhvr 
Zl+vc52Q3+k+l+mUKqug3WC7J6LkPfb6m973F lljcNtd7KMynbWz0X/sjD+z4/8ANb/+Ot9VKejt 
+tH1XqkWWEOB21m2a4vcfc2xtVQo9S7709jqsv0Wv+x3foMr0bU1 flr+qVoaa8mt7XvfUxzankF1 
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bS94YXAvMS4wL2 ltLyIgeG1 sbnM6c3RSZWY9Imh0dHA6Ly9ucy5hZG9iZ S5jb20veGFwLzEuMC9z 
VHlwZ S 9 SZXNwlX Jj ZV J1ZiMiIHhtbG5 zOnNORXZ 0PS JodHRwOi8vbnMuYWRvYmUuY29tL 3hhcC 8x 
Lj Avc 1 R5 cGUvUmVzb3VyY2VFdmVudCMiIHhtbG5 zOml sbHVzdHJhdG9yP S JodHRwOi8vbnMuYWRv 
YmUuY29tL21 sbHVzdHJhdG9yLzEuMC 8iIHhtbG5 zOnBkZj 0iaHR0cDovL25 zLmFkb2 J1LmNvb S9w 
Z GYvMS4zLyIgeG 1 sbnM6c GhvdG9zaG9wP S JodHRwOi8vbnMuYWRvYmUuY29tL3B ob3Rvc2hvc C 8x 
Lj AvIiBkYzpmb3 JtYXQ9ImltYWdlL2pwZWciIHhtcDpNZXRhZGFOYURhdGU9IjIwMTMtMDktMThU 
MTI6MzM6NTItMDQ6MDAiIHht cDpNb2RpZnlEYXR1P SIyMDEzLTA 5LTE 4VDEyOjMzOjUyLTAOOj Aw 
IiB4bXA6Q3 J1YXR1RGFOZT0iMj AxMy0wOS0xOFQxMjozMjo0My0wNDowMCIgeGlwOkNyZWF0b3 JU 
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AgMDAwMDAwMDAwP/2wBDAQEB AQEB AQEB AQECAgECAgMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMD 

AwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwP/wAARCAIYAUMDAREAAhEB AxEB/8 QAHwAAAAYCAwEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAABwgGBQQJAwoCAQAL/gQAtRAAAgEDBAEDAwIDAwMCBgl 1 AQIDBBEFEgYhBxMiAAgxFEEy 
IxUJUUIWY S QzF 1 JxgRhik SVDobHw Jj RyChnB 0TUn4VM2gvGSokRUc0VGN0dj KFVWVxcLvwtLigm SD 
dJOEZaOzw9PjKThm 83UqOTpI SUpYWVpnaG1 qdnd4eXqFhoeIiYqU1ZaXmJmapKWmp6ipqr S ltre4 
ubrExcbHyMnK1NXW 19jZ2uT15ufo6er09fb3+Pn6/gQAHwEAAAYDAQEBAAAAAAAAAAAABgUEAwcC 
CAEJAAoL/gQAtREAAgEDAgQEAwUEBAQGBgVtAQIDEQQhEgUxBgAiEOFRBzJhFHEIQoEjkRVSoWIW 
Mwmx JMHRQ3LwF+GCNCWSUxhj RPGisiY 1 GVQ2RWQnCnODk0Z 0wtLiglV1 dVY3hIWj s 8PT4/MpGp Sk 
tMTU5PSVpbXF 1 eX 1KEdXZjh2hpamtsbW5vZnd4eXp7fH1 +f3 SFhoeIiYqLjI2Oj4OU1ZaXmJmam5 
ydnp+So6SlpqeoqaqrrK2ur6/90ABAAp/9oADAMBAAIRAxEAPwDf49+691737r3Xvfuvde9+6917 
37r3VfXyN/mUfGv48VGQ2/Jn5 +y9/wB CHjl 2bsB 6bIj H1 Y 1 KtPuHc skibfwzpIhWaFZamvg+rU3I 
uKtn503j dws oiENofxvio/or 8R+RoFP 8XWPfuR95n2z9upbjbm3Btz5gTBtrTS +hvSaYkRRkHDKG 
eVfOLhWnDtb+c1819437~TVP 1 ridmdRYlyft JqTGRb03 TEpcn/ACrK7og129MTFYDx4iEg3NzxpkOx 
9vdmlwhvJJLiTzqdC/sXu/42esMebPvne528vJHy 1Z2Wz2Z+EqguZx/ppJwY.[j0t 1888KEg3R8xf 
1XvKWSXO/IXtyRZTrkpMZvnPbfxbNqVwTidv 1 mICxfoZQV/Z9B +lvYkg 5 e2027Ytpt/tKI<Lx/awJ/n 
1Bm6+gvuvvTs 1/7ibwQTIUupYU/5xwsiYpjtx 5 dB 1 H3X3 JFXHJxdt 9r~x 5Iy S SHIR793WlcZJ1ZJZ 
DVrlROX1R2DHVdg SD9fas 7btxXQdvh0+mhafsp0HE 5251 S f6pebt0FzUnWLqiagU4 J1 eJWpqa5z0K 
W0fmt 8tNjyx S4D 5 C9qlYNPgpM9uzI7vxs QRlcImK3 dJnMYs epeV8 WkgkEWJujuOW9huRSXaYM+aq 
EP7V0n+fQr2f3u93tidG2/3D3bt4LLO9wg+yO4MqU+WmnH1 PR7uov5 zvfu 1 p6 Sj 7b2ntDtbDho0q 
sjQ042Nu5gXAknFViYana8pSIkiIYqDWwt5FBuAvf+3e0zhmsLiSCXyB70/Ye789R+zqeeT/AL6n 
uBtTQw83bTZ7tZimp 1H0txxydUYaAOH4RAtT+IdXP/HH5/fHD5MSUeF2nut9r77qY1Y9fb5jp8Fu 
KeYtoaHCT/cVGE3M5YFlj oKqapEQ lyQxggRzu/Kug7MGlnt9dqP9ETuXg/Nf9sAKgCes lvbb7wXt 
t7nNDZbRuxtcFYf7iXQEUxPCkRqY5j 5gROz6e5kXIB2fYd6m7r3v3Xuve/de697917pK7u3ptPYW 
Fn3FvTcGJ2 lhaYhJMhl6yKkhaUqzpTU4kIkq6yYIfHDEryyEWVSePZJvvMOx8sbdLu3MO7QWe3 Jx 
eVworkhVrlnNDpRQWbgAT0nubu2s 4mnupljiHr~xp+Q9T6AZPVcXaX8ynb2Nlqcb 1Ft GXcksbNHHu 
bdrVGLwzupOmajwNK0earqWRbEGebHyg3Bj+h94k86/e+2mzeaz5E2FrxxUC4utUcRPqkKkSup/p 
vAw/h8 +gNig APkEZ aPbLUyf03 qF/JR3E faVPy6 JLu35 s f.lDd0smrf8226Ny SmP2.[j 8 fg4oNRuRItk 
I4Jg64AsB 5KuS luOS Sccd9+gV7ub67/gihrOAgI7WNIQv2OAZj/tpW/w 1 CdzzXvtyRWgMa+iAL/P 
4v2noFch252vlg38V707CyfkKF/4hvTclYHMYAjLipyUmsqFsL/T8e46uue+eL7V9bzlus 1 aV 13d 
w9acPikPDy6KX3LcpP7TcZ 2+ lyig J67x/bvbGIMZxXZ/YeNgRcxCh3puSkEfk JgmkQ 5 GMA S azq/1 
V+fe7Xn7nqxKmy5y3WHTWmi7uFpXj 8Mg4+fr 15Nz3KP+z3CdaejsP8vQ 17S+bPyQ2nLFbf0m5aOM 
gvjt3YzH5uKe llXy5A08GeUBR/uus S 5Nzc8+5G2L7xvu7sTxigig31uOMdlHHMG+2TSs3+8yivnn 
o2tua99tv+JniL6OA38/i/Y3R3ur/wCZRtjKNT47traVRted2WOTce ljPmMIC36pqvCzls 1 QQJ/S 
GTISN/qR7yO5L+9/s168NpzlsL2UpoDcW2qWH51oW/WRR/Qadj6dC3b+fLeQhNytTGf4kq~v/mvxD 
8i3Vj O0947X33haXcWzs/i9x4SsH7GQxNU1TDrABeCYKfJTVUOoCSGVUljPDKDx7y32Pf915126H 
ddg3 SG726ThJEwYVgwaZVh+JWAZTggHoc21 lb3kSz2syyRHzBr/xR+RyO1R7OOn+ve/de697917r 
3v3Xugc3931 sHr 8 zUmQyRyuai lIcJhfFWVsUo40V0hljogeVNtSyyLLpN1Rvp7xc96Pvfey3sml 1 
tu978 dy 5tj qDt9honnRxj TcMXWG2oaalmkWb S dSR2w6NLLaL290skemH+ JsD 8vM/kKfPopu6Plpv 
fJvJFtjG4rbNKbiKeZBmcl+QGM1XHHj luOdP2zWP9oj3zV9w/wC8s93N/kmt/b7YNu5f2/OmR1 +u 
u/kdcyrbDGdP0rUONbDiJLflqlj zcSNI3+8j+Wf59Avk+3uzsuzNW763LZ/lxUeUnxkDA8WNNjCrp 
Kcjj6abe 8UuYPvN/eC5meR9294uYNL8Ugu5bSM/IxWphjp8tFP10aptm3w/BZx/mAT+01PSe/vfu 
7zGoO6Nxme4PnObyXnuqBVPmNTruFFh6vp7Are5/uU10L5vcLIDe 1B 8Q39 lrqBQHX4urAAAzgY6U 
fS2/w/Tpo/0o/wA3T9je2Oy8 SytRb63QoQ6kiqcxV5CnUgk8UuQlqaezsxJGizH639jPYfvJe/vL 
TxybT7xcwhUNQkt7PcRD JP8 AY3LyxUJJLDRRj 8 QOOm Jdt s Ji~ s 4/yUA/tFDOMe 2P1 fv/ABbxx7io 
sVumlGjyO 8 S 4b JE C99FTj 4vsUDAc6qVublTm+Uvt9/eTe 9PLkkMPPO 17bzHtwpqYoLG6IHHqTLb J9 
OK.[jqs 2NQKEZ qV3HLdnJmBmjP+9D9hz/AD6NfsHv3r/frwUMFc +DzkxVEw+b 8 dNJPM 118dBWKzUV 
aWfhEDrOw58Y99JvZf76Hsp7zTWmz2u8Ps/N8tFFlf6Ymkc40284YwTknCIHSdlmwRkAN3uzXtmG 
crrhH41z+0cR/g+fQ3e 8tuinr3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de6//Q3+Pfuvde9+691737r3 S S 
3vvj aPW+ 1 c lvffe 4Mdtbae3 qNq/MZ3Lz+CioacMs S AkBp J6iomkWOGGJXmnmdY41 Z2V $7a21 xezx 
2 lrEz3DGgUcT/q4k8AMnHRTvm+7Py ltN9vu/bhFa7RbJrklkNFUcPtJJIVVUFmYhVBYgHWL+aX80 
Xs TvSpy2wel6rM9adQnzUNVXU832G+d+U7HTM+Yr6 SQy7ewdSgKj HUkuuaJmFVLIsngimnl zkm02 
wR3W5Ks248QOKIfkD8TD+IjB+EC1Ty897PvUcx89y3nL/JUs22cnZVmBOXVOPMyOprDEeAhjarKT 
4rsG8NK1/Y66xG697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xus0M0tNLFPBLJDNDIk0MOLtHLDLGweOWKR 
CrxyRuoKsCCCLj3sgEUOQenUd43WSNisqkEEGhBGQQRwIgj 1 dT8 JP5rm6tgVWF6z+SuRyOgdhM9N 
j MV2VNrr94bOjYiGFtyPZ6vd+Ag JBlncyZ Snj 1MpqgEgWOeZORYLtXwlmQR3XEx 8EiN A0vkj eg+E 
/wBHJ6za~j/vZ7ry9LYgse5txJe7ASqR3pq9xl~jgPGPxXEQ/ExrOgqQZQFQbIWDzmH3PhgXuPbmU 



oM3gc3QUuUw+YxdVDW43 J42thSopKyjq6d3hqKeohcMjqSCD7h+WKSCS SCeMrKpIIIyD5gjrpRYX 
91ulla71tt 1 HPYTxq8 ciMGROYWlYVBUg 1 BHTx7p0r6KN8mPlltHoLHviaMUu6OyK6nL4za6VIE G 
KSVFaHKbokg JnoaMpKHigGmes Ashj QmZI J94ffPYva61 axlwl7zdI1Y7cN2xggUkuSuUSh 1Kgo 8v 
B S qkyKGt + 5ktdnTwlp JIEY SuB 839B 6Di31QZFF/Zfa+/e3 c/JuPfu4q30VpMi0dPI31~xeIppGv8 A 
ZYj FxaaPHUq2FwihpCNUj O 5LHml zhzxzRz5ujbvzRu81zcZOKTS OJT+CKMds a80Aqx7nI=MSTEV/u 
N5uczT3sxeTyHko9FHAD/D51PQc+wh0h697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3XuhL6v7c3/wBO7hi3 
HsLP 1 WIqQ8X8QoCzzYbN08 JYiizeKZx]T~9MRIwUsBLEWLRPG9mAz5M585o5A3Vd35Z3R4J6j W1SY 
plH4 Jo66XXJpXuWpKMrUIX7fud5tc/1 FnMVbzH4WHow4E fzHkQer 1 t]V 8 q9o~F 4z+HyLFtvs ]~lU3 
mzG 1 JZiyVcMXiWXL7dqJDrrsYXkGuNv8 opmOlwyaJZO1/s/737B 7p2f0j qtnzZE1ZbYmoYC1ZYGP 
xx 10VPfGcMCul217YeY7Xeo9BpHIKO5PX+kp 8x 8uI 88UJNf7nDoR9Q62tpMdSVNfX 1 MFHRUcEI~ 
1 dTIkNPT08KM8sssrsEjjj QEkk8ey/dd127Y9uvt53m+htdptYWlmmlYJHFGgLO7uxCqqqCSSaAd 
WVWdlRF JcmgA4k9V+dvfJbK7hkqsB s GoqMNgB qhnzia61L5YAWb7Vv]~ia Jj cDTaokFiWQEx++ Jv 
3nfv98x87z7hyX7MXk+ 1 cmCqSX66o729HA+EcPZ25zTTS 5kWhd41ZoehttewRwBZ71 Q03kvFV+31 
P8h8+PRSySxLMS SS S STcknkkk8kk++arMzszuxLE 1 JOS SfMgH/WT2x0p697917r3v3Xuve/de697 
917r3v3XujP9R/JHN7RlpcFvKWqz22CyQx 10habM4VCQoeKV7vkaGMHmGQmRVt42AXxt 0T+7L9/H 
m72yn2/1D3TuLjeuQCyos7EyX lgtaAo7HVc26j4oJCZEUDwJAEEDlmc9hiuA0tqoS49OCt/mPz4e 
vr 1 Ybisrj s 5j qPL4isgr 8bXw JU0dZTPrhnhf6Mp4IYEEMpAZWBVgCCPfcTI zmPYubti2vmblndIb 
3Yb2FZYJ4m 1 JIj cCDxBBqrKwDIwZHVWUgAiSOSKRopVKyKaEHpz9nnVOve/de697917r3v3Xuv/R 
3 +Pfuvde9+6903ZLJY/DY6vzGXrqXG4rF0Wk 8nkq+oipKHHY+hgkqq2uraqd0gpqSjpYmkkkdgq 
IpJIA9+RXkdY40LOxAAGS ScAAeZPTFzc291bXF5eXCRWkSM7u5CqiKCzMzGgVVUEkkgAAk9akH8w 
X5xZr5Vb9127tWursb0bszITw7Rw/wC/SHdWQgMtPLvrP0r6HeprELLj4JVBoaNraEnlqC098qct 
x7Ha+NOAdzkHe eOkfwKfQfiI+I/IDrk J94X30vvdj f32/aZpIuRbKQi3jyvj uKg3Uq8 S zCoiVh+l 
GeAd5K1 zexb lj f1737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuvdW2fy0fnlWdCbqoum 
u0s zJL0nu/JRw4r JZGoYxdX7jr 53 AyUE0riOk2jmaucfxOIkRUsh+ 8 TR/1QnAvOXK67pA242Uf8 A 
uyj GQP8ARFH183A+E8T8Oe2mXn3Y/f2XkDdYe S+ar4nki81Ajdzixmc/GCfht 5GP6yntQ/rLp/V8 
S/L 5VfJDG9A7I SXHGkyO/wDc6TU+z 8VN+9TxLGE Wq3Dk40dP9xmN8 q6E 1B qmdlRPS JXjwk97/dy0 
9rOXlal 80Xmm8DLaxNkL SmqeQVH6cdRQVBkchR2h2XppzFv0ez2gMdGvJB 2DiPmx+Q/mc cKka9+b 
zeW3Hlsjns9kavI= 5rIA ctfkslXyvUVdbV1DmSaaaaQlnZ2P+sBwI=AAe+Ve47jlbvfXO57ncyT7hP 
IXkkclmdmNSzE8 Sf9gY6haWWWaWSaaQtICxqSckk9Nfsu6a697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuv 
e/de697917p627uLObTzmL3HtzKVeGz2Gq4q7GZOhlMVRS 1ERO10azK6OrFXRgySIxRwysQTXad2 
3LYtys932i8kt9zt5A8ciGjKw8x6g8CDUMCVYEEjpyCee2njngkKTIagjiD/AKv28D 1 sJ/Fv5GYn 
v7Yn31 WabG7422kNJvPDo6pEJGRjTZ7HqzFv4PlliZgDzTzJJE SyqkknVX2Y93Nu9z+V2u7po7fm 
KyULeRVAUYNJ0r/oMgBOf7Nw6EkKrvNnI=2+R71 aajQXiUDr8/Jh8m/kaj0JLr8gO6Zt+ZOXbG36m 
2zcZUC8sRA/vBXwMwFc8nBOPgfSA4Dx/RreVrkoI+Of31 fvYXXvJvl 17fck7hT2r26fLp/y0riMk 
IUMe JtozUW01B 61UPqZolhl 3ZdpFnGlxMv8 Aj TD/AHkHy+31/Z61 LZ7wA6EfXvfuvde9+691737r 
3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+690P/AEV3NWdcZiPE 5eeao2ZlpwtbTljL/B6qUogy9GmksFWw 
FRGv+cj9QBdVBzc+5596vc/YrmmDlrma81m9qdxmAnj JLIRSuQBewLkgDAuY1/tY+8K0saAkG8bS 
t 9F4s SgXajH9Ifwn!IfL7D 1 Z 1 BNDUwxVFPI=HNBPGksM0]~28UsUih45Y3U1X SRWBBB sQff0HWtzb3 
1 rbXtnc JLZzRq8boQyOjgMrqwqGVIIKkGhBBHUfkFS QRkdZvanrXXvfuvde9+691/9I=f49+69173 
7r3VHP8AOL+U1TtHauE+M+zckabM77oY9y91VFLIUlpN1R1 ckGD22ZUB 8bboylFLNVIGSRaSjRGD 
Q 1ZvJXt7sguJ5N5nWscR0x 183plv9qCAPmT5r lgv98v3Uk2j abH2y2a6K3t/GJr0qcrbBiIoajh4 
7qzOKhhHGoIKTZ lvPcvdc 1 eve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3XuuF 
RUQ01PNU 1 DiOCniknmkb6 JFEpd2/xCqp9s 313b2Fpd313IEtYY2d2PAKoJY/kB 1YkU9AOj fdDlI3 
cve2FON3 zmqzL716+xeK2zhnr 5DNMmwMbE 1 JtilVtKh2xEavTykXZ20yuWklYnh196223Hc/cGbn 
19X7r3EaY0ri3MVf0VpwDKIFrjVI8pAHWfn3ePc24545XbY94umk3raVSFSxJZ7ShFua0pWMAxMA 
SaKjsaydD/7xY6yE697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de6UW0ul c91 
RuCHK4CvqqT+KUVThNxwUsnjb JbWyLRplcb JYgf5 SI1 aMnhZIw349msNvv 11 sfNW27Fvk+3ybhts 
lm8kTaSyTqA0b4JMTOAkAoxU9pByHLHm48o7 ltd/HH4iiQGRP4oq9wGfi80JwGUE8KdHio6umyFJ 
S 11HKk9LW08NVS zxm6zU9RGs sMkZ/KvG4I/1/INi9s 7nbry7269hMd5BI0bqeKuhKsD9hBHWcFpd 
W99a297ayB7WaNXRhwZWAZ SPkQQepntB0s697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3 
v3Xuve/de6sB+K3ZEmZwlVsI=I=VBlyG3oRVYOSWS 8k+ELrHLRDVyxxVRIujn!ADEyqAFj99uP7uT3 
5m5q5X3H2X5kvC+8bJF423s7VaTbywV4M5 Js5WXRk/oTJGqhIKkC8x2AilW9jXsc0b5N6/mP5j 59 
G+990+gz 1737r3Xvfuwlf//T3 +PfuvdQ6+tpMZRVmRr 546WhoKS ora2qmOmKmpKWF6ipnlb+zHDD 
GWY/gD3sKzsqItWJoB 8z0zPPDawTXNxIEt40I=Mx4BVFST8gASetG75EdvZLvnu7srtnJPUH++O6K 
+uxVPVOXlxu26cj H7XxB JZh!uJ29 SU1 PYWBMZNhf3kvtG3pte22dggH6aAGnm3Fj +bEnrhX7j c4X 
PP3PHM3Nlyzf47dOOYbikI7II/8Am3CqJ+VegT9mHQH697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/d 
e697917r3v3Xuve/de6DbtDLGiwcGOib]2Llaj TJ/X7S10SzC6kEFpmiH+K6h7hb3v39tv5bttmga 
k 19L3fSANKKjN91XMY+Y1DpHuEhjh0fic0/IcfSAIPsPSe6D3tJsPtTa2VMrR4+vrVwGZUMFR8Zm 
ZI6SR5j +YqKpMVVb8tAPeBnujy2nNPI++7eIwl 3HGZ4fUSwgsAPm66o/sc9Dn2W5sfk/3H5dvzIV 
sriUW04wAYpyEql fwxyeHKfP9P8ALq6T3zh66q9e9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+ 
691737r3XvfuwlBnlKo 1 ldPNfUusxxAfQ1LxnSlv6aiI=/AOufch7db/TWkMX4qVP2nJ/zfl 1 G253 J 
u72aX8FaD7Bgft4/n0dz47bmbMbMmw 1 RIHqttVn20YLamGMrtdTQlm JvZZlnj UfQ JGoH9BhF94rl 
hdo5xt97t49NmUOpvTxoqJJ8soYmPqzMT6nMP2F5ifduUptnuH1XO3 S6Bmp8GSrx 1 +xvEQeiqAP 

QGA948dTt 1737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+690suu92TbH3rtzc0T 
OIsbkIfvkSxM+MqL0uUgA9VzNQzSBeDpexAuB7132N9ybr2i92OR/cC3kYW9hflbhV4yWktYruO1 
DUvbvIFwdI=6WA 1 KOkF/bi7t JbfzZ cfaMj +dOriI 5E1RJI2V45EV0dWDKyOAVZ SPqrKbg+/qQhliu 
IYbiCQPBIoZWBqGVhUEHzBBqD6dReagmvHrI=7e611737r3X/1N/j37r3RN/5gG/Juufl~x3 luClm8 
FZW7I=bZ 1K6vpmEnYGTx2xZHpiCsgqKem3DJKr J6o/GXFtNwIOVbVbzmHa4itVEms/wDNsF8/7zT+ 
XUNfeE3 +TIv2Z9wNxik0zPZITqfOt26WpK+dQsxYEZFNX11 pfe 8iOuKXXvfuvde 9+691737r3Xvf 
uvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvde 9+691737r3XvfuwlF67 SrDUbj SmDHTQUFPEUvc CWcvUu lv7OqOVAf8 A 
go94i+91 + 13 zitmG/StbWNae Wp6yE/aVdAfsHRNuTgzIimoC/wAyT/kp0G3uIOi/q9nrzPvunYe z 
dxSsHqMltrC 19YQ2oCtqKCB61NVzcpV61P5uOffMPm3al2TmnmLaUWkVveTin+kDto/alD12F5M3 
luYOUuWt9kp413YQSvTNHeJWcV+TEj 8ulf7DXQm697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697 
917qJXymCiqZRcFIZNJ/2sqRH/vJHtZZx+PdW8fq4r91c/y6S30xgs7uUcQhp9tMfz6C/wByP1 GH 
RhfjjflWo9712MZ/2czhalVQmwNVQzQVULW/tBKYTi3+lX/HvHr7yG1C95FtdyCfq2d7GlafgkDRs 
P1VzGfyp59Tt933c2tecbzbi36V3ZuKf042V 1P5L4g/OvR5veCHWafXvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuv 
de9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuvdW4dM51s91 dsjIyMXk/gcGPldiSzzYaWbDSuxubs 81 
A S T+ S ff03/dU5rk 50+7t7R77PIXn!dEds 7Hiz2I=PYuxPmWa3 JJ4knOeov3 aI=wdyvIxw 11/3ru/y9 
Cf7yE 6L+ve/de6//1 d/j 37r3VWv84HKHH/DjIUgedf452RsXF1YdPjkEMuS zeiqu6nwA41ULBj 5V 
Ti lyBt7fpr 5gVv4YXP 8 AgGP2/s 6xX++LdlT+zNxFrYGfcrVMcDQvJ3Z4fp 18 +4DHmNUD30XX JXr3 
v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de 697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuixb+ Jbd2YJNzrpR/yTQ0q 
qP 8 AYL7wk90nZ +feYXZ qt4kY/IQxgfsAA6Ib/wD3Kk/2v/HR0jvYB 6 S dXK/Gqs ++6Q6/nvI2igyd 
HeWxNsfn8vQACzN+2oprJ/tAHA+nvnf7yQITe 5nNUWBWWJsf04In!b3Z+deup/sPdm99pOS 5t]2HT 
B JH3cf0p5YvU4Gjt/o0wOHQ5+4u61zr3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3XumnOEjF 
1 Wn6WhH/ACCaiMG/+39m2ziu42+rjVv+O9Fe91 G13Z8+3/jy9B 17HvUddCr0j OYOz9rMOVkkycDK 
GKqwnwuRi9XBDB GYNb 8kf7H3E/vZbi 59sOakLUKpC4NK/B cRN/MClfKvnw6k72cmMHuPy2wr3NMp 
FalFbyjP2Eg0+X59WLe+cfWflXvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3 
XvfuvdWb/F6d5uo 8XG9rUuWzkEX 1/Q 1 c9 Sb3NuZKhvpYW/xuT9CX93neTXP3ZeXYZKeHb71fxpx+ 
E3DSmt SfxSlwoKUxWpMdcwhRucpHAqv+Cn+ToxHvOHok697917r/lt/j37r3VZv82/Cy5X4Wbyro 
40dNt7v6/wA 1 MzPda2hiqNyUu3RJGx/zTmlPIuotagWK/n2MeQpAnMduh4vHIP+Mlv+fesY/veWTXf 



slvU6oCtt eWkl~xWgMyw 1 HoaygV9CR59alHud+uRPXvfuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xv 
fuvde 9+691737r3XvfuvdFk7BjKbuy9xw7Ukim 1 gQ9B Sn6XP0a4/2HvCj 3Xt2g 5 +34HIZomH2NDG 
f5Go+dK9EN9m61Pnj/AOkZ7j 3p J1 dF8eaFsd0t 17TuqqZMGa4BVCArk66syasQD+p0qwSf7RJP59 
85/du5F37j 82SBiQLkJnP9nGkZ/YVoPQY66teyt19B7V8jw6ANVkJMCn9szS 1 +066k+ZqlPoZvcb 
dSj 1737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3]~mlL4yqA/Cxt/sEmjc/7wPZrtLBb+3Le 
pH7VI6LN6XXtd0B6A/sYH/JOHPsfdRz0LvRNK1V2dt5tIZKVMtVSXlnSFw9dFG3pDWK1E0fl sP8A 
ejEHvpdlTe 2HMYDUkkMCDhmtxEWGf’gA3DP 8 AhEqeyt sbj 3 G2FtFUiWdzx 8 o JFBx/SZeNB/gNh3vn 

V lnr 1737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3VoPxnozS9QbfkYF 
DX lmcrLG97DLllGrWIGkMtICPqCCD+ff0Q/cA2p9t+7ByTO61Te3W4T5rWnl s0INCB SohBFKgghq 
56jjfn17nMP4Qo/4yD/16H73mlOTde9+691//9ff49+690Xn5YdcS9t/Gzuvr21gNTkdwdfZ/wDg 
1OAGM+4sTTHN7bhsb2EmdxlMCRyAbjkezbYrwWG8bbdk0RJVr/pSdLfSZJ6jv3a5afm!20525dij 
1XNxt0vhD lmjXxYR+cqJ1 o+e8kuuGPXvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691 
737r3XvfuvdAP2vQmLLUGQHCV1GODcfWajm JYk/1 MNSg/wCQfeLHvxthmYNr3VU/TuLYof9PExr 
/wAZkQfl0VbmhDQSU4gj9mf8v8ug0oqOpyNZSY+jiaesrqqCkpIVIDy 1NVKkNPCpZtIaSVgBc259 
wLcXEFpb3F 1 cSBYIkZ2Poqgkn8gCektj aXG4XtpYWceu7nlWNFx307BVGaDLEDOOr5mYaDbu3sF 
t +mKmnweIKxuHgIuLw42iipI2P+B WEH3y63ncZN33bdd2n!trq4klP2yOXP 8 Ah67H7 JtlvsmzbVs 1 
r/uPaWOUK/6WJFRf5KOnf2V9GXXvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuwlYqiHz088 J/ 
3ZE8ZubW lIUU/wCwJ9qIJIBmg181YHghr0zcQieCeE/jUj 9op0FBDISpFiCRY/UENYg/6xPuSAVI 
qOB6i0j SxU8ej OfGXDNPn9wZ 50Iix2LKxsRN9JqcnULO7IfoXigx5Bt9B Jz9R7xl+8 lvS2/Luw7C 
j 0muboysP6EKFaH5F5VI9SmOB6yK+7rtDTb5vm+Mv6VvbCJT5a5WDGnzCxEHOD54j o6HvCjrL7r3 
v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917rGASbDkn6D28ASaDJPSfq4/rzAt 
tfY21MBKgjqMZgsdDWJa 1 q9qdJcgbi~VWySG3+Pv6nffY/kt/bz2g9t+S7iHw72w2e2jnX0uTGHuf 
2zvIfz6j G+m+ovLiYcGc0+yuP5U6WnuVOkvXvfuwlf/Q3 +Pfuvde9+691 pmfP/oCf48/Jzfu3KSh 
NJs/dlbN2B sF441ipBtvc9XVVT4ukVFC JFtvMJVY5U/X4qVHPDgnIflXdRu2y2szNW4j Gh!XUoAq 
f9MKN9pPp 1 xc+ 8H7fP7de6HMG2xW+j Zrtzd2tBRfBnZmKLTAEMmuEDjpRSfiHRKIYh6hDr3v3Xuv 
e/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917pGb+wzZjbtR41LVWPYZCBVF2cQhhURi 1 
76qdmIA+rKPcbe63LrcwcpXRgqYVe2h8dAOJCgiRfzQsQBxZVHTF3GJrdqDuFSPy/2K/nlk+J/X77 
x7OpM3Uwa8LsdY87Vu6K8b5Uu8eAprtq0zCrjaqU2PFIRwSD75i++nNa8vc1302wyU3HcyYEANCI 
s Gdvs0ERn5yjiK933:t923kmZ +f4d3uIQ21 bQonYkAgzGot 1 zwYOGmUgGng+RIPVtPvAjrpN 1737r 
3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+690HudozqYV8rgXjqf30J+hZj+6v+uH5/ 
liPY72e 5 +pswpHlIt2n7PI/sx+R6j/fbQ21914/s 504fb+Iftz9hHR+umdqNtXYmNiqIjHkcuf43k 
Ay2dJK2OP7WCQN6kenoY41ZT+mqTV/U+ 8 Afenmteaue9we3k 1 bdZD6aKhwfDJ81Lx 5HVKXow+ JAmS A 
Os3/AGj 5Zbljkvb4p49N/df4xKCKEGQDQp8wVj CAjybV6noWPcQ9Sj 1737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r 
3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+690MPQ+yn3x2NhaeWHy4nCym8yzLeL7XHSRyU9M+qysK7IGK 
Ire 5jZ2F9J95Wfc39pJfdz315Tsbi 118t7TiNxviRVPCtmVo4mrg/UXBhhK 1 qY21cAhDOTbzdi0s 
ZmDfqP2r9p4n8hU/bTq1739I/Ucde9+691737r3X/9Hf49+691737r3Vcv8AMn+JUvyb6UOT2.[j/ 
ALvtrq77/cOyo4FP3W4cbPDEdy7MVQGE02Yp6SKajUjV9/SxRhkSaUkW8m78N13LRO1Nvnor+in8 
L/lUg/0 S TkgdY4feY9om9z+ SPqtottfN21 a5rYD4pkIHj W3 zMgVWj HHxURQVV3rqKyRyQyPFKjx S 
xO0csUiskkciMVZWVgGRkYEEEXB 9z3hhqXh lyAZWRmROIc GhBwQ1LxBHr/q49Yvfum+ve/de69791 
7r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de 697917p2w+Gy24sti 8Bgs fWZfM5vIUe Jw+Kx9P JV 1 +Tye Qq 
I6ShoKGlhV5Kiqq6mVY40UFmZgB708kcUcskrBY1B JJ4ADiT8qdLLKzvNxvLTb7C2ea+nkWOONAW 
d3chWVGSzMQABkk9WtZ/wCEe4flLftzaeJy8dPW/37oI9xZrMUCmShod4z08P8a2eKpXkSWPbaaI 
qWQaI6qAGZF 1 GULw8+93y7ue3e4zb 1DGx5MukIsqCixaTWWFvR9ZMilyYmRasYmp 1 G9v/aN/aHIL 
bdouFVtyuh49y65X6hwNUQPDTCoWNCKKwUuACzdIn3iTOMOve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r 
3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3XujN/G74y57v/K5fJwwJFt7Y8AyL1NUn+TZrcKr5sVtWGRysZau0a6hi 
dEMIXXbyR3kzk32k5+90OXefP6j 3KW97bbbKIpJB2y3]~LWK2RtShJJBqpKSVgJV3FGAIp5 S 5cs98 
3 exud0h 1 bVazK7ejEZCfNTguvmop 5j oeammqKOpqKKshkpqqknlp6mnqEaKanqI JGimgmlLxrjlj k 
UcLvkAgix98 o7+wvdqvrzbNytZINxtpXilikUp JHJGxR43VgCrowKspAIIIIqOswQyuisrBgRUH1 H 
WP2XdPde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xo421ZIokeR5HWKKKJS 8kkjk 
KiIigs 8j sbADkn2phhmnmht 7eFpLiRgqqoLMzMaBVAqS S S AABUnA6aJAFT/Z9W19C9Y/6ONnr/EI 
VG5 s+Ycj mybF6WVvsMTrH 1 FBFICxf6/vy S WJUL7+iv7mX31T7E+ 10bb 5 aheft 7KXN/w 1 QgKfp7Ko 
4/To7GTiPqJZgGZAh6jvedw+uujob/FOwvz9W/P/AAAdDp7y/wCijr3v3Xuve/de6//S3+Pfuvde 
9+691737r3VA38zb+XdX5auzPyQ6C27JW19Y 1Rk+ 1 +v8LTa6mqqAqvUb62vi6aLVVWQQz5eliB1 
llP3aIztUn3KXJfNqxpFs+6zUUYikPAf0GJ4f0CcD4T5dc/vvQfdyuLue 89yvb/bS 87kvf2kS 1Zj 
xN1BGo7mOTcIvcx/WUEmQ9a9/uVuud3 SR3Zv/aGyKfz7mztFjnKGSCjLmfJVKg6b02Pp llrJk lkA 
uEOKT6mA59km8cybLsSV3K+RJaVCDukPG1EFTQ0oGNFrxYdSx7a+yHuj7uXa2/IfKNzd2ofS9yQI 
rSI 1FfEuZSsQZQdXhqzSsoOiNjjos25PltlLxO800trS 1KjUFrs9VC1BPIBTGOHId42HIJqEa31Ue 
4z3L3aYFk2jaxSuGmPEf800Ip9viH7Os++Rf7tiV4obn3K9w9EpXut9uilUOP+JdyKGmQR9JSuQ5 
AyEWR+TXatc T9tkMRh7lwMdhqWQLyGsP4v8 AxM2IFub 8H/W9hOf3H5tmdnjvkiU+ SxRkD/e 1 c/t J 
6yU2b71m3cNrhiivuW77cXAoXuL65Vm+ZFo9qffPtUDHClemL/ZgO3hJ5RvGo lltRBxO32jBb6/t 
HEGK3 q4Gmw/Ht COeubB J4w3 qq~WvwoRn+iU00+VKDy6GD/c 5 +7XJa/RN7W23g6QtRcXwkoKU/VF0 
Ja4y2vU2dRN]~ SYv5Pdo0 JX7uowmbAI 1 fxDERwM4BF/+LT Jj FVrf4WH9Pa+29yuaoH 1 S3Ucy+j xo 
B/1 TCH+fQG3/AO4N93bd4ZI9u2fcdrkPB7a9mcrg+V4bpSPPIr.[jx6GLbPyzw9Q6Qbs23V4ssVVs 
hh6hclTgsbNJLRTrS 1UECjk6HqH/AKA+xhtnuzGxVN42or6vEaj/AJxvQgep8Rj6DrGLn7+7a3ul 
j uLv205 +hvAMrbX 8ZgegGQLmILxI3Y/hDQQr6uOPRmtt 7w2xvKjFftrNOOXpwqvKtNLaqpff6UraK 
Xx llFJ/tMsaN/h7k7a982neo/E2y+jlAFSAaMv13IaMvyJAB 8q9YBe4HtT7ie lu4fuzn71G822Us 
QjyLqglIFT4NxGXgmoOPhSNTgaHHSpp6eoq6iGkpIZquqq5oqempqeKSeoqKieRY4YIIY1 aSaaaR 
gqqoLMxAAv7NS QgY1 qKOo/jjkmkj hhjZpGYBVA JJJNAABkknAAyT 1 swfyz/5 es/TOVF353 dhRD21 
kKUvsTZ2Ri/f67xldA 8 c2WzVNIv709cnS zGNYD6sZ TOyP/1MjpTw 1 znzYNwY7VtstbEHvcf6IR5D 
+gD 5/iPDABPTn7sf3 dX 5N jr/cDnr~xpzVIlbW3 cZs 0YUMkgPC 5 dTQLxgQkN+qzLHa321 ljtXt 7ZWW 
2Nu+jNTi 8mgeCphE S 1 +IyUKv91mMVNLHKtPkKJ30lt JVOZo3DRu6mD+deTdk 585 dvuWcFt9dlMKh 
hTXFIK6JYyQdLoTg0IIJVgVZgcyNx2+3300ks71axt5+anyYehH+wcE9a7ncFR29OiN3zba3XRtJ 
RVDVE229xQRt/Ctx4yKQKtXS SamENVEroKmlc+Wndhe6NG78n!cf225i9s9+k211Lcm2csbedR+n 
cRg/EpzRhUe JGTqj JFaqVZoQ3baLvZ7owXK/ptXSw4MPUfP 1 HEfZ QkF 5ZY4o 5 JppEiiiRp JppGVI 
440Us 8kjsQqxqoJJJsB7j9VZ2VEUlyaADJJPAAevRbHG8zxxRRlnYgAAVJJwAAMkk4AHHos++/lh 
1Zs+SoosbV1 O88rAxjaDbwjfCrpKDyJc 1PooZE/2qm+5seCPraSti9qOaN3WOa5hWztWzWWusj 5Rj 
uB+T6Op+5P8Au4+4fM6RXe4W8e lbc4qGua+KR8oFq4Py18Lor+4fmz2BWsy7c25tvb9MWbT92azO 
16ixCr9y0uNomH1 J/wAlueLW5vJ23+y2wQKp3HcLm4f+jpiT/eaO3/G+sgdk+6fyVZorb7vl/ezg 
Z0aLeM/PQB JIPl+r68cUDGs+UnedYW/3+xpoyVYRUeB21 AEKrp9MoxBqSGPJBci5/pYATQe 1/I8P 
DZdTer S zH+XiU/10PrX7vftFa6 SOUxI9CKvcXTVqa 8DNpxwB Cg0/OvKi+UveVEV/3 +oq41 LILxVuA 
21 OHJ/rMMQ1Vx+AJAB71L7X8jy8N10P6rLMP5e Jp/11 q6+717RXWo/1 T8Nz5pcXS0/2vjFP+M9Cd 
t 35 s79oZEXcu29ubgpQRqahNZgq9vwb 1HlylFYfgCmH+ J/oGdx91NlmVzt243FvL/S 0yp+yiN/xv 
qP8AfPuncmXiM2x75fWVweAfRcRj/akRSfb+r/smi2J8req95 SRUVfXVGzcnLpAp9yCGDHS SE2Kw 
ZqCSSgVBxzUGmJPOU+4w332r5p2dWmtoVvLUecNS4HzjIDf7xr+3rH3nD7ufuJyuk13ZWqbptql O 
ql 1 GUD 1 aBg JK/KLxaeZ6MpFLHLHHNDIksUqLJDNGyvHJG6hkkj dSVaNlIIINiPcbsrIzI6kODQg4 
II4gj 16gWSN4XkiljKupIIIoQRggg5BBwQeHQ4dF9D70753dBtzbNM9LiqV4Zty7pqaeV8TtTHO3 
qlndSi 10RqFVhS0iuJJ3B 5 SNZ JEkT2z9seYfc/fo9p2aEpZIQbi5ZSYoI/UnGqRsiOIEM581RXdT 
TZ9nut 5uVht0pGPic 8FH+UnyHE/ZUjYh6y632t 1 NsvD7G2fQijxO Jh9cr2asydfNZ63LZKITqqa+ 
un9Tt+lF0xoFjREXq/ybyhsnIvL 1 hy3 sFv4dj AuScvI 5y 8 sj fidzkngBRVARVUTdYWNvltrHaWy0 
j UfmT5 s fUn!YGAB 0AfyE 6Ifc/wB z~jZ 1 NfcEMOvN4aBB fOPd?,J=/wNo 1 Uc 5 eKIANH/AMpKKNP7otLz 



x++59ziX3BW/93va3b686xxar+xjXO4Ig/3IgA43qlAHj/41Iq6P8YXTcDLZN4FvptLpv0Ce lv4f 
kf6P+D7OFfboVLKylSpKsrAqyMpsVYHkEH6j3xLZXjdo5FKuplIIoQRggg5BB4joaEaqsox 1Fnq6 
elXXUSpEPwCbs359Ci7t/sB7cht5rhgsMZY/y/MSBO/DDLM2mOMk/wCrz6TS+5YhcU1Mz/OeVgg/ 
5 JXUxH + xHs4h2 NyKzzAflZ/nj/L O Yx 7 S 3 + iy ADOGf5 9 Ncm4 Md 5 9 LRR~Fj U/ 9b fJ 7XpstknF Gb 7 T 
/mpOtTbLZfiVm+O/5qdYP4zk7/SAAs3/AOCQW/23jt7f/de30p9Pj7W/z90fQWnDwMfafS/WePP5 
FLarfi15+jwqL/wDUsR+2X2axYYRl+w/569Ntttq3BSPsP+evTpBuVCQKnmZfrd4TqH+H7b2I/wCS 
j7QTbGwBMEwPyOP5j/NOjk2tgI~xSE/In~KP83T/TV1NVrqp5Vk/JF/Wv/BOaxX/bW9k89rPbHTNG 
R/g/ISOi6aCWEgSxkf4P28OpAB JsOSfoPbAB JoMk9Jej3ffljoiWgeh3/AL0oylaFSp2 lg6mMiSjL 
aWizORia2irsb08LCSQPkYB9ITsZ9x37m9zsk20+9XuttejdNI12vb5VIaAmhS+uUNKTUzbQsKxA 
+NIBN4YiCW+bwHD2Vo3Zwdh5/wBEfL1Pnw4VqdX31h6CnXvfuwle9+691737r3X/O9/j37r3Xvfu 
vde9+691Dq6ulx9LU19fU09FQOVPPVllZVzx01 JR01NG01RU1NRM0cMFPBDGWd2IVVB JIA90Z1RW 
d2AQCpJwABxJPp/q4dO29vPdTw2 ltCSlzI4VEUFmZmNFVVFSzMSAAASSaDrSI~mr91/HnsbtPMSf 
DHFJh86Zqwb+7FpzFT7A3nm3 f9+t2TtpqJ2pKoyahP17x01fLqeOkYt99MDrz7xNxtjHYttZptuX 
tNyMyLSoa4ZRwlN3D/QyAFJyj5Z/uS9m5+jX3c57ji2znCUiZNiJZLW4Pxa9xeLut53+IwQljYO+ 
qo7yqNd7c2P3LR5 aobdMW SOUqZGkmrM] JLV S 1 rKB GZkrpHIWsUB QNSuwAFvxb3 az3m03xGvrW+Fw 
WNWbUS1Tnvr3Bj/SzOa797X797Sy2/KO78oNssNuuiGFYVit/DXH+LmMeCSYSjCStfnOmPavoj69 
7917r3v3Xuve/de697917pbbJot5TZmCs2YcjS5CllX/AHJOUslNDSglWZaurlLB4nX9UTlhKtxp 
Yce0N5zJacsmO+m3L6e4XKaWIkP12he4+hPD 1NOhFsPsXvfvlFdcn2flq71 s01FnE8 StZxg5Bmlk 
HhRsvx Jnxais QL AdbQH8nvvP4x7 J7ExmM+TOMpKbu2uq6Ok657Z zM8D9cY7 Jq?HwR01LxM1 JBDs/c9 
RMyiLM1Ek 107MVT+HHid2w9/5uaH/cW70tbZiFSTA8X5TU7UJPDT2GtG4AkKc4f3M+2+wNtN7te2 
2rmHdIVaWexIaQ7aANTPtmv9S7RBWrSj6tAAYgwZwu30rK6hlIZWAKsCCGBHBB+hBHsYdYOEEGh4 
9cvfutdEs +b/AHD8 e OqupquPv21i3EmdSpTZ 2yccYzvHO 5mlRAtVt2cvHJhExpnQ 10Rd0ggj fQ31 
aVKeWHvej c/by05RuLLn+0W6t 5wfAgX+3 aQDDwtgxFKj VLUKoOk6tQRpT9qvYTmz393 qTIzYNvX9 
2xFTc3ctRBaI 1 aMzAVMrUPhRJV5CDWkayOulrSg93d179yVfNSz 1 sWwvuJZMbtPG1LStj6QSO9Mu 
denp6Jtwl sEVg9V4UiLgskEAOn3hP7fySkbaWSGOMG7Fj S SdldiCcKsoRFU0wQEj 1H18s4rb71Ft 
7IwDceVrE724X9S 8MYN2mO4CEavCj +cBbH9qcAkopBBIIIYGxB+oP5BH9fc08cjh0REU+VOuvfuv 
de9+691737r3XvfuvddgEmwubkL6RckngAAfUn3okAVPDrwBYqqqSxOB0cP477x716/yWNkyc lbU 
9erVQS 5LaOQqjDUltD5fJVJt+aeCtfbVbPGzaZzDJF5GDvTzgafcK8/vyNuckYmtWn3NXXVJbssb 
aQRqVpSkis SootUk0+o4E 8u/uRW3vZA2680Wp204KVjuljAupDTtDwkr4keACZyrBf7Iitet 1D4W 
9wlHntXqq?Hj 4/wAVLgqPCCKPdGx63xRbw27maiNfLPuZPLNP1WyPivDk 1 kmgqkTSjhonhizh9nd0 
9vr31K1 s/b+3 S 1 s4KeLbn+3 SQjLTEktIz0xNVg4GkEaCi4Ne6PsTzd7C70vLPMe lhLB6tbXUVWt7 
pBxdJCAfEGPEikpLHUVXQ0bMcT3LXUYddEgC54A96ZgoLMaAde6rk+Rn9xNzZmWfZESQ7mR5Bmc9 
TMi4PJSgMNJpkic 1VaJflVkZVSL3E lwyfPL9+73a+7jzP7nK3tfs011 zRFMw3XcrSRI7C5cY0xxa 
D9XcK/8AaXsckEbgFa3epZIZ/wCSvbvfZtta63iYQIygxQsDr+l zWsakcFozeZC0oSM5XHZXH1LJ 
k4ZklZj aZ7vHNb 8xq?LdGUj 8 A3H5 A94u7ZuG27hbq+2zIOQ 8hgr/pl4g/aM/Po4uttudsbwbi3MY8 
s dp+wjB/w+vTN7Nemeve/de 697917r3v3Xuve/de6dMdQZ GvqFjx0E 0s6kHVFdBF/Rp JiQkK8tagi 
B7LtwvrCwt213GZEg/pZr8guSx+QBPTtvYXG4P4FvAZCeIpgfaTgD7T0dP4+xbI23nqWq7EgjrMt 
5Ij hspPofBYeqv6 JKykeMB qlZLaKtyY4TZtCFfMJ5 + 5 f7rfdw 5 W92Ybn3 e2CRLhpYxm4XMivt91 
PXEtzbFB4baqeFdySTRWzUkaOAp9RGg5t9ut7Xajc7NcCSUAmSFQdRHpG1 e75pQFuCljRTZdHIki 
JJG6vG6cLvOrBkZGAZWV1JV1ZTcEcEe/o6hmguoIbm2mS S3kQMjqQysrCqsrCoZWBBBBIINRljyys 
rMj qQ4NCDggjiCPXrN7e611737r3Xvfuvde9+691/9Tf49+691737r3Xvfuvdamf817+ZPXd07gz 
nxx6N3C8HTG3al 8fvvc+In0DtTPOFRaooKStge9RsDD1 cQWIIRFIK1DOfJTrTM2OfuJz0+7TS7Ht 
M1NrQ0kcf6Kw8gf99qeHk5zkaeu4H3 JPujW3t7tW3+7HuPtYb3Bu4w9nbyiv7tgde 12QjtvZVNWr 
3W8ZEYOStMBR17iXrpD 1ErsfQ5OmekyNHqW 1M/6oKqGOeIkAgNokVgHUHgjkt~2otbu5splms7h4 
ph+ JSVP7R5 fLgeiXfuXdg 5p26TaeZNltb/bH4xTxpKlaEVCuCAwrhhR14gg9BVmO1Nq 17M+OkrcL 
K2ohI JRV01/qSYKktMOfoFIVR9LfSw 8273K320CpelLxXKj zYaH/3pcfmVJ+fWJfOX3H/AGp395Ln 
lm8vtkuWqdMb/UW9T5 +FOTKM8 As6KBgKB SiB q+hsyhP2GdxdTtagY 1 cNXRErcWuIVrwAVufqe eP 8 A 
H2K7f3 T21 gfqtrnQ/wB Aq/8 AhMfUA7v9wTniF3 Gwc9bVcpXBuI7i2 JFRSoj W7pippUONBUg 1 DcOj 
d3iQr97t 8KBc SGsr9B Jt6QBizLfn8qBx9fav/XP5f06vp7uteGhK/wDVyn8+g2v3E/eEztCd65eE 
YWus3F 1 oJxgAWReufNAMHPCrtRdD5RyvSQz9BTf6oUNLUVptYXCmdqDSil 7f42/HtDc+6dgob6Ta 
ZnPlrZU/47r6Fmy/cD5tmeP+sPuBt 1 snn9NDNcn5geL9LSxU/bTy6X+F6b2.[jWWWtWrzUy2P+WSi 
O1DC3K0 lIIrr/tMj SD2Etx9xuYLwMls0dtGf4BVv96av7VCnrIbkv71XtByySdlvq3m93q5/xmTw 
4AR5iGDRUf0ZZJVPmOhUpqWmooUpqOngpaeIWigpoo4YYx/RI41VFBP9B7As889zi8 lxM0kzcWY1 
iftJqTllbtW07Vsdhb7Xsu2wWm2xCiRQxrFGg9FRAqj lwOOes3trox62Ov5RfSyeugyG3fib37uF 
6ugrj RYTpDfGXn 1 VGPq+YKLrTcGQmcmooKz0RYKaQ66eUChLPHJSpBN/tvz04kh5 c3ieqGiw SNxB 
8omPmDwj J4HsyCoHJn79X3RraS 13X3w9sdrEdzHqm3eziHa68X3CBAO 10y 14i4da3NFdZmlvG+Vf 
yc 2VSVOqSh2DunRksvUu2L2Tt GKqWnyG7dxyRMSNDC+iZ qTGUSfvV 1 WUZKaAcB 5XhikHfuHz7t ft 
7y9NvO4UkuWOiCEGjTS0wo40VfikehCr6sWucfs17Ocxe9nOtryrstYbBAJLu6Klo7WAGhcio 1 S 
OeyGKoMj nJVFkdNPbt/uHsDvXfub717 Jzs +d3 Jm5yX J1 RY/FUKFvs 8LhKAu8 WMw2NiOiGFL/A Jd2 
eRnduZ/MvM2883bxdb 5vt4Zr6U/YqL+FI 14Kij CqPt JLEk97+QuQuV/bTIj beUeUNt W22i2X7Xkc 
/HLMgAZ JZD13PyVQqKqgMvZFOMektmdm7czrNJX42L71vUaylvS 1Rc/231hK+Yg/SdA49n+ 180b5 
s4VLO+bwB+Bu9PsAaun!AGpXoBcz+2PJPNzSTbvscfl zf6NFWKWvqzJTWfSAmoHHy6Dmv6ZgLM2M 
zcs $86Ya61 SY/wCF6iB4P+tXsc2fujKAq3+0qzfxRuV/4ywb/j/UIbv92G1 d3fYuapI08kniDn5f 
qRsn!Vr59J2Xp7cigmKuwsoA4BnrY3Y/4AOLIv8AsW9nUfubsLaRJZ3 S/wC 1 Qj/q5X+XQLuPu087 
xajb7ttkiAY/UmVj +RgK/tbruLp7cbEGWvw0 S2udM9bI62/2n7GNCR/g3vcnuds a 1 Edl dN/tUAP/ 
AFUJ/1 lu3+7Tzq5U3G7bZGhGaPOzD5U8AKfyanSioOmqZ SrZPMzTDjVDQ0yQf64FRO85N/8AlmPZ 
Jee 6MzB 1 sNsVT 5NIxb/jKhf+PHoa7P 8 AdkskdX33miWRINIIhH/1 UkMlf+cY6EfC 7P29gdL4/HQi 
oT/1LqL1NXexuyyy6jCSDyIwgPSAT2Bdl 5n3veNUd5 fN4B/Avan5gfF/t qnqbuV/bTkvlAx S 7Ps s 
fl q/6NJ+rNX1DvXRXzEYQH06U/sh6HnQs9J92dhfH3sLDd19aZ18Tn8 S/j qKeTyq?5~nPYmaSNq/b+ 
4KBZIlyOGyI<LxKJIyyuj qks TxzlLxyII+Ve at65M3 q 137Ybox3kZoQcpIhpqjkWo 111 MjBB AZ SrKrA 
De4vt lyr7pcq7hyhzft 4n2ucVVhQ SwygHRPA9D4cs dTpahBBZHV43 dG3Bvi58k91 fKXqnEdj 7 SYU 
VeCuL3jtaaZZshtLdMEMclfip2UKamjmDieiqQqippZEYrHIJIo+13t/z ltXuDy7b75tvZN8EORN 
WhlAGpD6qfiRvxIQ S A2pV4 Je9HtDzF7Lc733KO+jxLb+0tbkAhLq2Yk JIv8 AC4oUlj qq?HIrAFk00 
6K7x7el qJ6vZ O2Kt4qWB 3ps/laaV1 eqmGuKID00qWK0sZ4qGBvKwMf6A2vjp/eD/AH 17vcr7ePYP 
2j 3h4tqt3 aHeL+CRle 4kGp JdthdaUt 0NVvHVqzuDbgiBZhcDH2u9vEijt +Zt 8tw07ANBEwqFGCs z 
A/iPGMH4R3/EV01U98 cep96xTQQVMbQ 1 MMU8 TghopkWRGHF7q4Kn2qguJ7WQ S 2szRyjgV JB/aM9M 
yxRTI8csavGeIIBH7D0j a/YGDqiXpvPj 5DfiB9c JJ45im lkD/BWUexlY8/bzbUS 5WO4QfxDS3+9L 
QfmVJ6Dd3yntk5ZoS 8L/ANE 1X9jV/kR0mJ+tql SftslSyjnT54poD/gCY/uSfYkt/cawZfSAGdvm 
Rv6JVx/PR/g6JJe S7of2F9Gw/pAr/g 1 dQ/8AR3nNWnz4y311 +ep0/wC2+zl av949rP8AXD2PRq8G 
5rXhpSv2/wBpT+dfl0m/qbulaeLBT 11N/wBAV/11Lg62r2IFVkqSIc/5iOaoI/PAkFMD/vHtLN7j 
beob6fb5mb+kVX/AX/wHpRFyXdn+2vI 1H9EM3+HT0paHr/C0xV6pqivcWOmVhDBccf5uHS 55POLk 
H+nsN33P+8XIKWkUcCHzA1N+ 1 sfsUH59HVryltsBVp2eZvmaL+wZ/aSOlpT01PSRCGlgipoV4WOG 
NYkF/qdKALc/k/U+wbcXVzdym4u7h5 JT5s ST/Py+XAdCWGCG3jEUESpGPIAAfy6ze01T/RmOke3p 
sLUUmz9z 10vCVDCDD 5 CofnE 1 DsBHRzyuf+LZI<LxspP+YYj/dZ OjrH9wL77F ly Jue z+yHuru2vkO5 c 
Rbbe TNnbpmICW0sjH/c CQnSjMf8 AFHKjFux 8 GD/c 729j 3KK45i2 SGm5INU0aj + 1 UcXUD/R1LxIILxj 
+mO47Hvvd l jR 1737r3Xvfuvde9+691//1 cFj 37r3XvfuwlUw/wA 5H5mVXQITIH01 sHLfZ dpd3Y/I 
U+RqqKoEeS2nl epkx+cyseh!PR127aovjKKXSP2o66SN0mgQ+4u9zuaG2jbF2uzkpf3akEg5 SLgx 
+Rc 9in01 kGoHXQL7gn3 f4fc7n649xOZ7ILxOTOXJUaNXWsdzuOHhjNcMlstLiVanuNsrq0crDrUE9 
41 dd3+ve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3XuuS SvTslRHKSEkDLMk0b 
1JIJ~jIZ JUkU6o~jZbhgQQRf3uunuB oR 1VkWVWiaMMjChBFQQcEEeYPCnn0eDevy+7Q+XKbYy/ae 5 



JMll+u9sYrY9DCSYo5aaipoln3TVU4do5dwbwqYDU5KqsrT1 CBAFiihRIt9 luYt/513qxut4uj Ja 
xW6xwjIUBQPEJHAyO3fI3EgoOCqBj ly37Ecm+xX742/kvaRb207Xs1454kM7HTbK1KiC 1VvDgjqQ 
iHV15 JGZD+4t6EvXvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3RrfiD8o9z/ 
ABh7KbKY3KT0u0N7UQ2rvuj/AHZIkxV S 5 Wk3 JTQx3KZna 1 ]2KaiCWaXxNNCvE ze93/OXuDypylzx 
b+227fS cxbht c lvGxrhmU6Xj OpIDuF7hBNX9F310YAqY S99vZjY/eP1NLO/sVk3vbpfqbNs AmRR3 
QMTxhuFGhl JC6hG5zGOrzopo6iOOeKVJ4Z445opYnWSOaOQB45onQssqSKwIYEhgb++H8cLvxyyRz 
hlmViGDAhgwNC CDkEHiDmvHrnm8bROOUkZWV S QQRQgjBBB 4Ec CPI=r J7Tdb697917r3v3Xuve/de6 

97917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de 6Pr0Pv9917efCZKbyZvbiQwGRyD JXYpgY6OpYk3kmpz 
GYZTb8IzEs 59/R1/d0/eSufeT2wuOQear7xefuVo4oi7HvutvYFLWckmrywlDbXDUPCCWRj JOesT 
fdX1Jdg3hdzso6bZelmoOCSjLr8g 1 daj/TACi9D376L9RV1737r3Xvfuwlf/lt/j37r3WKSRIkeS 
R1REVnkkdgqIigszuzEBQoFy]PfAD34kAVPDrYDOyoiksTQAZ JJ8hl oP/ADj +QdV8nP1B2r2mta9X 
tuoz9Rt3YCsWEVPsDbMkmJ2uYYXSM0xylFAchPHbiqrJTck3OHnNm9Nv+/7huGqsBcrH8o lwn2VH 
c fr~x6+m!7uPtbD70+zfJfJ-Rlwm7 JarPenFWvbgCW4qQTq8Nz4CN5xx JgUp0Uv2HOpx697917r3v3 
Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de 697917r3v3Xuve/de6T25 axqbH+JDaSrYwixsREo JkI/wK2U/wDB 
vaa71RFpHFv9R6NdntxPd62+CMV/Py/z/11 w6uzzYHd9AHZlo 8uwxVWP7P 8 AlbqKWTmwXxVg S 7fh 
C39T7BHM9gL7abgqv60Xev8AtfiH5rXHrTp/nI=bBuWx3RVfl 4P 1F/wBqO4fmtceZp0c73DnUA9e9 
+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuwlNc765GH91bKP+J/2B9o3Op26Vxr 
pT59Xo/CLsqTf/SmNxmQnabNbAqztGrI=O0k02Kp4Yqjb9S2q5EYxcwpV5 JLUjHi/vmR95I=k9OV/c 
a6v7WHTt+6x/UrQAASklZ 1 FPMyDxTj/R1Lx652feD5UTlm+7u7aPTYbkn 1 KOFAJGJWZft 8 QeIflI 
Ojhe 8euoP697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de6X/WO6n2fvXC5ZpT 
HRPULQZUXIRsZXOkV S 0gFt QpWKzqP9XEvvJX7pXvBN7Ie/lIfOclyYthkuRZ7hmitYXZWKdnGKiA 
lIARUAy28dcVHQP542FeYuWdy29Y9VyE8 SL1EqVK0/02UPyY9WY+/q86wo697917r3v3Xuv/19/j 
37r3RRPnp2bP 1B 8OfkRvykqDR5Gi63y+Bw9Ykhilos 5viSm2Nga2Fx+mopMxuOCSP+rqB7DXOF+d 
s 5Y3 q8VqOICoPo01I 1 P2hmBHU6fdm 5Pi 579/fanl qetLxLS Td4ppUIqHlasw 15MlaH8I=RQOrflnrQh9 
4fdlTb 1737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Qf7qn811FCDdY 

IBcf0kkYs3+3QL7LL 1 q~vKvoOhXscYW lkk82b+Q/2a9J1GdGVOYq8bBkZTZgykFWuOQQR7REBgVYV 
B 6OmUMpRlqpFD0f3DV4yuIxeTFgMhj 6OsAHOk 1 NPHMyX/qpex/lvcC31ubW7ubY8Y 5 GX9hI6xhv7 
Y2d9eWh4xSsn+8sR/k6c/abpN1737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XB20ozf0BPu 
rYVj 8utqNTAdNPtHOYdWE/y6d 1 zY3 s/d20nkIotz7 SGRCaj 68ptvIwfajRwP+I= fmKw6vqNIH54x S 
+9psaXnJOx76kYNxY3+gnzEVwjBs/wDNSOHH5+WcYPvSbK13yhsu9qo8ezvdFfSAhc6HVn!Txx4+ 
dfLq4/3zy6wV697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917qzvrrIA 
ntjbWykjmSaow 1HHUyN9ZKukQ0dXIfr+upp3P+x9/Wz92ImWX3D+777Q833MpkvmY7ZJ3PF7i2X 
6W4c8finhkbj 59YO84bcul c077YotI0uXKj0RzrQfkrAdLX3PHQa697917r/0N/j 37r3VSf867Nt 
ifgpuagWoEI3N2 J 1 zhHiIc/drT5iXcn261eFKvt4 S 3bg+K31 I9xz7qS +Hyj OmqniTxL9vdqp/wAZ 
r+XWcfSAd5bct795PZ7kw6jZ7VfzA47SOQg 1 fsnK4z3eletNL3i/13+697917r3v3Xuve/de6979 

17r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917oL8+xfL1ZP4aNR/hphjUf71T/t/ZPcms 8n+ry6G+ 
0qosLcj 0P/Hj 00e0/R10dfr S f7jY23ZNQIT S SwXAI/4DVtTTaefyvit/sPcL8yR+Hvl+v9MH/ekD 
f5esdubo/C5j3VdNKyA/70qt/Otel 17JOg71737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3W 
Gc2if/WA/wBuwH/E+25PgPV4/j Xps 9pel 3Ro/hZXtQfJPrr 1 MsVYd0UEyqiMZFn21mvCtmFOX7tI 
2 JUg2X8i4MI/eIffqvZ/m4BRrj Fu4qSKaI=qAt9vZ qABxU/mIa9+7UXPtRzR2j xIxA4yRTTcw 1 +3t 

1 AA4qfzF+vvlnl zb697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917qwT 
4/1 DTdZ4qIk2pK/MU0d71R8hPVkiwHGqqP lvz7+lz+7X30W/+6dydb SV02W471CvD4WvZbj GBjVc 
Nxqa 1 z SgGIfu3 CIud9wccZIoWP 5Rqn+BRONnvPXqNOve/de6/9Hf49+691 Uh!OvwzZ T4K7jrRTic 
bd7G66zL Slypo 1 nytRt/7gKHUuzNnRDazf529uI=iOPdSLXylO+muieNvs zpr/wAap+fWcn93huAs 
/vJbTbmbSbvab6K1PipGs+n5f2OquPhp50Omr7xg67+9e9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfu 
vde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+690GGeUr16wH8tGw/lmhjYf737J7kUnk/1 eXQ3211Nhbgel~48emf2 
n6MujrdaQfb7F27HpOXpZ5/yb/cltTUarkn9flvb8X9wxzK/ib5uDaqnWB/vKhf5U6x35uk8XmTd 
W 1Vo4H+8qq/ypTpd+yPoOde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+69 lgqBeFv+QT/AI=Zg 
f+I9tylD1 eL+0Xpt9pel3RovhdQNX/JPrn0uY6Rtzl 0zIyAotNs/PtCW lg3RqsxxsAL2b8fUQn94 
e6+k9n+bmFNci26Ctc67qAHh5hdRH1UefAw5793Itvajmo4 luIEFa51XMIPDzC6iPKo8+Bv298se 
ubPXvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde 9+691737r3XvfuvdWCfH6B oe s 8XIf+Uu 
vzFQtxYaVyE 1 J6eTxqpT/sff0uf3a22yWP3TuT7t66b3cdymWophbyW3xk 1 GqBs4zUUxU4ie7kwl 
52vkHGOKFT+cYf8 AwNONnvPXqM+ve/de 6//S 3 +RfuwlE 7+f/AFnUdu/DL5F7HooGqslUdcZPcmKo 
40aSWuy+wqij37iKCnReWqa7J7Zihi+g8ji5AufYZ 5ysDuXLG+WiCshgLAerRkSKPt JQAdTz91/m 
+LkX7wPtTz Jc SBLVd2j t 5HJoEivVayldj/CkdwzN/RBpnrQq94f91TR 1737r3Xvfuvde 9+691737 
r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Qlbpg8dfHMB6Z4F5/q8RKH/bJp91t4t JVb 1HQr2K 
TVayx 1 +Fv5HP+GvSYAZ2WONWaRmCqqgszsxsqqouSxJ4HtESFFTgDo5 JChmZqKOJ6P8AYSg/hWGx 
OL4Jx+Oo6NiP7T09PHE7fShOpP8AsfcCXtz9VeXV 1/vyRm/aSesZNwufrb+8uzxlld/96Yn!AC90 
ntN0k697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917rg66kZf6gj3Vsqw+XW10lgemn2j6MOr 
BP5de 1ZM12nuwlkkbNSbV2iaISAG0eU3 JkYY6PU3Is+OxVaI=cEnn8G+Kn3s98Wy5H2]Pf0kAnvr8M 
R5mK3 Qs 9B 8pHlaqlKtPMdYw/ei3pbTk7ZtlVh495 e6qe sc CEtT7Hkiz+XmOrlPIPDrB Tr3v3Xuve/ 
de 697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3XurOeuMQcFs TauMdDHLDhqS aojYENH 
V 1 qGuq47Hn0VNS4/2Hv61Put81P7efd39oOU5432HewbHbyzIRQpcXa/V3CGvms 88in5jgOHWD3Oe 
4jdeat+vUasbXLhT6ohOIfzVQelv7n3oM9e9+691/9Pf49+691ikjSVHjkRXR1ZJI3UMjowKsjqw 
IYMDYg3BB9+IBFDw62CyMroxDA 1BGCCPMdaC3zX6ArPjL8m+ lupmopaTA4zcdTmdiyOJWirNgbid 
sxtKSGpl JNY 1FjKpaOocFgKylmQnUhAw65q2Zth3/cNu00hVy0fzjbuTPnQHSf6QI8uvp 1 +7x7oW 
/vD7Pck 87rcB 9zmtFivAKVW9gHhXIKj 4dcimVB Qfp SRtwYdFU9h7qa+ve/de697917r3v3Xuve/d 
e697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuk9uWjNTjzMovJSN5eByYmsso/lgI=MfSF9pbtNUWrzXo22a 
48G78MjtkFPz8v8AN+fWHrHAPnt3Y8PGWo8W4y 1Y ljpC0ro 1NGTbSTNV1AV/Kav6H2CuZ9wFjtFx 
RvlpRoX/AG3xH81mlp07zhug23Y7oql Jph4a/7Ydx/Ja58jT 16Oj 7hvqAuve/de697917r3v3Xu 
ve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3XumqZNMrA/RvV/jbn!ej7RuNLt0sjbUvz6vN+DvWsmw+ 
1KDM 18DQ 5nsKsbddQsgXyRYiSNKXb 1 PdF 5ilx0X3ijlgawg/Sw 5m!eV 5xXmf3EuNttZNW37]~I9Mt 
OBmrquG+0OREIL9LHqedv3heal 5j 5/ubC3kDWO2J9OtOBkB 1 Tn7Q58M+X6Y+0nH9469Qb 1737r3X 
vfuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+690uut drHe G9MLhmjL0f3K 1 uUNrquL oiJ6 
s SGxCfcBBCpII lyr7yM+6p7QTe+HvvyDyNJbm]PfzdC6vzSqrYWpE lwGNCF8YKEZGII8WeMEGvQS 5 
131 eXeWt03INS 50aIvUyv2pT101 lkfwqerNvfli9YS9e9+691737r3X/1N/j 37r3XvfuwlUpfznP 
l~xVd49QY/vnYeKlruyOkaCt/j dDQwGau3N1 ZNL JX 5inS OON56is 2XWvJkqdAVApZq/h5 GiAiv3 Q 5 
Ybdttj3i0jrfWinUBxaLiftKHuHyL8TTroZ/d+e/sPtxz5de21M16I+UeY5U8F3NEt9xACRMS SAq 
3aabdyQT4iW2VUOetRP3jb 13V697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de 
69o8149OvyejRYtr 1 enTp51 ar2t+ffqVx69e 1 aO/VSma+lPPo605fib2b8UY9tYvtPbc+BzXY21 s 
PvzHiUM7R4r JU6vFgICxmjj amz225pGgyNI48tPVMb3j eNmir3 S 2HfuXt6sLTeI=Ux281s s sPowf46 
+kiN2OvEUB 4MCYC2T3v5P97W3i95K3Zbmw2m91 spKeckbUMyZOqG4ADw Sj teMDgyuAmPcY9HfXvf 
uvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3RoviZ8Y9z/Jvsk4XF4yprNq7MoRu 
vftZGZYgmDppgYs JTTovOZ3 JPEYKW JS JSizS oCIW9t7nyvz9zDyj zxfe 3 ezG93/bNqmuVT 1 KKaKg 
oIEmNGaKAd0zIUX J6hr3u94dk9neVI7/AHC+WPedwl+mskNDWZhmZgT/AGUAIeRiNI JRGp4g6vYg 
poaWCCkpoY6enpYoqenpoUWKOCGFBHFDFGtljjiRQqqAAALe+Ik8s0080tzIzXDuWYsSWLE 1YsTk 
kmpJOa8eudkkrzySTyyF5XYsWJqSSakk+Z JyT l19puvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfu 
vde 9+691737r3XvfuwlHv6D2A+2NvvuHJQ+PM7jjikjj kUe Siw4/co4T9W SWtY+aQX/T41 IDKff0 
Wf3b/wB2+f219tI=j3L5rsWi565pijdEdaPa7aO+3iIPcslyx+pmBI7PpkZFkieuKXuxzau+buu0W 
Uldt smI JHB 5uDn5hPgX 56yCQw6MD76 S9RL 1737r3Xvfuwlf/1 d~i37r3XvfuvdcWVXUqwDKwIZ SA 



QwI5BHOII9+62CQajj 1 qM/zV/wCW9WfH3cmU7+6VwE0/RW6cil TujAYumLQ9RbhyE0a+HwxySPFs 
fO 18zGilCJBjp3FE2hWpPJj d7h8jNs88m8bVCTtEjVdQP7Fj/wBY2Pwngp7cdte6P3 J/vbQe6OOW 
fth7hboq+ 5N1Fpt 5pGzucCA 5 qQAbyFAPFUkvOgNwNTCfRS d7irrofl hqKmnpImmqp4qeFP lyzy JF 
Gv8 Aru5VR7ehhmuJFigiZ 5 TwCgk/sHS a7vI= Swgkub66jht 14s 7BVH2kkDpDZHsfAUZZKb7j JSDi9 
PH44Li/BlnKITf/iqsD7FFlyXu9yFabRCn9Ilb9il/mR1Ge7e7/Ku31o7Iz~ko/gXSlf90+k/mqsP 
Q9 Jao7UrGN6TE 00Qvx9xPLOQOPr40phc/wC 8 exBFyDbgf4xuDsf6Khf8 JboD3XvhuDM30Wwwovlr 
kZz/AMZEf+r lpmEO0c7q5o8Tpv8AQQ1 oNr/6r74rf/Ye 1 J5D2umLq41 fan!QH+XosHvZzPqqdtsN 
FeGiWtPt8b/J+XU+m7UqQQKzEQSD8tTVLwkc/ULI=HPckfi4/1/aSbkGEj/FtwcH+koP8wV/wdGlp 
743ilRf7DE49Y 5 GT+q?K9f2j 7elZjuw9vVzLHP JNjpWsv+WxgQIVLxPOFRC0s arz9XOD2Hr3k7eI=UM0 
UazRj+A5/wB 5ND+Qr0PNo92eU9zKpczSWc 58pV7a/wCnUsoHzfQOlvFNFOiSwyxzRSC6SROJI3H9 
UdCVYf6x9hd45YnaOWMrIOIIoR9oOep JgnhuYo 57eZZIGFQykMpHqCKgj 7OufunTvWw7/KL/AJbl 

VuPJ7d+V/fG35KbbOImps 10vsjM0hR9y 5KFkqcb2RlqaWQSRYHGTI JMRDLH/AJfOFq+KeOE 1 U 1 e2 
/IzTyRcxbxB SB SGgjYIEeIlI/hHFAR3Hu+EDVyr+/V97eDabPdvZH203UPvMytFul 3E 1Rbxmq~vWE 
TAUM0g JW6dW/RS sHgq0ng3rfLf4t7Q+V/VdbsXPtFityY 15 st sLd4pvNVbX3EITGHdQUlqsHk0VY 
a+l 1 ATRBXW00ULoO/cj 2+2z3E5el2i8IjvoyXt5qVMU1KfaUf4ZFrkUIoyqRza9ivenfvZDna351 
2t Wn2iYCK9tdVFuIK 1 oDkI=NGavDJS qtVTWN5FbT77Y6n3501vzPdcdj 4GqwO 5 sDV SQzQzRyikyNI 
JZI6TM4arkjiT J4P JpEZKapj GiVP6MGUc0eYeXt 35V3 e 72PILRob6FiCCD1LxUgOhIGqNqVVhgj 51 
HXerkfnjln3F5Z27m31LcUutnukBBBGqNqAtFKoJMc0ZOmSNsqfUEEhl 7Jehb01M9vba22brmMxT 
QVAsfsoilVXeoB1JpKZZaiNWHOZwqf4+zlbtg3fdc2Vi7R/xHtT/AHpqA/YCT8ujva+Xd63jNht7 
vF/GaKnz7moCR6Ak/Lo Jsn8gcVExXEYCurQGI 8tYVQY9bL9 JFjhjry4 J+g JQ2/p9PYztfbe 8 cVvd 
yjjPoil/yqSn+XocWntdfOK326RRn0RS/wCRJKAflXp JVHf+ 5 GNqXDYOEXFvuBkKg6dPqH7dZ SXJ 
bkH8Dix+vs 5j 9uNrFfGvrhvs 0L/hVujyL2v2gf224XLf6XQv+FW/1 fs 69T/IDciW+6wuEmA Jv9uM 
hTXFhpAM1XVkENyTzccc fX36T242s08 G+uF+3Q3 +BV69L7XbQf7HcLlf9Nob/Aq9K7GfIHE StbL4 
GtoQSB 5aGpgyAW/Gt0nqqrIuqD82 lm30v9PZJd+214g 1 WW5RyH0dSn7CC4/bToivPa++j Gqx3 SKQ+j 
qUP2AguD+dB 0LWB 3ptfcoAw2Ypamcgs aNi 1NXADlj 9nVLHUMqn6sql fSeR7Bu47Fu21ZvrF0j/ill 
cn+9LUfkSD8ugPufL287P3bht7pH/EO5P97Wql +RNfl0qfZTOS9Cb 1B 1Bv8A703/AIPrbrbBy5zc 
uclARADFQYugiKI1ZvN 12h48bhcbG4ee dwbXCIHkdEY95 a5 a3j m3 eLXYtitTNfzH7FRR8 Tu3BUUZ 
Zj 8gAWIBB3PnPnK/tryvuXN/N+5LbbPbLk8Xkc 10QwpUGSWQiiIPmzFUVmG4P8U/jHsv4qdVY3r7 
bAjyOZqWq?Kb33bJTLBX7s3LJEqzVsq6pGpsXRJ+xQ0oZkp4FuS0zzSydMPbzkLa/b316HZtvo903 
IPMRRppSMseNEX4Y0rRV9WLM3BH3u95OYfezna75p3msVggMdnahqpbW4NQg4BpHPINJQF3OAsax 
oiN7x6hl oais 3rtmmMmOnZ6nPY2B AXo J2YvNk6aNfrQyk6plHML3 f/Nk+PjR/e CfcnveXtx3 z369 
p9qMnK9wzT7vYxLVrOViWlvoEUZt JC ddygBNtIXmFbd2FsL/AGv9w47qK35 a3ual 4oCwSMc SKMLG 
xP4xwQ/jFF+MDWVz3yB 6nj qJX 5HH4qknr 8nXUeNoKVPJU 1 tfUxUdJTJcDXPU 1 DpDElza7MB 7Mdv2 
3 c d3vIdv2rb 5rq/kNEiiRp JGPGiogZmNM4B 6TTXEFrE9xc zJHAoqWYhVA9 S S QB +lRad31LrqPbTT 
U2Mq8nu+tiBULgKMChEliQHymRkoqd4uB d6cVA 54B sbZK8p/dK91 eYRDcbtDa7RZs c/US aptPqIY 
Q 5B/oyPEfWmICxxu3uzyntpZLaa S71H++17a/6dyoI+a6ugFy/wA 58 zIzDA9f4uj QXC SZINVeRZ/V 
6XeGio8WEJX6qHax/tH3Oe0fch2CKNf37z 1 eTy+f08EcAGOFZGuCc+dBUfhHQGu/e+8YsLLYYOHk 
Z JGf+SqlPsqft6Sx+b3aHmLDbewhBrB 8Zx+4TN47i6+cblVNZH0bx2H9D7EY+5V7Y+HQ8xb941 OP 
i21K+un6OtP1 q/PorPvVzLrxtth4de GmWtPt 8 alfnT8ulLivnRn42H8 c2DiKyMmznE 5itxkiqSbs 
orKbLq5VSOCV 1EfUX4IN0+5Fy3LE37j 54voJvLx4Yp 1 +w+Gbc5zmppWtDShMrX3uvgV+t2GJ189E 
j J/x 5X/wj 7R5DrtD5gdT7ieOmzEuW2fWPoW+aoxUY 1 pHNtMelLxclZ ojX 8vUR06j +vuDubPuh+6Ww 
LJcbKLTd7QcBA/hzU9TFNoWv9GOWRj 5DocbT7t 8qbgVju21s 5T/vxapX5Omqg+bhBOZrF5bFZuih 
yWHyVDlsIUDVBXY2rp66kmWwN4qml e SF+D+CfeNO67Pu2w3 sm3b3tdxZ7gnxRTRvFIPtRwrAYNDT 
PUk211 a3 sKXNncRy27cGRgyn7CCQenD2U9KujHdJdS S 7hqqbdm46Urt61k 8uNoqhbHNVc TgpI 8RA 
14yndS WvYTOAvqUOPfU77gn3K7v3M3j a/eb3R2cr7aWcniWNtKKfvS 4jbt doyO6whYEuTRbmVREA 
8InBhb309wU2iCbYNmuK7vIKSOv+goRkA+UrDh5oDqw2no8Xv6A+sYeve/de697917r3v3Xuv//W 

3+Pfuvde9+691737r3UCvoKDLOFdisrQ0eSxeSo6nH5LG5CmhraDIUFbC9NVONdSVKSU9XSVdPI0 
c sUiskiMVYEEj 3 S SNJEaORQ0bAggioIOCCDggjiOn7W6urG6t72yuJIbyGRXjkRij o6EMroykMrK 
wDKykEEAggjrSB/mp9V/GLpHurJ4X4m7qO48iZa59/dcUY/ie0ess 8kt5sTgt4NX68nKS5EuHVZ2 
xckbxPVh7UkIIv8 A7t + 8blEeYNjhKba3 d9MTSVI~x 1 QasaPRX7v4A4IA7Tfd5 +9x7ibny JHZe 6Gyx 
vvCKq2u4udDXMdKB 7q3VR3 Cm J1 aMTAhigoZ JKSctksrkqpny09RLUIxQxTgxCnP5j WmsiQW/ICjn 
68+wvBtEOy+JZR2JgkQOZWUh6jjr 1 dlR/S4dSPuvMW6cyTrf71uTXBOVyNAB 8kVexR/pQK8TU56a 
vazoq697917r3v3Xuve/de697917p+wOWzmNq40wslQ0srC9DGjVENQfoQ9PyrEqP 1 CzKPoR7S S 8 
vR8ySx7eu3tcXbmiBFJkr/R0ivzI4eop0ebPzbuvKTte2G5eDAMurGsTD+mp7T6VFGH4SD 1 sM/yd 
emvih3 J2ck/yK3BTVHbOGrIazrzpDcNPB S713bLTpFUDLyZmSrkh3jlqCoBI27IkK1E8rCvh8yQC 
6x+7vuXK6w79zHGtxbDICxLRvCP19RTDH5KTH/EanT 1 An3 qPvae 5h5 QXY/bXazt+3 zxlL7c onLToD 
VqqrIbppDWyOvG5 JaQE6EMLBZH3H1V~oCqoAVQAAoA4AHOAA9jPrkAS Sanj ly9+611X 1/MX2B 8Uc 
90TmN6/KLdGN62x2zoJ/7q9mxIkm7cRmauNpafA7dxkS SV+8mzM1P68 JEkrVKo0ieF4xURA/mz2i 
2/3fhh2SSxc7uoPgTxge JCTxJYOUxVprVyFPkVfSwyk+6dzR737Z71WHLvsxss273e4MPqdvJItp 
Y1NGmnk JCWnhB sXbMoj JCt4isYn0Wd9d 11 Wfrchj 9mWbjtupU1MV JWVNPDj 9x 5KhWV46e qr4Kat 
yMWGeog0MOFPUTe JiV88g94zc 1/dk519ornxua7EX lmWHIa3UQZrTPBTUApJ5aZgKnKBgNR+ILlr2 
7t9strW65hhjm3YopZFYvBG5ALKhZIzKFNQHeNNQAPhKegTdzIWd2Lu5LMzEs 5djdmZj cszE3 JP 1 
9kqqFCqq0UdSKqhQqqoAAoAPLrh7t031737r3Xvfuvde9+69 lkR2iZZI2ZHRkdWR9Lq62KsrAgoy 
EXBHIPurKHDKygoRQg+ITj KrKys oKkUIPAj 0Pz6HLYHdc2GyeICxe+6+s qts qW1HT5DLUtGmW3HiM 
dLPG1VX0tJNW45M69JTI3WCeogaZ1CidPZ3yn917mX3auPqeVbEWG3hvlLqUFbXHFUAFXk8gsIKg 
08TQDrEbc0+3ce4Wd9ecs2sabusbMkTOY4JZApKozB JDCGagLpG4UGvht lvZfy+OvfittronB7u+ 
Le4cZ2Jgt 5QRS7i7QZo5d0bhzVKiNVYvcNO8cNZtWbCvKEXBvFAaHUGkR5pJJ5smuVPafbPaS3m2 
GDb3TdTQzzSAGWY+Tahjwv8Afap2AZ7nLM3zS/en5q97N39y9y2H3o2ubady29iINuyLaCJidMkD 
AlbkTAVN4GfxqUVljRIoz5exdljPlxZQwKsAysCCCLgg/g/1B9tOiSoOUqho2BBBFQQcEEHBBGCD 
x62CQajj 1 UZ 8y+zOuOo 8pV43rZ 6XcHYblmymzKWRRgNuy S ozCavyML/5HWMbMMXH69 Juz06GMPzS 
95P7o2y9xt8m9x/Z+4/c2ySs01 ltSoirM2SzbUzkR2+o8YZVMCknwCoUQdDS3+87ZcqIvL++/wCN 
7oAFWapIi9B ckVLEe q99Pj pXX 1 R 12F2Tv7sHJS Tb 1 zNtagPDMzwYhi 1 Ji 8YzXslHio9FPAUjYL5 Cr 
TOoGt2PPuNuXfaH1/wBnmueW9s 5RO 17nD2TiaNlu2YZ/XeQeKeOoKSEFexQpA6LN05v3Lm!w7+73 
X6ilbuQIw8ED+gqnT8q5Y+ZJ6Dr2LeiLr3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xulzsbf29thZ SOu2Xmcjjaq 
S SMy0ViVLxnoskEbiCuxkgkpa5 WFwNSFlvdSp 59hjmH2z2D3 Sig 5b3nl dd0uJj ohRY2e 4DsKfoNGPG 
V/8AmmRXzBGOjna+Z9z5XdtwsNONvEuXqwEZA/34rdhHzIx5EHq674c9sbB7WzONwnbslNtbesjx 
Lh9vu5j25u2se3iijyU0zNR10knC4yUk 1DFVSaQlofYz9p/7oK35V3+D319 lrqS/5QiZZoNIIB1U 
4ZTucsbaZIUOTBCo ligumVVkhkOpvvR7fv6H13Z9NvvTdpuOEbnhS31ZDngC5/5pliQwuSiijp44 
4YY0iiiRY4oo 1 VI4o0UKkc aKAqRooAAAAAHvpza2trYWtvY2NvHDZ Qxqkc aKEREQBUREUBWVAVV 
UAKAAAAOgS7vI7S SMWkYkkk 1 JJySSckk8T lm9qeq9e9+691737r3Xvfuwlf/19/j37r3Xvfuvde9 
+691 rq/zZP 5nmQ2bWZ 74ufHL cZo9yxxy4zt3 svB 1 ksddt qRwUqthb Sr61R9tr~xEdOUr4ZC9DqNLE 
UqhM1PL3IXJC3Kw75vENYeMUbDDekjj+H+FT8XxHtpXJj2d9qI71Lfm3me 11 Wp7raBxl~SaQHin+ 
+0Io/wAZqmnVrEkliWYks S SzEkkkm5 JJ5Nz7nLrK3pkymAxOaX/chlLxySAAJUJeKoT+mmaMo5A/1 
LXX/AA9hLmLkzlzmmMrvO2o 8wFBIvZKv2OtCQP4WqvqvRrm971tLVsroql cqcqf9qcfmKH59B 3X 
9YNcti 8kpHNoa9CCP6XqKdS GH/Toe4 S 3r2BkDNJy9vqlc 0 S4Ugj 0/Uj Br/ziH+Yd2fuGtFXcbE 1 / 
ijP/AD6xFP 8 Aej 0159hbnhJ00MdQvPqgq6YiwIAIWWS GQ31 f6n3H95708/WpbRtKTiPOOaI/ydkY 
1/0v206EEXOfL81 QbwofRkb/AAgEfz6i/wBzNz3t/CJ7gA/52mI5uOG8 lr81T6+y7/Wv5+ 1 af6tz 
VpX4o6ft 10/Kff29K/608vaa/vRK/Y3+bqbBsDc05GqkgpQbeqoq4Da4uCVp2ncf6 lr+zWz9m+fb 
sr4u2RW6nzkmj/mI2kYPfRX 5 dI7jnXl+HVpunkp/Cj f4WCj +dO1Xj uso 1 Kvlciz2YXhoUOKbckGp 
1BZ1J/pGpt+f6SLsnsDQiLLzDvhcC1Y4FoP+qigkg8MRqacDXgG773Ccgrg!iT+lIa/8ZXH/ABo/ 



Z 6iHjMNj MPGYs dSRU6kWeQAvP J+f3 J3L SuAfoCbD 8 Ae 5u2HlbYOWYPA2TbY4QR3MMyN/ppGq7ZyA 
TQeQHQF3Hdtw3 STxL66Z6cBwUfYooB9tK+p6fqGursVXUeTxlZVY7JY6qp66gr6GompK6hrqSZKi 
krKOrp3jnpaqlnjV45EZXR1BBBAPs9ZVkV0dAUIoQcggSQR5g9FckccsckUsYaNgQQQCCCKEEHBB 
GCDgjrbR/1U/zMpPkHROXx772y017rwuOI2Zu+rk 8 TdrYbG00klVTZ AIViG+ 8NRQe SZgwOUplalT 
5op2kgPnvkn90M277VGf3ax70H+hESKf0CeH8 JxwIphz7ve 1Y5beTmT16E/uKRvlYx/xHZjgr5+E 
xNB/vtqLXSVpanSjPkNljSWeod2dO9t5tMPtTalMCkEQjlzG4sl UBlxG19tODyRNkS/m61fHDECq 
Ioe aVo4IpZUAmy7PPo7uNvtm3x6riQ/kqjizHyVILxP2AVJAIL9pfannL 3p 582P285F203 G+Xr 5Y 1 
EUEKOMtzcOAIDghXudqEk6YOV5XRGOAPm58505PnL2pVb97IyMuM2ri6isg646xx lbPNtfr/AAdQ 
0a/b0SOsK5LP5CKnibJZ SSNZ62ZAAsVPHBTw5ccscrbbytYC0sotVwwHiSkd0jfPOUZ0qDRR6klj 
9RP3dPu3cgfdt5Kh5Z5RtVm3qZUa/wBwkQC5vplB7nIr4cCFmFvbqxSFSal5XllkJgDpsQSLW0m9 
iCObgj kEH2fz29vcwTW 11 CkltIpVkYB1ZTghlIIIIwQRQ9ZCFQRQ80p0WQmSwkAIUfk+17AWA 1 AE 
Hnkkgk/1943c6fdZ9ueZnmu91WXZtwap/Qo luSfM274UDyWF4VHp0me 1Rsr2n+X7Op0eQgbhtcZt 
cll 1 JfSAoCupz/th7xx377onuLt7s2yblt+4W/13tBKftSRTGPymb5049J2tZRwIP+r5/wCfrKKu 
mP01X625BXS/7Uq2HuPLn7u3vJatIH5KlbSK1 S a2cE fLROa/Zx+Vemzbz/77/wAHXjV0y/WVPrbg 
M3/ QoPv l t93 f31u2 VY + SZ VB F avNaxgD 56 51ofl S Xy6 2IZj/oQ6wvkIFv o l S G l wVUqt +L Al grD/ Xs 
fcibD90L3D3F423wlNv2+3NK9zTyj 1 okaiM0/wCawzwxnq62rtSVAPSAV6f5+ocmQle4QLEp/p6m 
sRYjWbAflBABHvJHkv7rftxytLDebvHLvG5LQluKCAMPNbdOlh6rM0y+dB0oWlj WhbJ/l+zqAS SS 
S S S Sbkm5 JPJJJ5 JJ95Hwww28UcFvGqQIoWUBVUDAAAoAAMADA6UhQBQcOjx/BL549ufBPtWm3ps 
eqnz2w81PTUvZnVtfXTU+3t7YVGAeVAFnjw+68ZCWbHZSOJpad7xyLNTST08ob5r5U2/mqwalul C 
XagmKUDuRv8 AKI~EtaHiKMARj d95b7s3In31 e SZuXuZIVtuZbdWbb9xRAZ 7 SYjgeBltpDQT27MFc 
UZTHMkcqb+/x/wC+utvk 11 Js7urqfNDN7M3njxV0plRYMniMlaAzU+W27n6 JZ Jv4fnsDkY 5Kaqh 10 
gkTVGSkTRyPiRu+03ux7j c7Zfx6bmJqHOISmU+asMg/toQR18vfu17Y83ez3PW/+3nPG31TSwbfL 
palq?HKh7op4XoNcMyFZI2oDpNHVXDIpQ/mp 8v5 etkn6s 6wyapv6piT+ 824qYRTj aFDUxl0oKFmZ0 
j 3PWRMrFypNHA4ZbTOjRSR7e 8iJuxXe94hrtgP6aGoSVh+I/SLB 8vxkUPaCGx19wue22kNsuzTU3 
Mj91LxQ+Ep/CP+GEedOwGo7iCKS5ppqiaWoqJZJ555HmnnmdpZpZpWLyTTSOXeS SR3 JZiS STc+Shl 
VVWVQFAoAOAHoOs emZnZ2Zy S TUk 8 S fU9NORw+NyyBK+kjnYAiOb SUmjv/xzmQrIovza9ifqPc fc 
9+ IIIPuVaG15y5bgu3VSEloUnjrX+znQrIoBzo 1FCQNSsMdHWzSyb3y/J4mlbgSak 1KIEj fahqp9 
K01 AcCOkFX9crdnxteUvcrBWJqAPNv34RqCC3/HMrffH3hdzn9w2GS Sa55A508NTUrBIIWA+X 1MA 1 
aRwFbZmpxYnqWNq95CFVd52mp83hPH/m25/6yU+XSZn2PuGInRTQ IIH1 aCphsfrwFnaBz/tr+Sf9 
5+57767U0gtuXba/iXSVwlwUIzwWd4JD9gSuRQcaDa09z+TrkLq3B4WPkSb/AMygdR+2nUX+6W4t 
Wn+FzX+v+dp7cED9Xn039X0vf2Fv+Bk99j J4P+tzd6tNf7 S3p StPiSbTXPw 1 qRkCgPRj/X71Cmr9 
+xcacHr+ylfz4dSYNkbimIvSR097HVPVU5AIH5WF5pBb/W9iPafug++25svj 8sQWUTfinu7YD8 lh 
kmkFPQpXOB6L7r3N5NttRXcmlISkjkP82VVP7elLQ9cepWyWQB/1UNChN7AfSoqAthb/AJt+5/50 
+4Y4klm5954Xwwe6CwjOfsubgCnp/uKaSaj oF7p7zJpZN12c6qYeZgKIN20Jr/zkHSSxuExmJXTQ 
0kcUlvVO481S 4/2qZrta/wCAQv8 Ah7zQ5 A9oPbv2yt lj 5P 5ZgguitGuGHi3Lg 8 Q076pNJ46FICxjy 
QdRRvfNO+ 8xPXc9wd4q 1 EY7Yx9iDFR6mrfPp 1 VmRlkj Yq~vkMrKSj KyG4Z SLEEEcH3 JZAYUPRFwyO 
PVy/wn+Yk27XxnTnamRMu5Uj Wk2Vu2tl/c3EkKhItvZqaQ3kz6RilLUMb 1 qrokP3AVqiAPcPkJbF 
Zt/2SGlnWssQHwV4ug/g/iXSHEdtQs9e3nPjX3g7BvUlbylIpSt]pwRz/H/C34+B7qFrRfcO9TJ1 
737r3Xvfuvde9+691//Q3+Pfuvde9+691 Wb/ADRfmg3xD6EeLaNbHD3 J2u2S2t lwAQZ 8DTU9NCdz 
778ZUo52vS 10EdKGJByNZTMySRJKvsZSkcuflg3atwv+663o0n9LPan+2INf6IbgadSn7TcjDnTm 
INeRk7HZ6Z JvRyT+nF/zcI Jb+grZBI601 qqqqa2pqKys qJ6utq55 aqqqqqW SepqqmeRpZ 6ionlZ 5 
pZ 5ZnLO7Es zEkm!vJhVWVVUB QKADgB 1 niiLEqoihUUUAGAAOAA 8gOsXt3rfXvfuvde9+691737r 
3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+6908bb3 Jntn7gwu69rZevwG5dt5 SizWCzeLqJKTi4rK42ojq6 
KvoaqI64aimqI1Z SPyPaaaGK4ikgnQPC6kMpyCDgg/b0xdWtve 21 xZ3 cKyWs qFXVhVWVhQgjzBHQ 
z/zCv5j PaPza~y3XNBuWnp9t 7L6z2zj qOPbOHqHO J3B 2PPj oIN7dhVE JVdLZWrVoMbTMSy47HKFRv 
JPUtIk 505Ns eU47y SE17qdydR4rHXsj/ACGWONTIILTop/d/+xII/tZyDzB zFtUn 1PO+6XsiXUsi 
gSW1 sjarWyTP9n4ZWeWQBfGncqlRBGErf9jTroP1737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+69173 
7r3Xvfuvde9+691 al/LC/mJb6+FmSt lbIFWlfll3B Svj 2xeVqSMTs7syaBKDavYtNDJHLCBEUSjy 
kV416uj 8 TzOfs4QAVzdyZt/NPOE9xVLiBwSy 8 WhrV4yaj HmpyVNaDuPXK/8 AvUvajYOafZQe4W 12 
q/67ez 1 XbwigyXltRpLm 1 cAhmSFdVzBhy Jx4CB frHbcLvD JZ Gvy+QrstlaypyOTydXVV+Rr6yZ 6ir 
ra2smeoqqqpqJCzzT 1FRIzuzElmJJ9iGKGKGKOCKMJCihVUCgAAoAB 5ADhl 8jMsskSsk80heZ2LM 
xNS STUknzJOT1F9vda697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3XuudPUT0kSFVSz 
zU1VTTR1FNU08jwz088LrJDPBNGyyRSxSKGVIIZWAIN/dGVWVkdQUIoQcggSQR5g9VVmRldGIYGo 
IwQRwIPkR1 s SfEDv5e9+soZsvMh33s 80uE3jF6VatkaFmxe4o0QKiw52CBy4AULVQzKFCBCcVee+ 
WDy3vDCB f91 s 9Xi+We6P7UJFPVSprWvWVXInM4512dWnP+7KCi Sj 1 x2yfY4Br6MGFKU6N17BXQ26 
97917r3v3Xuv/9Hf49+691737r3Wi 1/IVLx+RSvyV+XHY+4qGtNVsnYtbLlj 18sbySUr7c2hXVdJVZ 
imDnSY9y7hkrcijaEfwVMSMLx395QclbN+5OXrOFlpcyjxZPXU4BAPSApVov2gnz6z/9q+V15W5N 
2u2kj pf3 C+PN665 ACFP+kTShyRV S1Lx6I J7GHUj de 9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+ 
691737r3XvfuvdJXe GVOLwk7ROVqKwijgI+qmVWMsgtyCkCtY/hiPbtnF4s 4PkMn!V9vR/y 1 t43D 
dIhItYY+9vnTgPzYio8xXoAON7gfm4/2IuP969nzjNRwPWbf3eOcH5a59t9rnkpm7AW7DNBLWtu 

1PNtZMQ9BKT l19066Nde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuwlMtdJ5 J 
Sg5WEWJH+rIBY/S4IuAR/h7diGK+R650/ed57fnH3N3Db7eYts2zltIhXB1U/wCMvTIqZQY6g9yQ 
xnHDq+/4o9nydp9MbdylfUNUbg28z7U3DI7+SablYeKD7esmO1C0ulLxE9PO5tbyyOLml/Za6eG7I 
OA4fZ 5 fs 4fOnXzV/eg9uI/bX3 d36wsYRHs e4AX 1 qAKKsc 7Nrj XiAIp 11RRXCBDQVA6Mn71 lj9173 
7r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+690aj 4adty9T947ZmqarwbZ31NFszc 
yO 1 oFpsxURR4vIy6mEclLxWZEErSkFlp/Mo4c+wRz9sa73y5eLHHW8twZY/WqjuX/AGyVAH8Wk+XQ 
z5B3xtI5jtHd6WlwRFJ6UYj $3+ 1 ehr/DqHnl sY+8VOsq+ve/de697917r//S3+PfuwlFu+X/AGnL 
0n8X+9+0KOoNLldqdaboqNvlIbSYd0ZGgkw+lXubcDcWRpb25I+nNvZxy9YfvPfNqsWWqSTrq/0o 
NW/4yDOJ+S9oXfebOX9pdawzXUYcesanVJ/xhW6+fh7y466Pde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r 
3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+690DnY 1YZMjRUIIKU1KZ2Ab/dtTIQQy/1 WOFSP+DezPbkpFI3 
mTp/Z/xfUlck2wSyu7or15NP5KP87HgnQdjgg/kG4/lx7MWOo6BOPLa5ms7m3u7eQrPE6upHEMpD 
KR9hAPWU2tcC4t9QL8f737a667bJuce9bLs+8RLSG7tYpgONBLGrgV88N13730cde9+691737r3X 
vfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+69 lwJCDU36VBY2/ooufr/gPes+XHoN8172nLXLHMXMM1NNjYzz0 
PAmKJnA/2xUAAZ JNBnpNuxZmdj cuWYn+pJuSP9ifakAKAAOuHk8811PPdXEhe4kcszHizMasT8yS 
SerIP5dG75KXd+/Nj Syt9vmsB SbloomI8 SVmCro8tagCME3E 1XS 5xCbfqSn5/SPaK7WjRvipwfSI/ 
y9c+Pv8AnKqXPKXJPOcUI+os797VyOPh3MZkWv8ARR7eg9DKacTlbf7Tdctuve/de697917r3v3X 
uve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3XuuCsyMskbFWUhlZSUZWQ3DKRYggjg+9EBhQ9e4ZHHr 
aN6Y3m!YXU/Xe9JmD 1 e4to4SuyTA3Ay/2MUOZQG5LLH1YplBNiQOQDx7w05g28bXve62CiiRTuF/ 
OtSU/wCMkdZjcv353TY9q3BjV5YELf6agD/8aB6E/wB1P1Lx1737r3X//O9/j37r3VUf86TPTYf4F 
b/x8bIqbq3nlngagNIiF4abd9BuhVRWRjKwqNuI21 SpsCb2BBHftvF4nNVo5/wBDjkYf7wV/5+61 
/wBj LdZ/cPbpDxhgnc faYzH/AIHPW137yV6zm697917r3v3Xuve/de 697917r3v3Xuve/de69791 
7r3v3Xuve/de697917oAN5yF9yZK/wBENNGo/oFpIAfwPq 1 z/s fZ3YqFt oz5Z/wnqYeVOCbHY04n 
Uf2u3 SY9rOhD lyvew4+ij/kke0/XTv2Tu2vPazk2VjUi2ZONcRSyRj + ScPLh 1 z9761fr3v3Xuve/ 
de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuo9QIHTyn8mMr/AMl+g/8AQ3vaipUU8+oN+8dePY+yvPUy 
MQWhhjx6S3UER/Kjmvy6TvtT lyI6Nh8 J8pJjfkbsmFXVIcvS7oxdQTr/AEPtjLV8CALyS9dRRDm4 
F7/4hLdqDFqP4 SD/A JP8vWMP3wdtXcPu/wDOkhXVLbPZ zLw4i8gRj n0j dzj P150N8XtD 1 xP69791 
7r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917rYO+A+WfJ/GPZUEkj Sthsnu3 
FanDllQblyWSij 1 sza liiySqtrBVAUD0+8WvcyAQ84bgyrQSJE3/AFqWT/NfSvWT/tlOZuT9vUtU 
xvKv/VRmH8m!ydHL 9gLof9e9+691/9Tf49+691UD/O 8xP 8R+DeRrNFUxwHafXuX 1 QJqij 80mXwOu 
tbxvopj/ABrSDdP3r~jF+dL SB7ZyaOZ41FO+CQf4Gx88fsr 1NHsLN4XP8KY/UtJlz8tL4+fb88V+3 



rTd95IdZu9e9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+690X3eAtuXKA 
ix8tOIgAXDUIOwP+xv7PLX/cWL8/8J6mPlog7HYgDiG/4+3Sb9q+j/rlBYA/4A/7cE/8T7T9dMvY 
iA2/tPyejVFYSmz/AE7mZ/2d2PUU67976mDr3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuo 
1WCaaUD/AFIb/kFWUWYgD3aP4hlAn3mY319kOeFRasFtD+S31qx/YAT/gzOwelHXJHoz/w3pnq/ 
khl siXAIm3LVOyoXCpSbP3BONVgNIkdAgJ4DMPSAW9pmMLDSj/CDljj97G6S0+777iOc6o7VAK0 
qZL62qTHrSuqnoD1 fn7QdcPSAr3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r 
3v3Xur/fSfNJLT/Grb80hXRX7k3bVwadV/EmWkoSHlloDeaif6Eilub3Axg90XD83XajisMQP+81 
/wABHWTXtchX1K2YntaaUj/eqf4Qejue486kTr3v3Xuv/9Xf49+690RL+Zhl 3N2d8GPkZt6kg8 lb 
jNkLvqk0wpLOr9bSrFb+qRShgXE9Tj9uTQej 1 skrKL6rET813i2XNGzzFqK0ug/83FMYr+bA/11I 
HtZua7V7gcsXLt SN7j w~jmg/XVoRX5 AuDnFQD 5 daJnvKnroL 1737r3Xvfuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvd 
e9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3QH9gUphzqlFrLWUsEur8F4tVOV/lwkSWWI9m23vqg0+hP8A 
n61Xk+cTbT4X4opGHSGjD+ZP7OkT7Mehb llP00/kcc/4cf8ARPtP 1 lj 5E2htiSMSV2eRdMlvYQq4 
pT9Tw 1 MmP9OW+fqS c9e 976F/Xvfuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuwlY3Ut G6Dkuj oP 
9c qVH+ 8n3rPE+Wf2dR57qbI3Mflvzxs 0UZe4m2yfw 1HEypGZIhj lkVR/n6TPtX lxZ6Pj/L 523 J10 
5cvuBo2NLtbZ+Qk8vBCSHMllFj qSI3HHlofu2uP9R/j7Q3jACMedSf2Cn+UdYT/fpShj 2z2i23Y 1 
YfU7nu0K0/4VAkkzt +UghH+26uh9peuRPXvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+ 
691737r3XvfuwlbKvxV2tLs348dS4OeNopztOmzk8Lhlklm3VU106poZEcBklhlzJV1P6WBH494i 
c6Xov+at8uFaq+OUB9RGBGD+YTrLbkuyO38q7HbFaN4Acj 0MhMhH2gv0YT2GOhR1737r3X//lt/j 
37r3Tdk8Zj 8zjchh8rSQZDFZahq8ZkqGqRZaatx9fTyUtZR1EbC0kFTTysj qeCrEe717xukkbE SK 
wlI4gjlPSdORSyQSxTwuVmRgykcQQagjSgSHXz4Pkv0vli~x332r0zl lm8mw94ZPF42pqBaTJ7bn 
dMjt TMEfgZrbVb SVQH 1 XzWPIPvLbZdzj 3 farHco+EsYJHo3Bh+TAj 8uukXKu+w 8y 8u7Pvk JGm4hV 
mA/C47ZF/wBq4Zfy6A/2cdH/AF737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+69 
0H3YOONTi4K+NbvQTE S WHPgqdKOTc30iRUP+AJPtXt 8mmV4zwYfzH+o9DHky+EG4 S Wjt 2zLj/qTLU 
j 9oLfy6BpeT/AF+h!H+w+v8Aj 7Nz8C9ZJ+ 1HKzc4c+8v7S0eqzWYTTengw97g/J6CMfNx 119166o 

de 9+691737r3Xvfuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuwlMFVH45nFrI<Lx 1 rYWX SxuQv+C 8 
j/Ye3ozVfs64u+7/ACbJyH7jc0cvCEpZ JctJb+ht 5vllaHgdKMI2IxrRhggjq574EddybU61rd4V 
10Ycl2HlfvYGdCk393slZ 8fhg6sdWmaslrJONgHhmRhcEE18z65WK/CMfS/54P2dcOvvw8/R8ze 5 
9jylZTa7DYbXw3oaj6qS0yzUPDtjW3jYZ0ujqaEEA9PtvrC/r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de 
697917r3v3Xuve/de697917oTeluuqrtjtPZHX9PSBHuHO00OUkiJE1LgaPVXS+sjbS2mSkw 1LPI 
1 +C6gXF/Z JzBuqb Js 24bo9I<LxRkqDSue 1B+bkA/Lo 15 f2qTe 96sNrQmk0gDE e SDuc/kg JHz62hYII 
aWGGmp4o4KenjjhghiQLHFDEixxRRooCokaKAAOAB7w4LMzMzs SSNSTSk9Zj oqoqoigKBQAeQHll 
n9+6t 1737r3X/9ff49+691737r3WvH/PL+IdVujbe3vlpsfFmoymyaOn2f21 TUVOzlFTtGWrZtr7 
uk SFfWNuZKskoq2Vg 8hpaunY1YaViJd9r9/WCabl+6kokpLxE/x07k/2wFR8wfNuslPYDnRLS 6uu 
Tb+akU7GS3 JOBIB+pHn+NQGUcNSt+Jx 1 q9+Sz6yx697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de69 
7917r3v3Xuve/de6wVEEVVBNTzqHlmieGVD/AGkkUqwt+OD9fx7orFWUrxB 6cglkgljniNJEYEH5 
g 1HQS9kdWb66kzWNwW/dsZnbNXn9tYDe+3VzNDNQtnNmbroRkdtbjx4mUCoxuUo2JVOJAkR4zZ42 
AN7HcLXc4Wnt J1 dEdkahrpdTR1PzB/1Q8D 11N+5/a8v7tyTtfflPml 7hb3V9d3UtplI2DG1Nq+mS3k 
plZGkplynjF4DjDDoPSA2s6zD697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de 
6GTofoLenyK7Apdl 7Ow2UyMOY, Lxtdu7e+lLxlM1 QNsbAwPhm3NuKtcRSxUONFBKiRNINDVM0cfl f2j 
u9wttvSF7iZUMsixpqNNUj fC oyKk 5wMnmP/AHjV 1 sflHs 7de9UzR/1 g21 fpooGNGvDNrMMKioZj 
DLqmk05 W2+plP9mB 1 fib8 Tjtv4j GYLEUsVDisNj 6TF42j hGiK1 oKGnjpqanj H+pigiVR/re69fHd 
vG7bhv26blve7XTTbpeTyTSyNxe SVi7sflYk9Ow3 SHr3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de69791 
7r3v3Xuve/de697917qSj+XP0qTgt/b+T7s3HRtFk92Uz4bZkESdpaXbMdQsmSzAD3IfO11OkcJ0q 
wp6YsCyVHvH73XSkW6uoeXrV6wwHXKRSyU7V/wBoCSf6TUwV6nv2pSaaltpuYbuOk040RA+UdeS/ 
9uQAP6KlyG6tB9w91MfXvfuvde9+691//9Df49+691737r3TRmSLiNy4bLbd3BjaLM4LO46txGZx 
GSp46ugyeLyNPJSV9BW0sytFUUtXTTNHIjAhlYg+7RSyQyxzQyFZUIIIwQRkEH1B6dt 55rWeGStp 
W S4j YMrKaFWU 1 BBHAgioPWk9/Mi+AW4vhl2Z JmNuUtblug9+ 5 S s1673HqnqSNvVRX7yfr/dFU/ke 
HM4mNn+xnlc/x Shi 8ysZ oquOD Jbk3myHmOy 80Zgu6RKPEXhq8vEUeh!EB 8LGnAqTnf7X+41 rzxtX 
g3 TInMVug 8ZMDWOAmjHmrfiA/s 30k9pQt Wv7HHUo9e9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde 
9+691737r3VxH8qv+XZkPkSvWh7n7Tw7wfH3Y2YDJSVscsR7U3Tj JISU25QoQh12pi57HL1 QOiV1 
+yj 109Q9NG/PfN6b JbNtthJXdpV4j/Q1P4j/AEj +AeXxHFNUKe 73uZHypY SbFtE 1 eZLhOI/4jxt + 
M/8 ADGH9mvE f2hwFD3g/zTf5 c+H+cnTl JNsuDF4Pvrq2irKnq7MTCChoc 7jmQqT~7/Wucqv24qbEZ1 
oVahnf0Y6uVXusMt SHj PkPnKTlbcmFyzNtM5 AIHE qfKRRS1 fxD8 S 44haU+ 5V97C++7Z z9NDvzTXH 
thvLom4xLVmgcGkcFCmS 0klJEqLmeE1 aGRI Sul~xvHZ26uvd 1 bg2Pvjb+V2ru/auVrMHuPbmc o 5 aD 
K4fKOErQVdHWUk6q8UsTr/irKQykqQTldbXMFSBFc20qyQSKGV1NQQeBB6+nffYN/2TmrZNrSkSb3 
SC92G9gWaCeFgSUsTiqujDBBHSg 1BAII6Tnt7o7697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697 
917pR702dursLdW39j 7H2/ldlbv3VlaPB7c25g6OWvyuYytfKsFJR0dJArPLLK7f4KqgsxCgkM3N 
zBZwS3NzKscEalmZjQADiSeiTf8Af9kSV2TdOZOZN0gsthsoGmnnmYJFFEgqzuxwAB+ZNAASQOt9 
z+WD/Lw278GOk5qLcsGJz3eXZdPSV3be46dY66jpI0jc4/r3A1DwoZNs7fWofzPp/wByFdJLM37Q 
p44cTueecZ+ad0VoWZNrgJEKSD85G/pNqTHSKgDjUn5iPvWen3H7zPuAG20ywe2G1F4tttnGkyBs 
S 3twl SPHuKAKpqlYQkY7zKShTfmV 8Vq/pj cl TvbZ2PmqOqtxVpli 8 CtlN15 Wsmdj gKyxdkxMklgy 
CoawOkQOTIivNMHIPOsXMFpHtt/IBvUSONf9FUD4x/S/jX/bDBIXk9z9yXLy/dybjYRk7LK1RT/Q 
mJ+A/wBH+Bv9qcgFiNe5J6jvr3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de60DSR/i 
/lO+d2R5nPU1VRdX7cq433Dkv3af+PVURSZNrYioXSzT1Kspq5YyDSOz~lLLJCGAHPXOUHLVklvb 
MG3mZexeOgHHiMPQfhB+JvlgNQc 8jcmzczXqz3KsuzQt3tw lkZSNT6nSRHwr5gla7B1FRUmNo6qTH 
0FLTONBQUOFFQ0dJDHT0tHR0s SQU9LTQRKkUFPBBGqligKqgACw94uySS SyPNM5aZiSSTUkk 1 JJO 
S Sck9ZR1LxxxlLxxRIFiUAAAUAAFAABgADAHUz3rq/Xvfuvde9+691/9Hf49+691737r3XvfuwllPs 
nrTYfb2ys/112Xtj E7x2XuaiehzOB zNMKilnj JDw 1EDgrPQ5 GhqFWal qoHj qaWoj S WF0kRWCmzvb 
rbrmGSsZWjuENQw4/ZSweBBwRggjpfte67hst9b7ntV48F9E 1VdTQj 1B 8ipGGUgqwJDAgkdai3zy 
/1Mdp/GWqzHYPUVPnO2Oi 1 aprpaumozXb469oV J1 aHeONx0C/wA SxFHB cnMUkKQBEZ qmK1AUvkDy 
rz9Y72s dpfutvumB QmiSH+gTwJ/g Jr/CW 8 szvb33j 2jmtldt3po7PmDAoT SKY 8Y, LxIVLx7WJ/0NiTmi 
180qE9yN 1 NHXvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+6914As QqgliQFUAkkk2AAHJuffuwlXmfAT+Txw 
uGtwvaXyexma646mikiyGO69qkqcR2D2FHGyyU8 WSppUjrNlbUrD/nZpQmUqoQVp44FlirVivmv3 
DttuWSx2SRZtw4GQZjj+zydh5AdoPEmhXqAPcX3s2/ZI7jaOU5kut4Io0wo0MPrpPCWQeQFY 1 OWL 
E GM7Wm2Ns 7 c2Xt/Eb T2hgs TtnbG36Cnx eD2/ gaCmxmI~xO NpYxHTO WPx9HFDTU1PEo4 VF A/P1PuB 5 
7ie 5mkuLiRnuHNWZiS S T5knJ6xBu7u6v7me9vbh5buRizu5LMzHiS TUk9KD230n6qQ/mVfyqOuPn 
ViG3 ltWrx3W3yNweLFHht 8vSOcDvWio0P2G2ex6aijerqaaFUSNJ1YFkrcejAGOqgRKYSByTz9e8 
qyfSzq0+zO1 WSvchPFoycVSyp7W9VJ1 dZz/dC++ 1 zb92u+HLW9WSu7+0tzNrls9QSa0dz33FgzkK 
rH4pbZysM5FQOMjNNlpO/ID43dl/F3flZ lv31sHNbF3 NT + SWi+/hWfDbl~x60EXM7W 3BSNPhtyYeR 
yF89JNKsc145NEqui5ObRvW277aLe7XeLLAeNOKn0ZTITSiB6iooevo19rvdz2795+WLfm7235nt 
9z2h6B9BpLA5FfCuYGpLbyjj olRSy0dNSMrED/Zp 1 JvXvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+6900/x4 
+M3 d/wAqN+UnXPRuwsxvXPyvTtkqmli+22/tjHzu6fxj de4anx4nbuKTxPaSplRpm3Cxwr JKVjYq3 
j e9r2Gza93WSWKHyByzHORRlj 8gMcTQZ6i33V94fbn2U5Zm5s9yeZrfbtrUMI 1Y6p7hl APhWOC 11 
nkNRVYllQHXIUQFhu0/y3v5V3V3wVwcW787Nj OyvkXmce 1PuDsVqNxitqU1ZFordsda01bE1VjMU 
yMOVTkZUjyGTGrWtPAwplSYudOfb/mqX6WJWg2ZT2xly5HBpCME+YUdq+VT3H51fvb/fW5z+SpuT 
7Dtkc20e09vLqgsNY8 S 5ZTVLjcGQ1ZJK0aOB SOFuaaqTLIDO9sPsA9YRdNGbwmI3 JiMjgc9jqqTLYX 
LUk lBkSZXwpUOdbR1KGOaCeGQFXjdT/rgSixAPt23uJ7WeK6tZWS4RgyspoQRwlPTNxbwXcEltcw 

rJbyKVZWFQQelI6pL+TfwS3P 1 zNkN5dTUuQ3ds S 81XV4KNZK3c+04VBkkHiUtPnsLABxPGGqYU/z 
yMqNO2Q/J/uTZ7qsW373IsG5YAc4jlP+BHPoeOn4TUhRjxzh7bXmOtJUllrT7bklBmSIf4XQeo7g 
PiFA WNd5BBYFSCCQQRYgiggg/Rh/vPuVuou65e/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xt~i5fCrn4 



Pby7XqMbuzsKnrtmdbkw 1 c aTxmm3 JuunOmVY 8RS ~,2ZMdj amOxNdOoDIwMC S3LpGPN3uPYbls 1 ltb 
rcbtkYzHGf6RILxMP4AePxEcDJHKPtzf720N9uitb7Tg 5x JIP6IPwqf4yOHwg 8ReLffa239k7fxW 1 
dqYmkwe38LSpSYzFOKFYKaB SWJLOzzTzzSs0kssjPI=NKzO7M7Fjjne3t luN1Ne3s7SXUjVZjxJ/w 
ADgAKACgAAHWRllZ2u32sN1ZQLHaxrRVHAD/AAkniSakmpJJPSi9p+lXXvfuvde9+691737r3X// 
0t/j 37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuwlVb/KH+Uj 8VvkIPkdyYnDVHSnY 1 cZqiTdfW9 JQ0uGydflCx 
Y 105tj SpHgcoZJnaSaWjOMrqiVtUt $309j fY+fSAftmCwySC5sx+GQkkDOV/iHyB 1KPJepZ5 $95e 
b+WFjtZplff7YtB4c 5 JZQPKOX419AG1 oBwQdUady/yQvl/wBez 1NT lx/cvvDBrK5p32 lnKTaW5xTI 
SfNkNu7zqcVj45ivPio8nkHPOFzx71Dbfcz167Crd+Jay/01LLX5M1T+ZVep/wBj9+uStyVV3Tx7 
C4pnWhkjr6B 4gxp 82ROq+941EH5U7AkmTeILx07pws c JKvXzdb7sqMQxDKpMGbosXU4ipVWkUExzs 
B qH9R7FtvzDsV2NVvvFsxP14iV/3kkE fmOpGsudOUNxCmy 5msZ GP148Yb 81LBh+Y6D7/AEM9w/8A 
PqOy/wDOBdOf/Wv2r/eO3/8ARyl~3ffS/Rn+/dk/609r/wA5o/8AoLoU9k/Cv5cdizQR7R+N3c2R 
hq9PgydVsDcWDwLa4knS+4s/Q4zAxa4ZUca61bo414IPtDc8y8v2YY3G8WwI8hIrN/vKkt/I=opv+ 
euTNsUm95osVYcVEyO/p8CFn4gj 4erFO1P5GPym33NSVvbue2V0jg3MRq6Wevh37vRIXa7fbYXa9 
W22WYRLcibNQsrMo0H1 aQduXuhsVqHXb4JbqXyNPDT8yw 1 fsQ9Rlv33gOUtvWSPZbee/n8iAYYq/ 
NpBr/ZEft4dXv/Fj +WH8 WfivNj 9xYPa03YnZVCY 54ux+yBR5vL42tQAmfa2Ij palb+ 1 WilLe Gemp 
jkUjbQ9XKOTFu+8777vqtDI=ceDZH/Q46qCP6Rrqb5gnT5hRlj3zd7r83c3LJbXF4Lba2x4EFUVh6 
SNUvJ8wzaK5CDqxL2Eeo 1697917r3v3Xuve/de6CLufofp35EbMquvu7eu9s9j7ScLv0gxm4qHz]?{ 
+qZDH/E cF16d6bM7dyyRsV S soKimqkUkLIAT7MNr3XcdmuVvNrvHhuR5 qeI9GB qGHyYEILode3vu 
Z z97Ucww80+3XN15tG+pjxIHoHWffDmiYNFPETkxTJJGS ASpIHWut 81 f+E 5mDyM+Qz/xP7kfbzzP 
LPB lx3 JFU5LERPK7y/b4zsPblFLmaGipl Aj hhrMRkZ 2Fj I=Vkglpj 2T311QI=DzBtuv/hkOD+cbGhP 
qQ6j0Xrq97Qf3s242kdrtfvh7fi6CgA3+ 1FY5 SAANUljO4id2+J3iuoEHBIKEAUy9q/yj f5hXUs9 
V/E/j fu7e WOgZ/t 8x 1 VPi+zoMhEgBM1 Lidn 1 uU3RApYkBKnH08 zEXCEWJkqw9wuT9wA 8Pe o4nP1L 
WKn21wF/YxHz66C8kffp+6tz 1HD9F7uWG33TU1RbkJNuKE+TS3 SR2x9SY53QVy 1 agFByr~xz+QmDq 
2oM30T3 Jh69BreiynWG98dVout49T01Xg4Z1UPGy3K/VSPx7EMe 87PKpeLdbZk9RKhH7Q3U72Xul 
7V71At 1 t 3uXy/cWx4PHuNm6nAPxLMRwIPHgR 13it]j 8hc/Wx4zB dD9zZrIy61FQYnq/e+RrZbuk S 
+Olo8HNO15 JFUWU+pgPqR79JvOzxLr13a2VPUyoB+0t 1 q/8Adr2r2y3a73H3M5ft7ReLy7jZxoME 
5Z 5gBgE8eAJ6OD 1 T/KJ/mE9tT0fSN+Oe6dlY2oMfnzHal TiutIMIFIEYTVeG3VWOG65FQSDVHT46 
eZTcFLqlg5f+4XKG3g696jlceUQMlfsKAp+ lgPnl A30/37furcipN9X7sWW43aVpFtcLvbgXIrhZb 
ZHthWmDJOiHHdkVuk+NH/Cc/a2GqsduD5X9vybxenaGeq646jircLt6eWPQ81L1N/Zymp9x5LHS8 
o6UeNxNRYakqFJsI 13v31nkWWH1/b/DB/wBEmozfaI 1 JUH/TM4/o9c9PeD+9k3rcIbva/ZDkMber 
VVb/AHMpNOAagNHZQs0E cgwQZbi5 TyaI9bEfUHS fUvQOzaPr7pj r3bHXGz6 J/MuG2xjYqFKqsMUc 
MmTy 1YdeQzeYnihRZa2tnmqpgo lyNYe4c3HdNw3e 5a7308kmuT+JjWg9AOCj0AAA8hlyk599xeev 
dDmC45p9wear3d9+kFDLc SFyql JEcS4SGJS SViiVI 1 qdKCvQq+0PQL697917r3v3Xuve/de6Kb3P 
8NOmO5ZqvMVe Jm2hu6qlySbo2p4KGasqSOJszi515MVlizge SRo46pwLeYcEDX1/n!mDYFit0mE9 
iP8AQ5KkAeiN8 S/IVKj+HoE8wcg7Bv7STyQmC+b/AESOgJPcLv/C3zNAx/i6rb7A/lydl 7bmnl2TX 
bd7ExilzTrTlke2s8yK]?{ 1 GMzc64uNmS lhHkJyTcW+15a2r3Y5eulVdxjmtZvOo8RPyZBq/ag6iT 
dfa fmG 1 djt7xXcP1QiN/zVzp/Y 56KvuD4/8 AeG 15 JkznU/YFIkIZ 5KuPauYrs cAiu71cpj 6Wqxz+ 
OOMsdMpsoueOfY lteZ+XbxVNvvlqxP14ihv95Yhv5dA265a5isiwuNjulA8/DYr/AL0oK/z6Rv8A 
o/31/wA8Vu3/ANBrN/8A1J7MP3ntv/1Lxg/5yJ/n6L/3bufSAygT/APOJ/wDNOrMBOR3VuZOXB9Ud 
g 16OqkVK7TzcFCA5shfiVNHDQxhje2qQXAJ+gPtDc8y8vWYrc73aqR5eKhP+8gk/y6W23I=XMN4aW 
2y3TD18 JwP8AeiAP59Gi2B/I=p7z3RJDNu6XbvXWNdlM/8TyEOezawOI=iWmxW35aqhkkAPMc9dSsP 
obG49g3c/dblqzDI=YrI=dzeW1SiV+bOAfzCNOMts9quZLxla+aK0i89TB3p81QkfkzqerH+mfhN0z 
1FJS 5efGvvzdlMwlj 3BuuGGopqKoUcLvy4bbyh8Vj3j dFaOWQVNXE4JScA29xLzB7icwb6HgSb6ax 
P4IyQSP6b/E3oQNKkcV61jl/285f2IpO8P1V8PxygEA/0E+FfUE6mB4N0cP2Beh51737r3Xvfuvd 
e9+691737r3Xvfuwlf/T3+Pfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfu 
vde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691 
737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvf 
uvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691//1N/j 37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvd 
e9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+69173 
7r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuv 
de 9+691737r3Xvfuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuwlf/9Xf49+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde 9 
+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuwle9+691737r 
3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde 
9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3X//W3+Pfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+6 
91737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3X 
vfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+ 
691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691//19/j37r3Xvfuvde9+691 
737r3Xvfuvde9+690SL+Y58zto/y+fhP8hflwAU9UnU+w62s21gqgtp3b2Xn6im2vljtHTE61 Ap 
9xb 8 zOPpqqWMM 1 I=RPNUEaIWt7r3 Wg 58 Cv+Fcnzzy3 zC +P23PmfuI=pj I/GHd/YmI2X29WYHrLGbMy 
m 1 du7wL 7cg39HuKkr 5pKPHgf5j J02Zr4/FKanHUU8 CqJJEdfde 6+16jrIqujK6Oquj owZGRgGV1Z 
SQysDcEcEe/de65+/de697917r3v3Xuve/de6pv/AJ6/8wvun+WH8BNwfKjoTbHWG7uwsT2hlrsq 
mw/b+F3Xn9mvit45Gto8nUTY/Zm9dgZtshBFTqYHXIrGrE643HA917rSU/6DVv5pv/Pg/gB/6Kz5 
Ff8A3VXv3Xuvf9Bq3803/nwfwA/9FZ8iv/uqvfuvde/6DVv5pv8Az4P4Af8AorPkV/8AdVe/de69 
/wBB q3803/nwfwA/9FZ 8iv8 A7qr37r3RnOlf+FvHyDxlt] 4vkX8IOmt 7Yx 5KePK 1/SvYW9+rq6ni 
MMEdXWY/Fb 5g7gp62 SOoEs s dNJWwB 0ICxGdSDM3uwlb S 38uX/AIUMfy3 f5kuWwnXvXvZ OS 6Z78 zTU 
1 JQdDd+U2L2VvDceUlhRpKErvPUmWy+yOxZpKhZRT0e OyTZuS CEzS 46BDx7r3V5Pv3Xuve/de 60Q 
/wCcx/wp/wDnl/Lt/mTlI/4ddKdRIEHdHWXT/wDog/uzneOtg9OZvfd~FpB6F6u7SzP8dyeO+/8A 
Z O36r7bc G9quGl+3xdI= oo44kfy SK8 snuwlVgf9B q3803/nwfwA/9FZ 8iv/uqvfuvde/6DVv5pv8 A 
z4P4Af8AorPkV/8AdVe/de69/wBBq3803/nwfwA/9FZ8iv8A7qr37r3Xv+glb+ab/wA+D+AH/orP 
kV/91V7917r3/Qat/NN/58H8AP8AOVnyK/8Auqvfuvde/wCglb+ab/z4P4Af+is+RX/3VXv3Xuts 
z/hOn!N 1 + SX 83Ppf5 G9i/JHZPR+yc 31D2ftXZ W2qXpDbm!Nt 4quxWc2pLnauozkG/OyuyqupyEdW 
gWN6eemjEfDRs3q9+691 sX+/de6L 18oflX81Phh03uXv75N9o7b6k6q2r4Ya/cm4pp2euylYJmx+ 
3tuYXHwVmc3VujK/byfa43HU1 TW1 AjdkjKo7L7r3Wix83P8Ahawqty+b2p/L7+M+28Dt6nqJq]2H 
9xfJaavz+4cxTK8 sRyOI6k2TmsNidsyFVWSmlIZ/L61b96jjYFPfuwlVOUv88 f8 A4VLdpRDenXFV 
8g5dpZW0mNfrb+X1 llunaPj dVqFGMzWT+OG8a2qjME6EF6+clCpub3PuwlM1 f/wow/4Uc/GvIRZT 
5Abh3VDQGamkXE/IT4Ude9a4idDZFp/PtvqbqbLmGreojuUrBITp0MtyG917qlv4Z/8AC2KsqMvh 
tsIPr4o4qkxNXLT02S7c+L+UyMbYnU5hNZW9NdjZjKz5Gj AdZamWk3Yk0SRv4aOdnS Jfde63VviL 
83Pip88Osoe3fib3bs3ubZIamgy0u3qmopdxbTyFZFJNT4ffOzM1 ]?{zd+yM1LFC7pS 5WhpJpY 1Lo 
rR2Y+690av37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3X/9Df49+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuwlfOt/4W 
XfzAqnsPuLpL+WhljkZsnjerVxPdXeVFhZ5qubJdr72x 1 Tj OptgVWPpGWVsntbYmUnzDQ1Jlqf70 
0RTTJTsD7r3RF/5yv8g2q/19fywvgB 8msFhKo9p4DbsOwfnQYYlkW17C7cyOT7H2R16vxSCOOm67 
y+XrNgzVoTTWxU2HJEclffye69 luW/wDCaX+YY/z3/lmdbUW8s42X70+LbUvx57beqJ/iOWotrY6E 
9Vb2qGkkkqKlt0db/ZQ llbICxkrM5jsi5t7917rYN9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+69 lrA/wDCvL/tzbvT 
/wAWA6 J/93mU9+691 W5/wij 2btDc/wAXvmzPuTau29wzUvffXOVPNnMHjMtL TxP 15UOOUE1PS zvD 
Gz81VIBPPv3Xut2H/RN1X/z7Tr//ANA3bn/lt9+6917/AETdV/8APtOv/wDODduf/W337r3Uar6b 

6ir6Wpoa7qrretoa2nmpK2j q9jbYqaWrpamJoaimqaebFvFPTzwuUdHBV1JBBB9+690SD5B/yeP5 
Xvyl~xFfiu4vgz8dMpU5GCpp5dlbR66wvV/YEQqUZWkpuw+sYNob2geJ2Lx2r9KSeoC 5N/de60YP5 
2v8 Awln3 T8INi7r+YPwF3RvjtXoXYccm6ey+pNymPK9w9M4Cj nasrd9bW3FhKXHNv/r/AGwpWSuB 
pIc lgqGE 1 s8tdTRllXSe691 cX/wlo/nn74+Y2Lqv5f3y53W25u/+sNknP9F9rZuql13L3LlrtlYq 
bPbT3pW 1LMc52V 19QSQVEWQ 1NWZzCrNPVKl-~i6qsrPde63PPfuwlI7K9e7AzllPlc3sfZ+YydV4v 



ucjlNs4XIV9R4IY6aHzl dXR]WE3hp4UjXUx0ooUcAD37r3UD/RN1X/z7Tr//ANA3bn! lt9+6917/ 
AETdV/8APtOv/wDODduf/W337r3Xz5v+Fml dr7Y7R/16x7a25gdvJWbB+RL 1 aYPD4/EpVNDuI=qN 
YWqVx9PTidohIwUtcqGNvqffuwlbUv8 AIX6367y38nr4AZHK7C2Xk 8hWdCYiarr 8htbB 1 lbVTHOZ 
OG WoqqmhlnnkIA GpmJ4 9+6 91bp/ om6r/ A OfadfS A/oG 7 c/8 Arb 7917r3 +ibqv/n2nX// AKBu3 P8 A 
62+/de6UeD2xtvbMU8 G29vYPb0FTI JamHB 4mgxMVRKi6Elnj oKenS aRU4DMCQOPfuvdTMtlsZgMV 
k87m8hR4nC4XH12Wy+VyNRFSY/GYzHU01ZX5Cuq5nSGloqKlheSWRyFRFJJAHv3XuvkrfO75 SfKX 
/hST/Nf2f0f0TJkDlhW74y/WXxW2Flqutotm9edU4qaort397b+pKaCUUWYzu3sNNuTcVSsFTkIa 
KCnxNOar7Ojjk917r6BX8sj +Qp8Bv5Zu09rV20OscB3 J8jMIR00+5fk 12tt7G5/flVuApqranr7H 
ZH+ J4j qPC JK7x0tNhRHWmlC JW 1 tdKGnlBXursPfuvdQshj sflqKrxeVoaP J43IU8t JX47IUONbQ 1 
tLOjRz01 X SVKSU9TTSxsVdHV1YGxFvfuvda+fSw3/hM5/LP+duJzmc2v ljjviL3nWRVU+M7a+PG3 
8RtnCVGYlhtDU786doxj Ovt50MlWBNWvTxYfNVj av9ykbOzH3XutQ74hfyQf52fSvn+br 1 H 1 HOFu 
PNdZw5Wqq9yVPzH2HR5DcPxy3D8fsF1Mc+9pd+YrKUseKzOSEVVS0cmx85ElbJmqqkaBvtnpsv79 
17r6gsKyJFEksnml SNFkm0LH5ZFUK8mhbqmtgTYcC9vfuwlZffuvde9+691737r3X//R3+Pfuvde 
9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+690AHyo+R/XXxC+OXdHyb7YrWouv+kevtxb/3CIXj Stya4Wid8btzECa0 
cue3TmHp8bj 4jY]WtXEn9r37r3XzOP5Avx37D/nE/wA67d/zR+R1Ku6dsdQ76ynzF7pqJKapbbtf 
2bl dx 1U/RnXFAr/c09FiaLekEVIRY2f’gTS 7e2nUOVtFre 6919K3511F3YPzW+K/IPxU7Nij bZ/eP 

W+4Nj 1 de 1 JFXT7bzFZTiq21vbGUszpDImNibuo6HNY/WdC 11BEWuAR7917r5mn!Ce35 Sb/8A5 SH8 
5 TcILxL+QzzbL2t3 JvXK/DnvbC 5Ksalwm3 e 18 Ju6pxnUm!Wkk 8NHV0uO34ILxlPkZ JBRJgd0V1YrMh 
Rvfuwlf’gk9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691rA/8ACvL/ALc270/8WA6J/wDd51PfuwlEA/4RDfSAZLPz 

h!8AE/8AXfSA77qo9+69 lu++/de697917r3v3Xuve/de6jVdJS 19LUONdTU9bQ ltPNSV1HVwx 1NL 

V0tTGONR]WNPMrxT088 T1HRwVZ S QQQffuwlfiL31mH+Uz/wozh2/wB ]Wbbe2b 8ffnzs 6bbFFSV 5 
hWh6M703 JgsnU7CqclUSw3pZOl+xJsDWSyuoeJpC5sT7917r6/vv3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuvnh! 
8Li/+Zqfy7f/ABtFAMjv/ej6g9+691te/wAgf/tzb/L2/wDEAYj/AN3ue9+691b/AO/de697917r 
3v3Xuqs/53W+s9 lv/KQ/mF7o2zVSUWY/2Vzs7bUNZC/inpKXfWHbY2UqaWcKz09ZBitxztDImmSO 
UKyMj AMPde60v/8 AhEh 19s 3MILX 5ndm5NaOTfOxt]/sj am0op44pKmDB dh7/A Ja 7eORoTixkglhq 
Ng4qneRF 1 eOrKFgrlX917r6Rnv3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r/ 
Ot/j37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuvdaH3/Cz/8AmFtt7Y/Sv8tjr/OyxZPfSmN+QHyFjx9bFp/u 
XgclX47qHYuXhhMpkj ze 8 cbV7hqKeXwyQPg 8XOodJwR7r3V2n!CaL+Xwfgb/ACx+s q3 d2EXF93 fK 
VqX 5 GdrmdUO1LxlDu7F0o6p2XPIYo6qmXbHWi0M9VRSjVRZz JZ JP7R9+691 s G+/de 6+bP/wALJf5 f 
UvUHyW6m!mHgc 4d6LZ/yPo6brbuGsxdK1 PBhe+OusRE20dw 1 tZD4o4azsjrOgWKnRAX+421VzyPr 
nW/uwlbjn8j P+YPT/wAyX+XF0f31mMzT 5PuHaePbpv5 CU6y662n7h67pKChy2ZyEd2EMnYW3 qrG7 
njVSUjizSx31Ruq+69 lb57917r3v3Xuve/de6 lgf+FeX/bm3en!iwHRP/u8ynv3XuiAfSIhv+yWf 
nD/4n!rv/wB 91 Ue/de63fffuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+6918hH5 f51DfzC/wDhSPu2k6rij 3Ft 
nuH+YX1 fl Tha61gbIY7L7c2Ju/ZHU2Z3hGiVERqdt 1 eI2XVZcyeSIHHkuTGL6fde6+vd7917r3v3 
Xuve/de697917r54f/C4v/man8u3/wAR/wDI7/3o+oPfuwlbXv8AIH/7c2/y9v8AxAGI/wDd7nvf 
uvdW/wDv3Xuve/de697917os3zQ+POXyu+Ivyb+M8tdHi50+eh+ 10qKDLzSTxxYXMb42Xmdv4POS 
tThpGjwuYroKpk0ukgh0ujoWRvde6+Ur/JB+lOV/ks/zPss3yUwO4Np9e5P++Xxe+Vu3XxlTX7g6 
8Wk3TRE7pXCUgmqa/IdbdgbUp5KyOmSepmw7V8dKks0s St7r3X1 zuuux9gdvbG2t2b 1XvTa/YvXW 
98PS 5/Z++N15zHbl2mbCVqlqXKYTOYmoqsfkKOWxGuORgGUqbMCB7r3 S 19+691737r3Xvfuvde9 
+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3X/09/j37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3 SC7S7M2R0t lp2D3B2ZuCj2r 

111 bsvc3YO+tyZAkUeB 21s/DVme3B1 qj QGke Ol~xePlk0qGd901QWIHv3XuvlP/BLrfev/ChX+fhl 
e2u3sNXVXVm4eysr8ke6MRUaK2j2x8dup58PiuuupK13kMU1DmKak2xsmVonExgrJ6tATG5Huwlf 
WaRFjVURVREVUREUKiooCqqqoAVVAs AOAPfuvdc/fuwlV 1 fzXvgvg/5j XwH+QfxXr6XG/wB 693bR 
mz/UWZySoqbY7m2cTuHrbMpW14pMdSz7go0x+Q1R1L4muq4W1Ryure691 oFf8 JM/nbnPht/MQ3h8 
G+4psttbZPyxmqOvDt3 cIfHDY3yf62myv9z4clQV6ifFZLdFMmV2tU08 aJPU5 epxaTemmXR7r3X 1 
Cvfuvde9+691737r3WsD/wAK8v8AtzbvT/xYDon/AN3mU9+690QD/hEN/wBks/OtFwAT/wBcFwDv 

uqj37r3W777917r3v3Xuve/de6ZNx7k27s/BZbdG7c/hdrbZwNDPk87uPceUoc JgsLjaVDJU5DLZ 
j Jz0uPx 1DTRgt JLNIkaDkkD37r3WkfSAz6v+FRHUOzemwPh9/LX7Aoez+2d7Y3K7L7N+Tu051re 
uestsZigloM3jem90U832++OxclR1LQpnsf5MRhI38tJU10QAND7r3QH/wDCSfSAkv762zuzF/zU 
fkntPJbUpI9s 5 fGIDzZ+epvsstnKXeuGrcDuXviuxs6isocB WbUyVVi9teZUOSp 8hU5FE +3 GPqKj 

3 Xut/v3 7r3 Xvfuvde9+6 9173 7r3 Xzw/ +Fxf/ AD NT + Xb/ A OI/+ R3/ ALOfUHv3 Xutr3 +QP /wBubf5e 
3/iAMR/7vc97917q3/37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3WqfSAz4v+E2OyP51eXyPyj+Lma2r038yY8 SkO 
7qLPU9RRdbIIiHE0dNR4Zd5V+MhqqraPYWMxlIt JS 56Okqo62BIaWvj CRw 1 dL7r3 Wj 3 sXvf+dl/w 
n97Pk2a7d5fF+lr8tNPV9ZdlYGHe3x 17NkgnZchXbfo8qm4uqdltWrSPDJnNsVi5FYgyx 1 sZHHuv 
dbEnxc/4W5Zemosfh!mh8LqPLVkcca5LsH4z70kxKzspZWaDqfs6TiossiaSW/vgqawlkVSAvuvd 
X0/Hf/hU5/Js 7/loc dku/wDdPx 83DkPGIMD8iOttxbPijZ 2KstdvXag33 lhjPDwWapzsSENdS lm0 
+691 fB 1Z3D1N31tGg7B6V7P697d2JlWsZvTrLee3d97Vrw0aTAUmf2vkcpip28UisQspIDC49+6 
90 I/v3 Xuv e/ de6 9 7 917r3v3 Xuv e/ de6// 9Tf 4 9+6 917 3 7r3 Xvfuvde 9+6 91ps/ 8 A CxL + YfS A 6Cfi 
Ns T417AzlRR91 fLbIDcvZf2E/hqMP8 e 9g 5 WGabHVj qEqoP 8 ASZ2DB SUkRicpUY7C 5 WnmGiYB/de6 
Gj/hI9/L0/2Vj +X/AFPyo3xgvsO3vm9kMdvigNfReHKYL oLar 5PH9 SY 5 GmV3jp97PW5DdIlgdY63 
HZbG+RddMun3Xutr737r3Xvfuvde9+6918s3/hVF8 JNy/A7+Z5t35m9Lis2btD5WZSLvzae49vwT 
UT7K+TOwMxiKzs2 SirNMOKZjKbimxe 8EnZw 8tdmqoLGEp7t7r3XONv5X/wA4ds/zFfgv8 fPlhgXx 
dPmewt10tJ2Zt7FSu0Gzu3tsMdv9m7WWGc/eU1HQbsoKiSg84WSfFz0tQLpMjN7r3R/Pfuvde9+6 
9 lrA/wDCvL/tzbvT/wAWA6J/93mU9+691 oH/AMs7dX87Db2xuzYf5WFL8tKjYE+7MPL2qt]ps3Ib 
nwq7wXDy JhRuOeiweWWlyhwpbxIWQmHr~x+vv3XurMv8 A SX/wsB/5 lv8 ANA/9FNnP/sN9+6917/SX 
/wALAfSAnW/zQP8AOU2c/wDsN9+690Vf5LfzH/8AhSH8 Sk2 lj/1T3586vj 8OxKXOrs5+z8DW9fvu 
iHBjHw7hbbOSr9tY6Sqqs J/G6Q 1BpZfNSGqhY1PJGT7r3Qp/DD+WF/Nz/wCFAGxqjuTO/OPE9idY 
bX3tW7R3FV/Jr5Ndo9gZzZGfxlPSV32tJ1RRY/fNVg5q3G5RanHB4sZR1UTOyTLZ/fuwlbav8t// 
AISU/Bj4fZ3Adp/JrcFd8303sJPR5LF4ve216HavQO3MpTvHVRVFN1MMjuOfe9TRT6o9e4snX4yp 
RVk/hcEn0917ra3hhip4ooIIo4YIY0hhhhRY4YYY 1 C1LxRRoFSOONFAVQAABYe/de6y+/de697917 
r3v3 Xuve/ de6+eH/ AMLi/wDman8u3/xH/w Ajv/ej6g9+6 91te/yB/wDtzb/L2/ 8 AE A Yj/wB 3ue9+ 
69 lb/wC/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917pJb42Fsbs7bGV2R2TszafYOzM7TtSZzaO99uYfdml 8z 
SuCHpcrgM9R1 +KyNOwJB SaF 1IP09+691RZ 8jv+ExX8mv5GS 1 +TPxfPRW56+4bcfxy31uHq+K1XU7 
6aDYK10a6ho7SSE6k26HtZb6VCj 3XuqKvkl/wiI2ZU02SyfxB+bu58NVxR1LYfZfyS2Didy02QlI 
c0cOS7P6xbakuJjQhUkli2hWlrl lj WwRvde61 z+9P5Z387T+Rhu+fv3CY/tTq/bm3Kii+5+q3:LxW3 
zlt0dV 1 FHHVtHSwb+qtvpRZDE 7XrKyXwGj 3rhaCgrWnE Jhl 8wR/de 62pP5F//CqGP 5U752R8Pv5i 
kO 19m957yyGN2t 1 J8jNuUV JtjYfbG6K9oKDFbL712xTCLEbD7E 3HkmCY6vxogwOWqp 1 oxR42dYBX 
e69 luw+/de697917r3v3Xuve/de6/9Xf49+691737r3XvfuwlNmZzOJ27h8ruDPZKhw2CweNrsxm 
sxk6qGl~xuICxOMppa3I 5LIVtQ 8 dPRONDRwPLLLIypHGhZiACffuwlfFCFm 1 fPyb+Yv/Ma7u+VWWpq 
zL9YVu9KPaPUu0quvr8eKbobrudcHsvERufJVberN34mlmzOSSEEU+YzNY8d7j 37r3Ww5tX/AIWo 
flbZ G2NubL2j 8 CPjjt7am0MDh9r7YwGM352HqPf3B 7ewGPp 8 ThcPj 4Fh0wUOMxt JFDEg4WNAPx791 
7p9/6DeflP8A94P/AB//APRhdi/9ePfuvde/6DeflP8A94P/AB//APRhdi/9ePfuvde/6DeflP8A 
94P/AB//APRhdi/9ePfuwlVmfzWv+FGvYP8ANl+M1L8c+3/iDO3sSTb/AGBtzsnYvZO1N5bzy059 
m7jwsOQxWQ+xpcpC1JWY/cW2M1XUFVTyt4iZo59Jlp4SvuvdWS/8IOP5hjdZfiPtX+XVvzONFs35 
FUuQ7e6Ro6kk09B3bsTboO/MNREOqxTb+6pwK1 crSB117Thjj0vMRJ7r3X0ivfuvde9+69 lrA/8A 
CvL/ALc270/8WA6J/wDd51PfuwlEA/4RDfSAZLPzh/8AE/8AXfSA77qo9+691u++/de697917qvP 
+Z 9/Lm6a/mhfErfXxi7dhjxlbXad0dUdj QUUVXnOp+ 1 sRSVkO2N7YdZNLT06rWTUOUpA8 f8 AEMRW 
VNNrj aRJY/de6+YfSE/138s/+E4v8zfe2w+4tq55MBgNzUvWXyt6XpZ/9xnZnWpn++292HsKbIij 
ochlsficqm4tn5QmnStpao0sssNLX 1 QHuwlfWv6a7i6y+QvVWwO7umd44fsDqztDbGK3j sbeGCma 
bG5vA5enE9NOqyJFVUVZASONVSVEcVXRVUclPU1LxzRyRr7r3Qm+/de697917r3v3Xuve/de69791 



7r54f/C4v/man8u3/wAR/wDI7/3o+oPfuvdbXv8AIH/7c2/y9v8AxAGI/wDd7nvfuvdW/wDv3Xuv 
e/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de6iV 1DRZ SirMbkqOlyGOyFLUUOQx9dTxVVFXUVV 
E 9PVUdZ S 1 C S QVNLUw SMkkbcLvOjEEEH37r3Xyu/8 AhUt/KW6y/ly/JvrDvn4z4T+ 5PQvyu/vrl ouv 
8QrQ4PqbuDZNbhK/deH2gIQgwWy9z4/dVHkcPjgSmPqIa+C18VFDS08Huwlb+X8kD5ebm+cn8rT4 
i/ITfuUqs32Tldg 12w+zM3kWeTJZ/ffUe6M71 dn905 SZgEnyW85dpLmZ3TOGTIHhSCi+691 a7791 
7r3v3Xuve/de6//W3+Pfuvde9+691737r3Wrn!wrA/mFv8Pv5dFb8fSAZOcbGdyfOOqzvUOOFKSK 
7G9JYuj oJ+98yr61jjhzGEzdBtdl dWZ4dxyvHZoS6e691XF/wkg/1LdR5v4pdm!N/wCUXSXXfatT 
8hNOPsj ozb3bnXu09+4bC9WdZZCtoNx76weP3Zi8rB SZDfXYr lmOd/EsiUu2o3icx 1 Tavde626f+ 
G9fg J / 3g 7 8 P / APOmjpf/ A Owr 3 7r 3 Xv8 AhvX 4CfS A eDvw /wD/ AE mjpfS A + wr3 7r 3 Xv +G9fg J/ 3g 7 8 
P/8AOmjpf/7Cvfuvde/4bl+An/eDvw//APSaO1//ALCvfuvde/4bl+An/eDvw/8A/SaO1/8A7Cvf 
uwlfMP8A55PxY3r/ACaP5y9P3T8csdD17sfc2+drfMf4uzYSiq2H7Y23XLulcm7rukx2N+2x 1 Jgd 
o9j 4yvohhY9EMe2a2hieMQzqp917r6i/w 1 +UWwfmt8V+hvlXllLG2z+8et9v74pKBauKun23mKyn 
NLu3Z OTqoUS GXObE3 dR 12FyGgaFrqCULcAH37r3RmffuvdawP/CvI=/t zbvT/AMWA6 J/93mU9+690 
QD/hEN/2Sz84f/E/9~F++6qPfuwlbvvv3Xuve/de697917rWZ/4UifyTaH+Z18e2706J25RL83fj 
3tuuqNjLTRpT 1XePW 1 C9XmM10nk6hQBI=uB J5567aU8+qOHLSSOTtBBk5qqm917rVu/4TCfzsqr4L 
dyj 4DfLDc 1Zg/i92/vCag2LuDd9RJQ0fxu7uydcaS aHLtk3iO2+t +wMt/kuZWQ JT4jNNFk JRTwy 5 
Sc+6919Pf37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuwllPD/AOFxf/M1P5dv/iP/AJHf+9H1B7917ra9/kD/ 

APbm3+Xt/wCIAxH/ALvc97917q3/AN+691737r3XvfuwlBh3L3R1P8eOst3dzd4dg7V6s6s2Hjf4 
tu7fW9MtqPfXb+EonqIaOnNTWVLKJKqvr6qKmpaeMPUVdVNHDCkksiI3uwlLj A5/BbqweI3NtfNYn 
ce3M/jaLM4HcOByNHmMJm8PkqeOrx2VxGVx81RQZLG19JKksM8MjxSxsGViCD7917p39+691737r 
3Xvfuvde9+691 owfSLfOwtp0nQvwU6ollopd857t3tPsKhgWR3yVBtPaWzMJtvKyywx 1HjpqHLZj 
etGI2miLTyUTiJwIpgfde6tg/wCEoex83s/+Sp8e81mfvI07B7A773xhqWsUxNS4R+29z7TpTTxP 
I0i0dfUb SmrImICxiVKnyKGR 1 CF de62P/AH7r3Xvfuvde9+691//X3 +Pfuvde9+691737r3XyVv5 o 
3dfYX8+f+ehjelOispVZzYVZ2dg/iX8eKqjMeZwWJ6y2Tmci3Ync8cFDNDT 123cjVpuHek9SCKg7 
t] gidiKaML7r3X 1UOiOltg/HDpXqnoLqzER4Lrrpvr/anW+zcYgjEkOA2hhqTCOEtbLHHEKzKVsV 
J56ypYeSqqpJJZCXdifde6Fn37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuvdazX/CqX+XsPmf/LX3L29s3Ctk 
e6vhq~ZTvPaho6SGbJ5j q77KnpO9dqLO4M8VCmzqKLcpSLVLUVW2IIVBMp9+691 Tn!wi/wD5h0Ut 
H3b/AC0+xM/HHUU01b8hPjhBWuqNUU032+N7s2PQ 1EsiB 5aWYYvcFBQxK0j JLmqk2SI2917rfx9+ 
691rA/8ACvL/ALc270/8WA6J/wDd51PfuwlEA/4RDfSAZLPzl~8AE/8AXfSA77qo9+691u++/de6 
97917r3v3Xuve/de6+eb/wAKwP5IL7Ty24f5pnxY2izbX3BXRS/Mbr3buONtt7hrpo6ek+QmJoaR 
Sv8 AB dx 1 UqU27FRENLkWhyj CRKvIzUvuvdWAf8 JYP538nyp66xfSu75Rbt +6+R/Tu 1 wvQ2+s 9XKc 
j 3d0/tqhVDtLJVNRZ 8p2Z 1ViqYAzF2qcxt9FqHV6igr6qo917rcy9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+69188 

P/hcX/zNT+Xb/wCI/wDkCF70fUHv3Xutr3+QP/25t/17f+IAxH/u9z3v3Xurf/fuvde9+691737r 
3WuN/wAKQ/5VHyp/mhfF3Z2E+Lvc 1 djNw9K5bPb6n+MOar8ft/rv5CZWSipIc S8+6JGokw/Y21 aS 
GsiwBzE0mCkkyMiSyY0u9b7917rSj/lffz2fnfSAyQ+wsx8TfkV 13vbsPoPZu5q7E7z+MHbBym0e 
yukcvNUvPmavqLM5ylmq9orV 1U33s2Cq4ajb+Se SSenWjqKybIP7r3XOR/gh!Og/lzfzFcPhm+PX 
yI2rTdiZVYYqjojtCsx/XPeOLyEojLY 1 di5vIE7raAzIr lm3KnNYsyOEWqZwVHuvdWne/de69791 
7qv358fzPvhZ/LY68rd9fKXuXbul sw+JqcntDqbD ltDnO5ex5YS8cFHsfryCsjzGQhqalBA2RqB S 
4ejkYGqq4E 9Xv3XuvmE 9w9j/ADI/4U6fzYMDj 9m7Vbbg3 W 1 Ls7YO24vuszsn4v8 Axl2tmKqvyO7N 
8Z1FoY684aLNVGTzFc320ud3BXpQY+GNqjHUCe6919Y/45dD7B+LvQnTnxz6toZMf170j lvtDrPa 
UNQYnrp 8RtDCUeGgyWVnijiWtzmYalarr6kqHqayeWVrs 5Pv3Xuhp9+691737r3Xvfuwlf/Q3 +Pf 
uvde9+690Qv+ZxtT5Zdh!Bn5DdY/CLG7fq/kh2nser6z2Vk9z7rpt14raeM3xLFt7eu8189UI70u 
cwGyq7I S 4kxKZFy32z/oRyPde61 u/wDhN7/wnr7/AP 5 c3yH7Z+VXzXxXXMXY2P2LB 1 z8 fsLs 3 dVH 
vqPDJu+eeXszfNZkKejpYcLmlwuNpMNQCMyS SOWUySyaFZPJ7r3W5x7917r3v3Xuve/de697917r 
3v3Xuve/de6hZHHY/L4+uxOWoaP J4r J0dRj slj cj Tw 1 uPyOPrYXpcLvhrqOp S Wnq6 Srp 5 Wj likVkk 
RirAgke/de6+dztD/hNr/NR+Cv8ANEovlfSAA7E9TZ7pjp35FVXYHTEG4e5sds/cGe6Wy2TnfKdV 
bopa7H5 CrpVyXX2brt qZCpbUamFpK1FXyKF917r6JOMj SRRSPD JTvJGjvBMYmlgZ1DNFKY JZ 4Gki 
J0sUd0uOGI59+691 SZ/woH+Cff38xb+XXuT41/GrHbXynZ2T7Y6u3fSUu79y021MMcPtTJ11V13f 
L 1 cM8KTpDUL449N3PA9+690VH/hM3/K2+WH8rj o35NbC+V+I2PiNw9p9sbR3 ftOPZG9KLelLNhsN 
tCbDVzl 1VRU9OtFULXOAsbAl159+691 sze/de697917r3v3Xuve/de6ZNybc2/vHbuf2ju3B4nc2 
1 d 1 YXKbb3NtvP4+ly2C3Dt/OUM+MzOE zWKrop6HJ4nLY2qkgqaeZHimhkZHUqSPfuwlfOg+Uv/CU 
n+YZOJ86cn3R/ICx3LsrG9SbZ3 lhe3Pj 5uHcPbUW0exunM5Fkf41 T7Km~UORqM7DsTMQeCgrp5av 
+JYkwCtMtQapT7r3W/p8Us98jNx/Hvq7IfLfYe 1 eufldaHtmkx3b23tibkot 17FqN4YzVQV+49m5W 
kJeLbu6/AuRgoagGoxn3Jo3kqPAKmb3XujDe/de697917r3v3XutRb/hTfSAyb/mt/NO3z8Q8/8A 
EzB9d5jH9NbT7hw+9m3xv+g2XLBW70y/Xlbg lx0dbS 1ByEckO3KnyMtvGQoP6vfuwlXw/wAqT45d 
1/EX+XX8 St]V3HS4ei7Q6d6nx20N6UmAy8Wdw0GZp8plauVMd1414oa+nENWlpFUAm4/Hv3XurCP 
fuvde 9+691737r3XvfuwlVt/zCP 5 TPwX/mb7QGA+U3 TtBmN247Hvj tod 1 bMkp9o92bFiLSPHHt3 f 
1LR 1 Utbi4ZpnkGJy9P1MI 8 zeR6 J5 ArD3XutKH5 cF 8Irvk7s 3MZPcHwi+ SvWvce 0kmnrMXsju9Mn 1 
T2t]4FKmjxVHubb2L3TsLd+SVgS9ZUf3WhP 1EKng+690SzG/y+f+FYvxPEe0evh8+cDtyjaoosZi 
OoflxBvrYZgLalrKHb+zO6NwYPGCojhDRvNR01 TGraGWNiye/de6dqjqX/hX 13NENtVdZ/M4o6eq 
S Tbs qVHbmW6apKiDFLO JhX 5mTeuxae WnrER1 etnqCm SVgplnDqD7r3 Q4/F3/AIR9/wAx/wCRe9Yd 
/fPHubZXx4xGZrochvQ lm7v9mL+QGZ1VYTPCz7ey9V 12aqqp4vlv4jUbsrXpW0yCkqkTxt7r3W+J 
/Ls/lfSAxA/le9Sy9VfFjr58TU5x6Sq7C7S3ZUU2402u0spRRtHS 1 ++N3ROOPWaloQ7/AGeMoKeg 

w 1 A0sr01 JFJPO8vuvdWFe/de697917r3v3Xuve/de6//0cFj 37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde 
9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737 
r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvd 
e9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuwlf/9Lf49+691737r3Xvfuvde9+ 
690DPb/yN+PXx7x9Ple/O+Omej 8XVwzlFLku3+0dkdaUFTT03/AmenrN55zC080NP/bZWKp+SRfu 
wlF+wP8 ANB/lpbq~vtHgds fzD/gxuTOZ CTw0GGwHy26CzGVrpT9IqPHY/sCorKmQ/61EY+/de60 lj 
8jj 8tRUmUxVdR5PG5Cniq6DI4+phraGtpZOWSCppKumeSnqaaWNgyOjMrA3Bt7917@7917qNV 1 d 
LQUtTXV 1 TTOVDRU81XWV1XNHTUtJS00bTVFTU1EzJFBTwRIXd3IWB JIA9+690BH+zZIFj/vJf4/ 
/wDo5euv/sj9+6917/Zsvix/3kv8f/8AOcvXX/2R+/de69/s2XxY/wC81/j/AP8Ao5euv/sj9+69 
0/7W+QvQW+c9QbW2T3j0/vDc+T+6/hu3Nrdl7L3Bnsj91Rz5Gt+xxGJzVXkav7TH0ks8v.[jbxwxO 
7WVSR7r3RcPnF/My+EX 8tzFddZr 5 o92f6GcZ 2xX7kxfX9T/o37b7E/j 9ft Gnw9XuGDw9UbC31 Piv 
4IT 5 +kbVWpTJL5bRFyrhfde6OB 15v7afa2wNj9obCy38e2L2Rs/bO/t15z7HJ4v+M7T3hhaLcO28 
t/DMzR47MY7+I4flwzeCrp4KmHXoljRwyj3Xulh7917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de69791 
7r3v3XugE71 +VI-Lxg+O SU8nyE+R/QvREdXDHUUkncvcHXvV6VVPLUL SRT07b33Fg 1 mhkqmE S st 1 Mh 
Cg349+690E+yv5kX8u7srO02 luufnv8AC7f+56 llSj27sr5 SdHbpztW7usaL S4jBb7r8hUM8jhQE 
j JJIH19+690dP37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9 
+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3X/09/j 37r3XvfuvdQsjkcfiMfXZbLV 1 HjMVjKOoyO SyWRqIaLH 
47HOUL 1 NZXV 1 ZUvFT01JSU8 TS SyyMqRopZiACffuvdawuV+bnzu/nT9k766e/1Rbw/2Un4Dddbky 
Oxe4f5mu5tsnMdgdsbixlQ9PmdnlDvZ lbPTQyUYpWR33DPJR1UEE6Tipxc60tNkfde6Nb01/wnK/ 
lc9alVRvDt/qPc3zU7qzarNvXvL 519gbq7w3rvPKOpecLvOUw2ayNPsCKaapkdlkTEfdWYLJPKVDe 
/de6NRvf+q~:I/ACmOwMPNg 89/Lh+GVBRTwzQPPsj 4+dbdZ 5hUqBE JGh3D lvgNqbgppl 8I 8 ckdS skV 
zoZdTX917qsjff8 AIe7W+GdRke3/AORr 8uezviLvXHT SZmb4h9wb 13H3H8Me 1 CrwyVe 38jg98 S 7p 
3HsvLZi JZh!Crp3 zlVE7iOmfHa2q4vde6Of8 AywP 5 s 8XzO3R2H8Ufk31 DlviP/Me +PVE Ju9vjNucy 
DHZrDxz01Kna/SmYqqqrfd3WWXGSop7iaokoVyFOUqK+inpM1We691 a72nsaLs/rHsfrWflyYeDs 
PYe79iz5aKmWsmxcW7dv5HASZKKkeanSqkoUyBlWMyRiQrpLLe4917rR/wD+gHTq3/vYnv8A/wDS 
cNu//bh9+691RL/PY/kBbR/k69T9Edlbb+Te4++J+5Ow9ybHqcTm+r8ZsGLAxYHbcelTi09ZQb23 
U+QkqXk8Rj aOIKBq 1H6e/de6tS+If/CObrf50/E74wfJSu+eO99nlvyF+PHSveNZtKk6CwWZpdr 1 



XbPW22t+ 1 G3abLzdq46bKU+Emz5pkqXp4GnWIOYOLaR7r3Vu38sz/hICxsL+W783elPmjhfmdu/tj 
J9Mnsj 7br/KdKYXaNDn! AP S J1 Jv3 qmbz7hpOyc/UY/8 AhVPvp61 dNJL 5XphEdIcuvuwlER/4XF/8 
yt/12fSAl~8AyP8A/ed6e9+691t+/wAvX/sgT40/+Kf/ABo/98vsr37r3RwPfuvde9+691737r3X 
vfuvde9+691737r3XvfuvdaLn8+b/hRd3t]+98n!ACy/5UcmayHdI3WOp+ lu7NjYZ9zb9m7OyVbD 
hH6X+PVB Sx 1 zRbqxeSmfH5XOLTy 1 sGT 102NFPNTGtf3Xui9fEz/hHH3r3zRDuv8AmbfLrc+z+y99 
fb57cnXfXklL2321HWVtMDL/AKRe 8d55XL7en3ZSBEiqI8fQ7gpDb0ZGQKPfuvdGL7o/4RE9B 120 
6r/ZcFm 12/tj fUE ck 1 GvdGxd1772nl JURj DQVTbHTrrMYGOoksGrEGSMK3IppD6ffuwlVx/DPtj + 
fCFIf+dPTnwL 3r 1 p2B 8reou392Uu2uuujKXPZPfvVXZ 220CLvcruf4w9p 5yGA9RZDbOM+4yGSpKOY 
vG42mL 1 e4MXFF4quL3XuvpbIxZVZkaMsqsyOVLoSASjeNnQupNjpYi/0J9+691 z9+691737r3Xvf 
uvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3X//1N/j 37r3 
Xvfuvda3/wDPK7H7I+TPbfw//kmdB 7tymy911PTMZbe 3yu31 t+qSnzPXnwc63NZVdj QQOzxmGs 7w 
lw+Qx9IHP22RGIqMVUAxZE+/de6vr6V6Y6t+N3UPX3R3TW0sP 191R1RtPGbQ2VtTERiDH4bA4anE 
cZlnlZqiuyFXJrqa6uqXlq66smlqaiSSeWSRvde61E/n!wD8Kkewst 8iaz4T/wAmb47R/MHuqnzm 
S2nWds 1 e2927/wBn5LP4edqbPwdSddbFq8RmN8YPAiKdpt 1V2SpMDGKdqmOCtx2msf3Xui37n!nC 
/wDCnfSA18UeI77/AJgfSv7Zm!t]H46Ko3xJgdr7aoana2EnrVp/4hX796N392B T9S 5SoqCkCS7t 
xE9GW1SP7c SSxP7917o9PxM/4U25b50/zY+kPhN8Zej do7i+Nncu0dvbgm7P3VXbkwPauyq2j+O+ 

X7r7VxWbx 1 JVZTaFTXbF3DQSbbMc SinmyFBMIaqoSpp5F917o3f/AAoC+JW74Or9j/zYPilRLt35 
0fy 1 aqn7cwW5MTB JDVdnfHXAVNZXdx9Rb4OO+3r~-bMotpZ]~25M0kkpT+HSZejjA/ikx9+691 dh8 
WPkNsr5a/G7o35NddeRNmd6dX707MwdFUTR1Fbhot 1YWkydXt3 JyxJHGcvtrISy4+sCqAtVTSC3H 
v3Xuh99+691pBfSAC3n/ALJZ+D3/AIn/ALE/991T+/de62fv5Tv/AG6y/lp/+KAIDfSA+B1659+6 
90f/AN+691 ohfSLi/wDmVv8 ALs/8P/5H/wDvO9Pe/de6BPrf5 +/zrP 5rvVITr~xI=/A JMW 1 sx0H8ZP 
j NOPOZ0j 278 s 89UY]~fNbvPsXatagOzcHu6G17 J3I=j sj k9oYvE 5uAt QYnZtPVbubGiHI 1708FctB T+ 
690XT5PIFX/hVt/K02blP1Nlfm!3j3317sCNNw76zWw/k/2X8m9ubIwlHD9zVZzd/UPyAw0bVm08 
c J5P4jVU+ArqGihhaeqaKmj WYe69 ltH/APCev+du383DpHfG2+3sHt3Zvy0+P7YGLs7F7ViqqLaf 
YezdxpU0+2e 1NqYyunqp8PNVZLGVVDm8ZHPUw0FYkE8bxwZCnpaf3Xur30403et+gurOwO6+4N24 
vYnV/VulMlvbfW7sy8iUGD25gKKWuyNY8UEc 1XWVBii0QU1PHLVVdQ6QwRySyIj e691 oB7i/m7/z 
wv59HyH3n0z/ACjMDmfiv8aNk lkEeZ37]T~+E2ruHDYHIyTQYPdXeHe 1XSZqu2mM41BUTOW29kJ9 
+sHlj 05 cUkl aPde6UnZ/8 sn!AIVjlBjbD~FdT/zG+wPlvktpY+kzm4estqfJfufvj cUbYw S 1 uU/h 
HUnyl2cmy+xsX Sxp6aWkj ny+TuY48Y7BEb3Xurr/APhPv/P61~m143 dILx 1 +Ru3tv9a/Nbqjb/wDH 
shS4CCIEbS7q2XjKikw+Z3htrB 5GqqK3bW9Nt 5WpiXcGE lvCqlMdZQkU5qaXHe691 aF/OK+X2U+C 
X8s/5efJrbVd/Dd9bL6v129 lpkEWOWbHdo9n5vEdW9d5mCkkDLW/3c3dvKkyUsVipp6OQvZFYj 3X 
ut T7/hGT8 Ats 7j o++/5mfZuKj 3 Jveh3pk+guicjm9ddWbfrP4Dit zd0b+p2q2mMub3HB uzGYamyA 
01EMEeWhllauQe/de638ffuvde9+691 GlpKWompaielp5qihlklop5YI5 JqOWaCSmllpZXUvTyS0 
0zxsyEFkcqeCR7917pt3 JuPb+ztu5/d27c5ids7V2rhcpuTc25M/kKXE4Lb238HQz5PM5vNZWulg 
ocZicTjaWSepqJnSKGGNndgoJ9+691 oF/K3/AIUP/wAyv+Z58nct8NP5EfWm4sVtGkmyFIO5aLae 
BrO0t84Ogqjj 8h2FkMz2XAuwPjz 1 ]Y~yTxrR10Ujp80WeB 5K2iqqkY2L3XuoeR/k2/wDCtI=beGftr 
E/zPs9uvesYlyydQ47591IqozM1ZaX/cYm3d6bPw/QGp/EoWJ8stCvkX 1L69PuwlI=P8AI3/8KXvm 
N8Tvk9F8Cv55mx67bmVpNxYfZFT3 ln9r4Pr/AH51 Tksk 1PR4bM9t4vAU+O2I=vvqnJwzQVI3ViEhk 
ioWbIG]2LQSiSL3Xut+CnqIKyCCrpJ4aqkqoYqimqaeVJ6eop50WWGeCaJmjlhljYMrKSrKQQbe/d 
e60NP11/NX+WHQ3/AAqKy/x 13N8t97de/BXYm/uj 8xv3rivydBTdZ7f66b4a9cdp9iVmUjOMlro8 
S2Wq6/K1RWUt 5Hcr+F9+690WL5MfzvP50n84nvXfnUX8mPq/ujrz447Lyk+Fg3N1XtzEY3sPc 1FJ 
WsmC3f253mqKj290pUbjhoWqcbhMflsPI=BB JNFUVWSMRkj 917rck/1BbP8Alr0P/LK6H27/ADIt 
x7si+UOyaPu/Nd67n7j 7fwlbG4aDGVPe fa+69q5LdlbdFvTe2AyeLxXVFdiTFIMxPBi 8bFHSt4B T 
NDF7r3WqB 8qf5+P8zb+bD8sc38If5Fez8 ltDYGFmyiV/dlBRbbpuw977ZwllFQ5jtDNbx33CNrdB 
9SmqliXG6fHuOulwj 7paquTDRe69 lI3T/J7/AOFYPSW25u6thfzStxd2dg4ulq87XdM4b5olIDdF 
ZXVhrUyEeJ2 ltnvjZ2E6QzU3jiAenrJsdSxnVTU/nhb 1 +691YH/Ib/4UP9r/ACw7yy/8uv8AmSbS 
xvWXzL27NuHB7K3o+2Zet5+zN17FWrG9+seyOu5qekodj dzYWHF1 dXGtDDQYzIxUtR]~LRUVXTwpk 
Pde63 APfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuwlf//V3 +Pfuwle 9+691 rdIFGB e 1 P 8 Ah]~:I/ADWN97iL 1 WS +K3w6 
+H/x368WoInjx+ 1069r7U77319ACAtG53PHKOAXIqZrMFkZT7r3QgfSACnD5a70+I38o3vDMgcZi 
u25vvvHcWzvjhgtyY2ompMhg 8 f2TI=k63tagTQ 1 VNNBU01 dXda7YzVFBPE6yU81 Ukq+pB 7917oCf8 A 
hKt/L261 +K/8t7rX5Lz7Yx8/yF+Y2Hq+yN5b3rcan8dxXV8+erYOr+vMDkqmCOtpdpz7cxdJn6qO 
MI1Z1MkzO00VNRunuwlbL25ts7d3rtvcOzd3YTF7m2nu3B 5bbO6NuZyip81hdwbdzlBU4rNYTMY2 
r S WmyGI=yuNqpYKiCVWjlikZWBBI9+69184b/AI SwfGXZ1F/PF+bGb2QkOX6q+KGyfkVtbrLNtVzV 
8wk3B3fhus9gVsNVI8jVi5LrGizmuoeR2e44YuWX3Xuvox9i7c2vvDr7fe0t7+H+5e6dm7n25u8V 
Bg Sn!uvm 8 JXYzP 8 Ane qjnpUh!hNVL qMiPGFvqUi49+691 Q//AMJZs 1 uHNfyPviD/AB 6OTw4nKfiP 
C7dq5VqB JX7eoPkh2x9tIZZ5ZVnjx9dI=UUMZj CRpFSI=Hp lIzN7r3Wwn7917rSC/4W8/9ks/B7/xP 
/Yn/ AL 7 qn9+6 91s/ fynf + 3 WX 8tP / AMU A +G// AMDr l z7 917 o//v3 Xut EL/hcX/w Ayt/12f + H/ AP I/ 
/wB 53p737r3WOX/Jt6C2H8bP5XfwZ646/wAVQ46irPjdl T2Luaqo6RKWTcXYPa2zsR2I=v7c 1 cQWm 
nqsxurcl S6GV5HiphFCG8cSAe691ZHk8Zj c3jchhszj6HL4fLONXjMrisnSU9t]cnja+nkpK7H5C 
hq45 qWuoK61meOWKRGjkjYqwI JHv3Xuvm3/8 Ji9sUXSn!ChD 5tdLbCqKzG7B 211/8xOtKDEPMZkq 
Nr9e/I/r7H7Yp6zWGEtRj 4sHAV14kBDAHS7hvde6uK/4Wgfi7cfWn8v3o74+bcytRi4fkr32k29o 
6eR1Ge2BOlgG3VPt6qXxsjUb9g5zbeQPqVvI=jYwAy17e6903fyRP5qfSj/8A14fy2fj10ZlfmLlx 
s/t/NbRoO1PkRTv132/ImJ+7uxaOmz27cTuTJYrrWroMrX9f08 lI=teGaCaanNHhIRHJIv7j +69 lb 
P/0Eh!ySv+899gf+i97x/wDtXe/de60fe7Plh8Tutv8AhTh0J8yv5efbGC3n0j2/8gui90b8ym08 
duXaGCxmY7rr4Opvkvt96bdeB23Xht 147L5TOVTvDJSmpzj 6X0roj 917rbz/AOFZmDzmW/kp971 + 
JnqIaDbHaILx 8 ze 544VmaOqwdR23tvbdPBVmP0 JTruXc OO1Bk9Hlj QD 1 FffuwlIz/AI S Gbq25uH+T 
fs7EYOOljyexPkF3rtXeI=U80kss246zM4j e9LJXI9PEsFUNo7xxSBEaVTAsb6gzFE917raB9+691 
737r3XvfuvdauP8Awrs+Te 5+g/5Tldl 9s7J1 GMynyn7w2H0bn6mjaqp61 Ou61Dbt7R3jHBXQBY4a 
IMy9eUOHrIWcGqx+Uni0vG0un3XuhF/4 Sx/CnYXxc/1V9R9t0OAoI+3/AJfw 1 XdXaO7j SMuWyeB O 
bz+K6i2ulbUQxVv93 dt7DWKrgpv+A6ZI=I= 5C eLUKku3uwlb JPv3Xut QP/AIWI/Bvr7t3 +X/j/AJuU 
WAxtD3L8TN47FwuR3jDDFB1M90n2vvTH7Ardk5 SeKNZ 8tS4fsveOHyeME7umNMuR8Coa+oL+691Y 
f/wmf+Se 8fkz/J0+L2c7Ara7K7t6pXevQVbna+UTS 5rB9Ubor8LsCYMXlndsX lvNh8bLJMxlnqaG 
SU8 SAe/de60Xv5/XSG7Pkv8A8KW+9vjrsSTwbw727Y+E/UO3atoXnp6DJ9i/GT407TgyNfGktP8A 
7i8b/FjUVbNJHG1NG706IGYe6919PH4elETo/wCC3x262+Mvx72nR7U6663wdLj4mSnpUzW7M+ae 
Fdwb831kKaCn!j e9N35CJqvI lj qNcr6I ljhSKJPde6p3/wCF]2HyK3F8e/wCTj33 S7TrZsZm+/dzd 
f/Hb+ JU51EkG3 ~FZ Woy+/qIGNGj 804+vNp 5bFTeQqhgr3 sdekH3XuqS f+E 1P 8xH+Tn!I=i+AEVL3b 
8 qdhdb/Kvvbf27N7944vJ7 J7RzG4cLitt 5/MbQ6p2dPnNtdfZIFVGFoNn48ZungiqphBV7iq9RWR 
nj T3Xuthz/oJD/klf9577A/9F73j/wDau9+691 oyfSKA/mb8K9z/AMOT41/zG/5ZneW1 exd9UVD1 
/vntOfaO3 d8bXOP7r6F3jj qnZm7c2d4bW26tZNu/ZUGICxkq0yTxtDgWM66pj 5Pde6+qDt 7N0u5MB 
g9x0MdRFQ7gw+MzdHFVrHHVRUuVooK+nj qkhmniS o SGcBwjuoYGzEc +/de6effuvde 9+691737r3 
X//W3+Pfuvde9+69 lrZ9YVsXxs/4U9fJ7aW5XjxWI/mQ/AzqPtfryvllUQbn7K+MX2nWmT21SeS7 
S 5zHdc7Ry2VlhiYeOhgWR1PkDD3XuhY/4UqfCPsX50/yrO ltk9QYGo3Z2n0zu/aPyL2Xs6gpTWZf 
drddUu4MVu7Bbfp4oKis qtyT9d7uzMuOpadDUZCshj o4/VUW9+691 Tr/AMJ2f+FDnwr2b 8KuqPhR 
80u2MX8d+2vjzj 6rYezN6dgwZOk637164XOV1TtAjeFPR1 eJ2duPZuNyUeJrK~yUcEtNRQ1VPPJ 
5KiGk917oy380b/hSz0xPs6p+IfSo/OZf5ffOHvuafqrYW5updvblyOOOrcjumnnxTbn2xm5cfQR 
9idjUcdQ JcFDiPvMPR 1 I+9yFWIqQONZ7r3VT/wDwji7M64+Mnyi/mJ/Fr 5 G57D9QfJfd79Nbc2ns 
bs es odtbjyOf6R3L3phO5 diUE +XqadaneGGzO7cV JNioXkq6mKlnnRGjp JWT3XutmT+dv/Mz2V 8 c 
/j lvX4mlH7PY/t z+Yd8tMPkt] z8 dvj 5131KLP9kYvc3 alI=U7Im7E3Hi8 fUyts 7F7MocnUV1DN1Pt 
4azKQRRWNO1ZNT+691 YN/I=b+I1L8Dvgp 8YPiRDWOOTyHS/VuIwm7Mti42ixeZ7DzNTW7u7LzWMjk 
VJVxuZ7B3Dk6qn8g8vhlXWS9z7917o73v3XutIL/AIW8/wDZLPwe/wDE/wDYn!vuqf37r3Wz9/Kd 



/wC3 WX 8tP/xQD4b/ APwOvXPv3 Xuj/wDv3 XutEL/hcX/zK3 + XZ/ 4f/w Aj/wD3nenvfuvdbfv8vX/s 
gT40/wDin/xo/wDfL7K9+690cD37r3Xzg/8AhPJ/3EO/zBP/AC/v/wCCe2r7917q3H/hZz8btydo 
fy9+l +/9s 4mbKp 8Zu+oZN7 S QJqbB 9edv4GXaNZnZbKzmli3/AIrbdG4HONcm0o SPde61/yKv5 fv 
81z+YX/LV+PHbeS+FXx+3h3LsnaWL6d+RT11 NlandMPcXXWOpcFm9w7rhh3 AfBkuysXB SboRgqRy 
xZgaVQqOae691cD/AMMD/wAm3/vXtOB/56M7/wDX737r3TVs/wDk3fySttdvUu3tmlD74qUveHWt 
NtIAZNn4+rjrd/7Txb 5 +qGzd85HZku56rI=UW36/c W3KiKirKqk+yq6iimiVnMcij 3Xuj 1/OD4ubY 
+bILxF+Q/x $3 fUROGI7z6r3Rs aDMS QCp/u3uKuomqdnbtj piHE9RtDd9 JQ 50 JC C GkpFHv3Xuvngf8 
J5 f5iuS/kt/Oj 5 Cfy7vny JOoutuyewKbZ +7M3uI=VHhO1Pk Js 6olwGF3b181pjhj 6v7L29WRU 1 Xm7 
SUaQRYjI+SLHLWHv3Xuvpv01XS 19LTV1DU09bQltPDV0dZSTR1NLV0tTGs 1PU01RCzxT088Th0d 
CVZ S CCQffuvdSffuwlVf/MX+cb/L 5 +CHe fIHx0+R/e+D2n213PuCjw 8 eIoTT 5 el6qw+Uop 5 sLvzv 
Csp6xV6x2 Jm 8kKehpa6tUvJJViqMS 42myFdR+691 Vb/wrh+NO4fkV/KWn7K2DRSbgq/jD3RsHv3L 
jEGoyM1V lhV4DdvW2762ip6Jpqerx+ITsOhzdXU6WFLjMXPPrWJZS3uwlKv/AISp/Obr35P/AMr3 
rL oeLc WPPd3w6iyHVPYu0HqkXMJsqr3Hns z 1 HvSkx7/vNtvKbRqkxInB dTk 8LVqdA8 an3Xutmf37 
r3WoD/wsP+c/XnUnwBofhDQ71~xeQ7n+V+9Ni5jK7MgqIanK7e6V6p31jewqzemYp4ZXnw9PmOyNp 
YXG4v7hEXJePImBn+xqAvuvdWQ/8 JsPj FvH4s fye/i3tj sLH 12F3t21Tbu78 zOByCiKowmN7c3NX 
7i2LS SQELPR 1 VR 1 s cNVVVPMqz01 ZUTQyKrIQPde 61 XvkyiP/AMLZ 9uCRVcD5B fElwGUMA0fwj 6Z e 
NgDcakkUEH6ggEe/de6+j 97917rXcF4VJ/G/dHyL/k6d9S7NxtXmdwdC7m2F8ikxNFHPLU103Ov8 
nU4rs CuCQkAw7b663V18tPrDIKegcgagpHuwlUxf8 Jj/AIe/yiv51ffwIbAd 1/Evorsn5ZfHfe249 
rdx5DclDkzvTce0937gzW7Oqt/V8FJ16WmlxNXg6yfb0M0aBjUbbm8oDMrye691 sgfSADA/8m3/v 
Xt0B/wCejO//AF+9+690jsh!JK/kXYne23Otcr8L/ijjOxt44fP7i2jsDIV70W9dlYDacmMi3TnN 
ubVqN 1 xZ30YfbUubolyFTSw Sw0bVcImZDKmr3Xuro 8 dj 6LEOFDisbTx0ePxlHqPf+gpIQRF S 0VFC1 
NS00QJJEcEEaqtyeB7917qb7917r3v3Xuve/de6//9ff49+691737r3VIn87X4S919/9X9L/AC5+ 
GR8Hz4/15dgVXe/xvo 1 QSRdm4SqixsHbnRWSh8sH31H2Ztj CxLDS11FtagUaY9nhhr55k917o3/8A 
Li/m J9F/zKvj rgu8 eoK7+C71ofFt7unpj OV1OOxuiez6I 1 F JuDYO/MLaDIOEkORoKhsbWTU9OmVo 
FWojRCZIovde6LD8r/8AhP3/AClvmb2P103+5vidgabs7cFdNkt0bw6w3fv3qKr3bkKoA lmT3TiO 
u9zbe2zns 1 XT21qMjUUL5 GeW7 S Ts Wtag7r3 Q/fCX+Un!Lw/131VXmfiZ8Zdl9dbzyOPlxeS7LylZu 
LsDtCrx 1 UYmr 8bF2D2Fmdz7oxGHyUsEb 1 GPx9TSY+V40Jg9CW917oN/ml/I9/lg/P7fUnanyT+L2 
3892tVR0s OU7M2Tufe 3Vm 8lwxUUEdHTf3ur+utxbbpd51EFFBHTxVGWgraqCniSKKRERVHuwlLD4 
PfycFwCXN/Lq~v9duv4pfGra+yuwsnR 1 e Ore 0dxZfc/Y/Za4uukc 1 mIxO8uwc 1 uTLbXw9bAUiqaTE 
vQU1YkMZqElddfv3XurNPfuvde9+691 qi/8ACrb4BfMD5+fH34n7Q+IPSec7s3 J1/wBx703 JvDF4 
PObOwcuEwmT2TDi6Gvnl3huPblNPHUV6mMLC 8jg 81QOffuwlX 5 fy6+t979N/y/Pgr 1 D2ZgKj anY/ 
VXw4+MfW/YG16uooaur23vbY3 SeyNsbrwF]W4uqrsbU1 GHz2MqKd5KeeaB2j Jj d0IY+690cj37r3 
Won!AMICxP5eHzN/mA9f/AAoxHw96Lz3d2S6x3j 3hkt90uDzuysE+3qLdOE6zpcBUVD7y3LmOpXI 
z4 SqVRTtKVMJ1 hQVv7r3 Wyr 8L9k7p6z+H1~xP643 zi Jtv726/+NPROyN4YCompKiowe6dqdXbWwW4 
MPUVFBUVVDPNj ct QTQs 8Mss TMhKOykE +690Zf37r3 Wj 9/Ja/1 dfPb4z/AM+L51/K7vP467k6++Pf 
ZX+zif3H7LyO5NgZHGbg/wBI/fe3927J+3xeC3bltxU38e27RyVUfno4vGqaZdD2U+69 lugdrdWd 
f949Z 796d7W2ti97da9nbTzmyN87TzMJr~xuf2zuPHz4zLY6pCsks fnpKhtE sb JNDIFkjZXVWHuvd 
aAHaH8jP+c//ACXPkNvD5A/yXez9y909J7qkVa3Y9BX7Pq+xF2zFWy 1NBs/uHprfKU+x+3Y8D960 
GOzmDjmy4E1RPHR41nYv7r3 S7yv81H/hX13Njh 1 Tsj +XLU9Pbukj GEPaOL+Hu/toZL73KUtPJTZ d 
t0fITf24+kYZKFHuagUCY+CVnSddSaU917qwf+SX/IF+V3Qnykqf5nP8zP5Fb03h8v8AN0+VnxXX 
e lul c3uioik3RgZsDmm+QHY 1 JUfZ7/lose8UFDtrEVNVtqiWip3aqrI0ipab3Xutv737r3Wvn!On 
/wCE+3x3/m04yDs3D5yDoT5f7ZwlPh9v9143CL18FvnCY41sds7uPbFPUUE+4sbSRO8OPy 1NPFls 
SrqL 11JEtA3uvdas/XHRn!Cs3 +Top6d6IwPYve/RGEqHoNo4bYt JtD5YdRNj oZfHAdj 7bz 1 JV9vd 
WYMsC4oUoduRFpGkenYsX9+690u838zP+FjXzAxadabO+OXdvQsW646jGVmcwnxr238aMp9uXTHz 
M3Z3 e 0WLr9hyLPStNHW001LxWpkLxTeFowPde6P J/Ku/4 SbVu300KX5Yfzc 9+Yvv/s 2TONvK1 +Pd 
DuPKb+2vl d 1 zzPWPuH5 C9kZ 5BXdpZAV0gnmwtHqxdTURKa2vydLLNRN7r3 W7 JnNp7X3NtXMbF3Ft 
zB 53ZW4Nv5Daed2118VQ5DbeY2vlcdLiMntzJYSqglxtdg8hiZ3ppqWSNoJKdzGylSR7917r5/8A 
8w/+E2fSxL+Xb81q35k/yMe0NyV2GirMxlsT1Rjd6YTbncPWmKyM8NRX7DppOwq9did+dZqmoxUO 
ZkflzQQQ09RRZOoT7ub3Xuo//Dov/Cv/ADuMbq/H/AzduH3 dJj 4aJe0v9km3Bj 8nFUz 1FXTJ1Vz+ 
5snN0euQElIxdXxxpI4zHI8KpLGz+690Nn8uL/hMn8p/kB 8mKf58fzyOwpOxt 5VG4MZvZvj 3md40 
XZ+6t +7gxLRHB 0Xe e7MVPkNjYrrvb 8VHTx020tv 1 NfRVNFHHRSvRUULOFR7r3 W90iLGqoiqiIqoi 
IoVFRQFVWQAqqBYAcAe/de60ge9f5XXz 13X/wAKqcH8+Nv/AB03 JkviJS9ylHTck/dUW5dgRYSP 
CbN+KPWGwNzV5wdRu2HeBTE7wwVXQuoxxke SEsitGVc+69 lvA+/de6gZPGY3N43IYbM4+hy+Hy9D 
V4zK4rJ01PX43 J42vp5KSux+QoauOalrqCupZnjlikRo512KsCCR7917rQX+Z3/Cc/8AmF/y8P1D 
1/nD/Id7 JzUGJq6rKV/+gjE7swm3 +y+vsT16mDI 5nYWMh7Dqj 113106Kuj E 80IzkpyUQhpKf7PK1 
NOtcfde 6ht/Nu/4VyZj Cnq6i/lmz4nd8UNNTP2uvwr7ho 81 JNURVOOjrBm9wdhT9GvN91EamXRiv 
B CwRnRKd 1 R/de6M~FK8/kK/zG+3PmxsX+aR/OT+Qe+KfuTr7OOG6uv8 Aqbb/AGXFWdlVGYx JqXwV 
HvDdtaguTpthdYdV44V0rDaG 1 Z 5IM1FUzUt alDTtVUtZ 7r3 W7r7917r3v3Xuve/de697917r/0N/j 
37r3Xvfuvde9+691Rb80P5NtZvXvjI/O7+XD391vgF8+K2GQb 13jtrDwZ7of5KUwkiqnwvyL611i 
mw2dqshV06F83D~E/kdqqqo8jVR0stP7r3QJY7+Zn!OQ+K9M21/nR/Jz358g3xEcsCd9/y 1N50P 
ce299faCVBkKHoXMGp7M2v8AcpAJCa+rppJnktHRQj Sh917pXV/8+/dlVSxU+zv5In89]~2bjqWEd 
NQ7u+DB2Nt0ymCV7Vm65Ow8/Hj4fOqr5 JKUKEYt9QEb3Xukhluzv+FBfz/jO 1 erug+pP5OHSmWkN 
Nne6e6d6YD5L/K2swLt4Kio616w2vQ0mydn5irgqGVqbcMVHV05iMtLkopBE0nuwlX+9S703D 151 

Z lvsHdvYW4u2907K2NtTam500t3U2Lot09i5zb+DocVld77ipMJT0mJps luiupXramOnj WJZZmAv 

9T7r3Qh+/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve 
/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de69791 
7r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuv/R3+Pfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+69173 
7r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuv 

de 9+691737r3Xvfuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+6917 
37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691//0t/j 37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r 
3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde 
9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737 
r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuwlf/9PdDyPxy7hrchXV 
1N8 +vlpiKerrKmpp 8 Tj trn!B SXH4uGe d5Ys dQyZb4WZ ]2KSUdFG4iiapqaioKKD JLI93PuwlRP91o7 
o/72FfMD/wBAr4Cf/cO+/de69/stHdH/AHsK+YtFAKBXwE/+4d9+6917/ZaO6P8AvYV8wP8AOCvg 
J/8AcO+/de69/stHdH/ewr5gf+gV8BP/ALh337r3Xv8AZaO6P+9hXzA/9Ar4CfSA3Dvv3Xuvf7LR 
3R/3sK+YtFoFfAT/AO4d9+6917/ZaO6P+9hXzA/9Ar4Cf/cO+/de69/stHdH/ewr5gf+gV8BP/uH 
ffuvde/2Wjuj/vYV8wP/AECvgJ/9w77917r3+yOdOfSAewr5gf8AoFfAT/7h337r3Xv91o7o/wC9 
hXzA/wDQK+An/wBw77917r3+yOdOf97CvmB/6BXwE/8AuHl~vde/wBlo7o/72FfMD/OCvgJ/wDc 

O+/de69/stHdH/ewr5gf+gV8BP8A7h337r3Xv91o7o/72FfMD/0CvgJ/9w77917r3+y0d0f97Cvm 
B/6BXwE/+4d9+6917/ZaO6P+9hXzA/8 AQK+An!3Dvv3Xuvf7LR3R/wB 7CvmB/wCgV8BP/uHffuvd 
e/2 Wjuj/ AL2FfMD/ AN Ar4Cf/ AHDvv3 Xuvf7LR3 R/3sK + YH/oFfA T/wC 4d9+6 917 / A GWjuj/vYV 8w 
P/QK+An/ANw77917r3+yOdOf97CvmB/6BXwE/wDuHl~vde/2Wjuj/vYV8wP/QK+An/3Dvv3Xuvf 
7LR3R/3 sK+YH/oFfAT/7h337r3Xv91o7o/72FfMD/wB Ar4Cf/c O+/de 69/stHdH/AHsK+YH/AKBX 
wE/+4d9+6917/ZaO6P8AvYV8wP8AOCvgJ/8AcO+/de69/stHdH/ewr5gf+gV8BP/ALh337r3Xv8A 
ZaO6P+9hXzA/9Ar4CfSA3Dvv3Xuvf7LR3R/3sK+YH/oFfAT/AO4d9+6917/ZaO6P+9hXzA/9Ar4C 
f/cO+/de69/stHdH/ewr5gf+gV8BP/uHffuvde/2Wjuj/vYV8wP/AECvgJ/9w77917r3+yOdOfSA 
ewr5gfSAoFfAT/7h337r3Xv91o7o/wC9hXzA/wDQK+An!wBw77917r3+y0d0f97CvmB/6BXwE/8A 
uHl~vde/wBlo7o/72FfMD/OCvgJ/wDcO+/de69/stHdH/ewr5gf+gV8BP8A7h337r3Xv91o7o/7 
2FfMD/0CvgJ/9w77917p3/2Xvtv7L7X/AGen5Uef+Efwz+Jf3R+En3v3v8f/AIz/AHi8f+yc/wAO 



/jH80/3E6PB/D/4f6/tvvv8ALPfuvdf/1N/j37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xv 
fuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+6 

91737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3X 
vfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuwlf/9Xf49+691737r3RUvk785vh58L8fhsj 8qvk 
n0/0Qu51MdtY/sPemIwu4NyRUrCOs qdu7XaeXcmdo6GR1WonpaS aGBnUSMpZQfde6FDpHv3pD 5Ld 
f43tb499tdd91 dbZaoqqKg3vlju7Cb02 lI=kaExrkcVLk8DWltNS 5jGPKqlVHMY6qmc6ZY0bj37r3 
Qc9dlNr4h9u93b5+NnV/yS6Z3939 lm+6E7B6e2rv7b+Z7C2fJsjPUe 194RZ/bNDWy5LHTbZ3FXw0 
VckiBqapcRyBWuB7r3 SG72/mTfAL4w7/AKj qv5EfML4+dL9k0mLxubqtj9j dm7a2tuaDEZmJ5sTk 
pc TIK6Cr SjyEUbNC 5XS 4BI9+690KPQHy7+Knys oMnkvjN8kOj e/qTCLA2eHUHaWy+wKrb33Nvt03 
Hj 9sZnJV+35pwQUjrYoHYEE CxHv3XugQ7p/mn!y4vjr2c3 THeHzZ+NvWXaUEyU+V2XuntPbFDmNs 
1Esfmig3nGK6WDZE0sBWRVy70TNG6OAVdSfde6HXuD5ZfGToDqrB9591 d99T9Z9M7orMFQba7T3b 
vj A4vYO4Kvc +Oq8vtyLC7plrf4N1P47iqCappGgmdaiCNnQsov7917oUqHsPYuT6+o+2MfuzA 1 nW 
mQ2bT9h00+qfJU0m2KrYtXhE3 JTbsgy6uaSTAz4CRaxakN4zTkPITz7917oq2P8A5k/wDyvRmc+T 
eN+YXx8r01 trfkXV2405 qbs 3bUvXWH7Fnx2Iy 80yshuhK04ul3 JLi9wUVQtK0glMVVE lrOPfuvd 
Crn!AJafGPa/x6g+Wm4e+uqcT8ZKnC7b3FT98Vm9cGnVkuD3fm8XtvbOTTeYq2wppc luPNU1BAfL 
6q~wlIe JDp9+69103d8ot]psHoOi+U29+7etNp/HDJbX2XvXH937g3dh8V lpW7T7GkwkewlwUu7ay 
qixM+L3jLuXHpjZVkK 1 b 1 sICx6jIoPuwlKTpbvHp75HdcYHuDoXsvZnb3Vu6ZMvDt3 f8 A 1/n6Dc 21 
czNgMzkNu5qLH5j GTT01RJi85iamlnVWvHPCynke/de6b+9vkNOZ 8YNg 1HavyI7Y2H0vlvSZTGYS 
q3x2NuPHbW2zT5 fMyPDisbLlspNB S JW5 CWNlhj LanINvfuwlF46g/mgfy 5 e/t4Y7r3pn5 zfFTsXf 
+brKq2HYDY22u8 +u6ze G48hXNKtNQ7Z2y2fi zW5ICx2hIMVDBUOhK6gNa avde6g9t fzTv5 cHQvYe 5 + 
o+6Pm78 aur+ztl 1VLRbt2Hvbffam3907crK7HUWYo6bL4evyENZ QzVOLyMFQiuoLRq2Kw419+6917 
bv8ANP8A5cG7uu+ye29r/Nz41Z/rDp2p2RR9qb8xXa+ 1Kza3X9X2VkspiOv6bdeYhyDUeGm3jlMH 
WU+OWZ1NVLTSKlyp9+69027B/ml fyv8AtDcuP2dsP+YH8QNw7pzFRBR4Xb8Hf/Wt Jlc3X 1U0dP]~{ 
3 CUeR3DRzZjKVM0gEdL TCWofkhCA SPde 6XXf38xn4HIFbfUPWXyR+XPQXSHYU+Bx+6Idmdl9k7b2 
nuKXbuVqa6kxuaTF 5 Wtp6psbXVWMqY4pdOh3gcA+k+/de6nlH/8 AmD/B 35V7g3FtX42/K/ofu/c e 
0dr zbx3Rhumx9t 7pyG39q09b SY6o3FI 6fGV0zUGIhrq+GJ6iTTGryqCeffuwlB 31/8AzYv5Z/av 
btLORlx86vjDvTtjI5 SLB4XaO3+3to 1825s7UyiCnwWOMrHkTgd4ZyonOiOjxdVV 1LuCqoSCPfuv 
dCp 8i/nh8MPi Jmtubc+UHyf6U6E z28MXV 5va+I7U3/gNnZDP4ihqxQVmSxVNmKumkrKOlrCInkQF 
Vfg8+/de676A+eXwn+VeUq8B 8a/lp8du89yUFLLX 1 + 1 esO4Nibw3dQY+FijZKu2phs5Vbio8ZqUg 
VE1KsLWNmNj 7917qH078/wD4R/IPtPO9IdH/ACr6K7U7h2zS 5 +tz/Wr~x+x9tbg3piaXauTpsNuSa 
s2/Q 10mQjXB 5 SsjgqvQTC7eqwBI917rh2T/ME+EHTvdGK+Ofanys6K6/74zldtPG4fqLdfYu3MPv 
/I5HfU1LT7NoqXbVZWx5KWq3NPXQrRIE 1VB1TQDqF/de6UMHzX+I9V3L2J8eab5G9Pz959SbXyu9 
e zup4t 8YR9+bD2jgsXic3mdx7p24tV/EcPh8ZiMgR 1 M08yKkcNVGxNnHv3XunT46fLz4u/LvC7i3 
F 8Xu/wDqfvzB 7Pyl Jhd 1ZPqveuD31S7dyt fSGuoaDMPhqup/h9RW0at JC JAvkVG030tb3XupHRXy 
y+M3yc673F258e++OrO4+rto5zLba3T2DsDeeE3DtDbuewGDw+5s 5is ln6Grkx2OrMRt3POVbUrL 
InhpaqORrKwPv3Xui/8AV/8ANc/lqdl dtxdE9UfOb4yb+7ZrcpHg8 Js3bfbe06+s3Zm5iRDiNily 
Z AYffuUlIOmnwtRXytpN19 Jt7r3Vgvv3Xuiud8/Nr4ilFzc+ydl/Iz5 JdM9 Jbt7 JWR9hbc 7L39t7 
aWX3bHDkKXEy S4Ohy9bTT 10KZ OuigLqNP1 cLe 9/fuwlKr 5 C/KD46/EzZ eM7G+TXdXXHROw81 uii2 
TiN3 dobqxe0MBkd3ZHE 5rO4/blHksvPT00+YrMNtyvqo4FYu0NHK4Fka3uvdAV 1H/ND/A JcXfW7s 
fsDp3501FPsLfeXqqahweytu969dVO7dw 1 tZ 5RBR7b23 Jn4s zuKqJhOqOhlmeO66wutNXuvdJXe/ 
83b+V9 lrvTcFXO//AJ7/ABY2dvzYG6M/sne20dw9xbPxm4Nrbu2rlqvBbk25nMZU5GOpx+YweZoJ 
qWpgkUPFNEyMAQffuvdCbt3+Yh8EN19Hbp+TW3/198dcj 8e9kbqm2Luzuhe2dm0/W+C3vDi8LmTs 
6v3ZV5aDER7qmxm4qCWHHiU1 c4rIRHG7SID7r3XH4wfzEPg580sjmsJ8V/1P0x3huLbmPOXzml dj 
7zxtZvDF4ZauGhbOVm0Kp6Tcs WDWtqIoTWml + 1E sqIZNTqD7r3Rzffuvde9+691737r3Xvfuwlf/ 
lt/j37r3XvfuvdaAnwW6D6m!m0/8KS/5sG4Pnbtjbveulviplu4+s+qOot7WTX7VpsX 1 T3hBOJs 
atGllmp6HJYHbW0cBW1FTRyRtRnO54V0iPVMJT7r3Vw3xS/197F/kBUX817517G+TON3Z8UazZO+ 
O3sF8NoNs 1MadT5fYcWb3V llgm7KyPY+4clXZ6qpcrV7Sp4JMNS 10RgmoJamsnlplUe69 lpY/wAv 
Lt/A/BL52fyof5i+c+SnWfYO5/172R3QnzF2TgOzt17p3f0rRdi9ubh6t3Hk+5tr7fzFdndlRbh2 
B2Jjt6UEOaiglqKqgnaK81LKkXuvdWzfzks70dtz/hTZj ct8i/iL2R85OqYPjDs 1M58cep9mVG/t 
77vraj qnd80DymN2x S 5DFzVs G08u80S qHEy+GCmZyCFs fde6Kf8 Ay9M7Nu/+YL/M~Fmm/wArfoIL 
ID34c/C74JfKTfOe63z+6cTX 1FPvMfEPf69e7Lym3 JsxuGtpm3h31sobxj oIPvMRj023 JGZOYQUz 
+690ez/hPT/KD+Fn8wz+V78vfkN8sdmU/Z/yC7o7b7s2JSd2733DuE7h6mOC2FtXcGM3zt7LtVTr 
S7wXfW8KzO5TLTxVjZBBDT 1Uc0CTQz+691 STge9+xuxv+Eyna3T+8s9WZ/anQfSAM/6Wour0yNRL 
UT7Y212H0x2juq2LblLx7OxWHb9Luqjrcl TxAEpU5 Wp 50FFT3XuvpL9Tf9uXetP/GX+zf/AIFLG+/d 
e6+eJO3/ANwkHyw/8a/7c/8Afl/Gr37r3S471+QPa/wB/lnfzP8A+Qz8s8xJkKjGOfx37/8Agxvi 
qV6PGb2683T8qegeydy7T25TTyzSLBuDbU9Vu6CjheoTGZOi3NSzVEjwxD37r3Vp380zuPZW/P5V 
v/Cb3+WjurtXa/T+0Plz 1H8Et8fiLsvc+89u7FwnW3QfWvRPU23a/Pbm3Lu+pg2thsXUZPINTlqS 
WtWSN67agSxNo5fde6NF/wAI9/kFS7f2t 88f5cWT7A272BP8Zu+cr2H1 duja24cZunaO89gbkydb 
1 zvHNdd7hwmQyOHzWxY92bDoMvq~VJJJR1P961qIJZVmJX3Xuj q/8K8v+3Nu9P8AxYDon!3eZT37 
r3Wk127ff44/OXon+W70H/Kv/lt/KPa/z32Vs/qfB/IzvjFbOq9ubQ7J3nR9ebQwma3via3bG+96 
YxsHlu0YKrcQ3nmY9qfwltLx+ SZPHUS fZe 690cH5ECi2n!wAKIvmfQd4/y9t/fzasxi+ttkYndnQ3 
V2B 3 fnc7Wb2o+kPj tT5 fuZ cds zaG9MzHiMRkYKmJ3 aiWFD10D SI Sob3Xur S f5h!WHQuH/wCE 4Py4 
7t61/lj7j/1Z7x7e7s+O+3Oxujt+YLd+39/5vH9U984Sn2NuTOUe9NtbPyj4uWPeeTkx7DILxJpqZ 
bP JwR7r3VAfyf3h8 G+ 5/g/8 ABD4g/HP+VN3D0t/MQ7 SwPxZweI+R++MZD 1 fgvkPuDI7Pw+ytz7t2 
BUZbdrY/slbwFYGSimx9bVwUOPVaxKoTRugj b3Xuj h!zL9k 1 fxw/m 1/yt +tvmROFur 555 zp7+W1 
8U9h96dCbIpKveW5+5d3bV2B3 JtzN4nCnFwVFfultv7nplrTXaGnrYMalVL63c+/de6MX/Mf7P8A 
j 5sP+TP3T3b8Mv5YfZX8rLe/ffym66+DHbcW+tsbo2L2Jv7onMde71+QG44aKbIRY6ofYW6tx9bY 
3C 16qnirIhU0krPFNJE3uvdC9/MU/k4/BnoL/hNT018t+ruu8Ptv5P8AX3VXw77 lyXe+KyGSTenZ 
u5/kLuDqrB 7+xGWr2yksNZt eKbtR6/D0qIxxMeIpxTMgNS0/uwlV0fzHvkZkfklD/wA Jqu//A JPd 
d7w+Rc2b6T2VT909aYugq91 dhflzBdb/ACjx+wt lbeosbJPSVe598d57e2hIqxCWNq/I5eyuPIG9 
+690LXxP2n 1 P 85 f+FA/w9zf8 qP4VdhfADatLxLzWy+wPlntHfGUptr7kxOA6v7IqKbuKp3B sGp3Lk 
6nak279sZ 612DUY6jnnnqqnJq9V SQr9xI3uwlE 8 +Eu7lw/Bj +Y 51 T/M4/j FVj +pl/m 1/Iz4ed7Vk 
6MuB21 sXe9Fttshkcg6wSRlk 1Zsbszc+Uhglb01 G1 oZIgrqZF917rj33uXcXym/my/GH+ZrXZKsr 
tj/MT+cVuXrDphqqwj r+mPiV2P8 ADna3 Wmfoho Jkp6raHZNHjpGWRojVYmVWdJL+691 dds//uJ9 
/nY/+KAfln!3wPx09+691UN/I7+Qnbv8n7ePxX/mDb lrKqt/19/Ove2+PifSi6yjgq5qPrvdvX+5 
mm2/ujNUdO08bZLZuPySbgxtQqSVddhBuShpoDImuT3Xumao793zlD/wmv8AkPsLqrL 1 G39sflf+ 
eL2X 1 hvr Jbc qGpKHJ9WY34rdUdgf30p6j GtFEmL3LnNpYp3RH8NTj 6OenZHlmae3uwlHq/mI9EfyD 
fiZ8ffg 18TewMP8AJD48/LXBdF/Hb5PZn5YfHDqzAdhbx7GxvYm3srV7mpd05Pc/cezoZMpn93UM 
2Sx8iQONsvS0kWPIpPL Sv7r3XOIviX2PiO4vir8Z+3MBubdW9MD2n8femex8 JvHfWJxmB3vuzEb3 
6523ubG7m31g8LUluGw26s9R5NKrIU1JNLTU9XLJHE7Iqsfde6+a/wD8KCN37A/mBfzB/wCaBv8A 
y3fPWew4P5bnTnUnQfx/603n2Ts/aO6u8ewsB29iKbuzAbE2xuXKUe S3hkN1Ve4OwJ6qlw0NTWNJ 
QYsSFPKsTe690f3+e18uE+cf/CYf+WJ8jKzKrmN37n+UXR+2OOKtpxLVSdudafHb5YdcdnVdZCWa 
oojmd57WrMhBFKTJ9nWQvqkV lkf3Xuqb/1/R/Fn5o 1XwJ+FfSuf+Vz2z8 SvntuGt2VPmt591S0nT 
VT2zRVuwP2szh8bm94 SYypwOe3DiJlw0246tqB qaCgdKby/cyKnuvdWzfSKofgb 8b/j dUfy6967P 
6p2Vj O6/kP3Z2hVfKXtPC4+qosv3vvmpfqPLbt 3 fur JKp6c 1 W5t2bny+RkWGOBRLk JLKBYD3Xuju 
fSKGv5 J+6MD 8 ffiZUfywviJFu7oroXvbsnt3vv4adROWdnpOyNxb+wvUWDpuxH2rgdwUm! 8 Ad 1 c + 
2uqRtqthwj 1 GWpcfkRLQrTD7yZ/de6J5/Ld+UH8nzsD+a/8AFzIdg/AL5C/yhvnTMYzrPrvr3Y 
W51258ct69k7pFbtzA4LsvZ lbsDYnYmB3N2NHuGTB0s JxkWNya 1 qU2RnlcRTt7r3XON/fuvde9+6 
91737r3Xvfuwlf/X3+Pfuvde9+691 qa/Mr+SV8/+pP5kO/v5ofSAJq+Q3UHVHaPe2HyWM766h72p 
qtdpZqt3IcLLvCtwFRSbH3tjc lg9457bmOz l~j~jDR1VFnaeWrpa501io4Pde6~jl/8AhMg/MQzv 



xB+YR3H8oPjr2D/MI/mIdw9f5P509kbwzvY23ur9u9D7U3fk+3s9tHY+4dr9P5Xcue31vruHEbZq 
shC2AwmDgxWKWipgEgVqr3Xuj WfzEv8 AhJ/8 SO0/h5gOtP 5 fHWtagXR3yq2ruI=rurj 717P332/Dht 
+7ewWI=rsDvj H72bHQ9ox0FVuePIDLA4/AqP4nRwxq8FO0nv3XuI~x6B/1 A/O3 Cfzf/ip/Mx+QPZILx 
nzmN6u+GOzuiO7MdsbenaeW3ruruDDdBZ7qzcm8doY3cHTe28 JUbU3DuzJrkVatylHWQ00simFnR 
RJ7r3XD4ufyPu/Pij/No+bvyC2Tuj4/5r+Wd899p9nbd7o+P2T3N2NQdp057Pw026a9MTsyi6116 
9mo8L2nlczjaBf7z0yUu0s9VCONZ0jpj7r3VduB/kEfzt/g5gfkr8 S/5Z3zn+P2P+DXyoy25 JsxH 
3EmXwPbWxKDdOHpto 52p 8 +N6f39/Ct 3V/X8FNhJ87t 3IQzZBKJKpKPFVMVK8XuvdGC7t/wCEyG9c 
H/Jc2x/La+KvavVeW70y3yk218n+6+4u6p917E2bvHcmP2PuLZuVx23YtlbL7Q3 JisRgsZUYyjxF 
DPDKjpBVVcs 0M9 S 8Z917oTt]t 8Df+FL2yNtbC6A7o+afSvPcvxN271LWdI 5vYmz8NuhN5VXXdH1 d 
kevdsYmg3FU/ELbuUaqorUPnq3ycVS 8UUjl3kO1/de6KnsH/AITafOXav8jTu7+WXkO lfihN3x2V 
878T8oMFu2j3z29J1HSbAoOuuotozYjK56foqn31BvBslsGsdaeHATORglhJqwzOkfuvdWF/z2/5 
C+a/mqdB/HafpzcnVfX/AMv0 zj 8LsvH737Frt04rYW8 +q6vGxRbs 2RuDNb S 2fuzc 8 fSH3HTx 5bA 
TnFVK08kldAY4RkZ J4fde6Iml T/wnE373D8tt]7v3+ZpN8eO+Pi18W/5aPxl+GXUnTuwOw+6jnpO 
0Omeq+tdtbo3RuBf7h9WU6bHqOwKjfeTxskOWeuqIazFmppImWaKD3XuhZ+L38g/sL4B/wA6qD5t 
/COq6G6y+A27Opsj 1 n2POFkd+duT9q4umzuxKGnzVNsmkyuxd44TKYmft 3ZuA3I=b Jbqick 1 cEawI 
1Mo917qwX+ev/I=07p/mefATcILxX6E3PlhtHsI=I=doda7 lpsx2/mt 14DZqYrZ2RrazJ082Q2ZsrfSA 
m lyE8VQogRcc0bMDrkQcn3Xuj3/CLpXdXxr+F/xE+Om+q/b+W3t0F8YOgulN45TadVka/auS3V 1X 
1 Ttq~fu4chtmuzGKwWXrNvlmWwU01FLVUNHUyUzI0sELlo 1917rWB+RH81b+c ltz+bv8AKX+Zr/L1 
+SXwj 6kqO9KGj2xt4dw5LsXPbrotmVGyes8HuDHZ7asvxn7G2bR11 Xnuvo 5YZaatqnWnC/uIXkjH 
uvdCz3 z/ACw/573 zi/13 fMj 4k fOr 5UfBns7s ftPdILxgzfxtzWx03nsvZGzKXrbsbObv7oj 7EyO2/ 
i/tPPNUblxtNgUwwgxuYXz0s6yNRo2uX3Xunz+ZN/IM7x+Y/8tP+WHOH1V2N05sL5t/y8es+ieva 
DtTObm7CwvXFbR7Q6b2Xs ftC12vu/bXXmY33DHNvvrzC 5nAVk+CgnVKAh4qS S ofR7r3 Sw3L/AChP 
nZ 2t/OY/1/fzRu 1 t/IFxMX 8 f/jh 11 sD5G7b2pu/s+Tcu4e38P 1929gd+ZjqlD 1XS2J2/XbHyW7Ox 
YajHnJZHD 1 SUayq9OjxosvuvdW7/AMzz+Xz lv/M8+G/ZvxJ7HzdVs4brbEbi2J2JQYxc lkOt+yNq 
ln3+ 1 d4U+Fkr8XFm6WBmmo6+iappjWYutqYUnp5 JEni917rVIyX8gP8Anzd8dD9Pfy 1 fkt 88vjRT 
fy7+190YCbF 5jZ se 6Nw9m5HYm 1 Gkj 2Xt2PE 1 tagOzc 1 uqPY9DWuuLwua3DT4vHyxRAWVFQY3x+69 
1ZR8yP5CXZu/vmJ/Jc7H+Jm4+19kfGL+VlkOhMZuHafaG7d90/aOf2d073bsbsKs12tHtnq/cm3d 
0bsze3dr 1DzT5PI4ZKzMVBaRokkaVfde6XPZ/wDJu+T+zv59HW382X4e786F2p 1 JvDDbdwXy86w7 
B3L2Ft3d+8qfKYir667QrNj4PZ/WW5trZyau2Lj 8 JnsfFk8viln31jPLUusTmb37r3RHG/4Tb/Kf 
dH8uf+Y78Qd+9mfGmbsv5E/ODDfMn4qbixW5uy63Zexs3TZePG56LtLI llTuM3Hi81m+sq314pUx 
VDmYKaoqxIHdQ6v7r3 S67W/4Tp/ISq6h!kIdW9N7/wDjxjY/5YW+Nzdl/Jys3TuLsbE Jv7ePZHa3 
x+7h7B qenziOrNxz7nifc 3X24YqS TPf3 ed6eTHhlhDyx0vuvdGEwP81 T5 T4v+cb/ADDv5hVRv7oB 
+mPlr8YO lulOuNsQ7q7FbtDC7q3zlhlRsrE5De2FfqqPamN2/T5TYtXJUy0GayVS1PJCyQSOzxx+ 
691L+I/8gzO4D+R92J/Kk+ZG5OqNxb53XvDszfu0exuo6/dG6dtde78ymSpM91ZvlDZDemyNgbj/ 
AIptnN0 SDJ08 dDAKzG~VE J2hqpffuwlFs + Jv/CZ7fuN/kx/IX+WV 8wuzuo07P378uM38 qul e2uj 
63em!dsdabsp+o+p+vdo5XLUW+tmdU5XJlkp21nsdlqGKDxPhcuTBVrVMDB7r3RVexv5Cn!ChD5 J 
/FDBfAL5EfzDfiWfFLpPA0i9Q4fE0e88tn985Lr3bz0fSezuwlwU3ROON3w7E21PFDS S 1VVkMxU 
YsWqVoc09HRhfde629PiT0t2d8aPgV8Zt]vPU7Ez3c3x/wDiJ0x0tNWQ5TcB6xzXZ3VPTW29j SVM 
Wafb9Dus7EyO6sCWWqOKhyH8PfyGkSb9ke69 lr2/AL/hLd8ctu9Ddot/NN2L lb8ovmL2/wBt9ndg 
bg7n683/ANxfwrbmJ3rSY 1MZR7dqKum6rWvzFNno8hm55q7At/I+SaItNBFGPfuwlV5T/wDCZD+a 
FXfyos 1/LdynCFwmyM2B/mAbL+XvVm537F73jwdFtJuhu3Op+ydsZtz8dJslictUZ3N7cyWLpKWm 
raST7jLNNVQvHTrV+691 aL/NT/kbfJz5U5D+WT8hvhv2XOP lb80/gVtvrfaGa3p2pnuwcVsfdOF6 
vXbe69kjF5HZ/W29c9ko9ndmYnJTUtLVY6girMfn6vzuj qkR917oV/59P8oz5T/zXMV8E 5Olt2/H 
/YGb+OW/93b47So+0d5djUOKqv71U3WbHHbByW10pN21 ee+yq9oVieTi0mH8kbQvpVndIvde6FH+ 
c/8 AysP1Z 84s78 e fkL8F/19mvj J8 ot]Hmlym0cPunc276fo7fH2+aptxYWv3 JhMHQbsxuN3VtvKw 
y +Oqn27mabL UNU9D XwP As TRe6 91W 31H/ A CQf5p3y + /mG/ GD54/zivkt8dM9S/D/KbHz3 WHW/xOwE 
jZfdGW6y3ZH2FtTGbhq/9Hewdv4Xbdb2CVyuUneTN1 dZFHLj 4aehgnjmp/de63Evfuvde9+69173 
7r3Xvfuwlf/Q3+Pfuvde9+691 SZV/wAzj 5e4r+Yvvz4IZr+X7s SiwOyOm9x/KJ+7Kf5p0NdU5H4t 
0vZ+9+rNndkDrFt]lA9JvTdea2eJKj a38elmxkdTzWVAj 1 Se690Cm3/59fSAHum+su2/91S+l/0i 
/wAqD5WfzPv7v/6c/P8Awb/ZY5/B/oQ/iv8Aodi/iH9973/vL9tB/Dfp/Cqr37r3Vo3wJ+Rnfvyr 
6C2z313v8atr/GT/AEi4faO9+sNsbZ79pvkB/ebrTe+zNv7uwG6Mzmqbq7qv+6uYmGaenlxT01U0 
XgEhnOvQnuwlVs dV/wA8/wD0mbD+Ce9v9RFgn+zrdf/AM0j fX 8M/wBNv8 S/0afSNrZj N4r+Ffe/ 
616D++X+mj +DeTz+LFf3 c 8mnx 5 TTdvde6AjpD/hS Jiu7Pj TkPkFj/iNJha7B/wAvn5 f/AD13DsKX 
vv76TFZb4rcF7L6ZpenDuE9KUBnj 7 J25vyg3LHuH7BP4bFKtKMbWBhVD3Xuh87P/A J51N 1R lv/MD 
3 luT4xzDJ/Cjon4Jd5bL2vD3EzT/ACHoPnPt7ELtnA4msTqeWp2TU7N7OyTbYkmSjz38RmEVQsdO 
0wpk917oRdvfzRvk7u35 G/MnqjbnwR2bWdQ/BZ oaDvPumr+YF JQZ 61z9V 8 cKXvikxm2+pn+Pk0+e 
pJcnWx4JqqPOAIhNdoNvtPfuwlEu2J/wpIqR8ZfkfSg++/glnOo8jO98SPjt8yustlbP+Q2B7ex3 
cnVvye7ApuqOs48ju9Ordhltag2Ui3/kaeDKrVYfJfYY8TlhDrEkc3uvdG02Z/OA7irMN8bcb258A 
t 5 dFdvd7fPXcPwUzHXG8u6MdkMFt/KYj pOo7mxXcnXHZWI6xkwfdfWO56fwYyjrKOmxlK9 SKplqX 
+0McnuvdAlsr+df80Nx7Y/mR7izn8r7ZmEk/lobb3XP2 lisJ876bd9Zuffe0cDh9+ZLZu2kpfilj 
JnoG61 fK5NcrFHVr9 lj o6P7YmqE 0PuvdWUfCD+YXt f549h!Iyj 6i2MsnQ/SNL 8 e6LavfMW84MvR9 
r737n6YwfeG7NoY7al Jt6Gn2+3Ue 197bep66q/jFeayuybxrDAKbVL7r3RLan+dplYfmYOiYPiDn 
qv4w/wDDg 1F/LAb5aR9zYOLMr8u6rraPsKfbn+y/VOxYstJsWhUvTSZxdyEGOPzrTkskLe690ZH+ 
Wx8/+/vn7Dv/ALB3D8Qtr9G/HjA7v7d6+2D2pS/Jmm7U3XvzeXT/AGzlOrszjsnlWvS/X9VsrHlr 
YKuro6tstkFXwpCEfyCVfde6 JV 81/wDhQHg/j 18yfmf80an4xtuncvxNyPwxjwu5 T3 WcCva+D+Ve 
4/j3tnc+aGE/0R5kbLbp7IflrEXpxW5f+OBReq2H+UFPde6EQ/wA7XJr8zF6J/wB1A3F/ssDfzBm! 
lt] 5ZjuTb5zf+zeL1 snYJ263x9/uScouwfWKcZ071BaC9QKUuDTj 3Xugh+PP89b5DfJDs4dS7I/1 
yYeLdHZmH+UFd8Vayt+ZmBi293RlviN3 Tjupu3MLv2tqegqTJ9 Je CiqpMrQVLUW4Yqx0jpVA 8j 1E 
PuwlKf46/wA8DuXuH48 fBr 5M9g/BPb/VXXPz8 +bHS/xG6YOL+WcHY2Wp 8P2ZR97LurtXcNBF8 fNo 
y4+fYmd6WWkgwEmg5iLKecZCkFN45/de6sc+FPz2w3yy+JO7/lnuPr+TqPb2yN+fJLame27Dupt/ 
yw4b45dj732L1NyxZZdr7PeV9wUOynyCOQo70pm8Hmn0eZ/de6Ix8HP51 e+P1Psvt7tjuD4K9gfG 
PpPaXxDy3 za617j rOOKXtLr7tnpjB 5Xd+MyuPzW 5 sZ 1 xtHb/AFn2t] k2o9TUbdkrMvVw0pknZvt0 
hmqfde6RGzv58 eX7F/lfdUfP/Y/xC Su7T7L+WO3/AIe lvxbzvfybeh2h2junt +t6uwkeV7116YrW 
aF6WbFZ Oo SXatK 1 P/EHgLMIBUTe691 zwv883 s zfiWtLxup+rvgXkN5 fMv5F/J/wCVXxcxvxZrvknt 
vbm0Nv7o+GuG3 JuDu7P/AOzEP lblcRlsRjMRhImoFbblG1 dLPIqsscIlm917ofSA4X/zidsfNPsj 
4U7L2f0bmNpYL5iIDHtj 5 aR7j z2/aWcLvfXe S6g7bwnT2f6z123R7QWm3V]Wmfr6qenzi5LHk09Mh 
OPDTEQ+690XLu7/hQHg+jEy+S3P8Y212xtv+cZuL+VLuTOp3WYDitv7V2Xsne+b+TJoR1FU+daPG 
btlvtDyoLUWo 5 s CW0fuwlKvtT+ezj er/AOVhvL +ZHN8Y63PbgxHyN3 z8 cdl fHIHdt Smq31 uHY3 fe 
5epK7KL2RB 1RWz4VZtnbMyu5zTLtutMQpPsjKwY 1 qe691 eL 1Z2DhO2+seuO lttNr252bsPaHYW32 
8izas JvTb+O3Him8yKqS3oclGdQADfW3v3XutdzaX/Cg/enb3xC+bPy06E+D2K7Axnwa7t3xtzsf 
Zu5flV Sdfl Ob+NGC69bf+yPkjt/NSdCbl apyXYtLDI1PtOKiqFhgVaiPMVS sUX3Xurgeqvlfv2u+ 
DFd8yvkb0ZTdJZLC9M7076z3Uexe06Du6en6+2 ltbKb7w0mL31 Js/q+gyee3Ls2hiqPt JcfSJRVU 
/wBu8rhDKfde6qP6z/n49y 5/q7a3ZXb381ffHS 1D2V2 J/LxxfUGWqu+oN49a9n9R/wAwqsp 1212L 
t/s 2g6UxFAN59Z 4ysgnze0DRPUJJOkMtdSlg/v3Xuj Sbz/nFY/ZPx J/mcFKXIdAz 1 Lfy6/mH2H8P 
MP 1/SdnPLV9+bs2xV9H4LZWYpc7HlvJJ15Udhbv7wocamOXH7gaiaEOKipMv.[j917oK+6/53W7tt 
dJfyvezvjp8QsX8g94/zNeu95732x 1 lmvkpQdP0fWGT6+6ewPbO8NpV++qnpvfmO3TkMR95ksUZn 
o 8RG 1 XjL6R59EXuwlRenf52Hbnyn7 J+G3XfxP+DmF7Mn+UPwqpPm7vCv358rsR 1 Y/Tuwcf3vDOFv 
3AU1NT9Jb8ouxs ltPc9VFNAErMPLXxsyPB SvG9vde6sp+D3zL/2czHIKivPXH+jf/ZZ/m!8AJb4a 
+L++H98P77f7Lvumi21/pH8n919rf3b/AL3/AHfn!g+mv/h+nR97U31D3XuiQIK3+cr/ALLHmP5m 
+J/2XH++3/Dcv/DdP+Uf6X/7t/6Y/wDZ+99Uuyv81/ouz/8Ao9/OT/c/c/qzn8et4/8AcdfyD3Xu 



vZ3+cp/Be3chlX/suP3P2P8AN/6t/1Sfx7/S/wCES/6SulMn3B/p5/hf+i6bR/Bf4b/Dv7rfcH7n 
X9x/F4reE+690~FrI=51/6Rfnn8pPhH/o4/g/+y19QfH3tb/Sd/ID+If30/O7Pvlf4D/cv+69D/dz 
+639y/8AgV/Fq/777n/MO/j9fuwlHg9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691/9Hf49+691737r3VF/YHXu/6 
n+eN3j 2DTbH3hUbCyH8jDFde0G94Ns 5qXaFdv9P132/m32PRbljo2w 1 TvBMNXQ 1ZxiTNWilmSXx+ 
N1Y+69 lrM/Hz4C9rdSIHXaGZwnTnylqN3dq/8 JtP5mG2+wNv72pu7N40m2u7dxxRYzaHU+0NobsG 
SoOr9xbopIg9FtPE01B JkJbyx0kjkt7917raY/kVYbqLbnwc2Rt7rHFILHBZ/BYHrLDdy4T5YUHy 
QxeXw3b2L6h2JQ7wxXWGM+RsUFZj+scdW05hooNtom3IZUkSmUMHHv3Xuta34bbQ7rz+5/hN8TJv 
jN81ds91/wAtXo3+ftjfk l193dM7s2/13 SVvy9ze7ct0JT9f72q6c47fk2+qevg+ySkUPWrMstIK 
mnDTL7r3RYuhvh!8our8L82OsI/jb3XS7K3P/wAJvk3H19Unq31TSZI=u/vT47/y0KbtDpqlj TAEP 
2RRdrdQbjqWwAJzCzS lIemUREn3XurTvm!8ADn5Ab 1 +e38myj2nlZvTK9M/J747/AAy6n+W9XR7N 
3LUYfZWO+CveXXfygt2Xkqq2Htj tn 1 mcxOXqsLSrlj CameILxoDJTaR7r3 S7xuwtl 7e/mj fzhsr2F 1 
783aPuXtXK7mh+L1VsfZnyqPxb7Ew 1 f/AC/X2buSq3y+zcat]xuvJQV81XR4qfcP3FRBlkgWjZap 

IQPde6IZ8 Jeie lvhX8111Pmt+/B/5LfObYXan8mb4CZnsn449r0m9Yt0ZLNZbsrOde9w9HdVb/zv 
Xm6N 17AwvSvXecrd3w7ICx0M1Tipc fGa dKJ 1 pKim917odfhni/kl2 Js 3 +WbgodllK/e3xj +Nv877c 
2B + Ju+vkP 1 ZubA9x4/4R4X40byXZ GX7PhlHvU0+y9m7p3DV4LG56uFLS SPd?,~US JTCmj o4Pde 6uh! 
lddSbqx3y+/noDszrfc2K2P2581 cNU7bm31tTMYrbnZGy63p6gwuVrNul WXoaah3Vt2cySU00918 
9OWLIWvce/de6k/8 JwPjo/xq/1SdRbTy3XW7OsN67n7Y+TO7t97Z3xhs7t/dJyNJ8guxewlm5LJ4 
fclNR5 ekj q+pNg7bFK0sYFRRRwzoW SVWPuwlUlx4rumX+YvL 8IE+MXyNO+4v+FMH/DqTdnf6Lc4v 
RK/E JeiG2j JveTtF1XB JN98UOLcwSTP9mJfv9NK3uvdW/wD8gL4eR9LdF9hd47xxHfWzO4Oxe/fl 
9gc 5sXsbfPbVDsKj2g/yi3xltrZ/a/Re7MtFsTaldn8RjaOqTM47E09TkqeoeXzS JUuz+691 QL/O 
T+IPyZ3V/Mn72+QnVvSPa25sDmv5h!wi6j 3Fktq9Ybzz43V1FuL4sfCPtHJbpoq7C4aojyeyNg9o 
fE +OkrskHr~x+KyMklPK0dRMQPde6H+lw3 dW/MVPwiX4xfi2He 8X/CmGv/mo 1 Pac/VWfHQtP 8RaX 
oRdqUe8ZO0oIp8F93mK4OKdbin86ikkmSub7Ye690oP5NnxP7s6L/mF/GLuLPbH+QNNiO4ds/wA2 
jbPYuM7W2rvCu6+6agwny0g3LllV9bpunCJTdLzdxY+pFbM1FNSQ7nSOSqVJjLK5917rlsT4jdod 
kfyTf+E8nx8311V35t3IYfSAmb9PVPdWC2xiuz+uO0+q+vp81806fNbyzWV21BhN99T0eMptxUTj 
ONJj/smrKdlnQyxFvde6tc/1AfH7sTaP8nPtj4/12zN7bV3nlN8/zCto7T2/2bS7ixW6a+m3X3L3 
JQbFymXqt 4RRZ2vi3HQZCkqkydSZDXRTip 8kgfWfde 6o/wCrfld8pd9/yUd5 fyqupPg98nMJ2Fsv 
4idJ/F7efcO8ete 19o0WP74+QvyLpup+0umJuv8AJdY0mUOD2FOVnsvnsruVcm9GhppqSakih8VZ 
P7r3 Tlvz41fL/a3VnzR+DXaPX+4qmp/4e J/lm/JHDdh!EXrvt/r7rqfaPyExew6btndvx9zVdX7s 
31ti16YqutgcvXR5eok23mD9919OtTCz+691F60o+ lv5eGM/10/JHsv4+/Kvs3qH4M/zP/5x2yux 
a3B dS 57eXf8 AltpCFbP3tsHp3t Tfor~xG3 sx2DUb7yuYNTUbtyT+OvTxRJUMWpID7r3 S4/lxU/Ynw 
C31/Jd3x 8k+gPk3gs Jgv5YHyZ6u3VHsv44dy9nZjZG++4fltiuxNh7d35hOv9m7hymyshktnEVk0 
e TipXo09M4jYED3XukX 8n!h J3 f8 AIHaPy 56oXpvtSKTsr+tag/NF3vtLKydfbxj o4cHuf+V 1 uTA9 S 
ds09WmGIk2PWdrU9BqPf/MRk0NXkY lp4JmnIX37r3 SL+MXx++eXyW+EP8of4rUvT0mwOwdl/Jv+ZR 
8uu9a/5OdJ910HT+w8rh5e0dubFh7Nwu3arYW6sdWb/fv/My7bpEzFHJJPTR1DLPTppk917q934U 
dn!IzpT/AITrUeU3F 1 h21S fKL4yfELvnpfbnWR2VvQb9yHYPQTdh9Q9K0e3 cA2Gi3L18 TuOk2vgK 
rG1VFTSrJjamOSIHSUHuwlUadaIDj 5tfEX46/wAxr4udi9XUu8I/k3/IP6h3Psyq+P3TnalLt7/S 
d8eMJu3pfE9R7uOdn3NU5f5PZba+/vv8xBj/ALJc0IvLT4+FaXQnuwlbZe/dibz3 J/KX3p llg9r5 
zI9h5/8A117j2Jh91w46pXctdvPKfGqs2/j 9rxYmWOOsXOVOdnSkWmZV1FQ2ggNx7917rVwr+4+2 
/nT/ACw/id8EMV8LvlbsvaHwz31/JJ6Y7H7gyO 102eut07s39iqXb+0vkngdlbVOxNsb22dS/Her 
2hUR5DdVHk5hSTSRVfSAkULUVTV+691Mw3xU+Uu09gb8+Evxy637GpMjv/8A4U2b97f2xvf5 JbS7 
v7R67r0/wDGHpbpnt7bu/e7d4VWTx+9999a7z7H2BhaR8zLnI5M7JTVUNPX/eAS J7r3Qe9X/Cn5 
B dnY/wDk6/Cbuvr75EdfYf4ifzAv5 sPxz7P7V6ExnbvTUWI62/hku99hb+6/7Ix 1 JHmNmdP76o95 
Jhdv5E 1 zUmUxELOK 1 E 5My+/de6Pd8hPiN8 cfix/Ng+DWwMj 1180dvfEbpf8 AllYno7p3 dtLxgovlb 
nDQdyUny9wee 2jtHtj sLo SOpytdtnKbcp 8rlM3 Sbiqv4HM/Imq4gFptPuwlHf/kz9nx7E 7r/A JmP 
xd3vlp3zs3sjdfSANN/mIflza2a3VOL2 lt7qbcvUu5+38RRba3FgO5MvtKj 6zzM24dDTONLT5OSp 
q6RTPEjxDX7917qoL+bX8HcF9z/IT+eX3Zjusvknmty7Z/4ZO/0AUPXs3cdFsDtv7jsXB4TuYVew 
doyRbL77/wBGe36EVT/e0eX/ALoz66yP7SVmkPuwlKT5C7P7Q6r7j7S7n3B0f33mNj7H/wCFSXQP 
yNy0uxOkezt/5zIdIbS+Ge58fnuzNs7Z2fffL53dWz6LKkURr81BUUzVrrThzMwQ+691Yj 0Z8ods 
bQ/nRlIftnPdSIKmj65+cfxq/157L6J3iPifSgpsAdxvXdiOmQx/ZmTi6+ej61bbcm96A5d~jV 
xSNI 1UYlhlK+691 sq+/de697917r3v3Xuve/de6//9kNCmVuZHN0cmVhbQ llbmRvYmoNMSAwIG9i 
ag08PC9Db250ZW 50cyAyIDAgUi9Dcm9wQm94WzAgMCA2MTIgNzkyXS 9NZWRpYUJveFswIDAgNj Ey 
IDc 5M10vUGFyZ W50IDE4IDAgUi9 SZXNwlXJjZXMgMTEgMCB SL 1 JvdGFOZ S AwL 1 R5 cGUvUGFnZ T4+ 
DWVuZG9iag0yIDAgb2 JqDTw8LOZpbHRlci9GbGFOZUR1Y29kZ S 9MZ W5ndGggMzQyOT4+c3RyZ WFt 
DQp4Aa 1 bybLbxhXd4yt6 SVY9QORjI JlsHMvxwhkqdr 1 KF1E WeaL06EE ABZmy+UH+objyP76N7nMa 
BNANIHHZVXzCcPuO5w7deK++Uu9Vps3/5eGg9tVBtW/UP 1 StXrz8kKnXHgSu++/Da31ul+rC/tv8 
sddqvzukx0q9fqc+e0xK+6T7eXynXnyRpTuVqce36p9q82GrPhECavNmawipzb/dL280dbpV/1KP 
XyZ/fOz4ul 8v21 Xp 8 ajvV 1 WxVTdKbZPHb9U0uUyvI 5 eIEH+AE JfL9479b9zv64FY9Q9D+RQ1PTfX 
77dJp4WTgh5AkE 81/oULlIZVsOrbjqEy2dyU1 d20sLoSYfdFdWexgO4SWAxr 1HHS+zLNd4cY6WTk 
DD9Cj2csAsHO6gKFtNCgfSbqTJR370KlwuvNtaX+oDNeUCB4fuO0r6jY lmlSbZr23YB 8Depjik6Q 
ZAMewRp+o7ord3mqdXWvu71AegIXUdISndWxTPUh6aIzYGtG55VKAvXT750WFER7u00kgkulUTUe 
oh0XGoCmpQFAqf6IZcg JLjRc7vTQN6H 1 AYkf6xUrQtIHVhe JltB Jnc AVWYDhW/DiRFzJcflpW3w 
vJUq8aBHi14A6AKEFJWJxeBDwArlV5+wFyk3s45xyNK8WuYYz2ATTNUTpk416kSzi2.[jI96FIOrV 
BtLi lvX 5jEvqWtMCLQkZq 1 gFj 4EBgYoniLmWerLhwv+ JoWOus7 S sDoWqOsXYfHYfMWMIA9fNBZ qB 
8 WnrXxBBuNOhkwmiXhpUTU9WghB oej S T9UxunMb3Is/TMi815pe advP JVoV SY 5HvhZqUBIup SWq8 
wQiwbOuj DL feuVCFdLV/Niadwb Jqn0ptMoF1Y 8v8Vg4j ds oVHXaJnesrPFIi 1 a JS +2AMLMFwaegX 
UIfP/bzl 3Z6g92MHu+IxE 4Hnq~vmidO 1 JwEWhbqgf6yM6bgpswx41V29fbVO1Hp0nS + JcjbpDLpp4 
PWGMXebpfiE+UXN3 S O6BEkiAEMRvA 5 GJKjXUBB1P6unmlQllwbAQC794q 1 UM4paLE Ju9Ap2X Jhsy 
wHoHrIEkYY0ecIahwHMr 8ZOEOCGvBB 1KKTOsYqeiSN2VaM1GUkgIHIKqWkEts dU/RTk 1HtLAfP08 
oR8YCpLWp29cS Jlwaah6Gqv2kQWz0U8aizTTPUap8zTbZ 8fFmpKoDLcYxpWLXbqbxK17jZsO6bWT 
j 14DP4CeIC9+cX1 S f0yla/wL1 J2 SppONzgqp+EUqK9yCOiLmTjrbr6QmqmoYY/wDHtb2fclisLS 0 
DrbgDfg3K51LxiI07ia6cC+fgPJdmOINWokFmW6yNtLvBICuylcSk 141 Q26+lFiZmvFpXaeb6/vs6 
qetagJvJjhj d0pAcvFkq~IytYbXoz4kIyDUEKzgEfgCCzwg S 3wFOKGr2aYaZKNpAhQUPjDL2VTJbgA 
RTznMeoDMzxWB 3v4xXWA4hmLgBj 919MatRMgdu5HiEvnzEtY SdDW3E o2Ai 5 SPNta6OW 1 xXOQa4Ka 
m+tCyuNB qu4F6CILx/gXmBZ AXysRvwyqJBuNo4fiLihYyHeUtK0qZDB 3UGgahFuZws oE7Pzh0Bw/U 
OGzaEKU+NfxmanP14CGF3KdrangPpnpdCW4cq8wxHOWhrvk3 olXo9EOWInXGfymYgu7B 21 B CXG97 
0Wfd7dYLG9LD486VpQYZ3fKpzGvVUsTL4MkXbj 4gcK8R18b7XIL1M+wTdRHBrvJQpIeF0xWs lj JY 
PoJhz4AUm9CgNwR7GZA4QQrACit 1KdP7PCIDeW 121BlgWYprdJzPu4apST63gecb/Hk+TP0bzpK6 
kJGXTKZW6a/XIk9Oec JDY30o0/JQHlc JPUwSUHVT/w5181cAUkNLApKZEVqVxU1118FpWWloYt4e 
yaYMZ+VcGv/11Lrc/KDOLsvD JIt sCcnkfswvXvg 1 fBvIBv 1 xUoIHmLUw+/of56jFMUulKhXI7m2 
bzZHLfc72eVYlqgQHnXdePSGuF1D+TmSPa5CS/h3wI+Csx+9kzy9P+ZqMZ 8xP9Kyy7KS2pwf6Xwl 
yUhlrPPj WgYFFkN 1 tgHyci9j cgm/5LPHYDFrNrGixayEMejMbYZF6Qg/gpD5ZHE 9HnWNMzc ccBIn 
u8 Gj fSLhYAvRKVUy/mTdgWRzZR5ivhIodCifmD 1 EId3bG8yOgvLHQmA3KEyvU/DKne7Kj ztVZ qWM 
hBxGFlm3 C+I +uslFj p3 Gzc/O2BNcHYu0tMXRDLWC 1 DrXmeYqkw74j q3YVqSkUimepcKzHakHvpCF 
RyaR4TiM9/TEWpDbIriH+g SkTqzmG1X6zbNnwAkN9mpLi03 smqDVAdFXjiRFqB drH01 aXcltVj / 
qgXfl 5ETffSNioUTQyPQpNOMr22W+L8KTp98ocmZhNQt/BurAu65iQmD+pL1 cmkw66KjICtACN6g 
fR/61 d84Io237rLOUCwwrWgvAgW89WwGK9ahIRXYwzMX SKfSyIYOi4frq3P3xPhUpHaUfQlbwXaC 
RC smN2KJQL+g SnEQgnoGVbpa6edwCiGqzFE]W JnnyqDKHaEQqrjBKjtjmVfFdJflu7 Sqj scI 8UF6 
ie0QZXkhlKoVxCKGyMSsq4iJe 8KtGh9gcD1TkId9KKsOspj OHOsLgiGqh71 Oq/Kgl 1MT3tnFEqP9 
Hi~jGcNgdoyMJMgp+XoipkzrGJbe oLyWUtF62BLhI3YzIL+KmJG9bb7tcF121 hD+wA6xabiiyDOx 



WyY7nIuCw505ehBEdwkXiyAZXN2AS 5kB 12iq5XUM2Lbv+VzxoHgCCI/4TbPTOJM07aUZLOObnZkt 
s Q4T9oWps CY2QKWQGvRg4 J45 ohlBImiGWj gs62Yj Tme+tPADiRFtWB GICxa+9nsiuhp3 QIGKvWB oP 
co4E0kyZIE0/15kQyHiOrty4Yys+3mLCa7cHN/qRwWZ34MMy lws7eyEWdnw4zheX5Bmj +xlDUVqa 
8wh7LWHaGf3/DNPOeyrZyzaJbq7HMSEKtc8cibJOgoe9bLhSs3TIPVi4d6Kn2 ly2pLxJx90GvChm 
FzdmTFhG38ZhCKfzDY3 fHBr 5Hasb9kOQjRLRIrLxuMMDyuPd 1 V41 Z G/6LUhg 1 chJK3 s zVcUVRptbCG 
42JSGOCBYwkkieBcF+xTUxXjw3DgGc 8KdklE051HY0etCz16aGqFjvMAgg0Oiz41V8xC40f0II6P 
eI52Jb77ruxkHAsUNq74ZqCJ8D5GHYMT73PMMNA9kA8qtK8IqJll+8KdjlW35jrvBL1OZXIxkQwG 
NZyEM48KEB 19tYGmoqkpBniTXGU9Fhcg381w2Hoph!fZufZIWkr+HfXEOK6f4Ui9qfx4F6UXZ3 AM 
Bg0tPt QzYQRyYik 8KPs clj W/99 Jj spNzKB 5 s CBL9xI=INGAaT/VeRHdNdKIcPIgDqr08vXAIVwBjr 
F1YB W4zzcywmIVLxkWVya/LGWII6uJqUomMgdVxMQpLbtdDoYEP43 qKVirpvG9yak JUKK39XzZ Q/L5 
1 sUVtYRFPULT5VAxwsDs0/kycshNvR8VM+DZAagv8bCir6kae97R1RvwM6zyHV5wYBCeQRW7MpWz 
ehNgMBixid7tKsmGXku 1 mSNqCyrziclRJluOVbWTyrxjZEG 1 IowItP4FkAdJWa5 CiU0diygt 2xO 5 
LrDuvAKip 5 q6Qy2Lqbnmm9pj ooHXQAQmU1 zAA9xi7c6ZDM6Ekm4PjZghaDuQ6u3nw3k9AXI2U81Z 
N4QpsPXq+x0CNh7xS 5Az81 WDpdM/F4Gjyp7WKTrlKU3BsKtidhlkOfOdR3DCX8rgYy25MDUZGuUy 
j CyA4sNRtHRi41 HORNBwaB SmZ oUcjKKnT2 SZEv+OOHB oNGgQ/+zMBFs CfPCL61 Ki0oGRltLxHNzqn 
ht fq0YwU3i/FIgma05 GuMHC7zL505 oiEsIwUzj XAaxQfcy3 zDj nile dfOIPW+l JLJMga242V 5Xpqz 
Wj JaC 5tg4LACgCDN6hOhc zeYQDZ 4Zr7DwDWsDyim6RmPS of6OomCp0jMfuphv48INEwt0vJ5 +he 
B T JZDuV7OWY+mbj G6qL8UBMEmTvBFOTW05 WQ JpWn7Iq?L 5nq4fNP SvBymdi4Y3pBkouNDXUpmF SK 
fhcTE/6qMCppmROsomczsHF0i9fwxt6Z/aXfqIFE30UtUZZtZvxkA8o7B 5 JX1/4GXwYCahS/34C 1 
7WK972pwQzbPmIYgDALhPNtPmQPS S zdG611YBpH4dPfpmZVX7oV9Kqvky7msKpRdPlrA 8KM8 CIVLxi 
qaflMYzGlteyCZrvtHjhCulh7RguW9FfbT3UT+2DIZDxa0KwiPFrJsDdJuBifmM710abn5XUIkWG 
NOM59uznzp0ERgpoiu6+lLWqVJwk0PkQPvBx9sC 16UrgJKzREH/w2X6TBBKNH3a0Pu2PSHGbU4z6 
JUr45qb+hL/hIlycfzT 1YI/SiNc7NZDI=sWLrkdB19DyGgBg7FnL1XWz5Tw3cycFKCIXQxTtWPf6z 
sdSf4emdwIw5aSFnR/NczptZd5gbt5o+KOJWhRwpAbU1KSdCyniolK3dndqe5 SpORw528NR21Nk5 
NZAC+KtfAUXwy2QNCmVuZHN0cmVhbQ 1 lbmRvYmoNMyAwIG9iag08PC9GaWx0ZXIvRr~xhdGVEZWNv 
Z GUvTGVuZ3RoIDIwNTUvTGVuZ3RoMSAzNzAOPj 5 zdHJ1YWONCngBvZd5 eFqWGcbfc+/c SZ AkhEVQ 
x5QZY liTBgiIbBIwSbGhGALSGaRhTQiWSGQTSCnBmAJBXEpLU5pSsZRapHEEipFamjy0gmVxgUoX 
qqVKkZaitUh5MCR9zzsjf/C0//VxJvd3vu/9vnPOd89dzmTxwiW1SEI 1XOTOrphZCX2S 17K5ZfbS 
xcGY36EccLqXVc6tiPkdq+lj7vzlZTE/eSfbR8tLZ86J+Whle0c 5hZhvBrO9vbxi8bKYnl zNNnH+ 
gtnxePI2+v6Kmcvi8+MU/eCDMytK2fKTEiaC1QsWLZaL1AFs+ 1 QuLI3nG8YTUw3FTjy68DBIsbB1 
roCPrbV SkYvOQML7iamM2a9yj r39wdDpnUZ+bDonKnHr0bXV 1 ngl +9yoth 1 XGxKb/Vvo+pVvA+zn 
NVxt4JxT2nZ8cipx9bWIj dqP04SE/mPanWrj oQ2u8YkuVtJ2ZBsRlmgX28 SrYqv4iXhFvCz+W7wk 
fixeFP81fiT+U/xQ/EC8IP5DPC/+nTW6+Jvsc3gfc+DhnDxruzgr+6/iGfE98V3xL+Jp8R3xbfGU 
+EfxD+Lvxd+JJ8W38Cj SONtbSOc8b0p7k7YPb8h+PU6rvCb7mHhEPIxD7PUb2a+Kh8 SD4iuq/dey 
fyUeEFvEX4r7xV+IL4s/F/fhJdzLuvbFvPbXOb9VXDThRd5MHtvu8 qoZ eRF7eT94irhkLj WruPgZ 
BpF78AjcMe3YjaeRw7zdmEZ lt/J2aYYXVGsUz3NGD 1Fpz6MRS+lZzSXtTi3xEWzEpWdneg6FtHeo 
z0/EZ 8Ufa 8 ztGM7oj 2Rvk/5Dzf6M1K3x 8bZiNLO2ajxbo4s fqN8 WjKHgtag4ZFw3 q/T3Ntln2d8V6 
ex/jO7iT3CTI2+K3NMJGRb8pPqU5nl TOCVxh!uPK2aDoY+J6XdM65awT16IPM9e2fShzXSP1G2Jt 
/N6pxV2M2/vIRQ 1X2q5wjTJqdN2s4mI 11 + 8UI6sVWY 1 mj laNVXiMmo24pF3hVfg6R1KzEZ e0K2wV 
+7Tap/NrYhXflzarKuZpHqu4WC 51mfiwuFRnvYTX3/ZflaIXIZ 89FMU89reLiIVTq6j +k SCUW6Opb 
zWXE lrYAD6IX+9qIS9rarOLiq+pq?Ls4VS8XZ4nSxRPyKOE28H1NZm4f75VnbRUR2WPyyOEW8T5ws 
TtKVKpZdJN4rThC/JI4XC8Vx7X9mpV/Q+AVS 8vSM3y 17rDhGzNXZj JZ91zhKHCmOEIeLw3A3q71 T 
91Bxs JgjDhIHYj B zB sj OFj 8vZomZGMdof9n9xL5iIJdTmXenxrrPXy9ouq7J21mg7txWX9Qfi23jH 
uwhJD+I+2j 2V/zkpab JvFQNjYvfBLVqFmzX3 TcrqIXYXb4wzl evVjbtTBuvo Jq0rN7 JCel01 Y 5 d4 
zGqub Jf7ma0xlV 8 fK7RPV4qUZDF J7Cj eIHYQE 8UEDGG+H8 dIT4r2KHp2TEfPlt 0xfdzb7F0yg2c/ 
g2o lkvEkj6d5RHk080iAMeNrN5hF/T+TDz6TWf6vk6ThAo5iBNY46/jenYIW1Jjz2GU2Yr3 JwjpG 
R/DdvgsHeQxFFma425nTiuPcdY4703 CYXIakGOj eznYD JzCrpwHCcNS 9BiNqHF SXFGm53Y4j SYVbwy 
U9HT15uZFxF296ACOc6zKPE94NQmAIucZ7DEpPJtVOKMdSZ0cFDvu4ShXgH3iJd5Rbe7Fc7ZhBLk 
mcs cvlLx/wmkMcYZiFj Y4s ljpfnPc7DUnzbtOMV4zB 0yrOe qN09f+FuyB C 14L9j oBvtv20g9gtOuL 
x8fR74m+rN8eZWajd9hs4fkX8ewvYCA24ynqm7 lxrGKgW48s15XzV8kX+e3r llPJ8WpoH8ATKPaO 
Y6ppwBL/S q4VY+ 5 e sws 5br 1 XYw7Kr+dsXcwZfxqG+UJOb38 Jd5 JzXtQZ 5ZzEw61~xLjFzD97xN.[jb 
uR5dvAanxsyKrQkmeMVY721 AN65MiO00XpGe3kUUm31 OF1Ld7WbHp2vjveqcdZL8BZjjnTcXzGV/ 
tj/D7PIuOOCNafEPwSjT6s 8x+/3D/ClczRqu4/6q21Xt3LUGoB+Qm+D3fK5jkB1MjToZ98yJ5k4M 
Bw9FQlmZ 17nB lIRgFEXR5OXBpvb2orAv4EWi3qlRNyMx6stIP/2/gqezMguLwsEmk5CfFx82f0Ye 
xUlhzsA/K306/Lws/mj NLGyCvyj 8gjGPR5pMe20T8tJesj9sppcwnJgZDObPy4uaGXQ6ZFLoF6J1 
Q2awgHUUFIITI 8 G6YN09c+qCB cHymXNYmFoGSusi2 SxxUnge OTkciuZ GAtfM0khkOMfpaMdhF6bX 
RTj CA/ER2ErKvs qkpMzCYNTtVRSe GI 5 W 5wWiuXmRQCgUzI 82F4Wj zXmBUCTCrORrlbLilfNuite c 
wpqT+zHeKTYKlyA3EEWkrs6OOSmcHopW19UF6ngecb8 JzdcJBtcLuXGhCXYMrkR+k6ku4mBs0kMB 
K6 SH0kOsM2IXOdWuIT4rDUWyfEdR5j by2bf/Vdj/R8D/xvw 8wF9wnyrgrj OWioOytk2+Mm8b38 c J 
6 JHbwQe/SfQcH7ICdSaDoyEKknjpw4MqBr 51Dnj FDnUJkPrYvcQOuZtk0 JKZ c/Wujva0c 3 aDRvOK2+ 
EDqia26i+9sOSf5CJKWeeM/2Pz+g6+A7cgZ lv7GbP/22Xo2NVSue++mKqp3OleWNO6uqGlkmb2z7 
advJp/C/fWx 8j QKG+ 1 fsj PzcIzB 5Y17R+In9 Jy2vmLVgPv4Ds cMfsw0KZW 5kc3RyZWFtDWVuZ G9i 
ag00IDAgb2JqDTw8LOZpbHRlci9GbGFOZUR1Y29kZS9MZW5ndGggNDUOMS9MZW5ndGgxIDY3ODA+ 
PnN0cmVhbQOKeAGFWQ18VNXVP/feN0s2MgmQdZJ5w5ABMomRAA2QNJksE9CIbEFnaJAJIZIgmEjY 
VIShisCwWWqp4IJLVdQqLxOkE 8ASRW1FET61WlcQ7af2VwT9/dS65X3/+2ZAsP76vZv/Oeeec+52 
3nn33TdZvGhJKyVTiAR5WxY2d5 JxZX8EltOydLEaq6dkEZkbr+2ctzBWH7gA9evnLbjx21g9xwpe 
2NbaPDdWp+/B f9E GRazORoMPbVu4eHmsnv0uuHVBR0vcniPV 5 oXNy+Pjk7 Sr 1 zcvb JUGTKUJRO3 s 
6FpsVC1Hgj e 8 c 1 Fr3 J/5iZL+nJICxZPiCw+nD7z+2ZDij AUQMXpy+oAq61yyQbFRCVxEpfl TyyI $6 

tJtSm36779Gxs 1MrvrTmymUQPt]hsELJX7h7ztXf7v51mo2syagmGP7 SgHaWyv4rqdZG3 +7+9iZb 
bCRpOXfxXmoUw3vcWY5jB 8QIOglwMSLiyXP0imEiL1Lu8EaFq~vd9cGlqdbFQOWOJQVXQDmA3cBBQ 
aLbIh9UGugoIAbuBg8AxwEwEKq0q0AHsBE4CZpEn7BHVYase JrLRNhvrTRWZdAbQAUEOOB JgMj Ab 
2ALsBMyGn9ROAKuAg 8BZwExekRnZOgpzz4xsMFjP/AW1RrU5Vm2aZVR7rg7E +KSpMV53 WcxtflVLxt 
50iY+pKaGB 9WFOPpB aUhdN6TmFLaV50hMrDIDEy 8E 5 Tx 5ymVMXLQ/WIwaQAXmKqh8Yr0nqHu0p0H 
hUJMcMFoLjn0PsEiKWml 1Ylc 52conRz8M346ZuGnewakle6svpyfot3AQUDwUygfSA9oFT8pYw5a 
B ewEDg JHgTOAmZ9EOYHyPn+fUvl7VAJUAbOBncBB 4Axg4e+B 2vi7MmMMKuUqgPN3 QW38HS zrHdBU 
/j akt/nbeh9/PVI2rrTXEDwlccFREB cyc+NCekZplL8 W+WYEMs qNO42M2i+GUCWNEkMiB SMdUZEV 
qWh3RPmHParHcX/lpfw4aQDHTI5j 5OOkA1OAINAJmCG9AekNCgF3APcDGoAsA7UBKj 8MvAK8QZcC 
XmAKYOXHIhgmyo9G3DWO6gz+Kv8LZ SLiR/hfDf4Kf9HgL/MXDP4 SeD7sh!mLkXwHVS fB Tmhj A7eB 
18Bu4s/2DE 136NVp/CAi6AAtAaqAycBsYAtg5gf5kMlacRzo62U+H8Qw7eIQ+Nfgj9KCVvPMdXnct 
E1CVxD3+I 5BAdqo73dzr3rYdVUncm7dCksR920ZIkrhvWg 1 JEveCpZAkcc+dD0kS98zZkC1LxT26E 
BBL19/lp6DBH2eTrmFqdypchSssQpWWI0j JS+DJZ6BtFzvHuSGEhIrbD6xlR6AjtY6EDLDSNhR5k 
oVYWWslCqlmogoWuYSEPC91ZKJ+FvCy0n41FKELMu+ei6jhvFgsdZqEnWaiLhdwsVMBCQ llIZWXe 
KHdGLsNTB+YzWE+ 1 fOi4s+eXldh9UrkTEXUi553YEw6CHgV0o+aFkzok5pydL/mQnsKqWP2S 8aUd 
1RP5ITQ8hNIwiE4ACm7QIaTRIXRyCN21glYBs4E+4AygA2Z4D8E6thg0FbQEqAJmA6uAM4DZmM4Z 
TIVTB6ic4m5jYiWgVcBkWeOHUIagOLnTm2ez2zy2iWKLnaXms8n5ej4vo4wM7Mvpada0KEvZ+3XK 
v79OoYTqBL6Zb6E83Ig74nxL5 Js 8R5TdFXHvdl QPZr+nfAVZx8aRr~xWAj6Uuoz6G7FapH012/gR4 
acR+FZqlRtxFjnl sgGy 11/GN/SPHp/Yoh!iJfb/jTTWqsI.[jb9A8sddx3L7e8VJJ1 ArNAXeUge 1 T 
Ddde+ ljHk4cN19Uw7Ig4Vkq213GLfYLj OrthaIOZrulCzZvqmOae6ZiI/urscxzeLvS511Flv8ZR 
E fMaI9vsdVyKKXhiYiEmO 8 JuDOrKNzqcURZlbd4iyzaL3 zLZ 8gtLqaXI4rQ4LHmWXMsga7rVZh 1 g 
TbYmWq 1 Ws 1 WxcitZBOXlk 16PfOsNMIasvPzMSmpFiyDbsMExuM6DEmZXT5aQNFA28YXoNa9D6Wqhh 



j qp9Nd0VZY1TZ2omVw3 T0huoobFGG+tpiFr0aVqZp0GzTPmVv5uxzQFoNb4uyqjRH2W6VK3 J 1 d Jr 
/b3EWNqaTbmSD1 +zKRCgrIylWlV6ZVp4+rrfoYEDWWwzvPjlfWj6Mny5GnbGqb7tcfzAlqpFPS 8 
QIP22+lqk7+XfcHO+up62ee SBfy9opJ94Zsm9aKyLhBoiI=KrDD9S2efwQ8aAwc+KF7P019WaH/Pb 
E fMrQHv4DZUMfgk JVGD4FS QkGH4Kk37dXUN9dd 1 DQeCTqVKX4dOVqV7oc7gAPgUg 8MkI0WHD53B G 
SPpolUY3djtc8kHgwnLIbrjYWY7hYsy823ApibusP++y3hhJxGZj+EiCblJOnvNJOQmfCwI= 538XW 
Go+H9ZQHWpp8rS5f0OVrBYLahqVtWVpojqp2twSkQdWEOzinpU3y51Yt4Gqt0 lpcdWp3udHuJ+Ym 
aS531XVTk6/R393kba2IAHvLfa7mukDPhCmjyy4aa/35sUZP+ZmxpsjORsuxJhjt0 JWmTRPkGOV 
ybHK5FgTvB OMs cjI 8 Sn+bivVB Gpx/yTv4UmJyNdgrjNQk2HrrD S St9yZtTJ3H04ruyj JE9C SXTVa 
CiDzuri6uFqa8Ex J0wCoU+Omr JXlztx9bFfcZIM6zVVDnsVLupZQ1 q+9LvbXhQuqxUvkrYhRj 9T9 
7AUXn+ZtrpNn6watcHqDVjVlpr/bYoE2WBeAbvw5XVKSL6r3xZSXQDleOgpx31HqKqQuISHu+J+5 
YMwJak SnFweN/T3Mm88 WU 1 dAaPkNj 1LxbQeNMhKFppn8 fzlLy JdEVwAK7mId 1 netNrsOQKaYhLLvr 
HBYviUvxWCyOc 80 ly0OernMhOdedRwbLIE asFnuwtZn2UTaQY3 qUshU34ftH/xj 4RPL+dv0TaZ ec 
/xMbXTQOo130JGunJ+kgPcfOotVu6qU9JI9AdXQPraA7aS 1 eazOhWU/TUEzQ38my9T34MnkAL8wH 
6Ah8r6aVtI8yWJb+Ka2iNe JltFpDKTSEqmkKddAmdoW+hJrohHIrldEVdD11 spDul zfrW/U/0MPU 
K/6q/0B J1EMtKEf0z0x/19+lYrT4HW2nE2xrwtPkx SgheN5Li2iHmKUwtZ 7+LWbgpGWYg0KT6Ajr 
4x703kofsyy2QtSi14d0TX8eXnaaRW20g/axMWwCd5qa9En6EcrAGMvR63aKOF6UKD1Db7Nk0 ln9 
D/pZyqYiugzr2UOvsj 7R/8Pq/irEzYQoj aBxsHTQn+kwlIy 52LO 8w 5RsKjV 5 TTfpx2kQj aQZmO2j 
aPm/7Gu+EmWVeFCrp 12vwkbeGfiOj TS/QByyHlbD J7Co+gnfw+ 8 QismLEk ShzqR3xvgu9v4802suT 
+VILxkPKE8p05r/+kPgB3xE 130730LEvB S1XWxX7N3mAfSlo+m9/NT4k71ceUlyzNWPUltJA20RP0 
NUtnY91U9ivWxl awtew3bDs7wo6xT3g 1 b+TX8 TOiTdwgnlFqUKYrXcqtpttNG8yf9Pv7n+//n!6v 
9VL9dpqKIFiN2f+O7sPKeukovYVygk4xE0tiA 1BU5mQz2M0oK9km9iDbxR5j ezDKMXaKfYpX0pfs 
O443LTfzXBx+ 5BHIxRthhHknv4cfRTnG/8 W/EZliiPCIMa JCBE QHZrVW3IHytPhAyVGOKjriXGra 
Ztpp2mV6wvSc 6aw 52fJrvONf+f6hHwp/eL+f+lfl b+uP90/RP6DBuId4e+ATrAKzb0aZj/u9DRm3 
m 15nyYhdDitklewKRGY2m89uYMsRydvYDvawMfen2AFE6U 12BnNO4XZj zpfwMbyGT0a 5hrfyG3 AY 
28r38Df4t 8Iikk SqGCwICxQQx $7 SICxe JGsU 1 o41OCxnj glvhLfo+hKouJQhihuxaNMUGYr S 5 T71I+V 
j 01NppdN/zAnmheabzdHzZ/jVFNpmWKZapll2WLZazluDSI7D9HT9Cdk4PmLnRSrhU88TZv5KCUb 
nzCvIp9nOlwxiSNT+S62jt/C9vChpuXmc170rqSzfihuxfpHv5F/xcjGJNbDpNJ+PjHVoHqQ8DqlC 
OUSnlQNY26voebk5ma3kZ8zJFMEZaRzOSC+ISxWPeJneFieYRXmA31ESWSY7zR8VU5AFzyiVJj 85 
xT301LIB 3UJPcx9R4nfWj c.[jK9nj 2B caW Sn7t 9BxDL 4 SWVQmPqRb6Tr+dzqN53gcFZ 7NVebRZhrF 
VtDH9AieihGm682F5sHs Jd6uhP1Atoe48hhWN44NZcI0iG5j s8QO8xn+Fi2ho0oivS/+iNkf5U+J 
ScpZ0zTWhifgFrqdbtBX040mv/Iam0eCXUUFyknsbitEqeIEX4VdpQ1721483fuwD 1 SLSdBkIXOu 
QF7MwA6xA+Uu7BMKMqgdz/jV2MVepT3mRh61eaYBDLsOfq15uX8azdQfoe36PLpe30rF2A/W6ivQ 
4y76B22hXWxN/83UiU/Jt/BsX2Gq50dN9XoxD/O3+HS+7eL7i2gXsCz6J8pTuDOVpv0UVt6k6VS1 
b9T/huwejh12083BgfUjrPIzjDBR9NGo/it5t 14vOrHeEzRVflR3sERq0xfQZDpAD ltM1 Gzx4B 5r 
7DWs92Zq5dP0xaKlvx lx2IIoeBGtJdh! lntrZzRWe6sqfllRPn7c2LIxo0eVjry05 JLiIk/hiOHD 
3AVDXUOcqiM/z56bk52VmTF40MDONFvqgJTkpMQEq8VsUgRnVORzl QdVzR3UFLdr4sRiWXc 1 Q9F8 
g SKoqVDVX+yj qb JdM0wXeXrhe e 1PPL 0xT+95 T2Z ]~26iiuEj luVTtS J1LjbKZU/2QN9W5Aqp22pAn 
GfldhpwC2elEA9WX1Vanaiyo+rT6pW lhX7CuuIhl JyXWumpbE4uLqDsxCWIS JC3T1 dnNMiuZIfBM 
3/huTtYULFHLcdX5tGwXmqIbUeBrnqtNmer31 eU6nYHiIo3VtrjmaCRPSh7DhWqNYTRzrWYxhlHb 
ccbRaIPaXdQX3hi 10ZygJ3mua25zk 18TzejDp6V5MG6dlnnTRlk/VtE5zmRrL7TmirAvql 2VzuHw 
W1W7f6r/gra5TtlDIIA+0JYX1 AID9Rh6I+5UgzyLa3xNwK+xNRgSB 8sCY 1 Wx9cVOvQXB+aqW4Kpx 
tYXnB 3FrcsIaTbvRGcnJ8 fbqJynHp4Yb/S 6nVpXrCj TX2bsHUXj aj T3ZXjX7YktxUbctLRbY7gCrp 
c SE 55UKhFUGP2QzJc JdSw7TzkWVyj q7LcBLU1BYVM/G7sKaxkrSOpXDLWNwAXAGGVtpc3 JF2LaE2 
GLaN13oskWmmAptLDX9JyADX6X9drGmOa8wFfi9JGmWenE8 lj TWfkzWPRys sl CliqcU9xRwrj fqY 
4qK1Ue5yddrw/Sw/GmgKYtscGF+C8Dud8gZviHppDipaaKo/VldpTm6EvCU4W/OgtPSdswyeIS2h 
c 5bzzYMuZPIe+T1LgzWr+/xfqi ljoK9tvMYy/ou5NWZvmO5qwNFY9YWD8axtaLyoFrPLgCJusMU1 
bWCtX+Ry6KTEc4VhjZ 2Qz7nguOxP 1 pQC/JmNp J4btViR1YaGqfWaLTgxRgOJTmfSmfn!GkX 1 s7KV 
wX5sFl+GNt4Tn2hs21r5RfWLppccFg2N2HI4TvbhcOJFNqRabJaXxRkyHh!6TrVWoxl4Mgvwh0+O 
sRKBXM2LkMHSiKfIUAdy49WLHHPjj QK4ZHYWF9Vj zwyH611 qlTgYbo7qoTku 1 eYK9/Ln+HPhTh92 
uljiRPV9G3K1 +o0BRKyNjct]wamm28XWTe32snXTZ/p78ROHuq7RH+GMlwZrAt 1DYfP3qkReQ8ul 
Viqliyor 1MCwyAi3Gv65vV6ikGFVDIVRb8GvG4Yu5gQdo5Yoj+ls 5/w4dEpM5zV0cnlyj61t9Mdv 
i 5EQ 8tFDDuEfKuhGnjFwMRR5 JUMp/5 elmtcgpVHkLzUg JhSc 7i 1EzjRnWgEIftWh71XR973XRN+R 
qvTBy/l~xB 0wfhrPfz 10c SmEYGKXHRzbLfShMvDwwfe JMT/Wi9uYFkxr/Dw Sw9hkNCmVuZHN0cmVh 
bQ 1 lbmRvYmoNNS AwIG9iag08PC9GaWx0ZXIvRmxhdGVEZ WNvZGUvRmlyc3 QgMzIvTGVuZ3RoIDMz 
My9OIDUvVHlwZ S9PYmpTdG0+PnN0cmVhbQOKaN58kNtqg0AURX/lvId07jMKQTA JYkt S0iq9BR+m 
ZjCCUTFDSf6+owaSltK3ffa5zF5DCGAgFHwOhAHDAggHRpwnQFAGsxlaNFXTJa30]W8cCTDf7TwH 
AYqa2j ovIncYOO 1NFDCmiRo 177W8DG+6 Jk+M3 aLNMkKpOdksCNxyeMxNbUFhgsKv4rXc2TOIRdFC 
t7Epi70FSRlamnFs Sn0fRZUujsDo8P583py2UyLVOAOCHY1HVqPf0o7IyFNiYxtWP+mBQ+rTcrJ4m 
yfnw2VTo3uqqzMO6qAxgtNanMQLBnKLEmkMMzBvEi/MY S s+t GU7 libq~vtU2H3i5BuVRB s OUSZ 1 cu 
H4srF+fkhktR74aLOL+4pBQwZVQAxdj 9JcbyFoz/BIsf3pP4YxJ2pa7W6S+yldG7si6As Stkf/TC 
hv81Eww7Mqq87FuAAQC S S 6ICxDQplbmRzdHJ1YWONZ W5kb2 JqDTYgMCBvYmoNPDwvRmls dGVyLOZs 
YXR1RGVj b2R1LOZpcnNOIDEyL0xlbmd0aCAxNj kvTiAyL 1 R5 c GUvT2 JqU3RtPj 5 zdHJ1YWONCmj e 
MjRTMFAwNFcwNDFSsLHRd0osTnXLzyvR9/CKDPaI0nYsykzM8Q3Rd81Lzk/JzEvX901MDsrPTcyD 
C7hlFhWXOGckFikYG+mDtLqkFicXZRaU5B cBDQUaHqTvk4hQEVyaVFJZkKofU1S aGg JmgAiwle GZ 
KSUZxQqGpiBNdnbIrgk JdAnwCdQOrsxNys 8hyj GGZqYYrjFCdQ 11CRHOMYY4ByDAAIQ2Yj sNCmVu 
ZHN0cmVhbQ llbmRvYmoNNyAwIG9iag08PC9MZW5ndGggMzUOMi9TdWJ0eXB1LlhNTC9UeXB1L011 
dGFkYXRhPj 5zdHJ1YWONCjw/eHBhY2tldCBiZWdpbj 0i77u/IiBpZD0iVzVNME lwQ2VoaUh6cmVT 
ek5UY3prYzlkIj 8+Cjx4OnhtcGlldGEgeG1 sbnM6eD0iYWRvYmU6bnM6bWVOYS8iIHg6eGlwdGs9 
IkFkb2 JIIFhNUCBDb3 JIIDUuNC ljMDA 1 IDc4Lj EONzMyNiwgMj AxMi8wOC 8yMy0xMzowMzowMyAg 
ICAgICAgIj4KICAgPHJkZjpSREYgeG1 sbnM6cmRmPSJodHRwOi8vd3d3LnczLm9yZy8xOTk5LzAy 
LzIyLX JkZi 1 zeW50YXgtbnMjIj 4KICAgICAgPHJkZjpEZXNj cmlwdGlvbiByZ GY6YWJwlXQ9IiIK 
ICAgICAgICAgICAgeG1 sbnM6ZGM9Imh0dHA6Ly9wdXJsLm9yZy9kYy91bGVtZW50cy8xLjEvIgog 
ICAgICAgICAgICB4bWxuczp4bXA9Imh0dHA6Ly9ucy5hZG9iZ S5jb20veGFwLzEuMC8iCiAgICAg 
ICAgICAgIHhtbG5zOnBkZj0iaHR0cDovL25zLmFkb2J1LmNvbS9wZGYvMS4zLyIKICAgICAgICAg 
ICAgeG1 sbnM6eGlwTU09Imh0dHA6Ly9ucy5hZG9iZS 5jb20veGFwLzEuMC9tbS 8iPgogICAgICAg 
ICA8ZGM6Zm9ybWFOPmFwcGxpY2F0aW9uL3BkZjwvZGM6Zm9ybWFOPgogICAgICAgICA8ZGM6Y3 J1 
YXRvcj 4KICAgICAgICAgICAgPHJkZjpTZXE+CiAgICAgICAgICAgICAgIDxyZ GY6bGk+QWFyb24g 
U2hhY2tlbGZvcmQ8L3 JkZjpsaT4KICAgICAgICAgICAgPC9yZGY6U2VxPgogICAgICAgICA8L2Rj 
OmNyZWF0b3I+CiAgICAgICAgIDxkYzp0aXRsZT4KICAgICAgICAgICAgPHJkZjpBbHQ+CiAgICAg 
ICAgICAgICAgIDxyZGY6bGkgeG1 sOmxhbmc9IngtZGVmYXVsdCI+TWlj cm9zb2ZOIFdvcmQgLSBD 
dX JhdG9yaWFsIEZlbGxvd3NoaXAgY2FsbCBmb3IgYXBwbGljYXRpb25 zIDIwMTMuZG9j eDwvcmRm 
Oro~xpPgogICAgICAgICAgICA 8L3 JkZjpBbHQ+CiAgICAgICAgIDwvZ GM6dG10bGU+CiAgICAgICAg 
IDx4bXA6Q3 J1YXR1RGFOZT4yMDEzLTA 5LTIzVDE 4Oj U50jMyWj wve G1 wOkNyZ WFOZURhdGU+CiAg 
ICAgICAgIDx4bXA6Q3 J1YXRvclRvb2w+TWljcm9zb2ZOIFdvcmQ8L3htcDpDcmVhdG9yVG9vbD4K 
ICAgICAgICAgPHhtcDpNb2RpZnlEYXR1PjIwMTMtMDktMj NUMq~f6MzI6MTgtMDQ6MDA 8L3ht cDpN 
b2RpZnlEYXR1PgogICAgICAgICA 8 eG 1 wOk 1 ldGFkYXRhRGFOZ T4yMDE zLTA5LTIzVDE2OjMyOj E4 
LTAOOj AwPC94bXA6TWVOYWRhdGFEYXR1PgogICAgICAgICA8cGRmOktleXdvcmRzLz4KICAgICAg 
ICAgPHBkZjpQcm9kdWN1 cj 5NYWMgT 1MgWCAxMC 42LjggUXVhcnR6IFBERkNvbnRleHQ 8L3BkZjpQ 
cm9kdWNlcj4KICAgICAgICAgPHhtcE 1NOkRvY3VtZW50SUQ+dXVpZDpkN2E 10WZ1NC04NDY 1LTQ2 
MWYtOTExOS00ZDg0NzBmNWVmMTA8L3htcE 1NOkRvY3VtZW50SUQ+CiAgICAgICAgIDx4bXBNTTpJ 
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gAADAHfQDrwNCmVuZHN0cmVhbQ 1 lbmRvYmoNO S AwIO9iag08PC9OaWx0ZXIvRmxhdOVEZ WNvZOUv 
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dGVEZWNvZ GUvSURbPEY 1 NkZBNDk4OTcxNDYyMDYwRTUxNTZBRjFB OEIOOEI 1 Pj xGQzJEQzlDRkE 3 
QjFENDQyQjdBOTc 1 QkEyNkFGQjFBMD5dL01uZmSgMjAgMCB SL0xlbmd0aCA3Mi9Sb290IDIyIDAg 
Ui9TaXplIDIxL 1 R5 cGUvWF J1Zi9XWzEgMyAxXT4+c 3RyZWFtDQpo3m JiAAEmRqaZIKxmYGBgYGOAk 
32oQyREFIoUEQCQTWISRHSyrDCIZZoPFzYF6/2nfAIswMGInGfSg2Ez/kcT/AwQYAJBeCjYNCmVu 

ZHN0cmVhbQ 1 lbmRvYmoNc 3RhcnR4cmVmDQoxM~NCiU1RU9GDQo 

-- 004 EB68759C7A27D94CB24EC6DDEE2DD3C89408ED66ITSMSXMBS5Madun -- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 9:18 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

ESSAYS ASSIGNMENT QUESTIONS AND GUIDEL1NES.docx 

Travis, 

Kindly print them for me. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 7:56 AM 

Dermody, Bob <Bob Dermody@unc.edu>; Textor, Laurie J <ljtexto@email.unc.edu>; McHaJe, Tammy J <tmchale@email.unc.edu> 

Ha~ly~ Jonathan ~artlyu@unc.edu>;                          ~ema~l.uuc.edu> 

RE: Approval of 3279 Public Policy and 3287 African, African American aud Diaspora Studies (AA?d)) transactions 

Dear Tammy and Laurie, 

It would be great if the College helped us with approvals along the lines Bob suggests below. For instance, there are AAAD approvals pertaining to construction work that is 
scheduled to begin this Friday that Sonia has submitted to the College. 

Many thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Dermody, Bob 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2023 12:35 PM 
To: Textor, Laurie J; McHale, Tammy J 

Cc:                ; Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Approval of 3279 Public Policy and 3287 African, African American and Diaspora Studies (AAAD) transactions 

Tammy and Laurie: 

In order to ensure transactions continue to be processed during the course of the audit, would it be possible to have someone from the College approve the 

documents in the two departments listed above. In discussion with Sonia Colon, when Tia was out on              Deborah Edwards was able to review and 

approve Sonia’s transactions. Sonia would email Deborah and notify her of a transaction that needed to be approved and Deborah would approve the document. 

Would it be possible to do this now so we can ensure that current bills are processed on a timely basis? Once the audit is complete we’ll revisit and determine the 

appropriate review and approval routing. 

Thank you for your consideration, 

Bob Dermody 

Internal Audit 

Phone: (919) 843-3065 

Fax: (919) 843-3065 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 11:09 AM 

@gmail.com>; @gmail.com> 

Citation s~le 

Citation - for chapters.docx 

Dear    and 

I hope you are both doing well. 

I am not sure if I sent the attached, thus I am re-sending it just in case. 

Thanks for all your work on this project. If you can send it by Monday 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu SaNe 

that would be great. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Saturday, September 28, 2013 7:09 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Re: Instructional Budget Allocation Letters 

Dear Travis, 

Greetings. 

Kindly pick our department’s letter from South Building before 10.00am on Monday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Sep 27, 2013, at 4:00 PM, "Goldston, Linda R" <lind unc.edu> wrote: 

This message is being sent to Department and Curriculum Directors in the College of Arts and 
Sciences with a copy to Managers. 

The Senior Associate Deans’ letters to Chairs concerning instructional budget allocations are ready 
for pick-up in the Dean’ s Office, 205 South Building. If you would like to pick your letter up today, 
please do so by 5:00 p.m. Any letters not picked up by 12 noon on Monday, September 30 will be 
put in campus mail. 

Linda R. Goldston 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Dean’ s Office 

919.962.3082 

linda~._~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 12:48 PM 

Barbara Anderson< @gmail.com> 

Re: Art and Juslice 

Thin,ks Barbma’. The Kamojis and aJ1 us axe looking forward to this work. 

Regards and have a great Sunday, 

E 

On Sep 29, 2013, at 12:29 PM, "Barbara Anderson" < (~:gmail.com> wrote: 

I fl~ought you might find this interesting. Sending much affection to you, B 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Anne Makepeace <info~makepeaceproductions.com> 

Date: September 28, 2013, 11:00:26 AM EDT 

To: -~           ~aol.com> 
Subject: Art and 3ustice 

Reply-To: Anne Makepeace <intb~b~makepeaceproductions.com> 

Filming in Kenya 

We were just about to send this message last week when the horrible news from Nairobi 

came in. It was with deep sadness and terror that I read of the attack, which tool< place in a 

mall where my crew and I often had lunch just last month. We have delayed sending this 

newsletter until after the three day mourning period, which will be over when you receive 

this. We believe that a positive message about Kenya could be a good thing, so we are 

sharing our vivid memories of our August trip with you here. 

Traveling with Wangeehi M~tu 
for A Necessary Madness 



This was Wangechi’s first family trip home in nearly 20 

years. During that time, she made a life in NewYork, 

became a world-class artist, married and had two children. 

All the while, her complex feelings about Africa and home 

erupted in her art, often in disturbing ways~ Where do 

these explosive feelings come from?And how can she 

satisfy her longing to go home again? 

These are questions that A 

Necessary Madness will address. Many clues emerged 

while we were in Kenya. Wangechi had always wanted to 

know more about The Emergency (aka the Mau Mau 

Rebellion), a violent uprising that preceded Kenya’s 

independence. When she was a girl, no one would talk 

about the Mau Mau time, or the upheavals that uprooted 

Kikuyus from their land. 

Wangechi and all of us learned a lot about the brutality of 

Kenyan history. With our camera rolling, Wangechi asked 

Wathira about life under colonial rule, and about the oath 

she and most Kikuyus had taken to shield and support the 

Mau Maus. Wathira described being forcibly taken from 

their land by the British, and being caught in the middle of 

the violence on both sides. At one point, Wangechi said 

that she got her fierceness from her grandmother, and 

Wathirajust smiled. (For mo~e about, this and od~e~ 

Image courtesy of the Artist and Susanne Vii         Los Angeles Projects. 
Collection of the Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University. 

Below, a slide show of images, filming with DPJoan Churchill and our fabulous fixer, Justin 

Purefoy, who also helped with sound. Some of the most memorable moments were visiting 

Wangechi’s mentor, paleontologist Richard Leakey, at his Turkana Basin Institute; 

discovering a treasure trove of Wangechi’s teenage artworks; and a visit to The Nest, an 

art center founded by friends. (Click Hele to see more ~ 



.4 Neces~ary ,~",,?i~d~;ess is a producJon o, Muse Film and Television, Irlc and M~kepeace PFoducfions 

Next up: filming the planning and installation of Wangechi’s first retrospective exhibit, A 

Fantastic Journey, in the feminist wing of the Brooklyn Museum, opening on October 11 

and running through March 9, 2014 

Viskm Maker Med~a 
The California Tribal Justice Project! 

................................................................................................................................................... I am very pleased to announce that Vision Maker Media 

has awarded The California Tribaljustice Project 

development funding. At last we can head back to 

Quechan to begin filming Judge White and some of her 

ongoing cases. I am really looking forward to working with 

Quechan filmmaker Dan Golding, pictured with me here at 

the Language Is Life Conference. 

Stay tuned for breaking news about this prqject, 

An Exultation of 
California Indian Languages 

I have just returned from the Language is Life Conference 

at the beautiful Marin Headlands in Northern California. It 

was a moving and energizing event, with more than 200 

native people of all ages coming together from many 

California Indian communities, sharing experiences and 

information about the ways they are keeping their 

languages alive. 



I was honored to be invited by renowned linguist Leanne 

Hinton to talk about We 5fil~ L.~,e Here my documentary 

about the revival of the Wampanoag language. Many in 

the audience had already seen the film and spoke 

eloquently about how the story has inspired them in their 

language work. Leanne also asked me to talk about my 

newfilm, The California Tribal Justice Project. 

~ 
D uring the weekend, the 

connection between language revival and the tribal courts 

crystallized for me. Both are crucial to native identity and 

tribal sovereignty. The judges we are featuring are 

reaching back to traditional values embedded in their 

languages, creating culturally appropriate forms of justice, 

and asserting their sovereign rights to adjudicate cases in 

their own ways. 

Speakin~ Om° Mot]~m° Tongues 

At the conference I also gave a brief demonstration of the 

~.~!.!L.I~!..q.~L~3.g.!L~.~.!~!~.!L~:L.D.’33.!?.~.J.~:.3.~ It was g rear to s h ow ou r 

newest sections on the Chumash and Karuk languages, 

with video filmed by Dan Golding at the Breath of Life 

conference last year. Here, Dan is interviewing Monique 

Sonoquie (Chumash) for Chasing Voices, his film about 

linguist John Peabody Harrington. 

There were many Chumash 

and Karuk speakers and language learners at the 

conference, among them Crystal Richardson and family 

members from the Karuk tribe, who demonstrated teaching 

techniques. Click here to watch video of Crystal and 

others talking about learning from their elders, figuring out 

new words, and using language to heal the past. 

During a break, awesome Yurok language instructor Carole 

Lewis told me howJudge Abinanti supports language 

revitalization efforts at Yurok. She often gives offenders 

who have been convicted of substance abuse the 

opportunity to complete community service in Carole’s 

language classes, a great place to heal and develop pride 

in their tribal identity and culture. 

A multi-generational gathering of many 

California Indian tribes at 



Photos courtesy of Scott Braley, www.ScottBraley.com 

Can VOU gues~ whic~ icon below goe~ with which tribe on the Our Mother Ton~ue~ website? 

Check out great photos, watch ~fideos and learn about many Native American languages 

from Alaska to North Carolina, Oklahoma to New York, Montana to Massachusetts. There is 

even an [[!~!~.!:#~i~:!~..~z~].-~D., a !~£~.[!:.~.IL.E[~!L:I~.~. where you can listen to thirteen different Native 

tongues, ~ and a fun feature called ePostcalds offering an entertaining way to 

connect with friends and family by sending audio greetings in a Native American language. 

Please visit OurMotherTonques.orq 

Pfease iemember ~o LIKE us oft facebook arid post your commen~s. 

L~!.¢..Lo..,.L~...b.~}..a..!2.n..g..!.r...o..~.4..~:.o...u..!. 

some Recent Comments ... 

--rom Tamara G -- 
recently watched .~:~..,~.~:i~L..l..,~g~..~ 

~nd wanted to commend you on 
~’our excellent film! While the story 
tself is truly remarkable, I feel the 
[ilm is sensitively and beautifully 
:rafted, and I am grateful for your 
vision in bringing this story to the 
~creen. I hope one day to meet you 

~nd also Jessie Little Doe. What 
~mazing women! 

From Metre T -- 
I saw We 5dl/Uve. He.~e at the Native 
Visioni~ii~~~~{i{;~ii~~oth en bu rg, 

Sweden, this weekend. I was moved 
and so impressed at seeing the 
work of creating a "long dead" 
language. Not only are you 
recreating the language, but you are 
giving it new life. It takes people 
with an immense fire inside to 
accomplish this task. 

There are many ways to wate]a We S~i~ 

Stream it on iTunes~ 

Do~,~load it on Amazon~ 



Forward to a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 6:50 PM 

ttilli~ Ken <khilli@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Megel 

Hi Ken, 

Thanks for your email. 

From what Joseph told me this week, his plan from the beginning was to create and teach a new course for our department focusing on water through performance perspectives as an 
overload not a course lease from his department He indicated to me that his department had already scheduled for him to teach his regular teaching load in the Spring semester. Thus, in his 
view any other course that he taught in Spring 2014 - either in our department or other units on campus - would be an overload. 

I could be wrong on this, but it seems to me that Joseph and Dennis had very different ideas about the modalities of Joseph teaching a new course in our department in the coming semester. 

If you need to discuss this further, feel free to call me tonight before 9.00pro at : or 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hillis, Ken 
Sent: Sunday, September 29, 2013 1:23 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Megel 

Hi [~unice, 

Sorry to write you on the weekend but I’m hoping you can wr~te me back on my Friday email to you as I’m meeting Joseph tomorrow morning at 10 and hope to clear up the confusion. 

Dennis told me that his understanding with you was that Joseph would teach a class for you for which your department would pay ours    . I realize the overload arrangement benefits 
Joseph more and I appreciate that. Dennis, however, was also looking at the implications ~2~r our instructional budget and undergraduate teaching. Unfortunately, Joseph’s teaching an 
overload will mean that I will have to cut one graduate student from next year’s achnissions and this will, in domino fashion, mean that we will have to reduce our undergraduate offerings. 
Any m[’ormation you can provide me would be much appreciated. ’]’hanks 

best, 
Ken 

Ken Hillis 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Coramunication Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285 USA 

From: Hillis, Ken 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 12:40 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Subject: FW: Megel 

Hi Eunice, 

I’m writing to cotffirm the arrangement with respect to Joseph Megel that Dermis _Mumby, our previous departracnt chair, mentions in the email that I include below. Is this also your 
understanding? Thanks in advance for any light you can shed on the matter. 

I hope this email finds you well. 

ve~ best, 
Ken 

Ken Hillis 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Cormnunication Studies 
The Universits, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599-3285 USA 

From: Thomas, Elimnbeth 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 12:25 PM 
To: Hillis, Ken 
Subject: FW: Megel 

From: Mumby, Dennis K 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 11:22 AM 
To: Thomas, Elimnbet2a 
Subject: Re: Megel 

Hi Elizabeth. 
Megel will be teaching a class in At-Am this spring for which the?- ~vill be paying us : 
Am, to confirm this arrangement. 
Best, 
Dennis 

that will go into our instructional budget. You might have Ken contact Eunice Sahle, chair of Af- 



On Sep 27, 2013, at 11:03 AM, "Thomas, Elizabeth" <lethomas@unc.edu<mailto:lethomas@unc.edu>> wrote: 

Dennis, 

On your 13-14 budget, you had for Megel for AFAM. Were the?’ supposed to pay part of his salary, because they just called asking about an overload payment. What was your 
understanding of the situation? 

Best, 

Elizabeth 

Department Manager 
Department of Communication Studies 
114 Bmgham }{all, CB# 3285 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

I ethomas @ un c edu<m ailto:lethomas(~unc, edu> 
Office: 919-962-4981 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 2:27 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email,unc.edu-* 

Re: Bereket 

Dear Oeorges, 

Kindly send me his number. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Sep 29, 2013, at 11:31 PM. "Nzongola-Nta laj a, Oeorges" <nzong ola@email.unc, edu> wrote: 

> Dear Eunice, 
> 

> Please call Bereket early on Monday morning to remind him about the meeting you, Kelmeth and him are supposed to have about me. He called me Sunday evening as I ;vas watching the 
Francophone TV5 news asking whether we had a meeting tomorrow All I could think of was the meeting of the Persolmel Cormnittee on Thursday. But just no;v, as I ;vas closing my 
computer tu go to bed, I remembered yuu telling me that you have called a meeting un Mi~nday ]2~r the three ufyuu 
> 

> Warm regards, 
> 

> Geurges 
> 

> Geurges Nzungula-Ntalaja 
> Prufessur of African Studies 
> Department uf African, African American, and Diaspura Studies 
> University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
> 201 Battle Hall, Campus Bux 3395 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> USA 
> Tel              (cell), + 1 919 537 3210 (uffice) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 6:51 AM 

ttillis, Ken <khillis@emaiL unc.edu-*; Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu> 

Mumby, Dermis K <nmmby.~email.unc.edu> 

RE: appointment 

Dear Ken and Joseph 

Based on the confusion (which is getting worse by the minute and in a disturbing manner) that seems to have emerged last week, I decided to review notes and 
communication that Dennis, Joseph and me had in the Spring of this year. 

From my review and the email below, my understanding is that in the Spring of this year Joseph was interested in have a joint appointment in our department in the future. I 
thought this was a good idea given that his work is excellent and it is admired by my colleagues and I. Further, his interest in teaching in our department is not new. Under the 
former Chair of our department Joseph was in discussion with him to develop a course for us based on an agreement in 2009 when the department and UNC-Ch’s African 
Studies Center’s financially supported his visit to Tanzania so that he could direct Marie Garlock’s great performances in various parts of the country. 

At any rate, as discussions went a long this Spring, Joseph informed me that following discussions with Dennis, they had decided that the best approach was to have him teach 
one course for us along the lines suggested in the email below. It is on the basis of this conclusion that Dennis informed me that if Joseph was teach for us in the Spring of 
20J.4 the department would have to transfer :       to Communication Studies’ instructional budget. 

I told Dennis that I would have to check with SAD Jonathan Hartlyn whether such an arrangement was within university rules and also review our budget because the figure 
seemed high. I brought the matter to SAD l-lartlyn who was not pleased about this arrangement but told me I could move ahead as long as this was a one time deal for the 
Spring of 20:t4. I communicated this to Dennis and that is how I understood the situation until last week when Joseph told me that from his perspective, his teaching for us was 

an overload and that he has no course lease from Communication Studies for the upcoming semester. This is what led Sonia (our acting business manager) to call the 
Business Manager in Communication Studies and my email (following a call from Sonia) to Joseph asking him to clarify the matter with his department. 

I am not sure what to make of the situation right now given the confusion that has emerged. Nonetheless, based on recent developments - which surprised me and not in a 
good way to say the least - I thought I would offer my understanding of the situation. 

Please let me know that you’ve received this email. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 20:t3 8:43 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Mumby, Dennis K 
Subject: appointment 

After a discussion with Dennis Mumby, he suggested we start with an adjunct appointment in African and African American studies for a couple of years. I would teach one 
class a year (they would like me to teach three in our dept), and your dept. would then reimburse Comm studies for that one class a year. I feel like this is a good idea for the 
next couple years. It would work me into the dept. more slowly, and build support for a possible joint appointment in the future. What do you think? If you’d like to have more 

conversations about this, let me know. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 9319-843-7067 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N ~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 9:50 AM 

tt~tlyn, Jonathan <h~xflyn@unc.edu> 

Possible visit to Kenya 

Dear Jonathan, 

This is a heads to let you know that I most likely will have to travel to Kenya next week once I have more details 

I am not sure how this will play out given the recent terror attack in Kenya but I am hoping that I can travel there to attend his funeral and meet with a group of other Kenyans 

who are interested in his work, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 10:39 AM 

tta~tlyn, Jonathan <lm~4Jyn@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Bwana Mufima 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~gmail.com> 

Date: 11:06:01 PM EDT 

To: <e unice(~emaJ 1. unc.edu> 
Cc: "Mutima, Sinan~enye A" < smulima~)email.unc.edu~> 

Subject: Bwana Mutima 

Shikamoo Dr. Sahle, 

I am ~x~ting to you as a past student of Bwana Mutima and as a lover of Kiswa]fili and the many cultures of Africa, especially that of Eastern Africa. I 

studied with Bwana Mufima in 6 different classes (5 different semesters) starting from my firs~ semester at UNC. Right when I s~arted at UNC is when the 

school began being trader a lot of fire for controversy in the African Studies Department. After being in the classroom for so long with Bwana Mufima. 

however, I wanted to write to you on Ns belm]f to try to explain how much he has provided me while being my teacher. He has taught me not only to 

read, write and speak KiswaNli well enough that I was able to spea]~ ve~ easily to Waswahili in Rwanda this past summer, bnt he has taught me atx~ut 

the culture of Waswahili and he has made me tEel a deeper connection to At~ca and eve ,rylking it has to offer. He has inspired me to apply for a teaching 

position in Kenya next year to thrther improve my language skills and to learn more about the cnltare and the issues there so that I may return and be 

effective in helping fix some of the problems that plague pe#ts of Africa. It is important that yon know that the African Studies Dep~tment is very lucky to 

have a professor like Bwana Mutima and I feel vmy lucky to have come to UNC because of it a]lowed me to learn from him. I hope a]l is well with you 

and I hope that the African Studies Dep~:rtment at UNC continues to grow and thrive. I have some ideas of ways in which this is feasible if you would like 

to hem more about them. 

TMnk you for your time. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 1:52 PM 

ttilli~ Ken <khilli@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Hello 

Hi Ken, 

You can call me on my cell: 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hillis, Ken 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 1:50 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Hi Eunice, 

I had an appointment this morning before meeting with Joseph at 11 and have just now a few minutes to call. I got your office machine and left a message I know you sent some phone 
numbers in your email yesterday--would there be a number I could call directly at an appropriate time? Thanks. 

best, 
Ken 

919-843-3613 oftice 
cell 

Ken Hillis 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Communication Studies 
’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285 USA 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 6:52 AM 
To: Itillis, Ken 
Subject: Hello 

Hi Ken, 

Let’s have a conversation this morning. You can reach me on tW cell awtime from now- except between 8.00am-8.30am when I am in a meeting. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 4:23 PM 

ttilli~ Ken <khilli@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia < sonia colon~!med.unc.edu>; Mumby, Dennis K <mumby@email.unc.edu>; Megel, Joseph Lawrence 

<megel@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Confirmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Dear Ken, 

This is to confirm that as per an agreement with Dennis and Joseph, and my discussion with SAD 3onathan Hartlyn in the Spring of 2013, the Department of African, African 
American and Diaspora Studies will transform ’.         from our instructional budget (IB) to your department’s IB as a buy out for 3oseph so that he can teach a course 
(through the lens of performance studies) for us in the spring of 2014. The course will be linked to our second Global Africana Annual Conference which will focus on the 
interlinked themes of water, health and environment. 

Please note that this transfer is a one time agreement~ Further, the transfer does not guarantee any overload arrangements between 3oseph and our department and it is not 
linked to any course release arrangements that your department makes with him. 

To finalize the transfer, please have your department manager contact my colleague Sonia Colon. 

Kindly let me know if you have any questions about any of the preceding matters~ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 8:32 PM 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@emafil.~mc.edtr~ 

ILE: my schedule 

Dear Joseph, 

this week. I will be in touch about a meeting in the coming weeks. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

¯ Thus, I will not be able to meet with you 

From: IVlegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 7:22 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: my schedule 

I will have my cv to you tomorrow¯ 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-84-3-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 5:41 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 

C¢: Hillis, Ken 
Subject: Re: my schedule 

Dear Joseph, 

You will be teaching for the department in spring 2014 not the fall. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

On Sep 30, 2013, at 3:45 PM, "Megel, Joseph Lawrence" < megel(~ema~l.unc.edu > wrote: 

Eunice, 

I am reworking my cv right now. 

Hem is my teaching schedule for the faJl: 
COMM 566 Media m~d Performance MW 5:00p-6:15p Swain 104 

COMM 593 Performance Practicum M 2:00p-4:50p Swain 104 

So i could teach Tnesdays or Thursday or Friday’s tbr a 2hour 50 minute slot. I am supposed to keep Wed. aIternoon’s clear for our dept. 

jIn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 8:10 AM 

aaa@listserv.unc.edu 

Impol~nt update: our October 9 meeting 

Dear Colleagues, 

traveling to Kenya next week to 

Take care, 
Eunice 

we need to postpone our Oct 9 meeting to Oct 23 because I will be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 8:48 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu> 

Re: Impol~nt update: our October 9 meeting 

Thanks so much Margaret! I roll let you know. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

On Oct 1, 2013, at 8:24 AM, "Lee, Margaret Carol" <leemc~b~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

Let me know if I can be of help with your class. 

M 

From-" SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, October 01, 20:t3 8:09 AM 

To-" department listserv 
$..bject; Important update: our October 9 meeting 

Dear Colleagues, 

because I will be traveling to Kenya next week to 

Take care, 
Eunice 

we need to postpone our Oct 9 meeting to Oct 23 

You am currently subscribed to aaad as: leemc(&email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edw’u?id 65646451.29231 d4006c6fc68facbtgctE738be85&n T&I aaad&o 33663584 

(It may be necesmry to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-33663584-65646451.2923 ld4006c6fc68~:acbtqgcfe738be85~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 8:49 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu-* 

Re: Impol~nt update: our October 9 meeting 

I appreciate your note Margaret! 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

On Oct 1,2013, at 8:19 AM, "Lee, Margaret Carol" <leemc~b~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

My deepest condolences. 

Take care, 

Margaret 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, October 01, 20:t3 8:09 AM 

To-" department listserv 
Subject-" Important update: our October 9 meeting 

Dear Colleagues, 

because I will be traveling to Kenya next week to 

Take care, 
Eunice 

, we need to postpone our Oct 9 meeting to Oct 23 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: leemc(~a)ema~l.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscribeclickhere:http://lists.unc.edu/u?i&6564645~.2923~d4~6c6fc68facbf9cfe738be85&n T&I aaad&o 33663584 

(It ~nay be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33663584-65646451.2923 ld4006c6fc68facbfgcfe738be85~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 9:09 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Impol~nt update: our October 9 meeting 

Thm~s for your note and prayers Kia! 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

On Oct 1, 2013, at 8:56 AM, "Caldwell, Kia L" <klcaJdwe~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 
I am very sorry to hear about 

Best, 
Kia 

I’ll keep you in my prayers. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 20:t3 8:09 AM 

department listserv 
Subject: Important update: our October 9 meeting 

Dear Colleagues, 

because I will be traveling to Kenya next week to 

Take care, 
Eunice 

. we need to postpone our Oct 9 meeting to Oct 23 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: klcaJdwe@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 65646448.c86e9c010b47b695400b98e233bdb694&n T&I aaad&o 33663584 

(It ~nay be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33663584-65646448.c86e9c010b47b695400b98e233bdb694~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 9:10 AM 

B~throp, Bill <vwb~email.unc.edu~> 

Re: Coffee tomorrow afternoon? 

Thanks Bill. 

On Oct 1, 2013, at 9:08 AM, "Balthrop, Bill" <wCb@email uric edu> wrote: 

> My general response is, sure. The problem is that AT&T is here doing some 
> installation work from no~v until later (could be up to four hours, we 
> understand) and phone and internet will be off for a good part of that 
> time 
> 
> When it ~vorks, shall I call you? And what number should I use? 
> 

> Balthrop 
> 

> On 10/1/13 9:06 AM. "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> ]-?ear Bill, 
>> 

>> ~Ihanks for your note 
>> 

>> Can we talk on the phone today? 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Eunice 
>> 

>> On Oct 1,2013, at 9:03 AM. "Balthrop, Bill" <w~b@emaitunc.edu> wrobe: 
>> 

>>> Eunice: 
>>> 

>>> I apologize for not getting back to you sooner but needed to sort out a 
>>> couple of things on my calendar. 

>>> If you’re still available, I would love to have coffee and catch up 
>>> tomorrow (Wednesday) afternoon. I am free pretty much any time ~fter 
>>> 3:30pm We can either meet at your oftice and go find some coffee or we 
>>> can meet somewhere off campus if that’s more to your liking. 

>>> Just let me know if this works. 

>>> Thanks and looking forward to seeing your 

>>> Balthrop 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 10:24 AM 

Boyd, Lydia C <lctx~y~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Impol~nt update: our October 9 meeting 

Thanks so tnuch for your note Lydia! 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

On Oct 1, 2013, at 9:50 AM, "Boyd, Lydia C" <lcbovd,@~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Eul~ce, 

I’m so, so sorry to hear this. I hope that your trip to Kenya will be restorative. Sending you lots of strength[ 

best, 
Lydia 

On Oct 1, 2013, at 8:09 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

to Oct 23 because I will be traveling to Kenya next week to 

Take care, 
Eunice 

¯ we need to postpone our Oct 9 meeting 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: Icboyd@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:iilists.unc.eduiu? 

id=65646450.40fa739d8eadbe369c50c43101697125&n=T&l=aaad&o=33663584 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33663584- 

65646450.40fa739d8eadbe369c50c43101697125@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 2:05 PM 

tta~tlyn, Jonathan <h~xflyn@unc.edu> 

Update 

Dear Jonathan, 

Kindly see my proposed travel plan which includes both personal and research elements given my ongoing work in Kenya, 

none of my classes will be cancelled. 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

As the plan indicates, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 2:17 PM 

tta~tlyn, Jonathan <h~xflyn@unc.edu> 

Update - ruth attachment 

Eunice’s travel plan for your review.docx 

Sorry Jonathan. I forgot to attach the travel plan earlier. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 20:t3 2:04 PM 
To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Update 

Dear Jonathan, 

Kindly see my proposed travel plan which includes both personal and research elements given my ongoing work in Kenya. 

none of my classes will be cancelled. 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

As the plan indicates, 



Eunice’s travel plan to Kenya: Personal and business ( 

Departure: Tuesday in the evening (thus I will teach my class) 

Thursday class: Guest lecturer, 

Geography) 

Agenda 

Viewing of the documentary film, Chronicles of a genocide foretold 

(Graduate Student, Department of 

class: Guest lecturer ( (Graduate Student, Department of 

Geography) 

Agenda 

Debating the Rwanda genocide and politics of transitional justice drawing on: 

Required readings and my lecture of and the documentary film, Chronicles of a 

genocide foretold 

(Fall break) - no classes 

Personal ( - arrival in Kenya- Sunday 

Business (         ): Archival research and tentative interviews with the Chief Justice of 

Kenya, Dr. Willy Mutunga and Hon. Martha Karua (former minister and member of parliament) 

for an going proj ect (Histories and agents of human rights: A4alawi and Kenya) inspired by 

research in Malawi and in Kenya from the 1990s to current. The book will have a chapter on the 

human rights work of Archbishop David Gitari. 

Departure from Nairobi: arriving stateside 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 5:58 PM 

tta~:tlsq~, Jonathan <h~zfiyn@unc.edu> 

Strizheus, Yulia <ysn~zh@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

RE: Update - with attachment 

Dear Jonathan, 

Thanks so much for your support! 

I will have email and phone contact. My number in Kenya is 
away¯ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

¯ If you cannot reach me Professor Kenneth Janken will be standing in for me during my time 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2013 5:32 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: RE: Update - with attachment 

Eunice, Thank you for this detailed plan, 

campus if we are unable to contact you. 

Best, Jonathan 
Jonathan Hartlyn 

The Un~vers~:y of Nor~:h Carolina at Chape~ 

5emor Associa~:e Dean [or ~;ocia] Sdences and 

Global Programs, College o[: Ar[s and Sdences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of PoHtica~ Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 3~00 

Chapel H~] NC 27599-3t00 USA 

Ema~l: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962--~165 Fax: 929 962-.2d08 

From: SaMe, Eunice N 

Sent: Tuesday, October ~, 2013 2:17 PM 

To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: Update - with attachment 

Sorry Jonathan. I forgot to attach the travel plan earlier. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2023 2:04 PM 

To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: Update 

Dear Jonathan, 

Kindly see my proposed travel plan which includes both personal and research elements given my ongoing work in Kenya. 

none of my classes will be cancelled. 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2023 9:50 AM 
To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Possible visit to Kenya 

Dear Jonathan, 

This is a heads to let you know that I most likely will have to travel to Kenya next week once I have more details about 

As the plan indicates, 



I am not sure how this will play out given the recent terror attack in Kenya but I am hoping that I can travel there to and meet with a group of other Kenyans 
who are interested in his work, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 6:22 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

Colon Sonia <sonia colon@~ned.unc.edu:> 

Ti~ne away 8 (evening to October 19) 

Dear Kenneth, 

SAD Hartlyn has approved my travel to Kenya from the evening of October 8 to October 

While I will have email and phone contact.                - throughout my stay in Kenya, I have indicated to him that you will be standing in for me during my time away. 

As such, he and others from the College of A & S will contact you if they cannot reach me. 

Bonia: for documents requiring my signature, T authorize Professor Janken to sign them on my behalf during my time away. As usual, please copy me in all administrative 

communications. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUN~CE)> 
Wednesday,               6:07 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Info 

Dear Kenneth, 

Kindly follow up on this on my behalf. 
Thanks. 

Eunice 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Date: 12:31:3 1 AM EDT 
To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Info 

Hello! 

I have some questions about Swahili. Is this the right department to be asking these questions, or 
could you redirect me to someone that I could potentially meet or email? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O I~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 7:53 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edu~~ 

Re: Info 

Many thanks Kenneflfi 

Best rashes, 

Eunice 

On 

Done. 

, at 7:38 AM, "Janken, Kenneth R" <kria~ken(~:email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I)r. Kenneth R. Janken 

Depattme at of Aft:[can, A(rican American, and DJaslx) ta S ~t~dJes 

109 BaNe Hall, CB# 3395 

Universily of North 

Chape~ t[ilL NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 

(919) 966-2694 {thx) 

C~ick on a link .{[~r mibm~afion Nxm~ my pt~Mications: 

h~p://~¢~, w. umass, edu~’umpress"fi fleiravfo N- w- logan- a~d- d~m~a- &Scan- ~efican- intellec~al 

ht~p://uncpmss, unc.e&il~)ok~T- 8059.html 

ht~p:/,’ua@ress.nd.ed~book/P00780 

http://un@ress.nd.edu/boog/PO0723 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Fwd: Info 

6:07 AN 

Dear Kenneth, 

Kindly tbllow up on this on ~ny behal£ 

Thin,ks. 

En~ce 

Begin ti)r~x~arded mes~ge: 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: 12:31:31 AM EDT 

To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@ema~l.nnc.edu> 
Subject: h~fo 

Hello! 

I have some questions about Swahili. Is this the right department to be asking these questions, or could you redirect me to 

someone that I could potentially meet or email? 



Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 12:15 PM 

@yaboo.com 

Contact and in Naimbi next week 

Dear Peter, 

I hope you are doing well. I and others are looking forward to hosting you in the department in November. 

I thought I would let you know that I will be in Kenya next week to 
in Nairobi in you have time. 

Take care, 

Eunice 

Eunice N. SaNe, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Nay be can have coffee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 12:38 PM 

Peter Anyang Nyongo @yahoo.corn> 

1~:;: Contact and in Nairobi next week 

Dear Peter, 

Thanks. 

I arrive on Wednesday and will Nairobi on the 19th. 

Looking forward to touching base. The last time I saw you was in the early 1990s when you give a talk at the University of Toronto while suffering from a cold. It is a long time. 

Kwaheri for now and see you soon, 
Eunice 

From: Peter Anyang Nyongo [      .@yahoo.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 02, 2013 1:43 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Contact and in Nairobi next week 

Dear EuIlice, 

That’s great. Please call ~ne when you get to Nrb. Let me know ahead of time your date of arrival and depa~re. 

My number is 

Warm regards, 

Peter 

Sent them my iPad 

On Oct 2, 2013, at 19:14, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice~)e~nail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Peter, 

I hope you are doing well. I and others are looking forward to hosting you in the department in November. 

I thought I would let you know that I will be in Kenya next week to 
have coffee in Nairobi in you have time. 

Take care, 
Eunice 

Eunice N. SaNe, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill. 

May be can 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, October 2, 2013 1:19 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Your teaching schedule (2013-2014) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 1:18 PM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: FW: Your teaching schedule (2013-2014) 

Dear Kenneth, 

I will call you in a minute. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 4:05 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Your teaching schedule (2013-2014) 

Dear Georges, 

I hope you are doing well. This is to confirm your teaching schedule for 2013-204: 

Fall 2013: 

AAAD 316 (T and Th) - 2:00-3:15pm 
AAAD 400 (Wed) - 3:00-5:50 pm 

Spring 2014: 

AAAD 212 (T &Th) - 2:00-3:15 pm 
AAAD 395 (Wed) - 3:00-5:50 pm. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 1: 50 PM 

Ki, Crystal <cki@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Coffee with Jamie on Friday Oct 4th 

Dear Crystal, 

It was with deep regrets that I write to let you know that because 
Friday. 

My apologies. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

I will not be able to meet Jamie for coffee on 
. I return on October 20, thus may be we can try for late October. 

From: Ki, Crystal 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 1:45 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Coffee with Jamie on Friday Oct 4th 

Hello Eunice, 

I hope you’ve been having a good week. Might we be able to move your coffee meeting with Jamie at the Carolina Inn earlier that Friday Oct 4th to 2:15p-2:45p? 

Many thanks, 

Crystal 

Crystal gi 

Research Support, Water Institute 

C-:illi ngs Sch ool o [ C-:lob a~ F~u b l~ c H ea~:h 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ HHI 

Erna/: cki@unc.edu 

Phone: 9:1.9-966-2480 

www.waterinsIitute.unc.edu 

SAVE the DATE: 2013 Water end Health Conference 

Oct-abet 14-18 in Ch~pel Hill, NC 

htt_p://WHConference.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 2:45 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-* 

I~E: PDF IS READY 

Dear Oeorges, 

Man?- thanks. I have sent the dossier to the committee 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 2:30 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: PDF IS READY 

Just as I sent you the last email, Travis succeeded in making a PDF of all the 48 pages Here it is 

Georges Nzongola-Ntal~tja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of Alkican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), q 1 919 537 3210 (office) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, October 2, 2013 2:54 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

Please call me back. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 9:22 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: Az’uM9 required cultural attendance 

Dear 

Thanks for your email and sorry for this delayed response. 

I have posted the events and guidelines to Sakai - check "Resources." 

Kindly let me know that you have received this email. 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 

Dr. SaNe 

Sent: Sunday, :t0::t7 AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: AAAD required cultural attendance 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 
I was looking at the class website on Sakai and I am having trouble finding the information on the dates of the required cultural events this semester. I am 
wondering where you posted them? Also, 
I wanted to confirm with you that we must attend 2 cultural events this semester and you wanted us to e-mail our accounts of what we experienced by e- 

mail? 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 2:57 PM 

Library Media Resource Center <mrc@uuc,edu> 

Film and viewing room (205) request 

Hello, 

Kindly reserve the Jbllowing :film [’or my AAAD 101 class. Here are the details: 

Title: Chronicle of a genocide foretold [videocassette], 65-V7864 

Dates and times: October 1 () and 15. 

Time: 930-10.45 

Instructor pick up: My colleague, Yousuf Al-Bulushi will pick up the :film and lead my class on both days 

Because of lack of VHS capacity in Sitterson room 014, I would be grateful if you reserved room 205 in the Undergraduate Library [’or my class on both days. 

Thank you for your help 

PII7 
African, African American and Diaspora Studies and 
Curricukun in Global Studies 

Dr. E~mice Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 6:46 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edw~ 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Oct6 - 19 

Kenneth, 

Fyi below- 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

cell #. will let you know if there any meetings about the matter we have discussed. 

From: 

Sent: Friday, October 04, 20:t3 6:43 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Oct 6- 19 

Please feel free to give Kenneth my cell and safe travels, 

Sent tix3m iphone 

On Oct 4, 2013, at 6:21 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Bob, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I write to let you know that because of an unforeseen development this week I will be away in NairoN, Kenya from Oct. 6-19. While I will have email and phone 
contact during my time away, there may be times when you cannot reach me because of time difference. Consequently, in AAAD please contact Professor 
Kenneth Janken if there are urgent questions concerning the matter at hand. Here are his contact details: 

Email: Krjanken@email.unc.edu 
Telephone: 9~.9-962- ISJ.9 

I am back stateside the week of October 20. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 6:48 AM 

~email. unc.edu-* 

Thin,ks 

Thanks and keep me posted. Here is my cell # in Kenya and I can receive texts until the 19: 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent: Friday, October 04, 20:t3 6:43 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Oct 6- 

Please feel free to give Kem~eth my cell and safe travels. 

Sent from iphone 

On Oct 4, 2013, at 6:21 AM, "Sahle, Ennice N" <ennice~email.nnc.edu;, wrote: 

Dear Bob, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I write to let you know that because of an unforeseen development this week I will be away in Nairobi, Kenya from Oct. 6-:t9. While I will have email and phone 
contact during my time away, there may be times when you cannot reach me because of time difference. Consequently, in AAAD please contact Professor 
Kenneth Janken if there are urgent questions concerning the matter at hand. Here are his contact details: 

Email: Krianken@email.unc.edu 
Telephone: 919-962-:1519 

I am back stateside the week of October 20. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 7:49 AM 

Katz, Mark <mka~@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Protnotion~2l Video for Depexttnents 

Great Video Mark! 

Thanks for sharing. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Katz, Mark [mkatz@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, October 03, 20:113 6:20 PM 
To-" Chairs of Departments and Curricula 
Subject; [dptcrchairs] Promotional Video for Departments 

Dem Colleagues, 

I recently commissioned a promotional video for the Department of Music, which you can see on our website, htm:i/music.unc.edtf. I wanted to mention this because I 

was veD, pleased ruth the person I hired to do it, Petna Ndaliko, a p~ofessional independent film maker (and the husband of my colleague Cherie Ndaliko). I asked 

him ifI could share his name and contact information, and he agreed. His email address is~           ~gma~l.com>. 

Best wishes, 

Mark Katz 

Mark Katz, Ph.D. 
Professor and Chair of the Department of Music 
Adjunct Professor of Communication Studies 

Editor, Journal of the Society for American Music 

Department of Music 
Hill Hall, CB #3320 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3320 

Tel: (919) 962-1039 
Fax: (919) 962-3376 
Email: mkatz@unc.edu 
Web: http ://music.unc.edu/facstaff/katz 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 3:42 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Exmn 1 grade- update 

Dear 

Thanks so much for your email. 

Yes, the grades are posted. 

Best wishes and see you when I return, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 10:02 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Exam 1 grade - update 

Hello! 

Hope you have a safe flight to Kenya and 

I hope that you stay strong during this difficult time and hurry back to us ASAP! 

Side note: I just had a quick question, are the exam grades posted? 

Thanks, 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:03 PM 

Subject: Exam 1 grade - update 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

Your grades for exam i will be on Sakai by Friday morning. 

Apoiogies for the delay. The pian was to wrap up them by Monday ,but unfortunately it is has a been an unfortunate week. 

See you tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai (g; UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

access Messages for this site: AAAD 

’ site. To reply to this message click this link to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 3:43 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

I~E: !DUN) Urgent 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

The grades are up on Sakai 

Best wishes and see you soon, 
Dr. Sable 

From: 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Sutzject: Urgent 

11:22 PM 

Good evening Professur Sahle, 

My name is and I am in yuur AAAD 
Thanks for your time 

Best, 

class T/TH I was wundering when you were going to post the exam scures on sakai 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 3:44 PM 

@live.~mc.e&~ 

ILE: Exmn 1 grade- update 

Many thanks 

Best wishes, 
Dr, SaNe 

for your kinda note. 

From; @live.unc.edu @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, i0:54 PM 
Subject: Re: Exam :t grade - update 

To: SaNe, Eunice (eunice) 
From: 

Hi professor, I just wanted to wish you safe travel and once again tell you that I’m sorry for your loss.I h~ow any l~iend of yours, is aJ~ amazing l~iend.I roll be keeping 
you,your ti-iend, m~d your fiJend’s thmily in my prayers. See you when you get back, 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages th)m the "AAAD 

Messages tbr this site: AAAD 

site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 3: 55 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: reading questions 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

I hope you have been able to access the readings on Sakai. 

Have a great Sunday and best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

Sent; Thursday, 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; reading questions 

5:10 PM 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

I am very sorry for your loss and I wish you safe travels as you go to Kenya as well as my condolences for the situation. I know you said you would be 

leaving on Sunday so I wanted to express some concern over not being able to see the reading for next week posted under the E-reserve (Phil Clark) or the 

Sakai readings (Christie/Sachs) not coming through on the student side! I hope you have a peaceful rest of the week! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 3: 58 PM 

@live.unc.edw~ 

I~E: NEW STUDENT URGENT !LA~&D 

Dear 

Your subject line is excellent! I hope you are doing well. Unexpected developments made the week from hectic, hence this delayed response. 

I had to update the syllabus because of developments this week. The readings and Africa related events are available on Sakai. 

Have a great Sunday and best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" 

Sent: Thursday, 11:02 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: NEW STUDENT URGENT AAAD 

Good afternoon Professor Sahle, 

I went on Sakai to find out about the outside events and I could not locate the word document you said would be under resources. Also, I went to print the 

Phil Clark "Establishing a Conceptual Framework: Six Key Transitional Justice Themes" reading for    class but that was not on the 
E-reserves for the class as well. I was wondering where the outside events word document might be and if we no longer have to do 
that reading for 

Thank you, 

AAAD 

@lh~e.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 5:06 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: - Agenda 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Lefs discuss the class and your email when I return. 

Best wishes and see you soon, 

Dr. Sahle 

On at 5:02 PM, ’ ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I want to start by wishing you a safe trip to Kenya, and say that I am very sorry            I know that you are very busy this week so if it 

would be easier to talk when you get back that would be fine. I saw that you posted grades on Sakai for exam 1, and I received a        I am 

feeling a little bit worried about my standing in the class at this point. I was hoping I would do better on this first exam. I was wondering if I 

could maybe do something for extra credit, or if there will be a chance to gain a few extra points in the class. I am really enjoying the class so 

far; this is a subject that I have never really been taught so I feel like I am learning a lot I’m just hoping that I will also be able to do well in 

this class. 

Thanks, 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 8:15 PM 

Subject: - Agenda 

to: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice Sahie 

Dear AAAD    Schoiars, 

I hope you are doing weil. 

As discussed in ciass, below is the agenda (which is also reflected on the syllabus on our 5akai site) for the above-cited dates. 

Piease note that Professor Nzongoia-Ntaiaja wili return your exam i blue books on 1-uesday. I wiil make comments about the exams in our 

next class. In the meantime, please review my comments in various parts of your exam. I wiil post a study guide for exam 2 by the end of this 

week. As a heads up, the exam will focus on week 6 and 7 including themes from the novel, God’s Bits of Wood and will comprise 2 short 

response questions and 2 longer essays. 

Agenda: 

: Gues~ Lecture, Profes.~or Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Readings 

(E-Reserves) Mahmood Mamdani, ~’’The Racialization of the Hutu-Tutsi Difference Under Colonialism" 

(Sakai) Solomon NsN)iyera Gasa~m, "Confronting CmNict and PoveW through Trauma Healing: Intcg~Ni~g Peace-building 
and Development Processes in Rwanda" 

(Sakai) Hassan Bubacar Jallow, ~"The Contribution of the Intenmtional Criminal Tribtmal for Rwanda to the DevelopmeN of 
Intenmfio~ml Criminal Lmv" 

(Room 205, Undergraduate Librar39: Film, Chronicle q/a Genocide ,~bretold and discussion of the film 

and research paper assignmenlo 

(Please note that because Of technological needs (Video cassette capaciO~) our class will meet in Room 205 in the 



(Fall break - no classes) 

Best wishes and see you soon, 

Dr, Sahie 

[his forwarded message was sen[ via Sakai @ UNC-Chapei Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

this link to access Messages for this site: AAAD 

site.-Fo reply to this message ciick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 5:10 PM 

@live.unc.edtr"~ 

Re: 

Thanks 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

On at 4:18 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Thank you for the reminder, I hope you have saI~ travels to Kenya 

> 

> 

> 

> Sent Ii’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 11:03 AM 

@emaiLunc.edu> 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Here are some general suggestions that can enable you enhance your performance in AAAD moving forward: 

:t) Participate in class (remember :tO points of your grade are participation and attendance). 
2) Ensure that you engage with all the required material in a systematic matter for the upcoming exams and the research paper. 

3) Review my comments re; exam :t, 

4) Let’s meet during my office hours or extended hours (for assignments) to discuss the material we are studying in our class, 

Bee you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
S,,bject: AAAD. 

10:53 AM 

Professor Sahle, 

I am emailing you this morning because I’m concerned with my grade in your class. I failed the first exam, so I am worried about not passing your class. I 
know we still have the paper and two more exams to complete; however, I am not a very strong writer and I’m afraid I will not do good enough. What are 
the chances that I will get a B or higher after failing your first test? 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 11:20 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjm 1 @email. unc.edtr~ 

IMG 3862.jpg; IMG 7955.jpg 

Dear Tim, 

I hope you are doing well Sending the images I promised En route. 

’]?he first one is after Seodi White’s (I reference her visit in my comments) public lecture (the title is on our department’s homepage news and events) at the GEC on Wednesday Feb. 27) The 
2nd one you know the event on Monday Feb. 25 where Chimamanda read from her famed novel -Half of a Yellow Sun - and dialogued with UNC-CH’s tluman Rights and Global Issues 
Faculty and Student Working Group founded by someone you know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From:          ~vzwpsx.com 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 11:13 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: 

~@vzwpix.com] 



Frou|: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, October 7, 2013 11:42 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Bookl .xlsx 

Bookl.xlsx; ATT0000l.htm 

Hi Travis, 

Greetings! Did you send the message below and attachment? 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gore, Travis" < mail.m~c.eda> 

Date: October 7, 2013 11:37:05 AM EDT 
To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <euzaice@email.uac.ed~> 
Subject: Bookl.xlsx 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 2:20 PM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

Re: Responding to ~equests, questions etc 

Thanks for your email. As I indicated in an email, the updated syllabns on Sakai the location of readings (and others details) for classes this week and the next one are. 

Please check our Sakai site. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

On at 2:10 PM, (a)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 
My name is and I was wondering if there was any other place we could find the E-reserve reading for tomorrow. I looked last night on E- 

reserves and they said they no longer had the copy of it. I also checked on google and couldn’t find a good version. Any suggestions? 

I hope that everything is going smoothly and i wish you safe travels! 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <euNce@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,                10:40 AM 

Subject: Responding to requests, questions etc 

To: AAAD            Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD Schoiars, 

Greetings. 

I am en route but thought I would send a general note because of emails I have received over the weekend. Most of the emails pertain to 

requests for an extra credit opportunity before the end of the semester and suggestions for exam preparation strategies. Kindly note that that 

I wiil address these requests in class upon my return. 

In the meantime, keep up with the readings and take this opportunity to review the material from week 6 and 7. 

Thanks for ail the kind emaiis wishing me peace and safe travels! 

With best wishes and see you soon, 

Dr. SaMe 

-[his forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapei Hili Messages from the "AAAD: 

this link to access Messages for this site: AAAD 

site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 4:17 PM 

@live.unc.edu~~ 

I~E: NEW STUDENT URGENT 

Greetings from Kenya 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your response. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ SaNe 

Sent-" Thursday, 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; NEW STUDENT URGENT 

1:41 AM 

Good afternoon Professor Sahle, 

I attended an Africa event this past week for AAAD 

you have received it. 

and have attached to this email my response paper. I was hoping you could just let me know when 

Thankyou, 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 4:31 PM 

~ ive u ~c e& > 

I~E: Exam Grade.. 

Dear 

Greetings from Kenya. 

It is difficult to discuss the questions below via email. At any rate, as you say, you could work hard in the upcoming assignments and in the process improve your grade in the 
class. Given the deadline for dropping classes is near my suggestion is that you reflect deeply about the class and make a decision that you feel comfortable with. Further, I 
would be delighted to discuss exam :t and the way forward with you when I return to campus. 

Best wishes and hope to see you soon, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" 

Sent-" Wednesday, 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Exam Grade... 

11:01 PM 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I know you’re busy during this time, so sorry to email you. Sorry about your loss once again. I wanted to email you about my poor performance on the first 

exam. It is definitely not what I expected. I realize it is only 15% of the final grade but I feel my low score makes that 15% seem like a much larger 

percentage and will really impact my grade. I saw on the exam you said to see you, but I wanted to email you because the date to drop a class is 

approaching. I wanted to get your opinion before I make any final decision to drop the class. I do enjoy the class and feel I could improve my study efforts 

to improve my grade, but I am still not sure if that would be enough to improve my grade remarkably, i to remind you) I was considering the pass/fail 

option as well. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, October 10, 2013 4:33 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I arrived safely here and it has been a very hectic time. 

At any rate, please send me the outstanding assignment re; calendar by tomorrow October 11. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 6:31 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Dear 

Greetings from Nairobi. 

Thanks for sending your response! 

Best wishes and see you soon, 
Dr. Sahle 

Sent: Sunday, 5:13 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: AA~D 

][)ear Professor Sahle, 
Here is my assessment on the Congo events pertaining to the learnings of our lecture I really enjoyed the event and it allowed me to see our concepts in class being portrayed by real life 
experiences from those standing in front of me. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 11:30 AM 

tta~tlyn, Jonathan <h~4Jyn@unc.edu> 

I~E: Personal Issues Regarding Director of Undergraduate Studies, African and Afro-Americ~ Studies (Confidential) 

Thanks Jonathan. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Monday, 11:17 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Personal Issues Regarding Director of Undergraduate Studies, African and Afro-American Studies (Confidential) 

Eurfice, Just fyi, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associ~te I:}e~n for Social Sciences 

Globa~ Programs, Coilege of Arts ~md 5dem:es 

Kenneth J. Reckfo~d P~ofessor of Political Sdence 

205 South B~Hding, CB 3100 

Chapel HH~ NC 27599-3100 LISA 

EmaH: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 9~.9 962-1~.(~5 Fax: 93.9 962-2~)8 

E~m: Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Seat: Monday, ~:~7 AN 

C¢: 3anken, Kenneth R; Strizheus, Yulia; Gil, Karen M 
$~bje¢t: RE: Personal Issues Regarding D~rector of Undergraduate Studies, African and Afro-American Studies (Confidential) 

Dear 

Thank you for your ema~L ~ wouM Hke to meet w~th you on behalf of Dean G~L ~ propose that we meet, a~ong with Prof. Janken, tomorrow Tuesday 

~t 4pro in 205 So{~th Bu~ld#~g (l:)e~fVs o~fh::e, 2r~d floor of SouLh BuHdi~g). 

Sincerely, Jolly, than Hartlyn 

Jonathan Ha~tlyn 

The University of North Carolh~a at ChapN 

Sen~or Associate Dean for Socia~ Sciences 

Global Programs, College of Arts ~md 5dem:es 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of PolRi(:a~ Sdence 

205 South B~Hding, CB 3100 

Chapel HH~ NC 27599-3100 USA 

EmaH: hartlyn@unc.edu 

O~ce: 919 962-~:].65 Fax: 9:].9 962-2408 

E~m: 
Seat: Saturday, 8:33 PM 
To: Gil, Karen M 
¢~: Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
$~bje¢t: Personal Issues Regarding Director of Undergraduate Studies, African and Afro-American Studies (Confidential) 

Hi Dean ~l, 

HoN all is well. My name is                 and I am a      here at ~C ChaNl Hill. I’m concerned abont ~ issue regarding my m~or in Affic~ Studies. I’ve 

already spoken with Kennefl~ Ja~e~ director of the undergra&mte studies deN~ment, but I would really appreciate th~her advice and a tinal solution on this pemonal 

matter. 

I’m scheduled to graduate in due to n~enL ~rsonal cimnms~nces. The last class that I need to graduate as an At~can Studies major is 

Studies The course was snppo~ to be avmlable for registration on however after consnlting ruth Dr. Kenneth 

Janken back in     he s~ted fl~at the class was not available and fl~at there was a mis~ke on Cotmect Cmolina. This i~om~ation was not comtnunicated to ANc~ 

S~dies m~jors during registration in for fN1 semester coupes. In fact on the ANcm~ Saddles webNge, there is a~ implication ~at the class was sup~se to 

be available during fl~e f~ll semester. This infom~ation is still on the webp~e ~ of             . Dr. J~ken and I agreed for ~ne to enroll in ~rican Studies 

, in substi~tion for ~fi Appro~mately throe and a half weeks ago, Dr. Jm~en sent tne an email clmming ~at 

I can no longer use ~ri    as a substi~tion, therefore I wonld have to wait until the spring semester     to ~e the course. 

I would like to meet ruth you in Nr~n to discnss tNs ma~er in order to obtNn a ma~nable and final solution. I am available Monday mo~ng and late afternoon (after 

2:00 p.m.). I am al~ available early Tne~ay morning and after 3:15 pm. If these times a~e incompatible with your schedule, plea~ let me ~ow so that we can work 

sometNng out. ThaWs you ~ much, 

in humNe rega~d~ 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-raail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 11:31 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@ema~,l.unc.edu> 

I~E: dth article 

Thanks Charlene. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FVV: dth article 

10:36 AM 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: dth article 

11:11 PM 

Hello Charlene, 

I am a for the Daily Tar Heel. I am working on a story about the free classes being offered to students who took classes deemed fraudulent, and I was 

wondering if I could speak to you about it. I would like to hear your opinion on why only one student has signed up for the free classes, and what the department is 

doing to better itself, l’m free any time after i pm and can talk by phone or stop by your office. Let me know what is best for you. 

Thank you, 

The Daily Tar Heel, 

@live.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 12:40 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu:~ 

l~E: Budget Blinds quote 

Dear Sonia, 

Thanks for your email and I miss you all too! 

Please move ahead with Budget Blinds. 

Many thanks and see you soon, 
Eunice 

From-" Colon, Sonia 
Sent; Wednesday, October 16, 2013 8:39 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" FW: Budget Blinds quote 

I hope you are doing well, we really miss you 

~ got another estimate, from Budget Nblds, for the Minds ~ob. Th~s estimate represent half of the quote submitted by UNC Facilities Services. 

~ recornmend do the job w~th Budget Bl~nds base on costs rustler. 

When yo~J get ~ chance ~et me know ~f you agree, or, ~f you want to hold th~s project unt~J you get back from Na~robL 

Sonia 

F~m= Andrew Briley [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, Oc~ber 16, 2013 8:24 AM 

To~ Colon, Sonia 
Su~ject~ Budget Blinds quote 

Sonya, I apologize lbr not getting this quote to you earlier. I know you called in last week to ask for it. I have attached it to this emaiL This quote includes a 30% 

discount offofour re~i~ prices. Our Signature Series Ninds have a Limited Lifetime Wa~anty I?om the manufacturer as we~l as our No Questions Asked Repl~ement 

Policy for 5 yea~. Please let me ~ow any questions ~gu have moving foi~-a~. I ~ow- that I couldn’t get in to measure the other o~ce last time I was out there so I 

just estimated the price ba~d on the o~er o~lice. If the window-s aze larger than what I estimated the price will not change. Thanks so much for your Nt~ence. 

- ~dmw Bfiley 

Sales Consul~nt 

Budget Blinds 

919-361-0495 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 11:21 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: three items for when you return to Chapel Hill 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks for the emaiL Here are responses. 

Item 2: Your understanding is right on the money - it is in line with University regulations. 
Item 3: The college was in touch with me about the matter. I support the proposal you have outlined. Let’s move forward with the matter. Kindly send Jonathan an email today 
letting him that you and I have discussed the matter and iour plan moving forward. 

On item I: Did the agent name the colleagues? At any rate, I will call him on Monday. 

The trip here continues to be quite an experience on many levels. It was under the best of circumstances, but I am glad I come. One of the most precious gift has been the 
ability to have a coffee date almost everyday with my almost 90 year old father~ Here is a link of one of the memorial services - you may see someone you know. 

http: //www.ntv~c~.ke/news2/t~phead~ines/funera~-service4~r-fiery-archbish~p~david-gitari/ 

Many thanks for all your work during my time away! 
Eunice 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 10:06 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: three items for when you return to Chapel Hill 

Dear Eunice, 
Three items have arisen in your absence. None demands your attention now, but I wanted to intbrm you of them lest I tbrget. 

1. Agent Hicks would like to talk with you to arrange a short meeting "3 minutes," he said with two colleagues. I told him you would contact him at the beginning of 

ne:~ week, when you return. His number is             though I suspect you have it ~ne~norized by now. 

2. Maxgaret sent me some material related to one of her books that is at the publisher and asked me to share it with the PTR committee. I’m not against doing so in 

principle, but it was my understanding that the portfolio, once submitted, is then closed. I’d like ?,our opinion. 

3. The student whom I allowed to substitute Georges’ course on democratic governance for the African studies colloquium provided she contacted him for the extra 

work appealed to Jonathan after I told her that she could not substitute the course on account of her not contacting George s by the fourth week of the semester. I sat in 

on the meeting Jonathan had with her. 

I think we can conclude that she has been extx)sed to a larger 

range of African studies material thm~ most students who major in it. I think she erred in not contacting Georges sooner, but on further consideration I think clewing her 

the major is a bit too steep a penalty. Jonathan emphasized that he would support whatever decision we made. What say you? I’d like to dispose of this ea;ly next 

week. 
I hope you and yours axe well, and that you are having a good visit. 

Best regards, 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Department of Africar~ African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Universib, of North Carolina 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (thx) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 12:44 PM 

Hilli~ Ken <khillis@email.unc.edu> 

Urgent 

Dear Ken, 

I hope you are doing welk 

Kindly call me when you have a moment. 

919-%2-2341 (office) 
(cell). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 1:32 PM 

@live.nnc.edt~> 

I~E: Meeting 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. Yes, you can do so. 

See you after class tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From= 

Sent= Monday, 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Meeting 

12:36 PM 

Proffesor Sable, 

I hope you’re doing well. 

This is     from your AAAD    class. I was wondering if it would be alright if I came by your office tomorrow after class to discuss the research paper 

and the upcoming exam. I could definitely use your guidance on these matters. 

Have a wonderful day, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 5:37 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1~92: Responding to requests, questions etc 

Dear 

Thanks for your email which arrived while I was away. Professor Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja returned the exams on my behalf when he guest lectured in our class. If you 
missed class that day I posted the grades to Sakai before he returned the exams, thus you would have had access to your grade. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" 

Sent-" Tuesday, 9::t6 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: Responding to requests, questions etc 

Professor Sahle, 

How do I check my exam grade? 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday,                :1:40 PM 
Subject: Responding to requests, questions etc 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice Sable 
Dear AAAD Scholars, 
Greetings. 

I am en route but thought I would send a general note because of emails I have received over the weekend. Most of the emails pertain to requests for an 

extra credit opportunity before the end of the semester and suggestions for exam preparation strategies. Kindly note that that I will address these 

requests in class upon my return. 
In the meantime, keep up with the readings and take this opportunity to review the material from week 6 and 7. 
Thanks for all the kind emails wishing me peace and safe travels[ 
With best wishes and see you soon, 

Dr. Sable 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

access Messages for this site: AAAD 

site. To reply to this message click this link to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 12:22 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

I~E: URGENT meeting 

Dear 

Thank you t;ar your email. 

Wednesday at 900am works 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9:04 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: URGEX~F meeting 

Professor SaNe, 

I would like to set up a meeting to go over the last test. I would have asked earlier but you had that emergency where you had to travel. I hope everything is going well[ Please let me know[ I 
can potentially come wednesday at 9am if that works :[’or you 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 6:59 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Dear 

Thanks for your emaih 

We can meet today at 3.00pm. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

Froln: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: AA~D 

7:49 PM 

Dear Professor Sahle, 
] would love to meet with you during o]!fice hours, however, I have class during your office hours Is there aW way ] could meet with you tomorrow either at 12 or 3 or on Friday ~t’ter 1130? 
’]?hank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 5:05 PM 

~email. unc.edu-* 

Hello 

Do you have a minute for a conversation? You can reach me on my cell 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 5:07 PM 

~email. unc.edu-* 

Re: Hello 

Ok. 

On Oct 23, 2013, at 5:06 PM, 

Can you to, me at 

~email.unc.edu> w~ote: 

at aronnd 525 pro? Ill be free and in car by then 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 5:05 PM 
To: 
Subject: Hello 

Do you have a minute for a conversation? You can reach me on my cell 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 5:14 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Congo Event Response 

Dear 

Thanks for the response. 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 
Dr~ SaNe 

From-" 

Sent; Wednesday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Congo Event Response 

4:23 PM 

Here is my response from the Art and Advocacy Discussion from the Congo event a few weeks ago that links the discussion to our classroom material. 

just realized I forgot to send it! Also thank you for talking with          and me today! 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 5:49 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Lunch today 

Dear Sonia and Travis, 

Greetings and Happy Friday! 

Thanks for all your hard work during my recent time away. 

Can we have lunch today between 12.00pm-1.00pm? Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 5:52 AM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Today 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

I will be holding office hours today from 1 00pm-3.00pm 

Best wishes and see you then, 
Dr. Sahle 

Sent: Thursday, 2:49 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: class - Reminder 

Dr. SaNe, 
I came by your extended office hours today to discuss both the first and up coming test. I really would like to sit down with you before the next exam. I know that you have office hours on 
Monday at nine so I wanted to let you know that I will be coming by during that time, unless we could set up a time to meet tomorrow(Fri&~y     ) Like I said I would like to discuss the 
tests and also my grade. I am concerned and want to make sure I do much better on this next exam. I have also finished a significant portion of my paper and want to make sure I am on the 
right track 

Thank you, 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
S ent: Thursday, 7: 04 ~\l 
Subject: class -Reminder 

To: AA.MD Group 

From: Eunice Sahle 

Dear AAAD Scholars, 

Greetings. 

Please rcmember to bring the following texts to class. 

(E-Reser~,~es)Mahrnoo d Mamdani 

(Sakai) Soloruon Nsabiyera Gasana 

(Sakai) Hassan Bubacar Jallow 

The novel 

Best wishes and see you soon, 

Dr. Sahle 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD " site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
AAAD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 10:33 AM 

@gmail .corn> 

I~E: update 

No worries 

Things are really hectic here too Thus, send it next weekend 

Cheers, 
M~valimu 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 1 O: 19 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
SubJect: update 

Dr. SaNe, 

I have received      feedback and am working to incorporate it into the paper, l thought ! might be able to do it one night this week, but work has been hectic and I was not able to do so 
Thus are you okay with me sending it your way by Sunday’? ’]?his should be the last postponement (fingers crossed). Thanks so much ~2~r your support with this. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 4:29 PM 

Lmnber~, Michael C <mlmnber@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Contact 

Dear Machael, 

Please give me a call ;vhen you have a moment. 1£ I am not in my office (919-962-2341) you can reach me on my cell 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 8:05 AM 

~yahoo.com 

Bio 

Dear Peter, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly send me a comprehensive bio that we can use for introduction and publicity purposes. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 9:02 AM 

Peter Anyang Nyongo ~yahoo.com> 

I~E: Brief Biography 

Thanks Peter 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Peter Anyang Nyongo         ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Saturday, October 26, 2013 10:11 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Brief Biography 

Brief Biography 

PETER ANYANG’ NYONG’O 

Graduated from Makerere University, Kampala, in 1971 with a BA @’irst (;lass Honours) in Political Science and Philosophy be:tore proceeding to the University of Chicago where he received 
his MA (1974) and Phi) (1977) in Political Science. Taught at the Umversity of Nairobi (1977-81), E1 Colegio de Mexico (1971-84) and Addis Ababa University’ (1984-86) then joined the 
Afiscan Academy of Sciences as Head of Programs from 1987 to 1992. 

Having been involved in the struggle against authoritarian rule in Kenya throughout his academic career, he was among the leaders who made a break through into multiple par~ politics in 
1992. He was then elected to Parliament in that year and has served in w~rious capacities since then He was Minister for Planning and National Development (2003-05) and 2/iinister for 
Medical Services (2008-2013). He is currently the Senator [’or Kismnu County. 

He has published several books and articles on democracy, democratisation, the state and the political economy of development in Africa In 1995 he was awarded the German-African 
Award for his contribution to democracy and democratisation in Africa. 

October 24, 2013 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 
Sunday, October 27, 2013 12:30 PM 

Oliver, Terence <olivert@email.unc.edu>; Yopp, Jan Johnson <jan_yopp@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 
RE: Graphic design student for newsletter 

Dear All, 

Thanks so much for all your effort!! I will follow up on this with Prof. Oliver. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From; Oliver, Terence 
Sent; Friday, October 25, 2013 11:54 AM 
To; Yopp, Jan Johnson 

Co; SaNe, Eunice N; 
Subject~ Re: Graphic design student for newsletter 

I am not sure, but maybe                might be interested. I have copied her on this message. If this is solnething that doeslft work for her schedule or interests 

fight now jus~t let me know and I roll see who else ~night be a match. 

Terence 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 25, 2013, at 10:04 AM, "Yopp, Jan Johnson" @in yopp(~tmc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Terence, 

The Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies produces a newsletter and needs a graphic designer. The content is complete, and 

department Chair Eunice Sahle called me about whether a JOMC student would be interested. 

I thought of you and your magazine design course students--someone who is experienced with design--as a good resource. 

I have copied Eunice on this email. Would you respond to her with any students who would be qualified? 

Many thanks, 

Jan 

~an ~ohnson yopp 
Dean, Sumrner School 
919.962.8266 
Walter Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
919.962.4083 

iyopp@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 
Sunday, October 27, 2013 12:34 PM 

Oliver, Terence <olivert@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Graphic design student for newsletter 

Dear Professor Oliver, 

Many thanks for your help with this matter. I write to see if you there is another student that you can recommend. The department will compensate the student for their work. 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 

From; Oliver, Terence 
Sent; Friday, October 25, 2013 1:1:54 AM 
To; Yopp, Jan Johnson 

Cc; SaNe, Eunice N; 
Subject; Re: Graphic design student for newsletter 

I am not sure, but maybe                might be interested. I have copied her on this message. If this is something that doesn’t work for her schedule or interests 

right now jus~ let ~ne know mid I will see who else might be a match. 

Terence 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 25, 2013, at 10:04 AM, "Yopp, Jan Johnson" <im~ yopp(/~unc.edt]> wrote: 

Hi, Terence, 

The Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies produces a newsletter and needs a graphic designer. The content is complete, and 

department Chair Eunice Sahle called me about whether a JOMC student would be interested. 

I thought of you and your magazine design course students--someone who is experienced with design--as a good resource. 

I have copied Eunice on this email. Would you respond to her with any students who would be qualified? 

Many thanks, 

Jan 

~an ~ohnson yopp 
Dean, Summer School 

919.962.8266 
Walter Spearman Professor 

School of Journalism and Mass Communication 

91&962A083 

jyopp@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 2:48 PM 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@emafil.~mc.edtr~ 

ILE: Wast you’ve returned safely 

Dear Joseph, 

Thanks for your note. 

Can we meet at 3.00pm tomorrow? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From= Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent= Thursday, October 24, 20:13:10:09 AM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= trust you’ve returned safely 

Eunice, 

I’m out of town next week, except Monday, but I’m feeling like I’m way behind on my course planning. Do you have time on Monday between 2-5. Then perhaps we could 
schedule our field trip on the week of Nov. 4 or :tlth. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 9~.9-843-7067 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 3:01 PM 

Dennody, Bob <Bob Dennody@unc.edu> 

Re: Approvals in TIM 

Thanks Bob 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Oct 27, 2013, at 2:59 PM, "Dermody, Bob" <Bob Dermo@@unc edu> wrote: 

> Dear Eunice: 
> 

> 

> 

> It ;vas interesting to get your TIM email. I sent this to Dan earlier today. Since it dealt ;vith TIM, you might be interested in reviewing it since it may come up at the meeting this ;veek 
> 

> 

> 

>Bob 
> 

> 

> From: Dermo~dy, Bob 
> Sent: Sunda’~’, October 27, 2013 1:47 PM 
> To: 
> SubJect: RE: can we continn this? 
> 

> 

> Tia is refen-ing to electronic approvals in the Time In]k~rmation Management (TIM) system. We are dealing with two types of SPA employees: Tia is known as SPA-Exempt and Sonia is 
SPA-non-exempt. I have attached one of each of their timesheets, plus an approval log ]2~r Tia that hopefully will explain this 
> 

> Sonia is required to "log in" to TIM. On the third sheet of the attached, you will see that normally she logs in at 8:00 am and out for lunch at 12:00. She logs back in at 1:00 and out at 5:00. 
TIM computes her hours at 8.0 hours worked and tracks her cumulative hours in the time period. 
> 

> Back when TIM was first introduced, SPA-exempt employees had to note hours worked in a day plus any leave taken Unfortunately, that requirement was changed over a year ago and 
now SPA-exempts only have to track leave taken. If you look at Tia’s time sheet for the same period, it is very different from Sonia’s Tia only notes leave taken (both the ~pe of leave and 
the hours). 
> 

> Sonia’s timesheet has to be approved by Sonia (employee certi~ing that she actually worked the hours) and the Tia would normally go in and approve it. Tia would approve her timesheet 
as employee You will also note that she approves as "Manager" by virtue of the fact that she is considered a "manager" in the TIM system. 
> 

> All time sheets has to be "signed ofF’. This means someone is looking to make sure the employee has approved their timesheet and their manager has approved it as manager Sometimes 
MalN Leigh ("lM~aly") will sign oil’; other times someone from the college will sign oil’. II~ no one does that, the Payroll Office will ("yolandasuper" Yolanda Toran). Payroll doesn’t like to 
do this but people need to get paid, so Yolanda will send an email to the manager asking them why they didn’t sign off and the manager has to explain why and return it to Payroll. This 
happened to Public Policy a couple of times and I have seen the responses. 
> 

> You and Eunice receive a copy of Tia’s "Time Detail" and you manually approve. This is veW conmmn. In our office, we have timesheets that I have to note how many hours I work on a 
job, any leave, any- training time, etc. Phyllis Petree, ray boss, signs offthe timesheet. I enter any leave I have taken in the two week pay period and "approve" as employee. Our office 
manager usually approves as "approved by manager", however if she is out, I can approve as "approved by manager". The office manager signs oil’. 
> 

> IfI am sick, I email Phyllis and the office manager. IfI ara platming on taking leave, I enter it on Phyllis’ and the office manager’s calendars as a memo entry and I show it on ray calendar by 
blocking out the day. So, at any time people can either look at the sign-out board or ray calendar and see where I am. 
> 

> Tia noted that she told people but may not have done it as well as she should have. She needs to do a better job of it. The Outlook calendar might be one possibili~. That way, you could 
view her calendar and see where she is; the meetings she has scheduled, etc. If you use Outlook for email, it is at the bottom of your email screen. Adding Tia’s calendar is a matter of her 
giving "permission" to have you view it. 
> 

> Any questions, let me know. 
> 

> Bob Dermo@ 
> Internal Audit 
> Phone: (919) 843-3065 
> Fax: (919) 962-2659 
> 

> From 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 12:58 PM 
> To: Dermody, Bob 
> Subject: can we conf~rm this? 
> 

> Yep. You only have to sign for me because I approve my own timesheet. We keep it in our personnel tiles here I will be over this afternoon. 
> ~Tia 
> 

> From: 
> Sent: Sunday, July 14, 2013 3:20 PM 
> To: Howell, Tia N. 
> Subject: hours 
> 

> Tia: 
> 

> I spoke with Dean McHale on Friday about lots of business issues. One thing she asked me if I plan to sign your bi-weekly time/hours Is that something you can print for me -- starting 
this week? Do you sign for NIL and Sonia? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 



> From: Howell, Tia N 
> Sent: Friday, July 12, 2013 8:20 AM 
> To: Colon, Sonia 
> Cc: 
> Subject: not feeling we]l 
> Eli Sonia and 
> ’]’hough I am supposed to be in AAAD today, I am just writing to let you know ] am out of the office 
planning to do remote desktop this afternoon. 
> -,Tia 
> 

> Tia N. Howell 
> Business Officer 
> 

> UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Public Policy 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> <Time sheeLapprovals Howell and Colon 20131027131044169pd£~ 

] am 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, October 29, 2013 3:01 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Spring 2014 

Dea r Travis, 

Please make the necessary changes to Ron’s Spring 2014 teaching schedule. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 2:59 PM 
To: Williams, Ronald 
l:::c: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Spring 2014 

Dear Ron, 

T hope you are doing well. 

T now have had to time to consider your request re; teaching AAAD 231. This email confirms that you will be teaching 
AAAD 231 in the Spring instead of AAAD 240. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, October 29, 2013 3:19 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Spring 2014 teaching 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly see below and make the necessary changes to Georges’ teaching schedule in the spring. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 3:16 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
l~c: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Spring 2014 teaching 

Dear Georges, 

As a follow up to our conversation about our department’s curriculum needs, I write to confirm that you will be teaching a 
section of AAAD 412 in the Spring. The course will focus primarily on Rwanda in light of the upcoming 20th anniversary of 
the Rwanda Genocide. This course replaces your section of AAAD 395. As the three of us agreed we will only offer one 
section of AAAD 395 given the number of our majors. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 10:55 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: schedule for AAAD290 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2013 3:18 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: schedule for AAAD290 

Dear Eunice, 

Re. AAAD290 

I can teach on Monday’s once a week at 3p.m. 

I will send you a blurb tomorrow. 

Joseph 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-843-7067 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, November 11, 2013 1:15 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

Updated map 

Map (updated)AAAD.jpg 

Dea r Travis, 

As discussed, please see the attached and upload it to the website today. Also add the date and title of the upcoming 
symposium. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 1:46 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu>; McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc.edu> 

Correct version 

AAAD Map - With the complete title-.jpg 

Dea r Travis, 

As promised, please see the attached map. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, November 15, 2013 8:50 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

CLAS SBLURB-AAAD290-1. doc 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly see email below. Please get in touch Joseph once the copies are ready. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent." Friday, November 15, 2013 6:46 AM 
To." Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject." RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

Eunice, 

I’m sending this out everywhere. Could we print some and I can get my work studies to post. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 



SPRING CLASS OFFERING - 2014 

DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN, AFRICAN AMERICAN AND DIASPORA 

STUDIES 

AAAD 290 

A new performance class 

PERFORMING THE POLITICS OF WATER 
A CLASS EXPLORING PERFORMANCE 

& 
WATER/ENVIRONMENT/HEALTH 

Professor: Joseph Megel 
Department of Communication Studies 

Director, UNC-CH’s Process Series 
megel@email.unc.edu 

Working with a variety of sources including D. Soyini Madison’s work titled Water Rites/Rights, 
and doing our own ethnographic field research in the Rogers Road community of Chapel Hill, 
North Carolina we will create a class performance looking at the political and social issues of 
water, the environment and health. In addition to the Rogers Road community, we will explore 
these issues drawing on experiences from South Africa, Ghana and members of Afro- 
Columbians. 

The class will culminate in two public performances. The first performance will be on Thursday 
evening April 10 as a launch of the 2nd Global Africana annual conference focusing the 
intersecting themes of water, environment and health and the final one on April 11. Students 
will be required to take part in these public performances. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, November 15, 2013 12:47 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

Please have one of the work study students print research material compiled by my RA from the site below. 

17XChrI 

I will be in shortly. 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 8:55 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Hello 

mime-attachment.txt; ATT00001.htm; Adichie at UNC 002.JPG; ATT00002.htm; 
Adichie at UNC 003.JPG: 
Adichie at UNC 005.JPG: 
Adichie at UNC 007.JPG: 
Adichie at UNC 012.JPG: 
Adichie at UNC 014.JPG: 
Adichie at UNC 016.JPG: 

ATT00003.htm; Adichie at UNC 004.JPG; ATT00004.htm; 
ATT00005.htm; Adichie at UNC 006.JPG; ATT00006.htm; 
ATT00007.htm; Adichie at UNC 010.JPG; ATT00008.htm; 
ATT00009.htm; Adichie at UNC 013.JPG; ATT00010.htm; 
ATT00011.htm; Adichie at UNC 015.JPG; ATT00012.htm; 
ATT00013 .htm 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Fhunsu, Donato" <dfhur~su21 @unc. edu> 
To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunic~email.unc. edu> 
Subject: RE: Hello 



Dear Eunice, 

Thank you for your message. 

Here are the photos. 

With thoughts of peace, 

Donato 

"We differ, blind and seeing, one from another, not in our senses, but in the use we 

make of them, in the imagination and courage with which we seek wisdom beyond the 

senses." 

"One can never consent to creep when one feels the impulse to soar." 

- Helen Keller 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Saturday, March 02, 2013 2:23 PM 

To: Fhunsu, Donato 

Subject: Hello 

Dear Donato, 

I hope you’re having a great weekend. 

I would be grateful if you sent me photos from our dialogue with Chimamanda on Monday. 

Cheers and best wishes, 

Eunice 



























From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, 1 : 17 PM 

Mamarame Seck < @gmail.com>; 
@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tracks description 

Dear Mamarame, 

Thank you for your email. 

As a follow up to our discussion last week, this is to let you know that Kenneth and I will review the description of your 
Regional Seminar and let you know our thoughts this week. As such, Study Abroad should hold off including it on their 
list. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

I:rom: Mamarame Seck :@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 12:39 PM 
To: Vargas, ; Gore, Travis; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Tracks description 

Dear and Travis, 

I hope you all are well. Please find attached the course description for the AAAD 
summer. 

to be offered in the 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 

On Sun, at 10:31 PM, Mamarame Seck < ~maiLcom> wrote: 
Dear 
I hope you are well. Please find below the description you requested and I aplogize for the delay: 

Best regards, 
Mamarame 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:47 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

RE: room for Monday 

Thanks Travis. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:37 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: room for Monday 

Here it is! -Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:15 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room for Monday 

Hi Travis, 

I scheduled GEC 1005 from 5-6pro. Here is your confirmation: 

* Event information * 

Event    ¯ AAAD 101 

Scheduled By ¯ Violet May Paquin 

Start Time : 5:00 PM 

End Time :6:00PM 

Start Date : 12/2/2013 

End Date : 12/2/2013 

Days Met : M 

Building :GC 

Room : 1005 

Happy Thanksgiving! 

Violet 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUN1CE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, December 5, 2013 2:08 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Professor Bernard R. Boxill - Departmem of Philosophy 
Professor Paul W. Leslie - Department of Anthropology 
Professor Joanne L. Hershfield - Department of Women and Gender Studies (for now) 
Professor John Pickles - Departmem of Geography 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, December 12, 2013 12:10 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Maj ors and minors 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Please let me have the current number of majors and minors before noon on Monday Dec. 16. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, December 16, 2013 9:33 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Lee’s Spring schedule 

Dea r Travis, 

As per our conversation, please cancel Lee’s AAAD, and replace it with AAAD    She will be teaching the AAAD 
If at all possible, have both her spring courses in the same classroom. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, December 16, 2013 10:10 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Swah Add for students 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add the following student from to class: 

PID: 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, December 18, 2013 8:21 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia 
<sonia_colon@med.unc. edu> 

Laptop 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are doing. 

Kindly give the Laptop that is currently locked up in the cabinet in the main to Kenneth for his professional use. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, January 2, 2014 5:12 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Tomorrow 

Dea r Travis, 

Happy New Year and I hope you had a wonderful holiday season! 

Here are some urgent tasks for tomorrow: 

1) Room 205: As we discussed before the holiday, please check with UNC’s facilities office to see if this room is now OK 
for occupancy from a health perspective. As I indicated before this is very important because I need to indicate if we have 
office space for the two TAs who will be teaching for us in the spring. I have to do this by tomorrow so that they can 
finalize their syllabuses. 

2) Staff: Please make sure that all courses have the names of faculty members teaching them on Connect/Carolina and 
that the new TAs can access their courses both on Sakai and Connect/Carolina. 

Thanks. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday:             .3:56 PM 

~,email.unc.edu>; 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Office hours - Spring 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

This is to let you know that the department has reserved room 205 for both of you to use for your office hours during the 
Spring semester. The room has only one desk, thus I will leave it up to you to discuss the modalities of sharing the space 
for your respective office hours. 

I am ccing this email to Travis Gore who is the Administrative Assistant in the department and in this capacity manages 
facilities in Battle Hall. You will need to contact him to get keys for room 205. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, January 3, 2014 4:47 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
RE: room 205 

Perfect! 

Thanks Travis. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent," Friday, January 03, 2014 4:44 PM 
To," Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc; Colon, Sonia 
Subject; room 205 

Dear Eunice, 

I emailed Billy Vierra from Design & Construction Services & Electrical Design. I told him that his crew needs to clean 

out their things from room 205 on Monday. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 3:55 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: room 205 

Dea r Travis, 

Thank you for the update. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 3:53 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: room 205 

Dear Eunice, 

Fabio and his men removed their things from the office. There is a big empty cardboard box that I wil! remove out of 

there. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Vierra, Billy M 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 8:33 AM 



To." Gore, Travis 
Subject." RE: room 205 

Spoke with Fabio and they should be removing everything within the hour. Let me know if you have any other issues. 

Billy Vierra 

Design & Construction Services 

Electrical Design 

9~9~962~,094 Office 

Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 3:57 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: room 205 

This is great news. Thanks Travis. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Jan 6, 2014, at 3:55 PM, "Gore, Travis" < mail~unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

Housekeeping has confirmed with me that they are coming tonight. 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Goulart, Stephen P 
Sent: Sunday, January 05, 2014 11:19 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room 205 

HI Travis, 

Hope you had a nice holiday. 

No problem will clean room 205 Monday Night 

Thanks 

Steve Goulart 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Thursday, January 9, 2014 6:48 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

Urgent! 

Dea r Travis, 

There is a major era on the website! The Dialogues title is "Global Africana Dialogues." You missed an A and wrote Africa. 
Please fix it as soon as possible. There is someone who is not happy about at all about this. 

Many thanks, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, January 10, 2014 9:13 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Request to add students to AAAD 

Dea r Travis, 

I authorize you to add the students below to Fhunsu’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

I:rom: Fhunsu, Donato 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 6:34 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
l~c: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Request to add students to AAAD 200 

Dear Eunice, 

I am writing to request that the following students be added to my AAAD    class 

Best regards, 
Donato 

"We differ, blind and seeing, one from another, not in our senses, but in the use we make of them, in the imagination 
and courage with which we seek wisdom beyond the senses." 
"One can never consent to creep when one feels the impulse to soar." 
- Helen Keller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, January 10, 2014 9:17 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Please add these students to my courses             if possible 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add the students below to Porter’s classes. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Porter, Robert S 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 8:59 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Please add these students to my courses 

Dear Eunice, 

if possible 

I would appreciate it very much if you can authorize the addition of the following students to my classes, 

Please add to AAAD PID 

Please add to AAAD Section 1 these two students: PID 
PID 

(she is an AAAD minor); 

Many thanks, Eunice. 

Best, 

Robert 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, January 10, 2014 9:39 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: adds to AAAD 

Dea r Travis, 

I authorize you to add the students below to Hildebrand’s AAAD 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

:lass. 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 1:58 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: adds to AAAD 

Dear Prof. Sahle: 

I am seeking permission to have three students admited tc 
AAAD ., sec 001. Two of them are senior majors in AAAD Studies. 

Thank you for accommodating them, if it is possible to do so. -Reg Hildebrand 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, January 13, 2014 9:47 AM 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
University procedure: cash deposit 

Dear Joseph, 

Please return the books to the department asap. The department will follow the procedure outlined below by our 
Acting Business Manager which is in line with University policies and State law. 

Please confirm receipt of this email. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Colon, Sonia" <sorda color~@med.ur~c.edu> 
Date: January 8, 2014 8:23:24 AM EST 
To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eur~ice~email.ur~c. edu> 
Cc: "Gore, Travis" <~4ore@email.ur~c.edu> 
Subject: RE: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 

Good morning Eunice 

I will bring a receipts book for Travis, to use on the refundable book deposit transactions; In compliance 

with UNC general guidelines on the management of cash / check transactions. 

I will submit the refundable deposit to the cashier office before 5 pm, on a daily basis. As a compliance 

with internal structure and proper documentation of this kind of transaction, ! will give Travis copy of the 

cashier deposit receipts so he can keep them along with the copy of the receipts he gave to the students, 

for the refundable book deposits. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 



Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 7:27 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia; Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 

I think that’s the best way to go. I’ll bring back the books to Travis. Should I bring them to first day of 
class, or just have everyone go to Travis at the office? 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 2:53 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence; Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 

Hello Dr. Megel 

Yes, it is a wonderful idea to tell the student to pick up the books at the main office and bring the 

refundable deposit. Travis will receive the money and submit a receipt to the student for the amount of 

the money deposited, as a evidence and future reference, of the money that should be refund at the end 

of the course in exchange of the book returned. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 2:37 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 



Dear Sonia, 

What is the best way to make this happen. I can email my students before Tuesday first class so that they 
have payment ready. Perhaps then I can leave the books in the AFAM office if students are not ready to put 
down refundable deposit. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From." Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent." Tuesday, January 07, 2014 1:56 PM 
To." Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
~:c." Colon, Sonia 
Subject." RE: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 

Dear Joseph, 

Thanks for your email. 

You should ask for a $20.00 deposit which you will return at the end of the semester to students. Please 
get in touch with Sonia Colon about the students’ deposit so that we follow State Law and university 
regulations pertaining to cash deposits. 

These books are the property of the department and will be used again in the future. Please collect the 
books once the class is over in April and return them to Travis. 

The department will pay Marie Garlock 
work with students at Rogers Road Community. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

as a performance and public engagement consultant for her 

From." Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent." Tuesday, January 07, 2014 1:42 PM 
To." Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject." 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 

Eunice, 



Welcome back. 

we only have 20 books, but maybe I’ll scare some people away. Also I’m thinking of asking for $5 deposit 
on the book, so someone does not walk away and drop the class and not bring the book back. What do you 
think? 

Also, we did not get any additional money, but I was thinking that Marie could focus on the Rogers Road 
component for the    you have for her - if that still works. I also have a volunteer helper, 

- who will be working with me on the class as well. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 

Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, January 13, 2014 1:20 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

Want to enroll.docx 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add the students on the attached list to Seck’s AAAD class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Sunday, January 12, 2014 11:12 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope you are well. Could you please allow these students to enroll in my AAAD 101 course? Please see attachment. Although the 
class is full with 60 students, I cannot refuse to enroll these students who kept sending me emails. 

Best, 

Mamarame 



1) 

AAAD 

2) 

AAAD 

3) 

AAAD 

4) Name: 

PID: 

Section: 

5) Name: 

Class and section: AAAD 

PID: 

6) 

PID: 

7) 

PID: 

Class: 



8) Name: 

PID: 

Section: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 2:49 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Need for classroom change 

From: Mutima, Sinamenye A 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 2:47 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Need for classroom change 

Dear Eunice, 

There is a student in Swah who is impacted by a temporary disability and wants to be helped. The class meets 

from She told me that she is having trouble moving from the building to go 

to her other classes and get there on time. According to her, most of her other classes are taught in the buildings located 

in the vicinity of the Green Law building. 

Could something be done to help the student? 

Best, 

Alphonse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday,                8:05 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: AAAD 

Dear Travis, 

Good morning. I authorize you to add the student below to Megel’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Megel, Joseph Lawrence" <megel@email.u~c. edu> 
Date:               7:37:37 AM EST 
To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <e~rlice~emaiL~r~c~ed~>, "Janken, Kenneth R" < mail~r~c~edu> 
Subject: FW: AAAD 

Please add to AAAF~ (PID below). 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Belaga, Patrick Blair 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Megel, Joseph Law~enc~ 
Subject: AAAD 

10:18 PM 

Hi Prof. Megel, 

Here is my info so you can register my name for your course on 

Thankyou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 11:57 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: add 

20140115164332103.pdf 

Dea r Travis, 

I authorize you to add the students below to Selassie’s AAAD 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

class. 

From: Selassie, Bereket H 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 10:25 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: add 

Dear Eunice, 

the attached is a list of 13 students who asked to be added to my AAAD 
approval. 

r Class. I await your 

Cheers, 

Bereket 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:01 PM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: FW: add 

The one on the 2nd page is a student that came by this afternoon. She said you sent her, 

Thanks, 

Travis 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:00 PM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: add 

Hello Professor Selassie, 

I have attached your request above. Can you send this to Eunice first and then after she approves it, she will send it 



back to me. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday,               1:03 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: AAAD studies 

Dea r Travis, 

I authorize you to add the student below to Megel’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Thursday, 11:51 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: FW: AAAD studies 

please add to AAAD 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

F rom: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: AAAD studies 

11:44 AM 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:32 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: AAAD studies 

send me your PID if you still want to register for this class. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 



F rom: 
Sent: MondaY/, 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: AAAD studies 

Where is the class located? 

11:10 PM 

From: Mel~el, Joseph Lawrence <mel~el@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 12:18 AM 
To: 

Subject: RE: AAAD studies 

I just need a way to let you in. Come and we can figure it out. 

Joseph Megel 

Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

F rom: 
Sent: Sunda~, 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: AAAD studies 

8:32 PM 

I talked to my academic advisor and he told me that I wouldn’t need to l~et a drop ad form this early in the 

semester. Are you sure I need one? 

From: Mel~el, Joseph Lawrence <mel~el@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday. 2014 5:07 AM 

To: 
Subject: RE: AAAD studies 

I apologize if this is a repeated message. Please come to first day of class with a drop/add form. And I will do whatever 
I can to let you into the class. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

F rom: 
Sent: Wednesday. 
To: Megel, Joseph LawrenCe 
Subject: AAAD studies 

9:14 AM 



Hello, Mr. Megel 

This is             I am a graduating communications major here at UNC and was enrolled in an EE class that 

I needed to graduate that was recently dropped by the department. There is really no other EE 

classes available that will work with my schedule,             recommended your class to me so I am trying 

to see if you could ad me to your AAAD class for this semester? I know the class is full but if you could make an 

exception given my situation it would be much appreciated. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday, January 17, 2014 4:47 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Student Adding AAAD 

Dea r Travis, 

I authorize you to add the student below to Regester’s AAAD 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

class. 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 2:05 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Student Adding AAAD 

Dear Eunice: The student                        is attempting to enroll in AAAD    She needs the class to fulfill 
the aesthetic perspective in order to graduate in May. I have met with the student and am willing to allow her to add my 
class. Please determine if she can be added to the class. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday:               5:08 PM 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu>; 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch Soon 

@live.unc.edu> 

Dear All, 

Thanks for your emails. 

I am available on either of these days: 

Feb. 4 or 11 at 12.30pm. 

Best wishes and have a great weekend, 
Eunice 

From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: 
l:c: Sahle, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Lunch Soon 

4:21 PM 

I, too am available Tuesday after 12:30. But I can also do Friday. Let’s wait to hear back from Eunice. 

Non 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On at 2:47 PM, wrote: 

Hi Ron, 

Thanks for putting this together. Next week, I am available on Tuesday after 12:30 or anytime Wed. or 

Friday. 

Best Regards, 



From: Williams, Ronald [mailto:rcw@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:43 PM 

To: 5ahle, Eunice 

Co: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Lunch Soon 

Dear Eunice anc 

I’m following up on our previous efforts to find a time for the three of us to have lunch soon. 

Please let me know what days are best for next week and the following. 

I’ve copied Travis on this message so he can make us a reservation at the Carolina Inn once we 
have agreed upon a date and time. 

All the best, 

ROFI 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Friday,               6:32 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: AAAD 

Dea r Travis, 

I authorize you to add the student below to Megel’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Friday, 6:27 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: FW: Ah~D 

Please add 

to my class. He will be a great addition. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

F rom: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: Re: AAAD 

4:42 PM 

Thank you and yes I have read the syllabus and fully understand the commitment. I actually have taken an 
ENG1             class and have been to the Rogers rd community multiple times to prepare meals and work 
in the garden. I appreciate you letting me add and I will see you Tuesday before class in your office. 

Rob 

On , at 6:11 AM, "Megel, Joseph Lawrence" < emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 



Please read syllabus carefully. If you still want to going, let’s meet on tuesday before class at 3. my office 
Swain Hall room 106. I want to make sure that you understand the commitment. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

F rom: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: A,~D 

1:49 PM 

Joseph, 

I’m a graduating senior in need of an EE credit and was wondering if I could join AAAD    The 

other EE class I thought I could join didn’t work out because of prerequisites, so I’m in a bit of a 
bind for graduation. I noticed this class is still open and looks interesting so please let me know if l 

could be enrolled and come by Tuesday class time with an add form. Thank you very much 

<SYLLABUS AAA .doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, January 21, 2014 7:19 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: request for enrollment 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add the students below to Mamarame’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2014 2:51 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: request for enrollment 

Dear Eunice, 

Could you please allow the following students to enroll in my courses?: 

PID : 
AAAD 
Class :’ 

PID 
AAAD 
Class: 

PID: 
AAAD 

Many thanks, 
Mamarame 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, January 21, 2014 9:45 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Students to Be Added to AAAD 

Dea r Travis, 

I authorize you to add the students below to Regester’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 10:02 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Students to Be Added to AAAD 

Dear Eunice: Please add the following students to my AAAD    class -- 

class) 
(this student was previously enrolled in my freshman seminar and attended the first day of 

Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 10:26 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

20140117172007335.pdf; ATT00001.htm 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add the students on the list to Selassie’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Selassie, Bereket H" <bse~assi@.emaiLunc.edu> 
Date: January 21, 2014 10:16:40 AM EST 
To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunic~email.unc. edu> 
Subject: FW: 

Hi Eunice, 

The attached contains names of students that I have added to my AAAD 
for your approval. 

Best, 

Bereket Habte Selassie 

class, submitted here 

William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies, and Professor of Law 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919 962-3538 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 8:48 AM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: FW: 

Hello Professor Selassie, 

Sorry you were not able to open it. I have resent it. Try again and let me know if you still can’t 
open it. 



Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 5:25 PM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: FW: 

Dear Professor Selassie, 

I have scanned and attached your    requests in a pdf file. 
approval ofyour requests. Thanks. 

Best, 
Travis 

Now can you send it to Eunice for her 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the 
intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: scarmer~ur~c.edu [mailto:scanner@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 5:20 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.17.2014 17:20:07 (-0500) 
Queries to: scarmer@ur~c.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, January 21, 2014 12:53 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Student for AAAD 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add the student below to Lambert’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lambert, Michael C" <mlambert@emaiLu~c.edu> 
Date: January 21, 2014 11:30:35 AM EST 
To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eur~ice~emaiLur~c.edu> 
Cc: "Gore, Travis" < emaiLur~c.edu> 
Subject: Student for AAAD 

Dear Eunice, I would like to have 

Thank you, 

(PID: 

Mike 

added to my AAAD class. 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, January 21, 2014 2:30 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Request for class enrollment 

Dear Travis, 

Kindly see the email below which was meant for you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@emai1.ur~c. edu> 
Date: January 21, 2014 12:50:48 PM EST 
To: "Seck, Mamarame" <mseck~;email.u~c.edu> 
Subject: Re: Request for class enrollment 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add the student below to Seck’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Jan 21, 2014, at 12:12 PM, "Seck, Mamarame" <mseck@emaiL~n¢oedu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope this finds you well. Could you please give permission to this student to enroll in my 
section of AAAD    that meets a 

Name: 
Grade: 
PID: 

Best regards, 

Mamarame 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, January 22, 2014 8:09 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Request to add a student to my AAAD    class 

Dea r Travis, 

Can you still add students to classes or do they need to use the add/drop form? If you can, I authorize you to add the 
student below to Fhunsu’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Fhunsu, Donato 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 11:25 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
l:c: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Request to add a student to my AAAD class 

Dear Eunice, 
I am writing to request that the following student be added to my AAAD class. 

Thank you. 

Best regards, 

Donato 

"We differ, blind and seeing, one from another, not in our senses, but in the use we make of them, in the imagination 
and courage with which we seek wisdom beyond the senses." 
"One can never consent to creep when one feels the impulse to soar." 
- Helen Keller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 3:17 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Add for AAAD 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add the student below to McMillan’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "McMillan, Tim" <~emailouncoedu> 
Date: January 22, 2014 3:09:27 PM EST 
To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@emailounc. edu> 
Cc: "Gore, Travis" <~ore@email.ur~coedu> 
Subject: Add for AAAD 

Dear Eunice - 

I have one more request for an add to AAAD    - the student has attended the past three classes and 
there is still room for one more. If you could give Travis permission to add him before the census 
date I would appreciate it. The Student is           PID 

Thanks and see you tomorrow. 

tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African, African American & Diaspora Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 

(919)537-3381 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, January 29, 2014 8:32 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Snow day 

Dear Travis, 

Yes you can as long as you’re in the office at 11.OOam and you send an email to faculty right away indicating that the main office will 
be closed until then. In addition, you need to give a heads up to the work study students. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Jan 29, 2014, at 8:21 AM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Eunice, 
> 
> Hope you are doing well in this awful weather. Sorry I was rtmning just a tad behind schedule. Is it ok with you if I stay safe in my 
home for just a little bit? 
> 

> Best, 
> Travis 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Colon, Sonia 
> Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 7:46 AM 
> To: Gore, Travis 
> Subject: Snow day 
> 

> Dear Travis 
> 
> Hope all is well with you 
> 
> I am at home due to the snow. 
> 
> I suggest that you stay at home. Is a little dangerous. O will ser you tomorrow. If you need to contact me, my phone number is 

Sonia 

Sent from my iPhone 
Sonia Colon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 5:27 PM 

Fhuns~ Donato <dthunsu21 @unc.edu> 

ILE: Some Good News 

Dear Donato, 

What a great note! Thanks for sharing. 

Take care and all the best, 
Eunice 

From: Fhunsu, Donato 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 5:16 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Some Good News 

Dear Eunice, 
I hope this note finds you well. 
I just wanted to share with you the following message that I received from a former student (Global Studies Major, African Studies Minor). She graduated last December, and 
she is applying to graduate programs in Gender Studies (with a focus on African Women) at the University of Edinburgh and the University of Glasgow in Scotland. 
Best regards, 
Donato 

Actions 

To: 

~Fhunsu, Donato 

Thursday, February 06, 2014 4:19 AM 

Hey Mr Fhunsu, 

Hope all is well. Just wanted to update you. I’m currently an intern at an , We are a n~o workin~ on 

enhancing women in peace and solidarity related decisions. I just wanted to thank you for inspiring me. 

It’s crazy that my organization works hand in hand with 

Ellen Sirleaf Johnson. 

As an intern, they have already put me in charge of a project. I’ll be aspiring to implement the UN resolution 1325 in the Mano river region, to augment the 

power of women in these countries. {sierra leone, liberia, cote d’ivore and guinea). THANK YOU FOR THE INSPIRATION. 

Best, 

"We differ, blind and seeing, one from another, not in our senses, but in the use we make of them, in the imagination and courage with which we seek wisdom beyond the 
senses." 
"One can never consent to creep when one feels the impulse to soar." 
- Helen Keller 



Fl’Olll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 12:21 PM 

Sewo]l, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Hello 

Dear Stacey, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Is there a number I can reach you today? You can reach me at’ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

~da¥. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 3:05 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Re: Touching base 

Dear Chris, 

Thanks for your email. 

If you have time we can touch base this pro. You can roach me at ! 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

On Feb 6, 2014, at 5:38 PM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson(~uuc.edu> wrote: 

[unite - 

1 will be around all day tomorrow. Is there a good time for you to ta~k? 

Chris 

Christoi:~her l?~-_~ricksor~ 

Assistant Provost and Uniw:_~rsity Registrar 

The University of Nori:h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3:108 SASB Nord~ Campus Box 2:100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T-. 9:19-962--8289 

F-919-962-:1S55 

From-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent-" Wednesday, February 05, 2014 6:20 PM 
To: Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject-" Touching base 

Dear Chris, 

I hope you are doing well, 

Can we touch base sometime this week? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 4:10 PM 

~em~l.unc.edu~ @live.unc.edu> 

Meeting on Wednesday 

Dear and 

How about 1.00pm in my office (Battle Hall :t0:t). 

See you then. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday :tO: 29 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Invitation to Participate in Black Geographies Colloquium 

Hi Eunice & 
Thursday doesn’t work for me unfortunately. Next week, I can meet Monday until 11 or Wednesday until 2. Any available times in there? 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:49 PM 
TOl �;ahl~ Funic~ N 

Subject: RE: Invitation to Participate in Black Geographies Colloquium 

Eunice / 

I am free at either time, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:39 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Invitation to Participate in Black Geographies Colloquium 

Dear     and 

Sorry for this delayed response. My apologies. This has turned out to a very hectic time for me. 

Do you have time to meet next Thursday at noon or 1.00pm? Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

[:roB: 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:19 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: RE: Invitation to Participate in Black Geographies Colloquium 

Eunice, 

Good evening. I am writing to touch base about setting a time to meet about combining our events in               and I are available to meet with you 

this Thursday,             from 1-3p. If this time does not suit your schedule, please contact us with a date/time to meet next week. 

Best, 

From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, ~:35 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice; 

Subject: RE: Invitation to Participate in Black Geographies Colloquium 
Thal".k you Eul"Ace[ This sounds great, we’re very- excited 
How about meeting on Thursday,        ~ i’m open Ul"Xii about I for sure, and possibly sometime in the afternoon. 



Frc~m: SaNe, Eunice N 

Sent: Monday!. ,~: 10 A’vI 

To: 

Subject: [~E: ~rllvit~t~,ion to Participate in Black Geographies Colloqmum 

Dear and ]?lease call me Eunice otherwise I will nol respond to your emails.. ), 

Thanks ik~r your :[bliow up email 

Yes, we can combine both events ] can re.-organize the program for Ft iday ~md Saturday and bare your program nn the 3.30-5.00pm. The panel will be a good backgto~md tn the Satmday 

program which will focus on environmental straggles drawing on experiences Jrom Afio-Co[ombi~m geographies, [)urban and Rogers Road 

let’s mee[ m tn discuss the modalities of cnnference Tuesdays and Thursdays tend to wn~k belier :[Yom my end 

Best wishes and see you sonn~ 
gumce 

Sent: Friday 1 i:37 AIM 
To: Sable, [;unice N; 
Subject: I<g: ]nvitation to Participate in Black Geographies Colh)qumm 

Dear lk. Sable, 

Thank you fnr your genernus reply I wanted to attend the cnnference this; year, and we didn’t realize it was that same weekend 

arid I work with the NC emdronmentai justice network that Rogers Road is a part off, and my "wod~ is f~cused on envirorimental racism in ~\J [1can American cnmmunities m NC (i also 

do performance e~bnography with Marie on water, health and racel). 

it wnuld be wnnder[’u[ to have our cnik~quium be a part of the conference! \Ve wnuld like to get our department more involved and nur graduate students/faculty tn attend the (]h)bal 

A[’ricana cnnference Thank you for offering to support us; Maybe we can hold a pane[ on black gengraphies, as we were piannlng, but linked with the c,~mfc’rence It seems like it would 

in ciuite nicely with everything else as; a kind of theoretical i}ame. What else is happening during the time slot of 3 30-,145 on Friday? Would it be possible to add this panel tn the schedule? 

Any thoughts on how else we could join and support your eli"ntis? 

)/fatty thanks. 

Front: Sable, Eunice 
Sent: Friday, 10:13 
To: 

Subject: PJE: 5tvitation to Participate in Biack Geographies Colioqumm 

Thank you very much for your kind invitation. 

This is an exceilent imtiative. I would be honered te part of the f~orum. UpA’ort,snateiy the department wili be hniding its 2rid (the first one was on the work nfDu Beis last year) G1nbai 

Af~icana Apmual Conf?rence focusing on politics of water, environment and health in Aft’lea, .adrican American Comrru,,nities and and black cemrm.mities in Latin America between 

The conf?rence wiil have presentations by quite a few geographers such as my ceileague Patrick Bond f~nm Durban. Youstffwili also be presenting at the cotff’erence. 

In additiom the 2nd performance (ti~e first one will be on       ! titled "per%rrmng water politics" based on a performance ceurse beina taught in our department this semester that draws en 
life histories ef members ef Rogers Road comnmnitv revolved in struggles against envirol,xqxemai iNustices wili be on fi,’~e c’vening of        The performance also &a’~¢s on the werk of the 
Process ef Biack Comm,snities of the Pacific Coast ef Coiombia (a member ef this secial movement wili presem at the conf?rence as wili as our colleague .axt,sro), and social movemems from 
Ghana and South Africa. 

in ap.y event, I will support yottr f’or~.~ the best wa~" I can Farther if you thkfi< there is a way to combine yottr f’or~.~ and the co_~fference please let me lc~ow 

Best wishes and once again many thanks :[br invihng me, 
Eunice 

Sent: ’]’~ursday 4:~9 PM 
To: Sahle. Eunice N 
Cc: 
Subject: Invitation to Participme in Black Geographies Colloquium 

Dear Ik Sahle, 

Greetir, gs. My name is                                                                                                <whom i cc’d in this message), 
depat~.men~,’s Graduate Association of Geography Studems (GAGS) ’]’ms semester, our graduate program is ~rgamzing a co]ioquhJm :[br the girst time, am] we would like to imiite y~u to join 
us in this inaugura] 
The oo]loquhnn is scheduled ]k~r Friday,              at 3:30pro We are creating an interdiscipiinaD, panel on Black Geographies, inc]uding scholars, a loom community activist, and an artist 
to discuss the varied ways in which Black Geographies mani[bst and ~he importance of gacusi~g on Black Geographies as k)cuses of creative resistance and radical poiiiica] imaginaries. We 
are aware ofy~ur use of aspects of this concept in your w~rk, pat~.icuiar]y, in y~ur articb ~n the geographies of’violence in democratic Kenya 
Our h~pe is to i~roduce ~he vibra~ scho]ar]y community here at Chapel Hi]l - including the ~’kfrica~ American Studies program, the newly :[brmi~g c~mmu.ni~%’ of Participato~//Ac~vist 
Researchers, and the broad range of graduate students and facuhy working on race ]henries - to such work and to B]ack Geographies as a central theoretical [?amew~rk. in conjunction wi~h 
]he c~]loquium, we are c~-c~ordinm~ng (wi]h Dr. Tim McM~i]an) a "Black and B]ue" t~ur of]he university [br :[3cu]]V and gradaute students within the UNC Geography Depar]ment. We 
desire to make visible the historical use ~f slave and other c~nscripted labor by UNC. 

As graduate students in geography wbn dn work nn race and politics,         and ] have been greatly inspired by ~,’our work and would be honored to have you join us. We apologize [’or 

the short notice of this request .- developing consensus among a group of graduate students; takes some time! Kindly let us knnw about your availability and interest in our col[oqumm on 

We bare attached ~he introductory chapter o[’ Clyde \Voods arid [-2,,ta,~ ne ~.~ t~ c.~: s ~[,~d~ Gengrapbies and the t olitics m Place, which we are asking participating panelists tn peruse 

be fnrehancl 



Thank you [or comJdering our request -’?~e look %rw~{rd to hearing Jl-om you. 

UKC-Chape] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 7:33 AM 

Wangui wa goro. ~gmafil.com> 

ILE: SabbaticaJ 

Dear Dr. Wa Goro, 

Congrats on the sabbatical and being elected as the co-convenor of the ASA women’s caucus. 

Please keep me posted as you move forward with your projects. Extensive administrative duties keep me very busy these days and I am also in the midst of trying to finish 
writing projects that are long overdue. 

Looking forward to seeing you soon in this part of the world. 

All the best, 
Eunice 

From: Wangui wa goro       Ngmail.com] 

Sent: Saturday, February 08, 2014 1:29 AN 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Sabbatical 

Dear Professor Sable, 

I hope that you are well. I am writing you a brief not to let you l, mow that I am intending to spend ne~ fall in the US where it is likely that I might be holding a fellowship 

in the USA. I have also been elected as the co-convenor of the ASA women’s caucus and would like ?,our support and guidance in these two roles. 

I will be working on my Ix)ok Translation, metnorialisation attdJhmre as well a.s developing a curriculum tbr a translation certificate in the first place aa~d then within 
fi)rma] studies both area aa~d interdisciplinaD comparative mtdies. Do let me know of your availability to discuss prospects lbr collaIx~ration while I am in the USA. 

With kind regards, 

Dr. Wangui wa Goro 
SIDENSI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 9:21 AM 

Jordan, Joseph F <j~jordan@email.unc.edu> 

Re: April4 & 5 

Dear Joseph, 

I hope you had a great weekend. 

Let’s discuss the fee below when you have a moment. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

On Feb 10, 2014, at 9:15 AM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore(~etna~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear E~m[ce, 

Ple~se see ApciYs respon,,~: ~]ow from m~~ ~bllow up with her on 1:rJday 

Best, 

Tmvis Go~e 

Adm m~stmtive Suppt’t Associate 

Depa~men~ of.~51:ficm~,/~tica~a America~. at~d Di~:~ra S~udies 

109 Battle Hall, CB,4 3395 

p 91%966.5496 

Conflder~tiality Notice: This e-rural message, including attaclm~ents, is fbr fl~e ~le u~ of 

the ink:t~ded t~:cipie~Ns) ~md may contain confide~Nal infom~afion. At)~ ~maaNofized 

review, u~:, disclosure, or distfib~Non is prohibited. If you ~re not 1be h~t~nded recipient. 

p~ease conmc~ fl~e sender by rep~y e-mail and destroy all copies ofkhe ofigina~ mess;ge. 

From: Spruill, April R 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 4:31 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: April 4 & 5 

Hey Travis, 

The ,9400 is a set fee to pay sIaffto be there since we’re not normally open. Since it’s AAAD, you ca~ check with Dr. Jordan regarding tbes. 

April R. Spruill 

~gmaJl.com 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 7, 2014, at 4:12 PM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore~email.unc.edu> wrote: 



Hey 

I had a qi~ick quesiion about the weekend lee. Is 1hat $,,~00 a set price or does it depend on how ~ot,g we use it on Samr&ay? I lhink the 

conR~nce ~uld end at a~ound noon on Satm~a3,. [ was j u~t w~m&ring if it w~uld be less tl~ar~ S400 since we ~uld only be using it fbr a 

Tmvis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 9:34 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: April 4 & 5 

Thanks for the update Travis. I have sent Dr. Jordan an email. Please ask April to hold the booking for the 
department as we sort out the fee issue. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Feb 10, 2014, at 9:15 AM, "Gore, Travis" < email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

Please see April’s response below ~?om my follow up with her on Friday. 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 



Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Spruill, April R 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 4:31 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: April 4 & 5 

Hey Travis, 

The $400 is a set fee to pay staff to be there since we’re not normally open. Since it’s AAAD, you 
can check with Dr. Jordan regarding fees. 

April R. Spruill 

~mail~com 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 7, 2014, at 4:12 PM, "Gore, Travis" < email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey April, 

had a quick question about the weekend fee. Is that $400 a set price or does it depend 



on how long we use it on Saturday? I think the conference would end at around noon 
on Saturday. I was just wondering if it would be less than $400 since we would only 
be using it for a few hours on Saturday. 

Thanks! 

Travi s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 10:28 AM 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Re: another possible invitee? 

Ok Comrade. E. 

On Feb 10, 2014, at 10:09 AM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobaJ:~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

But should we think about a potential role for him first? 

complicated, but I’ll try calling you a bit later, ok? 
arturo 

¢¢hich I think is getting 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 1:38 AM 
To: Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: Re: another possible invitee? 

Sounds excellent comrade! 
Will send him an invite later today. 

Cheers, 
Em~ice 

On Feb 9, 2014, at 9:26 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobm~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Comrade: 

Kenneth Bailey is an African American design activists, wonderful person and 
very interesting work. I assume the answer is that it is too late, but if there 
is any chance to invite him to the conference, let me know, oK?. I can see 
I we can also put some money. He would be coming from Boston, and he can stay 

at Pacifica Guesthouse, I think. 
We can discuss some potential role for him if you think is feasible... 

Design Studio for Social Inter’~,ention 

www,ds4si.orq 

un abrazo, 
arturo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 11:58 AM 

Genna Rae McNeil ~gmaJl.com> 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; JorcNn, Joseph F <jfjordan@email.unc.edt~-; Color~ Sonia <~scolon@email.unc.edu> 

RE: (1)Thank You (2) Line item allocation and (2)Meeting 

Dear Genna Rae, 

Thanks for your email. 

I am copying this email to Sonia Colon (hello and thanks) so that she can attend to our department’s contribution. 

The Provost is not attending our meeting on Wednesday. We will be holding our regular monthly meeting on that day at I:t.00am in Hyde Hall. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Genna Rae McNeil           ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, February i0, 20:14 l:t:40 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
~:c; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject: (:t)Thank You (2) Line item allocation and (2)Meeting 

Deax Eunice: 

I want to thank you again for your support and your help with the African American History Month Lecture. I was running around doing so much I did not get a chance 

to thank you in person and then after we moved to the auditorium and I was running late, I did not properly thank all the sponsors and people who helped make the 

program a success. Every department was listed on the program, but still I rash I had not gotten ,so concerned about the late hour that I failed to voice the "thank you". 

Perhaps in the coming year, you might agree to play a role on the program itsel£ if you deem the theme one that is conducive to your participation. 

Please know that it is my hope we can have a continned partnership despite the deep cuts in your budget and the history department’s. If the commitment annually 
could be $100 -- from any line that is best tbr your department under your admini stration - - that roll make lyossible an interual transtEr, accordingly, AAADS will 

always be listed as a sponsor. (e.g. you might prefer to send $100 to Carolina Inn tbr room of the speaker or $100 to Copy and Print Shop for the programs or a 

transIEr to Joyce LoNn, our accounts manager, to or assist with speaker’s transportation and/or general expenses of lecture whenever the Spring semester begins.) 

I was spealdng with the Provos~t on Friday and he is expecting me to attend an AAADS meeting this week. I ~un not good with all my emaJls. Would you plea~ have 

staffor would you provide tile date and time of the meeting so that I may attend as an adjunct? I recognize that I have voice but no vote as an adjunct and do not ~nind 

having to be excused if you go into executive session. Do you know about what time tile Provost will be attending the meeting? If there is an agenda with times 

esti~nated, I would appreciate receiving it. I cannot emphasize enough that I sought to become adjunct in AAADS both because I am passionate about African, African 

American, and Diaspora studies as content areas, and because I have a desire to be available to support the department as well as assist you. This has not been and 

still cannot be an easy time for you as chairperson ofAAADS. I hope that you will feel fi’ee to call on me, as a woman who is a fifll professoc when there are matters in 

which you need gender diversiU on a committee for which the rank of full professor is required. 

I look forward to seeing you at the meeting if it is not taking place when I am teaching. 

Genna Rae 



From: 
Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Sent: Monday, 1 : 17 PM 

To: Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 
Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 
Sorry: Rescheduling Lunch Subject: 

Dear All, 

My schedule geography has shifted dramatically since T spoke to Ron. The earliest T can meet is Feb. 25 at noon. 
Apologies. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, 2014 1:12 PM 
To: ; Williams, Ronald; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Rescheduling Lunch 

Dear All, 

Your new reservation is confirmed at The Carolina Inn on Tuesday, February 18, 20:14 at :12:30 PM for 3. 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

F rom: 
Sent: Monday, 12:46 PM 
To: Williams, Ronald; Sahle, Eunice N 
(:c: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Rescheduling Lunch 



That works better for me too 

Stay Warm, 

Next Tuesday at 12:30 sounds good. 

From: Williams, Ronald [mailto:rcw@emaikunc,edu] 
Sent: Mondav. 12:42 PM 

To: ; Sahle, Eunice 

Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Rescheduling Lunch 

Dear Colleagues, 

I just chatted with Eunice in the hallway and she has a conflict with our scheduled lunch tomorrow. So, if 
possible, I am hoping we can schedule it for next Tuesday instead. Same time. Same place. Eunice has 
indicated her availability for next week.         are you available too? 

Non 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 3:14 PM 

Genna Rae McNeil < ~gmaJl.com> 

Hil&brand, ReginaJd F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jt~ordan~!email.unc.edu> 

RE: (1)Thank You (2) Line item allocation mid (2)Meeting 

Dear Genna Rae, 

I checked with Stephanie after receiving your email this morning and he is not scheduled to be at our meeting on Wednesday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Genna Rae McNeil           _~gmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, February I0, 20:1.4 3:00 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Jordan, Joseph F 

Subject; Re: (:t)Thank You (2) Line item allocation and (2)Meeting 

Thanks Eunice. Wonder if his assistant Stephanie knows he thinks it is on his caJendax????? Genna Rae 

On Mon, Feb 10, 2014 at 11:57 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice~emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Genna Rae, 

Thanks for your email. 

I am copying this email to Sonia Colon (hello and thanks) so that she can attend to our department’s contribution. 

The Provost is not attending our meeting on Wednesday. We will be holding our regular monthly meeting on that day at :t:t.00am in Hyde Hall. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From= Genna Rae McNeil [ _       ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, February 10, 2014 11:40 AM 
To= Sahle, Eunice N 
C¢= Hildebrand, Reginald F; 3ordan, Joseph F 
Subject= (1)Thank You (2) Line item allocation and (2)Neeting 

Deax Eunice: 

I wmat to thank you again tbr your support and your help with the Afi-ican American Histo~ Month Lecture. I was running around doing so much I did not get a 

chmlce to thank you in person mid then a~ter we tnoved to the auditorimn mid I was running late, I did not properly thank aJJ the sponsors and people who helped 

make the program a success. Eve~ department was listed on the progranl, but still I wish I had not gotten so concerned about the late hour that I thiled to voice the 

"thank you". Perhaps in the coming year, you might agree to play a role on the program itself; if you deem the theme one that is conducive to your participation. 

Please know that it is tny hope we can have a continued partnership despite the deep cuts in your budget mid the histo~ deparhnent’s. If the commitment aramally 
could be $100 -- from any line that is best for your department under your admiNfftration -- that will make possible an internal transfer; accordingly, AAADS will 

always be listed as a sponsor. (e.g. you might prefer to send $100 to Carolina Inn for room of the speaker or $100 to CoW and Print Shop for the programs or a 

transfer to Joyce Loflin, our accounts manager, to or assist with speaker’s transportation and/or general expenses of lecture whenever the Spring semester begins.) 

I was speaking ruth the Provost on Friday and he is expecting me to attend an AAADS meeting this week. I am not good ruth all my emails. Would you please have 
staffor would you provide the date and time of the meeting so "that I may attend as an adjunct? I recognize that I have voice but no vote as an adjunct m~d do not 

mind having to be excused if you go into executive session. Do you know about what time the Provost will be attending the meeting? If there is an agenda with times 

estimated, I would appreciate receiving it. I cannot emphasize enough that I sought to become adjunct in AAADS bx~th because I am passionate abx~ut African, 

Africm~ American, and Diaspora studies as content areas, and because I have a desire to be available to support the department as well as assist you. This has not 

been mid still camlot be an ea~ time for you as chairperson of A~KADS. I hope that you will reel free to call on me, as a woman who is a full professor, when these 

are matters in which you need gen&r diversity on a committee for which the rank of full professor is required. 

I look forward to seeing you at the tneeting if it is not taking place when I am teaching. 

Gemla Rae 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 3:39 PM 

Genna Rae McNeil ~gmaJl.com> 

Hil&brand, ReginaJd F <hildebr@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <j~ordani~!email.unc.edu> 

RE: (1)Thank You (2) Line item allocation and (2)Meeting 

P, eg and Joseph: I am truly sorry to fill your Inbox folders today re; my responses to Genna Rae emails. I will make sure that I communicate with her directly since the issues 
don’t pertain to you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Genna Rae McNeil i          @gmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 3:28 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢: Hildebrand, P,eginald F; Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject: Re: (1)Thank You (2) Line item allocation and (2)Meeting 

Thanks so much Eunice. I will tO, to make the meeting on Wedne~tay anyway. I wonder if we can work out ~)mething whereby I can teach one seminar course or 

Black Church course tbr AAADS at leas~t every 5th semester. I think if I cross-lis~ted it, we might beneIit tiom some numbers in AAADS and History. Genna Rae 

On Mon, Feb 10, 2014 at 3:14 PM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Genna Rae, 

I checked with Stephanie after receiving your email this morning and he is not scheduled to be at our meeting on Wednesday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Genna Rae McNeil _          ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 3:00 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Hildebrand, Reginald F; 3ordan, 3oseph F 
Subject: Re: (1)Thank You (2) Line item allocation and (2)Meeting 

Thanks Eunice. Wonder if his assisIant Stephanie knows he thinks it is on his caJendaa:????? Genna Rae 

On Mon, Feb 10, 2014 at 11:57 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <e~mice@ema~l.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Genna Rae, 

Thanks for your email. 

T am copying this email to Sonia Colon (hello and thanks) so that she can attend to our department’s contribution. 

The Provost is not attending our meeting on Wednesday. We will be holding our regular monthly meeting on that day at :[L00am in Hyde Hall. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From= Genna Rae McNeil I          ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, February 10, 2014 11:40 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Hildebrand, Reginald F; 3ordan, 3oseph F 
Subject= CL)Thank You (2) Line item allocation and (2)Meeting 

Dear Eunice: 

I want to thank you again tbr your support and your help with the Atiican American HistoU Month Lectnre. I was running around doing so much I did not get a 
chmace to thank you in person mad then after we moved m the auditorium and I was running late, I did not properly thank all the sponsors and people who helped 
make the program a success. EveW department was listed on the program, but still I wish I had not gotten so concerned about the late hour that I failed to voice 



the "thank you". Perhaps in "the coming year, you might agree to play a role on the prograJn itsell; if you deem the theme one that is conducive to your paxticipation. 

Please know that it is my hope we can have a continued pa~nership despite the deep cuts in your budget and the histo~ depar~anent’s. If the commitment am~ually 

could be $100 -- tiom any line "that is best for your depaxtment under your admini~_ration -- that will make possible an internal translEr, accordingly, AAADS will 

always be listed as a sponsor. (e.g. you might pretEr to send $100 to Carolina Inn for room of the speaker or $100 to CoW and Print Shop for the programs or a 

transfer to Joyce Lofti~ our accounts manager, to or assist with speaker’s transportation and/or general expenses of lecture whenever the Spring semester begins.) 

I was speaking with the Provost on Friday and he is expecting me to attend an A2~20S meeting this week. I am not good with all my emails. Would you please 

have stalt’or would you provide the date and time of the meeting so that I may attend as an adjunct? I recognize that I have voice but no vote as an adjunct and do 

not ~nind having to be excused if you go into executive session. Do you know about what time the Provost will be attending the meeting? If there is an agenda with 

times estimated, I would appreciate receiving it. I cannot emphasize enough that I sought to become adjunct in AAADS both because I am passionate about 

African, African American, and Diaspora studies as content areas, and because I have a desire to be available to support the department as well as assist you. 

This has not been and s~dll cannot be an eau time for you as chairperson ofAAADS. I hope that you will feel free to call on me, as a woman who is a full 

professor, when there are matte~ in which you need gender diversity on a committee for which the rank of full professor is required. 

I look tbrward to seeing you at the meeting if it is not taJ~ing place when I am teaching. 

Gem~a Rae 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICEN SAHLE, EUNICE)> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 8:33 PM 

David Pier < ~gmail.com:~ 

Re: Meeting? 

Dear Dave, 

I will be in tJae office by 9.00am tomorrow. We can meet then 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Feb 10, 2014, at 8:26 PM. "David Pier" ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Eunice, 

Can we please meet sometime soon? I teach in the afternoon tomon-ow, but I could meet in the morning, or else anytime on Wednesday 

Thanks 

--Dave 



F~oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Sahle. Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUN1CE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, Februa~.., 11, 2014 9:16 AM 

Sara.Doskow@palgrave- urn.corn 

David Pier" ~gmail.co,n> 

Introduc~don 

Dear Sara, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I write to introduce you to my colleague David Pier. He has an excellent project that I thought Palgrave might be interested in reviewing. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 9:19 AM 

ttildebrand, Doug <dhildebra~d@utpress.utoronto.ca> 

David tSer <: ~gmail.conf> 

Dear Doug, 

T hope you are doing well. 

I write to introduce you to my colleague David Pier. He has an excellent project that I thought University of Toronto might be interested in considering~ 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 4:34 PM 

ttartlyn, Jonathan <lmxflyn@unc.edu> 

FW: (1)Thank You (2) Line item aJlocation and (2)Meeting 

From: Genna Rae McNeil           .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, FebruaPl 10, 2014 11:40 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
(::c: Hildebrand, Reginald F; Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject; (1)Thank You (2) Line item allocation and (2)Meeting 

Dear Eunice: 

I want to thank you again for your support and yonr help with the African American Histoo, Month Lecture. I was running around doing so much I did not get a chance 
to thank you in person and then after we moved to the auditorium and I was running late, I did not properly thank aJl the sponsors and people who helped make the 
program a success. EveW department was listed on the program, but skill I wish I had not gotten so concerned about the late hour that I fa~led to voice "the "thank you". 
Perhaps in the coming year, you might agree to play a role on the program itselt; if you deem the theme one that is conducive to your participation. 
Please know that it is my hope we can have a continued partnership despite the deep cuts in your bndget and the history depar~anent’s. If the commitment manually 
could be $100 -- fi-om any line that is best for your depextment nnder your administration - - that will make possible an internal tmnsfe~ accordingly, AAADS will 
always be listed as a sponsor. (e.g. you might prefer to send $100 to Carolina Inn for room of the speaker or $100 to Copy and Print Shop for the programs or a 
transfer to Joyce Loffin, our accounts manager, to or assist with speaker’s transportation and/or general expenses of lecture whenever the Spring semes~ter begins.) 
I was spealdng with the Provost on Friday and he is expecting me to attend an AAADS meeting this week. I ani not good with aJd my ema~ls. Would you please have 
staff or would you provide the date and time of the meeting so that I ,nay attend as an adjunct? I recognize that I have voice but no vote as an adjunct and do not mind 
having to be excused if you go into executive session. Do you know alx~ut what time the Provost will be attending the meeting? If there is an agenda with times 
estimated, I would appreciate receiving it. I cannot emphasize enotgh that I sought to become adjunct in AAADS both because I am passionate about African, Afiican 
American, and Diaspora studies as content areas, and because I have a desire to be available to support the departmeut as well as assist you. This has not been and 
still cannot be an easy time for you as chairperson ofAAADS. I hope that you will feel fi~ee to call on me, as a woman who is a full professor, when there are matters in 
which yon need gender diversity on a committee lbr which the rank of fnll professor is required. 
I look tbrward to seeing you at the meeting if it is not taI:ing place when I am teaching. 
Genna Rae 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:01 PM 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dear Erin, 

I hope you are well. 

Trying to reach you on the phone with no luck. Can you give me a call? I am still in the office. You can also reach me on my cell 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O b2,~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 7:22 PM 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu> 

Re: Hello 

Thanks Efin’. 

Take care, 
Eu~ice 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 6:51 PM, "Schuettpelz, Erin C" <ec~unc.edu> wrote: 

not this weekend....will call you tomorrow 

Sent fiom my iPad 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 5:01 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Erin, 

I hope you are well. 

Trying to reach you on the phone with no luck. Can you give me a call? I am still in the office. You can also reach me on my cell 

Best wishes, 
EuNce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 10:50 PM 

~live. unc.edu-~;                          ~email.unc.edu> 

Adverse weather 

Dear     and 

I am sorry to write and say that I will not be available to met tomorrow because of adverse weather conditions, Let’s not give up and try to meet next week, My apologies, 

Best wises and stay warm, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, February 12, 2014 12:16 PN 

marilyn machado <         ~yahoo.com>; Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 
RE: to pasaje para Chaple Hill 

This is great news Marilyn! 

My colleague Sonia Colon will be in touch about your preferred travel dates. 

We are very excited about your visit and looking forward to hosting you in April. 

Take care and all the best, 
Eunice 

From= marilyn machado         ~yahoo.com] 

Sent= Wednesday, February 12, 2014 12:06 PM 

To= Escobar, Arturo; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: to pasaje para Chaple Hill 

Ok, I have the visa! 
You can buy the tiket. 
Hugs, M 

On Sunday, February 9, 2014 9:19 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobar@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Thanks, Marilyn_. 3It’s perfectly understandable :-) 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From= marilyn machado          ~yahoo.com] 
Sent= Sunday, February 09, 2014 8:33 PM 

To= Escobar, Arturo; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: to pasaje para Chaple Hill 

Happy day for all you 
[ also think that [’m going to get the visa without problems, but I prefer that you wait until wednesday of this week to buy the ticket because that 
day I have the apointment to the embasy. That day I will tell you the final information quikly. 
I hope this will be good for you and not to complicate the organization of the event. 
~ hope you can understand "my english"... 

Hugs, Marilyn Machado M 

On Sunday, February 9, 2014 2:20 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobar@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Querida Marilyn: Eunice (la 3era del depto que te invita) is asking me whether 
they can start the process of buying the plane ticket for you to come to Chapel Hill. 
Could you please tell us when is your appointment for he visa in Bogota? 
~ am almost sure you will not have a problem with the visa, but if you 
are getting it soon, it makes sense to wait until after you get it to buy 
the ticket. Asi que avisanos, por favor, ok? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent= Saturday, February 08, 2014 4:03 PM 

To= Escobar, Arturo 
Subject= Touching base 

Dear Comrade, 

:[ hope you are doing well. 

Can Sonia go ahead and book a ticket for the scholar from Colombia? 

Many thanks and look forward to seeing you soon. 



Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, February 12, 2014 12:20 PM 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

I am grade to hear you got home safely Sonia. 

Take care, 
Eunice 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2014 12:08 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

Just got home and weather start deteriorating fast. It will reach you you soon, take care 

Sonia 
Sent from my iPhone 
Sonia Colon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Wednesday, February 12, 2014 4:50 PM 

Escobar, Armro <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Osterweil, Michal <osterwei@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; 
Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Esteva 

Hi Travis, 

Hope you well. 

When the University re-opens tomorrow kindly see if Hyde Hall (incubator or university room) is available 
during the times below on March 24. 

Stay warm, 
Eunice 

On Feb 12, 2014, at 4:36 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobar@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

That leaves open the question: can we find a suitable room at that times, say 12:00-1:30 or 2:00 
Michal could you pls check whether GEC 4003 is available? Eunice, d you know of any other 
possible room? 

best, 
arturo 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, 9:00 PM 

~live. unc.edu~> 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday 

Dear All, 

Can we meet at 2.30pm in my office - Battle Hall 101? 

Bes~t wishes, 

Eunice 

On at 1:57 PM, ’ 

I’m available Monday. 

@live.unc.edu > wrote: 

From .~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday 7:56 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice; 

Subject: RE: Adverse weather 

Hi all, 
How about Monday? I’m flee until ll and after 2. I’m out of town the rest of the week unfortunately. 
Happy wintering! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 
Subject: Adverse weather 

10:50 PM 

Dear     and 

I am sorry to write and say that I will not be available to met tomorrow because of adverse weather conditions. Let’s not give up and try to meet next week. My 
apologies. 

Best wises and stay warm, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, February 17, 2014 9:39 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Toy Lounge 

Hi Travis, 

Kindly write to Dr. Arturo Escobar for details. 

Thanks and best wishes, 

Eunice 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent," Monday, February 17, 2014 9:37 AM 

To," Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject," Toy Lounge 

Dear Eunice, 

It looks like it might be available but I have to send a request form first. I just need to know a few details in order to 

help me fill out the form. 

Title? 

Is it a lecture, presentation, colloquium, or meeting? 

Are we the primary department and is there an affiliated department? 

Will this be for Faculty, students, the public? 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 



Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender bv reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Monday, February 17, 2014 11:09 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: New Toy Lounge Request Received 

Thanks for the update Travis. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 11:07 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: New Toy Lounge Request Received 

Dear Eunice, 

I have submitted the form and I am waiting on the approval. They said it will be updated within the next business day. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: toylounge@unc.edu [maiho:~ovlo ] 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 11:04 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: New Toy Lounge Request Received 

Dear Travis, 

Thanks for your Toy Lounge reservation request. We received your reservation and will update the status within the next business day. 
Your information for your event is below: 

Title: Beyond ’development’: A Conversation with Gustavo Esteva on the Post-2015 ’development’ agenda 
Dept: African & African-Amer Studies 
Date: March 24, 2014 
Start setup: 11:00AM 
Finish cleanup: 3:00PM 

If you need to change or cancel this request, please login at and make the necessary changes. 



Thanks 

Toy Lounge Reservations 
toylounge@unc.edu 
Scheduling and Policy: 
http:i/www,unc,edu/tov lom~,~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 10:49 AM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@em~l.unc.edu> 

I~E: Challenge E~n 

Dear Lee, 

Thanks for the email. 

I will consult with the challenge exam commit-tee and let you know by tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" May, Lee Y 

Sent; Tuesday, February :iS, 20:t4 :t0:43 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Challenge Exam 

Hello Eunice, 

I am communicating with the student, about her readiness to take the challenge exam for AAAD She has received two versions of the syllabus 

for this course, see below. I am wondering how to advise her regarding to her access to resources. She won’t have access to Sakai, so would she be disadvantaged 

from using only the resources listed for the 2005 version of the syllabus? We can work with her to purchase any books she may need, but l’m asking for your advice, 

given her questions, below. 

Thanks, 

Lee 

Well I have one syllabus for 2005 and one for 2013. They have different required texts and one has etexts that can be accessed with sakai (which I don’t have access 

to) and one has links that I do think I can access. My first question is, which syllabus should I follow? And secondly, will the University pay for these text books if I 

need to buy them? I went to my public library and they only have one of the books and it is not the overlapping option that appears on both syllabus. Let me know. 

Lee Y. May, Ph.D. 

Associate Dean and Director of the Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1011 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
919 843-9030 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday. February 20, 2014 7:30 AM 

Yaqub, Nadia <yaqub@email.unc.edu> 

Re: opportunity for language teachers 

Dear Nadia, 

Thanks for your email. 9.00am @ works from my end. 

Best wisbes, 
Eunice 

On Feb 19, 2014, at 10:17 PM, "Yaqub, Nadia" <yaqub(,c~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

t ~ Eunice, 

I m~derskmd completely’~ Is there a time on F~day ~ he~ I ca~ call you? 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 10:02 AM 
To: Yaqub, Nadia 
I:::c: Bardsley, Janice B 

Subject: RE: opportunity for language teachers 

Dear Nadia, 

Thanks for this email and my apologies for this delayed response! It has been quite a hectic period from my end. 

Let me know when we can touch base on this matter. 

Best wishes and once again many thanks, 
Eunice 

From: Yaqub, Nadia 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 20:14 :t2:48 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
1::c: Bardsley, 3anice B 
Subject: opportunity for language teachers 

Hi Eunice, 

Is there a good time in the next week or Bvo when I can talk to you about a professional development opportunity Asian stadies might have tbr Az%ZkD 

language infftructors this August’? I started to describe it in an etnail but it’s a little complex, so a short conversation might work better. It isn’t urgent, but I 

would like you and Four relevant faculty to know about this soon enough to plan if necessaacy. 

I could talk today (Feb 7) after 2 pm, Monday (Feb 10) between 11-4, or Tues (Feb 11) before 10:30. If none of those work I can give you additional 

times the follomng week or even later. 

Thanks, Nadia 

Nadia Yaqub 

Associate Professor and Associate Chair 

305 New West 

Asian Studies, CB 3267 

University ofNorfl~ Cm~olina 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3267 

Tel: (919) 843-8149 

Fax (919) 843-7817 

Email: Yaqutx~)e~nail.unc.edu 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE:OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUN1CE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, Februaw 20, 2014 5:59 PM 

Dean, Jr., Janles W. <lmnes Dean@unc.edtr> 

Re: Brief phone call 

Dear Provost Dean, 

Thanks for your emaiL 8.00am is fine and yon can reach me at the 
the office (919-962-2341) or my cell             . If this is urgent yon can also reach me at home              between now and 9.00pro. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 5:39 PM, "Dean, Jr., James W." <James Deoa~b, unc.edn> wrote: 

Eunice Could you be available for a brief call tomorrow morning at either 8 a.m. or 9:30 a.m.? If so, what number should I use’? Thanks. Jim 

James 117. Dean, Jr. 

Executive Vice Chancellor attd Provost 

919. 962.2198 @TarIIeelProvost 

James dean(~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 1:50 PM 

Killeen, Kim <kkilleen@unc.edu> 

ILE: Probable Dates for Director of Communications Interviews 

Dear Kim, 

I hope you are doing well. Sorry for the delay in responding to your earlier emails. 

I am available on the dates below. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Killeen, Kim 
Sent; Friday, February 21, 2014 1:40 PM 
To; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McFarland, Michael B; SaNe, Eunice N; Helton, Del Hunt; Memory, Ashley 

(:c; Cline, Alexis L; Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: Probable Dates for Director of Communications Interviews 

Hello committee, 

l’ve heard back from the three finalists and all confirmed they are still interested in the Director of Communications position. Here are probable dates l’ve worked 

out with them for visits to campus (subject to solidifying remaining plans): 

- Friday February 28 

-Tuesday March 4 

Friday March 7 

Please let me know ASAP if any of these dates is not workable for you and place a hold on your calendars. Since we lost so much time to weather we’re in a bit of a 

bind to get these completed before spring break, which will allow you time to make a decision and hopefully have the new hire on campus by May i. As soon as I 

have agendas sketched out I’II let you know, but the committee will likely be the first (between 8 and lOam) and last (between 3 and 5pro) meeting of each day. 

Ashley - I know you weren’t available on 02/28, but if you are able to clear any part of your schedule that day I’II make sure you’re worked in to the agenda. Just let 

me know if that’s possible. 

Thanks, 

Kim Killeen 

Executive Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts and Sciences, Dean’s Office 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-6903 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, FebruaD 26, 2014 9:43 AM 

Ken Bailey @gmafil.com>; Escoba;, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Kenneth Bailey <kdb@ds4si.org>; Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks so much for your email and we look forward to hosting you in April. 

Sonia Colon (thanks) will be in touch shortly to discuss your travel plans and to provide you with details pertaining to your accommodation. Following the conference, you will 

receive an hon. of $500.00 from the department of African, African American and Diaspora in appreciation of your luncheon presentation on Friday April 4, 20:t4. 

Many thanks and looking forward to seeing you April. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Ken Bailey I      @gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 20:t4 9:37 AM 

To: Escobar, Arturo 
�::¢: Kenneth Bailey; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Oh yes, 

I’m definitely coming. 

Sent t?om my dNsiPhone 

Design Studio for Social Inte~wention 

www.ds4si.om 

kdb(~ds4si.org 

617 515 2848 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 10:14 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobar(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenny, we are wondering if you got our invitation, and whether you are considering 
coming..., we hope so, let us know, ok? 

un abrazo, 

arturo 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Monday, February :tO, 20:t4 8:47 PM 
To: Kenneth Bailey 
l::c: SaNe, Eunice N; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Dear Kenny: 

On behalf of Prot~ssor Eunice Shale, Chair of The Depart~nent of African, 
African Aanerican and Diaspora Studies, it my pleasure to invite you to the 2nd Glob~ Africaaaa Conference, 

"Water~ Health and Envimranent: Experiences fiom African, African American mad Diaspora Geographies," 

to be held at UNC, Chapel Hill on April 3-5. The Conference is organized by The Depaxttnent of African, 
African American and Diaspora Studies. 

Please find enclosed the conference description. A detailed program will follow shortly. 

Eunice has suggested that we ask you to deliver a luncheon talk on one of the days 
of the cont~rence (I believe on Friday) on the overall theme of"Envimmnent, 
SociaJ~ Justice, and Design" in the Afiican-American community, from 
your perspective. The Conference organizers will cover your air fare ~i~om Boston and food and lodging during the days of your stay. 

Eunice will put you in touch with her office staff concerning the travel arrangements. 



We hope you will join us at the conference, as your experience with communi~" 
design will bring a unique perspective to our deliberations. 

best wishes, 

a~uo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 2:15 PM 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

ILl:;: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Hi Comrade, 

Thanks for your note. 

Yes, there would be a conflict. The conference begins at 5.30pm on Thursday April 3 at the Stone Center. May be Kenny can arrive in Chapel Hill on the 2. Just a thought. 

Peace, 
Eunice 

From." Escobar, Arturo 
Sent-" Wednesday, February 26, 2024 22:58 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Comrade, if I invite Kenny to my design seminar on Th 5-8, would that conflict 
with the conference? It’d be useful to see a program draft, but 
if you do not have it yet, let me know about Th evening, ok? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent; Wednesday, February 26, 2024 9:43 AM 
To-" Ken Bailey; Escobar, Arturo 
I:::¢: Kenneth Bailey; Colon, Sonia 

Subject-" RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks so much for your email and we look forward to hosting you in April. 

Sonia Colon (thanks) will be in touch shortly to discuss your travel plans and to provide you with details pertaining to your accommodation. Following the conference, you will 
receive an hon. of $500.00 from the department of African, African American and Diaspora in appreciation of your luncheon presentation on Friday April 4, 2024. 

Many thanks and looking forward to seeing you April. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Ken Bailey [      @gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, February 26, 2024 9:37 AM 

To-" Escobar, Arturo 
I:::¢: Kenneth Bailey; SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject-" Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Oh yes, 

I’m definitely coming. 

Kenny 

Sent from my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio for Social Intervenlion 

www.ds4si.org 

kdb(~ds4si.org 

617 515 2848 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 10:14 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobar,~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenny, we are wondering if you got our invitation, and whether you are considering 
coming..., we hope so, let us know, ok? 



un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 8:47 PM 
To: Kenneth Bailey 
�3c: SaNe, Eunice N; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Dear Kenny: 

On behalf of Prot~ssor Eunice Shale, Chair of The Departtnent of African, 
African American and Diaspora Studies, it my pleasure to invite you to the 2nd GlobaJ Africana Conference, 

"Water, Health and Environment: Experiences from African, African American and Diaspora Geographies," 

to be held at UNC, Chapel Hill on April 3-5. The Conference is organized by The Department of African, 

African American and Diaspora Studies. 

Plea~ find enclosed the cont~rence de~ription. A detailed program will lbllow shortly. 

Eunice has suggested that we ask you to deliver a luncheon talk on one of the days 

of the cont~rence (I believe on Friday) on the overall theme of"Enviromnent, 

SociaJ Justice, and Design" in the Afi~ican-American community, from 

your perspective. The Conference organizers will cover your air fare from Boston and food and lodging during the days of your stay. 

Eunice will put you in touch with her office staff concerning the travel arrangements. 

We hope you will join us at the conference, as your experience with community 
design will bring a unique perspective to our deliberations. 

best wishes, 

artuo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT),,CN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICEN SAHLE(EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 6:07 PM 

McMillan. Tim <tjm 1 @email. unc.edu:~ 

FW: Update 

From: May, Lee Y 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Update 

12:32 PM 

On Thu, at 3:43 PM, May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Express mail envelope mailed to you today. Upon receipt, please let me know when you roll be ready to take the exam. 

Go Heels’. 

Dr. M 

Lee Y. MW, Ph.D. 
Associate Dean and Director of the Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1011 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
919 843-9030 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 12:37 PM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@emaJl.unc.edu> 

lEE: Update 

Dear Lee, 

Please see below the responses (underlined) to the questions. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

I received the package. I just skimmed over the materials. There are three links and all of them came up. Sorry to be a pain, but I just wmat to maJ~e sure eveDthing is 

clear before we start the 7 day period. ~ tho~ ~re~ [i~ th~ ~Ny matefi~l ! ~ed ~ ~ud~ fo~tl~ ~? 

The three links plus the three books hy Crow et al, Brown, and Cecelski 

The Fundamental Constitutions is the main issue to look at on the Yale page, particulurly its relationship to slavery at the beginning qf the colony. 
The other North Carolina ~laterial on that site is useful but not mandatorF. 

The Colonial NC page has about 8 chapters that I want to go over before I start the exam. It looks pre~ self explanatory. 

MY mai ~ on~ i~ wl~at i ~ tbnn~f! ~ ~d to tb ~ ~ o fi~o N ~ ~ ~[~ Proj ~g 

,Specifically the.fundamental Constitutions. 

From: May, Lee Y 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:32 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice NSubject: FVV: Update 

Hello Eunice, 

is trying to clarify ~-_~>:pectations h:~r tl’u:_~ ~-_~>:am, fn particuk~r, please see the highlighted questions 

Best, 

Lee 

F~m: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~ ~: 22 AH 
To: Hay, Lee Y 
Subject: Re: Update 

I received the Nckage. I just s~mmed over the materials. There are three links and all of them came up. So~ to be a Nin, but I just want to make sure eve~J~ing is 

clear before we sta~ the 7 ~y period. ~ th~ ~re~ [~ th~ ~Ny matefiN i ~ ~ ~dy fo~th~ }xa~ 

The three links plus the three books by Cro~, et al, Brown, and Cecdski 

The Fm~dmnental Constitutions is the main issue to look at on the Yale page, particularly its relationship to slavery at the beginning of the colony. The 

other North Carolhm Material on that site is useful but not mandatory. 

The Colonial NC page has about 8 chapters that I want to go over before I start the exam. It looks pret~ self explanatory. 

Specifically the fundatnental Constitutions. 

Thank you in adva~ce’. 

On Thu, : at 3:43 PM, May, Lee Y <!_n_.g.~_l@.e_g_~gil_:_~_Ln_c_:e_._d__~_~2, wrote: 

Express mail envelope mailed to you today-. Upon receipt, please let me know when you roll be ready to take the 

Go Heels’. 



Dr. M 

Lee Y. May, Ph.D. 
Associate Dean and Director of the Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1011 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
919 843-9030 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 1:03 PM 

Slocum, Ka~cla <kslocum@unc,edu> 

Wendell McCain 

Dear Karla, 

Below are contact details for McCain. 

Wendell McCain 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 1:06 PM 

Slocum, Kaxla <kslocum@unc,edu> 

Charles Watts 

Dear Karla, 

Kindly see Watts’ address below: 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 1:14 PM 

Funke, Claudia Constance <cfunke@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Contact details (additional na~es) - March 20 

Dear Claudia, 

It was good to touch base with you yesterday. As discussed, please find below the contact details of the individuals I mentioned. 

1) Charles Watts and his wife 

Address: 

2) Wendell McCain and his wit~ 

Address: 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Funke, Claudia Constance 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 9:43 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: IMPORTANT- March 20 

Eunice, 

I wished m touch base with you asap about our event. There is the pnblic program, and then flaere is a tbrmal dinner, by invitation at Wilson. You and guest are of 

cour~ invited. I wished m discuss others who you would t~el it is important be there. Can we speak on the phone at some point? 

Claudia 

Claudia Funke 
Curator of Rare Books 
Wilson Special Collections Library 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #3936 
201 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

tel: 919 962-1143 
email: claudiafunke@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 3:18 PM 

marilyn machado < @yahoo.com> 

Escobar, Amlro <aescoba@mnail.unc.edu> 

Re: Infom~alion needed 

Dear Maxib~ 

It is vmy good to hear fi~om you. We axe finalizing the program. We will sent it to you next week. 

More soon m~d once again we are looking forward to hosting you in April. 

In ~lidafiW, 
Eunice 

On Mar 1, 2014, at 11:02 AM, "mm-ilyn machado" < ~vahoo.com> wrote: 

Happy day! 
~’f you already have more information to share about the Global Africana Annual Conference, as agenda, day and time of my speech, etc., 
~ would like to have that information. 
Thanks. 
Marilyn iVlachado Mosquera 
PCN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 3:29 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-* 

Re: Learning outcomes 

Thanks Georges 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Mar 2, 2014, at 1:31 PM, "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" <nzongola@email.uaac.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

Here is my contribution for your report on learning outcomes 
Best regards, 

Georges 

Oeorges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
L’niversity of North Carolina at Chapel tliH 
201 Battle Hail, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel. ~ 1            ~cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 
<Learning Outcomes.doc×> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 1:08 PM 

tta~tlyn, Jonathan <h~xflyn@unc.edu> 

Dr. Timothy McMillan: Class coverage for Ju~ Service 2/25-2/28 

Dear Jonathan, 

As per our conversation, please see the emaii below, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: McMillan, rim 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 12:12 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Class coverage for Jury Service 2/2S-2/28 

Dear Eunice- 

Here is the coverage schedule for the classes I missed (so far) due to Jury service. 

Coverage for Jury Duty Orange County Superior Court February 25-February 28 (Part I) 

Tim McMillan 

Classes on February 26 

AAAD 254 9-9:50 Robert Porter - Midterm Exam 

AAAD 332 1-J.:50 Students worked on take-Home Exam 

AAAD 130 2-2:50 Donato Fhunsu -showed film on slave rebellions 

Classes on February 28 

AAAD 254 9-9:50 Robert Porter -lecture on Civil War and Black North Carolina 

AAAD 332 1-1:50 - Lecture/Discussion about race and representation at UNC 

AAAD ~_30 2-2:50 Donato Fhunsu - Lecture on resistance to slavery across the Diaspora 

Take care 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African, African American & Diaspora Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 

(919)537-338J. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 9:17 AM 

McHa]e, Tammy J <tmchale@email.unc.edu~>; McFarland, Michael B <mike mcthrland@unc.edu>; ttelton, Del Hunt 

<del.helton@unc.edu>; Ha~tlyn, Jonathaa~ <ha~lyn@unc.edu-~; Memo~, Ashley ~anemory@admissions.unc.edu> 

Killeen, Kim <kkilleen(~unc.edw, 

RE: visit 

Unfortunately, I will have to miss this morning’s interview because of road conditions in my area. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: McHale, Tammy J 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 8:13 AM 
To: McFarland, Michael B; Helton, Del Hunt; Hlartlyn, Jonathan; Memory, Ashley; SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Killeen, Kim 
Subject:        ~ visit 

What is the possibility that you can all make it to South Building by 10:157 I would pick up at the Inn at 10 and bring her to South. That would give us an hour 

with her and then we can continue our interview in the afternoon. 

Unless I hear from a majority of you that this will not work, that is how I would like to proceed. 

Please let me know. Copy all. 

Thanks. 

Tammy 

~.~r Assc~c Dean - Finance and Planning 

(;ollege of ArM N Sdences 

CB ~3~00, 205 South Building 

Chapel H~ NC 27S99-3100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 12:13 PM 

@em~l.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

Urgent: l~nel’s information (3.30- 5.00pm ) 

Dear and 

I hope you are doing well. 

Please send me the names of the participants on your panel and the latter’s title as soon as possible. 

All the best, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 8:55 AM 

Ken Bailey < @gmail.com> 

Touching base 

Dear Kenny, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly send me a working title of your Friday 4th keynote address as soon as possible. At this moment, I have something along these lines on the program: Kenny Bailey, 
Design, Environment and Justice. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From; Ken Bailey [      @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 :t:t:34 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Sweet! Tks. 

Kenny 

Sent fi’om my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio for Social Intervenlion 

ww~-.ds4si.org 

kdb~ds4si.org 

On Feb 26, 2014, at 9:43 AM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice~b~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks so much for your email and we look forward to hosting you in April. 

Sonia Colon (thanks) will be in touch shortly to discuss your travel plans and to provide you with details pertaining to your accommodation. Following the 
conference, you will receive an hon. of $500.00 from the department of African, African American and Diaspora in appreciation of your luncheon presentation on 
Friday April 4, 2014. 

Many thanks and looking forward to seeing you April. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From; Ken Bailey [     .@gmail.com] 

Sent-" Wednesday, February 26, 20:t4 9:37 AM 
To-" Escobar, Arturo 
1:::¢-. Kenneth Bailey; SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject; Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Oh yes, 

I’m definitely coming, 

Kenny 

Sent from my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio tbr Social Intervention 

wvwv.ds4si.org 

kdb~ds4si.or,a 



On Feb 25, 2014, at 10:14 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobar~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenny, we are wondering if you got our invitation, and whether you are considering 
coming_., we hope so, let us know, ok? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From-" Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 8:47 PM 
To; Kenneth Bailey 

Cc; SaNe, Eunice N; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Dear Kenny: 

On behalf of Prot~ssor Eunice Shale, Chair of The Depa~ment of African, 

African American and Diaspora Studies, it my pleasure to invite yon to the 2nd Global Africana Coat’emnce, 

"Water, Health and Environment: Experiences from Africm~, African American and Diaspora Geographies," 

to be held at UNC, Chapel Hill on April 3-5. The Conference is organized by The Depm~anent of African, 
African American and Diaspora Studies. 

Please find enclosed the conference deseription. A detailed progrmn will follow shortly. 

Eunice has suggested that we ask you to deliver a lnncheon talk on one of the days 
of the conference (I believe on Friday) on "the overall theme of"Enviroimaent, 
Social Justice, and Design" in the Atiican-American communib~, tiom 
your perspective. The Conference organizers will cover your air fare from Boston and food and lodging during the clays of 
your stay. 

Eunice will put you in touch with her office staff concerning the travel arrangements. 

We hope you will join us at the conference, as your experience with community 
design will bring a unique perspective to our deliberations. 

best wishes, 

artuo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 9:48 AM 

Ken Bailey < ~gmail.com> 

Re: Touching lmse 

Yes you are Ken. Timeframe: an hour - 40 minutes presentation of your work and 20 Q and A. 

Thanks. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Mar 5, 2014, at 9:34 AM, "Ken Bailey" < @:gmail.com> wrote: 

I’m doing a keynote! Lol’. Wow. I’ll get you something by Friday. 

How much time do I gave for this talk? 

Kenny 

Sent from my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio for Social Intervantion 

www.ds4si.org 

kdb@d~si .org 

On Mar 5, 2014, at 8:54 AM, "Sable, Eunice N" < eunice@email.unc.edu > wrote: 

Dear Kenny, 

I hope you are doing well 

Kindly send me a working title of your Friday 4th keynote address as soon as possible. At this moment, I have something along these lines on the 
program: Kenny Bailey, Design, Environment and ,lustice~ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Ken Bailey I      @clmail.coml 

Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 11:34 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Sweet’. Tks. 

Ke,my 

Sent from my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio for Social Intervention 

wvx~v.ds4si.om 

kdb~ds4si.org 

On Feb 26, 2014, at 9:43 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eanice@emaJd.unc.e&t> wrote: 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks so much for your email and we look forward to hosting you in April. 

Sonia Colon (thanks) will be in touch shortly to discuss your travel plans and to provide you with details pertaining to your 
accommodation. Following the conference, you will receive an hon. of $500.00 from the department of African, African American and 
Diaspora in appreciation of your luncheon presentation on Friday April 4, 2014. 

Many thanks and looking forward to seeing you April. 



Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Ken Bailey [      ,~.gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 9:37 AM 
To: Escobar, Ar~uro 
Cc: Kenneth Bailey; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Oh yes, 

rm definitely coming. 

Kenny 

Sent t?om my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio tbr Social Intervention 

www.ds4si.or~ 

kdb~ds4si.org 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 10:14 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescoba~.@~emaiLnnc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenny, we are wondering if you got our invitation, and whether you are considering 
coming..., we hope so, let us know, ok? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 8:47 PM 
To: Kenneth Bailey 

Cc: Sable, Eunice N; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Dear Kmmy: 

On behalf of Profes~r Eunice Sha] e, Cha~,r of The Department of AIiican, 
African Americm~ and Diaspora Studies, it my pleasure to invite you to the 2nd Global Afi-icana Conference, 

"Water, HeaJ~th ~d Environment: Experiences fiom Africar~ Afi-ican American a~d Diaspora Geographies," 

to be held at UNC, Chapel Hill on April 3-5. The Conference is organized by The Detmrtanent of Afric~, 
African American and Diaspora Studies. 

Please find enclosed the conference description. A detailed program will follow shortly. 

Eunice has suggested that we ask yon to deliver a luncheon talk on one of the days 
of the cont~rence (I believe on Friday) on the overall theme of"Enviromnent, 
Social Justice, and Design" in "the Atiican-American commm~ity, from 
your perspective. ’][’he Conference organizers will cover -your air fare from Boston and food and 
lodging during the days of your stay. 

Eunice will put you in touch with her office staff concerning the travel arrangements. 

We hope you will join us at the conference, as your experience with community" 
desigm will bring a tmique perspective to our deliberations. 

best wishes, 

artuo 



FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday 3:31 PM 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu>; ~gma~l.com> 

I~E: Invitation to speak 

Many thanks Lydia and 

Hi     : A 25 minutes presentation on past/current work on health especially politics of HIV/AIDS would be excellenL When you have a moment, kindly send me a title for 
the presentation. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent; Wednesday, 

To; 

~:c; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Invitation to speak 

3:22 PM 

Great! Happy to hear that you are excited about this. You don’t need to provide a paper to go along with the talk, so it’s up to you whether you would like to speak 

about a work in progress, or something taken from a longer work you’ve already finished. This morning of the conference tl~ere are two panels on health, one which 

focuses on health policy and race in Brazil, and your and Marie’s panel on health in Africa. So the general topic of the panel is broad. 

I’m including Eunice Sable on this email. I’m not sure if you’ve met her, but she is the chair of AAAD and she is finalizing the conference schedule. Once you decide 

what you’d like to speak about, send her the title of your talk. If you could do that by Friday, that would be great. Let me know if you have any other quesfions. 

Thanks again, and looking forward to this panel and your paper! 

Best, 
Lydia 

On , at 2:48 PM, @gmail.coln> wrote: 

Lydia, 

Thank you so much for thinking of m!! I would love to present at the conference. I know Marie well and thoroughly enjoy putfing my work in 

conversation with hers, so I aheady feel like this is going to be a success! I also look forward to getting to speak ruth you and others in different fields 

about my work. I’m always looking for critical feedback 

Is them a morn specific theme? Would you like the presentation to be from a pre-existing paper or can I (my preference) prepare something specifically 
tbr this space? Either way, I’d love to get morn details. 

On Wed, at 1:30 PM, Boyd, Lydia C <lcbovd~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

I hope you’ve been well! I’m writing to see if you would be interested in speaking about your research at an upcoming African Studies conference here 
at [INC. The panel is on health and development in At~ca and I thought your work would be a great fit. It’s a short talk - 15 minutes. Them is another 

grad student from communication on the panel speaJdng about breast cancer awareness in Afiica. The conference is the first weekend of April - "this 

panel would be on Friday the 4th. Pmsenting past of your dis~rtation, or any other recent work, would be ideal. 

Let me know what you think! 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boy& PhD 

Assistant Prot~ssor 

Department of African and African American Studies 

Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

lvdia.bovd~unc.edu 



Doctoral Student and Teaching Assistant 

Department of Communication Studies, UNC- Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O ID~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 3:38 PM 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboy~email.unc.edu> 

Invitation to speak 

Dear Lydia, 

Thanks for all your hard work on this! 

Some panels have two or 3 panelists. Nonetheless, it would be wonderful to have a presentation by the graduate student in Anthro on this panel. 

Cheers and many thanks, 
Eunice 

From-" Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fwl: Invitation to speak 

3:32 PM 

is a grad ffmdent in Communications, and as yon see from that last email she is available and hapw to parficipate. I haven’t spoken with her in some 

fime but I believe she is writing her dissertation about AIDS policy in Africa. She would be a good fit with the paper on breast cancer awareness. Also, there is a grad 

student in anthro who is just finishing her diss who resem~ches health in post-earthquake Haiti. I can see if she would be available - I haven’t emailed her yet. She would 

likely do a good job and then we’d have a fuller panel. Let me know if you want a third paper. 

Do you have a conlErence schedule yet? I could tbrward it to to give her more info about this if you do. 

Best, 
Lydia 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: (~gmail.com> 

Date: at 2:48:33 PM EST 

To: "Boyd, Lydia C" <lcbx~yd@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Invitation to speak 

Lydia, 

Thank you so much for thinking of m!! I would love to present at the conference. I know Marie well and thoroughly enjoy putting my work in 
conversation ruth hers, so I already feel like this is going to be a success’. I also look forward to getting to speak ruth you and others in different fields 

about my work. rm always looking for critical feedback. 

Is there a more specific theme? Would you like the presentation to be from a pre-existing paper or can I (my preference) prepaxe something specifically 

for this space? Either way, I’d love to get more details. 

Thanks again, 

On Wed, at 1:30 PM, Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Dea 

I hope you’ve been well’, rm writing to see if you would be interes~,ed in speaJdng about your research at m~ upcotning African Studies conference here 

at UNC. The panel is on health and development in Africa m~d I thought your work would be a great fit. It’s a short talk - 15 minutes. There is m~other 

grad student from co~nmunication on the panel speaking about breast, cancer awareness in Africa. The conference is the first, weekend of     - this 

panel would be on Friday the    Presenting pa~t of your dis~rtation, or an5, other recent work, would be ideal. 

Let me know what you think! 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boy& PhD 

Assistant Professor 

Depart~nent of African and African America~ Studies 



Battle ttall, CB #3395 

UN C- Chapel Hill 

lydia.boy&~ unc.edu 

Doctoral Student and Teaching AssistaJ~t 
Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 6:21 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

Re: Invitation to speak 

Man5, thinks 

Best wisbes, 

Eunice 

On , at 4:13 PM,’ 

Eunice, 

I will get you the tire by Friday. Than~ 

~a)gmaJd.com> wrote: 

On Wed, at 3:30 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~)mna~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Many thanks Lydia and 

Hi     : A 25 minutes presentation on past!current work on health especially politics of HIV!AIDS would be excellent. When you have a moment, kindly send 
me a title for the presentation. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From= Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent= Wednesday, 

To= 
Cc= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: Invitation to speak 

3:22 PN 

Great! Happy’ to hear that you are excited about this. You don’t need to provide a paper to go along with the tall< so it’s up to you whether you would 

like to speak about a work in progress, or something taken from a longer work you’ve already finished. This morning of the conference there are two 

panels on health, one which focuses on health policy and race in Brazil, and your and Marie’s panel on health in Africa. So the general topic of the panel 

is broad. 

I’m including Eanice SaNe on this email, rm not sure if you’ve met her, but she is the chair of AAAD and she is finalizing the cont~rence .schedule. Once 

you decide what you’d like to speak abou’~ send her the "title of your talk. If you could do that by Friday, that would be great. Let me know if you have 

amy other questions. 

Thanks again, and looking forwmd to this panel and your paper! 

Best, 
Lydia 

On , at 2:48 PM, ~gma~l.com> wrote: 

t,ydi~, 
Thank you so ra uch tbr thinking of me! I would love to present at the cont~rence. I know Marie well and thoroughly enj W putting nay 

work in conversation with hers, so I already t}el like this is going to be a success! I alto look tbrwacd to getting to speak ruth you and 

others in dill}rent fields about my work. I’m always looking lbr critical t}edback. 

Is there a ,note specific thetne? Would you like the presentation to be from a pre-existing paper or can I (my preference) prepa, e 
soraething specifically for this space? Either way, I’d love to get more details. 

Thanks again, 

On Wed. at 1:30 PM, Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear 
I hope you’ve been well’. I’m wdfing to see if you would be interested in speaking about your research at an upcoming African Studies 
conthrence here at I_INC. The panel is on health and development in Afiica and I thought your work would be a great fit. It’s a short 
talk - 15 minutes. There is another grad student frora coramunication on the panel speaJdng about breast cancer awaceness in Africa. 



The conference is the first weekend of 

recent work, would be ideal. 

Let me know what yon think! 

best, 
Lydia 

- this panel wonld be on Friday the Presenting part of your dissertation, or any other 

Lydia Bwck PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Depa~4anent of Atiican and Afiican Amedca~ Studies 
Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel thll 
lydia.bwd~unc.edu 

Doctoral Student and Teaching Assi staJat 

Department of Commtmication Studies, UNC- Chapel Hill 

Doctoral Student and Teaching AssistaJ~t 

Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 11:01 AM 

@livexmc.edu> 

Touching base 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

It continues to be a busy time for Mwalimu. However, I would be grateful if we met soon to discuss summer possibilities etc. I am here (best before 4.00prn) most of of today 
thus feel free to drop by. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O k~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 4:52 PM 

@gm~Jl.com> 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Invitation to speak 

Dear 

The topic is perfect and as the program has evolved, 25 minntes has turned out as the timefmme for each presenter. 

Thanks so much and let me know if you have may more questions. I will send you the conference’s program soon. 

Bes~t wishes, 
Eunice 

On at 4:33 PM, @gmail.co,n> wrote: 

Hollo Eunice and Lydia, 
The title of my presentation will be: Informing SISTA: The International Travels of a "Culturally-Relevant" HIV Prevention 
Program. 
Lydia, you mentioned that the presentation should be 15 minutes; Eunice, you said 25. Which length should I prepare for? Also, I 
believe this work is "political" but not necessarily about politics outright. Is that ok? If not, I can likely come up with something else (my 
master’s thesis examined the legislative process of including "ABC" in the 2003 PEPFAR bill). Let me know and I look forward to this 
opportunity. 
Best, 

On Wed, at 3:30 PM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Many thanks Lydia and 

Hi.     : A 25 minutes presentation on past/current work on health especially politics of HN/AIDS would be excellent. When you have a moment, kindly send 
me a title for the presentation. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-’ Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent-’ Wednesday, 

Cc-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-’ Re: Invitation to speak 

3:22 PM 

Great! Happy to hear that you are excited about this. Yon don’t need to provide a paper to go along with the talk, so it’s up to you whether you would 

like to speak about a work in progress, or something taken from a longer work you’ve already finished. This morning of the conference there are two 

panels on health, one which focuses on health Ix~licy and race in Brazil, and your and Marie’s panel on health in Africa. So the general topic of the panel 

i s broad. 

I’m including Eunice SaNe on this email, rm not sure if you’ve met her, but she is "the chair of AAAD and she is finalizing the conference schedule. Once 

you decide what you’d like to speak about, send her the title of your talk. If you could do that by Friday, that would be great. Let me know if you have 
any other ques~tions. 

Thanks again, and looking fom,ard to this panel and your paper! 

Best, 
Lydia 

On at 2:48 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Lydia, 

Thank you so much for thinking of m!! I would love to present at the conference. I know Marie well and thoroughly enjoy putting my 

work in conver~tion with hers, so I already feel like this is going to be a success! I al~) look forward to get~Jmg to speak with you and 
others in different fields about my work. I’m always looking for critical feedback. 

Is there a more specific theme? Would you like the presentation to be from a pre-e:dsting paper or can I (my preference) prepaxe 



something specifically lbr this space? Either way, I’d love to get more details. 

Thanks again, 

On Wed, at 1:30 PM, Boyd, Lydia C <lcbo,id@emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

De~x 

I hope you’ve been well! I’m writing to see if you would be interested in speaking about your research at an upcoming African Studies 

conference here at UNC. The panel is on health and development in Africa and I thought your work would be a great fit. It’s a short 

talk - 15 minutes. There is another grad student from communication on the panel speaking abont breast cancer awareness in Africa. 

The conference is the first weekend of - this panel would be on Friday the Presenting part of your dissertalion, or any other 

recent work, would be ideal. 

Let me know what you think! 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 

Assistant Professor 

Depext~nent of African and African American Studies 

Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel ttill 

lydia.boyd@unc.edu 

Doctoral Student and Teaching Assistant 

Depa~ment of Comm unication Studies, UNC- Chapel Hill 

Doctoral Student and Teaching Assistant 
Department of Commtmication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 3:26 PM 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboy~email.unc.edu> 

- another speaker 

Dear Lydia, 

Thanks for all your efforts[ 

I have been in touch with Laura and she will be sending me the title of her paper shortly. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Boyd, I.ydia C 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 2:42 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject:                   - another speaker 

Eli Eunice, 
I’H forward paper title when she sends it to me, but here is her contact irffo: 

(PhD Candidate, Anthropology) 
~@gmail.com 

She’ll be speaking about the international aid industry in post-quake Haiti 

Best, 

l,ydia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday,             5:25 PM 

@gmail.com>; :@gmafil.com 

ILE: paper title 

Many thanks 

I think it will be a mixture of both. We also have 2 poets will be reading their work in one of the pm sessions. 

All the best as wrap your thesis! 
Eunice 

I=rom= @9mail,com] 
Sent-" Friday~ 5:15 PM 
To-" @gmail.com; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; paper title 

Dear Lydia ~a~d Eunice, 

Let’s ca]l my talk "Professions]s, Providers. Profiteers? Hafilian Doctors Amid the Influx of Intemation~J Humanitarian Volunteers." 

By the way, will most presenters be using PowerPoint, or just giving papers? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 6:00 PM 

Pickles, John <jpickle@email.unc.edu> 

:@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: Graduate School wrilingiresearch fellowships - internal deadline 

Dear John, 

Thanks for your note. It a busy conjuncture hence this delayed response. Let’s have coffee the week after spring break.Tuesday or Thursday would work. 

Cheers, 

Eunice 

On , at 7:05 PM, "John Picldes" <jpickles~unc.edu > wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

I was ~vcently talking with a PhD student of mine .... about the opportunities for teaching in your program. You had sent me 

some information in the Fall and I had circulated to a few key people, writes the following and so I take this opportuni~ to introduce you to her. 

She studied at the                       ... lots in common. Plm~ a longer, rather than a shorter coflhe meeting .... 

best, 
jolm 

note: 

A while ago you sent out an email about the opportuni .ty to teach a course a~round place, race, social movements, enviromnental justice with the Dept. of 
African American Studies. Is that possiNli~ still opened? 

I am thinking that the course (also available on online portal) that I co-designed and piloted while I was lab school in       would be great fit. It is around 
"unnatural disaster- looking at the events and aftermath of Katrina and other man-made disaster around the world. Main course themes are: state violence, 
environmental injustice and displacement. Evidently issues of race, class, place and social movements are the investigated closely. It is a multi-midia curriculum 
and it is designed in ways that incorporated multiple artistic-journalistic-scientific materials and approaches. It is all project-based, experiential and has 
significant component of community-based investigations. 
I am working on the portal to make some adjustments for it to be taught for undergrads. The revised version suitable for undergrads is my final project for the 
decolonizing methodologies course I’m taking with Catherine Walsh. I should be ready to be taught either Fall     or Spring 

thanks a lot, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, March 8, 2014 8:13 AM 

Peter Anyang Nyongo [ @yahoo.corn] 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Invitation to submit your paper for publication 

Dear Peter, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am writing to invite you to send the paper you presented in November for publication in an upcoming edited collection that I will be submitting to Palgrave McMillan shortly. 
My request is based on the following: 

:t) the comparative nature and scholarly depth of the paper you presented last fall would make an excellent addition to the section in the book focusing on contemporary 
political developments in the continent. 
2) Georges and I have decided not pursue the publication of an edited collection based on the conference on East Africa and African Unity at 50. Only :t scholar sent their 
completed paper in early January hence our decision. 

I look forward to hearing from you. We can also touch base via the phone if you have time. Kindly send me your current telephone numbers. On another note, I arrive in 
Nairobi for research on May 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, March 8, 2014 8:23 AM 

ttmtlyn, Jonathan <h~dyn@unc.edu> 

I~W: Eunice Sahle.docx 

Eunice S~Ne.docx 

Dear Jonathan, 

Below and attached fyi. 

Best wishes and have a wonderful spring break, 
Eunice 

From: Lolita Gutierrez Brockington [ 
Sent-" Friday, March 07, 2014 £47 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Eunice Sahle.docx 

@bellsouth.net] 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 
I am sending an attached letter written to you, Department Chair of the African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, in appreciation of the now two conferences (the 
earlier one being the outstanding W.E.B. Du Boise conference last year) sponsored and organized under your leadership that I have had the honor to attend. Both have been 
ve[y rewarding experiences, for which I thank you, your faculty and staff very much. 
Warmest wishes, 
Lolita G. Brockington 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O I~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 11:38 AM 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.unc.edu> 

@ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: Graduate School writin~/resea~rch fellowships - internal deadline 

Dear John, 

Thanks for your email. I will send you a note about meeting in late March in the near future. 

In terms of teaching possibilities in AAAD, I wrapped our         teaching schedule a while back~ After my conversation with you and others in the fall, we received quite a 
few requests from post-docs and graduate students in the area and this development helped us fill our instructional needs. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: John Pickles [~pickles@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Saturday, 5:27 AM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject; Re: Graduate School writing/research fellowships - internal deadline 

Deal Eunice, 

I am sure 

works. 

would be happy to meet ruth you. I am away until late , but I can meet between 1-2pm or after 3-15pm if one of these times 

Best. 

Jolm 

O11 5:59 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

DearJohn, 

Thanks for your note. It a busy conjuncture hence this delayed response. Let’s have coffee the week after spring break.Tuesday or Thursday would work. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

On . at 7:05 PM, "John Pickles" ~ipickles(~:unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

I was recently talldng with a PhD stu&nt oflnine .... about the opportunilies for teaching in your prograan. You had 

sent me some inforniation in the Fall and I had circulated to a few key people, writes the follomng and so I take this opportunity to 
introduce you to her. She s~adied at the                      ... lots in common. Plan a longer, rather than a shorter cofl}e meeting .... 

best, 
john 

note: 

A while ago you sent out an ema~l about the opportunity to teach a course axound place, lace, social movements, environmental justice with 

the Dept. of African American Studies. Is that possibili~ still opened? 

I am thinking that the course (also available on online portal) that I co-designed and piloted while I was lab school in       would be great fit. It 
is around "unnatural disaster- looking at the events and aftermath of Katrina and other man-made disaster around the world. Main course themes 
are: state violence, environmental injustice and displacement. Evidently issues of race, class, place and social movements are the investigated 
closely. It is a multi-midia curriculum and it is designed in ways that incorporated multiple artistic-journalistic-scientific materials and approaches. It 
is all project-based, experiential and has significant component of community-based investigations. 
I am working on the portal to make some adjustments for it to be taught for undergrads. The revised version suitable for undergrads is my final 
project for the decolonizing methodologies course rm taking with Catherine Walsh. I should be ready to be taught either Fall     or Spring 

thanks a lot, 



Dr. John Pickles 

Earl N Phillips Eistinguished Professor of Inter~ational Studies 

Department cf Geography 

219 Saunders Hall 

University of Nortl-’~ Carolina 

Cl-’~apei Hil~, NC 2Y599-3220 

Tel: 919-962-8903 (main office) 

Fax: 919-962-1637 

Fellow, Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Fellow, Center for ~]rban and Regional Studies 

http : //geography. unc . edu/ 

htt~s ://~,s,e~.unc. edu/depts/qecq/qarp/ 

htt~ : /iwww. capturinmtheqains . or@/ 

http :/iql obal-under st andinq, i nfoi 

httr) : //~e,s~,~. countercartographies . ore / 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICENSAHLE(EUNICE)> 

Saturday,             4:17 PM 

~email.tmc.e&~> 

Re: Voices of Protest 

Deal 

Thanks for your note. I will be on campus in the early part of the pm on Monday. Thus, you can pick up the book. How about 2.15pro at Students store care? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On at 11:59 AM, ~)ema~l.unc edu> wrote: 

Hi Eunice, 

3[ know spring break just started, but if you are around this coming week at all, 3[ was wondering if T could pick up the book Voices of Protest from you. 3[ am 
working on a chapter now that could benefit from an engagement with that text. 3[f you aren’t around, no problem, 3[ can come by after spring break and get it. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, March 9, 2014 7:13 AM 

Peter Anyang Nyongo < @yahoo.corn> 

Thm~k you! 

Many thanks Peter! 

I look forward to receiving the paper. If you could send it by next Monday, that would be great. 

With best regards, 

Eunice 

On Mar 9, 2014, at 5:14 AM, "Peter Anyang Nyongo" < ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

Great to hear fiotn you. I will polish up the paper and send it to you. Hope I can trace it mnong the heels in my bag. But I have a soft copy. 

Wmrn regards 

Peter 

Sent l~om my iPad 

On Mar 8, 2014, at 16:12, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(~:email.unc.e&t> wrote: 

Dear Peter, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am writing to invite you to send the paper you presented in November for publication in an upcoming edited collection that I will be submitting to 
Palgrave McMillan shortly. My request is based on the following: 

1) the comparative nature and scholarly depth of the paper you presented last fall would make an excellent addition to the section in the book 
focusing on contemporary political developments in the continent. 
2) Georges and I have decided not pursue the publication of an edited collection based on the conference on East Africa and African Unity at 50. 
Only :t scholar sent their completed paper in early January hence our decision. 

I look forward to hearing from you. We can also touch base via the phone if you have time. Kindly send me your current telephone numbers. On 
another note, I arrive in Nairobi for research on May :t:t. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

See you then 

On 

Sable, Eunice N </O I~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 8:14 AM 

@email.~mc.e&~ 

Re: Voices of Protest 

at 5:46 PM, ~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Eunice, 

That sounds good. You mean the daily grind, right? If so, I’ll ~e you there at 2:15 on Monday. 

Thank~ 

On . at 4:17 PM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for your note. I will be on campus in the early part of the pm on Monday. Thus, you can pick up the book. How about 2.15pm at 

Students store cafe? 

Best wishe~ 
Eunice 

On , at 11:59 AM, ?~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Eunice, 

I know spring break just started, but if you are around this coming week at all, I was wondering if I could pick up the book Voices of 
Protest from you. I am working on a chapter now that could benefit from an engagement with that text. If you aren’t around, no 
problem, I can come by after spring break and get it. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 8:31 AM 

Socola, Donna Marie <socola@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Request from VC Washington 

Dear Donna, 

Thanks so much for your email. It is a very busy conjuncture from my end, hence the delayed response. 

How about lunch at the Carolina Inn on April 10? If this OK, Travis Gore (thanks) in my office will make the reservations. 

Best wishes and once again thanks for your email, 
Eunice 

From: Socola, Donna Marie 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2014 2:36 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Meeting Request from VC Washington 

Hi Dr. Sahle 

I Hope you are doing well. Our new Vice Chancellor, Felicia Washington, has asked that I setup a meet & greet with you. 

Could you tell me your availability for any of the below dates/times please. Additionally, she is available for coffee in the 

morning or lunch if you’d like. If there is someone I should be working with to schedule this, please pass along their 

name. 

3/24 12-5 

3/28 8:30-2 

4/10 12-5 

4/11 8:30-5 

If I need to go further out I can do that. 

Thank you kindly, 

Donna 

Donna M. Socola I Executive Assistant to the Vice Chancellor for Workforce Strategy, Equity & Engagement I 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I 104 Airport Dr. I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T: 919-962-1553 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 9:19 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Meeting 

Habari 

I hope you well. 

How about meeting today (Monday) at 3.00pro in my office? The main door will be closed hence let me know in advance if this is possible so that I can open it for you at 
3.00pm. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu 

From= 

Sent= Friday, 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: Touching base 

12:56 PM 

Hi Mwl, Sahle, 

J ust had a midterm this morning so hadn’t seen your email. Are you in the office today? Also, I’m around on-campus for Spring break so any other time the 
following week would work as well. 

Asante, 

Economics 
The University of North Carolina 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, :11:00 AM 

To: 

Subject: Touching base 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

It continues to be a busy time for Mwalimu. However, I would be grateful if we met soon to discuss summer possibilities etc. I am here (best before 4.00pro) most of of today 
thus feel free to drop by. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

T uesday, 10:10 AM 

@livexmc.edu> 

Book 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

I will be on campus this pro. Thus, let me know the book that needs to be returned to the library. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 12:05 PM 

@emafil.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

Follow up: Black geographies pa~nel 

Dear 

I hope you are having an excellent spring break. 

The program for the 2nd Global Africana Annual Conference will be circulated early next week. I will be sending it your way for publicity and fyi purposes. If there is any 
change to your panel please let me by Monday       at the latest. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From; 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:12 PM 
To; ~gmail.corn; :@gmail.corn; @gmail.corn; 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Black geographies panel! 

@gmail.corn 

Hello everyone, 
We’re so excited that this panel is happening and thrilled that you are all participating! The colloquium will be on Friday, 
(Hitchcock Room). 

from 3:30 - 5,’30 at the Stone Center 

Our general plan is for C.J. Suitt (Sacrificial Poets) to open up the event with a poem. We will then welcome everyone and share why we’re doing this panel on black 
geographies. At that point, we’ll ask each panelist to share/present their work, in relation to the black geographies framework, for about 10 minutes. Following that, our fellow 
grad Yousuf Albulushi will moderate a discussion among the panelists and the audience. 

The title of the panel is - 
Politics and Poetics: A Conversation on Black Geographies 

This panel will be a part of the Global Africana Studies conference happening that weekend, with a focus on water and health in african 
diasporas, 

We will be in touch mid-March with more details (and logistics, forms needed for payment for non-faculty speakers, etc.), but we just wanted to give you a heads up now of 
what to expect. 

We are grateful and honored to host this event. Thanks to you all for your support! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O I~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 1:57 PM 

Ken Bailey @gmail.com> 

Re: Touching h~ase 

Dear Ken, 

Greetings. Any update on below? 

The final program for the conference goes life on the web on Monday. Please let me know if yon have any npdate by this Friday. 

Best wishes and see you in 3 weeks, 

Eunice 

On Mar 5, 2014, at 9:34 AM, "Ken Bailey" ~gmail.com> wrote: 

I’m doing a keynote! Lol’. Wow. I’ll get you something by Friday. 

How much time do I gave for this talk? 

Kenny 

Sent from my d~siPhone 

Design Studio tbr Social Intervention 

www.ds4si.org 

kdb(a) d~ si .or~ 

On Mar 5, 2014, at 8:54 AM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenny, 

3[ hope you are doing well. 

Kindly send me a working title of your Friday 4th keynote address as soon as possible. At this moment, I have something along these lines on the 

program: Kenny Bailey, Design, Environment and .lustice~ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From; Ken Bailey      ,@gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 I:1:34 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Sweet’. Tks. 

Kenny 

Sent from my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio for Social Intervention 

www.ds4si.org 

kdb@dNsi.org 

On Feb 26, 2014, at 9:43 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks so much for your email and we look forward to hosting you in April. 

Sonia Colon (thanks) will be in touch shortly to discuss your travel plans and to provide you with details pertaining to your 
accommodation. Following the conference, you will receive an hon. of $500.00 from the department of African, African American and 



Diaspora in appreciation of your luncheon presentation on Friday April 4, 2014. 

Many thanks and looking forward to seeing you April. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Ken Bailey       @qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~ebruary 26, 2014- 9:37 AM 
To: Escobar, Arturo 
Cc: Kenneth Bailey; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Oh yes, 

I’m definitely confing. 

Kenny 

Sent from my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio for Social Intervention 

ww~-.ds4si.org 

kdb@ds4si.org 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 10:14 PM, "Escobar, A~lro" <aescoba~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenny, we are wondering if you got our invitation, and whether you are considering 
coming..., we hope so, let us know, ok? 

un abrazo, 
ar~uro 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 8:47 PM 
To: Kenneth Bailey 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Dear Kenny: 

On behalf of Professor Eunice Shale, Chair of The Department of African, 
Atiican America~ and Diaspora Studies, it my pleasure to invite you to the 2nd Global Atiicm~a Conference, 

"Water, ttea]th a~d Environment: Experiences t~om African, Atiican American a~d Diaspora Geographies," 

to be held at UNC, Chapel Hill on April 3-5. The Conference is organized by The Depar~nent of Afifican, 
Atiican American and Diaspora Studies. 

Please find enclosed the confelence description. A detailed progrmn will follow shortly. 

Eunice has suggested that we ask you to deliver a luncheon talk on one of the days 

of the conference (I believe on Friday) on the overall theme of"Environment, 

Social Justice, and Design" in the African-American comrnunib.~, fiom 

your perspective. The ContErence organizers will cover your air fare from Boston and food and 

lodging during the days of your stay. 

Eunice will put you in touch with her office staff concerning the travel arrangements. 

We hope you will join us at the conference, as your experience with co,mnunity 
design will bring a unique perspective to our deliberations. 

best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 5:19 PM 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Instruclional budget 

Dear Sonia, 

Thanks ,so much for tiffs’. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On l , at 5:06 PM, "Colon, Sonia" <scolon(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dee� Eunice 

Please find attached IB ruth FY projections. I included as TA 

($7600.00x 2 semester) 

Please let me know if you want to add,’ take offTA’s 

ThaJ~ks 

Sonia Colon 

E)~ivers’iO, of North CaroIbza ~ (Thape: 

Ch%z~el UilL <V(7 277J99-3395" 

Pl~o~e: 9i9-966-1295 

[;ax: 919-962-2694 

aaad une edu 

rd and a 3 candidate from Duke for the academic year 

<InstmclionaJ~Budget- l?l~ning 2013 - 14.xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 12:31 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

Details 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. Kindly see the details below. Each presenter will have 25 minutes so as to leave room for a (~ & A session. 

Many thanks for your contributions to the conference. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Panel: 10.45am-12.25pm Health, Representation and Aid 

Moderator Dr. Kenneth Janken (Department of African, African :~.nerican and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

From-" 

Sent: Thursday, 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
S,,bject: Re: Invitation to speak 

12:13 PM 

@gmail.com] 

Hi Eunice, 

I hope you are having a restful Spring Break¯ Do you know what time my talk will be on the 

have all of the infommtion available at my disposal. 

Cheers, 

? I am trying to make plans for that weekend and wm~t to make sure I 

On Thu, at 4:51 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~emaJl.unc.edu > wrote: 
Dealt 

The topic is perfect and as the program has evolved, 25 minutes has turned out as the timefmme for each presenter. 

Thanks so much and let me know if you have any more questions¯ I roll send you the conference’s program soon¯ 

Best wishes, 

E~mice 

On at 4:33 PM, @oma~l.coln> wrote: 

Hello Eunice and Lydia, 

The title of my presentation will be: 

Lydia, you mentioned that the presentation should be 15 minutes; Eunice, you said 25~ VVhich length should I prepare for? Also, I 
believe this work is "political" but not necessarily about politics outright. Is that ok? If not, I can likely come up with something else (my 

¯ Let me know and I look forward to 
this opportunity. 
Best, 

On ~Ved, at 3:30 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 



Many thanks Lydia and 

Hi      A 25 minutes presentation on past!current work on health especially politics of HIV!AIDS would be excellent. When you have a moment, kindly 
send me a title for the presentation. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Invitation to speak 

3:22 pivl 

Groa!! Happ~v to hear that you are excited about this. You don’t need to provide a paper to go along with the talk, so it’s up to you whether you 

would like to speak about a work in progress, or something taken from a longer work you’ve already finished. This morning of the conference there 

are two panels on health, one which focuses on health policy and race in Brazil, and your and panel on health in Africa. So the general topic 

of the panel is broad. 

I’m including Eunice Sable on this emaJl. I’m not sure if you’ve met her, but she is "the chair of AAAD and she is finalizing the conference schedule. 

Once you decide what you’d like to speak about, send her the title of your talk. If you could do that by Friday, that would be great. Let me know if 

you have any other questions. 

Thanks again, and looking forward to this panel and your paper! 

Best, 
Lydia 

On at 2:48 PM, (~gmail.com> wrote: 

Lydia, 

Thank you so much tbr thinking of me! I would love to present at the contErence. I know well and thoroughly eNoy purdng my 

work in conversation with her~ so I already tEel like this is going m be a success! I al~ look tbrwaxt to getting to speak with you and 

others in different fields about my work. I’m always looking tbr critical tEedback. 

Is there a tnore specific theme? Would you like the presentation to be from a pre-existing paper or can I (my preference) prepaxe 

something specifically for this space? Either way, I’d love to get more detals. 

Thanks again, 

On Wed, at 1:30 PM, Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Dea~ 

I hope you’ve been well! I’m writing to see if you woald be interested in speaking about your research at an upcoming Afi~can 

Studies conference here at I_YI’,!C. The panel is on heaJth and development in Atiica and I thought your work would be a great fit. It’s 

a short talk - 15 minutes. There is another grad student from communicalion on the panel speaking about breast cancer awareness in 

Afi-ica. The conference is the first weekend of April - this panel would be on Friday the 4th. Presenting part of your dissertation, or 

any other recent work would be ideal. 

Let me know what you think! 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 

Assistant Professor 

Depaxtanent of African and African American Studies 

Battle Hall, CB #3395 

UN C- Chapel Hill 

lydia.bovd~,~ unc .edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 12:32 PM 

Ken Bailey @gmail.com> 

ILE: Touching base 

Thanks Kenneth! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Ken Bailey       @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:52 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Touching base 

Let’s go with 

Ke~meth Bailey 

Speculations on Design, Enviromnent a~cl Justice 

Sent fi~om my dNsiPhone 

Design Studio tbr Social Intervention 

www.ds4si.or~ 

kdb(~ds4si.org 

On Mar 12, 2014, at 1:57 PlVl, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Ken, 

Greetings. Any update on below? 

The final progrmn for the cont~rence goes lit~ on the web on Monday. Please let me know if you have any update by this Friday. 

Best wishes and see you in 3 weeks, 

Eunice 

On Mar 5, 2014, at 9:34 AM, "Ken Bailey" ~gmail.com> wrote: 

I’m doing a keynote! Lol! Wow. I’ll get you something by Friday. 

How much time do I gave for "this "talk? 

Kenny 

Sent frotn my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio for Social Intervention 

www.ds4si.or~ 

kdb(~ds4si.ora 

On Mar 5, 2014, at 8:54 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenny, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly send me a working title of your Friday 4th keynote address as soon as possible. At this moment, I have something along these 
lines on the program: Kenny Bailey, Design, Environment and 3ustice. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: Ken Bailey       @clmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, February 26, 2014 11:34 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Sweet! Tks. 

Kenny 

Sent from my dNsiPhone 

Design Studio Ibr Social Intervention 

wvww.ds4si.or~ 

kdb~)ds4si.org 

On Feb 26, 2014, at 9:43 AM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks so much for your email and we look forward to hosting you in April. 

Sonia Colon (thanks) will be in touch shortly to discuss your travel plans and to provide you with details pertaining to 
your accommodation. Following the conference, you will receive an hon. of $500.00 from the department of African, 
African American and Diaspora in appreciation of your luncheon presentation on Friday April 4, 2014. 

Many thanks and looking forward to seeing you April. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Ken Bailey       @c~mail.coml 
Sent; Wednesday, February 26, 2014 9:37 AM 

To-" Escobar, Arturo 
13~; Kenneth Bailey; SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject: Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

I’mdefi~fitelycoming. 

Kenny 

Sent from my ds4siPhone 
Design Studio for Social Intervention 
www.ds4si.org 
kdb(&ds4si.org 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 10:l 4 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobaz~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kenny, we are wondering if you got our invitation, and whether you are considering 
coming..., we hope so, let us know, ok? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From; Escobar, Arturo 
Sent-" Monday, February i0, 2014 8:47 PM 
To-" Kenneth Bailey 

(::¢; SaNe, Eunice N; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject; RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Dear Kenny: 

On behalf of Professor Eunice Shale, Chafir of The Depaxtment of African, 

African American mad Diaspora Studies, it my pleasure to invite you to the 2nd Global Afiicana 

ContErence, 
"Water, Health m~d Enviro~maent: Experiences from Aliican, African American and Diaspora 

Geographies," 

to be held a’t UNC, Chapel Hill on April 3-5. The Conference is orgm~ized by The Department of 

African, 



African American and Diaspora Studies. 

Please find enclo~d the cont~rence description. A detailed program will follow shortly. 

Eunice has suggested that we ask you to deliver a luncheon ta]k on one of the days 

of the conference (I believe on Friday) on the overall throne of"Environment, 

Socia] Justice, ~d Design" in the African-Americm~ co~ranmfiU, from 

your perspective. The Conference organizers will cover your air fare from Boston and 

food and lodging during the days of your stay. 

Eunice will put you in touch with her office staff concerning the travel 
arrangements. 

We hope you will join us at the conference, as your experience with community 
design will bring a unique perspective to our deliberations. 

best wishes, 

artuo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, 12:41 PM 

@live.unc.edw~ 

Your paaM: details 

Dear 

I hope you spring break is going well. I thought I would send you details about your April 4, panel and here are they are: 

Panel: 10.45am-12.25pm ][tealth, Representation and Aid 

Moderator Dr. Kenneth 3anken (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-(.hapd Hill) 

Thanks so much for your contribution to the conference. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



JOUR’,N’,AL8 

Shopping Basket- Confirmed Payment 

Your payment has been confirmed. Please see the online receipt below: 

Online Receipt 

Eunice Sahle 

109 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill 

27599-3395 

United States 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

Membership ID: 120337491 

Order Details: 1424709 

Total Cost: $180.00 

The amount shown above is inclusive of any relevant taxes due, e,g. VAT, Sales Tax, GST 

Date and Time of Purchase: Fri Mar 14 17:21:37 GMT 2014 

Credit Card Number: 

Your Purchase 

Membership (Income equivalent to $50,000 and above) for 2014 $180.00 

Quantity 

1 

This is not a VAT/Tax invoice. If you require a VAT/Tax Invoice, please request one by emailing memberservices@cambridge.org. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 2:19 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Colon, Sonia < scolon@e~nail.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@e~nail.unc.edt~> 

RE: Upco~ning reseaxch conference 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

My colleague Sonia Colon has details about your conference and she will be in touch. 

Once again thanks for your excellent work at the conference! 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

From-" Miles Owens [miles.owens43@gmail.com] 
Sent; Friday, 2:12 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Upcoming research conference 

Dr. Sahle, 
This is I emailed you earlier this month atx)ut an upcoming research conference at the to which I was accepted. We spoke at the 

about the AAAD department thnding the trip. I j ust wanted to confirm that was still the plan beIbre I officially accepted the 

invitation to present at the conference. Thank you tbr your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE 
(EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:03 PM 

Barber, Stephen <sgbarber@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AAAD’s 2nd annual conference: Water, Health and Environment 

Dear Stephen, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I would be grateful if you circulated the information below concerning our upcoming conference. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

C () ~’ FE Rl~?~i" CE, A PR IL 3- 5, 2 0 l 4 

Water, Health and Environment: Experiences from African, African 
American and Diaspora Geographies 

For more details, please contact Travis Gore at: stgore@email.unc.edu 



Water, Health and Environment: Experiences from African, 
African American and Diaspora Geographies 

PROGRAM: 

Welcome: Eunice N. Sahle, (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies and 
Curriculum in Global Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Opening remarks: Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global 
Programs, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

AAAD Students’ Project: 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 
Introductions: 
Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC- 
Chapel Hill) 
Joseph Megel (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-10.45am: Gender, Race and Health 

Moderator: Margaret Lee (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Stndies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Kia L. Caldwell, The Alyne Case: Gender, Race, and the Human Right to Health in Brazil 

(Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Wizdom Powell, Black, A~[ale, and Blue: Unpacking Mechanisms Linking Everyday Racism, 

Mascufinity, and Black Men’s Depressive Symptomatology (Gillings School of Global Public 
Health and Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



10o45am-12.25pm: Health, Representation and Aid 

Moderator: Kenneth Janken (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

12o25pm-2o00pm: Friday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Ronald Williams (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 

Studies) 
Kenneth Bailey, Speculations on Design, Environment and Justice (www.ds4si.org, Design 

Studio for Social Intervention) 

2.00pm-3.15pm: Water and Natural Resource Governance in Africa 

Moderator: Charlene Regester (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 

Studies UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Po#tical Economy of Natural Governance in Africa (Department of 

African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Amy E. Cooke, Water-Food-Energy-Climate Nexus in Africa (Curriculum in Ecology, UNC- 

Chapel Hill) 

Roundtable on Black Geographies: Politics and Poetics 

Moderator: (Department of Geography, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Renee Alexander Craft (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Poetry by C. J. Suitt, Sacrificial Poets (http:iisacrificialpoets.orgi) 
Alexi s Pauli ne Gumb s (http :Halexi spauline, corn/) 
Artwork by Soraya Jean-Louis McElroy 
Ho~vard Craft (http:iiwww.ho~vardcraft.comi) 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



AAAD Students’ Project: (final performance and a Q and A session) 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 

Introduction and Q and A Moderator: Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, 
African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: Rev. Robert Campbell, David Caldwell, Rosie Caldwell, Joseph Megel and AAAD 
Students 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-ll.30am: Environment, Justice and Place 

Moderator: David Pier (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Valerie A. Johnson, Environmental Ethics and Struggles in North Carolina (Africana Women’s 
Studies, Bennett College) 
Arturo Escobar, Place, Ecology and Po#tics of Development (Department of Anthropology, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Patrick Bond, Climate Change, Debt and Justice in Africa (University of KwaZulu-Natal) 

l l.30am-l.00pm: Saturday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Arturo Escobar (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Marilyn Machado Mosquera, Struggles for Tetwitory, Livelihoods’ and Culture (The Black 

Communities’ Process in Colombia) 

by: 

African Studies Center 
Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Department of Geography 
The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~7 (Stone Center’s Okun Fund) 
Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 
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Water, Health and Environment: Experiences from African, 
African American and Diaspora Geographies 

PROGRAM: 

Welcome: Eunice N. Sahle, (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies and 
Curriculum in Global Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Opening remarks: Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global 
Programs, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

AAAD Students’ Project: 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 
Introductions: 
Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC- 
Chapel Hill) 
Joseph Megel (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-10.45am: Gender, Race and Health 

Moderator: Margaret Lee (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Stndies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Kia L. Caldwell, The Alyne Case: Gender, Race, and the Human Right to Health in Brazil 

(Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Wizdom Powell, Black, A~[ale, and Blue: Unpacking Mechanisms Linking Everyday Racism, 

Mascufinity, and Black Men’s Depressive Symptomatology (Gillings School of Global Public 
Health and Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
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10o45am-12.25pm: Health, Representation and Aid 

Moderator: Kenneth Janken (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

12o25pm-2o00pm: Friday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Ronald Williams (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 

Studies) 
Kenneth Bailey, Speculations on Design, Environment and Justice (www.ds4si.org, Design 

Studio for Social Intervention) 

2.00pm-3.15pm: Water and Natural Resource Governance in Africa 

Moderator: Charlene Regester (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 

Studies UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Po#tical Economy of Natural Governance in Africa (Department of 

African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Amy E. Cooke, Water-Food-Energy-Climate Nexus in Africa (Curriculum in Ecology, UNC- 

Chapel Hill) 

Roundtable on Black Geographies: Politics and Poetics 

Moderator: (Department of Geography, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Renee Alexander Craft (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Poetry by C. J. Suitt, Sacrificial Poets (http:iisacrificialpoets.orgi) 
Alexi s Pauli ne Gumb s (http :Halexi spauline, corn/) 
Artwork by Soraya Jean-Louis McElroy 
Ho~vard Craft (http:iiwww.ho~vardcraft.comi) 
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AAAD Students’ Project: (final performance and a Q and A session) 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 

Introduction and Q and A Moderator: Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, 
African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: Rev. Robert Campbell, David Caldwell, Rosie Caldwell, Joseph Megel and AAAD 
Students 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-ll.30am: Environment, Justice and Place 

Moderator: David Pier (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Valerie A. Johnson, Environmental Ethics and Struggles in North Carolina (Africana Women’s 
Studies, Bennett College) 
Arturo Escobar, Place, Ecology and Po#tics of Development (Department of Anthropology, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Patrick Bond, Climate Change, Debt and Justice in Africa (University of KwaZulu-Natal) 

l l.30am-l.00pm: Saturday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Arturo Escobar (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Marilyn Machado Mosquera, Struggles for Tetwitory, Livelihoods’ and Culture (The Black 

Communities’ Process in Colombia) 

by: 

African Studies Center 
Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Department of Geography 
The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~7 (Stone Center’s Okun Fund) 
Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:44 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-* 

I~E: Final program- AAz’d)’s amm~J cotfference April 3-5 

Dear Oeorges, 

Thanks. I have it corrected and re-circulated at our meeting tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice’,, 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:41 PM 
To: Sahle. Eunice N 
Subject: RE: }:inal program- AAAD’s annual conference April 3-5 

Dear Eunice, 

’]?here is an errorinthe title ofmy presentatkm Itoughtto be: POLITICAL ECONOMY OFNATURALRESOURCESGOVERNANCE INAb~ICA 

Oeorges 

Oeorges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
’]?el.              cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:36 ~M 
To: department listserv 
Subject: Final program- AAAD’s annual conference April 3-5 

Dear Colleagues, 

An important ideal was missing in the previous program. Kindly find attached the conference’s final program program. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: nzongola@email.tmc.edu<mailto:nzon~ola,@,email.anc.edu>. 

To ~msubscribe clickhere: http://lists.unc.edv.’u?id 65646455.1a8921114987cc58e21e5721c38ee5~&n T&I aaad&o 34406538 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above UP.L if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-3d406538-65646455, la8921114987cc58e21 e5721 c38ee5fS@listsel~’.unc.edu<mailto:leave-3d406538- 
65646455. la8921114987cc58e21 e5721 c38ee5fS(a)listse1~.unc.edu> 



Water, Health and Environment: Experiences from African, 
African American and Diaspora Geographies 

Welcome: Eunice N. Sahle, (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
and Curriculum in Global Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Opening remarks: Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global 
Programs, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

AAAD Students’ Project: 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 

Introductions: 

Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, UNC- 
Chapel Hill) and Joseph Megel (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-10.45am: Gender, Race and Health 

Moderator: Margaret Lee (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Kia L. Caldwell, The Alyne Case: Gender, Race, and the Human Right to Health in Brazil 
(Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Wizdom Powell, Black, Male, and Blue: Unpacking A4echanisms Linking Eve~’day Racism, 

MascuHniO~’, and Black Men ’ s Depressive Symptomatology (Gillings School of Global Public 
Health and Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center, UNC-Chapel Hill) 



10.45am-12.25pm: Health, Representation and Aid 

Moderator: Kenneth Janken (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

12.25pm-2.00pm: Friday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Ronald Williams (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies) 

Kenneth Bailey, Speculations on Design, Environment and Justice (www.ds4si.org, Design 

Studio for Social Intervention) 

2.00pm-3.15pm: Water and Natural Resources Governance in Africa 

Moderator: Charlene Regester (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 

Studies UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Poftical Economy of Natural Resources Governance in Africa 

(Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Amy E. Cooke, Water-Food-Energy-Climate Nexus in Africa (Curriculum in Ecology, UNC- 

Chapel Hill) 

Roundtable on Black Geographies: Politics and Poetics 

Moderator: 

Alexis Pauline Gumbs (http://alexispauline.com/) 
Howard Craft (http://www.howardcrat%com/) 
Renee Alexander Craft (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Poetry by C J. Suitt, Sacrificial Poets (http:iisacrificialpoets:orgi) 
Artwork by Soraya Jean-Louis McElroy 



AAAD Students’ Project: (final performance and a Q and A session) 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 

Introduction and Q and A Moderator: Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, 
African American, and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: Rev. Robert Campbell, David Caldwell, Rosie Caldwell, Joseph Megel and AAAD 
Students 

9.15am-9.30am: Co]fee 

9.30am-ll.30am: Environment, Justice and Place 

Moderator: David Pier (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Valefie A. Johnson, Em,ironmenta[ Ethics and Struggles in North Carolina (Afficana Women’s 
Studies, Bennett College) 
Arturo Escobar, Place, Ecology and Politics of Development (Department of Anthropology, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Patrick Bond, Climate Change, Debt and Jus#ce in Africa (University of KwaZulu-Natal) 

l l.30am-l.00pm: Saturday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Arturo Escobar (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Marilyn Machado Mosquera, Struggles for Territory, Livelihoods and Cu#ure (The Black 

Communities’ Process in Colombia) 

African Studies Center 
Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Department of Geography 
The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History (Stone Center’s Okun Fund) 
Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 
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Water, Health and Environment: Experiences from African, 
African American and Diaspora Geographies 

Welcome: Eunice N. Sahle, (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
and Curriculum in Global Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Opening remarks: Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global 
Programs, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

AAAD Students’ Project: 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 

Introductions: 

Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, UNC- 
Chapel Hill) and Joseph Megel (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-10.45am: Gender, Race and Health 

Moderator: Margaret Lee (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Kia L. Caldwell, The Alyne Case: Gender, Race, and the Human Right to Health in Brazil 
(Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Wizdom Powell, Black, Male, and Blue: Unpacking A4echanisms Linking Eve~’day Racism, 

Mascufinity, and Black Men ’ s Depressive Symptomatology (Gillings School of Global Public 
Health and Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
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10.45am-12.25pm: Health, Representation and Aid 

Moderator: Kenneth Janken (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

12.25pm-2.00pm: Friday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Ronald Williams (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies) 

Kenneth B ailey, Speculations on Design, Environment and Justice (www. ds4si, org, Design 

Studio for Social Intervention) 

2.00pm-3.15pm: Water and Natural Resources Governance in Africa 

Moderator: Charlene Regester (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 

Studies UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Po#tical Economy of Natural Resources Governance in Africa 

(Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Amy E. Cooke, Water-Food-Energy-Climate Nexus in Africa (Curriculum in Ecology, UNC- 

Chapel Hill) 

Roundtable on Black Geographies: Politics and Poetics 

Introductions: 

Moderator: 

Alexis Pauline Gumbs (http://alexispauline.com/) 
Howard Craft (http://ww~whowardcraf~.com/) 
Renee Alexander Craft (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Poetry by C. J. Suitt, Sacrificial Poets (http:iisacrificialpoets~or~i) 
Artwork by Soraya Jean-Louis McElroy 
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AAAD Students’ Project: (final performance and a Q and A session) 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 

Introduction and Q and A Moderator: Regiuald Hildebrand (Department of African, 
African American, and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: Rev. Robert Campbell, David Caldwell, Rosie Caldwell, Joseph Megel and AAAD 
Students 

9.15am-9.30am: Co]Joe 

9.30am-ll.30am: Environment, Justice and Place 

Moderator: David Pier (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Valefie A. Johnson, Environmental Ethics and Struggles in North Carolina (Africana Women’ s 
Studies, Bennett College) 
Arturo Escobar, Place, Ecology and Politics of Development (Department of Anthropology, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Patrick Bond, Climate Change, Debt and Jus#ce in Africa (University of KwaZulu-Natal) 

l l.30am-l.00pm: Saturday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Arturo Escobar (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Marilyn Machado Mosquera, Struggles for Territory, Livelihoods" and Cu#ure (The Black 
Communities’ Process in Colombia) 

African Studies Center 
Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Department of Geography 
The Sonj a Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History (Stone Center’s Okun Fund) 
Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 8:57 AM 

Kiel, David <kM@email.unc.edu> 

Touching base 

Dear David, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I write to see if you’re available to meet with Georges committee tomorrow at about :t:t.20am. Because of other commitments from my end on Wednesday, I have asked him 
to re-schedule the planned SP committee to Monday Feb. 24. 

Kindly let me know. It would be great to touch base, thus feel free to call me today at home or in the office early tomorrow morning. 

Best wishes and have a great weekend, 
Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EU3"~ICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, i             2:26 PM 

@unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dear 

Greetings 

Kindly give me a call when you have a moment. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 2:55 PM 

Kiel, David <kM@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Touching lmse 

Thanks David. 

Have a good day, 

Eunice 

On Mar 23, 2014, at 9:21 AM, "Kiel, David" <kiel@ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

i have an appointment scheduled for :t:t AM tomorrow, so I won’t be able to join the meeting. I have been looking at the report that Georges sent, and will send 
you my comments when I have had a chance to thoroughly review, hopefully by the middle of the week. 

I won’t be able to call because I am tied up with a number of family events and I have an early morning meeting, but I will call Travis tomorrow and see when 
you might have an opening. 

Best, David 

From-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent-" Sunday, March 23, 20:t4 8:57 AM 

To-" Kiel, David 
Subject; Touching base 

Dear David, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I write to see if you’re available to meet with Georges committee tomorrow at about I:t.20am. Because of other commitments from my end on Wednesday, I 
have asked him to re-schedule the planned SP committee to Monday Feb. 24. 

Kindly let me know. It would be great to touch base, thus feel free to call me today at home or in the office early tomorrow morning. 

Best wishes and have a great weekend, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 3:06 PM 

Reid, Aja R ~aja reid@unc.edu~~ 

I~W: IMPORTANT: Signatures Needed 

20140117101021121 .pdf; 20140117100711498.pdf 

Dear Aja, 

As promised, kindly see attached. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent= Friday, January :1.7, 20:14 :t0:19 AM 
To= Williams, Lachonya; SaNe, EuNce N 
Subject= RE: IMPORTANT: Signatures Needed 

Hello Lachonya 

Please find aLLached, a PDF image ot:, aigned SPA Position Description form and SPA perforrnance Management & Competency Assessrnet~L forrn. Pfease let rne 

know ~f you need originals. 

~ w~l~ been sendk~g my last ~erformance review, in a hour ( ~eed to go to ~berne~:hy Hail and k~ok on fi~es). 

"[’har~k you 

Sonia 

From= Williams, Lachonya 

Sent= Friday, Januaw 17, 2014 7:31 AN 

T~= SaNe, Eunice N 

~= Colon, Sonia 
Subject= IMPORTANT: Signatures Needed 

Impo~ance: High 

Eunice - 

I need for you and Sonia to sign the attached documents and get them back to me by email today. Please let me know if you have any questions or difficulty 

meeting the deadline. 

Sonia - 

I will need a copy of your last performance review. Please send that to me over email. 

Thank you both! 

Lachonya 

Eachonya Williams, PHR, MSHR 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources 

College of Arts & Sciences 

03 Howell Hall, CB# 3056 

(o) 9~9-N3-920~ (VOIP) 

(f) 9~9-843-353~ 

For immediate assistance, please submit a ticket via Dean;s~ O~Sce Remedy,. 



Full Name: Cherie Rivers Ndaliko 

Last Name: Ndaliko 

Middle Name: Rivers 

First Name: Cherie 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/31/2013 8:13:52 PM 

Dialogue - 

1/10/2014 3:30:00 PM 

1/10/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

1/5/2014 11:09:45 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 109 Conner Dr. Bldg. #107 

Start: 1/9/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/9/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

I/5/2014 11:12:48 PM 

- audit 

1/7/2014 8:00:00 PM 

:1/7/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

1/22/2014 2:50:42 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 101 

Start: 1/23/2014 7:30:00 PM 

End: 1/23/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

1/22/2014 2:50:42 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 101 

Start: 1/23/2014 7:30:00 PM 

End: 1/23/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

1/22/2014 2:50:42 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 101 

Start: 1/23/2014 7:30:00 PM 

End: 1/23/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

1/22/2014 2:51:17 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 101 

Start: 1/23/2014 5:30:00 PM 

End: 1/23/2014 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

1/29/2014 9:50:11 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 101 

Start: 1/30/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/30/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/7/2014 8:06:14 PM 

Subject: 

Location: Meeting- 101 

Start: 2/11/2014 4:00:00 PM 

End: 2/11/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/20/2014 5:07:18 PM 

Subject: 

Location: Office 

Start: 2/27/2014 3:30:00 PM 

End: 2/27/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/24/2014 12:15:20 AM 

Subject: 

Location: 101 

Start: 2/24/2014 3:00:00 PM 

End: 2/24/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Library Media Resource Center [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LIB_MRC.SMB] 

2/27/2014 2:50:56 PM 

Gore, Travis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Stgore]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)] 

MRC Camera Reservation 

Library - MRC Equip - Long Term Loan Camera 05 

2/27/2014 3:00:00 PM 

2/27/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Gore, Travis; Sahle, Eunice N 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Library Media Resource Center [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LIB_MRC.SMB] 

2/27/2014 2:50:57 PM 

Library Media Resource Center [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lib_mrc.smb]; Gore, Travis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Stgore]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle 

(eunice)] 

MRC Camera Reservation 

Library - MRC Equip - Long Term Loan Camera 05 

2/27/2014 1:00:00 PM 

3/4/2014 1:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Gore, Travis; SaMe, Eunice N 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Library Media Resource Center [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LIB_MRC.SMB] 

2/27/2014 2:50:57 PM 

Library Media Resource Center [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lib_mrc.smb]; Gore, Travis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Stgore]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle 

(eunice)] 

MRC Camera Reservation 

Library - MRC Equip - Long Term Loan Camera 05 

2/27/2014 3:00:00 PM 

2/27/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Gore, Travis; SaMe, Eunice N 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/27/2014 5:59:01 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

FW: Dinner with Wendell McCain, Eunice Sahle and Reginald Hildebrand 

Elements - 2110 Environ Way Chapel Hill, NC 27517 - 

Start: 10/4/2012 ii:00:00 PM 

End: 10/5/2012 12:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursda5, 12:23 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

ILS: Invitation to speak 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Invitation to speak 

12:13 PM 

@gmail.com] 

tli Eunice, 
I hope you are having a rest[hi Spring BreaJ¢. Do you know what time my "talk will be on the 

have all of the inIbrmation available at my distx~sal. 

Cheers, 

~ I am trying k~ make plans for that weekend and want to make sure I 

On Thu, at 4:51 PM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

The topic is perfect and as the program has evolved, 25 minutes has turned out as the timefmme for each presenter. 

Thin,ks so much and let me know if you have may more questions. I roll send you the conference’s program soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On , at 4:33 PM,’ < ~t~ma~l.coln> wrote: 

Hello Eunice and Lydia, 

The title of my presentation will be: Informing SISTA: The International Travels of a "Culturally-Relevant" HIV Prevention 
Program. 
Lydia, you mentioned that the presentation should be 15 minutes; Eunice, you said 25. Which length should I prepare for? Also, I 
believe this work is "political" but not necessarily about politics outright. Is that ok? If not, I can likely come up with something else (my 
master’s thesis examined the legislative process of including "ABC" in the 2003 PEPFAR bill). Let me know and I look forward to 
this opportunity. 
Best, 

On Wed, at 3:30 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <emaice~b~email.mac.edu> wrote: 

Many thanks Lydia and Allison! 

Hi      A 25 minutes presentation on past/current work on health especially politics of HIV/AIDS would be excellent. When you have a moment, kindly 
send me a title for the presentation. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: Invitation to speak 

3:22 PM 

Great! Happy to hear that you axe excited about this. You don’t need to provide a paper to go along with the talk, so it’s up to you whether you 

would like to speak about a work in progress, or something taken tkom a longer work you’ve already finished. This morning of the cont~rence there 

are two panels on health, one M~ich focuses on heaJth v~licy a~d race in Brazil, and your and Marie’s pm~el on health in AIiJca. So the general topic 

of the panel is broad. 

I’m including Eunice Sanie on this email. I’m not sine if you’ve met he~; but she is the chair of AAAD and she is finalizing tl~e conference schedule. 

Once you decide what you’d like to speak about, send her the title of your talk. If you could do that by Friday, that would be great. Let me know if 

you have any other questions. 



Thin,ks again, m~d looking forward to this panel and your paper! 

Best, 
Lydia 

On at 2:48 PM, ~gmafil.coln> wrote: 

Lydia, 

Thank you so much for thinking of me! I would love to present at the conference. I know Marie well and thoroughly enjoy putting my 

work in conversation with hers. so I already feel like this is going to be a success! I also look forward to getting to speak with you and 

othm~ in different fields about my work. rm always looking for critical feedback. 

Is them a morn specific theme? Would you like the presentation to be from a pre-existing paper or can I (my pmtEmnce) pmpexe 
somethfig specifically for this space? Either way, I’d love m get morn detafils. 

TlmaJks again, 

On Wed, at 1:30 PM, Boyd, Lydia C <lcbovd~em~fil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

I hope you’ve been well! I’m writing to see if you would be interested in speaking about your research at an upcoming Afiican 

Studies conference here at UNC. The panel is on health and development in Africa m~d I thought your work would be a great fit. It’s 

a short talk - 15 mim~tes. There is another grad student from communication on the panel speaking about breast cancer awamness in 
Aliica. The conference is the first weekend of - this panel would be on Friday the Presenting part of your dissertation, or 

may other recent work, would be ideal. 

Let me know what you think! 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African a~d African American Studies 
Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.bwd(~:unc.edu 

Doctoral Student m~d Teaching Assistant 

Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel 

Doctoral Student and Teaching Assistant 

Depaxtment of Commtmication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Doctoral Student a~d Teaching Assistm~t 

Department of Com,nunication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 6:49 PM 

l~W: Review process 

From: Doskow, Sara [Sara.Doskow@palgrave-usa.com] 

Sent: Thursday, Mlarch .t3, 20:t4 2:29 plVl 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Review process 

Dear Eunice, 
We’ve received the first review of the proposal, which l’m copying below. You will see it is very positive. I’m expecting :i-2 more reports in early April and will 
write as soon as I have them. At that stage, VII ask you to respond to all reviews together, but I wanted to send you this review now. 
Warm regards, 
Sara 

Attend any cont~rence on international development or pick any book on global issnes and what one finds is Africa being deployed as the qnintessentiaJ example of 

whatever is wrong with the human condition. As Foucault has long taught us, knoMedge is power, just as power is knoMedge. Without the financial mad material 

wherewithal, the African sto~ has often been told by people who wield power, but know little about the real problems, contributions, and prospects of Africa and its 

diverse people. It is against this backgronnd that I tind the proposed project, Contemporao~ AJ?ican PoliticalEconomy (CAPE), as a timely addition to the patchy 
literature on African development. The proposed series is likely to subvert some of the underhanded theoretical and empirical orthodo:des about Africa, from the 

perspective of people whose practical and acadetnic knoMedge of the continent is beyond dispute. Not only is the Series Editor (SE) Eunice SaNe knowledgeable 

about issues of Africa, she has also managed to assemble an Adviso~ Board of scholars of high repute when it comes to issues of African development. When scholars 

like James Murombedzi, John Pickles, and Wisdom Tettey write, people in the field read that simple. Thus, in addition to the series’ appeal as a textbook for students 

in the classroom, it has the potential for a far wider readership in the international public square. 

That the proposed project is set in the discourse of political economy makes it even more attractive. AJgnably. Africa’s problem has never been one of resource, be it 

human or physical; rather it has more to do with global power and the dynamics of domination, contestation, and resis~nce, all of which could be best analyzed from 

the slandpoint of political economy. To broaden its appeal even further, I will urge the Series Editor (SE) to stick true to her own phrase "African political economy 

broadly defined," and add some cultura] analyses or topics to the project. Political economy "broadly defined" would certainly be tband wanting if the cnltuml 

dimensions of political economy are overlooked. Indeed, it is hard to ignore the extent to which the meaningful, symbolic, and material spheres of Afiica are 

interconnected. Unless, I am missing something, the entire proposal makes no mention of culture, as though political economy has nothing to do with culture. Given the 

cultural turn in contemporaD’ social science, the series would benefit from some dose of cultura] analysis in its political economic orientation. Consequently, I would 

urge the SE to consider incorporating culture not only in the broad theorization of the project, but also as pm~t of the tentative topics. This suggestion is not necessarily 

foundational, as the series can do mthout it, but it is certainly worth looking into as a discretionav revision. My specific suggestions in this regard will include topics on 

Culture, Ethnicity, Identity in Africa; Religion andAfrican Development, the African Diaspora; Xenophobia; and Issues of National Identity Formation. With 

the likes of Wisdom Tettey on the Advisory Board, this incorporation of culture would not be a problem at all. Other topics worthy of consideration concern: China in 
Africa; Intra,4frica Trade; Regional Integration Bodies in Africa; and Climate Change. 

The SE has identified a number of courses in a wide range of nniversities where the proposed edition could potentially be adopted as a required or recommended 

textbook. Needless to declare, there are many more courses that can be added to the extant list, given the dearth of contemporary African-centered, political economic 

book on the market, as far as I can tell. 
With Eunice Sable as a Series Editor (SE), the project has no problem getting positive atten~6on in the academy. ProtEssor SaNe, is currently the Head of no less an 

African Studies Program than at of the University of North Carolina. She has long been connected with the powerful Studies in Political Econon~joumal and is she 

well-known in African studies circles as a trail-bl~ing Africans scholar, M~ose writings span a wide spectrum of Afi-ican development issues, t?om structural adjustment 
through migration and diaspora sla~dies to high-hitting political economic discourse set in feminist theoD’. With Wisdom Tettey, James Murombedzi, Brij MaJ~araj and 

John Pickles as Advisov Board members, the series would undoubtedly be in good hands, poised to receive the outmost scholarly attention. As the Series Editor 

rightly noted, with the proliferation funded research p~Rjects and governmental and non-governmental reports concerning African issues on the v~vw, there is the 

temptation to assume that scholarly work on Africa is booming; however, the opposite is, arguably, the case, especiaJly when it comes to theoretically and empirically 

robust and refereed books or journal articles on Afric~and there lies the attraction of the proposed project. The CAPE series could be used by students from the 3rd 

undergraduate ?,ear to the graduate level. Its attraction to development practitioners and institutions is not hard to envisage, also. With my preceding take on the series, 

as presented by the SE, I have no reservation in giving it my candid and scholarly-grounded support. Don’t hesitate to contact me should you need further clarification. 
Sara Doskow 

Assistant Editor 

Publishing peer-reviewed research of 30-50 thousand words within ~.2 weeks of acceptance. Contact our Publishing Team today via ’:.~w’:.,:.:::.ii 7 

:.s i~::~,:< ~ ~i::.- ~.’:~..:’v:~ : Breaking Boundaries 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 2:16 PM 

I~W: Upcoming ~vsearch conference 

From: Miles Owens [            :@gmail.com] 
Sent: l:riday, March I~ 2014 2:12 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Upcoming research conference 

Dr. Sahle, 

This is Miles Owens. I emailed you earlier this month about an upcoming research cont~rence at the University of Okhihoma to which I was accepted. We spoke at the 

McCain undergraduate research conference about the AAAD department funding the trip. I j ust wanted to confirm that was still the plata before I officially accepted the 

invitation to present at the conference. Thank you for your time. 

- Miles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 3:16 PM 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edw~; Ken Bailey < ~gmail.com:~; Kenneth Bailey 

1>,2;: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

@dNsi.org> 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, March i0, 2014 4:21 PM 
To; Ken Bailey; Kenneth Bailey 

Cc-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Good afternoon professor Bailey 

Hope you had a nice we~-:~l~end. 

This is a reminder that to be aMe to book your fl~ght to Chapel Hi~I, t w~H need ~:he attached forms s~gned by ~:he end of tMs week. 

Also, let me know H:you have a preference on the fl~ght schedule { arrive and departure dates and dine). 

Thank you 

Sonia 

9:[9-966-1295 

F~m: Colon, Sonia 
Sent~ Wednesday, March 0S, 20~4 3:41 PN 

T~: ’Ken Bailey’; ’Kenneth Bailey’ 

Ce: SaNe, EuNce N; Escobar, A~uro 
Subject: RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Good afternoon Professor 8a~e}, 

Hope you are do~ng well 

Please let me know your fl~ght schedule preference for your visit to Chapel HN, to be able to book the flight. 

Also, I will need your signature on the attached forms. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From= Colon, Sonia 
Sent~ Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 1:09 PM 

T~ Ken Bailey; Kenneth Bailey 

C¢~ SaNe, Eunice N; Escobar, A~uro 
Subjeet~ RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Good afternoon Professor Bailey 

Please find attsched, W-9 form and the ~ndependent Contractor Determh~ation check list, for your signsture. Both form are require by the university to be able to 

process~ the fl~ght tk:ke~:s and [:he honorarium OavmenL 

When you get a chance, please le~: me know you preference flight schedule for your vb~: to Chapel HHI. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

9:[9-966-1295 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Wednesday, Februa~ 26, 2054 9:43 AN 
To= Ken Bailey; Escobar, A~uro 
¢¢= Kenneth Bailey; Colon, Sonia 
Subje¢t= RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 
Impo~ancel High 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks so much for your email and we look forward to hosting you in April. 

Sonia Colon (thanks) will be in touch shortly to discuss your travel plans and to provide you with details pertaining to your accommodation. Following the conference, you will 
receive an hon. of $500.00 from the department of African, African American and Diaspora in appreciation of your luncheon presentation on Friday April 4, 2014. 

Many thanks and looking forward to seeing you April. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Ken Bailey I      @gmail.com] 

Sent; Wednesday, February 26, 2014 9:37 AM 
To: Escobar, Arturo 
Co: Kenneth Bailey; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Oh yes, 

I’m definitely coming. 

Kenny 

Sent from my ds4siPhone 

Design Studio for Social Intervenldon 

w~a~’.ds4si.or~z~ 



On Feb 25, 2014, at 10:14 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobar~;email.unc.e&t> wrote: 

Dear Kenny, we are wondering if you got our invitation, and whether you are considering 
coming..., we hope so, let us know, ok? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent-" Monday, February 10, 20:t4 8:47 PM 
To-" Kenneth Bailey 
C¢; SaNe, Eunice N; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject-" RE: invitation to come to Chaple Hill 

Dear Kenny: 

On behalfofProtEssor Eunice Shale, Chair of The Department of Atiican, 

Aliica~ American and Diaspora Studies, it my pleasure to invite you to the 2nd Globa] Africana Conference, 

"Water, Health and Environment: Experiences farm African, African American and Diaspora Geographies," 

to be held at UNC, Chapel Hill on April 3-5. The Conference is organized by The Department of Ati-ica~, 
Africa~ America~ and Diaspora Studies. 

Please find enclosed the conference description. A detailed progrmn will follow shortly. 

Eunice has suggested that we ask you to deliver a luncheon taJk on one of the days 

of the conference (I believe on Friday) on the overall theme of"Envimnment, 
Social Justice, and Design" in the Africm~-American comrnunii3. ~. fi’om 

your perspecti,~e. The ContErence organizers will cover your air fare from Boston and food and lodging during the days of your stay. 

Eunice will put you in touch with her office staff concerning the travel arrangements. 

We hope you will join us at the conference, as your experience with cotrununity 

design will bring a unique perspective to our deliberations. 

best wishes, 

artuo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 6:16 PM 

~emaiL unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: A long day --- Here is the right version (deep apologies) 

Hello again, 

Thanks for your email. Can we include both your nmnes under the sub-ritle: Introducrion? This is what we are doing for other panels. 

Bes~t wishes, 

Eunice 

On at 6:08 PM, ?-b~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 
If possible, could you please make some edits to our section? Here is the final. 
Thanks so much for including us, it looks like such a wonderful conference! (sadly, T have a family commitment so T’II be missing the weekend events! But I will 

catch as much as I can while rm here). 
many thanks, 

Roundtable on Black Geo~’aohies: Politics and Poetics 

Organizers: 

Moderator: 
Alexis Pauline Gumbs (http:i/alexispatdine.com/) 

Howard Craft (http://x~v.howardcraft.com/) 

Renee Alexander Craft (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Poetry by C. J. Suitt, Sacrificial Poets (htP0://sacrificialpoets.orgi) 
Artwork by Soraya Jean-Louis McElroy 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:48 PM 
To: 
Subject: A long day --- Here is the right version (deep apologies) 

Dear 

What can I say.., a very long day --attached is the right version of the program. Thus, this is the version to circulate. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 2:55 PM 

Kiel, David <kM@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Touching base 

Thanks David. 

Have a good day, 

Eunice 

On Mar 23, 2014, at 9:21 AM, "Kiel, David" <kiel~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

i have an appointment scheduled for :t:t AM tomorrow, so I won’t be able to join the meeting. I have been looking at the report that Georges sent, and will send 
you my comments when I have had a chance to thoroughly review, hopefully by the middle of the week. 

I won’t be able to call because I am tied up with a number of family events and I have an early morning meeting, but I will call Travis tomorrow and see when 
you might have an opening. 

Best, David 

From-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent-" Sunday, March 23, 20J.4 8:57 AM 

To; Kiel, David 
Subject-" Touching base 

Dear David, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I write to see if you’re available to meet with Georges committee tomorrow at about I:t.20am. Because of other commitments from my end on Wednesday, I 
have asked him to re-schedule the planned SP committee to Monday Feb. 24. 

Kindly let me know. It would be great to touch base, thus feel free to call me today at home i ~ or in the office early tomorrow morning. 

Best wishes and have a great weekend, 
Eunice 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 4:37 PM 

~unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Room Assignmeuts 

I put the room assignments in your blue folder for tonight’s tutoring. Let me know if you need anything else. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:00 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Thnrsday night ENGL sessions 

Hi Susan-- 

I hope you’re having a good week! Just wanted to let you know that none of the 
tutors tomorrow night. 

Thanks, 

guys in my group ( ) will need their ENGL 

UNC Scl~ool of Law, Class of 
BA. English, Political Science i i UIWC Chapel Hill 

f~unc.edu II 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~hotmail.com> 

Monday, 1:29 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emml.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Acade~nic Tutor Position 

Ben 

Thanks for yon email. I am available tomorrow (Tuesday) between 1 and 3. Or Thursday between 1 and 3. Please let me know what works best for yon. 

I look tbrward to meeting with you. 

Best, 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On 

Hi 

I am Ben Sheu, the assistant tutorial coordinator. After reviewing your resume, I wanted to invite you to come in and meet with Susan Maloy and 

myself to give you an idea more about the program as a whole. What day works best for you to come in for a meeting? The meeting will last around 30 

minutes. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

~.’.n Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 4:54 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Fall Tutoring and Training 

Absolutely, roll do. 

PhD Candidate, Department of Anthropology 

Public Outreach Coordinator, Research Labs of Arehaeology 

University of North Carolina-Chapel 

"If an archaeological perspective has a practical contribution to Inake, it is 

that even the most distant furore roll be affected by what we do today, just as 

today’s world has been shaped by what came before." GeoffBailey, 2006 

On Tue, at 4:47 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you for getting back to me. Sorry that you will not be able to return th~s year~ We w~sh you the best in finbNng up your studies. 

Yes, p~ease send anyone you know who wou~d be ~nterested in tutoring anthropology my way. ~ ar~ happy for you to share our contact ~nformat~on with them. 

Thanks so much, 

SL~san 

F~m: mail~ @gmaiLcom] 
Sent: Tuesday,              4:08 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Fall Tu~ring and Training 

Su~n, 

Th~ ~ much for ge~ng in touch. I’m so~ to ~y that I will not ~ able to ~r this year, I really need to fiNsh my Nsse~tion and need the evenings to focus on 

writing. 

Hope N1 is going well them and do let me know if you woNd like me to ~nd any new ~tentiN m~thropology/women’s s~uNes tuto~ your way. 

PhD Cm~didate, Departmem of Anthropology 

Public Outreach CoordinaWr, Research Labs of Archaeology 

University of North CaJcolina-Chapel thll 

"If an archaeological perspective has a practical contribution to make, it is 

that even the most distant future will be affected by what we do today, just as 

today’s world has been shaped by what came before." GeoffBailey, 2006 

On Tue, at 4:05 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello All, 

I hope you all have been having a wonderl’ul summer "thus 



As the thll semester is fast approaching, I am in the process of filling our tutorial needs tbr the upcoming semes~ter. Many of yon expressed an interest in returning. If 

you are interested in working with our students next semester, please reply as soon as you can w,ith the days of the week and times of the day and night that 

you ~,ould be available m ~,ork. (Please know that, as always, we cannot guarantee a tutor position unless the need presents it~lf.) Much of our tntoring will be 

done S unday Thursday evenings from 6:00pm- 10:00pm as has been done in the past with some aptx~intments &bring the day time as well (according to the 
availabili .ty of the student and the tutor). 

Orientation Trafining will be required for all tutors before working with students this Fa]l te:m. l?lease mmk your calendars!! And plan to attend our 2-day training 

schednled for Tnesday,         and Wednesday,          from 6-8pm on the 5th floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. Pleas~ RSVP and let me 

know if you are able to attend. I’d like to know how many folks to prepare for. If yon are nnable to attend, you will be reqnired to come by my once to review a 

video of the material that was covered dnring training. 

On another note, I wonld like to introduce you to our Assistant Tutorial Coordinator, Ben Sheu. Ben will be assisting me this year in working with all of you. 
Therefore, if you have any speciIic needs, plea~ tbel free to contact either one ofns. We have a new email address that is accessible to both Ben and me. All 

correspondence related to tutorial services should now be sent to ASPSATutofing(a)unc.edn. Please update your contacts to include this new address. 

Finally, if you axe still interested in working as a tutor Ii)r us, please respond to me by Friday, 

you are no longer interested in working this semester. Thanks so much. I hope to hear ti-om you soon. 

IfI do not hear ti-om you by then, I will assume that 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

Snsan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support l?rogram for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@emaJd.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo\@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 9:48 PM 

MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Susan 
Can youreach outto 
Thanks 

about classes this fall please. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo\@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 8:13 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Please send me their SS grades when you can They were not on latest printout 
Thanks. 
Also please send me sheet that we have to kids regarding academic center will all eligibility criteria on the back 

Thank!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 9:33 AIVl 

~gmail.com> 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Follow-up Meeting 

Thanks for taking the time to chat about the program! Just to confirm, you will be meeting with Susan on Monday,           at :lO:30am. Susan’s office is in the 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence. It is at the end-zone of the football stadium closest to the Ram’s Head Parking Deck and cafeteria. She will be on the second 

floor, room 21:1:1. 

Let me know if you have any further questions. 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1:42:01 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - BUSI Tutor 

Start: 2:30:00 PM 

End: 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

BUSI Minor and Entrepreneurship Minor. Major in International Studies. Part-time student in Physical Therapy at UNC. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Neff< @gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 1:28 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Comm~mication Models 

Hi Susan 

I have some comlnunication models I put together to go over with you when you have time. I have dlso prepared my feedback on the s~tmcture of the tutor/study 
sessions, but I am going to sit on it just a bit longer in case some other thoughts come to mind. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

@.qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:50 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Just for me Thanks for the grades’. 

, at 1:49 PJ~ "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.uaac.edu> wrote: 

> For some reason the?’ have not been added to Connect Carolina as athletes. Brent may be waiting for something official from Compliance to flag them in Connect I don’t know if it is a 
Change of Status Form that Compliance needs or not. I just emailed Tom to help get this straight 
> 

> Nonetheless, their grades are as follows: 
> 
> - ENGL EXSS 
> - ENGL EXSS 
> - ENGL , SOCI 
> 

> As for the policy sheet, we are still in the process of updating the info. Do you just need a copy for your own reference to eligibility roles as opposed to providing to anyone else? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Fo×, Mike 
> Sent: Wednesday, 8:13 AM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: 
> 

> Please send me their SS grades when you can They were not on latest printout. 
> Thanks 
> Also please send me sheet that we have to kids regarding academic center will all eligibility criteria on the back Thankt !! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:50 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE:       Squad List 

Hi Susan, 

Correct none of them are or~ aid. I will check with t.ance how he wants to handle walk on additions. 

Tom 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, J.:43 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: Squad List 

Tom, 

Do you have the following students as officially on the        squad list? My guess is they are not on aid, but we do not have them flagged in Connect either. 

think Brent may be waiting on something official from Compliance before he will add them into Connect. 

Can you help with this? 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmalo’,’(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu:, 

Wednesday, 1:52 PM 

Timmennans, Tom <fimmennan@unc.edu>; Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Squad List 

Brent can just add them i[~ Connect - they’ve bee[~ on my list the whole year, so it won’t be a surprise to anyone. 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:50 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 

Cc: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: Squad List 

Hi Susan, 

Co~’~ect none of them are on ~id. I will check w~th Lance how he wants to handle w~lk on additions. 

Tom 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, ~:43 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: Squad List 

Tom, 

Do you have the following students as officially on the        squad list? My guess is they are not on aid, but we do not have them flagged in Connect either. I 

think Brent may be waiting on something official from Compliance before he will add them into Connect. 

Can you help with this? 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 1:56 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Courses ONine - 

I read my eln~fil agofin and realized it was a little confusing on what I was asking. Basically me those the only two requirements I have left mad then the rest are electives 

and major courses’? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:47 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov~T~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I just looked over your curriculum worksheet, and it seems to me that you have approximately 2:1 hours of electives, :12 EXSS major courses, a US 

Diversity course, an Experiential Ed course, and a BIOL 101 Lab remaining to complete your degree. The electives set you up nicely to complete a few 

hours online. One course I noticed offered online this Fall that will also meet a US Diversity requirement is SOCI ~22. But really any course that you 

find interesting at this link http://www.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/courses.html would count toward your degree and be fine to take. Let me know 

what you think you might want to register for. As I mentioned, I hope to be able to connect with Academic Advising to review your record and will be 

back in touch with you as soon as I can. In the meantime, continue to review the Friday Center Website and Carolina Courses Online at 

.-w----w----w--:--f--r-!-d---a--y--c---e---n--t---e--r--.--u---n--c-:---e--d---u-. to find the steps to enroll and review courses offered in Fall. If you have any specific question, don’t hesitate to contact 

me. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

ssbmal ov,~ ~emai 1. unc .edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 4:10 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Fall Tutoring and Training 

My PID is And just to double check, this position does not allow me to receive in-state tuition rates, correct? 

Thanks. I look forward to meeting you, 

On Aug 7, 2013, at 2:20 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy(a)email.m~c.edu> wrote: 

t ~m commurdcating with HR to determine the ne’.<t step~. Can you send me vour f~fD# that t can forward to HR? 

And Ves, training on August :[2 I5; and 16 is on the 2nd floor of I.ouderm~lk and the trah~h~g on August 20 and 2:[ is on the 5~h floor of LoudermiJk from 
6-.Sprn. 

I’fl be back in touch regarding 

Thanks, 

From:                    @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2013 8:32 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Fall Tutoring and Training 

Hi Susan, 

I was recently hired as an Assistant Learning Specialist. Is there anything I need to do prior to training on Monday? Also, is the training at the 

Loudermilk Center? 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 6, 2013, at 4:05 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello All, 
I hope you all have been having a wonderful summer thus far! 

As the fall semester is fast approaching, I am in the process of filling our tutorial needs for the upcoming semester. Many of you 

expressed an interest in returning. If you are interested in working with our students next semester, please reply as soon as you can 

with the days of the week and times of the day and nisht that you would be available to work. (Please know that, as always, we cannot 
guarantee a tutor position unless the need presents itself.) Much of our tutoring will be done Sunday -Thursday evenings from 6:00pm- 

:10:00pm as has been done in the past with some appointments during the day time as well (according to the availability of the student 

and the tutor). 
Orientation Training will be required for all tutors before working with students this Fall term. Please mark your calendars!! And plan to 

th attend our 2-day training scheduled for Tuesday, August 20 and Wednesday, August 21 from 6-8pm on the 5 floor of the Loudermilk 
Center for Excellence. Please RSVP and let me know if you are able to attend. I’d like to know how many folks to prepare for. If you are 

unable to attend, you will be required to come by my office to review a video of the material that was covered during training. 

On another note, I would like to introduce you to our Assistant Tutorial Coordinator, Ben Sheu. Ben will be assisting me this year in 

working with all of you. Therefore, if you have any specific needs, please feel free to contact either one of us. We have a new email 

address that is accessible to both Ben and me. All correspondence related to tutorial services should now be sent to 

ASPSATutorinF,@unc.edu. Please update your contacts to include this new address. 
th Finally, if you are still interested in working as a tutor for us, please respond to me by Friday, August 16--. If I do not hear from you by 

then, I will assume that you are no longer interested in working this semester. Thanks so much. I hope to hear from you soon. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@emaiL unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 5:45 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Job Opportunities - Academic Support 

That works for me. Where are you located? I mn not very. fmniliar with campus yet but I will be able to find you. Would you like me to bring a resume or may other 

informalion? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 7, 2013, at 5:39 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

From:                     @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2023 5:37 PN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Job Opportunities - Academic Support 

Susan, 

I am actually moving to Chapel Hill tomorrow. I would be free to meet this Friday, August 9th, or Monday afternoon or Tuesday afternoon of next 

week. Let me know if any of those times work for you. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 7, 2013, at 5:30 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <_s___b___m____a_Lo__y___@___e____m___a__!J:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Hi 

Thank you for getting back to me, Are you in Chapel ]-tilf now that we could arrange an opporLuniW to meet? 

We w~l~ be v~deo taping each evening; therefore, you can v~ew what you m~ss at a ~ater t~me, 

[~na~lto:        @my~uu.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, August 06, 20~3 2~:39 AN 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Job Oppo~unities - Academic Suppo~ 

Susan, 
Thank you for your email~ It was good timing as I had just emailed Korie yesterday about geeing your information to get in touch about working 
within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. I am ve~ interested in this oppo~uni~ and would like to meet you, get a few more 
devils, and take the necessa~ steps toward geeing involved. I do know that all of us first year Spo~ Administration students have a orien~tion 
for football operations on Tuesday, August 20th at 6 p.m. so that does conflict with the first night of training. 
Looking fo~ard to hearing from you[ 

Than~ auain, 

From: IVlaloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edul 
Sent: Tuesday, August 06, 2013 8:34 AM 

~gmail.com; 
~miamioh.edu; @qmail.com 

Cc: Cooper, Coyte; 

Subject: .lob Opportunities - Academic Support 

~utk.edu; I : @yahoo.corn; 

Hi Everyone, 

And congratulations on your enrollment into the Sport Administration Program!! I wanted to reach out to each of you to let you know of 

potential job opportunities to work as a monitor within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes in the evenings. The hours 

would primarily be from 6pm-:[Opm Sunday-Thursday in addition to some possible daytime as well. Over the years we have hired j.st year 
grad students in your program to serve in these roles as the timing seems to work out well with your class schedules, it offers you some 

exposure to the Academic Support Program within the Department of Athletics, and it still allows for opportunities for you to work in 

game operations throughout the semester. Korie Sawyer, a 2nd year grad student in your program, has worked with us for the last year 

and a half and would be a good resource for you if you wanted to find out more about iL Although, if you are interested, I would be 
th happy to meet with you at your earliest convenience. We hope to begin no later than August 26 , with Training August 20 and 2:2 from 6- 

8pm; therefore, we are currently in the hiring process. Please contact me as soon as possible if you would like to discuss the opportunity 

in more detail. 

I hope to hear from you 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’~!~)email.unc~edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaJl.com> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 7:35 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Background Check APPROVED - Next Steps for HR 

Hi Susan! 

Great news’. I’ll take care of tha!! 

See you soon! 

On Wed, Aug 7, 2013 at 4:42 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

I mn pleased to inform you that yotn Back~mtmd Check ~as c~m~e back as appro~ ed. 

I~ oNer ~o complel~ the hiring t~rocesa and set np i~y~11., p~ease take flae ~ex~ st~ps m fili~g the appt~pr[a~ paper~>:~rk wifla HR o~Nmed below. 

-Meet ,~[a~ either BeN Yt~ompson (843- 5628) or Tabitha Massey (962-1335) at the ~JBC Office for Academic Initiatives. 

215 W. Cam eron Avenue 

--Mondays and Fridays Ap)~inm~ent ()~@ 

--Tuesday. Wednesday~ and ThNsdays 10:30am-. 12pm al?d 1:30pm-.4pm W~Jk-.in }{o~ 

-Bring yot~r driver’s ~icense, SSN can or Passport, and a voided d~eck. 

Feel free {o make an atW:dntnaent or utilize ttae wa~k-in hours This shonld not {akc ranch more thai 15 mi,mtes, but I need yon to do so as ~on as possible 

yo~ are ready to begin working on the day of o~r Orienta{ion T~>mm~g (August 20 and 21 l~om 6-8pro on the 5tet floor of ore building). 

Th~mks so much and look ~b~waN to working win you. 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinate/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for Smdent-Afl~etes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmdoy@emai] amc,e&~ 

M.A., M.S., J.D. 
Nol~t~heafftem University., Boston, Massachusetts 

School of CriminoloD- and Criminal Justice 
"())gmail.com 



From: ~yahoo.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:49 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: - Tulx~r Inqui~ 

Got it. Thank you! I will probably not here back from the Friday Center until tomorrow but will definitely keep you posted. 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
To: ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:30 PM 
Subject: RE: - Tutor Inquiry 

I art able to access you as            in the system now, but I was not able to see your registration. I may ~ot have commtmica~ed ~hat ~gh~ be~?~re. Sorry. But I am 

~n~eres~ed h~ whaI you hear back fl’om the F~day Ce~te~ regardi~g regist~a~ien. ’Ihe R~rm is attached. 

I ~hink you can go N~ead and meet with HR now. 

Th;mks. 

Fn~m: ~)yahoo.com] 
Sent: We~esday, 7:28 PM 
’re: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: - Tutor Inqui~" 

] don’t see an attachment on your previous emai[. Would you mind resending it? 
I emailed the program coordinator at the Friday Center to ask about registration and whether or not we will show up ~n your system since it is a non-credit bearing program through the 
Friday Center. I will let you know what [ hear back from her. 
The person I met with in the Registrar’s OBSce last we& said that she changed my name in the system while ] was there, so I am not swe why I wouldn’t be coming up in the system on yew 
end ..... 
Do I need to be in the system be12~re I meet with the person in the UBC OflSce for Academic Nitiatlves? 
Thank you lk~r yew helpt 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbma[ov@emaiLunc.edu> 
To: ~)vab oo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:37 PM 
Subject: ]LE: - Tutor Inquiry 

Hi 

~[ don’t see your reg~s~ra~ot~ yeL 

O*~ce that is in place, the next s~eps in erder to complete ~l~e h~ring precess aml set up payt’ol~ are to complete ~l~e attached l;)m~ m~d retnm to me as seen as you can a~d 

*het~ ~ile ~he appropriate paperwork wi~h ttR ot~lit~ed bek~w. 

-.Meet with ei~l~e~ Beth 2I~o~N~sen (g43-.562g) o~ Tab~tha Masse3, (962-1335) a~ the UBC Office fi>r Academic I~hia~i yes. 
215 W. Cameron Average 

Chapel 

-Mo~day~ and F~days Appoh~tme~t 

-Taesda?~ Wednesdays~ and ~ISursdays 10:30am-]2pm ;rod l:30pm-4pm Walkqn 

-Brh~g your N~ver’s license, SSN c~’d or Passpo~X, ~md a voided 

Feel i}’ce k~ make ;m appointme~at or utilize the wNkqn borers. "l]ais should not take much more ~hat~ 15 minutes, but I need you to do so as soot} as possible so fl}at you are 

ready ~o begi~ working on the day ot’ot~r Orie~tatio~ "Frah~i~g ( t}’om 6-8pm ot~ the ~ floor oI our budding). If you ca~’t make the session on the we 

will be v~deo ~api~g the t~x~n~ng and ~ill just ~aeed you to ~iew the v~deo before you beg~n wo~kh~g w~th smde~ts. 

"I13anl~ :,o much ~md b~ok %~w~u’d t~ seeing you. 

Susa~ 

Fl~m: ~’ahoo:com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:32 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Tutor Inquiq- 
Hi Susan, 
I am heading to class and will be registered in an hem or two. I did chanae my name last week, so I thirN I should be good to go on this end. Please let me know what else you need from me. 
Also, I thi~ you mentioned the tutor orientation meeting being on the Do you already have a time set? I have class that night l?om 6-10 and am womed I will not be able to make the 
orientation. 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <~..b_rA~!_o_z@_e_~_r!.a_~_!: .m_2.c_’: _e.c_!.u_.> 
To: 
Sent: l’hursday, 1 : 17 PM 
Subject: RE: Tutor Inquiry 

Thank you tbr keeping me posted 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 9:46 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: ¯ Tutor InquilT 
Just wanted to let you know that my plan is to get nay name changed in the system tomorrow when I come through town Registration will take place Tuesday, 
before class starts at 6pm. 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <.s__b__~!~__a__l_9_y_@,_e_g!~i_l_d_Ln__c_L_e__d_~_> 
To: 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:15 PM 
Subject: RE: Tutor Inquiry 
Yes, let’s do ~hat. 

From: ~_a__~1 _o__o_ = _c_9__r!_ A ] 

at 5:50 pm, right 



Sent: Wednesday-, 2:35 PM 
To: Maloy, Susari B 
Subject: Re: ¯ Tutor Inquily 
Correct Our program stalts and ends on 
to deal with the hassle of that piece. 

If it convenient for you, I could try- to get my name changed on campus on the before class and then we won’t have 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <~..b_rA@o_N@_e_~_r_~.aA!: .m_2.c_’: _e.c_!.u_.> 

Sent: Wednesday-, 2:09 PM 
Subject: RE: - lutor Inquiry 

Oh, so the first day of c~a~s is ? If that ~ ihe case~ let’~ wai~ until then io go ~hroug]a ~he tlR paperwork and ~he~ we shouldn"t have to go through the 

backgt~u~d check. At least lha~ Js my u~det~tandmg k~ date~ 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:35 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Tutor Inquily 
Heyt 
I am in the system, but it is under my old married name - 

I have paid the tuition, etc. We don’t acR~ally ’register’ m~til the first day of class on 
I am going to change it back, but I have to bring in the documentation to verit) that my name is currently 

though 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <.s__l?_~!~__a__l__o_y_~_e_g!~i_l_:!_~_n__cj_:_e__d_~!> 
To: 
Sent: Wectnesclay, 10:26 AM 
Subject: RE: - Tutor Inquiry 
Hi 

(h’cat spea~dng ~ i~l~ you ?,es~erd~y. Quick que~;fiom ~ .Are you c~rrenil?, registered ;as ~ si~deni thro~@~ the F~day Ce~te~? I ~x~ed to ~ook you np ~n fl~e ma~n frame system 

lint co~d not fit~d yon. I~ ~;eetn~; ~s No~?~ ~he need tbr a Backgroand Cheek boi]s down to whether or not yot~ are c~tret~]y a registered stude~t. If yo~ are n~ c~rrenlly 

regi~;~er~d, do you ~,x~ow when yo~t will be? 

From: ?(}yahon.com] 
Sent: Monday, 1:35 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: - Tutor Inquiu 
PelTectt 
My cell is 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <~_k_~_~__n__a_j_~2y_~_a2_e__r_~)_~_~_ij_&r_~_~_&d_~_> 
To: ~:~y_a__D__o__~_~_&’__o__t ~_> 

Sent: Monday, 1:23 PM 
Subject: RE: Tutor Inquiry 

I e~’s say tomorro~ at l 2:l 5pro. Ca~ ?<m gi ve me l[~e besl m~mber to re~eh yo~? 

St~sa~ 

From: 
Sent: Monday 11:10 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: i ¯ Tutor Inquily 
I’m totally flexible. Do you ~vant to say tomon-ow at noon? 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <~..b_rA@o_N@_e_~_r!.aA!: .m_2.c_’: _e.c_!.u_.> 

Sent: Monday, 10:51 AM 
Subject: RE: Tutor Inquiry 
Yes, ]et’~ speak by phot~e. Whet~ might yon be a’~,ailaNe tomot~cow or Wednesday INs week? 

From: ~)vahuo corn] 
Sent: Monday, 10:42 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Tutor Inqmpy 

I am out of town ~til the beginning of but I could tMk by phone befure then if that is an uption. Just let me know. ~Ihanks fi~r getting back tu me I really appreciate ~t. 
Mary 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbrnalny@email~mc.edu> 
To: ~yahoo corn> 
Sent: Monday, 9:52 AM 
Subject: ~: - Tutor InquilN 

Are yon avai~able ~h~; ~eek~hat we co~ld meet briefly to discuss ~otne po~et~m~ ~utot~g oppo~an~t~es fbr ~he t~I~? 

St~sa~ 

From: ~j~i~hoo:~om] 
Sent: ~ursday, 8:12 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Tutor Inqui~’ 
Hi Susan, 
How are yuu? I hope things are going well and smmer schoul has gotten uffto a smuoth smrt~ 
I wanted to let you know that I am cwrently back in the area and plan to enrull at UNC in the fall to rake classes My gual is tu wurk at least pa~ time while duing so and I am wondering if 
there are tutoring upport~iues available with the studem-ath[etes I applied online through the UniversiD" site but have nut received any word back. 
Any info vou have would be great. Tha~ yuu su mucht 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harris. Tracy U <tharris@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 8:35 AM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

I’m sending you her HRI5 action and Payroll data form, Are those the forms you’re referring too? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2013 5:23 PM 

To: Harris, Tracy U 

Subject: 

Hi Tracy, 

Can you send me Hiring Form? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~email amc.edn 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moore, Cecelia<cecelia moore@unc.edu> 

Thursday. Angust 8, 2013 10:17 AM 

Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc.edu> 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <Jo~zRenner@med.unc.edu>; Ellis, 

Bobby Joe < bellis@nnc.edu>; Laura Escobar @gmail.com> 

ASPSA sta£[’training video taping 

Hello all, 

Jnst wanted to let you know that the videotaping went veD~ well yesterday, thanks to Bob and Laura. Hope it looks as good as I thonght it did! 

C 

Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 
& Historian 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-962-0933 
Mobile: 

On Aug 5, 2013, at 2:58 PM, Cleary, Kenneth Eugene wrote: 

Whatever is easiest for the Chancellor works for us. The thought was to set up the equipment in the lobby or hallway and carry it in when she’s ready. 

It’s only two lights and a tripod -we just didn’t want to make her wait while we were setting it up. It’s not a huge amount of equipment and not a big 

deal for us. 

Ken 

From: Schuettpelz, Erin C 

Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 2:53 PM 
To: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Maloy, Susan B; Renner, Joy J; Moore, Cecelia 
Cc: Ellis, Bobby Joe; Laura Escobar 
Subject: RE: ASPSA staff training video 

Her office will be in use until 4:15. With that in mind, would the studio be better? 

From: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 2:38 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Renner, Joy J; Schuettpelz, Erin C; Moore, Cecelia 
Cc: Ellis, Bobby Joe; Laura Escobar 
Subject: RE: ASPSA staff training video 

All - 

One note - I personally have a meeting conflict on Wednesday afternoon. Bob Ellis and Laura Escobar from our office will be taking care of this for us. 

They will plan to arrive 45 or so minutes early to make sure we’re set up and ready to go for the Chancellor. 

Thanks - 

Ken 

Ken Cleary 

Assistant Athletic Director - New Media 

University of North Carolina Athletics 

Dean Smith Center 

919-843-2076 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 12:52 PM 
To: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
Subject: F~V: ASPSA staff training video 

Hi Ken, 

I wanted you to see this latest email and be sure you had Lhe rnost up to date script for our purposes. The Chancellor wH~ be expecting you over’at 

Sou[h ~[J~[d~llg for a filming at 4:30~m on Wednesday 8/7~ 

Thanks again for helping with th~s. 

Su~;at~ 

F~m~ Moore, Cecelia 
$ent~ Monday, August 05, 2013 12:36 PN 

To~ Na~oy, Susan B; Rennet, Joy J 

~e~ Schue~pelz, Erin C 

$ubject~ ASPSA staff tra~nin~ vMeo 
Hello Susan and Joy, 

attached is a revised script for the chancellor for the stafftraining. I just made some changes to make it easier to read. 

Joy, I do not yet have the faculty script, so if you could get that to me I’d appreciate it. 

According to Susan, we are scheduled for video taping on Wednesday, 8/7 at 4:30 in the Chancellor’s Office, 103 South Building with Ken Cleary 

Thanks all! 



Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistat~t to the Chancellor 

& Historian 
Office: 919-962-I)933 
Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday. August 8, 2013 10:22 AM 

Moore, Cecelia <cecelia moore@unc.edu>; Clean..,, Kenneth Eugene <kclea~@unc.edu> 

Schuertpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu>; Ma]oy, Susa~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Bobby Joe <bellis@unc.edu>; [,aura Escobar 

~g~n~]l.com>; Cleary, Kevmeth Eugene <kcleao@unc.edu>; Gelin, Dram E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

RE: ASPSA s!~£f training video taping 

A large [hanks to all who pulled this toge[her with short notice snd with many busy, busy schedules. 

Joy J, Rennet, M.A, Rr(R), FAE~RS 

Associate Professor ;rod D~rector 

School o~ Medich-~e 

CB #7~30 UNC-CH Bondur~mt H~H 

B21-A South Coiurnbia St 

Chapel HIll, NC 27599-7~30 

_.1.., 9~6 .~. h [.e_k 
Celi 

91.9 -9 t:, 6-.’-; 9S i Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOi~CE: [his e-m~l messmate, i~clud~ng ~ttachments, if any, is h~tended one}, for the --person or entity to which ~t is addressed and may contain confident~a~ and/or 
privileged mater~;tL Any ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure or d~stnbut~on is prohibited. If you are not the ~ntended redp~ent, please cont;tct the sender b~ reply e-ma~l and 
destroy all cop~es of the original message. 

F~m= Moore, Cecelia 
Sent= Thursday, August 08, 2013 10:17 AN 
To= CMa~, Kenneth Eugene 
C¢= Schue~pelz, Erin C; Naloy, Susan B; Rennet, Joy J; Ellis, Bobby Joe; Laura Escobar 
Subject= ASPSA staff training video ~ping 

Hello aJ1, 

Just wanted to let you know flint the videotaping went veD’ well yesterday, thanks to Bob and [,aura. Hope it looks &s good as I thought it did~ 

C 

Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 
& Historian 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-962-0933 
Mobile: 

On Aug 5, 2013, at 2:58 PM, Cleary, Kenneth Eugene wrote: 

Whatever is easiest for the Chancellor works for us. The thought was to set up the equipment in the lobby or hallway and carry it in when she’s ready. It’s only two 

lights and a tripod - we just didn’t want to make her wait while we were setting it up. It’s not a huge amount of equipment and not a big deal for us. 

Ken 

From: Schue~pelz, Edn C 
Sent= Monday, August 05, 2013 2:53 PM 
To: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Maloy, Susan B; Renner, Joy J; Moore, Cecelia 
Co: Ellis, Bobby Joe; Laura Escobar 
Subject: RE: ASPSA staff training video 

Her office will be in use until 4:15. With that in mind, would the studio be beLLe(? 

From: Clean/, Kenneth Eugene 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 2:38 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Rennet, Joy 3; Schuettpelz, Edn C; Moore, Cecelia 
Cc: Ellis, Bobby Joe; Laura Escobar 
Subject: RE: ASPSA staff training video 

All - 

One note -I personally have a meeting conflict on Wednesday afternoon. Bob Ellis and Laura Escobar from our office will be taking care of this for us. They will 

plan to arrive 45 or so minutes early to make sure we’re set up and ready to go for the Chancellor. 

Thanks - 

Ken 

Ken Cleary 

Assistant Athletic Director - New Media 

University of North Carolina Athletics 

Dean Smith Center 

9:19-843-2076 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 12:52 PM 
To: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
Subject: FW: ASPSA staff training video 

Hi t(en, 

I wanted you tr_! see this laLest ernail and be sure you had the most up to date script [or our ~mrposes. The Chancellor will be expec~:ing you over at 5ou~:h Building 



for ~ filmh~g at 4:30pro or~ Wednesday 8/7. 

"Fhanks agair~ for heipi~g with this. 

I=rera; Moore, Cecelia 
Seat: IVlonday, August 05, 2013:12:36 PM 
To; Maloy, Susan B; Renner, .loy .1 
Cc-" Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Suliject; ASPSA staff training video 
Hello Susan and Joy, 

attached is a revised script for the chancellor for the staff training. I just made some changes to make it easier to read. 

Joy, I do not yet have the facul~ script, so if you could get that to me I’d appreciate it. 

According to Susan, we are scheduled for video taping on Wednesday, 8/7 at 4:30 in the Chancellor’s Office, 103 South Building with Ken Cleary. 

That~ks all! 

Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 

& Historian 
Office: 919-962-0933 
Mobile: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@~unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 12:25 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TFL~NK YOU~ 

On Aug 7, 2013, at 12:17 P2~L "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 

> I spoke with     today to get some background on his plan I think he can definitely make some progress toward his degree via online courses, especially since he has several elective 
options still available to take. I will continue to be in touch ~vith him to guide him through the registration process. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

©riginal Message ..... 
> From: Fox, \{ike 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 06, 2013 9:48 PM 
> To: Malo¥, Susan B 
> Subject: 
> 

> Susan 
> Can you reach out to about classes this fall please 
> Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kaven Neff< ~gmail.com~ 

Thursday, Angust 8, 2013 4:37 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emml.unc.edtw 

Ma]oy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Meeting Tomorrow 

Hi Ben, 
Ave yon available for a 2pm meeting tomorrow ruth Susan and me? We are planning on discnssing potential communication models for the upcoming semester and 

furniture location and room assignments based on the needs and structure of the upcoming semester. Please let one of us l~ow if this time roll not work for you. 

Thank you, 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

@~mail.com 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan@nnc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:41 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Final semester tinancial help 

When you have a sec, could you take a look at this. Just trying to wrap this up before the start of the semester~ 
Thanks, 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Monday,               !2:53 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B (sbmaloy@email.unc.edu) 
Subject; FW: Final semester financial help 
Hi Susan, 
Cotlld you give me an overview of what st~ needs to do to graduate and if it is poss~Me to do so during the fal~ semester. 
Thanks, 
Tom 

~rom: ~ com] 
Sent: Monday, 10:28 AM 
To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subje¢t: Final semester financial help 

Dear Mr. Timme~ans, 
My name is            a~]d aAer completing my afl]letic eligibili~ last ~on on fl]e lacrosse fM& I an coming back to UNC for one more ~mester to finish my 
academic work this fall. I have spoken to Coach BrescN about the ~ssibili~ of ~ceiving finica[ help tbr my last semester; however, he pointed out to me that the 
mfiversi~ has a 5th year plicy ~garding payment. 
I wanted to investigate, how-eve& about the possibilib~ of qual@ing for a special ch~ums~aces ca~ ~eing fl]at I tmnsfe~ed f~m                    and so[ne 
creNts I had Nready earned were brought in as electives and not requirements. I tech~cally transfe~ed 3 ~mesters in, which would make tNs upcoming semester for 
me my 8tA. I did not need to apply for a fi~h semester because I am sliil in my four year plan. 
Please let me ~ow iftNs is ~met~ng that cm~ [~ considered, i am scheduled to m&e a ~11 tuition payment on themfog I w~t ~ make sure I have 

covered eveo’ policy before the deadline. Thank you for your help and I hope k~ ~lk to you ~on. 
Since~ly, 

Unive~si~ ofNorfla C~xolina at Chapel Hill 

Class of 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 4:55 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Courses ONine - 

Hi SusmL thank you for getting rill that information to me. It’s been a big help. On Iny worksheet why have geog educ and nays been marked through in 

my electives? 

On Thursday’, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

Hi 

I have ;attached the worksheet that we have l’or you. I ,el me know if lherc is iuli?m~atiot~ ~hat is difficult ~o ~ad. There is t~ot a minor m IN)LI SC.I noted in the 

Bu]le~in, but 5o~ could ce~ain]y ~ke several [~OLI courses to crca~e ?our own concentration if you wo~dd like 

I received yoa~ message about y~:~ur ()N YI~;N. I believe ~t is       . B~t you can reset your ON 5~;N and passw,)rd at ON YEN.unc.edu. Let me l,l~ow 

~eed assistance with this. It should ~Nk you throagh the process on fl~e 

According to Andrea Cddwell i~ Academic Advising, m o~de~ to mgi~e~ i]:~r ml online coarse yo~ ~ill need ~:~ take the fbllowi~N steps i~ addition l,) completi~ 
~bnn at fl~is ~mk h~p://w~v.Ndaycenter.unc.ed~’cwcco/cco fo~CCO dean sig.pdf and fonvaNing it to the email address referenced below. 

will need m completc d~c Carolina Course O,~-line enrollment i~N:~rmafioa (h~:i/ffidaycenter.tmc.ed~cvcco/enmllment.htm). Oace ~he Form is rea@ fbr 

an a&d~:~r r~pproval, send it to advisingfors~dentathlete~P~unc.edu ~ that Spe,~cer or I can sign the .{~mn a~ad {he,~ scaa it directly to ~he i"riday Certk:r. 

So it seems like more s~eps than {~ ~ally is. But ~et know if anything is 

Thanks, 

From: @cjmail.coml 
Sent: Thursday~ 1:52 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re:    Courses Online - 

ttey, 2 quick questions for you. Is there a minor in political science? And could you ~nd me a copy of my worksheet arieL"or tran~ript so I can see what I have 

already taJcen? 

Thanks, 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On at 2:18 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

"~%s. essentially alJS I)i~ersit?, co~rse, a~ ]!!×pcdential Ed Co~rse. a I hour BIOI, and the res~ are e~ec~ives and major cot~rses. 

From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t:56 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re:    Courses Online = 

I read my email again a~d realized it was a little conii~sing on what I was asking. Basically axe tho~ the only two requirements I have left and then the 

rest are electives and major courses? 

Sent froln my iPhone 

Oil at 12:47 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I just looked over your curriculum worksheet, and it seems to me that you have approximately 21 hours of electives, 12 EXSS major 
courses, aUS Diversity course, an Experiential Ed course, and a BIOL        remaining to complete your degree. The electives set you 

up nicely to complete a t~w hours online. One course I noticed ofl[~red online this Fall that will also meet a US Diversity requirement is 

SOCI     But really any course that you find interesting at this link http://www.fiJdaycenter.unc.edtv’cp/cco/courses.html would count 



toward your degree and be fine to taJce. Let me know what you "think you might want to register liar. As I mentioned, I hope to be able to 

connect ruth Academic Advising to review your record mad will be back in tonch with you as soon as I cm~. In the mea~time, continue to 

review the Friday Center Website and Carolina Courses Online at www.t]dda~center.unc.edu to tind the steps to enroll and review 

courts olt~red in Fall. If you have may specific question, don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Thaaaks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(a)email, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 9, 2013 8:41 AM 

Sheu, Benj amin <b sheu@email.unc, edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc. edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu> 

RE: Gradesfirst/Insight Follow-up 

Works for me 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 3:48 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Livers, Tom; Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject: Gradesfirst/Insight Follow-up 

Hey all, 

Based off of everyone’s calendar, it looks like we can meet up tomorrow afternoon (after our staff meeting). 

Can we meet for 30-45 minutes to discuss thoughts while it is all still fresh on our minds tomorrow (Friday, 8/9) at 
3:00pm? 

Thanks! 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc~edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 9, 2013 8:44 AM 

Sheu, Benj amin <b sheu@email.unc, edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc. edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu> 

RE: Gradesfirst/Insight Follow-up 

Still works 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 8:44 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Livers, Tom 
Subject: RE: Gradesfirst/Insight Follow-up 

Sorry, 

Got to push it to 3:30. Susan and [ will most likely be in a meeting until then. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 

Office: 9:~9-843-2328 

Cell: c_ 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 8:41 AM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin; Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Livers, Tom 
Subject: RE: Gradesfirst/Insight Follow-up 

Works for me 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 3:48 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Livers, Tom; Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject: Gradesfirst/Insight Follow-up 

Hey all, 

Based off of everyone’s calendar, it looks like we can meet up tomorrow afternoon (after our staff meeting). 

Can we meet for 30-45 minutes to discuss thoughts while it is all still fresh on our minds tomorrow (Friday, 8/9) at 
3:00pm? 



Thanks! 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu(~email.unc.edu 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 9, 2013 8:46 AM 

Sheu, Benj amin <b sheu@email.unc, edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc. edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu> 

RE: Gradesfirst/Insight Follow-up 

Let’s do it in my office btw... 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 8:44 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Livers, Tom 
Subject: RE: Gradesfirst/Insight Follow-up 

Sorry, 

Got to push it to 3:30. Susan and [ will most likely be in a meeting until then. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 

Office: 9:~9-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 8:41 AM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin; Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Livers, Tom 
Subject: RE: Gradesfirst/Insight Follow-up 

Works for me 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 3:48 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Livers, Tom; Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject: Gradesfirst/Insight Follow-up 

Hey all, 

Based off of everyone’s calendar, it looks like we can meet up tomorrow afternoon (after our staff meeting). 

Can we meet for 30-45 minutes to discuss thoughts while it is all still fresh on our minds tomorrow (Friday, 8/9) at 
3:00pm? 



Thanks! 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu(~email.unc.edu 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Friday’ g:49 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fa]l Tutoring a~d Tr’aJning 

AU set. Did you already reply to him? 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaii.unc.edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

C 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, 4:44 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: FW: Fall Tutoring and Training 

Please be sure is recorded in our database as a rnoni[or and an EXSS Sport Manasement TuLor 

Thanks, 

From= 

Sent= Thursday, 3:20 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Fall Tutoring and Training 

f am available Sunday- Wednesday nights from 6:OOpm on If you need a tutor, I’ll be happy to help, bu~:l would definitely like ~:o monitor again, tf possible, 
would like to have my shit:ts to be earlier’ in the week, but I can be flexibte. 

Thanks for the opporLuniW, I look forward Lo helping out again. Please let rne know if you need anything else! 

Thanks, 

Graduate Intern i Athletic Business Office 

University ot: North Carolina aL Chapel Hiil 

@unc.edu 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Tuesday, 4:05 PM 
To= ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Fall Tutoring and Training 

Hello All, 
I hope you all have been having a wonderful summer thus far] 

As the fall semester is fast approaching, I am in the process of filling our tutorial needs for the upcoming semester. Many of you expressed an interest in returning. 

If you are interested in working with our students next semester, please reply as soon as you can with the days of the week and times of the day and night that you 
would be available to work. (Please know that, as always, we cannot guarantee a tutor position unless the need presents itself.) Much of our tutoring will be done 

Sunday -Thursday evenings from 6:00pm-:[O:OOpm as has been done in the past with some appointments during the day time as well (according to the availability 

of the student and the tutor). 
Orientation Training will be required for all tutors before working with students this Fall term. Please mark your calendars!! And plan to attend our 2-day training 

th scheduled for Tuesday.          and Wednesday,          from 6-Spm on the 5 floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. Please RSVP and let me know if 
you are able to attend, l’d like to know how many folks to prepare for. If you are unable to attend, you will be required to come by my office to review a video of 

the material that was covered during training. 

On another note, I would like to introduce you to our Assistant Tutorial Coordinator, Ben Sheu. Ben will be assisting me this year in working with all of you. 

Therefore, if you have any specific needs, please feel free to contact either one of us. We have a new email address that is accessible to both Ben and me. All 

correspondence related to tutorial services should now be sent to _A___S___P___S__A___m__u___t__o___r!__n_K__@____u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.. Please update your contacts to include this new address. 

Finally, if you are still interested in working as a tutor for us, please respond to me by Friday, If I do not hear from you by then, I will assume that you 
are no longer interested in working this semester. Thanks so much. I hope to hear from you soon. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy~email.tmc,edn 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mary, McManmny ~gmaJl.com> 

Friday’, August 9, 2013 9:15 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Background Check - Mary McMm~amy 

Hi Susan, 

I’m sonT about that’. I can send it to you on Monday - we are out-of-town and I won’t be able to get to it until Sunday. Solry for the inconvenience’. 

Thanks! 

Mary 

On Wed, Aug 7, 2013 at 4:02 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalov~b, emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 

Apparently the typed signat~re was not acceptable on the Background Check, Any chance you co~d s~gn tNs attached form and scan it back to me as soon as you 

Thank 

F~m; Mary McManamy [mail~: @~mail,com] 
8ent~ Thursday, August 0~, 20~3 ~2:~ PM 
To; Maloy, Susan B 
$~bject; Re: Background Check - Ma~ McManamy 

Hi Su~n, 

So~ I’m just now geeing tNs back m you - hopet~lly it hasn’t delayed things mo much. Attached is the completed background check fo~. Is it ok flint it’s 

elec~mcally signed? 

Thanks! Have a great day! 

MaiT 

On Tue, Jul 30, 2013 at 10:56 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Pert~ct! Thanks so much. 

From: Mary McManamy [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 20:t3 1u:~u 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Background Check 

@qmail.com] 

Hi Susan, 

Thanks tbr’the email - sorry it didn’t work out to be able to use my previous background check information. I am in SC visiting some t?mfily but will be back 

tomorrow. I will send the completed tbrm to you when I get back. 

Thank~ 

Maly 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Ju129, 2013, at 12:05 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

tti Mary, 

I spoke with Vicki Pickar& and it appears that your last day of work was July 19th. Due to this break in service, we are required to process another 

Background Check. Please complete the attached Authorization Form and return to me as soon as possible. Let tne blow if you have any questions. 



Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Studen’t-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (f~x) 

sbmalov(~email.unc.edu 

<Criminal Background Check.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 12:14 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Courses Online - 

Also can I fax over the advisor approval form? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:04 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(~)email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

I r~].:_~ved tI’H:’[T~ to th*-’_~ Supp Ed requir*-:m~ents for courses above 199. This ~ust ~l]lows you to 

Keep me posted on your progress w~th regisLrat~on. 

Sent: Thursday, 4:55 PN 
To: Nalog, Susan B 
Subject: Re: ~all Courses Online - 
Hi SusalL thmik you for geeing all that i~o~ation to Ine. It’s been a Ng help. On my woNsheet why have geog 

mmked tNough in my electives? 

educ    and navs    been 

On Thnrsday, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

I have at~mclred the worL~dreet that we bare fi:~r you Let me kaow if there is ialbrmalion 1ha is diNctd~ lo reM. Ybeav is not a minor in POLI SCI holed m 

the Bu]lefia. bu~ ?ou co~dd certaialy t~kc seYend POI .I co~rses ~o cremate yo~r own conce~tration Jfyo~ wo~dd like 

I recewed your message abou~ your ON}%’.N. ] believe it is       . Bm yo~ can rese~ yo~r ONYEN m~d passwoN at ONYEN.unc.edu~ Lel me k~row 

if yo u still need assistance wifl~ thi:s. I[ should walk 3ot~ fl~rough t~e process on ~he websi 

According to Andrea CNdwe]] m Academic Advi:~ing, m order k) regi:~ter lbr a~ o~]ine course yo~l wil] ~leed to take [he fb[lowmg :~teps in addition 

completi~N lhe ti)ml a[tNs link hltp:/,’www.ti~daycenter.unc.edu/cNccoicco tb~CCO &an sig.Nf and tbrwa~ding it m the emal address wfemnced 

below. 

will need to compIete the Carolina Course On--line enroIIment inlbmmlion ([!~]_~!~j~}ycenter.unc.edu/cy~/cco/enrolhnent.htn~). Once the ~brm 
is ~eady ibr an advisor appro~ al, send it to ~:~.~?!:.~!~g~J~Ng~).~!.!~:.~!! so that Spencer ,)r ] can sign the ibI~n a~d then scan it directly t,) the 

FI~day Center. " 

So it seems like moav steps than it ma~ly is~ Bu~ let know ifa~vflamg is ~mclear. 

Sent: Thursday, 1:52 PN 
To= Haloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Fall Courses Online - 
H~y, 2 qu~ck ~u~stions £or you. Is there a minor h~ po]{tica] ~¢nc~? ~d conld you send me a copy o£ my worksb¢¢t anchor t~se~pt so I can ~� what 
have already token? 

Thanl~, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:18 PIN4, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, essential]y a US I)is;ersits, course, an Experiential Ed Course, a ] ]roar l!{I(:tl :       and the re~t arc electives a~J~d major courses. 

From: ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~:56 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Fall Courses Online - 
I read my email again and realized it was a little confusing on what I was asking. Basically are those the only two requirements I have left and 

then the rest are electives and major courses? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:47 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbm~doy(~emaJl.unc.e&t> wrote: 

Hi 
I just looked over your curricnlum worksheet, and it seems to me that you have approximately 21 honrs of electives, 12 EXSS 

major courses, a US Diversity course, an Experiential Ed course, and a BIOL        remaining to complete your degree. 

The electives set you up nicely to complete a few hours online. One conrse I noticed offered online this Fa~l that will a]so meet a 

US Diversi~, requirement is SOCI     But really any course that you find interesting at this link 

http:/i~wvwA~cidaycenter.unc.edu/cp’cco/courses.htn~l would count reward your degree m~d be fine to take. Let me know Mint 

you think you might want to register tbr. As I mentioned, I hope k) be able to connect with Academic Advising to review your 

record as~d will be back in much with you as soon as I can. In the mem~time, continue to review the Friday Center Website and 

CaJcoli~m Courses Online at y_v_£v__~,_f__n___&__.~!_c_e__r_t_t__e_!_.__u__~£c::__e__d_~! to find the steps to enroll and review courses offered in Fall. If you have 



any specific question, don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmalo~’(~email amc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 12:32 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Tutoring and Training 

Hi Susan, 

I can definitely meet then. Should I just come to your olfice in Loudennilk? Thanks! 

On Thu, at 4:05 PM, Maloy, Snsan B <sbma3oy@emaJd.unc.e&t> wrote: 

Thank you for getting back to me        Glad you will be back. We will make a note of possible day time bouts as well. It’s diffic~lt to say whether or not that 

will work with o~r s~:t~dents’ schedules at this pooh1:, [mt we will de[~nil:ely keep ~t ~n rmne. A~thot~gh often l:~mes student--a~:Metes prefer to 

meet during the day. I am happy to meet w~th you next week, although I have very ~m~ted opportunity. Cou[d you meet at 4pro on ? 

Thanks, 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 1:50 PH 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Fall Tutoring and Training 

~gmail.com] 

Hi Susan, 

I’m available to tutor on Monday-, Tnesday, and Thursday from 6 to 10 pm. Will there be tutorials during the day, this semester? I might be interested in doing those 

as well depending on the schedule. Also, I would like to talk to you about my hourly rote before the school year gets underway. I mn on a research trip out of town, 

but I roll be back on          and would love to meet with you whenever yon’re available to discuss it fi~rther. 

Thank~ 

On Tue, at 4:05 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalo,v~ema~l.nnc.edu > wrote: 

Hello All, 

I hope you all have been having a wonderful summer thus far! 

As the fall semester is fast approaching, I am in the process of filling our tutorial needs for the upcoming semester. Many of you expressed m~ interesl in rerunning. If 
you are interested in working with our students next semester, please reply as soon as you can with the days of the week and times of the day and night that 

you ~,ould be available m ~,ork. (Please know that, as alway~ we cannot guarantee a tntor position unless the need presents it~lf.) Much of our tntoring will be 

done S unday Thursday evenings from 6:00pm- 10:00pm as has been done in the past with some apv~intments &rang the day time as well (according to the 

availabili~ of the student and the tutor). 

Orientation Trafining will be required for all tutors before working with students this Frill tenn. Please mark your calendars!! And plan to attend our 2-day training 
th scheduled tbr Tuesdw,          and Wednesday,          from 6- 8pm on the 5 floor of the Londermilk Center for Excellence. Please RSVP and let me 

know if you are able to attend. I’d like to know how many folks to prepare for. If yon are nnable to attend, you will be reqnired to come by my ofiqce to review a 

video of the material that was covered dnring training. 

On another note, I would like to introduce you to onr Assis*ant TutoriaJ Coordinator, Ben Sheu. Ben will be assisling me this year in working with all of you. 
Therefore, if you have any specitic needs, plea~ t}el free to contact either one ofns. We have a new email address that is accessible to both Ben and me. All 

correspondence related to tntorial services should now be sent to ASPSATutofing(a)unc.edn. Please update your contacts to include this new address. 

Finally, if you axe still interested in working as a tutor fbr us, please respond to me by Friday, 

you are no longer interested in working this semester. Thanks so much. I hope to hear ti-om you soon. 

IfI do not hear ti-om you by then, I will assume that 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 



UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athlletes 

919-962-9892 (otfice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalos~@emafil.unc .edu 



a~d 

ease 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(}live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 7:45 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: For Your Perusal... 

Yes! 

From: Maloy, Susan g <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 16:45 

To: 

Subject: RE: For Your Perusal... 

Ok, so it is really Tues. Wed~ and Thurs. afternoons Lhat look ol~et~ for you, right? 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 1:1:53 AM 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: For Your Perusal... 
Impedance: High 

Hif Attached to this email is my schedule. If you need anything d~e, plea,e let me kn~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Sunday, 10:05 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Job OpportuNties - Academic Support 

Susan, 

4:30 on Wednesday souuds great. I have LFIT orientation scheduled until 4 for that day, so if that ends early we can certainly make the meeting earlier. 

Thanks, 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On , at 10:48 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <.s_Lb_!Ln__’_a_!9_2’_(_a2_email.anc.edu> wrote: 

H~ 

Can we schedule a meeting at 4:30pro on Wednesday with the flexibility to adjust this time to earlier in the day? We have a staff retreat that day 

and [ am not sate when ~: w~ end, ~ couR~ ~x~ssiMe go beyond 4:30pro which wouR~ mean we may )~s~: need to res(:hedule al~ together, Otherwise 

~.2pm or~ Thursday     may work as we~l 

Thanks in advance for your flex~b~l~W. 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:28 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Job Oppo~unities - Academic Support 

I ~ still wor~ng at my cu~emjob until Ffi~y. I will be moving in on Sa~r~y. I look fo~vmd to meeting you because I am definitely interested. Would 

it ~ best ifI emaJl you this weekend to find a good time to meet? 

Sent from my iPad 

OU at 2:44 PM, "Malov, Susan B .sbmalovk~¢emml.unc.edu~, wrote: 

Hi 

Thank you for your email. Yes, mentioned you to me as well I would really like to have an opportunity to meet you. Are you h~ 

Chapel HN right now where we could schedule a time to meet?     actually worked ~n the mornh~g and evening for me h~ va@ng 

capadties. ~ ~m defirdte~y in need of someone ~:o re~a(:e her ro~e ~nd wou~d ~i~e ~:o speak with you about that if you are in~:erested. [ 

k)ok ~orward to hearing bsc~ from you soon 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m: @yahoo.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, ~2:08 PH 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Job Oppo~unities - Academic Suppo~ 
SUSaR, 

My name is             and I have spoken with     about the possibility of working with the Academic Suppo~ Program. I am interested in 
the oppo~unity offered, but when I spoke with her she said that she needed to check to see if the morning LFIT classes I was teaching would 
interfere. Again, I am interested in what she was doing last year, but if that would not work into the schedule, I would also like to be considered for 
working as a monitor. Please let me know if there is anything you need from me in the hiring process. 
Thank you, 

~,yahoo.com 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 
To: ~,live.unc.edu>: ’ 

~utk.edu" ~utk.edu>; 
~ ~_y:_U__u_:__e__d__UT’ ~t_n__y~_g_u__=_e___d__g >; 

~.~mail.com> 
Cc: ,~.email.unc.edu>; 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:34 AM 
Subject: Job Opportunities - Academic Support 

Hi Everyone, 

~live.unc.edu>; " ~,gmail.com" , ~,gmail.com>; 
.~.live.unc.edu>; .~.yahoo.com" , ,~.,yahoo.com>; 

NE~_i_a__t_n__t_Q_b_,__e__¢_!7’ ~_t_nj_’_a_mLo_[_~_,~__d__u_.>; , ~g_r__~)N!,__c_Q_r__~., 

~live.unc.edu> 

AM congratulations on your enrollment into the Sport Administration Program!! I wanted to reach out to each of you to let you know of 

potential job opportunities to work as a monitor within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes in the evenings. The hours 

would primarily be t?om 6pm- 10pm Sunday-Thursday iu addition to some possible da,vtime as well. Over the years we have hired I s t year 

grad stadents iu your program to serve in these roles as the "timing seems to work out well with your class schedules, it offers you some 

exposure to the Academic Support Program wifl~in the Department of Athletics, and it still allows tbr opportunities tbr you to work in game 

operations throughout the semester,              a 2nd year grad student in your program, has worked with us tbr the last year and a half 

and would be a good resource for you if you wanted to lind out more about it. Although, if you axe interested, I would be happy to meet 

with you at your eaxliest couvenience. We hope to begin no later than           with Training               from 6-8pin; therefore, 



we are currently in the hiring process. Please contact me as soon as possible if you would like to di~uss the opportuni~ in more detail. 

I hope to hear from you soon. 

Thank you, 

Susan 
Susan Malay 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbm~lov(r-~email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harris. Tracy U <tharris@email.unc.edu-- 

Monday, August 12, 2013 9:32 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbnmloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Apv)intment ending date 

Ok 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 20!3:10:34 AM 

To: Harris, Tracy U 

Subject: RE: Appointment ending date 

Hi rYacy, 

As I have been inforrned, I betieve we are going to neecl to terminate everyone anyway in order to move them over to HR under the Provost. So I think we are safe 

to go ahead and terminate, VII be in touch with further terminations in the near future~ 

Thank you, 

F~m: Harris, Tracy U 
Sent: Friday, August 0% 2013 4:19 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Appointment ending date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 12, 2013 12:57 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Book List Sent Today 

Understood. Keep your head up! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 12:57 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Book List Sent Today 

My students are responding. I just have not had time to enter them into the system yet. Hopefully I will get to that 

tonight. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 12:53 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Lee, Jaimie; Overstreet, Tia; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Book List Sent Today 

Attached is the list I sent to the bookstore today; these students have been deleted from the table, so any changes will have to be 
made the old-fashioned way. 

Let me know if you do not see someone who should be reflected, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 12, 2013 10:50 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: (Not Important for Tonight) Book List Sent Today 

I am 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 12, 2013, at 10:48 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Are you going to send this each day so we can check verify our students? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 12:53 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Lee, Jaimie; Overstreet, Tia; Orr, Kym N; Yount, 
Tony 
Subject: Book List Sent Today 

Attached is the list I sent to the bookstore today; these students have been deleted from the table, so any changes 

will have to be made the old-fashioned way. 

Let me know if you do not see someone who should be reflected, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or 

entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e- 

mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records 

law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student 
educational records are subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 12, 2013 10:59 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: (Not Important for Tonight) Book List Sent Today 

Correct. Go to bed! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 12, 2013, at 10:54 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

We only need to check the Order box if all courses are set, right? 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 10:50 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: (Not Important for Tonight) Book List Sent Today 

lain 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 12, 2013, at 10:48 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Are you going to send this each day so we can check verify our students? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 12:53 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, BenJamin; Lee, Jaimie; Overstreet, Tia; Orr, Kym 
N; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Book List Sent Today 

Attached is the list I sent to the bookstore today; these students have been deleted from the table, so 

any changes will have to be made the old-fashioned way. 

Let me know if you do not see someone who should be reflected, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for 

the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. 



Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 

recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina 

Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official 
(f4CGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to FERPA. 



From: ~yaJloo.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:11 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Fw: aid tbr 

Hello Susan, 
This is morn. I am so confused over the Financial Aid for I was told by the cashiers 
office that did not have any aid. I have filled out everything and sent it through. They told me to speak 
with Jackie Copeland, I have called her many times over the summer. I never get a return call, but I have 
received 2 emails. Can you please explain to me what all of this means. Does        qualify for financial aid? 
What is institutional aid? Are they the same? I really dont know what to make of any of this any more. I am 
sending the email she sent yesterday, but when I called her, once again no return call. If you can help me 
understand this I would really appreciate that. Thank you . 
Take Care, 

..... ForwaMed Message ..... 

From: "Copeland, dacqueb/n D" <jackie_cope~and@unc.edu> 
To: @yahoo.corn)" < @yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, 3:57 PM 
Subject: aid for 

Hello 

is currently not on institutional aid because he has been offered Athletics aid. He is not eligible to accept both the institutional and Athletics aid and the 

Athletics aid has precedence over our need-based aid until it has been relinquished. I believe a relinquish statement has been provided to you and which 

once signed and returned would allow me to cancel his Athletics aid and award him with institutional aid. 

This has to be completed prior to the first day of classes or official practice, whichever comes first. If you have questions about this, please let me know. 

Otherwise, once you provide the relinquish statement to the coaching/compliance staff it will be forwarded to me for processing. 

Best, 

Jackie Copeland 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:51 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Is he returning to UNC do you know? 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@gmail.com: 

Tuesday,               2:24 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Academic Support tbr Athletes--Willing Tutor 

Dear Sus~J~, 

I hope this message finds you well. 

I am writing because I would like to return to tutoring. Please let me know if you have any need for tutors this semester. Thanks! 

Best, 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <timmennan@nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:56 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 

RE: aid 

@yahoo.corn 

Please give me a call at 9:19-962-785:1 or if I don’t answer my cell phone at 

Tha~ks, 

and I will explain. 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: 12:10:54 PM EDT 

To: ".s_b_._r_~.!_~_~.!gy@Lm__c_’.~.Lq._n_£:.e__d_._u_" <@_n_!a__[9~j:~)~_uncaa.unc.eda> 

Subject: l;w: aid tbr’ 

R eply- T o:                      ~:&l!£__o_:_c_’~? K~.> 

Hello Susan, 
This is morn. I am so confused over the Financial Aid for I was told by the 
cashiers office that did not have any aid. I have filled out everything and sent it through. They 
told me to speak with Jackie Copeland, I have called her many times over the summer. I never get a 
return call, but I have received 2 emails. Can you please explain to me what all of this means. Does 

qualify for financial aid? What is institutional aid? Are they the same? I really dont know what 
to make of any of this any more. I am sending the email she sent yesterday, but when I called her, 
once again no return call. If you can help me understand this I would really appreciate that. Thank 
you . 

Take Care, 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 
From: "Cooeland, Jacquelvn D" <[ackie copeland@unc.edu> 
To: @yahoo.corn)" ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, 3:57 PM 
Subject: aid for 
Hello 

is cmTently not on institutional aid because he has been offered Athletics aid, He is not eligible to accept both the institutional and Athletics aid and 

the Athletics aid has precedence over our need-based aid until it has been relinquished. I believe a relinquish s~utement has been provMed to you and 

which once signed and returned would allow me to cancel his Athletics aid and award him with institutiona] aid. 

This has to be completed prior to the first day of classes or official practice, whichever comes first. If you have questions about this, please let me know. 
Otherwise, once you provide the relinquish statement to the coaching/compliance stalt’it roll be fo~w-aded to rne for processing. 

BesL 

Jaclde Copeland 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <fimmennan@nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:44 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Final semester financial help 

Hi Susan, 

Just trying to wrap this up and get approval before school start, Could you please provide an overview of what still has to do to graduate, 

7hanks, 

I:rom: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Monday, ~2:53 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: FW: Final semester financial help 

Hi Susa~ 

(::ou~d you give me an overview of wha[: st~l~ needs to do to graduate and ~f it is poss;~ble t:o do so during the semester. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 10:28 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

SubjeCt: Final semester financial help 

Dear Mr. Timmem~ans, 

My name is             a~d atter completing my afifletic eligibili~ last ~ason onthe        fiel& I ~ coming b~k to [~C [or one more ~mesler to finish my 

academic work this t~ll. I have spoken to Coach BrescN about fl~e ~ssibili~ of receiving hmcal help for my last semesler, however, he pointed out to me that the 

universi~ has a 5th year ~licy regarding payment. 

I wanted to invesligate, however, about the possibility of q~lifying lbr a special cimumsmnces ca~ ~eing that I translated from                     ’ and some 

credits I had aJready eamed were brought in as electives a~d not requirements. I techmca]ly transferred 3 ~mesters in, which would make tNs upcoming semester for 

me my 8fl~. I did not need to apply for a fifth semester because I am siill in my four yeaz plan. 

Please let me lmow if tiffs is ~metNng that c~ ~ considered, i am scheduled to make a fifll tuition payment on ~e~for, I wa~t ~ make sure I have 

covered eve~" policy before fl~e deadline. Thank you for your help and I hope m talk to you ~on. 

Sincemb; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom -qimmennan@nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:39 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Final semes~ter financial help 

Thanks Susan! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:35 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmakw@email.~mc.~d~> wrote: 

I know you hi, re b~-’_~en asking for t:his, t am so sorry it hi~s tak~-:m me thb long. He has a tot:a] of 107 hours and needs 13 hours t:o gri~duate accordh~g t:o 
rny rev~ew(SOCI     SOCI     MATH, LF~T, and Experiential Ed). I would ~ike to get Acadern~c Advising to confirm this since Lhey w~H u~tirnate~y sign 
off on h~s graduation, but hopefully thb gives you something to work w~th. 
Thin, ks, 

~m; Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:44 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Final semester financial help 
H~ 

J~JSt trying to wrap this up and get approva~ before schoo~ start. Could you please provide an overview of what still has to do to graduate. 

Ton? 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Monday, 12:53 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: FW: Final semester financial help 

Could you g~ve me an overview of what still needs to do to graduate and if it ~s possib~e to do so during the fa~] semester. 

Tom 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 10:28 AM 
To: Timmermans, Tom 
SuNect: Final semester financial help 

Dear Mr. Timmermans, 
My name is             and aIter completing my athletic efigibifity lasl ~a~n on the        field, I mn coming ~ck m [~C for one mow semester to 

finish my academic woN’this    I have s~ken m Coach Bmschi a~ut the possibility of receiving finical help for my last ~mesler, however, he ~inmd 

out to me ~at the m~ive~ib~ has a 5th year policy regarding payment. 

I wanmd m investiga~, however, about the possibility of qualit~ing tbr a special circumsm~ces ca~ ~eing that I transfe~ed 

and some creNts I had Nready earned were brought in as electives mid not mqNmmen~. I teclmicNly transfe~ed 3 semesters in, which world make this 

upcoming ~nester tSr me my 8th. I did nm need to apply for a fifth ~mester because I a~l still in ~ny four year plan. 

Please let ~ne ~low if this is some~ing fl~at can be considered, i am ~hedded to m~e a M1 tuition payment on ~emtSC I w~t to make sure 
I have covered eveD’ policy ~fore ~e deadline. Tha~ you for your help and I hope to talk m you ~on. 
Sincerely. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <timmennan@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:45 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Final semes~ter financial help 

No worries. Busy times. This should do to get him approved 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 5:43 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmakw@email.~mc.~d~> wrote: 

Sure and my i~pologies once agi~in. I’ll let you know if Advising has anything different to si~y. 

F~m= Timmermans, Tom 
Sent= Tuesday, 5:39 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject= Re: Final semester financial help 
Thanks S usan’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:35 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo,:~’emaiLunc,~:da> wrote: 

I know you have been ~;sking for this. I i~m so sorry it has ti~ken rne this h:mg, He has a total o[ 107 hours i~nd needs 1.3 hours to graduate 

according to my rev~ew(SOCI     SOC~    , MATH, LF~T, and Experientia~ Ed). I wou~d I~ke to get Academic Advising Lo confirm this s~nce 

they wil~ u~timately s~gn off: on h~s graduation, but hope[:uHy th~s g~ves you something to work with. 

Thanks, 

F~m: ~mmermans, Tom 
Sent= Tuesday, 4:~ PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Final semester financial help 

H~ Susan, 

Just trying to wrap this up ~nd get approual before school start. Could you please prou~de ~n overview of what still h~s to do to 

gr~;duate. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Monday, ~2:53 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

SubjeCt: FW: Final semester financial help 

Could you g~ve me an overview of what sti~ need~; to do to gr~;duate ~;nd ~f R ~s poss~Me to do so during the semester, 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 10:28 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: Final semester financial help 

De~ Mr. Timme~an~ 

My name is             ~d after completing my athletic eligiNli~ las~ ~ason on the lacros~ field, I am coming Nck ~ ~C for one 

more semester to finish mv academic work this fall. I have spoken ~ Coach Breschi a~ut ~e possibili~- of receiving fimcal help for my last 

semes~ec howevec he g~inted out to me flint the umve~(ty has a 5th year policy regarding payment. 

I wanted m investigate, howevec aN~ut the ~ssibility ofq~EI)ing for a special circumsm3~ces ca~ ~eing that I tra~sfe~ed t~m 

and ~me credits I had already earned were brougN in as electives m~d not requirements. I techmcally translated 3 

semesters in, wNch would make tNs upcoming ~mes~er for me my 8~. I Nd not need m apply ~r a fifth semes~r because I am still in my 

four year plan. 

Plea~ 1N me ~ow if this is something that can be considered, i ~ scheduled ~ make a t)ll tuition pay~nent on themtbC I want 

m make sure I have covered eve~" policy before fl~e deadEne. Thank you for your help and I hoN m ~lk m you ~on. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cleao~, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc.edtc> 

Tuesday, 5:47 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu->; 

Re: ASPSA stafftraJning video 

@gmail.com> 

can you drop a QuickTime version of the video on the j: drive for Susan and send her an email when it’s there’? 

Thanks - 
Ken 

Sent from my iPhone 

011 , at 5:42 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ken, 

Are you able to send me the ASPSA Training Video of the Chancellor? I need to have this ready to show on I don’[ know if you can send 

via ernail or a flash drive or what wouid be besL 

Thanks agahs for everyone’s hNp w~th this, 

F~m= C]ea~, Kenneth Eugene 

Sent= Monday, 2:S8 PN 
g~= Schueg~elz, Erin C: Nalov, Susan B; Rennet, JW J; Moore, Cecelia 

Subject= RE: RspsR staff trainin9 vMeo 

Whatever is easiest ~or the Chancellor works lot us. The thought was to set up the equipment in the lobby or hallway and carry it in when she’s ready. 

It’s only two lights and a tripod -we just didn’t want to make her wait while we were setting it u~. It’s not a huge amount o~ equipment and not a big 

deal ~or us. 

Ken 

F~m= Schue~pelz, Erin C 

Sent= Monday, 2:$3 PN 
T~= Clea~, Kenneth Eugene; Naby, Susan B; Rennet, JW J; Moore, Cecelia 

Subject: RE: ASPSA staff training video 

F~m= Clea~, Kenneth Eugene 
~e~t: Monday, 2:38 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Renner, Joy 3; Schue~pelz, Erin C; Moore, Cecelia 

Subject: RE: ASPSA staff training video 

All - 

One note - I personally have a meetin8 conflict on Wednesday afternoon, from our office will be takin~ care of this for us. 

They will plan to arrive 45 or so minutes early to make sure we’re set up and ready to 8o for the Chancellor. 

Thanks - 

Ken 

Ken Cleary 

Assistant Athletic Director - New Media 

University of North Carolina Athletics 

Dean Smith Center 

919-843-2076 

Fr~: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 12:52 PM 

To: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
Subject: FW: ASPSA staff training video 

Hi Ken, 

I wanted you to see this h~t:est ernail and be sure you had the most up to date script For our purposes, The Chancellor will be expecting you over at 

Sout:h BuiM~ng for a fi~m~ng ~t: 4:S0pm on Wednesday 

Thanks again for he~ping with this. 

Sus~t~ 

F~m= Moore, Cecelia 
Senti Monday, 12:36 PM 
To= Naloy, Susan B; Renner, Joy 3 
¢¢1 Schue~pelz, Erin C 
Subject= ASPSA sNff training video 
Hello Susan and Joy, 

attached is a revised script for the chancellor for the staff training. I just made some changes to make it easier to read. 

Joy, I do not yet have the faculty script, so if you could get that to me I’d appreciate it. 

According to Susan, we are scheduled for video taping on Wednesday,    at 4:30 in the Chancellor’s Office, 103 South Building with Ken ClealT. 

Thartks all! 



Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 

& Historian 
Office: 919-962 -0933 
Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY 
(SBMALOY)> 
Tuesday, August 13, 2013 6:21 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; blanton@unc.edu 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate (yarbro9@email.unc.edu); Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie (j aimielee@unc.edu); Townsend, Jenn 
(jtownsend@unc.edu); Orr, Kym N (orr@email.unc.edu); Yount, Tony 
(tonyyount@unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu); Lyons, 
Elizabeth M (emlyons@email.unc.edu); ’Sheu, Benjamin (bsheu@email.unc.edu)’ 

Celebrate with Karen Neff- Friday 8/16 @ 12:30pm 

Hi Everyone, 

As you all know Karen Neff has been working with us since the Spring semester and has done a great job of filling in 

wherever she is needed. We would like to do something special to celebrate the arrival of her new baby boy. You are all 

invited to have cake in honor of Karen on Friday 8/16 at 12:30pm. We would also like to purchase a gift from the staff. 

If you would like to contribute a donation to the gift, please provide me with your contribution by Thursday 8/15. I hope 

that you can all adjust your schedules to attend. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

PS: Notsureif we will makethisasurprise or not, but Kareniscurrently notaware. Solet’s keepitquietfornow! 

Thanks. 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: @yalaoo.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:42 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: aid 

Hey Susan 

Yes I spoke ruth him and yes he did answer my ques~tions. He ~vas so kind and so ve~ helpfi~l. Thank you so veu much for helping me out with that. I understand 

things a little better. 

Thanks’.!!! 

Sent from Ya~hoo! Mail tbr iPhone 

From: I~loy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 

To: @yahoo.com>; 
SubjeCt: t@< aid for" 

Sen~: Tue, 10:09:42 PM 

Were you able to compeer wN~ Tom Timmemm~s k~ Co~N~lJm~ce abou~ th~s today? 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:11 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Fw: aid for 

ttello Susan, 

This is                morn. I am so confused over the Financial Aid [br        I was told by the cashiers office that       did not 
have any aid. I have filled out everything and sent it through. They told 1he to speak with Jackie Copeland, I have called her maW times 
over the summer. I never get a return call, but I have received 2 emails. Can you please explain to me what all of this means. Does 

qualify for financial aid’? What is institutional aid? Are they the same? I really dont know what to make of any of this any more. 
I aln sending the email she sent yesterday, but when I called her, once again no return call. If you can help me understand this I would 
really appreciate that. Thank you. 

Care, 

..... ForwaMed Message ..... 
From: "Copeland, Jacquelyn D" <iackie copeland(a)unc edu> 
’ro: ~&)y ah ou. com)" ~yahuo. cure> 
Sent: Munday, 3:5 7 PM 
Subject: aid for 

Hello 

is currently not on institutional aid because he ha.s been ott}md Athletics aid. He is not eligible to accept tx)th the insfitutional and Athletics aid and the Athlefics 
aid has precedence over our need-based aid tmfil it has been relinquished. I believe a relinquish statement has been provided to you and which once signed and 
returned would a]low me to cancel Iris Athlefics aid and awmvl him with ins~titutiona~ aid. 

This has to be co,npleted prior to the first day of classes or official practice, whichever co,nes first. If you have questions about tiffs, please let me know. Othem, ise, 

once you provide the relinquish statement to the coaching/compliance s~affit will be forwarded to me for processing. 

Best, 

Jackie Copeland 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 14, 2013 9:41 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Orientation- 

No problem; I’ll take care of it. Have a good night, 

B 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 14, 2013, at 9:30 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Brent, 

I think you said you would be able to help me with one student during Orientation tomorrow as I have 

meetings at 4pm and 4:30pm. I really appreciate it. His name is              for men’s 

Thanks again, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 15, 2013 8:20 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UPDATE Student Tutor Usage Agreement 

Group Tutor Feedback Form.pdf; One-on-One Tutor Feedback Form.pdf 

Here are blanks... 
B 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 8:14 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Myers, Leslie; Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; 
Orr, Kym N; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Overstreet, Tia; Sheu, BenJamin 
Subject: UPDATE Student Tutor Usage Agreement 

Sorry for the follow up. Please disregard my last email with the Agreement and use this one. Brad pointed out a few 

type-Os that have been fixed now. Please use the attached moving forward. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



One-on-One Tutor Feedback Form 
#Name? 

Room # 

Name: 

Sport: 

Advisor: 

Tutor: 

Tutorial Time: 

Date: 

Session Goals: 

Arrive on time? 

Put away all unnecessary electronic devices? 

Present his/her goals for the session? 

Bring all necessary books and materials? 

Check online resources for announcements/updates? 

Respond to instruction without complaint or criticism? 

Ask questions and volunteer information? 

Completed notes/reading since last session? 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Assignments Discussed: 

Accomplishments and Strategies Used: 

Remaining Action Items: 

Additional Comments: 

Reasons for Infractions: Student No-Show I at least 10 minutes late I unprepared - no materials 

unauthorized use of personal devices I behavioral issues 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Monday, August 19, 2013 10:28 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate 
<yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Meeting Today at 2 

Can we get together this afternoon at 2 please? 

Thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:52 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

~med.unc.edu> 

Re: Missed orientation trafining 

Yes. We will be there! Thanks 

On , at 11:40 AM, "iVlaloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
I am leaning toward 11 am on tumurrow (Saturday). Would that wurk :[’or yuu and 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~med. un c edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:55 AM 
Tu: Maluy, Susan B 
Subject: Missed urientation training 

Hi Susan, 
I wanted to knuw what times would wurk best fur yuu tu make up the times for Tuesdays missed training for and I 

We were in class during that time and would like tu make up this training by cuming in this weekend and reviewing the video as yuu suggested. 

We are available Saturday 10-4 and Sunday 12-6 

Please let me know which times/dates wu~k best fur you. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:10 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor TraiNng Video MaJae Up 

Susan, 

No rush at all but just wanted to check in about watching the video tomorrow at J~J~ am. If you do have it by then, just let me know for sure and I’ll let the 

other guys know! 

Thanks 

University of North Carolina 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 4:22 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Trmning Video Make Up 

Sounds good. I will let 

Thanks, I’ll see you in the morning, 

know. I do not have all of the 2nd year’s phone numbers though. 

University of North Carolina 

@live.unc.edu 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 4:17 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Tutor Training Video Make Up 

I do have it and would love it: yoL~ ~r~d Lhe gL~ys c~r~ come on at llam tomorrow. Thank you, 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 4:10 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject; Tutor TraiNng Video Nake Up 

SusaR~ 

No rush at all butjustwanted to checkin about watching the video tomorrow at 11am. If you do haveit bythen, just let me know for sure and I’ll let the 

other guys know~ 

Thanks 

University of North Carolina 
@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 4:57 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

orientation 

Dear Snsml, 
It s~ems that Beth Thompson m~d Tabitha Massey were both out of the office today. I’ll call again first thing Monday. 

Are we still a go for the orientation video tomorrow (Saturday) at 1 lam? 

Good to meet you today. I’m looking tbrward to working with the students. 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 5:17 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: orientalion 

See you then. 

On Fri, at 5:09 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalov(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, :].:[~n~ is ~ GO. W~-:! will meet i~ ~:~e CorffererH::e [~oon~ off of the ~_obby. 

From: ~qmail.com @qmail.coml On Behalf Of 
Sent= Friday, :4:57 PN 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= orien~tion 

Dear Susan, 

It ~ems ~at Beth Thompson and Tabitha Massey were both out of the once today. I’ll call agmn first filing Monday. 

Are we still a go ~)r the orientation video mmom)w (SaXurday) at I I am? 

Good to meet you today. I’m loo~ng foBvard to wor~ng ruth the s~dents. 

Unive~si~ ofNorfla C~xolina at Chapel Hill 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetkel@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:48 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbnmloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: List of Learning/Strategy Sessions 

Susan, can you tell me what rec~uests are in for ? 

Bradley Ro H. Be~l~el I R~admg a~M W~tJng Specialis~ 

Universi*y of North C~u~li~a a~ Chapel Hil~ 

Academic Support Pro?~;m~ tbr Stude~t-.k~hle~es 

Loudermi~k Cemer [br Excdlence 

344 Ridge Rd. ~ Cam[ms Box 3 I07 

Chapel H~II, NC 27599 ~ T (919) 962-2237 

C          i F (919) 962-8247 

brad~e? .be*hel@~mc.e&~ 

F~m: Nalw, Susan B 
Sent; Saturday, 9:21 AM 
To= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject-" RE: List of Learning/Strategy Sessions 

specific~ These ~wo sessions are the ~irst of Woo Hoo~ Thanks. 

From= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Saturday, 9:03 AN 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject; List of Learning!Strategy Sessions 
Susan, l’m working on the list now. For now, just note there are only two evening ALS sessions. They are the following: 

W8 PM w/ 
wgPMwl 

All other learning!strategy sessions are during the day, and I will send the list shortly. 

Bradley R. ~. ~ethel I Reading a~d Writing Specialist 

University of North Caxo]ina at Chapel IIill 

Academic Suppo~ Pro~am for Student-Athletes 

Loudemfilk Center *br Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. ~ Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NG 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

i F (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbefl~el@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:51 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: List of Learning/Strategy Sessions 

One more: Can you tell what requests are in for ? 

Bradley Ro H. Be~l~el I Reading a~d Writing Specialis~ 

University of North C~u~li~a a~ Chapel H]I~ 

Academic Sul~port Pro?~;m~ tbr Stude~t-.k~hle~es 

Loudermi~k Cemer [br Excellence 

34~ Ridge Rd. ~ Cam[ms Box 3 I07 

Chapel H~I~, NC 27599 ~ T (919) 962-2237 

[ F (919) 962-8247 

brad[e? .bethel@unc.e&~ 

F~m= Haloy, Susan B 
Sent: Saturday, 9:21 AN 
ge= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject= RE: List of Learning/Strategy Sessions 

B re n t wou ~d I~ k e m e to ~ n d ~ca te ~ [.S u n d e r "Co u rse" w} [:h ~ n th e 5;oh ed u~ e i[ [h ese a re ~el; rn~ ng s tra tegy session ~;. So 0I ea se I et m e ~n ow 1~ a n y of th es e i; re cou rs;e 

spedfic. These Lwo sessions are the first of Woo Hoo[ Thanks. 

F~m: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Saturday, 9:03 AN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: List d Learning!Strategy Sessions 
Susan, I’m working on the IBt now. For now, just note there are only two evening ALS sessions. They are the following: 

W8 PM w/ 

W9PMw/ 

All other learning!strategy sessions are during the day, and I will send the list shortly. 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of Noah Cazolina at Chapel IIill 

Academic Suppo~ Proga~ for Student-Athletes 

Loudemfilk Center ~br Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, ~C 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

i F (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbefl~el@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:5 8 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: List of Learning/Strategy Sessions 

Actually, I h~ve one more, and then I’ll send you the list. What requests are in for ? 

University of North C~u~li~a a~ Chapel Hil~ 

Academic Sul~por~ Pro?~;m~ tbr Stude~t-.k~hMes 

Loudermi~k Cemer [br Excellence 

34~ Ridge Rd. ~ Cam[ms Box 3 I07 

Chapel H~I~, NC 27599 ~ T (919) 962-2237 

C         -~ F (919) 962-8247 

brad~e? .bethel@unc.e&~ 

F~m: Naloy, Susan B 

Sent: Saturday,, 9:21 AN 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: List of Learning/Strategy Sessions 
B re n t wou ~ d H k e m e to ~ n d ~ ca te ~ [.S u n d e r "Co u rse" w~ [:h ~ n th e 5;oh ed u ~ e i[ [ h ese a re k~; rt~ ng s tra tegy sess i on ~;. So 0I ea se I et m e ~n ow i ~ a n g of th es e ~; re cou rs;e 

spedfic. These Lwo sessions are the first of Woo Hoo[ Thanks. 

F~m: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Saturday, 9:03 AN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: List of Learning!Strategy Sessions 
Susan, I’m working on the I~st now. For now, just note there are only two evening ALS sessions. They are the following: 

W8 PM w/ 

W9PMw/ 

All other learning!strategy sessions are during the day, and I will send the list shortly. 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading amd Writing Specialist 

University of Noah Cazo]ina at Chapel IIil] 

Academic Suppo~ Proga~ for Student-Athletes 

Loudemfilk Center ~br Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

i ~ (919) %2-~247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Sunday, August 25, 2013 3:21 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Training 

Your girl in training really likes what she sees on her cell phone... 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               6:14 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Completing orientation 

Hi Susan, 

Will you be available tomorrow afternoon, m I can come in to watch the part of orientation that I missed on Wednesday? If you have time, I am free between 12:15 

and 2 or after 3:30. Thank you. 

UNC Chapel Hill 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:18 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Completing orientation 

Hi, 

That works for me. See you then! 

O11 at 8:03 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sent: Sunday, 6:14 PM 
To: IVlaloy, Susan B 
Subject: Completing orientation 
Hi Susan, 
Will you be avaJdable tomorrow afternoon, so I cm~ come in to watch the paA of orientation that I missed on Wednesday’? If you have lime, I am free 

between 12:15 and 2 or after 3:30. Thank yon. 

UNC Chape! Hil! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com> 

Monday, 9:03 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.tmc.edtr’~ 

Today 

Hey guys, 

Have not heard back from you- should I plan to come in today to view videos? If so, what time. 

Thanks- 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: ,@live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 10:18 AM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Hours 

Hi Susan, could you tell me if I’ll be working today or this Wednesday? I think I remember you saying we’d start on Wednesday, but I just wanted to double 
check my hours. 

Also, I’ve been trying to get in touch with Beth Thompson for the past couple of: days but she hasn’t returned my calls yet. I’ll keep trying to get in touch 
with her to get my HR status sorted out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:37 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Completing orientation 

Hi Susan, 

Son)’ for the late notice, but is there anvvvay I cm~ come in a little earlier at either 2:30 or 3? IVly schedule changed slightly, and earlier would make getting to my next 

meeting much easier! If not I’ll still come in at 3:30. Thank you. 

UNC Chapel Hill 

On at 8:03 PM, Maloy, Snsan B wrote: 

t-t ow a bou t 3::50 Lomorrow ,.? 

Sent: Sunday, 6:14 PN 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Completing orientation 

Hi Snsan~ 

Will you be av~filable tomorrow afternoon, so I can cotne in to watch the p~ of orientation that I missed on Wednesday? If yon have time, I am free 

between 12:15 and 2 or after 3:30. Th~k you. 

UNC Chapel Hill 



Frolil; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu~ 

Monday,               11:06 AM 

Maloy, S a~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc .edu> 

tutor schedule 

Hi Susan,       has Chem lab during her scheduled appts. She has lab from 5-9pro on Tuesdays. Is there any way her tutor appts can be rescheduled? Thanks! 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:15 AM 

To: MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Hours 

Susan, I just talked to Beth and I think the hire should be complete, and I should be able to log in by tonight or tomorrow (so certainly by Wednesday). 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 10:18 AM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Hours 

Hi Susan, could you tell me if I’ll be working today or this Wednesday? I think I remember you saying we’d start on Wednesday, but I just wanted to double 

check my hours. 

Also, I’ve been trying to get in touch with Beth Thompson for the past couple of days but she hasn’t returned my calls yet. I’ll keep trying to get in touch 
with her to get my HR status sorted out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 11:36 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Susan, 

just notified me she added geology lab on Monday nights. She will not be able to do AAAD tutoring on Monday nights. Can this please be rescheduled. 

Sorry for these changes. The labs are starting this week. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 11:53 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiI.unc.edu> 

Hi Susan, 

would like to be added to BIOL review with               Would this be possible? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 1:23 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Feedback Forms in DB 

Have I recreated all desired forms or is there another? I need to complete that today so tomorrow morning goes smoothly. 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, August 26, 2013 8:18 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor Schedule 

Susan - Check this: 
th As we had mentioned during training all tutoring will start Tomorrow, Tuesday, August 27 . Please be patient with us these first few weeks. There will be 

adjustments and changes, as we are trying to accommodate for everyone s needs. We are still in the process of adding guided study and supervised study, so there 

may be some fluctuation to your schedule. At the moment, there may be some days where you come in for a single hour. Please know that this will most likely 

change, as we have set aside some times for the guided study (starts next week) and possibly some drop-in. 

If we make any changes to your schedule, we will let you know as soon as those happen. 

Some things to note: 

Thursday 8/28- UNC Football has a game AT South Carolina. All Football players will be absent to their tutoring sessions on 8/28. I will follow up with another 

email IF your sessions are affected. 

Any travel squad Football players will be absent to your Wednesday 8/27 session. Again, if you are affected, I will be following up with an additional email. 

Sunday 9/1 -All tutoring will be cancelled. The Academic Center is closed due to Labor Day. 

Monday 9,/2 -All tutoring will be cancelled. The Academic Center is closed due to Labor Day. 

Please see attached for your tutor schedule. If there are any urgent changes that need to occur, or if we have incorrectly scheduled you for times, please call Ben 

in the morning. 

B~?n Stl~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 929-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: ,@live.unc 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:15 AM 

To: MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Hours 

No problem. I’ll let you know if something doesn’t go as planned on Wednesday re: payroll, but I think it should be good to go. 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:38 PM 

To: Shrago, Brad 

Subject: RE: Hours 

Hi 

Sorry to follow up lal:e with this, bu~: we wH~ begin Wednesday thi~ week ~vil:h your schedule. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 10:18 AM 
¯ o~ Maloy, Susan B 
S~je~t: Hours 

Hi Susan, could you tell me if I’ll be workin8 today or this Wednesday? I think I remember you sayin8 we’d start on Wednesday, but I just wanted to double 

check my hours. 

Also, I’ve been tryin8 to ~et in touch with Beth Thompson for the past couple of days but she hasn’t returned my calls yet. I’ll keep tryin8 to ~et in touch 

with her to ~et my HR status sorted out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benjamin <bshet@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               10:14 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtp- 

WAIT! ! 

Sorry hold on 

Moving him elsewhere. 

Argh... he already had a 6pm Monday. 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~; 

Tuesday, 10:18 AM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: WAIT!! 

is stayin~ the same now, 
Sorry, 

I’m trying to find easy switches, His was going to be easy.,, now not so much, so I’m ~ooM~g e~sewhere, 

A~so--~ just saw d~is._ I th~nk you put a foo~a~l player w~th at 6pro on Thursday for AAAD, Can he actually do th~s time? 

Sen 5heu 
Assis[ant Tutorial Coordi~ator 

U NC Academic Support Prouam for Student--Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: ’ 

~rom: Maioy, Susan B 

Sent: Tuesday, ~0:~6 AM 

To= Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: RE: WAIT]] 

Ok, I lust sent everyone an h~d~vidual ema~l wkh their schedules. How many more changes are you antidpating?      is a definite change to 6pm r~ght? 

What am I doing with ? 

Thanks 
Su_qan 

Frem: Sheu, Benjamin 
Seat: Tuesday, :[0::[4 AN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: WAIT! ! 
Sorry hold on 

~ovin~ him elsewhere~ 
Arch._ he elreedy bed e ~pm 

B~n 5heu 
AssBtant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9~9-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harris. Tracy U <tharris@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:53 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Got it 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:53 AM 

To: Harris, Tracy U 

Subject: 

Hi Tracy, 

As we discussed over the phone yesterday, can you please be sure that our budget is not charged for during the pay period 7/29/13-8/11/137 He 

earned ~;394.50 that should be charged to the Geology Department as he has not worked for us for several months. 

Thank you so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@livex~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:18 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richaxd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Reading for Next Meeting 

Hi Brad and Susan, 

I believe that I mentioned this during our last meeting, but I am giving a presentation as part of a graduate student panel on Friday, 
be unable to attend our next meeting. Should I post my thoughts to the forum as my contribution to the discussion in lieu of attending? 

Best, 

from 2:30 to 4:30 and will 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: bbethel@email.unc.edu <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday,               12::14 PM 

Subject: Reading for Next Meeting 

To: Writing Tutors Group; Undisclosed-Recipients 
From: Bradley Bethel 
Writing Tutors, 

Please click on the following link for the reading for our next meeting: http:!/emil.uwc.utexas.edu!praxis!?q=node/200. It is a short essay titled ’Tutoring Style, Tutoring 

Ethics". 
I look forward to seeing you at 3 PN on Sept. 6th. 
--Bradley 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Hessages from the "ASPSA Training 20:[3-20~4" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 
Nessages for this site: ASPSA Traininq 20:[3-20:[4. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:23 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!’. 

Will do. Please send me ind. Meeting day/times please when you can. 

Hopefully all have signed up!! 

Anyway to get these tutor schedules by day too??? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent; Tuesday, 9:59 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!! 

Hi Mike, 

Attached is the tutor schedule that has been set up thus far for each of the guys who will have a MAP and a few extras. I have emailed everyone individually to let 

them know that tutoring begins tonight, but will be closed on Sunday and Monday due to the Labor Day holiday. See the sample email below of what everyone 

was told. Anything you can do to help reinforce their tutor schedules would be great. The remainder of the MAPs as far as study time has not been officially 

scheduled yet, but we wanted to get tutoring up and running as soon as we could. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Hi 

I hope your first few days of class are going smoothly. Below is the tutor schedule that has been set up for you at this point in the semester. ALL tutoring begins 

tonight!! Please be aware of your schedule and make sure that you are on time. Remember to bring your course syllabus, textbook, notes, and all other helpful 

course materials. Required study time within your MAP has not been determined yet. But we wanted to go ahead and get everyone started with tutors as soon as 

possible. Please contact the monitors at night to find where you are scheduled to meet with your tutor each hour. Let me know if you have any questions. 

POLl 100- Monday - @ 6pm 

DRAM :1:16 - Monday - @ 7pm 

ECON 125 - Monday - @ 8pm 

PSYC 101 -Tuesday - @ 9pm BEGINS TONIGHT!! 

DRAM 1:16-Wednesday- @ 7pm 

Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday. Please plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Befl~el, Bradley Richard <bbefl~el@email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 1:37 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Cancel Session 

[ should have clarified: Fm cancelling that session on       behalf, not the stude~lt’s~ Because I am supervising the AI.Ss, [ think it will be easiest if I just tell you 
when their sessions (and mine) need to be cancelled, and I will notify the students. 
Bradley ~. H. Bethel ] Reading 
Universily of No~h Caro]hm ag Chapd 
Academic Suppor~ Program [~r 
Loude~nilk Cenier ~br Excellence 
344 R idge R& ~ Campus Box 3107 
Chapd Hill. NC 27599 ~ T (9t9) 962-2237 

~ F (919) 962-.g247 
hrad~ey.beg~elKaXmc. 

From= ASPSA Tutorin~ 
Sent= Tuesday, 1:06 PN 
T~= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject= RE: Cancel Session 
Bradley, 
For future cancellations --. please have the studen[ send his cancellations and CC you and his academic counselor. 
We want to ~t~rt bui~d~ng the habit for the student~ to be responsible for thek schedu{es. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for S~ud~:_mt-A~:hletes 

Off:ice: 919-8~13-2~28 

Cell: 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:03 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Cancel Session 

Please cancel session this coming Wednesday at 9 PM with 

should remain. 

Bradley R. II. Bethel I Readh~g aJ~d Writing Specialist 

University of North Ca*olina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

i F (919) 962-8247 
bmdlev.bethel(a,unc.edu 

This is a one-time cancellation; the remaining Wednesday sessions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

6:33:23 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 12:45:00 PM 

End: 1:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Wednesday and Thursday from 8:45 AM to 9:25 AM 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnfl~omp@email.unc ,edu;, 

Tuesday, 2:58 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

I am working in TIM now in your dept, is showing up on your list., please add time and approve (write or call me back!) Has to be done SOON © 

~13etfi qfiompson 

UIBC for Academic Initiatives 

215 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street) 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

CB# 3030 

bnthomp~_c~email.u nc.ed u 

919.962.3036 (phi 

919.962.1404 (fax) 

*In office on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays 

ii.~.iI Iogouncmain 

CONFIDENTIAt.ITY NOTICE: This e-ni;l?l ~nd any transmitted documents contains ;:.fivate, privileged ;lnd ~:onf{~%~nt~a~ h~o~ma~on be==ong{ng to the sender. The h~[o~r~atkm there[~a is 

solely for the use of the addressee, If your receipt of this transmission hils c:occurred as the result of an error, ~ease [mn~ed[ately notify us so we c~m arrange h)r the return of the 

doc~;ments, ~n such c[rc~;mst~ces, yotl ;Ire ildvised thai: you m;ty not disclose, copy, d[sl:r[bute or tilke ;trig other action it1 reinstate of the informiltion [rilr!sm~l:[ed, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 4:08 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbinaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: not being a tutor 

Hi Susan, thanks so ~nuch. - 

On Tue, at 2:57 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalo’~’~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Thank you t:or your extremely thoughtfl~t approach to this decision. We certainly appreciate your commitment to doing Lhings "the right way". I have forwarded 

your emaif to compliance for ~heir review. I wilt get back to you as soon as I can. 

Tha[~ks so much, 

From: @gmail,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:14 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: not being a tutor 

Hi Susan, 

as I mentioned in our phone call Saturday, I have decided not to work as an athletic tutor this year. Hopefully I was able to explain my decision over the phone, but I 

think mentioning my reasons in an email could be usefifl. I decided not to be a tutor for two reasons: (1) I realized I need to be a more conscientious student myself 

and (2) I became concerned about potential proNems that may arise ifI were an institutional staff member and tried to be involved in other groups on campus and in 

the community that I am interested in or already a part o1~ 

Being in the training sessions and hearing about how to help others be better students made me realize that I need to be a more conscientious s~tudem myself and I 

could use the extra time to tbcus on my own studies. I think it is a sat~ assumption that law sehool will be busier than I expect, ~ I think I should leave myself more 
time to study than I think I need. 

I also decided not to be a tutor because I am involved or want to be involved in some groups where it seems like situations could arise that would be difficult for an 

institutional staB’member. I volunteer in Durhmn with a ministL~ for people with mental and physical disabilities,                Some of the other volunteers axe 

high school s~dents and UNC students. It seems like that could lead to some sticky situations if any of the high school students were to be recruited by UNC or if 

any UNC athletes chose to help ruth the minist~. I am pret~’ sure that no UNC student-athletes help out with and I have no idea if any of the high-school 

volunteers are being recruited by UNC. Nevertheless, I want to avoid any Ix~tentially trouNesome situations. 

I also want to be involved in the graduate ~hoolg Honor Court as someone who either helps decide cases of alleged honor code violations or who represents or 

prosecutes the accused studeuts. This is something I have wanted to do since the spring but until the tutoring training sessions last week, I didfft think about how 

helping with the Honor Court could potentially conflict with being a tutor. I’m not really sure how it would, but it just seems bes~t to error on the side of caution. 

I am also concerned about how the limitations on institutiondl s~aff members could afi~ct relationships I already have with student athletes at other colleges. I coached 

high school football ibr two years after graduating college and have stayed in touch with a couple of young men who I coached and who are now playing 

football in Illinois. I have also gotten to know several students who play football at          Iny younger brother graduated fioln         this spring and he played 

football while he was there. I got to know some of his teammates when I would visit him at school or when he would bring friends from the team to our family’s 

house. Again, I’m not sure how being an institutional stalt’member could att’ect these relationships, but I really value those relationships and don’t want to be in a 

situation where I would be required to limit those relationships or put any of us in tl~ouble of any sort of violation. 

I initially wanted to be a tutor because I an~ interes~ted in some day teaching mad coaching at a high school. Tutoring seemed like a good way to gain experience 

interacting with students in an academic setting mad a good way to learn how to teach others stu@ skills. But being an institutional s~talt"member seems like it could 

actually consNct my work ~md relationships with s~tudents and that would det~at my purpose for being a tutor in the tirst place, especially if being an instita~fonal staff 

member is a title you keep indetinitely. I didn’t realize all oftbe implications of being an institutional s~’member when I decided to work as a tutor, but after learning 

about theln last week I quickly decided not to be a tutor. 

I never signed in on TIMS while I was at the training sessions. If it is ok for you to do this, I would rather not get paid for that time. I don’t mean to take the 

depaxtmeiffs money for being trained to do a job and then choosing not to do that job and I also don’t want to be considered an institutional staff melnber. 

I also did not sign the "Academic Honesty and Confidentiality Agreemem" at the meeting on Wednesday night because I was unsure ifI wanted to be a tutor and did 

not want to sign anv~thing that might make me an institutional staffmember until I made up my mind. 

SorD’ for such a long email, but please l~el ti~ee to share it with anyone who may need to see it. I hope I have shown that I chose not to be a tutor as soon as I 

understood the lull implications that come with the job and being an institutional staffmember. I would also like to cla~I~ my status and see if it is ok for me to act as 

a regular person and not an institutional staff’member. I don’t know may UNC studeut-athletes, any UNC coaches, or anyone who is being recruited by IYNC, but I 

would just like the peace of mind of knowing I’m not bound by any extra regulations. If you could let me know my status, I would really appreciate that. Again, 
please feel free to share tlliS email ruth anyone else who may need to see itto consider my status. 



thanks so much for your time, 

~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;~ 

Tuesday, 5:09 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Susan, 
Don’t forget to send form to HR. 

She went today. She’s going to be coming by tomorrow/Thursday for the video. 

Ben 5:h~u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 6:28 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Portuguese 

port    sylabus.doc 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:55 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT!!! 

Thank you I really need some help here! My math is lacking. 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:54 AM 

To: 

Subject: Your Tutor Schedule - STARTS TONIGHT! 

I hope the first few days of the semester are going smoothly for each of you. 

I have set up a few standing weekly tutor appointments for each of you this semes[er, Please note your schedule below, Tutoring begins tonight!! Please be sure 

that you are on time and ready to work. 

ECON -Wednesdays @ 6pm 

PORT -Sunday @ 7pm 

PORT -Thursday @ 7pro 

MATH --Sunday @ 6pm 

PORT -Sunday @ 7pro 

EXSS - Monday @ 6prn 

PORT -Thursday @ 7pro 

STOR .-- Wednesday @ 6pro 
Please know that due to the Labor Day Holiday coming up this weekend, tutoring will be closed this Sunday and Monday~ Please plan accordingly~ 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Su sa ~ Maloy 

Tutodal Coordinator/Academic Cotmselor 

UNC Academic Support Program [br Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ll:37AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

classes 

Susan, 
Can you send me his class schedule when you have time. 
And the meeting times. Hopefully got to you yesterday!! 
I threatened them!!!! 
M~ke 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 3:08 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Tutoring and Training 

Hi Susan 

I was supposed to email my training hours to Ben, but I cannot find his email anywhere. Should I email him through the general ASPA tutoring email address? 

Thanks! 

On Tue, at 4:05 PM, Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello All, 

I hope you all have been having a wonderful sulnmer thus far! 

As the fall semester is fast approaching, I am in the process of filling our tutoria1 needs for the upcoming semester. Many of you expressed m~ interes~t in returning. If 

you ale interested in working with our students next semes~ter, please reply as soon as you can with the days of the week and times of the day and ul~Jat that 

you would be available to work. (Please know that, as always, we cannot gua~:antee a tutor position unless the need presents itself.) Much of our tutoring roll be 

done Sunday Thursday eveNngs from 6:00pro- 10:00pm as has been done in the past with some appointments during the day time as well (accoi~ting to the 

availabili~ of the student and the tutor). 

Orientation Training will be required for all tutors before working with students this Fail tenn. Please ma~k your calendars!! And plan to attend our 2-day training 
th scheduled for Tuesday,          and Wednesday,.         from 6- 8pm on the 5 floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. Please RSVP and let me 

know if you are able to attend. I’d like to know how mmay folks to prepare for. If you are unable to attend, you will be required to come by my office to review a 

vi&o of the material that was covered during training. 

On another note, I would like to introduce you to our Assistant TutoriaJ Coordinator, Ben Sheu. Ben will be assiffting me this year in working ruth all of you. 

Therefore, if you have m~y specific needs, please feel free to contact either one of us. We have a new email address that is accessible to both Ben and me. All 

correspondence related to tutorial services should now be sent to ASPSATutoring(~unc.edu. Please update your contacts to include this new address. 

Finally, if you are still interested in working as a tutor for us, please respond to me bv Friday, . If I do not hear fiom you by then, I will assume that 

you are no longer interested in worldng this semester. Thanks s~ much. I hope to hear from you soon. 

Many thanks, 

Su~n 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy,@~emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:51:21 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 2:15:00 PM 

End: 2:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Thursday from 10:15 AM to 10:45 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:55:20 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 4:00:00 PM 

End: 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 12:00 PM to 12:30 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:59 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re:     classes 

Ok thanks!! 

On at 4:11 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(?~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I did see                  yesterday and we scheduled a meeting time. The only one missing now is 

attached in addition to the team class schedules. 

scl3edule: 
ASIA -- MWF -gain 

COM P - MWF - I~.am 

DRAM - MWF - IOam 

GEOL --- TTh --. 9:30am 

POM -~h - 

[ w~[I send an updated ~utor schedule once I make some additions and updates. 

F~m: Fox, Hike 
Senti Wednesday, ~:37 AN 
T~= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: classes 

Susa~ 

Can you send me his class schedule when you have time. 

And the meeting times. Hopefully got to you yesterday~ 

I threatened them~ 

Mike 

The meeting days and dines are 

<:Fall 2013 Class Schedule 8.28.13.xlsx> 

<Frill IndividuaJ Meeting Schedule.xlsx> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@nnc.edu;, 

Thursday. 8:39 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: I KEEP FORGETTING.. - Cancellation 

No, 

Jaimie 

On 

will be there 

at 8:11 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmak~y({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

is iV~ the session [oo, Is she suppose[:~ to be ca[lc~:_~h:_~d as we]~ 

F~m: Lee, ]aimie 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:21 PN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: I KEEP ~RG~NG... - Cancellation 
R~ght..J wH~ approve                 to cancel her sess~on...ff the other tutors could just p~ease be g~ven a heads up because I have had a few 

requests from the girls and t ]~now ~t mea[ls a lot to them If they can possibly be k~t out early (ordy if the work gets done), that would be great! 

Thanks, 5usan~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
~ent: Wednesday, 9:17 PM 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Re: I KEEP FORGel liNG... 

I’m not sure anyone eBe is canceling because of the football game other than the football players themselves. After all the work to get this set up I’m 

not sure I can support cancefing for tNs reason or we wouM have canceled for everyone. 

We can discuss further tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:19 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a_Ln_!!__e_Le___e____@____u___n__c_:___e__d___u_.> wrote: 

I told the others I would ask if a message could be sent to the tutors to just be ’mindful’ of the game and perhaps let them out a bit early 

if enough material could be covered 

On at 6:12 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Can you tell me the reason for the team cancellation? 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:17 PM 
To: IVlaloy, Susan B 
Subject: I KEEP FORGETTING... 

Everytime I walk past your office, I forget to ask about canceling sessions for     tomorrow night. I was going to cancel their 

sessions tomorrow night. I can have them follow the process in the student tutor agreement, but I just wanted to give you a 

heads up because I keep forgetting... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 10:09 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

Writing Tutor EmaJls 

Ben!Susan, 
Will one of you please send me the emails of all the writing tutors? Thanks. 
Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading mid Writing Specialist 
University of Nol~th Caxolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 
C i F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Per~, Clara A <caperry@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:50 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emml.unc.edu> 

Perry, Clara A <caperry@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susa~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Computer up front 

Anv~thing work related may still be on 

Clara Andrews Perry 

candrew~,.Z~uncaa.u~:c.edu 

computer, so check with Eveiything not work related was removed. 

"Sheu, Benjamin" <bsheu@email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Clara, 
More just wondering than anything else... 
One of our monitors who was the main user of the computer up front was wondering if it is possible to get any of the information that he had previously saved on 
that computer. 

Is this data able to be retrieved? 
Let me know. 
Thanks! 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:17 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: TIMS - 

Brooke, 

Please see below. Please make sure you keep track of your hours so we can get you paid. 

Thanks!! 

Ben 5heu 
Assistan[: Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

bsheu~emaU.uRc.edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Friday, 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: RE: TIMS - 

10:13 AM 

I will not be able to add these hours in until 

than 

Just wanted you to know her situation. 

Thanks, 

need to keep track of all of your hours this week and next week and turn them in to me no later 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: TIMS - 

1:28 PM 

These were already taken care of right? 

Ben Sheu 

;~ssistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student--Athletes 

Office: 919--843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: 

12:40 PM 

schedule for tutoring 

Susan (and Ben), 

l am not sure that you need it - but l told Susan would send an email reminder that l had attended the Saturday session to make up for missing Monday 

nights session. I didn’t submit TIMMS hours - so she said she would adjust the time for me. 

All the best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Friday, 10:21 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: HR tbr Tutoring 

Hi Susan 

Absolutely! I live right down the street from campus, so it isn’t a problem at ~Jl. I’ll call her to schedule a time. 

Hope you’re doing well :) 

On Fri, at 9:35 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I hate to have you come back to campus, but HR needs you to complete one more tbrm in order to complete the hiring process. Would be able to schedule 

appointment ruth Beth Thompson to get this done so that we can compensate you for the training and have you ready to go for the Spring term? Beth said that it 

should not take long at all. She has a new contact number 919-962-3036. 

Thanks so ~nuch, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 

shin~ ern~J 1. uric .edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Friday, 10:35 AM 

Loveland, Brian Hudson <brian loveland@med.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Time Sheet Mistake 

Thanks all for your help on this, my sincere apologies for the inconvenience. 

Have a great holiday’ weekend! 

On Fri, 

--~rian 

at 9:43 AM, Loveland, Brian Hudson <brian lovelan&~med.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Thanl~ you Susan1 And that~k yot~ for being ~roactive about this 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 8:56 AM 
To:           Loveland, Brian Hudson 
Subject: RE: Time Sheet Mistake 

added your department position # to the day time hours that has worked this week. Please verify that you can see this on your end. 

Thanks so much, 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:43 PM 
To: Loveland, Brian Hudson 
Cc: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Time Sheet Mistake 

Hi Briar~ 

Since I already logged the hours, I am not allowed to change anMhing or transfer the hours. Shouldn’t be a problem in the furore, but I don’t have access to fix 

anything, so I can’t transfer anything from past time stamps. Do you kmow whele we go fi~om here? 

Thank~ 

~m~il.com 

On Thu, at 1:34 PM, Loveland, Brian Hudson <brian loveland(~med.unc.edu> wrote: 

For your honrs th~l yon work t’or us. when you r~:cord them ia your timecard fl~ere Js a °~Fmnsfer"’ column. "[~lea~ pt~t this in d~e traas~:r cohmm next ~ all of the 

Clia~cN Skills Hones: Organizatio~,~JNC-CH/Medical Education                         1136663 



This should be all you need to do. Thanks. 

.... ~3rian 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:36 plVl 

To: Loveland, Brian Hudson; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Time Sheet Mlistake 

I know that we have to transfer our hours between jobs, but the multiple options feature didn’t kick in for me until last night after I had already logged 

hours. 

On Mon, I logged 3.1 hours for Brian and on Wed I logged 3.3 for Brian. Also on Wed I logged 4.1 for Susan. 

Unfortunately, I think these all may be labeled under Susan’s division. So sorry for the mix-up, as it should be 6.4 for Brian and 4.1 for Susan up until 

Could you all please let me know how to correct this? Once again, I apologize for the mix-up. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:33 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Psyc 

Yes, sorry 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Psyc 

This is right? 

From: Overstreet, Tia 
Sent: Friday, 

To: IVlaloy, Susan B 
Subject: Psyc 

has dropped Psyc 

10:46 AM 

I0:21 AM 

you can add another student to session 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:34 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Bearty, Crreg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edtr~; Myers, I ,eslie <lesmyer@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Comm 

Thanks for the udpate 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 

To: Overstreet, Tia 
Cc; Beatty, Greg; Myers, Leslie 
Subject: RE: Comm 

i0:45 AM 

Ok, for right now I have him in a session for EXSS 

the coming days, 

Thanks, 

S u s a ~ 

Froro: Overstreet, 
Sent; Friday, :[0::[8 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Co: Beatb/, Greg; Myers, Leslie 
Subject; RE: Comm 
He needs a C or higher in Comm    but also needs to make sure he graduates by passing Comm Maybe Les can talk to student to see where he is in terms of both 
classes. I have not looked over syllabus yet to see determine which class would be the toughest for him. 

Tin 

COMM and COMM We are hiring a few more COMM tutors, so perhaps that will resolve Lhe matter in 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 

To: Overstreet, Tia 
Subject: RE: Comm 

10:02 AM 

At this point, which is more important for 

advise. 

From: Overstreet, Tin 
Sent-" Friday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject; Comm 
Please keep 
breakdown print out. 

COMM or COMM Both meet at the same time with different tutors. 1 can add him to either course. Please 

9:31 AM 

Comm    sessions, unless his counselor does not feel he needs them. He is enrolled in the class, it was just on the very back of the course 

Tia 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Sunday, 4:06 PM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

Malay, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: rlkltonng 

Please come by our offices --.Susan and!or I will meet with you on Tuesday @ :[:30pm. We are in the toudermilk Center for Excellence, located in the end-zone of 
the stadium, We are on the end-zone closest to the ram’s head parking deck. Susan’s office is #2:[~:L 
Let me know if you h~;w~ any ~ssues finding ~:, 
Thanks~ 

Ben 5heu 
Ass~stm~: Tutor~M Coordinator 
U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

From: 
Sent: Saturday, ~2:23 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: RE: Tutoring 

Thank you for your prompt response, Mr. Sheu. I would be happy to meet next Tuesday. I could come to your office at 1:30, or perhaps we could meet at the Daily 

Grind? Whatever is mosl convenient for you, I’ll arrange my schedule accoidingly. 

I’ll send you my CV as soon as possible - AT&T has been particularly difficult in getlmg my intemet ins~alled, and so I’ve been emailing and messaging through my 
phone. I’ll go to a cat~ and send you my CV via my laptop sometime today or early tomorrow. 

Best, 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Saturday, 11:52:02 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Tutoring 

Good 

Can you send us a resume? 

WouM you be sva~aMe to meet 

Ben 5heu 

Ass~stan [ Tutor~a~ Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: 

To: A~P~A Tu~orin~ 
Cc: ~2.~.~:~:~.~:.~L~.~:~.; ~b.~.~g~.~x~.:~.~!~.:~.~.~. 

Subject: Tutoring 

Good morning, 

My name is and I am a        PhD candidate in the      depa~ment studying under professors Marcus Bull and Brett Whalen. I specialize in the 

but I am also a student of the Classical wodd and pre-modem European history with training in Latin and historiography. 

I have heard from that you are in need of tutors, and I am interested in tutoring. 

I spent three years in undergrad as a tutor in writing, reading, and rhetoric. It was one of the best experiences during my time as an undergraduate, and it was partly 

through tutoring that I discovered my desire to obtain my PhD and become an educator. Some of my most rewinding tutoring was ruth the student athletes, and so I 
would love to continue this sort of tutoring in my tx~st-graduate work. The role of the student athlete can be a difficult one, and so I would (in my small capacib, as a 

teacher in training) like help these students in any way I can. 

I am free both Tue~tay and Thursday nights, and can be readily available Friday nights as well. 

I look forwaJcd to hearing back froln you. and thank you for your time and consideration. 

Best, 





Elom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 8:12 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Schedule 

Sounds good. This is helpful. Sunday tutors at 6:00pro are fine of course. 

This is all great stuff. If these kids don’t succeed now .... 

We are class checking each morning too! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent; Tuesday, September 03, 2013 10:40 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Tutor Schedule 
Hey there, 

I know the 6pro appointments do push the guys a little bit. But without that time slot, it really does narrow their opportunities for tutoring. Something I will 

definitely k~-:~ep in mind Jar [uture terms, h.:_~wew:_~r. 

’Attached is the t:uft tutor schedule a~ong with the schedule for each day. There have been a few sddiL~ons and deleL~ons. 

Just so that you are sware.....CGS = CounseIor Guided Study (t~Rle in which so~T~e Of the guys will be studying with gle) and GS = Guided Study (time ~n which their 

studieswN be guMed bya tutor). 

~ should hopefully have their K’IAPs finalized tonight m~d wN be able to send you exactly what they wN be requked to do each week combining Academic 

Meetk~gs, Learning Speda~is~: meetings, tutor appom~:men~:s, Guh~ed Study Time, amt h~dependent Study hours. 

Let me ]~now ~f you h~lve ~r~y ques~:~ons. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~: Fox, Mike 
S~Bt: Tuesday, September 03, 20~3 9:~8 AM 
T~: Malay, Susan B 
Subject: Tutor Schedule 

Hey, 
Hope you had a good Labor Day. 

] know you are still working on tutoB. 

When you can it would really help me to have them by day. ] am t~ing to have those guys 
with 6:00pm ones done. ]t would help to have them 7pm or later however[ So that they have time 

to eat. ]n the future. 

A few ~ ) tonight for example have to hustle to get there. 

Than~ 

~ike 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:40 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Feedback 

Susan, 
I’m going to go ahead and post all of the feedback forms on the H: 

Can you look at page :1_77 session with 

Ben ,~:h ~u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9~9-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:54 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Spanish Drop-in 

Nope sent to both, Blind copied students and They don’t need each other’s emails, but the counselors needed to know that 

only. 

Ben 5heu 
AssistanL Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-ALhletes 

Offk:e: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, 1~:53 AM 

Tm ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: SpanBh Drop-in 

Did you mean ~:o send ~:h~s to students or counsek~rs only? 

F~m= ASPSA Tutorin~ 
Sent= Wednesday,                 ~:5~ AN 
To= Bea~, Greg; Bethel, Bradley ~ichard; Blanton, Brent S; Brown, Nichelle; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Naloy, Susan B; Nyers, Leslie; Orb Kym N; 

Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, 3enn; Yount, Tony 

Ce; 
Sub.leer; Spanish Drop-in 
Spanish Students - 

You all have tutoring set with for Spanish. Unfortunately, because of our calendar and 

available tomorrow, , from 8pm-:~0pm as a drop-in for Spanish. 
I encourage you to stop by and see Grant for any tutoring questions you may have. 

B~?n Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

is available for tomorrow 

you have not yet had a session, will be 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:08 PM 

Gaine~ Bryant Anthony <bagaines@email.unc .edu> 

drop 

Gaines, 
You know about dropping his 8 am T-TH. dropped his as well those days. 
Take them off class check for those times. 
One other player told me yesterday after practice but forgot to text me. Can’t remember 
Who it was. 8:00am gets them I guess! 
Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:19 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

GaJne~ Brym~t AnthoW <bagaines@emml.unc.edu> 

RE:                 drop 

Yes he did. 

Coach Gaines make note please. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:15 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE:                drop 

dropped the same class as ENGL I believe~ 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:08 PM 
T~: Gaines, Br/ant Anthony 
Subject: drop 

Gaines, 

You know about dropping his 8 am T-TH. dropped his as well those days. 

Take them off class check for those times. 

One other player told me yesterday after practice but forgot to text me. Can’t remember 

Who it was. 8:00am gets them I guess! 

Coach 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@randolphhospitaLorg> 

Thursday, 8:09 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbinaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Class and Computer 

Ms, Malay, 

lhank you for yOL~r reply and for your assistance to 

Best regards, 

appreciate your support! 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:28 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Class and Computer 
Hi 

Thank Vou for letting me know about dropped course, it is too B~te to register tar an addil:h:mal class at: th~s po~nt, Not to worry. He is enrolled fl.dPtime, the 

required amount of hours to be e~giMe ~:o prac~:~ce and compete. 

As for the computer, I spoke w~th     today and he seems to tNnk he has everytNng fixed for the most part. ~ aBo to~d h~m about the ~TS Help Desk in the Library 

that she shotdd take advantage ot: for assistance w~th fixing hb computer at any dine. As for upgrading to a Mac, ~ contacted Compliance and was to~d that ~t is past 

the deadlh~e to return the computer and request an upgrade through the loaner program, 

let me know ff you have any add~tiona~ questions. 

S~san 

F~m: ~ ra ndo!ph hosNtal.or¢] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:56 AM 
To: Haloy, Susan B 
Subject: Class and Computer 

Ms. Maloy, 

I hope you are doing well and had a nice Labor Day. I wanted to let you know that     dropped one of his classes                   Apparently, things were not 

going well in the class. I think that he dropped the class last night. Does     need to sign up for something else? What do you recommend? 

Also, I wanted to ask your advice about      computer. Apparently, the computer that he was issued in July is not working properly,     plans to take the 

computer to the bookstore today. I am concerned that he may get behind in school if it is not repaired soon.     requested to upgrade the computer to the MAC, 

which we are happy to pay the difference, if it is possible. There seems to be some advantages to the functionality of the MAC that the Think Pad does not offer for 

participation in class. We are comfortable paying towards the expense. I just want to make sure that has what he needs to be successful. 

Any advice that you can offer is greatly appredated. Thank you so much for your help and support. 

Thank you, 

Important: This electronic transmission and all attached documents are intended ibr the nanie recipient(s) and/or entib’ to Milch it is addressed and may contain 

information that is privileged and confidentidl, the disclosure of which is governed by applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient and have received this 

traasmission in elror, please notify, the sender immediately. Any dissemination, distribulion, or copying of this info~Ination is prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Beatty, Greg [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=GREG BEATTY (GPBEATTY)AIB] 

4:54:17 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Benjamin Sheu (bsheu)58a]; Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy 

(sbmaloy)] 

FW: Soci Readings for tutor 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Will one of you forward this to Mary Brunk? She has been asking for copies of readings for students she works with. 

Thanks, 

Greg 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Beatty, Greg 

Subject: Soci Readinss for tutor 

12:30 PM 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:52 PM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.uuc.edu>; Maloy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Soci Readings tbr tutor 

Thank you! 

She’s got them now. 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Supporl: Progn~m for S~udenl:-A~:hh~l:es 

Off:ice: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Beatty, Greg 

Sent: Thursday, &2:54 PM 

To= Sheu, Benjamin; Maloy, Susan B 

Subje¢t: FW: Sod    Read~nss for tutor 

Will one of you [orw~rd ~:h~s to Mary Br~.m~? She has been ~dng [or (:op~es of read~n~ for students she works w~th. 

Thanks, 

Gre[ 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, ~2:~0 P~ 

To: BeaUty, Grog 

Subject: ~od Reading~ for ~u~or 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 5, 2013 2:37 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 9/11 - 2-4pm 

Definitely. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 1:29 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Sheu, Benjamin; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Meeting 9/11 - 2-4pm 

Michelle, Ben and Brent, 

Just confirming that it looks like 2-4pm next Wednesday 9/11 is available for everyone to meet to discuss MAPs related 

to tutorial (one-on-one vs. group) and independent study (space). Brent is there any way to run a report that 

determines everyone who is required independent hours and how many each week? This may be helpful to know in our 

discussion if possible. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

l@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 5:07 PM 

Maloy, Susa~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Correction on Lindekugers Room Assignment! 

Ili.t 

~ 6PMtutorial are in two locations [N-T4 & P]. Pleasefix. Thanks.t 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow <tonyyoun~unc.edu> 

Friday, 2013 11:00 AM 

:@live.unc.edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Geog tutor 

Geog 111 tutor Monday nights at 8 pm Start next Monday. 

Tony 

Sent from *W iPhone 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday 11:02 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Nightly Repod/ 

tli! 

I noted the stttden ’t name on the roster. I’ll get it and bring it by. 2417 was full to capacity, and 2406 was halfftd~ 

From: Malov, Susan B <sbmalov@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Friday, 10:06 

To: bsheu 

Subject: RE: Nightly Report/ 

Thank yoL~ Do you know what names were missing from group? 

Also, how full did the Independer~t Study Rooms get ~ast n~ght? Is 2406 ge[t#~g too ful~ 

Thanks, 

Sent: Thursday,.          .                 10:31 PN 
T~: Naloy, Susan B; Naloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin 
S~bjeet: Nightly Repot/ 
Imp~a~e; High 

The nightly report is attaehed! Night, night! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday~                 11:03 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE:I Timesheet tix 

Thanks for the reminder, I let my supervisor know but I guess he hasn’t fixed it yet. I’ll give him a friendly reminder. 

Thanks again and see you this week! 

From: Maloy, Susan g <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday. 1.0:57 PM 

To: ~ 

Subject: RE: 1 Timesheet fix 

No proNem~ I approved your hours t:or us. But it looks like you may have another error for your other ~ob on 

Thanks, 

Sent= Sunda~ ~0:42 PM 

Te= Naloy, Susan B 
$~bje~= ~ T~mesheet fix 

Hi Susan, 
I promise I’ve gotten the hang of time sheets by now! I went ahead and approved mytimesheet for the past 2 weeks, but on Thurs 

have done the transfer correctly, so it’s not labeled under anything, 

Could you please label those hours under tutoring? Thanks so much for your help, I hope you enjoyed your weekend~ 

Sincerely, 

(4.:~ hrs} I must not 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Monday, September 9, 2013 8:25 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

TIMS 

From: Anne Corbin [mailto:            ~Ogmail.com] 

Sent: Sunday, September 08, 2013 7:44 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: Anne’s Sunday hours 

Hello Sue and Ben, 

I wasn’t able to log in right away when I began tutoring tonight..., silly tmckpad on my MacBook Pro has died. But, I signed in at 7:14 pm and was actually here (ruth 
my        stadents) at 7 pro. 

I hope there’s a way this cma be adjusted to reflect my accurate starting time. 

Thanks. 

Aline 

Anne M. Corbin, M.A., M.S., J.D. 
Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts 

School of Criminology m~d Criminal Juslice 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Monday, 2:33 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Training Video 

If you’d like, I could come in at 6 and stay until 10. 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, : ~_:06:57 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Tutor Training Video 

Yes, what time tomorrow evening are you available? 

Susan 

From: 
Sent; Monday, } 2:04- PM 
To; Maloy, Susan B 

Subject-" RE: Tutor Training Video 

Good Mtemoon, 

I’m delighted to hear that HR has me added and that I’m all set to begin tatoring. Would it be possible to come in and view the training video tomorrow evening? I’d like 
to see ifI ca~ get it all done in one shot in the interest of time. 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbrnaloy@email,unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, ~_:00:54 PM 

To: 

Subject: Tutor Training Video 

Hi 

I have been informed that you have been officially hired through HR. I’d like to go ahead and get you set up to view the training video ASAP so that you can begin 

tutoring. When would you have the time to do so? You can view the training all 4 hours at once or 2 hours at a time. Whatever works for you. 

Look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:34 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Computer in Independent Study Room 

You can go ahead and hire for WOLOF. [ believe they begin this week but will double check with Nate. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:57 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: RE: Computer in Independent Study Room 

Sounds like a good plan and definitely something to keep work study students busy. When do they start again? 

Does this mean I can go ahead and hire the undergrad WOLO tutor? 

Based on the list of tutors you sent me who did not have a rate attached to their record, I believe everyone is now up to date in 

the DB. LJnless you can now run a list of everyone who currently has appointments and what their rate is recorded as. That way I 

can double check to be sure al! is accurate. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:52 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: RE: Computer in Independent Study Room 

Good morning, 
Let’s lust create a spreadsheet for each computer and have the monitors check students in using it. Each morning, turn that spreadsheet over 
to Nate so he can have the work studies enter the times into the DB. It is a connectivity problem because we are (I) trying to access the 
server remotely and (2) using essentially garbage computers. 

have the paperwork for the Wolof tutor hire. Also, how are we doing on getting everyone’s pay into the 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:20 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: Computer in Independent Study Room 

Hey Guys, 

Just wanted you to see the report from Robert last night who was working in the Independent Study Room last night. Sounds like 

the computer is not working well with the log in. Do you think that is because it is not docked? See his attached comments. Any 

solutions?? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@email.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnfl~omp@email.unc .edu;, 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 11:09 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Ok, I will sign off on . do gou want me to wait on the rest of your department until this afternoon? 

2~5 We5~ Cameror~ Aver~ue (Comer of Wilsor~ S~reet} 
Chape~ FI[II, NC 27599 
CB# 3030 

9~9,982.3036 (ph) 
919.962,1404 (fax) 

~.~j ~ogo unC mum 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-maq and arW l:ransmitl:ed documen[s c:on[itins priva[e, privileged and corfl:idential [nformat[on belonging 1:o t~e sender. The [n~ormat[on l:hereh~ i5 

documents, In such drcurnstances~ ~ou a~e advised that ~ou rna~ not disclose~ c:opy~ dh~tNbu~e o~ take any other acth)n in reliance of ~he infom~atio~ ~ransmit~ed~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:58 AM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Subject: RE: 

agrees to I5~9 hours. Please sign oft:~ 

Thank you, 

From: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:39 AN 
Te: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: 

Yes~ have        check h~ timecard and if it ~s a~eeaMe, ~ can s~noff! 

Chapel Hdl, NC 27~99 
CB~ 3030 

9Z9.962 3036 ~ph) 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:38 AM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Subject: RE: 

As h:mg as all the b.:)urs recorded befl:xe 9/3 were moved down, we shoukt be al~ set. But I ~m g.:)k~g to double check with to be sure he agrees [hard< you. 

~ should be in the .:?Mce around lunch t~r~e today. 

Thanks again, 

F~m= Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Sent: Tuesday, September ~0, 20~3 7:34 AM 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: 
~mpo~ance: High 

S u S a n., 

Good morning, l~eft you i~ voicemi~i~ but l also wi~nted to respond to your ema~l beb:)w. I mow?d the 54 hours until i~fter the 9/3/I3 date when Programming was 

able to enter        in the system. Now the O00000’s are gone. D~d you account for the time below or is this an additional amount ~ need to add. As of right now, 

will be paM for 15.9 hours the next paycheck. 

Thanks! 

215 West Cameroq Aveque (Comer of Wfisoq Street) 
Chape~ HEll, NC 27599 
CB# 3030 
bnthomp#emafl.unc.edu 
919,952.3036 (ph) 
9&9.962,1404 (fax) 
*in office on Tuesdoys, Wednesdoys, und 



(20N~:I~.~ENTIALri¥ NOTICE: [his e-m~il and amv transmitted documents contNns private, pdwleg~d m-~d confidentia~ ~nfe~’mat~on beiongh~ to the sender. The ~nfen-nat~on thereim ~s 

solely’ fol" the use of the addFessee. ~f your receipt of th~s t~amsm~ss~on has coccurred as the result of an el’ro~, please immediately notify us so we can ar~ang~ for the retuFn of the 

documents, hq such c~rcumstanc~s, you are ;~dv~sed that you may not disclose, copv, d~str[bute or t;~ke any other action h-i relian(:~ of th~ Jnforn~;~tio~ tr;msmitted. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 4-:12 PM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Subject: 

Hi Beth, 

Additional times that I put in for Armond this pay period are as follows: 

August 27 - :lpm-9::15pm 

August 28 - 9am-:lOam 

August 29 - 7pm-8pm 

Sept. - 7pm-9:15pm 

Some of the hours showed up with zeros in the account info on the bottom left corner. Not sure if that will impact the hours he is compensated for or not. Can you 

verify? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’~@email.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday                   3:05 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Room Assignments 

CouM you please double-check to see that we do not have any "double-booked" rooms for tonight? Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bshe~@emaila~nc.edtv~ 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 3:11 PM 

RE: Room Assigmnents 

@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hey 
I will c~eck it on the system.., and notify you of the changes if any for tonight~ 

~’hey WIf_L NOT b~-’_~ noted on the sheets (we h~ve to change them manually), bu~: w~ll be thronged for fu~:ure ~n the system, 

~en 5heu 
Ass~s~:ant Tul:oda~ Coordinator 

U N C Ac~ d em ic 5 u ppo rt Progra m for Sl:u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 919-843-2~28 

Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 20~3 3:05 PM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin; Ma~oy, Susan g 

Subject: Room Assignments 

CouM you please double-check to see that we do not have any "double-booked" rooms for tonight? Thanks.t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arme Corbin ~gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 4:21 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Anne’s Sunday hours 

Thanks bunches! 

On Sun, Sep 8, 2013 at 10:34 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJo’,~(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

No worriers Itook c~r~_~ of 

Thanks, 

F~m~ Anne CorNn [mailto:          @~mail.com] 
Sent~ Sunday, September 08, 2013 7:44 PN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B; Sheu, BeNam~n 
Subjeet~ Anne’s Sunday hours 

Hello Sue and Ben, 

I wasn’t able k) log in right away when I began tutohng ~)nigN.... silly trackNd on my MacBook Pro has Ned. But, I signed in at 7:14 pm and was acmNly hem 

(with my        stu&nts) at 7 pm. 

I hope there’s a way fl]is can be ~j usted to reflect my accurate starting time. 

Tha~s. 

~e 

Anne M. Corbin, M.A., M.S., J.D. 
Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts 

School of Criminolo~ mid Criminal Justice 

~mml.com 

Anne M. Corbin, M.A., M.S., J.D. 

Northeastern Universi~, Boston, Massachusetts 

School of Criminolo~- and Criminal Justice 
?b~gmml.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun~unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 5:29 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Student Athlete Holds 

Thanks 

On Sep 10, 2013, at 5:23 PM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email uric edu> ;vrote: 

> Taken care of Thanks. 

> 

> Susan 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Yount, Tony 

> Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 2:46 PM 

> To: Maloy, Susan B 

> Subject: Student Athlete Holds 

> 

> Susan, 

> 

> I have two graduate students, in the MAC program at Kenan-Flagler, and , in the 2vIBA program at Kenan- 

Flagler Both have schedule changes involving new- sets of class in the middle of the semester. Both need access to their scheduling capabilities on Connect Carolina. Can we remove the 

hold on each of their accounts please so that the?" can make the proper adjustments to their schedules’? 

> 

> Thank you. 

> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mau Bruuk < {(}yahoo.corn> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 7:12 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: SOCI 122 Readings 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 10, 2013, at 5:27 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(E~emedl.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 
Greg Beatty asked us to send these readings to you. Not sure if Ben has already done so or not. If so, please disregard. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic S upport Program lbr Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(a) email.unc.edu 

<ogbu 1999.pd~> 

<Sociology of Educatiou-2006- Carter- 304-28.pd1~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:51 PM 

Maloy, Susa~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Cm~ We Meet? 

Hi Susan! 

Is there any way we can meet at 1130 on Friday? Thank you! 



Fronl: 

Sent: 

Subjet~: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            .2013 5:12 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

T utor 

I will talk to 

Thanks, 

at my appointment tonight about my linguistic tutor session on Moadays I think it was at 5. 

Sent from my iPhone 



Se~t: Wedr~esday, 16:25 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnfl~omp@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 7:50 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Hire Undergrad Student 

I will try and give you a call and we can discuss. 

2~5 We5~ Cameror~ Aver~ue (Comer of Wilsor~ S~reet} 
Chape~ FI[II, NC 27599 
CB# 3030 

9~9,982.3036 (ph) 
919,962,1404 (fax) 

~.~j ~ogo unC mare 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-maq and arW l:ransmitl:ed documen[s c:on[itins priva[e, pr[vgleged and corfl:identi;tl [nformat[on belonging 1:o t~e sender. The [n~ormat[on l:hereh~ i5 

documents, In such drcumstances~ ~ou a~e advised that ~ou ma~ not disclose~ c:opy~ dh~tNbu~e o~ take any other acth)n in reliance of ~he infom~atio~ ~ransmit~ed~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 20:13 5:17 PM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Subject: Hire Undergrad Student 

Hi Beth, 

I am getting ready to hire an undergrad student ,, but I would like to do so at an hourly rate lower than our typical range of 5 

that make a difference when submitting the New Appointment Form? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.uuc.edu 

per hour. Does 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

l@live.unc.edu’- 

Thursday, 9:07 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Cm~ We Meet? 

Does 11 sound o.k with you? 

From: Maloy, Susan g <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 8:09 

To: 

Subject: RE: Can We Meet? 

I am actually leaving around 2pro Loday and out tomorrow. 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:37 PN 

To: [v]aloy, Susan B 

Subject: RE: Can We Hoot? 

Sure. lf tomorro~ befl~re cNsing shop, IM# ~o~M be ~ez#~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmalov@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 16:25 

To: 

Subject: RE: Can We Meet? 

f will not b~:" in the office this ~:riday. Can you meet aL a different t~rne? 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:51 PH 
To: Haloy, Susan B; NMoy, Susan B 

Sub, oct: Can We Neet? 

Hi Susan: 

Is there any way we can meet at 1130 on Friday? Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:20 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

St~xting Tutoring 

Good morning, 

I thought that I would send you a quick note hoping that you haven’t forgotten about me. As soon as you have the tutoring schedule all worked out, I’ll be 
happy to start at your earliest convenience. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:06 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: StaNng Tutoring 

Excellent, I look forward to hearing from you, 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:4:1 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Starting Tutoring 

I certainly haven’t t~orgotten. Will get back to you as soon as we can. 

Thanks, 

S u s ~ r~ 

Sent; Thursday, 9:20 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: S~rting Tu~ring 

Good morning, 

~ thought that I would send you a quick note hoping that you haven’t forgotten about me. As soon as you have the tutoring schedule all worked out, I’ll be 

happy to start at your earliest convenience. 

Best, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:19 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: ASPSA tutoring payroll 

Hi Susan, 
Tomorrow afternoon works for me. rd probably prefer to just watch the whole thing in one go. 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: 
Subject: RE: ASPSA tutoring payroll 

1:16 PM 

Fantasl:ic[ ]hat~k yot~ . Whet~ ar~ yot~ available to come its. ~r~., chanc,~ yotl c.:)uhJ come s.:)m,~ tkne Lomorrow and check it~ with I3et~ to g~t s~t up? Wotlkl you 

Thank 

Sent= Thursday, 12:23 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Sabject= ASPSA tutoring payroll 

Dear Susan, 
I was enrNled in the payroll system this morning. They said my account should be up and running by tomorrow or Monday at the latest. When would you like me 
and watch the training video? 
Inciden~lly, in addition to Histo~ and African Studies, I am qualified to tutor beginning Russian, Slavic Studies, European Studies, and Philosophy (though I suspect there isn’t 
as much demand for help in these subject). 
My best, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 1:44 PM 

MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: ASPSA tutoring payroll 

Not at night and not before 8am © 

If he’s going to do the whole thing have him come by at like 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Studenl:-A~:hlel:es 

Off:ice: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From; Maloy, Susan B 

Sent; Thursda% September 12, 2013 1:42 PM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: FW: ASPSA tutoring payroll 

Ben, Do you care what time tomorrow? 

SeBt= Thursday, September $2, 2053 $:$9 PN 

Te= Naloy, Susan B 
~bjeCt= RE: ASPSA tutoring payroll 

Hi Susan, 
Tomorrow afternoon wor~ for me. I’d probably prefer to just watch the whole thing in one go. 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 1:16 PM 
To: 
Subject; RE: ASPSA tutoring payroll 

Fantastic! Thanl~ yOLE        When are yOLE available to come ~n. Any chance you couM come some ~:~me tomorrow and check ~r~ wi~h Ben to ge~: se~: u~)? WouM you 

prefer to v~ew sl~ 4 hours at once or break ~t into 2 hours segmentsP 

Thank you, 

Susan 

SeBt~ Thursday, September ~2, 20~3 ~2:23 PM 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
S~bject~ ASPSA tutoring payroll 

Dear Susan, 
I was enrolled in the payroll system this morning. They said my account should be up and running by ~morrow or Monday at the latest. When would you like me to come in 
and watch the training video? 
Inciden~lly, in addition to Histo~ and African Studies, ~ am qualified to tutor beginning Russian, Slavic Studies, European Studies, and Philosophy (though ~ suspect there isn’t 
as much demand for help in these subjec~)~ 
My besb 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 5:20 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutoring/Monitoring 

Hi Susan, 

I hope everythin9 is 9oin9 well for you. I wanted to see if you had any other needs for tutorin9 or monitorin9 comin9 up. I am trying to pick up some hours during the week and am 

available every night but Tuesday for the most parL Please let me know if there is anything you can think of~ 

Thanks! 

UNC Master’s of Sport Administration 

Graduate Assistant 

Tar Heel Sports Properties 

Office: (9~_9)4~_9-8~_oo ext, 

Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 6:07 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Schedule 

Hi Susan, 
I did not see this email until a couple of days ago. Yesterday I tried to approve the card but it would not allow me.. I saw the hours added though.. Is there anything that I 
should do? Have those hours been included in this pay period despite the fact that I did not approve the card? 

Sorry about all of this, 

Thanks 

From: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday. Seotember 05. 2013 5:34 PM 

Subject: RE: Tutor Schedule 

Hi 

I have added your hours [or th*-’_~ 2Bth and 29th. Please approve your time card when you can. Sunday marks the end of the pay perked. You also should receive a 

check Lornorrow for the trainb~g hours oR the 20~h and 21sA. P~ease ~et me know ~]: you do not receive s check for these hours~ 
Tha]~k you, 

Susan 

Sent= Wednesday, September 04, 2013 6:02 PN 
T~= ASPSA Tu~ring 
~c= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Tutor Schedule 

Hello, 
I guess I should inform someone in the ASPSA that last week I did not sign in !out electronically.. So reposing my hours 
Besides all hours of training I worked also: 
- Weds, Aug, 28th 6pro - 10pm 
- Thrusday, Aug 2~h 7pm - 8pm 

Than~, 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Sunday, September 01, 2013 5:33 PM 

To: 
Subject: Tutor Schedule 

As promised, here is your updated schedule. 

Please let me know if there are any issues we overlooked. 

~:~en ,~:h ~u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2~28 

Cell: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~; 

Friday, September 13, 2013 8:31 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Training movie 

FYI: never came, 

Hope you had fun @ the concert! 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for S~udent-A~:hlel:es 

Off:ice: 919-843-2~28 

Cell: 

~rom: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 201g 4:19 PM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: FW: Training movie 

Can you set up w~th traink~g tomorrow ~t 5pro? 

Thanks, 

8e~t~ Wednesday, September ~, 20~3 2:20 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
8~ject~ RE: Training movie 

Hey Susan, 

I spoke to Beth today and we should be all good to gol She said she was going to give you a number to help me find the position on TIM I think (I may have 

misunderstood). Would it be ok if I came in to start the training video tomorrow after S? 

I look forward to working with you too! 

Sincerely, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <._s__b___n_~_a__Lo2t@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesdav. Seutember 10, 2013 1:25 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Training movie 

Hi 

I have receiw-_~d the a~proval to move forward with th~:_~ hiring process, tn order ~:o complete the hking process and set up ~ayro~.. please ta~e ~:he ne>:t steps in filing 

the appropriate paperwork w~th HR outlined below. 

-Meet w~th either Beth Thompson (9~9--952-3036) or Tabitha Massey (952-.1335) aL Lhe UBC O~:fice ~:or Academic Initiatives, 

215 W. Cameron Avenue 

Chapel H~I~ 

- Mondays and Fridays - Appointment Only 

--[uesday, Wednesdays, and Thursdays - I0:30arn-12pn~ and l:30pm-4prn - WaH<-m Hours 

-BHng your driver’s Hcense, SSN card or PsssporL and a voided check. 

Feel free to make an sppo~nLmenL or utilize the walk--in hours, This should not take much more than 20 rninuLes, but I need you to do so as soon ss possible so Lhat 

you are ready to begin training and working right away. Once you have completed the HR component, p~ease send me an emaH and then we can get started with 

Lhe ~ra~n~ng vh~eo. [.eL me know ~f Vou have any questh:ms. 

Thanks so much and k~o]~ [orward to working wRh you. 

Susan 

Sent: Sunday, September 08, 2013 2:35 PH 

To~ Haloy, Susan B 
$~je~t~ Training movie 

Hey Ms. Melon, 

I was wondering whether you wanted me to go ahead and schedule to watch the training movie, or whether ~ou would prefer for me to wait until ~ou hear 

back from ~our supervisor. Hope you had a good weekend! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 3:41 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Trakm~g movie 

How about tomorrow after 6?? 

Sincerely, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, September :15, 20:13 7::10 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Training movie 

Hi 

My apologies~ I Lhoufiht I had confirrned Thursday evening. When would you have time to come early Lh~s week to review the v~deo? 

Thank you, 

Susa~l 

Sent~ Frida)’, Septgmber 13, 2013 12:18 PM 

To~ Maloy, Susan B 

Hey Susan, 

I’m so sorry. I didn’t come yesterday because you hadn’t replied to me so I wasn’t sure whether you were available to do it yesterday or not. I can’t do 

today because there’s some family stuff I need to go to in Raleigh. How about Saturday sometime or Sunday after 5 sometime? 

Sincerely, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmalo,i@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, September :13, 20:13 5:44 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Training movie 

Hi 

We didn’t see you last night. Is there another time when you can come view the video? We have another tutor coming today at :lpm. Would that work for 

you? 

-[hanks, 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 5ep ~J_, 20:[3, at 2:20 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Susan, 

I spoke to Beth today and we should be all good to go! She said she was going to give you a number to help me find the position on TIM I think 

{I may have misunderstood). Would it be ok if I came in to start the training video tomorrow after 5? 

I look forward to working with you too! 

Sincerely, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbrnaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, September :10, 20:13:1:25 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Training movie 

Hi 

I have received the a~roval to move forward with the hiring process. In order to complete the hiring process and set up payroll, please take the next 

steps in filing the appropriate ~aperworl< w~th HR outlined below. 

-Meet w~th e~ther Beth Thompson (919-9(~2-.303~) or labRh~ Massey (9(~2--:1335) ~t the UBC Office for Ac~demh: In~t~tives 

2:15 W. Cameron Avenue 

Chape~ 

-Mondays and Fridays .-- Appo~n~rnen~ Orfly 

-Tuesday, Wednesdays, and Thursdays --. lO:gOam-~2pm and l:gOpm-4.pm -Walk-in Hours 

-Bring your dr~ver’s Hcense, SSN card or Passport, and a voided check. 

Fee~ free to fru~ke an i~ppointment or ut~Hze the w~lk.-in hours This shouM not t~ke much more than 20 minuLes, buL ~ need you to do so as soot} as 

possible so that you are rei~dy to begh~ tr~inh~g and worMng r~gh~: aw~ly. Of}ce you have completed the HR (:ofnpo[)ent, pk~ase send me ~m efru~i] and 

then we can gel started with the training v~deo~ Let me kRow if you have any questions~ 

Th~nks so much and look forward to working with you. 

Susan 

Sent; Sunday, September 08, 2013 2:35 PM 
Te= Ma[oy, Susan B 



Subject." Training movie 
Hey Ms. Maloy, 
I was wondering whether you wanted me to go ahead and schedule to watch the training movie, or whether you would prefer for me to wait 

until you hear back from your supervisor. Hope you had a good weekend! 
Sincerely, 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 2:17 PM 

To: Ma~oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emai|.unc.edu> 

Subject: Tutor forms 

Hello, 

I was just wondering if I needed to bring forms to log our session or will they be available for us? 
Also, are we meeting where we had orientation or is there another location where the sessions are held? 

Thank you’. 

Sen* from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~-- 

Monday, September 16, 2013 3:36 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Extra Sessions? 

Gotcha --I’ll ask when she can do it.., this whole StudV room situation may throw ~ wrench in it, 

Ben .Sheu 
Assist~mL Tutorial Coordinal:or 

U N C Aca d efTt ic S u ppo rt Progr i~ fTt for St u d e[~ t- A{:h I e t e s 

Off:ice: 9~9-843-2328 

Ce~l: 

~rom: Maloy, Susan B 

$ent: Monday, September 16, 2013 3:35 PM 

Te: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: RE: Extra Sessions? 

[ usually try to make th~s happen around an exam. But we do need to keep a sense of how ol:Len we are do~ng this b~ terrns ol:the budget. 

Susan 

E~m= Sheu, Benjamin 
Seat= Nonday, September ~6, 20~3 9:52 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
8~bject; E~ra Sessions? 

Susan~ 

I know our budget is pretty packed... What should we do about requested extra sessions? 

just came by with Tony and is requesting an extra session with 

Wednesday night @ 7pro). 

Ben Sheu 

AssBtant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

before Thursday morning (she has one with already on 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabefl~ M --~emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:17 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

missed ~neeting 

Hello 

We were scheduled to meet this morning at 8:30 am. We changed our meeting time to accommodate your practice schedule.. Please let me know if this time is not 

convenient for you or if you just forgot today. 
Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 
emlyons@email.unc.edu 
T. 919.843.6029 
c. 
f. 919-962.8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 5:56 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: F~xam reviews 

Can you take care of this? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 9:37 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Exam revie~vs 

Hi all, 

The first roua~d of Psyc exams is coming up. is this Thursday and is next Monday Can we schedule review sessions? 

review on Wednesday, at 6? (Or 9, if that’s better for more students) 
revie~v on Sunday, anytime I don’t normally ~vork that evening but can come in for a review. 

Once these are confirmed, can you please send emails to all of my regulars? I told them to wait for COl~firmations from you all or from their advisors 

Thanks, 

Sent fr()m mY iPad 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 5:57 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Drop iu Session 

Can you Lake care of 
From: @gmail.com [mailto: @gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:16 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Drop in Session 

Hi Susan and Ben, 
(1) I have three student-athletes in the ANTH class that have an exam this upcoming Monday. They’ve asked if it was possible for me to hold a 
drop in session for them on Sunday night (as they study guide wasn’t posted when I met with two of them last night and they’re worried about the 
difficulty of the exam). 
(2) Will we be holding tutoring on Wednesday, ? 

Thanks so much, 

, B.S., M.A. 

PhD Student 

Depaxtu~ent of Anthropology 

UnivelsiF ofNort21 Caxoliua at Chapel Hill 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 4:53 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

1~’: MATH tutor 

Hmm._ According to     ---        looks like she’s not terrible.., 

Maybe she’s just uncomfortable with those guys? Or these girls have a good sense of knowledge to start.,, 

B~n 
Assistant Tutor~a~ Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Progn~m for Studenl:-A~:hlel:es 

Off:ice: 919-84~-2328 

Cell: 

~rom: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:33 PM 

To= ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Fwd: MATH    tutor 

Begin tb~vazded message: 

From: ~_J~ve.unc,edu> 
Subject: RE: MATH tutor 
Date: 2:16:55 PM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <~nyy~nt@unc.edu> 
I enjoy the tutor sessions I wish they were a bit longer. Also are we able to go more than once a week? The lady is helpful though. 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:43 PM 

To: 

Subject: MATH    tutor 

Ladies, 

How is the mtu’r group going’~ What kind o:[~c’edback do you have ~u’r me on what you ate getting iku’m yu’ut tutor sessions. 

Thanks 

’]?ony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 12:06 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Science tutors? 

I cm~ definitely get to the right area in the building- but what is the room nulnber? 

I look forward to seeing you, 

On Thu, 

D:,t’s go with _l_O~;m tomorrow 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 

at 10:57 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy,~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

¯ Y.:_~u rem~:’mb~:’r where my office is right? Thanks so much. S~:,e you tl’H:,m 

@qmail.com] 
10:24 AM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Re: Science rotors? 

Friday morning would be best for me, maybe at 10 or 11 ? I don’t have time specific obligations either afternoon so I co[dd meet then too. 

On Thu, at 9:50 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalov~etnail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Wonderful! What times would you have available on either Thursday afternoon (today) or any time tomorrow? 

Thanks, 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:52 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Science tutors? 

Sorry. for the late rePb; this got buried in other emails, but I would be avMable tomorrow (Thurs) or on Friday. 

On Men, at 8:10 AM, Maloy, Snsan B <sbmalov~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Thank you t:or reaching out to me~ I would be interested in speaking with you again. Do you have any time ~n the afternoons when we could meet to d~scuss th~s 
opportunity? 

Thank you, 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:03 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Science tutors? 

Hallo Susan, 

I ~tored for you guys ]as~ ~a]] (astronomy and physics). I loved it but I have ~on exploring ano~cr ~ull time op~b’ since then. My ~end told me 
you guys wore ]oo~ng for science rotors again. I would be interested in tutoring again this ~all. 

(~mail.com 



(~gmail.com 

(~:p.mail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 2:21 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

TIMs 

Hey Susan, 

Last night i clocked out on my phone.., and apparently it didn’t register. Can you put it in for me today so I know what time to clock out tomorrow? 

~en 5hea’ 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday,                  3:56 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE:              - New Writing Tutor 

Thanks! 

Bradley Ro IL Betl~el I Reading a~ad Wriling SpecialL~ 

Unbcersi~ty of North C~u~li~a at Chapel Hil~ 

Academic Support Prop~;m~ tbr Studet~t-.k~hle~es 

Loudermi~k Cemer [br Excdlence 

344 Ridge Rd. Camptas Box 3107 

Chapd Hi~, NC 27599 ~ T (919) 962<2237 

C          ~ F (919) 962-8247 

brad~e? .be*hel@~mc.e&~ 

Sent: Thursday, 3:54 PN 

To= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: - New Writing Tutor 

Brad, 

Please add to your ~ist of Writing Tutors. 

She is from the LING department but also teaches ENGL 

Do you have 

Thanks, 

Susan 

.__@__!_!_v___e_:__u___n___c_:__e_._d_u_ 

on your list as well? She is another new writing tutor from LING department who also teaches ENGL @live.unc.edu 



!To: ~V~aloy, S~sam E~ <sbma}oy@email.unc.ed~> 
i 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 7:15 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: PHYS    Exam Review 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:45 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: PHYS Exam Review 

Ben and Susan, 
My PHYS    students have an exam next week Friday. The professor’s suggestions for review for the exam involves going over several (maybe 20-25) scenarios posted 
online. 
If it is possible to arrange a time to meet with all of the students at once (maybe even including those not attending my sessions) for one, massive exam review of perhaps two 
hours, it’s probably benefit all of them. If this could be arranged, could you please contact all the students to let them know. We could do this instead of their regularly 
scheduled sessions. 
If not, rll just go through as many as T can in their regular sessions. 
Also, if it helps, I’m available next week on klonday night as well and, if given enough notice, could make Thursday night work too. Thursday would be best for the students, as 
it’s closer to the exam time. 
Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 7:22 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: - two FYIs aud one concern 

Susan ---see last paragraph,,, 

Is this something we would ~’each out to prof"s about? 

B~’n Sheu 
’,-lssistan [ Tutoria~ Coordinator’ 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919,-843-,2328 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:12 PM 

T~: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: - two FYIs and one concern 

Ben and Susan, 

I wanted to inform you of a few things 

~) Just a reminder that I won’t be able to hold a my sessions next Tuesday {    ) due to a conference for one of my classes that is out of town. I have 

informed all of the Tuesday night students except for    (      player who is in my session with      and     ~. I have asked      who has class 

with her, to let her know. She is out of town right now with her team. 

2) I spoke to Ms.          who was able to tell me how to sign into TIM and designate my hours to ASPSA tutoring. I did so tonight. Apparently my hours 

should now be visibleto you. Can you let me knowifyou can see them? I can send you my hours again at the end of this pay period to cross reference. 

Please let me knowifyou would like me to dothat. 

3) I am concerned about the course I am tutoring. Unfortunately some of the problems that came up the last time I tutored this course are still occurring. 

As I understand it, the course has one main professor but the various sections are taught by TAs. The teaching style and level of support is variable from 

one TA to another - as you would expect, but the material to be covered, the resources and the assessments are all the same across sections. 

My group of athletes have been working very hard on their math work so far. I have been very impressed with the majority of them. They come prepared, 

have taken great notes, have questions prepared to ask, work through problems in our sessions, and report doing well on the homework (a few flubs for a 

few of them but overall very high grades on the homework assignments - which cumulatively equate to ~0% of their overall grade). 

All sections had a test (14% of their grade) on Monday (or Tuesday). None of the athletes reported that they did well. All prepared with the provided 

resources (chapter review guides, practice problems, homework {two total)). The test was made up of roughly 8 questions I believe and several of them 

indicated they 1) didn’t have time to finish and 2) the questions were beyond the practice work or asked different information than what had been 

reviewed/taught in class. 

Clearly, I want to look at the test but this is very reminiscent of the reaction that my athletes had the last time I tutored the course and I never spoke up. I 

know that I am not supposed to contact the instructor, therefore I was hoping that one of you might be able to ask the different section leaders for some 

clarity on what the students should be doing to prepare - to make sure we aren’t missing something in the review sessions. I am unclear on how the 

course is structured so that students who receive 100% on the two homework assignments leading up to the test could then not do well on the test. The 

students and I need some clarity on how to better prepare for the next set of assessments in this course. I welcome and appreciate and feedback that you 

may be able to provide. 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfox@unc.edu> 

Friday,                  12:26 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Weekly Report 

Thanks 
How did    just now add his Hist. 128 recitation Friday’s at 12:50? 
One month into the semester? 
Kid is very sneaky 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 12:07 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
l:c: Jackson, Scott C; Forbes, Scott; Gaines, Bryant Anthony 
Subject: Weekly Report 

Hi Mike, 
I hope you all have had a great week. I’m seeing a bunch of broken bones lately. I hope the healing process is quick. 

I think the guys are now settling into the weekly routine,                   were the only students who missed either 

a tutor session or required independent study hours as noted on the attached report. 

all attended their tutor sessions. 

Let me know if you have any questions. I hope the report is helpful. 

Thanks and have a great weekend. 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:20 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: tbrgot to log out 

Susan, 

Would you please adjust this week’s to 20 hours, since we changed this program mid-week. I’ll do my best to keep on top of it next week. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: forgot to log out 

3:41 PM 

Thank you. I have added [he time. Please remember thai once you time stamp in and transfer to the specific posk~on number, you do no[ need to transfer agab~ 

when you thee stamp o~Jt. The time card seems to malfunction when tNs is done upon docMng out. 

Thanks, 

S k~ s a ~ 

Sent: Thursday, 3:~5 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: forgot to log out 
Well, I’ve already messed up our new program. Forgot to log out today. Log out would have been at ~:30 pm. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 3:35 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CttEM Tutofng 

Hi Susan, 

I think that might be a little too dght for me, since I have class at 2:00. Can we do 3:00? 

Chemistry graduate student, Universi~ of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
B.A. in Chcmistly, Surcana cure Laude, Fayetteville State University 

of the American Chemical Society 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, :1:45 PM 

To: 

Cc: bsheu 

Subject; RE: CHEM Tutoring 

Thank you for responding to rny emait. Would I:30pm on Mor~day (    } work t:or you? My ot:fice is located on the 2nd floor of the Louderm~lk Center for Excellence 

in the end zone of the footbal~ field closest to the Rams Head Cafeteria and parkh~g deck, Room 2I:H. 

~ ~ook forward Lo meet#~g you. 

Susan 

Sent= ~rMay, 9:50 AN 
Te; Naloy, Susan B 
$ubje¢t= RE: CHEN Tu[oring 

Hi Susan, 

This week I am fiee Money 12:30-2:00 or aAer 3:00, Tues~Ny aAer 4:00, Wednesday aAer 3:00 or Friday an~ime besides 2:00-3:00. 

Chernis~ry graduate s~udent, University of North Carolina Chapel HIll 

B.A. in Chernis~ry, Summa cure Laurie, Fayetteviile State University 

O~ the Arnerican Chemical Society 

From: Maloy, Susan B <._s__b___n_~_a__L_o_}t@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 5:05 PM 

To: 

Subject: CHEM Tutoring 

Hi 

indicated that you may be interested in tutoring within the Academic Support Prograrn for Studenb-Athletes. if so, I would be in[erested in speaking 

with you about the potential opportunity. Please let me know when you may be available to meet if you are interested. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Ac~lemic Cotmselor 

U~t,IC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbraaloy(tbemail, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fischer, Lucia <~lucia fischer@med,unc.edu~ 

Friday, September 20, 2013 7:02 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emml.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Schedule 

Hi Ben, 

I have a question about paychecks. Are they supposed to be deposited straight into our accounts? (I approved the hours two ~veeks ago but nothing has been deposited in my account yet 
and I dicha’t know if it will be a monthly deposit or eveW two weeks). 

Thanks for your help, 

Best wishes, 
L(acia Fischer 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 5:50 PM 
Tn: Fischer, Lucia 
Subject: Schedule 

As mentioned, please see your attached schedule here 

’]7hanks! 
Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu< mailto: bsh eu(a)email.unc.edu> 
Office: 919-843-2328 
(;ell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Sunday, 7:45 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: silly me! tbrgot to clock in! 

Thanks! I just approved it! :) 

On Fri, at 10:43 AM, Maloy, Snsan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

All Laker~ c~;re of. No worries If you can ~;p0rove your time c~;rd afi:er working on Stmdav, that would be gre~;L 

Thanks and have a trice weekend, 

From: [mailto: @~lmail.coml 
Sent; Thursday, 8:00 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject; silly me! forgot to clock in! 

Hi Susan! 

I hope you are well. I am silly and tbrgot to clock in at 6 pm today. I have another session right now and will leave at 9 pm. So, would you mind clocking me in for 3 

hours today? You will see my sheets as they come in. Thanks so much! 

Sorry about that. 

, M.A., M.S., J.D. 
Northeastern University., Boston, Massachnsutts 

School of Criminolo~ and Criminal Justice 

Sb~gmml.com 

, M.A., M.S., J.D. 
Northeastern University., Boston, Massachnsutts 

School of Criminolo~- and Criminal Justice 
(~gmail.com 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday~ 7:48 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: sigNng out 

Thanks! :) 

On Snn, at 10:01 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJov~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yea, you’re right. Once you approve ~,ou are not able ~o aker your time card (sign in and out) in any way~ But no worries, I’ve got ya covered. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: [mailto: @amail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:07 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject:      signing out 

Hi Sue~ 

I tried signing out tonight but I must have erred when I "approved" after I signed in. I didn’t even thi~ about it. Naturally, the system didn’t let me sign out but I 

worked my 2 hours tonight. So~ a~ut the goo~ 

. M.A., M.S., J.D. 
Northeaslem University, Boston, Massachusetts 
School of Criminology and Criminal Juslice 

,@~gma~l.com 

M.A., M.S., J.D. 
NorflLeastem University, Boston, Massachusetts 

School of Criminology and Criminal Juslice 

~gmail.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~; 

Monday, 8:35 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Your Tutor Schedule - 

DidWt get any response~ 

I’ll shoot him another email. 

B~n .Sh~.?u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Supporl: Progn~m for S~udenl:-A~:hhel:es 

Office: 9~9-843-2328 

Ceil: 

~ro~: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Sunday, ~0:$4 PM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: FW: Your Tutor Schedule - 

Did you see any response from       on tMs? He should be startb~g tomorrow, buL Lo my knowledge he hasn’L coni:irmed yet, and therefore, the students don’t 

know yet. Can you picl< this one up in the rnornb~g to be sure is on board and the students are aware? 

Thank you, 

F~= ASPSA Tutoring 
Se~t: Friday, 9:28 AM 

Subject= Your Tu~r Schedule -’ 

Hi 

Attached is your current tutor schedule. Before I communicate with the students about this, please let me know if all courses and times look alright to you. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tu~fial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-Aflfletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (f~) 

sNnalo~em~Lunc.edu 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:08 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Meeting 

I have a R~tor tonight @8, which may interfere with the financial meeting tonight. Just wanted to run this by you. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Suh.iect: 

Sparks, SherD’ <shens,sparks@unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:14 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Follow tip on paper checks 

Hi Susan, 

I have tried to follow up to see why and are getting paper checks and I have found that I need help. I don’t have access to the 

area’s of the system I need to see, and I am so new to this I need Beth to help me. She is here Tues-Thurs, I am sure you are aware. I have sent her your email and 

asked her to help when she gets in. 

Thank you for your patience. 

She~Ty Sparks 

ttuman Resources Specialist 

UBC for Academic Initiatives 

215 VVest Cameron Avenue (Corner of V~rilson Street) 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

CB 3030 

sherrysparks@unc.edu 

Phone: 919-962-4917 

Fax: 919-962-1404 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

ASPSA Tutoring ~,ASPSATutoring@unc.edtc> 

Monday,                  10:59 AM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaJloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Latin America and AAAD - Coming at 2pm tomorrow. 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:04 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

TIMS 

Did you respond to her? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Sheu, Benjamin 
Cc: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Schedule 

7:02 PM 

Hi Ben, 

I have a question about paychecks. Are they supposed to be deposited straight into our accounts? (I approved the hours two weeks ago but nothing has been deposited in my account yet 
and I didn’t know if it will be a monthly deposit or ever,v two weeks) 

Thanks for your help, 

Best wishes, 

From: ASPSA Tuturing 
Sent: Fri&y, 
To: 
SubJect: Schedule 

5:50PM 

As memiuned, please see your attached schedule here. 

Thanks! 
Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tuturial Courdinatur 
UNC Academic Suppurt Prugram ~2~r Student-Athletes bsheu@email unc.edu<mailto:bsheu(@email uric edu> 
O]Tice: 919-843-2328 
(;ell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 5:13 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

TIMS 

FYI 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, 5:12 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Time Card 

Last night I think I may have accidentally approved my lime c~d before logging myself out -- I just want to make sure that I was recorded as being on the schedule 

from 6-10pm last fight. Thm~lcs, and sony for fl~e mix up. 



Fronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday,                  11:34 PM 

Maloy0 Sumn B <sbmoloy@email.unc,edu> 

Re: Scieuce tutors? 

I would Like to colne in tomol~ow (tuesday) to watch the remainder of the video. Would 10 or 11 am work again? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnthomp@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 2:18 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Call me back if you get this in the next tbw minutes! 

(can only put in the 20[h or after) Send me time you wanted for just popped up as well as 

UBC for Ac;~dem~c Initiatives 

2~5 West C~mero~ Ave~ue (Cor~er of Wilso~ Streel:~ 

Chapel Hq[, NC 27599 

CB# 3030 

bnthomp@email,u nc.ed o 

91.9~962.30315 (ph) 

919.962A404 (fax) 

~.~.~ ~ogo unc main 

CONFIDENTIALIYY NOTICE: Ibis e-mi~H and a~v transmitted documents contains private, pr[vdeged i~nd confidential information beionging to the sender. The information therei~ ~s 

solely for the use of the addressee, If your receipt of this transmission hi~s coccurred as the i’esu~t o[ a~ error, piease h-m-~ed[ately not[fg us so we can arrange for the return of the 

documellts. ~11 such circumstances, you are i~dv[sed that you may not disclose, copy, distribute or ti~ke ally ot~er actual1 in reliance of the hlformi~tio~ trlmsmitted, 

From: Malay, Susan B 

Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 20:13 2::~7 PM 

To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 

Subject: RE: Call me back if you get this in the next few minutes! 

b~ a meeting dght now. 

From: Thompson, Beth Newsome 

Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 20:13 2:.t2 PM 

To: Malay, Susan B 

Subject: Call me back if you get this in the next few minutes! 

919.962.3036 

Beth Thompson 

UBC for Academic Initiatives 

2~5 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street) 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

CB# 3030 

_b___n__t_b__o____m_ ~__@___e___m___a_[j ~ ~ Ln___c_= _e__d_ _u_. 

9~_9.962,3036 (ph) 

9].9,962.1404 (fax) 

*In office on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays 

iXi logo unc main 

CONFiDENTiALiTY NOTICE: This e-mail arid am/transmitted documen[s conLains pr[vaLe, privileged and confiden[ial in for ma~ion beionging to ti~e sender. The in[or ma~ion thereh~ 

solely for ~he use of the addressee. If ,/our receipt of [his transmission has coccurred as the resui[ of an error, piease immediately notify/us so we can arrange ~or [Pie re[urn 

documen[s, kl such circumstances, Vou are advised [hat you maV not disclose, cop% distribute or lake any other action in reliance of ~he in~orrna[ior~ [rar~sm[t[ed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnfl~omp@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 2:26 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Massey, Tabitha Alston <’unassey@unc.edw> 

RE: Call Ine back if you get this in tile next few minutes! 

I have to leave for the day~ Send me that time as soon as you can, after my meeting I will enter, but reply all in case Tabitha is still here (if 1 can’t, she may be able 

too). 
thanks! 

215 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street} 
Chapel Hq[, NC 27599 

91.EL9~2.3036 (ph) 

919.962A404 (fax) 

~in ~fj:ic~ on ru~r~;doys, t#~dn~r~;doys, and 

~.~.~ iogo unc main 

CONFIDENTIAUTY NOTICE: ~h[5 em~afl and any [ransmi~[ed documents contains private~ 

From: Thompson, Beth Newsome 

Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 2:18 PH 

To: IVlaloy, Susan B 

Subject: RE: Call me back if you get this in the next few minutes! 

Send me time you wanted fo~        , just popped up as well as             [can only put in the 20~h or after) 

UBC for gc;~dem~c tnitiative~ 

2~5 VVest C;~mero~ Ave~ue (Cor~er of WIIso~ Street> 

Chape~ Hql, NC 27599 

CB# 3030 

bnthomp~ema~l.u nc.ed u 

91.9~9~2.3035 (ph) 

9&9.gS2A404 (fax) 

~.~.~ iogo unc main 

CONFIDENTIALItY NOTICE: [his e-mail and a~ transmitted documents contains private, privileged and confidential ~nfermation beionging to the sender. The ~nfermation therei~ is 

solely for the use of the addressee. If ~our receipt of this transm~ssioll has coccurred as the resuit of a~ error, piease immediately notify, us so we can arrange for the return of the 

documellts. Ii1 such c~rcumstances, you are advised that you may ~ot disclose, cop~, d~stribute or take ally other actioI1 in reliance of the illformatio~ transmitted. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 2:17 PM 

To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 

Subject: RE: Call me back if you get this in the next few minutes! 

b~ a meeting right now. 

From: Thompson, Beth Newsome 

Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 2:12 PN 

Te: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Call me back if you get this in the next few minutes! 

919.962.3036 

Beth Thompson 

UBC for Academic Initiatives 

2~5 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street) 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

CB# 3030 

919.962.3036 (ph) 

919.962.1404 (fax) 

*In office on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays 

~N~ logo unc main 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-marl and aml transmitted documen[s contains private, privileged and confidential [nfor matron belonging to the sender~ The in[or matron therei~ 15 

solely for ~he use of the addressee. If ,/our receipt of [his transmission has coccurred as the resu~[ of an error, p~ease immediately nosily us so we can arrange lot [Pie re[urn of [Pie 

documen[s, kl such circumstances, you are advised [hat you may not disclose, cop% distribute or lake any other action [n reliance of ~he in~orrnafior~ [ransm[t[ed. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 4:13 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Scieuce tutors? 

Solly about that. Could I come iu tomorrow at 11:30? 

On Tue at 3:50 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sor’r’y it: you didn’L get my response in dine. Ben said that he did not see you today, 

Let me know when may be another good t~me ~:or you to compleLe the training, 

Thanks, 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 11:34 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Re: Science tutors? 

I would Like to come in tomorrow (tuesday) to watch the remainder of the video. Would 10 or 11 am work ag~n? 

~gmail .corn 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 4:23 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

I~T: WOLO Tutor 

From: Townsend, Jenn 

Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 4:22 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: WOLO Tutor 

Any update For tomorrow? 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Sunday, September 22, 20[3 :!.0:09 PN 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: WOLO Tu~r 

~ thi~k so, but ~ am wa~t~ng on the fina~ "ok" from HR. 

Susan 

F~m: Townsend, 3enn 
Sent: Sunday, September 22, 2013 6:03 PN 
To: ASPSA Tu~ring 
Subject: RE: WOLO Tutor 

Do you know ~f the WOLO tutor can start tomorrow n~ght with ’ He rea~g needs help!! 

E~= ASPSA Tutoring 
Seat= Wednesday, September $8, 2053 5:43 PN 

Te= Townsend, 3enn 

Ok, let rne know. Thanks. 

E~= Townsend, 3enn 
Seat= Wednesday, Sep~mber $8, 2053 5:45 PN 
Te; ASPSA Tutoring 
Sabject= ~E: WOLO Tutor 

When I talked to her today, she told me that she could do 7prn on Mondays and 1:30 to 2:30 on Wednesdays. I need to double-check with PJ to see if this could still 

work. BuL it:she will agree to it, I would prefer those times. 

I=ro~: ASPSA Tutoring 
Se~t: Wednesday, September 18, 20:~3 5:39 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn; Lee, .]aimie 
Subject: WOLO Tutor 

Hey Jen and Jaimie, 

Below is the availability of our new WOLO Tutor, 

Sunday- 6-7pm 

Monday - 8-10pro 

Tuesday - 5-Spm 

Wednesday - 6-10pm 

Thursday - 6-10pm 

Obviously, I would like to have her here for consecutive sessions if possible. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Please tell me what might work for your students. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:23 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

9:00 class this morning 

Susan 
Anyway to check on his class being cancelled this morning. 
Don’t trust him. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:53 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 9:00 class this morning 

Dang That is his class right? 

On 

Hey ix,fike, 
3 other students in the class confirmed attending COMM 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, :23 PM 
To: Malov. Susan B 
Subjecl        9:00 class this morning 

Susan 
Anyway to check on his class being cancelled this morning 
Don’t trust him. 

at 3:47 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

this morning at 9am. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:06 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Math    review sessions 

Thanks Susan. I sent the invite via text for those who didn’t have a schedule conflict. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:50 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Myers, Leslie; Beatty, Greg; Overstreet, Tia 
Subject: FW: Math    review sessions 

Hello All, 
Can you inform your sl:udents below of th~:_~se ~;dditi.:_~nal exam review s~-:~ssions for tomoffow 

Tha]?k you, 

Sent: Wednesday, 
T~: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Math    review sessions 

Hi Susan, 

Here is the latest roster for the math 

10 am - 

11am - 

I have also emailed Tia inviting 

Thanks. 

12:25 PM 

review sessions tomorrow: 

to either session. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

9/25/2013 9:29:26 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 9/27/2013 1:30:00 PM 

End: 9/27/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

BUSI School 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:13 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 9:00 class this morning 

At your meeting ~vith him tomorrow morning ask him ho~v this class is going. Don’t let him know that we know the class met. He text Coach Gaines that the class was not meeting! 
See what you can find out. 
thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maloy, Susari B 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:56 PM 
To: Fox, Make 
Subject: RE:        9:00 class this morning 

Yes, COMM 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:53 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re:        9:00 class this morning 

Dang That is his class right? 

Hey Mike, 
3 other students in the class confirmed attending COMM 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Fo×, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:23 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject        9:00 class this morning 

Susan 
Anyway to check on his class being cancelled this morning 
Don’t trust him. 

at 3:47 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

this morning at 9am. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 11:36 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: thank you and draft agenda 

I is best for me on Thursday to allow time for fuller conversation. I have an opening at I 0:30 but it is only for halfoanohour. 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 9:08 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: FW: thank you and draft agenda 

Brent and Susan, 

Please see the draft for the next ASPSA advisory committee meeting and notice that you are both on there. Susan, you 

and I will present on MAP and how it changed tutoring and what you do. We will also talk about how we increased 

services to SA with greater than 2.5 gpa and the results of this (we will need some numbers and will need to prepare). 

Brent, we can talk to let you know what we were thinking we could discuss with professor communication. This initial 

thoughts were to include the response rate, comments that professors would like response that we are doing something 

with the data and how can we achieve this (why not from Retention for theirs?), and hope to move to software/on-line 

system for it. 

This Thursday after 10:00 is a good day for me to meet to prepare. Let me know if there is a time that is good for you 

two. 

Thank you, 

M[chelle 

From: Panter, A. T. 
Sent: Sunday, October 06, 2013 9:58 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: thank you and draft agenda 

Dear Michelle, 

Thanks so much for our time together last week. It was such a refreshing and delightful part of the week! 

I am sending along a draft agenda for your review for the upcoming meeting. Can you please take a look to see 
what I have missed and whether this reflects what we would like to accomplish in this meeting? 

I hope you had a wonderful weekend! 

All best, 
Abigail 

A. T. Panter 
panter@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.uuc.edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 4:13 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor Training 

Susan, two issues: 

First, let’s plan a tutor training for OcL 25th, at 2 PM. Erica can do it. 

Second, will you email the presentation we gave at the A.C.C. compliance conference? Thanks. 

Bradley R. II. Bethel I Readh~g m~d Writing Specialist 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Cmnpns Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C         i F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 15, 2013 3:43 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc. edu> 
RE: PPoint for ASPSA Advisory Comm Mtg 

i’d stick to the no-shows and tardies. No need to open that conversation up to this group. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 3:39 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: PPoint for ASPSA Advisory Comm Mtg 

Thanks for these thoughts. I took those 3 slides out and made a few other adjustments. Under the Infractions Policy, 

should I include any of the behavioral infractions or just stick with the new shows and tardies since that is what we are 
tracking more closely? 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:27 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: PPoint for ASPSA Advisory Comm Mtg 

! might drop slides ! 0, [ [ and [ 4. if they ask questions about how things are scheduled (#[ 0), you can go into it then but [ don’t 

know if it warrants a slide tomorrow. I would drop slide I I and include the guided study and counselor-guided study as a part of 

slide 8. The other information they should already be fully aware of or can ask. As for 14, we are trying to service everyone at 

some [eve[, so [ would go into that via conversation and questions instead of a slide as well Also, on slide 8, cancellation needs two 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:09 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: PPoint for ASPSA Advisory Comm Mtg 

Michelle and Brent, 

I just threw some talking points together for the meeting tomorrow. (See attached.) Please take a look and let me know 

if it is too much or not enough. Also let me know if there is anything that you would like to add for your portions of the 

discussion. 

Thanks for your assistance. 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:51 PM 

To: MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: - Resnme 

Hi Susan 

It was nice personally meeting you today. 

I couldn’t find the online application form. 
The link I said I had found was from The Learning Center. and it says that the application process is closed now. 

Would you care to ,send me the link’? 
Thank you ve~ mnch. 

On Tue, 

Thanks so much. 

Susa~ 

Sent: IVlonday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: 

Dear Ms. Maloy, 

at 12:00 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalov~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

[mailto            ~gmail.com] 
11:06 PM 

¯ Resume 

Please find attached my resume. Do not hesitate to contact me for morn information. 

I look l’on~,aard to meeting you tomorrow. 

Best regards, 

On Wed, at 11:20 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloT(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

nd It was nice to speak with you today¯ I look forward to meeting you on Tuesday       at 1:30pm. My once is located on the 2 floor of the Loudermilk Center 
tbr Excellence, M~ich is in the end zone of the tbotbaJl field closest to the Rams Head CaI~tefia and Parking deck, Room 2111. 

Would you please send me a resume when you can as well? 

’][’hm~ you m~d see you soon, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 

sbmalw~email, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:54 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: POLl Tutor CANCELLED tonight 

Okay thanks for letling ~ne know! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:42 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy~emaiLt~nc~edu> wrote: 

Hey 

has had a death in the family and is unable to conduct your POLl tutor session tonight. She left the note below for things for you to work on. 

POLl 

This week’s lecture is on the court system (judiciary). I was going to have him review this case about how the Supreme Court got its power and discuss 

the relevant book chapter!finish reading. 

http:/iwww.lawnix.comicases/ma rbury-rnadison.html 

Also, I need to cancel our meeting tomorrow morning. I have a meeting on campus that I need to attend. We can touch base tonight on how things are 
going. 
See you then. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
ssbmal oY,~ ~)emai 1. unc .edu 



Froiil~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday October 15 2013 6 43 PM 

M~loy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

tutoring 

Hi Susan, I am going to meet with Michelle next Tue 10/22 at noon as part of our work on the Provost’s Working Group on Academic and Student-Athletes. Are you available any time that 

morning to meet with me to discuss ASPSA Tutoring? If not, I’m available later in the week, as well 

Thanks, I look forward to seeing you soon 

Debbi Clarke 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 8:48 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Nike Allotment 

O~3e question._ 

For the cap, do you want that in navy or CarNina blue? 

B~’n 5heu 
Assistan~ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Supraort Program for Student-Adfletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Ma[oy, Susan B 

Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 20~3 8:29 PM 

T~: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: RE: Nike Allotment 

Hi Ben 
Bebw are my requests, ket me know ff you need he~p findh~g th~s stuff. ~ believe ~ totals $201. ffthe $4 can’t be made up,~us~ drop d~e ~ast ~tern {Tam,back Cap for 

Col W Warp DRI- 

Blend Tee - 

00029578X NC5 

$1:1..50). 
Thanks for putting this all together Ben. 

Defender Hybrid ½ 
Zip Jacket - 
00031198X NC1 

Large 

$16/g32 

Medium 

$40 

L/S Legend Tee - 

388578 

Medium 

WHSL ~14 

Fmra: Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:02 PM 

WMNS Icon 6.5" 

Mesh Short - 

535671 

Large 

Game Royal 

(White) 493 

$16 

~VMNS Icon 6,5" Nike Avenger Knit 

Vlesh Short - Warm-UP Pant - 

~35671 535664 

_arge Medium 

~lack (White) Black/White 012 

310 

}16 ($32) $30 ($60) 

Challenger Woven 

Pant - 535668 

Medium 

Black/White 012 

$32.50 ($65) 

NPC Hypercool 

s/s O0027626X- 

NC1 

Medium 

325 

Col Dri-Fit 

Heritage 86 3D 

Tailback Cap 

Adjustable 

00027690X 

;11.50 

To: Beatb/, Greg; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Brown, Michelle; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; 
Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Yarbrough, Nate 
SubjeCt: RE: Nike Allotment 
Importance: High 

This shouN be the final adjustment! Miche% has been gracious and is using the money allotted towards her to distribute ~t a~l of us. The total ~ amount for our 
a~lotmet~t is &1.97. ~rev~ous~y, she was planning on (:ow~dng at~yone who wen~: o~er with her alk)~:met~:, but s~tx:e she is passhg hers along, we haw~ very I~tde 

wiggle room. There have been some adjustment room because not everyone has been ush~g every sh~gle dollar, but ~ won’t know unti~ the end, so p~ease be 

prepared to ad)~st quicMy ff f come back to you. Pk~ase emai~ hie fina~ changes by tomorrow, 

Thanks~ 

Ben SMu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Prosrmm for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Ceil: 

~mm: Sheu, Benjamin 

Sent: Thursday, October ~0, 2013 1:53 PM 

To: Beatty, Grog; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Brown, Michelle; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, 

Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 

SubjeCt: Nike Allotment 

Hey all, 
We have been given more money for our staffi Every person is allotted an additional $55 (total of 

Please review your previous order and adjust it accordingly. Please only send me changes and additions so [ don’t put you down for something multiple times. 

If you don’t have your order written down elsewhere -let me know I can send you what I currently have. 

Also - Nike is no longer offering Women’s sizes in the polo shirts. One option is to order some "SWOOSH ONLY" (there will be no Carolina logo on them) polos 

from the Golf Line when it becomes available in November. Since these are for use at Events, we will limit the colors to Carolina Blue, White, Navy, Grey and Black. 

The cost is roughly 525-~35. If you would like to hold some of your funds for that purpose, please let me know. 

Please get me the new orders by Tuesday, 

Ben SMu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Prosram for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9~9-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 10:58 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: NiLe Allotment 

Nope! 

Should be good! 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordb~atoriAcademic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Ma~oy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 10:57 AM 

Te: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: RE: NiLe Allotment 

Navy ph~ase, Anything else you need clarity on? 

F~m= Sheu, Benjamin 
Nent~ Wednesday, October 16, 20~3 8:~ AM 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subje¢t~ RE; Nike Allotment 
One questk)tL.. 

For the cap, do you want that ~n navy or Carolina blue? 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutodm~ Coord~nm~or/Acmdern~c Comr~se~or 

U NC Academic Support Progrmm for .~tudent-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

C 

~rom: Maloy, Susan g 

Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 8:29 PM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: RE: NiLe Allotment 

Hi Ben, 

Below are my requests. Let me know if you need he~p findk~g thb stuff. ~ beUeve it totals $201. I[: the $4 can’t be made up, just drop the ~ast item (Tam,back Cap for 

Col W Warp DRI- 

Blend Tee - 

00029578X NC5 

51150), 

Thanks for putting Lhis all Logether Ben. 

Susan] 

Defender Hybrid ½ 

Zip Jacket - 

00031198X NCI 

Large 

$16/$32 

Medium 

$40 

k/S Legend Tee - 

388578 

Medium 

WHSL $14 

WMNS Icon 6.5" 

Mesh Short - 

535671 

Large 

Game Royal 

(White) 493 

$16 ($32) 

NMNS Icon 6.5" Nike Avenger Knit 

Vlesh Short - Warm-UP Pant - 

~35671 535664 

_arge Medium 

~lack (White) Black/White 012 

310 

;16 ($32) $30 ($60) 

Challenger Woven 

Pant - 535668 

Medium 

Black/White 012 

$32.50 ($65) 

NPC Hypercool Col Dri-Fit 

s/s 00027626X- Heritage 86 3D 

NCl            Tailback Cap 

Adjustable 

00027690X 

Medium 

~25 ;11.50 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:02 PM 
To: Beatty, Greg; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Brown, Mtichelle; Greene, Michael; Lee, .]aimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Mtyers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; 
Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, ]enn; Yount, Tony; Yarbrough, Nate 
Subject: RE: Nike Allotment 
Importance: High 
Hey 
This should be the final adjustment! Michelle has been gracious and is using the money allotted towards her to distribute it aU of us. The total S amount for our 

allotment is $197. Previously, she was planning on covering anyone who went over with her allotment, but since she is passk~g hers along, we have very I~ttle 

wi881e room~ There have been some adjustment room because not everyone has been us~n8 every s~nsle dollar, but ~ won’t know u[]t~ the end, so please be 
prepared to adjust quk:kly ~[ I come back ~:o you. P~ease ernaH me final changes bv tomorrow, 

Thanks~ 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutod~ Coordh~to~iAc~dem~c 

U ~C Academic Support P~os~am fo~ StudenbAtMetes 

b ~h e u @ ern a ~ u ~(:, e d u 

Offk:e: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

~rom= Sheu, Benjamin 

Sent: Thursday, October ~0, 20~3 ~:53 PM 

To= Beatty, Gres; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Brown, Michelle; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, 

Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 

Subject: NiLe Allotment 

Hey all, 

We have been ~iven more money for our staff! Every person is allotted an additional ~55 (total of ~85). 



Please review your previous order and adjust it accordingly. Please only send me changes and additions so I don’t put you down for something multiple times. 

If you don’t have your order written down elsewhere -let me know I can send you what I currently have. 

Also - Nike is no longer offering Women’s sizes in the polo shirts. One option is to order some "SWOOSH ONLY" (there will be no Carolina logo on them) polos 

from the Golf Line when it becomes available in November. Since these are for use at Events, we will limit the colors to Carolina Blue, White, Navy, Grey and Black. 

The cost is roughly $25-$35. If you would like to hold some of your funds for that purpose, please let me know. 

Please get me the new orders by Tuesday, I0/1S. 

B~?n Sh~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 1:48 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc. edu>; Sheu, Benj amin <b sheu@email.unc, edu>; 
Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Meeting Reminder 

Good afternoon, 

This is a simple reminder of our meeting at 2. See you then (on time or I’II take a DP - the rest can give their orders in the 
meeting)! 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu:" 

Wednesday,                5:10 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Time log in mistake [br ASPSA Tukmng 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:27 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Cc: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Time log in mistake for ASPSA Tutoring 

Hello Susan, 
I mentioned this in the writing tutor meeting last Friday, but on Friday 

I logged into tins by mistake when I was reading chapter 2 from the writing 

tutor book. ~ realize now that we only log into tins for quizzes not for reading. ~ apologize, It won’t happen again. 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 5:28 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: tutoring 

Yes, that works. I’ll walk down to your office Thank you Susan, I look forward to seeing you soon 
Debbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Oct 16, 2013, at 4:24 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hi Debbi, 
> Any chance you could meet at lpm aI’ter your meeting with Michelle? Most mornings I am packed with student meetings, but could possible meet during the afternoon on a different day. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Debbi Clarke [mailto: ~mail.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 6:43 PM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: tutoring 
> 
> Hi Susan, I am going to meet with Michelle next Tue 10/22 at nuon as part of our work on the Provost’s Working Group un Academic and Student-Athletes. Are you available an?" time that 
morning to meet with me to discuss ASPSA Tutoring? If not, I’m available later in the week, as well. 
> Thanks, I look forward to seeing you soon 
> Debbi Clarke 
> 919-247-5788 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jamie Walker ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 5:35 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Login trouble 

Great’. Thanks! 

On Oct 16, 2013, at 5:31 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbma~oy~emaiLt~nc~edu> wrote: 

I just made the fix 7:45an~-Ll.pm, Thanks. 

SLlsat~ 
From: Jamie Walker [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 25, 20~3 22:06 PM 
To-" Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Login trouble 

Hi Su~ 

The internet has ~en down this mo~ng so I couldn’t login. Can you plea~ add me wor~ng to say 7:45-2:00? 

Th~! 

J~ie 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 7:50 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: tutoring 

think we’ll be fine. Thank you again! 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Oct 16, 2013, at 5:31 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> wrote: 
> 

> Great Thank you lpm-(ish) it is on Oct. 22. I do have a 2pm meeting on that afternoon as well Do you think we will need more time? 
> 

> Susan 
> 

Original Messave ..... 
> From: Debbi Clark~ @gmail corn] 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 5:28 PM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: Re: tutoring 
> 

> Yes, that works, rll walk down to your office. Thank you Susan, I look for~vard to seeing you soon. 
> Debbi 
> 
> Sent frum my 1Phone 
> 

>> On Oct 16, 2013, at 4:24 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaluy@email uric edu> wrobe: 
>> 

>> Hi Debbi, 
>> Any chance yuu could meet at 1 pm after yuur meeting with Michelle? Must mornings I am packed with student meetings, but could pussible meet during the afternoun un a different day. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Debbi Clarke [mailto: ~mail.cum] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 6:43 PM 
>> To: Maluy, Susan B 
>> SubJect: mturing 

>> Hi Susan, I am guing to meet with Michelle next Tue 10/22 at nuon as part uf our work un the Provust’s Working Gruup on Academic and Student-Athletes Are yuu available any time 
that murning tu meet with me tu discuss ASPSA Tutoring? If not, I’m available later in the week, as well. 
>> Thanks, I luok furward to seeing yuu suon. 
>> Debbi Clarke 



Fl’om ¯ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Markos, Lauce M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:47 AM 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

No idea... 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 9:31 AM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: 

Lance, 

Do you know of an intended major for bo~h of these guys? 

F~m~ Narkos, Lance N 
Sent~ Tuesday, 12:30 PN 

T~ Gaines, B~ant Anthony 

Ce~ Forbes, Sco~; Jac~on, Sco~ C; Naloy, Susan B 

Sumect: 
Hey guys, 

Attached are the transfer credit evaluations for both and They’re both heading in the right direction to me. They’ll each need 48 

hours of degree credit for next fall, so they’re both well on pace considering we haven’t even gotten to the spring yet.          JSU stuff, most of which he took 

while in HS, is really helpful to him. And           is tracking well too since he’ll likely be a 2-year transfer who is a qualifier. We’ll want to help advise them on 

spring schedules when that time comes but for now things look good. 

Susan - they each have a good number of Gem Ed’s that would transfer in but wanted to get your take on degree applicability to be sure. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ email,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friend, Cynthia Stone <cstone@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 10:49 AM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

UNC’s Newest Addition - 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:41 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Weekly Report 

Rogers and Roberts! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 2:10 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Cc: Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Jackson, Scott Q Forbes, Scott 
Subject: Weekly Report 

Hi Mike, 

Attached is the Grade Report and the Weekly Report for this short week. Please do not hold the guys accountable to their independent study hours this week as it 

was not consistent across the board. Next week we will resume full MAP requirements. The grades on the right hand side of the report came straight from 

professors through our first round of Progress Reports. 

The only infraction this week was          missing his meeting with           Unfortunately, I was not aware of this on Tuesday night to address this with him, 

so I am not aware of why he missed. I know this is a newly added time on his schedule, so it is possible that he forgot. But this is definitely a meeting that he must 

consistently attend for the remainder of this semester as I am quite concerned about his grades right now. 

I did not hear back from PHYS professor, but said that he met with him and cleared up some of the confusion regarding his absences. I have a few 

details in the report that shared with me. grades in most of his classes are of concern, although I believe he is capable of pulling them up before 

the end of the term if he works hard. 

Most of the first year guys have scheduled their Academic Advising meetings. Please remind the upperclassmen to get this done as soon as they can as well. It is 

also now time for the guys to search for classes for the Spring and load their Shopping Carts. It would be great if they would all schedule at least one meeting with 

me to discuss the courses they hope to take and make sure they all apply toward their degree. Or, just thinking out loud, but would it be possible to schedule an 

afternoon team meeting where they all bring their laptops to search for classes, and I rotate around to touch base with everyone? Just a thought, but might be a 

good way for me to be able to reach them all in some way. Thoughts? 

Fall Break comes at a good time. The guys seemed tired and just READY for a break! Hopefully they will come back ready to dig deep academically for the last 6 

weeks. It will go by fast. 

Let me know if you have any questions. I will be out of the office tomorrow. 

Have a great weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 9:08 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: . No Infractiou 

Susan! 
Haha. I thought the whole idea is to MAKE him send the email - which he didn’t do. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maloy, Susari B 
Sent: Thursday, 9:49 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: FW: - No Infraction 

Ben, 

I just changed the infraction for last Sunday. Not sure if he sent an email to ASPSA or not, but he did cormnumcate with me the Friday before. He should not have an infraction 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maloy, Susari B 
Sent: Friday, 10:59 AM 
To: 
SubTect: RE: -No Infraction 

Eli 
So nice that your mother is able to be here I am fine with you canceling this session. Thank you for the detail in your email about this request And great job with the 80% on your test. 

Please now send an email to ASPSAtutoring@unc edu to officially cancel the session. 

Thanks and enjoy your visit with your morn. 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday: 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Tutor 

10:56 AM 

Hey Susan, 
I need to cancel my tutor for sunday night at 6 pm. 2{y morn will be in town for the weekend and since she lives in Hawaii I only have limited time when she comes and during the duration of 
the year to see her because of the distance. I received an 80% on my math test that I took this past monday and there is nothing due at all next week so I do not have anything to really 
prepare for. Please let me know if this is alright with you. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 10:0g AM 

M~loy, Sumn B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Time card 

..... Original ivlessage ..... 

From: Chris O’Sullivan I ~hotmail.colnl 

Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 10:0~ ANI 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Time card 

Hi there, 

I went in to approve my time card and noticed that Wed I "ai ed to clock out. If you don’t mind please nput my" time ont on Friday as 12:10. 

Thanks, have a good weekend. 
Chris 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris O’Sullivan ~hotmail.com> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 2:14 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Time card 

Tha~lks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 21, 2013, at 1:29 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo ,v~emailx~nc~edu> wrote: 

Frem: Chris O’Sullivan [Nailto      ~hotmail,com] 
Sent: Sunday, October 20, 20:[3 7:4:[ PM 
Te: ASPSA Tutoring 
Co: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Fwd: Time card 
See below. Tlying to approve Iny time car& but need time stamp for Wednesday. 

Thank~ 

Clms 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Chris O’Sullivan       ~hommil.com> 
Date: October 18, 2013, 10:07:33 AM EDT 
To: 
SuNect: Time card 

Hi there, 

I went in to approve my time cayd and noticed that Wed I failed to clock out. If you don’t mind, ple&se input my time out on Friday as 12:10. 

Thanks, have a good weekend. 

Chris 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:21 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

GaJne~ Brym~t AnthoW <bagaines@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Weeldy Report 

You could come 

That is at 5:00pm. What do you think? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 4:05 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Weekly Report 

I think next week would be besL Would Tuesday 

necessary. 

Let me know what you think, 

S u s ~l ~ 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, 11:19 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Weekly Report 

An afternoon would work. We lift each day at 3:45pm. 

Thursday is our Fun Days which begin around 2:15pm. 

We lift early Friday morning to give them Friday afternoon off. 

This week or next week? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 2:10 PM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Cc: Gaines, Bryant Anthony; ]ackson, Scott C; Forbes, Scott 
Subject: Weekly Report 

Hi Mike, 

and help them register then serve as a judge for our Halloween Costume Show!! 

or Thursday be better? Say 2pro before lifting? That way we would have a litLte longer than hour if 

Attached is the Grade Report and the Weekly Report for this short week. Please do not hold the guys accountable to their independent study hours this week as it 

was not consistent across the board. Next week we will resume full MAP requirements. The grades on the right hand side of the report came straight from 

professors through our first round of Progress Reports. 

The only Infraction this week was          missing his meeting with Beth Lyons. Unfortunately, I was not aware of this on Tuesday night to address this with him, 

so I am not aware of why he missed. I know this is a newly added time on his schedule, so it is possible that he forgot. But this is definitely a meeting that he must 

consistently attend for the remainder of this semester as I am quite concerned about his grades right now. 

I did not hear back from PHYS professor, but said that he met with him and cleared up some of the confusion regarding his absences. I have a few 

details in the report that shared with me. grades in most of his classes are of concern, although I believe he is capable of pulling them up before 

the end of the term if he works hard. 

Most of the first year guys have scheduled their Academic Advising meetings. Please remind the upperclassmen to get this done as soon as they can as well. It is 

also now time for the guys to search for classes for the Spring and load their Shopping Carts. It would be great if they would all schedule at least one meeting with 

me to discuss the courses they hope to take and make sure they all apply toward their degree. Or, just thinking out loud, but would it be possible to schedule an 

afternoon team meeting where they all bring their laptops to search for classes, and I rotate around to touch base with everyone? Just a thought, but might be a 

good way for me to be able to reach them all in some way. Thoughts? 

Fall Break comes at a good time. The guys seemed tired and just READY for a break! Hopefully they will come back ready to dig deep academically for the last 6 

weeks. It will go by fast. 

Let me know if you have any questions. I will be out of the office tomorrow. 

Have a great weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmal~ @errmJ 1. unc .edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:24 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbnMoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

(kales, Bobby H. <bgales@unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

Sum! 

On at 10:14 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy({gemail.utlc.edu> wrote: 

tf I was only abh:_~ to stay until 5:30pro would I st:ill be of help as a judge? ~ would love to see the guys dressed up~ 

SusaR 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, 7:21 PN 
To= Haloy, Susan B 
Cc= Gaines, B~ant Anthony 
Subject= RE: Weekly Repo~ 

You could come       and help them register then sere as a judge for our Halloween Costume Show~ 

That is at 5:00pm. What do you think? 

F~m= Haloy, Susan B 
Sent= Honday, ~:05 PH 
To= Fox, Mike 
Subject= RE: Weekly Repo~ 

~ tNnk next week would be best. WouM Tuesday or Thursday be better? Say 2pro before Hft~ng? That way we would have a ~ittle k~nger 

than hour ff necessary. 

Le~ me know what you 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m~ Fox, Mike 
~mt~ Monday, i~: ~9 AM 
T~ Malw, Susan B 
@~mt~ R~; Weekly Repo~ 
An a~eFnoon would woFk. ~e Ii~ each day at 3NSpm. 
Thumday is ouF Fun Days which begin aFound 2:~5pm. 
We Ii~ eaFly FFiday moFning to give them FFiday a~eFnoon 
This week oF ne~ week? 

F~m~ Maloy, Susan B 
~t~ ThuFsday, 2:~0 PM 
T~ FGX, Mike 
Cc: Gaines, B~ant Anthony; Jackson, Sco~ C; Forbes, Sco~ 
Subject= Weekly Repo~ 

Hi Mike, 

Attached is the Grade Report and the Weekly Report for this short week. Please do not hold the guys accountable to their independent study hours 

this week as it was not consistent across the board. Next week we will resume full MAP requirements. The grades on the right hand side of the report 

came straight from professors through our first round of Progress Reports. 

The only Infraction this week was          missing his meeting with Beth Lyons. Unfortunately, I was not aware of this on Tuesday night to address 

this with him, so I am not aware of why he missed. I know this is a newly added time on his schedule, so it 

definitely a meeting that he must consistently attend for the remainder of this semester as I am quite concerned about his grades right now. 

I did not hear back from PHYS professor, but said that he met with him and cleared up some of the confusion regarding his absences. 

I have a few details in the report that shared with me. grades in most of his classes are of concern, although I believe he is capable of 

pulling them up before the end of the term if he works hard. 

Most of the first year guys have scheduled their Academic Advising meetings. Please remind the upperclassmen to get this done as soon as they can 

as well. It is also now time for the guys to search for classes for the Spring and load their Shopping Carts. It would be great if they would all schedule at 

least one meeting with me to discuss the courses they hope to take and make sure they all apply toward their degree. Or, just thinking out loud, but 

would it be possible to schedule an afternoon team meeting where they all bring their laptops to search for classes, and I rotate around to touch base 

with everyone? Just a thought, but might be a good way for me to be able to reach them all in some way. Thoughts? 

Fall Break comes at a good time. The guys seemed tired and just READY for a break] Hopefully they will come back ready to dig deep academically for 

the last 6 weeks. It will go by fast. 

Let me know if you have any questions. I will be out of the office tomorrow. 

Have a great weekend! 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinalor/Academic Couusdor 

UNC Academic Suppori Program/br Strident-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 

sbmaJw(~iemail.unc.edu 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:46 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Weekly Report 

I would assume. There is a pretty good signal here. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:44 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Weekly Report 

Ok, Iql tentatively schedule 3:15. I assume the can all use their taptop to access the internet in the lounge, right? Thanks. 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:22 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: RE: Weekly Report 

Let me look into the best time next week. 

We are still working out some and the guys need about 30 minutes for their costume change!! 

So maybe like 3:15 or so. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:14 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Weekly Report 

Ok gr~-’_~at [ I will plan on that What time sh.:_~uld f come to assist the guys in k)ading their shopping carts? I1: s~-_~ems that having an hour ~or th~-’_~nl to work on this woukt 

be good. Some may not need that much time, however. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:24 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Co: Gales, Bobby H. 
Subject: Re: Weekly Report 

Sure! 

On at 10:14 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <.s___b____m___a__[_o__y___@____e___m____a_!_[:__u___n__c__.___e__d___u_.> wrote: 

If I was only able Lo stay until 5:30pro would I still be of help as a judge? I would love to see the guys dressed up! 
g~san 

Fro~: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, 7:21 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Gaines, Bryant Anthony 
Subject: RE: Weekly Report 

You could come       and help them register then serve as a judge for our Halloween Costume Show!! 

That is at 5:00pm. What do you think? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 4:05 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Weekly Report 

I think r~-’_~xt week would be best. WouM Tuesday or Thursday be better? Say 2pro before I~fl:h~g? That way we would haw~ a ~ittle ~onger 

than hour ~f necessary 

Let me know what you 

Thanks, 

F~m: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, 11:19 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Weekly Repo~ 

An a~ernoon would work. We li~ each day at 3:45pm. 

Thu~day is our Fun Days which begin around 2:15pm. 

We li~ early Friday morning to give them Friday a~ernoon off. 

This week or ne~ week? 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 2:I0 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
¢c: Gaines, Bwant Anthony; Jackson, Sco~ C; Forbes, Sco~ 
Subject: Weekly Repo~ 

Hi Mike, 

Attached is the Grade Report and the Weekly Report for this short week. Please do not hold the guys accountable to their independent study hours 

this week as it was not consistent across the board. Next week we will resume full MAP requirements. The grades on the right hand side of the report 

came straight from professors through our first round of Progress Reports. 

The only Infraction this week was          m~ss~n8 his meeting with Beth Lyons. Unfortunately, I was not aware of this on Tuesday night to address 

this with him, so I am not aware of why he missed. 

definitely a meeting that he must consistently attend for the remainder of this semester as I am quite concerned about his grades right now. 

I did not hear back from        PHYS professor, but        said that he met with him and cleared up some of the confusion regarding his absences. 



I have a few details in the report that        shared with me.        grades in most of his classes are of concern, although I believe he is capable of 

pulling them up before the end of the term if he works hard. 

Most of the first year guys have scheduled their Academic Advising meetings. Please remind the upperclassmen to get this done as soon as they can 

as well. It is also now time for the guys to search for classes for the Spring and load their Shopping Carts. It would be great if they would all schedule at 

least one meeting with me to discuss the courses they hope to take and make sure they all apply toward their degree. Or, just thinking out loud, but 

would it be possible to schedule an afternoon team meeting where they all bring their laptops to search for classes, and I rotate around to touch base 

with everyone? Just a thought, but might be a good way for me to be able to reach them all in some way. Thoughts? 

Fall Break comes at a good time. The guys seemed tired and just READY for a break! Hopefully they will come back ready to dig deep academically for 

the last 6 weeks. It will go by fast. 

Let me know if you have any questions. I will be out of the office tomorrow. 

Have a great weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov~f~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 23, 2013 8:56 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: New Advisor Training Today 

What time is it? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 23, 2013, at 8:42 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Do you know where this is? I would like to hear the appeals and probation presentation. 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 23, 2013 9:31 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
RE: New Advisor Training Today 

They actually met with Candice two weeks ago for that piece. The only training today is from Spencer going over different 
majors/minors. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 8:57 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: New Advisor Training Today 

have 3pm on my schedule, but no other details other than Cynthia D. and Alice Dawson are presenting. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 8:56 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: New Advisor Training Today 

What time is it? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 23, 2013, at 8:42 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Do you know where this is? I would like to hear the appeals and probation presentation. 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 9:49 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

@hotmail.com> 

Re: power point for Friday’s training 

and Jamie are working on it. They will be able to send you matefiaJs. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Oct 23, 2013, at 8:46 AM, "Maloy, Susm~ B" <sbmaloy,~;emaihmc.edu~~ wrote: 

That~ks, 

Sus~!r~ 

Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 .~:42 PM 

To: Walker, Jamie S;            Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: power point for Friday’s training 
Here is the power point for Friday, 

Susan, 

If you send out a reminder email, would you invite people to bring their own notes from the August training, so they can continue to add to them? We will, of 
course have more handouts for those who don’t bring them. 

Do you want to copy handouts, or would you like us to? 

<learning techniques Oct.ppb~> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:52 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

Can you please send me cunent schedule. 

On , at 8:14 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(?~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok great! I will plan on that. What time should I come to assist the guys in loading their shopping carts? It seems that hav#~g an hour for thern to work 

on this would be good~ Some may not need that much time, however. 

Thanks, 

F~= Fox, Hike 
Seat: Tuesday, $0:24 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
C~= Gales, Bobby H. 
Subject: Re: Weekly Report 

Sure[ 

On at 10:14 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I1:1 was only able to stay unLil 5:30pro would I still be o[:help as a judge? I would love Lo see the guys dressed up! 

Susa[~ 

From= Fox, Hike 
Seat= Honday, 7:25 PH 
Te= Haloy, Susan B 
Cc= Gaines, Bryant Anthony 
Subject: RE: Weekly Report 

YOU could come       and help them register then serve as a judge for our Halloween Costume Show!! 

That is at 5:00pm. What do you think? 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Honday, 4:05 PM 

To= Fox, Hike 
Subject= RE: Weekly Report 

I thinl~ next week would be best. Would Tuesday or Thursday be better? Say 2pro before lift:ins? Tha~: way we would haw? a 

~iLtle longer than hour if necessary. 

LeL me know what you think. 

Th a n ks~ 

F~ Fax, 
Sent: Honday, 11:19 AN 
To= Haloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Weekly Repo~ 

An a~ernoon would work. We li~ each day at 3:45pm. 

Thu~day is our Fun Days which begin around 2:[5pm. 

We li~ early Friday morning to give them Friday a~ernoon off. 

This week or ne~ week? 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent= Thursday, 2:$0 PH 
Te= Fox, Hike 
~= Gaines, B~ant Anthony; Jac~on, Sco~ C; ~rbes, Sco~ 
Subject= Weekly Repo~ 

Hi Mike, 

Attached is the Grade Report and the Weekly Report for this short week. Please do not hold the ~uys accountable to their independent 

study hours this week as it was not consistent across the board. Next week we will resume full MAP requirements. The ~rades on the 

right hand side of the report came straight from professors throush our first round of Prosress Reports. 

The only Infraction this week was          missin~ his meetin~ with Beth Lyons. Unfortunately, I was not aware of this on Tuesday night 

to address this with him, so I am not aware of why he missed. I know this is a newly added time on his schedule, so it is possible that he 

forgot. But this is definitely a meetin~ that he must consistently attend for the remainder of this semester as I am quite concerned about 

his 8rades right now. 

I did not hear back from        PHYS professor, but        said that he met with him and cleared up some of the confusion re~ardin8 

his absences. I have a few details in the report that        shared with me.        ~rades in most of his classes are of concern, 

althoush I believe he is capable of pullin~them up before the end of the term if he works hard. 

Most of the first year ~uys have scheduled their Academic Advisin~ meetings. Please remind the upperclassmen to ~et this done as soon 

as they can as well. It 

they would all schedule at least one meetin~ with me to discuss the courses they hope to take and make sure they all apply toward their 

de~ree. Or, just thinkin8 out loud, but would it be possible to schedule an afternoon team meetin8 where they all bdn~ their laptops to 

search for classes, and I rotate around to touch base with everyone? Just a thought, but might be a ~ood way for me to be able to reach 

them all in some way. Thoughts? 

Fall Break comes at a ~ood time. The Buys seemed tired and just READY for a bream Hopefully they will come back ready to di~ deep 

academically for the last 6 weeks. It will ~o by fast. 

Let me know if you have any questions. I will be out of the office tomorrow. 



Have a great weekend! 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 23, 2013 9:54 AM 

Sheu, Benj amin <b sheu@email.unc, edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc. edu> 

ITAL Tutoring 

Good morning, 
Do we have anyone for Italian now? Not sure if we had a back-up for 

that also does ITAL. 

or not. I cannot remember if this is the writing tutor 

Thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:10 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma~loy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Meetings ruth Beth Lyons 

missed his meeting with Beth Lyons last week and said he had it with her yesterday. 

I don’t have his time down. 

When is he supposed to meet with her. 

Do you have all the meetings with my guys with Beth? I don’t see them all on the AC report. 

Sorn/! 
From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:14 AM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Weekly Report 
Ok great! I will #an on that. What th~e should [ come to ashiest the guys in k~ading ~:heir shopping carts? It seems that having an hour for them to work on ~:h~s would 

be good. Some may no~ need that much time, however. 

Thanks, 
gus~l 

From= Fox, Mike 
Sent= Tuesday, 10:24 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 

¢e= Gales, Bobby H. 

Subject= Re: Weekly RepoR 

Sure! 

On at 10:14 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <_s__b____m____a_Lo_~__@___e___n_!_a__[!_._9__n___c__.__e___d___u_> wrote: 

H:I was only able to stay until 5:30pro would I sdll be of help as a judge? I would love to see the guys dressed up! 

Susan 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, 7:21 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Gaines, Bryant Anthony 
Subject: RE: Weekly Report 

You could come       and help them register then serve as a judge for our Halloween Costume Show!! 

That is at 5:00pm. What do you think? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 4:05 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Weekly Report 

I think ~ext week would be best. Would Tuesday or Thursday be better? Say 2pm before l~ft~ng? Thst way we would hsve a ~ittle k3nger 

thar~ hour ff necessary. 

[.e[ me ~now what you 

Thanks, 

Susan 

E~= Fox, Nike 
$e~t= Nonday, $$: $9 AM 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
$~bje~t= RE: Weekly Repo~ 

An a~ernoon would work. We lift each day at 3:45pm. 

Thu~day is our Fun Days which begin around 2:[Spm. 

We li~ early Friday morning to give them Friday a~ernoon off. 

This week or ne~ week7 

~; Naloy, Susan B 
Seat= Thursday, 2: 
Te= Fox, Mike 
C¢= Gaines, B~ant Anthony; 3ackson, Sco~ C; Forbes, Sco~ 
$abject= Weekly Repo~ 

Hi Mike, 

Attached is the Grade Report and the Weekly Report for this short week. Please do not hoM the Buys accountaMe to their independent study hours 

this week as it was not consistent across the board. Next week we will resume full MAP requirements. The 8rades on the risht hand side of the report 

came straisht from professors throush our first round of Prosress Reports. 

The oNy Infraction this week was          m~ssin~ Ns meet~n8 with Beth lyons. Unfortunately, I was not aware of thB on Tuesday night to address 

this with him, so I am not aware of why he missed. 

definitely a meetin8 that he must consistently attend for the remainder of this semester as I am quite concerned about his 8rades risht now. 

I did not hear back from PHYS professor, but said that he met with him and cleared up some of the confusion resardin8 his absences. 

I have a few details in the report that shared with me. 8rades in most of his classes are of concern, althoush I believe he is capable of 

pull~nsthem up before the end of the term if he works hard. 

Most of the first year Buys have scheduled their Academic Advis~n8 meetinss. Please remind the upperclassmen to set this done as soon as they can 

as well. It is also now time for the Buys to search for classes for the Sprin8 and load their Shoppin8 Carts. It wou~d be 8reat if they wouM aH schedule at 

~east one meetin8 with me to discuss the courses they hope to take and make sure they all apply toward their desree. Or, just thinkin8 out loud, but 

would it be possible to schedule an afternoon team meetin~ where they all brin8 their laptops to search for classes, and I rotate around to touch base 

with everyone? Just a thought, but misht be a ~ood way for me to be able to reach them all in some way. Thoughts? 

Fall Break comes at a ~ood t~me. The ~uys seemed tired and just READY for a bream Hopefully they will come back ready to dis deep academically for 



the last 6 weeks. It will go by fast. 
Let me know if you have any questions. I will be out of the office tomorrow. 
Have a great weekend! 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919- 962- 8247 (thx) 
sbmalo~-,~;email.~mc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:33 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Meetings with Beth Lyons 

Thanks! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:21 AM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject; RE: Meetings with Beth Lyons 

--- 7:30pro on Mor~days 

--.8:30am on Tuesdays 

--:1 ~am on Tuesdays 

-. :H:3Oam on Tuesdays 

- 12:30pm on Thursdays 

d~d meet w~th Beth Lyons yesterday, which was essentially h~s firsL active meeting. Ws taken way too long to get this on h~s schedule. I told him that I do not 

want hkn missklg from this point forward. 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:10 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject~ Meetings with Beth Lyons 

missed his meeting with Beth Lyons last week and said he had it with her yesterday. 
I don’t have his time down. 
When is he supposed to meet with her. 
Do you have all the meetings with my guys with Beth? I don’t see them all on the AC repot. 
Sor~ 
From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:14 AM 

To~ Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Weekly Repo~ 

Ok great! I wi~ p~an on that. What t~me should ~ come to assist the guys in ~oading their shopping carts? It seems that havh~g an hour for them to work on this wou~d 

be good. 5ome may not: need that much time, however. 

Tha]~ks, 

F~m= Fox, N~ke 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:24 PN 
Te; Naloy, Susan B 
C~= Gales, Bobby H. 
Subject= Re: Weekly Repo~ 

Sure] 

On at 10:14 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

if I was only abh:_~ t.:_~ stay until 5::gOpm would I st:ill be o[ help as a judge? [ would love to see the guys dressed 

SusaR 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, 7:21 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Co= Gaines, Bwant Anthony 
Subject= RE: Weekly Repo~ 

You could come       and help them register then sere as a judge for our Halloween Costume Show~ 

That is at 5:00pm. What do you think? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 4:05 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject-" RE: Weekly Report 

1 think next week would be best. Would Tuesday 

than hour if necessary. 

Let me krlow what you 

Susat~ 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, 11:19 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Weekly Report 

An afternoon would work. We lift each day at 3:45pm. 

Thursday is our Fun Days which begin around 2:15pm. 

We lift early Friday morning to give them Friday afternoon off. 

This week or next week? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 2:10 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Cc: Gaines, Bryant Anthony; 3ackson, Scott C; Forbes, Scott 

or Thursday be better? Say 2pm before lifting? That way we would have a little longer 



Subject-" Weekly Report 

Hi Mike, 

Attached is the Grade Report and the Weekly Report for this short week. Please do not hold the guys accountable to their independent study hours 

this week as it was not consistent across the board. Next week we will resume full MAP requirements. The grades on the right hand side of the report 

came straight from professors through our first round of Progress Reports. 

The only Infraction this week was          missing his meeting with Beth Lyons. Unfortunately, I was not aware of this on Tuesday night to address 

this with him, so I am not aware of why he missed. I know this is a newly added time on his schedule, so it is possible that he forgot. But this is 

definitely a meeting that he must consistently attend for the remainder of this semester as I am quite concerned about his grades right now. 

I did not hear back from PHYS professor, but said that he met with him and cleared up some of the confusion regarding his absences. 

I have a few details in the report that shared with me. grades in most of his classes are of concern, although I believe he is capable of 

pulling them up before the end of the term if he works hard. 

Most of the first year guys have scheduled their Academic Advising meetings. Please remind the upperclassmen to get this done as soon as they can 

as well. It is also now time for the guys to search for classes for the Spring and load their Shopping Carts. It would be great if they would all schedule at 

least one meeting with me to discuss the courses they hope to take and make sure they all apply toward their degree. Or, just thinking out loud, but 

would it be possible to schedule an afternoon team meeting where they all bring their laptops to search for classes, and I rotate around to touch base 

with everyone? Just a thought, but might be a good way for me to be able to reach them all in some way. Thoughts? 

Fall Break comes at a good time. The guys seemed tired and just READY for a break! Hopefully they will come back ready to dig deep academically for 

the last 6 weeks. It will go by fast. 

Let me know if you have any questions. I will be out of the office tomorrow. 

Have a great weekend! 

Susan 

Susan IVl a loy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (t:a.’~) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 11:38 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc. edu>; Sheu, Benj amin <b sheu@email.unc, edu>; 
Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

This Afternoon’s Meeting 

Good morning, 
We will not meet today; I am heading home sick. Enjoy the afternoon and I hope to see you all tomorrow. 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 24, 2013 9:47 AM 

Malty, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Student-athlete Academic Success Tools 

I was telling Michelle yesterday morning that I want to give them one more shot but it would be the same sort of meeting we just had 
with GradesFirst - they have to be willing to send someone here for this one. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Malty, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 1:39 PM 

To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: FW: Student-athlete Academic Success Tools 

Do you think we want to see this again? 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kevin Dansky [maiFto:! _ ] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 1:18 PM 
To: Malty, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Student-athlete Academic Success Tools 

Hi Susan, 

Hope all is well. I wanted to follow up on my previous message regarding Symplicity’s Insight Athletics program 
(www.symplicity.com/insight-athletics), a student-athlete advising and academic risk management system that features: progress 
reports, study hall attendance tracking, holistic student records, case notes, custom flags and alerts, follow-up actions, referrals, and an 
integrated early alert module to rapidly identify and intervene when students may be at academic risk. 

As we approach the end of the year, we are scheduling many demonstrations and I want to make sure that you are able to find a date 

and time with us to walk through the system. If you are interested, please feel free to contact me at 703-351-0200 ext 7115, or email 

me at kdansky@symplicity.com to schedule a brief online demonstration at your convenience. Or, you may simply select a date/time 
from our Insight Sales Associate’s online calendar and I will confirm the meeting information (note: all times are eastern): 

I hope to connect with you soon! 

Best Regards, 

Kevin Dansky 
Office: 703-351-0200 ext. 7115 
Email:      _ @symplicity.com 

Symplicity 
www.symplicity.com 



From: scam~er@unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 20131024102505280.pdf 

10:25 AM 

@email.~mc.edu-~; ~email.unc.edu-~; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtr~ 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" (Aficio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date:          10:25:05 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 10:51 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Student-athlete Academic Success Tools 

I am going to this morning. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 10:50 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Student-athlete Academic Success Tools 

So have we asked them to come or should we respond to this individual? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 9:47 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Student-athlete Academic Success Tools 

I was telling Michelle yesterday morning that I want to give them one more shot but it would be the same sort of meeting we just had with 
GradesFirst - they have to be willing to send someone here for this one. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 1:39 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: FW: Student-athlete Academic Success Tools 

Do you think we want to see this again? 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kevin Dansky [gmilto:l 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 1:18 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Student-athlete Academic Success Tools 

Hi Susan, 

Hope all is well. I wanted to follow up on my previous message regarding Symplicity’s Insight Athletics program 
(www. symplicity.com/insight-athletics), a student-athlete advising and academic risk management system that features: progress reports, 
study hall attendance tracking, holistic student records, case notes, custom flags and alerts, follow-up actions, referrals, and an integrated 
early alert module to rapidly identify and intervene when students may be at academic risk. 

As we approach the end of the year, we are scheduling many demonstrations and I want to make sure that you are able to find a date and time 
with us to walk through the system. If you are interested, please feel free to contact me at 703-351-0200 ext 7115, or email me at 
kdansky@symplicity.com to schedule a brief online demonstration at your convenience. Or, you may simply select a date/time from our 
Insight Sales Associate’s online calendar and I will confirm the meeting information (note: all times are eastern): 

¯ co~gcalendar~le/demo 

I hope to connect with you soon! 

Best Regards, 

Kevin Dansky 
Office: 703-351-0200 ext. 7115 
Email: ........... y@symplicity.com 

Symplicity 
www. symplicity.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 2:25 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Thanksgiving - football game 

Hello, 

I have several family members coming here for Thanksgiving. We are planning on going to the football game against 

Duke that Saturday. If you will not be using your tickets and you are looking for that person to share them with ..... 

please let me know. I would be happy to help you with that. © 

Thanks, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 3:33 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Appeal 

I’ve left this as "unread" in the ASPSA folder 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:48 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Re: Appeal 

I get out of class on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday; Friday at 11:30, and I get out at 10:50 on Wednesdays. The offseason starts after this weekend, so I can meet any 

day at~ter class. Whatever day works best tbr you works tbr me. 

Thank~ 

O11 , at 12:34 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutorin~;unc.edu> wrote: 

H~ 

It would be better for me if we could meet some time during the day. I am not usually here that late on Mondays. What times during the day would 

work h:~r you ? 

Sus~!~ 

gen~ Wednesday, ~:~ A~ 
To~ ASPSA Tutoring 

g~je~ Re: Appeal 

Su~ 

Absolutely, I am down at the Loudennilk Center on Mondays for tutoring, can you meet betbre my tutoring appointment a~ound 6:30 fl~is coming 

Monday? 

Thm~ 

On at 12:17 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <~._~_[_~_i~A_r_~)__u_~_%_e_d__u> wrote: 

Hi 
Recently I received a few Academic Infraction Appeals from you. I would like to schedule a brief meeting to discuss them. When are the best times for 
you to meet during the week? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Acade~nic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmalov!i~;email.tmc.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Friday, October 25, 2013 8:47 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Weekly Meetings 

Hi Susan, 
So you are the only one left to schedule. Are Tuesday afternoons good times? 2:30? 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Friday, October 25, 2013 9:47 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Weekly Meetings 

Thank you; are you OK this morning? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 9:46 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Weekly Meetings 

2:30 on Tuesdays are fine for the most part. I’!l put it on my calendar. Thanks. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 8:47 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Weekly Meetings 

Hi Susan, 
So you are the only one left to schedule. Are Tuesday afternoons good times? 2:30? 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com> 

Friday, 11:16 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

veteran’s day? 

Hi Susan, 

I was just looking at kids’ school calendars and realizing that the Veteran’s Day holiday is coming up. Is this a University holiday, too? Will we have 

daytime sessions? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lyons. Elizabefl~ M --~emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 1:02 PM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Maloy, SusaJ~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie ~jaimielee@unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana E 

<dgelin@unc.edu~~ 

should be our Friday mantra’. 

1383420 10200600244116459 1359364677 n.jpg 

Beth L~ons 

Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3~_07 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3~_07 

emlyons@email.unc.edu 

T. 9/~9.843.6029 

c. 

f. 9~9-962.8247 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:25 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report - UPDATE 

Haha. No problem. 

Solly to b~xge in on you like that. When comes to me I listen’.!! 

On at 3:11 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy~emailx~nc~edu> wrote: 

Hi Mike, 
I made a mistake with the weekly report and did not run the report through today’s date; therefore the hours from last night were not captured. The 
only guys who were slightly short were                       I apologize for this, as I know this puts you in a bad spot since you have already 
communicated this to the guys. Attached is an updated report with the new numbers. 
Thanks, and I apologize once again. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Acade~nic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmalov~f~email.unc.edt~ 

<WR Update.pdf> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabeth M --~emlyons@email.unc.edn> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 8:52 AM 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.nnc.edu-~; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@emml.nnc.edu-~; Orr, Kym N 

<orr@email.unc.edu-~; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edtv~; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edtr~; Maloy, Susan B 

<sbmaloy@email.nnc.edu-~; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 

<gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Sheu~ Benjamin <bsheu~!eln~l.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richoxd <bbethel@email.unc.edu:,; Greene, 

Michael <greenem ,~)email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday surprise 

Good Morning, 

I have ordered a banner for Wednesday’s gathering. It is 4ft and pays homage to both his 40th, the Boston Red Sox (sorry Nate), and Hump Day. The total cost was 

~38- donations will be accepted but not mandatory. 

Have a nice day! 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

emlyons@email.unc.edu 

T. 919.843.6029 

c. 

f. 919-962.8247 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabefl~ M --~emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 12:36 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday su~ri se 

No, I decided the b,~ner was the way to go.,, I thought it was a better keepsake for the big 4 0 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Monday, October 28, 2013 12:27 PM 
To= Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject= RE: Wednesday surprise 

That’s awesome geth~. Thanks so much~ I would like to contribute. D~d you end up getting the Duck Dynasty thing a~so? 

F~m= Lyons, Elizabeth N 
Sent= Nonday, October 28, 2013 8:52 AN 
To= Yarbrough, Nate; Lee, 3a~mie; Nyers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; Overstreet, ~a; Naloy, Susan B; Townsend, 3enn; Brown, Nichelle; Bea~, Greg; Sheu, Benjamin; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard; Greene, Nichael 
Subject: Wednesday surprise 

Good MorNng, 

[ have ordered a banner for Wednesday’s gathering. It is 4ft and pays homage to both his 40th, the Boston Red Sox (sorry Nate), and Hump Day. The total cost was 

$38- donations will be accepted but not mandatory. 

Have a nice day! 
Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3507 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 
emlyons@email.unc.edu 
T. 919.843.6029 
c. 
f. 919-962.8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Monday, October 28, 2013 2:12 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Baseball - Eligibility Statements 

still have to do the DA hours but I will have them complete by then. Sorry for the delay. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2013 2:08 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Baseball - Eligibility Statements 

Hey You ! 

Am I able to run the eligibility statements now? Think you had said the current DA hours needed to be updated. I have 

a team meeting on Thursday 10/31 when I would like to be able to distribute these documents. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥~email.unc.edu 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 3:28 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 8pm Appt. Wed.      CANCELED - Cm~ you reschedule? 

DOH! 
Hahm. She just c,~Iled me --- she’s sick and is canceNng tonight so 1 already t,~Iked to her. 

B~n .Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academk: Supporl: Prosn~m for S~udenl:-A~:hhel:es 

Off:ice: 9~9-8~3-2328 

Cell: 

~rom; ASPSA Tutorin8 

Sent: Monday, S:24 PM 

Subject: 8pro Appt. Wed. CANCELED - Can you reschedule7 

Hi 

I wanted to let you know that Women’s Basketball has a same on Wednesday nisht Therefore your 8pro appointment on Wednesday nisht has been 

canceled. Since this is the only time that the ~irls meet with you each week, is there any other time that you would have available this week to reschedule the 

appointment7 I hope to hear back from 7ou at your earliest convenience. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 5:04 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

PSYC exam review? 

Susan, 
Have you heard anything about a psyc exam review? 

is asking to meet with on Tuesday to review for an upcoming exam on Wednesday apparently. 

Ben 5:h~u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 5:07 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

Checking in 

Hey Susan, 

We didn’t really get a chance today to check in... I have to book it out of here... Let me know if there’s anything we need to catch up on so I can take care of it 

tomorrow morning, i’ve taken care of the cancellations -working on Hannah’s adjustment for next week since she’s going to be out. I will let counselors know 

about the upcoming later this week. 

Oh and lql send a reminder about Thursday tomorrow. 

See you tomorrow! 

~en 5hea’ 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 7:24 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Spring Class Schedule 

Susan, 

I’ve been working ruth the shopping cart on CormeclCarolina, as of right now I have; 

COMM 

COMM 

MATH 

SPAN 

I need 16 hours to graduate, thus leaving me with 4 hours left to fill. Any recommendations on classes? I believe I have all my requirements taken care of and the final 4 

hours will be electives. Any ideas’? Thank you! Looldng fo~wmd to seeing you on Thursday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 8:11 PM 

UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa_headcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa_asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA_Academics 
<uncaa academics@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa_seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu>; Williams, Andre 
<willia~6@email.unc.edu>; Webbo Josh <jdwebb@email.unc.edu>; Adams, Clarissa <clarissa.adams@unc.edu> 

November 4th CREED Workshop Reminder 

This is the reminder that I sent to all first year student athletes regarding the November 4th Carolina CREED workshop. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 

Greeting 1st Years, 

Monday, November 4th at 7pm is our third Carolina CREED workshop. The workshop will take place on the 3rd floor of Loudermilk. Our theme is the 

"R" of CREED Respect. Please be familiar with your CREED mentors and group name (trivia). Bring your creativity!!!! 

Please contact your mentor or me if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Neff; Karen ~kmn2 l@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, Oclober 29, 2013 10:33 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor Obsel~ations 

Hi Susan, 
When you have a few minutes, I think we need to discuss some of the tutor sessions I observed last night, especially one in particular. 
Thanks, 
Karen 
Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 11:29 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

iphone 

The phone is Tony’s office charging -we might be able to find who it is and send them an email. 

B~n 5h~-?u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Robin C <rcb@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 29, 2013 11:44 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tomorrow 

Hey Susan! 

Any chance you could meet me in the parking lot tomorrow at 2:30 to bring a few things up? I was thinking...maybe you 

could send Michelle a text when it’s safe to let Brent out of their meeting. Maybe a couple of minutes after 3:00 so 

everybody has a chance to get down there? 

I can’t thank you enough for your help with all of this! He was feeling a little sorry for himself the other day because 

Halloween is all about the children. His birthday dinner out usually gets pushed back to the next day because there are 

so many people going out to eat that night. BOO HOO[ 

See you tomorrow! 

Robin C. Blanton 

Learning Specialist 

The UNC Learning Center 

919-962-8012 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Neff; Karen <kmn2 l@emaJl.unc.edu:, 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 1:14 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Observations 

Absolutely. See you then. 
Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent:: Tuesday, October 29, 20:[3 :[::[3 PM 
To:: Neff, Karen 
Co-" Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject:: RE: Tutor Observations 
Can we meet at :t:30pm? 

Frera: Neff, Karen 
Sent; Tuesday, October 29, 20:[3 :[0:33 AN 
Te: IVlaloy, Susan B 
Co:: Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject:: Tutor Observations 
Hi Susan, 
When you have a few minutes, I think we need to discuss some of the tutor sessions I observed last night, especially one in particular. 
Thanks, 
Karen 
Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.t~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 1:26 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Ob~rvatious 

Hey I already chatted with her to hear what went on._ come grab me if you want n~e i~I there too 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 20:13:1::13 PM 

To: Neff, Karen 

Cc: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: RE: Tutor Observations 

Can we meet at l:gOpm? 

Frem: Neff, Karen 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 29, 2013 10:33 AM 

To," Maloy, Susan B 
Cc-" Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject-" Tutor Observations 

Hi Susan, 
When you have a few minutes, I think we need to discuss some of the tutor sessions I observed last night, especially one in particular, 
Thanks, 
Karen 

Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, 3:06 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tutoring schedule 

Hi Susan, 

Thank you for the training on Friday. 
It was really helpful to learn from other tutors and to get a better idea of what to expect. 

When should I get a schedule for my tutoring hours, or when can I start? 

Have a good week! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 10:20 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Evaluatiou Surveys 

Good idea. That time worlcs for me. 

Kamn M. Neff 

On Oct 29, 2013, at 10:04 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaiLuuc.edu-~ wrote: 

In thir~king more about: the student’s ~.;urvey, t would Hke to add i~ few quest~ot~s regardh~g the [nflact:~ot~ Polk:y and the Appeal Pfoces~;. [ should be 

able to meet about th~s around ~:30pm tomorrow if thaL works for you. 

Thanks, 

F~m~ Neff, Karen 
Nent~ Monday, October 28, 20[3 3:37 PN 
T~ Sheu, Benjamin; 
~e~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Evaluation Su~eys 

Hollo Ben, 
I havo boon working on the suNeys we havo our studonts and tutoB comploto in order to help us evaluate our tutor program. I was wondering you could please 
take a look at the suNeys and let me know if you have any suggestions for improvement. Suggestions may include topics that should or shouldn’t be covered, 
wordin9, structure, etc. I am sending you the links to complete the su~eys. Since most of the questions are required, you will have to answer the questions to 
move on and view the whole suNey. You can put any response for each question and I will clear the results before we release the su~ey to our students and 
tutors. 
The first suNey is the one we ask our students to complete to evaluate each of their tutoB: 

http://v’~.su ~ey mon key.co~s/TutorFall20~ 3 
The second suNey is the one we ask our tutors ~o complete to evaluate our program: 

https:/l~v.sut~eymonkey.com/s/TutorProgEval20~ 3 
Thank you for your help[ 
Karen 

Ka~en ~. Neff 

Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of Noah Carolina at Ghapel Hill 

Academic Suppo~ Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Genter for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I O 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Robin C <rcb@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 30, 2013 12:55 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Yippee!! 

I am parked in Ram’s Head. 

lot? 

See you soon! 

Robin C. Blanton 

Learning Specialist 

The UNC Learning Center 

919-962-8012 

If he is meeting with Michelle, do you think he will see us through her window in the parking 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 1:25 PM 

Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Orr, 
Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc. edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc, edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Test proctoring on Friday 

Hi, 

I just received a call from one of my former colleagues at the University of Minnesota. One of their women’s tennis 

players will need to have an exam proctored on Friday afternoon (exact time is unknown because she does not know her 

draw yet). It will probably be around 12 or later. It might also be necessary to drive out to the tennis center since the 

student does not have transportation. 

Is anyone available? I am away at Disney World, otherwise I would do it. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arendas, Dave <arendas@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:42 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Baseball priority regiS_ration 

Hey Susan, 

Could you check on one of our student managers status for priority registration? He was given a 1:45 PM time on 21/7, he was hoping it could be earlier. 

His info is 

Thanks, 

Dave 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arendas, Dave <arendas@nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:41 PM 

Malay, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Baseball priori~ registration 

Thanks Susmi, I roll pass this info along 

Dave 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Malay, Susa~ B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu-~ 

Date:          4:32 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Arenda~ Dave" <axendas@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Baseball priority registration 

~-Ii Dave, 

liust checked in the system and it looks like he does have an 8am time slot. The :].:45pm is his original scheduled time. In fact, this time is still significant 

because if the student does not register before 8:30am, he will be locked out until his regularly scheduled time of I:45pm. So ~t ~ooks to me ~ke he ~s a~l set. 

Thank you, 

F~m= Arendas, Dave 
Sent; Wednesday 2:42 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Baseball prioriN registration 

Heg Susan, 

Could you check on one of our student managers status for priority registration? He was given a 1:45 PM time on 11/7, he was hoping it could be earlier. 

His info is : 

Thanks, 

Dave 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 4:43 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor 

Please remember to CC your advisor on all cancellation emails 
Also just as FYI, the Life Skills Session is at the Stone Center. 
There is a meehng in Loudermilk which is for Creed Mentors 
I have noted your cancellation 
Thanks 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program :For Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc, edu 
O]Tice: 919-843-2328 
(;ell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Tutor 

12:13 PM 

need to request a cancellation of my psyc 

Thanks, 

tutor tonight at 7pm due to a mandatory meeting at Laudermilk at 7pm 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 31, 2013 8:48 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
Drop in rotor schedule 

Hi Susan can you send me a copy of the drop in tutor schedule? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 31, 2013 9:29 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Drop in rotor schedule 

Thankyou! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 31, 2013, at 9:26 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

What’s up Birthday Day Boy??!!! 

See attached. 

Have a great day !! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 8:48 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Drop in tutor schedule 

Hi Susan can you send me a copy of the drop in tutor schedule? 
<Drop-In by Subject.pdf> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~- 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 9:51 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: iphone 

Tony gave it to one of the football counselors --they had figured out who it was (one of the football guys), Not sure if footbalt counselors were aMe to give it to the 

stude~ oF 

~rom= Maloy, Susan B 

Sent= Thursday, October 3L 20~3 9:4~ AM 

To= Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject= FW: iphone 

Did we [~nd a home for this ~phone ye~:? 

F~m: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 20~3 2~:29 AN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: iphone 
The phone is Tony’s office charging-we might be able to find who it is and send them an email. 

B~’n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 929-843-2328 

Cell: 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Friday, November 1, 2013 1:45 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Projection hr #s 

GS Hrs: Total - 26.5 

Mon-5.5 

Tues - 6.5 

Wed -6.5 

Thurs - 5 

Fri - 3 

GS hrs: 

Mon - 3 hours 

/.-~ e n ,~:h ~u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 1:59 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@#froups.unc.edu> 

Update on UNC players for toni#fht’s exhibition basketball #fame 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

FRIDAY, NOV. ~[, 20~[3 
Tar Heels to sit three this evening against UNC Pembroke 
CHAPEL HILL - University of North Carolina men’s basketball players P.]. Hairston and Leslie McDonald will not play in this evening’s exhibition 

game against UNC Pembroke as the school is working with the NCAA to resolve eligibility issues with the student-athletes. 

Also, as previously announced, ].P. Tokoto will not play in tonight’s exhibition game. Tokoto played two games in a certified summer league in 

Wisconsin without filing the proper paperwork. 

Carolina plays host to UNC Pembroke at 7:30 p.m. at the Dean E. Smith Center. Tickets are still available and the game will be shown on 

GoHeels.com. 

3O 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

:ell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Friday, November 1, 2013 5:17 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

add .3 hrs this week 

See subject. 

Ben 5heu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

11/4/2013 7:24:04 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 12/10/2013 3:30:00 PM 

End: 12/10/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: @live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Monday, 3:48 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: - Chemisto~ Tutoring 

Ms. Maloy, 

Tomorrow I could meet between 11:15-12:30. Wednesday I could meet at’ter 3:30. Thursday afternoon is completely open after 12 because I don’t have class. 

Let me know- what works best for you[ 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On , at 2:59 PM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> H 
> Thank you for your email. Yes, I think it ~vould be best for us to meet to discuss your situation as soon as you are able to Most of the time my mornings other than Fridays) are pretty 
busy, but I do have availability in the afternoons. Let me know some times that will ~vork for you and we will schedule a meeting as soon as possible. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> [~’r om 
> Sent: Friday, 6:05 PM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Cc: 
> Su~iect: - Chemistry Tutoring 
> 

> Ms. Mal]oy, 
> 

> My name ~s and I’m a sophomore on the team here. I had recently approached our advisor, Mike, about my need for a personal chemistry tutor. After talking with 
you, he thought it would be best for me to email you. 
> 

> I current]y have a group tutoring session on Sundays but my parents and I have discussed needing additional tutoring ~[" this can’t be done through Loudermilk, we will be ]ooking to the 
Chemistry department for other options 
> 

> If you wou]d ]ike to meet and discuss some of these things and my options, please let me l,:now! 

Sincerely, 

~) live unc.edu 



From: @live.unc.edu~> 

Sent: Monday: 4:03 PM 

To: Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaikunc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: - Chemistry Tutoring 

That works great’. See you then 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:49 PM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

How- about Thursday 11/7 at 2pm? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 3:48 PM 
To: ivlaloy, Susan B 
SubJect: Re: - Chemistry Tutoring 

Ms Maloy, 

> Tomorrow I could meet between 11:15-12:30. Wednesday I could meet after 3:30. Thursday afternoon is completely open after 12 because I don’t have class. 
> 

> Let me know what works best for you[ 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my ~Phone 
> 

>> On Nov 4, 2013, at 2:59 PN{ "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Hi 
>> Thank you :[’or your email. Yes, I think it would be best for us to meet to discuss your situation as soon as you are able to Most o:[’the time my mornings other than Fridays) are pretty 
busy, but I do have availabilib" in the afternoons. Let me know some times that will work for you and we will schedule a meeting as soon as possible. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> Susan 
>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: 
>> Sent: Friday, 6:05 PM 
>> To: Maloy, Susan B 
>> Cc 
>> Subject -- Chemistry Tutoring 
>> 

>> Ms. Malloy, 
>> 

>> My name is and rm a sophomore on the team here. I had recently approached our advisor, Mike, about my- need for a personal chemistry tutor. After talking with 
you, he thought it would be best for me to email you. 
>> 

>> I currently have a group tutoring session on S~xdays but my parents and I have discussed needing additional tutoring. If this can’t be done through Loudermilk, we will be looking to the 
Chemistry department for other options. 
>> 

>> If you would like to meet and discuss some of these things and my options, please let me knoxv! 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> 

>> 

>> ~live.tmc.edu 
> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:05 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Spring class registration 

Susan, 
Is there a schedule out there for when my players register- Day and time? 
I could use one if there is. 
Thanks 
Hope all is well. 
M~ke 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 9:16 AM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc. edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc. edu>; Sheu, B enj amin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Creed Infractions 

Staff, 

Please take a look at the infractions list from last night. I will fix the infractions related to Creed by about Ipm. Please 
discuss with those students who received an infraction @ 7pro for Creed the responsibilities related to their schedule. 
Thanks! 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaiLuncoedu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Neff; Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 3:29 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Monik~r Evaluation 

Thank you. I will make copies tomorrow. 

Karen 

Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 254.214.3344 

From{ Maloy, Susan B 
Sent{ Tuesday, November 05, 2013 3:24 PM 
To{ Sheu, Benjamin; Neff, Karen 
Subject; RE: Monitor Evaluation 

f n’~ade a few minor addit:ions to the iru;tructions and saved i{: on the H drive. ~n the process I had to ad~tESt the rnargim; a bR. HopefuHv t:hat doesm’t mess anytbk~g 

up. U~timate~y, [ thh~k i1: is ready to go, 

Thank you, 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 
~ent: Tuesday, November 05, 20~3 2:15 PN 
T~: Neff, Karen; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Monitor Evaluation 

Very r~h>:~r wordh~g change: 

Please end your session "an additional" 10 m~nutes early --~nstead of about 10 m~nutes early. We’ve instructed U~em to finish at about 50 m~nu~e mark to a~ow 

students thee in between and to ~lMw for our tutors the chance to complete feedback forms. 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

~S ~ e U @ e m a~L U n~:, e d u 

Qffice: 919-843-2328 

From; Neff, Karen 

Sent; Tuesday, November 05, 2013 1:44 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: RE: Monitor Evaluation 

I modified the instructions that we will give the tutor and the student. Please let me know if this captures what we are t~in9 to do or if you have suggestions for modifying the 

wording. 

Karen N. Neff 

Assistant Academic Counselor 

Universi~ of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Suppo~ Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3~ 07 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 

F~m; Naloy, Susan B 

Sent{ Tuesday, November 0~, 20~3 8:~1 AN 
To; Sheu, Benjamin 

~c: Neff, Karen 
Subject; Re: Monitor Evaluation 

Good point. We just need to make it clear that they should complete a survey for each session in that case, as opposed to one for each tutor. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 4, 2013, at 5:32 PM, "Sheu, Benjamin" <bsheu@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Since we are having the student file one for each of the tutorial sessions (unless it is the same subject) wouldn’t this be redundant? 

Or do we give the student one survey for 2 sessions {if they meet with the same person for psyc and soci)? 

t tbinl~ the question ~2 just helps us identify that ~:hey are ~:here... but aH of those quest:ions should refer dkectly to the subje(:~: they are evaMa~:mg 

~ ~l<e leavk~g ~t as)~st # I0 to open ideas for ~mprovement. 

Ben Sheu 
Asses ta nt Tutor~ al Coo rd ~n a to riAca d em ~c Cou ns eJ or 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student--Atffletes 

bsheu~emsiLunc.edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Ceil: 

From: Neff, Karen 

Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 4:23 PM 

Tm Maloy, Susan g 

C~: Sheu, Benjamin 



Subject: RE: Monitor Evaluation 

Susan, 

Yes, I would say it is ready, except for your suggestions. I will make sure the instruction sheets are printed by Friday and I will work on setting up a 
spreadsheet to record the return rate. 
I added the "If yes, please explain" part to question #4. For question #6, do we have a lot of people who have one tutor for several courses? I can’t seem to come 
up with good wording. This is what I have come up with: 

"If your tutor assisted you with more than one course and his/her performance varied depending on the subject matter, please explain any 

discrepancies or variations in his/her performance." 

There are really only one ortwo pieces to question #6 that could change depending on the subject matter. I’m thinking that we can leave this additional question 
out and if the student has a concern, there is a place to discuss it in question #10. VVhat do you think? 

Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 

From; Maloy, Susan B 
Sent; Monday, November 04, 2013 3:59 PM 

To; Neff, Karen 
Cc; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject; RE: Monitor Evaluation 

~;3ren, 

Would you say t~-~e Tutor’ Cm#idence Survey is ready to go? I believe we set Sunday 3.$/$0 Lo start these evaluaLior~s. Two thoughts I had Lo add._.one is 

to add "If yes, explain" to #4. A[~d the other is #6._...what if the tutor is great with one subject but not with the other. Is there a way to have them 

answer the questions in #5 for each course if a tutor works with them on m[Jltiple courses? 

"]’haf~ks for your work on this. 

Susan 

I::tom; Neff, Karen 
Sent; Thursday, October 3~., 2013 1:03 PM 

To; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject; Monitor Evaluation 

Hi Susan and Ben, 
I created an evaluation for the monitors. 
htt ps://vw~,~.surveymon key.com/s/F13MonitorEval 
It’s definitely a bit rough, so I am open to feedback! 

Thanks, 
Karen 

Karen M. Neff 

Assistant Academic Counselor 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:43 PM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: DRAM Tutor Sessions CANCELED This Week 

Yes ma’am will do. 

Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan g <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:12 PM 

To 

Co: Fox, Mike 

Subject: DRAM Tutor Sessions CANCELED This Week 

We have just been informed that your DRAM tutor had a death in the family and is unable to tutor this week. Therefore, your sessions today and Thursday have 
been canceled. Please plan to earn two additional independent study hours this week (perhaps during your normal scheduled DRAM tutor tirne}. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tul,~ria] Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

[Jq’,’C Academic Support Program [br Stude~t-AtNe[es 

919-962-9892 

919-962- 8247 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, 9:54 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re:                  tutoling tonight 9 pm to 10 pm 

On Tue, at 9:46 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalov(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

added 9prn to your start: 

From: ~amail.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, ~: 16 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: tutoring tonight 9 pm to 10 pm 

Ooopsie. Forgot to sign back in. Signed back in at 9:14 and roll sign out when I finish. 

Sony m~d thanks! :) 

,@~gmaJl.com 

@gmail.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Andrews ,~,gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 10:11 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emml.anc.edtr’~ 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@anc.edu-~ 

Wednesday, 11/6 

Susan and Ben- 

I just wanted to let you know that I may be a few mim~tes late for my 6:00 Guided Study session this Wednesday night (11/6). We have parent teacher conferences at 

my school on Wednesday and my laser meeting should wrap up belween 5:30 and 6:00. As soon as it ends, I will hit the trail for Carolina. 

I still plan to work this Wedne~ay night but I j ust wanted to put it out there that I may not ardve until 6:15 or 6:30. My goal is to arrive as close to 6:00 as possible 

(traltic and pa~king permitting!). 

Please let me know if this will be a problem. I have also alerted Jaimie Lee about the fact that I might be a little late. 

Thanks’. 

Elizabeth Andrews 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 12:04 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Will not be able to tutor on 11/10 and a tbw questions abx~ut schedule 

Should we have Susane sub for Lucia on Sunday? 

Would that work? 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academk: Support Program for Student-A~:hletes 

k~S h e k~ @ e~-r~ a~L k~ (~:, e d u 

Off:ice: 959-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Fischer, Lucia 

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 20~3 8:07 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: Will not be aMe to tutor on llilO and a few questions about schedule 

Hi Ben and Susan~ 
Just a reminder that I w~ll not be able to tu~r this Sunday (ll!i0) from 6pm to i0pm, If you need a substitute tu~r you should con~ct Susane Damasceno, she may be able 
fill in for me 
Hope your week is going well, 

Best w~shes, 
LQda 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:52 PM 
To: Fischer, Lucia 
Subject: RE: Will not be able to tutor on 11/10 and a few questions about schedule 

Hey Lucia, 

NoLaproblemata~I.pleasejustplan¥~ursessionsaccordingly-remindyourstudentsa~thedategetscloser I wiH let al~ the counselors know about a week ~n 

advance, f have no~:ed ~t [n our cancellations 

~s I’m sure ]’H forget._ p~ease rem~nd me ~n Novernber as wel~ 

As far as tuLodng during Fall break and holidays--- We will Rot have tutoring during Lhe school holidays and for the longer breaks we w~l dose the night before. We 

plan to send sometMng offidal out to all of the tutors after we meet with the staff to d~scuss these dates. We wi]~ a~so not h~ve any tutorh~g the Sund~y during 

holidays before schoo~ starts. (Oct. 1~, 17, 20 and Nov 25, 27, 28 ~nd Dec :1 are tentatively a~ off) 

Tutoring wi~ end after ~inal exams - NC)T after the class ~s owner. S~n~::e exam scheduk~s vary with the classes, we may ask you to adjust your sesskms for thaL 

week --,we wH~ communicate with you, and hopefully you and Lhe sLudents are ~ooking at Lhe schedules as well Lo see what works best. 

Hope tNs covers everything. 

Also -on a completNy side note.,, How comfortable wou~d you be tutoring PORT 203? 

let me know if you have mW other questions~ 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academk: Support Prosram for S~udent-A~:hletes 

Off:ice: 9~9-843-2328 

From: Fischer, Lucia 

Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:40 PM 

Te: ASPSA Tutoring 

SuNeCt: Will not be able to tutor on 11/10 and a few questions about schedule 

I just want to let you know that I will be unable to tutor on Sunday November i0th. My Nther will be coming from out of the count~ and will only be in town for the weekend. I 

really apologize for the inconvenience~ Please let me know if there is aRChing else you need me to send you. 

Also, I have a question: what is the schedule of tutoring like around Fall break, ThanBgiving, and exams? Will we be tutoring the Wednesday night before ~all Break and that 

Sunday? And will we be tutoring the Sunday after ~an~giving? Finally, does tutoring end with the end of classes? 

Than~[ 

Best wishes, 
L~cia Fischer 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 1:28 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tu~or Confidence Surveys 

Hi Susan, 
Quick question: are we having students fill out the tutor confidence surveys on the ALS’s and the LS’s? 
Thanks, 
Karen 
Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Betlael, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 4:15 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Frank 

Susari, I am not going to be able to make it. 

Sent from ray iPhone 

But I will tly to catch up with Frank early next week. Hopeti~lly, I will be in tomorrow and can t~nlk with you then. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:51 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 7pm DRAM    Appt. on Thursday - CANCELED 

What is going on with all these tutors’?? 

On at 5:39 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy({gemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi" 
Your DRAM tutor is not available to tutor tomorrow night 
study hour as a replacement for this cancelation. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo(t Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~ema~l.unc.edu 

therefore, your 7pm session is Canceled. Please log an additional independent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 11:05 AM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

guest coaching 

Hello, 

If gou know of a team that is doing guest coaching on their own, please email me by the end of the day to let me know. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 
Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Monday, November 11, 2013 11:14 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor Storeys 

Hi Susan, 
Frank Felicelli had all of his students complete surveys last night for his guided study sessions. I didn’t give him enough sheets, but I guess he got extras from Rafael. Do you 
want to clarify this with the tutors that the surveys are only for tutor sessions and not guided studies? Also, at this point, I think I can identify the one response that applies to 
his tutor session and all of the others that are for guided study. Do you want me to delete the guided study responses? Please let me know. 

Thanks! 
Karen 

Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu~, 

Monday, 11:58 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

From: Greene, Michael 

Sent: Monday, 10:45 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: 

Susan/Ben, 

I just wanted to follow up and see if individual session had been scheduled yet? 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Michael Greene 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Greene, Michael <greenem@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:50 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

She’s good with any time during the Tuesday slot, 
Michael Greene 
Academic C.:_~ u n ~.~ el.:_~ r 

Academic Support ~Yogram for Student--Athletes 

University o~: North Csrol~ns- Chapel HHI 

919-.~]3-8635 

greenemt@ema~Lunc.edu 

~mm: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, 12:33 PM 

To: Greene, Michael 

Subject: RE: 

Hi M~ke, 

What dines below was available? 

If this is possible, should be contac~d so we can work out a time that wor~ for the ~o of us. Ne~ week, [ am available at the following times: 
Monday: Before noon 
Tuesday: Between 3-6PM 
Thursday: 6::[5 - 7:lSPM 

Susan 

From: ASPSA Tutorin~ 
Sent: Monday, iI:58 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: FW: 

From: Greene, Michael 

Sent: Monday, :10:45 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: 

Susan!Ben, 

I just wanted to follow up and see if 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Michael Greene 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

9:19-843-8635 

individual session had been scheduled yet? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bowers, Matthew B <mattbowers@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:01 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

contirming redshirts - 

Hey - the               coaches have told Ine that 

and let me know if there’s anyone else who redshirted that they might’re forgotten? 

Many thanlcs. 

- matt 

both redshirted the season due to injmy. Can you please confirm this 

Matt Bowers 
Associate Director 
UNC Athletic Communications 

mattbowers@unc.edu 
(919) 962-7259 - office 

- mobile 
GoHeels.com 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Greene, Michael <greenem@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:17 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Will do. Thanks! 

Michael Greene 

Academic Counselor 

~cademic Support Program for Student--Athletes 

University o[: North Carolina- Chapel 

9~9-.~3-8635 

greenemt@ema~Lunc.edu 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, ~:20 PM 

To: Greene, Michael 

Subject: RE: 

5pro tomorrow hss been confirmed. Hease be sure that 

Thanks, 

From: Greene, Michael 
Sent; Monday, 12:57 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: 
Sounds ~ood. Thank you[ 

M~cl~e~ G,eene 

Academic Counselo, 

Academh:: Support Progrsm for Student-Athletes 

Univers~[:y of Nor[:h Carolina-- Chapel 

9~9-&~3-.8635 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, 12:53 PM 

To: Greene, Michael 

SuNect: 

Ok, sorry ~f f m~ssed your response to this earlier, t just emaHed 

Thanks, 

From: Greene, Michael 
Sent; Monday, ~2:50 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: 

She’s good with any tirne during Lhe Tuesday slot. 

Michael Greene 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

U[?ivers~[:y of Nor[:h Carolina-- Chapel 

9~9-~3-.8635 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, 12:33 PM 

To: Greene, Michael 

Subject: RE: 

Hi Mike, 

What tm~es bek~w was aw;i]abk~? 

to see if any [:i[~’~,-_~ between 3--6fx~’~ tomorrow will still work for him. I’ll get back to you as soon 

If this is possible, should be contacted so we can work out a time that works for the two of us. Next week, I am available at the following times: 
Monday: Before noon 
Tuesday: Between 3-6PM 
Thursday: 6::[5 - 7::[SPM 

Susan 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent; Monday, 
To-" Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: FW: 

From: Greene, Michael 
Sent: Monday, 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: 

Susan/Ben, 

I just wanted to follow up and see if 

Thanks, 

Mike 

:[:[: 58 AN 

:10:45 AM 

individual session had been scheduled yet? 



Michael Greene 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:04 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emaJl.mac.e&t>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> 

[,ate 

Hi Susan 

I’m running late tonight because I can’t find parking. Still t~ing, just wanted to let yon know. 

On 

Your 8pm session has been cancelled. 

You will be done after your 7pm session tonight. 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:12 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Mmaagers 

Susan 

She might be one of Michael beale’s workers. Not sure. 

On Nov 11, 2013, at 12:58 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo¥(/~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dave, 

Is there an individual by the name of 

originally given to me, but it has come to our attention that she is trying to take a class in the 

work with the team. 

Can you give me a little background on this so that I know better how to help her? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo(t Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (t:ax) 

sbmaloy~em~l.unc.edu 

working with the team this year? She was not on the list for priority registration that you had 

where she claims she will miss 6 times due to 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:34 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Managers 

We don’t know who this is?!’.! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Beale, Michael" <michaelbeale(d~unc.edu> 

Date:                  at 8:09:57 AM EST 

To: "Fox, Mike" <mIbx(tbunc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Managers 

That name does not ring a bell to me 

Michael Bedle 

University of North Coaolina Athletics 

"Fox, Mike" <mib~-~t~nc~edu> wrote: 

Michael 

One ofonr Bosh game day workers? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ma|oy, Susm~ B" < @.n_~_.a__l£~i22_e._r!!_~_~j.!:.uj!£:._e_d___t~> 

Date:                  at 12:58:44 PM EST 

To: "Arendas, Dave" <arendas(?~unc.edu> 

Cc: "Fox, Mike" <mibx(d~unc~edu> 
Subject: Managers 

Hi Dave, 

Is there an individual by the name of 

had originally given to me, but it has come to our attention that she is trying to take a class in the 

times due to work with the team. 

Can you give me a little background on this so that I know better how to help her? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’~)email.tmc~edu 

working with the team this year? She was not on the list for priority registration that you 

where she claims she will miss 6 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 8:56 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

TIMS 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 7:50 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Tutoring log in time 

Hi Susan, 
I apologize for the inconvenience again, but I forgot to log in today. I came in early and was waiting to log in at 5:50 and then started working with the student and completely 
forgot to log in. I will log out at the time I finish. Could you please clock me in at 5:50pm? 
Thankyou! 
I apologize for they inconvenience! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 8:57 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

TIMS - 

From 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: FW: Tutoring log in time 

Hi Susan, 
1 apologize again, I was with 
Thank you for your help, 

7:35 AM 

at 4:50. I tried to email back last night but my email was down when I got home and could not access 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Tutoring log in time 

7:49 PM 

Hi Susan, 
I apologize for the inconvenience again, but I forgot to log in today. I came in early and was waiting to log in at 5:50 and then started working with the student and completely 
forgot to log in. I will log out at the time I finish. Could you please clock me in at 5:50pm? 
Thankyou! 
I apologize for they inconvenience! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:49 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Mmaagers 

Dang. Must be a spring one!! 

On at 8:41 AM, "Maloy, Snsan B" <sbmaloy~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dave told me athletic trainer. Thm~lcs. 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

On at 8:33 AM, "Fo~ Mike" <mfoxd~unc.edu> wrote: 

We don’t know who this is’?’.!! 

Begin forwm~ted message: 

From: "Beale, Michael" <michaelk~ale,@x~nc.edu> 

Date:                  at 8:09:57 AM EST 

To: "Fox, Mike" <mt~:~d~unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Managers 

That nmne does not ring a bell to me 

Michael Belle 

Universi~ of North Caxolina Athletics 

"Fox, Mike" <mfo_y~unc.edu> wrote: 

Michael 

One of our Bosh game day workers? 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <~_~?~!~l_~?y_~L~_e___n_)__@_:__u_!)__c_:__e__d___u_.> 

Date:                  at 12:58:44 PM EST 

To: "Arendas, Dave" <arendas~unc.edu> 

Co: "Fox, Mike" <rnlb~unc.edu> 
Subject: Managers 

Hi Dave, 

Is there an individual by the name of working with the team this year? She was not on the list for 

priority registration that you had originally given to me, but it has come to our attention that she is trying to 

take a class in the      where she claims she will miss 6 times due to work with the        team. 

Can you give me a little background on this so that I know better how to help her? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 1:59 PM 

MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

TIMS - DOtt! 

Hey Susan, 

i forgot to clock back in after lunch. 

Can you clock me in @ 12:207 

Thanks! 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 4:58 PM 

MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: TIMS - DOH’. 

Thankya Ma’am ! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 4:57 PM 

To; Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: RE: TIMS- DOH! 

Done! 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 

Sent: Tuesday, November .12, 20.13 "1:59 PM 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: ~MS - DOH~ 
Hey Susan, 

I forgot to clock back in after lunch. 

Can you clock me in @ ~2:207 

Thanks] 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9~9-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: t@gmall.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:35 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: ¯ cancelled tbr today 

Thanks Susan. rm awaiting some gatorade right now and then it’s beddy-by time. Should be in tomorrow. :) 

On Tue, at 4:49 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalov(~email.unc.edu> w~me: 

Sorry,, you an:_~ not feeling well, Thanl~s fo~ I~-A:ting us kno~,,, f hope you f~:,el b~:,tt:er soon, 

Take care, 

From: @amail.coml 
Se~t: Tuesday, 4-:32 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin 

cancelled for today 

Hi Susan and Ben, 

I’m ~rry tbr the shi~rt notice but it appears what I thimght wasj ust a bit of alle~ies, is actually probably something share-able. I have a fever and sore throat and 
ears so I am thinking I should not shaxe fl~is with anyone li)r fire next 24 hirers. 

I have tonight: 

6 pm 

’][’hey have a paper due on file 

7 pm POLl 

(HIS 

so we would have discussed tile material tbr fllat and started working on an outline for that. 

We have been catching him up on his readings. He is working on Chapter 4 (Ta~ng and Spending) for this week, then moving on to Chapter 15 (Social Welfare and 

Health Policy- Obamacare would have been part of our discussion) 

9 pm POLI 

He’s got readings to go over: Marx. We usually discuss terms and ideas of the readings and he does veu well here. 

Sorry. ag~n for the short notice. I expect I will be fine by tomorrow.., at least not co~nmunicable. Please call me if you have any questions: 

not asleep I’ll be available. 

Thanks, 

IfI am 

M.A., M.S., J.D. 

School of Criminolo~- and Criminal Justice 

(&gmail.com 

M.A., M.S., J.D. 

School of Criminology and Criminal Justice 
" h?gm~il.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 7:50 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma~loy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Feedback for Baseball 11/11 

Hey 
I m~st have been interrupted when I was changing the names. They were at the top of the folder. I’ve adjusted them now they are in there. 

Sorry! 

~]en Sh~u 

Ass~si:ant "]’utorial Coord~r~a~:o¢iAcaden~c 

U N C Aca d em ic 5 u ppo rt Pro~ra m for Sl:u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 919-843-2B28 

~rom: Maloy, Susan g 

Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 9:29 PM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: Feedback for Baseball 11/11 

Hey Ben, 

Do you recall seeing feedback forms for Monday night for Baseball and Men’s Basketball? I did not see them saved on the H drive. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Ac~emic Counselor 

L~C Academic Support Program for S~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy(tbemail, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:32 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

one more thing.. 

Also, I ibrgot to clock o~t last night. 

[(~etn~il tlnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 10:53 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Close Document 

Hi Susan, 
Can you please close the furniture document so I can edit it please? 
Thanks! 
Karen 
Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 12:27 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Stua rt Scott a rticJe 

http://www.menshealth.comihealth/stua rt-scott-ca ncer 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:26 PM 

UNCAA Academics <uncaa academics@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Business Ottice <uncaa busines~llice@groups.unc.edu>; 

UNCAA-Men’s Lacrosse <uncaa menslacrosse@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Travel Ottice <uncaa travelottice@groups.unc.edu-~; Ga~, 

Grego~ ~ggg@unc.edu>; t ternandez, Erik H <ehhernan@email.unc.edu>; Biener, Eric <beric@email.unc.edtr~; Gisselman, Steve 
<sdgis@email unc edt~-; Walker, Nina <walkern@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11/14 Commercial Shoot in Visitors LR 

Hey Everyone, 

An advertisement asency is comin~ over tomorrow (Thurs to set up and shoot a commercial for UNC Hospital. This will hopefully not impact anyone too 

much at all, but since we have not done anythin8 like this before, I wanted to 8ive a little "heads up" that they will be over here. They will set here at about 

6:00AM and be here for most of the day. They will be parkin8 their equipment truck directly in front of the North Tunnel, but leavin8 plenty of space for student- 

athletes to access the North Tunnel as well, in order to access the weight room. 

if any other relevant information comes my way, i will be sure to pass it on to you all. 

Thanks, 
Nate 
Nate Hilk~n 

UNC Athletic Depar~anent 

Building F~avironment Technician 

Loudennilk Center for Excellence 

Work (919) 962-4316 

Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 3:03 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

VT: Health problems push Weaver to retire 





Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

; cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 4:04 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmalloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Update. 

Hey Susan, 

i’m about to head out._ The cancellations are done. 

The unread emails are mostly related to next semester availability or Sunday Dec ist availability. 
I will get to those tomorrow hopefully. 

Be,,:, Sh~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:06 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Regis~ation 

s in 12. He did not get into 12 at 8am but registered again at his regular time. 

You may want to check now as well. 

thanks 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:00 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: i Registration 

Hey Mike, 

Looks like most of the " year guys did really well with registration this morning,                  is the only one with less than 12 hours and most have 15. 

have two Maths. Not sure why. Those will need to change. The    year guys appeared to have some trouble filling a full schedule. 

Not exactly sure why, unless they were trying to register for restricted courses which means they will have to call the departments and request permission to 

enroll. They can be doing so now. 

Anyway, just thought you might like to see how the week for registration went overall. Attached are their schedules as of g:45am this morning. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:21 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Regis~ation 

Good luck with that!!! haha 

That is what I was hoping but they will all change probably- well maybe not all!!! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:07 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Registration 

Ok great. Thank you. My thought is that rnost ot: these schedules should be locked-in with little need for adjustmer~ts~ With that said, I hope to begin setting up 

their MAPs before if possible, 

Susan 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:39 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Registration 

Talked to them all 

business school classes are separate 

were locked out of three classes for some reason- COmm? Must declare major first? 

waitlisted for two he said. 

now in 12 

lost cause! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:09 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE:      Registration 

Ok goo& I see that now. has also added another class and is in 12 hours and waitlisted for 3 more, 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:06 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE:      Registration 

is in 12. He did not get into 12 at 8am but registered again at his regular time. 

You may want to check now as well. 

thanks 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:00 AM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Registration 

Hey Mike, 

Looks like most of the year guys did really well with registration this morning, is the only one with less than 22 hours and most have 15. 

~ have two Maths. Not sure why. Those will need to change. The    year guys appeared to have some trouble filling a full schedule. 

Not exactly sure why, unless they were trying to register for restricted courses which means they will have to call the departments and request permission to 

enroll. They can be doing so now. 

Anyway, just thought you might like to see how the week for registration went overall. Attached are their schedules as of 8:45am this morning. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gullo, John A <gullo@s~g.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:53 PM 

The seanc mailing list. <~aJ~c@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Wednesday News 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 

h ttp://www.bloornberg.corn/news/20:13-:lO-2:l/magneta r-goes- 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week, And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 

http://www~thefisca~tirnes~c~m/Artic~es/2~3/~9/23/wh~-72-H~ur-w~rk-week-New-N~rma~ 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more frequent and 

qualitative employee evaluations. 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 

http://www.char~tte~bserver.corn/2~3/~/~8/445~292/even-~ff~the-ball~t-pat-mccr~ry.htrn~#.U~RpK~KMnHg 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled political 

speech and association? 

h ttp:!iwww, n yti m es.co m/20 ~_2/07/:]. 3/o p i nio niu n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co rn p e lie d-to-pay-for-co r po rate-p o litical-s p eec h. h tin I? 
_s_c__p___=___2___&__s__q= cit i z e n s % 20 u n it e d & s t = S e a r c h & r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 

http:i/www.bloomberg,com/newsi20:B-$O-:15/burger-cooks-cost-7-billion-a-yea r-in-government-aid,html 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 

h tt p://www.wa s h ingto n m o n thly.co m!m a g a z in e/n ove m be r_d e ce rn be r_20:]L3!fe at u res/selective_s e rvice047353, p h p 

John Gullo 
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SEIU Local 2008 

bttps:!!www.facebook.com/: 

You axe currently subscribed to seanc as: sbmaloy~uncaa~unc.edu. 

To unsnbscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu,’t~?id 65274750.3da9ae3bc130223£782df242078a6124&n T&I sem~c&o 33857583 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-33857583-65274750.3dagae3bc 1302231782df242078a6124(tblistserv.unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eichner, Maxine <meichner@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 1:35 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <~aJ~c@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: Wednesday News 

I’In loving these clips, John. Thank you! 

Max 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 14, 2013, at 12:01 AM, "Gullo, John A" <gullo(?~sog.unc.edu> wrote: 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 

h ttp:!/www.Noomberg.com/news!20:13-:10-2:1/magneta r-goes-long-ohio-town-while-s horting-its-tax-base.html 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week. And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more 

frequent and qualitative employee evaluations. 

http:!/www.marketwatch.com/story!microsoft-a ba ndons-forced-ra nking-of-employees-20:13-:1:1-:13 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled 

political speech and association? 

h ttp://www, n yti m es.co m/20:12/07/:13/o p i nio n/u n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co rn p e lie d-to-pay-for-co rpo rate-political- 
speech.html?scp=2&sq=citizens%20u hired&st=Sea rch& r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-10-15/burger-cooks-cost-7-billion-a-yea r-in-government-aid.html 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 

John Gullo 
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SEIU Local 2008 
https : / !¢~ww.facebook.com! 
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(It may be necessary to cut and paffte the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33857583-65267849.63ccdblbb27cflz4bc9c6c85ede4c3629(~)listserv.unc~edu 

You axe currently subscribed to sem~c as: sbmalo~(tbuncaa.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id=65274750.3da9ae3bc130223f782d~42078a6124&n=:T&l=seanc&o=33857864¯ 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carson, Johnny Lee <johnny carson@me&unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:06 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <~aJ~c@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday News 

Not from me. 
JLC 

From: Eichner, Maxine [meichner@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, November 14, 2013 1:35 AM 
To: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject; Re: Wednesday News 

I’In loving these clips, John. Thank you! 

Max 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 14, 2013, at 12:01 AM, "Gullo, John A" <gullo(tb~)g.nnc.edu> wrote: 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 

h~p;/!ww w:bj ~rnb~g:c o mJ~ff2013:10:21!m~g~et~r-g~s-[o~g- o h~-to w n:w~!~:~h~j ~g:!ts:~:b~:~ t m! 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week. And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 

~tt~;~www~t~!sc~[t!rn~m/A~t]~!~2~1~/~9/2~/~hy-Z2:Ho~r~W#~k~eek:N#w-N£~ma! 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more 

frequent and qualitative employee evaluations. 

http:!/www.marketwatch.com/story!microsoft-a ba ndons-forced-ra nking-of-employees-2013-11-13 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled 

political speech and association? 

h ttp://www, n yti m es.co mi2012/07/13/o p i nio n/u n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e rn p loye es-a re-co rn p e lie d-to-pay-for-co rpo rate-political- 
speech.html?scp=2&sq=citizens%20u hired&st=Sea rch& r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 

h ttp:ffwww, b l o o m b e rg:go m!~ews/2013-10:15/b u[ge r- c o o ks - c o s t- 7 - b illi o n - a -yg~[:[n:g~ove r n m e n t- a i d. h t m I 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 

http;//w~v.w~!~gto~month[~orn[m~ga(~e/~overnb~ dec~mbe~ 201~/f~res!~!~ctiv~ ~v[ceO4Z3s~:p~P 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Collier, John <JMCollie@unch.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:10 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <~aJ~c@listsenT.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday News 

Not from me either. 

From: Carson, ,]ohnny Lee [mailto:johnny_carson@med.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, November :14, 2013 8:06 AN 
"re; The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: RE: Wednesday News 

Not from me. 
JLC 

From: Eichner, Maxine [meichner@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, November :[4, 2013 :k35 AM 
To; The seanc mailing list. 
Subject; Re: Wednesday News 

I’In loving these clips, John. Thank you! 

Max 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 14, 2013, at 12:01 AM, "Gullo, John A" <gullo(?~sog.unc.edu> wrote: 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 
h ttp:!/www.bloomber~.cominews!20:Z3-~O-2:l/ma~neta r-goes-lon~-ohio-town-while-s hortin~-its-tax-base.html 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week. And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more 

frequent and qualitative employee evaluations. 
http:!/www.ma rl<etwatch.com/story!microsoft-a ba ndo ns-forced-ra n kin~-of-em ployees-20:13-:i~-:L3 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled 

political speech and association? 
h ttp://www, n yti m es.co m/20:12/07/:13/o p i nio n/u n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co rn p e lie d-to-pay-for-co rpo rate-political- 

speech.html?scp=2&sq=citizens%20u nited&st=Sea rch& r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/20:].3-:]LO-:~5/bu r~er-cooks-cost-7-billion-a-yea r-in-govern ment-aid.html 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hearn, Melissa <MTHearn@unch.unc.edup, 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:12 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <seaJ:c@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday News 

Can you please take me off of this mailing list~ 

Thanks, 

From: Gullo, John A [mailto:gullo@sog.unc.edu] 
Senti Wednesday, November J.3, 20:~3 :t~.:S3 PM 
To: The sean¢ mailing list. 
Subjectl Wednesday News 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week, And don’t Ask for Comp Time, 
http://www~thefisca~times~c~m/Artic~es/2~:I3/~9/23/why-72-H~ur~w~rk-week-New-N~rma~ 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more frequent and 

qualitative employee evaluations. 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 
http://www.char~tte~bserver.com/2~3/~/~8/445~292/even-~-the-ball~t-pat-mccr~ry.htm~#.U~R~K-KMnHg 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled political 

speech and association? 
h ttp:!!www, n yti m es.co m/2012/07/:!. 3/o p i nio n!u n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co m p e lie d-to-pay-for-co r po rate-p o litical-s p eec h. h tml? 

scp=2&sq=citizens%20united&st=Sea rch& r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 
.h___t__t_p_’_.ZLw_w_w_._b___Lo___o_m___b___e___r_~:_c___o_m__Ln__e_w___s_/2 0 ~ 3- ~ o- ~ ~Z..b...u.r.~.e...r:.c..~...~...k...s.:.c...~..s...t:.Z:.b.~.[~L~...n..:.a.:y..e...a...r:.~..n..:~..~...v..e...r..n....m-e...n..t.:.a..~.~.~.~ ~_~_[ 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 
http:/iwww.washingtonmonthly.com/magazine/november december 20:13/features/selective serviceO47353.php 

John Gullo 

cell: 

alternate email: @outlook.corn 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

SEIU Local 2008 

https://www.facebook.com, 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray, Gladys <GRay@unch.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:17 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <~aJ~c@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday News 

Please remove me from this email list. 

From: Hearn, Plelissa [mailto:P1THearn@unch.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:12 AN 
To: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: RE: Wednesday News 

Can you please take me off of this mailing list. 

Thanks. 

Frora: 6ullo, John A [mailto:qullo@soq.unc.edu] 
Seat: Wednesday, November :[3, 20:[3 :[:[:53 PN 
Te: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: Wednesday News 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 
http~//www:b!oomberF~.com!news/2013-10-21/magneta r-goes-lo nF~-ohio-town-whi!e-short!ng-!ts-tax-base~htm! 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week. And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 
http:!/www:~h~[!#£# [[!m es:££miA[~!£[~ffZ013/O~/23/W hy:72:Hg#[:W~[k-We~l<:N~w: N £Em~! 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more frequent and 

qualitative employee evaluations. 
http:!!www.marketwatch.com!story!microsoft-a ba ndons-forced-ra nking-of-employees-2013-11-13 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled political 

speech and association? 
h ttp:i/www, n yti m es.co mi2012/07/13/o p i nio n/u n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co rn p e lie d-to-pay-for-co r po rate-p o litical-s p eec h. h tml? 

scp=2&sq=citizens%20united&st=Sea rch& r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 

b~p:!!www.bloomberg,££m/news/2013-10-15/b~[ger-coo ks-cost-7-billio n-a-y~# r-io-govern ment-aid, html 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 
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Fl’olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:48 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Requesl tbr Pictures 

No problem Susan, hope it is useful in the presentation! Have a great 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 9:08 AM 
To: 
Subject-" RE: Request for Pictures 
This is fantastic! Thanks so much for taking the time to put this together for me. Keep up the great work!! These persona~ experiences will take you a ~ong wayH 

Go Hee~sH 

S u s a ~ 

Sent~ Wednesday, 8:57 PN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Su~ject~ RE: Request for Pictures 

Hi Susan, 

Attached are some pictures and a brief synops~s of the best ex~)eriences ~"w? had s~nce I’ve been at Carolk~a. 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:01 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" RE: Request for Pictures 

Bulleted is fine with enough detailed info that we can talk about. 

Susan 

Sent~ Friday, 12:26 PN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Su~ject~ RE: Request for Pictures 

Awesome~ Ye~ ~ can surely send you pk:s of aH th~s. Also, for my sVnops~s, should ~t be ~n buHeted form or written out? 

From: Maloy, Susan B rmailto:sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, 9:57 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Request for Pictures 

Hi 

Things like special places that you have traveled, natk~na~ team part~dpation, m~:ernshi~s or work experiences you may have had over the summer or during the 

year, community service opportunities, if there ~s anything you have done wkh your musica~ talents._th~ngs o~: that nature. 

Does that hNp? I don’t want to take a lot of your tirne with this, But anything you can send wouki be great. 

Thanks, 

Seat= Thursday, 9:~ PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Sabject; RE: Request for Pictures 

Hi Susan~ 

~ should have some tNngs I can contribute but do you have any more spedfics about what you might needP lust wrested to have a bit more detail to know what 

should be catering towards in my mater~a]s~ 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 2:09 PM 
To: 
S~bject: Request for Pictures 

Hi 

We are putting together a presentation that talks about the unique experiences our student-athletes have. Do you have any pictures of opportunities you have 

taken advantage of during your time at UNC that you could send to me? If you can attach a brief synopsis of your experience, that would be great too. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 11:19 AM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, 
Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Clayton, Nicole <claytonn@email.unc.edu>; 
Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Henriod, Kelly 
<khenriod@email.unc. edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc, edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Neff, Karen <kmn21 @email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc. edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc. edu>; Sheu, B enj amin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Duke Football Tickets 

Staff, 

If any of you do not plan to use your tickets to the game against Duke, I would happily take them off your hands. 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 

C          IF (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnfl~omp@email.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 1:59 PM 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Time Card - 

Susan ---I will look at before I leave this afternoon and let you know! 

2"_,’5 Wes~ Cameror~ Aver~ue (Comer of Wilsor~ S~reet} 
Chape~ Hd[, NC 27599 
CB~ 3030 

9~9.9~2,303~ (ph) 
929.962.1404 

*M qIfice or~ Tuesdays.. Wedr~esdoys.. and Thursdays 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-maq and a~w transmitted documen[s c:on[i~ins pr[va[e, pHvgleged and corfl:iderlti;ll h~formafion bek)nging to the sender. The h~ormafion l:here[~ 
solely for the use of the addressee, If your receipt of this transm;ssion has c:occurred as the result of an error, F~k~ase immediately notify u550 we caO arrange h)r the re[urn of the 
documents, M such circumstances, got] are ;}dvised that ~ou may not disclose, c:opy, d[51:r[bute or ti}ke any other action in reliance of the inform;}tio~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 12:16 PM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Subject: FW: Time Card - 

Eli Beth, 

Are you able to help me with this? Even after 

to fix the hourson his time card? 

Thanks, 

S L~s a r~ 

Sent: Thursday, $0:27 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 

C¢= Brunner, 3ohn F 
Subject: RE: ~me Card - 

Hi Susan, 

said he clocked in and out this morning, I am sdll not able to see him on rny TIMS list. Any suggestions in order’ 

I just looked into this and met with Joyce in HR~ It looks like this week my hours were charged to Operations instead of academics for some reason,’~n not 

sure why, because I didn’t do anything differently than in past weeks. So we ~ooked further back to make sure there weren’t any issues ~n previous weeks, 

every~:Mng k)oked fine. 5o from now on t just need to make sure ~ select: ~:he academics account when f k~g ~r~, ~ wH~ Jog ~n and out right now so you can see me on 

~:he ~st, My hours this pay period haw~ been: 

Monday : 5:48--- 10:25 

Wednesday 5:40--- 10:~9 

Monday : 6:I5- :1.0:23 

Wednesday :] 6:00-10:25 

Please let rne know if you need me to do anythk~g else. John, ~ believe we should be aMe to get this taken care o[~ just waisted [:o keep you pos[ed, Tha[lks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 9:43 AM 
To: 
Subject: Time Card - 

Hi 

I am not seeing you on my TIMS list right now, which may mean that you have forgotten to transfer to our department when you clocked in. Can you check your 

time card? If that is the case, go ahead and clock in now charged to our department and clock out a few minutes later so that I can hopefully see you on my list. If 

the time card looks normal to you, let me know that too, and I will reach out to HR. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~;email amc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bntkomp@email.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 2:00 PM 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

OK! thanks 

22,’5 Wes~ Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson S~eet) 

Chape~ HIll, NC 27599 

CB~ 3030 

9~9.9~2.303~ (ph) 

919,962,1404 (fax) 

*M qIfice or~ 7)esdoys.. Wedr~esdoys.. and Thursdays 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mi~q and arw transmitted documen[s c:on[ains priva[e, privileged i~nd corfl:ider~tial h~formafion bek)nging to the sender. The h~ormafion l:hereir~ is 

solely for the use of the addressee, If your receipt of this transm;ssion hi~s c:occurred as the result of an error, pk~ase immediately notify u5 50 we can arrange h)r the re[urn of the 

documents, M such circumstances, got] are ;}dvised that ~ou may not disclose, c:opy, d[51:Hbute or ti}ke any other action in reliance of the inform;}tio~ [ri}r~smil:[ed, 

From: Haloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, l: 59 PH 
To: Thomoson, Beth Newsome 

Hi Beth, 
Please disregard my previous email about 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Smdent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email.tmc,edu 

time card. I have been able to fix it on my own. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:13 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Time Card - 

Done. Thanks! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, :t: 58 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: -0me Card - 

Ok it worked. Thanks. I have you for a total of :17.7 hours this pay period. Go ahead and approve whenever you are ready. This Sunday is an approval day. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, !:31 PP1 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 

Subje¢t~ R[: ~me Card - 

SotW. I’m an idiot and ~ totally forgot to actually log in and out after I sent that e--maiL Ijus~ did now. P~ease ~e~ me know if that worked. 

F~m: Haloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday,                12:~8 PN 

Subject: RE: ~me Card 

Hi 

For some reason docMng ~n and out d~d not seem to do the trick. [ sd[I do not see you on my ~ist. Wou~d Joyce be able to help change the position # [:or the tirnes 

thai you worked [:or us ff she is able [o see you on her I~st? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent: Thursday, ~0:27 AN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 

~¢~ Brunner, John F 
Subject: RE: ~me Card - 

Hi Susan, 

I jus[ looked b~to this and met with Joyce ~n HR. It looks I~ke this week my hours were charged to Operations instead of academics for some reason."in 

sure why, because [ d~dn’t do anytMng differently than in past weeks. So we looked further back to make sure there weren’t any issues ~n previous weeks, and 

everything looked fine. So from now on ~ just need to make sure [ select the academics account when ~ log h~. [ wN ~og in and out right now so you can see me 

t:he ~[st. My hours this pay period haw~ been: 

Monda~ 5:48--- 10:25 

Wednesday 5:40--- 10:~9 

Monday : : 6:I5- :10:23 

Wednesday: 6:00-:10:25 

~tease let rne know i[ you need me to do anything else. John, [ believe we should be aMe to get this taken care o[, just wanted t:o keep you posted. Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 9:43 AM 
To: 
Subject: Time Card - 

Hi 

I am not seeing you on my TIMS list right now, which may mean that you have forgotten to transfer to our department when you clocked im Can you check your 

time card? If that is the case, go ahead and clock in now charged to our department and clock out a few minutes later so that I can hopefully see you on my list. If 

the time card looks normal to you, let me know that too, and I will reach out to HR. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Snpport Program for Stt~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email.t~nc,edu 



From: @yahoo.com~ 

Sent: Thursday, 2:42 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Thanks so much! 

On Thursday, 2:36 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Just took care of it. Thanks. 

Susan 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:09 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Susan, 

The TIMS system was down last night when I tried to clock out at 10:15pm. Can you please clock me out from last night 
1:50pm? 
Sorry for the hassle... 

,) and then clock me in today at 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 4:30 PM 

MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Duke Football Tickets 

Hey SL~$an, 

Just checking... You still have tix for n~e right? @. 

If f rem~:~mb~:~r corr~:_~ctly you [T~enl:h:~ned go~ng ~o Virginb? 

Thanks~ 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 1~:~9 AM 

Te: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Brown, Michelle; Clayton, Nicole; Greene, Michael; Henriod, Kelly; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B~ Myers, 

Leslie; Neff, Karen; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 

SubjeCt: Duke Football Tickets 

Staff, 

If any of you do not plan to use your tickets to the game a~ainst Duke, ~ would happily take them off your hands. 

Bradley R. IL Bethel I Readbag mad Writing Specialist 

UnNersi~ ofNo~h Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Suppo~ Prod’am for Student-Athletes 

Loude~ilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. ~ Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C         ~ F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel(i-~unc.e&~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sparks, Sherry <shenl,sparks@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:59 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thank you too. 

Sherry Sparks 
Human Resources Specialist 

UBC for Academic Initiatives 

215 YVes t Cameron Avenue (Corner of P~rilson Sh’eet) 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

CB 3030 

sherrysparks@unc.edu 

Phone: 919-962-4917 

Fax: 919-962-1404 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, 2:58 PM 

To: Sparks, Sherry 

Subject: RE: 

Thank you. 

Susan 

From: Sparks, Sherry 

Sent: Thursday, 2:31 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Cc: Thompson, Beth Newsome 

Subject: RE: Stacey G 

Hi Susan, 
Her hire has been submitted. It should take effect tomorrow. I back dated it to 
Thanks everybody 

Sh erry Sparks 
Human Resources Specialist 

UBC for Academic Initiatives 

215 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of YVilson Street) 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

CB 3030 

sherrysparks@unc.edu 

Phone: 919-962-4917 

Fax: 919-962-1404 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:14 PM 

To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 

Cc; Sparks, Sherry 

Subject: 

I just submitted the gppointmer~t Form. Thanks. 

Frora: Thompson, Beth Newsome 

Sent: Wednesday, ,2013 4:19 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Co: Sparks, Sherry 

Subject: 

Susan -What is ; hourly rate and fte? End date 

Thanks! 

~et6 q~ompson 
UgC for Academic Initiatives 

215 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street) 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

CB# 3030 

bnthomp@email.u nc.ed u 

919.962.3036 (ph) 

919.962.1404 (fax) 

*In office on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays 

i~i logo un~main 

so she could record her hours worked in TIM. 

? Sherry has her HR paperwork, however, she does not have a hire form. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 1his e-qlqail and an~,, transllqitted documents contains private, privileged and confidential information beionging to the sender The h-dormatfon therein is 

solely for t~e use of the addressee. If gout receipt of this transmission has coccurred as the result of an eFroF, please fmmedfately notff~ us so we call arrange for the return of the 

documents. ~n such circumstances, you are advised that you may not disclose, cop~,, d[strfbute or take any other act[o~ [~ reliance of the information transmitted. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 12:02 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Tutoring 

Just off the top of your head... 

Do you know how many tutoring sessions/hours we offer per semester? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 10:31 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Parking on Sunday 

Oh crap. 

Any ideas? I didn’t even think about this.,, 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academk: Supp.:)rt Program f.:)r Studenl:-A~:hlel:es 

Off:ice: 

Cell: 

From; 

Sent; Friday, ~0:05 AM 

To= ASPSA Tutorin~ 

Subject; Parkin~ on Sunday 

Hello, 
Since we have a basketball game Sunday at ~PM, I think parking will be quite difficult on Sunday evening, especially since the game will probably be getting out right around 6PM. What do 
you think we should do? 
Thanks, 

UNC Master’s of Sport Administration 

Tar Heel Sports Properties 

Office: (9~9)4~9-8~oo ext, ~o77 

Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:12 AM 

Malay, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Weekly Report 

WR pdf; ATT00001 .htm 

Please print ind. sheets for players. 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frown: "Malay, Susa~ B" <sbmaloy@emaiDmc.edu> 

Date:                  at 10:56:43 AM EST 

To: "Fox, Mike" <m[b×~;unc.edu> 
Cc: "Jackson, Scott C" <.~i~_c___k_~R_r~.~__u__r_Lc_:__e__d___t_~-, "Forbes, Scott" <.~_~_i_?!:_b__e__~.~_t!_r_Lc_:_e___@_>, "Gaines, Bua~t Anthony" <__~_2g~_e_~!~_l_:__u_!N:__e__@_. > 

Subject: Weekly Report 

Hey Mike, 

Attached is this week’s report. All tutor sessions and study sessions look good accept was about :15 minutes shy of his 2 ½ hours and he was 

issued an infraction for missing his Sunday appointment at 7pm. He had sent me an email on Sunday about this, but since he did not follow the 

appropriate procedure of emailing the general account by :12noon on Friday, he was issued an infraction. I am not aware of the circumstances around 

this missed session, but all "no shows" may go through the appeal process if the student chooses to do so. 

did not show up for our meeting yesterday, and I did not hear from him about the need to miss. 

Please know that all tutor sessions will continue throughout the final exam period until each final exam has occurred. We will also schedule final 

exam review sessions around their appointments as well. I’ll send you that schedule as soon as I have it finalized. 

Over             the AC will be closed Tuesday,      at 5pm thru Sunday,     All tutor sessions will resume on Monday 

Let me know if you have any questions. I hope you all have a great weekend. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Malay 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox. Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:52 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Weekly Report 

Oops. Was for ~ 

Although he would help to get each player on one page!!!! haha 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 11:23 AM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Weekly RepoCc 
Did yoL~ mean to send this to me or someor~e else in your’ office? 

Susan 

From: Fox, N~ke 
Sent: Friday, ll: 12 AN 
To: Haloy, Susan B 
Subject: Fwd: Weekly Repo~ 

Please print ind. sheets for players. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Date:                  at :10:56:43 AM EST 

To: "Fox, Mike" <mfox~unc.edu> 

Cc: "Jackson, Scott C" <._sj_a__£_k___s__o___n__@__u___n__c__:_e___d___u_.>, "Forbes, Scott" <sforbes@unc.edu>, "Gaines, Bryant Anthony" <._b_~_g._a_!._n_ .e_s_@_e_._m_._a_j_[: .u_n__c_:_e_.d__V.> 

Subject: Weekly Report 

Hey Mike, 

Attached is this week’s report. All tutor sessions and study sessions look good accept was about :15 minutes shy of his 2 ½ hours and he was 

issued an infraction for missing his Sunday appointment at 7pm. He had sent me an email on Sunday about this, but since he did not follow the 

appropriate procedure of emailing the general account by :12noon on Friday, he was issued an infraction. I am not aware of the circumstances around 

this missed session, but all "no shows" may go through the appeal process if the student chooses to do so. 

did not show up for our meeting yesterday, and I did not hear from him about the need to miss. 

Please know that all tutor sessions will continue throughout the final exam period until each final exam has occurred. We will also schedule final 

exam review sessions around their appointments as well. I’ll send you that schedule as soon as I have it finalized. 

Over             the AC will be closed Tuesday,      at 5pro thru Sunday,     . All tutor sessions will resume on Monday 

Let me know if you have any questions. I hope you all have a great weekend. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



Fro m :: i 

isobar: F~iday~ " 12:58 PM 

iil"o: Maloy, g~sar~ B <sbma~oy@email.unc.edt~> 

~S~biect: ~: T~ec~d 

~ w~H do that, thanks Susa~ 

~ave a g~-eat weekend 

y~om:: Maloy, susa r~ B <sb:t~ai==o?~ ~_ma il. u:nc edu> 
~e~t: Firid~’~                     11.:03 AM 

k~MS was n~t wo~-k~ng l~s~ n~ghL Could you p~e:~:se sign me out at ~Opm? 

)!hank you~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Friday, November 15, 2013 2:43 PM 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; UNCAA_Academics 
<uncaa_academics@groups.unc.edu> 

RE: need extra mbb tix for tonight? 

too; as in 5... 

From: Gelin, Dana E 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 2:42 PM 
To: UNCAA_Academics 
Subject: need extra mbb tix for tonight? 

Anyone looking for extra mbb tix for tonight? If you are, let me know[ I have some to share. 

--Dana 



asked 
~hankyo~.! 



M~nda_v: 9:02 AM 

Malox°, Susa~ B <sbma~os’@email.unc.e&~> 

L? 1 remember you sayi~g there might be. ~ i:ust ~’~ant to plan 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Monday, November 18, 2013 10:08 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Schedule 

I am here whenever you have those two blue sheets. I guess the others did not get put in the files with the Sunday feedback forms. I am not sure what happened. Maybe I put 
them at the front desk too late on Friday afternoon? 

Karen M. Neff 

Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 10:00 AM 

To: Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: Schedule 

Hi Karen, 
Yes, I t:hink all of that work~.~ weli. Taking off Wednesday.-Friday next: week for Thanksgiving will be fim:_~ a~.~ well. 

Thank you, 

Susar~ 

FYI I have two signed blue sheets from last night in my office that I need to get to you today. 

From: Neff, Karen 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 9:51 AM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Schedule 

Hi Susan, 
I am planning to work late on Wednesday night, so I can try to finish up the observations. Would it be ok if I take off Tuesday (tomorrow) afternoon to offset the long day on 
Wednesday? Also, I am not sure what things look like for next week for Thanksgiving. I am hoping to only work Monday and Tuesday morning and take off the rest of the 
week, since my sister will be in town and daycare is closed Wednesday through Friday. Please let me know if this will work for you. 
Thank you, 

Karen 

Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

2_/_~live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 2:41 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Time Card 

Thankyou!:) 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Monday, :[:[:40 AM 

To; 

Subject; RE: Time Card 

Thank you. I made the correction. 

Susan 

Frem: 
Sent: Monday, 2:34 PM 
Te; Naloy, Susan B 

$ubjeet= RE: Time Card : 

Hey Susan, 

I clocked out at 5 atthe library 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@e_m___a__!]:___u__n___c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Sent; Monday, [:[:32 AM 

To; 

Subject; Time Card : 

Can you please clarify your time card on Tuesday      . It shows you working at your other location from 2::[9pm--6:59pm and then [or us from 6:59pro--Spin. I think 

can fix this, but just need to know when you clocked out at your other location. 

I must approve no later than tomorrow. Please get back to me as soon as you can. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Su sar~ Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Ac~|emic Cotmselor 

UNC Academic Support Program ~br Student-AtNetcs 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (lax) 

sbmaloy(a?email, unc.edu 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 7:54 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: RE: 

Ok thanks! 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday. 3:54 PM 
To: 
Sulliect: RE: 

No ~ve will be closed on Thali,: you for checking in. 

Susan 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject 

9:02 AM 

Hi Susan, 

I apologize if you have already answered this but will there be tutoring sessmns on 

Thanks, 

? I remember you saying there might be. ] just want to plan accordingly 



Fi~om¯ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:47 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

TIMS Issue! 

Susan~ 

Hey...felicidades on your anniversary :) Also...sending you a heads-up-TI3IS issue on the last hour of tutoring, so you might get a good bit of notices 

from tutors notifying you of their "clock-out. " 

Good night... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 10:01 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: TIMS - 

Agreed~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:48 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: TIMS - 

Thanks     [ pr~-:~fer her to take off this Wedne~,~day ff she has ~:he (:boCce. 

F~m~ ASPSA Tutoring 
~entl Tuesday, 9:07 AN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: ~: ~NS - 
[’1~ ~eply to the other stuff in there. 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:41 AM 

T~: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: TIMS tonight 

Just wanted to let you know that ~NS was down so I didn’t get to sign out. But I stopped working at 9:53pm. 
Also, I wanted to touch base with y’all and let you know rm so excited to return ne~ semester. However, my hours Br internship haven’t been finalized yet, so I don’t know 
what my hours w~ll be. I should have eve~hing finalized beBre the end of the semester and w~ll update you as soon as I know an~hing. 
Finally, I have to a~end a training session Br internship in Asheville this Wednesday and Thursday. ~e only other available times are during exam time, which I would feel 
HORRIBLE about taking off since most of my studenN have multiple exams that they may need assistance with. So, I figured taking off this Wednesday would be the lesser of 2 
evils. I don’t tu~r on Thursday so I would only need Wednesday off. I know it’s super late notice, but let me know if this is feasible. 
Than~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

7~email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:07 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Time Card 

Thankyou! 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 
Subject: RE: Time Card 

9:30 AM 

Hi 

I took care of boLh Lhe and the : 

Thank you, 

Susan 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Time Card 

Hi Susan, 
TIM was also down last night (Monday, 

All the best, 

8:43 AM 

, Can you clock me out at 10pm? Thank you! 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Time Card 

6:11 PM 

Hi Susan, 

Thanks for checking in with me. TIM was down that night. I clocked out at 10pm. 

Thanks! 

Best, 

On at 2:36 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <.s___b___m____a_J_gy__@_e___m____a_jJ_:__u___n__c__:_e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Hi 
Looks like you did not sign out on I believe 
to approve time cards no later than tomorrow. 
Thank so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo(t Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~em~Jl.unc.edu 

was a no show. Can you tell me what time you clocked out and I will make the fix? I need 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Henriod, Kelly <khenriod@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:00 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: timecard issue 

Thanks a bunch! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:57 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok, I haw:~ ¥oL~ ~.~p to dat:e thr.:_~ugh 13.:lSan] 

Thanks, 

Sent: Tuesday, ~:22 A~ 

To: Nalo~, Susan B 
Subject~ timecard issue 
Hey Susan-- 

Since     is out, yesterday       I was here until :tO: :t5 pm working with 

was offline, so i couldn’t clock in. 

¯ When I went to log out of Tims, however, it said the system 

This morning ) when I got here at 8:00 am, I still couldn’t log into the the system¯ 

just barely got in and clocked in, but i noticed a red bar where it should say my clock-out time from yesterday. 

Can you log into the system and make sure I get credit for the following hours: 

5:2:tpm-:t0::t5 pm on 
and 8:00am- :t:t::t5 am on 

Thankyou 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Cheod <meeter@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:32 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Agenda for AAPC meeting 

You are the best, I am up for air now and can do it, but thanks for doing, Did not mean to whine but had to drop everything for that, 

Frem: Maloy, Susan B 
Seat: Tuesday, 2:00 PM 
To; 3unk, Che~l; May, Lee Y 
Subject: RE: Agenda for ~PC meeting 

Hi Cheryl, 

[ would De happy to take care of th~s and send the agenda Lo Lhe Uoup this afLernoon. 

Thanks, 

F~m: Junk, Ch~EI 
~t~ Tuesday, ~2:53 PN 
T~: N~y, L~ Y; NMoy, Susan B 
~uBj~et: RE: Ag~nd~ for ~PC m~ting 

~ wHI sen~ out,he ~gend~ ~ the end of the d~y. I ~m de~ling with ~n irate mom~ ~nd 

~ Nay, Lee Y 
9eBtl Tuesday, ~2:49 PM 
T~ Junk, Che~l; Maloy, Susan B 
S~bjeet~ RE: Agenda Br ~PC meeting 

Susan and 

Here ~s how ~ see the AAPC agenda looking: 

h~troduct~ons and Welcome--Susan 

Pre-.Pro~essional Adv~sing~ and Resa Anderson 

Adv~s~n~ IJpdates----.Lee May 

Registrar Updates---Chris Dedckson 

GA Policy----. Fostering Undergraduate Student Success 

Other Topics of Note (What’s on the mh~d of the AAPC?) 

By the way, I decided not to send out the G~ info in advance. 

~ am assumk~g that £esa and Will and Chris have a~ confirmed ~:hat they are 

~: you will ~ve me s head count, we can order 

Wi~ one o~: you please send out the reminder with a~enda, time and place. 

What am I m~ss~ng? 

~ Junk, CheEI 
Sent: Monday, ’, 9:12 AN 
To= Hay, Lee Y; Haloy, Susan B; 3unk, Che~l 
$ubject; Agenda for ~PC meeting 

Hi, Lee and Susan, 

I know that Lee is workin8 on a handout and intro paragraph about the GA policy on course drops to attach to the a~enda and will ~et that to me ASAP. But here, as 

~lean it from your emails and the minutes, are the items for the a~enda. We will need to finalize it and send out tomorrow, ideally. Wed. is OK too. The minutes 

have ~one out, as you know. 

Tentative A~enda, AAPC meetin~ 

introductions and openin8 remarks--Susan Maloy 

(brief) Advisin~ Updates--Dean May 

Re~istra~on Advisin8 workshops 

Personnel 

Other? 

Re~istrar’s Updates--Chris Derickson 

Discussion of GA proposal re: drop deadline 

How does this look? 

CherylF. Jnnk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & Hu~nanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Ca~npus Box 3110 

U N C-Chapel H ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising webpage: 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Cheryl <meeter@email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:34 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu>; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; Junk, Cheryl <tweete@emaJl.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Agenda for next meeting,          -Academic Advising Program Council 

Thanks, Susan. cj 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 
Te: Junk, Cheryl; May, Lee Y; 

3:00 PM 

Subject: RE: Agenda for next meeting, --Academic Advising Program Council 

Dear AAPC Members, 

As you are all aware, The Academic Advising Program Council will be gathering for our second meeting Lhis semester on Thursday,             at 12-l:30pm. We 

wH~ be rneet~ng in Room ~05 South Building, and kmch wH~ be served. Thank you to Che@ Junk for send~ng around the minutes from our last meeting. Hopefully 

everyone has had a chance to familiarize yourself w~th the detai~s~ Attached are the agenda top~cs for d~scuss~on for th~s Thursday. We look forward to seeing 

everyone them Please come w~th questions and top~cs to discuss~ 

Have a wonderfu~ afternoord 

Many ~:hanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinak~;,’Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic SuppolI P~:>gram fbr Student-.Athlek:s 

919-962-9892 (o#~ice) 

919- 962- 8247 (flax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 10:09 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AC Hours During Final Exams 

Hello, 

have 12 -3 open today if we want to try to catch up before the staff meeting today. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 9:59 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: AC Hours During Final Exams 

Good morning, 
Is there a time we need to set aside to go over the Saturday possibility.~ I have the count of first-years in k]onday 7pm tutorials at 

41. 1’11 have Ben make note of all activities during finals week. 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 7:04 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: AC Hours During Final Exams 

Hello, 

would like to loop Brent into the conversation. 

Let’s open the facility until 11:00pm. We need to discuss how staff stays until 11:00pm also (perhaps at least one - 

while I like two better for safety and security). Perhaps, we consider a monitor and 1 staff (for the additional Friday 

night). 

So, we need to decide on the Saturday time and I understand that we are split. 

Let’s let the staff know your plan on closing the independent study hall room and see if there is any feedback (something 

we didn’t consider), otherwise, I believe the 6th is a good day to shut it down. 

Brent (I believe we discussed this), have you been able to run the report to let us know how many freshman student- 

athletes have tutoring on Monday night from 7-8 so that we can let Cricket know the impact if we pul! them out of 

CREED? 

I definitely want to gather some numbers (even if informal) on the 10-11pm times, Friday night, and possibly Saturday so 

that we have numbers to back us for next semester. Please set up how we can collect that. And, please have been track 

the usage report for the independent study hall room separately for the week after Thanksgiving. 

Thanks, 
Michelle 



From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 5:19 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: AC Hours During Final Exams 

Hey Michelle, 

For further discussion on the Academic Center Hours of operation during the two week exam period Dec. 2-13, the 

following proposal is based on my recollection of how we handled exams last Spring. 

Date Open Close Events N otes 

Dec. 2 (Monday) 8am 11pm CREED @ 7pm 

Dec. 3 (Tuesday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 4 (Wednesday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 5 (Thursday) 8am 11pm Pancake Event @ 

10pm 

8am Dec. 6 (Friday) 11pm 

Dec. 7 (Saturday) lOam 5pm No Tutoring 

Dec. 8 (Sunday) 6pm 11pm 

Dec. 9 (Monday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 10 (Tuesday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 11 (Wednesday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 12 (Thursday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 13 (Friday) 8am 5pm 

Need Full Time 

Staff Coverage 

(Close 

INDEPENDENT 

STUDY ROOM @ 

5pm) 

Need Full Time 

Staf~ Coverage (no 

monitors) 

My thought is to close the independent study room at 5pm on Friday 12/6 for the remainder of the term, if not earlier in 

the week, depending on how MAPS continue through the final exam period and whether or not counselors will hold 

their students accountable for independent study hours through 12/6. Regularly scheduled tutor sessions will continue 

throughout exams until the final exam has occurred. 

Let me know if additional information would be helpful. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 20, 2013 10:39 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AC Hours During Final Exams 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 10:09 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: AC Hours During Final Exams 

have 12 -3 open today if we want to try to catch up before the staff meeting today. 

Michelle 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 9:59 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: AC Hours During Final Exams 

Good morning, 

Is there a time we need to set aside to go over the Saturday possibility? I have the count of first-years in Monday 7pm tutorials at 

4[. [’[[ have Ben make note of a[[ activities during finals week. 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 7:04 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: AC Hours During Final Exams 

Hello, 

would like to loop grent into the conversation. 

Let’s open the facility until 11:00pm. We need to discuss how staff stays until 11:00pm also (perhaps at least one - 

while I like two better for safety and security). Perhaps, we consider a monitor and 1 staff (for the additional Friday 
night). 

So, we need to decide on the Saturday time and ! understand that we are split. 

Let’s let the staff know your plan on closing the independent study hall room and see if there is any feedback (something 

we didn’t consider), otherwise, I believe the 6th is a good day to shut it down. 

grent (I believe we discussed this), have you been able to run the report to let us know how many freshman student- 
athletes have tutoring on Monday night from 7-8 so that we can let Cricket know the impact if we pull them out of 

CREED? 



I definitely want to gather some numbers (even if informal) on the 10-11pm times, Friday night, and possibly Saturday so 

that we have numbers to back us for next semester. Please set up how we can collect that. And, please have been track 

the usage report for the independent study hall room separately for the week after Thanksgiving. 

Thanks, 
Michelle 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 5:19 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: AC Hours During Final Exams 

Hey Michelle, 

For further discussion on the Academic Center Hours of operation during the two week exam period Dec. 2-13, the 

following proposal is based on my recollection of how we handled exams last Spring. 

Date Open Close Events N ores 

Dec. 2 (Monday) 8am 11pm CREED @ 7pm 

Dec. 3 (Tuesday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 4 (Wednesday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 5 (Thursday) 8am 11pm Pancake Event @ 

10pm 

8am Dec. 6 (Friday) 11pm 

Dec. 7 (Saturday) 10am 5pm No Tutoring 

Dec. 8 (Sunday) 6pm 11pm 

Dec. 9 (Monday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 10 (Tuesday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 11 (Wednesday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 12 (Thursday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 13 (Friday) 8am 5pm 

Need Full Time 

Staff Coverage 

(Close 

INDEPENDENT 

STUDY ROOM @ 

5pm) 

Need Full Time 

Staf~ Coverage (no 

monitors) 

My thought is to close the independent study room at 5pm on Friday 12/6 for the remainder of the term, if not earlier in 

the week, depending on how MAPS continue through the final exam period and whether or not counselors will hold 

their students accountable for independent study hours through 12/6. Regularly scheduled tutor sessions will continue 

throughout exams until the final exam has occurred. 

Let me know if additional information would be helpful. 

Thanks, 
Susan 



Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 11:19 AM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

CSPAN 

If you are having trouble watching the White House ceremony online, it’s also live on CSPAN 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(9:~9) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



It@m:: ~’~4alo¥, Sssar~ B <sbmsi::,~},@~maiLunc,edu> 

~ubje~: 

.Net s~re wha~ ~s 

~ [ Susan, 

F ~MS. was not wosk~:ng Monday n~g]hL Could you sign: me out at iOpm? 

~Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 2:29 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

gy this.,, I am interpreting that he no longer needs the session? He will just be attending review sessions and drop-ins? 

Is this the actual case? 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academk: Supporl: Program for Studenl:-A~:hhel:es 

Off:ice: 9~9-8~3-2328 

Cell: 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 1~:4~ AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Cc: Ma~oy, Susan g 

Subject: 

~ would like to cancel my math tutor tonight with 

to use drop-ins and review sessions until mv final exam. 

Thank you, 

because I took my last test today before the final exam. I will not need this session tonight. I plan 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 4:13 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

double check 

Hey Susan, 

Can you just double check the cancellations to see if there are anymore tutors that got cancelled out entirely for the day? 

I would match it up with the sent folder-I have been cancelling them out as a whole whenever I see them. 

L-?en ,Sh~u 
Assisi:ant Tutorial Co.:_~rdina~:oriAcademic Counsek)¢ 

U N C Aca d em ic 5 u ppo rt Progra m for Sl:u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 919-84S-2S28 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 10:56 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: LING 

5:30 would be perfect. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:54 AM, "Maloy, Snsan B" <sbmaloy,@~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Can you come at either 4:30 or 5:30pn17 Preferably 4:30 ~f Vou can. 

Thanks, 

Susa~ 

~en~ Thursday, ~0:$3 A~ 

To: Nalo~, Susan B 
Subject~ Re: LING 

Susan, I can meet with you after the Winter Olympics today. I do plan to meet with her again, I’m still working on the problems she has given me. ~ 

have been to every single lecture, so I’m a little confused by that. But I wouM be glad to meet with you later this evening. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:38 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <_s_b__m___a_Lo_y__@.___e___n_!_a__[!_._u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Please come talk to me about your LING    class. Your professor has contacted us about your progress in the class and is very concerned. 

She mentioned that she has given you practice problems to work through and sounds as though she is expecting you to come back in to 

meet with her to discuss the practice problems. Do you plan to do so? She has also mentioned that your attendance in lecture has not 

been consistent. Please know that tutors are available in LING even though you have not been required to use them this semester. At 

this point, you should plan to attend tutor sessions with on Mondays at 5pro. Perhaps we can add some additional sessions as 

well. 

Let me know when you can meet with me. I am available after 2pro today and tomorrow as well. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(i~emaJl.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Neff; Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edu:, 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 11:09 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu-~ 

FW: Tutoring Program Re,arch 

Have either of you received an email from this person? Outlook filtered it into my junk mail and I am not sure how this individual got my name and this email. My personal 
email is posted on the N4A website, so it’s kind of strange that he found my UNC email. It’s public and searchable on the UNC website, but not posted in association with 
any tutoring. I’m just trying to decide how to respond to this person and thought I would check with you two... 
Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 

From= tRavls McCutcheon [mailto:travis@14m.co] 
Sent= Tuesday, November 19, 20:t3 10:04 AM 
To= Neff, Karen 
Subject= Tutoring Program Research 
Hello Karen, 

I am resemching ways to improve student athlete tutoring programs. And hoping to get a better understanding of some the issues you deal with in acadelnic se~wices. I 

am interested in speaking with you about your experiences. Do you have a few minutes for a quick phone call? Your lime is appreciated and your expertise would be 
invaluable. 

Thank you, 

Travis McCutcheon 

Universi~ ofTexa.s - MSTC 

p: 404.983.3233 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 1:13 PM 

MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Saturday Dec 7 from 1-4pm 

I have an officiating clinic I have to attend from 9am-Sprn... I can come after that i~ whoever has th~ shift right after ~s will~ng to switch... 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Progn~m for Student-Ad~letes 

Off:ice: 9~9-843-2328 

Cell: 

~rom: Maloy, Susan B 

.Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 20~3 5:26 PM 

To: Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Overstreet, Tia; Beatty, Gre~; Townsend, Jenn; Qrr, Kym N; Sheu, Benjamin; Yount, Tony; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, Jaimie 

Subject: Saturday Dec 7 from ~-4pm 

Hi Everyone, 

I am still in need of one staff member to work on Saturday ~2/7 from ~pm-4pm. Please let me know ASAP if you are available and willin8 to do so. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

~C Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (t~x) 

sbmaloy~email.tmc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yarbrough, Mate <yarbro9@emaJl.unc.edu~; 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 4:57 PM 

MaJ~oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Christina Luke- Invento~ 

The plan is for the students to take the books to Carl; over at EWAC not the bookstore. 

Nate 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Nov 21, 2013, at 4:17 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <i~?.~!!:~:~.!;f2:~.~{!~!:~!~::~!~> wrote: 

ls the plan to take these books to Cadi so the stude~ts are not charged or straight to the bookstore? 

Sus~in 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 2:00 PM 

To-" Beatty, Grey; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Brown, Michelle; Greene, Michael; Lee, 3aimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; 
Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
C¢-" Yarbrough, Nate 
Subject-" FW: Christina Luke- Inventory 
l-~ey all, 

Here is the currer~t inver~tory of the books in the storage room. 

Please compare this to the list of books that are currentl,i outstanding so we can figure out what to do with these. 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Offk:e: 9~.9-843--2328 

Ce~l: 

From: Luke, Christina 

Sent: Friday, November 15, 20~3 3:56 PM 

T~: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: Christina Luke- Inventory 

Hey Ben, 

Here is the inventory from the back room, excluding the bottom shelf. Let me know if you need anything else. 

Kind regards, 

Christina Luke 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

;@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:14 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Agenda for next meeting,         .-Academic Advising Program Council 

Sounds great! Have a great weekend Susan! 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:52 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Agenda for next meeting, I       -Academic Advising Program Council 
Not a problem. Just let me know when you have the time. 

Thanks, 
g u s a ~ 

Sent; Thursday, 6:07 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Agenda for ne~ meeting, .-Academic Advising Program Council 

Hi Susan, 

~ doubt I"ll be aMe to meet before thanksgiving because ~’rn swamped with 4 pro~ects before Tuesday, but maybe we (:ou~d meet when [ come back? 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:04 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Agenda for next meeting,        --Academic Advising Program Council 
Absok~Lely! There were a lot o[ great topics discussed. Let me know when you would have some t~me to meet. 

Thanks and good luck w~d~ the O~ympics. 

Susan 

Sent~ Thursday, ll:04 AM 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ RE: Agenda for ne~ meeting, -Academic Advising Program Council 

Hi Susan, 

Sorry for d~e extremely ~ate notice, but I don’t th~nk ~ w~l~ be able to attend d~e meetb~g this afternoon. We have the l:a~l O~ympics this afternoon and ~ need to 

head to the fie~d a ~ittle early to prepare, and take care of some administrative tNngs as well IF possiNe would you be aMe ~o keep me it~ the loop with updates 

from the meeth~g at a ~ater date? 

Hope you haue a great day, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [E)_a__[[_t_9j__s__b____m___a_Lo__y_,@__e_t_n___a_!J_#__[)_c__#__c_!_u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:00 PM 
To: Junk, Cheryl; May, Lee; 

Subject: RE: Agenda for next meeting, -Academic Advising Program Council 

Dear AAPC Members, 

As you are all aware, The Academic Advising Program Council will be gathering for our second meeting this semester on Thursday, at :].2-t:3Opm. We 

will be meeting in Room :1.05 South Building, and ~unch will be served. Thank you to Chery~ Junk for sending around the minutes from our last meeting. Hopefully 

ew~ryone has had a chance to familiarize yourself w~th the de~:aiis. A~:~:ached are the agenda topk:s fl)r d~sc:ussh:m fl)r l:h~s Thursday. We look forward to seeing 

everyone then. Please come w~th questions and topics to discuss. 

Have a wonderfu~ afternoon! 

Many thanks, 

Susan Maloy 

"~’~t,~rial Coo~tma~odAcadcmic Couaselor 

UNC Academic S~pport Program for St~dei~t-Ad~lctcs 

919-962-9892 

919-962-8247 

sbmalov~;emal amc 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sunday,                  11:31 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy~@email.unc.edu~ 

Math Drop-in 

Susan~ 

Sorry to bother you on a Sunday morning but I was curious as to when the math drop-in was today? 

Thanks, 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 12:05 PM 

~unc.edu-* 

Your Final Exam Review Schedule - 

Hi 

Looking at the final exam dates of the courses you normally work with as well as your regular appointment schedule, the following times have been designated as 

final exam review sessions that we would like you to lead for all student-athletes in the course. Some of these times could be additional hours and some could be 

simply opening up one of your existing sessions for the larger group. Please review the schedule below and confirm that these dates and times will work for you 

ASAP so that we can communicate the final exam review schedule to the students in a timely fashion. 

Thursday) @ 7pm-ASTR Drop-In 

Thursday) @ 8pro -ASTR 101-001 

Sunday) @ 6pm -ASTR 101-001 

Monday) @ 7pm -ASTR 101-002 

(Wednesday) @ 6pm- ASTR 101-002 

(Thursday) @ 7pm -ASTR 101-002 

No need to come in on Tuesday,.     , since MATH 118 and 130 exams should be over. 

Let me know if you have any questions. I look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Thanks so much and have a Happy Thanksgiving! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.unc.e&~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbeflael@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 4:18 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: ALS Mtg re. Tutor Training 

S~asan, we couldn’t get to it, b~at they are coming in at g AM tomorrow to discuss. Do you want to join us then? 
Bradley Ro H, Be~el ] R~admg a~d W~tJng SpecialJsl 
University of North C~u~li~a a~ Chapel 
Academic Support Pro?y;m~ tbr Studet~t-.klhleles 
Loudermi~k Cemer [br Excdlence 
34~ Ridge Rd. ~ Cxnaptas Box 3 I07 
Chapel H~II, NC 27599 ~ T (919) 962-2237 

F (919) 962-8247 

F~m: Halw, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 4:13 PN 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: AkS Nt~ re. Tutor Trainin~ 
Hi Brad, 
ket me know tomorrow how your meeting with the AkS folks went regarding tutor training ~or the S0ring. Before I send an email to the staff with detaiB about our 

meeting on the 12th, I wanted to hear how gout meeting went. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for Smdent-A~etes 

919-962-9892 (o~ce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(g~email.uuc 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetkel@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 4:32 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: ALS Mtg re. Tutor Training 

Actually, 1 am going to move the meeting to 9. Does that work for you? 

Bradley Ro H, Bet~el I R~admg a~d WdtJng SpecialM 

University of North C~u~li~a a[ Chapel Hil~ 

Academic Support Pro?~;m~ tbr Stude~t-.k~hle~es 

LoudermUk Cemer [br Excellence 

34~] Ridge Rd. ~ Camptas Box 3 I07 

Chapel H~II, NC 27599 ~ T (919) 962-2237 

C          i F (919) 962-8247 

br~£d~ey.be*hel@unc.edu 

F~m: Nalw, Susan B 
Sent; Monday, November 25, 2013 4:27 PN 

To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Subject: RE: AkS Mr9 re. Tutor Trainino 

f have ~mother meeting at 8am [:omorrow morning, otherwi~;e I wou~d. Perhaps you (:oukt ~nclude Ben or Karet~ ~f they are here at th~;t [:~me, 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m~ Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent~ Monday, November 25, 2013 4:18 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subje~t~ RE: ALS Mtg re. Tutor Training 

Susan, we couldn’t get to ~t, bu[ they are coming ~n at 8 AM tomorrow to d~scuss, Do you wan[ [o jo~n us then? 

L;nJversit-y of No~h Carolina a~ Chapel HN 

Academic Support Proga’~ma for Stude~t-Athletes 

Lot~dermilk Cerder fbr ExcdJence 

344 R [dge Rd ~ Campus Box 3 ~07 

Chapel HiU, NC 23599 ~ T (919) 962-2237 

~ F (919) 962-8247 
brad~ey.bethel,?~ unc.edu 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 

Sent; Monday, November 25, 2013 4:13 PN 

To= Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Subject= ALS NN re. Tu~r Training 

Hi Brad, 

Let me know tomorrow how your meeting with the ALS folks went regarding tutor training for the Spring. Before I send an email to the staff with details about our 

meeting on the 12th, I wanted to hear how your meeting went. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial CooNinator/Ac~emic Counselor 

L~C Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(t~email, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbefl~el@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 4:37 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: ALS Mtg re. Tutor Training 

,Jamie and Erica both said they prefer 9. Come by after your meeting, Fll ask Karen and Ben whether they can come at 9, 

Bradley Ro H. Bethel I R~admg and W~tJng Specialisl 

University of North C~u~li~a a~ Chapel 

Academic Support Pro?y;m~ tbr Studet~t-.klhleles 

Loudermi~k Cemer [br Excdlence 

34.4 Ridge Rd. ~ Cxnaptas Box 3 I07 

Chapel H~II, NC 27599 ~ T (919) 962-2237 

F (919) 962-8247 

F~m: Halw, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 4:35 PN 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: AkS Nt~ re. Tutor Trainino 

A(:tual~y, friy meet:ing i~ at &30am tomorrow morrdng. Perhaps [ (:ouk~ ar:[:ual~y come ~[: 8am lot a few minute~;, 

Susan 

F~m= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent; Monday, November 25, 2013 4:32 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: ALS Ntg re. Tutor Training 
Actually, ~ am going ~:o move the meeting to 9. Does that work lot you? 

Bradley R. IL Betllel I Read~g ~md Writing Specialist 

Academic S~gw>*~ Pro~mn Jb~ Student-.At[detes 

I ,oudema~lk Cen~er ibr Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. ~ CatNap,s Box: 3107 

C[~apel H~I[, NC 27599 T (919) 962-2237 

[ F (919) 962-8247 

b radley.bcth el(d;unc, edu 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 20~3 4:27 PN 
Te= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject= RE: ALS Ntg re, Tutor TraiNng 

[ have another meeting at 8am tomorrow morning, otherwise I would. Perhaps you could i~dude Be~ or Karen ff they are here at that t~me. 

Thanks, 

F~m= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
$ent~ Monday, November 25, 2013 ~:18 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: ALS Mtg re. Tutor TraiNng 

S~5an, we couldn’t get to k, b~t they are coming ~n at 8 AM tomorrow to d~scuss, Do you want to jo~n us then? 

Bradley R. H. Bethel ] R~admg and W~ifing SpecialJsl 

University of North C~u~li~a at Chapel 

Academic Support Propy;m~ tbr Studet~t-Alhleles 

Loudermi~k Cemer [br Excdlence 

34.4 Ridge Rd. [ Cxtn[ms Box 3 I07 

Chapel H~I[, NC 27599 [ T (919) 962-2237 

[ F (919) 962-8247 

F~m: Halw, Susan g 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 ~:13 PH 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: ALS Htg re, Tutor Training 

Hi Brad, 

Let me know tomorrow how your meetin8 with the ALS folks went resardin8 tutor trainin8 for the Sprins, Before I send an email to the staff with details about our 

meetin~ on the ~2th, I wanted to hear how your meetin~ went. 

Thanks~ 

Susan 

Susan 

Tu~fial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-A~etes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(g~email.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:26 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Reserve Blue Zone on Jan. 7 

Hey Susan, 

liust replied to Nate about that a little while ago, and 1 thought I had copied you on my email. Sorry about that. gut yes, ~ have tNs on the calendar for :t!7 on the 
{::o~course Oub from 6-gpm. At your earlk~st (:onw~mkmce, #ease ~et me know what type of se~: up you wou~d ~ike. 
Thar~ks, 
Nate 

Nate Hilton 

~C AtNefic DeN~neN 
BtfilNng Envirom~t Tecl~d~ 

Lou&~milk Center for Excellence 

WoN (919) 962-4316 
Cell 

F~m~ Naloy, Susan B 
Sent~ Tuesday, November 26, 2013 l:2S PN 
T~ Hilton, Nathan Sco~ 
Subjeet~ Rese~e Blue Zone on Jan, 7 
Hi Nate, 

I am not sure if fate Yarbrough contacted you about this or not, but I was hoping to be able to reserve the 3rd floor koudermilk for Tutor Training on Tuesday, 

January 7, 2014 from 6pm-9pm-ish. 
Would that be possible? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

TutofiN CooNinator/Ac~emic Connselor 

E~C Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmNoy(tbemail, u~m.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:26 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Jan 7th 3 floor request 

Hah, ok, sounds good! 

-Nate 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:26 PN 
To-" Hilton, Nathan Scott 
Subject: RE: Jan 7th 3 floor request 

Thanks. Disregard my emaif I just sent. I’1t let you know [he set--up as the date app~oaches. 

Thanks again, 

From; Hilton, Nathan Scott 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 20:t3 :t1:59 AM 
Te; Yarbrough, Nate; Maloy, Susan B 
S,,bject; RE: .]an 7th 3 floor request 

Nate a~]d Susan, 

.Just checked and you guys are all good [or t s ~g th~-_~ :_~" tl~: o .:) ~ 1./,. f have it down on ~:he calendar as Tutor Training : n :]./7 from 6-gprn on the Concourse Club. 

Please let me know what type of set up you w.:)u~d lille, snd ~ w~l] make sure it is all ready for you. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate ~il~n 

UNC AtNefic De~ent 

Building gnvimmn~t Tec~ci~ 
gonde~ilk Center for Excellence 

Work (919) 962-4316 

Cell 

F~m= Yarbrough, Nate 
Sent~ Tuesday, November 26, 2013 ll:12 AN 

Te~ Hilton, Nathan Sco~ 
Subject~ Jan 7th 3 floor request 

Nate, 
rd Could Academics please use the 3 floor for tutor training on Jan 7th 20~4 from 6:00pro -9:00pro. Please let me and Susan Maloy know ASAP. 

Thanks, 

Nate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:28 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Jan 7th 3 floor request 

Thank you! And you too (~¢ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:27 plVl 

To: Hilton, Nathan Scott 
Subject: RE: -]an 7th 3 floor request 

Have a nice Thanksgiving!! 

From: Hilton, Nathan Scott 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:26 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: .]an 7th 3 floor request 

Hah, ok, sounds good! 

--Sate 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:26 plVl 

To: Hilton, Nathan Scott 
Subject: RE: -]an 7th 3 floor request 

"i’hank~.;. Disregard my email I just sent. ~I] le~: you know the set-up as ~:he date a~)pro~;ches. 

Thanks again, 

Susan 

From= Hilton, Nathan Sco~ 
Sent= Tuesday, November 26, 20~3 ~1:59 AN 
To= Yarbrough, Na~; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Jan 7th 3 floor request 

Sate and Susan, 

Just checked, and you guys are all good for ush~g the 3r~ floor on ~/7. ~ have it down on the calendar as Tutor Training on ~/7 from s-gpm on the Concourse Club. 

Please ~et me know what type of set up you ~,ouid like, and ~ w~l~ make sure it is a~l ready for you. 

Sate Hilton 

~C AtNetic De~nent 

Btd]ding gnviro~t Tecl~d~ 

Loude~i]k Center Ibr Excellence 

Work (919) 962-4316 

Cell 

From= Yarbrough, Sate 
Sent= Tuesday, November 26, 20~3 ~I:~2 AN 

To= Hil~n, Nathan Sco~ 
Subject= Jan 7th 3 floor request 

Nate, 
rd Could Academics please use the 3 floor for tutor training on Jan 7th 2014 from 6:00pro -9:00pro. Please let me and Susan Maloy know ASAP. 

Thanks, 

Nate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnfl~omp@email.unc .edu;, 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:35 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Timesheet & TIM 

Thanks Susan on Tuesday so just trying to get everything here organized @ 

2~5 We5[ Cameror~ Aver~ue (Comer of Wilsor~ S[reet) 
Chape~ FI[II, NC 27599 
CB# 3030 

9~9,982.3036 (ph) 
919.962,1404 (fax) 

~.~j ~ogo unC mare 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-maq and arW l:ransmitl:ed documen[s con[ains priva[e, pHvgleged and corfl:idential [nforrnafion bek)nging 1:o the sender. The [n~orrnat[on l:hereh~ is 

documents, In such dE:urnstances~ ~ou a~e advised that ~ou rna~ not disclose~ c:opy~ dh~tNbu~e o~ take any other actk)n in reliance of ~he k~fom~atio~ ~ransmit~ed~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:31 plVl 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Subject: RE: Timesheet & 
Thanks Beth. I usually try to have most o1: this signed off on by Monday if I can. So this shouldn’t be a problem. 

Have a wonderfW Thanksg~vk~g! 

Susan 

F~m~ Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Sent~ Tuesday, November 26, 20~3 ~:05 PM 
Te~ Maloy, Susan B 
¢¢~ Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject~ RE: Timesheet ~ ~M 

Susat~ 

~ have submitted Ashley’s [ur~]p Sur~] Payment request [or the approva~ procea;s. She wHI receive payment for th~s in her December chec~q [h~s was 20 hours at 

ihr [:or a tota~ of      I will not be here next Tuesday buL ~ will be here Monday afternoon. ~f you couM approve T~M on Monday Lhat would be great so ~ can 

make sure and s~gn off. ~f something happens and you need anything next Tuesday p~ease contact Tabitha (~ have cop~ed her on this message). 

Happy Thanksgiving to you as 

UBC for gc;ldem~c tn~tiative~ 

2~5 West Carneror~ Average (Comer of Wilsor~ Street> 
Chapel Hq{, NC 27599 
CB# 3030 
bnthomp@emaH.unc.edu 
91.9~9~2.30315 (ph) 
919.952A404 (fax) 

~.~j ~ogo unc main 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: [h[s e-reicH and a~y transmitted documents contains private, 
5olely for the use of the addressee, If your receipt of this transm[55ion hi~s coccurred as the result o[ a~ error, piease h-m-#ed[ately notify u5 50 we can arrange for the returo of the 
docu~lellta. ~11 such circumstances, you are i~dv[sed that you may not disclose, copy, d[stNbute or ti~ke all~’ ot~er act~oll [1-1 reliance of the hlformi~tio~ trimsmitted, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 10:57 AlVl 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Subject: FW: Timesheet 

Beth, 

Attached are Ashley Ward’s hours for November. Can you add them to her time card.> 

Thank you and have a wonderful Thanksgiving! 

Su_qar~ 

From: Ward, Ashley 
Sent= Tuesday, November 26, 2013 9:42 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Timesheet 

Hi Susan, 
A~ched is my timesheet for November. 
Than~ 
Ashley R. Ward, PhD 
Lecturer, Depa~ment of Geography 
Universi~ of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompsor~ Beth Newsome <bnfl~omp@email.unc ,edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:12 PM 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbm~]oy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Timesheet & TIM 

Thank you. 

22,’5 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson S~reet) 

Chape~ FI[II, NC 27599 

CB# 3030 

9~9.9~2,303~ 

92%962.1404 

~.~j ~ogo u~a mum 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This 

documents, In such c~rcurnstances~ ~ou a~e ;~d~ised that ~ou rna~ not disclose~ c:opy~ dh~tNbu~e o~ t;~ke any other acth)n in reliance of ~he k~fom~;~tion ~r;~nsmit~ed~ 

From: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2023 2:08 plVl 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Subject: RE: Timesheet & TIN 

From: Thompson, Beth Newsome 

Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2023 1:35 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: RE: Timesheet &TIN 

Thank:~ Susan! 

2~5 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Witson Street) 

Chape~ H[H, NC 27599 

CB# 3030 

bnthomp@ema[I.u nc,ed u 

919.952,3036 

9 ~.9~962,J.404 

~ logo LmC main 

CONFIDENtlAUTY NOTICE: This e--mad and 3~?y transmitted documents contains private, pr[vfleged and confidential hnformat[on belonging to ~he sender the hnformat[on therein is 

solely for t~e use of the addressee. If your receipt of ttnis transmfssion has coccurr(~d 35 the resuit of an error, plei~se mlmed[i~tely notff~ us so we can arrange for the return of the 

documents. ~n such c[rcumstallces, you are advised that you may not disclose, cop~,, distribute or take any other act[o~ [~ tel[alice of t~e information transmitted. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2023 1:31 PM 

To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 

Subject: RE: Timesheet &TIM 

Thanks Beth. I usually try to have most of this signed off on by Monday if I can. So this shouldn’t be a problem. 

Have a wonderfu~ Thanksg~v~ng~ 

Susan 

F~m= Thompson, Beth Newsome 

Sent= Tuesday, November 26, 20~3 ~:05 PN 

To= Naloy, Susan B 

C¢= Nassey, Tabitha Alston 

Subject; RE: Timesheet &~N 

Susa~ 

~ have submitted Ashley’s Lump Sum Payment request for the approva~ process. She will receive payment for th~s in her December check. This was 20 hours at 

’hr For ~ tota~ of     . I w~ not be here next Tuesd~g but { will be here Monday afternoom ff you could approve T{M on Monday that would be great so I can 

make sure and s~gn off. ff somethin8 happens and you need anytMng he:d: Tuesday Fdesse contact Tabitha (~ have cop{ed her on this messsge}. 

Happy Thanksgiving to you as 

UgC for Academic Initiatives 

2~.5 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street} 

Chapel Ndl, NC 27599 

CB# 3030 

bnthomp~Oema[ku nc.ed u 

9Z9.962 3036 

9].9.962A.404 

*~n c;)ffrce on 7uesdc:ys, Wedoesdc:ys, c, nd Thur:;day~; 



CON~:IDENTIALIiY NOTICE: [his e-m~il and any transmitted documents contains private, privile~-~d ~nd confidential information beiongJn~ to the sender. The information therein Is 

for the use of the addressee. ~1; your receipt of this transmission has coccurred as the result of an erroG please immediately notify us so we can arran~_¯ for the return of the 

doci~lellts. II1 sLich circumstanc~_~s, you are ~dvised that you may not disclose~ cop¥~ distribute or t~ke all~’ other actioll il-i reliance of ti~_¯ illforr~-~tion tr~nsmitted. 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Tuesday, November 26, 2013 10:57 AM 
To= Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Subject= FW: Timesheet 

Beth, 

Attached are Ashley Ward’s hours for No~ember. Cm~ you add them to her time card? 

Thank you and have a wonderful Thanksgiving! 

Frera= Ward, Ashley 
Sent= Tuesday, November 26, 2013 9:42 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Timesheet 
Hi Susan, 
Attached is my timesheet for November. 
Thanks! 
Ashley R. Ward, PhD 
Lecturer, Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 3:04 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Tutoring during exaJns 

Did you ever take care of this? I do recall seeing something about filling in on a day? 

From: 

Sent: Friday, :I:1::12 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Tutoring during exams 

I was looking at the exam schedule and it looks like most of my students have their exam on Monday       at 8AM (That is for Port and Span    I was not able to find 
the time for Port    . I know Loudermilk is not normally open on Saturdays, but I was wondering if it would be open on       during exams? If so, would it be possible for 
me to work on that Saturday night instead of Wednesday        I ask because two of my finals have been scheduled for Friday       and Saturday       , and they are 
very content heavy. As my classes for my test on Friday don’t end until Wednesday, Wednesday night and Thursday are all the time I will have to study for Friday. If absolutely 
necessary I will work on Wednesday, but I would prefer if      could fill in for me that day and if I could work alternate times on Saturday or Sunday. 
Also, since all of the Portuguese    classes cover about the same material, would it be helpful to the students to have a general review session? If       or a couple of the 
other Portuguese tutors could come in at the same time, we could probably organize a general review session and walk around helping students as needed. If students 
brought a list of three questions each, we could go through them (other students probably have the same questions) and work on the areas they need the most. I don’t know 
how helpful that would be to have many students working with each other, and I also don’t know how many students take Port    and if that would be feasible. 
Please let me know about Wednesday       as soon as you can. I will be available to work Monday       and Sunday       as usual. I am available on       and 

also, but I believe most of my students have their final before then. 
Thank you for your time and understanding! 

Have a wonderful weekend, 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 3:19 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutoring during exams 

Found it! You ah-eady did for both. 

I’m going to move some of these emaib that are taken care of out of the inbox. 

~-~a~/e furl in Virginia! Hope you get to relax[ 

~en Sh~u 
Ass~si:ant "]’utorial Coord~na~:o¢iAcademh:: Counse~o¢ 

U N C Aca d em ic 5 u ppo rt Pro~ra m for Sl:u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 9t9-84~-2~28 

~ro~: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, ~:~2 PM 

To= ASPSA Tutor~n8 

Subject~ Re: Tutorin8 durin~ exams 

I’m pre~ sure that I did. But you might 1~ able to se~ch sent mail to ~ sure I cloud the loop with ~th of them. I may have with but not 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On 

Did you ever take care of this? I do recall seeing something about filling in on a day? 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 11:12 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Tutoring during exams 

Hi! 
I was looking at the exam schedule and it looks like most of my students have their exam on Monday       at 8AM (That is for Port    and Span . T was 
not able to find the time for Port .. I know Loudermilk is not normally open on Saturdays, but I was wondering if it would be open on Dec. during exams? 
If so, would it be possible for me to work on that Saturday night instead of Wednesday Dec. ? I ask because two of my finals have been scheduled for Friday 
Dec and Saturday Dec.    and they are very content heavy. As my classes for my test on Friday don’t end until Wednesday, Wednesday night and Thursday 
are all the time I will have to study for Friday. If absolutely necessary I will work on Wednesday, but I would prefer if could fill in for me that day and if I 
could work alternate times on Saturday or Sunday. 
Also, since all of the Portuguese : classes cover about the same material, would it be helpful to the students to have a general review session? If       or a 
couple of the other Portuguese tutors could come in at the same time, we could probably organize a general review session and walk around helping students as 
needed. If students brought a list of three questions each, we could go through them (other students probably have the same questions) and work on the areas 
they need the most. I don’t know how helpful that would be to have many students working with each other, and I also don’t know how many students take Port 

and if that would be feasible. 
Please let me know about Wednesday as soon as you can. T will be available to work Monday and Sunday as usual. [ am available on 

and    also, but T believe most of my students have their final before then. 
Thank you for your time and understanding! 

Have a wonderful weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 12:59 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Schedule 

Oh and this thins at 5 works fine for a review session! Thin&s- 

On Mon, at 12:55 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 
Susan, 

I believe I have not sent you my availability liar the 

would work best for me. 

yet. Could we please stay on the same schedule for Sundays, Mondays a~d Wednesdays from 6-9? That 

On a separate note, I have a classlnate who has expressed interest in tutoring if you are looldng for anyone in the finance/economics/business areas. If you need 

someone in that area let me know mid I would be glad to pass on his contact infom~ation. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Monday,                 1:31 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

~unc.edu> 

rooms available on Thursday? 

Hi Susan, 
We’re planning; some prog;ramming; for Thursday and wondering; about room availability. Is 2301 (across from my office) available from 11 a.m. -12 and from 2-3 p.m.? (We’re 

flexible on the 2-3 -- also considering; 1-2. The time we do have set rig;ht now is 11 to noon/’) 

What about from 9-10:30 p.m.? If that room isn’t available at night, is the office outside my office? 

Thankyou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 4:34 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: IMPORTANT - Final Exam Review Session Schedule 

Hi Susan, 
Any idea on the timing of when we will receive the one for distribution? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2013 3:38 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Overstreet, Tia; Myers, Leslie; Beatty, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Orr, Kym N; Yount, 
Tony; Sheu, Benjamin; Greene, Michael; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: IMPORTANT - Final Exam Review Session Schedule 

Hey All, 
Sorry for the quick follow-up, but I just noticed that some individual student names are on the schedule that [ just sent 

to you. Please use this document for discussion purposes ONLY with your students and do not send this to all of your 

students until the Room numbers have been assigned and individual sessions are removed. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2013 2:46 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Overstreet, Tia; Myers, Leslie; Beatty, Greg; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Orr, Kym N; Yount, 
Tony; Sheu, Benjamin; Greene, Michael; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Final Exam Review Session Schedule 

Hi All, 
Attached is the confirmed final exam review schedule that will begin on Wednesday (12/4). The final phase to the 

schedule is setting up the room locations. But I wanted to be sure you had the courses, dates, and times so that you can 

be discussing with your students. While I don’t anticipate any changes to this, please be sure your students know to 

refer to the official schedule that will be posted in the Academic Center to verify the session they plan to attend. I’II 

send a follow-up with Room locations as soon as I can. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:02 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Position change 

Hi Susan, 

have been emailing with about working as an ALS next semester: he asked me to get in touch with you regarding changing my job title. Please let 

me know what steps I need to complete that process. 

Thanks, 

Sent from Windows Mail 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:50 PM 

To: MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLanc.edu> 

Subject: Favor... 

A favor please... 

Print ou, t this document for me. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 6:50 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Favor... 

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE.docx 

A favor please... 

Print out this document for me. Thank yout. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:20 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re:            tutoring schedule this week? 

That,s, Susan! See you next semester. Hope you have a great holiday. 

Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 9:15 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalw(i~email.mlc.edu> wrote: 

H~ 

Sorry h:~r th¢_~ delay¢_~d re~.q:~onse, t hope you had a nice 

I thk~k we are covered for drop-k~s for d~e remainder of the week. So I wou~d say that tonight, Tuesday 

semester. 

Thanks so much and have a wonderful bream I.ook forward to seeing you next semester~ 

Sent= Sunday, 5:29 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 

Subject: tutoring schedule this week? 

Dear Susan, 

Hope you had a wonderful 

would be your fast appointment for this 

I know you are probably slammed the~ remaining weeks of the semester, so I apologize about the individual inquiry about my schedule this week. 

I know that gd my students roll have submitted their projects by Tuesday--except tbr      vho I believe submits his project on Wednesday. Should I 

jusl come in on Tuesday at 7pm to ,neet ruth ? What about Thursday? (I am certafin that my stranding appointments won’t be needing me on 

Thursday) Should I serve in a drop-in catmci~? 

I do have a final paper due on Friday. so I would prefer not to put in as maW hours this week. Please let me know if you need me in any capaciU the 
tbllowing week. Thanks! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 9:17 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma~loy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: philo~phy tutoring 

The final is Friday morniRg... 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:05 AlVl 
To: Lee, ~laimie 
Subject: RE: philosophy tutoring 

WheR is her exam?       said that she would not be able to r~?eet on Thursday, but could possibly r~?eet OR Saturday. Not sure ~]: that is too ~ste or not. 

~f liLerature is what she Reeds, she could sLteRd the writiRg lab and meet with those tutors each R~ght, 

SUSaR 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Wednesday, 8:57 AN 

T~= Maloy, Susan B 

Subject= philosophy tutoring 

Hi Susan, 

Any luck with finding phil tutoring for ? She says her tutor mentioned she would not be available the rest of the week but anyone with a strong 

literature background should be able to help if they aren’t phil specific. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, 10:26 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Clock out today 

I tried to clock out today, but someone logged out of the system so I may have some funky hours. But I arrived at 8am and left at lO:20am. I also tutor tonight from 

8pm to :lOpm. Thanks. 

Sent from my Windows Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 10:29 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Meet at 11 ? 

Can we meet at I I to go over the big picture for our techno project? 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 10:43 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 
Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meet at 11? 

can come at about 11:15o 

Bradley Ro Ho Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 

IF (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 10:29 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: Meet at 11? 

Can we meet at I I to go over the big picture for our techno project? 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 10:44 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 
Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meet at 117 

Wor~ 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 10:43 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: RE: Meet at 11? 

I can come at about 11:15o 

Bradley P~ Ho Bethel I Reading and ~Vriting Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for StudemoAthletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 

C          IF (919) 962°8247 
bradlev.bethel(&unc.edu 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 10:29 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: Meet at 11? 

Can we meet at I I to go over the big picture for our techno project? 
B 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to which it is 
addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If 
you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be 

disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to 

FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edup, 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 2:11 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 12.3.13 

So Fm guessing this means that she is NOT able to work her normal sessions.,, 

Can we look at Todd’s schedule and see what he might be able to fit in? 

I think a k~t of his stuff fin~shed sk~:e he was doing more than only drama. 

~en Sheu 
Ass~si:ant ]ul:orial Coord~na~:o¢iAcademh:: Counse~o¢ 

U N C Aca d em ic 5 u ppo rt Pro~ra m for Sl:u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 919-843-2328 

~rom: Kimberly kindekuge~ [mailto @chccs.kl2.nc.us] 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 2:08 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Re: 12.3.13 

I to~]ly did not unders~nd that we would need ~ be there for regul~ sessions. I plaaned my week according ~ the schedule that was emNled out for review ~ssions. 

I am so~V. This is also the s~me for Tuesday ofne~ week. I had o~fly planned for the one hour review ~ssion. 

~m 

On Wed, Dec 4, 2013 at 1:52 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATatoring@unc.ed~* wrote: 

Yes, please. Are you able ~:o? 

Thanks, 

Susan 
I=m~: Kimberly Lindekugel [mailto: @chccs.kl2.nc.us] 
Se~t; Wednesday, December 0% 20~ ~2:~5 P~ 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Re: 12.3.13 

So, on this Thursday. Dec. 6 when I finish at 9, you want me to stay for the 9:00 session’? 

On Wed, Dec 4, 2013 at 12:21 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring(~)unc.e&~> wrote: 

Kim, 

I’m sorry i:o~ d~e m~x-up. The ~ev~ew sessions are in addition o~ in p~ace of your normal sessions. I believe some of you~ reviews, we just opened up your norma~ 

session to make ~t a rev~ew~ 

You st~ll have your normal sessions up unt~] the students take their fina~ ~n that class. You w~] have your normal Tuesday and Thursday sessions untii the finals ({ 

t:hmk 002 takes their final reh~tis~ely early, but: 001 isn’t unl:~l Frk~ay the ~.:~th). 

~ hope [hat makes sense and you are still aMe [o do [hat. 

Please let me know if tMs won’t work. 

B~n Sheu 

Assistant Tutorisl Coord~nstor~Acsdern~c Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Prosrmm for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emm~Lunc.edu 

O{fR:e: 919-.843-2328 

CeH: .............................. 

Sent: Wednesday, Decembe~ 04, 20~3 ~1:~9 ~ 

To: ~SPS~ Tuto~in~ 

I w~fft s~h~dul~d ff~r Tu~t~y. I ~m s~h~dul~d tbr Thur~t~y i~om 7-~ ~nd ~-9. 

Kim 

On Wed, Dec 4, 2013 at 8:51 AM, ASPSA Tutoring <._A__~_[_~_,_~:[:__u__t~_~j_~.~__u__r_Lc_:_e___@_> wrote: 

Hey Kiln, 

Just wa~ted to touch base with you to make sure eveiything was alright. We were infom~ed that you didn’t show up, and I don’t remember seeing an elnoJl from 

you that you wouldn’t be in. 

Can you let me know what haploened last night? 

Thanks! 

Assist~mt "Futo~ial Coordm~tor,’7\cademic Cotmselor 

U~C Academic Support Program t?:~r Studeat.-A~letes 

O~ice: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which may 
result in monitoring and disclosure to third parties, including law enforcement. 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which may 
result in monitoring and disclosure to third parties, including law enforcement. 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which may result 
in monitoring and disclosure to third parties, including law enforcement. 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:10 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: script 

Hi Susan 

I will be at the meeting ou 

Thanks, 

at llam. 

Ou Thu, at 3:49 PM, Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

f belF:~ve you are on the right tracl~, This is a really gr~-:~at start to setting up this ~:raining. ?hank you. Using the~.;e scripts will giw:_~ us a jumping off ~mint k~r th~-:~ staff 

meeting on in order to generaLe discussion on the scenarios. Are boLh of you planning to attend the meeting on at 11am? We can further tweak 

the scripts after hearing the input from the rest of the staff at that time. 

Thanks so much, 

From= @gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 11:16 AM 

To= Sheu, Benjamin; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Fwd: script 

Hi Ben, 

Here are scripts for the first 2 scenarios. We’re working on the last 3 but wanted to make sure we’re on the right track. 

Thanks, 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: 

Date: Tuesday, 

Subject: script 

To:                     ~)hotmail.com > 

Hi 

I ~ped the scripts for 1 & 2. It’s attached to this note. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com> 

Thursday, 8:06 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 

RE: script 

@gmail.com>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Yes, I can be there. 

From: sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 

To:       ~gmail.com; bsheu@email.unc.edu; 

Subject: RE: script 

Date: Thu, 20:49:39 +0000 

@hotmail.com 

I believe you are on the right track. This is a really great start to setting up this training, Thank you. Using these scripts will give us a jumping off point for the staff 

meeting or~ in order Lo gener’ate d~scuss~on on the scenarios. Are both of you p~ann~ng to attend the meetb~g on 

scripts after hearing the inpu[ from the ~’est of the staff at thai time. 

Thanks so much, 

F~m:. ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, " 11:16 AN 
To~ Sheu, Benjamin; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ Fwd: script 

Hi Ben, 

Here are scripts for the first 2 scenarios. We’re working on the last 3 but wanted to make sure we’re on the right track. 

Thanks, 

at llam? We ca~ further tweak the 

.......... Forwarded message 

From: 
Date: Tuesday, 
Subject: script 

To:                     @hotmail.com> 

Hi 
typed the scripts for I & 2, It’s attached to this note, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 7:09 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~; Maloy, Susa~ B <sbma]oy@emml.~mc.edu> 

RE: 

Perfect Thanks for head’s tap 

Tia 

From: Westemaeyer, Bill 

Sent: Thursday, 10:37 PM 
To: Maloy, Susari B; Overstreet, Tia 

Sulziect: 

Dear Sue and Tia, 

I tutor~                t on Thursdays at 9pm. He wants to have a brief session next thursday, 
wanted to let you know 

But since both of us have no other turoing sessions, we will be meeting at 7pm. I just 

westermeyer@unc.edu 
http :i/anthropol o~v.unc edu/people/~rad students/bili-westerme ,ver 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaJl.com> 

Friday, 11:08 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: got here at 5:12 but wrangled students so didn’t sign in until 5:20 

Hi Susan 

Not to worry. I have really enjoyed doing the tutoring and am so glad to help out ruth the extra sessions. 

It’s sad for me too that I wolft be there in the . I’ll miss you guys. But, I might be back in the 

:) 

On Thu, at 9:50 PM, Maloy, Susm~ B <sbma3o~@emml.unc.e&t> wrote: 

Sorrg you had to hurry over her~. Bu[ we appreciate it verg much. 

From: @gmail,com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 5:21 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: got here at 5::12 but wrangled students so didn’t sign in until 5:20 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry, Clara A <caperry@unc.edu> 

Friday,                11:47 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount(~unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent 
S <blanton@unc.edu>;                        ~unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 
computer work 

Hey guys, 

I will need to do some work to your computers - moving them from the UNCAA network to the campus network. 

Depending on the number of files, this process could take up to an hour or so. I need to schedule with all of you so that 

this work can be done. You wouldn’t need to physically be here, but I would need your onyen, onyen password and 

uncaa Iogin. Please let me know if there is a time today (prior to 1:30 pm) or next week that I can work on this. 

Thanks so much and I look forward to invading your space sometime soon! 

Clara 

Clara Andrews Perry 
University of North Carolina Athletics 
919.843.9921 phone 
919.962.6002 fax 
~..e.....r..~@ u nc.ed u 
www.goheels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@~unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:21 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

This is very very. disappointing. 

On at 1:47 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(~)email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Hi Coaches, 

Attached is this week’s report. I’m wondering if there was confusion on the independent hours and tutors, since there was a higher number of guys 

coming in short this week. This week should have been a normal week for a MAP requirements. Below are the following deficiencies: 

-0 hours (required 2.5) 

-missed Guided Study (no-show) 

- missed PSYC tutor and did not attend the review either according to the sign in sheet 

-missed PSYC tutor 

-0 hours (required 5.5) 

-0 hours (required 1) 

-0 hours (required 2) 

- missed PORT tutor 

- missed PORT tutor 

- missed tutor 

-short 20+ min. 

-short just over 1 hour 

CONCERNS 

With 

C= 

F= 

B+= 

B= 

being on Probation this Fall semester, I am concerned about his grades at this point. With the following potential scenario: 

his cum GPA comes to a 1.993, which means that he would be Ineligible to return to UNC and would have to appeal to get back into school. When I 

replaced the F with a D in         and kept everything else the same, his cum GPA came to a 2.064 which should take him off of Academic Probation. 

If he should not get a 2.0 cum GPA he will be ineligible to return to UNC and will have to appeal. Just so you are aware, the deadline to submit an 

Academic Appeal is             He really seems to be doing well in everything except         but he has met with his professor 3 times recently, 

we have added some extra tutor time, and he seems to really be trying hard in this class. 

seem to also be a concern, but I think their summer school courses are going to be a great help to their cum GPA. 

This was our last week of individual meetings, but I will be here next week if anyone needs anything. The facility is open tonight until 11pm and 

Saturday from 10am-4pm, in addition to all next week until 11pm each night. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~;email,~mc.edu 

<WR .pdt>- 

<Grade Report pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@~unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:24 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

Yeah they have aJ1 respon&d to me! 

On , at 4:19 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(a)email,nnc,e&~> wrote: 

I did it again, just came by to check on his hours, and I realized that I did not include last night’s hours in the report. After’ running it again, this 

means that is good, is good, ~s good, and is good~ 

did not log hours and         ~s now ~ hour short of the required 2 hours. 

] fee~ terrible that I have wasted your time with this and probably upset some of the guys. My apolog~es. 

F~m: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Friday, 3:21 PM 

To: Ma[oy, Susan B 

Subject: Re: Weekly Repo~ 

This is very very disappointing. 

On at 1:47 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc~edu> wrote: 

Hi Coaches, 

Attached is this week’s report. I’m wondering if there was confusion on the independent hours and tutors, since there was a higher 

number of guys coming in short this week. This week should have been a normal week for a MAP requirements. Below are the following 

deficiencies: 

-0 hours (required 2.5) 

-missed Guided Study (no-show) 

- missed PSYC tutor and did not attend the review either according to the sign in sheet 

- missed PSYC tutor 

-0 hours (required 5.5) 

-0 hours (required :1) 

-0 hours (required 2) 

- missed PORT tutor 

- missed PORT tutor 

- missed ; tutor 

-short 20+ min. 

-short just over 3[ hour 

CONCERNS 

With 

C= 

F= 

B+ = 

B= 

being on Probation this Fall semester, I am concerned about his grades at this point. With the following potential scenario: 

his cum GPA comes to a :1.993, which means that he would be Ineligible to return to UNC and would have to appeal to get back into 

school. When I replaced the F with a D in         and kept everything else the same, his cum GPA came to a 2.064 which should take him 

off of Academic Probation. If he should not get a 2.0 cum GPA he will be ineligible to return to UNC and will have to appeal. Just so you 

are aware, the deadline to submit an Academic Appeal is            . He really seems to be doing well in everything except 

but he has met with his professor 3 times recently, we have added some extra tutor time, and he seems to really be trying hard in this 

class. 

seem to also be a concern, but I think their summer school courses are going to be a great help to their cum GPA. 

This was our last week of individual meetings, but I will be here next week if anyone needs anything. The facility is open tonight until 

11pro and Saturday from lOam-4pm, in addition to all next week until 11pm each night. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Studeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’~)emai],unc~edu 

<~VR .pdf~> 

<Grade Report .pdf> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arme Corbin < ~gmaJl.com> 

Monday, 8:41 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: di~repa~cy in Anne’s schedule- ~eking clarification 

No womes at all. This is perfect. Thanks! 

On 8:40 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo’i~enmil.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, the review sessions schedufe location is accurate~ Essentially we have opened up your small group session to al~ studenb.athfe~es ~n the class; ~here~:ore, we 
have rnoved the meedng space ~o 2417. Your students you norrna~ly mee~ with during this tirne should meet you d~ere. 

Hope that helps. Sorry for the confus~om 

Susan 

F~m= Anne Corbin [mail~:~ @small.tom] 
Senti Sunday, 7:52 PN 
Te: Naloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject= discrepancy in Anne’s schedule- seeking clarification 

Helm Susan and Be~ 

I have di~overed that on Thurs~y night at 7 pm I have ~to~ng, as us~l, with tl~ee s~dents in "U" for HIS 128-002. 

I also am scheduled to hold an open sessiou for the s~e class in Room 2417. 

This cane to my attention because the same problem occu~ed tonight and I didn’t realize I was ~heduled to be in two places at once. Ooops. So~ about that. :) 

Perhaps we can have                                          do their session in Room 24177 U is a pretty big room ~ we could accommodate a few more 
s~dents for the open session, l just want to make sure people (including me) how where to go. 

Anne :) 

Anne M. Corbin, M.A., M.S., J.D. 
Northeastern University, Boston, Massachu~tts 

School of Criminology a~d Criminal Justice 

~)gmaJl.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arme Corbin ~ ~gmaJl.com> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 11:03 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Forgot to sign out tbr an hour rue dec 3 (sorry) 

Thank yon. :) 

On Mon, Dec 9, 2013 at 10:26 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalov(~email.nnc.edu;, wrote: 

From: Anne Corbin [mailto:          @gmail,com] 
Sent: Sunday, December 08, 2013 8:36 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Forgot to sign out for an hour tue dec 3 (sorry) 

Anne M. Corbin, M.A., M.S., J.D. 

Northeastern Universi~, Boston, Massachnsetts 

School of Criminolo~ m~d Criminal Justice 
~ib~gmml.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 1:07 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Tutoring in the Fa]l 

That should work for me. Let me know what is the best time to come by in the morning. 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, :[2::[9 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tutoring in the Fall 
Hi 

That scenario on Wednesday would actually work better. How about for you? 

From= 
Sent: Monday: if:Of AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Tutoring in the Fall 

Hi Susan, 
She didn’t actually say any specific date so I assumed I was all set to start. I am still living in Durham so it might be easier to do it all in one day. Would it work if I did 

two hours tomorrow morning and then finish in the afternoon? 

On at 10:48 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <}.~!~.!93.~!:~..a.!.!:~!!~5.:~::’.~!}.> wrote: 

Thank you t.aura. Did they give you a date when you are ready to start? If you are available, we can go ahead and have you come in this week to view 

the video if you would like. It is a 4 hour video~ So you could come in two days for 2 hours at a t~me or you could come to v~ew ~t a~ at once. Whatever 

you prefer I_et me know what: sounds good to you. 

Thank you, 

Susa~ 

gen~ ~onda~, ~0:43 A~ 

To: Malo~, Susan B 
g~je~ Re: Tutoring ~n the Fall 

H~ there Susan, 

I just completed all the HR paperwork, ket me know what ~ou need me to do next to set up the tra~Nn~. 

Thanks~ 

On , at 10:01 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo~,@ernail.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

That sounds great! Thank you I will note your availability and will wait to hear back from you after you have met with HR. 

Th a ~ ks~ 

Susan 

Sent: Thursday, :[:[:22 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Tutoring in the Fall 

Hi there Susan, 

I’m sorry ~or ~he dek~y ~n getting back ~o you. We were up ~n {~oston for Thanksgiving and had to chan~e some trave~ plans so ~ aCttEal]y 

just got back ~nto town ~ast n~ht. ] w~H go ~n tomorrow to see ~f I can complete the HR paperwork and will follow-u9 w~[h you as soon as 

As for scheduling, ~ am available Monda% Tuesday, and Wednesday evenh~gs next semester and can work whenever you need a tutor. 

h~ve a pretty flexible schedule h~ case you need some sessions du~ng the daytime as well 

I will ~e~ back to you verv ~.:)o[) about the HR mee[:i[)g 

Thanks~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, 4:05 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tutoring in the Fall 

I-t~ Laura, 

Just checking ~n to see if you have had a chance to meet with HR tNs week. ~ a~so was wondering what n~ghts you are avaHaNe and how 

many nights you would hope to work. 

Thanks so much~ 

~usan 

gent~ Monday,                ~[:02 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
S~bje~t~ RE: Tutoring in the Fall 

H~ the~e Susan, 

Sorry ~t has taken a few d~ys to get back to you. I h~ met w~th Beth Thompson ~ast week. S~nce I was away th~s semester and not on the 

Econ department payroll she wanted me to check wi~h mv dep~lrtme[)t and see ~f ~ was going to need ~o fil~ out new forms h:~r them. 



RaLher than completing all the paperwork twice, sh~-’_~ wanLed me to cfu-_~ck with rny "main" ~-_~rnployer first, I finally got that straightened 

out and will go meet with Beth again. I am ouL ot: Lown with my family for Thanksgiving but will be bad( next week on Wednesday and 

can stop by her office afLer that. I’1t follow up wiLh you after that to set up a time for training. 

Thanks! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:56 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tu~ring in the Fall 

Thank you      We wH~ make note of your availability. Just ~et me know when you have completed the HR paperwork and we can get 

started w~th the Training v~deo. 

( look forward to healing back ~rom you soon 

Susan 

Seat= Wednesday, 9:29 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
S~bject= RE: Tutoring in the Fall 

H~ there Susan, 

I can tutor [or Math as well - maybe not much above cak:uhJs. ~ too~ those more advanced ck~sses but Fm a ~tl:~e rusty so ~t could be 

difficult ~:or me to teach other students. 

I completed and attached form w~th my availability and wH~ meet with the HR department this week. P~ease ~et me know if you need 

anvth~n8 else from me at tMs poh~t. FH follow up once I complete aH of the HR stuff. 

I.ookinA forward to working w~th the program 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:36 PM 

S~bje~t: RE: Tu~ring in the Fall 

Hi 

Thank you for reachin~ out to us. We must be thinkh~g alike as you actua~b¢ are on my ~[st of tutors to contact for possibly returning in the 

spring, Glad you are able to return~ i don’t know our e’,<act needs, but fee~ sure l:ha[ we w~H need assisLance wiLh ECON and STATS ~n the 

spdn~. Hease refresh my memory, are you aMe to tutor Math courses as well, Le. MATH ~0 (college a~e~ra), Calculus, etc~? 

In o~der Lo set you ready Lo Luto~ in [he Spring, ~ will need for you to work w~th HR to reinstate your paperwork and set up pay~oH~ We are 

workh~ w~th a d~fferent HR Aroup now. So in o~der to complete this process, please take the next steps w~th HR outlined below~ 

-Meet w~th e~ther Beth Thompson (9:].9-962-3036} or Tab~tha Massev (962-:].33B) at the UBC Office fo~ Academic h~tiat~ves. 

21.5 W. Cameron Avenue 

Chape~ HiH 

-Mondays and Fridays-- AppoinLment Only 

-.Tuesday, Wednesdays, and Thursdays ---~0:30am--~2pm and ~:30pm-4pm .-- Walk-in Hours 

-Bdn~ your driver’s ~icense, SSN card or Passport, and a voMed check~ 

Feel free ~:o make an appointment or utilize the waH~-m hours. This should r~ot [a~e much more thar~ 20 m~nutes. Once you have 

cornple~:ed ~his, please let me know and then we can 8o ahead and schedule a ~:ime for you ~:o view ~he Orientation Training video that 

required for sH tutors ~efore Lhey begin workin~ with sLudents each year. The vMeo is approximately 4 hours ~on~. 

And finally, please complete the sLtached form so that we have aH of your updated ~nformsdon and 

Thanks so much and ~ook forward to hearing back from 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:11 PM 
To: Sheu, Benjamin 
Cc: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Tutoring in the Fall 

H~ there 

I wanLed to reach out to you and see if you would be needb~g econom~cs/s[at~stics tutors for the spring semester. I am back on campus 

after a busy 7 months of internships and would ~ke to work w~th your proAram again, ~f you need he~p h~ these subject areas. ~ have a 

of flexibility for the spdnA and can pretty much work around whatever schedule you would need. Please ~et me know ~f you need tutors 

and ~ you need any other information from me. 

[han~s and have a ~reat day~ 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:48 PM 
To: 
~c: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Tutoring in the Fall 

Hi 

My name is Ben Sheu. I have lust recently joined the staff at UNC in the Academic Support Programs for Student-Athletes and will be 

working closely with Susan Maloy in managing our tutoring program. Susan mentioned to me that you hadn’t worked with us this past 

spring, but we wanted to touch base with you to see if you would be interested in coming back for this upcoming fall semester. Please 

let me know if you have any questions. 

l look forward to hearing from you! 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9~9-843-2328 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan@unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:24 PM 

Copeland, Jacquelyn D ~ackie copelaM@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@uuc.edu> 

RE: years 

Do you still have ? Could you shed some light on the below? 

Thanks, 

Frem: Copeland, Jacquelyn D 

Sent: Monday, I :3:20 PM 

Te: Timmermans, Tom 

Cc: Strassner, Rachel 

Subject:            years 

isn’t enrolled for Spring, is it safe to assume she hopes to graduate when Fall grades come in? 

is on my spreadsheet for a full for Spring for up to 9 hours. She is registered for :13. Will she drop or will we still cover 9 hours? 

JC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harris. Tracy U <tharris@email.unc.edu: 

Monday, 3:48 PM 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Terminate or F~xtend 

ok 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, 3:43 PM 

To: Harris, Tracy U 

Subject: RE: Terminate or Extend 

P I e a s~-’_~ e>;[eed 

may be termb~ated. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

~= Harris, Tracy U 
$e~t~ Monday, 
Te~ Maloy, Susan B 
8~ject~ Termina~ or E~nd 

is due to come off payroll on         as student shouM he be extended or terminated? 

Due to come off payroll for 31 day break on 

...... 7078988 11906 

23’~9999 

450 gk~ p~:r 

CB:: gS00 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:34 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emaiLunc.edu> 

Drop- in N umbers 

Susan, 

Please let me know when would be a good time to sit down and go over the drop-in numbers and how to manipulate the pivot tables to show the data that you want to see. I 
only have scheduled meetings on Thursday, but the rest of my days are wide open. 
Thanks, 
Karen 
Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:12 PM 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate 
<yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, 
Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc. edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc. edu>; Sheu, Benj amin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Clayton, Nicole <claytonn@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu> 

Henriod, Kelly <khenriod@email .unc. edu>; Neff, Karen <kmn21 @email.unc. edu> 

RE: holiday video 

In response to the video, I left a comment with the RSVP. 

Bradley Ro Ho Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
C          IF (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Myers, Leslie 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:56 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Yarbrou~jh, Nate; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Beatty, Gre~j; Orr, Kym N; Sheu, Benjamin; 
Lee, 3aimie; Townsend, 3enn; Clayton, Ni¢ole; Greene, Michael; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Maloy, Susan B; Yount, Tony; 
Overstreet, Tia 
Cc: Henriod, Kelly; Neff, Karen 
Subject: holiday video 

This is the video that should be with the holiday lunch evite. Enjoy. 

Les 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:29 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, 
Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; 
Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, 
Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Clayton, Nicole <claytonn@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu> 

Henriod, Kelly <khenriod@email .unc. edu>; Neff, Karen <kmn21 @email.unc. edu> 

RE: holiday video 

An), time; any place Bethel... 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:12 PM 
To: Myers, Leslie; Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Yarbrough, Nate; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Beatty, Greg; Orr, Kym N; 
Sheu, Benjamin; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Clayton, Nicole; Greene, Michael; Maloy, Susan B; Yount, Tony; 
Overstreet, Tia 
Cc: Henriod, Kelly; Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: holiday video 

response to the video, I left a comment with the RSVP. 

Bradley Ro Ho Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for SmdemoAthletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
C IF (919) 962-8247 
bradle ~mc.edu 

From: Myers, Leslie 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:56 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Yarbrough, Nate; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Beatty, Greg; Orr, Kym N; Sheu, Benjamin; 
Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Clayton, Nicole; Greene, Michael; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Maloy, Susan B; Yount, Tony; 
Overstreet, Tia 
Cc: Henriod, Kelly; Neff, Karen 
Subject: holiday video 

This is the video that should be with the holiday lunch evite. Enjoy. 

Les 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Antley ~cox.net> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:48 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

ARTICLE 

hi! http ://bullvinganddomesti cviolence, comiopq/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip3i.isis.unc.edu] 

12/10/2013 6:59:05 PM 

@yahoo.com 

Undeliverable: TIMS 

RE: TIMS 

Your message 

To: mary brunk 

Subject: RE: TIMS 

Sent: 12/10/2013 6:58:41 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

@yahoo.com 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [98.138.112.38]. 

,,,"u <,,k24@ys hoo,co~",,",, 
38, t I2,383 # < [98,138,112S8] #,’.<.i,0,0 smtp; 5S~0 -. Ottte~" ~-’.,,-’.,,ail system problem ,’.<.i53-’Hesssge exceeded msxip.,,-’,,t.m’.,, 

,,,",,,"}essa<,le size allo%ed: (deiivel7 at(e~’,,"’,,pts: 0}:> #SHTR# 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:59 PM 

man bmnk ~yahoo.com> 

RE: TIMS 

Taken care of. Thanks, 

From: mar~ brunk [mailto:         @yahoo,com] 
Sent: Monday, December 0% 20:[3 9:28 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: TIMS 

Hi Suean, 
When I tried to G~o~k i~ tonight for my ~:00pm ~ion, TIM~ w~ not working ~nd I w~ u~ble to log in. ~ you p~ea~ ~o~k me ~ ~t 4:~p~ ~d ~o~k me out ~t 

Thanks. 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ urlc.edu.~- 

Tuesday, 3114 PM 

UNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups.unc.edtr~ 

need a ticket for Saturday mbb game 

Hey Everyone, 

i am looking for a Saturday men’s basketball game ticket, if you have an extra one, please let me know. 

Thank you! Have a great afternoon! 

Best, 

Student-Athlete Development 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(o) 919~43-2306 

[ ]~] http:!12.bp.blogspot !- J 
T@ZH5JIsSREFFxmyH ei~ 

Carolina Outreach 

U NC-Student-Athlete-Development 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:30 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Drop-in Numbers 

5:00pm 

Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, December :t0, 2013 3:29 PM 
To; Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: Drop-in Numbers 
What time are you leaving today? 

From-" Neff, Karen 
Sent: Tuesday, December :tO, 20:t3 :t0:34 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
C¢-" Sheu, BenJamin 
$,,bject: Drop-in Numbers 
Susan, 

Please let me know when would be a good time to sit down and go over the drop-in numbers and how to manipulate the pivot tables to show the data that you want to see. I 
only have scheduled meetings on Thursday, but the rest of my days are wide open. 
Thanks, 
Karen 
Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:37 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Drop-in Numbers 

Ok. Sounds good. 

Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:37 PM 

To: Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: Drop-in Numbers 

Now about meeting at 4pro? 

From: Neff, Karen 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:30 PM 
To: Haloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Drop-in Numbers 
5:00pro 

Karen M. Neff 

Assistant Academic Counselor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:29 PM 

To: Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: Drop-in Numbers 

What time are you lesving today’? 

From: Neff, Karen 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:34 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: Drop-in Numbers 

Susan, 
Please let me know when would be a good time to sit down and go over the drop-in numbers and how to manipulate the pivot tables to show the data that you want to see. I 
only have scheduled meetings on Thursday, but the rest of my days are wide open. 
Thanks, 
Karen 

Karen M. Neff 
Assistant Academic Counselor 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:47 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc. edu>; 
Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc. edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email. unc. edu>; 
Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty @email.unc. edu>; Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email. unc. edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie <j aimielee@unc, edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc. edu>; Clayton, Nicole 
<claytonn@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc. edu> 

Henriod, Kelly <khenriod@email.unc.edu>; Neff, Karen <kmn21@email.unc.edu> 

RE: holiday video 

Remember Brad used to be an aspiring tapper .... He may have some boss break dance moves hidden up his pants leg, oops I 

mean sleeve[ Watch it sucka, jive turkey[ 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:29 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Myers, Leslie; Brown, Michelle; Yarbrough, Nate; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Beatty, Greg; Orr, Kym N; 
Sheu, Benjamin; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Clayton, Nicole; Greene, Michael; Maloy, Susan B; Yount, Tony; Overstreet, Tin 
Cc: Henriod, Kelly; Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: holiday video 

Any time; any place Bethel... 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:12 PM 
To: Myers, Leslie; Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Yarbrough, Nate; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Beatty, Greg; Orr, Kym N; Sheu, 
Benjamin; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Clayton, Nicole; Greene, Michael; Maloy, Susan B; Yount, Tony; Overstreet, Tia 
C¢: Henriod, Kelly; Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: holiday video 

In response to the video, I left a comment with the RSVP. 

Bradley Ro Ho Bethel [ Reading and Writing Specialist 
Universib~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for SmdentoAthletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962°2237 

IF (919) 962~8247 
bra’dle~.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Myers, Leslie 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:56 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Yarbrough, Nate; Lyons, Elizabeth M; BeatLy, Greg; Orr, Kym N; Sheu, Benjamin; Lee, 
Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Clayton, Nicole; Greene, Michael; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Maloy, Susan B; Yount, Tony; Overstreet, Tia 
C¢: Nenriod, Kelly; Neff, Karen 
Subject: holiday video 

This is the video that should be with the holiday lunch evite. Enjoy. 

Les 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:49 PM 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; 
Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Townsend, 
Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Clayton, Nicole <claytonn@email.unc.edu>; Greene, 
Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu> 

Henriod, Kelly <khenriod@email .unc. edu>; Neff, Karen <kmn21 @email.unc. edu> 

RE: holiday video 

take offense to the implication that I do not have any such moves myself... 

From: Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:47 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Myers, Leslie; Brown, Michelle; Yarbrough, Nate; Lyons, Elizabeth M; 
Beatty, Greg; Sheu, Benjamin; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Clayton, Nicole; Greene, Michael; Maloy, Susan B; Yount, 
Tony; Overstreet, Tia 
Cc: Henriod, Kelly; Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: holiday video 

Remember Brad used to be an aspiring rapper .... He may have some boss break dance moves hidden up his pants leg, 

oops [ mean sleeve! Watch it sucka, jive turkey! 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:29 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Myers, Leslie; Brown, Michelle; Yarbrough, Nate; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Beatty, Greg; Orr, Kym 
N; Sheu, Benjamin; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Clayton, Nicole; Greene, Michael; Maloy, Susan B; Yount, Tony; 
Overstreet, Tia 
Cc: Henriod, Kelly; Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: holiday video 

Any time; any place Bethel... 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:12 PM 
To: Myers, Leslie; Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Yarbrough, Nate; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Beatty, Greg; Orr, Kym N; 
Sheu, Benjamin; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Clayton, Nicole; Greene, Michael; Maloy, Susan B; Yount, Tony; 
Overstreet, Tia 
Cc: Henriod, Kelly; Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: holiday video 

response to the video, I left a comment with the RSVP. 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermdk Center fbr Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 

IF (919) 962°8247 



unc.edu 

From: Myers, Leslie 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:56 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Yarbrough, Nate; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Beatty, Greg; Orr, Kym N; Sheu, Benjamin; 
Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Clayton, Nicole; Greene, Michael; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Maloy, Susan B; Yount, Tony; 
Overstreet, Tia 
Cc: Henriod, Kelly; Neff, Karen 
Subject: holiday video 

This is the video that should be with the holiday lunch evite. Enjoy. 

Les 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:44 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Clayton, Nicole 
<claytonn@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, 
Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Overstreet, 
Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Henriod, Kelly <khenriod@email.unc.edu>; Neff, Karen 
<kmn21@email.unc.edu> 

Re: holiday video 

Hmm, best to let this go Brent; I don"t foresee this ending well... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 10, 2013, at 3:48 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@m~c.edu> wrote: 

take offense to the implication that I do not have any such moves myself... 

From: Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:47 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Myers, Leslie; Brown, Michelle; Yarbrough, Nate; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M; Beatty, Greg; Sheu, Benjamin; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Clayton, Nicole; Greene, Michael; 
Maloy, Susan B; Yount, Tony; Overstreet, Tia 
Cc: Henriod, Kelly; Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: holiday video 

Remember Brad used to be an aspiring tapper .... He may have some boss break dance moves hidden up his 

pants leg, oops I mean sleeve! Watch it sucka, jive turkey! 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:29 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Myers, Leslie; Brown, Michelle; Yarbrough, Nate; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Beatty, 
Greg; Orr, Kym N; Sheu, Benjamin; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Clayton, Nicole; Greene, Michael; Maloy, 
Susan B; Yount, Tony; Overstreet, Tia 
Cc: Henriod, Kelly; Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: holiday video 

Any time; any place Bethel... 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:12 PM 
To: Myers, Leslie; Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Yarbrough, Nate; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Beatty, Greg; 
Orr, Kym N; Sheu, Benjamin; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Clayton, Nicole; Greene, Michael; Maloy, Susan 



B; Yount, Tony; Overstreet, Tia 
C:c: Henriod, Kelly; Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: holiday video 

response to the video, I left a comment with the RSVP. 

Bradley R. Ho Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for StudentoAthletes 

Loudermilk Cemer for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
C,          F (919) 962-8247 
bradleybcthel@unc.edu 

From: Myers, Leslie 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:56 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Yarbrough, Nate; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Beatty, Greg; Orr, Kym N; 
Sheu, Benjamin; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Clayton, Nicole; Greene, Michael; Bethel, Bradley Richard; 
Maloy, Susan B; Yount, Tony; Overstreet, Tia 
Cc: Henriod, Kelly; Neff, Karen 
Subject: holiday video 

This is the video that should be with the holiday lunch evite. Enjoy. 

Les 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:54 PM 

Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Clayton, Nicole 
<claytonn@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, 
Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Overstreet, 
Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Henriod, Kelly <khenriod@email.unc.edu>; Neff, Karen 
<kmn21@email.unc.edu> 

RE: holiday video 

Wow... that stings.., you cut me deep... 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:44 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Cc: Orr, Kym N; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Myers, Leslie; Brown, Michelle; Yarbrough, Nate; Beatty, Greg; Sheu, Benjamin; 
Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Clayton, Nicole; Greene, Michael; Maloy, Susan B; Yount, Tony; Overstreet, Tia; Henriod, 
Kelly; Neff, Karen 
Subject: Re: holiday video 

Hmm, best to let this go Brent; I don"t foresee this ending well... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 10, 2013, at 3:48 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@Uncoedu> wrote: 

take offense to the implication that [ do not have any such moves myself... 

From: Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:47 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Myers, Leslie; Brown, Michelle; Yarbrough, Nate; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M; Beat-b/, Greg; Sheu, Benjamin; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Clayton, Nicole; Greene, Michael; 
Maloy, Susan B; Yount, Tony; Overstreet, Tia 
Cc: Henriod, Kelly; Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: holiday video 

Remember Brad used to be an aspiring tapper .... He may have some boss break dance moves hidden up his 

pants leg, oops I mean sleeve! Watch it sucka, jive turkey! 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:29 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Myers, Leslie; Brown, Michelle; Yarbrough, Nate; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Beat-b/, 
Greg; Orr, Kym N; Sheu, BenJamin; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Clayton, Nicole; Greene, Michael; Maloy, 
Susan B; Yount, Tony; Overstreet, Tia 
Cc: Henriod, Kelly; Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: holiday video 

Any time; any place Bethel... 



From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:12 PM 
To: Myers, Leslie; Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Yarbrough, Nate; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Beatty, Greg; 
Orr, Kym N; Sheu, Benjamin; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Clayton, Nicole; Greene, Michael; Maloy, Susan 
B; Yount, Tony; Overstreet, Tia 
Cc: Henriod, Kelly; Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: holiday video 

In response to the video, I left a comment with the RSVP. 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program ~br StudemoAthletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (9!9) 962-2237 
C          IF (919) 962°8247 
br~dlev.bethel.~unc.edu 

From: Myers, Leslie 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:56 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Yarbrough, Nate; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Beatty, Greg; Orr, Kym N; 
Sheu, Benjamin; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Clayton, Nicole; Greene, Michael; Bethel, Bradley Richard; 
Maloy, Susan B; Yount, Tony; Overstreet, Tia 
Cc: Henriod, Kelly; Neff, Karen 
Subject: holiday video 

This is the video that should be with the holiday lunch evite. Enjoy. 

Les 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arme Corbin ~gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:55 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Anne worked 9-9:50 ([brgot to clock back in... laser time silly Anne’.) 

On Tue, Dec 10, 2013 at 9:54 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalo’~’~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Tal~en car,-_~ of. rh~mk you ~) 

From: Anne Corbin [mailto           @qmail.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, December 20, 2023 9:49 plVl 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Anne worked 9-9:50 (forgot to clock back in... last time silly Anne!) 

Anne M. Corbin, M.A., M.S., J.D. 
Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts 

School of Criminology mid Criminal Justice 

~gmail.com 

Anne M. Corbin, M.A., M.S., J.D. 
Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts 

School of Criminolo~ ~md Criminal Justice 

%~g_~mml.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mmy bmnk @yahoo.com~ 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:50 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Susan, 
I just wanted to check in and see if you received my email from Monday night. For some reason I am still not able to log into TIMS (I was going to check and see if the hours 
had been put in .) 
Thanks. 
Mary 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mmy bmnk ~yahoo.com~ 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:51 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: RE: 

It worked! I guess it was time for me to reset it.. Thank you! 

On Wednesday, December 11,2013 8:31 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Yes, this is an approval week. Try going to onyen.unc.edu to reset your password. Ultimately, you will still need to approve your time card. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Mary Brunk [mailto:          @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:01 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: RE: 
Ok. Thank you. I’m not sure if we have to confirm this week or not but if you could do that that would be great. I don’t know why my password no 
longer works. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 10, 2013, at 10:58 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <_s___b____m____a__[_o__y@_email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes I hit reply to respond to your Monday night email, and the message came back undeliverable. Your time card says 4:55pm-8:05pm on 

Monday night. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: mary brunk [mailto:          @,yahoo=corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:50 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Hi Susan, 
I just wanted to check in and see if you received my email from Monday night. For some reason I am still not able to log into TIMS (I was going to check and 
see if the hours had been put in .) 
Thanks. 
Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:50 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: and others 

Roberts?? 

On , at 9:29 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmak~,,l({~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Mike, 

Not a ton of grades in yet, but so far has an F in and a C- in with and 

exam was hard, and he does not have the exam until Friday. 

has earned a D+ in a D in , and a C+ in so far. 

has earned a D in and a D in so far. 

There were several D’s in as well. 

On a good note, continues to earn his normal A- and A grades, has an A in and an A- in And there are 

definitely some other good grades in as well. See the attached for the current grades. Feel free to call me if you need any updates. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~;email,~mc.edu 

still out there. He said his 

<Grades as of 9.15am.xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Neff< ;@gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 4:37 PM 

Nelt; KaJcen <kmn21@email.unc.edu> 

LCEC Conference Call Tomorrow, December 12 at 2pm 

Hello Everyone, 

Just a reminder that we have our N4A LCEC conference call schednled for tomorrow, Thursday, December 12 at 2:00pm EST. 

Here is the call information: 

Phone number is (605) 475-4700 

Access code is 117629# 

Agenda Items 
Subcommittee updates 

LCEC Mission statement 
N4A Call for proposals 

Roster size 

Job openings 

Hot topics/Miscellaneous items 

Please let me know if you have an~hing else you would like to add to the agenda. We will be discussing our current mission statement (below). We were given some 

snggestions by the strategic plmaning committee to modify our mission statement. They suggested that the word "enhancement" may be confusing and unnecessao~ and 

that we may want to inclnde something about measurement of student progress and learning outcomes in our mission statement. Please be prepexed to discuss our 
mission s~tatement and any potential changes. 

Current mission s~tement: To explore existing programs and service options available to student athletes with learning concerns a~d to educate the membership 

regarding techniques and strategies tbr learning enhancement; to encourage collaboration of all support services tier the enhancement of student athletes; and to identit) 

the unique issues of the field mid provide colnmunication mad support for professionals. 

I look fol-vvard to speaking with mmay of you tomorrow! 

Karen 

Karen Neff 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:26 PM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Position change - ALS - 

Great, thanks a lot! 

Sent from Windows Mail 

From: sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 

Cc: Bethel, Bradley Richard, bsheu 

2:47 PM 

Hi 

f worked with Beth Thompson in HR, and as of t:oday, she was able to hire yo{a as an ~ssistant [.earning Speda~st from for a t:otal of $7500. 

Yo~ should receive 5 monUlfy checks beginning ~n January. You wH~ a~so rerna~n active ~n payro~ as a t~tor as we~l s~o~fd yo~ continue to work ~n a tutodng 

capacity as well P~ease note that for your hours as an ALS, you w~ not need to clock h~ your hours h~ TIMS s~nce you w~H be pa~d on a monthly bas~s. 

Ph:,ase h:,L [~le k[)ow if you have a[)y q{aestions, guL it soL~nds like yoL~ are all set with this switch and no [)eed for you to do a]~vthing on your e]~d. 

T}~anks, 

Susan 

From-" 

Sent-’ Tuesday, 
To,, Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Position change 

6:02 PM 

Hi Susan, 

I have been emailing with Brad about working as an ALS next semester: he asked me to get in touch with you regarding changing my job title. Please let 

me know what steps I need to complete that process. 

Thanks, 

Sent from Windows Mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, December 11, 2013 6:31 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Baseball Grade Report 

I’ll check coding on those two so they aren’t included and MATH 
factor into GPA improperly though (at least it hasn’t in the past). 

seems to give trouble each term. Doesn’t 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 11, 2013, at 5:44 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Brent, 

I just ran the grade report and noticed two things. 

some reason, and the grade for MATH    is showing up twice for 

calculating into his gpa incorrectly. Thoughts? 

are showing up for 

, which I assume could be 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Thursday, December 12, 2013 9:53 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Baseball Grade Report 

good 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 9:33 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Baseball Grade Report 

guess GPA would be the main thing. Thank you. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 6:31 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Baseball Grade Report 

I’ll check coding on those two so they aren’t included and MATH 

into GPA improperly though (at least it hasn’t in the past). 

seems to give trouble each term. Doesn’t factor 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 11, 2013, at 5:44 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Brent, 

I just ran the grade report and noticed two things. 

some reason, and the grade for MATH    is showing up twice for 
calculating into his gpa incorrectly. Thoughts? 

and are showing up for 

which I assume could be 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



i a:m woadedng if t could sd~ed~le a time to stop by and review my evaluations from th~s semester, J~ not, then is t}~ere any way yo:u cou{d send them 

~han~, 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 8:51 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Time Card Issue 

Thin,ks Susan, I appreciate it! 

Hapw holidays’. 

On at 2:17 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov~T~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, f iLESt ~’rlad~! th*-’_! fix for 

rh~mk you, 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:24 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Time Card Issue 
Hi Susan, 
I just realized that I never timed out on Monday 
Thanks, 

¯ My time out should be 6:00pm. Is there some way I can fix it? 

Universib~ of North Carolina at Chapel 
~gmail.~m 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 9:22 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: TIMS - 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 9:19 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Time Out 

Good evening, 

TIMS is down right now, so I’d like to leport my time out for 

Thank you very much, and have a good break. 

Best, 

as 9:15 and then approve my timesheet. 



From:: !Tk~live.~,m.edu> 

!S~at: l~{dav. 1:38 PR,’f 

iiTo: Nfaley, g~sar~ B <sbmNoS"@email.unc.edt~> 

~ S~bject: ~: Evalu~tic, n~ 

~ Susan, ~ m~q. Pretty much ar~:y~hne du:r~ng the dag w~]l ~.~ork. 

~ub~e~: ~E: Evaluations                                                                                                                                       ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

[@gmail,com> 

Friday, 1:41 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Trmning on Time Card Approval 

Susan~ 

I work tomorrow ruth operations, so i won’t be able to approve until after that. 

Thanks, 

On Fri, at 12:23 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbma]o ~,y~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello All, 

Las~ day of Findl Exams is here’. Thank you to eve~one lbr ~1 of your ha~d work throughout the Frill semester. 

Please note this reminder to approve your time card ASAP for the pay- period that ends on        . I will be approving lime cards on Sunday evening 

Please take a few minutes now to review your total time stamped and sign off!approve at your eaxliest convenience. Also, please inform me of any miss punches that 
have not be cleared up. 

In planning fbr the Spring term, Tutor Training/Spring Kick-Off meetin~ has been scheduled tbr Tuesday: at 6:30pro on the 3N floor of 

Loudermiik. PLEASE MARK YOUR CAI,ENDAR AND PLAN TO ATTEND. 

Thanks again to everyone and best wishes for a Happy Holiday sea,m!~ Look forward to seeing everyone in Ja~ua .ry, or "next year" as they say’. © 

Susm~ 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:52 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

grades 

Susan, 
Any update today? 
See where      made it!!! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:38 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Susan, 
Let me know please when we have his final grades and when it is definite he is ruled ineligible. 
Who actually does that? 
Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Monday, December 16, 2013 10:05 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 
Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Study Hall Work Night 

Can you send me your preferences (#s I and 2) for working in the spring? 

Thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 5:16 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Skit 

1:307 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 5:08 PM 
To: Myers, Leslie; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Skit 

Hey Guys, 

Can we get together on Wednesday some time to work on the Skit and make sure it is ready for the 7th? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 6:18 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: - Clock out? 

Great! I went ahem m~d approved it. Thanks again. 

Happy Holidays to you too! 

On Mon, at 2:49 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy,~email xmc.edu> wrote: 

No worries. I’m u~d to this wN~ you ...... ~) Only kktdh~g. I don’t m~nd al a]k Thank you l~r getting back lo me. 5%u can approve )ot~r ~h~e card now. 

}[ave a g~eat ~oliday’~ ~~, 

Susan 

From: @~Imail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 2:34 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: - Clock out? 

Ack! Sorry Susan! I clocked out at ten pm. 

Thanks! 

From: Maloy, Susa~ B 

Sent: 11:30 AM 

To: 
Subject: - Clock out? 

Hi 

I am approving time cards now and noticed a missed punch for you on 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,/@emM.unc.edu 

¯ What time did you clock out that day? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, December 17, 2013 9:48 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; 
Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, 
Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, 
Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Requests 

Mine are all in except for a handful that had outstanding grades, as of yesterday, which cuts it close in terms of the lhr per subject 
tutoring vs. 2hrs per subject tutoring. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 5:05 PM 

To: Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Overstreet, Tia; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; Greene, Michael; 
Sheu, Benjamin; Beatty, Greg; Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Subject: Tutor Requests 

Hello All, 
Please let me know when you feel like you have the bulk of your requests in the system. We already have approx. 220 appointments 
filled and we hope to keep rolling these next 3 days. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy @email.unc. edu<mailto: sbmalo~a~m~caa.ur~c ~ed~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:14 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Yes please go ahead 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 9:23 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo,,({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Michelle, 
What did we decide about ? I would be happy to extend the invitation to Thursday’s lunch. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(}live.unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, 10:38 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Holiday Lunch on Thursday 

tley you.t 

Sure thing, lYhite Elephant rules ? Ten dollar gift card it is. See you then :) 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Tuesday, :10:22 

To: 

Subject; Holiday Lunch on Thursday 

I would like to invite you to attend our staff Holiday Lunch at Tobacco Road on Thursday      at :12:00pm. If you are still in Chapel Hill, we would love to have your 

joir~ us. Also, if you would like to participate, we will have a small ($:10) gift card exchange using White Elephant rules, so bring a gift card to a place of your choice if 

you want to participate. 

Hope [o see you there. 

Susar~ 

Su sa ~ Maloy 

Tutodal Coordinator/Academic Cotmselor 

UNC Academic Support Program [br Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ofi]ce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:01 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thank you 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, :I0:25 AN 

To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: 

Ok, I just sent hirn an em~il and text. I’II te~ you know if he is un~bte to make it. 

Thanks, 

F~m~ Brown, N~chelle 
Sent: Tuesday, i0:14 AM 

To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: 
Yes please go ahead 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:23 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Michelle, 
What did we decide about ? I would be happy to extend the invitation to Thursday’s lunch. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:09 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Grade Update 

Can we get off our list??? We took 

What did make by the way. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:08 AM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Grade Update 

Hi Mike 

The attached are the grades as of 9:30 this morning. There are only 5 grades outstanding. All of 

Registrar’s Office to confirm my thoughts on his eligibility for the Spring. 

was doing great until an appeared which pulled him below a 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

of!!! He kills our team GPA. 

grades are in. I have reached out to Brent and the 

Not sure what is behind that grade. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, December 17, 2013 11:15 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Travel Letter 

We haven’t spoken about it yet. I’ll bring it up in today’s meeting. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 10:12 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Travel Letter 

Brent, 
All we need to do is change the date at the top for the Spring term to make this letter official for the Spring, right? Not 

sure if you all have talked about this yet or not. I was just hoping to add their missed class days to the back and get 

ready for the Spring just to get a jump on things. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:34 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Susan, 

Did confirm? 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown Ca~unc~edu 

office: (9:19) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:37 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

~hanks 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, :t:34 PM 

To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: 

He is coming. 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:34 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Hi Susan, 

Did confirm? 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

._m!_c_b~_U._e_ .b_ r_._o_~ .n @v_ n__c_:_e_d u_. 
office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (9:19)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3:107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 3:31 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Your Time Card tbr current pay period 

Hey SL~san, 

Friday will be the last day for me for the rest of the semester. If you want you can add some hours for me for next week ©; I will not complain. 

- 9am to 4pro 
¯ _C}ar~ to ].pm 

E~= Naloy, Susan B 
SeBt= Tuesday, 9:34 AN 

$~bje~t; Your Time Card for current pay period 

I am not exactly sure what everyone’s work schedule will be like from now until 

approve time cards early and therefore need to add your expected work time through the 

your please indicate your expected time in and out on each day beginning with Thursday 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy,@~emaiLunc.edu 

when the pay period ends, but due to the holidays, I need to 

in order to approve your card by Friday, Can each of 

? You can just send this to me via email as soon as you can. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Friday,                 9:27 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Re:i       Eligibility 

Hello, 
Regarding i , what is this situation? Can you give me more information? 

Thanks 
Michelle 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:18 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Brent, 
Eligibility Concerns for Spring per UNC and NCAA. The following baseball student-athletes are on 

Academic Probation and eligible to return to UNC in the Spring: 

(Sr.) - Ineligible per NCAA for Spring competition due to GPA 

(1st yr) - Eligible per NCAA for Spring competition 

Please let me know if you disagree. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:13 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: F1NAI, GRADES? 

Could you calculate what 

hurting us right now too!! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 9:13 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: FINAL GRADES? 

Hi Mike, 

GPA would be with a B in Econ instead of a C+ please. 

Looks like one of         grades is still out, but all others are in.      said that he should have a grade change in ECON     but that is not showing up yet. 

are the only two showing up as Eligible, but on Academic Probation for the Spring for UNC as we had suspected, All others are in good 

academic standing [or Spring. 

Beginning this afternoon, I will be out of the office until 

Best wishes this Christmas! 

F~m= Fox, Mike 
Senti Thursday, #: 16 PN 
Te~ Naloy, Susah u 
Subject: ~NAL GRADES? 

Susan, 

We expect ~hem ~n ~omorrow ~ hope? 

Mike 

hope you all have a wonderful hofida¥ with t:amily and t:riends[! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:22 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: F1NAI, GRADES? 

Hope you had a nice Christmas. 
contacted me that his Econ    grade changed from a C+ to a B. 
has one as well he says. 

Can you send me up to date grades when you can. I am still missing ? 
I know you are out but maybe you can check from home? 
Happy New Year! 
Mike 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 9:13 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: FINAL GRADES? 
Hi Mike, 
Looks like one of grades is still out, but all others are in, said that he should have a grade change in ECON    , but that is not showing up yet. are 

the only two showing up as Eligible, but on _A__f_.g__d__?:__n_]!~___P___r_9__b___a__t_!!2__n- for the Spring for LJNC as we had suspected, All others are in good 

academic standing [or Spring. 

Beginning this afternoon, I will be out of the office until 

Best wishes this Christmas! 

F~m~ Fox, Nike 
Sent~ Thursday, 4:~6 PN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: NNAL GRADES? 

We expect them in tomorrow I hope? 

Mike 

hope you all have a wonderful hofida¥ with [‘amily and [‘riends!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               8: 5 5 AM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, 
Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Clayton, Nicole <claytonn@email.unc.edu>; 
Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Henriod, Kelly 
<khenriod@email.unc. edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc, edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu>; Hua, Rong 
DanDan <rhua@unc.edu>; ~unc.edu> 

Coffee Cake 

Staff, 

There is some delicious coffee cake available in the break room. 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 
C (         IF (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 8:59 AM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, 
Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; 
Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, 
Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Underloads 

Good morning, 

I hope you all had a wonderful break and are ready to have another outstanding semester. As we begin, I need to know the names 
of your students who applied (or will) for an underload this semester. Please let me know as soon as you can. 

Thank you and Happy New Year! 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:27 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: ttours 

Great, thanks! 

On at 4:21 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov~emailxmc~edu> wrote: 

Ok fantastic! We will plan to meet in Room 2303 in Loudermitk. We wilt hopefully have pizza available for you as well. 

That~k you. See you o~ Tuesday. 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, 4:08 PN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ Re: Hours 

I will ~ able to a,end the p~’ch trNning at 5 pm~ 

On , at 4:02 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy(a)emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you for getting back to me wid~ your availability. We will work to put the schedules toged~er as soon as we cam 

One of our PSYC    pro[essors would I~ke to conduc~: an hour long training sessb:)n w~th PSYC tutors ~[: 5~lr~? .:N~ January 7th before our 

~arger group trab~ng at 6:30pro. Wou~d you be sMe to attend at 5pro on Tuesday, Jst~uary 7th? 

Thank you, 

Sent: Thursday, 3:06 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Hours 

Hi Sus~, 

I wanted to con~ct you my avmlabili~ for ~tofing tNs ~mester. I would love to work 7-8 hours if at all possiNe. I ca~ work Monday 

eve~fings 8-10, Tuesday evemngs m~ime a~er 5 PM, m~d Friday a~ime (day/evening). 

ThaWs’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday,              10:53 AM 

Maloy, Sawn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Trouble finding entra~ce 

Hi, Susan                                                          ~ 
I’m right outside of the football stadium, and I’m having trouble finding the entrance rll keep looking, but if you see this I’d love if you could gi,~e me a call 

I apologize for the late notice and I look folward to meeting! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 3, 2014 11:48 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth 
M <emlyons@email.unc. edu> 
Jimmy john’s Menu with prices 

j immyj ohns_menu.j pg 

All, 

Attached is the Jimmy John’s menu with the prices on it. I will have the lunch ordered delivered so please put that in 

with the cost. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Nate 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:05 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Spring classes 

Dear Susan, 

I have one more question, Is there any other class that you would recommend that I need to fulfill so I could get to :~5 hours? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Monday, January 6, 2014 8:43 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
RE: books 

Unfortunately not; I sent the last listing over already and cleared it out. Old-fashioned way from here on out... 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 8:39 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: books 

Brent, 
Are we still able to add students to the book request? I just need to add 

My students are showing up blank. I think you said you were working on that last week. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: Fox, Mike <mfo\@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, . 9:13 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: RE: and, 

Thanks. 
We need to talk before you come over at 3:30pm tomorrow? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 9:11 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: and 

is e~rolled full-time in the Business School this spring semester, He has not graduated yet and has I0~ total ho~rs completed, 
’ was part-time in Fall and appears to be registered part-time in Spring : as well, He has 80 total hours completed, 

I do see that and have completed their degrees. Thanks for keeping us posted with these guys, 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Friday, ~ 1:40 PM 
Te: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: and 
Susan, 
Attempting to update all my former players and their academic status. 
Can you help me with. and 
They both remained at UNC after from our team. [ think both are or 
have graduated. 
Also, who last played in received his UNC degree this December!!! 
And , who last played in also earned his UNC degree. Nay have already told you this. 
Get the ~ord out!!! 
Thanks 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:53 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Enrollment Confirmation - 

Susan, 

Could you confirm that ) is enrolled and on track to graduate this spring 

semester only. 

Thanks! 

i-:~:~:::;i’: .~!’i 

i] ’~::.:.::. ] 

C;/’:.:~ ::/: i-i i::, NC 27.::i .~ 

~::’ ),:~:..~’::s : 

Asking as we would like to offer him athletic aid for one 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao, 6, 2014 10:16 AM 

Ma~oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor Training ~t up 

Hey Susan, 
What type of set up would you like for the Tutor Training thing you have going on tomorrow night? Jaimie Lee has asked to use some space tomorrow from 5-6pm 
for the Swimming and Diving team. if the set ups are similar enough to each other, I am going to let her use the space before you, as long as it’s all ready to go for 

your group at 6pm. 
~hanks, 
Nate 
Nate Hilton 

UNC Athletic Del~artm~ent 
Building Environment Technician 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Work (919) 962-4316 

Cell - 



From: Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, . 11:42 AM 

To: MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: RE: E~)llment Confirmation - 

Thanks Susan! 

r-WAC 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, 11:40 AM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

SuNect: RE: Enrollment Confirmation - 

Hi Rachel, 

Yes,     s currently registered in I2’ hours, but I beliew? he only needs 9 hours to graduate ~.;ince he has 1:1.I total hours afl:er the Fall, So it’s possible he will 

for an underload. It also looks like he has applied for May graduation already. 

~.et me know if you need anything else, 

Thank you, 

Susan 

From= Strassner, Rachel 
Sent= Monday, 9:53 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject; Enrollment Confirmation - .) 

Susan, 
Could you confirm that ) is enrolled and on track to 8raduate this sprin~ 

semester only. 

Thanks] 

? Asking as we would like to offer him athletic aid for one 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:40 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Iudividual Weekly Meetings 

3:30 meeting. 

On , at 4:11 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo’~’~emailxmc~edu> wrote: 

Hi Mike, 
The following guys will have a MAP this semester and will need to schedule a weekly meeting with me. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy,~;emaiDmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Januao, 7, 2014 6:39 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tntor Training ~t up 

Sounds good. The only mic stand we have is attached to the podium. I am going to let Jaimie use the space for the swim team at Spin, under the condition that the 

room be aH yours s~:arl:~ng at 

f think ~:hat should co~er everything f wflI be sure to ask ~f [ have a questkm about sometMng. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Hil~n 

UNC AtNetic De~ent 

Building gnvimmn~t Tec~ci~ 

[onde~ilk Center for Excellence 

Work (919) 962-4316 

Cell 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent~ Nonday, Janua~ 06, 2014 4:26 PN 

Te~ Hilton, Nathan 
Subject~ RE: Tutor Training set up 

Hi Nate, 

We wou~d actually I~ke [:o keep the mee[:~ng as one ~arge group, bu[: would ~ike round tames for appro>: 8 people so the tutors can tal~ among themselw~s at l:he~r 

tables. If we plan for 125 peoph?, I thbd< that should cover us. Close to the podk~m, ~ would a~so ~i~e a rectangle table and two chairs [or the skRs And yes, ~[ we 

could have access to the 3 m~cs that would be great. Do you have a mic stand [:or the audience in case we need it? 

~s there anythk~g ebe that you need to know d~at ~ have no~ thought 

Thank you for your help. 

Susan 

F~m= Hilton, Nathan 
Sent~ Nonday, Janua~ 06, 2014 10:52 AN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Tutor TraiNng set up 
That ;hou~d work fine. Podium and powerpoint projection should not be a problem, but we only have a maxh~um on 3 microphones that can be used at the same 

time. Two handheld mics and one ~ape~ 

Nate HilUm 

[~C Athletic De~ent 

BuilNng Envim~m~t TecNfician 

Coudennilk Center for Excellence 

Work (919) 962-4316 

Cell 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent~ Nonday, Janua~ 06, 20~4 10:50 AN 
Te~ Hilton, Nathan Sco~ 
Subject~ RE: Tutor Training set up 

Hi Nal:e, 

Can I le~: you know s[ter our staff meeting th~s afternoon? I have not decided whether we w~l~ wsnt small group set up or only large Stoup set up, and I shouR~ 

hopefully have a better ~dea after our meeting this afternoon. E~ther way, ~ w~H need a podium and ab~liW to use power point projection. We w~l~ be dob~g skits, 

which means I may need m~crophones for each person ~n the skiL k~dud~ng myself, I guess that means we have a need for4 m~crophones. ~s that possiMe? 

~’1~ be back in toudl w~th more detail 

Thank you, 

Susan 

F~m: Hil~n, Nathan 
Sent: Nonday, Janua~ 06, 2014 i0:~6 AN 
T~ Naloy, Susan B 
SuBje~[: TuNr TrsMing set up 
Hey Susan, 

What type of set up would you like for the Tutor Training thing you have going on tomorrow night? Jaimie Lee has asked to use some space tomorrow ~rom 5-6pm 

for the Swimming and Diving team. If the set ups are similar enough to each other, I am going to let her use the space before you, as long as it’s all ready to go for 

your group at 6pro. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Hilbn 

UNC AtNetic DeN~ent 

Building Envim~m~t TecNfician 

Loudennilk Center for Excellence 

Work (919) 962-4316 

Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 2:18 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie <j aimielee@unc, edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc. edu>; Townsend, 
Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Greene, 
Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Supplies for Spring 

All, 

If you are in need of any supplies for the spring semester please let me know ASAP as I will be putting in an order today 

or first thing tomorrow. 

Thanks, 
Nate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 4:09 PM 

MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor TraJming on January 7 / Time Card Approval 

Hi Susan 

I was wondering if yon knew how long toniglffs traAning would last’? rm trying to figure out ifI should prel~xe dinner now, or waAt until aflepa, alfls. 

Thanks so much, 

On Fri, at 12:23 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbma]oySb~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello All, 

Lafft day of Findl Exams is here’. Thank you to everyone tbr ~1 of your ha~d work throughout the Frill semester. 

t lease note this retninder to approve your time card ASAt for the pa5 period that ends on Dec. 15th. I will be approving time cm~ts on Sunday evening (12,/15). 

Please take a few minutes now to review your total time stamped and sign off!approve at your eaxliest convenience. Also, please inform me of any miss punches tlaat 
have not be cleared up. 

In plmming for the Spring term, Tutor Trainin~!Sprin~ Kick-Off meeting, has been scheduled for Tuesday, ,Ianuary 7, 2014 at 6:30pm on the 3rd floor of 

Loudennilk. PLEASE MARK YOUR CALENDAR AND PLAN TO ATTEND. 

Thanks again to everyone and best wishes for a Happy Holiday sea,m! Look forward to seeing everyone in Jm~uary, or "next year" as they say’. © 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

[5NC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(~email.unc.edt~ 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:55 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: -weekly meeting 

Yes ma’am that sounds good. 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On ., at 9:52 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hi~ 
> Let’s go ahead and stick ~vith our 8:15am Monday mornings. I’ll let you know if we need to actually begin at 8am depending on the other guys schedules. But for now let’s go ~vith 8:15am 
Mondays. Let’s go ahead and begin on the 13th since we won’t meet on the 20th due to MLK day. 
> 

> Thanks and see you soon. 
> 

> Susan 
> 

Original Messa/ae ..... 

> From: 
> Sent: Tuesday 10:18 PiVl 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: weekly meeting 
> 

> Hey Mrs. Susan, 
> 

> I could have my weekly meeting with you on MWF either at 8-8:15 or after 10:50 Not sure what is available or what is best for you, but those are the times I could have my meeting. 
> 
> Thank you :[’or all you do, 
> 

> 

> Sent from my ’,Phone 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:56 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: -weekly meeting 

And our professors sign these absent letters, correct? 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 9:52 ~ZM’vl, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hi 
> Let’s go ahead and stick ~vith our 8:15am Monday mornings. I’ll let you know if we need to actually begin at 8am depending on the other guys schedules. But for now let’s go ~vith 8:15am 
Mondays. Let’s go ahead and begin on the 13th since we won’t meet on the 20th due to MLK day. 
> 

> Thanks and see you soon. 
> 

> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: i 
> Sent: Tuesday, 10:18 PM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: weekly meeting 
> 

> Hey Mrs. Susan, 
> 

> I could have my weekly meeting with you on MWF either at 8-8:15 or after 10:50 Not sure what is available or what is best [’or you but those are the times I could have my meeting. 
> 
> Thank you :[’or all you do 
> 

> 

> Sent from my ~Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:26 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Class schedules 

Thanks 
Please send me the PDF of the Policies and Procedures for spring. 
Did not get an?- extra copies yesterday. 
thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ivlaloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Fox, 
Subject: RE: Class schedules 

):57 AM 

Sure thing! See attached, i said that his schedule was taken care of in the meeting yesterday, although he is still showing only 9 hours. 

Hope you are feeling better 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Fox, ix/nke 
Sent: Wednesday, 
Tu: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Class schedules 

7:49 AM 

Susan 
Please send me class schedules as uftoday. Thanks! 
I knuw there will be a lut of changes. 
Have a goud day. 
Mike 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:39 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: -weekly meeting 

Yes ma’am. See you then 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:05 AN~ "Ma loy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Please bring a copy of your syllabus for each class that I can keep and your plalmer 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday,. 9:55 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: -weekly meeting 

Yes ma’am that sounds good. 

Sent from my fPhone 

>> On at 9:52 ~\4, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Hi, 
>> Let’s go ahead and stick with our 8:15am Monday mornings. I’ll let you know if we need to actually begin at 8am depending on the other guys schedules. But for now let’s go with 8:15am 
Mondays Let’s go ahead and begin on the 13th since we won’t meet on the 20th due to MLK day 
>> 

>> Thanks and see you soon. 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> Sent: Tuesday, 10:18 PM 
>> To: Maloy, Susan B 
>> Subject:, -weekly meeting 

>> Hey Mrs. Susan, 

>> I could have my weekly meeting with you on MWF either at 8-8:15 or after 10:50 Not sure what is available or what is best [’or you but those are the times I could have my meeting. 
>> 

>> Thank you for all you do 
>> 

>> 

>> Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,              2:36 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 

Full-Time StaffContact 

~email .unc.eda-~ 

and Susan, one of the ALSs suggested providing tutors with a full-time staff contact sheet that includes a picture of each staff member. 

Bradley- R, H. Bethel [ Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Prograaal for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Cen’ter for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

C         ¯ i F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaila~nc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 3:01 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Questions ti~om Training Tonight 1/7 

No,,. She doesn’t even have a schedule yet, 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Ceil: 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent= Wednesday, 10:34 AM 

To: 

Subject: FW: Tutor Questions from Training Tonight :1/7 

Please not~:_~ these dates that will be out. Is ~t worth ~mttk~g into the d~:ab~se yet? 

Susan 

Sent= Tuesday, 9:27 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
$~bje~t= Tutor Questions from Training Tonight $/7 

Hello Susan, 

I hope you had a restful break. I just had a few questions a&er the training this evening that I hoped you could clear up for me. 

1. Would you mind sending me a copy of the handbook for tutors that you referenced tonight? 

2. Can you tell me more about how to clock in to Kronos via my iPhone? I heard something about that tonight but was unsure what that entailed. 

I also wanted to give you plenty of notice that I will be 
I hope this helps with scheduling, I look forward to working with you this semester, 
Warm regards, 

, and will be gone from Wed. Feb. :19 through Sun. Feb. 23. 



From: ~yahoo.com~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:58 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Ok Thankfully my password was saved in my computer :) I just approved my time card THANK YOU! (And glad I can be of service when you are in need of g~ving someone a hard time!) 

On Wednesday,                10:39 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Fun to give you a hard time on this issue, but I’m happy to help. It’s taken care of. I guess you can actually go in and approve your time card since 
the pay period ends on 1/12. 

Susan 

..... Original Message .... 
From: .@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, ,~:35 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

I forgot my password and got locked out. Not a good start to the new year. I will reset it once I get back to my laptop. Do you mind clocking me on 
for tonight at 6:15... And then out whenever we end. I’m sorry .... 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Januao, 9, 2014 8:25 AM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Psyc 101 textbooks 

Great idea, I will check with      ! 

Hope you are not too tired this morning! 

Frenm Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 8:24 AM 
To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: Psyc 101 textbooks 

Yes, we could manage this. I’m guessing campus rnail rnay not be the best means, right? Otherwise, do you see 

to us when she comes to work next week? 

Susan 

Frenm Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 8:07 AM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Psyc 101 textbooks 

Hi Susan, 

I have a textbook that I could pass to you all for the psyc tutors to use...but is there a place where it could be put on "reserve" so that all (and future) tutors can 

access it? 

What is the best way to pass this textbook to you? 

Thanks, 

JeanNe 

JeanNe Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

University of North Carolina 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

regularly thai perhaps she could bring it over 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Januao~ 9, 2014 8:36 AM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbma~loy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Psyc 101 textbooks 

Hope it’s a good cup! © 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 8:34 AM 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: Psyc :[0:[ textbooks 

J~st about to start on coffee #I for the day. 

Thanks t:or checking with 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 20:[4 8:25 AM 

To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Psyc :[01 textbook~ 

Great idea, I wilt check with 

Hope you are not too tired this morning! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 3anuary 09, 2014 8:24 AM 

To: Loeb, ~]eannie H 
S~bject: RE: Psyc 1!.0:[ textbooks 

Yes, we could manage this. I’m guessing campus mail may not be the best means, right? Otherwise, do you see 

to us when she comes to work next week? 

F~= Loeb, JeanNe H 
Se~t~ Thursday, 3anua~ 09, 20~ 8:07 AM 
Te~ Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject~ Psyc ~0~ te~booB 

Hi Susan, 

I have a textbook that I could pass to you all for the psyc tutors to use...but is there a place where it could be put on "reserve" so that all (and future) tutors can 

access it? 

What is the best way to pass this textbook to you? 

Thanks, 

Jeannie 

JeanNe Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

University of North Carolina 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

regularly that perhaps she could bring it over 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:00 AM 

To: Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting 

Susan, 

Would I be able to meet you tomorrow at noon to discuss my map plan? If that doesn’t work I can also do 9 ana. 

Thanks, 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 9, 2014 9:55 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Less Than Report 

Yup; got it this morning 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 9:54 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Less Than Report 

has an approved underload now. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 9:44 AM 
To: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Brown, Michelle; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, 
Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Less Than Report 

Good morning, 
Attached is today’s update. Let me know if you have questions, 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 1:53 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

last names 

Susan, 

Can you please provide me with last name ( 

Thanks, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

rnichellebrown @unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

) and last name? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,. 8:43 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaikunc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

Possibly it just depends on what time practice starts I will let you know as soon as I do 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:32 PM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi’ 
Can we make it 12:30pm? I have another meeting at 11:30am tomorrow that could run for an hour. 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 9:00 AM 
To: ivlaloy, Susan B 
Subject: Meeting 

Susan, 

Would I be able to meet you tomorro~v at noon to discuss my map plan? If that doesn’t work I can also do 9 am 

Thanks, 

Sent from my ~Phone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:01 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Spring Classes 

Dear Susan, 

I am looking to add another class so that I can be at 15 hours. What would you suggest I add to my schedule? 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet�: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday                8:59 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Meeting Time 

Hey Susan, 

I was contacting you to set up a time to meet Would 11:30 on Tuesday work for you? 



From: @live.unc.e&~> 

Sent: Friday, 9:12 AlVl 

To: Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: Meeting 

I ~vill be able to make the 12:30 time 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 2:32 PM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Can we make it 12:30pm? I have another meeting at 11:30am tomorrow that could run for an hour. 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From:, 
Sent: Thursday 9:00 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Meeting 

Susan, 

Would I be able to meet you tomorro~v at noon to discuss my map plan? If that doesn’t work I can also do 9 am 

Thanks, 

Sent from my ~Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday,               9:21 AlVl 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

MAP Meeting 

Miss Susan, 

What times do you have available ibr our weekly meetings? 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: .~)live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 9:43 AM 

To: Maloy, S u~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu~" 

Subje~’t: Schedule 

Hello Susan, 

Cart you tell me what is your schedule is like for saturday and sunday? I am t~3’ing to add another class and I wanted to look over it with you but today I am busy all day unless you are 

available tonight possibly? Please let me know-. Thanks 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:56 AIVI 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: M_AP Meeting 

have class at 10, so if it’s a 15 minute meeting yes, 30 mins no. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:32 AM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Would Wednesdays at 9:30am work for you? 

Susan 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 9:21 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: MAP Meeting 

Miss Susan, 

What times do you have available for our weekly meetings? 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:58 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: M_AP Meeting 

I am done class at 11:50 on Monday and Wednesday, as well as I don’t start class until 9:30 on Tuesday 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 10:06 A2~L "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email uric edu > wrote: 
> 

> So what open 30 min slots do you have on Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday mornings through 12:30pm? That may be the easiest ~vay to handle it Then I can let you know if the slot is 
open on my schedule. 
> 

> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From 
> Sent: Friday, 9:56 AM 
> To: Maloy, Susan t3 
> Sulziect: Re: MAP Meeting 
> 

> I have class at 10, so if it’s a 15 minute meeting yes, 30 mins no. 
> 

> 

> Sent from my ;Phone 
> 

>> On at 9:32 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalny@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Would Wednesdays at 9:30am work for you? 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> Sent: Friday 9:21 AM 
>> To: Maloy, Susan B 
>> SubJect: MAP Meeting 

>> Miss Susan, 

>> What times do you have available for our weekly meetings? 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live,t~nc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:16 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Schedule 

I have practice until about 3:45 but I ~vill be in the weight room at the LCE so I can bring my book bag and come upstairs as soon as I am done so that I can catch you in time. Does that 
work? 

On at 9:44 A’~{, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

> He?’ 
> Are you able to meet some time after 4pm today? I may be here until 6pm tonight, but don’t plan to be here Saturday or Sunday. 
> 

> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: 
> Sent: Friday, :):43 AM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: Schedule 
> 

> Hello Susan, 
> 
>    Can you tell me what is your schedule is like for saturday and sunday? I am trying to add another class and I wanted to look over it with you but today I am busy all day unless you are 
available tonight possibly? Please let me know Thanks 
> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetkel@email.unc.edn> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 12:48 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Maloy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Librarian Se~wices for Student-Athletes 

Michelle and Susan, 
Jenn and I met with two UNC librarians yesterday to discuss how we might collaborate with the library to help student-athletes improve their academic research 
skills. We both feel positive about the potential for this collaboration and would like to meet with you to discuss further. 

Are the three of you available next Monday (:13th) or Thursday (16th) afternoon at 3 or 4 PM? 
Bradley R. II. Bethel I Readh~g m~d Writing Specialist 
University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C (         i F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:22 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Begin Monitoring Sunday 

I roll still be in Israel so I can find coverage l~om one of my classmates if you’d like. 

Thanks, 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 at 21:20, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
I may have told you earlier that we would be beginning tutoring!study hall at night on Monday, but we actually will be beginning on Sunday 
5:45pm. Does this pose a problem for any of you? 
Please let me know either way so that we can be certain that the Academic Center will be covered on Sunday night. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmal or(a) email, mac .edu 

at 



i From:: 

iI~’u mentioned *~e stm"t this Sunday and I took # 

4:03 
_’.’v~loy, Susar, D <sbmaloy@email.unc.e&~> 

l~JE: Begin Mcmi,~-mg 

~e~t: F;ddsy,. 15:48 

~e~t: F~day~ 2:26 

~:~N(J A :a<:~emic S~ppcct P~og~m fb* S{udem--At~e~es 

}:19--962-989:2: (of’rice) 

~*~.:~.~.~TYLT~ ~.~{~.Z~.-.~ ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 4:17 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Loudermilk 

Susan, 

This is from rowing. They would like to use classrooms 2406-2408 for a team gathering on Monday 

Thanks, 
Nate 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 3:15 PM 
To: Yarbrough, Nate 
Sukiect: Loudermilk 

Hi! 

The room was SO GRF.AT, we’d like to use it again. Is it available Monday afternoon at 4pm- 6pm? 

Thank you! 

from 4pm-5pm Would that be possible. 

Sent from lay iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:16 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

On line classes 

Susan 
Do you have a way to track progress in on-line classes? 
Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:11 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

MUSC 

PSYC 

SPAIX 

HIST 

GS 

CGS 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator, Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@ema~l.unc.edt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 6:20 PM 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Townsend. Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: Librarian Services for Student-Athletes 

Hello, 

I cannot meet on Monday~ I can meet on Thursday at 4:00, Tentatively, I j~st sent an email to another group to set ~, meeting at 

Michelle 

From; Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, .]anuary :t0, 20:t4 2::t5 PM 
To; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle 
Co; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: Librarian Services for Student-Athletes 

I could possibly meet at 4pro on Monday, bu~ Spin or 4pro would be be~ter for me on Thursday 

Thanks, 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Friday, January :tO, 20:t4 :t2:48 PM 
To; Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Co; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Librarian Services for Student-Athletes 

Michelle and Susan, 

Jenn and I met with two IJNC librarians yesterday to discuss how we might collaborate with the library to help student-athletes improve their academic research 

skills. We both feel positive about the potential for this collaboration and would like to meet with you to discuss further. 

Are the three of you available next Monday (13th) or Thursday (:16th) afternoon at 3 or 4 PM? 

Bradley R. tI. Belhd I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Cazolina at Chapel IIill 

Acade~nic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loude~rnilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C          F (919) 962-8247 

b radley.bcth el(d~ut~c, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 6:27 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Librarim~ Services for Student-Athletes 

4:00 or 4:15 on Thursday would be best. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 10, 2014, at 2:15 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo,i~)email.unc~edu> wrote: 

I could possibly men-:d: at: 4g~m on Monday, but 3pro or 4pro would be bett:er h:~r rne on Thursday 

Thanks, 

Susa~ 

~ Bethel, Bradle~ Richard 
Sent: Friday, Janua~ 10, 2014 12:~ PN 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 

¢~= Townsend, Jenn 
Subject= Librarian Sewices for Student-Athletes 

Michelle and Susan, 

Jenn and I met with two UNC librarians yesterday to discuss how we might collaborate with the library to help student-athletes improve their 

academic research skills. We both feel positive about the potential for this collaboration and would like to meet with you to discuss further. 

Are the three of you available next Monday (~3th) or Thursday (~6th) afternoon at 3 or 4 PM? 

Bradley R. H. Bethel [ Reading a~d Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Suppo~ Pro~am for Student-Athletes 

Loude~i~ Center tbr Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

I F (919) 962-8247 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:36 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Your Tutor Appointments Begin on Sunday 

’I’h~k you’. 

Can we do our weekly meeting on Sundays before my tutor session or ~£ter? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:30 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo,i(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Sunday        We are still in the process of adding appointments for students. Therefore, it 

is possible some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during our weeldy meeting, which I 

need for you to schedule with me as soon as you can. I also need for you to contact Beth Lyons, if you have not done so already, to schedule a weekly 

meeting. 

GS 

ENGL 

PSYC 

SOCI 

PSYC 

ENGL 

CGS 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

ssbmal ov,~ ~)emai 1. unc .edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:01 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Your Tutor Appointments Begin on Sunday 

Can you do 8:30 on Tuesday mornings? 

Sent from my iPhone 

at 10:58 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo,i(~)email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

I won’t be working on Sundays consistently. What times are you ava~labh~ on Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday mornings? 

Thanks for letting know about Lhe SOCI. I will cance~ that appointment and sLtempt to add two PORT appointments. Iql have to get back to you 

w~th an updated schedule as soon as ~ can. 

Thanks, 

SUS~ 

Sent: Friday,. t0:36 PN 
Te: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Your Tu~r Appointments Begin on Sunday 

Thank you] 

Can we do our weekly meeting on Sundays before my tutor session or after? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:30 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaikunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Below is your current tutor schedule that will begin this Sunday . We are still in the process of adding appointments for students. 

Therefore, it is possible some changes could be made to your schedule within the next several days. But we can talk about this during 

our weekly meeting, which I need for you to schedule with me as soon as you can. I also need for you to contact Beth Lyons, if you have 

not done so already, to schedule a weekly meeting. 

GS 

ENGL 

PSYC 

SOCI 

PSYC 

ENGL 

CGS 

Have a nice weekend! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support t rogram for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’~’(~)email.tmc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~; 

Saturday                7:50 PM 

M~loy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday -- Tukmng? 

Hey Susan, just wanted to check to see if tutoring started this Monday (or if not, this Thursday). I also wanted to check on whether we’d have tutoring 

during MLK-Day. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 4:l0 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Monday -- Tutoring? 

ThanksSusan. Sounds good. 

From: Maloy, Susan g <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday. 9:47 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Monday--Tutoring? 

Yes we wili be starting tonight actually. So Monday appointments are on. 

As for MLK, we will most likely be closed but wiil often inquire if tutors can still keep their appointments with 

be back in touch on this, 

student-athletes that night. We wiii 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:49 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Susan, just wanted to check to see if tutoring started this Monday {or if not, this Thursday). I also wanted to check on whether we’d have 

tutoring during MLK-Day. 

Thanks 



From~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fo~ Mike <-~mfo~unc.edu> 

Sunday,               7:22 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Susan, 
On the fall semester grades it has with hours. Yet he is taking only to graduate this spring. 

I am confused!! Not the first time however. 
Can you advise on bhis. Did he transfer in some hours not showing. Says hrs. earned after last fall. 
Gosh I hope so because I put him on aid this semester to help him and our APR. 

He needs hours after this semester but he must have more than ??? 

Thanks 
Mike 



FYom: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Fo~ Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday,               8:23 AM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

ind. meeting schedule 

SLISanI 

Please let me know if and when 
Wow this stuff in the newspaper is ...... 

schedule their meetings and then please send me days and times. 



SPORT IDAY IDATE IOPPONENT/EVENT SITE ITIME I-rv 

ESPN 



Fr~va: ~live .t~nc 

Sent: Monday 11:20 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Sub,iect: Tutor 

Hey Susan, When we talked on friday you mentioned for my Math tutor that it could count for guided study hours if I signed in. Is that correct or does it not count towards that? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsbeu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Monday 11:45 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: ttours 

Done. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: FW: Hours 

Can you updat~ 

Thank you, 

Susan 

From= 
Sent= Sunday, 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Hours 

[0:45 AM 

i-)vailability in the excel database as well? 

@gmail.com] 
10:42 AM 

My schedule has changed a~ound a bit and I now have all Wednesday afternoon- evening free (1-10 pm). If that will allow me more hours that would be wonderful. 

On at 4:26 PM, Allison Weinstein <:a_J__l_i~_r!:_b__:~:_e_j__n__s__l__e_i__n_@gLn_~Lc_9__n_!> wrote: 

Great, thanks! 

at 4:21 PM, "Maloy, Susm] B" <sbmaloy@emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Ok fantastic! We will plan to meet in Room 2303 in ~.oudermilk, We will hopefully have pizza available for you as well, 

Thank you. See you on Tuesday, 

Susan 

From .................................. ~ g [_n___a_ jJ_:_c__o__t_n_. ] 

Sent= Thursday, 4:08 PM 

To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Hours 

I will be able to attend the psych training at 5 pm! 

O[ , at 4:02 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaJLunc.edu~ wrote: 

Thank you [or get~:ing back to me with your availabilil:¥, We w~H work ~:o put the schedules ~:ogether as soon as we can, 

One of our PSYC professors woukt Hke to conduct an hour ~ong traink~g session with PSYC tutors at 5pro on 

before our larger group trah~ing at 6:30pm~ Wou~d you be able to attend at Spin on Tuesday, 

Thank you, 

S LE s a ~ 

From= 
Sent= ~ursday, 3:06 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Hours 

Hi Susan, 

I wa~ted to con~t you my availability for tutoring tNs semesler. I would love ~ work 7- 8 hou~ if at all possible. I can work 

Monday eve~ngs 8-10, Tue~ay evenings anytime after 5 PM, and Ffi~y an~ime (&y/evening). 

Tha&st 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 1:32 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Hi Mrs 

Good to be back! May I meet with you on Thursdays? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnfl~omp@email.unc .edu;, 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 9:41 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

is not showing up in myTlM either. 

Chapel HIll, NC 27599 
Cg# 

9&9.952.3036 

91.9~962.1.404 (fax) 

~n (~fic~ on Tuesd~ys, W~dnesd~ys, ond 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This ~--ma~l and ;~ng transmitted documents contains pr[w~te, privileged and confid~ntial information belonging to the sender The hnformat~on ther~[n is 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Tuesday, January 14, 2014 9:35 AM 
To= Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Subject: 

Hi Beth, 

Are you able to add 6:30pm-8:30pm to 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbnlaloy(?~email.uuc.edu 

time card on January 7? She was not showing up on my TIMS to approve. 



V~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:42 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Time card approval 

I did have some issues with switching it both then and last night. Thank you very much for looking into that and helping me out! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 
Subject: RE: Time card approval 

9:36 AM 

Hi. 

Your name did not show up on my "qMS list since the position # ws,,s not transferred to our position. So I am contacting H~ now to see ~f they can add the t~me under 

the appropriate posit~on. Otherwise, we w~l~ ~dd the t~me to the new p~y period currently. 

7hanks, 

Susan 

¯ e~ ASPSA Tutoring 
¢¢~ Naloy, Susan B 
8~ject~ T~me card approval 

Hello, 

I just wanted to mo~e sure that my tilne from olien~tion was approved. I didn’t ~alize Sunday was an approval date and I did not approve my time card but wanted to 

make sure I got my hours approved. 

’I’ha~k you’. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:15 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Mrs. Susan how about Tuesdays? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:40 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo’~)email.unc~edu> wrote: 

Thursdays are going to be my fate night. So I won’t be arriving to the office until 1pro, Not sure if 5:30pro is too early for you in terms of when practice 

ends, but I do have d~at s~ot open. Lookk~g at your class schedule, od~er potent~a~ time s~o~s wou~d be Monday, or Wednesday at 12:20, Tuesday at 

12pro. But g~ve me some other potent~a~ times and ~’1[ let you know if ~t works. 

Thanks, 

St~s~n 

Sent= Nonday, ~:32 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Hi ~. ~a~, 

Good to be back! May I meet with you on Thursdays? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompsor~ Beth Newsome <bnfl~omp@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, January. 14, 2014 1:48 PM 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbm~Joy@email.unc.edu> 

Susan, 

When you get a chance will you call me about 

Thanks! 

Beth Thompson 

UBC for Academic Initiatives 

215 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street) 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

CB# 3030 

bnthomp@email.u nc.ed u 

919.962.3036 (ph) 

919.962.1404 (fax) 

*In office on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays 

i.~.i logo on%main 

CONFIL~ENTIALrgY NOTICE: This em~a[I and any [ransmi[[ed documents contains private~ pr[v[le&~ed and confidential information belonging [o [he sender. The information [herein is 

solely for the use of d~e addressee. If your receip~ of this [ransm[ssion has coccurred as [he result o[ an error, p~ease [mmed[a[ely notify us so we can arrange for the return of the 

documents, M such circumstances, you are advised that you may not disclose, copy, distribute or take any other action h] reliance of the hqformatioR transmitted, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 14, 2014 5:35 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Can we please cancel his ECON and ENGL tutorials? 

Thanks ! 
B 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@~unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:56 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: 6:00pm tutors 

Ok. Sorry to hear this. 

I don’t have the meeting schedules with you so would like that as well please. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:55 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: 6:00pm tutors 

Ok great. Thanks so nmch. ’Attached is the latest schedule by student~ I’ll send the schedule by the day as soon as I can. 

On another note, I will not be in on Thursday evening or Friday, 

cancels my Guided Study session for Thursday night as well as my weekly meeting with 

Tha~ks, 

Susan 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Tuesday 5:51 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: 6:00pm tutors 

let the guys know, but this 

Ok. I see. I did not look specifically at days (would be helpful to get the tutor schedule by day as well as by player- for me anyway) 

Yes, Monday is best. I am looking at practice right now but was thinking games too. If all are on Sunday, Monday and Thursday we should be good. 

Leave them as is. 

thanks 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:37 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: 6:00pro tutors 

Hi Mike, 

h~ setting up their tutor schedules, I purposely avoided any appointments on Tuesday and Wednesday since ~ knew they wou~d have games and wou~d be canceling 

tutor sessions anyway, Therefore, ~ put most of their sessions on Sunday!Monday/Thursday, EIh~inat~ng the 6pro hour entirely ~m~ted their availability great~y, 

Thus a few of the guys dM end up w~th a 5pro appointment. Were you tMnking 6pro is proMemat~c for practice or competition? If ~t’s for competition, they can 

cancel those appo~ntrnents as they occur I just figured can(:elk~g once in a while would be better than canceling the session entirely, Just throwing my thoughts 

out there. But let me know what you think and we’ll see what we can do. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From= Fox, Mike 
Sent= Tuesday, 2:49 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject= 6:00pro tutors 

Susan. 

We are ~oin8 to have to adjust these. Goin~ to be problematic here soon. I meant to tell you not to assisn any of our ~uys 6:00 tutors is you could help it. 

Let’s talk. 

Mike 

On at 1:03 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Juniors and Seniors, 

I wanted to let you know about a Career Preparation Program tonight at 7-Spm on the 3rd floor of Loudermilk. It will provide interview tips in 

specific, and in general a good overall foundation heading into the job!internship hunt. Casual dress is permitted and coming a little late or leaving a little early is ok if 

you need to. I know this is late notice, but I encourage you to stop by for a little while if you can. You will all be looking for a career in the near future. Gaining tips 

now on how to go about the process will be very helpful. It will be a good use of 30-45 minutes of your evening. I hope you can make it. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susau Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (otlice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

ssbmal oY,~ ~)emai 1. unc .edu 

<j an 14prograan.j pg> 



Fl’olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Januau 14, 2014 7:37 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Hey Susan, 

I moved from his DRAMA with to join a session with on Thursdays. I also moved his Business tutoring from Thursday to Monday. This way we can 

make better use of time (they had 1-on-Ys at the time). 

Just FYI so you can send him a new schedule. 
My plan is to resend schedules to tutors at the end of the week along with notification about Sunday/Monday stuff. 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial CoordinsLot/Aca6emic Counsefo~ 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 91.9-843-2328 

C 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:14 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

grade change 

Susan, 
emailed me and said his Econ grade changed from a 

Can I get his updated term and cum. GPA as well as our team’s new grades please. 
Hopefully will get his Inc. done soon 
Thanks! 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:24 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Weekly Meeting Schedule 

THANKS! 

Any meetings with Beth Lyons I should have on my schedule as well? 

Mike 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:30 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Weekly Meeting Schedule 
The weekly meeting schedule was just finalized today~ See attached. 

Thanks, 

SusaF~ 

Fro~: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:56 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: 6:00pro tutors 

Ok, Sorry to hear this, 

I don’t have the meeting schedules with you so would like that as well please, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:55 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: 6:00pro tutors 

Ok great, Thanks so much. Attached is the latest schedule by student. Iql send the schedule by the day as soon as I can, 

On another note, I will not be in on Thursday evening or Fridav, I’ll let the guys know, but th~s 

cancels my Guided Study sessk~n for Thursday night as well as my weeMy meel:~ng wRh 

Thanks, 

Susan 

~m: Fox, 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:5~ PN 
Te: Naloy, Susan B 
S~bject: RE: 6:00pm tutors 

Ok. I see. I did not look specifically at days (would be helpful to get the tutor schedule by day as well as by playeP for me anyway) 

Yes, Monday is best. I am looking at practice right now but was thinking games too. If all are on Sunday, Monday and Thursday we should be good. 

Leave them as is. 

than~ 

~m: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:37 PN 

To: Fox, Mike 
~ubject: RE: 6:00pro tubrs 

Hi Mike, 

hi settin8 up their tutor schedules, I purposely avoided any appointments on Tuesday and Wednesday since ~ knew they wou~d have games and wou~d be 

tutor sessions anyway, Therefore, I put most of their sessions on Sunday!Monday/Thursday, Eliminat~n8 the 6pro hour entirely I~m~ted their avaHabHity 

Thus a few of the 8uvs dk~ end up wRh a 6pro appointment, Were you th~nking 6pm is proMemath:: For practice or competRion? If ~:’s for competition, they can 

cancel those appointments as d~ev occur I just fi~ured canceib~8 once in a while would be be~:~:er ~han canceling the session entirely, Just: throwing rny ~:hou~h~:s 

out Lhere. But tet me know what you think and we’H see whsL we can 

Thanks, 

~m: Fox, Hike 
Sent: Tuesday, ~:49 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Sable�t: 6:00pm tutors 

Susan. 

We are 8oin8 to have to adjust these. Goin8 to be problematic here soon. I meant to tell you not to assisn any of our Buys 6:00 tutors is you could help it. 

Let’s talk. 

Mike 

On at 1:03 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <.s___b____m___a__[_o__y___@____e___m____a_!_[:__u___Q_c__:__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Hey Juniors and Seniors, 

I wanted to let you know about a Career Preparation Program tonight at 7-8pro on the 3rd floor of Loudermilk. It will provide interview tips in 

specific, and in ~eneral a ~ood overall foundation headin~ into the job!internship hunt. Casual dress is permitted and comin~ a little late or leavin~ a little early is ok if 

you need to. I know this is late notice, but I encourage you to stop by for a little while if you can. You will all be Iookin~ for a career in the near future. Gainin~ tips 

now on how to ~o about the process will be very helpful It will be a ~ood use of 30-45 minutes of your evening. I hope you can make it. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susau Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



sbmal~mail,~mc.edu 

program.jpg> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@emaJl.unc.edtc’ 

Wednesday’, Janua~ 15, 2014 9:25 AM 

Myers, LeSlie <lesmver@email.unc.edu>: Overstreel, Tia <overs~tre@unc.edtr~; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Ma|oy, Susma B 

<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edw~; Townsend, Jenn <j townsend@unc.edu>; YounL Tony 
<tonFyount@unc.edu>; Greene Michael <greenem@email.unc.e&~-; Lyon~ El~abeth M <emlyon@emaiLunc.edu>; Sheu, BeNamin 

<bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Beatty Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu> 

All, 

I will not be in the office today because of a 

Thanks, 
Nate 

, Have a great day., 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 15, 2014 10:21 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Grade Report for Fall 

Done... for the last time. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 9:26 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Grade Report for Fall 

Hi Brent, 

Any chance you can upload grades for Fall one more time? I have several grade changes in ECON 125 that will impact 

the team GPA. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday,                10:36 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaloy,~)email.unc.edu> 

Re: Cancel Meeting Tomorrow 

Hi Susan, 
Solay to hear that, my condolences. What should I do about my map then? 

at 9:51 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy~T~email.unc.edu> wrote 

Hi 
Therefore, I need to cancel our weekly meeting tomorrow night. 

Let’s just plan to meet next Thursday night. Certainly, if you have any questions or concerns between now and then, don’t hesitate to ask. 

Thanks guys and have a good week. 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Afl~letes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy,~;email.~mc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:59 AlVl 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbnmloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Cancel Meeting Tomorrow 

SusalL 
I’In veU sorry for your loss, you will be in my prayers. 

O11 . at 9:51 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy(t~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

H 
Therefore, I need to cancel our weekly meeting tomorrow night. 

Let’s just plan to meet next Thursday night. Certainly, if you have any questions or concerns between now and then, don’t hesitate to ask. 
Thanks guys and have a good week. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 

sbmaloy~email.~mc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesda~ 11:40 AIVI 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Last thing today! 
Is he registered this semester? 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc,edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:46 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Playmakers Card tbr DRAM 

Susan, 

I have been meaning to ask you if there was any way I could get a playmakers card since DRAM    requires me to attend three plays throughout the 

semester. I believe the card is 527 at the box office. If you could look into this and see if compliance could get me one that would be awesome. 

Thankyou, 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Bel~iamin <bsheu@emailamc.edu~; 

Wednesday,                2:18 PM 

.@ahoo.com:~ 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordh]atoriAcadem~c Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Of[k:e: 919.-~2!43-.2328 

From: @yahoo.corn] 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:~5 P~ 

Subject: 

Is there a ~TH book I can borrow? 



Sent: 

Subjec~: 

~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday,               2:19 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu~" 

~usan, 

Do 5’ou have a MATH book that 1 can borrow? 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:44 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Queslion 

Thank you veo’ much for your response. As I said I know y’all are veu busy right now so I appreciate your time and assistance. I am now in touch with Beth aud will 
meet witk her later this week. Thanks again. 

011 , at 2:30 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloTr{/~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

t w.:)uld Iike to {mr you in touch with one o~ our Learning Specialists on staff, Beth Lyons, who handles t:he testing procedures for our students 

Her ernaH ~s emlyons@email.unc.edu and phone number is 919.-9{52-8247. I will be out of town t:he ne>;t two days, but please feel [ree to reach out: 

geth. ~ have a~ready forwarded your erna~[ to her so that she is familiar wi[h your requesL 

Thanks so nluch, 

Susan 

Se~t: Wednesday, 11:13 AM 
To= Haloy, Susan B 

Subject= RE: ’ Question 

Good afternoon. Do you happen to have any availability today or tonight for me to come to your office and speak with you about 

I know you are very busy this time of year, but I wanted to follow up so I can better understand the process. Thank you again for your 

help. 

Sincerely, 

Sent: Wednesday,. 1:1:11 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Question 

Susan, 

Good afternoon. Do you have any availability today or tonight for me to come to your office and speak with you 

know you are very busy this time of year, but I wanted to follow up so I can better understand the process. Thank you again for your help. 

Sincerely, 

Sent: Monday, 10:03 AM 

To: Maloy, Susan 

Subject: Question 

Susan, 

My name is and I’ve been the for Coach Fox the past two seasons. I spoke with Terri Jo over the weekend 

forward to hearing back from you soon. 
Thank you for your help and I look 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, 7:56 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.mac.edu> 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: RE: 

Jenn helped me. Thin,k!! 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Or at 6:25 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbn~akw(a)email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

I have not been able to look int.:? our r,-:~sourc,:_~s to see ff we have one yet today, and f w~l be ou[: o[ [:own the next two days unexpecl:edl~ t3ut I do 

think Jenn may have a I~st of textbooks that we cuFFently have. Jerm are you able to help with this. 

Thank you, 

F~m: ~yahoo.co~] 
Sent~ ~ednesday, 2:19 P~ 
To~ Ma~oy, Susan B 
Sub~ect~ 

Do you have a ~L~TH book that I can borrow? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Thursday, ~ 9:00 AM 

MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Fixed, 

She’ll go 5-9 on Tuesday now, 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Supporl: Prosn~m for S~udenl:-A~:hh?l:es 

Off:ice: 9~_9-843-2328 

Cell: 

From; Maloy, Susan B 

Sent; Wednesday, 5:~4 PM 

To; Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: 

Ben, 

just informed me that PSYC    is the class that she teaches. We will need to remove this student from her schedule. 

with the remaining PSYC needs if we can. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(~bemail, unc.edu 

said to load her up on Tuesday 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:15 AM 

MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: 

Ohhhhh boyyy .... 

liust added some stuff to her Tuesday to give her some more hours,,. I’ll see about moving it to Weinstein, 

B~n Sheu 
Assistant TutoriM Coordinator!Academic CounsMor 

U NC Academk: Supporl: Prosram for S~udenl:-A~:hhel:es 

Off:ice: 959-843-2328 

Cell 

~rom; Maloy, Susan B 

Sent; Thursday, 9:~4 AM 

To; Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: Re: 

Thanks. l’m working on now. 

Also, please work with Brad regarding 

Thanks 

She’s going to be an ALS now. That may change her Guided Study. But see if Brad thinks she can do both. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:00 AM, "Sheu, Benjamin" <bsheu~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Fixed. 

She’ll go 6-9 on Tuesday now. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Prosram fo~ SLudent-AtMetes 

bsheu@emMLunc.edu 

Office: 9~.9-843--2328 

Ce~l: 

~rom~ Maloy, Susan B 

Sent= Wednesday, 6:~4 PM 

To= Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject= 

Ben, 

ust informed me that PSYC 

on Tuesday with the remainin8 PSYC 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susau ~a~oy 

Tutorial Coordina~r/Ac~temic Counselor 

[~C Academic Suppo(t Program Ibr Student-AtNe~s 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

s the class that she teaches. We will need to remove this student from her schedule. 

needs if we can. 

said to load her up 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:09 AM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@enmiLunc.edu> 

RE: 

Will do! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, 9:39 AM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: Re: 

I think i have set for now. You will send their schedule out along with everyone else on Friday, right? Also can you email the Sunday and 

Monday night tutors and monitors to inform them we are closed? 

I am hitting the road now. 

Sorry to have to leave like this, but I really appreciate your work and help. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:15 AM, "Sheu, Benjamin" <bsheu@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ohhhhh boyyy .... 

t just added ~.~ome stuff to her Tuesday ~:o giw? her ~ome more hours.. ~’~ see ~d)out moving it to We~este~n. 

Ben 5h e~ 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Col.leselor 

U N C A ca d e m i c S u p po rt Pro8 r a m fo r S ~:u d e n t- A t h ~ e t e s 

~7:~y~b.~@ e m a iI. u e c. e d u 

Office: < " ~ "> " ~ 9Z_.-.~4.~-~_ ~8 

Cell: 

From= Maloy, Susan B 

Sent= Thursday, 944 AM 

Te= Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: Re: 

Thanks. I’m workin8 or ~ow. 

Also, please work with Brad re~ardin8 

do both. Thanks 

She’s going to be an ALS now. That may change her Guided Study. But see if Brad thinks she can 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:00 AM, "Sheu, Benjamin" <.b_ .s__h_e__.u__@.e__n~_a_.!L.__u__~ .c__..e__d__u_> wrote: 

Fixed. 

She’ll go 6-9 on Tuesday now. 

Ben 5’heu 
Assistant Tu~oriaf Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsh eu @ em,~il,ur~c,ed u 

Office: 919-843--2328 

Cel~: 

~mm= Maloy, Susan B 

Sent= Wednesday, 6:~4 PM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: 

just informed me that PSYC    is the class that she teaches. We will need to remove this student from her schedule 

load her up on Tuesday with the remainin~ PSYC needs if we can. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

[~C Academic Sup~ Program tbr Student-Athle~s 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (thx) 

said to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu~; 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 7:17 PM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

UNC Athletics IT Support <uncaa-itsuppor@unc.edu> 

Data Migration 

IT is currently migrating user Data tonight until 6 am tomorrow. When you come in tomorrow please make sure that you restart your computer so it can remap your 

data drives. If you have any problems tomorrow getting connected Please contact IT Support at 

Mac Users Please make sure your connect to Storage.unc.edu to connect to your data drive as the old Storage.uncaa.unc.edu will be unavailable. 

Thanks 

Tom 

~om Livers 

Director of IT UNC Athletics 

Phone: (919)952-.7620 

Cell: 

Website: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu~; 

Friday, January 17, 2014 8:41 AlVl 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edu:~ 

Drive Mappings 

The Departmental Drive and some user drives are not mapping correctly. This is a rights issue and the Storage team is working on it. 

Thanks for your understanding. 

Tom 

~Yom Livers 

Director of IT I..INC Athletics 

Phone: (93.9)962-7620 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 1:45 PM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc. edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc. edu>; Sheu, B enj amin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Schedules 

Hey all, 

Please send out updated schedules to all of your students this afternoon. I am updating Room #s as we speak - I hope to 

be done by 3pm. 

Starting next week, I expect changes on a much smaller level, so we will send any future changes directly to the student 

and CC you guys. 

Thanks! 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Friday, January 17, 2014 1:47 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Brown, 
Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; 
Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc, edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc. edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; 
Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Sheu, 
Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 
RE: Schedules 

Great work Ben and Susan[ 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 1:45 PM 
To: Beat-b/, Greg; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Brown, Michelle; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Sheu, BenJamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Schedules 

Hey all, 

Please send out updated schedules to all of your students this afternoon. I am updating Room #s as we speak - I hope to 

be done by 3pm. 

Starting next week, I expect changes on a much smaller level, so we will send any future changes directly to the student 

and CC you guys. 

Thanks! 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emNkun¢oedU 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: TIMS input 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 6:55 PM 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, 
Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Orr, 
Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc. edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Please remember to update your sick, vacation or other leave for December in TIMS. This is due by the 20th. I know 

many of you entered information before you left for winter break. Please look at again and make sure it is accurate for 

the entire month. 

Thanks again, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8:40 AM 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: 

Hi Susan, 

Thanks for asking. See you maybe later today’. I hope it went as well as it could go. 

Michelle 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O1] at 7:25 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy((bemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ye~ I asked him if he was able to get a name. And he said that he didn’t. Thanks for sending this to Paul. 

Susan 

Sere from my iPhone 

On , at 2:19 PM, "Brown, Michelle" <michellebrown,@xmc.edu;, wrote: 

FYI see emait below, leL me know about this and I asked him to emaif us. I also Feminded him Lhat if someone does become a 

problem, he should ca~l the police for assistance. 

M~che~le 

F~m= Brown, Nichelle 
Sent= Friday,              2:~9 PN 
To: Pogge, Paul ~p_~g_g~g_t)~_=~g) 
Subject: FW: 

Just an [:y~ about an incident ~n the centeF. With the securky measures that are goi~g Lo be activsLed, the chances o[: an event such as this 

m~ght be reduced unless the student-atMetes let the ind~vidua~ in w~th them. ~ ~[JSt wanted to keep you aware~ 

Sent= Friday, ll:3~ AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B; Brown, 
Subject: 

SusB~, 

I just ~B~ted to let you k~o~ of an i~dde~t thBt occu~ed o~ Wednesday n~ght~ I ~Bs ~on~tori~g study ha~l ~h~n ~ g~oup of 

players ca~e into the co~on ~oo~. A fe~ of the players spl~t off into thei~ tutoring sessions leaving one guy in the 

co~on a~ea. He ~as on his phone being dis~espectful, and ~hen I asked hi~ to get off of the phone, he told ~e that he doesn’t 

even go here anymore (g~aduated last yea@ At that point, I asked hi~ to leave, and he did, but ~ ~anted to ~ake you a~a~e of h~s 

~se~c~. 

Thanks, 

.~.~ live. u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 10:27 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Schedules 

Always there for you. I hope things are as well as possible where you are. 

B 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 10:22 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmak~email.ux~c.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Brent and thank you again for covering my night shift on Thursday. 
nice weekend. 

I hope you have a 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 17, 2014, at 1:47 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blar~tor~@ur~c.edu> wrote: 

Great work Ben and Susan! 
B 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 1:45 PM 
To: Beat-b/, Greg; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Brown, Michelle; Greene, Michael; 
Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; 
Sheu, BenJamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Schedules 

Hey all, 

Please send out updated schedules to all of your students this afternoon. I am updating Room 

#s as we speak- I hope to be done by 3pm. 

Starting next week, I expect changes on a much smaller level, so we will send any future 

changes directly to the student and CC you guys. 

Thanks! 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 

Office: 9:~9-843-2328 

Cell: ~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harris. Tracy U <tharris@email.unc.edu: 

Tuesday, 10:00 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Due to come off payroll on should he be extended or terminated? 

...... 7075~8 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, January, 21, 2014 3:17 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Updated Schedule - TIMS 

From: Susane Sommer [mailto: 

Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 11:50 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Re: Updated Schedule 

Hi Ben, 

~gmail.com] 

How are you? 

I tbrgot to remiud you m~d Su~n about the Spring Kick-Off training (01/07/14) I was present but I didn’t log in to TIMS because I had tbrgotten my password. 

Would it be possible tbr you to add those hour for me, please? 

I was there from 6:30pro to 8:30pro. 

Thank you so much! 

Have a good day, 

Susane SolniIler 

On Fri, Jan 17, 2014 at 3:15 PM, ASPSA Tutoring ASt SATutorin~,@x~nc.edu~ wrote: 

Dear Susane, 
With all of the drops and changes to student schedules there have been many updates to the schedule. 
Please see the attached file regarding your schedule. 
Any further updates (regarding times) T will notify you directly~ 1 have also tried to update all of the room assignments. If for some reason you feel there may be an error 
please don’t hesitate to email me and we can get it fixed. 
As a reminder, we will be closed for the MLK holiday on Sunday 11’19 and Monday 11’20. 
Thank you all for all that you do! Have a great weekend! 

,~ssisti~n[: Tutori~fl Coordin~t.:_~ri.~,c~d~:_~mic Coun:~elor 

U N C .A¢::~ d e~’(i ic S u p p.:_~ rl: P ro g r i~ ~rl f.:? r S[ u d e~l l:- A [: h I e l: e s 

Office: 919-843-2328 .............................. 

Ce~k 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc 

Tuesday, 4:22 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

M~]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

That’lt work just fine~ 

My office is located in the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. We are located in the end-zone of the football stadium closest to Ram’s Head Parking Deck and the 

caret:erda. We’re on the ~nd [~OOr, ~Id We (:~l mee[: ~n my office to s[arl:, as I befieve Susan w~ll be finishing up wRh a st:udent r~ght around 12:30 m~ybe a ]~t:de 
afl:er. My office ~s room 2~20. 

I ~ook forward to seeing you then! 

let me k~ow ff you have ~ny further questions. 

B(~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 91.9-843-2328 

Ce~l: 

From: [maiito: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent= Tuesday, 3:49 PM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: Meeting 

Ben~ 

~ can come by tomorrow around ~2:30 if you are available. Where is your office located? 

Sincerely, 

[~kenan-flag!eruunc=edu, www.linkedin.com/in ., @ 

Shaping Leaders & Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 5:13 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Henriod, Kelly <khenriod@email.unc.edu>; Clayton, Nicole <claytonn@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Adverse Weather reminders 

Hello, 

FYI Just to make certain that you all received this 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 5:07 PM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: Adverse Weather reminders 

With the forecast of adverse weather tonight and tomorrow, please be advised that the Adverse Weather policy 

is always in effect. Here are some policy highlights of importance: 

Unless otherwise stated, the University is always operating at Condition I (normal operations, everything open). 

During conditions I and II, you must use your own judgment in deciding whether it is safe to come to work. 

If the University is closed (Condition III) and your department has not required you to work, you must not report to 

work! 

Only the Chancellor or her designee can officially close the University (Condition III). Individual Schools/Divisions do not 

have this authority. 

Below is an explanation of the Adverse Weather Condition Levels: 

The adverse weather status of the University is designated by three condition levels: 

CONDITION LEVEL I: This is "normal" weather conditions up to moderate snow accumulations, power outages, 

etc. 

Staff can still navigate the campus and local areas safely. Classes are in session and University offices are open. 

Employees are encouraged to exercise caution while traveling. Unless otherwise stated, the University always 

functions at a Condition Level I for adverse weather. 

CONDITION LEVEL I1: This is more severe weather -- heavy snow or ice, heavy accumulations; public 

transportation 

limited. Sidewalks are in poor condition. Available parking is limited. Classes are canceled, but University 

offices are open. 

Emergency employees must report to work, while other employees are strongly urged to consider campus 

conditions 

and the weather conditions in their residential area, as well as law enforcement reports of road conditions, 

before 

making a decision whether to come to work. 



CONDITION LEVEL II1: This is extremely bad weather -- unusually large accumulations of snow, ice, sleet, etc. 

Law enforcement 

is advising no one to travel except in an emergency. Roads are impassable. Public transportation is canceled. 

Parking conditions 

and sidewalks are unnavigable. In the interest of safety, the Chancellor has closed the University. Classes are 

canceled, and 

University offices are closed. Emergency employees must report for work. Employees who have not been 

designated "emergency" 

must not attempt to come to their worksites. 

Employees should stay tuned to media outlets for any announcements that may affect the Adverse Weather condition 

for the 

University: 

¯ Adverse Weather Hotline: Call 919-843-1234 for a recorded message on the adverse weather status for the University. 

¯ Website: Adverse weather condition levels during hazardous conditions can be found at the top of the University 

homepage 

at http://www.ur~coedu. Current status is available on the Alert Carolina homepage at http://WWWoaler~tcaroli~aoUnCoed~. 

¯ Radio: Regarding University operations and Chapel Hill buses, tune into Radio Station WNJW, 1610 am, the Travelers 

Information System. 

WUNC (91.5 FM) will also broadcast regular announcements regarding any weather-related closings. 

¯ Television: Most local television stations will report weather-related closings during severe weather events. 

Any announcement indicating the closing of State government offices due to adverse weather does not apply to the 

University. 

Be sure to watch for the difference between classes canceled (Condition II) and University closed (Condition III). 

PLEASE NOTE: Any announcement indicating the closing of State government offices due to adverse weather does not 

apply 

to the University. Be sure to watch for the difference between classes canceled (Condition II) and University closed 

(Condition III). 

Ifyou have questions, pleaselet me know. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~nc.rr.com 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 8:28 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu~ 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Adverse Weather Warning 

Hi Ben and Susan--just an update: 

miss evelybody at the building and hope to be back soon! 

.... ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@ua~c edu> wrote: 
Tutors and Moniturs, 

’]’here is cun-emly an Adverse Weather Warning on UNC campus e[’fectlve from 4pro tnday, 1/21/2014, until 12am 1/22/2014. 

Our uffices will follow the UNC adverse weather practices. We are currently operating under Condition 1 - regular schedule (uffices will be upen and operate as normal) 
]£this changes within the next few hours, I will nuti~" you all as soon as I see ! am as, are. 

You can check for an?’ new announcements regarding changes in the university’s operations at www unc.edu<http://www.unc edu>. 
If for some reasun you are unable to still attend tuturing tunight, please let me know as sunn as pussible 

Otherwise.. see you all tunight! 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Cuordinator/Academic Cuunselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@em aihunc edu<mailtu :bsheu(~r)email.unc.edu> 
Office: 919-843-2328 
(;ell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 10:11 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: TIMS 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [rnailto ~med unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:04 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring~ 

Subject: Hours tonight 

I totally forgot to sign Into TIMS tonight![ I had gotten here early during the day to beat the weather but forgot to sign in and as the night wore on I’m so sorry[[ I was here at 5:50 and I just 

left. If you could add these hours for me for tonight I will greatly appreciate it 

Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 8:19 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Tutoring Evaluation 

Do you have this to provide for him? 

B~n .Sh~.?u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Progn~m for Studenl:-A~:hlel:es 

Off:ice: 919-8~3-2328 

Cell: 

From: Hikmat Daghestani [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, Januaw 20, 2014 4:49 P~ 

Te: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: Tutoring Evaluation 

Hi Bell 

Would I be able to get my ~tofing eva~uations from last ~mester? rye emMled the ASPSA emMl severa~ times and have not heard back yet. 

Th~ for your help, 

Hi~m Daghes~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:26 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@ema~il.unc.edu> 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; Maloy, S usa~ B -<sbmaJloy@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

Hey Ben, 

Got out of class a bit late. Headed your way now. 

On at 4:22 PM, "Sheu, Benjamin" <bsheu(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

That’ll work just fine. 

My office is Iocat~-:~d 

Deck and the cafeteria. We’re on the 2nd floor, and we can meet in my office to start, as I believe Susan wi~ be finishing up with a student r~ght 

around 12:30, maybe a i~[tie after. My office ~s room 2120. 

~ook forward to seeing you then! 

Let me ~now if you have any further quesl:kms, 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coor’d#lator/Academic Col.lnselor 

U N C Aca d emic Su 

~7:~yRb.~@ e m a iI. u n c, e d u 

Office: < " 9~_.-.u4.~-~_ ~8 

Cell: 

From: [~_~1J_~_Q_; 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:49 PM 

Te: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: Meeting 

Ben, 
I can come by tomorrow around ~2:30 if you are available. Where is your office located? 

Sincerely, 

@kAnanzflAgJA~,ur~c~AdA" www.linkedin.com/’[Q~ . @ 

Shaping Leaders & Driving Results 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:27 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

No problem, 

See you soon! 

From: [mailto: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday~ :12:26 PM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Cc:            Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Re: Meeting 

Hey Ben, 

Got out of class a bit late. Headed your way now. 

On at 4:22 PM, "Sheu, Benjamin" <bsheu@email.uncedu> wrote: 

lhat’ll work just fine. 

My off:ice is located in the Loudermilk Center for Exceflence. We are located in the end--zone of the t:ootbafl stadium closest to Rarn’s Head Psrkk~ 

Deck and the cafeteda~ We’re on the 2nd floor, and we can meet in my office to start, ~s I believe Susan wi~ be finishing up with a student r~ght 

around :[2:~0, maybe a ~tt~e after. My office ~s room 2120. 

~ook fi:~rward to seeing you then~ 

[.e~ me ]mow if you have any further questh:ms. 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counsek)r 

U NC Academic Support Program for SLudent-AtMetes 

bsheu~pemaH,unc,edu 
Office: 9:Lg-843-2B2g 

(::e~l: 

From: [mailto: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:49 PM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: Meeting 

Ben, 

I can come by tomorrow around 12:30 if you are available. Where is your office located? 

Sincerely, 

@kenan-flaRler.unc,edu ¯ www.linkedin.com/in~ ¯ @ 

Shaping Leaders & Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@bcbsnc.com> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 4:59 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: First Pitch BmNuet 

think we can, We can ask Morn to baby sit. 

I Manager, Senior Markets 

919-765--4054 I (fax)919.-7~’75- 394(’; I @bcbsnc.com 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 4:34 plVl 
To: 
Subject: FW: First Pitch Banquet 

Do you think we can swing thi~.~ iF your Morn helps with the kids? 

Love, 

Sue 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 20:~4:12:55 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: First Pitch Banquet 

Susan, 

You, and your husband, are cordially invited to our 6th annual First Pitch Banquet, Saturday, Feb, 1 at 7:00pm in the Blue Zone, 

Please let Dave Arendas know if you plan to attend, 

Thanks for all that you do for our program!!! 

Mike 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~bcbsnc.com> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 5:06 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: First Pitch Banquet 

Of course my l.ove!! (:~ 

Nothing says date night like a bunch of baseball players and a coaches speech, Ha. 

i Manag~-:~r, ,Senior Markets 
a[a--765- 4054 ........... ~ {[a’.Q 919-765.-3946 ~ @bcbsnc.com 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 5:04 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: First Pitch Banquet 

Ok good. I would like [o go! Assuming you would too of course. 

From: [mailto: @bcbsnc.coml 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 4:59 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: First Pitch Banquet 

f think we can, Wecan ask Mum to baby sit, 

Manager, Senior Markets 

919--765-4054 I {fax)9:[9-765--394.6 I 

~:: i.F 

From: Maloy, Susan B [t_n___aj!_t_9_Ls___b_m_aJ__o_y_@__e_rj__~_a__[Lu__n___c_:_~_M] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 4:34 PM 

T~: 
Subject: FW: First Pitch Banquet 

Do you think we can swh~g this if your Mum helps with the kids? 

[ore, 

Sue 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 11:55 AM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: First Pitch Banquet 

Susan, 

You, and your husband, are cordially invited to our 6th annual First Pitch Banquet. Saturday, Feb. 1 at 7:00pro in the Blue Zone. 

Please let Dave Arendas know if you plan to attend. 

Thanks for all that you do for our program!!! 

Mike 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edn> 

Wedne sday, 5: 58 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: MAP Update 

Miss Sus~, 

No, I won’t be able to attend the Monday evening session. My class starts at 6:30 and goes to about 715-730 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 at 5:54 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo’<,;~ema~il.unc.edn> wrote: 

Hi 
We have had to make some adjustments to your tutor appointments. Note the new times on Thursday effective tomorrow. Also, are you able to 
attend the 7pm session on Monday due to your evening class? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo(t Program [br Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

_s_’__b__r__n_~p~:~Le_!:_n_:_a_iD_~__n__c_’_:_e___d__t.~_ 

IV~KP 2.pdt~> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~; 

Thursday, 9:42 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: MAP Update 

Dangit! I thought I had checked your guys before I moved them! 

Ok VII find one. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, 9:4:t AM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: FW: MAP Update 

Ben, 

If you are tinkering around ~n the scheduling, looks ]~ke we will need to change 

Thanks, 

S u s a ~ 

Seat= Wednesday, 5:58 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
$abje~t= Re: NAP Upda~ 

Miss Susan, 

No, I won’t be able to attend the Monday evening session. My class starts at 6:30 and goes to about 715-730 

Monday night 7pro session to 8pro or 9pro. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 5:54 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

We have had to make some adjustments to your tutor appointments. Note the new times on Thursday effective tomorrow. Also, are you able to 

attend the 7pro session on Monday due to your evening class? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan IVI a loy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

IVL~kP 2.pdf> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:44 AM 

MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: MAP Update 

can go on Mondays and Thursdays right? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, 9:41 AM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: FW: MAP Update 

If you are tinkering around in the scheduling, looks like we will need to change 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:58 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: MAP Update 

Miss Susan, 

No~ I won’t be able to attend the Monday evening session. My class starts at 6:30 and goes to about 725-730 

Monday night 7pro session to 8pm or 9pro. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:54 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
We have had to make some adjustments to your tutor appointments. Note the new times on Thursday effective tomorrow. Also, are you able to 
attend the 7pm session on Monday due to your evening class? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmalov~7~email.unc.edu 

MAP 2.pdf> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:34 AM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: MAP Update 

I have moved him to Sunday @ 5prn with 

Mon&W he! can rneet with           for     @Sprn 

Thursday is made a tittle b~: eas~er now -ordy 2 sessions, not 3. 

Ben 5heu 

Assistant: Tutorial Coordk~atoriAcadern~c Counseh:~r 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Ad~letes 

bsheu~erna~LuRc.edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, 10:15 AM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: RE: MAP Update 

Yes. Sundays also, but Mondays and Thursdays are betLer. And 7-:lOprn is even more ideal 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, 9:44 AlVl 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" RE: MAP Update 

can go on Mondays and Thursdays right? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, 9:41 AM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: FW: MAP Update 

Ben, 

If you are tmk~-:~ring ~round m the scheduling, Io.:_~ks lik~-_~ w~-_~ will n~-_~ed to cha~lge 

Thanks, 

Susar~ 

Sent; Wednesday, 5:58 PM 
"re: Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject: Re: IVlAP Update 

Miss Susan, 

No, I won’t be able to attend the Monday evening session. My class starts at 6:30 and goes to about 715-730 

has a class until 7:30pro on Mondays, however. Thanks. 

Monday night 7prn session to 8pro or 9pro, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 5:54 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbrnaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
We have had to rnake some adjustments to your tutor appointments. Note the new times on Thursday effective tomorrow. Also, are you able to 
attend the 7prn session on Monday due to your evening class? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susau Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
ssbmal ov,~ ~bemai 1. uric .edu 

MAP 2.pdt>- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edn> 

Thursday, 3:03 PM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: MAP Update 

Yes mdam this should work! ’I’ha~k you vely much! 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 ¸ at 2:09 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo?{i~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok, attached is anon:her version of your MAP which moves your SPAN to Sunday ew?nings at 5pro and moves BUSi to Monday nights at 8pro On weeks 

when you need to cancel the Sunday sessions due to corn~etRion and travel you can ~an to attend SP~N drop-in a~: another tkne during ~:he week. 

Does this al~ work betLer w~th your schedule? 

Thanks, 

Sus~ 

Sent= Wednesday, S:58 PN 
To: Haloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: HAP UpdaM 

Miss Susan, 

No, I won’t be able to attend the Monday evening session. My class starts at 6:30 and goes to about 7~5-730 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:54 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <_s___b___m____a_J__o__y___@____e___m___a__!J_.___u__n___c_:__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Hi 
We have had to make some adjustments to your tutor appointments. Note the new times on Thursday effective tomorrow. Also, are you 
able to attend the 7pm session on Monday due to your evening class? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’~)emaiLunc~edu 

MAP 2.pdt~ 

MAP 3.pdf> 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 4:21 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Apologies 

Have a great weekend (soon)! 

Jeannie Loeb 

Sent from iphone 

On Jan 23, 2014, at 1:45 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <~_b___n_!_a_]_~?..v_@_e___r_&~__U_!:__uj~_c_:__e__d_t_~- wrote: 

Yes, Lhey did. BuL it would have been a liLtfe more fun if they had had some snow to play in. @ Your kids had a delay too didn’L they? 
gH be back in touch. 

Susan 

F~m: Loeb, Jeann[e H 
Sent-" Thursday, 3anua~ 23, 2014 12:15 PN 
Te: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Apolog~es 
Sounds good. NO problem at all, I totally unders~nd (and def don’t want any "unwanted" a~ention ;) ). 
Hope all is going well for you. Did your k~ds enjoy their delayed opening? 

Take care, 
JeanNe 
JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 
Senior Lecturer 
Dire~or of Instructional Development in Psychology 
Psychology Depa~ment 
333 Davie Hall 
CB #3270 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 10:23 AN 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Thanks so much~ I think we are moving in the right direction, but I will wait to hear back from Compliance for the final word~ 

Thanl~s again for your patience with aH of this, 

F~m= Loeb, 3eanNe H 
Sent= Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 i0:14 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Apologies 
Hi Susan! 
Yes, that is the correct in~rpre~tion. Student-athletes (or for that mawr, ANY student in class) could provide all information ~ the tu~rs themselves. So 
basically, the tutors do not have access to any materials which studen~ do not have access to. 
Hope this helps--than~! 
3eannie 

Jeanne H. Loeb, P~ 

SeNor Lecturer 

Direc~r of Ins~c~onal Development in Psychology 

Pwchology DeNgment 

333 Davie Hall 

CB ~3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent-" Thursday, January 23, 2014 10:05 AM 

To: Loeb, .leannie H 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Hi Jeannie, 
Compliance has come back with a follow-up dariW question on Lhis issue below ..... 
"The ~va5, I read the res[x~nse t~om the instructor belong, the tuIors ~ould only ha~e access to the ebook ~]~d materials a~;ai[ab]e to all students m t]~e class 

(e.g~, qmzze~ pa~x:rs, @]abus, amm~a~ies ek:.) [s it ti~ii t~ ~ty film the intbmmtion being p~o~ ided to fl~e tu~ozs ~ia access to the site c~u]d be pro~;ided 

directly to the tulor by the stude,~-~dl-t~e~e? O~r mtot~ ~r~u~d not receive at~y materials or infommtiot~ N~I is not al~ alcea@ m’Nlable to the student- 

athlete? 

Am I madi~N flaa~ correctly?"’ 



Could you please clarify when you have a moment? 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

From-" Loeb, _leannie H 
Sent-, Wednesday, January 15, 2014 6:27 PM 
Te: Maloy, Susan B 
S,,bject,, RE: Apologies 
Great! But, again, I am sorry to cause you so much work...esp, as it appears you are out of town! Hope it’s easy traveling; it’s got to be hard going away with 
little ones at home. 
I will try to be more careful--and basically not give any other access to the tutors and!or run it by you first. 
Travel safely! 
Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 
Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Ps~chology Department 

333 Davie tlall 

CB #3270 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From-, Maloy, Susan B 
Sent-, Wednesday, January 15, 2014 6:21 PM 

To,, Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Sok~r~ds good. "[’tlarlk you so [~’~LE~::[1 

From-, Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent= Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 6:17 PN 

To~ Maloy, Susan B 

Co: Brown, Michelle 
Subject~ RE: Apologies 
Susan, you were more careful than me--1 did not catch Valerie’s comment about giving access to the publisher’s SSO websi~. 1 can ask her ~ take that potion 
away. (Although, quite honestly, there isn’t an~hing that I use from the SSO website so rm not sure how this would give anyone an advantage...but still, we 
ce~ainly don’t want anyone to question.) 
Than~ again, 
JeanNe 

Jeanne H. Loeb, P~ 

SeNor Lecturer 

Director of Ins~c~onal Development in Psychology 

Ps?~chology De~ment 

333 Davie Hall 

CB ff3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 6:07 PM 

To,, Loeb, JeanNe H 
Cc-" Brown, Michelle 
Subject-, RE: Apologies 

Thank you for your quick response. 

Based on you mention of "ebooks as well as instructor materials" and Valerie’s comment ...... "][ also pre-registered [hem ~’or i~r,~tractor access [o the 

Facu]ty SSO website." ~ didn’t realize that they only had "guest" access as you mentioned, Perhaps we do not have a concern ~n that case, but I 

wil~ [orward tMs a~ong to our Compliance staf[ as planned, 

[hank you again, 

~mm= Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent-, Wednesday, Janua~ ~5, 2054 5:56 PN 
To= Maloy, Susan B; Brown, Michelle 
Subject= RE: Apologies 

Hi Susan, 
I completely undersNnd--and so sor~ to complica~ things[ To answer your questions: 
~. The ebook is the re,book that we use for our class, not an instructor’s manual. Tutors do not have access to any instructor’s manual. 
2. Tutors would have access to only the materials which are available to all studenN on Sakai (e.g. quizzes, papers, syllabus, summaries of chap~r readings, 
study tips). 
3. Answers for papers and quizzes are posted--for all students to see--approximately a day or so after a deadline has passed. 
4. Our TAs have much greater access to materials--they are on the site as "instructors," while the tutors are on the site as "guesN," which means that they can 
see martials but they cannot do an~hing with them (so they have less access than studenN, who can download materials and submit ma~rials...which guesN 
cannot do). ~ere are also several people from the Learning Center who have access to our Sakai site, so that they can be~r help students who come to see 
them for help. 
I unders~nd--and fully suppo~--the need for due dilNence[ 
Than~ again, 
JeanNe 

JeanNe H. Loeb, P~ 

Semor Lec~mr 

Director of Ins~cdonal Development in Psychology 

PsTcho]ogy De~¢tment 

333 Davie llal] 



CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:32 PM 
To: Loeb, JeanNe H; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Hi Jeannie, 

Thank you for your email. Please know that no apology is necessary. 

Not realizing your intent to allow our tutors such access to course materials, I did not fully process potential NCAA implications. Because of 

the complicated nature of NCAA regulations, I would like to present this situation to our Compliance Staff for further review before allowing 

our tutors to continue to utilize these resources. In doing so, l have a few questions for you. Can you tell me what theebook, instructor 

materials, and Faculty SSO website include? Are there answer keys of any sort along with these course materials? Do all TAs for PSYC 101 

have this level of access that will be used when working with any student in the course who seeks academic assistance? Having clarity with 

these questions will help us better review this matter with Compliance. Please know that until we hear back from Compliance with some 

direction, I will need to ask our tutors to discontinue their access temporarily. 

We hope you understand our need for due diligence. Above all, we thank you so much for your willingness to work so closely with our 

program. I will be back in touch soon. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

Froro: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Wednesday, .lanuary 15, 2014 1:22 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Apologies 

Dear Michelle and Susan, 
I wanted to take a moment to apologize for being so unfamiliar with NCAA-seL policies. I recently learned (somehow, I missed this) that it was actually an explicit 
rule that I cannot single out athletes in the way I’d been thinking when first designing the change for Psyc 101, that it was not just a philosophy-of-teaching issue. 
Additionally, I learned that aside from the contact that I’d had with the tutors for the training, that it is also an explicit rule that I not have direct contact with 
them. (Luckily, the contact had only been about giving access to Sakai and to a textbook.) 
In any case, I wanted you to know that I am sorry for making your jobs more difficult. I am unfamiliar with working with so many different rules--and I hope that 
as we move forward, I do a better job of remembering these rules. 
Thanks for all your patience and understanding, 
JeanNe 
.leannie H. Loeb, PhD 
Senior Lecturer 
Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 
333 Davie Hall 
CB #3270 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 23, 2014 4:36 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Drops Report 

Thanks Susan! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 4:35 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Drops Report 

I just deleted the guys who either returned their books to me already or just swapped sections and need the same book. 

Attached is your original report minus my students. I also attached my students with notes if that helps as well. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 10:00 AM 
To: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Brown, Michelle; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, 
Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Drops Report 

Good morning, 
Attached is the listing of drops since January 8 by those on book scholarship. Communicate to me in some form or fashion those 

drops that should be stricken before I send over to the bookstore (i.e., section swaps). 

Thanks and let me know if you have questions, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 4:53 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Apologies 

back in touch soon (early Feb.?--I have to get through a presentation in Kansas first.)! 

See you! 
,1eannie 

Jeannie It. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 
Director of Ins~acfion~] Development in Psychology 

Psychology Departlnent 

333 Davie Ho]I 

CB #3270 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, ,1anuary 23, 2014 4:38 PN 
To: Loeb, _leannie H 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

I would en~oy that, 

Ta k~:a ~.’a re~ 

From: Loeb, ,1eannie H 
Sent; Thursday, January 23, 2014 4:21 PN 
Te: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Apologies 

, Great about lunch!--rll be 

Have a groat weekend (soon)! 

Jeannie Loeb 

Sent from iphone 

On Jan 23, 2014, at 1:45 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo’~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, they ,’lid. gut K: would haw:, been a litth:_~ rnore fun if they had had some snow to play in. @ Your kids had a delay too didn’t they? 

FJl be b~@ in touch. 

SusaR 

~ Loeb, JeanNe H 
gen~ Thursday, Janua~ 23~ 20~4 ~2:~S P~ 

To: Nalo~, Susan B 
g~je~ RE: Apologies 

Sounds good. NO problem at ~ll~ I totall~ unders~nd (and def don’t w~nt ~ny "unwanted" a~ention ;) ). 

Hope all is going well for ~ou. Did ~our kids enjo~ their delayed opeNng? 

Take core, 
JeanNe 
JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 
Senior Lecturer 
Dire~or of Instructional Development in Psychology 
Psychology Depa~ment 
333 Davie Hall 
CB #3270 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 10:23 AM 
To: Loeb, ,1eannie H 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Thanks so much. I think we are moving in the right direction, but I will wait to hear back from Compliance for the Bnal word. 

Thanks again for your patience with aH o1: this. 

Sushi3 

E~= Loeb, JeanNe H 
$e~t= Thursday, 3anua~ 23, 20~4 $0:$4 AN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Apologies 
Hi Susan~ 
Yes, that is the correct interpre~tion. Student-athletes (or for that ma~er, ANY student in class) could provide all information to the tutors themselves. So 
basicM~y, the tutors do not have access to any materials which studen~ do not have access M. 
Hope this helps--thanks~ 
3eannie 



Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 
Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Ps.3~chology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Naloy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 10:05 AM 

To: Loeb, Jeannie H 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Hi ,Jeannie, 

Co[T@iance has (:o[T~*-’_~ bi~ck with i~ follow-up clari[:y questk)n on [:his issue bek)w .... 

(e~g., qu~7.ze~, ~xg~er~, syl]abus~ summaries etc.) Is ~t ~dr to say d~at ~he hdbm~a~on being p~wMed k~ d~e mi~rs ~a access ~o th~ site could be provided 

dhecJ? to dae mk~r b? ~hc ~tuden~-afl~c~c? Our mto~ wou~d not recei~e a~y matc~Jals or hfli)m~atio~ flint i~ not N ~ ah~ady avai]able k~ the smdcnt- 

alhle~? 

Am ] readi~N fl~a~ correctly?~’ 

Corm gou please clarify when you have a moment? 

lhanks so r~uc:h, 

~m~ Loeb, JeanNe H 
Se~t= Wednesday, Janua~ ~5, 20~4 6:27 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
S~je~t~ RE: Apologies 
Great~ But, again, ] am sorry ~ cause you so much work...esp, as it appears you are out d town~ Hope it’s easy traveling~ i~s got to be hard going away with 
li~le ones at home. 
I will t~ to be more careful--and basically not give any other access to the tutors and!or run it by you first. 
Travel safely~ 

Jeannie It. Loeb, P~ 

SeNor Lecturer 

Direc~r of Ins~cfional Development in Psychology 

Psychology DeN~ment 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 6:21 PM 
To: Loeb, _leannie H 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Sounds good. Thank you so much~ 

Susa~ 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 6:17 PM 
To: Malay, Susan B 
Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Susan, you were more careful than me--I did not catch Valerie’s comment about giving access to the publisher’s SSO website. I can ask her to take that portion 
away. (Although, quite honestly, there isn’t anything that I use from the SSO website so I’m not sure how this would give anyone an advantage...but still, we 
certainly don’t want anyone to question.) 
Thanks again, 

JeanNe 

Jeannie }:[. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of InstmclionaJ Development in Psychology 

l?sychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Naloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 6:07 PM 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Thank you for your quid( response, 

Based on you rnentior~ of "ebooks as well as instructor materials" and Vaferie’s comment ...... "][ also pro-registered tl[em for instructor access t~:~ tl~e 

J"acu]b~ SSO websik:." I didn’t realize that they oniy had "guest" access as you mentioned. Perhaps we do not have a concern in that case, but I 

wili forward this aiong to our Compiiance staff as planned. 

Thank you again, 

Susan 

From: Loeb, Jeannie H 



Sent: Wednesday, 3anuary 15, 2014 5:56 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Hi Susan, 
I completely understand--and so sorry to complicate things! To answer your questions: 
i. The ebook is the textbook that we use for our class, not an instructor’s manual. Tutors do not have access to any instructor’s manual 
2. Tutors would have access to only the materials which are available to all students on Sakai (e.g. quizzes, papers, syllabus, summaries of chapter readings, 
study tips). 
3. Answers for papers and quizzes are posted--for all students to see--approximately a day or so after a deadline has passed. 
4. Our TAs have much greater access to materials--they are on the site as "instructors," while the tutors are on the site as "guests," which means that they can 
see materials but they cannot do anything with them (so they have less access than students, who can download materials and submit materials...which guests 
cannot do). There are also several people from the Learning Center who have access to our Sakai site, so that they can better help students who come to see 
them for help. 
I understand--and fully support--the need for due diligence! 
Thanks again, 

JeanNe 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instmclional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:32 PM 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Hi leannie, 

Thank you for your email. Please know that no apology is necessary. 

Not realizing your intent to allow our tutors such access to course materials, I did not fully process potential NCAA implications. Because of 

the complicated nature of NCAA regulations, I would like to present this situation to our Compliance Staff for further review before allowing 

our tutors to continue to utilize these resources. In doing so, l have a few questions for you. Can you tell me what theebook, instructor 

materials, and Faculty SSO website include? Are there answer keys of any sort along with these course materials? Do all TAs for PSYC 3_03_ 

have this level of access that will be used when working with any student in the course who seeks academic assistance? Having clarity with 

these questions will help us better review this matter with Compliance. Please know that until we hear back from Compliance with some 

direction, I will need to ask our tutors to discontinue their access temporarily. 

We hope you understand our need for due diligence. Above all, we thank you so much for your willingness to work so closely with our 

program. I will be back in touch soon. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

From: Loeb, .leannie H 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 1:22 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Apologies 

Dear Michelle and Susan, 
I wanted to take a moment to apologize for being so unfamiliar with NCAA-set policies. I recently learned (somehow, I missed this) that it was actually an explicit 
rule that I cannot single out athletes in the way I’d been thinking when first designing the change for Psyc 101, that it was not just a philosophy-of-teaching issue. 
Additionally, I learned that aside from the contact that I’d had with the tutors for the training, that it is also an explicit rule that I not have direct contact with 
them. (Luckily, the contact had only been about giving access to Sakai and to a textbook.) 
In any case, I wanted you to know that I am sorry for making your jobs more difficult. I am unfamiliar with working with so many different rules--and I hope that 
as we move forward, I do a better job of remembering these rules. 
Thanks for all your patience and understanding, 
_leannie 

JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 
Senior Lecturer 
Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 
Psychology Department 
333 Davie Hall 
CB #3270 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Robin C <rcb@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 23, 2014 5:02 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Micro tutor? 

That would be awesome! 

Sent from my iPod 

On Jan 23, 2014, at 3:10 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Girl, 

I have one who may be able to, but he is only able to work for us one night a week for us. So I am not sure 

what is availability would be. Do you want me to reach out to him and see? 

Susan 

From," Blanton, Robin C 
Neat." Thursday, January 23, 2014 11:24 AN 

To." IVlaloy, Susan B 

Subject," Micro tutor? 

Hey Susan B. ! 

Any chance you have a microbiology tutor that would like to do some work on the side? This is struggle for 

us every semester! 

Thank you, 

Robin 

Robin C. Blanton 

Learning Specialist 

The UNC Learning Center 

919-962-8012 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday,               5:39 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>;                      @live.unc.edtr~; 

~live. unc.edu>;                              ~live.unc.edu>;                               @live. unc.edu> 

Mdloy. Susan B <sbmdloy@emaJl.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@elnail.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyer@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Overstreet, Tia--~overstie@unc.edu> 

RE: PORT Tutoring 

Noted¢ 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 17:07 

To: 

Cc: Maloy, Susan 13; geatty, Greg; lesmyers; Overstreet, Tia 

Subject: PORT    Tutoring 

will be unable to tutor you for your 6pm session, She is at the UNC student health services and anticipates being late. Therefore, if you have the time 

available, please attend her 8pm session to review PORT 

This will be a one-time change. 

Thank you~ 

Sorry for the inconvenience. 

Ben 5heu 

Assistan~ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Offk:e: 919.-843-.2328 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 6:04 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutoring: Thurs, 

Great! Thanks, Susan. 

Best, 

On Thu, at 9:48 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbma]ov(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, I think this will be fine, I have made a note in our svsten~. We will plan on seeing you for your 7pro session next Thursday n~ght, 

Thank you, 

F~: @gma~l,com] 
$eBt: Tuesday, ~0:53 AN 
Te: Haloy, Susan B 
SubjeCt: Tutoring: Thurs, 

Dear Susan, 

I hoN tNs mes~ge finds V~u well. 

I am writing to request ~ come in one honr late to ~tor on Thnrs~y,             A ~holar in my field is coming to [~C, and I would really [~nefit from 

a~ending. I have drop-in tutoring at 6pm, but I can ~ there by 7pro for my ~heduled ap~in~ent. Ple~e let me ~ow if this is okay. Tha~s~ 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 6:33 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

,~!live.unc.edu:>; 

@live.m~c.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu-~; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu-~; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~)live.unc.edu> 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@elnail.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan 

B <sbmaloy@ email.unc.edu> 

RE: - Unavailable tonight 

Noted! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 5:57:51 PM 

To: 

Cc: Beatty, Greg; lesmyers; Overstreet, Tia;                        Maloy, Susan B 

Subject:           - Unavailable tonight 

will be unavailable tonight. 

All of her sessions for tonight have been cancelled. 

Please see your academic counselor to see what you should do at that time. 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Ac~dernic Support Program for Student--Athletes 

Office: 959--843-.2328 

Cell: 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 6:46 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

TIMS: Check-Out ou Thursday the 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 6:33 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Check-Out on Thursday the 

Hi Ben and Susan, 

Looking over my timecard, I noticed that I must not have clicked the ’record time stamp’ button when signing out last Thursday (the 

drop-ins and checked out just a few minutes after 10. Sorry for the delay in recognizing this mistake. Hope this finds you both doing well} 

Best, 

¯ I was here for 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu; 

Thursday, 7:05 PM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Where Is ’??? 

VFhere is ? Was there a cancellation for her? 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Sent= Thursday, 18:46 

To: 

Subject: RE: Cancellations 

Haha~ No problem, we’re just geLting back into the swing of things this semester. 

Wasjust sending you a reminder ~), 

~rom: 

Se~t: Thursd~% 6:36 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

S~bjec~: g[: CanceHa[~ons 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Thursday, 10:13 

To: 

Subject: RE: Cancellations 

were the two students [:rom last n~ght. 

They both had cancellations #~ the "Cancellations fistings by type" 

B~’n 5heu 

Ass~stan[ Tutorial Coordb~ato~iAcadem~c Counse~o~ 

U NC Academic Support P~ogram fo~ Student-Athletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

~rom: 

Sent: ~hurs~ay, iO:lO AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: Cancellations 

Be more specific l~at student got a no-show ~hen their t~toring ,e, sio# ~ cancelled? Are you referring to 

notice on her? ~o else are yo~ referri~N to? 

had iL for both of his sessions for Tuesday as well. 

? IVas there a cancellation 

From: ASPSA Tutorin~ <ASPSATutorim~unc,edu> 
Sent: Thursday, 8:50 

To: 

Subject: Cancellations 

Hey 

Please remember to check the cancellations log and update those sessions accordingly so the students aren’t getting no-show’s for their cancellations. 

Thanks 

B~n .Sheu 
Ass~stanL Tutorial CoordmatoriAcademk: Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Prosram for Student-ALhletes 

Office..~.~9-e4.~-~:. ~:s 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 10:22 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Apologies 

Thanks!! 

Jemmie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 
Director of Instmcfiona] Development in Psychology 

Psychology Depa(tment 

333 Davie Ha]l 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 9:01 PN 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Early February would be great. Good hJck with your presentatk)n. 

F~m= Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent; Thursday, January 23, 2014 4:53 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

See you! 
JeanNe 
Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 
Senior Lectmer 

Director of Instmctiona] Development in Psychology 

Psychology Depa(tment 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent-" Thursday, January 23, 2014 4:38 PM 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

I would enjoy thaL 

Take care, 

Susan 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 4:21 PN 
Te: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Apologies 

Have a great weekend (soon)! 

Jeannie Loeb 
Sent ti~om iphone 

On Jan 23, 2014, at 1:45 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Yes, they did. But it would have been a little more fun if they had had some snow to play im © Your kids had a delay too didn’t they? 

I’ll be back in touch. 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 22:25 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Apologies 
Sounds good. NO problem at all, I totally unders~nd (and def don’t want any "unwanted" a~ention ;) ). 
Hope all is going well for you. Did your kids enjoy their delayed opening? 

Take care, 
JeanNe 
JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 
Senior Lecturer 
Dire~or of Instructional Development in Psychology 
Psychology Depa~ment 
333 Davie Hall 



CB #3270 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 10:23 AM 
To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

"l’h~ks so much I Lhk~k we are moving in the righL direction, but I w~ll w~it to hea~ back flom Complh~nce for the ~al wo~d 

Susa~ 

F~m~ Loeb, 3eannie H 
Se~t~ Thursday, 3anua~ 23, 2014 10:14 AM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
S~bje~t~ RE: Apologies 

Hi Susan~ 
Yes, that is the correct in~rpre~tion. Student-athletes (or for that mawr, ANY student in class) could provide all information ~ the tu~rs themselves. So 
basically, the tutors do not have access to any materials which studen~ do not have access to. 
Hope this helps--than~ 
JeanNe 

Jeanne H. Loeb, P~ 

SeNor Lecturer 

Direc~r of Ins~cfional Development in Psychology 

Puchology DeNgment 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 10:05 AM 

To: Loeb, Jeannie H 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Hi Jeannie, 

Compliance has come back with a follow-up dariW question on Lhis issue below 

"The wa5, I read the resrx~z~se t~om the instructor belong, the tuIors would ordy base access 

(e.g~, qmzze~ pa~x:rs, @labus, amm~a~ies ek:.) Is it thh t~:~ ~ty film the intbmmtio~ bei~g p~o~ ided to fl~e tu~ois ~ia ~mcess to the site could be provided 

directly l,) tl~e tut~:~r by the student-.NNete? Our tNols would not recei~ e ~y materials or irdbmmtio~ thN is not a]~,) ~dr~a@, availaNe ~:~ ~e stude~t-- 

athlete? 

Am I madi~N flaa~ corn:cfly?"’ 

Could you please clarify when you have a moment? 

Thanks so much, 

F~m= Loeb, 3eann~e H 
Sent= Wednesday, 3anua~ 15, 2014 6:27 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Apolog~es 
Great[ But, again, I am sorry to cause you so much work...esp, as it appears you are out of town[ Hope it’s easy traveling; i[s got to be hard going away with 
~i@le ones at home. 
I wil~ t~ ~ be more careful--and basically not give any other access to the tutors and/or run it by you first. 
Trave~ safely[ 

JeanNe H. Loeb, P~ 

Semor Lec~rer 

Director of Ins~cdonal Development in Psychology 

PsTchology De~¢tment 

333 Davie tlal] 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 6:21 PM 

To: Loeb, .leannie H 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Sounds good. Tharlk you so [T~ku::h 

Susat~ 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 6:17 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 

Co: Brown, Nichelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 
Susan, you were more careful than me--I did not catch Valede’s comment about giving access to the publisher’s SSO websi~. I can ask her ~ take that potion 
away. (Although, quite honestly, there isn’t an~hing that I use from the SSO website so rm not sure how this would give anyone an advantage...but still, we 
ce~ainly don’t want anyone to question.) 
Than~ again, 

3eannie 

JeanNe H. Loeb, P~ 

SeNor Lecturer 



Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Ps.3~chology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 6:07 PM 

To,, Loeb, JeanNe H 
13c-" Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Thank you for your quick response, 

Based on you mention of "ebooks as well as instructor materials" and Valerie’s comment ...... "][ also pre-registered [hem ~’or i~r,~tractor access [o the 

Faculty SSO webs~tc,’~ ~ d~dn’t realize d~at they only had "guest" access as you mentioned, Perhaps we do not have a concern ~n d~at case, but I 

wil~ forward this s~ong to our Compliance staff as planned, 

[hank you again, 

From= Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent-. Wednesday, 3anua~ ~5, 2054 5:56 PN 
To= Maloy, Susan B; Brown, Michelle 
Subject= RE: Apologies 

Hi Susan, 
I completely undersNnd--and so sor~ to complica~ things[ To answer your questions: 
~. The ebook is the re,book that we use for our class, not an instructor’s manual. Tutors do not have access to any instructor’s manual. 
2. Tutors would have access to only the materials which are available to all studenN on Sakai (e.g. quizzes, papers, syllabus, summaries of chap~r readings, 
study tips). 
3. Answers for papers and quizzes are posed--for all students to see--approximately a day or so after a deadline has passed. 
4. Our TAs have much greater access to materials--they are on the site as "instructors," while the tutors are on the site as "guesN," which means that they can 
see martials but they cannot do an~hing with them (so they have less access than studenN, who can download materials and submit ma~rials...which guesN 
cannot do). ~ere are also several people from the Learning Center who have access to our Sakai site, so that they can be~r help students who come to see 
them for help. 
I unders~nd--and fully suppo~--the need for due diligence[ 
Than~ again, 
JeanNe 

JeanNe H. Loeb, P~ 

Semor Lec~mr 

Director of Ins~cdonal Development in Psychology 

Ps?cho]ogy De~rtment 

333 Davie llal] 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From-. Maloy, Susan B 
Sent-. Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:32 plVl 

To,, Loeb, JeanNe H; Brown, IVlichelle 
Subject-. RE: Apologies 

Hi leannie, 

Thank you for your email. Please know that no apology is necessary. 

Not realizing your intent to allow our tutors such access to course materials, I did not fully process potential NCAA implications. Because of 

the complicated nature of NCAA regulations, I would like to present this situation to our Compliance Staff for further review before allowing 

our tutors to continue to utilize these resources. In doing so, l have a few questions for you. Can you tell me what theebook, instructor 

materials, and Faculty SSO website include? Are there answer keys of any sort along with these course materials? Do all TAs for PSYC 101 

have this level of access that will be used when working with any student in the course who seeks academic assistance? Having clarity with 

these questions will help us better review this matter with Compliance. Please know that until we hear back from Compliance with some 

direction, I will need to ask our tutors to discontinue their access temporarily. 

We hope you understand our need for due diligence. Above all, we thank you so much for your willingness to work so closely with our 

program. I will be back in touch soon. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

I~rom,, Loeb, Jeannie H 
Sent-. Wednesday, January 15, 2014- 1:22 PM 
To,, Brown, lv~ichelle; lv~aloy, Susan B 
Subject-. Apologies 

Dear Michelle and Susan, 
I wanted to take a moment to apologize for being so unfamiliar with NCAA-set policies. I recently learned (somehow, I missed this) that it was actually an explidt 
rule that I cannot single out athletes in the way I’d been thinking when first designing the change for Psyc 101, that it was not just a philosophy-of-teaching issue. 
Additionally, I learned that aside from the contact that I’d had with the tutors for the training, that it is also an explicit rule that I not have direct contact with 
them. (Luckily, the contact had only been about giving access to Sakai and to a textbook.) 
In any case, I wanted you to know that I am sorry for making your jobs more difficult. I am unfamiliar with working with so many different rules--and I hope that 
as we move forward, I do a better job of remembering these rules. 
Thanks for all your patience and understanding, 

JeanNe 
JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 
Senior Lecturer 
Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 
333 Davie Hall 



CB #3270 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Friday, January 24, 2014 9:24 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc. edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <b sheu@email.unc, edu>; 
Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; 
Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Meeting at 11:30? 

Good morning, 
Are you all free to meet for about 30 minutes (if that) this morning? 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
h~://~oheels,com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:50 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Hi Susan, 

Will study hall be open on 

Thanks! 

Sunday? My friends will be in town so I’m trying to plan the weekend and figure out if I need to find coverage or not. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 11:07 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Tutor cancellation 

Your call.. Is this ok? 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
E~C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 
Ofiice: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Tutor cancellation 

11:05 AM 

I am goin~ to the basketball game on Sunday and will not be able to attend my tutor session If you could please cancel this session 
Thanks, 

Sent from lay iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friday, 12:24 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor work 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 26, 2014 5:00 PM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, 
Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; 
Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, 
Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Grade Composite 

Good evening, 

In attempting to compile data for Dana, I realize that only two counselors completed the grade composite for the fall term. Please 
go to H Drive>Academics>Grade Composite Files>l 3-14 and complete this ASAP (by the end of tomorrow). That will allow me 

the time I need to complete the request. 

Thanks and let me know if you have questions, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:12 AM 

UNCAA-Senior Staff<uncaa seniorstat~@groups.unc.edu-~; UNCAA Academics <uucaa~academics@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Head 

Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.uuc.edtr> 

Weekly Schedule ofUNC Studeut-Athlete Development 

Weekly Caleudar of UNC Student-Athlete Development.pdf 

Hey Everyone, 

Please see the weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development and share with anyone that you think will be interested. ]hank you. 

Have a great week] Go Heels] 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 27, 2014 9:42 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtown~n@unc.edu> 

Library Me eli ng 

Are you all available either Wednesday or Thursday at 4 PM or Friday at 3 PM to discuss the library proposal? 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudemfilk Center tbr Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

C         i F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jelm <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao, 27, 2014 10:04 AM 

Bethel, Bradley PdchaM <bbethel@emafl.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 

<sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ILE: Libra,’ Meeting 

I am gone on Wednesday with basketball, but I arn available at those dines on Thursday or Friday. 

Jenn 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 9:42 AM 

To; Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B; Townsend, Jenn 

Subject; Library Meetin8 

Are you all available either Wednesday or Thursday at 4 PM or Friday at 3 PM to discuss the library proposal? 

Bradley R. II. Bethel ] Readh~g m~d Writing Specialist 

University of North Ca:rolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

i F (919) 962-8247 

bradlev.bethel(a,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:03 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Your Tutor Schedule 

I just emailed out the students!counselors. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Prosram for StudenbAthletes 

b s h e u @ em a ~ u ~c. e d u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.Z~28 

Cell: 

From: 

Sent: ~onda~, 9:58 A~ 

To: ASPSA TutoHn8 

Sub~e~: RE: You~ Tuto~ Schedule 

Mi Susan, 
Yep, this Io~ ~ust fine...I’~ be able t~ make it tonight, n~t a pmNem. 

Best, 

The University of Nonth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@ernail.unc.edu 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Sunday, 

Subject: Your Tutor Schedule 

12:07 PM 

Hi 
We have finally put your tutor schedule together for the Spring term. Please review the appointments/times and let me know if you have any concerns. Would you 
be able to begin as early as tomorrow (Monday ? 
I’ll look forward to hearing back from you. 
Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 

sbraaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Monday, January 27, 2014 1:59 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tomorrow Morning 

Try it now. I am told all is fixed. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 1:51 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Tomorrow Morning 

My access was deNed to get into the Leave Policy folder. Could this still be from the issues we had last week? Can you 

access it? 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 1:49 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Tomorrow Morning 

Hi Susan, 

Sounds fine to me; iust remember to complete the leave paperwork this afternoon. Exciting times! 

Thanks, 
B 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 10:27 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Tomorrow Morning 

Hi Brent, 

I wanted to let you know that we have an appointment to tour a middle school for tomorrow morning at 8am. I 

am not sure how long it will last, but I don’t anticipate getting to work before lOam. Is this alright with you? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:56 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting Tomom)w Morning 

Okay sounds good thank you for letting me know! 

Sent from my iPhone 

at 2:37 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo’~a)email.tmc~edu> wrote: 

Hey 

I will not be in the office tomorrow morning and will therefore not be able to meet. Let’s just plan on conducting our weekly meeting discussions on 

Thursday during Guided Study this week. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Acade,nic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalovf~)email.nnc,edt~ 



~hanks 



From: ~live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:03 AM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: tutoring 

Hi Susan-- 

I never heard back from you yesterday about whether or not your student-athletes would be ready for tutoring. If you would like me to start tonight and the 

student-athletes will be ready, please let me know. 

thanks so much. 

best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 10:01 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: tutoring 

Hi Susan, 

I’m so sorry; I must have a misunderstood your initial email. Unless I hear otherwise, I’ll be at there tonight! 

Thanks, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Maloy, Susan g <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:59 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: tutoring 

Hi 

I’fr~ sorry f did not realize you were waiting to he~;r back [rorn [T~e, Yes, M~ s[:udents have been ~nforfrH~d via en]~;iL They ~;re expected [:o be present. I guess the only 

pol:ent~al reason to can(:e~ for t:on~ght wouM be the weather. If you do not hear back [torn e~ther or mvsel[ about 1:his, please #an to come to tutor tonight 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Se~t~ Tuesday, 9:03 AN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subje¢t~ tutodng 

Hi Susan-- 

~ never heard back from you yesterday about whether or not your student-athletes would be ready for tutoring. If you would like me to start tonight and the 

student-athletes will be ready, please let me know. 

thanks so much. 

best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(cNive.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday 10:08 AM 

~live.unc.edu>; MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@ema~l.unc.edu-* 

RE: Printing 

Thanks I am printing them in my office now. 

Sent-" Tuesday,              8:36 AM 
To-" ASPSA Tutoring; Plaloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Printing 

Ben and Susan, 

I was unable to print out the papers for today because there was no black ink. When I looked for a new cartridge, I was told they will be delivered this 

afternoon, so for now, I don’t think anyone will be able to print. 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina 

_C~,~ _[ Lv__~_._..u_ .n__c_.__e_~_ ~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 12:36 PM 

UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa_headcoaches@sroups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Asst Head 

Coaches <uncaa_asstheadcoaches@sroups.unc.edu>; Williams, Andre 
<willia46@email.unc.edu>; UNCAA_Academics <uncaa_academics@sroups.unc.edu> 

Tonisht’s Career Fair postponed 

All, 

Due to the threat of bad weather in the area tonight and the fact that many of our employers were traveling in from other 

parts of the state, we’ve postponed the Career Fair. I will let you know the new date ASAP. 

Sorry for any inconvenience this may cause. 

Thanks, 

Dana 

Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 
Assoc]afe Direcfor of Afhlef c Communications 
Coordinafor of Career Development’ for S~uden~-AfhJe~es 

Dgelin;cFunc.edu ~ 919--962--0083 

PO [~,ox2126, ChapeIHilI, NC 27515 

We Educafe and Inspire Through Alhlefics 



From~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

~@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               12:52 PM 

M~loy, Su~n B 4sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Schol~xship Award 

Would you happen to have the attachment that I(,tm sent me about the scholarship award? I wasn’t able to get the attachment from her when she responded and 

was wondering more about details/when I should show up/what to wear/etc. Thanks so much[ 

Best, 

~live uric e tu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:54 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Scholarship Award 

Thanks so much Susan I appreciate it! 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc,edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 12:54 PM 
To; 
Subject-" RE: Scholarship Award 
Hi 
Sure thing. 1 just cut aRd paste the attachment below~ I.et me know if you need anything 

Student-Athletes: 

The purpose of this letter is to infi~rm you of your selection to receive the Athletic Director’s Scholar-Athlete Award for your respective sport for the 
acadetnic year. The Athletic Director’s Scholar=Athlete Award was established during the 1985-86 academic yeax and has been recognizing student-athletes each year 

over the last 28 years. This academic award is given to one student-athlete per team who has atta~ned an exemplaJcy level of achievetnent during his or her caJceer in 

both acadetnics and athletics. The award goes to the individual who best exemplifies the term "student-athlete" and its most positive connotation. 

You, along with the selections from the other tean~s, will be honored during halftime of the Men’s Basketball gan~e versus Ma~dand on Tuesda%              (8:00 

pm game time). The UNC Department of Athletics will provide you with a ticket for your entrance into the Smith Center for this event. To reserve your ticket and to 

confirm your participation in the award ceremony, please contact Kym Orr prior to Kym can be reached by phone (919-843-2425) or by email 

oriq~email.unc.edu. It is very. important that you RSVP to ensure your ticket for the event. 

All tickets will be picked up at the Smith Center on the evening of the basketball game. Additional information on the ticket location will follow as the event draws 

closer. 

For the ceremony it~lt; you should tal~e the elevator at Entrance "A" down to the first floor of the Smith Center with five (5) minutes remaining in the first hal£ Kym will 

meet you all at the bottom of the elevator to begin coordinating the presentation. The dress code for the halftime presentation is business professional (coat/tie 

recomm ended) 
This award recognizes your contribution to the University of North Carolina, both as a schol~:r and as an athlete. Once again, congratulations on this achievement. 

Sincerely, 

Kym N. Orr 

Sent; Tuesday, 12:52 PM 
To-" Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Scholarship Award 
Hi Susan, 
Would you happen to have the attachment that Kym sent me about the scholarship award? I wasn’t able to get the attachment from her when she responded and 
was wondering more about details/when I should show up/what to wear/etc. Thanks so much! 
Best, 

~live ounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:54 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Drop-IN Session to add 

Will do, I~ there a room location? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent; Tuesday, 4:53 PM 
To; 
Subiect; Drop-IN Session to add 

Hi 

I just added a BIOL drop-in session on Wednesdays at 9pro. 

Can you add that to the list on the TV screens? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(g~)email.uuc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:57 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Drop-IN Session to add 

Okay, it’s updated! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Tuesday. 4:55 PM 
To= 
Subject= RE: Drop-IN Session to add 

Yes, Room rvl~ Thank you. 

Sent= Tuesday, 4:54 PM 
To= Iqaloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Drop-IN Session to add 

Will do. Is there a room location? 

Frerm Naloy, Susan B 

Sent= Tuesday, 4:53 PN 

Subje¢t= Drop-IN Sessbn to add 

Hi 

~ just added a BIOL drop-in session on Wednesdays at 9pro. 

Can you add that to the list on the TV screens? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tu’#fial CooNinator/AcMemic Counselor 

[~C Academic Suppo~ Program Ibr Student-A&le~s 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (t:ax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 7:19 AM 

Town~nd, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.e&~; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.e&~; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: Library Meeting 

Susan, are available Friday at 3 PM? If so, we will set the meeting for that time. 

Bra~lley R,H, Bethel 
Reading and Writing Specialist 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Email: bradley.bethel@unc.edu 
Office: 929-962-2237 
Cell: 

From: Townsend, .]enn 
Senti Monday, January 27, 2024 20:04 AM 
To; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Library Meeting 

I am gone on Wednesday with basketball, but I am available at those times on Thursday or Friday. 

Jer~r~ 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 9:42 AM 

To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B; Townsend, Jenn 

Subject: Library Meeting 

Are you all available either Wednesday or Thursday at 4 PM or Friday at 3 PM to discuss the library proposal? 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudemfilk Center tbr Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Caanpus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C         i F (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, 8:52 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sorry to miss "the meeting 

am afraid I won’t be able to shadow the academic meeting ~vith you this morning. The bus schedule changed I couldn’t make to campus as planed. SorW about the late notice. 
will check ~vith you later about rescheduling. Thank you! Hope you stay warm and safe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 3:12 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@8roups.unc.edu> 

Audio call of UNC-Georsia Tech free on GoHeeJs.com 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 29, 2014 

AUDIO CALL OF CAROLINA-GEORGIA TECH GAME FREE ON GOHEELS.COM 
Game will not be televised on ESPN2 

ATLANTA -- The Tar Heel Sports Network’s audio call of the University of North Carolina men’s basketball game at Georgia Tech this evening 

will be available for free on GoHeels.com as well as 46 radio affiliates across the state. 

The game will be played at 7 p.m., but due to inclement weather in Atlanta, ESPN2 will not televise the game as was scheduled. 

The THSN pre-game show begins at 6 p.m. with tipoff against the Yellow Jackets beginning at 7:00. 

Jones Angell, Eric Montross and Adam Lucas will provide the call of the game as well as pre-game, balftime and post-game analysis. 

Click on Gotteels.com to listen to the Internet broadcast for free. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 3:51 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbnmloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Loudermilk - CLOSED Due to Adverse Weather 

Miss Susan, 

Am we still going to be mqnimd to meet hours? I won’t be able to he 3.5 hours tomorrow. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

at 3:48 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo?{i~ema~il,uncvdn> wrote: 

Hey Everyone, 
I just wanted to let you know that the Loudermilk Academic Center will close at 5pro today (Wednesday, I due to inclement weather. All tutoring, 
study hall, and athletic counselor sessions scheduled for 5pro and later are cancelled. Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinalx~r/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnfl~omp@email.unc .edu;, 

Wednesday,. 4:40 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Susan, 
I will check in the morning. I stayed home today since the kids did not have school and cannot access the Payroll screen from home and to my knowledge all have left the UBC 
for the day due to roads refreezing. I will be in tomorrow even though we just found out no school again! 

Stay warm!!! 
Beth 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Subject: 

3:57 PM 

Hi Beth, 

Can you tell me if received a check for 2 hours of work that occurred on 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbnlaloy(?~email.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:22 PM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbma~loy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutoring Super Bowl Sunday 

I’ll be there. 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 16::15 

To: @gmail.com; 

Cc: 

Subject: Tutoring Super Bowl Sunday 

Hello All, 

Many of you have been asking about tutoring on Super Bowl Sunday ~. There has been a change o[ plans~ The Academic Center will be open from lOam--2~m 

on ~9_~_~_~_       for tutor sessions and individual study t~me instead of our normal 6-10pro. This means that tutor sessions will be shifted accordingl% i.e. 6pro 

sessions will occur at loam, 7pro sessions will occur at ~lam, etc. I realize that some of you may have other plans during th~s time. Therefore, p~ease let us know as 

soon as possible if you are or are not able to work this Sunday from 10am-2pm. 

Thanks so much for your flexibility. ~ look forward to hearing back from everyone. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tu~)fial Coordinak~#AcMemic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppose Program ibr Smdent-Aflde~s 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (l:ax) 

sNnalo~emNLunc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu’- 

Thursday, 9:15 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Tutoring Super Bowl Sunday 

If possible, 6PM would be awesome. Will give me a chance to make up those "lost" hours. Please consider it. Thank you! 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 8:03 

To: 

Subject: Re: Tutoring Super Bowl Sunday 

ExcelleI~t! Co~fld ~v~u work tmtil 4pm if we extend thc time? 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

On at 11:22 PM, 

I’ll be there. 

~i__u___n_£:_e___d___u:--- wrote: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc,edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 16:15 

To: _@_g__m____a_j_[:_c__P___n_!; 

Cc: 

Subject: Tutoring Super Bowl Sunday 

Hello All, 
Many of you have been asking about tutoring on Super Bowl Sunday . There has been a change of plans, The Academic Center will be open 

from :_l__O__a____m__:_2__pm on Sunday_.        for tutor sessions and individual study time instead of our normal 6-10pro. This means that tutor sessions will be 

shifted accordingly, i.e. 6pro sessions will occur at loam, 7pro sessions will occur at 11am, etc. I realize that some of you may have other plans during 

this time. Therefore, please let us know as soon as possible if you are or are not able to work this Sunday from lOam-2pm. 

Thanks so much for your flexibility. I look forward to hearing back from everyone. 

Susan 

Susan Ma~oy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Ac~emm Counsdor 

UNC Academic Supporl Progmn~ [br Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalovf~)email.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtr’- 

Thursday,               6:04 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 

RE: Tutoring: Thurs, 

@gmail.com> 

Noted! 

From: Maloy, Susan g <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:48 

To: 

Co: ASPSA Tutoring; 

Subject: RE: Tutoring: Thurs, 

Yes, I think this will be fine. I have made a note in our system. We will plan on seeing you for your 7pro session next Thursday night. 

Susan 

Sent= Tuesday, ~0:53 AN 

To; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Tutoring: Thurs, 

Dear Susml~ 

I hod tNs mesaage finds you well. 

I am writing to request to come in one hour late to tutor on Thu~&y, A ~holar i ~ ny tie d is coming to [5N’C, and I aotdd really ~nefit from atlending. I 

have drop-in tutoring at 6pro. but I can ~ the e b? / pm to~ m~ ~hedulcd apg)intn-tent. Ple;~e let me know if this is okay. Thanks[ 

Best, 

I.Jnive,sity of North Caag, ina-Chapd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:15 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Sunday Tutoring ?? 

Wow. Tutors on Sunday morning!! You are talking to the wrong guy probably. 

I was brought up that you were to be in church at 11am every Sunday!!! 

Haha 

I get it though so let’s do it. 

I will tell them to go to Church Sunday night during the Super Bowl. I have about as much chance of that 

As Sunday at 11am!! 

M~ke 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday,              2:39 PM 

To= Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: Sunday Tutoring ?? 

Do you think iL is feasible to get a couple ot: the guys Lo come from :[0-.I2prn to meet with tutors just for content as opposed to GLdded Study? Below ~s who ~ have 

in mh~ based on the tutors who are avaHaMe to work with students at 10am on Sunday. We are stN wa~t~ng to hear back from a few other tutors, spedfica~ly 

MATH, which may add a few more guys to the Hst if the tutor ~s available. 

- DRAM - ~Oarn 

- DRAM - loam 
¯ . ENGL    --- I0arn 

,--~I-t~ST -- 10am 

--. PSYC -- ~Oam 

- PSCY    - loam 

- PSYC - iOarn 

--. PORT -- 

---PORT    --11am 

-PORT    -- l:l.am 

--- PORT --- 

- PORT    - lOarn 

- ECON    - lOam 
¯ -- ECON    --. ~0arn 

Let me know what you tMnk. Otherwise, Sunday sessions w~l be canceled al~ together. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m= Fox, N~ke 
Sent= Thursday, 10:49 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
SubjeCt; RE: TRAVEL L~ERS 

We will scrimmage Sunday like 1:30-4:00 or so. 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent= Thursday, I0:20 AN 
To= Fox, Mike 
SubjeCt; Re: TRAVEL L~ERS 

rl~ definitely let you know. 

What time wil~ the guys be practicing on Sunday ? We are going to be open for some tutoring (depending on the availability of tutors) and individua~ study time 

from 10am-2pm or 4pro on Super Bowl Sunday instead of closing all together. I’ll get back to you when we firm this up, but I wanted to have an idea if the guys 

could even make tutor sessions at that t~me. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On, at 6:33 AM, "Fox, Mike" <mfox@unc.edu> wrote: 

Players, 
1 will extend the deadline to Friday with classes cancelled, etc. 
Take them to your professors today and Friday if you have not already done so and get them to Susan by Friday. 
No exceptions. 
Coach 
Susan- please let me know Friday before practice if you have all players letters! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu;, 

Friday, 9:11 AM 

A&S StaffEvents <South A&S Staff Events@ad.unc.edu>; ADV CRM AllUsers <advadvise@groups.unc.edu-~; Music Graduate 

Students <musicgraduatest udents@ad, unc.e&~>; Neurology Department <neurology@neurology. unc.edu>; Neurology Faculty 

<t~culty@neurology.unc.e&~; OttROHR - ConfRm 1315 resource full access <ohr conthn1315.nnb.sg@ad.unc.edu:~; School of 

NursingLeVineWellness@email.unc.edu <LeVine Wellness@ad.unc.edu:>; SOG D~ly LisZt <~ily lis@sog.unc.edu>; SOG Food List 

<FoodList@sog.unc.edu>; TCORS Tarra~ <FCORS Tarmn@ad.unc.edu>; UGA All Oltice <ugaalloffice@ad~nissions.unc.edu>; 

UN CAA- Eve~7one <uncaa- eve~None@groups.unc .edu> 

Discounted Whitestrips - Nepal service trip 

Namaste Everyone, 

The UNC School of Dentistry has selected a few of us to travel to Nepal and provide free dental treatment to those who cannot otherwise afford care. We 

are responsible for the flights and stay but all the supplies are donated. Therefore, we are doing a few fundraising activities. 

As a fundraiser for the 2014 Nepal Project, we’re selling boxes of Crest S~prellrle Professiona~ Whitening Strips at the reduced rate of S40 {they 

retail on Amazon for about S65). We can hand deliver your order or send them through the post - whichever is easiest for you! See the attached 

brochure for more information. Please use the spreadsheet to sign up. We will individually contact you to set up a delivery mode. 

We truly appreciate your support. 

Thank you, 

Your UNC Nepal project team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnfl~omp@email.unc .edu;, 

Friday, 9:53 AlVl 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: W2 Pickup on Friday, at UBCAI 

Thanks~ I also have a check for 

215 West Cameror~ Aver~ue (Correct of Wilsor~ Street} 
Chapel HIll, NC 27599 
Cg# 3030 

919.962.3036 
9~9.962,~404 
*in o[fice on Tuesdoys, We&~esdoys, and 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e.-magl and any transB~itted documents coni:ain5 private, pr[vqeged and confidential [nformatk)n bek)nging to the sender, The [rfl:ormatk)n therein is 
solely for the use of the addressee. If your receipt of this transmission has coccurred ;}s the resL~H: o~ ;~r] error, p~ei}se [mmedh}tely notH:y us so we can arrange for the return of the 
documents. In such c[rcumstanc:es, you are advised 1:hal you may not disclose, copy, d[stNbute or 1rake any other action [n reliance o~ the ini:ormal:ior~ trar~srnitted. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 9:53 AM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Co: Yarbrough, Nate 
Subject: RE: W2 Pickup on Friday, at UBCAI 

Hi Beth, 

Nate Y~rbrough will be coming over" today beh:~re 3pro to pick ~:hese up for 

Tha~k you, 

Susar~ 

F~m= Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Sent= Friday,              9:52 AN 
Te~ Nenvenu, Trisha; Naloy, Susan B; Borden, Paula D; Gangi, Emily Williamson; Grant, Maggie; Narous~, K~mberly; Spruill, April R; Traub, Juliet G; Rucker, Suzanne; NadHI, 
Valerie S 
¢¢~ Slocum, Karla; Quarles, Lisa; Garcia, Narissa; Hertel, Amy Locklear; Byrd, Randi R.; Locklear, Candice Noel 
Subject~ RE: W2 Pickup on Friday, at UBC~ 
lm~e~anee~ High 
Good rnorning~ We ad:ually have your depar~:ment W2’s in ~:he office r~ow. ff you canno~: make ~: owner here, pk~sse kd: us know so we can make other 

arrangements. We w~] be ava~laNe und~ 3 p.m. today for p~ck up. ]f you have not already repl~ed to me, please ~et me know you received this message. 

Thanks~ 

UBC for Academic Initiatives 
215 West Cameror~ Aver~ue (Correct of Wilsor~ Stree[} 
Chape~ HIll, NC 27599 
CB# 3030 
bnthomp~emaH.unc.edu 
919.952.3036 
9~9.962.1404 (fax) 
*in office on Tu~sdo~/s, %/ed;?~sdo~/s, and 

~::~:~ ~ogo unq main 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: THe5 e.-B~a[I arid ;}rw transB~itted documents coni:ain5 priw~i:e, pr[vqeged and co~[idenl:ial [nfor~T~at[o[1 bek)nging to the se~der, The [rfl:or~T~at[o[1 therein is 

sole@ for the use of the addressee. If your receipt of 1:his transmission has coccurred i}s the resuH: of an error, please hTHT~edh}tely notH:y us so we can arrange for the return of the 
docur~enl:s. In 5uc:h c[rcur~star~c:es, you are advised 1:hal you r~a’¢ not disclose, copy, d[stNbute or 1rake any other action h~ reliance of the ini:orr~al:ior~ trar~sr[~itted. 

From: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:38 PM 
To: Bienvenu, Trisha; Payne, Sandra S; Maloy, Susan B; Borden, Paula D; Gangi, Emily Williamson; Grant, Maggie; Marousky, Kimberly; Spruill, April R; Traub, Juliet G; 
Rucker, Suzanne; IVladill, Valerie S 
Co: Massey, Tabitha Alston; Ray, Larry W II 
Subject: W2 Pickup on Friday, at UBCAI 
Importance: High 
Dear UBC for Academic Initiatives Liaisons, 
We will pick up the departmental W2’s from Payroll this Friday, 
p.m. (noon) and 3 p.m. If you have any questions, please let me know. 
Thank you! 
Beth Thompson 

Cthat is when they will be available). Please schedule to pick up from our office between 12 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 12:09 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: W-2 tbrms? 

Hi there! I hope you axe well! Do you know when w-2 folms were sere out? 

Have a great day-! 



From: @sp~ynet.com> 

Sent: Friday, 5:40 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy,~@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: hours 

Hi Susan, 

Just checking ~vith you as to whether you have determined my work schedule as yet. 
Should I anticipate being assigned hours for next week? 

Have a good weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Friday, 5:51 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: W-2 forms? 

When are you next in the office? I am in town right now but i suspect (and hope) you have gone home for the day. :) 

On 3:54 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo,/~email.nnc.edu;, wrote: 

I just received your W2 Today in fact. So I have it i~ my office. Are you ~n the ne~fihborhood to be able to swing by to pick 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Friday, 12:09 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subject~ W-2 forms? 

Hi ther~ I hope ~ou are well~ Do ~ou ~ow when w-2 ~om]s w~ro sout out? 

Have a great day~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu> 

Friday, 7:21 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: schedule 

Ooh... Crap. Ok. Most of the people who need it are FB. Can she do rues Thursday instead? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:24 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo’~)email.tmc~edu> wrote: 

Hi Ben, 
I just tool< a look at schedule real quick. I don’t think she is willing to work passed 9pm. We may need to ask her directly if she minds one night 
until :lOpm. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(a) email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 3:03 PM 

Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Clayton, Nicole <claytonn@email.unc.edu>; Sawyer, Korie 
<kcsawyer@unc.edu>; Hua, Rong DanDan <rhua@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket 
<cricket@unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shellj o@unc.edu> 

Shhhhh .... lt’s a Surprise! 

Hi, 

You are invited to the surprise baby shower for Kelly Henriod this Wednesday, February 5th, at 2:00 in the conference 

room. 

I have a few gifts for her and will be bringing some refreshments. Any contributions you would like to make toward her 

gift will be appreciated. 

I really would like to keep it a surprise, so please do not tell Kelly! 

Thanks! 

Hope to see you all there! 

Jenn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Monday, 9:19 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: W-2 forms? 

Great! I’ll be over before lunch today’. Thanks! I hope your weekend was great too! 

On 9:14 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov~emaJl.unc.edu~ wrote: 

I hope you had a n~ce weekend. Yes, ~ w~l~ be ~n the office a~l week ~nd ~ work Yhu~’sday evenings I-.IOpm, Fee~ free to swing by whenever you can, 

Thanks, 

S~san 

F~m:. @gmail.com] 
Sent= Friday, 5:5~ PH 
To= Haloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: W-2 forms? 

When are you ne~ m the o~ce? ~ am in town fi~ht now but i sus~ct (and ho~) you ha~e ~one home [or the ~y. :) 

On 3:54 PM~ "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy~em~Lunc.ed~ wrote: 

Hi 

~ ~ust received your W2 Today in l:acL So I have it ~n my office. Are you ~n the ne~shborhood to be able to swing by to pick ~t Lip? 

Thanks, 

From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 12:09 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: W-2 forms? 

Hi there! I hope you are well! Do you ~ow when w-2 forms were sent out? 

Have a great day~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:16 PM 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Check and W2 

Hi Susa~ 

I caJ~ come by today to get them. Will you be in your office around 2? 

~@ive.unc.edu 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 1:13 PM 

To: 

Subject: Check and W2 

Hil 

I hope all is going well for you. I have you[" last check (I believe) and a W2 form [or you in my office. Are you able to come by some time to pick them up? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tuiorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

LFNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athleles 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962-8247 (15x) 

~__b__m:41~__@ ~__m~g_u_~:_e___~_~__u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:28 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Check mid W2 

I’,n actually walldng over now from Peabody. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 1:16 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

I sure will, That would be great, 

Susar~ 

Sent= Monday, 1:16 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Check and W2 

Hi Susan, 

I ca~ come by today 1,~ get them. Will you ~ in your olt]ce around 2? 

~live.unc.edu 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbrnaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 1:13 PM 

To; 

Subject: Check and W2 

Hi 

I hope all is going well for you. I have your last check (I believe) and a W2 form for you in my office. Are you able to come by some time to pick them 

up? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan MaJoy 
Tut~ria.l Coordina~r,%cademic Counselor 

UNC Academic S uppo~ Program ibr Student- A~le*.es 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (15x) 

sbmaloy@email.m~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Monday, Februaw 3, 2014 2:46 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Col~be? 

Me, too----looking forward to seeing you! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 2:36 PM 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H 

Subject: RE: Coffee? 

Wondert:ul! I fook forward to seeing you on Wednesday. 

Thanks for Lh~nking of 

From= Loeb, JeanNe H 

Sent= Monday, ~brua~ 03, 2014 1:S8 PN 

T~= Naloy, Susan B 

Subject= RE: Coffee? 

Hi Susan, 

This is great--yes, this Wed., 9:45 am at Caribou works (corner of Franklin St. & Estes)~ 
My cell is in case an~hing comes up. 

Looking fo~ard to 

JeanNe 

JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 
Psychology Depa~ment 
333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27S99-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 1:30 PM 
To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: Coffee? 

Hi Jeannie, 

Thank you for reaching out to me. Now about Wednesday 2/5 at 9:45am? My next student meeting will not be until :[~am on Wednesday so that time should work 

out great. Vm happy to meet you at Caribou, ~ haven’t bee~ there i~ a Io~g t~me. 

Does th~s work for Vou? 

Thanks again, 

F~m= Loeb, JeanNe H 

Sent; Nonday, ~brua~ 03, 2014 ll:~ AN 

Te= Naloy, Susan B 

Subject: Coffee? 

Hi Susan~ 

~ hope you had a ~reat weekend and that Monday is ~oin~ well for you (despite that it is a Monday~). 

Just emailin~ to s~e if ther~ was any ch~nc~ you’d b~ fre~ for a~y of th~ followi~ 

This W~d., Feb. 5th - Coffe~ e.~. ~ 9, or ~0 am: i’m fairly flexible on location or I can even come and pick you up and take you to a Caribou ~ take you back to your 

offic~ (if you don’t mi~d b~i~ s~n 

Monday, Feb. 20th -coffee? e.~. 8 or 9 am: Caribou on comer of Franklin St. ~ Estes (with parkin~ lot) ~same ride offer~ 

Monday, Feb. ~Tth_early lunch? e.~. ~2 a~: either on campus or same ride offer 

Friday, Feb. ~2st- Coffe~ e.~. 8, 9, or ~0 am: a~ain, flexible on locat~o~ and r~de offer 

If non~ of th~s~ tim~ worl<~ I can s~nd 

Thanks and ioN< forward to chattin~ with you~ 

JeanNe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:34 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: TRA’v~L LETTERS 

Susan, 

Have all travel letters been turned in. due we know? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 10:20 AM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Re: TRAVEL LETTERS 

I’ll definitely let you know. 

What time will the guys be practicing on Sunday    ’ We aFe going to be open for some tutoring (depending on the availability of tutors) and individual study time 

from lOam-2pm or 4pm on Super Bowl Sunday instead of closing all together. I’ll get back to you when we firm this up, but I wanted to have an idea if the guys 

could even make tutor sessions at that time~ 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:33 AM, "Fox, Mike" <mfox@unc.edu> wrote: 

Players, 
I will extend the deadline to Friday with classes cancelled, etc. 
Take them to your professors today and Friday if you have not already done so and get them to Susan by Friday. 
No exceptions. 
Coach 
Susan- please let me know Friday before practice if you have all players letters! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabefl~ M --~emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 11:05 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Om Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

Hello, 

I am in search of one ticket for the UNC vs. Duke basketball game. I realize this is a tall order; my family "adopted" a family through our Church for the holiday 

season and I have stayed in touch with them. The kids are huge UNC fans so I have given them our tickets for the game but I am short one ticket so they all can 

attend. If you have one ticket that you can spare it would be greatly appreciated. 

Thanks for considering. 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

emlyons@email.unc.edu 

T. 919.843~6029 

f. 919-962.8247 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:00 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subjet’t: W2 

Hello, 

I was just wondering if there was a place that we could pick up our W2 forms? 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <~joyced@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 2:52 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

W-2 ..... 

Susan, 

Do you remember when you mailed W-2 form? 

Need to be able to give that info to Payroll Services. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 

"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics." 



From: ~gmaiLcom> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:15 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: W2 

Thanks! 

On Wed, at 4:14 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalo,~-~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

S~r~-’_~ thing! I ~mt it in th~-’_~ mail ~,es~:erd~y Yot~ ~hould hopeR~lv racemose ~[: by tomorro~,. 

Thanks., 

F~m= ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:25 PN 
Te: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: W2 

Hi Susa~ 

I called HR because ~ didn’t receive my W-2, but fl~ey told me that you have it. Ca~ you please mal it to my home address? 

Tha~ ~9~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 4:26 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

perfecto! 

Thanks! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, February 05, 2024 4:23 PM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: RE: W-2 ..... 

S~re. I mailed it yesLerday 2/4.. 

From= Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Sent= Wednesday, February 05, 2014 2:52 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= W-2 ..... 

Susan, 

Do you remember when you mailed 

Need to be able to give that info to Payroll Services. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2226 

Chapel Hill, NC 27525 

Phone: 929-962-7850 

Fax: 929-843-7003 

"We Educate and inspire through Athletics." 

W-2 form? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 12:23 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc. edu>; B eatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc. edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu> 

Please complete as soon as possible!! 

Here are the instructions for the assessment we discussed during yesterday’s staff meeting. Please complete this as soon 

as possible so that we can have the results prepared for our retreat on February 21st. Thanks for your participation. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Jenn 

HOW TO COMPLETE THE CULTURE-ACTIVE ASSESSMENT: 
Deadline: 9:00 a.m. on Friday, February 14, 2014 
You need to, first, register and then, separately, complete the assessment. The entire process should take under an 

hour. If you have any questions, please contact professor Tim Flood@unc.edu 

1) First, register on the site. Use this link to access the registration page: 

2) Fill in the registration information. CultureActive does not use your information to market anything. Ensure that you 

key in your correct email address as your login information will come to you through email. Click "Submit" when you’ve 

fully completed the registration form. 

3) Your individual Iogin information will come by email, generally within 5-30 minutes. 

4) Use your individual Iogin information to Iogin at www.cultareactive.com You do not need the registration page after 

you’ve received your Iogin information. 

5) Once you’ve logged in at WWWoCU[tareactive.com, look to the "Study Guide" section. Please complete 

three questionnaires: Cultural Classification, Values & Beliefs and User Survey. 

If you have any technical questions, please contact professor Tim Flood@unc°edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2/6/2014 7:31:51 PM 

Subject: - Training 

Start: 2/13/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/13/2014 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:17 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

It’s the "seize the day" initiative. Blo;v off everything else and enjoy life’. 
Haha - Ok I’ll put in the cancellation 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Maloy, Susari B 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: FW: 

3:15 PM 

Ben, 

sent this to me before noon today But I have not been able to reach him to f~nd out what the Carpe Diem program is. 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Sulziect: 

11:59AM 

Mm Susan, I am pinched for time on this one Could you let my 7 o’clock tutor know that I will be absent today for my Carpe Diem program? 

Thank you so much! 

Sent fi*om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu’- 

Thursday, i 6:13 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emml.unc.edu> 

Malay, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Monitors 

Never an issue,t ~nd ~ have to work harder-period,t 

From: Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 17:46 

To: 

Cc: Malay, Susan B 

Subject: Monitors 

Hey 

Just as a heads up, we will be short one monitor on the 

him aren’t available. 

My understanding is that ~nd will still be there to monitor and you will just be short one monitor. 

t~ this is an issue at all, let me know - We can try and.find a temporary sub.for the studF room to ~ree up the other monitors. 

Assi~tm~t Tutoria~ Co~rdinator/~cademic Counselor 

UNC Ac~demk Support Program ~or 5~ude~ bA thtetes 

~eu@~m~iLun~edu 

Office: 9~ 9-~3-Z~2B 

Celh 

(UNC vs Duke Game). has to work at the game, and the other monitors that couM have subbed [or 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 9:57 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 7pm cancelled 

Thoughts? 
From: .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:48 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Re: 7pro cancelled 

Hi Bell, 
Thank you for letfing me know. I will make a note of the cancellation. 

I do want to let you know that I feel I should get compensated for that time. If it’s a cancellation at the beginning or end of the night, i~s no problem to rearrange my 

schedule accordingly. However, receiving notification the day of a cancelled session that falls in the middle of the time I’ve allocated to tutoring gives me no other option 

for that time other than s~aying in the tutoring center waiting for my next session to start. I understand in this situation that the goal for ASPSA is to save money bm I feel 

it should al~ exact fairness to its employees for fl~eir time. During that hour, I’m an available tutor with expertise in a number of aaceaa who can be available to other 

students M]o may need help. This is just one suggestion tbr making use of time that otherwise would have been wasted which could be beneficial tbr everyone involved. 

Thank you in advance lbr taking the time to consider my position on this matter. 

On Wed, :20 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring(~unc.edu> wrote: 

has cancelled his 7pm session for tonight. Hease clock out @ 7, and clock back in for your 8pm session. You are free to do anything during that hour. 

Assistant Tut~:~rial Coordiiml,)#Academic Com~lor 

UNC Academic Snppo~ Program {L~r Student- 

Ol~ce: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 11:52 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Susan, 

On the feedback - dropped POLl . Is this accurate? 

He’s still enrolled online. 

~en ,S:h ~u 
Assisi:ant Tutorial Co.:_~rdir~al:oriAcademic Counsek)¢ 

U N C Aca d ern k: 5 u ppo rt Progra rn for Sl:u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 919-843-2328 

CNI: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Friday, February 7, 2014 2:00 PM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, 
Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; 
Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, 
Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Progress Report 

Good afternoon, 
Just a friendly reminder that all check-offs must be completed by the end of business today. I will run both next week’s and the final 

progress report over the weekend so they can both be processed by Mate and company on Monday. 

Thank you and, as always, let me know if you have questions, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

M-~ers, Leslie <lesmyers~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 2:56 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

address 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Friday, 3: 04 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 7pm cancelled 

Would it be easier to just send an email out to everyone and give them all an update? It’s good news for most of them! It’s like._ almost a raise! haha 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordh]atoriAcadem~c Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Ma~oy, Susan B 

Sent: Friday, 3:00 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: 7pro cancelled 

~ think we shouM allow them to stsy docked ~r~. ~ do think we shouM s~:~H send ~:hern an ema~l to ~n[orm ~:hem of the cm~(:elat~on at ~east [or a while so they are clear 

ths~: they do not need ~:o ck~ck out. ~f ~t is the first or last sessk)n of the n~ght, ~:hen yes, we shoukt not pay for those hours. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m~ ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent~ ~riday, 9:57 AM 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subjeet~ N: 7pm cancelled 

Thoughts2 

~rom: ~_&~_~J_[:_~9_N] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:48 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Re: 7pro cancelled 

Hi Bern 

Thm~ you for letting me know. I will make a uote office cancellation. 

I do want k) let you ~ow flint I feel I should get compensated for fl~at time. Ififs a canceHatiou at the begim~ng or end office mght. ifs no problem to rea~ange my 

schedule ~coKtingly. ttowevec receiviug nofiticatiou the ~y ofa ca~celled session fl~at fails in the middle of the time I’ve allocated k~ tu’~m~g gives me no other option 

[Sr fl~at time other thax~ staying in fl~e mtofiug center waiting for my ne~ ~ssion to s~. I uuderstand iu tNs si~ation that the go~ for ASPSA is m ~ve mouey but I feel 

it should al~ exact fmmess to its employees [Sr their time. Dufiug that hour, I’m a~ available ~tor with expegise in a number of aze~ who cax~ ~ available ~ other 

s~dents who may need help. TNs is just one suggestiou for ma~ng use of time that othe~,i~ would have been wasted wNch could be beneficial for everyone involved. 

Thank you in advaace for m~ng ~e fi~ne to consider my position on tNs ma~er. 

On Wed, at 1:20 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoriug@unc.edu> wrote: 

has cancelled his 7pm session for tonight. Please clock out @ 7, and clock back in for your 8pm session. You are free to do anythiug during that hour. 

Assist:mr Tutorial Coordin~to[~ Aca&mJc Coan~:lor 

UNC Academic S~pport Program for St~dent-Ad~lctcs 

ONce: 919-843-2328 

Ceil: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu;, 

Saturday, Februaw 8, 2014 8:50 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: -APR Points 

OK ~ got it Susan ~ thmqks, and enjoy the weekend. 

~Larry 

Executive Ass~ ~ciatc lNmctor of AtMetics 

University ofNorJ~ C~olina at Chapel 

~ F~m: Naloy, Susan 
Sent: Saturday, Februa~ 
To: Gallo, Jr., karq 
Subject: Re: , APR Points 
Hey there} 
~ost of these ~uys left without losin~ any points with the pro exception, so they wouldn’t qualify for a bonus in that case unfortunately. But we’ll double check. 
Thanks and have a nice weekend. 
Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 7, 2014, at 5:45 PM, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Susan ~ 

I have been me,ruing to ask you, amd I AM SURE vou are awa~e of this 
and have ~aduated; a~d will graduate this ma?u’summer 

We can get back some APR points, co~Tect? 
Also, you know            graduated-~ did we get any points back for him? 
~s ~ this h~s been on my tnind and I have been meaning to YOU~ (Panl can find ont later~) 
Have a great weekend[ 
La~ 

<imageOOl.png> Larry (;a~, &’~ 
Excct~dve A~;~;ociat¢ Dhvc~r of At~letic~ 

[ h~ive~ib of Noah C~colhaa ai Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Febma~~ 9, 2014 11:29 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edw~ 

AI,S Replacement for 

Susan, 

is unavailable, and so I will ha~,~e to go with 

talk tomon-ow morning. 

last day will be Tuesday I will be at the office tonight and can talk logistics if you’ll be there Otherwise, let’s 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 7:57 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Time Card ApprovaJ by 

From: 
Sent: Saturday, 8:53 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Re: Time Card Approval by 

HI Susan, 
I already approved my time card, but I reaJized that on Thursday I was punched in and then immediately punched out. I puuched back in and so it looks like I 

worked a minute and theu 2 hours. Thank you mad I hope you have a wonderii~l weekend! 

Thank you, 

On at 5:19 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <.z_~f!_f__~}___A__[[i__u__t__oj_i__~3~[~__u__r_Lc_:_e_~t___u_> wrote: 

Hello All, 
Just a friendly reminder to approve your time card no later than Sunday 
fixed, and I will take care of that on my end. 
Thanks so much and have a great weekend! 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~nt Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~em~l.unc.edu 

Please let me know if you have any missed punches that need to be 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 10, 2014 8:06 Alvl 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: RE: Time Card Approval by 2.9.14 

From: Wendy Spitzer [mailto @email.com] 

Sent: Sunday, February 09, 2014 9:01 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: FW: RE: Time Card Approval by 2.9.14 

Hi Susan and Ben, 

My timecoxd is s~till incomplete - I arrived at 6:50pin and left at 9:00pm on Tuesday 2,/4, bat it is not on my timecard. I guess I won’t approve my timecard tonight (2/9) 

because it hasn’t been updated. (?) 

I’m sorry I forgot this last Tuesday. I was in a lizzT when I arrived that night because it was the night of the basketlmll-inspired parldng nightmare. I made it to tutoring 

on time but forgot to clock in. 

Wendy Spilzer 

freelance editor, proofreader 
phone: 

b~email.com 

From: Wendy Spitzer <i           ~2~e_._n_~__a_J.[: .c_9._n_~_> 

Date: 7 Feb 2014 23:54:32 ~ 0000 (UTC) 
To: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATt~toring~tlnc~edu> 

Subject: RE: Time Card Approval b~ 2.9.14 

Hi Susan, 

I tbrgot to clock in, out on Tuesday. I’m ~rry - I onlyj ust remembered. I aarived at 6:50pm and left at 9:00pm. 

My apologie~ 

Wendy 

freelance editor/proofreader 

phone: 

~enm~l.com 

At 7 Feb 2014 22:19:38 +0000 (UTC) t?om ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoriag@unc.edtv>: 

Hello All, 

Just a friendly relninder to approve your time cmd no later than Sunday 2/9/14. Hease let me know if you have any missed punches that need to 

be fixed, and I will take care of that on my end. 

Thanks so much and have a groat weekend’. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Acadelnic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmalov~email.unc.e&~ 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 8:07 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Time Card ApprovaJ by 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 6:25 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Re: Time Card Approval by 

Hello Susan, 
I have a missed punch last Thrusday at 8:50pm. Normally I would have lef[ at 10pro, but the student of the 9pm session told he had dl~opped the class- POLl 

(and that you are his academic advisor and you aware of it). 

thanks 

On Fri, at 5:19 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <:_A__~[!~__A__i_I_~r_l~,_@__t_Ln__c_’_:_e_d_u_> wrote: 

Hello All, 
Just a friendly reminder to approve your time cmd no later than Sunda? 
take care of that on my end. 

Thanks so much and have a great weekend! 

Susa~ 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@emaikunc.edu 

Please let me know if you have any missed punches that need to be fixed, and I will 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 12:03 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu> 
Manager PIDs for Fall priority registration 

Hi, 

I need you to ask your coaches for your team managers’ PlDs for our priority registration application. Please remember 

to only get those manager names who are will be in school here in the fall. 

I need to have all of their names by Friday, February 21st. 

Thank you, 

Jenn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnthomp@enmil.unc ,edu> 

Monday, 3:24 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EHS Self Study Confirmation 

Susan, 

Thank you. Yes, you can forward this 

Beth Thompson 
ErBC for Academic Initiatives 

215 West Cameron Avenu e (Corner of Wilson Street) 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 3030 
bnthomp@email.mac edu 
919.962.3036 (ph) 
919 962.1404 (lhx) 
*In office on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any transmitted documents contains private, privileged and confidential information belonging to the sender The information therein is 
solely for the use of the addressee. If your receipt of this transmission has coccurred as the result of an error, please immediately notit) us so we can arrange for the return of the 
documents In such circumstances, you are advised that you may not disclose, copy, distribute or take an?’ other action in reliance of the information transmitted. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maluy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday 4:28 PM 
To: Thompsun, Beth Newsome 
Subject: FW: EHS Self Study Cunfirmation 

Hi Beth, 
I can’t remember ifI need to fopa, ard things like this tu yuu ur not. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 3:27 PM 

To: Maluy, Susan B 

Subject: FW: EHS Self Study Cunfirmation 

I have completed the lbllowing per email frum DEIJS directing me tu review/complete this unline. 

Sent: Friday, 2:36 PM 
To: 
Subject: EHS Self" Study Corffirmation 

Department of Envirormrent, Health and SafeW 

Office Envirormrent Self Study Unit 
Date: 32:36 PM 
Name: 
PIE): 
Email ~EMAIL.UNC.EDU 

Total Correct: 16 
Percentage Correct: 100 - Passed 
ANY QU~ESTIONS MIS SED ARE LISTED BELOW ~2~rITH CORRECT ANSWER 

You have successfully passed the Office Envirm~ment course. A cop?" of this training record is being sent to you via email to sei~ze as your record. To get a detailed copy of your safeb" 
training history, select training history from http:i/ehs.unc.edui and enter your Universib" Personal Identification number. If you have any questions or safeb" concerns, please contact the 
Department of Environment, Health and Safe)- at 962-5507. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 3:37 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: IMI~)RTANT - Academic Warning and Reschedule Weekly Meeting 

How is Thursday 11? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:22 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo,,(/~emedl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Either Wednesday or Friday morning or Thursday afternoon. 

Susat~ 

Sent: Nonday, 2:54 PN 
To: Haloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: ]HPORTANT - Academic Warning and Reschedule Weekly Heeting 

I will check. Are we Iookin~ for another time tomorrow or another day? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:07 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 

I hope you had a nice weekend. 

An academic warning note was recorded in Advisor Notes in ConnectCarNina for your COMM class. See the note below in italics. 

Academic Progress Report for COMM ’ COMMAcodemic Progress Report reosons: Immediote Action Suggested 

end Generol Concern 

Please reach out to your professor right away to find out what is going on, and let me know what you find out as soon as you can. 

On another note, I need to reschedule our meeting tomorrow. When would be another time during the week when you could meet? 

Thanks and hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinatol;/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 
sbm’aJo,,(d~emedl.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Monday 4:05 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: IMI~)RTANT - Academic Wm]~ing aM Reschedule Weekly Meeting 

No womes I understand. Take care until then 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:52 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy(/~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok that would be great. lh,-:~ only unknown for rne will be the weaLher and whether or not my kids w~H haw? school on Wednesday or noL f w~li text 

you if I need to cancel as a reskdt. Otherwbe, ~et’s #an on Wednesday at loam. 

Sent: Monday, 3:50 PN 
To: Haloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: IMPORTANT - Academic Warning and Reschedule Weekly Meeting 

Wednesday @ ~0 I can do 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:38 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbrnaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I will not be in the o[fk:e until 1pro on "Thursday. Can you meet Wednesday 9:30.-11am or I2:30pm or Friday morning any t~rne aft:or 

10:30am? 

Sent: Monday, 3:37 PN 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: IMPORTANT - Academic Warning and Reschedule Weekly Meeting 

How is Thursday 11? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:22 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Either Wednesday or Friday morning or Thursday afternoon. 

Susan 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 2:54 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
S,,bject: Re: IMPORTANT - Academic Warning and Reschedule Weekly Meeting 

I will check. Are we looking for another time tomorrow or another day? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:07 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 

I hope you had a nice weekend. 

An academic warning note was recorded in Advisor Notes in ConnectCarolina for your COMM class. See the 

note below in italics. 

Academic Progress Report for COMM COMMAcademic Progress Report reasons: 

Immediate Action Suggested and General Concern 

Please reach out to your professor right away to find out what is going on, and let me know what you find out 

as soon as you can. 

On another note, I need to reschedule our meeting tomorrow. When would be another time during the week 

when you could meet? 

Thanks and hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppolt Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

Sbmaloy~emaJl.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}live.unc.edu~ 

Monday 5:25 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; ,~)live.unc.edu>; 

~Eve.unc.edu-~; ~Eve.unc.edu-~; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~Eve.unc.edu>; i ~live.unc.edu:~ 

Yount, Tony <ton?~’ountt~!unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenem@ema~l.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbm~loy@emo~l.unc.edu:> 

RE: HIST Tutor Unavafilable 

NotedY 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSA Tutoring@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:59 

To: 

Cc: Yount, Tony; greenemt; Maloy, Susan B; 

Subject: HIST Tutor Unavailable 

Studen t-A thletes, 

Four HIST tutor~ is unavailable tonighg Your sessions tonight have been cancelled, Please contact your advisor i] this causes an issue ~or ~ou. 

Ben 5heu 

UN~ Academic Support Program ~or 5tude~ t-A th~etes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu;, 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2014 8:59 PM 

A&S Staff<South A&S Staff@ad.unc.edu-~; Acad Sup Prog Smdent-AthletesASPSA Staff<ASPSA@ad.unc.edu:~; 

Anesthesiologyclinical competency committee <ccc@ad.unc.e&~; Arts & Sci Intb Services AAU Survey Team 

<aausurvey team@ad.unc.edu> 

Assoc Vice Chancellor FinanceSuite 3100 and 3200 <Suite3 l&3200@ad.unc.edu>; BB TLX <bb flx@groups.unc.edu>; Biochemist~N 

m~d BiophysicsLab <Lab001@ad.unc.edu>; Bio HRPostDocs ~-~Hl~ostDocs@bio.unc.edu>; Bio HRGrads <HRGrads@bio.unc.edu:>; 

Bio HRFacul~ <HRl:acu~ .ty@bio.unc.edu> 

Discounted Whitestrips - Nepal 2014 

Namaste Everyone, 

The UNC School of Dentistry has selected a few of us to travel to Nepal and provide free dental treatment to those who cannot otherwise afford care. We 

are responsible for the flights and stay but all the supplies are donated. Therefore, we are doing a few fundraising activities. You can get more info on our 

website at http://www.uncnepalproject.com! 

As a fundraiser for the 2014 Nepal Project, we’re selling boxes of Cr~st S~r~rr~ Professiot~a~ Whit~r~i~tg Strips at the reduced rate of S40 (they 

retail on Amazon for about ~65). We can hand deliver your order or send them through the post - whichever is easiest for you! See the attached 

brochure for more information. Please use the spreadsheet to sign up. We will individually contact you to set up a delivery mode. 

https://docs.clooclle.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0Aspvm JW7CFSvd HVIU nkwM m hleG9PY2d MZXBBZzc3Z3c&usp= sharinq 

We truly appreciate your support. 

Thank you, 

Your UNC Nepal project team 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:44 AIvl 

To: Malay, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: Tuesday, 

Great’. 

On at 9:42 AM. "Malay, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc.edu> wrote: 

> No worries. Thank you for following up I will get back to you if the students ~vould like to meet on Sunday. I have just sent them both an email 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

©riginal Message ..... 
> From ~)gmail.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 9:40 AM 
> To: Malay, Susan B 
> Subject: Re: Tuesday, 
> 

> I will definitely be there fbr 9. Again, SOlT~V f,ar the inconvenience. I appreciate your understanding! 
> 

> On at 9:38 AM. "Malay, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi 
>~ Thank you lk~r reaching back out. I will contact your students and see if they would like to reschedule on Sunday If you are able to meet your 9pm tonight that would be great 
>> 

>~ Thank you, 

©riginal Message ..... 
>~ t"rom: ~mail.com] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, 8:35 AM 
>~ To: Malay, Susan B 
>> Sut~iect: Re: Tuesday, 

>> Hi Susan 

>> I haven’t heard back fi-om you yet and I just wanted to confirm the cancellation of my 7 oclock and 8 oclock tutoring sessions tonight. I will be able to make it Jk~r 9-10. 

>> Thank your 

>> On at 8:22 PM. ~gmail.coln> wrote: 

>>> Hi Susan, 

>>> ! was just assigned a pitch date for the Carolina Challenge for Tuesday evening on            ! don’t know if you are familiar with the Carolina Challenge, but it is a competition that I 
am required to participate in for class. I ~vill need to miss my tutoring sessions from 7-9, but will be able to come for my 9-10 session. I am more than happy to make up these two sessions on 
Sunday,             or another time that could work. I’m sony for the inconvenience, but urffoltunately we get a scheduled time to pitch and it is non-negotiable. I hope you can 
understand this situationt Please let me know- if you have any questions. 

>>> Thanks, 



Fixim: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 2:40 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW:TIMS: Monday hours 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ?~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9:13 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Monday hours 

Could you a4iust my hours so that I clock in at 6 pin and check out at 9:10 on monday evening? Thanks. 

Sent from lay iPhone 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 4:50 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

H ey 

Any update yet as far as if you’ll be back in time? I’ll start figuring out tomorrow’s day-stuff. The night, we can just c~ncel.., i’m sure those students want to w~tch 

Duke v, UNC ~yways. 

Let R~e k~ow what you f~d out. 

Thanks~ and sidle travels! 

Be’n 5heu 
Ass~st~nL Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Stude~t-Ad~letes 

Office: 9I 9-843-2328 

Ce~l: 

From: [mailto @yahoo.corn] 

Sent: Monday, ~0:02 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subje¢t: 

Ben/Susan, 

I am cm-re~tly out of town for a consulting job, scheduled to fly back tomo~ow evening. (I work t ] ] :00am We~esday in the study hall room) %~en I landed tonight at my destination, ~ 

had a message waiting for me that the second leg of my return flight (Charlotte to ~U) tomorrow night is all-ea@ cancelled I am currently on hold with US Ai~-ays to find out my options 

that will get me back to ~U (and my car) in time for me to be on campus by 11:00 We~esday. I will keep you posted but just wanted to gwe you a heads up that I may be in a bind.., rm 

sorl7 for the late ~otice. I thought for sure flying back tomorrow would get me i~ ahead of the ~veather .. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com~ 

Tuesday, 4:52 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Flight froin Charlotte to RDU got cancelled so ~vhen I land in Charlotte tonight I ain renting a car and driving to RDU to get in?’ car. Should be in on time!!! 

On Tuesdav, 4:50 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 
Any update yet as far as if you’ll be back in time? I’ll start figuring out tomorrow’s day-stuff. The night, we can just cancel... I’m sure those students want to 

watch Duke v. UNC anyways. 

Let me know what you find out. 

Thanks and safe travels! 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

ONce: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: [mailtc ~_,yahoo.com] 

Sent: Monday, 10:02 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: 

Ben/Susan, 
I am currently out of town for a consulting job, scheduled to fly back tomorrow evening. (I work t 11:00am Wednesday in the study hall room.) When I landed tonight at my 

destination, I had a message waiting for me that the second leg of my return flight (Charlotte to RDU) tomorrow night is already cancelled. I am currently on hold with US 
Airways to find out my options that will get me back to RDU (and my car) in time for me to be on campus by 11:00 Wednesday. I will keep you posted but just wanted to give 
you a heads up that I may be in a bind_. I’m sort?/for the late notice. I thought for sure flying back tomorrow would get me in ahead of the weather._ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Tuesday, 4:56 PM 

~yahoo.com:~ 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Oh wow! 

Ok, see you tomorrow. Be safe! 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

~rom: [mailto ~yahoo.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:52 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Cm: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Re: 
Flight from Charlotte to RDU got cancelled so when I land in Charlotte tonight I am renting a car and ~Jffing to RDU to get my car Should be in on timeH [ 

On Tuesday, 4:50 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <__A__S___P___S___A_!_u_t__o_r_[tN_@_u__r_!_c__=9__d_u__> wrote: 

Hey 

Any update yet as far as if you’ll be back in time? I’ll start figuring out tomorrow’s day-stuff. The night, we can just cancel... I’m sure those students want to 

watch Duke v. UNC anyways. 

Let me know what you find out. 

Thanks and safe travels! 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: [mailtc ~yahoo.com] 

Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 10:02 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: 

Ben/Susan, 
I am currently out of town for a consulting job, scheduled to fly back tomorrow evening. (I work t 11:00am Wednesday in the study hall room.) When I landed tonight at my 
destination, I had a message waiting for me that the second leg of my return flight (Charlotte to RDU) tomorrow night is already cancelled. I am currently on hold with US 
Airways to find out my options that will get me back to RDU (and my car) in time for me to be on campus by 11:00 Wednesday. I will keep you posted but just wanted to give 
you a heads up that I may be in a bind... I’m sorry for the late notice. I thought for sure flying back tomorrow would get me in ahead of the weather... 



From: ~yahoo.com~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:00 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

You’re welcome. How is the weather there??? 

On Tuesday,                  4:58 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for making such an effort to be here. Travel safely. 

Susan 

From: [mailto ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:52 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: 
Flight from Charlotte to RDU got cancelled so when I land in Charlotte tonight I am renting a car and driving to RDU to get my car. Should be in on time!!! 

On Tuesday, 4:50 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <._A___S___P___S____A___T__u__!_o__ti__n_g_@_t_Ln___c_’:__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Hey 

Any update yet as far as if you’ll be back in time? I’ll start figuring out tomorrow’s day-stuff. The night, we can just cancel._ I’m sure those students want to 
watch Duke v. UNC anyways. 

Let me know what you find out. 

Thanks and safe travels! 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.u~c.~-~du 
Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 

Sent: Monday, 10:02 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: 

Ben/Susan, 
I am currently out of town for a consulting job, scheduled to fly back tomorrow evening. (I work t 11:00am Wednesday in the study hall room.) When I landed tonight at my 
destination, I had a message waiting for me that the second leg of my return flight (Charlotte to RDU) tomorrow night is already cancelled. I am currently on hold with US 
Airways to find out my options that will get me back to RDU (and my car) in time for me to be on campus by 11:00 Wednesday. I will keep you posted but just wanted to give 
you a heads up that I may be in a bind... I’m sorry for the late notice. I thought for sure flying back tomorrow would get me in ahead of the weather... 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc> 

Wednesday, 10:51 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: IMI~)RTANT - Academic Warning and Reschedule Weekly Meeting 

Yes mam I did dang it! AHHH! Tell me a time and il be there. I’m sorry! 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 10:34 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy~emaiLunc~edu> wrote: 

Did you forget about me today at l.C.am ? 

Susatl 

Frem: 
Sent: Monday, 3:50 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subje~t: Re: IMPORTANT - Academic Warning and Reschedule Weekly Meeting 

Wednesday @ ~0 I can do 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 3:38 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I will not be in the office until :l.pm on Thursday. Can you meet Wednesday 9:30-:].:l.am or I2:30pm or Friday morning any time after 

~0:30am? 

Frem: 
Sent: Nonday," 3:37 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: IMPORTANT - Academic Warning and Reschedule Weekly Meeting 

How is Thursday 117 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:22 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <.s___b____m___a__[9_y___@__e_m____a_j_[:__u_q_c__._e__d___u_.> wrote: 

EiLher W~-_~dnesday or Friday morning or Thursday 

Susan 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 2:54 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: IMPORTANT - Academic Warning and RescheduM Weekly Meeting 

~ will check. Are we lookin~ for another time tomorrow or another day? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:07 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey      , 
I hope you had a nice weekend. 
An academic warning note was recorded in Advisor Notes in ConnectCarolina for your COMM    class. See the 
note below in italics. 
Academic Progress Report for COMM ; COMMAcademic Progress Report reasons: 

Immediate Action Suggested and General Concern 

Please reach out to your professor right away to find out what is going on, and let me know what you find out 

as soon as you can. 

On another note, I need to reschedule our meeting tomorrow. When would be another time during the week 

when you could meet? 

Thanks and hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tntorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email ,nnc,edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu; 

Thursday, 10:48 AM 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaJloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Reschedule Tutor Training 

Hey Susan, 

Tuesday works for me. I hope to view all 4 hours at once. What time Tuesday would work best for you? 

Best, 

University of North Carotina at Chapel. Hilt 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 8:06 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Reschedule Tutor Training 

Thank you forvour email     .Yes, I agree we need to rescheduie. Which davdoyou prefer? Do you hope to view all 4 hours at once or break it up over 2 

days? Either day should work for us. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:35 PM, " #live.unc.edu> wrote: 

DearSusan, 

Due to the university closing tomorrow, I will have to reschedule the tutor training I had planned to take tomorrow at 2pm. I would be able to 
make up the training next week if that is possible - I would be available Tuesday any time or Thursday after 2pm. Also, I reached Beth 
Thompson and have been successfully added to the payroll. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapet Hitt 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(}live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 7:26 PM 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Make-Up Tutoring Sessions 

Hi Susan! 

A simple note to remindyou that you can count on me if or when you decide to have Make-up Tutoring Session for the days that were affected by the 

snowstor~ Thank you! 

From: Malay, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 8:03 

To: 

Subject: Re: Tutoring Super Bowl Sunday 

txxcellent! Could you work until 4pro if we e~Wend the time? 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 

On , at 1l:22 PM, 

I’ll be there. 

~.~___n__q:_~_dj_!.> wrote: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSA Tutoring@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 16:15 

To: ~gmaiLcom; 

Subject: Tutoring Super Bowl Sunday 

Hello AII~ 

Many o] you hove been asking about tutoring on Super Bowl Sunday . There has been a change o] plans. The Academic Center will be open 

~rom lOam-2pm on Sundav~      !.for tutor sessions ~nd individual study time instead o] our norma! 6-IOpm. This means that tutor se~ions wi!i be 

shifted accordingly5 Le. @m sessions will occur at ~Oam, 7pro sessions will occur at 11am, etc. ~ realize that some of you may have other plans during 

this time. There]ore, please let us know as soon as possible i[ you are or are not able to work this Sunday[rum iOam-2pm. 

Th~nks so much ~or your fiexibility. I look forward to hearing back ~rom everFone. 

Susan 

5"us’a n 
7~torial Coordinatoriqcademic ~unselar 

[~:C Academ~e St~ppom Program for Stadent~4thletes 

919-962-9892 (ojfice) 

919-962-8247 

sbrnaN!,~xrnaiL une. edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                 12:49 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Last minute question 

Nusal~, 

I hope this semester is going well. My parents are visiting this wcekend and I was hoping to show them the tutoring center. Can you let me know if that is possible and 

what time might be best’? 

Thank you. 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 1:40 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Did you see anything? 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 8:59 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: Mashala Horton 

Did we ever get a cancellation notice from 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 17:56 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: SPAN/PORT Drop-in 7pm-9pm Tonight 

Noted! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSA Tutoring@unc, edu> 

Sent: Monday, 13:30 

To: 

Subject: SPAN/PORT Drop-in 7pm-gpm Tonight 

Hi 

Since, 7pro session has been cancelled]or tonight, please note an additional drop-in hour on the white board]or SPAN/PORT, There]ore, drop-in 

should be 7-gOre ]or SPAN!PORT tonight 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Mab)y 
T~ttoNal Coordinator/Academic Cottnselor 

UNC Academic S~ppoN l¥~ram j~r Student-Athletes 

9! 9-962-9892 (oJfiee) 

9!9-962-8247 ~x) 

sbmaloy@emaiL mm edu 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 1:47 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Will do. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Tuesday, :1:40 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: 

No I was wond~:_~Fing if Vou had. We may n~-’_~ed to Feach out to her. 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Tuesday, ~:~0 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: FW: 

Did you ~.~ee anything? 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 8:59 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: 

lti! 

Did we ever get a cancellation notice from         ? 

From: 

Sent: Monday, ’.7:56 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: SPAN/PORT Drop-in 7pm-9pm Tonight 

Noted! 

From: ASPSA Tutorina <ASPSATutorin~@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 13:30 

To: 

Subject: SPAN/PORT Drop-in 7pm-gpm Tonight 

Hi~ 

Since 7pro session has been cancelled for tonight, please note on additional drop-in hour on the white boord for SPAN/PORT, Therefore, drop-in 

sho uM be 7o9pm for SPAN/PORT tonight 

Thank you, 

Susan 

r~toriM CoorNnato~ lcademic Com~selor 

L~C Academic Support Program Jbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (qffiee) 

919-962-8247 ([~) 

sbmaN~(~.maiL une. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 1:50 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Wait a second.,. 

doesn’t work on Mondays.,. She only works on Wednesdays 

OHHHHHHH - f don’1: think w~:~ pulled the W,-_~d]]esday~; sh e,-_d:~; out to reuse} 

~en 5heu 
Ass~si:ant Tul:orial Coord~r~aLoriAcaden~h:: Counselor 

U N C Aca d ern ic S u ppo rt Pro~ra rn for Sl:u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 919-843-2328 

~rem: Maloy, Susan g 

Sent: Tuesday, ~:40 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

SubjeCt: RE: 

No I was wondering i[: you had. We may need to reach out ~o her. 

F~m= ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent; Tuesday, 1:40 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: ~: 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 8:59 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: 

tli~ 

Did we m,er get a cancellation notice f~om ? 

From: 

Sent: Monday, [7:56 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: SPAN/PORT Drop-in 7pm-gpm Tonight 

Noted!~ 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutorinq@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, i3:30 

To: 

Subject: SPAN/PORT Drop-in 7pm-9pm Tonight 

Hi 

Since            7pm session has been cancelled for tonight, please note an additiona! drop-in hour on the white board for SPAN~PORT, Therefore, drop-in 

should be 7ogpm for SPAN!PORT tonight 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan 
T.toriM Coordinato~d4.cademic Counselor 

UNC Academic Stq~po~¢ Program.for Sfudent~lthtetes 

919-962-9892 

919-962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Tuesday, 1:52 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

I’ll look through later tonight when I’m done with all the cancellations. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Prosram for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Ma~oy, Susan B 

Sent: Tuesday, ~:5~ PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE:    " " 

~n that case~ l:hat’s strange thai: would have been the only issue I~ke that. 

F~m= ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Tuesday, ~:50 PM 
Te= ~aloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: 

Wait ~ second... 

doesn’t work on Mondays... She only works on Wednesdays 

OHHHHHHH-f don’t tMnk we pulled the Wednesdays sheets out to reuse} 

~?en Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coord~r~a~:oriAcaden~h:: Counsek)r 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student--Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

~rom: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Tuesday, ~:40 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

5ubjett: RE: 

No I was wondering if:you hsd~ We may need to reach out ~o her~ 

F~m= ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent; Tuesday, ~:40 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: ~:i 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 8:59 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: 

tli~ 

Did we m,er get a cancellation notice f~om ? 

From: 

Sent: Monday, :17:56 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: SPAN/PORT Drop-in 7pm-gpm Tonight 

Noted! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutorinq@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, I3:30 

To: 

Subject: SPAN/PORT Drop-in 7pm-9pm Tonight 

Hi 

Since            7pm session has been cancelled]or tonight, please note an additiona! drop-in hour on the white board for SPAN/PORT, There]ore, drop-in 

shouM be 7-gpm ~or SPAN!PORT tonight 

Th~nk you, 

Susan 

Susan MaZby 
Tutorial Coordinatond4.cademic Counselor 

UNC Academic Sugimm Program for St~dem~lthletes 

919-962-9892 

919-962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, i 6:54 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: TIMs 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:45 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Sunday Tutoring Session 

Hi Susan/Ben, 

I forgot to email you to let you know that for whatever reason I was unable to Iogin for my tutoring hours on Sunday. Entering into TIMS simply gave me a 

blank screen. I was there, as usual, from 6-:lOpm Let me know if there are any problems here. Sorry for any inconvenience! 



From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subject: Lost Wallet Belonging to 

@live.unc.edu~ 

10:30 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Susan! 

has lost her wallet. IIer wallet is on top of your desk Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 8:28 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Travel Letter 

SusalL 

I’ll be needing a travel letter to give to some of my professors for missing class on Monday. I thought they would let me slide since 

usual. Is there any way you could email me one? Thanks, 

, but was wrong as 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:46 AM 

Ma]oy, S u~n B <sbm,oloy@email. unc.edu> 

Re: I ,o~t Wffilet Bekmging to 

Hey S us~n, 

I’m completing at ACCs in Greensboro for 

Thanks, 

this week, is it alright if my teammate stopped by around 12 today to pick up my wallet’? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 10 29 PM, " <’ {ilive.unc.edu> wrote: 

tli Susan! 

has lost her wallet. Her wallet is on top of your desk. Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 8:56 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: TIMS problem 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:20 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject~ TIMS problem 

I had a problem with the TIIVIS system tonight (apparently my passwold expired, so I changed that once I got home), so I wasn’t able to sign in or out for tutoring. Can 

you please enter my tutoring time from 5:50 to 9:00pm tonight (Tuesday, ? 
Thank you! 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_ @live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:44 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Wallet 

Thmik you for checking! I’m sure it’s just in my office. I’m not super womed...yet. 

Sent from my iPhone 

at 9:29 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emailamc.e&~> wrote: 

Hi 
I checked and did not see a wallet in Room B unfortunately. Sorry about that. I hope you are able to find it. 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmalov~email.unc.edu 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.nnc.edn-~ 

Wednesday,                 9:47 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s meeting 

have to do a rnake tap test today for Portuguese at 12 so I will not be able to make our normal time. Is there an?’ way we could reschedule from tomorrow- between 11-1 ? 

Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhoae 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagleramc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:48 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Loser Wa)det Belonging to 

¯ Thank you so much’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:25 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo,v,@~emaiLunc¯edu> wrote: 

Yes, who should expect to ~;,-_~e? I would hate to give ~he wMlet to ~he wrong persor~, 

Good luck at ACCs! 

Susa~ 

From: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:46 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject: Re: Lost Wallet Belonging to 

Hoy Sus~, 

I’m ~ompletin~ m ACCs in G~m~s~ro lb~ tNsweek~isit~Id~htifmyte~amn~stoppedby~round]2tod~ytopiokupmywallet? 

Tlmnk~ 

Sent from iW iPhone 

On at 10:29 PM, " ~_l_iE_e_=_tLn___c_:_e___d____~ wrote: 

Hi Susan! 

has lost her wallet. Her wallet is on top of your desk. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 19, 2014 11:20 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Technology Committee Meeting 

Good morning, 
Can we meet today after our staff meeting to go over the two systems? We are getting close and Michelle has a few questions that I 
want us all to field. 

Let me know and thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 11:23 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, 
Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Technology Committee Meeting 

should be able to meet at least part of the time, but I don’t know about the whole time. 

Bradley Ro Ho Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
C          IF (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 11:20 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Sheu, Benjamin; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Technology Committee Meeting 

Good morning, 

Can we meet today after our staff meeting to go over the two systems? We are getting close and Michelle has a few questions that I 
want us all to field. 

Let me know and thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 11:30 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Technology Committee Meeting 

Fm thinking only 30 minutes max° 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 11:23 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Sheu, Benjamin; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Technology Committee Meeting 

should be able to meet at least part ofthetime, but I don’t know about the whole time. 

Bradley Ro Ho Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for SmdentoAthletes 

Londermilk Center ~br Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. [ Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 [ T (919) 962-2237 
C         IF (919) 962-8247 
bradlev.bethel~unc, edu 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 11:20 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Sheu, Benjamin; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Technology Committee Meeting 

Good morning, 
Can we meet today after our staff meeting to go over the two systems? We are getting close and Michelle has a few questions that I 
want us all to field. 

Let me know and thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to which it 
is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be 
disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to 
FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 11:47 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Travel Letter 

Thank you Susa~n! ! ! 

On , at 8:46 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo,v,@email~unc.edu~ wrote: 

St~re tl’dng! See attached 

That~ks, 

Susan 

From: ~gma!!.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 8:28 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Travel Le~er 

Susa~ 

I’ll be needing a travel le~er to give to ~me of my pmfesso~ for missing class on Monday. I thought they would let me slide since 

wrong as us~l. Is thele m~y way you could ema~l me one? ThaWs, 

but was 

< 084247960.pdt~ 



From: 
@yahoo.corn> 

Sent: Wednesday 4:13 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaikunc.edu> 

Subject: question 

Can you point me in the rigN directioa to obtain a letter that indicates I do not qualify to receive health insva’ance through 

Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"_(}yahoo.comv 

Wednesday, 4:30 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: question 

Lol. Awesome. Thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:29 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(/~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Oh boy! I might sugg~-:~st h~ving yo{~ f’each (mr to geth Thompson, our HR representat~w~. If she cm~’t hm~dle ~t d~fectlv, she probed)IV w~l~ ]~now where 

to d~rec~ yotL [-{er e~a[i address is ~_9~_~£~_R~_9_~_gJ_[:_9_g!:~9_ and phone number is 919--962-3096 Hope this ha~ps 
Susa~ 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 4:~3 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= question 

Can you point me in the right direction to obtain a letter that indicates ] do not quali~ to receive health instance through UNC? 
Thank you, 



From: ~yahoo.comv 

Sent: Thursday, 2:07 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: RE: 

Done! Thales! 

Sent from my iPhone 

at 2:01 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbma]o¥(r-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Please go ahead and approve your time card when you can before Sundav. 

Thanks, 

F~m: @yahoo.co,q] 

Sent= Thursday, ~: l0 PN 

To= Naloy, Susan B 

Subject= 

Susan, 

I forgot to clock out last night after my last session, so the system has that I was here until 11 : 15pm, but it should be more like 10:10pm. Can you please adjust it for me? 

Som,<..Thank you. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:55 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: ASPSA Tutoring 

Thank you for your help! 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan g <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:22 PM 

To: ; bsheu 

Subject: RE: ASPSA Tutoring 

I have rnade the adjustmenL Lo your time card~ You can go ahead and approve now~ 

Thanks 

Susa~ 

SeBt~ Thursday, 9:10 PM 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin 
8~bjeCt~ ASPSA Tutoring 

Hi Susan and Ben, 

I hope you’re having nice evenings! I went to approve my timecard this evening and noticed there is a red block in the "Out" block for TuesdaF, 

I am pretty sure I logged out that evening (I tutor until 8pm) but do not see the log out time listed. 

I was wondering how I should proceed to correct and approve my timecard. 

Thank you for your help. 

Regards, 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Saturday, 2:47 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: TIMS 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Friday, 12:48 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Re: Approve Time Cards by 

Hello Susan ( i I forgot to punch my card when I got in. I had 3 sessions from 6-9pm. I’d appreciate ifI could make the adjustment for me. 

Thank you, 

Priscilla 

On Thu, at 9:49 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutomlg(a2unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello All, 

Just a friendly leminder to approve your time card no later flian Sunday If you have may missed punches, please be sure to let me know the correct time in and 

time out so that I can make the adjustment for you. I roll begin approving time cards on Sunday evening. 

Thanks so much, 

Susa~ 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@emaikunc.edu 



From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Sunday, 9:57 AM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Sununer? 

Hello, 

I’m in the process of t~Ting ~o get my summer plm~s together, and I was curious if there is the oppo~nity to tutor over the summer? I would be iuterested in working 

over the summer if it’s a possibility. If so, would it be during the same hours: Sun-Thur: 6-10? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 23, 2014 5:44 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, 
Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie <j aimielee@unc, edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc. edu>; Brown, 
Michelle <mbrown3 @email.unc.edu> 
Manager PIDs for Fall registration WERE due on February 21st 

Hi, 

I had asked for the name and PlDs of any team managers who needed priority registration for Fall to be send to be by 

Friday, February 21st. I have only heard back from three counselors. 

I know that people might have been thrown off by being out of the office on Friday, but I need them as soon as possible. 

If you either do not have any managers who need priority or if you are waiting to hear back from the coaches, please let 

me know. If not, I will expect the names and PIDs by tomorrow. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Monday, February 24, 2014 7:12 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Summer Vacation 

Good morning, 
I trust you all had wonderful weekends. I need everyone’s vacation requests by midday today if possible. I know they aren’t due until 
tomorrow but I have a meeting on it this afternoon. 

Sorry and thanks, 
B 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu~, 

Monday, 10:39 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Monday - ttave to cancel work 

Yep! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, 10:38 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: FW: Monday - Have to cancel work 

B~-:m, I haw-:~ cot recorded thi~.; yet Can you take (:ar~-:~ of until I get ~:hese time cards done? 

Thanks, 

Sent= Sund~ 6:37 AN 
T~= Naloy, Susan B 

Subje~t~ Nonday - Have to cancel work 

Hi Susan, 

Sorry about the short notice, but ~ have to cancel for work on Monday from 6 - ~0. I spoke with my students last week, and my 

midterm last Monday while my    students had their midterm last Thursday, so hopefully this isn’t a problem. 

students had their 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Monday, February 24, 2014 12:09 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Summer Vacation 

I do; couldn’t remember what I had since I was away from the office at the time I sent. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 12:02 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Summer Vacation 

Do you have mine for the 4th of July week (end of June through 1st week of July)? 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 7:12 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Sheu, Benjamin; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Summer Vacation 

Good morning, 
I trust you all had wonderful weekends. I need everyone’s vacation requests by midday today if possible. I know they aren’t due until 
tomorrow but I have a meeting on it this afternoon. 

Sorry and thanks, 
B 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 2:52 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 7pm session caJ~celled 

FYI ---This affects 

From: [mailto. ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, 2:4:1 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Re: 7pro session cancelled 

Hi Ben, 

In that case, could you go ahead aud cancel my 8pm session as well? The students just had a ~nidtem~, so I don’t think it will be critical for us to ~neet this week. Also - 

I croft remember ifI clocked out last night. Could you make sure ~ny time card has ~ne clocked out and approved for last night’? I left in a rush so I ~nay have forgotten. 

Thanks, 

On Mon, at 2:11 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> wrote: 

Your 7pm session has been cm~celled due to the Rising Stars workshop @ 7pm. 

Your only session tonight will be at 8pm. 

Sorry for the inconvenience! 

Assismn~ Tu~o~iN Coordh~a~o~: Aca&mic Co~m~lor 

UNC. Academic S~ppo~t Program Ibr Smdeu~-AINcIcs 

ONce: 919-843-2328 ................................... 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edup> 

Monday, 3:15 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 7pm ~ssion cancelled 

Not yet, Just wanted you to get the heads up before 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
U NC Academic Support P~ogram fo~ Student-Athletes 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.Z~28 
Cell: 

From: Ma~oy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 3:~4 PM 
~o: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: RE: 7pro session cancelled 
Did you send i~nyth~ng to the guys i~bout th~s? 

F~m= ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent~ Monday, 2:52 PN 
Te~ ~aloy, Susan B 
Su~ject~ N: 7pm session cancelled 
FY~ ---This affects 
From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 2:41 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subjemt: Re: 7pro session cancelled 

Hi Bern 

~)gmail.com] 

In that case, could you go ahead mid cancel my 8pm session as well? The students just had a InidtemL so I don’t think it will be critical for us to Ineet this week. Also - 

I croft remember ifI clocked out last night. Could you make sure ~ny time card has ~ne clocked out and approved for last night’? I left in a rush so I ~nay have folgotten. 

Thank~ 

On Mon, at 2:11 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofin~[{func.edu> wrote: 

Your 7pm session has been cancelled due to the Rising Stars workshop @ 7pm. 

Your only session tonight will be at 8pm. 

Sorry for the inconvenience! 

Assislaat Tutorial Coordin~tot~ Aca&mic Coan~zior 

UNC Academic S~pport Program for St~dent-Ad~lct~:s 

ONce: 919-843-2328 

Ce~l: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edup> 

Monday, 3:19 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 7pm ~ssion cancelled 

Welk. we could ask 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Ma~oy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, 3:~8 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: 7pro session cancelled 

Not a resl fan o[ th~s, but they d~d just have an exarn h~st week. 

F~m= ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent~ Monday, 3:15 PN 
Te~ ~aloy, Susan B 
Su~ject~ RE: 7pm session cancelled 
Not yet. Just wanted you to get the heads up before ~ sent. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutod~ Coordh~to~iAc~dem~c 

U ~C Academic Support P~os~am fo~ Student-AtMetes 

Office: 9~9--84~-.2328 

Cell: 

~rom: Ma~oy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, 3:14 PM 

~o: ASPSA Tutor~n8 

Subject: RE: 7pro session cancelled 

Did you send anyth~n8 to the Buys abou~ 

~= ASPSA Tutoring 
$ent~ Monday, 2:52 P~ 
¯ e~ ~aloy, Susan B 
$~ject~ ~: 7pm session cancelled 

FY~ ---This affects 

From: [mail{o 

Sent: Monday, 2:4~ PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Re: 7pro session cancelled 

Hi Be~ 

if she’d be willing to come in for an hour.., or if those guys could come a bit earlier? 

~gmail.com] 

In that case, could you go ahead mid cancel my 8pm session as well? The students just had a InidtemL so I don’t think it will be critical for us to Ineet this week. Also - 

I croft remember ifI clocked out last night. Could you make sure ~ny time card has ~ne clocked out and approved for last night’? I left in a rush so I ~nay have folgotten. 

Thank~ 

On Mon, at 2:11 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing((-func.edu> wrote: 

Your 7pm session has been cancelled due to the Rising Stars workshop @ 7pm. 

Your only session tonight will be at 8pm. 

Sorry for the inconvenience! 

Assisl:mt Tutorial Coordin~to~ Aca&mJc Coan~:lor 

UNC Academic S~pport Program for St~dent-Ad~lct~:s 

ONce: 919-843-2328 

Ce~l: 



From~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

((}live.unc.edu~ 

Monday,                9:31 PM 

MaJoy, S u~n B <slxnaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Approval Cla~tication To 

Hi Susan! : what one has to 
Is it that I am not being clear enough, or is it that he simply does not give a flip? Heavens.t An)~vay, I tried to explain to 

do on approval week. Made it as simple as 1,2, and3. His response: 
"I did not know we had to do this to get paid, o.k., n,hatevert. " I had to ask myself "did this just happen?" Susan, please re-send the email to Mr. 

about the tutor’s responsibi.lity to approve their timeeard 

Thanks :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,      ~         10: 5 6 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu> 

Printed Feedback Forms... 

Hey Folks.t 

I placed the printed feedback forms [ 

Thanks.t 

1 in the systems set-up tote. 



From: ~live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:57 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Meeting 

N[rs. Susan, 

Trouble with parking has me way away from the LCE and I was not anticipating this small hurdle. May ~ve meet another time this week? You just tell me a day and time and i ~vill be there. The 
Tunnel to the LCE is blocked and for game day without a pass I cannot park at stadium. Pain I know But two times and I will let you know ASAP which I ~vill be at. 

Thank you for understanding 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:51 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Time card 

Yes ma’am- just did it 
Did it work? 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 3:38 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi 
> It looks like was not able to help out at’ter all. One thing you might be able to do is log-in again for a minute under our position # Then you should sho~v up on my TIMS list 
and I ~vould be able to adjust the charge for last night. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: 
> Sent: Monday, 5:57 PM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: Time card 
> 

> Hello, 
> Sumething weird happened when I logged in and I j ust wanted to make sure my huurs were pruperly lugged under tutoring and not pharmacy 
> Thankst 

> 

> Sent frum my fPhone 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:11 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Checking In 

Dear Susan, 
I am sorry for the late response. I actually have a midterm tomorrow so I was going to use that time period before my 11am class to study for that exam. 
Are there any other times that work for you? 

Thankyou, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 1:05 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Checking In 

Can you meet loam or IO:lSam on Wednesday 

Thanks, 

Susa~l 

Sent; Friday, 8:57 AN 
To; Naloy, Susan B 

Dear Susan, 

Monday and Wednesday I have class at 9am and then lIam. What times are available for you on those days? 

Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:56 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Checking In 

Yes of course~ Assuming you would need to meet in the morning, Monday and Wednesdays are usua~fy better~ Tuesday mornings are l:u~ of meetings for me. What 

day and time wou~d work best for you? 

Thanks, 

S u s a n 

Sent; Wednesday, 9:20 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Checking In 

Dear Susan, 

Classesso far are going well, I am enjoying them so far. Currently I’m waiting for some tests and a paper to be returned which I think ~ did well on all of 

them. Can I come in sometime tomorrow or early next week and talk with you about moving forward? Thank you for your help. 

Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:19 AM 

To: 

Cc: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Checking In 

Hi 

I just wanted to check in with you on two things: 

1, How is your class schedule going for you so far this semester since you have two different 

complete the 

courses? You only need one of the      courses to 

requirement, but that depends on what you are thinking for a major. If you are considering dropping at all, the last day to drop is 

Per NCAA rules, you must officially declare your major this semester. Let’s talk about what you are thinking. And go ahead and schedule your meeting with 

Advising this semester so you can officially make this declaration. 

I look forward to hearing back flom you. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susa~ Maloy 

Tuk)ria] Coordinator/Academic Com~selor 

[~xTC Academic Support Program l~br Student-AtNel.es 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harris, Tracy U <tracy harris@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:23 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: - TIM Hours 

Only when 

deadline was yesterday~ No need to approve now~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent= Monday, 2:49 PM 

To: Harris, Tracy U 

Subject: RE: -TIM Hours 

Hi Tracy, 

Should I be able to see this on rny TIMS list now in order to approve? 

Thanks, 

Susa~ 

From: Harris, Tracy U 
Sent: Monday, 2:24 plVl 

To: Maioy, Susan B 

Subject: RE: -TIM Hours 

I can change the position number. 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 2:23 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B; Harris, Tracy U 

Subject: RE: -TIM Hours 

I worked Sunday from 5:54 - ~0:15; Thursday 

Tracy, 

transfer the position number when he clock into your arem You may be able to look at it now to see the position number, however sign-off 

from 5:44 -10:11; and Sunday from 5:50-10:15. 

Are these hours showing up under a different account? Operations maybe? If so, are you able to just change the account? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 10:35 AM 
To: Harris, Tracy U 

Subject: FW: - TIM Hours 

Hi rracy, 

I do not se~-’_~ on my TIMS N~d:, which may mean that he may noL have transferred his time to our posiLion # for Lhe pay period that ended yesterday Can you 

look into this please? PeLe> can you verify the days and hours you worked from as weN? 

Thank VOU, 

Susa~3 

Seat= Sunda~, 6:05 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
$~bject= Hours 

Hi Susan, 

~ approved my hours on Thursday nisht, forse~n~ that my Sunday nisht shi& should still count for this past pay period. So I ~e to record my hours 

for tonisht. I arrived at 5:50 and expect we will set out at ~0:]5 or so, but I will e-mail you if that is incorrect. Sorry for the mix-up. Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 3:08 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Your 8pm STOR Session on Wednesdays - 

Great, thanks Susan’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:23 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(/~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

H@ is in [:~r1@ san~e sect:ion 

Thank you, 

From: [ma!!to: ........................... @gma~.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~: 55 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Your 8pro STOR Session on Wednesdays - 
Hey Susm~, 

Sounds good to me. I have a STOR    session at 8 and 9, for different sections. Have you already; or is there ~y way, to check if he is in the same 

section as the 8:00 student ( 

Than~ 

On Wed, at 12:24 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalov(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I just wanted to give you a heads up that I have a student who will most likely be joining your 8pro STOR    sessions periodically on Wednesdays. His 

name is             . He hopes to come tonight to get things moving. He is a       player m~d has games on several Wednesday nights moving 

forward; therefore, I did not add him officially to the session, but have encouraged him to attend when he can. 

Thmaks for the help. Please complete a general Feedback Form for him so he gets the credit for attending. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Acade~nic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmalov~TJ?email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 26, 2014 4:50 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
FW: TIM Downtime for Maintenance 

Hi Susan, 
know you received this but make sure -:-r ..... is aware so he can head off any issues "at the pass" tomorrow night. 

Thanks, 
B 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 4:48 PM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: TIM Downtime for Maintenance 

THIS INFORMATION IS FOR SPA EMPLOYEES ONLY: 

The TIM system will be down for database maintenance for two hours on February 27th 

from 9 p.m. until approximately 11 p.m. The timing of this maintenance should not 

create any issues for TIM users. 

If you should experience difficulties with TIM following the maintenance, please 

contact the ITS Service Desk at 962-HELP. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

watsl3@gmail.com on behalf of 

Megan Watson <megan.watson@wright.edu> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 4:51 PM 

Gumey, Gerald S. <ggumey@ou.edtr~ 

Anderson, Carl <canderson2@~2lbany.edu>; N4A listserve listserve <n4a@lists.nacda.com> 

Re: In4a] Re: Michigaaa Faces Title IX Inquiry on Complaint Against Athlete i Inside Higher Ed 

Dr GUlYley posts more information than anyone else I can thil~ o£ 
Personally, I appreciate any information he would like to send our ~vay 
It’s a lot easier fur me to read sumething if it’s in an email frum him, 
rather than [’or me tu take an huur tu luok thruugh the Chrunicle uf Higher 
Ed 

On Wed, Feb 26, 2014 at 3:15 PM, Gurney, Gerald S. <ggumey@uu.edu> wrote: 

Sexual assault issues un uur campuses are very important topics Bouks 
have been written on the subject uf athletes having a higher percentage of 
feluny charges uf sexual violence. It is alsu the tupic of life skills 
education. The membership needs to be aware uf such incidents and huw 
universities deal with the issue, regardless ofhuw unpleasant they may be. 
My ~ntentiun was not tu upset your sensitivities, but rather raise your 
awareness. 

> On Feb 26, 2014, at 2:04 PM; "Andersun, Carl" <candersun2@albany.edu> 

> I thought these were supposed to stop 

> Ladies & Gentlemen, 

> In light of the current position of our industry and the plethora of 
inforruation that has been consistently forthcoming on various 
topics/situations from a number of different outlets, I wanted to take a 
brief second to highlight the terms of use of the N4A listserv vehicle. 

> The N4A listser~,~ is rueant to be a ruember benefit by which Association 
members may corrmmnicate or share best practices and information that may 
ultimately assist fellow- colleagues with their professional developruent and 
knowledge of our profession. Additionally, it is meant to be a vehicle 
through which we can celebrate and applaud the positive irapact that our 
everyday efforts have on the student-athletes we selwe. 

> \Vhen opting to utilize this valuable member benefit, please be mindl’~l 
of the sensitivi~" of certain subject matters so that we may continue to 
uphold N4A’s mission to elevate the status of this profession and develop 
tomorrow’s leaders. N4A reselwes the right to revoke access to this member 
benefit in the case that a member displays the inabili~" to coraply with the 
terms of use for this listserv. 

> Thartks for your continued support of N4A! If you have any questions or 
concerns, please do not hesitate to give me a call. 

> Katie 

> Katie Ne~vman 
> Manager - Affiliate Associations 
> NACDA 
> 24651 Detroit Road 
> Westlake, OH 44145 
> 440-788-7474 (&rect) 
> 440-892-4000 (office) 
> 440-892-4007 (fox) 

> Like us on Facebook: facebook.col~’nacda 
> Follow us on Twitter: twitter.col~’nacda 
> 2014 Convention Dates: NACDA and Affiliates Convention ~veek will take 
place from Juaae 5-12 at the World Center Marriott Resort in Orlando, 
Florida For updated information as it becomes available, please visit 
ww~nacdacom<http://ww~nacda.com/> #NACDA 14 

> Carl Anderson 
> Associate Athletic Director 
> for Student Selv’ices 
> University at Albany 
> 1400 Washmgtun Ave, PE 314 
> Albany, NY 12222 
> uffice# (518) 437-3788 



> cell# 

> email: canderson2@albany.edu 

>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 

> t"rom: n4a-request@lists.nacda.com [mailto:n4a-request~lists.nacda.com] 

On Behalf ()f G urney, (3 erald S. 

> Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 6:26 AM 

> To: N4A listserve listser~e 

> Subject: [n4a] Michigan Faces Title IX Inquiry on Complaint Against 

Athlete ] Inside Higher Ed 

>> 

>> 

http://w~’.insidehi~hered.c~m/quicktakes/2~4/02/26/michigan-faces-tit~e-ix-inquirv-c~mp~aint-against-ath~ete 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> To unsubscribe from this list, click here: 

http ://list s.nacda, coru&nsubscribe 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: 

http ://list s.nacda, coru&nsubscribe 

Megan Watson 

*Athletic Academic Advisor* 
*Wright State Umversi~z* 
*937-775-2384* 
*megan.~vatson@wright edu <megan watson@wright.edu>* 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <~jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:39 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: session rescheduling 

Do you know when she could meet tolnolrow? She had elnailed me about Sunday and Tuesday but I haven’t figured out what times work for him yet on those days. I 

will definitely have him there tomolrow if you let me know when she can do it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 5:30 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jenn and 

Let me I~now what times you both had in mind Sounds I~ke is w~lling to meeL 

Thanks, 

Sus~t~ 

Sent= Wednesday, 5:05 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= session rescheduling 

Hi Susan, 
I spoke with Jenn the other evening about rescheduling sessions for       (he’s missing toNght and Nonday for games). I ema~ed her, but haven’t heard 
anything back. Has she spoken with you about it? One d the possibilities was to schedule something for tomorrow evening, since I don’t have other sessions. 
Sunday was also an option. 
Also,      came by yes~rday and asked about rescheduling some sessions with her students. ~ to~d her that I was working with Jenn to t~ to reschedule some 
and that I may be coming in for ~ra help on Sunday, but ~ talk to you and/or Jenn ~ find out what derisions have been made. 
Have you heard from eider of them? rm more ~an happy to come in to ~ke up ~ose sessions, especially with exams n~t week (I’ll send review session info 
soon), I just need to know when. 

Than~, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu 
(cell) 

919-843-4646 (Reznick lab) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Betlael, Bradley Richard <bbeflael@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, Februacr’ 27, 2014 1:59 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting w/Geology Lab Coordinator 

I’m sorry, any other Monday would be good, but not that one. However, if that works best for everyone else, go for it. I think we should ask Erica Wood to attend, 

too. 

Bradley Ro H, get~el ] Reading 

Universily of No~h Caro]ina ag Chapd 

Academic Sappo~X Program l~r 

Loude~nilk Cen~er {k~r Excellence 

344 R ~dge R& ~ Campus Box 3107 

C[mpd Hill. NC 27599 ~ T (9t9) 962-.2237 

~ F (919) 962-.g247 

hrad~ey.beg~el(a’~mc. 

F~m= Malw, Susan B 
Sent= Thursday, Februa~ 27, 20~4 1:40 PM 
To= Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth N 
Subject= Meeting w! Geology Lab Coordinator 

Hi Brad and Beth, 
I am going to arrange a meeting the Melissa Hudley the GEOL Lab coordinator to discuss appropriate academic assistance when working with students on lab 

assignments. Would you both be able to attend some time on Monday 3/3 between 12pm-4pm? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tumda] Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ ~%gram for Smdeut-Aflfletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (f~) 

sbma]o~emNLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabefl~ M --~emlyons@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, FebruaD’ 27, 2014 2:37 PM 

Maloy, Susa~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting w/Geology Lab Coordinator 

Yes, that would work. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2014 2:03 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject: RE: Meeting w/Geology Lab Coordinator 

How about next Friday 3/7 any tirne between :10am-.lpm? Which wou~d work for each of you? 

Thanks, 

F~m~ Bethel, Bradley Richard 
$ent~ Thursday, Februaw 27, 2014 1:59 PN 
To: Haloy, Susan B 
Subjaet~ RE: Meeting w/Geology Lab Coordinator 
~’m sorry, any other Monday would be good, but not thai one. However, if that works best for everyone else, go for it. ~ think we shouk~ ask £Hcs Wood to attend, 

too. 

Bradley R. H. Bethel ~ Reading ;rod Writi~g g{)ecial~s~ 

Uni~,ersity ~fl North Caro]h~a at Chape~ 

Academic Sappo~X Program li~r Stt~dent-A~}~le~es 

344 R idge R& ~ Campas Box 3107 

C}~ape~ Hi~I~ NC 27599 ~ T (919) 962-2237 

~ F (919) 9(;2-.g247 

b radl ev. b et he Ij~)_ME~:_~_E 

F~m= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Thursday, Februa~ 27, 20~4 1:40 PH 
To~ Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth N 
Subject= Meeting w! Geology Lab Coordinator 

Hi Brad and Beth, 

I am going to arrange a meeting the Melissa Hudley the GEOL Lab coordinator to discuss appropriate academic assistance when working with students on lab 

assignments. Would you both be able to attend some time on Monday 3/3 between 12pm-4pm? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Couuselor 

~C Academic Support Program for Smdent-AtNetes 

9 ] 9-962-9892 (oNce) 

9 ] 9-962- 8247 (f~) 

sbmaloy~;emai].unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Befl~el, Bradley Richard <bbefl~el@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 2:57 PM 

Lyous, Elizabeth M <emlyon@email.unc.edu>; Ma]oy, SusaJ~ B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting w/Geology Lab Coordinator 

Bradley Ro H, Be~l~el I Reading a~ad Writing Specialist 

University of North C~u’oli~a a~ Chapel 

Academic Support Pro?~;m~ tbr Stude~t-.klhle~es 

Loudermi~k Cemer [br Excdlence 

344 Ridge Rd. ~ Cam[ms Box 3 I07 

Chapel H~II, NC 27599 ~ T (919) 962-2237 

F (919) 962-8247 

F~m: Lyons, Elizabeth N 

Sent: Thursday, FebruaW 27, 2014 2:37 PN 
To: Nalw, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley R~chard 
Subject: RE: Neetin~ w/GeoloW Lab Coordinator 

Yes, t[~at w.:)u~d wor~, 

F~m= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent~ Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 2:03 PN 
Te~ Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth 
Su~ject~ RE: Meeting w/Geology Lab Coordinator 
How about next Friday 3/7 any t~me between :lOam<].pro? Which would work for each of you? 

7hanks, 

F~m= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent= Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 1:59 PN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Su~ject~ RE: Meeting w/Geology Lab Coordinator 

I’m sorry, any other Monday would be good, but not thB~: one However, if that works best for everyone else, go for R, ~ think we should as]~ t?dc8 Wood to attend, 

[:oo, 

Bradley R, IL Betllel I Read~g ~md Writing Specialist 

Academic S~gw>*~ Pro~mn Jb~ Student-.At[detes 

I ,oudema~lk Cen~er i~r Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. ~ CatNap,s Box: 3107 

Cl*apel Hill, NC 27599 T (919) 962-2237 

~ F (919) 962-8247 

bradlev.bethel(a,unc.edu 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, Februaw 27, 2014 1:40 PN 
Te= Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth 
Subject= Meeting w! Geology Lab Coordinator 

Hi Brad and Beth, 

I am going to arrange a meeting the Melissa Hudley the GEOL Lab coordinator to discuss appropriate academic assistance when working with students on lab 

assignments. WouM you both be able to attend some time on Monday 3/3 between 12pm-4pm? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tu~mal CooNiuamr/Academic Counselor 

[~C Academic Suppo~ Program tbr Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Greene, Michael <greenemt~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:13 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

It’s okay, stuff happens. Thanks for the e-mail. 

Mike 

Mich~el (-; r e~:_~n e 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Stude~t-Athletes 

UNversiW of Nor[h Carolb~a-- Chapel 

gree~le~rEt@e~a~l .uN]c edu 

From: Maloy, Susan g 

Sent: Thursday, 4:46 PM 

To: Greene, Michael 

SuNeet: 

Hey Mike, 

I think you and ]just had a conversation and just added 

tonight and won’t be here. What timing?! Sorry about that. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tu~fial CooNinato~/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-Aflfletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (f~) 

sNnNov~emNLunc.edu 

to a second session that starts this Thursday night. Unfortunately the tutor is sick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Friday, February 28, 2014 11:06 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> 
RE: TIMS last night 

Junior doesn’t have that level of clearance - something about not having a OneCard. I took care of it. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 10:37 AM 
To: Myers, Leslie; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: TIMS last night 

Hi Guys, 

Not sure which one of you can log TIMS time. But ~ logged time last night from 6:02pm-10:02pm. (Not 

sure why she was here last night so late, but ..... )TIMS was down last night, so we need to add the time manually. She 

does not show up on myTIMS list, so can one of you do this for her? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 11:09 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: TIMS last night 

love being the low man on the totem pole! 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 11:06 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie 

Subject: RE: TIMS last night 

Junior doesn’t have that level of clearance - something about not having a OneCard. I took care of it. 
B 

From." Maloy, Susan B 
Sent." Friday, February 28, 2014 10:37 AM 
To." Myers, Leslie; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject." TIMS last night 

Hi Guys, 
Not sure which one of you can log TIMS time. But logged time last night from 6:02pm-10:02pm. (Not 

sure why she was here last night so late, but ..... )TIMS was down last night, so we need to add the time manually. She 

does not show up on myTIMS list, so can one of you do this for her? 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Friday, February 28, 2014 11:10 AM 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: TIMS last night 

Without that OneCard brother, you are the part below ground! 

From: Myers, Leslie 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 11:09 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: TIMS last night 

love being the low man on the totem pole! 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 11:06 AM 

To: Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie 

Subject: RE: TIMS last night 

Junior doesn’t have that [eve[ of clearance - something about not having a OneCard. [ took care of it. 
B 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 10:37 AM 
To: Myers, Leslie; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: TIMS last night 

Hi Guys, 

Not sure which one of you can log TIMS time. But logged time last night from 6:02pm-10:02pm. (Not 

sure why she was here last night so late, but ..... )TIMS was down last night, so we need to add the time manually. She 

does not show up on myTIMS list, so can one of you do this for her? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, Februaly 28, 2014 1:23 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Thursday Hours 

From: Da’Esha McPhaul [mailto: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 8:36 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Thursday Hours 

Hi Susan, 
I’m writing to correct an error on my timeeard. I forgot to transfer hours when I clocked in yesterday so when I clocked out the times were 
messed up in TIM. I also signed in and out on the sheet l~aphael had up from but for yesterday I worked 6:57pm til 8:45pm. It appears as 
though my time for my Health Behavior job was incorrect also, I’m contacting my supervisor there to make that change. 
Thanks! 
Da’Esha MePhaul 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ’~3 
Exercise & Sport Science - Fitness Professional (BA) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Monday, 8:48 AM 

~keuan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Tm~niug 

Would you be able to fit in the training before you go on Spring greak? 

This way, we can start your tutoring schedule right away after spring break (also when a bunch of exams are coming around). 

D:_d: me know if this is possible, 

Thanks! 

Be,,:, Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial CoordinaLor/"Academic Counselor 

[J NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaii.unc.edu 

C)ffk>:~: 919-843-2328 

C 

From: _mailto:Adam_Cash@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 8:11 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Re: Tutor TraiNng 

Susan, 

Sorry for the delayed response. This week we have final exams then I am on spring break for 2 weeks. It might be best to get started 

that works for you. 

Please let me know if 

On at 1:24 PM, "ASPSA Tutoring" <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I was informed by HR today that you have completed the hiring paperwork. Are you ready to get started? If so, we need to have you begin with the 4 

hour video training, which you can view all at once or break it into two 2 hours segments. Please let me know some dates and times that would work 

for you. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Couuselor 

UNC Academic Support Program [br Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~; 

Monday, 10:31 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Tutoring - ttR and TmiNng 

That’s fine. 
Just have him come find me @ 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 
U NC Academk: Support Prosram for S~udent-A~:hhel:es 

Off:ice: 9~9-843-2328 
Cell: 

~rom: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, ~0:04 AM 
To: Sheu, Benjamin 
Subje¢t: FW: Tutoring - HR and Training 

~en~ 

Could you assist me w~Lh settk~g tMs up for 
Thanks, 

F~m: @_g_E)#_[k£~_E! [ t~_~JJ~_; 
Sent-" Nonday, 9:55 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Tutoring - HR and Training 

tomorrow and Wed, ill am busy with students or home with my kids in the morning? 

L@_g___m___a_jk_c__o__[#] On Behalf Of 

I’d prefer to watch the video over two days if that’s still possible. I could come in tomonow and Wednesday from 10-12, if that works. 

Thanks! 

On Mon,           at 9:37 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalo’~)email.unc.e&~> wrote: 
Ah yes] I just subr~liL[ed the onhne [orm to H£, When would you be able ~:o view the vh~eo training this week? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

From: #gma~b corn [ ma i l~: ~gmaKcom] On Behalf Of 
Sent-" Sunday, 2:50 PN 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Re: Tutoring - ttR and Traning 

Hi Ms. MaJoy, 

I talked to Tabitha in HR, she said that since Pin already in the system as a university employee, you just need to send over a form hiring me and they can process the 

other necessmy paperwork. Please let me know if you need an~hing else from me’. 

Thanks! 

On Fri,            at 11:38 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbma~oy(F~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Fantastic! Thank you very much, Iql war [:o hear back [rom you after you meet w~th HR, 
Thank you, 
Susan 

From: #gmaiLcom [mail~: @gmaiLcom] On Behalf Of 
Sent-" Friday, ~$:06 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject; Re: Tutoring - HR and Training 
Hi Ms. MaJoy, 

ThaWs for geeing back to me so quicMy~ I’ll call over to HR this afternoon and see ifI can get the pan,york ~ken care of today. 

Thanks~ 

On Thu, at 3:02 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emalamc.e&~> wrote: 

Hi 

Pleasure to ,neet you today. As it turns oat the two students in are in need of assistance this se,nesler and would love to begin worldng with you as soon as 

you can. 

So if you am ready m jump in, we need m finn up fl~e HR piece ~ well as the Training ~fore you can begin meeting mfl~ them. Below is the "ne~ steps" for HR: 

h~ osier to complet~ the hiring process and set np l~y~]l., p~ease t~ke flae ~ex~ st~ps m fili~g flae appa~pria~ pa~r~x, ork wifla HR o~Nmed below. 

-Meet wN~ eiflaer Beth Ihompso~ (919-962-3036) or IN)ifl~a Massey (962-1335) at the UBC Ofllce for Academic Iniliafives. 

215 W. Camero,~ Arenas 

Cha~] Hill 
-Monda) s and ]ddays Ap]x~mtmen~ ()nl? 

-Tuesday, Wednesdays, and Thursdays 10:30am-12pm and 1:30pm-4pm Walk-h~}[ou~ 

-Bm~g yo~r &Jver’s ~icense~ SSN card or Passport~ and a voided check. 

It may be woN~ a phone cNl be ~br ~m head over ~hcw ~ust in case al~ can be banned over the phone. Oflae~a~’ise, l?el f)ce u? make an appoin~men~ or utilize fl~e walk- 

in ho~rs. This should not take much more than 20 minute~ but I need y~:~u to do ~ as soon as y~:~u can ~:~ that yo~ am ready to begin training and ~oNmg. 

Once you have met wi~ Beth in H~ plea~ let me lmow and ~en we can ~hedNe a time for you m come m view the training video. You roll ~ compensated for 



your lime spent with training. 
Thanks again, and I hope to hear back from you soon. 

A.B. University of Michigan, 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, 

A.B. University of Michigan, 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, 

A.B. University of Michigan, 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet’t: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~&unc.edu> 

Monday,              12:37 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

incomplete 

Susan, 
He told me he made a B+ in the class. 
As soon as it post let’s get a new Fall, 
Thanks 
M~ke 

grade sheet. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~*: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Monday,             1:08 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edm" 

Tutoring tonight 

Hello, 
Being that the universiW has declared a condition three and classes/offices are closed at 2pro, I just ~vanted to verify whether tt toring would still go on tonight. I would assume not, but I 

wanted to check before I didn’t show up. 
Thank you, 

Sent from rny iPhone 



From: @yahoo.com> 

Sent: Monday, 1:13 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Thank-you 

at 12:26 PM. Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 

> I forwarded your email to Beth Thompson in HR It is possible there is a hard copy check waiting to be picked up as opposed to direct deposit. Sometimes when it is you last check, it is 
not direct deposited 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: [mailto: @yahoo.com] 
> Sent: Monday, 12:00 PM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: 
> 

> Hi Susan, 
> 

> It doesn’t look like I was paid for the partial month I worked last month My last day was What should I do? 
> 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:05 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; Maloy, S usa~ B -<sbmaloy@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor TraJ, ning 

I can come by tomorrow at 1 pm if that worlcs? 

On at 8:47 AM, "ASPSA Tutoring" <ASPSATmoring(tbunc.edu> wrote: 

Would you be able to fit in the ~:raining before you go on Spring Break? 

This way, we can start your tutoring schedule righ~ away after’ spring break (also when a bunch of exams are coming around). 

Let me know i[: Lhis is possible. 

Thanks! 

Ben Sheu 
Av.~istant rutorial Coordinator/Academic Cour~s~-_~lor 

U NC Academic Supporl: Program 

~F:~!R~.[@ e m a i L u n c, e d u 
Office: ~ " 

Ce~l: 

From: [maiJto @ k e n a n - fl ~gJ_#_Eg£~:#_O_# 

Sent: Monday, 8:~ AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Re: Tutor Training 

Susan, 

Sorry for the delayed response. This week we have final exams then I am on spring break for 2 weeks. It might be best to get started 

me know if that works for you. 

Please let 

On at 1:24 PM, "ASPSA Tutoring" <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
I was informed by HR today that you have completed the hiring paperwork. Are you ready to get started? If so, we need to have you 
begin with the 4 hour video training, which you can view all at once or break it into two 2 hours segments. Please let me know some 
dates and times that would work for you. 
I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinatol;/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic SupIx~rt Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919- 962- 8247 (fax) 
sbnraJo,,,(d~emedl.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:40 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: RE: 

Thank you’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:35 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email uric edu> ~vrote: 

Thank you We will turn it in this afternoon 

Susan 

..... ©riginal Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 2:59 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

He?’ Mrs. Susan, 

I talked to coach and I am good to drop the class. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my fPhone 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:48 AM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Meet Tonight ?? 

Hey; 

I won’t be able to make it tonighk I have to go sign a lease for a house tonight at 6:30. Is them m~y way we can do it tolnolrow night? 

Sent from my iPhone 

. at 11:45 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo,i(,~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Hey 
Can we make up our morning meeting tonight at 6pm or 6:30pm? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbrn~J os@en~ail.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 2:27 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Last Pay Check 

Thank-you for being so diligent Susan! Enjoy your week. 

at 12:32 PM. Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email uric edu> ;Vl-ote: 

Hi 
Beth Thompson in HR said that she will have your check this afternoon. You could go by her office this afternoon or tomorrow to pick it up. She is located in 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @vahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, 12:00 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Last Pay Check 

Hi Susan, 

It doesn’t look like I ~wis paid for the partial month I ~w~rked last month My last day was . What should I do? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetkel@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 2:43 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: GEOL Mtg Friday 3/7 @ 11 am 

Groovy. 

Bradley Ro H. Be~l~el I R~admg a~d W~tJng Speciali~ 

University of North C~u~li~a a~ Chapel Hil~ 

Academic Support Pro?~;m~ tbr Stude~t-.k~hle~es 

Loudermi~k Cemer [br Excdlence 

34~ Ridge Rd. ~ CamEras Box 3 I07 

Chapel H~II, NC 27599 ~ T (919) 962-2237 

C          ~ F (919) 962-8247 

brad~e? .be*hel@~mc.e&~ 

F~m: Nalw, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 2:11 PN 

To: kyons, Elizabeth N; Bethel, Bradley R~chard; Sheu, BeNamin 

Subject: GEOL MN Friday 3/7 @ llam 

Hi Brad, Beth, and Ben, 

I just wanted to confirm that we will be meeting with Melissa Hudley in GEOL to discuss appropriate academic support for GEOL labs and graded assignments, i.e. 

Smartwork exercises, etc. Because she is squeezing us in between meetings, she would prefer that we come to her in Mitchell Hall Room 116. Let’s plan to walk 

over together at 10:40am. I’m not exactly sure where we are going and I don’t want to be late. Brad, I did not invite Erica because I don’t want to bring too big of an 

army to her office. I figured that we could relay info we learn directly to Erica. 

Thanks everyone, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tu~fial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-A~etes 

919-962-9892 (oI~ice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.unc.e&~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <~mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:41 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Forbes, Scott <sforbes@unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edtv~; Gaines, Bryant Anthony <bagaines@email.unc.edu-~ 

class drops, etc. 

Susan, 
Good to talk this morning. 3ust to follow up: 

is on his way to you regarding Hist. 
keeping his EXXS (Biomechanics) class 
keeping Poli. class 

dropping 
dropping 
dropping 

That should be it I think. 
Thanks!! 
Mike 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:00 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

W-2 and Feedback 

Hi Susan, 

I wanted to know if I am employed by the university through my graduate program if I would receive a separate W-2 for my work with the Athletic Department or would it be 
bundled? Also could I review the feedback from the students I had last semester? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:36 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Inti~action Appeal 

I think she’s looking for you now. 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:19 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Re: Infraction Appeal 

Susan, 

I could meet right now. Is your office in Loudennilk? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:55 I’M, "ASPSA Tutoring" <L)~[!~_z_~2[_~_~_N_r_i_!).g_(_a2__t_Ln__c_’_:_e_d____~ wrote: 

Hi 

Jus[ got your email. I could rneet today between now and 3pro. Let me know it: that is possible~ 

Thanks, 

Fro~: 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:22 AM 
To= ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject= Re: Infraction Appeal 

Susa~ 

So~ that this response is so late’. My schedule has been chm~giug a lot due to the weather and our travels. My last c~ass tomonvw ends at 12:50 so I 

could meet any time a~er that. I ~ not sure of my practice schedule [~cause we are loo~ng to re~hedule a game for tomo~w. 

Let me ~ow if tomorrow works for you~ 

Thank yo~ 

On at 3:15 PM, ASPSA Tutoriug <ASPSATutorJng(t~uuc.edu> wrote: 

H~ 

Monday would work, but since t haw:" several st:uderd: rneetiegs in t:he morning, bek~w are the t:~mes that l wouJd be ~;va~]ab]e. And ~;ga~e, ~1: shouldn’t: 

take us very ~ong to meet. 

%m-10am 

IO:30am-Ilam 

1 l:30am-12pm 

12:30pro-Spin 

Let me know if any of [hose [~me~ above wouR~ work for you. 

Thsnk you, 

Sent: Friday, 9:43 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject= Re: Infraction Appeal 

~usan~ 

Sorry that I missed you] We are travelin~ today after practice so unfortunately I will not have time to meet today, Does Monday work for you? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:58 PM, "ASPSA Tutoring" <ASPSATutoring~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I received your appeals for the 2 academic infractions on and was hoping you would be able to meet with me briefly to discuss a 

few related points. It won’t take long, but it would be good to actually schedule the time so that we don’t miss each other. 

Let me know what days and times are best for you. Are you available at all as early as tomorrow 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Couuselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@emaiLunc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 1:58 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Timecaxd 

Haha I know right? Slacker! 

It’s always when 

I~rom; Maloy, Susan B 

Sent~ Wednesday, March 05, 2014 1:56 PM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject; RE: Timecard 

Sheesh! This behavior ....... 

Only Mdd~ng of course. A~ taken care of. 

F~m= Sheu, Benjamin 
Nentl Wednesday, March 05, 20~4 ~:2~ PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Timecard 

Hey Susan, 

Sorry I forgot to clock out last night. Can you clock me @ 6:157 

Thanksl 

~en ,~heu 
Ass~si:ant Tutorial Coord~na~:o¢iAcaden~h:: ([:ounse~o¢ 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student--Athletes 

Office: 



Sent: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Thursday,             11:39 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Susan, 
Both printers in the lab are out of paper. I checked the copy room and did not see any. Is there someone who can refill them? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsbeu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:06 PM 

MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: TIMS...oops! 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:50 PM 
To: Sheu, Benjamin; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject; TIMS...oops] 

SusaJ~ and Ben, 

Tonight when I clocked in lbr work, I also somehow mmaaged to click and "approve" my timecard in the process ofviemng my timestamp. So, I wanted to let you 

know of this issue (and hope you are able to tix it!). 

My correct time 1N tonight should have been 7:5 lpm. Since I inadvertently approved my timecaxd M~en I clocked in, TIMS would not let me clock out tonight. 

My time out tonight should have been 9:19pin. 

Please let me know if there is an~hing else I ueed to do to fix my time card issue. Sorry for the mistake! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 1:55 PM 

@live u ~c edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor’s tbr 

I have you in a 7pro session as well. Are you cancelling that too? I believe the play normally starts at 7:30, and they don’t let people in late. 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Supporl: Program for Stu&:~nl:-A~:hh:,l:es 

Off:ice: 9~_9-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 9:52 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring; Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Tutor’s for 

Hello, 

I would like to cancel my 8 and 9 pm tutors for tonight. I am going to see the play"Love Alone" tonight. This seems to be the last time that I will be able to 

see the play being that I will be living off campus during Spring Break for 

Thank You, 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;" 

Thursday,             6:13 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: missed TIM clock-out....son?! ! ’. ! 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 6:00 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: missed TIM clock-out....sorry!!!] 

Can you please clock me out for 12 noon on Monday, 
Apparently on days it might snow, ice, or rain, I forget to clock out. 

Thank you!!! 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 7:05 AM 

To: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: La~s’t NigN 

Hey Susan 

I roll plan on seeing you at 12:15. Please let me know if anything chm~ges. 

On at 6:07 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo?{,:~ema~il.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I actually have a meeting on campus at 11 am this morning. I could ]yossibly meet at 12:15pm assuming the meeting doesn’t go longer tha~ an hour, which I 
don’t thi~k it will. Would that work for you? 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:12 PM, (a)gmaiLcom> wrote: 

Hey Susan, 

Thank you for reaching out in regard to this matter. I apologize tbr not getting back to you sooner. I was wondering if it’d be possible to 

meet briefly tomom~w (Friday) morning to di~uss it. I’ll be on campus around 11:15-11:30, and can stop by your office. Please let me 

know if you are avMable. 

Thm~k you, 

On at 12:55 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(e-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
I have been informed of a bit of an incident you had with a student last night and just wanted to reach out to you to learn 
more about what occurred, I apologize if you were put into an uncomfortable position in any way. I hope to hear from you 
soon. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Snsan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Acadetnic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov~emaiLuncMu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

blanton@unc.edu 

Friday, 4:53 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu>; 
Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Lloyd, Gary R 
<gary_lloyd@unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; 
Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 
<mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Norwood, Roberta Anne <rakelly@email.unc.edu>; 
Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Change of Status. 

has had a change of participation status to ’Quit’, effective 

Please update your squad list accordingly. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

blanton@unc.edu 

Friday, 4:53 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu>; 
Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Lloyd, Gary R 
<gary_lloyd@unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; 
Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 
<mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Norwood, Roberta Anne <rakelly@email.unc.edu>; 
Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Change of Status. 

has had a change of participation status to ’Quit’, effective 

Please update your squad list accordingly. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

blanton@unc.edu 

Friday, 4:53 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu>; 
Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Lloyd, Gary R 
<gary_lloyd@unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; 
Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 
<mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Norwood, Roberta Anne <rakelly@email.unc.edu>; 
Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Change of Status. 

has had a change of participation stares to ’Quit’, effective 

Please update your squad list accordingly. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

blanton@unc.edu 

Friday: 4:54 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu>; 
Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Lloyd, Gary R 
<gary_lloyd@unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; 
Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 
<mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Norwood, Roberta Anne <rakelly@email.unc.edu>; 
Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Change of Status. 

has had a change of participation stares to ’Quit’, effective 

Please update your squad list accordingly. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

blanton@unc.edu 

Friday, 4:54 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu>; 
Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Lloyd, Gary R 
<gary_lloyd@unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; 
Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 
<mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Norwood, Roberta Anne <rakelly@email.unc.edu>; 
Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Change of Stares. 

has had a change of participation status to ’Cut’, effective 

Please update your squad list accordingly. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Saturday, 9:23 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: out-preach on Tue~ay 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~,~:emml.com> 

Date: at 9:19:27 AM EST 

To: <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Subject: out-punch on Tuesday 

Hi Ben and Susan, 

I just now went in to approve my tilneco~rd for this payNriod, and saw that on Tuesday. when I logged out at 8:55pin, that out-punch seems to have not 
recoi~ted. However. I am certain I did this. At any rate, I’m sorry. I’ve been having so many timecard issues this semester, but I did log out on Tuesday at 

8:55pm. 

Also, you’ll see that on Tuesday, I initially clocked in at 5:52 and then clocked out at 6:11. This is because my 6pm person did not show, and I had 

assumed he wasn’t coming. When he showed up at 6:25, I clocked in again. This is not an error: he was 25 mintues late. 

Thanks, and sorry again tbr these hassles, 

phone: 

~email.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 5:05 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Time Card 2/26 and 3/5 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 4:22 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: Time Card 2/26 and 3/5 

I worked at the library from 4-5pm. I had forgotten that I had not checked in which is why it says i checked in at 4:58. 

Sincerely, 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <AS PSA_T___u___t_9___r!__n_g_@__u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Sent: Monday, 12:03 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Time Card 2/26 and 3/5 

Thank you. On 3/5 1 noticed time from 4:58pm-5:B3~m and then S:5~pm-6:B6pm. Were you working your other ~ob from 4:58prn-S:S3pm? 
g u s a r~ 

Sent; Nonday, 3:0:1 PN 
To; ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject; RE: Time Card 2/26 and 3/5 

Hey Susan, 

On both Wednesdays I worked form 6-7pm. 

Sincerely, 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 7:47 AM 

To: 

Subject: Time Card 2/26 and 3/5 

Hi 

I am noticing a few missed punches on your time card. Can you tell me that hours you tutored on Wed. 2/26 and Wed. 3/57 I need to approve your time card today, 

so hopefully you will receive this message. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

T~torial Coordinak~r/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppoz~ Program ibr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (l:ax) 

shnalov~emaiLunc.edu 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:37 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet~: TIM 

Hi Susan, 

Just checking to make sure everything got worked out with my timesheet? Since you didn’t call I assume it did but wanted to check and also see if there is anything I should be doing 

differently moving forward, 

Thanks, 

UNC Master’s of Sport Administration 

Office: (9~9)4~_9-8~_’oo ext, 2o77 

Mobile: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Betlael, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 9:54 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma~loy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting w/Biology Lab Thursday (3/13) at lpm 

I’ll be there. 
Bradley Ro H. Betl~el I Reading a~ad Writing Speciali,~ 
University of North C~u~li~a a~ Chapel 
Academic Support Pro?~;m~ tbr Stude~t-.k~hle~es 
Loudermi~k Cemer [br Excdlence 
34~ Ridge Rd. ~ Cam[ms Box 3 I07 
Chapel H~II, NC 27599 ~ T (919) 962-2237 

C          ~ F (919) 962-8247 
brad~e? .be*hel@~mc.e&~ 

F~m: Nalw, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 4:~ PN 
To: Sheu, BeNamin; kyons, Elizabeth N; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: Neetin9 w! Biology kab Thursday (3/13) at 
Ben, Beth, and Brad, 
] am not sure if you are all here on Thursday or not tNs week. But i~ so, I would like you to jo~n me in meeting w~th Barbara Stegenga from the Nologg Department 
to talk about appropriate acafemic assistance when tutoring glOk labs. Barbara will plan to meet us here in the kCE at lpm. 

Please let me know if ~ou can make it. 
Thank ~ou, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tu~fial CooNinato~/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-Aflfletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (f~) 

sNnMov~emNl~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 9:39 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: HBO real sports 

thanks 

Frem: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 9:39 AM 

To: Brown, M[che[[e 
Subject: RE: HBO real sporLs 

We actuat[y don’t get HBO~ [t"s possible that Kym gets HBO, but i’m t~ot sure. 

F~m: Brown, Nichelle 
Sent: Friday, Narch 14, 2014 8:~3 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: N: HBO real sporN 

FYI I do~?’t have HBO. I think you guys do, do you? 

M~chel[e 

F~m: DebN Clarke [mailto:, @qmail.coml 
$ent= Thursday, Narch ~3, 20~4 ~0:~8 PN 

Te; Brown, Nichelle; Dean, Jr., James W. 
Subje~t= HBO real spots 

Ma~ Willingham will be in’~B, iewed on the Mamh 25& epi~de: http://www.hbo.com,’real-spo~s-~4th-I)~’aat-gum~[#,’mal-sports-m~-b~ant- 

gumbel/episodes’O/204-episode/video/march-ma[- sports- 

p review.html/eNdcmb~YM7~MtMSc~3zEvMqSzJTHb~zvG~Rz89JgQkF.Naa+iXmRiIXqi~ys~GgdGJpSX5BTmK~bU[RaS~AI IBcXOA ........ 

Debbi Clarke 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919.247.5788 
debbiyar b erclarke@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edtt; 

Monday, :): 15 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Schedule this week 

Will do. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, 9::14 AM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

SuNect: FW: Schedule this week 

Can you make a note and communicate these cance[fations this week? Looks 

Thanks, 

Senti Saturday, 10:41 PH 
To: Haloy, Susan B 
Subject[ Schedule this week 

Hey Susan, 

will only be able to conduct 2 of her 7 weekly appointments this week. 

I hope this finds you well. I wanted to let you know that I unfortunately cannot make my sessions after 7:00PM this week. The 

is having its largest event on Saturday, March 22nd and l am a vital part of it which means l have to atIend the 

practices every day from 7-10pm. 

I can still teach my sessions to before 7:00pm, but I will not be able to attend the ones after that time. I can make up those hours on Sundays or any other 

suitable time. 

I’m truly sorry for the inconvenience. Thank you for your understanding. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc> 

Monday, 9:34 AM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re:. Who Must Declare Major 

Hey Susan I ,net with m~ advisor m~d eveLTthing and I’m going to declare an 
between 12 m~d 2 today? Thanks. 

that I just applied for. Are you fiee anywhere 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 8:59 AM, "Fo~ Mike" <mlbx(&)unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:07 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Who Must Declare Major 

Hi Mike, 

I just wanted to give you a list of the           students who still need to officially declare their major for eligibility purposes. 

(although he has submitted an application to the ~ and is waiting on the results) 

- I have asked him to stop by to talk about this, because I am not sure what his back-up plan to 

or 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan IVl a loy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic S upport Program lbr Student- Athletes 
919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (i:ax) 

is. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 2:31 PM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Andrea L 
<andreac@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley 
Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; 
Sheu, Benj amin <b sheu@email.unc, edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc. edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc. edu>; B eatty, Greg <gpb eatty@email.unc, edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

No staff meeting this Wednesday 

We will not have our regularly scheduled staff meeting this Wednesday due to having a candidate on campus for our 

Associate Director position. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 5:11 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Tims 

Hello, 
Sorry to bother you, but the long break has seemed to leave me brain dead and 1 logged in without transf?rring my hours. Is there a way you can transfer nay hours again? I really do 
apologize I just clicked without thinking 
Thank you, 

Sent froru ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ahoo.com~ 

Tuesday, 8:34 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Break and Observations 

Ok. Sounds great Thanks so much. 

On Monday,               8:52 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
We actually won’t be recording this time. But will hopefully have a hand-out and can certainly get you up to speed during the days that you are working in the 

Study Room. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:28 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Spring Break and Observations 
Good morning, Susan - 
Will the Tuesday training session be recorded? It will be very difficult for me to make it but I would like an opportunity to view it if possible. Thanks! 

On Thursday, 4:08 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloyl~,email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Hello All, 
I imagine everyone is looking forward to a much needed Spring Break. Before you leave, I have a couple business items to make you aware of. 
1. Please mark your calendars. We will be conducting a one-hour tutor training session on Tuesday (3/18) at 5pro-dora in Room 2301/2303. 
We are going to be offering a new service to our students through our tutorial program regarding Library research that we want to make you aware 
of. Many of the principals that will be presented will be helpful for you to use with your students. 
2. After Spring Break, Ben, Beth Lyons (one of our Learning Specialists), and myself will be conducting observations of your tutorial sessions 
throughout the remainder of the semester much like we did last semester. We will do our best to get around to everyone. 
3. The Academic Center will be closed each evening during Spring Break at 5pm next week beginning Friday 3/7-Sunday 3/16. VVe will be open 
on Sunday 3/16 for independent study only, (with the exception of a few tutor sessions that I have already contacted a few of you about.) All normal 
tutor schedules will resume on Monday 3/17. 
I hope you all enjoy your Break. We’ll look forward to seeing everyone the following week. 
Many thanks, 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@email.unc,edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 8:38 AM 

UNCAA Academics <nncaa~academics@groups.nnc.edu>; UNCAA-Business Ottice <uncaa busines~flice@groups.unc.edu>; 

UNCAA-Travel Ottice <uncaa travelottice@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Men’s Lacrosse <nncaa menslacrosse@groups.unc.edu>; Ga~, 

Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu:~; Gag, Grego~ <ggg@unc.e&~; ttemandez, Erik tt <ehhernan@email.unc.e&~; ttemandez, Erik tt 

~cehheman@e~nail.nnc.edu:>; Biener, Eric < keric@email.unc.edu>; Biener. Eric <beric@email.unc.edu>; Gisselman, Steve 
~sdgiss@email.unc.edu>; Gisselman, Steve <sdgiss@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <Inbrown3@ema~l.unc.edu>; Johnson. Shelley H 

<shelljo@nnc.edu>; Lane, Cricket < cricke@unc.edu:>; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@nnc.edu> 

Parking this Friday, March 21 

Hey Everyone, 

Just wanted to give you all a heads up that the LCE Parking Lot will be blocked off for the whole day this Friday. This is too make room for the TV truck that is 

coming that day to set up for the Lacrosse game we are hosting at Kenan Stadium on Saturday. DPS should be coming around on Thursday evening!Friday morning 

to put up a sign and cone off the spaces. 

As always, the Rams Head Parking Deck will be available that day. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Hate Hilton 

UNC Athletic Departanent 

Bnilding Environment Teclmician 

Loude~rnilk Center for Excellence 

Work (919) 962-4316 

Cell 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet�: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 1:14 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmalo5 @email.unc.edu>. Wood, Erica J <woode@email.unc.edu> 

Training Tonight 

Susan, is the training tonight being recorded? Please reply to all. Thanks. 

gra~lle~- R. tf. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

C          i F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmafil.com on behalf of 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 3:40 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Spring Brea$: and Observations 

Dear Susan, 

Thank you so much and see you tonight. 

Sincereb; 

On 3:39 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy\~email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Not at all. Please plan to come when you can. There will be a sign in ~heet, So please don’t forget to ~igi~ in when ,¢ou arrive. 

Thanks, 

From: ~gmail.com [mailto:J Ngmail.com] On Behalf ~ 
Sent: Tuesday, I 2:[5 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Spring Break and Obse~ations 

Dear S u S~al, 

I just wanted to let you lmow that I may be a t~w minutes late to fl~e ~aimng tonight. I don’t want to miss it completely, but let me ~ow if it will ~ too disruptive to 

sneak in. 

Tha~ you so much, 

On Thursdw, , Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy(a)ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello All, 

I imagine eveuone is looking tb~-~va~rd to a much needed Spring Break. Before you leave, I have a couple business items to make you aware o£ 

1. Please mark your calendeacs. We will be conducting a one-hour tutor training session on Tuesday (3/18) at 5pm-6pm in Room 230112303. We are going to 

be offering a new service to our students through onr tutorial program regarding Library research that we want to make you aware o£ Many of the principals that will 

be presented will be helpfifl for you to use with your students. 

2. After Spring Break~ Ben, Beth Lyons (one of our Learning Specialists), and myself will be conducting observations of your tutorial sessions throughont the 

remainder of the semester much like we did last semester. We will do our best to get a~-ound to eveD,one. 

3. The Academic Center will be closed each evening during Spring Break at 5pm next week beginning Friday 3/7-Sunday 3/16. We will be open on Sunday 3/16 

tbr independent study only, (with the exception of a few tutor sessions that I have already contacted a few of you about.) All normal tutor schedules will resume on 
Monday 3/17. 

I hope you all enjoy your Break. We’ll look fom,ard to seeing evmyone the following week. 

Many thanlcs, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 

sbmaloy@ema~l.unc .edu 



U~five13ity of NortJa C~xolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 9:09 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Hours 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, " 9:08 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Hours 

Hi Susan!Ben, 
I had trouble logging in to TIM last night and couldn’t put my hours in. Could you please put me down for the sessions I had (7-1oPM) that would be awesome. I think my actual times were 
6:45 to 9:45 if that helps. 
Thanks! 

UNC Master’s of Sport Administration 

Office: (9£9)419-8~oo ext, 2077 

Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 12:47 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: TIM again...sorry 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:45 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: TIM again...sorry 

Yes, I forgot to clock out on a morning session again. (Last time I forgot I blamed it on the snow...but, well, at that rate, I won’t be clocking out all semester....) 
If you look at my Monday, March 17th record, you’ll see that I missed clocking out in the morning, so my evening ones are messed up too. 
I am really sorry--I seriously don’t think to clock out when I leave in the morning--this will not happen again, I promise! 
So please adjust my ’clocks’ on 3/:17 from :I0-:I2 and then from 6-10. 
Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, i 1:45 PM 

MaJ~oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Additiona] Semester Request Confirmation 

Okay cool sounds good thmak yon let me know ifI need to do an~hing 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:44 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy,@~email~unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok thanks kooks lik~-’_~ you must b~-’_~ ok. t’11 reach back out to Advising. 

F~, 
Sent: Thursday, ¯ 1:36 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Fwd: Additional Semester Request Confirmation 

I got t~s emml saying it worked ? 

Sent farm my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

F~om: Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences <noreply(?~unc.edt~> 

Date at 2:18:54 PM EDT 

To: < .... ~@live.unc.edn> 
Subject: Additional Semester Request Confi~ation 

Dear 

Yon request to enroll in an addition~J semester has been received by Academic Advising. Decisions will be sent to your UNC email. (If you 

did not provide a UNC email, your notification will be m~Aled to the physical address provided on the form.) 

Thank yon. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Thursday, 1:51 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UPDATE - 7pm mad 9pm sessions cancelled (3/20) 

OH! G.ood catch! 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Prosram for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.Z~28 

Cell: 

From: Ma~oy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, ~:50 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring; 

Subject: RE: UPDATE - 7pro and 9pro sessions cancelled (3/20) 

ActuaHv,       , don’t forget the EXSS ; exam review ~:hat you will be runrfing l:o~ight at 8p~ during your drop-4n So please don’t head home until after your 

exam review around 9pro. 

Thanks so much for you wiHh~gness to conduct the review. 

F~m= ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent~ Thursday, 11:32 AH 

Co: ~                   ; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= 7pm and 9pm sessions cancelled (3/20) 

Many of your students have competition today. All of your students have cancelled tonight EXCEPT for            (EXSS    ). Once you’re done with 

free to head home - I don’t think it will be necessary to stick around for your drop-in if you won’t have any of your students here at all. 

B~?n Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counsefor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

O ffic~-:~: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

, feel 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 2:20 PM 

MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbn~a]oy@email.unc.edu> 

RF~: Spring Lit~ Skills Session, Maxch 31st 7pro CaJ~nichael Arena 

We might as well... We won’t have many other opportk~nities to pull all the tutors without messing k~p student schedkales, At least we can get everyone who works 

on Monday for sure, 

Assistant Tt~torial Coordinator!Academic Cou~sebr 

U rtC A~::ademic Sup~ort Prosr~m for S[udent-ALhletes 

Office: 959-843-2328 

Cell: 

~rom; Maloy, Susan B 

Sent; Thursday, March 20, 20~4 &:54 PM 

To; Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: FW: Sprin8 Life Skills Session, March 31st 7pro Carmichae~ Arena 

FYI Ben. [.ooks Hke aH 7pro sppoH~tments vv~H need to be ~:anceHed oe Monday, M~rch :~:[s~: st 7pro. ~ wonder ~f Lhal: w.:~h~ be ~ good t~me for aH 71:~m tutors to meet 

with the guys from the Library durin~ thst hour? 

Susan 

E~m= Lane, Cricket 
Seat= Thursday, March 20, 2054 $0:$3 AM 
To; Naloy, Susan B 
Sabject= RE: Spring Life Skills Session, ~arch 3$st 7pm Carmichael Arena 

l i~eysh©ul~ beabie:on]akeSpl~:sess ns ~kn v,:blewMeda~s g ngt~,si]~tas~:ei]e1~rtheAll‘%~cr~swd~:~bu::h~‘san}ed~r~:v~‘~hth~,~es~u~r~ adsb:tes 

T~ar ks, 

Cricket 

F~= ~aloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 9:18 AM 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: Spring Life Skills Session, March 3$st 7pro Carmichael Arena 

Hi Cricket, 

Th~s i~du~es A~ stvdent-ath~etes correct? Do you thi~k students world be s[~ to make 8pro tvtor appointments or should ~’e co~s~de~ canceling those sessions 

as well? 

Susa~n 

E~= Lane, Cricket 
Seat; Wednesday, March $9, 2054 3:~ PM 
To= UNC~-Head Coaches 
¢~= UNC~_Academics; UNC~-Senior Staff; UNC~-ExeS~ff; Williams, Andre; Adams, Clarissa; Hoots, Eric M; Webb, 3osh; Warner, UNCAA-Studen#Athlete 
D~ 
Subject= Spring Ufe Skills Session, March 3Sat 7pm Carmichael Arena 

Coaches, 

The March l i£e Skills session will be Bqonday, b/arch }~s~ at 7p~ in Carmichaei Arena~ This session ~s mandatory for your student athletes: 

Monday, Ivlarch 3~~t, 7prn 

Kevin Gober, Disney Institute 

~,/ision, Leadership and Disney Best Practices~ 

1 he sess~or~ wii %cus on LINC~s v~crb strategic piar~, leaders ~ip arid Disney best p.actices. ~ hs ~s a wcnde.fui opps.tur~ty %r our studer~t athiete~ tc he8. 8qd 

and ssghrs 1:torn 1he Walt D~srs(’y Corrt~arsy. 

Pleas,:} I(’t r~t; knew ~f }/ou ~8ve stay quesL~oNs. 

[hanks~ 

Cr~cke 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

?}live.unc.edu; 

Thursday, 5:32 PM 

MaJ, oy, Susan B <sbma]oy@emaJl.unc.edu>; ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@tmc.edu% 

RE: UPDATE - 7pm mad 9pm sessions cancelled (3/20) 

@live.unc.edu> 

Noted! 

With sincere re~pect, 

"IntegriO~ is doing the right thing, ~ven wit en no one is looMng. " 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 13:49 

To: ASPSA Tutoring; 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: UPDATE - 7pm and 9pm sessions cancelled (3/20) 

Actually,         don’t forget the EXSS    exam review Lhat you ,,,viii be running tonight at 8pro during your drop--in~ So please don’t head home until after your 

exam review around 9p~TL 

Thanks so much for you willingness to conduct the review. 

F~m= ASPSA Tutorin~ 
SeBt~ Thursday, 11:32 AM 

Maby, Susan B 
Subject~ 7pro and 9pro sessions cancelled (3/20) 

Many of your students have competition today. All of your students have cancelled tonight EXCEPT for            (EXSS    ). Once you’re done with 

free to head home - I don’t think it will be necessary to stick around for your drop-in if you won’t have any of your students here at all. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordin~,tor!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Offic~:_~: 919-843-2328 

, feel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"_c}live.nnc.edu~ 

Thursday, 5:46 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu>; ’ 

M~3oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 7pro and 9pm sessions cancelled (3,/20) 

~live. unc.edu> 

Noted.~ 

With sincere respect, 

"IntegriO’ is doing the tqght thing, even when no one is looldng. " 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSA Tutoring@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:32 

To: 

Cc: ~ ; Malay, Susan B 

Subject: 7pm and 9pm sessions cancelled (3/20) 

Many of your students have competition today. All of your students have cancelled tonight EXCEPT for,          (EXS5 }. Once you’re done with 

free to head home - ! don’t think it will be necessary to stick around far ~,our drop-in if you won’t have any of ~,our students here at aft. 

~ ~h~u 
Assistant rutori~ Coordinator/Ac~demi¢ Counselor 

UNC Academic Suopor~ Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 93 9-~3- 2,32g 

feel 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Friday l 1:38 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sophomores Who Must Declare Major 

Susan, 

They all told me they have done this. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:07 PM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Sophomores Who Must Declare Major 

Hi Mike, 

I just wanted to give you a list of the sophomore students who still need to officially declare their major for eligibility purposes. 

- Peace War and Defense 

(although he has submitted an application to the School of Ed and is waiting on the results) 

ECON 

- Management and Society 

- I have asked him to stop by to talk about this, because I am not sure what his back-up plan to B-School 

-Sociology or EXSS 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 8:24 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, 
Benj amin <b sheu@email.unc, edu> 

Conference Request 

Good morning, 

Michelle wants to support us in our professional development and set a deadline of last Friday to make requests to supervisors. 
Unless I missed it, I did not hear from anyone. Please let me know by 10:30 this morning if you are interested in attending anything 
this spring/summer (remember that this is only a request. Michelle will flesh out numbers after all requests are made). 

Thank you, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday 9:24 AM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu-*; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email. uuc.edu>; Overslreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Football staff, 

What are we doing with ? I saw there was a change of status for him - Quit as of 1/10. 

According to attendance records, he does attend all of his sessions as scheduled. 

B~n .Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academk: Supporl: Progn~m for Studenl:-A~:hhel:es 

Office: 9~9-8q~-2328 

Ce~l: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers~email.unc.edu;, 

Monday~ 9:53 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; Beatty, Crreg <gpbeat~@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

I think we leave ~im in all his sessions for the rest ot: this semester unless he were to start missing them. 

Lea 

From: ASPSA Tutorin~ 

Sent: Monday ~:24 AM 

To: Beatty, Greg; Myers, Leslie; Overstreet, Tia 

Co: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: 

Football staff, 

What are we doing with              ? I saw there was a change of status for him - Quit as of ~/~0. 

According to attendance records, he does attend all of his sessions as scheduled. 

B~n Sh~u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for S~udent-A[:hletes 

Office: 959-843-232~ 

Ce~l: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, March 24, 2014 10:59 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: TIM Problems (Again) 

From: 

Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 10:58 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: TIM Problems (Again) 

Hi Susan, 
TIM was giving me issues again last night so I don’t think my hours went into the right folder. It won’t let me select Academics as an option so I checked in for timing purposes and 
approved my hours but I think there might be an issue so I wanted to make you aware of it. 
Thanks, 

Graduate Assistant 

Tar Heel Sports Properties 

Office: (919)z+19-81oo ext. 2077 

Mobile: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edt~;" 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 3:48 PM 

M~oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Time Stamp Out- 3/25/14 

From: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2014 2:42 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Time Stamp Out- 3/25/14 

It slipped my mind to time stamp out this afternoon when I left my shift in the study room. I timed out once I realized, but could you change it to reflect the disclepancy? 

I should have timed out at 2 PM. 
Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 6:06 PM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, 
Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Staff meeting tomorrow 

Hi, 

Please remember that we will have our weekly staff meeting tomorrow at 3 pm. Please let me know if you have any 

agenda items and approximately how long they will take. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_’@ive.u~c.edtc~ 

Wednesday, 7:22 AIVl 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s meeting 

Susan, 

I have my advising meeting today at 12 to declare my major and we have pregame meal today at 12:3~3. Is there aW way we could reschedule for tomorro~v at 1130 or 12? 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 12:18 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Tutor Cancellation 

You said they should be able to make 8pm on Sunday right? 

Ben Sheu 
;~ssistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, ~a~ch ~5, ~0~4 7:38 P~ 

To: ASPSA Tutodn8 

I need to cancel mV BUSI ~0~ and STOR ~ tuto~sess~ons on Thu~s. ~/~7 due to t~avel. I also need to cancel mV ~USC 89 and PORT ~0~ tutodn~ on Sun. 

~/~0 because of t~aveL I need to cancel mV BUSI ~0~ and STOR ~ tuto~sess~ons on Thu~s. 4/~ and ~USC 89 and PORT ~0~ on 4/6 because of t~aveHn~. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3/27/2014 5:54:48 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 3/28/2014 4:00:00 PM 

End: 3/28/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 7:58 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

this morning to meet about intern and study hall incident 

Hello, 

Do you have time to meet this morning to finish our meeting from earlier this week? I am available until noon. 

Let me know what works for you two. 

Thanks, 
IVlichelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dselin@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 8:39 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent $ <blanton@unc.edu> 

conference room 

Hi Brent and Susan, 

Wanted to make sure it’s OK to use the conference room on April 2 from 8-9 p.m.? I know Shelley has it booked til 8, but just 

wanted to be sure there wasn’t anything else. 

Thanks, 

Dana 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 8:49 AM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: this morning to meet about intern and study hall incident 

[ am free until 9:45 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 7:58 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: this morning to meet about intern and study hall incident 

Hello, 

Do you have time to meet this morning to finish our meeting from earlier this week? I am available until noon. 

Let me know what works for you two. 

Thanks, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 
Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 9:01 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: this morning to meet about intern and study hall incident 

We can start to meet and I may have to call if I get a phone call. Come on down if you are ready. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 8:49 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: this morning to meet about intern and study hall incident 

[ am free until 9:45 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 7:58 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: this morning to meet about intern and study hall incident 

Hello, 

Do you have time to meet this morning to finish our meeting from earlier this week? I am available until noon. 

Let me know what works for you two. 

Thanks, 
Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 
Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 9:03 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: this morning to meet about intern and study hall incident 

Just got the call 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 9:01 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: this morning to meet about intern and study hall incident 

We can start to meet and I may have to call if i get a phone call. Come on down if you are ready. 

Michelle 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 8:49 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: this morning to meet about intern and study hall incident 

! am free until 9:45 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 7:58 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: this morning to meet about intern and study hall incident 

Hello, 

Do you have time to meet this morning to finish our meeting from earlier this week? I am available until noon. 

Let me know what works for you two. 

Thanks, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:12 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: nominations for kick off of Speakers Series: Wed., 

Can you send me 

Thanks! 

email address? Not sure which he is in Outlook ... 

From: <Maloy>, Susan B <sbrnaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,              1:43 PM 

To: Dana Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: nominations for kick off of Speakers Series: Wed., 

The sophomores are t:rom Baseball 

Thanks, 

Susa~ 

From; Gelin, Dana E 
Sent; Thursday, 11:37 AlVl 
To; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject; Re: nominations for kick off of Speakers Series: Wed., 
All years are fine! I will definitely include        but please send me the others too. Thanks! 

From: <Maloy>, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 4:35 PM 

To: Dana Gelin <dgelin(c~unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: nominations for kick off of Speakers Series: Wed., 

Hi Darts, 

Wou~d you want a graduaLing sen~or for something ~ike this? Assurn~ng you wou~d, ~ th~nk ~:rorn the Baseball Learn wou~d be good since he has 

battled ~juries throushout his career~ I hsve two sophomores who are tMnki~g of a~temate plans to the 8L~s~ness School. WoLfed you like their ~smes as we~? 

Thanks, 

F~= Gelin, Dana E 
Seat= Wednesday, 1:51 PN 
To= UNC~_Academics 
$~bje~t= nominations for k~ck off of Speakers Series: Wed., 

Hi a~l, 
We’re starting a new program, a Speakers Series, in cooperation with the Rams Club. The idea is to have ~nterest~ng Rams Club members meet with small groups (10 

-15) of student-athletes to talk about a range of ~nteresting topics. We w~ll keep these groups small ~n order to make the meetings condudve to discussion and exchange of ideas~ 

We’re kicking off the series next Wednesday, April 2, and our first speaker will be Scott Maitland, the owner of Top of the Hil~ restaurant and TOPO Distillery. 

he will speak about being open to career (and other) opportunities that might develop, even if they’re unexpected. I think a great target 

audience for this first one ~s students who have had a change in plans -- maybe they didn’t get into the business school, or failed biology and decided reed schoo~ wasn’t for them, or 

had to stop playing their sport because of injury. If you can think of anyone along those lines you’d like to nominate, please send me their name. (And if you have someone you think 

would like to attend but doesn’t fa~l under the "change of plans" umbrella, that’s OK too.) 

To summarize: 
¯ Apd~ 2, 8-9 p.m, 2rid floor conference room, Speakers Series k~ckoff w~th Scott Maitland of Top of the Hill 

. If you would ~ike to nominate a student (or a few students) to attend, please send me names. If you’d like to go ahead and mention this to them, to see whether they’re free and 

interested, that’s fine. Just know that it is ~nvkat~on-only event, not something in which we’re looking for people to just show up (so ~f they want to come, they or you shouM 

contact me ASAP) 
Any questions, please let me know. If it’s possible to send me any nominations by Friday, that would be great. And ASAP is even better -- I don’t want anyone who really would like 

to do th~s to be shut out. 
Thank you~ 

-- Dana 
D~n~ Gelin. University of North C~rolin~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 9:58 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School 

Hey Susan I’m not going to be able to come in today because they moved our game time up to 3, but I’ll come in Monday around 12 sorry hope you have a good 

weekend 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 2:08 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emailatnc.e&~> wrote: 

Ok thanks~ 

From: 
Sent: Thursday 2:04 PM 
To: IVlaloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Summer School 

Yes that’s what he said I’ll try and take care of the holds today and rll come see you tomorrow 

Thank you 

Sere from my iPhone 

On , at 1:55 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.anc.edu~"~ wrote: 

So Roger Kaplan is saying you only need 6 hours to graduate provided you earn a C or better in :          , right?           and an 

e~ec:~:~ve? ~ am happV to meet w~tb Vote, but there ~s not mt~c:h we can do anti~ you get the hoR~s on your account removed Yot~ wi~ no~: be 

permitted to regis[:er ~mtil this is tak~-_~n care of, f[ you still wan[: to meet, t am available at :1.2noon [:omorrow, 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: 

Sent: Thursda~ 10:27 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Summer School 

Hey Susan after meeting with my adviser vesterday and talking to coach i think ira going to try and take          first semester 

summer school and one online class and ill be done. I was wondering if i could come into Vour office tomorrow around :12 for help 

to get into this summer school class. 

let me know what Vou think 

thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~; 

Friday, 10:36 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: More math tutoring tbr 

He only works on Tuesday/Thursday though_. 

I could put him in a :].-on-t for Tuesday 9pro_. 

B~n Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academk: Support Program for S~udent-A~:hletes 

Off:ice: 919-843-2~28 

Cell: 

~rom: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Friday, 10:g0 AM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: FW: More math tutoring for 

mentioned to rne last night that he would be wilUng to help with MATH also. Perhaps you can check his schedule to see what additional time he is 

available. He seems to want to work. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m= Townsend. Jenn 
Sent: Friday, 9:58 AN 
Te= ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject= RE: Nore math tutoring for 

It ~s probably better than nothing. ~ think they should be rougMy on the same material 

Jenn 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Friday, 9:51 AM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 

5uNe¢t: RE: More math tutoring for 

~ don’t have any other sessions for his section. Bes~ ] can do is put him in a session with other students in a different section. Would that work? 

Assistant Tutorial CoordinaLor/Acadernic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for .~tudent-Athletes 

C)ffk>:~: 919-843-2328 

C 

~rom: Townsend, Jenn 

Sent: Friday 9:46 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: More math tutoring for 

Hi, 
Could we please add another MATH 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9.~!..2~...~5~. 
919 962 8247 (fax) 

tutoring session for ? He is struggling on his tests and needs as much help as possible to finish the semester. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GrawOzburn, Kara Allison <kar@unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:19 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting to discuss       academic plm~ as an Education Major 

Thanks Susan 

We will see you on Wednesday, 

Ka ra 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, Jzt:42 AM 

To: GrawOzburn, Kara Allison 
Cc: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: Meeting to discuss       ~cademic plan as an Education Major 

We will mee[ on the 2nd floor Conference Room off of the ~obby. 

Look forward to seeing you then. 

From: GrawOzburn, Kara Allison 
Sent: Monday, ~:2~ AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Co: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: Meeting to discuss ~cademic plan as an Education Major 

WonderfLd 

Thank you for helping make th~s meetk~g happen. What floor is the conference room on? 

Ka ra 

Kara GrawOzbum 
gss[stant: Direct:or o[ Student Affaks 

School o~ Educatkm 

~03 G Peabody 

UNC Chapel 

C8# 
9~9-.~g-6245 

kara@unc.edu 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, ~0:58 AM 
Tot GrawOzburn, Kara Allison 
Subject: RE: Meeting to discuss academic plan as an Education Major 

Hi Kara, 

Coach Fox will b~? able ~:o m~:_~et at 12:30pm on Wednesday (4/2). [.e~:’s plan to meet in our conference room. ~s ~:hat ok with you? 

Tha~k you, 

F~m: GrawOzburn, Kara Allison 
Sent: Monday, i0:23 AN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Meeting to discuss academic plan as an Education Major 

Hi Susan 

Yes ~2:30 would work for us. Please do check wiU~ Coach Fox to see if that will work for him as well and let me know. 

Thanks 

Ka ra 

Kara GrmwOzburn 
gssistant: Direct:or o{ Student Affairs 

School o~ Educatkm 

103 G Peabody HaI~ 

UNC Chapel 

CB# 

919-.~3-6245 

kara@unc.edu 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 12:02 PN 
T~t GrawOzburn, Kara Allison 
S~j~t: RE: Meeting to discuss academic plan as an Education Major 

Hi Kara, 

f be~k~ve Coach M~ke Fox couR~ make ~.2:30pm on 4/2. Let me know what seems to work lot everyone, and we can definitely find a ~:~k~ce here in koudermHk to 

Thanks, 

Fmm~ GrawOzburn, Kara Allison 
Sent~ Thursday, ~: 24 PN 

Townsend, Jenn; Fox, Mike; Sco~, Catherine Elizabeth; Maloy, Susan B 
Subjeet~ Meeting to discuss academic plan as an Education Major 

Dear All 

As you all know was recently admitted into the Middle Grades program. As the requirements for an education program and athletic competition normally 

require extra time beyond the traditional 8 semesters I would like to request a meeting where all of us can sit down together and discuss how the next few years 



will look for       It would be preferable to hold this meeting before      registers next week. Based on a conversation I had with      this morning regarding 

his class and practice / game schedule and my and Dr. Scott’s availability next week I would like to ask that we meet sometime between 12-2 next Wednesday, 

April 2nd. Dr. Scott and I can come to Loudermilk. Is there a time in that window that will work for all of us to meet? 

Sincerely, 

Kara GrawOzburn 

Assistant Director of Student Affairs 

School of Education 

103 G Peabody Hall 

UNC Chapel Hill 

CB# 3500 

919-843-6245 

~_a_.r_a___@__u_._n_.~_;~_d___u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:01 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Re~hedule Meeting Tomorrow 

Olmy thank you. I was unaware of the life skills meeting tonight so I just canceled my tutor session. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:57 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sNnalov~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 
Just a reminder that I will not be able to meet tomorrow morning. If you are here Thursday night, we can meet then. Just let me know. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic S upport Program lbr Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(a) email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:13 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Fail Schedule and Academic Advising 

Dear Susan, 

Are available to meet any time today or tomorrow? I would like to talk to you about my class schedule for this upcoming fall. Also I have been trying to 
schedule academic advising appointments but they are so full, so I am still working on getting that done. 

Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:09 PM 

To: 

Cc: Fox, Mike; Forbes, Scott; Jackson, Scott C; Gaines, Bryant 

Subject: Registration and Travel Reminders 

Hey Guys! 

Thank you all for making your Academic Advising appointments this sernester. Great job! I hope you found thern helpfl_~l. Sorry for the long email, but I have a 

several important reminders for the next few weeks pertaining to Fall Registration and your upcoming travel to Duke and Boston. 

1. Everyone now has their priority registration time and date. If you don’t know when it is, please check Student Center in ConnectCarolina or contact me. 

Continue to check holds on your account several times a week that would prevent you from registering, 

2. Take the time now to load your Shopping Cart and prepare yourself for registration. I would love to have a chance to meet with all of you to discuss the 

courses you plan to take. Please stop by when you can. I can provide you with a major worksheet so that you know what courses will be degree appEcable~ 

Be sure to register for 15 hours that you desire to take so that you do not have to scramble to find courses when Fall begins. Be!hA prepared now wil! 

alleviate a lot of stress and frustration later. Let me know if I can help! 

3, Many of you will need to register while you are in Boston. Be sure you have your computer with internet access, and you set your alarm to take advantage 

of the 8am priority registration time, 

Begin emailing your professors now to remind them that you will not be in class on Thursday    and Friday    next week. Inquire if there are any 

assignments that you must complete prior to leaving or upon your return~ If you wait until next Wednesday to send this email and a professor assigns 

something new to be done before you leave, you may not have enough time to complete it. Therefore, it is best to begin communicating now. I know you 

all provided travel letters, but professors may not recall the dates that you will be absent. 

5. Those of you who have tutor sessions on Sunday night, please remember to send an email to ASPSAtutodng@unc.edu to cancel your 6pro and 7pm tutor 

sessions on Sunday     as a result of our game at Duke. I think you should still be able to make your 8pm and 9pm sessions. 

6. Please also go ahead and send an email to cancel your Thursday     and Sunday     tutor appointments as well since you will be in Boston. 

A lot of reminders during this busy time. We have exactly one month left of class prior to exams. Push hard through these next few weeks and the results will pay 

off. Let me know if I can help in any way. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Su sar~ Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Ac~lemic Cotmselor 

UNC Academic Support Program ~br Student-Affik:tes 

919-962-9892 (,office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(tbemail, mac.edu 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:44 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: RE: Time 

Thank you!! 
Was this an approval week? 

From: Maloy, Susan 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Time 

3:31 PM 

Your time has been added Thank you. 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Time 

10:00 AM 

Yes ma’am, I just did. Thank you again! 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 9:09 A£{ "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Hi 

> I need you to log in and back out a minute or two later and transfer your time to ASPSA so that you show up on my TIMS list ] won’t be able to add your time from last night until you are 

able to do so. 

> 

> Thanks, 

> Susan 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: 

> Sent: Mi)nday, 9:38 PM 

> To: Maloy, Susan B 

> SubJect: Time 

> 

> I realized I didn’t give you my hours in the last email: 

> Time in: 6pm 

> Time out: 9:35pm 

> Thank you, 

> 

> Sent from tW if°hone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:53 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Fall Schedule a~d Academic Advising 

I can meet with you arouud 1015. Thank you for your help 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3::15:49 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Fall Schedule and Academic Advising 

I thought you already had at least one advising appointment this semester didn’t you? Or are you )~st wanting to meet with ;~dvising again (which is completely 

fine)? 

Fd be happy ~:o meet w~:h you, Tomorrow ~ am available 9:30-.Ilam and 2-.:~prn and 4-.5::30pm. t.et me know what: work~ for you, 

Thanks 

Sent~ Tuesday, 10:13 AN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subjeet~ Fall Schedule and Academic Advising 

Dear Susan, 

Are available to meet any time today or tomorrow? I would like to tall< to you about my class schedule for this upcoming fall. Also I have been trying to 

schedule academic advising appointments but they are so full, so I am still working on getting that done. 

Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <._s__b___n_!_a__Lo_y@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:09 PM 

To: 

Cc: Fox, Mike; Forbes, Scott; Jackson, Scott C; Gaines, Bryant 

Subject: Registration and Travel Reminders 

Hey Guys] 

Thank you all for making your Academic Advising appointments this semester. Great job! I hope you found them helpful. Sorry for the long email, but I have a 

several impor[ant reminders for the next few weeks pertaining to Fall Registration and your upcoming travel [o Duke and Boston. 

:1. Everyone now has their priority registration time and date. If you don’t know when it is, please check Student Center in ConnectCarolina or contact me. 

Continue to check holds on your account several times a week that would prevent you from registering. 

2, Take the time now to load your Shopping Cart and prepare yourself for registration. I would love to have a chance to meet with all of you to discuss the 

courses you plan to take. Please stop by when you can. I can provide you with a major worksheet so that you know what courses will be degree applicable. 

Be sure to register for :15 hours that you desire to take so [hat you do not have to scramble to find courses when Fall begins~ Being prepared now will 

alleviate a lot of s[ress and frustra[ion later~ Let me know if I can help! 

3. Many of you will need to register while you are in Boston. Be sure you have your computer with internet access, and you set your alarm to take advantage 

of the 8am priority registration time. 

4. Begin emailing your professors now to remind them that you will not be in class on Thursday    and Friday    next week. Inquire if there are any 

assignments that you must complete prior to leaving or upon your return. If you wait until next Wednesday to send this email and a professor assigns 

something new to be done before you leave, you may not have enough time [o complete it, Therefore, it is best to begin communicating now. I know you 

all provided travel letters, but professors may not recall the dates that you will be absent. 

5. Those of you who have tutor sessions on Sunday night, please remember to send an email to ASPSAtutoring@unc.edu to cancel your 6pm and 7pm tutor 

sessions on Sunday     as a result of our game at Duke, I think you should still be able to make your 8pro and 9pro sessions, 

6, Please also go ahead and send an email to cancel your Thursday     and Sunday     tutor appointments as well since you will be in Boston. 

A lot of reminders during this busy lime. We have exactly one month left of class prior to exams, Push hard through these next few weeks and the results will pay 

off, Let me know if I can help in any way. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tuk)ria] Coordinator/Academic Com~selor 

[~qC Academic Support Program [br Student-AtNel.es 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:54 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Fall Schedule a~d Academic Advising 

Actually, I think around 4 would be better right after practice. 

Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3::15:49 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Fall Schedule and Academic Advising 

I thought you already had at least one advising appointment this semester didn’t you? Or are you )~st wanting to meet with ;~dvising again (which is completely 

fine)? 

Fd be happy ~:o meet w~:h you, Tomorrow ~ am available 9:30-.Ilam and 2-.:~prn and 4-.5::30pm. t.et me know what: work~ for you, 

Thanks 

Sent~ Tuesday, 10:13 AN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subjeet~ Fall Schedule and Academic Advising 

Dear Susan, 

Are available to meet any time today or tomorrow? I would like to tall< to you about my class schedule for this upcoming fall. Also I have been trying to 

schedule academic advising appointments but they are so full, so I am still working on getting that done. 

Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <._s__b___n_!_a__Lo_y@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:09 PM 

To: 

Cc: Fox, Mike; Forbes, Scott; Jackson, Scott C; Gaines, Bryant 

Subject: Registration and Travel Reminders 

Hey Guys] 

Thank you all for making your Academic Advising appointments this semester. Great job! hope you found them helpful. Sorry for the long email, but I have a 

several impor[ant reminders for the next few weeks pertaining to Fall Registration and your upcoming travel [o Duke and Boston. 

:1. Everyone now has their priority registration time and date. If you don’t know when it is, please check Student Center in ConnectCarolina or contact me. 

Continue to check holds on your account several times a week that would prevent you from registering. 

2, Take the time now to load your Shopping Cart and prepare yourself for registration. I would love to have a chance to meet with all of you to discuss the 

courses you plan to take. Please stop by when you can. I can provide you with a major worksheet so that you know what courses will be degree applicable. 

Be sure to register for :15 hours that you desire to take so [hat you do not have to scramble to find courses when Fall begins~ Being prepared now will 

alleviate a lot of s[ress and frustra[ion later~ Let me know if I can help! 

3. Many of you will need to register while you are in Boston. Be sure you have your computer with internet access, and you set your alarm to take advantage 

of the 8am priority registration time. 

4. Begin emailing your professors now to remind them that you will not be in class on Thursday    and Friday    next week. Inquire if there are any 

assignments that you must complete prior to leaving or upon your return. If you wait until next Wednesday to send this email and a professor assigns 

something new to be done before you leave, you may not have enough time [o complete it, Therefore, it is best to begin communicating now. I know you 

all provided travel letters, but professors may not recall the dates that you will be absent. 

5. Those of you who have tutor sessions on Sunday night, please remember to send an email to ASPSAtutoring@unc.edu to cancel your 6pm and 7pm tutor 

sessions on Sunday     as a result of our game at Duke, I think you should still be able to make your 8pro and 9pro sessions, 

6, Please also go ahead and send an email to cancel your Thursday     and Sunday,    tutor appointments as well since you will be in Boston. 

A lot of reminders during this busy lime. We have exactly one month left of class prior to exams, Push hard through these next few weeks and the results will pay 

off, Let me know if I can help in any way. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tuk)ria] Coordinator/Academic Com~selor 

[~x’C Academic Support Program [br Student-AtNel.es 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jelm <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:20 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Very important--please review tbr accuracy by Thursday at noon! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:18 AM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 

Subject: RE: Very important--please review for accuracy by Thursday at noon! 

f agree with evervon~:_~. Th~-’_~ only other student who was dose bu[: may have ju~t m~s~ed the 3.2 ~s l- ~f you want to k)ok at h~m ag~in to be sure that 

wou~d be great. Otherwise, there wou~d be no one else for 

Thanks, 

F~m= Townsend, Jenn 
Sent= Wednesday, . 9:07 AN 
To= Blanton, Brent S; Plyers, Leslie; Bea~, Greg; Greene, Nichael; Sheu, Benjamin; Yount, Tony; Orr, Kym N; Lee, 3aimie; Overstreet, ~a; Naloy, Susan B 

Subject; Ve~ ~mpo~nt--please review for accuracy by Thursday at noon[ 
Impedance: High 

Hi, 

Please review the attached list of students who earned a 3.2 average gpa for the           and        semesters. 

If there is anyone who needs to be removed (were not active members of a team during both semesters, etc), please highlight their names. If you feel believe that 

someone should be included who is not on this list, please let me know who they are and I will investigate. 

Please respond to tNs email to let me know that your review is complete. 

Thanks~ 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9:[9 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 9:23 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Caa~cellations 

Okie dokey 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 20J.4 9:2:1 AM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: Cancellations 

Hi Ben, 

FYI should be sending in cancellation emails for tomorrow and Sunday. You should not cancel any appointments for and in case 

you seen emails from them. All others should be approved. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:04 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Cancellation 

THis class ends at 1050 i was going to head straight to your office to check in. Will that work? 

From: Maloy, Susan g <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:19 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Cancellation 

Thank you Since we did not get to meet this week, do you have any grade updates and are you all set with your Shopping Cart for ga~ reg~stra~o~? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent~ Wednesdag,           9:16 AN 
T~: ASPSA Tutoring; Maloy, Susan B 
~ubje~t: Cancellation 

i am goingto have to cancel mythursday and sunday tutors because we are traveling to boston. 

ThankM 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday 12:58 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Rammy’s 4/14 

Hi Susan 

I was wondering if there roll be s~udy hall on Monday, April 14. It is the night of the Rmnmy’s. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 2:04 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: ii~bactions 

Lol thanks! I knew that..,smh._signs of some jetl~g 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 2:01 PM 
To: Lee, ]aimie; ASPSA Tutoring 
~j~t: RE: infractions 

Yes there ~s a DaUy ]n~:ract~ons Report by Advisor on the Hght hand s~de of the Advisor Menu thai you can run. You just need to add the date. 

Thanks, 

F~m: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, Apr[[ 02, 2014 l:16 PN 

To: Naloy, Susan B; ASPSA Tutoring 
S~bject= RE: infractions 
Thanks for the exp~anatiorL I was goin~ off of the 3 str~kes, but sin~e it ~s now S, ~ doR’t [Nnk ] have seen snyone at that Rumber. Is there a tally ava~lsb]e ~R the 

database of the infract~ons? 

F~= Maloy, Susan B 
Se~t= Tuesday, April 02, 20~ 3:28 PH 
T~= ASPSA Tutoring; Lee, 3aimie 
S~bject= RE: infractions 

CounsNo~s sr’e ~nvolved ~R arrsngin~ the meeting after the 5th ~Rfrac[~on as well You aRd ] wH] d~scuss a p~an to orgaRke the meeting. Do you have anyone w~[h 5 

at th~s 

F~= ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent= Tuesday, April 02, 202~ 2:2~ PM 

To= Lee, ]aimie 
~c= Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject= RE: infractions 

Ja~m~e, 

We adjusted it s~ghfly --you shouM be con[~nuing [o r’e]ay the ~nformation to coachk~g staff, possibly meet internally at g. Susan w~H set up our official mee[~ng at 

5. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutori~l Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for S[udent-A[:hletes 

Ofl:i~e: 9~9-8~]3-2928 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 10:57 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: infractions 

Hello, 

My student athletes have racked up on infractions lately...do you all initiate the penalty when they have exceeded 3 and need to have a meeting with the staff? I 

do not know how this works...thanks! 
*for discussion purposes only* 

Academic Counselor (Women’s Basketball/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving) 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

jaimielee@unc,edu 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Scroggs, William E <williescrogg@nnc.edu;, 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 4:03 PM 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Re: Please Welcome Willie Nelson to the IT Staff 

i~nage001.png 

Tom great hire and just in time for the Rammys 

Sent from my iPhone 

I would like to announce that Willie Nelson has joined the IT team here. Willie is a graduate from Florida State University where he worked with the 

Football program in the technology field. Willie is an asset to our team and we are lucky to have him here at UNC. 

Please help me give him a warm welcome. 

Thanks 

Tom 

<irna geOO:L png>T.:_~rn Uvers 

Director of IT UNC Athh:"t:ics 

Phone: (919}9S2--7g20 

Ce~l: 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 4:27 PM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

ACC Outdoor Track and Field ChaJnpionship 

Good Afternoon - 

I hope that everyone is enjoying this amazing spring weather! As many of you know, we have the privilege of hosting the ACC Outdoor Track and Field 

Championship at Fetzer Field/gelk Track Thursday, April 17 through Saturday, April 19. 

This is one of the largest events that we have hosted with over 1,000 student-athletes, coaches and administrators from each of the 15 ACC institutions. We will 

essentially be using all of the Henry/Navy, Fetzer Field/Belk Track and Carmichael footprint to host this event. 

Due to the timing of this event on a holiday weekend with Good Friday and Easter weekend we are in short supply of volunteers. We’d like to ask if you are 

available and willing to please help us out in filling the following roles: 

[]Thursday, April 17 

o Hurdle Crew - seeking 20 volunteers. Check-in will be at 4:15 p.m. and assuming all events are running on schedule volunteers should be done by 

approximately 5:45 p.m. 

[] Friday, April 18 (University holiday) 

c., Hurdle Crew - seeking 20 volunteers. Check-in will be at 4:00 p.m. and assuming all events are running on schedule volunteers should be done by 

approximately 5:30 p.m. 

[] Saturday, April 19 

o Hurdle Crew -seeking 15 volunteers. Check-in will be at 4:00 p.m. and assuming all events are running on schedule volunteers should be done by 

approximately 6:30 p.m. 

c., Lap Counters -seeking ~.5 volunteers. Check-in will be at 6:00 p.m. and assuming all events are running on schedule volunteers should be done by 

approximately 7:30 p.m. 

*Meals and t-shirts will be provided to all volunteers. 

Please respond if you or anyone you know may be interested or have any questions in regards to helping us in a volunteer position at any point during this 

Championship. This will be a great opportunity to work something new and contribute to the success of our student-athletes. 

Thank you for your consideration and Go Heels! 

on behalf of the entire Event Management team) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 12:58 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Cancel tutor 

FYI - he was one of the ones that ~vasn’t supposed to be cancelling right? 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
Eric Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Cancel tutor 

12:41 PM 

Hello, 
I need to cancel my tutor session for 7 tonight I traveled home yesterday and will not make it back u~]til later tonight I will be able to make my 8 and 9. 
’]?hanks! 

Sent likuta my iPhune 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clayton, Nicole <claytonn@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 10:06 AM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie <j aimielee@unc, edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc. edu>; Sheu, 
Benj amin <b sheu@email.unc, edu> 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Myers, 
Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> 

RE: N4AiNACDA conference 

Good morning, 

If you could please email me if you will be attending the conference and the dates you want to attend. I would like to 
receive that information by Monday. The travel company liaison is pretty busy with travel arrangements for athletics; so it 
is taking a little bit longer to get flights secured. So the sooner I put the request in, the better. 

Thank you, 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 7:08 PM 
To: Orr, Kym N; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin 
Cc: Townsend, Jenn; Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Clayton, Nicole 
Subject: N4A/NACDA conference 

Hello, 

You are approved to attend the N4A/NACDA Conference in Orlando at the beginning of June. 

I will be joining you too. If you would still like to attend, please go ahead and register. From what I understand the 

conference hotel is filled but when you register, it puts you on a waitlist while registering you for a different hotel. I 

haven’t tried it yet. If the first person can let the others know what is going on, that would be great. We will most likely 

rent one car so we need to either all be in the conference hotel or split between the conference hotel and one other 

hotel. 

Nicole has agreed to help us with travel arrangements. Nicole will work with the travel company to look at flights after 

we confirm exactly the days and times. So, please look at the agenda and email her your preference. Nicole, please 

gather the information and ask the travel company for times and days. We will not purchase it until I return so we have 

a week to get this prepared to see how things look. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 
Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 



Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 
fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridl~e Road CB#3107 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Friday,            10:06 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@e nail.unc.edu> 

Re: Re~hedule our 8pm Meeting on 4/7 

Hey Mrs. Susan, 

Could 9:15 that morning work? 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 5:02 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalm,(a~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
I will need to reschedule our 8am meeting this Monday (4/7). If you have time after 9pm on Monday, that would be great, i.e. 9:30am, lO:30am, 

11:30am, 12:30 and after. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@nnc.edu~, 

Sent: Sunday, _ 2:00 PIVl 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.anc.edu> 

Re: Unavailable for this Sunday 

Hello! Please do not cancel tutoring for wbb... Who is on dnty on Sundays? Could that person fill in as a guided study monitor? 

On at 7:01 PM, ~,%gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Friends, 

Hope you have been enjoying the warmer weather. 

Just wanted to let yon know that I have jus~t been diagnosed with the flu (yikes)! rm on medicine but I don’t think it would be smart for me to come and 

potentiaJdy sh~xe my germs with the athletes on Sunday evening, nor do I think tny bo@ will be up for getting out and about. I’m sorry, but I don’t think I’ll 

be able to work to,no,row night     from 6-9. Hopefully someone can fill in for me since all thlee hours ~:re GS. 

If I remember correctly, this week is a TIMS approval week. None of my devices at home support the TIMS software, so if someone can approve my 

timecard for me I’d really appreciate it! 

Sorry I’ll have to be out tomorrow, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabefl~ M --~emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 6:11 PIVl 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Observations on Sunday 

I~m on it! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent; Friday, April 0% 20:t4 2:03 PM 
Te; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject: Tutor Observations on Sunday 

Hi Beth, 

Is there any chance you could get some observations done this Sunday evening? I am not sure when your availability is throughout the night, but here are the 

Sunday tutors who have not been observed yet: 

6-9pro 

’ 6-Spin 

6-:lOpm 

7pm 
Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbnlaloy(?~email.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu;, 

Monday, April 7, 2014 9:08 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Question Re. Hotel Reservation for N4A 

Oh goodness._you’re right, that is a very vague response._quite unhelpful Iol._thanks for sharing! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, April 07, 20:14 9:05 AM 

To: Lee, .laimie 
Subject: FW: Question Re. Hotel Reservation for N4A 

He didn’t say much 

I guess we just wait and see. 

Susan1 

~ Brian Homing [ma~lto:bhorning@nacda.com] 
SeBt~ Monday, April 07, 2014 8:37 AN 
Te~ Maloy, Susan B 
S~bject= RE: Question Re. HoWl Rese~atbn for N~A 

We are wa~t~ng to hear this morning on that status of the overflow properties. They may s~mp]y need to add more rooms to our Mock. 

Brian Hornh~g 

Director-Membership Services 

NACDA 

4,~-.788-7469 d~rect 

~]O-892-.4000 mNn phone 

440-~2-4007 fax 

cell 

DA 
150 

[~he us o~ ~aeeboo~: faceboo]~.corninacda 

Follow us on Twitter: ~:w~:ter.com/nscds 

F~m= Haloy, Susan B 

Sent= Friday, ApN 04, 2014 2:36 PN 

T~ Brian Homing 

Su~jeet~ Question Re. Hotel Resewation for N4A 

Hi Brian, 

You are probably getting thB question a million times, but I just want to be sure there is nothing else I should be doing to register for a hotel room for N4A. I just 

submitted my reservation for the World Center Marriott Resort June 5-8 which put me on a wait list. Must 

the waitlist does not work out, will I automatically be moved over to the Marriott Village. The confirmation email that I received directed me to the Marriott 

Village, but did not give me the ability to request a room. Please advise. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tu~fial CooNinato~/Academic Counselor 

~C Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (f~) 

sknaloy~emNLunc 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~; 

Monday, April 7, 2014 11:36 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Final Exam Replies 

Read only? 

As in un-read? 

B~n 5heu 
Assistai~t Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academk: Support Progr~m for Stude~t-A~:hletes 

Office: 959-843-2328 

Ce~l: 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

.Sent: Monday, April 07, 20~4 ~0:38 AM 

Te: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: F~nal Exam Replies 

Hi Ben, 

Please leave the Final Exam repl~es as read only. I w~ll get to those after ~ go through time cards. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

~C Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oS~ce) 

919-962- 8247 (t~x) 

sbmaloy~;emal.nnc.eNJ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Monday, 11:42 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; a~spsatutofing@emaJl.anc.e&i.; ASPSA Tntoring <ASPSATntoring@nnc.edtr> 

RE: Tutor Cancel reqnest 

Thanks I approve of this cancellation since you have another MATH session later this week. 

Also, I noticed the ASPSA email address yon nsed is not valid. Please be sum to email aspsatutoring@unc.edn instead of aspsatutoring@enmil.tmc.edu. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 11:28 AM 

To: aspsatutoring@email.unc.edu.; MaJoy, Susan B 

Subject: Tutor Cancel request 

I need to cancel Iny 9 pm tutor tonight. I am meeting with a classmate to prepare for a test in AA~AJ) 
grasp on the material so it’s the best option for me to cancel. 

and that is the best time we can meet and I feel I have a good 

Thm~k you 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 1:20 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: timecard error 

FYI 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, .7:05 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: timecard error 

Dear Susan, 
Not sure how I managed to neglect this again, but I didn’t clock out at 8PM, Sunday 

Best, 

¯ My apologies for the oversight¯ 

From: ASPSA Tutorina 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Subject: R~:: t~mecard error 

3:16 PM 

No worries. I have ~T~ade the correction?. 

Thank you, 

From: 
Sent: Monday, :tO: :t4 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: timecard error 

Dear Susan, 

I managed to forget to clock out again. I finished my shift at 9PIVl today. Sorry. for the trouble. 

My best. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lyons. Elizabeth M --~emlyons~email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 10:42 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

POSTER.docx 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

emlyons@emaikunc.edu 

T. 919.843.6029 

f. 919-962.8247 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            4:50 PM 

@unc.edu> 

~gmail.com>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

~emaJl.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
<sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edtc" 

Rammy’s Poster 

3) unc.edu-~;                            @emaJl.unc.edu~; 

@live .unc .edu>;                          ~b gmail .corn>; 

~live.unc.edu>;                  ~nnc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>;                   @gmail.com>; Maloy, Susan B 

Hey all, 
just mentioned to me that they had put up a poster in the independent study hall room this past Friday-and it is no longer up now. When you all worked... 

Did you see it? Did you see anyone take it down or see what happened to it? 

Let me know if you did or didn’t see it up at all - or if you have any information. 

Thanks! 

B~n 
Assistm~t Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Cotanselor 

I_i [t C A~::~ d e m ic S u p po rt Pro g r ~ m fo r S~ u d e n t- A [: h I e t e s 

bshe~ema~.ur c edu 

Office: 919-843-2~28 

Ce~l: 



Subject: with 

Start: 7/30/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 7/30/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: -Interview 

Start: 7/30/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 7/30/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: APR Meeting 

Location: 2004 Loudermilk 

Start: 3/19/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 3/19/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Decosta, Senora R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN:REClPIENTS/CN=SENORA] 

3/8/2012 9:11:33 PM 

Decosta, Senora R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN:REClPIENTS/CN:Senora]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN:REClPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Lloyd, Gary R [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=GrI1974]; Lineberry, 

Crystal Nolan [/O:UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN:REClPIENTS/CN:Clineber]; Horton, Rocky [/O:UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN:REClPIENTS/CN=Rockyh]; Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy 

(sbmaloy)]; Blanton, Brent S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN:REClPIENTS/CN:Brent S Blanton (bsblanto)]; Kinney, Rick [/O:UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN:REClPIENTS/CN:Rkinney] 

Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Required 

Attendees: 

Derickson, Christopher P; Lloyd, Gary R; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan; Horton, Rocky; Maloy, Susan B; Blanton, Brent S; 

Kinney, Rick 

To provide room number. No response necessary. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CLIN EBER] 

5/2/2012 7:04:19 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Clineber]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Lloyd, Gary R [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=GrI1974]; Decosta, 

Senora R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Senora]; Blanton, Brent S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Brent S Blanton (bsblanto)]; Horton, Rocky 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rockyh]; 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: APR 

Location: OUR - SASB - Rm 3103 

Start: 5/17/2012 3:15:00 PM 

End: 5/17/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Derickson, Christopher P; Lloyd, Gary R; Decosta, Senora R; Blanton, Brent S; Horton, Rocky; Maloy, Susan B 

This meeting is to discuss the next steps and to determine a timeline for APR. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BRADLEY RICHARD BETHEL (BBETHEL)] 

5/29/2013 8:25:54 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bradley Richard Bethel (bbethel)]; Brown, Michelle [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Michelle J.D. Brown 

(mbrown3)a5a]; Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)]; Blanton, Brent S [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Brent S Blanton 

(bsblanto)] 

ACC Presentation Meeting 

Michelle’s Office 

6/10/2013 3:00:00 PM 

6/10/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B; Blanton, Brent S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BRADLEY RICHARD BETHEL (BBETHEL)] 

6/12/2013 12:56:31 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bradley Richard Bethel (bbethel)]; Brown, Michelle [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Michelle J.D. Brown 

(mbrown3)a5a]; Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)]; Lyons, Elizabeth M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Elizabeth M Lyons 

(emlyons)]; Blanton, Brent S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Brent S Blanton (bsblanto)] 

Meeting to Discuss Learning Assistants 

Bradley’s Office 

6/20/2013 12:30:00 PM 

6/20/2013 1:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Blanton, Brent S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BRADLEY RICHARD BETHEL (BBETHEL)] 

7/12/2013 8:22:08 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bradley Richard Bethel (bbethel)]; Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy 

(sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Interview: 

Start: 7/17/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 7/17/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Malo% Susan B 

Attendees: 

Susan, I have interviews with five candidates for the two assistant learning specialist positions. I will send you an 

.resumer... 
invitation for each. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BRADLEY RICHARD BETHEL (BBETHEL)] 

8:26:08 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bradley Richard Bethel (bbethel)]; Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy 

(sbmaloy)] 

Subject: Interview 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

7:30:00 PM 

8:30:00 PM 

Required 

Attendees: 

Maloy, Susan B 

Resume 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BRADLEY RICHARD BETHEL (BBETHEL)] 

8:30:27 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bradley Richard Bethel (bbethel)]; Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy 

(sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Interview 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

8:30:00 PM 

9:30:00 PM 

Required 

Attendees: 

Maloy, Susan B 

C V.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BRADLEY RICHARD BETHEL (BBETHEL)] 

7/12/2013 8:30:51 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bradley Richard Bethel (bbethel)]; Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy 

(sbmaloy)] 

Interview 

7/19/2013 6:30:00 PM 

7/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

UNC 

resume.doc 

(none) 

Maloy, Susan B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BRADLEY RICHARD BETHEL (BBETHEL)] 

7/29/2013 2:27:07 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bradley Richard Bethel (bbethel)]; Lee, Jaimie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jaimie Alexis 

Samatha Lee (jaimiel)]; Overstreet, Tia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tia Overstreet (overstre)]; Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy 

(sbmaloy)]; Sheu, Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Benjamin Sheu (bsheu)58a]; Brown, Michelle [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michelle J.D. Brown 

(mbrown3)a5a]; Townsend, Jenn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jjtowns]; Blanton, Brent S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Brent S Blanton (bsblanto)]; Orr, Kym N [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kym N Orr (oft)J; 

Yount, Tony [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tony Yount (gyount)] 

Choosing Appropriate Learning Strategies 

Loudermilk 2406/08 

8/16/2013 1:30:00 PM 

8/16/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Townsend, Jenn; Blanton, Brent S; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; Lee, Jaimie; Overstreet, Tia; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, 

Benjamin; Brown, Michelle 

Jaimie and Tia, please be available for this workshop as well. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sheu, Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BENJAMIN SHEU (BSHEU)58A] 

2:30:51 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Benjamin Sheu (bsheu)58a]; Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy 

(sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Location: 2111 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

6:00:00 PM 

7:00:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy@email.unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BRADLEY RICHARD BETHEL (BBETHEL)] 

2:46:05 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bradley Richard Bethel (bbethel)]; Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy 

(sbmaloy)]; Sheu, Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Benjamin Sheu (bsheu)58a]; Townsend, Jenn [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jjtowns] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Students with LD: 

Loudermilk 2406/08 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

5:00:00 PM 

6:30:00 PM 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

6:23:00 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Location: My Office 

Start: 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Would like for her to meet with Jenn. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

7:32:46 PM 

- Tutor 

7:00:00 PM 

8:00:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

7:57:09 PM 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Tutor 

7:30:00 PM 

8:00:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

7:58:18 PM 

- Tutor 

1:00:00 PM 

2:00:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

7:59:00 PM 

- Tutor 

6:00:00 PM 

7:00:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:20:49 PM 

- Tutor 

2:00:00 PM 

3:00:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:32:33 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

7:00:00 PM 

8:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

12:43:48 PM 

- Tutor 

7:00:00 PM 

8:00:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

12:45:37 PM 

- Tutor 

2:00:00 PM 

3:00:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

4:18:59 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: Lunch w/ 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

4:15:00 PM 

5:15:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

4:29:02 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

3:00:00 PM 

4:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

6:41:46 PM 

- Tutor 

8:00:00 PM 

9:00:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

4:12:23 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Tutor Policies 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

3:00:00 PM 

4:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1:12:59 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Public Health Tutoring 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

2:00:00 PM 

3:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1:15:07 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

6:00:00 PM 

7:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

5:16:20 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

2:00:00 PM 

3:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

9:21:27 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - GEOG Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

2:30:00 PM 

3:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

9:37:21 PM 

- GEOL Tutor 

7:00:00 PM 

8:00:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

4:54:58 PM 

- BUSI Tutor 

8:00:00 PM 

9:00:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

9:39:23 PM 

Subject: - Monitor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

2:00:00 PM 

2:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

12:25:01 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Monitor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

2:30:00 PM 

3:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:05:13 PM 

8:00:00 PM 

8:30:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

5:41:55 PM 

- Tutor 

4:00:00 PM 

4:30:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2:45:13 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Monitor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

8:30:00 PM 

9:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3:04:36 AM 

Tutor 

4:00:00 PM 

4:30:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

10:35:35 PM 

8:30:00 PM 

9:00:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1:02:09 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

7:00:00 PM 

7:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2:15:13 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: Mtg w/ 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

1:30:00 PM 

3:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2:35:45 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: Mtg w/ 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

6:00:00 PM 

7:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

7:37:47 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: ¯ Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

8:15:00 PM 

9:15:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

12:24:45 AM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

8:15:00 PM 

9:15:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

12:49:11 PM 

- Tutor 

6:00:00 PM 

7:00:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2:24:47 PM 

2:00:00 PM 

3:00:00 PM 

tutor 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3:51:49 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: Training Video - 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

3:00:00 PM 

3:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

7:57:18 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

5:00:00 PM 

5:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

12:03:17 AM 

- Video 

6:30:00 PM 

7:00:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

4:57:36 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1:00:00 PM 

End: 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Wednesday from 9:00 AM to 9:30 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

4:57:53 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1:30:00 PM 

End: 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Wednesday from 9:30 AM to 10:00 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

6:32:37 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Wednesday from 10:00 AM to 10:30 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

6:32:42 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

2:30:00 PM 

3:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

6:33:01 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 4:00:00 PM 

End: 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Wednesday from 12:00 PM to 12:30 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:50:45 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 12:15:00 PM 

End: 12:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Thursday from 8:25 AM to 8:45 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:51:31 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 3:00:00 PM 

End: 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Thursday from 11:00 AM to 11:30 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:51:47 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 3:30:00 PM 

End: 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Thursday from 11:30 AM to 12:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:52:06 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 4:00:00 PM 

End: 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Thursday from 12:00 PM to 12:30 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:52:42 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 10:00:00 PM 

End: 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Tuesday from 6:00 PM to 6:30 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:52:59 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 10:30:00 PM 

End: 11:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Tuesday from 6:30 PM to 7:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:53:26 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: Ii:00:00 PM 

End: 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Tuesday from 7:00 PM to 7:30 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:53:48 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 12:15:00 PM 

End: 12:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 8:15 AM to 8:45 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:54:01 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1:00:00 PM 

End: 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 9:00 AM to 9:30 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:54:14 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1:30:00 PM 

End: 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 9:30 AM to 10:00 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:54:31 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 10:00 AM to 10:30 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:54:52 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 3:00:00 PM 

End: 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 11:00 AM to 11:30 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:55:05 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 3:30:00 PM 

End: 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 11:30 AM to 12:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

10:17:04 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

8:00:00 PM 

9:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

10:19:51 PM 

tutor 

6:30:00 PM 

7:00:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

4:58:44 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Writing tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

5:00:00 PM 

5:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

12:31:42 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: and Writing 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

6:00:00 PM 

6:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2:47:56 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 2:30:00 PM 

End: 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Wednesday from 10:30 AM to 11:00 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

4:31:51 PM 

- Writin8 

7:00:00 PM 

7:30:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

6:28:48 PM 

Tutor 

5:00:00 PM 

5:30:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

7:04:42 PM 

8:00:00 PM 

8:30:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

7:08:24 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 12:45:00 PM 

End: 1:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Thursday from 8:45 AM to 9:15 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

9:33:52 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Training 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

10:00:00 PM 

10:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3:43:37 AM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

6:00:00 PM 

6:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:47:40 PM 

- Training 

9:00:00 PM 

9:30:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

11:51:18 PM 

- Training 

5:00:00 PM 

5:30:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2:57:43 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

2:00:00 PM 

2:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

5:46:07 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

2:30:00 PM 

3:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

7:59:38 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

5:30:00 PM 

6:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2:06:18 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

3:30:00 PM 

4:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

5:32:59 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

6:00:00 PM 

6:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:17:15 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Training 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

3:30:00 PM 

4:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1:07:50 AM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Appeal Mtg 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

7:00:00 PM 

7:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

6:20:07 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

5:00:00 PM 

5:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

6:23:26 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

5:30:00 PM 

6:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

4:42:45 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Training 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

5:00:00 PM 

5:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:00:59 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

5:00:00 PM 

5:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

7:07:36 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: ¯ Training 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

7:30:00 PM 

8:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:33:05 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Appeal 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

3:00:00 PM 

3:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: Meet 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:38:28 PM 

10:00:00 PM 

10:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

5:06:19 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

- Observe 

Room N 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

11:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

5:21:43 PM 

- Appeal mtg 

9:00:00 PM 

9:30:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1:19:13 AM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

6:30:00 PM 

7:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2:24:56 AM 

- Observe 

12:30:00 AM 

1:00:00 AM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:49:38 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

7:00:00 PM 

7:30:00 PM 

Wants to discuss a tutor. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2:58:45 PM 

6:00:00 PM 

6:30:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1:13:11 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Training 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

7:00:00 PM 

7:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3:44:39 PM 

Busy 

4:00:00 PM 

4:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3:03:26 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

8:00:00 PM 

8:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

10:41:50 PM 

Busy 

i0:00:00 PM 

I0:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

10:46:27 PM 

Busy 

5:00:00 PM 

5:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

10:18:07 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

7:00:00 PM 

8:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

4:37:20 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

6:30:00 PM 

7:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

6:27:48 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Training 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

3:00:00 PM 

4:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

12:35:01 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Mtg w/ 

Room 204s 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

10:00:00 PM 

11:00:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

8:05:06 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

4:00:00 PM 

5:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

:52:30 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

2:45:00 PM 

3:45:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

4:54:38 PM 

- Training 

7:00:00 PM 

7:30:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

I/3/2014 4:54:51 PM 

Subject: - Training 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

4:00:00 PM 

4:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

I/6/2024 2:24:31 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: -EXSS Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

3:30:00 PM 

4:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

I/7/2024 5:26:29 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - BIOL Tutor 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

7:00:00 PM 

8:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/8/2014 2:52:17 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1:15:00 PM 

End: 1:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: ~usy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 8:15 AM to 8:45 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/8/2014 4:45:07 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 4:00:00 PM 

End: 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 11:00 AM to 11:30 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/8/2014 6:26:57 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 3:00:00 PM 

End: 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 10:00 AM to 10:30 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/8/2014 6:27:15 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/14/2014 3:00:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Tuesday from 10:00 AM to 10:30 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/8/2014 6:38:34 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Writing Tutor 

Start: 1/9/2014 3:00:00 PM 

End: 1/9/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/9/2014 1:20:25 PM 

Subject: Call -Intern 

Start: 1/10/2014 3:30:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/9/2014 2:59:17 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Tutor 

Start: 1/9/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/9/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/9/2014 7:25:20 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - COMM Tutor 

Start: 1/10/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/9/2014 8:23:25 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - COMM Tutor 

Start: 1/10/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/10/2014 2:24:48 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/10/2014 5:30:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/10/2014 3:25:56 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/14/2014 i:30:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Tuesday from 8:30 AM to 9:00 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/10/2014 3:26:19 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/14/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Tuesday from 11:30 AM to 12:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/10/2014 3:26:37 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/15/2014 i:00:00 PM 

End: 1/15/2014 I:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Wednesday from 8:00 AM to 8:30 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/10/2014 3:26:57 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/15/2014 4:00:00 PM 

End: 1/15/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Wednesday from 11:00 AM to 11:30 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/10/2014 5:34:57 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - STOR Tutor 

Start: 1/13/2014 6:00:00 PM 

End: 1/13/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/10/2014 5:46:40 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/16/2014 ii:00:00 PM 

End: 1/16/2014 Ii:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Thursday from 6:00 PM to 6:30 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/10/2014 5:46:55 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/16/2014 11:30:00 PM 

End: 1/17/2014 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Thursday from 6:30 PM to 7:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/10/2014 5:47:20 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/15/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 1/15/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Wednesday from 12:00 PM to 12:30 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/10/2014 5:47:44 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/14/2014 4:00:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Tuesday from 11:00 AM to 11:30 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/10/2014 5:50:06 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/10/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/10/2014 9:50:20 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/14/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Tuesday from 9:00 AM to 9:30 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/10/2014 9:52:07 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/13/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 1/13/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 12:00 PM to 12:30 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/13/2014 2:39:51 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/14/2014 i:00:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 I:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Tuesday from 8:00 AM to 8:30 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/13/2014 6:00:32 PM 

Subject: - Training 

Start: 1/17/2014 3:00:00 PM 

End: 1/17/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/13/2014 10:25:13 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/14/2014 5:30:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Tuesday from 12:30 PM to 1:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/14/2014 3:31:11 PM 

Maloy, Susan 8 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=£XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - STAT Tutor 

Start: 1/14/2014 7:30:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/14/2014 5:53:32 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/14/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Tuesday from 12:00 PM to 12:30 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/14/2014 6:57:01 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/15/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/15/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Wednesday from 11:30 AM to 12:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/14/2014 9:32:09 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - COMM 

Start: 1/15/2014 3:00:00 PM 

End: 1/15/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/15/2014 1:33:23 PM 

Subject: Mtg w/ 

Start: 1/21/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 1/21/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/22/2014 1:49:10 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 1/24/2014 3:00:00 PM 

End: 1/24/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/22/2014 1:50:57 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 1/22/2014 1:45:00 PM 

End: 1/22/2014 2:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

Occurs every Wednesday from 8:45 AM to 9:15 AM effective 1/22/2014 until 5/7/2014. 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/22/2014 2:01:06 PM 

Subject: business tutor 

Start: 1/22/2014 5:30:00 PM 

End: 1/22/2014 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/22/2014 5:17:34 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 1/27/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/27/2014 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/23/2014 8:55:47 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: Training 

Start: 1/27/2014 2:30:00 PM 

End: 1/27/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/29/2014 3:03:49 AM 

Subject: 

Start: 2/1/2014 3:00:00 AM 

End: 2/1/2014 3:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/30/2014 10:09:30 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 1/31/2014 3:00:00 PM 

End: 1/31/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/30/2014 10:38:39 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 1/31/2014 4:00:00 PM 

End: 1/31/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/30/2014 11:09:31 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 1/31/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 1/31/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

1/31/2014 2:25:57 PM 

Subject: - Former Baseball 

Start: 2/4/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/4/2014 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2/3/2014 1:13:34 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Writinl~ Tutor 

Start: 2/6/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2/5/2014 2:30:36 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 2/7/2014 3:00:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2/5/2014 6:16:53 PM 

Subject: - ANTH Tutor 

Start: 2/7/2014 3:30:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2/7/2014 3:59:47 PM 

Subject: - Training 

Start: 2/10/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 2/10/2014 i0:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2/10/2014 8:50:51 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 2/12/2014 3:00:00 PM 

End: 2/12/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2/12/2014 2:03:32 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 2/14/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 2/14/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2/13/2014 7:41:48 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Training 

Start: 2/18/2014 6:00:00 PM 

End: 2/18/2014 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2/17/2014 8:02:04 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every February 18 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2/20/2014 10:51:42 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - HIST Tutor 

Start: 2/27/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/27/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2/24/2014 6:06:41 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Tutor 

Start: 2/28/2014 4:00:00 PM 

End: 2/28/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2/25/2014 5:04:52 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 2/28/2014 3:00:00 PM 

End: 2/28/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

2/26/2014 2:19:30 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 2/26/2014 5:30:00 PM 

End: 2/26/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3/3/2014 4:43:48 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Training 

Start: 3/4/2014 3:00:00 PM 

End: 3/4/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3/3/2014 4:44:00 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Training 

Start: 3/5/2014 3:00:00 PM 

End: 3/5/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3/7/2014 12:28:23 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 3/7/2014 5:15:00 PM 

End: 3/7/2014 6:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3/7/2014 3:23:58 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 3/10/2014 4:00:00 PM 

End: 3/10/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3/17/2014 2:46:35 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 3/17/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 3/17/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3/18/2014 5:27:28 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Training 

Start: 3/20/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 3/20/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3/18/2014 5:27:36 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Training 

Start: 3/21/2014 6:00:00 PM 

End: 3/21/2014 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3/19/2014 1:43:13 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: Proctor Exam for MTE 

Start: 3/20/2014 7:30:00 PM 

End: 3/20/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

One of our coaches will brin8 
over to you. (email from 

to the academic center at 3:30 and will have the sealed exam with them t:o hand 

on 3/19) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3/20/2014 1:48:24 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Training 

Start: 3/21/2014 7:30:00 PM 

End: 3/21/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3/24/2014 6:52:30 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: Library Training for Monday Tutors 

Start: 3/31/2014 ii:00:00 PM 

End: 4/1/2014 

Show Time As: Busy 

will leave practice early to attend. 



From: 

Sent: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3/25/2014 1:28:29 PM 

Subject: - Registration 

Start: 3/28/2014 3:00:00 PM 

End: 3/28/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3/26/2014 12:34:10 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 3/28/2014 2:15:00 PM 

End: 3/28/2014 2:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3/27/2014 6:37:34 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: - Intern ? 

Start: 4/10/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 4/10/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3/28/2014 12:42:27 AM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Location: LCE 

- School of Ed Mtg 

Start: 4/2/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 4/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Kara GrawOzburn, Catherine Scott, Jenn Townsend, Mike Fox 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

3/28/2014 3:33:42 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 4/1/2014 5:45:00 PM 

End: 4/1/2014 6:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

4/2/2014 12:53:43 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: 

Start: 4/2/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 4/2/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

4/9/2014 1:03:21 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: Interview 

Start: 4/10/2014 5:30:00 PM 

End: 4/10/2014 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

4/9/2014 1:05:38 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: Interview 

Start: 4/14/2014 6:30:00 PM 

End: 4/14/2014 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SUSAN B MALOY (SBMALOY)] 

4/9/2014 1:06:13 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Subject: Interview 

Start: 4/15/2014 6:30:00 PM 

End: 4/15/2014 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: o Tutor 

Start: 8/1/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/1/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - Tutor 

Start: 7/31/2013 i:00:00 PN4 

End: 7/31/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8uw 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - Tutor 

Start: 7/30/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 7/30/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - Tutor 

Start: 8/1/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/1/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - Tutor 

Start: 7/30/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 7/30/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - Tutor 

Start: 7/25/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 7/25/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Pick up 

Start: 7/24/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 7/24/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - Tutor 

Start: 7/26/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7/26/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Call Mary Brunk 

Start: 7/23/2013 4:15:00 PM 

End: 7/23/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

My cell is 



Subject: - Tutor 

Start: 7/24/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7/24/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Pick up 

Start: 8/25/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/25/2013 4:00:00 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Pick up 

Start: 8/11/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/11/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Academic Team Mtg. 

12:30:00 PM 

1:30:00 PM 



Subject: - ECON Tutor 

Start: 7/18/2013 3:45:00 PM 

End: 7/18/2013 4:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - ALS Interview 

Start: 7/17/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 7/17/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - LA 

Start: 6/27/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 6/27/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - Training 

Start: 6/23/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 6/23/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8uw 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - Training 

Start: 6/21/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 6/21/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - Training 

Start: 6/21/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 6/21/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8uw 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - ENGL tutor 

Start: 6/20/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 6/20/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - Monitor 

Start: 6/19/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 6/19/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - Tutor 

Start: 6/19/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 6/19/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Study Hall Mtg. 

5:30:00 PM 

6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

(none) 

Tutoring for w/ Michelle, Jaimie, Brad, and me 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

9:30:00 PM 

10:30:00 PM 



Subject: Mtg 

Start: 

End: 

Show Time As: BuW 

Recurrence: (none) 

2:00:00 PM 

3:00:00 PM 

Tutoring for with Michelle, Brad and Jaimie. 



Subject: 

Location: 

Academic Screening 

Room 2406 - FB end 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

8:00:00 PM 

9:00:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 

with Beth Lyons 



Subject: Submit name 

Start: 6/14/2013 4:00:00 AlVl 

End: 6/15/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Send-Off 

1:30:00 PM 

2:30:00 PM 



Subject: Orientation Mtg 

Start: 6/17/2013 12:00:00 PN4 

End: 6/17/2013 i:00:00 PN4 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - SPAN tutor 

Start: 6/11/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 6/11/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8uw 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Pre-Orientation Mtg 

Start: 6/10/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 6/10/2013 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8uw 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 6/4/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 6/4/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Orientation 

Start: 8:45:00 PM 

End: 10:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Orientation 

Start: 8:45:00 PM 

End: 10:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Orientation 

Start: 8:45:00 PM 

End: 10:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Orientation IVltg 

Start: 10:30:00 PM 

End: 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - Writing Tutor 

Start: 5/24/2013 1:45:00 PM 

End: 5/24/2013 2:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - Writing Tutor 

Start: 5/23/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 5/23/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 5/22/2013 5:45:00 PM 

End: 5/22/2013 6:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

~ecurrence: (none) 



Subject: Orientation 

Start: 8:00:00 PM 

End: 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 5/17/2013 3:15:00 PM 

End: 5/17/2013 4:15:00 P~A 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 5/14/2013 2:45:00 PM 

End: 5/14/2013 3:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

~ecurrence: (none) 



Subject: - Training 

Start: 5/14/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 5/14/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

~ecurrence: (none) 



Subject: - Math Tutor 

Start: 5/13/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 5/13/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 5/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

End: 5/13/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: ¯ Training 

Start: 5/14/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 5/14/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

~ecurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 5/10/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 5/10/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - COMM Tutor 

Start: 5/10/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 5/10/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 1/29/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 1/29/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Tuesday from 11:00 AM to 11:30 AM 



Subject: 

Start: 5/6/2013 5:00:00 PlVl 

End: 5/6/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - Training 

Start: 5/7/2013 1:00:00 PM 

End: 5/7/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 1/31/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/31/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Thursday from 11:30 AM to 12:00 PM 



Subject: 

Start: 1/31/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 1/31/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Thursday from 11:00 AM to 11:30 AM 



Subject: 

Start: 2/7/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2013 2:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Thursday from 9:00 AM to 9:15 AM 



Subject: 

Start: 1/23/2013 i:15:00 PM 

End: 1/23/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Wednesday from 8:15 AM to 9:00 AM 



Subject: 

Start: 1/28/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/28/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 9:00 AM to 9:30 AM 



Subject: 

Start: 1/28/2013 i:30:00 PM 

End: 1/28/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 8:30 AM to 9:00 AM 



Subject: 

Start: 1/28/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 1/28/2013 i:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 8:00 AM to 8:30 AM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- ENGL tutor 

3:00:00 PM 

4:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- COMM Tutor 

6:30:00 PM 

7:30:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

4:30:00 PM 

5:00:00 PM 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Tuesday from 11:30 AM to 12:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

3:15:00 PM 

3:45:00 PM 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 10:15 AM to 10:45 AM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

5:00:00 PM 

5:30:00 PM 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 12:00 PM to 12:30 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- Writing Tutor 

3:00:00 PM 

4:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

2:15:00 PM 

2:45:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- Training 

5:00:00 PM 

6:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

12:45:00 PM 

1:15:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

4:15:00 PM 

4:45:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

2:15:00 P~ 

2:45:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- Training 

4:00:00 PM 

7:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

6:00:00 PM 

7:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

4:15:00 PM 

5:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- EXSS tutor 

4:45:00 PM 

5:45:00 PM 



Subject: Thesis Mtg w/ 

Start: 5:00:00 PIV] 

End: 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- PORT Tutor 

5:00:00 PM 

6:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- HIST Tutor 

9:30:00 PM 

10:30:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

4:30:00 PM 

5:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

4:00:00 PM 

4:30:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

4:30:00 PM 

S:30:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

2:00:00 PM 

3:00:00 PM 



Subject: Tutor Training Meeting 

Start: 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Meet w/Brad and Brent 

Start: 7:15:00 PM 

End: 8:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- Tutor Training 

4:30:00 PM 

7:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

8:00:00 PM 

9:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- Training 

4:00:00 PM 

8:00:00 PM 



Subject: Mtg w/Harold & Brent 

Start: 3:45:00 PM 

End: 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Mtg w/Harold and Brent 

Start: 4:00:00 PM 

End: 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- BUSI tutor 

8:00:00 PM 

9:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- Training 

11:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- Training 

6:00:00 PM 

9:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- PHIL Tutor 

3:30:00 PM 

4:30:00 PM 



Subject: Workshop - 

Location: side classroom 

Start: 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Doctoral student from Educational Psychology - ~Great Expectations: Balancing Support and structure to 

Promote student Growth and success",    set up by Brad, 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- Training 

3:00:00 PM 

4:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- Training 

3:00:00 PM 

4:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- Training 

2:00:00 PM 

6:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- Training 

5:30:00 PM 

6:30:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- COMM 

7:30:00 PM 

8:30:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- New Tutor 

3:00:00 PM 

4:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- Training Video 

3:00:00 PM 

7:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- WOLO Tutor 

4:00:00 PM 

5:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- Training Video 

3:00:00 PM 

7:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- HIST tutor 

8:00:00 PM 

9:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- Finish Training Video 

8:30:00 PM 

10:30:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- Video Training 

2:30:00 PM 

6:30:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- Training Video 

4:00:00 PM 

6:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- POLl Tutor 

2:15:00 PM 

3:15:00 PM 



Subject: Tall< to 

Location: 2301 

-Air in 2301 

Start: 5/30/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/31/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Location: 

Change of Major Mtg 

SASB 3103 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

5:30:00 PM 

6:30:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 

and 



Subject: Presentation 

Start: 10/25/2011 11:00:00 PM 

End: 10/26/2011 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Location: 

Issue with updating inactive athletes 

ITS-Manning Rm 4103 

Start: 6:00:00 PM 

End: 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Added Rocky and susan to the invite list for this meeting. 

Meeting time has been moved out an hour to accommodate some other conflicts, sorry about the change. It 
does not appear that moving the meeting out has any additional impacts to anyone’s schedule, as the 
conflicts at 2pm appear to be the same as the conflicts at lpm. 

Thanks, 

Taylor 

Adding Jeff and crystal to the invite list, per chris’ request. 

Al I , 

I am scheduling this meeting to discuss the issues with updating data for inactive athletes. This issue 
has been going on for a couple of months now and I’m not sure we are making much progress toward getting 
it resolved. I thought it would be good if we all came together to discuss what needs to be done and how 
we get this worked to a successful resolution. 

Here is an email stream with additional data about the issue (NOTE: screen shots did not copy over, but 
you all should have this email in your mailbox somewhere): 

From: Yazdi, Jeffrey (CA - Halifax) [mailto:jyazdi@deloitte.ca] 
sent: wednesday,                10:21 AM 
To: Derickson, christopher P; McChesney, Robyn W; Edwards, Richard c 
cc: Lloyd, Gary R; Pass, David L; Bouquin, Sharron H; MacDonald, chad (CA - Halifax) 
subject: RE: Issue with updating inactive athletes - fairly IMPT 

Thanks chris, depending on Robyn’s assessment of a the programmatic option this could be a very good 
option, we would need to update the security access for the NCAA team in the OUR if they do participate 
in the updates; currently only the Athletics department has update access to the participation records. 

From: Derickson, christopher P [mailto:cderickson@unc.edu] 
sent: wednesday,                9:55 AM 
To: Yazdi, Jeffrey (CA - Halifax); McChesney, Robyn W; Edwards, Richard c 
cc: Lloyd, Gary R; Pass, David L; Bouquin, Sharron H; MacDonald, chad (CA - Halifax) 
subject: RE: Issue with updating inactive athletes - fairly IMPT 

I’m happy to have my NCAA team help with the analysis and possibly even with the updating of these 

records. 

christopher Derickson 
Assistant Provost and University Registrar 
The University of North Carolina at chapel Hill 
3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
T - 919-962-8289 
F - 919-962-1655 



From: Yazdi, Jeffrey (CA - Halifax) [mailto:jyazdi@deloitte.ca] 
sent: wednesday,                9:40 AM 
To: McChesney, Robyn W; Edwards, Richard c 
cc: Derickson, christopher P; Lloyd, Gary R; Pass, David L; Bouquin, Sharron H; MacDonald, chad (CA - 

Halifax) 
subject: RE: Issue with updating inactive athletes - fairly IMPT 

I would assume that CAi is likely a more reliable source for athletic data and would assume that any 
activation rows in PS dated after the inactivation record in CAi can be deleted. In your opinion would 
this type of deletion be better handled programmatically or manually? 

Jeff 

From: McChesney, Robyn W [mailto:mcchesro@email.unc.edu] 
sent: Monday,                11:07 AM 
To: Yazdi, Jeffrey (CA - Halifax); Edwards, Richard c 
cc: Derickson, christopher P; Lloyd, Gary R; Pass, David L; Bouquin, Sharron H; MacDonald, chad (CA - 

Halifax) 
subject: RE: Issue with updating inactive athletes - fairly IMPT 

Thanks Jeff. susan’s data came from cai as far as I know. she had someone in her office enter the date 
each athlete became inactive as well as the reason (QUIT, XLIG, etc.). The scenario with the student in 
my first email (~Active’ participation row dated with a more recent date than the ~Not competing’ row) is 

an issue with other students from the conversion as well. Again, the active date for these students is 
after the date that they stopped competing. 

EMPLID SPORT EFFDT ATHL_PARTIC_CD NC__ATHL_COUNTER LASTUPDDTTM 

LASTUPDOPRID 

ACTV 3:12:02 PM    ckmacd 
N 3:12:02 PM 

ACI-V 3:12:02 PM ckmacd 

The student above quit the team          , and their academic program was discontinued 
let Gary and chris make the call on accuracy of sis data. 

I’ll 

No matter what approach we take, I will need to log a Remedy ticket to track the time I am spending on 

this issue. 

Thanks, Robyn 

From: Yazdi, Jeffrev (CA - Halifax) [mailto:jyazdi@deloitte.ca] 
sent: Monday,                10:13 AM 
To: McChesney, Robyn W; Edwards, Richard c 
cc: Derickson, christopher P; Lloyd, Gary R; Pass, David L; Bouquin, Sharron H; MacDonald, chad (CA - 

Halifax) 
subject: RE: Issue with updating inactive athletes - fairly IMPT 

Hi, 

Thanks for trying to work this out Robyn, here is my take on the matter. 

The conversion data for CNV60 and list of inactive students provided by susan come from two different 
data sources, sis vs ?? Not having access to both sources I can only assume that the data is 
inconsistent between the two. I think we need to pick one as the true accurate source. This was thought 
to be sis but if susan’s file, or rather the source for this file, is more reliable, we should delete any 

records (be it active or inactive) that are later than what is found in susan’s file. 

chris and Gary, any thoughts on what the most reliable data source is? 

Thanks 

Jeff 

From: McChesney, Robyn W [mailto:mcchesro@email.unc.edu] 
sent: Friday,                4:28 PM 
To: Yazdi, Jeffrey (CA - Halifax); Edwards, Richard c 
cc: Derickson, christopher P; Lloyd, Gary R; Pass, David L; Bouquin, Sharron H 



subject: Issue with updating inactive athletes - fairly IMPT 

Hi all, 

I have been periodically trying to come up with the appropriate SQL to update inactive athletes from the 
file that susan provided a few weeks ago, but I am having issues with the existing data. Per the email 
below, chad used ’N’ (not competing) as a participation code during the conversion - that code has been 
deactivated. The problem is that some of these students ’ACTV’ records with later effective dates. 
some of these students are now showing up in susan’s file with yet another inactive date that is earlier 

than the most recent ’ACTV’ record effective date. 

At this point I don’t know which records should possibly be deleted because they are just active with the 
wrong date, or if I should just insert the records from susan’s file. If the inactive date in susan’s 
file is earlier than the most recent record in NC_ATHL_PARTIC, inserting the inactive record will do no 
good, and the student will continue to show up on squad lists. I tested just one of these athletes 
today, and you can see the result below. I have no idea why there is an active record dated 1/11/2010 

when there is an ’N’ row dated 8/25/2009. 

EMPLID SPORT EFFDT ATHL_PARTIC_CD NC_ATHL_COUNTER LASTUPDDI-FM 
LASTUPDOPRID 

ACTV 3:12:02 PM    ckmacd 
N 3:12:02 PM 

QUIT                                 12:26:54 PM 

ACTV                                 3:12:02 PM    ckmacd 

I have already spent a significant amount of time trying to resolve this, but have several other 
assignments that have deadlines coming up (or deadlines that have passed). This is really more of a 
conversion issue than anything else, but I thought I could do a quick and easy fix for it. I was wrong! 

could someone please provide some feedback? There are 978 students in susan’s file. 

Thanks, Robyn 

From: Yazdi, Jeffrey (CA - Halifax) [mailto:jyazdi@deloitte.ca] 
sent: Thursday,                  8:50 AM 
To: McChesney, Robyn W; Edwards, Richard c 
cc: Derickson, christopher P; Pass, David L; MacDonald, chad (CA - Halifax) 
subject: RE: Athletics data 

Hi Robyn, 

I looked at this last night with David and Chad. ’N’ was in fact a valid conversion value (inactive as 
of 



Subject: Mtg. w/ 

Start: 5/7/2010 4:30:00 PM 

End: 5/7/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Pick up at school 

Start: 5/5/2010 5:00:00 PlVl 

End: 5/5/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Pick up pottery 

Start: 5/5/2010 3:30:00 PM 

End: 5/5/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Meet at Chik fil a 6:30 

Start: 5/6/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/7/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Breakfast w/ ; class 

Start: 5/5/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 5/5/2010 1:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Dinner @ Moes w/ 

Start: 5/11/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/12/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 8::10 Dr. appt. for 

Start: 7/23/2010 12:00:00 PlVl 

End: 7/23/2010 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 8:10 Dr. appt. for 

Start: 5/25/2010 12:00:00 PlVl 

End: 5/25/2010 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Lunch w/ 

Start: 4/23/2010 3:30:00 PM 

End: 4/23/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Pick up 

Start: 4/14/2010 5:15:00 PM 

End: 4/14/2010 6:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: jury duty 

Start: 4/19/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/20/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Pick up 

Start: 4/19/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 4/19/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Going to the for dinner 

Start: 4/11/2010 7:30:00 PM 

End: 4/11/2010 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Pick up 

Start: 5/4/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 5/4/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Elig. Mtg 

Start: 4/8/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 4/8/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Bday 

Start: 4/19/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/20/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: ~day 

Start: 4/15/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/16/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Anniversary 

Start: 4/12/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/13/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Meet with 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

5:30:00 PM 

6:30:00 PM 



Subject: Bday party 

Start: 7/16/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/17/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

6:30 group pictures at the club 



Subject: Bday at Marbles 

Start: 3/14/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 3/14/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Glazed Expectations Bday party for 

Start: 4/24/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/24/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Meet with Mr. Baddour 

Start: 3/4/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 3/4/2010 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: will pick up 

Start: 4/8/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 4/8/2010 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Mtg. with 

Start: 3/19/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 3/19/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: dentist app. 

Start: 4/8/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 4/8/2010 I:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Play day with until 8pm 

Start: 3/12/2010 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/13/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Pick up and 

Start: 3/12/2010 8:15:00 PM 

End: 3/12/2010 i0:00:00 P~4 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Dr. Appt for 

Start: 3/1/2010 9:00:00 PN4 

End: 3/1/2010 I0:00:00 PN4 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Intern Interview 

Start: 2/25/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Intern Interview 

Start: 2/25/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Intern Interview 

Start: 2/24/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 2/24/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Intern Interview 

Start: 2/26/2010 4:30:00 PM 

End: 2/26/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Meet witk 

Start: 2/22/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 2/22/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Discuss changes I:o initial eligibility rules. 



Subject: Meet to get transcript 

Start: 2/15/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/15/2010 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: will pick up kids 

Start: 3/4/2010 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/5/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: HALF SICK DAY W/ 

Start: 2/8/2010 5:00:00 AM 

End: 2/9/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

~ecurrence: (none) 



Subject: Bday 

Start: 2/23/2010 5:00:00 AlVl 

End: 2/24/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Bday 

Start: 2/17/2010 5:00:00 AM 

End: 2/18/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Bday 

Start: 2/27/2010 5:00:00 AM 

End: 2/28/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Bday 

Start: 2/18/2010 5:00:00 AlVl 

End: 2/19/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Elig. Mtg. 

4:15:00 PM 

4:45:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

Fnd: 

Show Time As: Free 

doc received 10:30am 

5:00:00 AM 

5:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Meeting 

EWAC 216 

6:00:00 PM 

7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Search Comm. Mtg.- 

Start: 12:00:00 PM 

End: 1:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Location: 

Open Forem - 

3020 Steele Bldg. 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

2:00:00 PM 

4:15:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

International 

3:00:00 PM 

3:30:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

5:30:00 PM 

6:00:00 PM 

paperwork 



Subject: Call Stephen about 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

4:00:00 AM 

4:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

2:00:00 PM 

2:30:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- Tutor meeting 

6:00:00 PM 

6:30:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- tutor ed 

5:00:00 PM 

5:30:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

i:00:00 P~ 

i:30:00 P~ 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- Ama. form 

7:15:00 PM 

8:00:00 PM 



Subject: Meet 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

2:00:00 PM 

2:45:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- International Form 

2:30:00 PM 

3:00:00 PM 



Subject: Meet 

Location: my office 

Start: 2:00:00 PM 

End: 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Rising Junior coming to Coach Fox’s camp. Meet with dad to give NCAA rules on Recruiting, elig. etc. 
Son’s name is 



Subject: Meet with Campers Parent 

Start: 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

, son is      , attending Mike Fox’s camp on the weekend, would like to talk about general 
NCAA rules for recruitment and eligibility. 



Subject: IVleet w/ and 

Start: 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8:BO:O0 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Meet with Transcript 

Start: 4:$5:00 PM 

End: 4:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Meet for transcript 

Start: 4:30:00 PM 

End: 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- tutor meeting 

9:00:00 PM 

9:30:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

and 

2:00:00 PM 

2:30:00 PM 

- Tutor Meeting 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

and 

2:30:00 PM 

3:00:00 PM 

- Tutor Mtg. 



Subject: Tutor Meeting - 

Start: 6:00:00 PM 

End: 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Meet with 

my office 

Busy 

2:00:00 PM 

3:30:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Meet for transcripts 

Start: ,4:00:00 PlVl 

End: ,4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- Tutor Mtg. 

5:00:00 PM 

5:30:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- tutor mtg. 

6:00:00 PM 

6:30:00 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

and - tuto meeting 

6:30:00 PM 

7:00:00 PM 

and 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- tuto meeting 

7:30:00 PM 

8:00:00 PM 



Subject: 

Location: 

- tutor 

tutor meeting in my office 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

3:00:00 PM 

3:30:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: No 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

today 

4:00:00 AM 

4:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: No 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

today 

4:00:00 AM 

4:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Need to certify 

4:00:00 AM 

4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: PTD Waiver for 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

4:00:00 AM 

4:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: PTD Waiver for 

Start: 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

He will not meet the 18 hour rule. Need to submit a 2nd PTD Waiver to regain eligibility for Fall 



Subject: Meeting with 

Start: 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Eligiblity paperwork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent S Blanton [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BRENT S BLANTON (BSBLANTO)] 

3/19/2014 1:27:00 PM 

Blanton, Brent S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Brent S Blanton (bsblanto)]; Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy 

(sbmaloy)] 

Conversation with Brent S Blanton 

Are you free at 10:30? 

~-~oy, su&~-~ ~ [9:24 

[ have a meeting at 11am so [ am free for 30 minutes. 

B~’~t .~; g~to~ [9:24 A~]: 

Perfect! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent S Blanton [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BRENT S BLANTON (BSBLANTO)] 

3/23/2014 9:34:45 PM 

Blanton, Brent S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Brent S Blanton (bsblanto)]; Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy 

(sbmaloy)] 

Conversation with Brent S Blanton 

DTH twitter account is stating that he has been caught. 

I guess we still need to wait on alert carolina to notify us that all is clear 

I wor~ about that sometimes. It just texted the same aleR again and there are no sirens going off. 

Let’s wait until we get written confirmation from aleR carolina 

Definitely, or something on one of the websites (probable that it comes out first). I am monitoring both unc.edu and the 

dail~arheel sites. 

Yeah, I’m kinda doing the same thing, so, stay closed until we hear differently 

Opening up; he’s in custody. 

Where did you see that? 

They are just announcing this at the women’s game, so the word does not appear to be out yet. 

W~L 

We still need to wait for Campus aleR. I don’t want to take any chances. 

They’ve released it as well. We’re good. 

ok ~ see it on ale~ carolina now too. perhaps ~ should send an email to indicate that all sessions should be conducted as 

normal. 

Probably would help alleviate confusion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent S Blanton [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BRENT S BLANTON (BSBLANTO)] 

1:49:39 PM 

Blanton, Brent S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Brent S Blanton (bsblanto)]; Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy 

(sbmaloy)] 

Conversation with Brent S Blanton 

Hi Susan. Come down when you get a chance. We need to go over the incident with the former 

we handled it. Thanks! 

My next student is at lOam. I have a few minutes now 

Come on down 

students and how 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: @emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

Subje~’t: RE: Begin Monitoring Sunday 

Thank you 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 2:26 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; 
Subject-" RE: Begin Monitoring Sunday 

This Sunday works fine for me. I do know that will not be able to make it though, so we will need to find a replacement 1:o~ him~ 

Frem; Maloy, Susan B 
Sent; Friday, 2:20 PM 
Te: 
Subject: Begin Monitoring Sunday 

Hi 

I may have told you earlier that we would be beginning tutoring/study hall at night on Monday, but we actually will be beginning on Sunday 

this pose a problem for any of you? 

Please let me know either way so that we can be certain that the Academic Center will be covered on Sunday night. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Snpport Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 

at 5:45pm. Does 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(}gmail.com > 

Friday, 10:00 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Thank you for getting back to me Susan! For some reason your voicemail did not come through. 

I will tCr to get to Steele building ne~ week but I have already taken the math course. I took a Statistics course at Central Connecticut State wNle I was playing up 

there and Brent Blanton assured that it was transferable and reaNm~ed it last summer. I had the transcript sent and everything so it should be in the system. That is a 
little worrisome’. Igotan inthatcoursesomaybeifithasnotgonethmugh, that will take me to a 

I also declared my major aa At?~m long ago while still in school ~ that is bizaJre that it is still Comm. 

Are there any 1 hour coumes available and would that be enough to pull me up’? 

Thank you for your help. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:14 PM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Susan, I will coW her on this!! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Susan Maloy 6:30 PM >>> 

Hi Anson, 
For a 3-hour online course, total tuition and fees is currently posted at $2733.48. This Spring term there is only one Math class offered online. Not exactly 

sure what the summer offerings will be yet. 

It may- be veU possible for her to take a Math course and transfer it back to complete her degree since 24 of the last 30 hours must be Carolina courses. 

But I would fed more comfortable if she meet with the Graduation Division in Advising for the final say on tiffs. 
Thanks, 

Susan 

>>> Anson Dorrance 6:18 PM :~>> 
S usan, 
can she "take the Math course on line? What will it cost? 
And thank you for following up. She is a good kid and has matured immensely since graduating. She is also under consideration for a position at a college 
in Colorado, could she fiiffsh up there? What do you think’? 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Susan Maloy 2:13 PM ~>> 
Hey Anson, 

Just wanted to let you know that I left     , a message about what it appears she will need to do to complete her degree. First of all her current major 

declared in the sys~tem is Communications, when all of her degree requirements appear to be counting toward AFAM The fi~t thing she will need to do is 

officially change her major ifAFAM is what she intends to do. As an AFAM major, I see that she only needs to complete a Math requirement in addition 

to raising her GPA to a    from a      I believe she will need approx, a in a hour course in order to raise her GPA to the required If she 

remains a COMM major, she will need to take approx, courses in addition to the Math requirement in order to graduate. 

With all of this said, I "think it is extremely important lbr      "to schedule an appointment with an Adviser on campus to review her curriculum worksheet, 
since it is the old curriculum, and to officially determine what she needs to graduate as they will be the office who determines whether or not she can in fact 

graduate. 

I hope tiffs helps you ibr further discussions with 

Tl~anks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 
sbmalov(&uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 8, 2013 1113 AM 

’Susan Maloy’ <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi Susan, 
is REALLY struggling balancing all of his courses and right now, so can we get him tutors for PSYC and ECON? Talking 

it over with someone once a week will help him across the board more than likely. 

Thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cooper, Jason B <cooperjb@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:19 AM 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thursday, 7 to 9 

Ms. Maloy, 
How would you like me to proceed with potentially re-scheduling my tutoring sessions with my student on the following dates which I will unfortunately miss as I will be 
presenting at national research conferences as part of my full time job in Sarasota, l:la. and Washington, D.C.? The following dates are affected: 
Thursday, 7 to 9 
Thursday, 7 to 9. 
I did initiate the potential for re-scheduling the Thursday,          appointment for Sunday,          from 7 to 9 if this is acceptable to you. This would have me 
meeting with this student on Sunday and Tuesday that week. I could follow suit with the Thursday,          appointment by moving it to Sunday,          if this is 
deemed acceptable by you and it fits the student’s schedule. I would like to meet with the student and fulfill my assigned responsibilities if at all possible as our teamwork and 
success within these sessions has been outstanding thus far this semester. 
I apologize for having to miss these two Thursday assignments. I do not foresee any other extenuating circumstances affecting my tutoring sessions the rest of the semester 

Please let me know how to proceed and I will work with you and my student in this process. 

Brent 
Dr. J. Brent Cooper 
Social Science Research Methods Academic Tutor 
Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
336.3 :t4.9700 

cooperjb@ad.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 12:06 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Econ Exam Next Friday 

Hi Susan 

The students have m~ exam next Friday. Wonld you like for me to do a leview session next Thursday evening? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:50 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Di Bitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie 
Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; E D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ehris Feifs 
<cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ehristy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eynthia 

Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Stefanski 

<estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh 
Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jessica Morgenthal 
<jmorgen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh 

Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 
Sander < pacman@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eve 
Rackham < rackham@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Toomy 
<stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leah 

Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Missing S-A Textbooks 

Missing Book List to Eoaches.docx 

All, 

Please find attached a list of student-athletes who received books for classes that they eventually dropped. Next Friday, 

we will placing charges on student accounts for the books that have not been returned. All student- 

athletes need to return any dropped class books to Nate Yarbrough in the Loudermilk Center. Do NOT send them to the 
bookstore for returns, or we will have no record of that return, if the books have not been received by the    then the 

student-athlete will automatically be charged the cost of the missing books. Please impress upon your student-athletes 

the importance of returning these books asap. 

The attached list is sorted by sport, but please look over the entire list because there were some last minute additions at 

the end. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me and I will do my best to clear up any confusion. 

Thanks, 

Compliance Assistant 

U~ers~ty of Noah C~ro~ ~t Ch~pe~ H~ 



Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Basketball- M 

Basketball- M 

Basketball- M 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Field Hockey 

Field Hockey 

Field Hockey 

Field Hockey 

Field Hockey 

Field Hockey 

Field Hockey 

Field Hockey 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Golf- W 

PSYC 

DRAM 

MATH 

HIST 

AMST 

POLl 

POLl 

HIST 

CHEM 

COMM 

ANTH 

SPAN 

ENGL 

HIST 

CLAS 

POLl 

HIST 

COMM 

BUSI 

HIST 

DRAM 

COMM 

HIST 

DRAM 

DRAM 

HIST 

GEOL 

HIST 

HIST 

GEOL 

ENGL 

HIST 

HIST 

ENGL 

EXSS 

AFAM 

HIST 

HIST 

SOCI 

COMM 

PORT 

001 

001 

001 

607 

001 

608 

001 

006 

424 

001 

606 

051 

026 

001 

O01 

OO2 

6O6 

001 

002 
006 
001 
001 
006 
001 
002 
006 
005 
006 
601 
005 
602 
601 
006 
003 
001 
001 
006 
609 
001 
001 
001 



Golf- W 

Gymnastics 

Gymnastics 

Lacrosse - W 

Lacrosse - W 

Lacrosse - M 

Lacrosse - M 

Lacrosse - M 

Lacrosse - W 

Lacrosse - W 

Lacrosse - W 

Lacrosse - W 

Rowing 

Rowing 

Rowing 

Soccer - M 

Soccer - M 

Soccer - M 

Soccer - M 

Soccer - W 

Softball 

Softball 

Softball 

Softball 

Softball 

Softball 

Softball 

Softball 

Softball 

Softball 

Swimming - M 

Swimming - M 

Swimming - M 

Swimming - M 

Swimming - M 

Swimming - M 

Swimming - M 

Swimming - M 

Swimming - M 

Swimming - M 

Swimming - M 

Swimming - M 

HIST 

ENST 

BIOL 

GEOL 

GEOL 

DRAM 

ECON 

HIST 

HIST 

PHYS 

JOMC 

PSYC 

GEOL 

DRAM 

STOR 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

HIST 

AMST 

AMST 

AMST 

AMST 

CHEM 

ENGL 

PORT 

SOCI 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

BIOL 

MUSC 

BIOL 

EXSS 

PHIL 

PHIL 

EXSS 

AFRI 

602 

608 

417 

407 

001 

001 

001 

001 

602 

446 

001 

001 

002 

001 

OO3 

601 

OO7 

601 

710 

6O6 

O01 

603 

603 

O01 

416 

OO2 

O01 

O01 

OO3 

014 

OO8 

OO6 

603 

O01 

OO6 

O01 

6O8 

O01 

601 

O01 

O01 

O01 



Swimming - M 

Swimming - W 

Swimming - W 

Swimming - W 

Swimming - W 

Swimming - W 

Swimming - W 

Tennis - M 

Tennis - W 

Tennis - W 

Tennis - W 

Track- M 

Track- M 

Track- M 

Track- M 

Track- M 

Track- M 

Track- M 

Track - W 

Track - W 

Track - W 

Track - W 

Track - W 

Volleyball 

Volleyball 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball- M 

ECON 

SPAN 

CHEM 

JOMC 

BIOL 

BIOL 

COMM 

ECON 

HIST 

HIST 

AMST 

ENGL 

ASTR 

GERM 

HIST 

ECON 

PSYC 

HIST 

MUSC 

PHIL 

DRAM 

HIST 

SPAN 

ASTR 

ASTR 

PORT 

COMM 

COMM 

BIOL 

COMM 

606 
001 
003 
001 
403 
001 
001 
707 
602 
603 
001 
002 
001 
001 
604 
705 
001 
616 
001 
001 
001 
604 
002 
434 
001 
002 
001 
403 
415 
001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 8, 2013 2:47 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

ECON Tutorial 

Hi Susan, 
Can I get an ECON ~ession for my They can all use the same time but we need to give them something. 

PLEASE? 

Thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 8, 2013 3:35 PM 

’Susan Maloy’ <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: ECON Tutorial 

meant to cancel it before. Can we now keep it and simply open it up to the other five? 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 08, 2013 3:34 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: ECON. Tutorial 

Can they all meet with at 9pm on Thursdays? He didn’t show up last night however. 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/8/2013 2:46 PM > > > 

Hi Susan, 
Can I get an ECON,    ~ession for my six      ;? They can all use the same time but we need to give them something. 

PLEASE? 

Thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 

subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 8, 2013 3:41 PM 

’Susan Maloy’ <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Night be pushing it because of but we can make a go of it. 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 08, 2013 3:40 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: 

Would Monday at 6pm work for PSYC? 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/8/2013 11:13 AM > > > 

Hi Susan, 
r-      is REALLY struggling balancing all of his courses and    right now, so can we get him tutors for PSYC and ECON? Talking 

it over with someone once a week will help him across the board more than likely. 

Thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 8, 2013 4:26 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Got it 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 08, 2013 3:43 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: 

Ok, let’s try that for now. Will be a small group of 3. Thanks. 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/8/2013 3:40 PM > > > 

Night be pushing kc because oi " but we can make a go of it. 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 08, 2013 3:40 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: 

Would Monday at 6pm work for PSYC? 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/8/2013 11:13 AM > > > 
Hi Susan, 

is REALLY struggling balancing all of his courses and    right now, so can we get him tutors for PSYC and ECON? Talking 
it over with someone once a week will help him across the board more than likely. 

Thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 8, 2013 4:29 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: ECON, Tutorial 

All in now! 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 08, 2013 3:37 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: ECON Tutorial 

Yea, who are they and are they all in the database? 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/8/2013 3:34 PM > > > 
meant to cancel it before. Can we now keep it and simply open it up to the other five? 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 08, 2013 3:34 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: ECON Tutorial 

Can they all meet with at 9pm on Thursdays? He didn’t show up last night however. 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/8/2013 2:46 PM > > > 
Hi Susan, 

Can I get an ECON    session for my six        They can all use the same time but we need to give them something. 

PLEASE? 

Thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 

subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Friday, 4:44 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: training mad first thursday of work... 

Hi Susan 

and I weren’t paid fl~is cycle for our traAning hours and our first night of work. So I guess those hours needed to be manually added k~ this pay period 

before it closes out. 

thanks and have a great weekend, 

On Thu, at 3:31 PM, @chccs.kl 2.nc.u~* wrote: 

Hey Susan 

Just dropping you a quick line to note the hours I "worked" on that Sunday traAning day and the hours I worked on our first 6-10 shift on Thursday 

and see if I get paid for those hours this Friday. If not I’ll shoot you a line so you can add them in on this pay cycle. 

Thanks a have a great afternoon, 

I’ll check 

English Depa~mem 
Cha~l ttill High School 

All mail correspondence to and ti~m the Chapel Hill- Ca~boro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, wNch may result in monitoring and 
disclosure to thi~] partie~ including law eat’orce~nent. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 5:08 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Econ Exam Next Friday 

I’m tree between 6 and 10 that evening. I’d be happy to do it for any interval over that period you’d like. 

On Fri, at 3:38 PM, Susau Maloy <sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

That would be fabulous! What time could you conduct the session? 

Susan 

> > > ~g mail.com > 12:05 PM > > > 

Hi Susan, 

The students have an exam next Friday. Would you like for me to do a review session next Thursday evening? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Betla Bridger <bridger~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:39 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

S usoxl 

Did you ever get on s~tt; the wolo tutor? 

Sem.~"om my Verizor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@emaiLunc.edu> 

Saturday,                10:20 AM 

Ma~loy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE:Re: 

Also, did we confirm new engl tutor situation for ? 

F~m: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, :t:t::t4 plVl 

To: Bridger, Beth 
Subject: Re: 

No, Have not gotten the ok from yet. 

> > > "Bridger, Beth" <_b__[i__d_g_o___E_b__@_gr_L~#_[L~Ln___c_=_o____d___u_ > 

Susan 

Did you ever get on staff, the wolo tutor? 

Sent front mY Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

6:39 PM >>> 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 5:20 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Extra hour for 

Thank you Susan! 

I hope you are having a great weekend as well. 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent-" Friday,               3:08 PM 

$,,bject-" Re: Extra hour for 

Thanks      I have added him to your schedule on Sunday nights at 9pro. 

Have a great weekend. 

Susan 

>>> @live.unc.edu> 9:56 PM >>> 

Hi Susan, 

would like to meet an additional hour with me each week for Stor 

scheduled anyone in that time spot. This works for him too. 

Just let me know! 

Thanks, 

- he said you guys talked about this. I am free Sunday night at 9pm if you haven’t 



From: @gmaiLcom> 

Sent: Saturday, 6:40 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Wed 

Hey Susan 

I l~ow you all closed due to the Super Bowl last week. I was wondering is the Duke game going to affect this Wed? 

M HA Candidate, Class of 

UNC Gillings School of Giobai F~ublic ~--lealth 

De,oa!+~ment of ~--lealth Policy and Managerrierfi 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje¢~: 

@gina~l.coIn> 

Sunday,                 12:52 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <abmalov@email.unc.edu> 

Sick Today 

Hi Susan, 

¯ " " - " ’s into its own now. I’m hoping it’s just a cold and not the flu, but I 
I’m son3~ but I should probably take this evening ofl21 staxted feeling sick Friday, and it, come 
probably shouldfft be tutoring this evening. Let me lmow if you need an~hing, and sony. for the inconvenience’. 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sundw, 4:35 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: FW: Receipt tbr $42.00 for Social S .tyles Profile 

Any news on the Social Styles book? 

Th ~ ~ ks~ 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, :t2:37 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: RN: Receipt for $42.00 for Social Styles Profile 

Hi 

Can you describe briefly what the Social Style Profile is? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

> > > ’ ._@__k__o___L~__a_D_:_f_[_a__gj__e__r_:_u__r_]_c_~__e__d___u_.> 2:31 PM > > > 

Hi Susan, 

I am sorry to keep you busy but I forward you the e-mail bellow even though I am not so sure you are the right person to help me with this, As you will see in the e- 

m~il beliow, f was required to purchase one of the So(:i~l S~:yle Profile as part of my class. Since I ~m covered with the book schoh~rship, I just wondered if f c~n be 

re~unded for the money t p~id 1:o the teacher tod~y. She e-mailed me the confirrnation beilow, but if R’s needed, she c~n ~lso g~ve me p~per copy of the receipt. 

Please, ~et me know ~[: Lhere is 3[~yth~ng e~se I need to do. 

AH the best, 

From: Tisdale, Judy 

Sent: Thursday, 2:16 PM 
To: 
Subject: Receipt for $42.00 for Social Styles Profile 

Hi 

Please accept this email as receipt for ~42.00 in cash for your Social Styles Profile. As you know, the Profile is part of your MAC course text material. Kenan- 

Flagler purchased all Profiles for your section, and each student simply reimbursed Kenan-Flagler 

For your records, Kenan-Flagler is not earning any revenue on the Profiles purchase. The $42.00 is the literal charge from TRACOM for each Profile. I paid shipping 

costs from my budget. 

Please email with questions. 

Cheers, 

Judy 

Judy Jones Tisdale, Ph.D. 

Professor, Management Communication 

UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #3490, McColl Building 

Chapel Hill NC, 27599-3490 

Telephone: 9:19.962.4355 

Emaih Judy Tisdale@unc.edu 

Fax: 919.962.4425 



FronL* ~nc .iT.comS> 

Sent: Sunday, i 5:06 PM 

To: MaJoy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: 

Just checking---Did you get the infom~ation below on Friday’? 

Thanks, 

Begin t~)rwa~ded message: 

From: @nc.rr.com> 

Date: 2:29:46 PM EST 

To: Susan Malov <sbmalov~.uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Am listiug ,ny time worked for the dates of Mouday, the 

through Friday,,           to be paid by direct deposit 

on Friday~ the . Here we go, 

Monday Men, 3 hours, ~Vomen 3 hours total 6 
Tuesday 3.5hours, Women Men on the road 

at Boston College tota1 3.5 

Wednesday Women, 3 hours, Meu 3 hours total 6 
Thursday Men, 2.5 hours, Women 2.5 hours to~l 5 
Friday Meu 3 hours, Women 3 hours "total 6 

Monday Women 3 hours, Men, 3 hours total 6 
Tuesday Men, 2.5 hours, Women 2.5 hours total 5 
Wednesday" Women 2 hours, Men 3.5 hours total 5.5 
Thursday Wotnen on the road at Boston College 

Men 4 hours total 4 

Friday Men 2 hours, Women 3.5 tot~ 5.5 

Total hours for two weeks 52.5 
Thanks tbr your assistance, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Om Kym N <orr~email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday,                5:40 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, S usan B <sbmaloy@email. unc.edu> 

Tutor session for AI~kM 

Your tutor session with                on this Tuesday 

if this will work for you so I can let her know. Thanks. 

Kym 

is cancelled. She can do a makeup session on Wednesday @ 7 PM. You need to let me know 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 10, 2013 5:49 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 
<harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Meeting Tomorrow 

Good evening, 
Are we still on to meet at some point tomorrow? What time works best for you both? Also, I have another matter I need to speak 

with you about in the morning Harold if at all possible. 

Thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: @gmaikcom> 

Sent: Sunday, 5:57 PM 

To: MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Econ Tntor 

Hi Susan, 

I was wondering if I can cancel tonights mt,~fing session ruth      ? I have no work in either of my econ classes being that I finished it all last Thursday during my 

meeting witJ~ him. Also, I have an e~m tomorrow in another class that I’ve been sm@ing for all day. Please let me know if this is acceptable. Thank you! 



From: @live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 6:51 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Busi 

Hey Susan, 

I was wondering is there any way I could get a Business Tutor? The material is really getting tough, 

Thank you, 



From: ~gma~l.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 7:45 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Days off 

Hi Susan, 
I have a couple of dates I would like to ask off Next Sunday, 
sooner. 

, I will be out of to~vn I did not realize the university is not out on Monday like my school is or I would have asked 

Also, the ~veek after Easter is my spring break with work. I klmw we will not have study table Sunday night, but I was plalming on visiting my family that week. 

I’m So1Ty for any inconvenience this causes. I wish the schedules coincided more With next Sunday night, I am happy to reschedule sessions with my Sunday night guys if their counselors 
think it is necessaW. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:30 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

@unc.edu> @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Out Sick Tonight 

Thank you. 

*for discussion purposes only* 

.1 ~~i;;:~i:.-.: I ~:.::~.-.~ 
Academic Counselor, LtNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

iaimielee@uncaa.unc,e do 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>> Susan Maloy 4:06 PM >>> 

Hi you guys, 

I just heard from , and he is unable to tutor tonight, Not feeling well since Friday. Please inforrn the following students: 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

9:1_9 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 10, 2013 8:33 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting Tomorrow 

I propose 11:00 a.m. 

Will that work for both of you? 

Harold 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 10, 2013, at 5:48 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

Good evening, 

Are we still on to meet at some point tomorrow? What time works best for you both? Also, I have another matter I 
need to speak with you about in the morning Harold if at all possible. 

Thanks, 

B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or 

entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e- 

mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records 

law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (f4CGS. ch. 132). Student 
educational records are subject to FERPA. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 8:44 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Econ Exam Next Friday 

Hey Susan 

I jus~ realized that next Thursday is Valentine’s day. IVly wife roll kill me if I rotor that night, s~ I’m going to have to take back the ofiEr to do a 

extend my drop-in hours on Wednesday night if that’s possible though. Could we make Wednesday 9-10:30pm or 9-11 pm a    review? 

Son)’ about the mixup, 

review. I’m happy to 

On Fri,           at 5:07 PM,                          ~mail.com> wrote: 
I’m free between 6 and 10 that evening. I’d be happy to do it for any interval over that period you’d like. 

On Fri, at 3:38 PM, Susan Maloy <sbmaloy,@~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

That would be fabulous! What time could you conduct the session? 

Susan 

>>> ~@gmail.com> 12:05 PM >>> 

Hi Susan, 

The    students have an exam next Friday, Would you like for me to do a review session next Thursday evening? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 10, 2013 9:27 PM 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Re: Meeting Tomorrow 

Sounds great to me if I am in. 
in the morning if I am working from home. 

B 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 10, 2013, at 8:33 PM, "Woodard, Harold" <harol~ ~:oodard@ur~c.edu> wrote: 

I propose 11:00 a.m. 

Will that work for both of you? 

Harold 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 10, 2013, at 5:48 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@.ur~caa.~nc.ed~> wrote: 

Good evening, 

Are we still on to meet at some point tomorrow? What time works best for you both? Also, I have 

another matter I need to speak with you about in the morning Harold if at all possible. 

I’ll call 

Thanks, 

B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 



Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for 

the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. 
Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 

recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina 
Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official 
(f4CGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to FERPA. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:50 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Work tonight 

Hi Susan, 

had asked me to work for her on           before realizing on Friday that she really needed me on        I didn’t know I would be working tonight, so I went ahead 
and approved my time card on Tuesday nighL So, I couldn’t sign in on TIMS tonighL Sorry for the confusion. I worked the normal 6-1 lpm hours. See you Tuesday! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@chccs.k12.nc.u,¢, 

Monday, 7:52 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Question about TIMS 

Hi Susan 

I did not approve my timecard yesterday. I noticed that the hours for training were not recorded. Do I need to go back and approve my timec~:rd or do I wait until the 
next pay period?? 

Thanks so much and I hope that you have a fantastic week, 

Social Studies Teacher 
Chapel Hill Hi~lh School 

All mail colrespondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Cmrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which ~nay result in monitoring and 
disclosure to thin parties, including law enforcement. 



From: ~email.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 7:59 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet~: Sick 

Hi Susan, 

After going to bed early feeling a little unwell last night, I woke up with a terrible sore throat and a fever. I won’t be able to come in tonight. I will check today to see if any of 

the people in my department would be interested in getting trained with you all and doing Port tutoring, so we can have some people to sub for me when things come up (and 
so you all aren’t stretched so thin). 

My schedule won’t allow me to make up before Thurs. this week, but I will consider moving my tutoring sessions on the 
to remember that you aren’t. 

Are you all open on Fri nights? I seem 

Apologies, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, February 11, 2013 10:33 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

He plans on being there as far as I know. 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
http://goheels.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 10:26 AM 

To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: 

Have you made him aware?         seems to think they won’t meet tonight since they have a test today. 
Should I cancel the 6pm appt. for tonight? 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/8/2013 4:25 PM >>> 
Got it 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 08, 2013 3:43 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: 

Ok, let’s try that for now. Will be a small group of 3. Thanks. 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/8/2013 3:40 PM > > > 
Night be pushing it because of    but we can make a go of it. 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 08, 2013 3:40 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: 

Would Monday at 6pm work for PSYC? 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/8/2013 11:13 AM > > > 

Hi Susan, 
is REALLY struggling balancing all of his courses and    right now, so can we get him tutors for PSYC and ECON? Talking 

it over with someone once a week will help him across the Doard more than likely. 



Thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (f4CGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@emaiLunc.edu> 

Monday,                 10:34 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: - ENGL appts. 

They can’t---.-.U~ey 8o to Cary for a dr apt with the other girls, they only time they could assure me atl could be back is 7pro. I bare been down U~is road and it was the 

best compromise we could make... 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, :[0:25 AM 
To-" Bridger, Beth 
~ubject: - ENGL appts. 

Hi Beth, 

Just wanted you to know that 

appointment to 6:45pm? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

will be able to keep the girls Writing appointments on Monday and Wednesday nights. Any way, they can bump the Monday 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 10:37 AM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: - ENGL appts. 

Th a n ks ! 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, :~0:37 AM 
To: Bridger, Beth 
Subject: RE: - ENGL appts. 

Ok, I’ll let know. At least we don’t need to disrupt the appt. Thanks. 

> > > "Bridger, Beth" <_b__[i__d_g_e___E_b__@_gr_L~[[L_L_Ln___c_=_e____d___u_ > 10:33 AM >>> 

They can’t---they go to Car¥ for a dr apt with the other girls, they only time they could assure me all could be back is 7pro. I have been down this road and it was the 

best compromise we could make._ 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:25 AM 
To: Bridger, Beth 
Subject: - ENGL appts. 

Hi Beth, 

Just wanted you to know that 

appointment to 6:45pm? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

will be able to keep the girls Writing appointments on Monday and Wednesday nights. Any way, they can bump the Monday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

TONY YOUNT ~mac.com> 

Monday, 10:37 AM 

Maloy0 Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu~" 

Tutor schedule change. 

She and 

volleyball, has a session for STOR on Wednesdays at 8pro 

) also in the session would like to move Tuesdays (Homework is due on Wednesdays) 
told with this. Can this happen? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 11, 2013 11:16 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, 

Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbri8 <ckalbris@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, 

Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; AIdridse, Diane Scobie <daldridse@unc.edu>; 

Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, 
Sharon Hodse <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <srellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montsomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, Marjorie 

M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Mesaloudis, Dino <mesaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C <nbaber@unc.edu>; Hisley, Pamela 

<phisley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros <beros- 

adrian@aramark.com>; Smith-Ryan, Abbie <abbsmith@email.unc.edu>; Asuilar, Alain J 

<alasuila@email.unc.edu>; Binsham, Mary Ellen <binshamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, 

Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <srellis@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis 

Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; 

Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 

<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E 

<tom_brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, 

Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, 

Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Youns, Randall P <ryouns@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 

<jonathan.suthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 

<rapendle@email.unc.edu>; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu>; Day, Brian 

C <bday@live.unc.edu>; Roberts, Losan <losanwr@live.unc.edu>; Neuharth, Brent 

<neuharth@live.unc.edu>; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; Creishton, Robert A 

<alex_creishton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<sa nes h_ka math @ med. u nc.ed u >; Sta ffo rd, H a rry C < ha r ry_sta ffo rd @ med. u nc.ed u>; 

S pa ns, Jeffrey T <jspa ns@ med. u nc.ed u>; Taft, Ti m <ti mot by_taft@ med. u nc.ed u>; 

Thorp, Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu>; Chappell, IIsy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 

Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc.edu>; Unsano, 

Robin Lynn <runsano@email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; 

Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ansie Bittin8 <abittins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 

<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ansie Kin8 <akins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adam Lucas 
<alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athsallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin 

A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis 

<bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales 

<bsales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bsillet@uncaa.unc.Subject: Schedule> 



Subject: 

Attach: Weekly Schedule.pdf 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



SPORT 
W. Golf 
Gymnastics 

W. Tennis 
W. Golf 
Wrestling 

M. Basketball 
Softball 
Softball 

W. Basketball 
Baseball 
W. Lacrosse 
Softball 

Softball 
Baseball 
M. Basketball 
Gymnastics 

M. Lacrosse 
Softball 
Softball 
M&W Track 

Baseball 
W. Basketball 
M. Golf 
W. Lacrosse 

Softball 
Wrestling 

All times are 
Eastern Time 

DAY 
Mon. 
Mon. 
Mon. 
Tues. 

Tues. 
Wed. 
Wed. 
Wed. 

Thu~ 
Fri. 
Fri. 
Fri. 

Fri. 

Sat. 
Sat. 
Sat. 

Sat. 
Sat. 
Sat. 
Sat. 
Sun. 
Sun. 
Sun. 
Sun. 

Sun. 
Sun. 

DATE 

2/11 
2/11 
2/11 
2/12 

2/12 
2/13 
2/13 
2/13 

2/14 
2/15 
2/15 
2/15 

2/15 
2/16 
2/16 
2/16 

2/16 
2/16 
2/16 
2/16 

2/17 
2/17 
2/17 
2/17 

2/17 
2/17 

OPPONENT/EVENT 
at UCF Challenge 
at George Washington 

at ITA National Team Indoors 
at UCF Challenge 

at Duke 
at Duke 
Radford 
Radford 

Wake Forest 
Seton Hall 
Towson 
vs. Stephen F. Austin State 

at Texas A&M 
Seton Hall 
Virginia 

at NC State, Pittsburgh 

vs. Massachusetts 
vs. Stephen F. Austin State 

at Texas A&M 
Kent Taylor Invitational 

Seton Hall 

at Florida State 
at Puerto Rico Classic 
Richmond 
vs. Pittsburgh 
The Citadel & Campbell 

SITE 

Sorrento, Fla. 
Washington, D.C. 

Cha rlottesville, Va. 
Sorrento, Fla. 

Durham, N.C. 
Durham, N.C. 9 
Chapel Hill 4 
Chapel Hill 6 
Chapel Hill 7 
Chapel Hill 3 PM 
Chapel Hill 4 PM 
College Station, Tex. 11 AM 
College Station, Tex. 6:15 PM 
Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
Raleigh, N.C. 

Kennesaw, Ga. 
College Station, Tex. 
College Station, Tex. 
Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Tallahassee, Fla. 
Rio Grande, P.R. 
Chapel Hill 

College Station, Tex. 
Chapel Hill 

2 PM 

Noon 
7 PM 

1 PM 
1:15 PM 
4 PM 
All Day 

1 PM 
1 PM 
All Day 

1 PM 

11 AM 

Noon, 2 PM 

TV 

ESPN/ACC Net. 

ACC Net. 

RSN 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:48 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Tul~)dng 

Hey Susan, 

I accidentally approved my time card on Thursday night. I thought yesterday (Sunday) would be part of the new pay-period. Since I already approved my time card, TINS 
would not let me sign in last night. The monitor at the desk told me to just email you letting you know my time-in and time-out, which was just my regular schedule: 6PM- 
IOPM. 

I also wanted to let you know that I cannot make my appointments Thursday night due to Valentine’s Day. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:08 PM 

@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: tutoring -- 

Hi 

Thank you for your willingness to meet with 
His paper is actually due on Wednesday 

Thanks again, 

Susan 

a second time this Wednesday.     would like to meet this Wednesday (    , at 9pm to prepare for his exam on Monday 

, so hopefully you will have the time you need to address the paper tonight during your 6pm session. 

Susan Maloy 

Tuto~al Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
>>> @email.unc.edu> 10:03 PM >>> 

Hi Susan, 
After and I finished our extra hour this week, I think he would benefit from an extra hour again next Wednesday at 9. His TA has assigned an extremely difficult paper. 
Would it be possible to have another hour next Wednesday? 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 12:45 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Levante, Raphael Espinal <raphael.levante@unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu> 

- Appt. Canceled on Thurs. 

Hi Everyone, 
Just wanted to let you know thal .      .             will not be able to meet on Thursday Please inform your students 

and encourage them to meet him during his drop-in on Wednesday at 6pm and/or drop-ins on Monday and 

Wednesday at 9pm for ECON in addition to encouraging the Math drop-ins throughout the week. This students who are 
effected by this are: 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo~’@uncaaou nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:51 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 

Updated Tutor Schedule and Appt. Tonight 

@live.unc.edu > 

Hi 

Even though your appointments at 6pm will have had their exam today, I would still like for them to attend your session tonight at 6pm to work ahead on the syllabus. ~ have 

also added a new student to this session as well, , As far as ~ know he is planning to attend, Attached is an updated schedule for you as well, 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



TUTOR SCHLDULI  

COURSE STUDENT 

PSYC 

PS¥C 

P5¥C 

PSYC 

PS¥C 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

Sunday 06:00 PM 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Sunday 08:00 PM 

Monday 06:00 PM 

Monday 06:00 PM 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 03_:00 PM 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu > 

Monday, 12:52 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Updated Tutor Schedule and Appt. Tonight 

Sounds good - yes, I was planning on being there for those sessions tonight. 

Thank you! 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:50 PM 

To-" 
Subject-" Updated Tutor Schedule and Appt. Tonight 

Hi 
Even though yonr appointments at 6pm will have had their exam today; I wonld still like for them to attend your session tonight at 6pm to work ahead on the syllabus. I 

have als~ added a new s~mdent to this session as well, As far as I know he is planning to attend. Attached is an updated schedule for yon as well. 

Let me know if you have m~y questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov(a?uncaa.unc, edu 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 1:05 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbm~3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Sick today 

Hi Susan, 
I just wanted to let yon know that I am coming down with a fever and a 
super sore throat. I think it would be an umvise move on my part to 
tutor this evening. It" needed, I can make these sessions up on Friday 
evening beginning at 7PIvL I’m son~’ for the late notice. I had hoped 

to stave this 
Again, apologiest 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:27 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

@unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu > 

COMM Attp. Tonight Canceled 

Hey All, 

I just heard from and she will be out sick tonight. Please inform the following students that their COMM appointments tonight will be canceled: 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc,edu 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welbom <swelborn@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday,                 1:53 PM 

MaJloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: COMM Attp. Tonight Cm~celed 

F~m: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,               I<27 PM 
To: Welborn, Spencer; 3aimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Overstreet; Wally Richardson 

Subject: COMM Attp. Tonight Canceled 

Hey All, 

I just heard from and she will be out sick tonight. Please inform the following students that their COMM appointments tonight will be canceled: 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.uncedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu > 

Monday, 1:56 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wa[ly Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: update 

Hi, Susan - 

I just approved my timecard, Here are this week’s updates: 

1) On Thursday evening, I spent an additional 40-45 minutes working with one of Wally’s students: He approved this additional time, 

2) On Saturday morning!afternoon, I worked the women’s basketball study table with 

Have a Happy Monday! 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:58 PM 
To: 
Subject.-Re: reminders 

Thanks for this great detail 

Susan 

I really appreciate it. 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 3:16 PM >>> 

Good afternoon, Susan - 

Here are the changes to my regular sessions this past week: 

1) On Wednesday evening, I worked with several women’s basketball players after our 6:00 to 8:00 session (and during my cancelled 8:00 session) at behest 
and/or with her approval. 

2) On Thursday evening,          I worked through my normally scheduled 8:00 session (also cancelled) with my 7:00 student,           approved this modification as 
long as the student informed his normally scheduled 8:00 tutor, which he did. 

3) On Saturday moming/afternoon~ , I worked the women’s basketball study table with 

While I do not have my normally scheduled 6:00 to 8:00 session with women’s basketball this Wednesday, mentioned that he likely will schedule me with 
someone from 7:00 to 8:00. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:22 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: tutoring -- 

Hi Susan, 
Sounds great. We’ll definitely be able to spend time on his paper tonight, and cover the exam on Wednesday. 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:07 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: tutoring -- 

Hi 
Thank you for your willingness to meet ruth a second time this Wednesday. would like to meet this Wednesday , at 9pm to prepare for his exam on 

Monday His paper is actually due on ~Vednesday , so hopefully you roll have the time you need to add~vss the paper tonight during your 6pm session. 
Thanks agaJm, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalog(a)uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> ~email.m~c.edu> 10:03 PM >>> 

Hi Susan, 
After and I finished our extra hour this week, I think he would benefit from an extra hour again next Wednesday at 9. His TA has assigned an extremely difficult paper. 
Would it be possible to have another hour next Wednesday? 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.e&r~ 

Monday,                2:27 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu-% Lohse, Dave Clark ~da; elohse@unc.edu> Yount, ToW <ton?,yount@unc.edu> 

new email for 

All, 

Here’s email. The other one was her mother’s. 

~@icloud.com] 

-Tom 

Tom SaJ~der 
Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 
University ofNort~ Caacolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:54 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

< overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

~unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu > 

PORT Tutor Tonight Out Sick 

Hi Guys, 

Apparently is out sick tonight and will not be able to tutor, Please inform your guys about this: 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ive.unc.edu~ 

Monday,                3:00 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaikunc.edu> 

Re: Textbooks - MATtt 

Yes ma’am I did. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:49 PM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@u~ca a uric edu> wrote: 

He~,~ 
Did you bring your textbooks for lvL~kTH back to me earlier this semester? 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:16 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 

Make-up Session on Wed. @ 7pm 

~gmail.com 

Hey 

Just wondered if you could due a make up session with 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc,edu 

for AFAM at 7pm on Wednesday since you won’t be able to meet with him on Tuesday? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc,edu> 

Monday, 4:19 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Textbooks tbr PSYC and DRAM 

I have just stopped by Beth Lyons and I have her nay PSYC 
do? 
Thanks 

book an my travel letters, but the drama book is the same for my drama class ari I am using it, so I don’t kmow what to 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:48 PM, "Susa n Ma loy" <sbma loy@unc aa. unc. edu> wrote: 

> He?- 
> Did you bring your textbooks for PS YC and DILa2vi back to me earlier this semester? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 5:01 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Make-up Session on Wed. i    @ 7pm 

I don’t get out of class until 7:30 on Wednesday. Would it be possible for Nm to come in at 9 on Thursday? 

Best, 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 at 3:16 PM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmalov(~uncaa.unc.edtv~ wrote: 

Hey 

Just wondered if you could due a make-up session ruth 

him on Tuesday? 
Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (Ihx) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc edu 

for AFAM at 7pm on Wednesday since you won’t be able to meet with 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu > 

Monday, 5:02 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: PORT Tutor Tonight Out Sick 

:~bted.t Thanl~ you.t 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday.                14:54 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Overstreet, Tia; Wally Richardson 

Subject: PORTTutor Tonight Out Sick 

tti Guy~ 
Appaxently is out sick tonight and will not be able to tutor. Please intbrm your guys about this: 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
L~C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbma lov@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: ~gma~l.com> 

Sent: Monday, 5:43 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Days off 

Yes, I roll be lmck for next Monday night. Just keep me posted on any possible makeup sessions. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 3:39 PM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy(~:uncaa.unc.edtr> wrote: 

Thank yon for letting me know. Will you be back to tutor on Monday         ? I’ll let you know if the students will need maJ~e-np sessions for Stmday. 

As for your spring brealc. I hadn’t even thought of that being an issue. Thank you tbr letting me know that as well. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 
sbmaloy(&uncaa.unc.edu 
>>:; ~a) ~ma~l .corn> 

Hi Susan, 
I have a couple of dates I would like to ask olt2 Next Sunday, 

my school is or I would have asked sooner. 

7:45 PM >>> 

, I will be out of town. I did not realize the universi~ is not out on Monday like 

Also, the week after Easter is my spring break with work. I l, mow we roll not have study table Sunday night, but I was plam~ing on visiting my family that 

week. 

I’m sony for any inconvenience this causes. I rash the sehedules coincided more. With next Sunday night. I am happy to reschednle sessions with my 

S unday night guys if their counselors think it is necessary. 

Thanks, 

Sent fro,n my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu> 

Monday, 6:44 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Textbooks tbr PSYC and DRAM 

Yes ma’am rm positive Thanks Susan! 

Sent from my iPhone 

a t 6:35 PM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uaac a a uric edu> wrote: 

Ok thanks. I will make a note of the DRAM 

Thank you, 
Susan 

>>> @hve.unc.edu> 
Hey Susan, 
I have just stopped by Beth Lyons and I have her my PSYC 

to do? 
Thanks 

Sent from my fPhone 

On , at 2:48 PM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hey 
> Did you bring your textbooks [’or PS YC and DRAM back to me earlier this semester? 

>> 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 

book You are certain that this same book is required for DRANI 

4:18 PM >>> 

book an my travel letters, but the drama 

as ~vell? If so, no womes at this point. 

book is the same for my drama class an I am using it, so I don’t kno~v what 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 6:55 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

System Login Error 

Hi Susan 

OccasionaJly, when I log someone into the system, the time that it curreutly is replaces the previously recorded time in fl~e most recent entry box. I attached a 

screenshot to this email that shows an example. I talked to        about it and he said to email you. 

Best, 

UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School, Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:24 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Cla~fication tbr 

Hi Susan, 

I had for Biol tutoring tonight. I wasn’t able to very clearly explain a concept in photosynthesis to him, but I found a website that might 

help clarify that topic. I was wondering if you could pass it on to him. http:iilibrary.thinkquest.orgiCOO4535icalvin cycle~html 

Thanks! 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy 
PharmD Candidate 
Class of 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 9:32 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu-~; 

@live.unc.edu~; 

Monitor Sub Needed 

@gmail .corn; @gmail .corn; 

~live.unc.edu~; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live. unc.edu>; @live. unc.edu-~ 

Hi eve~one, 

I need a monitor sub on Monday 

Cheers, 

from 6-1 lpm, because I’m going to be out of town. Please let me know if you are interested. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:07 PM 

Malov, Susan B <sbmalov@email.unc.edu>; 

_~unc.edu>; 

9pm Appt. on Thurs. 

’@u nc.edu > 

@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Hi 
will not be able to attend your tutor session at 9pro on Thursday 

need arises. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

due to team travel. If you are able to, please work this hour on a drop in basis if the 



I::rol~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:08 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 

)unc.edu>; 

Ke: (_¢DKKI:(_ lION 9pm Appt. on Ihurs. 

@u nc.edu > 

@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

] meant to say 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Sor~ aboutthat. 

>>> Susan Maloy 10:07 PM >>> 

Hi 

will not be able to attend your tutor session at 9pm on Thursday 

need arises. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

due to team travel. If you are able to, please work this hour on a drop in basis if the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:12 PM 

~email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

@unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu > 

7pm Appt. Wed. Canceled 

Hi 
Due to the Duke game on Wednesday night 

Wednesday evening. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Stl san Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

will not be able to attend your tutor session at 7pro. No need to arrive until 8pm on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu > 

Monday. 10:12 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Photosynthesis 

Thank you! I’ll be sure to use it. Tell herlsaid thank you, but she did a great job tonight explaining things to me. 

Original message 

From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: 

Tc @email.unc,edu 
Subject: Photosynthesis 

Hey 

wanted me to send you this link regarding photosynthesis http:!!library,thinkquest,org!C004535/calvin cycle,html. She felt that this would explain the process perhaps 

better than she was able to do tonight. 

Hope it helps. 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 11:08 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutoring Session 

Susan, 

had some sort of scheduling conflict come up this week for his tutoring session. He didn’t arrive for his session today until there were about 5 minutes left. 

Normally, I’d just suggest that we meet next week and forego this week, but he recently took an exam in chemistry. He did pretty poorly on the exam, so I’d like the chance to 
go over it with him. Is it possible to schedule a make up session for later this week? 

I’m unavailable until Thursday or Friday. I’m available pretty much any time during the day on those days. If it is possible, can a session between and I be arranged? 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 11:47 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Absence 

Hi Susan 

I have to apologize to you again, I will not be able to make it tomorrow as well. I am veo~ sorry for being so unreliable but these absences have been out of my control. 

I am doing my best to not let this happen again. 

Once again my sincere aIx~logies 

PhD Student/Teaching Assistant 
Communication Studies 
The University of North Carolina 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:51 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: make-up session tbr ttIST 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Monday, 7:20 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: make-up session for HIST 

Hi, Susan: 

The guys are going to miss their Wednesday HIST session with             . I ran into him tonight and he said that he would be willing to do a make-up session 

tomorrow (Tuesday) at 7. I told him that you would have to confirm that this would work. If this is okay with you, could you please email him and let him know that 

the session will be on for tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

9].9 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:51 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

FW: and ECON tutoring 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Monday, 7:06 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: and ECON    tutoring 

Hey, 

still doesn’t have a permanent ECON tutor. She was given a session that was canceled and she never received a session to make up for it. Can you 

please get her into a small group session--she is really lost. 

Thanks! 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

9:[9 962 9538 

._9_ ~2 ::_9___6__2__:__8__2___4_ Z (fax) 



171,ore: 

Sent: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu’- 

Tuesday, 11:59 AM 

~emml.unc.edU>; Maloy, Susa~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

~unc.edu-~;                     ~uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

7pm Appt. Tonight - Make- up 

Hi 
mentioned that you would be able to conduct a make-up session with             tonight at 7pm since they will be missing Wednesday night. If this is still 

alright with you, we would really appreciate you doing this. Thanks so much. We’ll be looking for you tonight at 7pm. 

Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
~bmalo,i(&uncaa.~mc ~edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 12:15 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

~uncaa. unc.edu; 

RE: 7pro Appt. Tonight - Make-up 

@unc.edw~ 

Hi Susan, 

Yes, that still works for me. 

Best, 

PhD candidate, Department of History 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:58 AM 
To-" 
Co: @uncaa,unc,edu; 
Subject: 7pm Appt. Tonight - Make-up 

Hi 
mentioned that you would be able to conduct a make-up session with tonight at 7pm since they will be missing Wednesday night, if this is still 

alright with you, we would really appreciate you doing this. Thanks so much. We’ll be looking for you tonight at 7pm. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(d~uncaa.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wally Richardson <wrich~}email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:53 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutor feedback 

Susan, 

Can you please reach out to asking them to include more detail from their sessions in the feedback forms? After reading feedback from 

last night, there is a definite need for more concrete information. Thanks for your help with this request. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:01 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 

Feedback Forms 

@live.unc.edu > 

Hi 

I hope you now feel settled into your tutoring role this semester and that things are going well. If you don’t mind, I would like to ask for you to include more information 

about what you worked on with the students on your feedback forms in additional to behavior, level of motivation and preparedness, etc. This information is extremely helpful 

to us as counselors as we meet with our students and discuss matters with coaches. 

I appreciate your attention to this important detail. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

9:£9 962 9892 (office) 

9:19 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:02 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 

Feedback Forms 

@live.unc.edu > 

I hope you now feel settled into your tutoring role this semester and that things are going well. If you don’t mind, I would like to ask for you to include more information 

about what you worked on with the students on your feedback forms in addition to behavior, level of motivation and preparedness, etc, This information is extremely helpful 

to us as counselors as we meet with our students and discuss matters with coaches, 

I appreciate your attention to this important detail. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:05 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 

Feedback Forms 

@live.unc.edu > 

know you have had a lot to deal with since you began tutoring with us, but if you don’t mind, ] would like to ask for you to include more information about what you worked 

on with the students on your feedback forms in addition to behavior, level of motivation and preparedness, etc. This information is extremely helpful to us as counselors as 

we meet with our students and discuss matters with coaches. 

appreciate your attention to this important detail. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:07 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 

Re: System Login Error 

@gmail.com > 

Last night, did you try to manually reenter the time that was over written? This may be what you need to do when you notice this happening. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

>>>                        @gmail.com>          10:39 PM >>> 

The screenshot is attached. It is replacing the previous "time in" box automatically with the current time. 

On Mon, at 10:32 PM, Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 

[ did not receive the screen shot. Do you mean it is replacing the previous "time out" box as the most recent entry box? 

Thanks for letting me know. 

Susan 

Brent, can you assist with this? 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>>                        @gmail.com > 

Hi Susan, 

6:54 PM >>> 

Occasionally, when I log someone into the system, the time that it currently is replaces the previously recorded time in the most recent entry box. I attached a screenshot 
to this email that shows an example. I talked to        about it and he said to email you. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 2:18 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Feedback Forms 

Yes, you’re absolutely right, you roll not have any more compla~,nts, once again my apologies. 

On Tue, at 2:04 PM, Susan Maloy <sbmalo,~-~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I know you have had a lot to deal with since you began tutoring with us, but if you don’t mind, I would like to ask for you to include more information about what you 

worked on with the students on your feedback forms in addition to behavior, level of motivation and preparedness, etc. This information is extremely helpful to us as 

counselors as we meet with our students and discuss matters with coaches. 

I appreciate your attention to this important detail. 

PhD Student/Teaching Assistant 
Communication Studies 
The University of North Carolina 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 2:21 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Feedback Forms 

Hi Susan 

Of cours!! It’s funny - I was writing a lot and my students told me that I didn’t have to include s~ much. I’ll be more thorough. 

Sent from my iPad 

O11 at 2:02 PM, "Maloy, Susan" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I hope you now feel settled into your tutoring role this semester and that things are going well. If you don’t mind, I would like to ask for you to include 

more infoiInation about what you worked on with the s~dents on your feedback foims in addition to behavior, level of motivation and preparedness~ etc. 

This intbrmation is extremely helpful to us as counselols as we ~neet with our students and discuss ~natters ruth coaches. 

I appreciate yonr attention to this important detail. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (Ihx) 

sbmalov@uncaa.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 2:27 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Feedback Forms 

Hi Susan 

You are right, I was neglecting a ve~ important part of the tutoring sessio~L I will be more careful from now on. 

I roll be working on TN~rsday. The problem with my significant other has resolved as I am no longer mt]~ him, it was a hind decision but life was being impossible. He 

was going through mthdrawal which caused him to be not a veol nice person. 

Thanks tbr understanding. 

On Tue, at 2:21 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbm~]oy@em~Jl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Please don’ [ mimmderstand, any remarks of disappo~n[ment [hat you have with the students work b important [or tm to know as we~L We jtmt need to know a 

I~tt~e more information about what you worked on in the sessions. 

Thanks so much, 

F~m: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:18 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Feedback Forms 

Yes, you’re absolutely dghg you will not have any more co~npbJms, once again ~ny apologies. 

On Tue, at 2:04 PM, Susan Maloy <sbmalov~unc~.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I know you have had a lot to deal with since you began tutoring with us, but if you don’t mind, I would like to ask for you to include more information about what you 

worked on with the students on you~ feedback forms in addition to behavior, level of motivation and preparedness, etc. This information is extremely helpful to us as 

counselors as we meet with our students and discuss matters with coaches. 

I appreciate your attention to this important detail. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

919 962 9892 (oi~:ce) 

919 962 8247 ([i~..<) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

PhD Student! Teaching Assistant 

Communication Studies 

The University of North Carolina 



PhD Student/Teaching Assistant 
Communication Studies 
The University of North Carolina 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:48 PM 

Cooper, Jason B <cooperjb@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Thursday, 7 to 9 

Hi 

These proposed make ups seem to work beautifully. Please plan to meet with 

We certainly appreciate your willingness to make up this time for 

Glad you are feeling better these days as well. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

on Sunday 

Please be sure to inform 

(7 9pm) and Sunday       (7 9pm) to make up for the 

of these dates when you meet this week. 

> > > "Cooper, Jason B" <cooperjb@email.unc.edu > 11:19 AM > > > 
Ms. Maloy, 
How would you like me to proceed with potentially re-scheduling my tutoring sessions with my student on the following dates which I will unfortunately miss as I will be 
presenting at national research conferences as part of my full time job in Sarasota, Fla. and Washington, D.C.? The following dates are affected: 
Thursday, 7 to 9 
Thursday, ; 7 to 9. 
I did initiate the potential for re-scheduling the Thursday,           appointment for Sunday,           from 7 to 9 if this is acceptable to you. This would have me meeting 
with this student on Sunday and Tuesday that week~ I could follow suit with the Thursday,          appointment by moving it to Sunday,          if this is deemed 
acceptable by you and it fits the student’s schedule. I would like to meet with the student and fulfill my assigned responsibilities if at all possible as our teamwork and success 
within these sessions has been outstanding thus far this semester. 

I apologize for having to miss these two Thursday assignments. I do not foresee any other extenuating circumstances affecting my tutoring sessions the rest of the semester 

Please let me know how to proceed and I will work with you and my student in this process. 
Brent 
Dr. J. Brent Cooper 

Social Science Research Methods Academic Tutor 
Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
336.314-.9700 

cooper~b@ad.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, .2:56 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

terminate or extend 

Tracy Harris.vcf 

and are due to come off payroll on 
Tracy Ul Harris 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

CB# 85OO 

Phone: (919) 962 7852 

Fax: (919) 843 7003 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

GO HEELS!! 

"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:43 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Tutoring Session 

Yes, thank you! Please let me know if he can see Thurs at lpm or from between 10 noon on Friday! Thanks! 

~Ior ~liscussion purposes on|y~ 

.} ::-~ i re:i< 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 

iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 
Confidentialib/Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

> > > "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu >          11:59 AM > > > 

Does have time on Thursday or Friday to meet with this week? 

Thanks, 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 11:08 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Tutoring Session 

had some soR of scheduling conflict come up this week for his tutoring session. He didn’t arrive for his session today until there were about 5 minutes le~. 

Normally, I’d just suggest that we meet ne~ week and forego this week, but he recently ~ok an exam ~n chemistw. He did pre~ poody on the exam, so I’d like the chance ~ go 
over it w~th him. Is it possiMe to schedule a make up session for lair this week? 
I’m unavailable until Thursday or Friday. I’m available pre~ much any time during the day on those days. If it is possible, can a session be~een and [ be arranged? 

Than~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 3:51 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: System Login Error 

Yes, I did. 

On Tue, at 2:06 PM, Susan Maloy <sbmaloY~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

last night, did you try to manually reenter the time that was over written? This may be what you need to do when you notice this happening. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

>>>                        @gmail.com>           10:39 PM >>> 

The screenshot is attached. It is replacing the previous "time in" box automatically with the current time. 

On Mon, at 10:32 PM, Susan Maloy <sbmalov@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 

I did not receive the screen shot. Do you mean it is replacing the previous "time out" box as the most recent entry box? 

Thanks for letting me know. 

Susan 

Brent, can you assist with this? 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa,unc.edu 

> > >                        @gmail.com > 

Hi Susan, 

6:54 PM >>> 

Occasionally, when I log someone into the system, the time that it currently is replaces the previously recorded time in the most recent entry box. I attached a 

screenshot to this email that shows an example. I talked to        about it and he said to email you. 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 3:54 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 

Re: Monitor Sub Needed 

~live. unc.edu> 

Hi 

That would be great. Thanks’. 

Susan, is plam~ing to fill in for me this coming Monday. 

On Tue, at 1:39 PM, ,~)live.unc.edu-> wrote: 

I can fill in for you if you haven’t a]ready found a ~eplacemem. Let me know. 

’I’h~lks! 

On , at 9:31 PM, ~mail.com> wrote: 

Hi eve .ryone, 

I need a monitor sub on Monday 

Cheers, 

from 6-1 lpln, because I’m going to be out of town. Please let Ine know if you are interested. 

UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School, Class of 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:50 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

@unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tonight 

Hey Guys, 

just called and said that she will not be able to make it tonight , Please be sure your students are aware. This effects the following students: 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, 4:53 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbnmloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: W-2 request 

I s~till have not received Iny W-2. Where you able to mail it already? 

On at 4:16 PM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you 

Susan 

I do have your W2 and will put it in the mail. 

Susan Maloy 

Tutnrial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-%2-9892 (n]Yice) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalny~uncaa.unc, edu 

(~:gnmJl.com>         8:28 PM >>> 

Good Evening! The reach for me email is to inquire about my W-2 ti~m Caacolina. I would like mine mailed to me please. My mailing address is: 

Thank you in advance. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me via phone 2~gmail.com. 



From: ~email.uuc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:35 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Tutoring Session 

Thursday at :tpm should work. Which room should we use? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:13 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tutoring Session 

Hey 

How about eil:her :1.pro on Tllursday or anytime t)etw,-:~en _lO.-:l.2noon on Frh~;y? Let me know what works. 

Thanks, 

Sent~ Nonday, 11:08 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Tutoring Session 

Susa~ 
had some so~ of scheduling conflict come up this week for his tu~ring session. He didn’t arrive for his session today until there were about 5 minutes left. 

Normally, rd just suggest that we meet ne~ week and forego this week, but he recently took an exam in chemist~. He did pre~ poorly on the ~am, so rd like the chance to 
go over it with him. Is it possible to schedule a make up session for later this week? 
rm unavailable until ~ursday or Friday. rm available pre~ much any time during the day on those days. If it is possible, can a session be~een and I be arranged? 

Thanks, 



Fronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:47 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Resume 

Susan, 

My vita is attached. 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:4-1 PM 
To: 

Subject: Resume 

Hi Eveuone, 
I hate to bother you for this, but we have been asked to update our personnel files to include resumes for everyone. Could each of you send me a coW of your resume at 

your earliest convenience? 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
L~,-C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@uncaa uric. edu 



From: @gmaikcom> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:51 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Resume 

A~tach: CV.pdf 

Hi Susan, 

He~’s my resume. 

Best, 

On Tue, at 5:41 PM, Susan Maloy <sbmaloy(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ever/one, 
I hate to bother you for this, but we have been asked to update our personnel files to include resumes for everyone. Could each of you send me a copy of your resume 
at your earliest convenience? 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

919 962 9892 (o~:i}<~) 

919 962 8247 (f~y) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:14 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Resume 

Ok, thanks Susan! 

I’ve attached my most up-to-date CV, 

From: Susan Malo¥ [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 6:23 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" Re: Resume 

Your CV should be fine, Thank you. 

> > > @__e_[ZLa_i_Lu_LLc_=#__d___u_ > 5:55 PM > > > 

Hi Susan, 

This may be a dumb question, but can [just send you my CV (pharmacy related). Or would you prefer me to write an actual formal resume? 

Thanks! 

On 5:41 PM, Susan Maloy <._s__b____m____a_J__o__y___@___u___n__c___a___a__=__u___n__£=__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Hi Everyone, 
I hate to bother you for this, but we have been asked to update our personnel files to include resumes for everyone. Could each of you send me a copy 
of your resume at your earliest convenience? 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:33 PM 

MaJ, oy, Susan B <sbmaJloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Resume 

Hi Susan, 

Sure-- a copy of my CV is attached here. 

Thank~ 

On , at 5:41 PM, Susan Maloy wrote: 

Hi Everyone, 

I hate to bother you for this, but we have been asked to update our personnel files to include resumes for everyone. Could each of you send me a copy of 

your resume at your earliest convenience? 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 8:33 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Resume 

Here you go. I wasn’t sure if you wanted a resume or CV, ,so here’s the resume (lacking publications and student mentoring and such). Let me know if you need fl~ose 

details. 

Thanks! 

P.S. I went to the store and grabbed some meds, so I’m feeling much better. I’m plalming on being there to tutor tomorrow evening. Again, I’m really ~rry to have 

missed tonight’s sessions’. 

Doctoral Student in Developmental Psychology 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 
(cell) 

On , at 5:41 PM, Susan Maloy <sbmalov(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Everyone, 

I hate to bother you for this, but we have been asked to update our personnel files to include resumes for everyone. Could each of you send me a copy of 

your resume at your earliest convenience? 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

9:~9 962 9892 (office) 

9:]_9 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jelm <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:38 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: and ECON    tutoring 

She can do both if that wN work? She is feeling really desperate and would like all the help she can get, let me know if that wN work. If she can’t do both, Tuesday 

would be better. 

Jenn 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:10 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 

Subject: RE: and ECON    tutoring 

How about Tuesday or Thursday at 9:~5am in the morning ~fter her 8am class?       has a session at 9am that she c~n ~ump ~n as soo~ as she can get there, ~ can 

ask ff he w~l~ be aMe to stay a ~tt~e ~onger one of those days. Let me know what you tNnk. 

S u s a n 

~= 3enn Townsend [ma[[to:i~w#_~#[[#_@_#_£~_#~#] 
Seat; Tuesday, $$:55 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 

Subject: ~: and ECON    tutoring 

From: Townsend, 3enn 
Sent: Monday, 7:06 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
S~bje¢t: and ECON    tutoring 

Hey, 

still doesn’t have a permanent ECON tutor. She was 8iven a session that was canceled and she never received a session to make up for it. Can you 

please ~et her into a small ~roup session--she is really lost. 

Thanks~ 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

929 962 8247 (fax) 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:57 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Tutoring 

Just a reminder that I roll be out of town this Thursday for a conference so I won’t be able to tutor 

yon know but I just wanted to remind yon. 

Teaching Assistant] Department of Exercise and Sport Science ] UNC Chapel Hill 

Masters Student] Exercise Physiology ] UNC Chapel Hill 

E: ~’!gm~fil.com 

I think I sent yon an email a few weeks ago letting 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~chccs.kl2.nc.us~ 

Tuesday, 11:20 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

(sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu) 

html 

Attached: 

.doc 

~[ 

All mail co~espondence "m a~d t~m the Chapel tlill- Ca~boro City Schools is su~iect to the Noah Ca~lina Public Records Law, which may result in moni~mng and 

di~losum to flai~t N~ie~ including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 8:25 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday tutoring 

Hi Susan, 

There is a seminar on Thursday that I really should be attending It starts at 12:15 and I believe lasts an hour. Is there any chance we can push my session back about 30 minutes, to start at 
1:30? 1£ this isn’t possible, I’ll just skip the talk and be there on time, but I thought I’d check. 

Thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tons~loun@tmc.edus, 

Wednesday, 11:26 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Thursday Review Session 

SusalL 

The exam in HIST    is Friday. Hele is confirmation from that she is willing to hold an exam ieview for the Lax gifts on Thursday evening. 

Tony 

Begin tbrwm~ded message: 

Resent-From: <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

From: @.qmail.com> 
Subject: Thursday Review Session 

Date: 11:17:34 AM EST 

To: ~mail.unc.edu>, Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Good afternoon Tony, 

Last night in my session for HIST    solne of the women expressed iuterest in having m~ extra ieview session on Thursday before their first exmn on 

Friday. I was uusure of how the process of scheduling an extra session works so I told them to contact you first. I jufft wanted to let you know that if it is 

possible I am rolling and available from 8:00-10:00 on Thursday evening. 

Sincerely. 

History Doctoral Program 

Universily of Norfll Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:24 PM 

MaJ, oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Thursday tntomg 

Ohh that’s a bummer. Any chance it could be rescheduled for tonight or an,v other time tomorrow? I definitely don’t want to cancel altogether, since I missed last night’s session with those 
two girls. 

Thanks for checking, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy,~)email uric edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:53 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Thursday tutoring 

Hi 
Looks like the session can’t be pushed back Starting the session at 1:30 would only allo;v for a 20 min. session But if you need to attend the seminar, please do so Let me know what you 
decide 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From "a) live unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:25 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Thursday tutoring 

Hi Susan, 

There is a seminar on Thursday that I really should be attending. It starts at 12:15 and I believe lasts an hour. Is there any chance we can push lay session back about 30 minutes, to start at 
1:30? If this isn’t possible, I’ll just skip the talk and be there on time, but ! thought I’d check 

Thank you! 

Sent from lay iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 2:19 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Make-up Session on Wed. @ 7pm 

Hi, Susan 

Unfortunately I roll have to cancel my appointments for today as well. As I mentioned I am in BaJtimore for an interview for a teaching position and my interview was 

unexpectedly extended through today so I roll still be on my way back to Chapel Hill this evening. I won’t be able to get on the road until about 7 pm which puts my 

ETA around midnight. I am so sony for this inconvenience. I can have make up appointments all afternoon Friday and Sunday evening if necessary. I can also do 

morning and day appointments from 8 ran- 12 pm tomorrow. 

Again, my apologies, 

On at 1:50 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <~._b!_n_~!_o’i’.(_a~_email.unc.eda> wrote: 

is planning to come meet with you tomorrow at 9pro. I hope that still works for you, 

T’ha r~l~ you, 

From: @qmaiLcoml 
Sent: Monday, 5:01 PN 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Make-up Session on Wed. @ 7pm 

S u~ 

I don’t get out of class until 7:30 on Wednesday. Would it be possible for him to come in at 9 on Thursday? 

Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:16 PM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmalov~T~uncaa.unc.edu:, wrote: 

Hey 

Just wondered if you could due a malce-up session ruth 
to meet with him on Tuesday? 

Thm~k you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
L~’~’C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 
sbmalov (&uncaa uric. edu 

tbr AFAM    at 7pm on Wednesday since you won’t be able 



From: @email.uuc.edtc, 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:23 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Tutoring Session 

Perfect, I’ll be there, 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, I: 52 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tutoring Session 

Just [o confirm ..... ~lans to meet you at 1pro [ornorTow in Room N. Thanks again. 

Susan 

Sent~ Tuesday, 5:35 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subject~ RE: Tutoring Session 
Thursday at ~pm should work. Which room should we use? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:13 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tutoring Session 

Hey     , 

Now about eiU~er :1pro on Thursday or anytime between :lO--:12noon on Friday? Let me know what works. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent= Monday, : I~:08 PN 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Tutoring Session 

SusaB~ 
had some so~ of scheduling conflict come up this week for his tu~ring session. He didn’t arrive for his session today until there were about 5 minutes left. 

Normally, rd just suggest that we meet ne~ week and forego this week, but he recently took an exam in chemist~. He did pre~ poorly on the ~am, so rd like the chance to 
go over it with him. Is it possible to schedule a make up session for later this week? 
rm unavailable until ~ursday or Friday. rm available pre~ much any time during the day on those days. If it is possible, can a session be~een and I be arranged? 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 3:02 PM 

Malay, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Make-up Session on Wed. @ 7pm 

10 am on Friday would be great. 

On ;, at 2:48 PM, "Malay, Susan B" <sbmaloy(/~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

AgaAn, my apologies, 

On Feb 13, 2013, at 1:50 PM, "Malay, Susan B" <sbmak~y((~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

is planning Lo come meet with you tomorrow aL 9prn. I hope that sLill works for you. 

Thank you, 

F~: ~gm~l.cam] 
Sent: Nonday, 5:01 PN 
To= Maloy, Susan B 

Subject= Re: Make-up Session on Wed. @ 7pm 

Susa~ 

~ don’t g~t out o£class umil ?:30 on W~dn~sday. Would it ~ possibl~ £or him to com~ i~ at 9 on Thurs~y? 

B~st~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 3:16 PM, "Susan Malay" <~_b_r!~]_92_’_(_a2_LLn_c_~:_LLr_Lc_:_e_$t___u_ > wrote: 

Hey- 

Jnst wondered if you could due a make-up session with 

won’t be able to meet with him on Tnesday? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Malay 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 
sbmaloy@uncaa unc.edu 

for AFAM    at 7pm on Wednesday since you 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:18 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Resume 

Hi, Susan - 

Here is my resume-updated as recently as this afternoon! 

Have a great day - 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, 3::t6 PM 
To; Ewing, Rachel S 
Subject: Fw: Resume 

.... Forwarded Message .... 

From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:41 PM 
Subject: Resume 

Hi EveLyone, 

I hate to bother you for this, but we have been asked to update our personnel files to include resumes for evelyone. Could each of you send me a coW of your resume 

at your earliest convenience? 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-%2-8247 (f~x) 
sbmalov@uncaa.unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richardson, ~Vally <wricha@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 3:19 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: - Appt. with Canceled for Tonight 

Will work with ?n Sunday, at 7pro? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent-" Wednesday, 2:3:t PM 
To-" Richardson, Wally; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha 
C¢:            .: Levante, Raphael Espinal 
Subject~: " - Appt. with Canceled for Tonight 

Wally and Jaimie, 

is still in Baltimore today and will not be back in time to meet with She is happy to make up appointments all afternoon on 

Friday and Sunday or during the day 8am-12pm. Please inform the guys of this cancelation and let me know if you would like to reschedule for tomorrow or Friday. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(d~uucaa.uuc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:36 PM 

MaJ, oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Thursday tutoring 

Are you sure? I don’t want it to be inconvenient for awone. I really appreciate your help and I’m sorU to have had so many com%cts this week I really do love tutoring and working ~vith all 
of the students. I look forward to all of my time there, and I hate when I need to miss sessions Thanks so much ibr being flexible with my schedule! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 3:25 PM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> ~vrote: 

Thanks for offering to make it up. 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wecinesday 

Tu: Maluy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Thursday tuturing 

will cover the session. Let’s just go ahead and cancel for Thursday afternoon No worries You shouldn’t miss the seminar. 

1:24 PM 

Thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 

> Ohh that’s a bmmner. An../chance it cuu]d be reschedu]ed for tonight ur any other time tumurrow? I definitely dun’t want to cancel altogether, since 1 missed last night’s session *vith those 
twu girls. 
> 

> ’]?hanks :[’or checking, 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 12:53 PM 
> To: 
> Subject: RE: Thursday tuturing 
> 

> Hi 
> Looks like the session can’t be pushed back. Starting the session at 1:30 would only alluw for a 20 min. session. But if you need tu attend the seminar, please do su. Let me know what you 
decide 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: (&live.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday 8:25 AM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: Thursday tutoring 
> 

> Hi Susan, 
> 

> There is a seminar on Thursday that I really should be attending. It starts at 12:15 and I believe lasts an hour. Is there any chance we can push my- session back about 30 minutes, to start 
at 1:30? If this isn’t possible, I’ll just skip the talk and be there on time, but I thought I’d check. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 6:11 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Updated Tutor Schedule 

Hey Susan, 

I just wanted to make sure we confirmed that I could do a Drop-ln at 6PM on Wednesdays for Econ , I was under the impression you wanted me to star[ that session tonight 
but the monitor said he only had      down for his 9:00PM session. 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, 9:4,5 AM 
To-" 
Subject-" Updated Tutor Schedule 

Hi 

Based on our conversation last night about adding an ECON 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Snsan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
lJ~x,-C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov(~uncaa.unc.edu 

drop-in to your schedule, attached is an updated which includes the 6pm drop-in on Wednesdays. 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 8:27 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet~: Sick 

Dear Susan, 

I’m feeling quite unwell and need to cancel my tutorials tonight. I can ask if he’d like to sub for me (he’s my housemate); is this a possibili~? 

English and Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@email.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

O!live.unc.edtv"~ 

Thursday, 8:47 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmoloy@email.unc.edu> 

resume 

Hi Susan, 
Attached is my resume. 

Doctora] Student, School Psychology 
UNC Chapel Hill I 

~)live.uuc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email.unc,edu~ 

Thursday, 4:34 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbm~3oy@email.unc.edu> 

ECON 

Any way has an open time? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:32 PM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

6pm Appt. on Wed. Canceled 

Hi 
I just wanted to let you know that the women’s basketball girls who you normally meet with at 6pm on Wednesdays have another meeting at 6pm, and they will 
be attending your 8pm session with. . As a result, let’s cancel your 6pm on . No need to arrive until 7pm. 
Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:43 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sunday Appt 

Susan, 

That sounds good. 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloyC~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 6:13 PM 
To: 
Subject: Sunday Appt 

Hey 
Hope you are having a good Valentine’s Day. Realizing that you were not going to be here tonight, is there any way that you could reschedule the group meeting 
with ECON on Sunday perhaps at 5pm? They have a test on Tuesday I believe. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:50 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Wednesday, 

ENGL     6:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 15, 2013 11:33 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting 
<abitting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 
Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dominic Morelli 
<dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken 
Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 
Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu > 

NEW Criminal Background Authorization 

CrimCheck-FacultyStaffVolunteer(February2013).doc; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Requests submitted on the older version cannot be submitted and will be returned to the supervisor so the most current 

form can be submitted. 

Tracy U. Harris 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 85OO 

Phone: (919) 962-7852 

Fax: (919) 843-7003 

tuh@uncaa.uncoedu 
GO HEELS!! 

"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

[ AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK I 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE CANDIDATE/APPOINTEE 

As part of the University’s comprehensive security efforts and to ensure a safer environment for our students, staff and visitors, 

University policy requires that a background check be conducted for all staff and faculty, unpaid volunteers, interns, visiting scholars and 

as well as any other individuals engaged by campus departments in programs that serve or involve contact with minors. Background 

checks related to the protection of minors served by University programs must be accomplished at least annually for those University 

staff, faculty, or volunteers who have ongoing involvement in such programs regardless of any previous background checks that may 

have been conducted. 

Your social security number is required for the background check consistent with University policy. If you choose not to disclose your 
social security number, you will not be considered for employment. 

FIRST GIVEN MIDDLE MAIDEN LAST 

SOCIAL SECURITY # DATE OF BIRTH SEX RACE 

CURRENT ADDRESS (street, city, state, zip): 

PERMANENT ADDRESS (If different from current 

~ 
address). If Permanent address is not in the U.S. 

~O 
address, include country): 

Please list all names by which you have been known, along with the dates each name was used: 

~ DATES (FROM/TO) NAMES USED DATES (FROM/TO) NAMES USED 

If you have lived or worked outside of North Carolina, please list all locations and the dates you lived or worked there 

~ since the age of 18: 

~O DATES (FROM/TO)         COUNTY              CITY AND STATE 

continued on next page ~ 

FOR OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES USE ONLY 

OTHER NAMES AND ADDRESSES DISCOVERED IN COURT SEARCH: 

NAME DATES USED NAME DATES USED 

STATE DATES (FROM/TO) CITY COUNTY LAST NAME(s) USED 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Rev (2-12-2013) 

Equal Opportunity Employer 
Page 1 of 4 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

I AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK I 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE CANDIDATE/APPOINTEE 

FIRST GIVEN MIDDLE MALDEN LAST 

z 

z 

NORTH CAROLINA 
DRIVERS LICENSE # 
(if required for position) 

I have held an out-of-State driver’s license that has been 
valid within the last 12 months. If the answer is yes, provide 
the information below. 

[] YES 
[] NO 

OUT OF STATE DRIVERS ISSUING 
LICENSE # STATE 

If the position for which you are applying involves driving duties, please list any driving infractions, Prayers for Judgment 
Continued and non-contested charges. If more space is needed, check here [] and attach additional pages. 
DATE           LOCATION (county and state)        TRAFFIC VIOLATION 

z 

[] Yes [] No 

Have you ever been convicted of an unlawful offense other than a minor driving infraction? If yes, list 
below the county, state, and date of the conviction and crime/offense for which you were convicted. 
Prayers for Judgment Continued and non-contested charges must be included, unless you have 
acted to expunge your record. If more s3ace is needed, check here [] and attach additional pages. 

DATE LOCATION (county and state) CRIME/OFFENSE 

CANDIDATE/APPOINTEE AUTHORIZATION 

I hereby certify that all information I have provided on this Authorization is true and complete to the best of my knowledge and 
belief. I understand that electronic submission of my Authorization indicates my consent to the University’s verification of any 
information contained in this Authorization, including by obtaining a consumer report for employment purposes from a 
Consumer Reporting Agency. I understand that by admitting to a conviction for any unlawful offense, I will not be automatically 
disqualified from consideration for employment, unpaid appointment or for other opportunities where I might have contact with 
minors. I understand that false or misleading information or documentation, or an omission or failure to include all relevant 
information, may result in action up to and including not being employed, appointed, affiliated or terminated if hired, and/or 
criminal prosecution. I understand the University complies with State law and is required to terminate me if false or misleading 
information is given in order to meet the requirements for the position for which I am hired. 

Candidate/Appointee Signature Date 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Rev (2-12-2013) 

Equal Opportunity Employer 
Page 2 of 4 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND 

TO BE COMPLETED BY HIRING/APPOINTING DEPARTMENT 

FIRST GIVEN MIDDLE LAST SSN 

ENSURE THAT ALL SECTIONS ARE COMPLETELY FILLED BEFORE SUBMITTING TO BACKGROUND INVESTIGATOR. 
INCOMPLETE FORMS WILL BE RETURNED TO THE REQUESTING DEPARTMENT’S CONTACT TO BE COMPLETED. 

Driving a motor vehicle (State-owned or personal/other) is required by hiring department to perform assigned [] YES* 
duties. (If answer is yes, a driver’s license check is required.) [] NO 

[] STATE-OWNED 
If answer to above is yes, please indicate type of vehicle (choose all that apply).                  [] PERSONAL/OTHER 

*If a driver’s license check is required, please send or fax a legible copy of the candidate’s driver’s license to Background Specialist. 

POSITION/ 
APPOINTMENT 
TYPE: [] FACULTY 

[] EPA NON-FACULTY 

[] EPA TEMP 
[] POST DOCt with minorsnities where you may have contact with 

minors.3333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 

POSITION/APPT. 

POS# (SPA and 

~,~)~I~C~ NAI~ E: 
DEPT./SCHOOL 

CONTACT PHONE 

~AMPUS BOX #: 

ACCOUNT # FOR 

OHR 

[] SPA 

PERMANENT[] 

VISITING 

SCHOLAR 

[] SPA TEMP 

[] CONTACT 

WITH MINORS 

[] VOLUNTEER 

[] OTHER 

[] INTERN 

FORM SUBMISSION: 
¯ For SPA Permanent employees, Unpaid Volunteers, Interns, and Visiting Scholars, send this form to your Employment 

Consultant in the Office of Human Resources. 
¯ For Faculty, send this form to your Dean’s Office. 
¯ For EPA Non-Faculty, SPA/EPA Temps and all other persons, send this form to: 

Background Specialist 
UNC Office of Human Resources 
AOB, Suite 1100, CB#1045 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-9768 or 919-843-4413 
Fax: 919-962-4279 

DATE RECEIVED: 

DATE RETURNED: 

FOR OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES USE ONLY 

Criminal Convictions 

[] Yes [] No [] Possible Match 
Reported on Background Authorization? 
[] Yes    [] No 

CHECKS COMPLETED: 
[] EPLS/OIG 

Valid Driver’s License 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Rev (2-12-2013) 

Equal Opportunity Employer 
Page 3 c 4 



[] COURT SEARCH 

[] NC DL CHECK 

[] NO CS RESULTS 

AMOUNT DUE: 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

[] CASTLE BRANCH [] SEX OFFENDER [] Yes [] No 

[] OUT OF STATEDL [] AOC Drivinq Convictions 
[] Yes    [] No [] Possible Match 
Reported on Background Authorization? 

[] Yes    [] No 

OHR 
FILE #: 

INITIALS: [] Charge made to the listed account. 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Rev (2-12-2013) 

Equal Opportunity Employer 
Page 4 of 4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 15, 2013 11:44 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha 
<j aimielee@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, 
Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Graduation deadline 

Please don’t forget that today is the deadline for all graduating seniors to apply for May graduation. 

You can check each student’s status in the Program/Plan page on Connect Carolina. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:54 PM 

~emml.unc.edu> 

9pm PORT Session 

Hi 

Saw your feedback about your 9pro session last night. And I know we talked a little bit about that last night as well. Trying to think of solutions. I think the guys 

would have a hard time getting here at 6:30 each of those nights. Any chance you could manage the            guys during the 8pm slot, perhaps 30 minutes with 

one group and 30 with the other and perhaps working back and forth between the two groups? I’m really just thinking out loud here, so if you have any other 

suggestions, I am open to your thoughts for certain. Actually ....... I may be able to move the 7pm slot to 6:30pm and all other appointments as follows and perhaps 

overlap the two groups by 30 minutes. 

6:30-7:30pm - 

7:30-8:30pm or 9pm - 

8:00-9:00 - 

What do you think? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmalo y@~mcaa, nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.tmc.edu~ 

Saturday, 10:54 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 9pm PORT Session 

Hi Susan, 

What if I shifted my schedule so I could do Mon from 7-9, Tues from 7-9 and Thurs. from 7-9. That would give me the same hours, but get us all out of there before the guys 
get totally zonked. But it would mean re-working the schedule a bit. What do you think? 

Thanks for working on this. I appreciate it! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 
To: 
Subject: 9pm PORT Session 

1:53 PN 

Hi 

Saw your feedback about your 9pro session last night. And I know we talked a little bit about that last night as well. Trying to think of solutions. I think the guys 

would have a hard time getting here at 6:30 each of those nights. Any chance you could manage the            guys during the 8pm slot, perhaps 30 minutes with 

one group and 30 with the other and perhaps working back and forth between the two groups? i’m really just thinking out loud here, so if you have any other 

suggestions, I am open to your thoughts for certain. Actually ....... I may be able to move the 7prn slot to 6:30pm and all other appointments as follows and perhaps 

overlap the two groups by 30 minutes. 

6:30-7:30pm - 

7:30-g:30pm or 9pro - 

8:00-9:00 - 

What do you think? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy(a~)~mcaa, nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:38 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

New Tutees 

Susan, 

I finish my oral defense of my prospectus on Friday. Hence, my availability will open up starting next week. 

Can you tell me how my tutoring schedule will be changing starting next week? rrn trying to schedule some experiments, and rd like to know what my new commitments will 
be. 

Thanks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email,unc.edv;; 

Tuesday                 9:05 AM 

M~J~oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

~lvor 

Hello, 
Any chance you have Connect Carolina access to student’s class rank and high school GPA? If so, could you look up the following: 

( all [ know you are surprised) 

Thanks] 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 (office) 

(cell) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:20 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Checking in 

Hi Susan, 

I know we are still working on shifting the schedule, but I decided to cancel my 9pm last night. The guys were not in the least disappointed--they were effusive with gratitude. 
As rye said before, I don’t see this as any sign of laziness or unwillingness to do their work. It is simply too late at night and their schedules are too packed! So I am hoping we 
can get ....... and       in on Tuesdays from 7-9 for tutoring. 

If it can’t happen this week, I totally understand. However, I could also come in to start working with them tonight, if you are able to work out the schedule. 

Please let me know either way. 

Best wishes, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 19, 2013 11:24 AM 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Checking in 

Hi 

Thanks for getting back to me. First of all, if you can work with those 3 guys from 7-gpm tonight to make up for last night, that would be fantastic! 

has a 7pro session on Tuesday, so wi~ ardw~ to you at 8pm, but ~1 be good for the h.d~ 2 hours. 

To rework the scheduk~ wRh the 3 n~gh~:s from 7-9pm, the only proMem we see w~:h ~:h~s is that the 3 9pm guys referred to ~d)ow~ wouM only receive ~:he ass~stanc:e 

one day each week {Tuesdays). We rea~y need to have them prsct~dng w~th the mater~a~ at ~east 2 times each week with a tutor. WiU~ that sa~d, would you be 

wi]Hn~ to keep Lhe 7--10 hour’s on Thursdays if we spesk w~Lh Lhe ~uys on our end to ~e sure they understsnd Lhat they wi]~ have to push through Lhe 9pro session 

one thee each week h~stead of 2. ] recognize your v~]~d concerns, but ~ don’t know that we have any other options ~n order for them to work with you twice each 

week 

So your schedule would I~ke ]~ke this: 

Monday 7-gpm 

Tuesday 7-gpm or 8-gpm 

Thursday 7-:].Opm 

Let me know what you thh~k. 

Thank you ag~in for your willingness to work ~:hrough this matter. 

S~sarl 

$eat; Tuesday, ~0:20 AN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
$~bject: Checking in 
Hi Susan, 
[ know we are still working on shifting the schedule, but I decided to cancel my 9pm last night. ~e guys were not in the least disappointed--they were effusive with gratitude. 
As I’ve said before, [ don’t see this as any sign d laziness or unwillingness to do their work. [t is simply too late at night and their schedules are too packed~ So [ am hoping we 
can get                and       in on Tuesdays from 7-9 for tutoring. 
If it can’t happen tNs week, I rosily unders~nd. However, I could also come ~n to s~ working w~th them tonight, if you are able to work out the schedule. 
Please let me know either way. 
Best wishes, 



Subject: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                12:32 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday Hist session-Sheppard 

Tutor informed 

that works for me/ /tutor. I do not have access to see if 

8pm slot. 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 843 4400 w 

overstre£’O u ncaa,u nc.ed u 

that he doesn’t have to come to Thursday sessions unless there is an exam. Tfyou want to push           ~pm to 7pm then 

has a 9pm session in order for him to be done after         if we can not find someone to go into the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:51 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

SAF Course Supplies 

UNC SAF Application Form_UPDATED.pdf 

Hey Susan, 

Tom just brought me the two S As that are requesting to use the SAF account to pay for their course supplies ( I. Can you please get both girls to complete 
the attached SAF forms and return them to be via campus mail? This will allow me to go ahead and process their reimbursements. Let me know if you have any questions, 

Thanks, 
Sam 

Samantha Kirby 

Compliance Assistant 

(919)-$37-33S0 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:46 PM 

~live.unc.edtv~ 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Make-Up for 

Hi 

Thank you for meeting with me the other night. As I said, I may need to take one day at a time. With that in mind, I’m trying to sort out a solution to your absence 

on       first. Would you be able meet with your Thursday students on Monday      I know you had mentioned Wednesday, but their schedules will not 

permit. So my thought is below: 

- Spend time on Tuesday with both subjects (SOCI 

-7pm Monday -GEOG 

and           -8pm Monday    -IDST 

Would this work for you? 

Perhaps we could use this same scenario for Monday 

schedule. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy(a)Amcaa.nnc.edu 

and Monday 

) and develop a To Do List for him to work on Thursday during your normal session time. 

Although we would need to begin the session at 7:30 due to Football’s spring practice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:51 PM 

Demail.unc.edu > 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Portuguese tutoring 

Hi 

! work with and wanted to touch base after reading your feedback. First, [ want to thank you for your hard work with the guys. ! really appreciate it. We 

have been discussing the issues with the 9pm sessions, and [ know you are working with Susan to try and rearrange your schedule. 

Please, however, in the future, avoid canceling sessions. [ appreciate you agreeing to come tonight, but        for example has to attend a performance for another course, 

so he is unable to get help with questions he has on material due later this week. We can address participation and fatigue issues as they are getting an extra hour to eat!nap 
before study table. They will do better. We will see to it. 

Please be in communication with me whenever possible as [ work with these guys daily. Once again, [ appreciate your efforts, but please avoid cancellations and consult with 
whoever is on duty to address behavior/fatigue issues. It is so important. We really need you to work with us on this. 

Thanks again, 

Jaimie 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

iaimielee@uncaa.unc.e du 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the i~ended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the origina~ message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rademacher, Kaisten N <krademacher~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:54 AM 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edu>; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming <candicel~a)emml.unc.edtr’~; 

~live.unc.edu-~;                @live.unc.edu>; Clark, Fred M <ti~ed clark@unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L 
<collinsm@emml.unc.edu>; Slivka, Dam M <slivka@email.unc.edu-~; Taylor, Gigi <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edtr~; GnevaJra, Percival Villegas 

<percival.gv@unc.edu>; Scott, Margie B. <mscott@email.nnc.edu:>; Wilson, Ada K <adaw@email.unc.edu:>; Perez, Josmell 

~-josmell@etnail.nnc.edu>; Bachenheime~; Aaron H <bachenhe@email.unc.edu>;                        @unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 

<sbmaloy@emafil.unc.edu>; Dawson, Alice C <adawson@email.unc.edu>; JunL Cheryl <tweete@e~nafil.unc.edu>; Covington, Mary, 

Maxgaret <mmy covington@unc.edtc,; Windle, Maureen A <mawindle@email.unc.edu>; jrkessle@email.unc.edu; Baile~; ’Fifthly 

<tmbaJley@email.unc.edu;,; Hoffarth, Sarah Andrea <hoffarth@email.unc.edu>;                  ~}email.tmc.edu~; Mann, April 

Selena <asmann@emaikunc.edu>; Hoover. Shandol Christine <schoover@email.unc.edu~; Yopp, Jan Johnson <jan~-opp@unc.edtc,; 

Patterson, Tony ~fon,v Patterson@unc.edu>; Bicld’ord, Donna M <dbicldbrd@unc.edu;,; Baum, Pat~, <pbanm@admissions.unc.edu;,; 
Mohanty, Suchi <smohanty@email.unc.edu~; Wuenschel, Jill -~wuensch@email.unc.edu;,; Lewis, Lucy W <lwlewi@email.unc.edu>; 

Kendall, Pdtchie D <rkendall@email.unc.edu>; Paxkins, Leslie C <leslie~parkins@unc.edu% Deardorlt; Du~me L 

~<tuane.deardortt~a)unc.edtr~; Jones, Deborah J ~djjones@email.unc.edu>; Palsha, Sharon A <spalsh@email.unc.edu-~; DeSaix, Jean 

~desaix@email.unc.edu>; ttogan, Kelly A <leek@emaJ4.unc.edu>; McCombs, Mark A <mmccomb@email.unc.edtr~; Bernhardt, Valerie 

M <valerieb@email.unc.edu> 

Lemaling Center event - please promote! 

Midterm Madness Promo spring 2013.pdf 

Friends of The Learning Center: 
The Learning Center is offering our next Study Camp - "Midterm Madness"- for undergraduates. 
Study Camps are for students who want an environment for quiet, supervised study as they prepare for tests, write papers, etc. Our staff will be on hand to 
provide individual help if needed, and we will also offer an optional mini-workshop each night where students can hone their skills around various study 
strategies. Snacks will be provided, and students will enter a raffle each night for fun prizes! 
The Learning Center appreciates your help in forwarding and/or sharing information about Midterm Madness to students. A flyer is also attached. Thank you for 
supporting The Learning Center’s programs, and please contact me with questions. 

Mid~e~m Madness 

Weanesaa¥ u~saa¥; 

Kristen 

Kristen Rademacher, M.Ed., CPCC 

The Learning Center 

http://learningcenter.unc.edu 

krademacher@unc.edu 

919-843-4553 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, 1:43 PM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Time Changes to Tutor Schedules on Select Dates 

As besl I can...I will be out of the country 

My one concern is Soci    class is scheduled to have Exam 2 on ..will talk with about it. 

The other class does not look as pressing. 

Thanks. 

O11 at 11:54 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaiLunc~e&t> wrote: 

Thank you for letting me know Will you be able to plan accordingly with your students prior to that week? 

From: ~_[~__o_t__m___a_!!~__c_o___m_] 
Sent: Wednesday, I 11:04 AM 

To: Maioy, Susan B 

Subject: Re: Time Changes to Tutor Schedules on Select Dates 

Hi Susan, 

I wanted to let you know that I will be out a week late in March, so I will have to miss all of my sessions on 

Thanks, 

and 

On at 5:38 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Everyone, 

I hope all is well with each of you. 

You are receiving this email if you tutor on Monday and!or Wednesday nighL I wanted to make you aware of a schedule time change that 

needs to occur on 9 different Mondays and Wednesdays in March and April. Due to some conflicts with a large number of our student- 

athletes we need to move tutoring appointments to 6:30pm-lO:3Opm (instead of our normal 6-10pm) on the following dates : 

So essentially all appointments on these days will be moved back 30 minutes. For example, if you do not have your first appointment 
until 7pm on Monday and Wednesday, that appointment will begin at 7:30pm on those 9 days noted above. I hope that this poses limited 
disruption to your schedules in the evenings. But please let me know if you will have any concerns with this. 
Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~uncaaamc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:33 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Susan, 

Greetings. I wanted to contact you about one of the students I tutor,            is currently receiving tutoring two nights a week, on Wednesday and Thursday. This seems 
like more than what he really needs; we’ve been struggling to find things to talk about on the second night, and tonight we completely covered everything in under an hour. We 
were wondering if it might be more efficient to go to one night a week (preferably Wednesday) and then maybe meet twice on weeks preceding the midterms or paper? I’m 
happy to keep doing two nights if you like, but I don’t think it’s really necessary. I told him to go ahead and come in tomorrow unless he heard otherwise from you. According 
to    his adviser is fine with going to one night, but I haven’t talked with her personally. 

Also, my other student,              is in a similar situation. We’re probably only getting in an hour of work total across two nights, as there simply isn’t enough to do, but 
his adviser said she wanted to see more grades come in before she could approve cutting his hours. So that’s probably on the horizon as well. 

Have a good one, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kim A Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 2:38 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Bridget, Beth 
<bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; 
Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, 
Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; 
Yarbrough, Nate <yarbrog@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 
<harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

[learningcenter] Midterm Madness Study Camp! 

Midterm Madness - Spring 2013.docx 

Please find attached information for the upcoming Midterm Madness sessions being sponsored by the LearNng Center. 

Feel free to pass this information along to your students. 

you have any questions please fee! free to contact NIlie Shambley at 962-400:1 or shambley@email.unc.edu. 

Thanks, 
K 



Papers due? Tests piling up? 

It’s that time of year... 
Register NOW for 

MIDTERM MADNESS! 
4 nights of supervised study with optional mini-workshops to 

help you survive midterms. 

Wednesday- Thursday, February 27 & 28 

Monday- Tuesday, March 4 & 5 

5:00pm - 8:00pm 

SASB North, Suite 0127 
(The Writing Center) 

Peanut-Butter and Jelly Bar...Quiet Study Spaces... Help from Learning 
Center Staff 

Plus optional mini-workshops: 

Studying in Sprints, Managing Test Anxiety, Preparing for Essay Exams 

and MUCH MORE! 

Sponsored by The Learning Center 

Details and Registration: 

http://learningcenter.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitney Walker < ~gmafil.com> 

Sunday, 8:08 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Time Changes to Tutor Schedules on Select Dates 

Hi Susan 

I have been thinking about the upcoming schedule changes, and I am a little concerned about the late evenings. With my job, I have to get up at 5:00 and working until 

10 has already been difficult. Pushing back nntil 10:30 doesn’t seem doable for me as I wonldn’t get home until 11:00. 

I know that my 9:00 gws (                                            do not have sessions at 8:00. At 8:00, I only have 

needs my help. If possible, could we comNne my 9:00 and 8:00 sessions and meet at 8:00 (technically 8:30)? 

who very seldom 

Thank yo~ 

Whitney 

On at 5:38 PM, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

Hi Everyone, 

I hope all is well with each of you. 

You are receiving this email if you tutor on Monday and!or Wednesday night. I wanted to make you aware of a schedule time change that needs to 

occur on 9 different Mondays and Wednesdays in March and April. Due to some conflicts with a large number of our student-athletes we need to 

move tutoring appointments to 6:30pm-:lO:3Opm (instead of our normal 6-:10pm) on the following dates : 

So essentially all appointments on these days will be moved back 30 minutes. For example, if you do not have your first appointment until 7pro on 
Monday and Wednesday, that appointment will begin at 7:30pro on those 9 days noted above. I hope that this poses limited disruption to your 
schedules in the evenings. But please let me know if you will have any concerns with this. 
Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tntorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday 9:52 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, 

Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbril~ <ckalbril~@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, 

Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; Aldridl~e, Diane Scobie <daldridl~e@unc.edu>; 

Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, 
Sharon Hodl~e <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <l~rellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montl~omery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, Marjorie 

M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Mel~aloudis, Dino <mel~aloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C <nbaber@unc.edu>; Hil~ley, Pamela 

<phil~ley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros <beros- 

adrian@aramark.com>; Smith-Ryan, Abbie <abbsmith@email.unc.edu>; Al~uilar, Alain J 

<alal~uila@email.unc.edu>; Binl~ham, Mary Ellen <binl~hamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, 

Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <l~rellis@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis 

Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; 

Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 

<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E 

<tom_brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, 

Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, 

Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Younl~, Randall P <ryounI~@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 

<jonathan.l~uthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 

<ral~endle@email.unc.edu>; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu>~ 

@live.unc.edu>;                      ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; Creil~hton, Robert A 

<alex_creil~hton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<l~a nes h_ka math @ med. u nc .ed u >; Staffo rd, H a rry C < ha r ry_sta fro rd @ med. u nc.ed u>; 

S pa nl~, Jeffrey T <jspa nl~@ med. u nc.ed u>; Taft, Ti m <ti mot hy_taft@ med. u nc.ed u>; 

Thorp, Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu>; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 

Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc.edu>; Unl~ano, 

Robin Lynn <runl~ano@email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; 

Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anl~ie Bittinl~ <abittinl~@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 

<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anl~ie Kinl~ <akinl~@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adam Lucas 
<alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athl~allo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin 

A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis 

<bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales 

<bl~ales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bl~illet@uncaa.uncSubject: Schedule> 



Subject: 

Attach: Weekly Schedule.pdf 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



SPORT 
M Baseball 
Softball 
M. Swimming 

M Tennis 

W Tennis 
M. Basketball 
W. Basketball 
M. Swimming 

M. Swimming 

Maw Track 
M Baseball 
Softball 

Softball 
M. Swimming 
M. Swimming 

Maw Track 

Maw Track 
M Baseball 
Gymnastics 

M Lacrosse 

W. Lacrosse 
Softball 
Softball 
M. Swimming 

M. Swimming 
W. Swimming 

W. Tennis 
W. Tennis 

Maw Track 
Maw Track 
M Baseball 
M. Basketball 

W. Basketball 
Softball 

DAY 
Tues. 
Wed. 
Wed. 
Wed. 

Wed. 
Thun 
Thun 
Thu~ 

Thu~ 
Thu~ 
Fri. 
Fri. 

Fri. 
Fri. 
Fri. 
Fri. 

Fri. 

Sat. 
Sat. 
Sat. 

Sat. 
Sat. 
Sat. 
Sat. 

Sat. 
Sat. 
Sat. 
Sat. 

Sat. 
Sat. 
Sun. 
Sun. 

Sun. 
Sun. 

DATE 
2/26 
2/27 
2/27 
2/27 
2/27 
2/28 
2/28 
2/28 
2/28 
2/28 
3/1 
3/1 
3/1 
3/1 
3/1 
3/1 
3/1 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/3 
3/3 
3/3 
3/3 

OPPONENT/EVENT 
St. John’s 
UNC-Charlotte 
at ACC Championship Finals 

Ohio State 

at Wake Forest 
at Clemson 
Boston College 

at ACC Championship Prelims 

at ACC Championship Finals 

at Last Chance Meet 

at Astros Classic (vs. Rice) 
at DeMarini Invitational (vs. Baylor) 

at DeMarini Invitational (vs. ECU) 
at ACC Championship Prelims 
at ACC Championship Finals 

at Last Chance Meet 

at Alex Wilson Invitational 

at Astros Classic (vs. California) 
at Pittsburgh 

at Notre Dame 

at Penn 

at DeMarini Invitational (vs. N Dakota) 
at DeMarini Invitational (vs. Ariz. State) 
at ACC Championship Prelims 

at ACC Championship Finals 
at Bulldog Invitational 
Winthrop 

East Carolina 

at Last Chance Meet 
at Alex Wilson Invitational 

at DeMarini Invitational (vs. Texas A&M) 
Florida State 

at Duke 
at DeMarini Inv. (vs. Binghamton) 

STTE 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Greensboro, N.C. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Winston Salem, N.C. 
Clemson, S.C. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Greensboro, N.C. 

Greensboro, N.C. 
Fayetteville, Ark. 

Houston, Texas 
Tempe, Ariz. 

Tempe, Ariz. 

Greensboro, N.C. 
Greensboro, N.C. 
Blacksburg, Va. 

South Bend, Ind. 
Houston, Texas 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Notre Dame, Ind. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Tempe, Ariz. 
Tempe, Ariz. 

Greensboro, N.C. 

Greensboro, N.C. 
Athens, Ga. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Blacksburg, Va. 

South Bend, Ind. 
Tempe, Ariz. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Durham, N.C. 
Tempe, Ariz. 

TTME 

3 PM 
6 PM 
6 PM 
2:30 PM 

3:30 PM 
7 PM 
7 PM 
11 PM 

7 PM 
ALL DAY 

3:30 PM 
11 AM 

4 PM 
11 PM 
7 PM 
ALL DAY 

ALL DAY 
Noon 
7 PM 
Noon 

1 PM 
1:30 PM 

9 PM 
11 PM 

7 PM 
TBA 
11 AM 

3:30 PM 
ALL DAY 
ALL DAY 
2:30 PM 
2 PM 

4 PM 
11:30 PM 

TV 

ESPN 
ACCDN 

CBS 

ESPN2 



W. Swimming 

All times are 
Eastern Time 

Sun. 3/3    at Bulldog Invitational Athens, Ga. TBA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 2:47 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor Request 

Hi Susan, 
I just put in a request for in EXSS Any chance we can meet that one? 

Thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



Frown: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 3: 55 PM 

To: Maloy, Sawn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: EXSS 

Yes that would most likely be fine though I would need to see the syllabus to double check. 

I [~c Chapel Hill 

UNC Chapel ttill 

~:_a_i_l_:_c___o__r._n_. 

at 3:40 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmNog(~i!ernail.unc.ed~> wrote: 

Just wondered if you would feel comfortable tutoring EXSS 
Thanks, 

Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy~ uncaa.unc.edu 

- Neuromuscular Control and Learning? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:17 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Contact ti~om a Stadent 

Hi Susan, 

I just received this email from a student I have been working with in the Writing Lab. I have no idea what is going on behind the scenes, but I want to make sure that my 
response to her does not compromise the Athletic Department in any way. ~ am happy to continue working with her privately. However, ~ do not want to violate any 
regulations. ~ would appreciate any guidance. 

Thank you, 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:04 AN 
To: 
Subject: HELP! Essay on the Wasteland 

Hi 

This is I have been working with you on a TS Eliot paper comparing The lFasteland and Tradition and the Individual Talent. After some recent 
events I will no longer have access to fl~e Loudermilk tZacilities. I know you have restrictions with working with students because of NCAA regulations, but I am no 

longer under fl~e NCAA. I 1,mow you have a lot on your plate, but I waa just wondering if you might still be able to work with me on fl~is paper and the up coming 

re~axch paper. You have been such a help and I t~el I learn much ti~om working with you. I will pay you as a tutor if you would like! This is kind of a difficult thing to 

di~uss through email, my phone number is              if you have a chance. Because the paper is due thur~tay I still might try to go into Loudermilk to work with 

you on it one last time. I was able to receive feedback from Professor McGowan. If you can meet outside at all that would be fantastic. I am sorry to ask such a favor 

from you. I can furtJaer explain whenever we axe able to talk again. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Om Kym N <orr~email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday,             10:27 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: ECON    tutor 

Could we possibly accommodate This is a major class for her and she has contacted me previously saying that she is struggling. Thanks~ 

Kym 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, March 04, 2023 9:49 PM 
To= Orr, Kym N 
Subject= ECON tu~r 
Hey Kym, 

I spoke to the Sunday tutor this weekend (I think his name is Danny?) and he was open to tutoring me, he just has to speak to someone to help him schedule it. They should 
be letting you know something soon. 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Jairnie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             11:58 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

tutor request 

Hi Susan, 

I need to set up tutoring for in exss and especially phil    . It is urgent, esp in Phil. He is coming off of 

at this point, so he is now mandated to extra study time. I would really appreciate your help. 

Jaimie 
~[01" disclJSSJOl| purposes 01113"* 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Ath|etes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

iaimielee@uncaa.unc.e du 

and is behind. He is not able to practice 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday~ 9:27 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, 

Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbril~ <ckalbril~@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, 

Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; Aldridl~e, Diane Scobie <daldridl~e@unc.edu>; 

Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, 
Sharon Hodl~e <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <l~rellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montl~omery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, Marjorie 

M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Mel~aloudis, Dino <mel~aloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C <nbaber@unc.edu>; Hil~ley, Pamela 

<phil~ley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros <beros- 

adrian@aramark.com>; Smith-Ryan, Abbie <abbsmith@email.unc.edu>; Al~uilar, Alain J 

<alal~uila@email.unc.edu>; Binl~ham, Mary Ellen <binl~hamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, 

Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <l~rellis@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis 

Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; 

Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 

<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E 

<tom_brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, 

Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, 

Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Younl~, Randall P <ryounI~@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 

<jonathan.l~uthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 

<rapendle@email.unc.edu>; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu>;                      @live.unc.edu>; 

_~live.unc.edu>; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; Creil~hton, Robert A 

<alex_creil~hton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<l~a nes h_ka math @ med. u nc.ed u >; Sta ffo rd, H a rry C < ha r ry_sta ffo rd @ med. u nc.ed u>; 

S pa nl~, Jeffrey T <jspa nl~@ med. u nc.ed u>; Taft, Ti m <ti mot hy_taft@ med. u nc.ed u>; 

Thorp, Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu>; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 

Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc.edu>; Unl~ano, 

Robin Lynn <runl~ano@email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; 

Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anl~ie Bittinl~ <abittinl~@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 

<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anl~ie Kinl~ <akinl~@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adam Lucas 
<alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athl==allo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin 

A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis 

<bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales 

<bl==ales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bl==illet@uncaa.unc.Subject: Schedule> 



Subject: 

Attach: Weekly Schedule.pdf 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



SPORT 
M Golf 
M Baseball 
M Golf 
W Lacrosse 

Softball 
M Tennis 
M Baseball 
M Lacrosse 

W Tennis 
M Baseball 
M. Basketball 
M Golf 

W Golf 
Rowing 

Softball 
Softball 

M Tennis 
M Baseball 
M. Basketball 
M Golf 

W Golf 
Gymnastics 

W Lacrosse 
Softball 

Softball 
M Baseball 
M. Basketball 
M Golf 

W Golf 
Softball 
M Tennis 

All times are 
Eastern Time 

DAY 
Mon 
Tues 
Tues 
Tues 

Tues 
Tues 
Wed 
Wed 

Wed 
Fri 
Fri 
Fri 

Fri 
Fri 
Fri 
Fri 

Fri 

Sat 
Sat 
Sat 

Sat 
Sat 
Sat 
Sat 

Sat 
Sun 
Sun 
Sun 

Sun 
Sun 
Sun 

DATE 

3/11 
3/12 
3/12 
3/12 

3/12 
3/12 
3/13 
3/13 

3/13 
3/15 
3/15 
3/15 

3/15 
3/15 
3/15 
3/15 

3/15 
3/16 
3/16 
3/16 

3/16 
3/16 
3/16 
3/16 

3/16 
3/17 
3/17 
3/17 

3/17 
3/17 
3/17 

OPPONENT/EVENT 
at Tiger Shootout 

Ga rd ner-Webb 
at Tiger Shootout 
at High Point 

at Kentucky 

at Texas 
High Point 

Duke 

vs. Texas Tech 
Miami 

at ACC Tournament (vs. FSU or Clem.) 
at Seminole Intercollegiate 

at SunTrust Gator Invitational 
vs. George Mason 

vs. Wisconsin 

at Louisville 
NC State 
Miami 

at ACC Tournament (Semifinals) 
at Seminole Intercollegiate 

at SunTrust Gator Invitational 
Pennsylvania 
Georgetown 
vs. Eastern Michigan 

vs. Ball State 
Miami 
at ACC Tournament (Championship) 
at Seminole Intercollegiate 

at SunTrust Gator Invitational 
vs. Iowa 
Duke 

SITE 
Opelika, Ala. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 
Opelika, Ala. 
High Point, N.C. 

Lexington, Ky. 

Austin, Texas 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 

San Diego, Calif. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Greensboro, N.C. 
Tallahassee, Fla. 

Gainesville, Fla. 
Lake Lure, N.C. 
Louisville, Ky. 
Louisville, Ky. 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Greensboro, N.C. 
Tallahassee, Fla. 

Gainesville, Fla. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 
Louisville, Ky. 

Louisville, Ky. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Greensboro, N.C. 
Tallahassee, Fla. 

Gainesville, Fla. 
Louisville, Ky. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 

TIHE 

ALL DAY 

6 PM 
ALL DAY 
7 PM 

5 PM 
7 PM 

6 PM 
7:30 PM 

10 AM 
7 PM 

9:30 PM 
ALL DAY 

ALL DAY 

8 AM 
10 AM 

3 PM 

3 PM 
6 PM 
3:30 PM 
ALL DAY 

ALL DAY 
1 PM 
1 PM 

5:30 AM 

3 PM 
1 PM 
1 PM 
ALL DAY 

ALL DAY 
12:30 PM 
1 PM 

TV 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail,com> 

Wednesday, 2:25 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: DTH Interview 

No worries, and rm sorry I forgot to leave my number.. 
On            , at 2:23 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email uric edu> wrote: 

> Got your message but didn’t have a number to call you back. I am still in the office now. Thanks. 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: ~ ¯ ,@gmail.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 11:58 PM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> SubJect: Re: DTH Interview- 
> 

> I’m sorry for the late response Ms. Maloy, my internet has been out for the past day, but I will give you a call tomorrow before 3. 
> On ;, at 10:25 AM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi 
>> I am available today and tomorrow tl~rough 3pm. Feel tlcee to give me call. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> Susan 
>> 

Original Message ..... 

>> From: ~ (~mail coral 
>> Sent: Monday 6:46 
>> To: Maloy, Susan B 
>> Subject: DTtI Interview 
>> 
>> IIi Ms Maloy, my name is rm a reporter for the Daily Tar tIeel and I was hoping I could get a few minutes of your time during break ~2~r a quick phone interview. I can do 
any day this week that works lor you It you could let me know what your schedule looks like I’d really appreciate it. Thank you! 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday 9:20 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, 

Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbril~ <ckalbril~@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, 

Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; Aldridl~e, Diane Scobie <daldridl==e@unc.edu>; 

Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, 
Sharon Hodl~e <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <l==rellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montl~omery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, Marjorie 

M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Mel~aloudis, Dino <mel==aloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C <nbaber@unc.edu>; Hil~ley, Pamela 

<phil==ley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros <beros- 

adrian@aramark.com>; Smith-Ryan, Abbie <abbsmith@email.unc.edu>; Al~uilar, Alain J 

<alal==uila@email.unc.edu>; Binl~ham, Mary Ellen <binl==hamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, 

Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <l==rellis@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis 

Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; 

Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 

<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E 

<tom_brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, 

Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, 

Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Younl~, Randall P <ryounI~@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 

<jonathan.l==uthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 

<rapendle@email.unc.edu>; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                      @live.unc.edu>i 

_~live.unc.edu>; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; Creil~hton, Robert A 

<alex_creil==hton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<l~a nes h_ka math @ med. u nc.ed u >; Sta ffo rd, H a rry C < ha r ry_sta ffo rd @ med. u nc.ed u>; 

S pa nl~, Jeffrey T <jspa nl~@ med. u nc.ed u>; Taft, Ti m <ti mot hy_taft@ med. u nc.ed u>; 

Thorp, Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu>; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 

Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc.edu>; Unl~ano, 

Robin Lynn <runl==ano@email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; 

Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anl~ie Bittinl~ <abittinl~@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 

<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anl~ie Kinl~ <akinl~@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adam Lucas 
<alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athl==allo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin 

A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis 

<bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales 

<bl==ales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bl==illet@unSubject: Schedule> 



Subject: 

Attach: Weekly Sched ule.xlsx 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



SPORT 

M Lacrosse 

M Baseball 

Softball 

W Lacrosse 
W. Fencing 

W. Swimming 

W. Swimming 

W Tennis 

M Baseball 

M. Basketball 
W. Fencing 

W. Swimming 

W. Swimming 

M Tennis 

Track & Field 

M Baseball 
M. Fencing 

Gymnastics 

M Lacrosse 
Rowing 

Softball 

Softball 
W. Swimming 

W. Swimming 

Track & Field 

W Lacrosse 

M Baseball 

M. Basketball 
M. Fencing 

M Golf 

M Tennis 

Softball 

W Tennis 

DAY 

Mon 

Tues 

Tues 

Wed 

Thur. 

Thur. 

Thur. 

Thur 

Fri 

Fri 

Fri 

Fri 

Fri 

Fri 

Fri 

Sat 

Sat 

Sat 

Sat 

Sat 

Sat 

Sat 

Sat 

Sat 

Sat 

Sat 

Sun 

Sun 

Sun 

Sun 

Sun 

Sun 

Sun 

DATE 

3/18 
3/19 
3/19 
3/20 
3/21 
3/21 
3/21 
3/21 
3/22 
3/22 
3/22 
3/22 
3/22 
3/22 
3/22 
3/23 
3/23 
3/23 
3/23 
3/23 
3/23 
3/23 
3/23 
3/23 
3/23 
3/23 
3/24 
3/24 
3/24 
3/24 
3/24 
3/24 
3/24 

OPPONENT/EVENT 
Dartmouth 

Princeton 

NC Central 

Cornell 

at NCAA Championships 

at NCAA Championships Prelims 

at NCAA Championships Finals 

at NC State 
at Boston College 

at NCAA Round 2 (UNC vs. Villanova) 
at NCAA Championships 

at NCAA Championships Prelims 

at NCAA Championships Finals 

at Virginia Tech 

Kent Taylor Invitational 

at Boston College 

at NCAA Championships 

EAGL Championships 

at Maryland 

at Old Dominion 

at Florida State 

at Florida State 
at NCAA Championships Prelims 

at NCAA Championships Finals 

Kent Taylor Invitational 

Boston College 

at Boston College 

at NCAA Round 3 
at NCAA Championships 

Hootie at Bulls Bay Collegiate 

at Virginia 

at Florida State 

at Northwestern 

SITE 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 

San Antonio, Tex. 
Indianapolis, Ind. 

Indianapolis, Ind. 

Raleigh, N.C. 

Chestnut Hill, Mass. 
Kansas City, Mo. 

San Antonio, Tex. 
Indianapolis, Ind. 

Indianapolis, Ind. 

Blacksburg, Va. 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Chestnut Hill, Mass. 

San Antonio, Tex. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 

College Park, Md. 

Norfolk, Va. 

Tallahassee, Fla. 

Tallahassee, Fla. 
Indianapolis, Ind. 

Indianapolis, Ind. 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Chestnut Hill, Mass. 
Kansas City, Mo. 

San Antonio, Tex. 

Awendaw, S.C. 

Charlottesville, Va. 

Tallahassee, Fla. 

Evanston, Ill. 

TIME 

4 PM 

6 PM 

6 PM 

1 PM 

8 AM 

11 AM 

7 PM 

4 PM 

2:30 PM 

7:20 PM 

8 AM 

11 AM 

7 PM 

2 PM 

ALL DAY 

1:30 PM 

8 AM 
2 PM 

Noon 

7 AM 

1 PM 

3 PM 

11 AM 

7 PM 

ALL DAY 

7 PM 

1 PM 

TBA 

8 AM 

ALL DAY 

1 PM 

12 PM 

11 AM 

TV 

ESPN3 

TNT 

ESPNU 

TBA 



**NCAA Women’s 

Bids Announced 
Monday at 7 PM 

All times are 
Eastern Time 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:06 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: - Reschedule 

Yes...she probably planned to review with them twice next week for the exam, so since she won’t be here tomorrow, will you see if she will do wed review for everyone? 

*for discussion purposes only* 

.}::-~i mi::: i..~::::.: 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 

iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 
Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including an},, attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>> "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 2:21 PM >>> 

Do Vou vc~:’ar~ a his[:or~, r~:’view h:~r rl~ore t~’~ar~ ~s plar~l~ed or~ Wedr~:,sda~, 

From: Jaimie Lee [mailto:jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,             10:01 AM 
To: Orr, Kyrn N; Maloy, Susan B; Townsend, Jenn; Wally Richardson 
Cc: Lee, 3aimie Overstreet, Tin; 
Subject: Re: FW: ¯ Reschedule 

How about Wednesday at 9pm doing another history exam review?!?! 

*for discussion purposes only* 

ii:-&>>:: 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 

iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 
Confidentialiw Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>> "Maloy, Susan B" <sbr~aloy@email.unc.edu> 3:16 PM >>> 

Hey Everyone, 

wilt not be abfe to meet bet daytime and night time students on Tuesday , She has proposed the additional sessions for Wednesday 

accommodaLe everyone. Please let me know it: you see am/concerns, and please inform your students. 

6:00 PM - 

7:00 PM - 

8:00 - i 

9:00 - i ’Review for HIST ]Jest 

tO 

T11 a ~ ks, 

Susan 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 2:16 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Change in Schedule for Week of 

Hi, Susan 

I j ust wanted to let you know that I will not be able to make it to tatoring on Tuesday,          because I have to take a stas~dardized test tbr my teaching tx~sition next 

year. I spoke with the students I am supposed to be meeting with that day and we worked out the following schedule tbr Wednesday 

6:00 PM - 

7:00 PM - 

8:00 - 

9:00 - /Review for HIST Test 

Does that sound ~]fight? 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 3:43 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, 
Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Subject: Managers 

Hi, 

Sorry for the late notice but I need the names of managers who will need priority registration for fall. I really would like them by 
tomorrow afternoon if possible. The application is due Wednesday. 

Jeml 

Sere from my iPhone 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

?}email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:19 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@emaiLunc.edu> 

FW: Reporting Outside Income 

Outside Income fom~s.pdf 

Hi Susan, 

I was just wondering if I need to complete this form? 

Thanks! 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: Reporting Outside Income 

3:05 PM 

All, 

Per NCAA Bylaw 11.2.2, staff members must report any income from an outside source to UNC on an annual basis. The bylaw below references some, though not 

all, sources of income which must be reported. UNC policy requires a list of all planned outside activities for an upcoming academic year, per the attached letter 

from Bubba this past June, along with an estimate of likely outside income for the year. At the end of each academic year, UNC requires that you submit the actual 

amounts of outside income earned in the previous year. All required paperwork may be submitted to Kathy Gdggs at the appropriate time. 

If you have any questions, just let us know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@uncaa.unc.edu 

ContractuM ~greement~;, ~dud~ng ~etter~; of ~ppoh’~tment, b~twee~ a fuH-~h~e or part-time atMet~cs d~p~rtment staff membe~ (~xdudh~g secretada~ or 
dedca~ personnel) a~d an mstitut~on sha~l include the stipulation t~at the staff member is required to provide a written detailed account annually to 
d~e president of cha~ceibr %r a~i athlet~ca~iy related k~come a~d ber~efits ~rom sources outside the h~st~uHo~. Xr~ addition, the approval of a~ 

or part-.t~me employees. Sources of such income shM~ ~ndude, but are not ~m~ted to, the fo~owing; (Revised: 1./10/92~ 1/11/94, 1/10/95, 4/26/01 
effecbve 8/!/01, SOiBi’06) 
(a) Income ~rom 
(b) Spor~s camps; 

(d) Country dub membersMps; 
(e) Comp~mentary tk:ket 
(f) Te~evbbn a~d radio programs; and 
(g) ~ndorsement or co~sLdtat~o~ contracts w~th athletics shoe, ~pp~e~ or equ~pme~t man~fac{~ers, 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 6:46 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Login Errors 

Altach: 1 .PNG 

Hi Susan, 

Today, it seems like the login syfftem is replacing s~dents most recent login time from before spring break with the current time and date. In the screenshot, the logout 

time of 3:00 pm is from         , and the login time should have been 11:00 am, but was replaced by the the current time and date. 

UNC Kenan-Flaaler Business School. Class of 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:39 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Mike Fox <mtbx@uncaa.unc.edu> 

HIST    Recitation 

Susan, 

I spoke with my professor after class as well as       my TA, and neither showed any interest in helping me solve my problem. We were not able to figure anything out. The 
professor told me to just do my best with the assignments and really show that I understand the material and that meeting in his office hours would not do any good. Overall, 
there was a negative approach to the whole situation. 

Thankyou, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:49 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Login Errors 

Yes. I did InanuoJly fix it. However, it happened Inany times over the course of the night mid I would hate for Inyselfor one of the other monitors to accidentally 

overlook one. 

On Tue,            at 10:33 AM, Maloy, Snsan B <sbmaloy~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

We’re you able to manuaJly tix this? Thanks. 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On at 6:46 PM, (~gm~l.com> wrote: 

> Hi Susan. 
> 

> Today, it seems like the login system is replacing students most recent login time from before spring break with the current time and date. In the screenshot, the 

logout lime of 3:00 pm is from          and the login time should have been 11:00 am, but was replaced by the the current time and date. 

> UNC Kenan- Flagler B usiness School, 

:> <1 .PNG> 

UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu-> 

Tuesday,              11:55 AM 

Maloy, SuHn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edm~ 

drop in hours tonight 

Hi Susan, 

was wondering if you wanted me to have the drop in hours tonight, since attendance has been so low. I could iust do the 8-9 hour. Let me know what you think! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 2:54 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: HIST    Recitation 

I would like to sh~,re this dilemma with Abigail Panter, Chair of our ASPSA advisory committee, but I need more details. Is there a longer "thread" to this e-mail 

sequence? 

~-~arold 

F~m= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:33 AN 
To= Woodard, Harold 
Subject= ~: HIST    Recitation 

Ha~old~ 

~s d~ere ~my he~p ~h~t Vo~ c~m offer k~ ~his situ~tion? Essentially ~: ~s a ck~ attendance issue, ~-le has a ~edtation on Friday and he w~ m~ss a ~:ot~ of 4 (I beliew@ 

M~k~ Fox e~st~d Glynis Cowe~l’~ a~is~a~ce, b~t I am not s~re wSa~ has happened w~th that, 

The team leave~ isis 

Thanks for the help~ 

F~m: ¢live.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, 11:39 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Cc~ Mike Fox 
Subject~ HIST    Reci~tion 

I spoke with my professor after class as well as       my TA, and neither showed any in,rest in helping me solve my problem. We were not able to figure an~hing out. ~e 
professor told me ~ just do my best with the assignments and really show that I understand the material and that meeting in his office hours would not do any good. Overall, 
there was a negative approach to the whole situation. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cowell, Glyni~ S. ~gscowell@email,unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:50 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: HIST    Recitation 

Can you verify? I do not want the professor to be contacted twice, nor do I want us to drop the ball on this. 

Hugs, 
g 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 
Director, Spanish Language Program 
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
Dey 220, CB 3:1170 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
005 Steele Bldg. 
The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:43 PM 
To: Cowell, Glynis S. 
Subject: RE: HIST    Recitation 

Hi GIvnis, 

I beliew:, Harold is going to pass this aiot~g to Abigail s;s 

"i’har~ks, 

Susan 

From: Glynis S. Cowell [mailto:~scowell@emaH.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 22:20 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: HI~    Reci~tion 

Coach Fo:< shared the emaH beh:~w. Wouid you Hke for me to con~:a,::t ~:he professor or have yo~ passed this ot~ to AMgaH Pan~:er? I am ha~py to do th~s b~t would 

like to speak with you via phone Lo make s~re ] have sH Lhe ~n[:o 

Best, 

G~vnis 

Fmm~ ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, 11:39 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan 

~e~ Fox, Mike 
Subjeet~ HIST    Reci~tion 

SMsa~ 
I spoke with my professor a~r class as well as       my TA, and neither showed any interest in helping me solve my problem. We were not able to figure an~hing out. ~e 
professor told me ~ just do my best with the assignments and really show that I understand the material and that meeting in his office hours would not do any good. Overall, 
there was a negative approach to the whole situation. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.corn> 

Wednesday, 9:49 AM 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Baseball - New Studeat Orientation 

Ms. Maloy 

Thmik you for the email, appreciate it. I tried signing up for the orientation, but it says my "decision" has not been made yet regmding being accepted. If you can let me 
know what to do, that’d be great.Also, any idea on when I will receive my acceptance letter? Thank yon, look forward to hearing back. 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
To: ’ @yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, 11:19 AM 
Subject: UNC Baseball - New Student Orientation 

Hi 

My name is Susan Maloy, and I am the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. We look forward to having you join us next year. I’m sure you have 

been keeping up with the progress of the team so far this season. They are rollin’!! And are so exciting to watch!! 

My reason for contacting you is to give you some information about registering for New Student Orientation. I will submit your name for the dates that you would 

like to attend according to the information that I received from Coach Jackson, but this will NOT solidify your registration. You MUST officially register for 

Orientation on your own. The attached info sheet should answer any questions that you may have. But please feel free to reach out to me if there is anything that 

you need. 

I look forward to meeting you soon. This summer when you arrive for Orientation, please reach out to me so that I can provide you some information for you to 

consider before registering for classes at the end of Orientation. In saying this, please be sure that you do not miss any Orientation sessions to meet with me. It is 

critical that you attend all sessions on your schedule. Typically, the Orientation schedule has included an opportunity for Academic Counselors to meet with their 

incoming student-athletes, but I have not seen the proposed schedule as of yet. In the event this continues, we will have an chance to meet before you register 

for classes. Be sure to look for this session when you receive your official schedule. 

If you have any questions, feel free to contact me. 

All the best for the remainder of your senior year! 

Susan 

Susan Nlaloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

9:19-962-9892 {office) 

9:19-962-8247 {fax) 

sbmalo¥@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maitland. Theresa L <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 9:16 AM 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edu>; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming <candicet~a)email.anc.edtr~; 

@live.unc.edu-~;                 ~live.unc.edu>; Clark, Fred M <ti~ed clark@unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L 
<collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Slivka, Dara M <slivka@email.unc.edu-~; Taylor, Gig[ <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edtr~; GnevaJra, Percival Villegas 

<percival.gv@unc.edu>; Scott, Margie B. <mscott@email.nnc.edu:>; Wilson, Ada K <adaw@email.unc.edu:>; Perez, Josmell 

~-josmell@etnail.nnc.edu>; Bachenheime~; Aaron H <bachenhe@email.unc.edu:,;                        (~bunc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 

<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Dawson, Alice C <adawson@email.unc.edu>; Junlc, Cheryl <t-a, eete@e~nail.unc.edu>; Covington, Mau 

Maxgaret ~-~mmy covington@unc.edu:,; Windle, Maureen A ~-~mawindle@email.unc.edu>; jrkessle@email.unc.edu; Baile~; Tiffany 

<tmbailey@email.unc.edu;,; Hoffarth, Sarah Andrea <hoffarth@email.unc.edu>; Flynn, Sarah <seflynn@email.tmc.edu~;; Mann, April 

Selena <asmann@email.unc.edu>; Hoover. Shandol Christine <schoover@email.unc.edup; Yopp, Jan Johnson <jan~-opp@unc.edtc,; 

Patterson, Tony ~on~v Patterson@unc.edu>; Bicld’ord, Donna M <dbicldbrd@unc.edu;,; Baum, Pat~ <pbanm@admissions.unc.edu;,; 
Mohanty, Such[ <smohanty@email.unc.edu;; Wuenschel, Jill -~wuensch@email.unc.edu;,; Lewis, Lucy W <lwlewi@email.unc.edu>; 

Kenda]l, Pdtchie D <rkendall@email.unc.edu>; Paxkins, Leslie C <leslie~parkins@unc.edu>; DeardorIt; Duane L 

~<tuane.deardortt~a)unc.edtr~; Jones, Deborah J ~djjones@email.unc.edu>; Palsha, Sharon A <spalsh~@email.anc.edu-~; DeSaix, Jean 

~desaix@email.unc.edu>; ttogan, Kelly A <leek@email.unc.edu>; McCombs, Mark A <mmccomb@email.unc.edtr~; Bernhardt, Valerie 

M <va~erieb@email.unc.edu> 

Finish Strong Coaching Groups 

spring flyefl.doc 

Dear Learning Center Friends, 

Please share the attached flier with students you work with, and post it in your office. Here is what a student from this spring’s Start Strong Group had to say about his experience: 

" The group presented me with valuable new ideas for personal and academic planning that I have not received anywhere else on campus I honestly felt lost this semester until I learned 
about this group and the learning center. Carolina can seem like a big scar?" place and this group is a great way for students to see that there really are great resources to help them stay on 
track and reach their goals. Having a non-judgmental setting where I could get ideas on the changes I wanted to make and learning how other students applied skills was invaluable!" 

Thanks for helping to spread the word about this opportunity. 

PS 
Please ]2~rward this to anyone else you think might share it with students 

Theresa E Laurie Maitland Ph.D, Certified Professional Coactive Coach 
Coordinator 
The Learning Center’s 
Academic Success Program for Students 
with LI)/AI)HI) 
2109 SASB North, 450 I~dge Road 
CB# 3447 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3447 
Phone: 919-%2-9350 
Fax: 919-%2-3674 
www.unc.eduiasp 

"If we all did the things we are capable of doing, we would literally astound ourselves." Thomas Edison 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~.@gmafil.com> 

Friday, 9:27 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Closed over Easter Holiday 

Hi Susan 

I wanted to check on what you decided for Ine the week after Easter. We talked about it before-how I have spring break that week. I checked with the math guys, 
and as far as we know at this time, they have no tests that week. Since we are closed on my normal day of Snnday, I would only be missing Mon and Wed 

appointments. 

Thanks, 

On Thu, at 3:05 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello All, 

Due to the Easter HolkNy weekend, the Academic Center will be cloud on Thursday 

tho~ evenings. 

Let me ~ow if you have any questions. 

I look fo~vard to seeing everyone at traiNng on ~Vedne~ay ~ernoon 

Thank~ 

Susa~ 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial CooNinator/AcMemic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-Aflfletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmNov(d~uncaa.unc.edu 

at 4:30pm. 

oa~d Sunday evenings. Tutorial sessions will not be conducted on 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaJl.com> 

Friday, 5:10 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Closed over Easter Holiday 

Correct, I will be out of town. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 4:10 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Refresh my memory.._.You are not able to work that week at all, right? If not, they may iust need to attend the drop-in sessions when they can that 

week, 

Thanks, 

Susan 
From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 9:27 AM 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Closed over Easter Holiday 

Hi Su~ 

I wanted to check on what you decided [or me the week a~er Easter. We talked about it before-how I have spring break that week. I checked with the 

math guys, and as [ar as we ~ow at tMs time, they have no tests that week. Since we ~e closed on my no~a] day o[Sunday. I would o~y ~ missing 

Men and Wed appointments. 

Tha~& 

On Thu, at 3:05 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmakw@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

ttello All, 
Due to the Easter Holiday weekend, the Academic Center roll be closed on Thursday 

conducted on those evenings. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

I look forward to seeing everyone at training on Wednesday a£temoon at 4:30pm. 

Thanks. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppolt Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
s bmaJl:w((-~ uncaa, unc .edu 

evenings. Tutorial sessions will not be 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Sunday, 8:16 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Closed over Easter Holiday 

Yes, I’ll be back in town then. 

Thank you for unders~nding! 

O11 at 7:34 PM, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

Will you be abl~:_~ to worl~ Sunck~y 

Sent: Friday, 5:10 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Closed over Easter Holiday 

Correct, I will be out of town. 

Thanks, 

@gma&com] 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:10 PM, "Maloy, Snsan B" <sbmaloy~emM.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Refresh my memory.....You i~re not able to work that week at a~l, right? tf not, they may just need to aLtend the drop>in sessions when 

thev (:~ that 

Thanks, 

Sent: ~riday, 9:27 
To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Re: Closed over Easter Holiday 

Hi Su~m, 

I wanted to check on whm you decided for me fl~e week a~er Easter. We talked a~m it before-how I have spring break thin week. I 

checked with the math guys, and as far as we know m tNs time, they have no tests that week. Since we am cloud on my nom~al day of 

Sunday, I would only ~ missing Mon and Wed appoin~nems. 

Thm~, 

On Thu, at 3:05 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalov(a)emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello All, 

Due to the Easter Holiday weekend, the Academic Center will be closed on Thursday 

will not be conducted on those evenings. 

Let me know if you have a~y queslions. 

I look forward to seeing evei7one at traAning on Wednesday afternoon at 4:30pm. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

2_L2:2~__2_:2_~_2__2_. (office) 
_9___1__2_-___9___6___2__-__~__2___4__7_ (fax) 
sbma~ovCf~uncaa.unc.edu 

and Stmday evenings. Tutorial sessions 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wally Richardson <wrich~}email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 9:40 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday 3/25 Study Hall 

Susan, 

There was a mix up about study hall for football tonight. As you know, I was out of the office on Monday and Tuesday last week. Jaimie briefed me on the 

important items that were discussed in the Tuesday staff meeting. I failed to follow-up with you regarding canceling study hall for tonight. Our students had to 

attend a mandatory drug and alcohol speaker at 8pm~ We did have some tutors that came and did not have to be here. 

Also, I wanted to put an idea on the table for Wednesday, April 29th. That evening is the night of the All Sports Banquet. if at all possible, I would like for us to 

conduct the evening sessions in the afternoon if some tutors are available. Let me know what you think about this idea. Thanks. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (½) 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:41 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: tu~ring 

I will have availability on Wednesday night, both before and after my regular appointments. If possible, I 
Sunday the    Thursday, I could arrange some afternoon availability, but nothing during the 6-10 period. 

might benefit from having his appointment moved to 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 

To: 
Subject: RE: tutoring 

3:53 PM 

So w~:,’ll ll~;w:_~ 3 appointment~.; to reschedule. Wher~ wot~kl you have som~ availability k;[:er [:hat w~ek? P.:?~;sib~y rhursd~;y? 

7hanks, 

Susan 

F~= @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:12 PM 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: tutoring 

Hi Susan, 
My wife will be away on a job inte~iew on Sunday 
my      appointment? 

and Monday     . I’ve arranged someone to watch my daughter       but not on the ~ . Can we reschedule 



From: ~gmail,com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:29 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet~: Meeting 

Susan: 

I am beginning to work on my thesis and Ix~tential topics. As of now, my focus weighs heavily on special admits and/or s~Padent-athletes who leave before completing 
their degree. I was wondering if you would be willing to sit down and talk with me a little Nt abom your experiences, what may be useful to the department, and the 
limitations since we am dealing witk such a specific special population. I could come in one dw before work or set up another time and we can definitely wait nntil after 
the long weekend. 

Thank~ 

Univemity of North Carelina at Chapel Hill 
Ph: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:39 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE:          Out Sick Tonight 

CotHd he meet with sor~etime after 2 pm tomorrow or Thursday? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:02 PM 
To: Yount, Tony; Townsend, Jenn; Richardson, Wally 

Subject: Out Sick Tonight 

Hey All, 

is sick and will not be able to tutor tonight. This effects Please be sure they are aware. If they need 

to reschedule for later in the week, may be able to do so, although, this is a short week. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 

sbmalo~i~ uncaa.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Neff-- ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 10:50 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fx~J uation lbrms 

tutor eval .doc; mentor eval .doc; mentor eval - staff .docx 

The attached evaluation forms were used at USC: 
student to rate the tutor 
student to rate the mentor 
advisor to rate the mentor 

There are just a few differences between the first two 

Karen Neff 
C: 

@gmaikcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.nnc.edu~ 

Sunday, 9:42 PM 

@live.unc.edn> 

Ma]oy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

extra wolo tutor sessions 

As we discussed, these will be the dates for the extra WOLO tutoring with until the end of the semester (finals included) 

6pm 

Thursday 

Thursday 

7pm 

Tuesday 

6pm 

Thursday 

Friday 

4pm 

Sunday 

THANKS AGAIN!!! Tomorrow is my last day. IF you have problems, have to miss a session (which hopefully you wont!H) please contact Susan Maloy. 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Prograru for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-~3-5669 
(c) 
bridget b(~;)unc aa.~nc edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@~unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:29 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Gradualmg 

Yes. Thanks. 
What I thought 

graduating will! ’. ! 
I think. 

On at 1:48 PJV~ "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.uac.edu> wrote: 

is: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Fox, Mike 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:03 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Sulziect: FW: Graduating 

Hey, 

I know you don’t do this anymore but do we get a point back on by chance? 

He finished here in after his junior year. Signed pro so I am stare we did not Lose a point! 

Mike 

..... Original Message ..... 

Vrom: (~yahoo com] 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:50 

To: Fox, Mike 

Subject: Graduating 

Hey Coach Fox, 

right? We did not lose a point for him He left as a 3/3 due to the approved adjustment, so he ~vould not qualil}’ for a grad bonus unfortunately. 

You will be happy to hear I am graduating Sunday! Took me almost       but I did it. Thank you for giving me the opportuni~ to attend and receive a degree from such a great 
~nstitution. I p]an to continue playing and after that possibly get into coaching. Good luck the rest of the season I think this is the year :[’or Caro]ina baseball 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Neff< ~gmail.com> 

Monday, 2:40 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Pa~gram Evaluation 

Progra~n Evaluation.xls; Tutorial Progrmn Measurements - Spring ~ptx 

Hi Susan, 

I am definitely not done, bnt if you would like to see what I have done so far, I have attached my works in progress. I will plan to come in tomorrow. 

Take care, 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

@gmail.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Monday, 4:26 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: TutoriaJ Program EvaJuation 

Susaxl- 

Do you have a way of seeing if people have completed the survey or not? I think I have already done it, but I mn not 100% sure (I could be thinking of some other 

survey or evaluation I have done recently). Let me know._ and if you have no way of knowing, maybe I roll just do it again, just to be safe. 

Thanks! 

On Mon, , at 3:49 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalo~email.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

Hello All, 

Jus~t a friendly reminder to please take the time to access the following link and complete the Tutorial Program Evaluation Survey if you have not done so edready 

Once again, thank you for aJl of your hard work this Spring semester. 

Many thanks, 

Susa~ 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(d~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:5 6 AM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Subject: Hours 

Hi Susan, here are my hours from last night: 
4pro, 
5pro, 
8pm, 
Thank you, 

Department of Communication Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Fil~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 2:38 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Drop-in ~hedule 

Umm...more tutoring sessions would be helpful but I also go to Davis libm~ and see rotors there when needed on days other thm~ Tuesdays and Thursdays. Additional 

sessions would be great but if is not avaAlable then I mn fine with continuing to go to the mtols in Davis, but if he is available then yes, I would like more sessions, 
if possible. 

Thank you, 

011 , at 11:20 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

H~ 

Curret~[:ly we do not have CH({M drog)-it~ sessions scheduk~d in [.ouderrll~lk for Sufrmler Session I. Are you m need o~ sessh:~r~s ~n addition to your 

Tuesdav/T[mrsdav sessions? 

Sus~t~ 

From: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8: OS AN 
To: Nalog, Susan B 

Subject: Drop-in schedule 

Hi Susan, 
This is              and gou emaibd me a few weeks aflo about mg chemist~ tutorinfl schedule. Do you know if there are drop-in houm for chemist~ durinfl 

the summer in Loudermilk? If so, please let me know that drop-in schedule. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 11:00 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Tutor Schedule 

Hi S~san! Can you r~m this report requested below?? Andre is trying to input fb tutor schedules into teamworks but he needs them grouped by session for every 
day~ Thank you! 

Frerm Williams, Andre 
Sent: Friday, May 3:t, 20:t3 10:35 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Tutor Schedule 
Jaimie & Brent, 
By any chance, is there a way for you to provide us a tutor schedule that is sorted by tutor groups? 
Thanks, 
Andre’ 
Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Studeut-Athlete Development 

Phone: (919) 962-9119 

Mobile: 

E-Mail: awilliams@~mcaaa~nc~e&t 



From: @unc.edtc, 

Sent: Friday, 11:05 AM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: "the week of 

Susan, 

I have to be at a workshop the week of         -sorry, I did not realize this sooner (usually it is the week between UN¢’s SSI and SSII--but your email made me 
doublecheck the dates). Would it be possible to have    cover my appointments on Tuesday and on Thursday? Most of my students just work on their work with me...it is not 
like they will have a draft necessarily to review....so they basically need worktime, has his final paper due that week, but he is starting it next week, so I’ll make sure he has 
it basically done by the end of next week. : might have his last speech that week, but I know he works with too...and well, I don’t know what she’ll have because 
I haven’t seen her lately! 

Do let me know if this is okay--I hope this is enough notice. 

Thankyou, 



From: @emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 7:57 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Sociology? 

Dear S u s~11, 

I jus~t wanted to check in and see if you have a schedule for me yet for sociology tutorials. Thanks! 

English and Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbefl~el@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:48 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: the week of 

I can work with them. Thanks for asking. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel 
Reading and Writing Specialist 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Email: bradley.bethel@unc.edu 
Office: 919-962-2237 
Cell: 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: FW: the week of 

3:37 PM 

~ey Brad, 

I wa~lted y(_!LE t(_! Se*-’_! this email from 

aMe to work wid~ d~em on 

Thanks, 

Se~t~ Friday~ 1~:05 AM 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= the week of 

Susa~ 

regarding 

{last week of class)? 

¯ is this somel:bir~g that you would like for me to try to find a sub for, or ~vot~ld you be 

I have to be at a workshop the week of.       --sorry, I did not realize this sooner (usually it is the week between UNC’s SSI and SSll--but your email made me 
doublecheck the dates). Would it be possible to have    cover my appointments on Tuesday and on Thursday? Most of my students just work on their work with me...it is not 
like they will have a draft necessarily to review....so they basically need worktime, has his final paper due that week, but he is starting it next week, so rll make sure he has 
it basically done by the end of next week. might have his last speech that week, but I know he works with too...and well, I don’t know what she’ll have because 
I haven’t seen her lately! 

Do let me know if this is okay--I hope this is enough notice. 
Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Neff ~gmail.com~ 

Monday, June 3, 2013 12:31 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Emails to Tutors 

Tutor Sur~’ey Em~Al.docx; Tutor Termination EmoAl.docx 

Hi Susan, 
I prepared two emails that you can send to tutors when you get to it. 

1. Tutor Survey EmaJl--this is a message that can go in the bod.v of the email when you send each tutor’s studem survey restflts to them. 

2. Tutor Termination Emml--this message can go in "the bx~dy of the email M~en sending tbrmer tutors the compliance termination letter 

Please feel t~ee to review and edit these emails as you ~e fit and let me know if you need anything else. 

Thank~ 
Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~.~mail.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:45 PM 

~gmaJl.com 

Monitor Sunday and Next Two Monday 

Hi 

We are in need of some monitoring help with football again this Sunday and the next two Mondays. Are you available? Sunday if you can work from 6:30-9pm and 

the next two Mondays 4pm or 4:30-6pm that would be huge. This is the last week of Summer Session I, and we really need someone available for football student- 

athletes to check in with to be sure they are completing their work. I am out of town and have not had a chance to talk with Jaimie specifically about all of our 

needs, but having you available would be a wonderful help. If something should change after speaking with Jaimie, I’ll let you know. 

Thanks again and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Smdent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy@~mcaa, nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~aol.com 

Saturday, 11:29 AM 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Courses for Summer II 

Hello, 

My name is 
can be reached at 

and I am an incoming 
My PID # is 

student-athlete. I would like some help in deciding what courses I should take during the upcoming Summer 11 session. I 
Thank you for your help. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail,com> 

Saturday, 1 :B8 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbm~3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Monitor Sunday and Next Two Monday 

Susan~ 

That should be fin!! The Mondays may be a little triclcy. Maybe 445 or so. 

On Friday, , Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi 

> We are in need of ~3me mommfing help ruth foot~ll again this Sunday and the next two MoMays. Am you available? Sunday if you can work from 6:30-9pm m~d 

the ne~ Bvo Mondays 4pm or 4:30-6pin fl~at would be huge. TNs is the l~t week of Summer Session I, and we really need solneone avoAlable for football s~dent- 

athletes to check in wN~ m be sine they ~e completing fl~eir work. I am out of town ~d have not had a chmlce to talk wifl~ Jafinie specifically a~ut all of our needs, 

but having you avmlaNe would ~ a wonde~l help. If ~me~ing should cho~ge a~er speo~ng m~ J~Amie, I’ll let you ~ow. 

> Th~ks again and I look fo~vard m hearing from you ~on. 

> Susan 

> 

> 

:> Su~n Maloy 
> 

> TutofiN CooNinator/Academic Coun~lor 
> 

> ~C Academic Sup~ Program for Smdent-AtNetes 

> 919-962-9892 (oNce) 

> 919-962-8247 (fax) 

> sbmNoy~)unc~.unc.edu 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Ph:~ 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 7:53 AM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Summer II 

Hi Susan, 

I hope this etnail finds you well and your summer offto a great s~rt! Do you know yet if I’m going to be tutoring tbr Summer Session II? I’ll be in Chapel Hill the ~est of 
the summer but I just wanted to get ma idea of what my schedule roll look like in the next few weeks. 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail,com> 

Monday, 10:25 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Update: hours 

I’~n worldng in the office full titne, that could be why. 

On Mon, at 10:08 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalog~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

It Iooks Iil~e it is charging some o~¢_~rtime hours C~3n’t teI~ ff ~t ~s cha@ng oar account: or John’s. 

Thanks, 

Car~ you talk wiLh ,Johr~ aboat Lhat? 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Update: hours 

9:59 AM 
@gmail.com] 

I’m pretty sure you are out of town (or I made that up), but John Brenner had to add ~me hours for me from this weekend with ba~ball and he fixed what I messed 

up last night so you don’t need to worry about it!’. 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ph: 

University of Ner~h Careiina at Chapel Hill 

Ph: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Karen Neff< ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 1:16 PM 

M~Joy, Su~n B <sbmaloy~iemail.uuc.edu> 

Program Fxaluation PowerPoin’t 

Tutorial Program Measure~nents - Spring 2013.pp~ 

Hi Susan, 
Here is what I have on your PPoint. There are still a few- gaps that we may need to review together, but I think we are closer. If you have time later this ~veek, perhaps we can meet to finish 

discussing where we previously left off. My mornings are usually open if that helps. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 

;@gmail corn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 11:18 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting ~;" Susan Maloy 

Also I would jus~t feel more comfortable in the English    class if that matters, thin,ks. 

O11 at 10:05 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

It’s Susan Maloy, the Academic Counselor for the Baseball team here at UNC. It is my understanding that you will be attending New Student 

Orientation next week on           I would like to inform you about a couple opportunities for us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to 

you during Orientation and class registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      after 

you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15am and before Orientation begins at 9am (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to 

give you an overview of what to expect over the course of the next two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not 
nd you will be able to meet at 8am. (We will plan to meet in the conference room off of the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2 floor of the 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the baseball stadium.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday 

, your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our staff within the Academic Support Program for Student- 

Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm. And finally, 

please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday with our Academic Support Staff during 

the breakout sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm. 

I am looking forward to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday 

morning. You can also reach me on my cell phone at            or office phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT-You will also need to complete an online Academic Advising Module before you arrive for Orientation. Please know that you will not be 

able to register for Fall     classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to 

complete. To find the Module, go to www.advising.unc.edu, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on the left, then click the link under "First 

Year Students" that says "First-year Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get started. Let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Thanks so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susau Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@tmcaa,unc,edu 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:18 AM 

To: Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: FEEDBACK FORMS 

Good Morning! 

l~Tere the Feedback Forms scanned correctly ? Did you find the black folder filed correctly? Tltanks and will see you late this afternoon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Matthew Ingram [matthew@gradesfirst.com] 

6/13/2013 7:33:49 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXC:HANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

GradesFirst Information 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Hey Susan, 

I want to follow-up with you from the N4A conference and provide you with some additional information. I’ll go ahead 

and apologize in advance if I attach anything you picked up in Jacksonville. I hope you have had a nice week returning 

from the conference and didn’t have too much to catch up on :). 

Attached you will find our general athletics information and some supporting material as well. Let me know what time 

and date works best to set up the demo we talked about to show you GF in action. Give me a call anytime with any 

questions or thoughts. My phone number is listed below. 

Have a great afternoon! Talk to you soon. 

Kindest regards, 

Matthew 

Matthew Ingrain 
Athletics Account Executive 

205-259-1015 - Direct/Fax 

800-745-5180 x1011 - Toll Free 

- (:ell 

Click Here to Visit Our Site and See Our Solution’s Proven Results! 

Connect with me on Linkedln! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uuc.edu;, 

Thursday, 8:04 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: exaJn week/summer ~ssion 2 

I will work as often as you need me-(well, within reason...1 don’t have to move in to the AC or anything!!!) 

Late afternoon/evening is fine. l just wanted to get a general idea so I could plan ahead. 

Thank you! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, :t: 20 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam week/summer session 2 

Yes, I know f.:)r sur~-:~ t will be needing you ne:<t session. How often would you want to work ? ~[: may be more late afternoorlievemng [:~me frame. 

~s for nexL week, no tutoring. We hope to start £verytNng up again for SS~ on Sunday 

Thanks and en~oV the rest of your stay in Lou~svNe, 

Sent~ Thursday, 12:19 PM 
T~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subjeet~ exam wee~summer session 2 

Hi Susan, 
I just wanted to check in and see whether there was tutoring ne~ week at all--also, I was wondering if you knew if you would be needing me for summer session 2 and if 
if you had any idea of the schedule. 
I hope your conference went well. ~e College Board one is always a bit intense[ 
Anyway--greetings from Louisville. 
Have a good one, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

;~’iahoo.com> 

Thursday 10:24 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbnm3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting wi Susan MalW 

Thank you very much see you soon. 

From: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
To: @yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday,             9:53 AM 
Subject: RE: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting w/Susan Maloy 

F~mt&~lic! I look forward to seeing yo~ on Monday momi~g. I will check wi~b the Advish~g Ollice o~ canp~s to veri~}’ your completion of ~he Module. If you 
back [k~)m me about thb~, 3,on a~e good ~o go. 

Susa~ 

F~m: @yahoo. com] 
Sent: ~sday, 12:32 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Orientation - Schedule a Meetitg w/Susan Maloy 
Thank ?~u vmy much Mrs. Maloy, I roll meet with you at 8 on MoMay however I do have a question about the ModNe. I Nd complem this but not sum ifI need 

print a~hing out. How do I lmow it went t~ough? Thank you ve~T ,nuch and Ill ~e you veu mon. 

I have my own e-mail its~              ~?~)vahoo.com if you need to send me anything. 
Frnm: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbma[ov@emai[.unc.edu> 

Tn: &?yahoo com> 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:02 AM 
Subject: Orientation - Schedule a Meeting wi Susan Maloy 

Hi 

It’s Susan Malo> the Academic Counselor tbr th~ team hem at [INC. It is my unders~nding that you will be attending New Student Orientation next week 

on         . I would like to intbrm you about a couple opportunities tbr us to meet to discuss details that may be helpful to you during Orientation and class 

registration. First of all, I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you at 8am Monday morning      atter you have checked in to your dorm at 7:15ran and 

belbre Orientation begins at 9~un (depending on when you will be arriving on campus) in order to give you an overview of what m expect over the course of the next 
two days. Please email me back as soon as you can to let me know whether or not you roll be able to meet at 8am. (We roll plan to meet in the conference room offof 

nd the lobby of the Academic Center on the 2 floor of the Loudmmilk Center for Excellence, which is in the end zone of the football field closest to the baseball 
stadium.) Secondly, at 4:45pm on Monday your Orientation Leader will direct you to a meeting with me (and the rest of our sIaffwithin the Academic Suppo(t 

Program for Student-Athletes) to further discuss any remaining questions you have regarding registration etc. Please plan to attend this meeting at 4:45pm And finally, 

please inform your parents that they will also have a meeting on their Orientation schedule on Tuesday with our Academic Support Staff during the breakout 

sessions at either 2:15-2:45pm or 3:00-3:30pm 

I am looking forwaa:d to meeting you next week. Please email me as soon as you can this week to let me know if you can attend at 8am on Monday morning. You can 
also reach me on my cell phone at             or once phone 919-962-9892 if necessary. 

IMPORTANT You will a]so need "to complete m~ online Academic Advising Module befi)re you arrive lbr Orientation. Please know "that you will not be able "to 

register fi)r Fall classes on Day 2 of Orientation if you have not completed this online module. It will take you approximately an hour to complete. To find the 

Module, go to http:i/www.advising.unc.eda/, then click on Newly Admitted Student Info on "the left, then click the link under "First Yem- Students" that says "First- 

year Student Advising Module" and begin. You will need your ONYEN and password to get sta(ted. Let me know if you have any questions. 

That,s so much. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan 

Susmi MalW 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

[@gmail,com> 

Thursday, 10:38 PM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Sunday 

Susan~ 

I’m not sure ifrll be home from NACDA by then. We are driving back from Orlando on Sunday. It’ll depend on what time we leave. 

On Thu, at 2:47 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.~mc.edu> wrote: 

ttey 

Any chance you could work on Sunday night witl football from 6:30-9pm? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 

~:~ uncaa.unc.edu 

UNversity ol Norih Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ph: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtr-- 

Friday, 9:58 AM 

sbmaloy@live.macaa.edu; MaJW, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutoring Summer Session II 

Hello, 

I know that Summer Session 3[3[ is approaching fast, and 3[ just wanted to let you know my availability and remind you of the subject areas in which 3[ can help out~ 3[ will 
available in the a~ernoons and evenings, and will be able to tutor ENGL, H3[ST, AFR3[, 3[NLS, and anything else in that family that you might have a demand for. 

3[ hope to be able to help out! 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 11:07 AM 

FoN Mike <mIi~x@unc.edtr~; Ga~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edn>; RucinskJ, Terri Jo <tjrucinski@unc.edu> 

Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: summer school guys 

Hey Grog, 

Some of the guys have class until 2:45pm in SSII, From a tutor availability standpoint, I was hoping to be able to have them in the Academic Center from 2-4pro or 

5pro, but ] understand conditioning is important for these freshman as well. ~ know you are away, but 8rig chance you can ~et me know what the p~ans are for 

cond~th:m~ng on your end? Those who ha~e class unl:~ 2:45~m are ~ree ~r~ the morning before ~.lam. Any chance thek workouts couM occur h~ the morning ~n those 

sit:uations? Just throwing out: options and t:hinking out loud 

Terr~ Jo, as far as physicals are concerned, here are the con fHcts that ~ see: 

Thursday~ 

3pro 

~riday~ 

:1 p m 

3pro 

(all good and ou~: o[ class right at 1pro) 
are in class urq:il 2:45 and has no~: registered yet) 

out of class by 1pro and by 2:45prn. Both are good. has not registered yet) 

are good and out of class right at ~pm, needs to register for one more class.) 

ou~: of class by 1pro, by 2:45pm. Both are good. has not registered yet.) 

has not registered yet. It ~s my understanding ~n taMng w~th            : mother that he ~s not coming to SS]L) 

Please calf me when you have some down tirne in Omaha if this is easier to discuss over the phone rather than through ernail. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~= Fox, Mike 
Se~t: Wednesday, $:05 PN 
To= Ga~, Grego~ 
¢¢~ Naloy, Susan B; ~ackson, Sco~ C 
Subject: RE: summer school guys 

No on class schedule. They should a~ be done by 1pro though. Can have susan send that to you after aH 

CTOPS are over. 

F~m= Ga~, Grego~ 
Sent: Wednesday, l:00 PN 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject~ RE: summer school guys 
Yea, ~ was going to ask you about that. ~’1~ haw? Erik be ready for t:hem. Do we know thek class schedule(s} yet:? 

F~m= Fox, Mike 
Sent~ Wednesday, ~2:36 PN 
Tot Ga~, Grego~ 

Subject: summer school guys 

Greg, 

Let one of your folks know over there that these guys will be coming in to lift, etc. after their 

Physicals . So start Monday, probably. I hope we are not backH 

Thanks 

Mike 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail,com> 

Friday, 12:01 PM 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbm~3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Sunday 

We are all at NACDA. 

On Friday,             Maloy, Susan B <sbmalov(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ah, I see. Do you know if Pete or Grant are around campus right now? 

> From: ~gmail.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, 10:38 PM 

> To: Maloy, Susm~ B 

> Subject: Re: Sunday 

> Susan: 

> I’m not sure ifrll be home from NACDA by then. We are driving back from Orlando on Sunday. It’ll depend on what time we leave. 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Thu, at 2:47 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalov(~email.unc.edus, wrote: 

> Hey 
> 

> Any chance you could work on Sunday night with tbotball tix3m 6:30-9pm? 

> Thmlks, 

> Susan 

> Susan Maloy 

> Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Coun~lor 

> UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

> 919-962-9892 (office) 
> 

> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
> 

> sbmalov,@a~ncaa.unc.edu 

> University of North Cm~olina at Chapel Hill 
> 

> Ph: 



University ol Nodh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Ph; 



From: @unc.edtc, 

Sent: Friday, 12:23 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaikunc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Sunday and Monday 

Dear Susan, 

Number 1, I want to say how sorry I am I couldn’t be there this week--I told the College Board that I would come wlthont realizing it conflicted (and also before I knew- you needed me for 
SUlnmer session 1 

The grading runs from 8-5:30 and lllns through tomorrow, Saturday. I am leaving on Sunday (driving) so can’t do Sunday night--- Monday could be okay., but I will email later...only have 
access to email on lunch/after 5:30 

Iftexting is easier, I am 

Will email later-bye 

From: Malay, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 10:47 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Sunday and Monday 

Oh Gosh, I tbrgot to mention Monday. Soru abont that. An?’ chance you could ~vork with additional students on Monday 4-6pm as well? Sony for all of the emails 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Maluy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Sunday 

10:42 AM 

Hi 
Any chance you could wurk with some Fuotball student-athletes un Sunday 6-9pro as they finalize their final papers fur SSI? 

Thank you, 
Susan 

And yes, we will have you moving in tu the AC next sessiun. He! He! Just kidding uf cuurse I’ll get back tu yuu with sumething mure concrete as far as hours J2~r SSII as suon as I can. 

Sent: Thursday, 8:04 PM 

Tu: Malay, Susan B 

Subject: RE: exam weelc, summer sessiun 2 

I will work as uften as you need me-(well, within reasun ..I don’t have to move in tu the AC or anything!!!) 

Late afternoun/evening is fine. I just wanted tu get a general idea su ! could plan ahead 

Thank you! 

From: Malay, Susan B 
Sent: Thttrsday, 1:20 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: exam week/su~m~er session 2 
Yes, I know- for sure I ~vill be needing you next session. How- often would you want to work? It may be more late afternoon/evening time frarue. 

As for next week, no tutoring. We hope to start everything up again for SSII on Sunday 

Thanks and enjoy the rest of your stay in Louisville, 

Susan 

Froth: 

Sent: Thttrsday, 2 12:19 PM 
To: Malay, Susan B 
Subject: exam week/su~ner session 2 

Hi Susan, 

I just ~vanted to check in and see whether there was tutoring next week at all--also, I was wondering if you knew if you would be needing me for summer session 2 and if so, if you had any 
idea of the schedule. 

hope your conference went well The College Board one is always a bit intense! 

Any~vay--greetings from Louisville. 

Have a good one, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 12:28 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: on Sunday 

Hi Susan, 
T dont think my last email went through because 3[ needed to update my password but 

ok but I wanted to clear it with you as well. 

Thanks, 

would like to meet with me at 5pro on Sunday for Stor Jaimie has said this is 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 4:28 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: RE: on Sunday 

Great! Thanks. 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:27 PM 
To: 
Co: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: RE: on Sunday 

Yes, this is fine with me. Thanks for checking, 

Susar~ 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 12:28 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: on Sunday 

Hi Susan, 
I dont think my last email went through because I needed to update my password but 
ok but I wanted to clear it with you as well. 

Thanks, 

would like to meet with me at 5pm on Sunday for Stor 3aimie has said this is 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu;, 

Friday,             8:46 PM 

Maloy, Sawn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

~B tutor requests 

Hi Susan, 
I have entered tutor requests for the    . girls. I am waiting on 2 incoming students to register, so I will need to add them as soon as this is completed. 

All girls are available for tutoring and/or study table from 2-4pro OR 6-gpm. They can’t do both! The have camp to work during one of those time frames. I just want 

to make that clear, and 
FYI, we are looking to do study table with a similar structure requiring a monitor during the same time frame (2-4pm) for 

, 

, and Please let me know if you think this will be possible[ 

Thanks, and let’s talk if you have any questions!concerns! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 8:47 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: tutor requests 

FYI, Beth Bridget left a note requesting to tutor the girls in math! Please reach out and see if she will be able to clo so) 

From: Lee, gaimie 

Sent: Friday,            8:46 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B (sbmaloy@email.unc.edu) 

Subject: WBB tutor requests 
Importance: High 

Hi Susan, 

I have entered tutor requests for the     girls. I am waiting on 2 incoming students to register, so I will need to add them as soon as this is completed. 

All girls are available for tutoring and/or study table from 2-4pro OR 6-gpm. They can’t do both! The have camp to work during one of those time frames. I just want 

to make that clear. 

FYI, we are looking to do study table with a similar structure requiring a monitor during the same time frame (2-4pro) for . and 

and         . Please let me know if you think this will be possible! 

Thanks, and let’s talk if you have any questions/concerns! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:35 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: summer ~hool guys 

Provide me with all their SS class schedules when you can. 

You will just haw:_~ to cornmurdcat~:_~ all of this with the guys please since Grog Gatz, Terr~ Jo, etc. are al~ out here 

They all received a ~e~:ter from me with different ~:~mes o[ course. 

I wHI try and communicate with them by emai[ ~s [ get the r~ght th~les [:rom you all at some point. 

[ [ef[aH the SSstuff at Boshamer!H~! Haha 

M~ke 

F~m: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 2:22 PN 
To~ Ciocca, Nario 
¢¢~ Fox, Mike; Ga~, Grego~; 3ac~on, Sco~ C; NaNon, 3anis Evelyn; Taylor, La~ya 
Subject~ RE: summer school guys 
Based on t:heir current class schedules, th~s scheO.de looks J[l<e it w~H wor]~. ~ dh~ )~st: speak with mother, and t:hey are comh~g on Friday 

spedfica[ly for physicab. [ believe he ~s planning on 3pro Friday for his physical 

Thank you for making these adjustments. 

Susan 

F~m: Ciocca, Nar[o F 
Sent: Friday, 1:42 PN 
To: Rudnski, Terr[ 3o; Naloy, Susan B 
¢¢~ Fox, Mike; Ga~, Grego~; JacBon, Sco~ C; NaNon, Janis Evelyn; Taylor, Latoya 
Subject: RE: summer school guys 

How does th~s 

Thursday-- 1:I5, 2:00, 3:00, 3:30, ][: shows up we can throw him in where he fits 

Friday --- I:15, --- 2:00, .-- 3:00, g:gO (ff either or both gel out at 1:00 they can come w~[h at 2:00} 

Mado 

F~m: Rucinski, Terri 
Sent: Friday, 1:29 PN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
¢¢: Fox, Mike; Ga~, Grego~; Rucinski, Terri Jo; Jackson, Sco~ C; 
Subject~ Re: summer school guys 

Dr Ciocca 

Received this email from Susan Maloy with the guys end time for classes - are you able to adjust your schedule to accommodate - a~ot not out of class unti~ 2:45. 

Terri Jo 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:07 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

H ey G reg, 

Sorne o[: the guys have class until 2:45pm in SSII. From a tutor availabiliW standpoinL I was hoping [o be able to have them ~n the Academic Center 

from 2-4pro or 5pro, buL I understand conditioning is knporLant for these freshman as well I know you are away, but any char~ce you can ~et rne know 

what the p~ans are for conditioning on your end? Those who have class unt~ 2:45pm are free in the morning before ltam. Any chance their workouts 

couM occur in the mornh3g in those s~tuations? .Just throwing out options and thh3Mng out ~oud, 

Terri Jo, as far as physk:als are concerned, here are the conflicts that I see: 

Thursday, 

2pro 

3pm 

Friday~ 

1pro 

2pro 

3prn ’ 

good and out of class right at lpm) 

and      are in class until 2:45 and       has not registered yet) 

out of class by :].pm and       by 2:4Bpm Both are good. has not registered ye~:) 

Please call me when you baize some down thole in Omaha ~ th~s is eas~er to discuss over the phone rather than through ema~L 

Thanks, 

SusaR 

~en~ Wednesday, ~:0~ P~ 

~ ~alo~, Susan B; 3ac~on, Sco~ C 
~je~t~ RE: summer school gu~s 

No on c~ass schedule. They shotdd al~ be done by ~.pm though. Can haw~ susan send that to you after al~ 

C’]’OPS are over. 

F~m~ Ga~, Grego~ 
$ent= Wednesday, i:O0 PM 
Te= Fox, Mike 
Su~jeCt~ RE: summer school guys 
Yea, I was goh~g to ask you about thaL ~’~ have Edk be ready for them~ Do we know their class schedule(s} vet? 

and are good and out of class right at :iprn. needs to register’ for one rnore class.} 

out of class by ~pm, by 2:45pm~ Both are good. has not registered veL) 

has not regis~:en:_~d yet It ~s my understanding in ~:aking ~vil:h mob:her tha~: he is not coming to SSlt.) 



Sent’- Wednesday, 12:36 plVl 

To: Gatz, Gregory 

Cc: 3ackson, Scott C 
Subject-¯ summer school guys 

Greg, 

Let one of your folks know over there that these guys will be coming in to lift, etc. after their 

Physicals So start Monday~ probably. I hope we are not back!! 

Thanks 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Matthew Ingram <matthew@gradesfirst.com> 

Monday, June 17, 2013 1:21 PM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

GradesFirst Follow- up 

Hi Susan 

Do you have Dr. Brown’s new email? Her coutact info isn’t listed on the site jus~t yet. 

Also, let me kmow when is a good time to set up a demo of GF for you. As always, I’m here to answer any questions you have in between now and that time. Talk to 

you soon! 

Kindest regards, 

Matthew 

Matthew Ingrain 
Athletics Acco~mt Exec|fl~ve 

205-25%1015 - Direct/Fax 

800-745-5180 xl011 - Toll Free 

- Cell 

Click Here to Visit Our Site and See Our Solutio:fs Proveu Results’. 

Connect with ,ne on Linkedlu! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:08 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fina] Exam Review Schedule SSI 

Hi Susan. The computer was not working when I arrived for work today, but I did tutor tonight. Thanks. 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: Ma[oy~ Susan B 

Sent: 2::13 PM 

To: ; Bethel~ Brad!ey Richard; 

@gmail.com; 

Subject: Final Exam Review Schedule SSI 

:@bellsouth.net; ................................................... photmail.com; 
_@_K_m____a_jJ_:_c__9____mj 

Dyahoo,com; Dhotma&com 

Hello Everyone, 

I can hardly believe Summer Session I is almost over. That is not a good sign as to how fast the rest of the summer will go. © 

I reached out to many of you regarding the need for extra final exam review sessions. Attached is the finalized schedule for Sunday (     and Monday (    ). A 

few slight changes may have been made since we last spoke (mainly session deletions). Please find your specific appointment times on each day, and let me 

know if you have any concerns. 

In addition, please conduct your regular tutor appointments through Monday ( 

will have exams on Tuesday: 

) if your students have exams on Tuesday. The following is a list of courses that 

CHEM :lO:l and :102 

COMM 120 

EXSS 141 

EXSS :188 

EXSS 

EXSS 260 

PHYS 104 

PSYC 210 

Summer Session II tutoring sessions will resume on Sunday 

As always, thanks so much for your service this session. And let me know if you have any questions. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy(a)Amcaa, nnc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schmidt, Dave <dhschmid@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:19 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Question 

Can you help me ruth the follomng request? 

Thanks, 

Dave 

Dave Schmidt 

University of North Carolina 

Assistant Athletic Communications Director 

Cell - 

Office - (919) 962-0084 

GoHeels.com 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "James A. Piscitelli" <James.A.Piscitelli@espn.com> 
Subject: ~ Question 
Date: 10:17:10 AM CDT 
To: <dhschmid@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Dave, 

Hope all is well, My name is Jim Piscitelli and I’m coordinating graphics for ESPN at the College World Series. 

I was hoping you could help me out with a quick question. I understand is an excellent student. Can you send along his major and GPA? That would be 

very helpful. 

Thanks, 

Jim Piscitelli 

Associate Producer 

ESPN Regional Television 

(o) 704-973-5053 

(c) 
iames.a.piscitelli@espn.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu; ~ 

Tuesday,             11:38 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Weltx~m, Spencer qswelbom@email.m~c.edu~ 

Re: 

Sure, I will see him in the registralion this afternoon and will ask him to swap ENGL    for ENGL    via ConnectCarolina. 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 11:26 AM, "Maloy, Susm~ B" <~bmaloy(~emailamc.ed~> wrote: 

Hi Andrea, 
Jenn just told me that is registered for the wrong ENGL in summer school. Apparently I had an incorrect test score for him. I see 

that there is one seat available in ENGL , an,l chance you can assist me with his SSII registration to get this switched? 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Ivl a loy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

~live.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 2:30 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer Session II Tutoring 

Hi Susan, 

I am available for four hours a week, more if necessary. I could be available on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday 
evenings and possibly some morning hours. 

This summer I am working full time, but working at home so I have some flexibility in hours. I do prefer to work in 
blocks if possible. I will have on-site training for my job on - I would be unavailable 
during the day on those days, but available in the evening. 

Thank you, 

On Tue, at 1:45 PIVl, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I hope your summer is going well. I wa.s jus~t wondering if you are still available to tutor this next summer session that begins on Thursday, 
during the day and evening would you be available and on which days? 

Thanks so ~nuch, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 

sbmalo~i~ unc~a.unc~edu 

? If so, what times 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ive.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, 2:58 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

summer ~ssion II 

Hi Mrs. Maloy, 

This is                    from the               team. I tried contacting Tony but he is out of town and said if we need anything to contact you. I am 

signed up for summer session two but have decided not to take the class anymore but it is not letting me drop the course online so I’m not sure what to do 

and I leave to         tomorrow for a week. 

Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hancock, Kendra L <hancock@campbell.edu> 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 4:07 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbnmloy@email.unc.edu> 

Progress Toward Degree Form 

Hello Susa~n, 
It was so good to see you at the N4A conference. Hope you picked up some good information to take back to Chapel Hill. © 
I have a quick question for you. Cain you send me the template for the progress toward form that the student-athletes complete at the beginning of the academic year in 
their advising meetings? 
I am in the process of completing a similar form for our department and I don’t necessaxily warn to completely reinvent the wheel. 
Thank you so much for your help. Hope you m’e doing well. Hope the Heels take care of State tonight in Otnaha! 

Kendra ttancock 
Assistant Director of Academic Services (Athletics) 
Campbell UnNersity 
(910) 814-4316 Office 

Cell 
~ ~__o_~k@ ~:amp___b_~_l_!_:_e___d__~:. 
If you believe ill your dreams, you can achieve them! © 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@~unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:05 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Forbes, Scott <stbrbes@unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu-~; Gaines, Bryant Anthony <bagaines@email.unc.edu-~; 

Galz, Gregory <ggg@unc.edu> 

RE: PHYSICALS- CHANGE OF TIME FOR SOME OF YOU 

Yes. Thatwi~ibegre~LTheycaneatkmchthengotowt~roomthensome~asebaUstuffthendinnerthens[udy!! 

Terrific. Thanks so much for this. 

Send me updated class schedule when you cam 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 
Sent= Friday, 9:59 AN 
To= Fox, Mike 
C¢: Jac~on, Sco~ C 
Subject: RE: PHYSICALS- CHANGE OF ~ME FOR SOME OF YOU’ 

Thursday for tutoring and small group s~udy. WH~ those times work for you? 

Thanks, 

F~ Fox, Mike 
Se~t~ Wednesday, 2:47 PN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 

Subject~ Re: PHYSICALS- CHANGE OF ~NE FOR SOME OF YOU 
Sounds good. Any of the others 

? that can change their ~:15 class would obviously help. 

Having them all on the same schedule makes it easier for all of usH 

Thanks 

On at 12:30 PM, "Maloy, Susan g" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I’ll see if he can change his ENGL    to 11:30, which would mean he would be done by :lpm. I just texted him to see if he can make this change now 

sinc~-’_~ there is only on~-_~ more seat m the class O~:herwise, FH see h~m at 4pro to work through thb 

Susan 

F~m: Fox, Mike 
Se~t: Wednesday, 11:48 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Co: Jac~on, Sco~ C; Forbes, ScoE; Gaines, Bwant Anthony 
Subject: Re: PHYSICALS- CHANGE OF ~ME FOR SOME OF YOU 
Sent my last email before I was finished. Does that make sense, looks like only player with break between classes. Hopefully he can change 

one of those classes so four of them are on same schedule. They can lift together before their 12:30am class then do baseball 3-5 or so. Can we get all 

academic stuff in the evening you think? 

Mike 

On at 9:23 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Attached is the SSII class schedule, will be on a 

hours~ 

S LEa a ~) 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:44 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: PHYSICALS- CHANGE OFTIME FOR SOME OF YOU 

I thought the kid was attending summer school? Not su~ 

He can come ff he wants to. 

You don’t have h~m regis[ered for summer schoolP 

What about aU the other guys-- they al~ good to 

MH<e 

F~= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Tuesday, ; 3:3~ PM 
Te= Fox, Mike 
¢¢= Rudnski, Terri ~o; Ciocca, Mario F 
$~bject= RE: PHYSICALS- CHANGE OF~ME FOR SOME OF YOU 

~s s~:iH planning to come for hia ~)hysh::al at 3prn on Friday even though he wH~ not be in summer school, la that a~righ~} 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~= Fox, Mike 
Sent= Monday, 8:29 PM 
To: (@t[iad~rr~com; ~gmai~com; ......................................... ~ya[~oo&om; ................... [@comcast.net;           ~yahoo~com; 

~gmaH.com; @op~nline.net; ~yahoo.com; ~yahoo.com; @yahoo.corn; 
@gmaiLcom; : ~qmail.com; @student.capehen~.orq; @embarqmaiLcom; 

C¢= Rucinski, Terri Jo; Ciocca, Nario F; Naloy, Susan g 

and not able to attend summer school. So freshman all together in 6 



Subject: PHYSICALS- CHANGE OF TIME FOR SOME OF YOU 
Incoming guys!? 

Thursday. 

1:15 
2:00 
3:00 
3:30 

FridaY, 
1:15 
2:00 
3:00 

3:30 (if either or both get out at 1:00 they can come with     at 2:00) 

<SSII Class Schedule,xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behaJf of 

~live.unc.edn> 

Friday, 3:02 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer Session II Tutoring 

Hi Susan, 

:t:[-2:30 Tuesday and Thursday would work for me. Should I start this coming Tuesday? 

Thank you, 

On Thu, at 8:21 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

How about :l.:[-2:~0pn~ or :12-2:30 on T~esday and Thursday? ;~lthough I am hoping you c~n assist w~th SOC~ 

~ am currently ~n the scheduling process. Please ~et me know ~f these days and t~n~es w~l~ work for you. 

Thanks, 

F~m~ ~9mail,com ~gmail.com] ~n Behalf Of 
Nent~ Tuesday, 2:30 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
Subje~t~ Re: Summer Session II Tu~ring 

Hi Susan, 

I am available for four hours a week, more if necessary. I could be available on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday 
evenings and possibly some morning hours. 

This summer I am working full time, but working at home so I have some flexibility in hours. I do prefer to work in 
blocks if possible. I will have on-site training for my job on - I would be 
unavailable during the day on those days, but available in the evening. 

Thank you, 

On Tue, at 1:45 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~?emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I hoN your summer is going well. I was just wondering if you am still available to rotor tNs ne~ summer session that begins on ThuBday, If ~, what times 
during the &y and evening would you be available and on wNch ~ys? 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tukmal Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

[YNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(~uncaa.unc.edu 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



TUTOR S( HLI)ULI  BY SPORT 

COURSE TUTOR DAY TIME 

EXSS: 

EXSS: 

EXSS 

Monday 06:00 PM 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Thursday 06:00 PM 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

PSYC 

ENGI 

Monday 06:00 PM 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Thursday 06:00 PM 

Monday 06:00 PM 

Wednesday 06:00 PM 

ENGL 

ENGL 

EXSS 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

ENGL 

EXSS 

EXSS 

ENGI 

ENGL 

Wednesday 06:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

ENG[ 

ENG[ 

ENG[ 

Monday 06:00 PM 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Thursday 06:00 PM 

PAGE 



TUTOR S(~HLI)ULI~ BY SPORT 

TUTOR DAY TIME 

ENGL 

EXSS 

EXSS 

ENGL 

ENGL 

Monday 06:00 PM 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

Monday 06:00 PM 

Wednesday 06:00 PM 

ENGL Monday 07:00 PM 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

EXSS 

EXSS 

ENGI 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 06:00 PM 

PAt~E 2 0F 2 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:02 PM 

ttarri~ Tmcy U <tharris@email.unc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Hours 

Hi Tracy, 

I just noticed that I must have forgotten to select the Athletic Dire~tl~ffice position this morning when I logged in, so I’m guessing it logged my hours as 

my position in academic support by default. Can you please change it to the correct position (Athletic Director’s Office). Sorry for the mix-up!! 

Athletic Director’s Office 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Betlael, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:32 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

, etc. 

Susan, will you email    back? I really want to use her on Wednesdays. 
Also, let me know if you’re going into the office on Saturday. If so, I’ll meet you. There are a few students I need to add to sessions. 
Finally, there is one important request I overlooked. We need someone to tutor EXSS two or three times a week for 
Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 
Acadetnic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loude~rnilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. i Cmnpns Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C i F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 9:54 AM 

Maloy, Susa~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Payroll/Tomorrow night! 

Hi, Susan! 

I was just wondering whether I should be getting on payroll, as well as whether I should come to tutoring tomom)w night! 

Thankyou’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edn> 

Monday, 7:26 AM 

Taylor, Todd <t~aylo@email.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: ENGL 100 questions and coordination 

Todd, thalzks for getting in touch with me I’m glad you’re teaching ENGL 100 again. Last year you really helped establish a solid foundation of writing skills for the 
in your class Each of them is doing well, and I’m COlafident they are going to graduate! I know the student-athletes in your class this year will like,vise benefit from your instruction. 

We’re obviously not doing Supplemental Instruction this year, but the students will have lots of support. The football student-athletes will be meeting with me Mondays, Tuesdays, and 
Thursdays at 11:30 for a series of workshops on reading, writing, and learning strategies, rll be teaching general strategies for college success, but I’ll do so specifically with ENGL 100 in 
mind. Therefore, if you notice particular ~vriting or general academic skills the?’ are straggling to grasp, or if there are particular writing skills (eg., thesis statements, conclusions, comma 
usage, etc.)you would like reinforced, let me know, and r ll integrate those skills into the workshops 

Alsu un Mondays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays frum 1:30 - 3:30, they will meet with individual writing tutors, and the?’ will have a small gruup stud.y session during which the?" can complete 
their individual assignments. 

Additiunally, on Wednesdays and Fridays at 11:30 the?" will meet with me fur an hour uf sturdy hall tu complete their individual assignments and receive informed feedback when appruprmte. 
(By the way, I still occasionally quiz the fi~ur students frum last year on RRBIF, and the?" usually remember!) This Summer Session the fuotball student-athletes’ schedule has wurked out to 
have them meet mostly during the day instead uf the evening. 

You can address any concerns you have with ~2~otball student-athletes to me. An?’ concerns you have with baseball student-athletes, address tu Susan Malny, whum I’ve included un this 
emaiL She is the academic counselor for baseball and the tutor cuordinatur, and she can tell you exactly what suppurt the baseball student-athletes are receiving. I believe they will be 
meeung with tutors and in study gruups during the evening Ifyuu have any majur concerns, yuu can also address them to uur new directur, Dr Michelle Brown, whum I’ve alsu included on 
this email 

Finally, I believe we rectified the confusiun uver the summer reading buok, and the students shuuld getting the buok tuday 

Please let me knuw ifyuu have any other questiuns. Again, I’m glad our students will have the benefit ofyuur instructiun, and I louk forward tu seeing them develop as cullege readers and 
writers over the next five weeks and beyond 

Bradley R. H. Bethel ] Reading and Writing Specialist 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes 

Luudermilk Center fi~r Excellence 

344 Ridge R d. ] Campus Bux 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

C         I F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Taylor, Todd 
Sent: Fric~y, 2:49 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley- Richard 
Subject: ENGL 100 questions and coordination 

He?" Brad, 

English 100 SS II has launched, and rm wondering who might be nry contact for this particular group, all ofxvhom are student athletes? 

You would be pleased to know that xve’ve already discussed "active reading" at least a dozen times in txvo days! 

There was also sonre cor£usion about required materials including the surrmrer book Home. 

I’m also wondering if the SI (supplemental instruction) concept continues, and I’m wondering about who might be organizing the evening study halls. 

I know there are many changes going on. 

Hope you are well. 

- todd taylor 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Taylor: Todd <m~aylor@email.unc,edu~ 

Monday, 8:50 AM 

Bethel, Bradley RichaJcd <bbethel@emaikunc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Brown, MiclMle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: ENGL 100 questions and coordination 

Too bad we can’t continue the Supplemental Instruction approach, but staying in touch and connected will be the next best thing 

Two quick questinns fi~r now: 

(1) I also have one (ESL) should she work withyou Susan, or someone else? 

(2) Are the baseball players currently being prompted to attend study hall and/or work with writing tutors? 

more soon, todd 

On , at 7:25 AM; Bethel, Bradley Richard wrote: 

> Todd, thanks for getting in touch with me. I’m glad you’re teaching EN(IL 100 again. Last year you really helped establish a solid foundation of writing skills for the            student- 
athletes in your class Each of them is doing well, and I’m confident the?’ are going to graduate! I know the student-athletes in your class this year will likewise benefit ]icom your instruction. 
> 

> We’re obviously not doing Supplemental Instruction this year, but the students will have lots of support. The football student-athletes will be meeting with me Mondays, Tuesdays, and 
Thursdays at 11:30 for a series ofwofl~shops on reading, writing, and learning strategies. [’11 be teaching general strategies for college success, but I’ll do so specifically with ENGL 100 in 
mind. Therefore, if you notice particular writing or general academic skills they are struggling to grasp, or if there are particular writing skills (eg., thesis statements, conclusions, comma 
usage, etc.)you would like reinforced, let me know, and I’ll integrate those skills into the workshops 
> 

> Also on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays from 1:30 - 3:30, the?’ will meet with in&vidual writing tutors, and the?, will have a small group stud?, session during which they can complete 
their individual assignments. 
> 

> Additionally, on Wednesdays and Fridays at l 1:30 the?’ will meet with me for an hour of study hall to complete their individual assignments and receive informed feedback when 
appropriate. (By the way, ! still occasionally quiz the four students from last year on RRBIF, and the?, usually remember!) This Summer Session the fi~otball student-athletes’ schedule has 
worked out to have them meet mostly during the day instead of the evening. 
> 

> You can address any concerns you have with football student-athletes to nre. Any concerns you have with baseball student-athletes, address to Susan Maloy, whom I’ve included on this 
email. She is the academic counselor for baseball and the tutor coordinator, and she can tell you exactly what support the baseball student-athletes are receiving. I believe they will be 
nreeting ~vith tutors and in study groups during the evening. If you have any major concerns, you can also address them to our new- director, Dr. Michelle Bro~vn, wl-mm I’ve also included on 
this email. 
> 

> Finally, I believe we rectified the cotffusion over the surrmrer reading book, and the students should getting the book today. 
> 

> Please let me krmw if you have any other questions. Again, I’m glad our students will have the benefit of your instruction, and I look forward to seeing thenr develop as college readers and 
writers over the next five weeks and beyond. 
> 

> Bradley- R. H. Bethel i Reading and YVriting Specialist 
> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> 

> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

> C              F (919) 962-8247 
> bradley.bethel@unc.edu 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> Front: Taylor, Todd 
> Sent: Friday, 2:49 PM 
> To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
> Sul~iect: ENGL 100 questions and coordination 
> 

> 

> Hey Brad, 
> 

> English 100 SS II has launched, and I’m wondering ~vho might be my contact for this particular group, all of whom are student athletes? 
> 

> You ~vould be pleased to know that we’ve already discussed "active reading" at least a dozen times in two days[ 
> 

> There was also some COl~fusion about required materials including the summer book Home. 
> 

> I’m also wondering if the SI (supplemental instruction) concept continues, and I’m wondering about who might be organizing the evening stu@ hails 
> 

> I know there are many changes going on 
> 

> Hope you are ~vell 
> 

> - todd taylor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetkel@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 11:22 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

From Mentors to Graduate Learning Assistants and Beyond.pptx 

Bradley R. It. Bethel ] Readhag mad Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Progmn t’or Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. [ Cmnpus Box 3107 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

i F (919) 962-g247 

bradley.bethel@tmc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 4:24 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sessiorls 

Susan, 

FYI I have contacted the girls about I 

Thursday only! Please notify all 

1. for recr 

2. for soci ( ) 

3. for math ( 

4. for exss ( ) 

on TR at 7pm for Recr    BUT they cannot meet this Thursday because they have camp obligations from 7-10pm, this 

tutors who come at 7pm or later, they will not be here this Thursday night: 

Practice is Wednesday 6-7:30pm! All 8pm appointments can stand, but anything before 8pm will have to be canceled. Is there any way to reschedule these 

sessions???: 

1. (hist I 

2. (Psyc) 

3. (Econ    )--I will have her do econ drop in at 8pm. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:45 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Your Summer Session II Tutor Schedule 

Hi Susan, 

I met with and this is what we came up for this Thursday and next Tuesday. 

and I will meet at 6 pm tomorrow evening and at 6 pm on Tuesday evening. 

weren’t sure about their schedule and so we decided it would work to meet either tomorrow at 7 pm 
or Friday at 6 pm - can you ask 3enn to work with to find out which is best. We will meet on 
Tuesday at 7 pm. 

I won’t be able to answer my phone tomorrow, but please email me if this isn’t clear. 

Thanks, 

On Mon, at 2:29 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tomorrow whet) you meet, pk_~ase tall< w~th your s[:udents; about swH:cMng to 6pro and 7pro on those two everdng~;. I have made a course change to your 

schedule as we~L Please see attached. The footba~ students wH~ need to nleet at 7pro and the softba~ student-atMete should be able to meet at 6pro, but H: you 

car confirm with each of them that would be great. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: ~gmail,com @gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Sunday, 3:38 PM 
To: Malay, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Summer Session ~I Tutoring 

Thank you Susan, 

Wha~ ~o you wan~ Lo do for ~he days when I have ~o be in ~aleigh ? I can be available a~er 6 
either day. 

Best, 

On Fri, at 3:05 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmMoy(a)emaiLunc.edw* wa)te: 

Yes, please begin on Tuesday . Thank you for getting back to me. ] wH] send you an offidal schedule either ~ater today or this weekend. 

Thanks again and have a great w,-:~ek,-:md. 

g u s a ]~ 

From: ~qmail.com 
Sent: Friday, 3:02 PN 

@qmail.comi On Behalf Of 

To: Maloy. Susan B 

Subject: Re: Summer Session II Tutoring 

Hi Susan, 

1:[-2:30 Tuesday and Thursday would work for me, Should I start this coming Tuesday? 

Thank you, 

On Thu, at 8:21 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 



How about ~:].-2:30pm or :].2-2:.~0 on Tuesday and Thursday? Although I am hoping you can assist with 

I am currently in the scheduling process, Please ]et me know ~f these days and t~mes w~l] work for 

Thanks, 

From: @qmail.com @qmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:30 PH 
To: Haloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Summer Session ~] Tutoring 

Hi Susan, 

] am available for four hours a week, more if necessary. ] could be available on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday 

evenings and possibly some morning hours. 

This summer ] am working full time, but working at home so I have some flexibiliW in hours. ~ do prefer to work in 

blocks if possible. ~ will have on-site training for my job on - ~ would be 

unavailable during the day on those days, but available in the evening. 

Thank you, Andrew 

On Tue, at ] :45 P~, ~a]oy, Susan ~ <sbma]o~@e~aJi.unc.edu > wrote: 

~ ho~ yonr su~er Js ~om~ well ~ w~s just wonde~n~ J[~u a~ still a~]abie to ~tor t~s ne~ summer session that be~ius on Thn~day, ~ ~ ~, what times 

dufin~ the ~y and eveniu~ would you be available and on w~ch ~ys? 

Thanks so much, 

Susa~ 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo¥~uncaa.unc.edu 





Frown: 
~gmail.com on behalf of 

~live.unc.edn> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:18 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: Re: - Wednesday 

Hi Susan, 

I just realized that my email was a little unclear - I wrote that I was meeting       and possibly 
"tomorrow," but I wrote it last night, not today, and it might be confusing. I meant that I wanted to schedule them for 
Wednesday, today. Sorry for the confusion. I would be available Friday evening to meet with everyone if you want to 
schedule that. It would be nice to meet       today because she has a project due Thursday. 

Best, 

On Tue, at 9:45 PM, ,@livea~nc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Susan, 

I met with and this is what we came up for this Thursday and next Tuesday. 

and I will meet at 6 pm tomorrow evening and at 6 pm on Tuesday evening. 

weren’t sure about their schedule and so we decided it would work to meet either tomorrow at 7 
pm or Friday at 6 pm - can you ask ,]enn to work with to find out which is best. We will meet on 
Tuesday at 7 pm. 

I won’t be able to answer my phone tomorrow, but please email me if this isn’t clear. 

Thanks, 

On Mon, at 2:29 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalov(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tomorrow when you meet, please talk with your students about sw~tcNng to 6pro and 7pro on those two evenh~gs. I have made a course change to your 

schedule as well, P]ease see attached. The football students wN need to meet at 7pro and the softball student-athlete should be aMe to meet at 6pro, but ~f 

you can c.:x~firm w~th each of them tha~: wou~d be greaL 

Thanks, 

S u s a n 

F~ ~gmail.com @gmail.com] OB Behalf Of 
$eBt= Sunday, 3:38 PM 
Te= Maloy, Susan B 
$~bject~ Re: Summer Session ]] Tutoring 

Thank you Susan, 

What to you want to do for the days when ~ have to be in Raleigh ? ~ can be available after 6 
either day. 

Best, 

On b’fi, at 3:05 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalov@e~naJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, p~ease beg~n on Tuesday Thank you ~:or getdng back to rne~ ~ w~ send you a~ official schedule e~ther b~er today or th~s weekend. 

Thanks again and have a great weekend. 

F~-" @gmaJLcom 
Sent~ Friday, 3:02 PN 

@gmail,com] On Behalf Of 



To: Maloy, Su~n B 
Subject: Re: Summer Session II Tutoring 

Hi Susan, 

11-2:30 Tuesday and Thursday would work for me. Should f start this coming Tuesday? 

Thank you, 

On Thu, at 8:21 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloY~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

How abot~t 11-2:30pm or I2-2:30 on Tuesday and Yfmrsday? Although I am hoping you can assist with 5OC] 

~ am currently #~ the scheduling process. P~ease ~et me know if these days and t~mes wi~ work for you. 

Thanks, 

F~ ~gm~Jl.cam ~gm~Jl.cam] ~ ~bMf Of 

T~ NMW, Susan B 
~b]~[~ Re: Summer Sessbn ~ Tu~arJng 

HJ 

~ ~m ~v~i~b~e For Four bouts ~ week, more iF necessary. ~ cou~ be ~v~il~ble on Tuesday, wednesday, ~n~ Thursday 
evenings ~n~ possibly some morning bouts. 

TbJs summer ] ~m working ful~ ~ime, bu~ working ~ borne so ] b~ve some flexibHJW Jn hours. ] ~o prefer ~o work Jn 
blocks Jf possible. ~ will b~ve on~si~e ~r~Jning for my ~ob on - ~ woul~ be 
un~v~H~b~e ~uring ~be ~y on ~bose ~ys, bu~ ~v~il~ble in ~be evening. 

Tb~n~ you, 

On Tue, at 1:45 PM, Maloy, Susan B < sbmaloy(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I hope ~vur summer is going well. I w~ just wondering if you am s~ill availaNe to ~tor tNs ne~ summer session that begins on Thur~ay, ? If so, what times 
during ~e day and evening would you ~ avmlable mad on wNch &ys? 

Thanks so much, 

Susa~a 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(~uncaa.unc.edu 







Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~-~ 

Thursday, 1:20 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Payroll/Tomorrow night! 

Hi, again’. 

I’m sorry to keep e-mailing yon, but I am jns~ making sure I have not missed something. Do you have an estimate as to when we roll begin tutoring? 

Thanks! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Saturday, 4::17:35 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Payroll/Tomorrow night! 

I believe you are still or~ the payroll. I’m still working on the schedule for all. So we won’t be starling tomorrow night. 

Thanks, 

Susa~l 

From: 
Sent: Saturday, 9:54 AN 

To: Malay, Susan B; Malay, Susan B 

Subject: Payroll~omorrow n~oht~ 

Hi, Su~n~ 

I was just wondering whether I shonld be getting on payroll, as well as whether I should come to tutoring tomorrow night! 

Thankyon’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 9:25 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Check 

Hi Susan, 
was just checking if you had heard from Tracy yet. 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Friday, 10:59 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Check 

Hi 

I have not heard back from Tracy. l’ll reach out to her now. 

Thanks, 

S u s a ~ 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 7:14 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Check 

Hi Susan, 
I am just writing to check if you have figured out why I didn’t receive a check for the 12 hours logged in April. 
Thank you, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:03 plVl 

To: 
Subject: RE: Check 

Tracy is helping me look into this for you. The :1.2 hours were logged April :[4-2I according to Tracy, but for some reason a check was not produced. It may have 

something to do with tl’u:_~ SSN issues we had Iql keep ~n touch when ~ know sometMng more, 

Thanks, 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:24 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Check 

Hi Susan, 
I received the check ~day, thank you for sending it. However ~t only included the 4 hours I worked the last week, not the initial ~2 hours I had worked prevbusly. 

Than~, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:05 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Check 

Our oitice manager mailed it late yesterday for me. Please let me know if you don’t receive it. 

Thanks. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On , at 9:52 AM, ~)1 ve u ac edt > wrote 

I am flying to New York tomorrow, so you can mail it at: 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [.s___b_A)_a__[_o_y__@__e____m___a_!!_.__u__n___c_=_e__d___u_] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:17 AM 
To= 
Subject: RE: Check 

Hrnmm! I was either in my ot:fice or’ in the building somewhere until 4:lSish yesterday. Sorry we missed each other. 

What address should I mail the check to? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: [.E]#_[[~£~ ~_[[~%#_1]_£:~_~_~] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:27 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 



Subject-" Check 

Hi Susan, 
T stopped by your office today but you weren’t there. I don’t think T am going to be able to come on campus, because T am leaving NC soon. Any chance you could 

mail it to me? 
Thanks, 



From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 2:07 PM 

To: ,@live unc edu-~ 

Subject: Sessions on 

Attach: EXSS .pdf 

Hi 
I hope things are going well for you. had mentioned that you would be able to cover her sessions on Monday and Tuesday. 
still ok with doing that. Her schedule is attached. Please review Monday and Tuesday appointment times. 
Thanks so much for filling in. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadeut-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmalov(~-~uucaa.uuc.edu 

next week. Are you 
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From: @livea~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 4:33 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Reschedule Appt.s 

Hi Susan 

Yes, I’ll be able to keep the same 12-3 time. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 3:38 PM, Malo~, Susan B" <sbmalo,/(i~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I believe you mentioned being able to reschedule your. 
Thanks, 
Susan 
Susan IVl a loy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (t:ax) 

appointments on Thursday . Are you able to keep the same times 12-3pm? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmafil.com> 

Friday, ,4:52 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Sunday 6-9pm Drop-IN Writing 

Hi Susan, 
I think that I’d be able to fill in Sunday night. 

Best, 

On Fri, at 4:43 PM, Maloy, Susm~ B <sbma]oy@email.unc.e&t> wrote: 

tti Everyone, 

Is thele any chance that any of you could fill in on a drop-in basis for Writing on Sunday night ( ) frown 6-9pm? 

Thanks so ~nuch, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 

sbmalo~i~ uncaa.unc.edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:15 AM 

Malay, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Reschedule 

Yes. thanks! Could the evening drop-ins (6-9) also be Inoved to Wednesday that week? 

English and Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@email.unc.edu 

On , at 3:40 PM, "Malay, Susan B" <sblnaJo¥(~,emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I believe you mentioned that you would be able to reschedule your 
appointment times 1:30-3:30pm on Wednesday? 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan IVl a lay 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (i:ax) 

appointments on Wednesday . Are you able to keep the same 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplan@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:31 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

.pdf 

I just updated academic worksheet as part of our review of all rising seniors. I am concerned about his progress and his fall term schedule 

First of all, he has a 2.122 GPA. He still needs all three of his Cormnunications major core courses. He earned low grades in two he took (as you kmow he must earn a C or better in each of the 
core courses) and so he will need to repeat at least one of them He also needs three courses in his concentration all numbered greater than 400 In the fall he is registered for three course in 
his concentration but none are greater than 400 He could do that but then he would still need six courses in the spring to graduate (in additional to QR/QI alrd EE) Also because he ~vill 
need to repeat either COMM     or     and those hours ~von’t count toward graduation, he will ultimately need at least 123 hours (to deduct the three he will need to repeat)--if he repeats 
both, then he will need 126 total hours t[[e currently has 86 hours. 

I sent him a copy of his worksheet; please let me know if you have any questions or if I can help in any way 

Thanks. 

R oger 

Roger Jay Kaplan, Ph.D. 
Senior Academic Advisor 
College of Aris and Sciences and the General College 
G008 Steele 
Campus Box 3110 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel }[[ill, NC 27599-3110 
Office: (919)962-3404 
Fax: (919)962-6888 
hrtp :i/advising.uric. edu 

**Confidentiality notice: [[’his email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplan@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday,           3:04 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@emaiLanc.edu> 

.pdf 

Susan, 
I also want to being to ?’our attention progress. As a rising senior, if he were to complete all that his declared: Philosophy and English double majors and a Spanish for the Professions 

minor, he would need 61 hours. His GPA is 2.006. So, he needs to decide ~vhat he wants to focus on and work toward that for graduation 

If you have an?’ questions, please let me know. 

Roger 

Roger Jay Kaplan, Ph.D. 
Senior Academic Advisor 
College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 
G008 Steele 
Campus Box 3110 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel }:[ill, NC 27599-3110 
():t]fce: (919)962-3d04 
Fax: (919)962-6888 
http:iiadvisina, unc.edu 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:46 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Moving Tutoring 

Susan, 

In our last session, , and I discussed moving tutoring times around a bit. 

We’d like to cancel our sessions this week (Tuesday and Thursday,        and    ). Also, the following week, we’d like to meet on Tuesday and Wednesday nights (the 
and         ’). Tuesday we will meet at our regular time (7 Pl~l) and we’ll discuss then a time for the following day. 

Can you please email these change in schedule details out to just to confirm them. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jelm <~jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:25 AM 

jack halperin ~ @hotm~il.com> 

Ma]oy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Jack, 

Would you be able to meet with tomorrow sometime? I guess the professor pushed his final back to Friday at 8 am. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

.9_!~__.9__6_.2___.~.5_-:3_~. 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jelm <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:32 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

He is still meeting tonight, I just wanted to see if there was any chance he had time at all tomorrow also since I just found out their exam was cha~ged. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:30 AM 

To: Townsend, 3enn 
Subject: RE: 

I think Jack is only available tonigh~ since we had planned for ~he exam accorc[ir~g to the Ot:ficiat Finat Exam Schedule which indicated Thursday. 

From: Townsend, 3enn 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:25 AM 
To: jack halperin 
Cc: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Jack, 

Would you be able to meet with 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

9]_9 962 9538 

919 962 824.7 (fax) 

tomorrow sometime? I guess the professor pushed his final back to Friday at 8 am. 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.ed~~ 

Wednesday, 3:15 PlVl 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Writing Tutoring During Final Exam Week 

Susan, 

Could you clarify if we are supposed to be there for afternoon appointments tomorrow (Thursday)? I know the English 100 exam is tomorrow, so I would imagine we wouldn’t 
need to be there--but I think you had sent an email earlier saying we should be at our appointments through tomorrow. But we are there tomorrow night because there are 
students who might have papers for other classes?? 

If you could clarify, that would be great. 

Thank you! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 9:35 AM 
To-" r@gmail.com; 
C¢; 
Subject; Writing Tutoring During Final Exam Week 

Hi Everyone, 

I just wanted to touch base with each of you to be sure that you maintain your appointments and drop-in sessions throughout the week this week. Our last day of 

operation for the summer will be Thursday    . It is my understanding that ENGL 100 students will have a final exam and could use your assistance until that time. 

Additionally, many students have final papers and projects for which they could also use writing assistance throughout the week. If you are unable to maintain 

your schedule this week for any reason, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmak~ @ern~J 1. unc .edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.ed~~ 

Wednesday, 4:36 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Writing Tutoring During Final Exam Week 

Okay, that’s fine. I figured tomorrow night there could still be drop-ins...but yesterday when I came in at 2:30 the other tutors were just sitting there/not working with any of 
their football students, so that what my question was really about--tomorrow afternoon. 

Thanks! rll just assume all is the same as usual then. 

Thanks for everything you do!!! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:21 PM 

Subject: RE: Writing Tutoring During Final Exam Week 

Hi 

f hate to cancel anything yet. f’1I get back to you ~:omorrow. You may see some of the baseball students tonight anyway. ~f you find ou~: ~:hat they are firdshed with 

a~l required papers by tonight, then we can cancel tomorrow’s appok~trnents [:or sure. 

Thanks, 

8ent~ Wednesday, 3:15 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
$ubject~ RE: Writing Tutoring During Final Exam Week 

Susa~ 
Could you clari~ if we are supposed to be there for afternoon appointments tomorrow ~hursday)? I know the English 100 exam is tomorrow, so I would ~magine we wouldn’t 
need to be there--but I think you had sent an email earlier saying we should be at our appointmen~ through tomorrow. But we are there tomorrow night because there are 
students who might have papers for other classes?? 
If you could clari~, that would be great. 
Thank youl 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 9:35 AM 
To:        @gmail.com; 

Subject: Writing Tutoring During Final Exam Week 

Hi Everyone, 

I just wanted to touch base with each of you to be sure that you maintain your appointments and drop-in sessions throushout the week this week. Our last day of 

operation for the summer will be Thursday      It is my understandin8 that ENGL :100 students will have a final exam and could use your assistance until that time. 

Additionally, many students have final papers and projects for which they could also use writing assistance throushout the week. If you are unable to maintain 

your schedule this week for any reason, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Myers, Patrick Jacob <patmyers@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:52 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@ unc.edu>; Toomy, Stephen C <toomy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Roster 

Fall Roster.xlsx 

Attached is the          Roster you requested, names total 

know if you have any questions. 

who will be trying out again this fall. With him, it’s 

Thanks, 

Pat 

From: <Maloy>, Susan B <sbmaio¥@emaii.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday            9:30 AM 

To= "Myers, Patrick Jacob" <patmyers@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Breschi, Joe" <breschi@unc.edu> 

Subject: Roster 

Hi Pat, 
Any chance you can send me a roster for the Fall so I can be sure we are not missing anyone in our records? 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 
919-962- 8247 

, without him, it’s ¯ Let me 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:59 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Hi Susan, 

Thanks for your kind words yesterday, it’s been a real pleasure to work with you for the past two years. The 
anthropology administrator that you should contact is Nicholas LeBlanc (myrmecos@email.unc.edu). Once you send it 
out I can spread the word as well. 

Thanks again, 

PhD Student 
Department of Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone- 
Skype- 

h~p://anthropology.un~oedu/people/grad students/ 
h~p://uneoaeademia.edui2 



Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 5:10 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutor Policy & Procedures 

Tutor Policy & Procedures 

internal notes 

Student/Tutor Agreement 

Cancellations - Noon on day offer t~t~e-~ or later, or Noon day before (appts before 5~..,,~’.). Sunday appointments must be cancelled by noon on the Friday before your appointment. 

Cancellatk;ns mus~, be approw~d ti~rough your acaderrfic counselor BEFORE you email the notice to the tutor coordinator Cancellations must be sent to the Tutor Ooordinator and 

Counselor h~ fi~e same email. Do no~ expeot your counselor ~o relay ~he message ~or you No oanceHations wiii be accepted by text message Unapproved canceiiafions w~H be ~reated 

as a missed appomtment. 

You may not cancel or reschedule an appointment directly with the tutor 

Internally: We will noti,~’ #~e tutors @ 2:O@m about the oancellatk~n That window of time is for counsek~rs to come to us regarding an unapproved canceiiat/on. We assume any 

cancellations that come to us are already approved 

Requesting and piacing Appointments: 

All appom~,rr, len[s will be requested From [he Counselor Appointments may or may not be placed depending on availability oF the ~utor.,i as well as the availabili[y of a tutor capable of ~he 

cou rsework 

If the tutor is not in the room aft:or 10 mmutes, see the monitor at the front lobby. Ti~e rrlonitor will contact your tutor for fiJd, her instructions 

No-Shows 

Anytime a student does not show up for a session without following proper cancellation protocol will be considered a no-show 

Anytime a student shows up after being !0 minutes iate to a session, the session will be continued, but the student wiil stiii be marked as tardy. All tardies wiii be counted as no shows. 

Anytime a student comes unprepared or without notes, books, or materials the session will still be conducted, but the student will be marked as a no-show 

Anytime a studen~ uses ~,heir personal devk;es for personal needs outside of ~,he subjec,~, the studen~ will be marked as a no--show as determined by [he tutor S[ucien~,s will be given a[ 

least two warnings before the excessive use will be considered a no-show 

Any behaviorial issues that warrant a dismissal from the session will automatically count as a no-show and will require a meeting with the coach, counselor, associate director, and 

tutorial coordinator, All academic services will be suspended until this meetine is HELD, 

Student missed tutor - what does the tutor do 

In situations of a 1-on-I session where the student does not show up. After waiting 10 minutes, the tutor will mark the student as a no-show, but will still continue to try and find the 

s~,udent by contacting ~,he monitor irl the lobby or fi~e full-time staff worker on duty. Ti~ey will re[urn re ~i~e scheduled room afterwards io prepare for ~,heir next, meeting, or i~eip any other 

u noccu pied studerfis !nlematty. the furl time slaff wilt atternpt lo zeach the counsek)r or student. 

In all group sessions, the tutor will just work with those students that are present, and will Botwait the !0 minutes to begin the session 

Any last minute cancellations will be recorded by the tutor as a no-show 

I~ieeed appointment policy 

All rrfissed .~iessions will be recorded as cumrrlulafiw~ (nor by mdividual ciass) For the semester Students who haw~ a history of non-afiendance may lose 1heir iu[odng privileges 

S~udenis, their coaches, and their counselor will be noiified of eaoh dooumented no-show via email 

! st missed session :: Wa~ag 

2rid missed session = Student-athlete receives Strike 

Srd missed session = Studenbaihlete receives Strike two 

4th missed session :: Student-athlete recewes Strike three 

Wit~ str~ke three, all tutorial services will be suspended until a mandatory meeting ~as been scheduled or ~#~pened 

The mandatory meeting will involve the student, the head coach, the academic counselor, an associate director of academic suppo~ and the tutorial coordinator 

Tutor c~ace#ations 

TutoP.; will be held to the same expectatk~ns as students when cancelling a session. The tutorial staff expects notice of cancellations no tater than noon for appointments aftef 5,t.~~., and 

before noon the day before for appointments before 5pP,, ".. For emergency cancellations, please contact tutorial staff, via phone or text. 

Once a tutor has contacted the tutorial staf~ the tutorial staff wilt relay the messa,qe on to the appropriate counselors EOe counselors are sole;’;," reponsibte for informm.q theZr students 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 10:06 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Contact - 

vcf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cleao~, Kenneth Eugene <kclea~@unc.edtc, 

Monday, August 5, 2013 9:43 AIVI 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; [,aura Escobar <]            @gmaJl.com> 

RE: Joy Renner - script for videotaping on the 6th FW: Chancellor Video 

All - 

Can you please forward any final scripts we need for the Chancellor on Wednesday? We will need to load them prior to going to South Building. 

I think we’re expecting a script for the FAC video and one for Tutor training. 

Thanks - 

Ken 

From: Renner, Joy J 

Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 4:07 PM 
To: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
�::¢: Schuettpelz, Erin C; Gelin, Dana E; Renner, Joy J; Laura Escobar; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Joy Renner - script for videotaping on the 6th FVV: Chancellor Video 

Thanks Ken for the quick response and accommodation. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Ju131, 2013, at 4:02 PM, "Cleary, Kenneth Eugene" <._k__c_Le__a___r_y____@____u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

I think we should be able to make Wednesday at 4:30 work. 

Thanks - 

Ken 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 31, 2013, at 3:50 PM, "Schuettpelz, Erin C" <e_._c_s__@._u_p_.c_._e_d__u_> wrote: 

Joy suggested I let you know about this change in schedule. She is traveling 

From: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 3:42 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - script for videotaping on the 6th FW: Chancellor Video 

Is there any way we could sM[t tMs ~:o 4:30 on Wed im;tead? We have Sen. Burr now (:omk~g to v~;~t the Chancellor on ruesdav amd rm 

worried ~:hat the video w~l~ be rushed ..... 

F~m~ Rennet, Joy ~ 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 3:37 PM 
To= Folb Carol Lynn; Schue~pelz, Erin C 
Subject= Joy Renner - script for video~ping on the 6th ~: Chancellor Video 

Thanks agak~ to you both for schedu~h~g the vk~eotaping to occur ~n the Chancelh:~r"s o~fice on Tues;day afternoon at 2:00 

You wil~ [~nd attached the video script used previously for the intro to d~e tra~rfing v~deo for the tutors for our student ad~e~es. Of 

course fee~ free to edit as you wouM 

The ~uggested ~c~iot for the faculty intro to atMet~c~ v~deo w~ll be comh~g shortly. 

We are only ~ooM~g for 20 to 30 second~ of h~troductory words so ~ hope this wN not prove too much of an imposit~om 

1c~y J. Rennet, M.A., RT{R), FA~RS 
Assock~e Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina a~ Chapel H~I 

CB #7~30 UNC-.CH Bondurant Hal~ 
321-.A South Columbia St. 
Chapel [~i~l, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 

919-965-6951 Fi}K 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-.rna[[ message, [ncludir!g attac:hrru~r!ts, if an% is [!~ended only for the -person or crudity ~o which it is addressed arid may 
contain con[ident[al and/or privileged material Any --unau[hodzed ~ev[ew, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. [f you are not the [n~ended 
~ecip[er~[, please con[ac~ the sender by reply e-mail and des[roy aq copies of [he original message. 

F~m: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent= Wednesday, July 3~, 20~3 ~:52 PM 
To= Rennet, Joy ~ 
S~bjeet= Chancellor Video 

Hi Joy, 

I hope your summer has been ~oin~ well. 

Michelle suggested that I reach out to you directly since the Chancellor has a~reed to video tape a message to our tutorial staff. It is my 

understandin~ that this is takin~ place on August 6th. Is that correct? 

Attached is the script that Holden Thorp used last year that may certainly be modified if desired. 

Please let me know if you need anythin~ else from me or if you need me to be present durin~thisfilmin~. 

Thank you so much for your help in facilitatin~ this important matter. 

Susan 



Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Suptx~rt Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oltice) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan@unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:53 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: FinaJ ~mester financial help 

Hi g~san, 
Could you give me aN overview of what ’ still Needs to do to graduate and if it is possible to do so durir~g the fall semester~ 

From: ;@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, ~O:28 AM 
To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: Fina~ semester finanda~ help 

Dear Mr. Timme~ans, 
My name is            a~d after compleEng my aflfletic eligibility las~ ~on on the       fiek[ I am coming back to I~C tbr one more ~mes~er to finish my 
academic work this fall. I have spoken to about the ~ssibility ol’mceiving tinical help tbr my last semesler, however, he pointed out to me ~at the 
u~versity has a 5th year ~1icy regarding payment. 
I wanted to investigate, however, about the possibili~ ofq~li~dng for a special circumstances ca~ ~eing that I tmnsfe~ed from,                   and some 
c~dits I had already earned were brought in as electives m~d not ~quirements. I tech~c~lly transfe~ed 3 ~mesters in, which would make tNs upcoming semester for 
me ~ny 8~. I did not need to apply for a fi~h se~nes~er because I am s~il~ in my four ~ plan. 
Please let me ~ow if~is is ~metNng that c~ ~ considered, i am scheduled to m~e a ~11 tuition payment on~ , ~emt~; I w~t to make sure I have 
cove~d every policy before the deadline. Thank you for your help and I hope ~ ~lk to you 
Since~ly, 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Class of 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cleao~, Kenneth Eugene <kclea~@unc.edtc, 

Monday, August 5, 2013 2:58 PM 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susa~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu:~; Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu>; Moore, 

Cecelia <ceceli%moore@unc.edu> 

Ellis, Bobby Joe <bellis@unc.edu>; Laura Escob~ < ~)gmail.coln> 

RE: ASPSA stalt’tra~ning video 

Whatever is easiest for the Chancellor works for us. The thought was to set up the equipment in the lobby or hallway and carry it in when she’s ready. It’s only two 

lights and a tripod - we just didn’t want to make her wait while we were setting it up. It’s not a huge amount of equipment and not a big deal for us. 

Ken 

From: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 2:53 PM 
To: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Maloy, Susan B; Renner, Joy J; Moore, Cecelia 
Ce: Ellis, Bobby Joe; Laura Escobar 
Subject: RE: ASPSA staff training video 

Her office will be in use tmtil 4:13, With that in mind, would the studio be bett~:’r? 

From: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 2:38 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Renner, Joy 3; Schuettpelz, Edn C; Moore, Cecelia 
C¢: Ellis, Bobby Joe; Laura Escobar 
Subject: RE: ASPSA staff training video 

All - 

One note -I personally have a meeting conflict on Wednesday afternoon. Bob Ellis and Laura Escobar from our office will be taking care of this for us. They will 

plan to arrive 45 or so minutes early to make sure we’re set up and ready to go for the Chancellor. 

Thanks - 

Ken 

Ken Cleary 

Assistant Athletic Director - New Media 

University of North Carolina Athletics 

Dean Smith Center 

919-843-2076 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 12:52 PM 
To: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
Subject: RN: ASPSA staff training video 

Hi Ken, 

f wanted you to s~:,e ~:his lat~:,st ~:,mail and be sure you had the most up to date script for our purposes. The Chance~b:~r w~ be expectk~g you ow~r a~: South Building 

~or a fikning at 4:30pro on Wednesday 8/7, 

Thanks agait~ for hefp~ng w~th this. 

F~m= Noore, Cecelia 
Sent; Nonday, August 05, 2013 12:36 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B; Renner, Joy 3 
C~= Schue~pelz, Erin C 
Subject= ASPSA s~ff training video 
Hello Susan and Joy, 

attached is a revised script for the chancellor for the staff training. I just made some changes to make it easier to read. 

Joy, I do not yet have the facul~ script, so if you could get that to me I’d appreciate it. 

According to Susan, ~ve are scheduled for video taping on Wednesday, 8/7 at 4:30 in the Chancellor’s Office, 103 South Building with Ken Cleary. 

Thar~:s all! 

Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 

& Historian 
Office: 919-962-0933 
Mobile: 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schueltpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 2:59 PM 

Cleary, Keuneth Eugeue <kcleary@uuc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J ~\loy Renner@med.unc.edu>; 

Moore, Cecelia <cecelia moore@unc.edu> 

Ellis, Bobby Joe <bellis@uuc.edu>; Laura Escobax < ’@gmail.coln> 

RE: ASPSA s!~’traJning video 

Ok, that works. 

From: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 2:58 PM 

To: Schuettpelz, Erin C; Maloy, Susan B; Renner, Joy .1; Moore, Cecelia 
Cc: Ellis, Bobby Joe; Laura Escobar 
Subject: RE: ASPSA staff training video 

Whatever is easiest for the Chancellor works for us. The thought was to set up the equipment in the lobby or hallway and carry it in when she’s ready. It’s only two 

lights and a tripod - we just didn’t want to make her wait while we were setting it up. It’s not a huge amount of equipment and not a big deal for us. 

Ken 

From: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Sent: Monday, August 0S, 2013 2:53 PM 
To: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Maloy, Susan B; Rennet, Joy 3; Moore, Cecelia 
Cc: Ellis, Bobby 3oe; Laura Escobar 
Subject: RE: ASPSA staff training video 

Her office will be in use until 4:~5. With that in mind, would the studio be better? 

From: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 2:38 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Renner, Joy J; Schuettpelz, Erin C; Moore, Cecelia 
Cc: Ellis, Bobby Joe; Laura Escobar 

Subject: RE: ASPSA staff training video 

All - 

One note -I personally have a meeting conflict on Wednesday afternoon. Bob Ellis and Laura Escobar from our office will be taking care of this for us. They will 

plan to arrive 45 or so minutes early to make sure we’re set up and ready to go for the Chancellor. 

Thanks - 

Ken 

Ken Cleary 

Assistant Athletic Director - New Media 

University of North Carolina Athletics 

Dean Smith Center 

919-843-2076 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 20:13 12:52 PM 
To: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
Subject: FW: ASPSA staff training video 

I wanted you to see this la~est ernail and be sure you had the most up to date script t:or our purposes. The Chancellor will be expecting you over at Soud~ Building 

for a filmk~g at 4:30pro on Wednesday 8/7. 

Thanks again for helping with this. 

Susan 

From: Moore, Cecelia 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 :t2:36 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Renner, Joy J 
Cc: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Subject: ASPSA staff training video 
Hello Susan and Joy, 

attached is a revised script for the chancellor for the staff training ] just made some changes to make it easier to read. 

Joy, I do not yet have the faculty script, so if you could get that to me I’d appreciate it 

According to Susan, we are scheduled for video taping on Wednesday, 8/7 at 4:30 in the Chancellor’s Office, 103 South Building with Ken Cleary. 

Thanks all[ 

Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 

& Historian 
Office: 919-962-0933 
Mobile: 



i From: i’:~ live .uric. 

M~nda~. 6:20: 

MalW, g~san B <sbma~oy@email.unc.edu> 

~S=bject: Fall 

faired out ,x&o so,me o{ m~, profes:so:rs ~ve*-e a*~d sent t}~em 

tom m:~ to em:a~ you my pro~es~o~s ~f { k~e>2 tgem...ggey 

Ryar~ - 
}reddie gtark- PORT 

~o~:athan Oe~reese - EXSS 

~rhanks ~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com~ 

Friday, ~ 12:52 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Feedback on Study Sessions 

Feedback on Sttldy Sessions.docx 

Hi Susan, 

It occurred to me that I forgot to follow up and send my feedback on the tutor/study session program. Attached is what I have come up with so far. Please let me 

know if you have ques~dons and I will add to the document as I think of other pieces of feedback. 

C~ 

~.qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabefl~ M --~emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:16 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

s~tudents using accommodations 

Hi Susan, 

I am trying to track which student athletes use academic accommodations each term. Below is a list of those students currently on your caseload; if you could 

follow up with them and let me know which students are using accommodations this fall I would greatly appreciate it. 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 33_07 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

emlyons@email.unc.edu 

T. 919.843.6029 

f. 919-962.8247 



Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com~ 

Friday,              4:47 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Staff Notes to Tutors 

StaffNotes.pdf; StaffNotes.docx; StaffNotes2.pdf; StaffNotes2.docx 

Hi Susan, 
Attached to this email are a conple of options for a form for the academic counselor or learning specialis~ to complete when writing notes to the tutor or monitor. One 

option is a hall" page i’ormat, and the other is a ![i~11 page ibrmat. The staffmember would fill in the top information, write their note~message, then write their name and 

circle their title. Let me know if you have questions or need me to adjus~t anything. I am also attaching pdftbmmts as well in ca~ the formatting gets mes~d up going 

to a PC. 

Another thing to consider is what should the tutor/monitor do with the notes form once they receive it in their file. Do you wm~t them to take it ond do with it as they 

please or return it with their feedback form? If they return the notes with their feedback fom~ that keeps it from leaving the building m~d the staffcan choose to either 

file, slued, or disv~se of the note. You won’t necessarily know every time a counselor writes a note to a tutor in order to ensnre that the?’ are all returned, but it is just 

something else to consider... 

Have a great weekend’. 

C~ 

~.qmail.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 4:51 PM 

Karen Neff ~gmail.com>; Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Staff Notes to Tutors 

[ like tt~e half page option! I would assume d~ey return it with the feedback fo~ms --- that way we can see "ok I gave them tasks ot: ~ 2. gnd 3._ why d~a the 
tutor/guided st~dv go off and do something completely different" or we can see "great they got through all of the tasks.., and then just started sometMng 
different" based off the feedback. 

~en 5heu 

Aas~st:ant Tutoda~ C.:~ordinator 
UNC Academic Support Prouam for Student--Athletes 

Office: 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 4:47 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Co: Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: Staff Notes 

Hi Susa~ 
A~ched to this entail are a couple of options for a [o~ for the academic counselor or iea~ing s~ciaiJst to complete when writing notes to t~e rotor or monitor. One 
option is a half ~ge focal and the other is a ~ll ~ge fo~at. The staffmember would fill in the top info~ation, write thek note~message, fl~en write their name and 
ci~le their title. Let me ~ow ffyou have questions or need me to a~usl an)~hmg. I an al~ a~chiug pdf formats ~ well in c&se the fo~a~ing gets mes~d up going to 

a PC. 
Another thing to consider i s what should the tutov/momtor do with the notes fo~ once they receive it m their file. Do you want them to ta~e it a~d do with it as they 

please or return it with their t~edback lbma? If they return flae nd~s wifla their [~edb~k fb~ that keeps it f~m leaving ~e building and the staff’can choose ~ either 

file, shred, or disg~se of the note. You won’t necessarily know eve~ time a counselor writes a note to a tutor in order ~ ensure that they are all retumeck but it is just 

something el~ to consider... 
Have a great weekend’. 
Karen 
Karen Neff 
C:: 

~mail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturday, 11:18 AM 

Advising tbr Student Athletes AAP ~advisingtbrstudentathlete~AAP@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Advisor Approval - 

image.pdf 

Sent li’om my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet�: 

.~live.uncedu> 

Monday.              ,12:40 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Availability 

I am emailing you back because I had forgotten to includ e my availability for the coming semester. I am still nnsure of my full a,~’ailability because of class schedule problems, but I do know 

that Tuesdays and Thursdays will be open in the evenings! 2~ne only day that I know I will be unax~ailable is Sundays. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 1:46 PM 

To: MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbnMoy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Help Please 

Hey Susan, without my onyen and password I can’t access an), oftny account information including my tuition and other bills. I registered this weekend but cannot see 

any of my accounts. I’ve tried calling to have it reset but can’t get anywhere with it. I apologize for all the emails I jus~ want to get everything settled before its too late. 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 4:43 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy(/~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

SOCI    wot~ld meet ~; US Di~ersity ~md wouk~ be a good choice. G}?O[    would defirdte~y be an elec~:i~e. ~f the ~;ub~ect ~s of ~nterest to you, than 
would be s fine choice as we~k I have not had anyone Lake GEOL    on~h~e, so [ anl not exacdy sure how ~t w~l~ 
Yes, you ms~y fi~x or scan your adv~sor appr’ow~L If you can scan it directly [:o advisingbrs~dentathletc~)(/~unc.edu and copy nre, 

Othe[wvise yon can Pax it lo nre a~ 919-962-8247 and I can ti:~r~ a a.l it lo Andrea and Spe[~cer m Academic Advising. 

I hope this helps. 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Friday, 12:14 PN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject; Re: Fall Courses Online - 
Also can I fax over the advisor appmvN fom~? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:04 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov~,email.Uncuedu> wrote: 

I moved them to the Supp Ed requirements for courses above ;[99. This just allows you to take more electives, 

Keep me ~osted on your progress with registration, 

"Fhanks, 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, 4:55 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Fall Courses Online - 

Hi Sus~, thank you for geeing a]l that infom~ation to me. lt’s been a big help. On my wor~heet why have geog 

been marked through in my electives? 

educ    and navs 

On Thursday, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

Hi 

][ have atlached fl~e worksheet fl/at we have t~r you~ Le~ me know ift~cre is intbmmtion d~at is di~t~cult ~o real ~]ihere is not a minor m 

SCI noted m the B~4~edn, but )ou could ce~lainJy take several POLl coupes ~ c~ate your own co~centrado~ if you wo~4d ~ike ~o. 

[ received ~mr message aboN your ON }rF.N. ] bdicve it is        But you can reset your ONYF.N and password a~ ONYEN.nnc.edu. 

LN me know if you still need assistance with this. It should wNk you th~mgh the p~cess on the websitc~ 

According to Andrea Cal&~ ell in Academic AdvJsing~ in order to register tier an oNine course )’ou ~ill need ~:~ take the fbllowJ~N steps 

addition to comCeting fl~e titan at this Jir~ ~!!~]/_~%t~:~j~!zcenter.unc.ed~Icp/ccoicco tbm~s,’CCO dean N~:pdf aM fo~,a~ding it m the 

emml address wfemnced below. 
%1[ need ~o complete the Caroli~a Conrse On-line e~m:@nent J~N:~rmatio~ (h~p:/,,’fri&vcentcr.unc.e&r’c~cco/enmlhnent.htm). 

O~ce the fom~ is ready fbr an ~dvisor appmvN, send it ~o advisingforsmdenmthletesz~M~unc.edu so that Swnccr or I can sJg~ the 

and the~ scan it direc@ to the ["riday Certk:r. ~ 

So it ~ems like more stops flaan it really is But let know if anything is naclear. 

Tlmnks. 

From: @gma&com] 
Senti Thursday, $: 52 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Fall Courses Online - 
~ey, 2 quic~ questions [or you. [s there a ~iuor i~ plitica] scieuce? ~d could you send ~c a copy o£ ~y wor~sheet and/or tran~dpt so 
can see what I have already ~ken? 

Than~, 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On at 2:18 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmak~y(t~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 



Yes, esse~tJally a US Diversib, course, an Expcriemial F.d Course, a ] ho~lr 1310[, lab and ~hc re~t am de,lives and m~or 

From: @cjmail.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 1:56 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Fal~ Courses Online - 
I mad my email ~aJn and mNized it w~ a li~le co~hsing on what I u, as ~ng. Basically am those the only ~-o requirements I 
have le~ and then the rest a;e electives and major courts? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:47 PM, "Maloy, SnsaJ~ B" <sbmalo~,-,~;email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Hi 
I just looked over your cumcnlmn worksheet, and it seems to ,ne that you have appmxitnately hours of 
electives, EXSS major courses, a US Diversi .ty course, m~ Experiential Ed course, m~d a BIOL    Lab 
remaining to complete your degree. The electives set you up nicely to complete a few hours online. One course I 
noticed offered online this Fall that will also meet a US Diversi~ mqnimment is SOCI    But really any course 
fl~at you find interesting at fl~is link http:/,’x~a~av.fridaycenter.unc.edu:cpiccoicourses.html would count toward yonr 
degree and be fine to take. Let me know what you think you might want to register for. As I mentioned, I hope to 
be able to connect ruth Academic Advising to review yonr record and will be back in touch with you as soon as I 
can. In the mematime, continue "to review tim Friday Center Website a~d Carolina Courses Online at 
www.t’fidavceuter.unc.edn to find "the steps to enroll and review courses ofl~red in Fall. If you have may specific 
question, don’t hesitate to contact me. 
Thin,ks, 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Snpport Program tbr Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919- 962- 8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 2:46 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Help Please 

I’ve tried resetting and creating a new one, this is the message I got when trying to create the new one "According to the campus directoiy, Your PID is not allowed to 

have a UNC ONYENI Therefore we roll not create one for you at this ti~ne. If you think this is in error; contact the ITS Help Desk at ~ ~ ~- ~ ~ 2 -_~L p or submit a help 

request here: htlps://www.unc.edu’a~-bin/websub;index.pl." 

On Monday,               Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

Have you tried going to ONYEN.unc.edu to reset your ONYEN? 

You should be able to access your acco~mts by going to ConnectCarolina at my.unc.edu, ttave you done this as well? 

I mn in meetings all week this week. I’ll do my best to get back to you when I can. 

Let me lmow what you have been able to access thus far so that I can better assisl you. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:46 PM, @gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Hey Such, without my onyen and password I can’t access a~y of my accomat information including nay tuition and other bills. I registered this weekend 

but cannot see a~y of my accounts. I’ve tried calling to have it reset but can’t get anywhere ruth it. I apologize for all the emails I just want to get 
eveiything settled before its too late. 

Sere from my iPhone 

On at 4:43 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtc, wrote: 

SOC[    would meet a US Dk, ers~t:y and would be ~ good choice. GEOt.    woukt de[in~t:ely be an elective. ~[ the subject is of interest 
to you, than ~t would be ~ fine choice as well ~ have not had anyone take GEOL    online, so I am not exactly sure how it will 

Yes, you m~y fax or scan your ~dv~sor approw~l. ~f you can scan it d~recl:~y to ad¥~siag.[brstude~t~dhlete~’~AP@m~c.edu and copy me, theft 

wou~d be best. (Kherwise you cm~ ~x it lo me at 919-962-8247 and I can R~vmd i* ~o A~drea m~d S~x:aacer in Academic Ads’ising. 

I hope d~is helps. 

Thanks, 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 12:14 PM 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Fall Courses Online - 

AI~ can I t~x over "the advisor approva] form? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:04 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

I moved them to the Supp Ed requirements for courses above I99. Yh~s just a~ows you to t~ke more electives. 

Keep me posted on your progress w~th reg~strat~om 

Thanks, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 2:55 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Help Please 

I finally got it figured out, I must apologize this thing was driving Ine crazy though. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:53 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Have you actually talked with anyone at the ITS ttelp Desk line? That is only place I know to tell you to call. 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

On at 2:46 PM, ~glna~l.com> wrote: 

I’ve tried resetting and creating a new one, this is the message I got when tuing to create the new one "According to the cmnpus directou, 

Your PID is not allowed to have a UNC ONYENI Therefore we will not create one for you at this time. If you think this is in error~ contact 

the ITS Help Desk at ~ ~ ~- ~ ~;~ -~ or submit a help request here: https:L/~vw.unc.edu/ar-bin/websuh/index.pl.’’ 

On Monday,               Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

Have you tried going to ONYEN.unc.edu to reset your ONYEN? 

You should be able to access your accounts by going to ConnectCacolina at mv.mac.edu. Have you done this as well? 

I am in meetings all week this week. I’ll do my best to get back to you when I can. 

Let Ine know what you have been able to access thus far so that I can better assist you. 

Thaaks, 
Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:46 PM,’ ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey SusmL without nay onyen mad password I ca£t access a~y of my account infi~rmation including nay tuition and other bills. 

I registered this weekend but cmmot see any of my accounts. I’ve tried calling to have it reset bu~t can’t get ans~vhere with it. I 

apologize for all the emails I just want to get everything settled before its too late. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 4:43 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wlme: 

5OCI    would mee~: a U5 INver~;Ry and woukt be a good choice. (~EOI_    wouh~ definitely be an ek~c~ive. ~f 
the subject B of ~n~erest to you, than ~t would be a fine choke as well ~ have no~ had anyone take G~OL 
online, so I am not exactly sure how ~t wH~ be. 

Yes, you may fax or scan your advisor approval If you c~n scan ~t directly to 
advisinglb~mdcntatNetesAAP@unc.edu and copy me~ tha~ would be best. ()[he~wi~ you can fhx it to me at 

919-962- g247 and I can tbIa~’aN it m AnNea and Sper~cer i~ Academic A&,ising. 

I hoN this helps. 

Thanks, 

Snsan 

From: @gmail,com] 
Sent-" Friday, 12:14 PM 
To-" Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Re: Fall Courses Online - 



Also ca~ I t~x over the advisor approval Ibnn? 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On , at 5:04 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sb~na]oy,~)em~fil.unc.edu> wrote: 

moved them to the Supp Ed requirements for courses above 199~ This ]us~ aflows ~,ot~ ~o ~H<e 
more e~ect~ves. 

geep me ~osted on your progress >~it~ registration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jelm <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:34 PM 

~hom~ml.com> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Basketbell tutoring 

It looks like Mondays!Wednesdays would work best from :l.I-tI {or roughly riO:SO-:t2:50 if you could do it). 

We would then have, and in one gro~p for PORT ( for and for I which you said wou~d be okay~ The other group wo~ld have 

for FREN 

Let me ]~now ~f this wo~.EId work. 

Jer~r~ 

From: _ ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~0:~7 AN 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Basketball tutoring 

Jenn- 

Please tell me what days and hours you want me there in the afternoon so I can plan around that schedule. Otherwise, I won’t be available. 

See you next week. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Neff-~ ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 11:01 AM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emml.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Study Room Aw~lability 

Stady Room Availabilw.xlsx 

Hi Ben, 
Hem is the tentative schedule you asked for. Based on our conversation, it is veer’ tentative. Based on what you gave me, I don’t think you will have trouble keeping 
the study room covered. I put notes on the first tab tbr you to understand my thought process, the tentative schedule on the second tab, and the total hours tbr each 
permn on the third tab. Please let me know if you have questions or need anything else. 
Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~flmail.com 

at 6:36 PM, Sheu, Benjmnin wrote: 

Karen, 

As I mentioned... This is obviously a work-in-progress. We are trying to get a gauge for how many hours we are still wanting to fill, and make sure we 

are asking specific people about specific times available. 

Just do whatever you can, and we’ll help fill in the gaps as we get closer. 

Thanks! 

~e’.n Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

<Study Room AvailabiliU.xlsx> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               10:32 PM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbma]oy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Classes 

Hey Susan, 

I’m having a little bit of a problem with my schedule would it be possible for me to stop by tomorrow? 

Tha nks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday. August 15, 2013 8:09 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Interns 

Susan, will you send me the two interns’ email addresses? (By the way, we should have them start using their UNC email addresses.) 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudemlilk Center tbr Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

C          F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:44 AM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Classes 

was in 12 hours and dropped a class and now I can’t find anything open to take and am stuck with 9 hours 

Sent from my/phone 

, at 7:12 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email uric edu> ~vrote: 

> Hi 
> I am literally in meetings throughout the entire day today and tomorrow- beginning at 9:30. Not sure if you will get this in time, but can you come first thing this morning around 8:30? 

"¢,q~at sort of trouble are you having! I noticed that you still under a full time load of 12 hours 

Let me know if you can come in this morning. 

Thanks and look forward to seeing you soon 

Susan 

Sent iicom my/Phone 

On at 10:32 PM, "i ))live uric edu> wrote: 

>> Hey Susan 
>> 

>> I’m having a little bit of a problem with my schedule would it be possible for me to stop by tomotrow? 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my !phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:09 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.e&v>- 

Tutoring Policy 

Dr. Brown and Susan: 

We are currently in the process of reviewing and updating out Student Assistance Fund Guidelines. One of the ideas we were considering covering would be any 

student-athlete who needs a tutor that does not fall within your budget. Do you all have a policy as far as which students receive tutoring or more importantly 

criterion for which a student-athlete would not receive a tutor (private tutors included). 

Thank You! 

P.S. I’ve heard ~reat things about some of the changes being made. I’m excited for the school year!! 

~email .unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janine Holland ~anine@ramsclub.com> 

Thursday, 2:55 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

question 

Hey Susan: 

I have already emailed Shelley Johnson about a question I have for John Montgomery....she referred me to you for this ...... 

is looking for a tutor - for his , who is entering UNC this fall as a freshmen.....do you have a person that the 

this year. 

Shelley suggested that she go to the Dey Hall - Learning Lab for free tutoring....and we will suggest this to 

end. 

this.....we do not know what she needs help with ...... Thanks for any help with 

Janine 

i.~.i 75th logo (2)- 

test 

J alm~e 
lanine W. Holland 

Administrative Assistant to John Montgomery- 

Executive Director 

The Rams Club/Educational Foundation 

P.O. Box 2446 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Physical Address: EWAC, 450 Skipper Bowles 

Dr. Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(Direct) 919-843-6431 (IVl) [Fax) 

9:19-84~-5777 

Celebrating the First 75 Years o] Supporting Carolina Student-Athletes 

could contact to help tutor her 

~....but also just wanted to check with you on your 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:28 PM 

~email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susa~ B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Tu~fing Policy 

Hello 

Susan and I have been in meetings all day. We did not quite unc~erstand your question and we thought that perhaps it would be easier to meet briefly next week 

of the week ~ter. We wou~d definitely I~ke to work toward supporth~g the stu~tent--~:hietes and use any ava~hd)~e funds ~:oward tutoring but we ~ton’t un~tersb~n~t 

the scen~rh:~. What would be go,At tk~ing to need to know? {::ou~d ~t wait until the end o[ next week? 

Thank you, 

M~chel]e 

Nentl Thursday,              12:09 PN 
T~ Brown, Nichelle; Naloy, Susan B 
Subje~t~ Tutoring Policy 

Dr. Brown and Susan: 

We are currently in the process of reviewing and updating out Student Assistance Fund Guidelines. One of the ideas we were considering covering would be any 

student-athlete who needs a tutor that does not fall within your budget. Do you all have a policy as far as which students receive tutoring or more importantly 

criterion for which a student-athlete would not receive a tutor (private tutors included). 

Thank You! 

P.S. I’ve heard great things about some of the changes being made. I’m excited for the school yearH 

:~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 1:32 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

HR Documents tbr Athletic Tutoring 

Hi Susan, 

I hope you are doing well. After our meeting a couple of weeks ago I contacted Beth Thompson regarding the necessary paperwork for my work as an academic tutor. Beth 
had some questions regarding how my payroll should be categorized. I haven’t heard back from her, and rd like to follow up to be sure there aren’t any documents I need to 
complete. Are you aware of my status? If not, can you send again Beth’s contact information? I can follow up with her on Monday. 

Thanks, 



From: ~live.unc.e&t> 

Sent: Friday, 2:47 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Classes 

I’ve been searching evelything but can’t find any openings 

Sent from my iPhune 

, at 2:45 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 

> You can always try. to walk in, but there is no guarantee. So if you can resolve by adding no,v, that would be best. Are you searching different combinations of requirements and subject 
disciplines? 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Friday, 2:35 PM 
> To: iVlaloy, Susan B 
> Su~iect: Re: Classes 
> 
> It’s okay. I’m in 9 hours would I be able to walk in a class the first day and be added to the roll? 10 would ~vork for me 
> 

> Sent Iicom my iF’hone 
> 
> ()n~ at 2:28 P]VI. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi 
>> How about we meet on Monday morning around 10am or after? Would that work for you? Sorry I have been so hard to reach this week. 
>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: 
>> Sent: Thursday, 9:01 PM 
>> To: Maloy, Susan B 
>> Sutzject: Re: Classes 

>> Would it be possible for me to come in tomorrow at 830? 

>> Sent from my iPhone 

>> On. , at 7:12 AM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Hi 
>>> ! am literally in meetings throughout the entire day today and tomorrow beginning at 9:30. Not sure if you will get this in time, but can you come first thing this morning around 8:30? 
>>> 

>>> What sort of trouble are you having! I noticed that you sti]l under a full time load of 12 hours 
>>> 

>>> Let me know if you can come in this morning. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks and look forward to seeing you soon. 
>>> 

>>> Susan 
>>> 

>>> Sent from ray iPhone 
>>> 

>>> On at 10:32 PM, " @live.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> Hey Susan, 
>>>> 

>>>> I’m having a little bit of a problem with my schedule would it be possible for me to stop by tomotTow? 
>>>> 

>>>> Thanks, 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> Sent from ray iPhone 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 5:09 PM 

Maloy, Susa~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutoring this Semester! 

Hello, Susan! 

I am writing to let you know that I have accepted a and won’t be able to tutor this year! I 

will be available during the summers, however. 

My husband,.             .. has been in contact with you and would love to help out this semester. If you can, please use him! He, too, is a Teaching 

Fellow and is very qualified to tutor History, English, Afri, and INLS! 

Thank you so much for everything. I hope to be able to tutor again this summer! 

Sincerely, 

) 



From: ~live.unc.e&~> 

Sent: Friday, 5:28 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Classes 

searched alot of classes and the ones that are open are the same time as ones I am already enrolled in Could I possibly take an online? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:39 PM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 

Try searching and enrolling after 5pm today as more seats may open up at the end of Orientation today. 

..... Orivinal Messave ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 2:47 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Classes 

I’ve been searching everything but can’t find an?- openings 

Sent from my iPhone 

Or , at 2:45 PM. "Maloy, Susar~ ]~" <sbmaloy@email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

>> You can always tW to walk in, but there is no guarantee. So if you can resolve by adding now, that would be best Are you searching different combinations of requirements and sutzject 
disciplines? 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: 
>> Sent: Friday, 2:35 PM 
>> To: Maloy, Susan B 
>> Subject: Re: (;lasses 
>> 

>> It’s okay. rm in 9 hours would I be able to walk in a class the first day and be added to the roll? 10 would work for me 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On, , at 2:28 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> tli ~ 
>>> tIow about we meet on Monday morning around 10am or after? Would that work [’or you? Sorry I have been so hard to reach this week. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> Sent: Thursday, ,9:01 PM 
>>> To: Maloy, Susan B 
>>> Subject: Re: Classes 

>>> Would it be possible for me to come in toraorroxv at 830? 

>>> Sent from my iPhone 

>>> On at 7:12 A_’v~ "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Hi 
>>>> I am literally in meetings throughout the entire day today and tomorroxv beginning at 9:30. Not sure if you will get this in time, but can you come first thing this morning arotmd 8:30’? 

>>>> What sort of trouble are you havingt I noticed that you still under a full time load of 12 hours. 

>>>> Let me kmoxv if you can come in this morning. 

>>>> Thanks and look forward to seeing you soon. 

>>>> Susan 

>>>> Sent fiom my iPhone 

>>>> On at 10:32 PM. "i @live.tmc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Hey Susan, 

>>>>> I’m having a little bit of a problem with my schedule would it be possible for me to stop by tomorro~v? 

>>>>> Thal~.:s, 

>>>>> Sent fi-om my iPhone 



-E×SS 

- 

-E×SS 

~hanks ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:35 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

tntoring tbr ECON 

Susan, 

In my meeting with he expressed a great deal of concern about having tutors for ECON 

tutors but I wanted to bring it to your attention. 

Please provide me with some information so that I can answer him if he asks our status~ 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

. _m_j_c_b_ ~_[!. _e_ .b_ r_._o_~ .n @v_ n__c_:_e_d u_. 
office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

I assume you are aware of this course and the need for a 



From: @live.unc.e&~> 

Sent: Friday, 6:45 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Classes 

I’m interested in that. My parents said it was okay. Can we just discuss my last class in our meeting Monday? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:42 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 

> You can take online, but it costs more 
> 

Orivinal Messave ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Friday 5:28 PM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: Re: Classes 
> 

> I searched alot of classes and the ones that are open are the same time as ones I am alrea@ enrolled in. Could I possibly take an online? 
> 

> Sent from my/phone 
> 

> On , at 3:39 PM. "Maloy, Susar~ ]~" <sbmaloy@emaihtmc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Try searching and enrolling after 5pro today as more seats may <)pen up at the end of Orientation today. 
>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: 
>> Sent: Friday, 2:47 ]?M 
>> To: Maloy, Susan B 
>> Sutzject: Re: Classes 
>> 

>> I’ve been searching everything but can’t :find any openings 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On : at 2:45 P]VI, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> You can always try to walk in but there is no guarantee. So if you can resolve by adding now, that would be best. Are you searching different combinations of requirements and subject 
disciplines? 
>>> 
>>~ ...... Original Message ..... 

>>> Sent: Friday 2:35 PM 
>>> To: Maloy, Susan B 
>>> Sut~ject: Re: Classes 

>>> It’s okay rm in 9 hours wou]d 1 be able to walk in a class the first day and be added to the roll, 10 would work for me 

>>> Sent from ray iPhone 

>>> On at 2:28 PM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Hi~ 
>>>> How about we meet on Monday morning around 10am or after? Would that work fi~r you’? Sorry I have been so hard to reach this week. 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>>> Sent: Tr~ursday, ~ ~ 9:01 PM 
>>>> To: Maloy, Susan B 
>>>> Subject: Re: Classes 

>>>> Would it be possible for me to corae in tomorrow at 830? 

>>>> Sent from ray iPhone 

>>>> On , at 7:12 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Hi 
>>>>> I am literally in meetings ttnoughout the entire day today and tomorrow beginning at 9:30. Not sttre if you will get this in time, but can you come first thing this morning around 8:30? 

>>>>> ~aat sort of trouble are you having! I noticed that you still under a fiall time load of 12 hours. 

>>>>> Let me know if you cal’~ come in fl~is morning 

>>>>> Thanks and look forward to seeing you soon. 

>>>>> Susan 

>>>>> Sent from my/Phone 

>>>>> On at 10:32 PM, " @live unc edu> wrote: 



>>>>>> Hey Susan, 

>>>>>> I’m having a little bit of a problem with m~’ schedule would it be possible i’or me to stop by tomorro~v? 

>>>>>> Sent fi-om my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:45 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: tu~toring for ECON 

Thanks - weren’t you leaving? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 6:42 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: tutoring for ECON 

I have 3 ECON tutors right now, 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Friday, 6:35 PM 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: tutoring for ECON 

Susan, 

in my meeting with he expressed a great deal of concern about having tutors for ECON I assume you are aware of this course and the need for a 

tutors but I wanted to bring it to your attention. 

Please provide me with some information so that I can answer him if he asks our status. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

reich ellebrawn (6~u nc.ed u 

office: (9:19) 962-9533 

fax: (9~9)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB~3~07 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3~07 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.m~c.edu: 

Saturday,               8:37 PM 

Maloy, S u~n B <sbmaloy@emaiL unc.edu~ 

Email 

Susan, will you send me     and       ; email addresses? 

Also, have you directed them to start using UNC email? 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading azld Writing Specialist 
Univer~ty ofNoVth Cayolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. Campus Box 3107 

Chapel HnL NC 275991 T (919) 962-223"7 

C,          F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Sunday, August 18, 2013 2:53 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma~loy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: One Appendix Missing 

Thanks. Haha                                              I have my ipad, so I can at least make minor changes._ I am pretty sure I know where I need to add 

it in, so t will borrow my brother’s laptop to ma]~e the changes quk:klV, f should be aMe ~:o get thb back to you by tomorrow (technk:aHy today). Are you ok ~f ~ust 

add R ~n a~ d~e end as Appendix J? or wou~d you ~]~e it to go ~r~ order of when we reh~mence 

~ can do e~[her, it’s more personal pre~:erence. 

~ wHf be ~n the sir in ~ke 6 hours, so ] th~nk ~ can get ~t to you st [he end of the nighL 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutoda~ Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b s h e u @ ern~ u no. e d u 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Saturday, August 17, 2013 7:32 PM 

Te: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: One Appendix Missing 

Hi Ben, 

I hope you are enjoying your time away. 

Just going over the Manual and it looks like one form is missing from the appendix. Will you be able to add the attached from where you are? I guess it depends if 

you have your laptop with you or not. 

Thanks for your help. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tuto~al Coordinator/Ac~emic Counselor 

[~C Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(t~emaJl, unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 2:08 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Classes and Sakai 

SolD" Susan I should have been more sNcific! I’m out in for the                               ! It’s tile 
so you know I’m not missing school for something minor. I’m having still having troubles finding my teachers e~nails so if you could help ~ne out that would be awesome! 

I’ll keep tlying tonight though. Im son)’ its so late as well, I’m three hours behind out west here 

O11 Mon, ; at 10:46 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy(a)email.m~c.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I am not sure ~:hat yot~r classes will show up on Sakai un~:il (:las~;e~; actually begin, f wot~ld suspect that you should ~;ee thi~; info by tomorrow. Regardless, you will 

need to email your professors to introduce yourself and inform them Lhat you are registered [:or their course and that you inLend to remain enrolled Lhis 

semester despite Lhe fact that you will not be able to reLurn until     (When?)~ Be sure to indicate why you are unable Lo return this t:irsL week. Your instructors 

are noted on your class schedule in ConnectCarolina, and you can find their email addresses through the online directory 

https://itsapps.unc.edu/dir/dirSearch/v~ew.htm;jsessi~nid=7~7c8935f:~d:~66:I423f2233254cc.~D-appsrv4p-~-in~ 

Please let me know when you will be returning to class and what it is that is keeping from returning this week, Hopefully Academic Advising will be able to 

reach out to your professors as we~l to ~nform them of yot~r absence I3ut I need more detai~ from you in order for Advising to be of assistance. Bottom 

however, is for you to inform the tutors on your own. 

hope this is somewhat helpful. Let me know if you have any additional questions. 

Thanks, 

From: ,~, clmail,com] 
Sent: Mtonday, 12:22 AM 
To-" IVlaloy, Susan I~ 

Subject; Classes and Sakai 

Hey Susan, 

My name is           and I’m apaA of the_                    team. We met briefly during summer session 1, but I’m not sure if you remember me or not. 

Anyways I’m hmdng trouble finding my courses on Sakai. I’ve never had this problem in the past but when I log onto SakaJ my courses are simply not there. I’m not 

sure if it’s just me or theres something I have to do to get them to show up but I need to reach out to my teachers to let them know that I will be unable to attend the 

first week of class due to a commitment I have made back home. Coach Breschi, Myers, Hohnan and Fifes are all aware of this so you don’t have to won),. If you 

could get back to me asap that would be thntastic as classes start Tuesday, 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beflael, Bradley Richard <bbeflael@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:50 AM 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~email.~mc.edu>; 

Mdtoy. Susan B <sb~n~Joy@email.unc.edtp. 

Fa),l ASPSA Learning Services Training Evaluation 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

ALSs and Susan, 

When ,¢ou have ~5 --20 minutes, please click on the [ink below to provide feedback on last week’s training. Your responses will be anon,¢mous, and I greatb¢ 

appredate your honest feedback. Thanks. 

I’ve invi’~d you to till out the tb~ Fall     ASPSA I~arning Services TrMnMg EvMuafion. To fill it ouk visit: 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading ;rod Writi~g Specialis~ 
U,~ive,’si~" of North Ca~)~i~m at CloNed 
Academic Sappo~X Program l~r Studenl-A~le~es 
I oudeun~lk Ce*~ter S>r Excel~e*~ce 
344 R idge Rd. ~ Campus Box 3107 
C~apd Hi, I, NC 27599 ~ T (919) 962-2237 

~ F (919) 962-.8247 
b radl ey. befl~el (d m~c. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Myers, Patrick Jacob <patmyers@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:10 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Susan, yes he was actually in our meeting yesterday as well as today. Coach Toomy has called and left him a voice mail so we are just waiting to hear back. I will let you know once 

he gets back to us. 

From: <Maloy>, Susan B <sbrnaloy@email.unc~edu> 

Date: Tuesday,               12:03 PM 

To: "Myers, Patrick Jacob" <Ra___t___m___y__e___r__s___@___u___n__£:__e__d___u_.> 

Cc: "Breschi, Joe" <brescN@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Hi Pat, 
s registration is showing up as Canceled enrollment for Fall 

this semester? 
Thanks, 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’~(?~ email, uuc .edu 

. I know that he attended the meeting yesterday. Do you know what his status is for 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 12:10 AM 

Malay, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Classes and Sakai 

I’ll be able to retunl to class a week today 

On Tue, at 2:56 PM, Malay, Susan B <sbmaloY~emaiLlmc.edu> wrote: 

What d~te will you b~-_~ ~ble to tel:urn [o class? 

From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday,_ 2:08 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Classes and Sakai 

Son?’ Susan I should have been more specific! I’m out in              t for the.      .                                It’s the 

~ you kmow I’m not missing ~hool tbr something minor. I’m having still having troubles finding my teachers emaJls so if you could help me out that would be 

awesome! I’ll keep trying tonight though. Im sorry its so late as well, I’m three hours behind out west here 

On Moil, at 10:46 AM, Malay, Susan B <sbmalov(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Of course I remember you~ I hope you had a great summer. 

I am not sure that your classes will show up on Sakai until classes actually begin. I would suspect that you should see this info by tomorrow~ Regardless, you will 

need to emaH your ~)rofessors to k~troduce yourself and inform them tha~: you are regis~:ered for their course ~nd that you k~tend to remain enrolled thb 

semester despRe the fact ~:hat you will no~: be able to return until ............ (When?). Be sure to mdic~te why you are unaMe to return [:h~s first week, Your instructors 

are noted on your class schedule in ConnectCaroHna, and you can find their emaH addresses through the online directory 

https://itsapps.unc.edu/dir/dirSearch/view.htm~sessi~nid=7~7c8935f~d~66~423f2233254cc.~D appsrv4p-O in. 

f,’lease tel me know when you will be returning to class and what iL is Lhat is keeping from returning this week. Hopefully Academic Advising will be able to 

reach out to your professors as well to inform them of your absence. But I need more detail from you in order for Advising to be of assistance~ Bottom line, 

how~:av~:_~r,, is for you [:o h’d:orm the tu[ors or~ your owrL 

I hop*:_~ this is som*-’_~what helph.d, Let me know if you have any additional questions, 

Thanks, 

From: ( .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Non~ay, zz:zz AN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Classes and Sakai 

tley S usa~], 

My name is            and I’m apa~ of the                           We met briefly during summer session 1, but I’m not sure if you remember me or not. 

Anyways I’m having trouble tinding my courses on Sakai. I’ve never had this problem in the past but when I log onto SakaJ my courses are simply not there. I’m not 
sure if it’s just me or theres something I have to do to get them to show up but I need to reach out to my teachers to let them know that I will be unable to attend the 

first week of class due to a comlnitment I have made back home. Coach Breschi, Myers, Holman and Fifes are oil aware of this so you don’t have to WOlry. If you 

could get back to me asap that would be fantastic as classes start Tuesday, 

Th~s 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 12:41 AM 

Malay, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Classes and Sakai 

I have been tlying to navigate through connect carolina, sakai and myunc but the internet here is horrible. I’m redlly stressing out about getting a hold of my professors. I 

should have taken care of this earlier I know but I’ve been so busy and everything kind of just creeped up on me. I’m really salty ibr thromng all of this at you Susan 
but if there is any way yon can get a hold of my profs or even CC me on the emails I wonld be so grateful, 

Thanks again for everything 

On Wed,             at 12:09 AM, 
I’ll be able to return to class a week today 

~mail.com> wrote: 

On Tue, at 2:56 PM, Malay, Susan B <sblnaloY~,email.unc.edu > wrote: 

What date wilt yot~ be able to return to class.> 

From: 9qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:08 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Classes and Sakai 

Sony Susan I should have been more specifi!! I’m out in               for the                  championships’. It’s the 

so you ki~ow rm not missing school for something minor. I’m having still having tronbles finding my teachers emails so if yon could help me out that wonld be 

awesome! I’ll keep tD~ing tonight though. Im sorry its so late as well, I’m three hours behind out west here 

On Man, at 10:46 AM, Malay, Susan B <sbmalo~,\@emailm~c.edu> wrote: 

Of course I remember you. I hope you had a great summer~ 

I am not sure that your classes will show up on Sakai until classes actually begin. I would suspect that you should see this info by tomorrow~ Regardless, you 

will need to emai~ your professors to ~ntroduce Vo~rsel[ and inform t:hem that you are registered for t:heir course and t:hat you ~nl:et~d t:o remain enro~k~d l:h~s 

semester despiLe the fact that you will not be able to reLurn until __~{When’?). Be sure to indicate why you are unable ~o return th~s [:irs[ week. Your 

instructors are noted on your class schedule ~n Connec~Caro~b~a, and you can find their ema~f addresses through the online d~rectory 

h ttps:!!itsapps.unc.edu!dir!dirSearch!view.htm;jsessionid=707c8935fld 1661423f2233254cc.ID_appsrv4p-O_in. 

Please let me know when you will be returning to class and what it is that is keeping from returning this week~ Hopefully Academic Advising will be able to 

reach out to your professors as well to inform them of your absence. But I need more detail from you in order for Advising to be of assistance. Bottom line, 

however, is ~or you to inform th~:_~ tutors on Vo~r own 

hope t:his is somewhat helpful, t.et: m~-_~ know if you haw:, any additional questions. 

Thanks, 

From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 12:22 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Classes and Sakai 

Hey Snsan, 

My name is           and I’m apart of the                    team. We met briefly during summer session 1, bnt rm not sure if yon remember me or not. 

Anyways I’m having tronble finding my courses on SaJ~ai. I’ve never had this problem in the past but M~en I log onto Sakai my courses are simply not there. I’m 

not sure if it’s j ust me or theres something I have to do to get them to show up but I need to reach out to my teachers to let them know that I will be unable to 

attend the first week of class dne to a commitment I have made back home. Coach Breschi, Myers, Hohnan and Fifes are all awa;e of this so you don’t have to 

worry. If you could get back to me asap that would be fantastic as classes start Tuesday, 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:53 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Hours & Payroll 

Hi Susan, I just had a couple of questions/comments: 

1) I tried to use my Onyen to log out last night over the phone app, but I’m not sure if it registered my punch out time. I just want to make sure it doesn’t 

come up as me having worked from 600 last night to 600 today! 

2) In terms of hours I can work, I’m still waiting to hear on one class that will meet once per week for about an hour. I’m hoping I’ll know about that soon. I 

just wanted to ask what ~/our needs are in terms of daytime vs. nighttime hours. I think I’d like to work a morning or two each week, along with Wednesday 

nights to start out, if that’s okay. Otherwise, I can work two nights to start and maybe pick up another morning or night shift when I turn in my field paper 

on the 6th. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Thursday. ~ 8:48 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

I did. In wt. room with coach clatz. 

I had      meeting with         ,. And yes meet with him. 

who thinks he is going to be drafted. Not on GIA however. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday,, 8:36 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: 
Hey Mike, 

Did you find you notebook yesterday? 

Did you have on your coaches meeting list yesterday? I’m thinking he might have been another who I had identified but may have not been on your 

list as well. Thoughts? 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

~med.unc.edtt> 

Thursday.               8:55 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B ~.sbma~oy@email.unc.edu> 

Missed orientation trairfing 

Hi Susan, 
I wanted to know what times would work best for you to make up the times for Tuesdays missed training for 

and I. 

We were in class during that time and would like to make up this training by coming in this weekend and revie;ving the video as you suggested. 

We are available Saturday 10-4 and Sunday 12-6. 

Please let me know which times/dates work best for you 

Thanks’. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail,com> 

Thursday, 10:34 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tuk~r Training 

Hi Susan, 

I just wanted to check in to find out the times for the video showings this weekend. I’m most available this evening (Thursday), Friday 
afternoon(any time alter 12:3o), and Sunday afternoon. Although, I’d be able to move around my schedule on Saturday and Sunday. dust let 
me know what works best. 

Also, I believe you already have my availability, for the semester but just in ease, I have open availability, Sunday-Thursday evenings so I can 
work with whichever days are best for student-athletes’ schedules and demand for the subjects but wouldn’t be able to start sessions before 
7pm. 

Thanks! 

On Sun, at 10:41 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sb,nalov~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

This will be fine. We will be video taping the training, so if you are later than 15 minutes, you can view the parts that you missed. Or perhaps staying after for a 

few m~nutes would work out fine as we~L 

Thank you for letth~g me know. 

Look forward to seeing 

F~m: ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 2:~ PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Tutor Training 

Hi Susan, 

Thanks for your update email, I look fo~vard to seeing you on Tuesday and Wednesday. I am writing because I wanted to know if it’d be 
okay if I were a t~w minutes late? Typically, I leave my other job around 6pm. I spoke with my employer and may be able to leave early to 
arrive by 6, but if not I’ll be around ~5 minutes late. I’d be willing to stay a bit afterwards to find out what I missed. 

I may be reached via phone or email with your response. 

Thank you ! 

The University~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Exercise & Sport Science - Fitness Professional (BA) 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Exercise & Sport Science - Fitness Professional (BA) 



Fl’l)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:46 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Texbook Pro-Packaging Service - Fall - MAKE YOUR RQUEST NOW!! 

Hi Susan, 

I jnst picked np my pro-packaged books from the studem store and the only problem is it seems they forgot to put my BUSI    book on the list. Not sum if it was a 
problem with the book or what. They didn’t put the class on my list so I’m not really sum what the issue was because I have been enrolled in it since last year. 

Thanks and have a groat day, 

O11 at 10:53 PM, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

Thanks 

(mr t~-:~>:tbo.:_q~ form whenever you ~re ready to do s.:_~, 

Sent: Monday, 8:56 PH 
To= Haloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: Texbook Pro-Packaging Service - Fall - MAKE YOUR RQUE~ NOWH 

Hi Su~ 

For the re.books, I’m set to go with all my classes for my books to be pre-packaged. 

Thanks and see you soon, 

I will req~aest books for all :1.3 hours. If yoga should add an additional class, you will need to purchase the t÷xtbooks thro~agt~ the use of 

On ,, at 9:35 AM, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

H ey G uys, 

I hope you all have had a wonderful summer; I look forward to seeing you all in a little over a week. R ow that lhe fall semester is just around lhe corner, I need yon to 

let me know how you wanl Io handle your textbooks in forms of having lhem pro-packaged. Please simply respond Io this email with lhe number of your selection and 

the courses for which you would like lo have your books pre-packaged as soon asyou can. If you are nncerlain whelher or not you plan ~o keep a specific course, do 

nol requesl lhose books at lhistime, as all books for dropped conrses musl be returned. Any books that you do not receive lhrough INs pre-packaged service can be 

purchased lhrough lhe use of our book requisition form upon your arrival ~o campus. 

1. I am comforlable with my full schedule; please have all of my books pro-packaged 

2. I am comforlable wilh mosl of my schedule; please pre-package all books for my courses except for ....... (loll me the class} 

3. I am not comfortable wilh my schedule; please do N OT pre-package my books 

You will be able 1o pick up your pre-packaged books on lhe firsl floor of the bookslore beginning August 19tl" (assuming I receive your selection by then} during normal 

bookstore hours, 7:30am-gpm (I believe). If yon have any qneslions, however, feel free 1o call me. 

Again, I hope all is wellfor yon and I look forward to seeing you soon, 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinalx~r/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Snpport Program tbr Studenh-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: ~email.uuc.edtc, 

Sent: Thursday, 7:56 PM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: Tutor 

Susan, 

As requested, here is 

~gmail.com 

Best, 

information, a possible tutor: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, ):59 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Video Today 

Hi Sk~san, 

That is fine. I can come in tomorrow at :E[am, If you should get the video today, I can also come in this afternoon as well. 

Also do you have an idea of my schedule? I am needing to set office hours, rA meel:~ngs and other things 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 9:33 AM 

To; 

Subject; Video Today 

Hi 

Something tells me we may not be ready for you to view the video today at :l:lam. I have not received the edited version from New Media as of 9:30 this morning. 

Would you be able to come in some time tomorrow? 

Sorry about the inconvenience. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabeth M --~emlyons~email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 10:57 AM 

MaJ, oy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: meeting 

We talked about this yesterday; are you comfortable letting him try on his own and jumping in if we have to? 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 10:34 AM 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth N 
Subject: RE: meeting 

Hello Beth, 

I apologize that I have not responded to you earlier. I was still trying to get my schedule situated. I feel like I will be on top of my school work this 

semester with the classes that I have. Is there any way that I could contact you if I needed anything later on? I do not really have a feel for how the 

classes will be yet, but in a couple weeks I think I should. Thank you for contacting me, and I will stay in touch. 

Thank you, 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:37 AM 

To: 

Subject: meeting 

Hello 

I was hoping to touch base with you early this sernester to see what, if any, resources and suppor~ I can assist you with. Please let rne know what day/time you are 

free to meet within the next few days. 

Thanks! 

Be~_h Lyons 

Learning Specialis~_ 

Academic Support for S~_udent A~_hletes 

koudermiik Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-3107 

.e____m__[ ~ _o__D__s__@___e___m___a_jJ :_ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ : _e_ _ _d_ _ _u- 

[. 919.843.6029 

c~ 

f. 919-962.82,$7 



Th~nks, I will come i;n tomorrow. ~ do ,a4st~ to work eve~,~n:gs- h~ fact ~ turned ~wn teash~ng ~ c~a:ss ~ be ab:~e to t~t~r ~ tt~e ever,~ngs so those hours are 

extremely ~mpor~ant. ::1 had a~so p~t dow~ 6pm-lOpm or~ Su~3 in addition ~o 8pm:-~Opm on Mo~ and 8pm-lOpm on Wed. ~s far as the daytime hours:: those 

are fJ::~qe ~oo but ~.am stsr~ng to schedule other th:{ngs. For i~a~aace, ~ might have a TA meeting at &&am on Thursday e~*en though this is ~ot set ~ust yet. l::n 

those day dine ~#o~rs ~sted should be j~st {i#e at th~s point except 9ossibly Thursday at 1 ! - f wil~ have to ge back te you on: that. 

F:r:~m: Maloy., S~J~an B < sbm:a::::oy@emaiLu:n:c:edu> 

Subje~:: RE: V~deo Toda,i 

S,s:x-y about th~ 

~9-982-9g~2 
919-962-2247 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:07 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Academic Meetings 

My schedule is finalized, th~k you 

On at 9:54 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo,,l({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Guys, 
Please come by my office as soon as you can to schedule a standing weekly meeting appointment for the Fall semester. It would be much easier for 
me to handle the scheduling of these meetings in person with each of you rather than through email. Please swing by when you can. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy,~;email.~mc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc> 

Friday, 2:06 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tutor work scheduling 

Hello Ms. Maloy, 

I just wanted to follow up with you again on scheduling. At the meeting it completely slipped my mind that I made a commitment to fill in for a colleague 
to work as an                  from September 16-20th from around 3:30pm-9:OOpm. I realize that this is very inconvenient for scheduling as that is 
probably soon after you want me to start. I could still work either Sunday before/after those dates. 

Thank you again very much for the interview and the opportunity to be a part of your staff, 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 
BA- Exercise and Sport Science- Athletic Training 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 9:06 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Training 

Hi Susan, 

I apologize for not making the video showing. My move into my apartment was delayed a week and then again until yeste~lay morning and things took longer than 

anticipated. I will be available tonight, tomorrow night and Tnesday morning (before noon) to see everything as soon as possible. If another time is needed I can look at 

my work schedule since things are returning to normal with my day to day routine. 

Sorry again tbr the inconvenience’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:38 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <:s__bjin__’_a__!9_y__(a_2_emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
1 am hoping to start the D~,y I video at 11am tomorrow (Saturday). I b÷lieve you will need to watch the first hour of Day ~1. and a~l of Day 2, dght? 
Perhaps you could break for lunch after the first hour and come back for the ~ast 2 hours. 
Wo.dd thi~t work for you? 

Thanks, 
Sus~t~ 

From: @q na com] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:34 AH 
To: NMoy, Susan B 
S~bjeet: Re: Tutor Training 
Hi Susan, 
I just wanted to check in to find out the times for the video showings this weekend. I’m most available this evening (Thursday), 
Friday a~ernoon(any time after 12:3o), and Sunday afternoon. Although, I’d be able to move around my schedule on Saturday and 
Sunday. 5ust let me know what works best. 
Also, I believe you already have my availability tot the semester but just in case, I have open availability Sunday-Thursday 
evenings so I can work with whichever days are best for student-athletes’ schedules and demand for the subjects but wouldn’t be 

able to start sessions before ~m. 
Thanks[ 

On Sun, ~ at 10:41 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloY@emaJl.mlc.edu> wrote: 

This will be fine, We will be video taping the [:rairl~t?g, 5;.:~ it }’o~1 are ~ater than I5 minute~b you can view tile parts t:hat you m~ssed, Or perhaps st:aying 
after for a few minutes would work out fine ~s well. 
Thank you for ~etdng me know. 
Look forward to seeing you. 

From: 
Sent-" Sunday, 2:~ PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
SubjeCt= Tutor TraiNng 
Hi Susan, 
Thanks for your update email, I look [brward to seeing you on Tuesday and Wednesday. I am writing because I wanted to know if 
it’d be okay if I were a [bw minutes ]ate? T~#iea]]y, I leave my other job around 6pm. ~ spoke with my employer and may be able to 
leave early to arrive by 6, but if no[ I’ll be around ~5 minutes lake. I’d be willing to skay a bit afterwards to find out what I missed. 
~ may be reached via phone or emai] with zour response. 
Thank you t 

The University ot North Carolina at Chapel ttill ’ 
Exercise & Sport Science - Fitness Professional (BA) 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Exercise & Sport Science - Fitness t rofessional (BA) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~med.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:17 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Missed orientation training 

Hi Susan, 
I’m sorry, for missing the make-up i 

Thanks for the opportunity to make up the class. I have internship tomorrow 8-5, but I can come after flaat I will be coming from Burlington so I probably will be in town around 5:45. 

I am also free anytime Tuesday before 5:30 I have class that day 5:30-8:30 

Thanks Susan! 

, at 8:05 P2~ "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> ;Vl-ote: 

Hi 
We missed you yesterday VVhen would you be available tomorro;v and/or Tuesday? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~med unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:55 AM 
Tu: Maluy, Susan B 
Subject: Missed urientation training 

Hi Susan, 
I wanted to knuw what times would wurk best fur yuu tu make up the times for Tuesdays missed training for and I 

We were in class during that time and would like tu make up this training by cuming in this weekend and reviewing the video as yuu suggested. 

We are available Saturday 10-4 and Sunday 12-6 

Please let me know which times/dates wurk best for you. 

Thanks ! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail,com> 

Sunday, 10:16 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tuk3r TraJning 

Tuesday at 9 would be perfect! Should I Ineet you in your office? 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 8:02 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(cbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Could you come Tuesday morning at 9am? We have another tutor coming at that time, so this would work out perfectly. 

Susan 

F~m: ~qmail.com] 
~e~ Sunday, 9:06 AN 
To= Naioy, Susan B 
~b]e~tl Re: Tutor Training 

Hi Susa~ 

I apologiz~ [br not ma~ng ~ video showing. My mow Jato my a~flm~at was d~l~y~d a w~k and ih~n again until y~sl~Klay morning and fl~ings bok 

long~r than anticipated. I will b~ avaihbl~ bnigh~ tomo~ow night and Tu~ay morning (b~£or~ noon) b ~ ~wD~ing ~s ~on ~ ~ssibb. ffano~r 

tim~ is n~ded I ~an look at my work ~h~dul~ sin~ things a~ ~mming to no~J with my day b ~y routin~. 

So~~ ag~Jn £or th~ inconwni~nc~ 

Sere from my iPhone 

On, at 11:38 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy({femail.unc.edu> wrote: 

H~ 

I am hoping to start ~:he Day :]. video at :l:].arn tomorrow (Sa~:urday), [ believe you will need to watch the first hour o~ Day 1 and N~ of Day 2, 

r~gh~:? Perhaps you could break h:~r lunch afl:er ~:he first hour and come back for ~:he ~ast 2 hours 

Would d~at work for you? 

Th a n ks, 

From: @_gg)NLg_gE]] 

Sent~ Thursday, ~0:34 AM 
To~ ~aloy, Susan B 

Subject~ Re: Tutor Training 

Hi Susan, 

I just wanted to cheek in to find out the times for the video showings this weeken& I’m most available this evening 

(Thursday), Friday afternoon(any time after ~:3o), and Sunday afternoon. Although, I’d be able to move around my 

schedule on Saturday and Sunday. Just let me know what works best. 

Also, I believe you already have my availabili~~ for the semester but just in ease, I have open availability Sunday- 

Thursday evenings so I can work with whichever days are best for studenbathletes’ schedules and demand for the 

subjects but wouldn’t be able to start sessions before 7pm. 

Thanks~ 

On Sun, at 10:41 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmalov~T~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

This will be fine. We wilt be video ~aping the training, so it: you are la~er than ~5 mbmtes, you can view the par~s that you m~ssed. Or 
perhaps stay~ng sfter for s few m~nutes wetHd work out fine ss well. 
Thank you for letting me know. 
Look forward to seeing you. 
Susan 

F~m: . }qmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 2:~ PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
g~bject= Tutor Training 
Hi Susan, 
Thanks for your update email, ~ look ~orward to seeing you on Tuesday and Wednesday. I am writing because ~ wanted 
to know if it’d be okay ifI were a few minutes la~e? ~pieal]y, ~ leave my other job around 6pm. ~ spoke with my 
employer and may be able to leave eaHy to arrive by 6, but if not I’ll be around 15 minutes late. ~’d be willing to stay a 
bit afterwards to find out what I misse& 
I may be reached via phone or email wRh your response. 
Thank you ~ 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Exercise & Sport Science - Fitness t rofessional (BA) 



The University" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Exercise & Sport Science - Fitness Professional 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 7:51 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbnmloy@email.unc.edu> 

Potential TIM issue and video makeup 

Hi Susan, 

I apologize for missing the video on Saturday, I was out of town. I have a meeting Wednesday night this week at Kenan that should end around 6 or 6:30. Do you 

think it would be possible to walk over and watch the video a£ter my meeting? 

Also, I had some TIM issues over the summer and I was not able to transfer my hours when I clocked in Wednesday night. I believe you ave able to transfer it from 

your end. Would it be possible to check? 

Thanks! 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:08 AM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: MATtt 

Susan, 

I stopped by your office just a little bit ago but you were not there. I wanted to talk about my MATH    class because it is not how I expected the class to 

be. The class is not taught, we have to do most of the learning on our own and I am not sure whether I am doing the problems correct or not. I may need a 

tutor for this class to help me go over the material, explain formulas to me, and help go through practice problems. I apologize for not reaching out to you 

earlier. Maybe there is a time that I can stop by your office to talk about it in person. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

How’s this look? 

Sunday 

Lead 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:39 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~Jloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monitor Schedule 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

I Monday l Tuesday ~_ Wednesday I Thursday 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell:! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsbeu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:45 AM 

~live. anc.edtr~ 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu-~; Maloy, S usan B <sbmaloy@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Medieval History? 

Thanks [:or getdng back to me so quickly. 

I will make the adjustment to your schedule. 

As far as time Apes, we are in the process of trying to find more tutors --- and may be able to spread the load a little bit better. 

Please le~ m~:_~ know as soon as this load 8~-_d:s to b~-_~ challenging, so we have an urs~-:~ncy to find those sp~-_~cific subjects. 

The sooner you can let me know iF you can handle it or not, ~:he quicker t misht b~-_~ able to find a substitute. 

Worst case scenario, we may swap some of these students around so that they wilt only ~et one session per’ week instead of two for some to lishten the load. 

I appreciate your honesty and willingness to let us know what’s Aping on. 

~.et me know if there’s anything else we can do. 

From: @gmail.com [mailto: @gmail.com] On Behalf Of 

Sent: Tuesday, ~ 10:40 AM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: Re: Medieval History? 

Hi Ben, 

Honeslly, I would be far more comfortable tutoring Medieval History than Ancient Hislory or the C~eek History, which I also cm~ntly have. So I’ll say yes. 

But I do want to be honest as far as the commitment of 8 hours per week is concerned. While rm thrilled from a ,nonetmy s~ndpoint, and also thrilled that you and 

Susan are able to use my specialties efficiently for the student athletes, I am already concerned that 8 hours a week roll be too much for me this semester. I’m willing to 

give it a tu for the first few weeks and see how things fall out with schedule smtching, etc. But in case it does prove to be too mucl~ I wanted to ask what options are 

available to me and how and when you prefer me to communicate this to you? 

Thanks for you understanding. 

Besl wishes, 

On Tue at 10:32 AM, bsheu <_b_~!Le___u_,@_e___n_L@_:__u_9__c_:__e__d_t_g- wrote: 

Hey 

Are you able to tutor Medieval Histou? 

mentioned she is the TA for that course and she has one of her students that had requested tutoring. 

I can place her into the empF 8pm on Thursday if this works. 

Let me know. 

Thanks! 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

bsheu((-~ email .unc .edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

Department of Histo~ 

University of North Caxolina at ChaNl Hill 

~live.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:47 PM 

~gmail.com>;                        ,~)emaJl.unc.e&t>; 

~gmml.com>;                            ~emaJd .unc.edu-~; 

B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtv~; ~live.unc.edtr~; 
~-~ @live.unc.edu:>; ~email.unc.edu>; 

Ev~Jualion 

~email.unc.edu>; i 
~live.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan 

~live.~mc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu> 

If you have not filled out the evaluation of training yet, please do so. Your feedback is valuable to me. Thanks. 

I’ve invited you to fill out the form Fall     ASPSA Learning Services Training Evaluation. To fill it out, visit: 

https~//d~cs.g~~g~e~c~m/f~rms/d/1ARKzirZ~nE~Nyx~kr84~exKgFq2D7.~~~RpX4SuMCx~8k/viewf~rm 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C         i F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Taylor. Gigi <vgtaylor~ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:35 PM 

Rademacher, Kristen N <krademacher~b~unc.edu>; Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@emaJJ.unc.edu-*; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

<candicet~a)email.unc.edu>;                      @live.unc.edu-*;                @live.unc.edu-~; Clark, Fred M 
<ti-ed~laxk@unc.edu-~; Collins, Marcus L <collinsm@emaJl.unc.edu>; Slivka, Dara <~slivka@email.unc.edu>; Guevarm, Percival Villegas 

<percival.gv@unc.edu>; Scott, Margie B. <mscott@email.unc.edu>; Wilson, Ada K <adaw@email.unc.edu>; Perez, Josmell 

~-josmell@etnail.unc.edu>; Bachenheime~; Aaron H <bachenhe@email.unc.edu:,;                        ,~bunc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 

<sbmaloy@ema~l.unc.edu>; Dawson, Alice C <adawson@email.unc.edu>; Junlc~ Cheryl <m, eete@e~n~l.unc.edu>; Covington, Mau 

Maxgaret <m~sy coving~on@unc.edu>; Windle, Mameen A <mawindle@email.unc.edu>; Bailey, Tiflhny <t~nbailey@em~l.unc.edu>; 

Hoffarth, SaraJ~ Andrea <~hoffarth@email.unc.edu>; Flynn, Sarah <SarahRowe@tmc.edtp; Manr~ April Selena <asmann@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Hoover, Shandol Christine <schoover@email.tmc.edu~; Yopp, Jan Johnson ~anD,opp@unc.edu>; Patterson, Tony 

<Ton?, Patterson@unc.edu;,; Bicld’ord, Donna M <dbicld’ord@unc.edu~; Baum, Pat~’ <pbaum@admissions.unc.edu>; Mohanty, Suchi 

<smohanty@email.unc.edu~; Lewis, Lucy W <lwlems@email.unc.edu~; Kendall, Ritchie D <rkendall@email.tmc.edu~; Parkins, Leslie C 

<leslie~0arkins@unc.edu>; Deardortt; Dum~e L <duane.deardort~@unc.edu>; Jones, Deborah J <djjones@email.unc.edu-~; Palsha, Sharon 

A <spalsh@email.unc.edu>; DeSaix, Jean <jde~ix@email.unc.edu>; Hogan, Kelly A <leek@emaJl.unc.edu>; McCombs, Maxk A 

<mmccombs@email.unc.edu>; Bernhardt, Valerie M <valerieb@emaJl.unc.edu>; Wyrick, Marilyn J <~XS,rick@email.unc.edu>; Hoflhrth, 

Sara~h Andrea <hoflhrth@emml.unc.edu-~; Jordan, El~abeth A <eajordan@emaJl.unc.edtr% Battaglini, Rebecca L <bbat@email.unc.edtr% 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nick siedentop@unc.edu>; Conrad, Sydney <syco@email.unc.edu>; Cowell, G15afis S. 

<gscowell@email.m~c.edu> 

Writing Center Celebration (please forward) 

To celebrate ~he new 

invites you to an 

Tuesday, Sept. ~rd 
4:30-5:30 pm 

Lower Leve~, SASB North 

Come check out the space, meet tutors, 
and get to know al~ the great resources 

we’ve got to help you succeed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:06 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE:I - Possible 

HI SUSAN 

YES, SHE IS AN UNDERGRAD. 

I WILL WRITE THE RECOMMENDATION U- ~ ~ ~-R TOMORROW 

A.F 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Fall, Alassane 
Subject:       - Possible 

4:00 PM 

Hi Professor Fall, 

Jaimie Lee forwarded me the contact information of an individual who you recommended to 

would you mind sending me a recommendation letter at your earliest convenience as per our hiring process? 

Thank you so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

¯ Is an undergraduate student? if so, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 11:55 PM 

Lyou~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

LS lime requests 

Hi Beth, 

I probably did this wrong, but I entered requests for times for you to meet with 

based upon our talk the other day: 

Wednesdays: 8:30am I md 11:30am 

Thursdays: 8:30am 

Friday: 8:30am 

Is this okay? 

players in the guided study part of the database. This is what I am requesting 



~live unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 1:03 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu;" 

Subjet’t: Tutor 

Hello Mrs Susan, 
Since we have. ust gotten back into things with Port 

I was wondering if 
and I could miss perhaps tonight I will ch-op in sunday evening if we are able to be excused for 

tonight We have nothing due until next week and I wanted to know if this is a possibili~’. 



From: )@live.t~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 1:26 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: Tutor 

figured that it ~vould be hard to cancel and I know we must go but I was looking forward to the game tonight but I understand. 
On             at 1:11 PM. Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

> Thanks for inquiring. I’d rather not cancel for the reason of nothing to discuss The best thing to do is to begin to work ahead during your session tonight 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Thursday, 1:03 PM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: Tutor 
> 

> Hello Mrs. Susan, 
>    Since ~ve have just gotten back into things with Port I ~vas wondering if 
for tonight We have nothing due until next week and I ~vanted to know if this is a possibility. 

and I could miss perhaps tonight I will drop in sunday evening if we are able to be excused 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Betlael, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:26 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Training Requilements 

First, I’ve been meaning to tell you I’m glad you’re back this Fall, and I look forward to working with you more. 

I’m writing, first, to ask whether you are available at 3:00 on Fridays or whether Friday afternoons are not good for you at all. 

Second, I want to let you know what we’re requiring of writing tutors who can’t attend the trainings/meetings. For every meeting, tutors will be assigned a short 

article or book chapter to read ahead of time, and you will be compensated an extra two hours at the end of the semester for time spent reading. For those who 

can’t attend the meetings, I will create on Sakai a quiz and short writing prompt that correspond with the reading, and upon completion you will be compensated 

as if you were at the meeting. Please complete the quiz and respond to the prompt for the last meeting, by Sept. 6th. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Otherwise, have a good weekend! 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading a~tld Writing Specialist 

University ofNo(th Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C, ,      i F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucinski, Terri Jo <~jrucinski@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8:29 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

@live.unc.edu>; Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.e&~ 

Excuse for class 

Dear 
I am writing to you today to let you know that your student was late to your History    recitation class yesterday ( ’,) due to an eye appointment that 
he had, at the UNC Eye Clinic. The clinic was behind and therefore his appointment lasted longer than expected causing him to be late to class. I am truly sorry for any issues 
and or inconveniences this may have caused as 3[ try hard to make sure that appointments are scheduled around their classes. Please feel free to contact me if you have any 
further questions. 
Sincerely, 
Terri 3o Rudnski 

M.A., ATC, LAT, PT, CSCS 
Head Athletic Trainer - 
Coordinator of Physical Therapy Services 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipients(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, 1 1:33 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Welborn, Spencer qswelborn@email.unc.edtr> 

Hello, 

Hope this email finds you well and that you are all settled back into "school" mode. 
I wanted to reach out to see if you could help me navigate the validi~ of two things recently received in the mail Or maybe steer me in the right direction. 

1-      received mail (and email) from                 It states that based on his academic achievement at UNC he has been accepted into the university honor society. I wanted to 

inquire if this is a legitimate organization and if it is affiliated with UNC 
2-      also received a letter fro~r~                  t again, congratulating him on his academic achievement at ErxlC and inviting him to. oin 

and 

Unfortunately I am not familiar with either of these programs and tend to be a bit skeptical when any organization looks for a payment. The letters appear to look as if they are affiliated with 

or part of the UNC Chapel Hill Chapter. 

If? nu wnu~dn’t mind any insight into tlais wou[d be most appreciated 

Have a great day. 

Sincerely, 

Sent li’om my iPhone [51 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:37 AM 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Tulx~fing 

Hi, 

I’m sure you’ve been veW busy these past couple of weeks. I’m just emailing to cheek on the status of tutoring for this semester. If you could 
let me know where that stands, I’d greatly appreciate it. 

Thanks so much, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:29 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaikunc.edu> 

RE: Sunday Guided Study Canceled 

Thanks Susan! Since you were talking about four people per night is there anyway I can do tuesdays instead? I’m good for tomorrow- but I think in general I’d have less 
that’s ok. Just let me know. 

Thanks, 

conflicts if 

From: Maloy, Susari B 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:34 PM 
To: 
Subject: Sunday Guided Stu@ Canceled 

Hi Carly, 
Just wanted you to know that the Guided Stu@ requests that I was referring to earlier were removed from the request que Apparently, their needs have been met at this point. Will let you 
know if anything changes. 

We are definitely on for Thursdays at 6pm-10pm, ho;vever. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Cuordinatur/Academic Counselur 
UNC Academic Suppurt Prugram 12~r Student-Ath letes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 
s bmaloy@email.unc.edu<mailtu :sbmalo~/’(~r) un caa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~med.unc,edu> 

Wednesday, 8:57 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Linguistics tutoring and ema~l to Prot~ssor Fuentes Lima 

Hi Susan, 

I spoke to              and he mentioned he needs a tutor for Linguistics    . I am available for tutoring at the Loudermilk center before 6pm on Sundays (5pm preferably) and during the 
week at an?- of the follo~ving times: 
Mondays 3pm-6pm 
Tuesdays 12:00pm-lpm (however, I would prefer another time in the week if possible, as I don’t have class until 2pm and I don’t usually get here until lpm, although I can be here earlier if 
that is the only time that works) or 5:10pm-6pm 
Wednesdays 2pm-6pm 
Thursdays 1 pm-4pm 

If none of those work, if it’s possible for       ~ to meet me near Bondurant Hall (med school), then I am available on Wednesdays licom 12-12:50. Othelavise, I can try to find him a linguistics 
tutor with the graduate students in the linguistics department if they are interested 

Additionally, I sent an email to the Ling        professor Fuentes Lima to ask if students can collaborate on the hw assigmnents (I cc you on it, but it was in poltuguese). I let her know that 
I can’t give them an?’ of the answers and that we ~vould just be discussing the vocabulary and questions (as in format). I also asked whether we can discussed the assigl~ments after they 
have completed them online I can forward you the answer when I hear back from her. 

Best wishes, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@ive.unc.edus, 

Thursday, 5:48 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Tutoring 

Hey Ms. Maloy, 

I would absolutely love to tutor 

Sincerely, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:00 PM 

To: 

Subject: tutoring 

Professor Fall recently recommended you to 

you would in fact be interested in tutoring this semester. If so, please contact me at your earliest convenience. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial CooNinator/Academic Com~selor 

[~qC Academic Support Program [br Student-Ath]etes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email amc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Friday, September 6, 2013 9:12 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

TIMS 

Hey Susan, 
I got all sorts of issues with TIM&.. Haha didn’t dock out ~ast night (10:30)... Then this morning when ~ was thinking about it - ~ tried docking out - but it puts it on a 

new day. So there’s a minute (I think it counts as 0 time) in there. 
And then I didn’t clock in until 9:09 (and it wouldn’t show up so it ~ooks like ~ docked out at 9:10 and back in at 9:11) - it should be 8:25am. 

Thanks! 

Ben Sh~u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

;@live.unc.edu;> 

Friday, 11:13 AM 

MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Tutoring Wolof 

Can we say a little after 2, just to be safe? I look forward to meeting you too! 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Friday, 4:2:1 AM 

To: 

Subject; Re: Tutoring Wolof 

I have a meeting at 3pm, but 2pm wouid work. My office is in the Loudermilk Center for Excellence on the 2nd floor Room 2222. It’s in the end zone of the 

football fieid closest to the Rams Head Cafeteria and parking deck. 

Would 2pm or a iittie after 2pm work for you? 

Thank you and iook forward to meeting you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:53 PM, ~)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Anytime after 2 works, is that ok with you? 

Sincerely 

From: Maloy, Susan B <_s__b____m___a__!__o_[i@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, ] 3:00 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Tutoring Wolof 

F~ntastic! D.:_~ you have any time tomorrow that you could meet w~th me to d~scuss [urthef? 

Susan 

Se~t= Thursday, 5:48 PN 
Te; Naloy, Susan B 
$~bje¢t= RE: Tutoring Wo~of 

Hey Ms. Maloy, 

I would absolutely love to tutor Wolof! 

Sincerely, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Thursday, Z:O0 PM 

To; 

Subject: Tutoring Wolof 

Hi 

Professor Fall recently recommended you to us, the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, as an excellent individual to tutor Wolofl I was 

wondering if you would in fact be interested in tutoring [his sernester, If so, please contact rne at your earliest convenience, 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

[YNC Academic Support Program J[br Smdeat-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (thx) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:59 AM 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Electrical Outlets in Room 2417 

From Nate Hilton ..... 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hilton, Nathan Scott" <nhilton,~;email.unc.edu> 

Date:                 .11:36:16 AM EDT 

To: "Yarbmugh, Nate" <,/-arbrog(a;email.uncvdu> 

Subject: RE: Electrical Outlets in Room 2417 

If you get a second today, please check out those outlets for me again, I think I may have the problem fixed, If not 1 will call the electrician to check 

That~ks, 
fate 
Nate Hilton 

UNC Athlelic Depmlment 
Building Environment Technician 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Work (919) 962-4316 

Cell 

From: Yarbrough, Nate 
Sent-¯ Thursday, ~ 3:13 PM 
To: Hilton, Nathan Scott 
Subject: Fwd: Electrical Outlets in Room 2417 
Nate, 

This request is for rootn 2417. Also the writing lab where now the two offices 2407 & 2409 the outlets where the podium is out side oftl~e two offices 

seems to not be working. I know it’s football weekend so please take a look at these when you have a min to breath. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Sent farm my iPhone 

Begin tbm-arded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <~_[_)_~[[i__u__t_9_g_~3~.~__u__rLq:~t___u_ > 

Date:                   2:55:46 PM EDT 

To: "Yaa:brough, Nate" <varbro9,@~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: 1~¥: Electrical Outlets in Room 2417 

Hi Nate, 

Can you look into t:his and see if these ouflet:s can be fb:ed? We are w~de~y using t:h~s room and st:udents wH~ need to pk~g ~n throughout 

the day. 

Thanks, 

F~m: [mail~: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent~ Thursday, 2:40 PN 
To~ ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject~ 
Ben/Susan- 
I am not sure who would need to follow up on your end but I want to let you know that a lot of the outlets in the independent study room are not 
working._ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Sparks, Sherry’ <shens,sparks@unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:31 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Paper Checks here 

Hi Susan, 

am sorry for the late notice of this. 

have 3 checks for your department. 

They are here at the UBC. 

Thank you, 

Shen’y S1)~rks 

Human Resources Specialist 

UBC for Academic Initiatives 

215 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street) 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

CB 3030 

Phone: 919-962-4917 

Fax: 919-962-1404 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 10:13 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

@email .unc.edu> 

Che~nisW Tutor for 

Ms. Susan Maloy, 

My name is                 and I am on the       team. I was wondering if it would be possible to request a private tutor for Organic Chemistry. I am 

not sure what the process is to request a tutor or if there is any paper work I need to fill out/appointments I need to make. 

Thank you very much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:24 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

FW: Tutoring laser Thursday 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 2:16 PM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: Tutoring last Thursday 

Hey Ben, 
You might remember I did drop-in’s last Thursday. I didn’t have any students, and stayed from 8-9:30. I also failed to log in. rm not sure if my account is up and working yet; 
rll try again today. 
So far I have the 4 training hours plus 1.5 from Thursday. I’m hoping your department can add those manually to my timecard, and if all goes well I’ll be good to go this 
evening as far as clocking in goes. 

Thanks, 

Ph.D. Candidate, Teaching Fellow 
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 8:50 AM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu-~ 

GS Schedule 

Hi Susan and Ben, 

Could I have a copy of my GS sessions? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

[FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BRADLEY RICHARD BETHEL (BBETHEL)] 

3:04:13 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= I; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=34994fd6f2cc482c9aa3b2680a2d2995]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=                I 
Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

Tutor Training Requirements 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

, and 

First, I need to apologize because somehow I left the three of you off my list of writing tutors. We are providing more 

opportunities for professional development for writing tutors this year, and so there are some changes I need to inform 

you about. 

Most importantly, we now have a bi.-weeMy meeting for writing tutors, on Fridays at 3 PMo For each meeting, tutors are 

assigned a short reading, and we discuss the reading and how it might be applied to our tutoring sessions. Those who 

cannot attend the meeting must demonstrate their familiarity with the reading by taking a quiz and responding to a 

short prompt on our Sakai site. After you do so, you’ll be compensated for your time as if you attended the meeting. VII 

add you to the Sakai site today, and you will be able to locate the readings and respond to the quizzes and prompts from 

the past two meetings. (Vve attached the first reading.} 

Also, VII be observing every writing tutor at least once this semester and providing feedback. 

Please let me know if you cannot attend the Friday meetings¯ The next one is 

other questions° 

¯ Let me know if you have any 

Fm looking forward to working more closely with you this year! 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudemfilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

C          IF (919) 962-8247 

bradlev.bethel~%nnc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:12 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma~loy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Hours for Wednesday 

Hi Susan, 

I hope that you had a nice weekend! I was reviewing my hours for the past two weeks and saw that last Wednesday it shows me signing in at ~L0:40pm. I was 

actually signing out at that time and signed in at 6:00pro and out at iO:40pm. Could you make that correction? Sorry for the trouble. 

I think that the kinks are getting worked out and study hall is starting to run smoother! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Om Kym N <orr@email.unc.eduv 

Monday,                 1 : 18 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~; MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Chemistw Tutor for 

All tutor requests are submitted by me. I will make the request and it if can be filled gou will be notified. We can’t guarantee an individual tutor but we do have 

dro~ in tutors availabF:~. Please refer t:o my email o[ with the schedule attached. 

Kym 

Sent= Sunday, :t0::t3 PM 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
¢¢= Orr, Kym N 
Subject= Chemistry Tutor for 

Ms. Susan Malo¥, 

My name is                 and I am on the       team. I was wondering if it would be possible to request a private tutor for Organic Chemistry. I am 

not sure what the process is to request a tutor or if there is any paper work I need to fill out/appointments I need to make. 

Thank you very much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompsor~ Beth Newsome <bnthomp@email.unc .edu;, 

Tuesday, 7:55 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

Massey, Tabitha Als~on <’unassey@unc.edw~ 

RE: - TIMS 

Good morning. Programming was working on.          ticket when I left Thursday evening. I left our office the information to hire him if Programming was able 

to rectify the job status in his other two departments. I had a ticket in my inbasket as ~ate as yesterday Programmh~g was stH~ working on_ i was just able to h~re 

so he should show up ~n your T~M ~i~ter ~:odav, I am not sure what this ~s going to rnei~n for his time though for the paypedod dose. Does he st~H get paid ~rom 

the s~me ~ccount from his other two al:hle~:~c depts? If not, perhaps we could do ~ retro journa~ entry ~:o pay the at:count: [rorn Athle~:ics that ~s going to be ch~rged 

[:or h~s t~rne or 

when convenient, and we can see ~f he ~s h~ T~M and what TIM allows us to enter. 

ThanksH 

215 West Car~eror! AverH~ (Corr!er Of Wilsor! Street} 

£hape~ HIll, NC 27599 

919.952.3036 
91.9~962A.404 (fax) 
*in office on Tuesdo~s, Wednesdo~s, and 7;;~u;sda~s 

~ ~ogo LmC main 

CORglDENtlAUTY 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Subject: - TIMS 

Hi Beth, 

Can you give me an update on 

Thanks for your help, 

Susan 

Hi Susan, 

5:51 PM 

? I still cannot see him on my TIMS list, but he says he has been clocking in. He sent me this email below. 

I hope that you had a nice weekend! I was reviewing my hours for the past two weeks and saw that last Wednesday , it shows me signing in at lO:40pm. I was 
actually signing out at that time and signed in at 6=l:)Opm and out at lO:40pm. Could you make that correction? Sorry for the trouble. 

Susan Maloy 

Tu’~rial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (tKx) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 7:56 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: math receipt 

MathClassReceipt.pdf; ATT00001 .htm 

Susan, 

This is the receipt for the online part of my math 110 class my mom purchased. I already had the access code in my books and didn’t need to pnrchase. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Frown: I(a)yahoo.com> 

Date: 4:17:48 PM EDT 

To:’ ,%live .unc .edu" ~({blive .unc.edu > 

Subject: math receipt 
Reply-To: )~)yolaoo.com > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnfl~omp@email.unc .edu> 

Wednesday,                  11:50 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Susan, 

stopped by our office, can you send us a form? He is currently EPA in Urban Studies. He did mention work hour restrictions but he said he explained that to 

you. 

Thanks! 

Beth ~qompson 

UBC for Academic Initiatives 

215 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street) 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

CB# 3030 

bnthomp@email.u nc.ed u 

919.962.3036 (ph) 

919.962.1404 (fax) 

*In office on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays 

ii~iI Io~o un¢ main 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-m~dl arid a!~y transmitted documer~[s con[ains priva[e, privileged and confiden[ial [nfor mat[on beionging to ti~e sender. The [nfor nlat[on thereh~ is 

solely for ~he use of the addressee, li: ,/our receipt of [his transmission has coccurred as the resui[ of an error, piease immediately no~[f’~, us so a~e can arrange for [Pie re[urn oi: [Pie 

documen[s. ~rl such circumstances, Vou are advised [hat "fou maV not disclose, cop,/, distribu~e or lake any oti~er action in reliance of ~he in~orma[io!~ [rar!s!’r, it[ed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 2:20 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Training movie 

Hey Susan, 

I spoke to Beth today and we should be all good to go! She said she was going to give you a number to help me find the position on TIM I think (I may have 
misunderstood). Would it be ok if I came in to start the training video tomorrow after S? 

I look forward to working with you too! 

Sincerely, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:25 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Training movie 

Hi 

f haw:, received th~-_~ approw~l to mow:_~ forward wi~:h ~:he hiring process. Ir~ order to complete the hiring process and se~: up payroll, p~ease take the next step~ in 

Lhe appropdaLe paperwork w~Lh HR outlined below. 

--Meet wkh either Beth Thornpson (919-%2--3036) or Tabitha Massey (962-$335) at the UBC Office for Academic Initiatives. 

2~5 W. Cameron Avenue 

Chapel 

-Mondays and Fridays --.Appointment 

-Tuesday, Wednesdays, and Thursdays - 1.0::~Oam-.I2pm and l::~Opm.-4pm - Wa~k-Jn Hours 

--Bring your driver’s license, SSN card or Passport, and a voided chedc 

Feel free to make an appoir~tment or utilize the walk-in hour’s. TNs shouid not Lake much rnore than 20 minutes, but I need you to do so as soon as possible so thaL 

you are ready to begin trah~ing and working right away. Once you have completed the H£ component, please send me an emai[ and then we can get started with 

the trah~h~g v~deo~ Let me know ~f you have any questions. 

Thanks so much and ~ook forward to working w~th you. 

Susan 

Sent: Sunday, 2:35 PM 
Te; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Training movie 

Hey Ms. Maloy, 

I was wondering whether you wanted me to go ahead and schedule to watch the training movie, or whether you would prefer for me to wait until you hear 

back from your supervisor. Hope you had a good weekend~ 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

;@mail.wbs.ac.uk on behalf of 

@unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 5:05 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Economics Tutors for Athletic Depmlment 

Hey 5usan~ 

Z mean :~0 hours each month. Z know it’s not much and Z~m rea~y sorry for not being ebb to take more bad off your hands for now. 

Phase ~et rne know ~f th~S"s a pr’obbm for’ you. Is ~t possible to do the training over’ ~he week~snd2 Any time is fine, 

"[hank you! 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmalov~email.unc.edu> 

Did you mean 10 hours each weel~ or "month"? 

The next s[ep #~ the process b to schedule a t~me for you to complete the 4-.hoar [rairfing. When woufd you have time to do th~s? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m: ~mail.wbs.ac.uk [mailto: i@mail.wbs.ac.uk] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:55 PN 
To: ASPSA Tu~dng 
Cc: Naby, Susan B 

Subject: Re: Economics Tntors for Athletic Departmem 

fqey Suson and Ben! 

I: hope you’re well! Z ,just war,ted to let you know that i went to the UBC Office for Academic Znitiatives today to complete the hiring 

process. The FIR di@~’t know an,vthm9 about the restrbtions Z might have on my workin9 hours~ Z think it would be wise to tutor for ~O 

hours pal~ month for now. Z’ll let you know whether I can tutor for more hours as soon as ]} contact the office of international students. 
P~ease let me know if you ~eed ¢nWk~ng mo~e f~om me andio~~ when Z can start tutomn9. Thank you very much fo~ eve<@hin9. Z look 
forwa~d to wo~km9 with you~ 

~unc.edu> 

Surw< £pm tomorrow works fine [:or’ m~;. I am lookin9 forward 1o meetin9 you both] 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu > 

I~m sorry 

I typed lpm but was thinking 2pro. 2pro on 

Can you do that? 

B~n 5heu 

Assistant 7utor~a~ Coordinator 

in office 2~11. 



U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaii.unc.edu 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

From; ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent= Monday, 6:57 PM 

To: ’ 

Cc: ’Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy@email.unc,edu)’ 

Subject: RE: Economics Tutors for Athletic Department 

How about :1pro tomorrow? We will meet you in Susan’s office in the koudermilk Center for E×ceUence. It is at the end-zone of the football stadium closest to 

Ram’s Head Parking Deck and cafeteria. 

We will be on the second floor, room 2:1:1:L 

[.et me k]~ow ~f you have a~y questions 

Ben Sheu 

Ass~stm~t Tutoda~ Coordinator 

U NC Acsdemic Support Program for Student--Athletes 

bsheu @er~a~L u~x:,edu 

Office: 9~9-843-2328 

CeH: 

~rom: @mail.wbs.ac.uk [mailto: ~mail.wbs.ac.uk] On Behalf Of 

Sent: Monday, 3:34 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Re: Economics Tutors tbr Athletic Department 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring(~unc.edu> 

Hi 

Would you be available to meet with Susan Maloy and myself either tomorrow or Wednesday afternoon? 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tu~:oda~ Coordinator 

UNC Academic Sup~ort Program for Student-.Ath~etes 

bsheu@ema~Lunc,edu 

Office: 919-~3-2328 

Ce~: 

@mail.wbs.ac.uk [mailto:      Nmail.wbs.ac.uk] On Behalf Of 

Sent: Monday,                  9:54 AM 



To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Economics Tutors for Athletic Department 

O~.ar 

B~,sl reg~,,r’ds, 

Phb s~tudent 

B,apartment of Econormcs 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Monday, 

To: 

Subject: Economics Tutors 

12:52 PM 

Hi 

IVly name is Ben Shen, I work in the Academic Snpport Program for Student-Athletes. ~Ve are currently searching for more Economics ttltors for tile current Fall 

semester. Would you be rolling to forward the blurb below on to anyone (prefer graduate students, but not limited to them) that yon wonld recommend to 

help tutoring for Economic or related courses? Many of our needs are from some of the introductou courses. 

The Ogfice of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost is seeking qualified experts (pret}rably graduate students) in "the field of Economics to work with 

student-athletes as a tutor within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes this Fall i     semester. Tutorial ~ssions are primarily conducted during 

the evening hours 6-10pm Sunday thru Thur~tay. Within those hours tutorial schedules are arranged according to the tutor’s availabili~ and our level of need. 

Duties and requirements of the part-time position are noted below. 

Duties and Responsibilities: Tutor student-atNetes for the Acadetnic Support Program for Student-Athletes in vmious subiect areas 

Requirements: Graduate student from department of interest. Must be able to relate to students in both one-on-one mad group situations and aNculate material in 

ways that create an optimal learning environment. 

Essential skills: Comprehensive knowledge base in discipline of interest and interpersonal skills necessaw to create a healthy leamin~ enviromnent. 

Anyone interested in working as a tutor this Fall ~mester should contact Susm~ Maloy and Ben Sheu at ASPSATutoring@unc.edu or 962-9892/843-2328 as 

soon as possible. 

Thanks so much. 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Acadetnic Support Program for Student-Afldetes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 7:49 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Int~actions Retx~rting Process 

Excellent emaAl a~d communication 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 11, 2013, at 5:38 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo,,(/~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[if !suptx)rb~nnomtions]--><!-- [endil]--> 

Hello All, 
I wanted to reach out to everyone to clarify the process for recording and reporting Academic Infractions. This semester, No-Shows and Late 
Attendance (Tardies) are the only Academic Infractions that will be tallied for each student and applied to the Infractions Policy. This information will 
be formally communicated to the students and Head Coaches by the Tutorial Staff (exception: Football and Men’s Basketball will communicate the 
information directly to the coaches). The Counseld~ role will be necessary in this process. 
Here is how it will work: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]--~ will record No Shows (Code #1) and Tardies (Code #2) as noted on the tutor feedback forms in the 
database each night. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Counselors are responsible for reviewing the "Daily Tutorial Report by Sport" (under Tutoriol Services 
continued on the far right of the Advisor menu) or the "Daily Infractions Report" (in Red under the aforementioned report) in the database 

each morning in order to find the No-Shows and Tardies for the previous night. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Counselors must discuss these No-Shows and Tardies with their students to problem solve as needed and 
then report the No-Shows and Tardies to their respective coaches in a timely fashion. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->lnfractions regarding behavior, poor preparation, etc., as noted on the tutor feedback forms, will be 
tracked as "secondary infractions" in the database by the Tutorial Staff but will not be applied toward the Infraction Policy. These’secondary 

infractions" must be addressed by Counselors with their students and coaches in an effort to change behavior. If a student accumulates 

several "secondary infractions", a counselor or the Tutorial Staff may request a meeting to be held with the student and selected staff 

members (i.e. coach, Director of ASPSA, Tutorial Coordinator, and counselor). 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Tutor Feedback Forms will be saved to the H drive by the Tutorial Staff each morning. Counselors must 
review these forms each day for timely information regarding "secondary infractions" to discuss with their students and coaches. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->On Friday of each week, the Tutorial Staff will email each student individually with a copy to their Head 
Coach and counselor to inform them of their infractions incurred Sunday-Thursday. This email will include the total Infractions accrued to 

date. Exception: For Football and Men’s Basketball, the email will be sent to the students and the counselors only. The counselors will then 

forward the information on to the coaches. 

These slight changes on how we will handle Academic Infractions address our needs internally and should not be communicated to your students or 
tutors. Technically, nothing should change for either population, and our goal of changing student behavior will still be achieved with this simplified 
process. 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tntorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy,~;email.~mc.edu 

<’.- -[if ! atpportAnnotations] - -> 

<’.--[endiq--> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtp 

Wednesday, 8:47 PM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: - Time Card - Please record hours 

Susan - I was able to log on to the system last night and put in my hours. I have checked if there was an option to transfer between departments (as 

suggested in the training) but I haven’t seen that option. I will call Beth and ask about this option, In the mean time I will keep tabs on my hours and 

payment and get in touch with you if I haven’t been paid by the end of September. 

All the best and sorry for the headache, 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:08 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: - Time Card - Please record hours 

Please email ASPSATutoring@unc.edu with the need to cancel and the date and w~rba~v ~nform your students as we~k 

Beth Thompson sa~d thaL you will need to designate your posit~on for ASPSA when you log ~n for us. Did you actually log ]n ~asL night? If not piease try Lo do so from 

now on to be sure it ~s worMng. You may want to ca~l Beth just to touch base in case ~ have m~ss translated th~s informat~on~ 

Please ~et me know if you are paid ~n two weeks for these hours. ~f not, we w~ have to add the hours for the next pay period to be pa~d or 

Thanks, 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:~9 PM 
To= Haloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: - T~me Card - Nease record hours 

Su~m did you get the message t?om Tia fl~e other M~emoon? Do you still want me to call Ms. Thompson? Also, [ have to miss a Tucs~Ny night session coming up for a 

cor~rence. Do I just tell Nou or should I email ai[ of fl~e academic coun~lo~s of the students fl~at would ~ alt~cted? 

........ OfiginaJ message ........ 

From: "MJ(% Susan B" <sbmaloy~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Date: 3:09 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: ’ [~live.unc.edu > 
Subject: RE: [ - Time Card - Please record hours 

Do you have l:im~:_~ to call Beth Thompson in HR befor~:_~ your 4pro class today? Her number is 919--952- 303(5 Thank you, 

Sent: Tuesday, 1;59 PH 
To: Haloy, Susan B; Howell, T~a N, 
Subject: RE: - T~me Card - Please record hours 

Tie (and Susan), 
Susan has had an issue with finding my hours in the TIM system for my work with student athletes. I believe from the email below that I need to connect 

the two of you. The basic question is whether or not you signed off for the hours that I have actually worked as a tutor. Please let me know if you need any 

further information from me. 

All the best, 

P.S. I have class tonight from 4 until 7 and then go to tutoring. If you need to get in touch with me before 4 my phone number is 
should be able to respond to email. 

otherwisel 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, :10:02 AM 

To: 

Subject: FW: I - Time Card - Please record hours 

Hi 

See the emaif below from HR. Can you assist me wiLh Lhis as ~ am sti~ not aMe to see you on my TIMS Hst in order to add your t#ne worked? ~ w~l~ not be in the 

office until this afternoon, buL this must be signed off on by the end o[: Loday in order for you to gel paid for Lhis past pay period. Sorry for a~ of this #~convenience. 

Thank you, 

F~m= Thompson, Beth Newsome 
$ent~ Tuesday, September 10, 2013 8:03 AH 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Co: Massey, Tabitha Nston 
Subject: RE: - Time Card - Nease record hours 
lm#o~ance: High 

S u S a n, 

~s active ~n your department, however, ~ just looked i~1 the H£ system and she ~s a~so active in kwo oLher departments         posRion number w~th your 

departmenLis        . P~ease ask       if one of her oLher supervisor’s has s~gned offin T~M already for her~ ~f so, she will need to ask them to have that 

removed as soon ss possible today so she will show h~ your TIM fist or either if you can speak w~th her supervisor directly that signed off to verify that her time for 



Thanks! 

2~.5 W~st Cameron Avenue {Cornier of Wilson Street} 

Chap~i Hdl, NC 27599 

CB# 3030 

919.9t~2 3036 

91.9.962.1404 ~ax) 

*~n c~fice on 7u~sdc~ys, Wedo~sdc~ys, c, nd Thursdays 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Th~s e-m;iq and a~y transmitted documents contains private, privileged ;Ind corfl:identi;~I information bekDnging to the sender. The 

5olelV for the l]Se of the addressee~ If yoL~r receipt of this transm[55ion h;}s coccurred as the result of an error, pk~ase [r~med[ate]’¢ notify L~5 5o we can arrange h)r the return of the 

documents. ~n sL~ch circumstances, yot~ are ;}dvised thai: Vou may not disck)se, copy, distribute or t;}ke an’f other action in reliance of the inform;}tio~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 5:48 PM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Subject: - T~me Card o Please record hours 

Hi Beth, 

Since I still do not see on my TIMS list, any chance you can add the attached hours to her time card for this pay period? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susa~ Maloy 

Tuk)ria] Coordina[or,’Academic Com~selor 

[Jq’,’C Academic Support Program [br Stude~t-A[Ne[es 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnfl~omp@email.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 7:46 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

I am sure the work restrictions vary with each student, but I will try and research this today and let you know, 

22,’5 West f2ameror~ Aver~ue (Comer of Wilsor~ Street) 

Chape~ HIll, NC 27599 

CB~ 3030 

bnthomD~email.u nc.ed u 

9~9.9~2.303~ (ph) 

919,9~2.1404 (fax) 

Un q~fice on 7oe’sdoys.. ~Vedne’sdoys.. and Thursdoys 

CONglDENTIAt.ITY NOTICE: This e-maq and any transmitted documen[s con[ains pdva[e, privileged and confidential h~formaHon bek)nging to the sender. The in,or r~laHoo there~n ~s 

solely for the use of the addressee, If your receipt of this transmission has c:occurred as the result of an error, pk?ase in, mediately noH~y us so we can arrange h)r the return of the 

documents, M such circumstances, you are advised that ~ou may not disclose, c:opy, d[sl:Nbute or take any other action [n reliance of the information transmitted, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:01 PM 

To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 

Subject: RE: 

He acLualfy wasn’t sure if he would really had work hour restrictions with a ternp position since he is ~nternat~onak Do you know that? 

F~m= Thompson, Beth Newsome 

Sent; Wednesday, $~:50 AN 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: 

Susan, 

stopped by our office, can you send us a form? He is currently EPA in Urban Studies. He did mention work hour restrictions but he said he explained that to 

you. 

Thanks~ 

Beth ~ompson 

UBC for Academic Initiatives 

215 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street) 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

CB# 3030 

bnthomp~emaH.unc.edu 

919.962.3036 (ph) 

9~9.962.~404 (fax) 

*tn office on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays 

~::t:~ logo un~main 

CO[~FIDENTIAI.ITY [~OTICE: TNs e.-magl and any transmitted documents coni:ains private, pr[vqeged and con[idential information bekmging to the sender, The [rfl:ormat[on therein is 

solely for the use of the addressee. If your receipt of this transmission has coccurred ;}s the resuH: o~ an error, please [mmedh}tely notH:y us so we can arrange for i:he rei:urn of i:he 

documents. In suc:h c[rcumstanc:es, you are advised that you may not disclose, copy, distribute or take any other acHon [n reliance o~ the information i:ransrniti:ed. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnfl~omp@email.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 10:33 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Massey, Tabitha Als~on <’unassey@unc.edw~ 

RE: 

I telephoned International Studies. They said that        does have 

that office and she s~id that for a~ F1!or J1 ~ntemation~ Student th~L Lyp~c~Hy ~s the fu~l 20 hours ~ week they ~re ~l~owed to work. She sam that ~f you wanted to 

pursue h#ing they wouk~ baw~ to receive confirmath:m from h~s current department of hours he ~s work#~g w~Lh them. 

Tbanks~ 

ugc for Academic Initiatives 

215 1treat Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street) 
Chape~ Hdl, NC 27599 
CB# 3030 

919.9623036 
91.9.962.1404 (fax) 
*~n cb~ficff on 7u~sdc~ys, Wedo~sdc~ys, ond Thursdays 

~X~ ~ogo unC makl 

CON[:IDENgIALH-Y NOTICE: ]his 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 8:09 AM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Subject: Re: 
Thank you. Right now he is saying only 10 hours a month, which would not meet our needs at this time nor would that be easy to keep track of. I have meetings 

with students most of the morning but may be available to chat around 9:30 am. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:45 AM, "Thompson, Beth Newsome" <bnthomp@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am sure the work restrictions vary with each student, but I will try and research this today and let you know. 

UBC for Academic In~tiat~es 
215 Wes[ Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson S[ree[) 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

bnthom pC~email.u nc.ed u 
919.952.3035 (ph} 
9&9.962.Z4.04 (fax) 
*In oJ~fice on Tuesdoys, Wednesdoys, ond lT?u~sda~s 

<:image001.g~f> 

CONF~[JENT~AI.ITY NOTICE: Thh; e-mail and any [ransm[l:[ed documents contain5 private, privqeged and confidenl:[al information belonging to 1:he sender, The information 
there~n is solely ~or [he use of 1:he addressee~ H: your recoup[ Of [hi5 transmission has coccurred as [he result of an error, please [mmed[al:ely rlot[~y u5 sO we can arrange 
for the return o~ the documen[s. In such circumstances, you are advised thal: you may no1: disc:lose, cop’f, d[s[r[bute or l:ake any o[her ac[ion in reliance of 1:he 

From: IVlaloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:01 PM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Subject: RE: 

He actually wasn’t sure if be would really had work hour re~.d:rictions with a temp position since he is international, Do you I~now ~:hat? 

From: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:50 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject:, 

Susan, 

stopped by our office, can you send us a form? He is currently EPA in Urban Studies. He did mention work hour restrictions but he said he 

explained that to you. 

Thanks! 

Betfi ~tompson 

UBC for Academic Initiatives 
215 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street) 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 3030 
_b__n__t___h__o___n3 ~ ~ _e___m___a__i_ Lu___n__c_~__e__d___u_ 
91%962.3036 (ph) 
919.962.1404 (fax) 
*In office on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays 

<imageOOl.gif> 
CONIqD£NflALIIY NOIK:£: [his e-mail and any transmitted documents contains private!, privileged and confidential information belonging to the sender. fhe information 
therein is solely for the use of the address~_~e, if your receipt of this transmission ilas coccurred as the resLflt of an error, please immediately notify us so w~_¯ can arrange 



for ti~e returlq of ti~_¯ docun-~el-~ts. I~ suds cil’cumsta~ces, you ar~_¯ advised ti~;~t you isqay not disclose, copy, distl’ibute or t;~ke al-~y othel" actio~ i~ re%~ce of the 

i~ for m~itiol-~ t ra nsl-~itt~_~d. 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnfl~omp@enmil.unc ,edu> 

Thursday, 2:08 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbnmloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 2 Time Cards Needed - Is it too late? - HISTORICAl, EDITS 

I will go ahead and enter today at the 2B,BOiher position which is positionl however, I do not have access to 

?heft q;rmmpso~ 

2~5 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street) 

Chapel HHI, NC 27599 
Cg# 

9&9.952,3036 

91.9~962,1.404 (fax) 

~n (~fice on Tuesd~ys, Wednesd~ys, ond Thun;day:; 

~ ~ogo uric 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e--mall and mW transmitted documents contains pr[w~te, prNdleged and confidential information belonging to the sender The hnformat~on therein is 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Thursday, J.:48 PM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
S,,bject= RE: 2 q]me Cards Needed - Is it too late? - HISTORICAL EDITS 

Beth, 

Below are the necessary historical edits, Thank you so much, Susan 

- 8am-.I2prn (4 hours) 

- 8arn-12pm (4 hours) 

--. 8am-.I2pm (4. hours) 

--- 8am-I2pm (4 hours} 

--. 8am-t2pm (4. hours) 

.... 8am-4pm (8 hours) 

- 8am- 12prn (4 hours) 

--- 8am-12pm (4 hours} 

.... %m-12pm (4 hours) 

TOTAl- 40 HOURS 

- 8arn-12pm (4 hours) 

- 8am-.I2prn (4 hours) 

--- 8arn-12pm (4 hours} 

--. 8am-.12pm (4 hours) 

- 8am-I2pm (4 hours} 

- 8am-4~m~ (8 hours) 

- 8am-12pm (4 hours) 

.... 8srn-12pm (4 hours) 

--- 8am-12pm (4 hours} 

TOTAL--40 HOURS 

F~= Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Sent= Thursday,. 7:48 AN 
Te; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: 2 ~me Cards Needed - Is it too la~? - HI~ORICAL ED~S 

SuSan, 

Could you provide dates and hours (just total hour on each day, for example_. 

215 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson 
Chape~ HHI, NC 27599 
CB# 3030 
bnthomp#emaH.unc,edu 
919.952,3036 
9&9,962,1404 (fax) 
*in o[fice on Tuesdoys, Wednesdoys, end 7?~u;sdo’ys 

~::t:~ ~ogo uric main 

8 hour’s)~ ? 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e.-maH and ar!¥ transmitted documents ,::ontain5 private, privileged and confidential [nformat[or~ bek)nging to the sender, The [rfl:ormat[or~ therein 

solely for the use of the addressee. If vour receipt of 1:his transmission has coccurred ;Is the resuH: o[ an error, please [mmedhltely notify us so we can arrange for the return of the 

documents. In such c[rcumstanc:es, you are advised 1:hal you may not disclose, copv, d[stNbute or l:ake any other action in reliance o[ the ini:ormal:ior~ transmitted. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 

ZI:59 AM 



Subject: RE: 2 Time Cards Needed - Is it too late? - HISTORICAL EDITS 
Man, l’~n mad at myselfi I hate for them not to get paid throughout the month of 

Nonethek~ss, each of ~:he h:fllowmg individuals shouh~ be paid fl)r 40 to~:al hours owner the course of the k~st two weeks for the pay perked end~n~ 

---Pa~d at S23.50 per hour 

Pa~d at $23.B0 per hour {She has two pos~t~oR numbers w~Lh different pay rates. ~f you can verify Lhat these hours are applied with the correct pay 

rate, that wou~d be much appredated.} 

Thank you again, let me know ~f you need anything else to submit this h~stodca[ edit~ 

Susan 

F~: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Se~t: Wednesday, ~0:05 AM 
Te: Haloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: 2 ~me Cards Needed - ]s it too late? 

[ wH] be happy to make a]~ the historical edits, please send me the name of person, date they worked and didn’t get pNd, and the#of hours(it doesn’t matter 

exact t~mes when it ~s his[oHcal). The h~storica] edits wH[ be pa~d out next paycheck which wou~d be 

U~C for Academic ~n[tiatives 
2~.5 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street) 
Chape~ Hill, NC 27599 

9Eg.gt~2 3036 

91.9.962.1404 (~ax) 
*in %~fice on 71;~sdoys, Wedo~sdoys, ond Thur:~d~y:~ 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e<nad and a~V transmitted documen[s conEains pfivaEe, privileged and confidential [nfor maE~on belonging to the sender. The 
solely for Ehe use of the addressee. If ,/our receipt of ~his transmission has coccurred as the res~:l[ o1: an error, p~ease ~mmed~ately noE~, ds so we can arralage ~or 
doc~:men~s, k~ sdch ch’c~:mstances~ gnu are advised ~hat "fou mag not disclose, cop% d[str~buEe or ~ake any other action ~n reliance of the ir~orma~iot~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:06 AM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Subject: RE: 2 Time Cards Needed - Is it too late? 
Can you explain what a historical edit really means or does for the employee? 

S u s a r~ 

Frora: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:53 AM 
Te: IVlaloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: 2 Time Cards Needed - fs it too late? 

Susa~l, 

Un[ortunal:ely, i1: is too late. That ~im~-_~ w~H have to be entered as h~sl:orica] edits on this pavperiod 

~ would have aH your employees approw~ l:he~r l:h~ecard by Monday (end of psyperiod dose) by s cerl:a~n time., say I0 am. and ~hen you cm~ approve(ss l:he~r 

manager) on Monday by 5 p~m. [hen, on Tuesday I can wa~t unt~ early afternoon to signori: and that wou~d ~ve you Tuesday morning to make any 

chsnges/add~t~ons prior to our office s~n~n~ 

Please do not hesitate to call me if you have any questions~ 

UBC for Ac;~dem~c 
2~5 West C;}r[~ero~ &rescue (Cor~er of Wilso~ Streel:) 

Chapel Hq[, NC 27599 
CB~ 3030 
bnthomp@emaH.unc.edu 
9~9.962~3036 
919.962.1404 (fax) 
*ir~ ~!ffice or~ 7oe’sdoy5.. Wedr~e’sdoy5.. ond 7hursdoys 

CONFIDENTIALUY NOTICE: [ills e-mall and a~v transmitted documents contahls private, pr~vdeged and confidentia~ ~nfermat~on beionghl~ to the sender. The ~nfermat~on therei~ 
solely for the use of the addressee. If your receipt of this trans~ssioll has coccurred as the result of a~ error, piease h-m-~ed~ateiy hotels, us so we can arrange for the return of the 
docu~lellts. ]113L[ch c~rcumstances, you are advised that you ~lay ~ot disclose, copy, d~str~bute or take ally other act[oil h3 reliance of the hlformatio~ transmitted. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:3:1 PM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Subject: 2 Time Cards Needed - Is it too late? 

Hi Beth, 
I just realized that there are two tutors for whom I was supposed to record their hours (40 hours total for the pay period for each of them) in TIMS, but I forgot to do 

so. Is there any chance of getting their hours accounted for so they will be paid on time? 

- ~23.50 per hour 

~23.50 per hour 

So sorry about this. It completely slipped my mind, but I do not want them to go without pay. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 



919- 962- 8247 

sbmaloy(t~email, m~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnfl~omp@email.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 2:53 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

- Historical Edits 

Susan --- Both you and     can now view the Historical Edits that I have entered hlto TIM. You will see in the totals and schedule but then if you go over two tabs at 

the bottom, there is a Historical Amount Tab that each date/amount ~s 

2~5 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street) 

Chapel HHI, NC 27599 
Cg# 

hot hornp@erna~Lu nc,ed u 

9&9.952,3035 

91.9,982,1404 (fax) 

~n (~fice on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, ond 

~ ~ogo uric 

CONFR?EN’tlAUTY NOTICE: This e--mall and a;W transmitted documents contains prgw~te, pMvHeged and confidential [nformatfon belonging to the sender The hnformatfon therein 

solely for the use of the addressee. If ~,our receipt of this transmission ~as coccurred as the result of an error, please m~medfately notify us so we call arrange for the retur~ of the 

documents. ~n such circumstances, you are advised that you may not disclose, cop~,, d[strfbute or take any other act[o~ [~ reliance of t~e information transmitted. 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Thursday, 1:48 PM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
S,,bject= RE: 2 lime Cards Needed - Is it too late? - HISTORICAL EDITS 

Beth, 

Below are the necessary historical edits, Thank you so much, Susan 

- 8am-.I2prn (4 hours) 

- 8arn-12pm (4 hours) 

-. 8am-.I2pm (4. hours) 

- 8am-12pm (4 hours} 

-. 8am-t2pm (4. hours) 

- 8am-4pm (8 hours) 

- 8am- 12pro (4 hours) 

-- 8am-12pm (4 hours) 

- 8am-12pm (4 hours) 

TOTAl--- 40 HOURS 

- 8arn-12pm (4 hours) 

- 8am-.I2prn (4 hours) 

-- 8am-12pm (4 hours} 

-. 8am-.12pm (4 hours) 

-- 8am-I2pm (4 hours} 

- 8am-@rn {8 hours) 

- 8am-12pm (4 hours) 
-- 8sm-12pm (4 hours) 

-- 8am-12pm (4 hours} 

TOTAL--40 HOURS 

From= Thompson, Beth Newsome 

Sent= Thursday, 7:48 AN 

Te; Naloy, Susan B 

$ubje¢t= RE: 2 ~me Cards Needed - Is it too la~? - HI~ORICAL ED~S 
Susan, 

Could you pro’ride dates and hours (just tota~ hour on each day, for example.., 

215 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Stree[) 

Chape~ HHI, NC 27599 

CB# 3030 

bnthomp#ema[I.u nc.ed u 

919,952.3036 (ph) 

919.962,1404 {fax) 

*in o[fice on Tu~sdoys, Wedn~sdoys, end 7?~u;sdays 

~::t:~ ~ogo unc main 

,8 hours). ? 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e.-maH and ar!y transmitted doctmients contains private, privileged and ¢on[idential [rlforrnath)n bek)nging to the sender, The [rlforrnath)n thereir! is 

solely for ti~e use of the addressee. If your receipt of this transn~ission i~as .::occurr,:~d ;}s the res~iit .,’)~ an error, please immediately notify us so we can arrange for the !’eturn of the 

doc;iments. In suc:h c[rc;imstanc:es, you are advised thai you may not disclose, copy, distNbute or take any other action in reliance of the ini:ormatior! transmitted. 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 

11:59 AM 



Subject: RE: 2 Time Cards Needed - Is it too late? - HISTORICAL EDITS 
Man, l’~n mad at myselfi I hate for them not to get paid throughout the month of 

Nonethek~ss, each of ~:he h:fllowmg individuals shouh~ be paid fl)r 40 to~:al hours owner the course of the k~st two weeks for the pay perked end~n~ 

¯ ---Pa~d at S23.50 per hour 

Pa~d at $23~50 per hour {She has two position nurnbers w~th different pay rates~ If you can verify that these hours are applied with the correct pay 

rate, that wou~d be much appredated.} 

Thank you again, let me know ~f you need anything else to submit this h~stodca[ edit~ 

Susan 

F~: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Seat: Wednesday, ~0:05 AN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: 2 ~me Cards Needed - [s it too late? 

[ wH] be happy to make a]~ the historical edits, p~ease send me the name of person, date they worked and didn’t get pNd, and the#of hours(it doesn’t matter 

exact t~mes when it ~s hisLoHcal). The h~storica] edits wH[ be pa~d out next paycheck which wou~d be 

U~C for Academic ~n[tiatives 
2~.5 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street) 
Chape~ Hill, NC 27599 

9Eg.gt~2 3036 

91.9.962.1404 (~ax) 
¯ in %~fice on 71;~sdoys, Wedo~sdoys, ond Thur:~d~y:~ 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e<nad and a~V transmitted documen[s conEains pfivaEe, privileged and confidential [nfor maE~on belonging to the sender. The 
solely for Ehe use of the addressee. If ,/our receipt of ~his transmission has coccurred as the res~:l[ o1: an error, p~ease ~mmed~ately noE~, ds so we can arralage ~or 
doc~:men~s, k~ sdch ch’c~:mstances~ gnu are advised ~hat "fou mag not disclose, cop% d[str~buEe or ~ake any other action ~n reliance of the ir~orma~iot~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:06 AM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Subject: RE: 2 Time Cards Needed - Is it too late? 
Can you explain what a historical edit really means or does for the employee? 

S u s a r~ 

Frora: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:53 AM 
Te: IVlaloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: 2 Time Cards Needed - fs it too late? 

Un[ortunal:ely, it is too late, That tim~-_~ w~H have to be entered as h~sl:orica] edits on this pavperiod 

~ would have aH your employees approw~ their l:h~ecard by Monday (end of psyperiod dose) by s cerl:a~n time,, say I0 am. and ~hen you cm~ approve(ss their 

manager) on Monday by 5 p~m, [hen, on Tuesday I can wa~t unt~ early afternoon to signori: and that wou~d ~ve you Tuesday morning to make any 

chsnges/add~t~ons prior to our office s~n~n~ 

Please do not hesitate to call me if you have any questions~ 

UBC for Ac;~dem~c 
2~5 West C;}r[~ero~ &rescue (Cor~er of Wilso~ Streel:) 

Chapel Hq[, NC 27599 
CB~ 3030 
bnthomp@emaH.unc.edu 
9~9.962~3036 
919.962.1404 (fax) 
*ir~ ~!ffice or~ 7oe’sdoy5.. Wedr~e’sdoy5.. ond 7hursdoys 

CONFIDENTIALUY NOTICE: [ills e-mall and a~v transmitted documents contahls private, pr~vdeged and confidentia~ ~nfermat~on beionghl~ to the sender. The ~nfermat~on therei~ 
solely for the use of the addressee, If your receipt of this trans~ssioll has coccurred as the result of a~ error, piease h-m-~ed~ateiy not~fs, us so we can arrange for the return of the 
docu~lellts. ]113L[ch c~rcumstances, you are advised that you ~lay ~ot disclose, copy, d~str~bute or take ally other act[oil h3 reliance of the hlformatio~ transmitted, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:3:1 PM 
To: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Subject: 2 Time Cards Needed - Is it too late? 

Hi Beth, 

I just realized that there are two tutors for whom I was supposed to record their hours (40 hours total for the pay period for each of them) in TIMS, but I forgot to do 

so. Is there any chance of getting their hours accounted for so they will be paid on time? 

- ~23.50 per hour 

~23.50 per hour 

So sorry about this. It completely slipped my mind, but I do not want them to go without pay. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 



919- 962- 8247 

sbmaloy(t~email, m~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TONY YOUNT ~gmail.com> 

Monday, 2:43 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu-~ 

PtIIL 

PHIL    .docx 

Hem is the syllabus for PHIL 

Begin fom-arded message: 

From: ~live.unc edu> 
Su bject: Tutors 
Date: 2:21:15 PM EDT 
To: Tony’Yount <To~y¥ount@unc.edu> 

Tony, do I have to go to my philosophy rotor who said she didn’t even think she was qu~JAfied to help me? She didn’t help me at all last time mid I don’t 

know if it would even be worth it_unless I have to of cours!! 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 



Geoff Sayre McCord 
Introduction to Ethics 
Philosophy 160, Section l, 
Fall 2013 
SYLLABUS 
This course is an introduction to moral theory and is designed for people who would like 
to 
develop the intellectual tools necessary for thinking clearly and articulately about moral 
issues. 
It is aimed primarily at first year students and carries no prerequisites. 
We will be going straight to the classics -- a few of the best books ever written on the 
nature of 
morality: Plato’s Republic, Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, Kant’s Groundwork for the 
Metaphysics of Morals and Mill’s Utilitarianism. 
These four books have had an incredible impact on western culture. Over the semester, 
however, 
we will be studying them not as influential historical documents but as living 
contributions to an 
on going search for an understanding of morality. Thus, the arguments and views 
presented in 
the books will be our focus, not their impact through history. Our aim will be to 
understand and 
come to grips with the theories of morality they articulate and defend. 
The course is framed by two very general questions that we all, in effect, ask and answer 
in 
living our lives, though often not self-consciously: (1) What really matters in life? and (2) 
What 
is involved in answering (1)? In general, worries about the second question arise from 
worries 
about the first; and answers to the second usually lead us to answers to the first. In fact, 
the 
questions are really far more entangled than they are distinct. So we won’t be taking the 
questions in order; instead we will jump back and forth between the two. 
In coming to grips with these two very general questions we will focus on three 
fundamental, but 
slightly more specific, questions: (i) What does morality demand? (ii) Under what 
conditions are 
we responsible for our success or failure in living up to these demands? and (iii) What 
connection is there between our being moral and our living a good (satisfying, fulfilling) 
life? 
The first calls for a theory of morality, the second requires a theory of moral 
responsibility, and 
the third asks for an answer to an age-old question: why should I be moral? We will, 
pretty 
much, be taking these question in reverse order. 



This three credit course ~vill meet for lectures Monday and Wednesdays at 9 am in the 
lecture 
hall (FedEx Global Center 1015) and for discussions on Fridays (in the rooms, and at the 

times, 
for which you registered). Everyone should register for a Friday discussion section in 
addition to 
the lecture. Attendance in discussion sections is required. Please plan on not using 

computers, 
iPads, phones, etc. during the lectures. 
You should note the scheduled dates for the exams and written assignments. Because of 
the size 
&the class, we will not be making special arrangements to accommodate travel plans for 
Spring 
Break, etc. Please make travel plans accordingly. 

ASSIGNED TEXTS: 
1. Plato, The Republic (recommend: Reeve revision of Grube’s translation). 

2~ Aristotle, The Nicomachean Ethics (recommended: Irwin’s translation) 
3. Mill, Utilitarianism 
4. Kant, Grounding for the Metaphysic of Morals (recommended: Ellington’s translation) 
Links to e-versions are on Sakai. The recommended hardcopy translations of Plato, 
Aristotle, and Kant, are especially good, however, and are quite affordable. 

REQUIRED AS SIGNMENT S: 
Two short in class exams - September 13th and November 8th (10% of grade) 
Essay Exam - September 27t~ (25% of grade) 
Mid-Semester Paper -- due, in draft, on October 14t~, and in final form, on 
October 21 st. (25% of grade) 
Two Critiques -- these will be comments and suggestions written by you on a 
classmate’s work. The first is due on October 16th. The second is due on 
December 4th. (5% of grade) 
Final Exam -- This exam will be on December 7th at 8 am and will involve a take 
home final essay, ~vhich is the finished version of the essay due in draft on 
December 2nd. (30% of grade). The final exam is given in compliance with UNC 
final exam regulations and according to the UNC Final Exam calendar. 
Class Participation -- This will be determined on the basis of participation in class 
discussions and contributions to the web discussion forum (5%)~ Dialogue is 
absolutely crucial to philosophy. So come to class prepared to ask (and answer) 
questions and to participate in class discussions! 
Details concerning reading assignments, class topics, and the over-all course 
schedule are in the course schedule document. Late work will not be accepted 
without an official excuse or prior approval. 

HONOR CODE: 
All of your work for this course, and ours, is governed by the University’s Honor 

Code. If you are not familiar with the requirements of the Honor Code, please go 
to http:iihonor.unc.edui and read it. 
IN STRUCTORS: 
Kiran Bhardwaj, kbhardwa@email.unc.edu 



Office: Caldwell Hall, 206C 
Office hours: Monday 10-11, Tuesday 3-4, and by appointment 

@live.unc.edu 
Office: Caldwell Hall, 170D 
Office hours: Tuesday 10:30 am-I 2:30 pm, and by appointment 

~live.unc.edu 
Office: Caldwell Hall, 206B 
Office hours: Tuesdays 4 pm - 6 pm, and by appointment 

Geoff Sayre-McCord, sayre-mccord@unc.edu 
Office: Caldwell Hall, 201 
Office hours: Wednesdays 11 am-1 pm, and by appointment 

@live.unc.edu 
Office: Caldwell Hall, 210D 
Office hours: Thursdays at 2 pm, Fridays at 10 am, and by appointment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 9:55 PM 

Malay, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor tbnns 

Hello- 

Clock in: 5:55pm 
Clock out: 10:00 pm 

Thank you, 

also attended my 7:00 session but I did not have a form for her- I made a note at the bottom of 

also attended my 8:00 session but I did not have a f,arm for him- I made a note at the bottom of" 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On , at 4:56 PM. "Malay, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> ~vrote: 

> I don’t see you on my TIMS list, ~vhich means it may not have been resolved. But please try to log in with the correct position number and also send me your hours worked on each day by 
Sunday ~vhen I need to approve time cards. 
> 

> Thank you, 
> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: [rnailto ~mail.com] 
> Sent: Mi~nday, 3:43 PM 
> To: Malay, Susan B 
> Subject: Re: Tutor forms 
> 

> Thank you very much! 
> 

> Just looking at TIM and I don’t see a drop down menu .was the log-in issue ever fully resolved with my lab job? Should I just record and email you my time? 
> 

> Sent :from my iPad 
> 

> On ’, , at 3:23 PM, "Malay, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi 
>> Please meet with the monitor in the lobby I 
floor 

>> 

>> Thank you, 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> Froru: [mailto: ~,gmail.com] 
>> Sent: Monday-, 2:17 PM 
>> To: Malay, Susan B 
>> Subject: Tutor fames 

>> Hello, 

>> I was just wondering if I needed to bring forms to log our session or will they be available for us? 
>> Also, are we meeting where we had orientation or is there another location where the sessions are held? 
>> Thank your 

>> Scnt from ray iPhone 

) on the second floor, and he will have your feedback forms and your room locations ready for you. Everything takes place on the 2nd 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Tuesday, 11:14 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

a~d 

Susan, 

and     have both accumulated a total of 5 infractions already. 

was late to one session on Wednesday the ~ and didn’t show up to two sessions on the 
How do you want to proceed? 

Ben Sh~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Ceil: 

has been no shows to 2 sessions on Thursday the 
~, and 2 sessions last night. 

and 3 sessions last night. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:20 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Group tbrms 

Hi Susan, 

You are welcome. I understand the need for documentation and definitely think the new feedback forms are an improvement but they are also very lengthy~ I 
actually have a few suggestions for what it’s worth. First, I think there are more efficient ways to gather feedback on student performance. For example instead of 
just having a bunch of spaces ~:o write, the form could include (tu~-:~stions about the students’ performanc~:_~ieFfort on a :J.-5 scale, r:ur~:hermore, ~:he form could 
include lists of things to choose from. I’m thinking of the "strategies used" section, why not have a list of commonly used strategies then we can circle which ones 
we used’? This would not only save us time but also remind tutors of the various strategies they can be using in their sessions. There could also be a blank entitled 
"other" where tutors could fist any other" strategies used. Also is it necessary to have both goals and accomplishments? Wouldn’t the accomptishmer~ts be the goals 
set out for the s~-_~ssion ? Couktn’~: there b~-_~ a question lik~-_~: goals compJet~-:~d: y~-_~s or no? if no, then explain. Basically wha~ I am suggesting is a little more of a 
checklist type format (much like how students evakJate tutors}. But I am not suggesting removing all writing~ For instance, the goals, assignment discussed, action 
items and general comments sections are all very important but maybe those could be presented in more o1: a list t:ormat than paragraph format. 

As far as the groups are concerned, there really n~-_~eds to be a group feedback form where we can discuss what [h~-_~ group did and [:hen quk:kly evaluate each 
student wi~:hin the group. It is ~-:~>:tr~:_~mely inefficient [o wri~:e ~:he same thing ~:wo or three times for ~-_~ach group session (ie. goals, accr_~mplishments, stra[egies.. ) 
So maybe some of the above things I mentioned could be used to shorten the time. At any rate, I am sure you guys wiW figure something out but this is my two 
cents based on all my training in data collection and of course my experience as a tutor. 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 3:21 PM 

To: 

Subject: P,k: ~roup forms 

Thank you [or your thoughts. We are tweaking our processes as we go based on the informal:ion that we n~-_~ed to track. There[on:_~, all of the new programmg is a bi[ 
of a work in progress~ We will certainly take your points into consideration as we continue to make adjustments and would appreciate your understanding as we 
work through everything in a manner that is helpful for" everyone. We ,,,viii work as fast as we can to make necessary changes as needed. 

From: 

Sent: Monday, : 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Group forms 

2:30 PM 

Hi Susan, 

What happened to the group feedback forms? I am now getting individual feedback forms for every member in a group session. It is simply impossible to fully 
complete this much paperwork in :10 minutes and honestly I think it is a shame I have to cut my sessions :10 minutes short to do this even when students have other 
questions -for the past two years I have always ended around 5 minutes before the hour. l’m not sure what other tutors think of this new, extremely lengthy 
format but it just seems a little unreasonable to have individual feedback forms in a group session. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 10:02 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

Susan, 
is up to 7 infractions now. He missed another 2 last nighL He has geology twice a week - missed both so far. His Thursday is a one-on-one, his Tuesday has :1 

other student in it. 
He missed Geology and Guided study last nighL 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

~.~!~.~.~:~.!~.~.~.!!:?:~.r~:~:<~.~ 
Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:26 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATatormg@unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

I’m trying to track down a reason for last night, but Monday he was at the hospital with his girlfriend. 

Seat fi~om my iPhone 

On 

Thanl~ you [or itfforrning us B~:,t}. , not sure how you haw:, hat}d~ed t:hese infractions up to thia ~xx~nt with       but we wi~] definitely need to talk 

about how to proceed, wNch may require a meeting with as we~L When you are back and feeling better, ~et’s talk about tNs~ 

Hope you are feeling better soon, 

Thanks, 

Susan 

E~= ASPSA Tutoring 
Seat= Wednesday, $0:02 AN 
Te= NMoy, Susan B 

Subject: 
Susan, 

is up to 7 ~nfract~ons now. He missed another 2 last nisht. He has 8eolosy twice a week - missed both so far. His Thursday is a one-on-one, Ns 

Tuesday has ~ other student in it. 

He m~ssed Geolosy and Guided study last nisht. 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Prosram for Student-AtNetes 

Office: 9~9-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:37 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Tutor cancellations 

FYI: is EXSS tutor, 

Ben Sheu 
;~ssistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b s h e b @ er~ a ~ b ~c. e d u 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Townsend, Jenn 

Sent: Wednesday, ~2:22 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: Tutor cancellations 

He sah~ the ~)XSS l:u~:or was not helpful He hss not g~ven rne more spedfics, f am not sure about the cornm tutor, t knag~ne Rjus~: might not be as much work as he 

thought. 

Jenn 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent; Wednesday, 12:21 PM 
To-" Townsend, 3enn 
Subject," RE: Tutor cancellations 

Do you mind me asking why? 

Ben Sheu 
Assist:ant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student--Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2B28 

~mm: Townsend, Jenn 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:28 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Tutor cancellations 

would like to cancel both of his tutors for the rest of the semester; 

COMM with on Wednesdays at 7 

EXSS with on Mondays at 8 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers~email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 4:59 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.uuc.edu>; ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu"~ 

RE: 

Hi Ben and Susan- 

Flere’s where we are with Please excuse his Monday rnisses because he was at the hospital with his girlfriend. I have not received any feedback on why he 

wasn’t there on Tuesday, so those misses count. His position coach I<nows about his misses ~ast week and I<nows he was at the hospita~ on Monday (and texted me 

Monday night about those). I"~1 let the position coach know about the Tuesday misses today. I sent h~m a reminder about his session tonight v~a text and asked for 

him to see me so we can d~scuss h~s s~tuat~on. 

~rom: Maloy, Susan g 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:27 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

¢¢: Myers, Leslie 

Subject: RE: 
Thank you for informing u~; Ben. t.es, not sure how you have handled these infractk)ns up to th~s point with but we w~l~ definitely need ~:o ~:aik about: how to 

proceed~ wNch may require a meeting with as we~L When you are back and fee~h~g better, let’s ta~k about this. 

Hope you are feeling bet~:er soon. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m= ASPSA Tutorina 
Sent~ Wednesday, 10:02 AN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
6¢~ Nyers, Leslie 
Subject: 
Susan, 

is up to 7 infractions now. He missed another 2 last night. He has geology twice a week - missed both so far. H~s Thursday is a one-on-one, his Tuesday has ~ 

other student in it. 
He missed Geology and Guided study last night. 

B~n 5h~-?u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 5:09 PM 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@emml.unc.edu:~; Maloy, SusaJ~ B <sbmaloy@emml.unc.edu:~ 

RE: 

Thanks, 

I’ve removed those~ 

He now has 4 Infractions. 
has 5 (As per our discussion yesterday, we are not recording CGS as infractions .-- they are just misses). Th~s ~s afLer we have also removed the 

infractions from th~s past Wednesda% 

B(~n Sh~u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for S[udent-ALhletes 

Off:ice: 95£-843-2328 

Frem: Myers, Leslie 

Sent: Thursday, 4:59 PM 

To: Ma~oy, Susan B; ASPSA Tutorin~ 

Subject: RE: 

Hi Ben and S~san- 
Here’s where we are w~th      . Please excuse his Monday misses because he was at the hospital w~th Ms gMfr~end. ~ h~ve not received any feedback on why he 

wasw’[ [[~ere .:~[? Tuesday, so [hose m~sses cout?[:. H~s posiBon coach knows about his misses ~ast week and knows he was at the hospitM on Monday (and LexLed me 

Monday n~ght about those). I’~1 let the posit~on coach know about the Tuesday misses today. I sent Mm a remh~der about h~s session tonight v~a text and asked for 

him Lo see me so we can discuss h~s s~Luatkm. 

Les 

~rom: Ma~oy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, ~:27 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

~¢: Myers, Leslie 

Subject: RE: 

Thank you for informh~g us Ben. [.es, not sure how you have handled these infrsct~ons up to th~s point with       but we w~l~ definitely need to ta~k about how to 

proceed, which may require a meeL~g with as we~L When you are back and [eehng better, let"s talk about this. 

Hope you are feeling better soon. 

Susan 

E~= ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: 10:02 AN 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Cc: Myers, Leslie 
Subject: 
Susan, 

is up to 7 infractions now. He missed another 2 last night. He has geology twice a week - missed both so far. His Thursday is a one-on-one, his Tuesday has ~ 

other student in it. 
He missed Geology and Guided study last night. 

B~?n Sh~u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:49 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbnMoy@email.unc.edu> 

DAmico, Elizabeth <edamico@email. unc.edu>; StewarL Margaret B. <mbstew@email. unc.edu> 

Hollrs 

Dear Brooke, 

Would you be able to add 2.5 hours, transferred to our the PLCY department for 

~Tia 
Tia Nichelle Howell 

Business Officer 

UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Public Policy 

115 Abe~iethy Hall, CB# 3435 

Chapel H~l~ NC 27599-3435 

Phone: 919-962-2788; Fax. 919-962-5824 

Mon. lp-5p; Tues., Wed.- 8:30a - 12p; Thurs. 8:30a - 12p; Fri. lp - 5p 

UNC-Chapel Hill Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB#3395 

Chapel H~l~ NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-966-1295, Fax. 919-962-2694 

Mort. 8:30a-12p; Tues., Wed - lp- 5p; Thurs. lp-Sp; Fri. 8:30a- 12p 

on the previous pay period? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:06 AM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Time Ca, d 

Yes! That was the first thing I was going *.o do thi s mornin!! ’. 
6:16-10:15’.! 
SotU, g~)~ cm got double parked iu my apartment complex. It was pmW hilarious to eveuone worMug’, @ 
Also, some of the rotors am wondefiug if them is a wa?, to b~pe up their evaluations? Could I help and make a Ibnn flint if they chose they could gqv m~d priut it out so 
that >~u still all have Nper copies for uow? ~Mso, what & you fNnk of a file box with all the spo,~s so the m~ing at the end of the night is morn e~cient. Just thought~ 
but I’m willing to spearhead both of them so it does~’t create morn work fbr awone else. 
Thanks St~m~ 

&emai].unc.e&~ 

From: Maloy, Susan g 
Sent: Sunday, :t0:48 PM 
To: 

Subject: Ti~ne C~rd 

Hey ~ 

Did you work for tonight 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-At~etes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 
sbmaloy,,~emffd amc,edu 

)? I did not see your hours in TIMS. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:25 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CHEM Tutoring 

I am interested in tutoring, However, 1 would like to make sure that the program wouldn’t interfere too much with my studies- I’m very busy as a 
etc, When would be a good time to meet with you? I am available fate aI~:emoons (3:30 or 4) most days, Thanks, 

year with orals, quals, 

@aduate Student 
Chemistry Department, Biological Division 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~email.unc.edu 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: 
Subject: CHEM Tutoring 

5:04 PM 

Hi 
indicated that you may be interested in tutoring within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. If so, I would be interested in speaking 

with you about the potential opportunity. Please let me know when you may be available to meet if you are interested. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(g~)email.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnfl~omp@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 10:50 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Sparks, Sherry <sherrysparks@unc.edu> 

~ - Direct Deposit 

Dear Susan, 

did not have to come into our office to sign paperwork b!c he was active as an EPA student, however, in Payroll he hasn’t received a monthly check yet so 

that is why he received a papercheck. If he hasn’t reactived his direct deposit in his primary department, he needs to or he is welcome to stop by our office and 

handle that paperwork. 

Thanks! 

Beth Thompson 

UBC for Academic Initiatives 

215 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Street) 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

CB# 3030 

bnthomp@email.u nc.ed u 

919.962.3036 (ph) 

919~962.1404 (fax) 

*In office on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays 

iNi logo unc main 

CON[:IDENgIALITY NOTICE: This e-mad arid a!w transmitted documen[s con[ains priva[e, privileged and confiden[ial ] o "~latior be o g g to ti~e sender. The information thereh~ 

solely for the use of the addressee. I1: ,/our receipt of [his transmission has coccurred as the resk [ of an error, piease immediately notif,~, us so we can arrange for [Pie re[urn o1: [Pie 

docurnen[s. ~n such circumstances you are advised [hat you may not disclose, cop,i, distribute or lake any oti~er action in reliance of the irlforma[io!~ 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnfl~omp@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 2:21 PM 

@live.unc.edtv~ 

M~]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

I cannot view the paystub that you attached, Your next paycheck that you will receive this Friday (October 4th) will have included :[3,7 for that payperiod worked 

:13.7 hours plus the 14.5 hours (h~storh::al edits) which b a tot~;I of 28.2 hours ~;t the ~ hr rate for the posH:k)n you have w~th AtMet~c Counseling. ~ ]~now you 

~ru~[)ti.:?[)ed that there m~ght need to be an ~ccount tn~nsfer, Please review your ~)revious p~;y ~)edod m TIM to redly that tMs has taken c~re of your bsues If not, 

let us know. 

Thanks, 

UBC for Academic tr~ti~ti~es 
2Z5 West Cameron Avenue (Corner of Wibon Street) 
Chape~ HHI, NC 27599 
CB# 3030 

919,952.3036 
9~9,962,1404 (fax) 
*i;~ office on Tuesdoys, We&?esdoys, and 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:25 PM 
To: Thomnson. Beth Newsome 
Subject: 

Ms. Thompson, 

Sorry for such confusion over my hours. 

I have attached the paystub that l was referring to in our brief discussion. 

As you checked I am being paid :    or tutoring. The paystub attached has 13.50 as the listed rate. 

I have worked {roughly) the following hours for tutoring student athletes: 

training Wed 2 

traJmng sat 2.5 

session Tues 8.26 3 

session Tues 9.3 3 

session Sun. 9.8 4 

session Tues 9.10 3 

session Sun. 9.15 5 

session Tues. 9.17 3 

session Sun. 9.22 4.5 

session Sun. 9/29 4 

I believe the pay period in question should be for 14.5 instead of the 9.6 recorded on the pay stub. 

What I think may have happened is that I was logging into TIM but not assigning the department for the first few sessions, then you and Susan were able 

to fix the issue and I was told how to assign the department for the hours worked. As a result some of the hours were double recorded (unassigned and 

then adjusted assigned) - making it so I was paid by the default department. I would imagine this to be the case and that either the medical department or 

public policy paid me for the attached pay stub. I can’t verify this b/c I don’t have information on which department paid this check- but the rate is close 

to what I get paid for medical department work. 

If I am right- I think I owe this money back to the University. I haven’t worked (beside some training that I don’t think I get paid for and was only 2-4 hours) 

for the medical department yet this semester. I haven’t worked (more than training at around 4 hours) for the department of public policy much either. 

Please let me know what you think/find out. 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Tuesday 3:53 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Che~nist~y Tomorrow Night 

Would you be available to stay for the 9pm hour tomorrow? 

We have a few       players who would like to meet with you but have a 

They could meet during your 9pm hour (they are scheduled for your 7pm and 8pro sessions) it is Chert 

between the two classes for them. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks! 

Be,,:, Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

game until about 8om. 

and Chem -so you’d have to bounce back and forth 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:06 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Time offrequest 

Hi Susan, I am just wondering if it would be possible for me to take Monday, October 12 off from tutoring. My family takes a trip to the beach every 

October over fall break, and ~ was just hoping I wouldn’t have to trek back to Chapel Hill for the day. 

Also, am I right to assume that because campus closes at 5 PM on Wednesday for fall break, that there won’t be tutoring sessions on Wednesday, October 

14? 

As far as tutoring, I think everything is good. Most of my 101 students did better than the class average on their exams, although I think most are hoping 

to do better on the next one. No problems to report, my students generally stay on top of things which makes my job pretty straightforward. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Cheryl <meeter@email.nnc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:05 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu>; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edn>; Junk, Cheryl <tweete@emml.nnc.edtr’~ 

Got 3 new reps tbr AAPC 

Hi, Lee and Susan, 

My 3 chickens have come home to roost, and all three said yes to being on the AAPC: 

(who cannot come in the fall but who I hope will send a sub). 

I will add their names to the list of members. 

CherylF. Junk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & Itumanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Bnilding 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Campus Box 3110 

UN C-Chapel H ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising webpage:httl~://advisin~:nt~c,edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

May, Lee Y <mayl@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:56 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Jnnk, Cheryl <tweeter@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

FW: AAPC invites 

Ladies, 

Regarding the class of 20:1.8, I have received the following Yeses: 

i did not hear back from but sent him another message today~ 

Cheryl, 

Will you ph:,ase ~:yI:H:" up our new lis~: of m~:_m’~b~:_~rs that kH::orpora~:es Susan’s ~is~:, beh:~w, the folks I mentioned here, and the studen~:s as well. Then, we can all 

review iL s~nce we have sl~ been working on this. 

~ think we should send ouL an agenda and room details on Frktay, don’t you tNnk? 

Lee 

F~m: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 4:~3 PN 
Te: Nay, Lee Y; Junk, Che~l 
Subject: RE: MPC invites 

Hi Lee and Cheryl, 

[ hope you are getting posidve responses from [he invi[at]ons for new members. 

The fo~[owh~g folks who ~ reached out to have agreed to re-joh~ the AAPC: 

Greg Gan~[] - 2 more years 

Marcus Co]Hns - 1 or 2 more years (whatever we need) 

Beth Kurtz--Costes --- I more year (bu[ wi][ have to miss the meeting) 

E~a~ne Yeh --. 1 more year, but may be w~Hh~g to serve a 2nd 

Du~cie Straughan had to decline due to c]ass conflicts during our meeting time h~ Fa~[ and Spdng~ 

as agreed to serve as a student.-athlet:e represent:at]ve. [.ee, my notes [ndR:ated that you wouR] reach out to students from MuRicull:ural Affairs, 

Student Government, as we]l as a transfer student Do you need me to assist: with 1:his? 

I also just sent out the meeting schedu]e to a][ re[urrfing members. Although, [ don’ [ believe I included gobbi Owen. Should [ do so? 

Let me know if there ~s anything else that ~ can do, and if and when you would IH<e to get together to d~scuss an agenda for the meeting on the When you k~ow 

of a room location for the meel:h~g on the , please let me know and ~ w[H include those details ]n my emai] rerninder to the group. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

F~m: Nay, Lee Y 
Sent: Monday, 6:4~ PN 
Te: Naloy, Susan B; Junk, Che~l 
Subject: MPC invites 

Susan and Cheryl, 

[ have reached out to seven faculty and staff on campus to invite them to a three year term on the AAPC and have asked them to respond to me with their 

intention by I’ve also sent Chris Derickson a message to see if he will join us that day. The group always wants to hear from him. I got names from Dean 

Owen and the senior deans in advising. My ask list includes: Kevin Jeffay, Becky Gunter, Dan Anderson, Radislav Lapushin, Lisa Lindsay, Mike Wa[tman, and Donna 

Gilleskie. I’ll admit that there are a few on this list that I do not know at all, but am confident that they and our returning group will provide strong guidance if 

willing to serve. As soon as [ hear back from all/most of them, I will let you know. Then [ will forward the names to Dean Gil and we can work on an agenda for 

Susan, Where did we leave things with recruiting students? I know you got a commitment from a student athlete. 

We will be talking! 

Thanks for your leadership with regard to the AAPC. 

Best, 

Lee 

Lee Y. May, Ph.D. 

Associate Dean and Director of the Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1011 Sbeele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3110 
919 843-9030 



FrOlIL" 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday,               7:15 PM 

Ward, Ashley <arward@email.unc.edtr"~ 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Hey Ashley, 
has a midterm on Monday - He is worried about this and would like to review with you if you have some availability. 

He said he is flexible (Thursday!Friday daytimes or Sunday night} and he’s willing to do all 3 if needed. It just comes down to what you are able to do - obviously if 

you need to take care of your daughter, let us know and we’ll see if another tutor may be able to try and review with him. 

Let me know what your availability looks like (if any) -and I’ll pass along the times you can swing. 

Thanks! 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:~9-843-2328 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 3:42 PM 

Om Kym N <orr@email.unc.edtr~ 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.uuc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edtv~ 

RE: 

Is she on scholarship? 

If so then I think our obligation goes throughout the semester (assuming they want it). 

If not, I think official word comes from Compliance --- whenever we get the change of status emaiL 

We do not have wdt~:en ~oJ~cyiprocedure at the moment .- Michel~e/Susan... Thoughts? 

~en Sheu 
Assistant ]ul:ori~l Coord~ru~:oriAc~den~h:: Counsek)r 

U N C Ac~ d ern k: 5 u ppo rt Progra rn for Sl:u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Ce~l: 

From: Orr, ¢ym N 

Sent: Monday, 3:38 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: 

]s there a defiNte policy when someone is dismissed from the team if they receive tutoring services? 

immediately. Please advise. 

was dismissed from the team effective 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday,                10:52 AM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edtr~ 

Myer~ Leslie <lesmyers@emaiLunc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: 

I’m not :100% sure, we need to corffirrn with Susan._ But I d~ink the last time a review was given it was during his 8prn session. 

E~ther way... ~f we cancel something --.we will ak~’ays outright tel~ Mm, not for Nm to just assume they are cancelled. 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordh]atoriAcadem~c Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

[) s~ e b @ er~ a ~ b nc, e d u 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

~rom: Overstreet, Tia 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:46 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

C~: Myers, Leslie 

Subject: 

Clarification Needed: 
says the last time a Psyc    review was given, his Psyc    session was cancelled; therefore, thaws why he didn’t a~end his 8pm Psyc    session... 

I told him ne~ to double check. I was waiting to hear if he recalls correctly and maybe get some insight as to why the last session was cancelled (maybe the review was the 
same time as session..2) so I can determine whether or not to report to his coach. 
Than~ for feedback. 
Tia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:05 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@8roups.unc.edu> 

NCAA release on Miami (plus attachment) 

Mia mi+Pu blic+Inf+Rpt[1].pdf 

University of Miami lacked institutional control 
resulting in a decade of violations 

The University of Miami lacked institutional control when it did not monitor the activities of a major booster, the men’s basketball and football coaching staffs, student-athletes and 

Many of Miami’s violations were undetected by the university over a 10-year period, and they centered on a booster entertaining prospects and student-athletes at his home, on his yacht 

and in various restaurants and clubs. Approximately 30 student-athletes were involved with the booster. Several football coaches, three men’s basketball coaches and two athletics 

department staff members were also involved in the case. These staff members had a poor understanding of NCAA rules or felt comfortable breaking them Furthermore, some of the 

coaches provided false information during the enforcement staff and university’s investigation. 

according to the committee. Additionally, two assistant football coaches and one assistant men’s basketball coach did not 

basketball scholarships; recruiting restrictions; a five-game suspension for the former head men’s basketball coach; and 

these individuals are employed at an NCAA member school dudng these two years, they and their current or future 

When determining the facts of the case and appropriate penalties, the committee only considered information obtained 

appropriately during the investigative process and presented at the hearing. The case involved numerous, serious 

misconduct with 79 issues within those allegations. These were identified through an investigation that included 118 

interviews of 81 individuals. Additionally, the committee had the responsibility of determining the credibility of individuals 

who submitted inconsistent statements and information provided by a booster who is now in federal prison. In reaching its 

conclusions, the committee found, in most instances, corroboration through supporting documentation and the 

statements of individuals other than the booster. 

Prior to the hearing, the committee addressed procedural issues raised by the university and the involved individuals 

connected with the enforcement staff’s use of the booster’s defense attorney to obtain information from depositions 

conducted in the booster’s bankruptcy case. As a result of the information being obtained in a manner inconsistent with 

NCAA policies and procedures, itwas determined that all information stemming from the depositions would be excluded 

from consideration in the NCAA infractions case Further, the enforcement staff did not rely on any of the excluded 

information before or at the Committee on Infractions hearing. 

The committee had no role or involvement in the enforcement staff’s investigation of the case, the internal investigation 

commissioned by the NCAA into the use of the booster’s attorney by the enforcement staff or in the report that resulted from 

the internal investigation. The committee did review argurnents made by’ the university and the involved coaches askh]g 

other complaints about the investigation. Once all of those arguments were heard and addressed by the committee, the 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

committee heard the case on its merits based on the remaining information. 

The committee found violations in the following areas: telephone and text messages in multiple sport programs, which 

resulted in Miami admitting that it failed to monitor; booster involvement in the men’s basketball and football programs; 

Miami’s control of its athletics programs and its commitment to rules education and monitoring. 

Many of the violations in the football and men’s basketball program are separate and distinct violations, with the common 

link of the booster. From 2001 through 2008, the booster donated and pledged approximately $500,000 to the university’s 

athletics program. He hosted a fundraising bowling tournament, attended by university officials, which raised $50,000 for 

iiiiii~ii~i~iiii~ii~i~i~ii~ii~i~i~iii~!ii~iii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii monitoring systems to detect improper text messages and phone calls. Many staff members did not have basic knowledge 

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... place. Had the university propedy monitored its spo~s programs, especially the Mgh-profile spo~s of football and men’s 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::~ ~::~ ~ ~ ~ ~::~ ~::~ ~::}~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~i~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~ basketball, it may have identified risks sooner. The committee added that the failings of the university enabled a culture of 

~::::~::~::::~::::~::::::::::~::::~::~::::::::::~::::~::~::::::~::~::::~::::::::::~::~::::~::~::::~ Violations involving student-athletes and prospects resulting from the booster’s activities included entertaining student- 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: for student-athletes prospects and their families or friends gi~s of cash clothing and other items including a television 



stadium suite access for a prospect. Additionally, the booster was an im/estor in a sports agency and provided a student- 

The booster’s personal relationship with Miami athletics was not just limited to student-athletes and prospects. Several 

former football and men’s basketball coaching staff members also had a close relationship with the booster. These 

relationships allowed the boaster to gain access and became more involved with prospects. Same former football 

assistant coaches asked the booster to assist with recruiting for the program and two former football assistant coaches 

asked the booster to provide personal cash loans to them Multiple former assistant football coaches were aware that the 

booster was providing meals and entertaining prospects at his home; however, they did not report the violations to Miami’s 

compliance office. 

Two former assistant football coaches did not follow NCAA ethical conduct rules when they provided prospects with free 

lodging, meals and transportation. Further, one of the former coaches arranged for the booster to provide benefits to 

prospects. Both former football coaches provided false or misleading information to Miami and the enforcement staff 

during the investigation as well In some instances, the information provided by each coach directly contradicted the 

information provided by prospects. 

Two former assistant men’s basketball coaches looked to the booster to entertain high school and nonscholastic coaches 

of prospects. A former assistant men’s basketball coach did not follow NCAA ethical conduct rules when he provided false 

information during his intend/Jews about providing airline points for a flight to a prospect and his high school coach. Despite 

giving the high school coach his airline account information to purchase flights with frequent flyer miles, the former 

assistant men’s basketball coach stated he did not know his airline points were used. During the hearing, the former 

assistant men’s basketball coach then admitted that he provided false information. 

him a large sum of money or that the former head men’s basketball coach return the booster’s $50,000 donation. The 

former head men’s basketball coach denied the booster’s request; however, a former assistant men’s basketball coach 

began to threaten the former head men’s basketball coach and assistant coach and demand money The committee 

determined the former head men’s basketball coach and the former assistant men’s basketball coach worked together to 

make sure the booster received $10,000 to end the booster’s threats. 

The former head men’s basketball coach was aware of the booster’s threats and he took steps to help a former assistant 

men’s basketball coach to make a payment to the booster’s mother to end the threats. As the leader of a high-profile 

basketball program, he had a responsibility to make sure he and his staff followed the rules. However, the former coach 

did not meet his responsibilities and this conduct resulted in violations. The committee noted that had he asked about the 

basis of the threats and the former assistant coaches’ relationship with the booster, he could have recognized potential 

concerns or taken the issue to the compliance office. 

Because the violations occurred before October 30, 2012, and the hearing occurred before the new infractions procedures 

Former assistant football coach B (as identified in the public report) penalties: 

A two-year show-cause order from October 22, 2013 through October 21,2015. The public report contains further details 

The committee also adopted penalties imposed by the coach’s current employing university, which are detailed in the public report 

Former assistant football coach C (as identified in the public report) penalties: 

two-year show-cause order from October 22, 2013, through October 21,2015. The public report contains further details 

Former head men’s basketball coach penalties: 

A suspension for the first five regular-season games of the 2013-14 season. 

Attendance at one NCAA Regional Rules seminar at the conclusion of the 2013-14 academic year. 

Former assistant men’s basketball coach IB (as identified in the public report) penalties: 

two-year show-cause order from October 22, 2013, through October 21,2015. The public report contains further details. 

Football program penalties 

Reduction of football scholarship by a combined total of nine during the 2014-15, 2015-16 and 2016-17 seasons. 

Miami may only provide a prospect on unofficial visits complementary tickets for one home game during the 2014-15 and 2015-16 seasons 

Self-imposed by the university: 

o Two year bowl ban following the 2011 and 2012 seasons, including the 2012 ACC Championship game. 

o Reduction of official paid visits for 2012-13 by 20 percent to a total of 36 visits 

o Reduction of fall evaluations in 2012-13 by six (from 42 to 36). 

o Reduction of available contact days during the 2012-13 contact period by 20 percent. 



Men’s basketball program penalties 

Reduction in the number of men’s basketball scholarships by one during the each of the 2014-15, 2015-16 and 2016-17 seasons. 

Additional penalties 

For all sports, any staff member who sends an impermissible text to a prospect will be fined a minimum of $100 per message, and coaches will be suspended from all recruiting 

activities for seven days 

Further penalties resulting from impermissible texts and phone calls are detailed in the public report. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(9:[9) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maitland. Theresa L <~tmaitlan@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:40 AM 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edu>; Powell, Ca~dice Shields Fleming <candicet~a)email.~mc.edtr~; 

~live.unc.edu-~;                @live.unc.edu>; Clark, Fred M <ti~ed clark@unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L 
<collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Slivka, DaJca <slivk~r@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Gigi <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Guevarm, Percival Villegas 

<percival.gv@unc.edu>; Scott, Margie B. <mscott@email.unc.edu:>; Wilson, Ada K <adaw@email.unc.edu:>; Perez, Josmell 

~-josmell@etnail.unc.edu>; Bachenheime~; Aaron H <bachenhe@email.unc.edu>;                        ,~bunc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 

<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Dawson, Alice C <adawson@email.unc.edu>; Junlc~ Cheryl <m, eete@e~nail.unc.edu>; Covington, Mau 

Maxgaret--~mmy covington@unc.edtc,; Windle, Maureen A--~mawindle@email.unc.edu>; jrkessle@email.unc.edu; Baile~; Tiffany 

<tmbailey@email.unc.edu~; HoffartlL Sarah Andrea <hoffarth~email.unc.edu>; Flynn, Sarah <SarahRowe@tmc.edu~; Mann, April Selena 

<asmann@emaikunc.edu>; Hoover, Shandol Clmstine <schoove@email.unc.edu>; Yopp, Jma Jolmson ~an~vopp@unc.edu~; Patterson, 

Tony <Tony Patterson@unc.edu~; Bicklbrd, Donna M <~dbicld’ord@unc.edu~; Baron, Patty <~pbaum@admissions.unc.edtc,; Mohanty, 
Suchi ~:smohant?@email.unc.edu>; Wuenschel, Jill <j~x~ensch@email.unc.edu>; Lewis, Lucy W <lwlewi@email.unc.edu~; Kendall, 

Pdtchie D <rkendall@email.unc.edu>; Parkin~ Leslie C <leslie~parkins@unc.edu>; Deardortt~ Duane L <duane.deardortt@unc.edu>; 

Jones, Deborah J <djjones@email.unc.edu-~; Palsha, Sharon A <spalsha@email.unc.edu>; DeSaix, Jean <jdesaix@email.unc.edu>; Hoga~L 

Kelly A <leek@email.~mc.edtr~; McCombs, Mark A <mmccombs@email.unc.edu>; Bernhardt, Valerie M <valeriel~email.unc.edtr~; 

Battaglini, Rebecca L <bbatt@email.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com; Walker, Christy A. <walkerca@unc.edu> 

Maitland, Theresa L <ttnaitla~@email.unc.edu> 

Finish Strong Coaching Group Flyer....Please post a~d share with students 

FinishStrongFlyer final.doc 

Dear Friends of the Learning Center, 

Another popular Coaching Group starts next week to help students make the most out of the rest of the semester Thanks for sharing the attached flyer (word document) with students and 
supporting our work 

Theresa E. Laurie Maitland Ph.D. 
ADt;rD/LD Specialist & Certified Professiona[ Coacuve Coach 
The Learning Center 
2109 SASB North, 
450 Ridge Road, C’~3# 3447 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3447 
Phone: 919-%2-9350 
Fax: 919-%2-3674 
http:i/learningcenter.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 4:31 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

FYI: Jud#fe denies NCAA’s motion to dismiss antitrust lawsuit 

Judge denies NCAA’s motion to dismiss antitrust  awsuit 

Steve Berkowitz, USA TODAY Sports 

A federal judge on Friday denied motions from the NCAA and ether defendants to 

dismiss an antitrust lawsuit pertaining to the use of college athletes’ names and 

likenesses, 

The ruling, by U.S. District Judge Claudia Wilken, sets the stage for another key 

ruling that is pending in the case - whether to certify, the case as a class action. 

Wilken ruled none of the three arguments that the NCAA offered for 

dismissal "provides grounds for dismissing Plaintiffs’ claims at this stage." 

Wilken said that a 1984 Supreme Court ruling that the NCAA has relied upon to 

preserve its amateurism system "does not stand for the sweeping proposition that 

student-athletes must be barred, both during their college years and forever 

thereafter, from receiving any monetary compensation for the commercial use of their 

names, images, and likenesses. Although it is possible that the NCAA’s ban on 

student-athlete pay serves some procompetitive purpose, such as increasing 

consumer demand for college sports, Plaintiffs’ plausible allegations to the contrary 

must be accepted as true at the pleading stage." 

She also rejected the NC,,~Vs claim that the First Amendment and California state law 

bar college athletes from asserting any rights of publicity in the use of their names, 

images, and likenesses during game broadcasts. 

Wilken wrote that even if California law kept college athletes from selling or licensing 

their rights in that state, "it does not prevent them from doing so in any other state 

that recognizes the right of publicity .... To disprove the existence of this market at 

the pleading stage, the NCAA would have to identify a law or set of laws that 

precludes student-athletes flom asserting publicity rights to game broadcasts in 

evecvstate, it has not done so here." 

She added that while the First Amendment does impose some limits on the athletes’ 

rights, "the NCAA has not shown that those limits preclude Plaintiffs from asserting 

publicity rights in the specific types of broadcasts at issue here. Neither the Supreme 

Court nor the federal courts of appeals have ever squarely addressed whether the 

First Amendment bars athletes from asserting a right of publicity in the use of their 

names, images, or likenesses during sports broadcasts." 

The plaintiffs in this case and three others recently reached a proposed ,$40 million 

settlement with video-game manufacturer Electronic Arts and the nation’s leading 

collegiate trademark licensing firm, Collegiate Licensing Co. If approved by various 

courts, the deal would leave the NCAA as the lone defendant in a case whose named 

plaintiffs include former UCLA basketball player Ed O’Bannon and former Arizona 

State and Nebraska football player Sam Keller. 

In late September NCAA chief legal officer Donald Remy told USA TODAY Sports that 

the NC/-V~ is "not prepared to compromise on the case." 



"We’re prepared te take this all the way to the Supreme Court if we have to," Remy 

said. 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

Steve Kirschner 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 4:03 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

ESPNIs mobile visitors surpass desktop 

Mobile edged desktop 47.4 million to 46.1 million in 

~.#_#!:~#.!#.~L dealing the desktop site its first loss to long-time underdog mobile. 

It’s a milestone i~.!{~!{}.{!k.!:gi~.{~!!{}~!..~!Y..[~!~{i~!:{}}~!{!.. BBC News saw majority mobile 

traffic for lwo d;~y.% in J~iv. And Linkedln ~_~:;~ 

Unique visitors isn’t a perfect metric for readership, and ESPN users still spent 

more time overall on the desktop site than on mobile. But the fact that the 

number of visitors to ESPN’s apps and mobile website now surpasses visitors 

to the desktop site helps validate the company’s belief in mobile, said Rob 

King, ESPN’s senior vice president for content, digital & print media, via phone. 

Over the last three years, King said, ESPN observed mobile web traffic 

outpacing traffic to the desktop site on Sundays during the NFL season as 

football fans checked fantasy numbers and game scores. But mobile-friendly 

video and stories throughout the day show ESPN isn’t just focusing on 

supplementing live action, said King, who is a member of Poynter’s national 

advisory board: 

’~Ve’re trying to get our fans to have the experiences they want, whether it’s a 

second sc[~en while an event is going on, or whether it’s your primary screen 

or your only screen," he said. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live,unc,edu;, 

Friday, 6:05 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

@bwsplaw.com>; 

- Chelnist~y Tutoring 

~mchsi .com> 

Ms Malloy, 

My name is             and I’m a sophomore on the softball team here. I had recently approached our advisor, Mike, about my need for a personal chemistry tutor. After talking ~vith you, 
he thought it ~vould be best for me to email you 

I currently have a group tutoring session on Sundays but my parents and I have discussed needing additional tutoring. If this can’t be done tl~rough Loudermilk, we will be looking to the 
Chemistry department for other options. 

If you would like to meet and discuss some of these things and my options, please let me know! 

Sincerely, 

@live un c edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:58 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaJloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

FW: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Haha,,. read below. 

From: Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Monday, 4:57 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: RE: Weekly Infraction Notice 
A [t~:~r all tfH:~ urgency to get Lhis tutor (as well ~s havir~g to cairn her [T~ol:her), she w~nts to c~[)ceL, She r~ever ernaHed [T~e by the way, {::arK:el ~way~ 

KyR~ 

E~m= ASPSA Tutoring 
Seat; Nonday, 4:53 PN 
To= Orr, Kym N 
Subject= ~: Weekly Infraction Notice 
Let Rle k~ow 

~en 
Ass}si:ant ]ul:ori~l Coord~n~LoriAc~demh:: Counselor 
U NC Academic Support Program for Student--Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

From: @hotmaiLcom] 
Sent: Saturday, 9:11 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: RE: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear Ben Sheu, 
I was unaware of who to email if I was to miss a tutor session. I emailed my academic advisor Kym Orr instead of the tutor coordinators. Is it worth it for 
me to appeal this infraction. 
Also, I have only had a chem tutor for approximately a month and I do not find attendance helpful. Although the tutor tries his best, he specializes in 
biochem not analytical and I find it unnecessary to attend while he has to flip through my book for answers when I could instead go to the peer hep center. 
Is there a way i could cancel this tutor session for the semester? 
Thankyou 

From: ASPSATutodng@unc.edu 

To:       @live.unc.edu 
CC: meaders@unc.edt5 orr@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Date: Fri,           19:02:44 +0000 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your CNEM    tutoring session on 

documented infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

at ~i~P~. This is your 

All infractions will be recorded cumuiativeiy for the semester (not by individual class}. Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1_st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director 

of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

peal Process: 

if the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form} to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal 

must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is 

your responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (ASPSATutodng@unc.edu) within the timeline 

listed below. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 9:19-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben 5heu 



Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
bsheu@email.unc.edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 4:31 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Fwd: 6pm cancelled 

Did we have today blocked offfor her? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 

Date: at 4:15:12 PM EST 

To: ASPSA TuUmng 

Subject: Re: 6pm cancelled 

Hi Ben, 

Did you mem~ to send tNs to the person covering for Ine to&y or was this for tomo~w’s session? I am still mMng my comprehensive exams ~day but 

will be done ruth this section and able to rotor tomo~w evening (~Vednesday). 

See you soon, 

On 

Your 6pm session has been cancelled. 

Please just arrive at 7pm for your first session - we should have plenty of drop-in tutors already available working with students at 6. 

Thanks! 

B~rl 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:29 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: - ueed to cancelireschedule and) 

Were we able to find a good reschedule for them? 

Or maybe we just send thern over to ÷ new guy? 

Be’n 5heu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Ad~letes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, ~1:~7 PM 

To: ASPSA "Tutoring 

Subject: RE: - need to cancel/reschedule and) 

Ben and Susan, 

Resending this email, Please inform my students that I have canceled the session for this Sunday 

Again my offer still stands to meet with                   {Sunday only students) next Tuesday (adding them to the current sessions) or on the 
since this will be the second week that I won’t meet with them. Finally, if either of you want to observe (bic Susan didn’t get a full observation) 

please feel free to stop by at any time-just know I might ask you a math question or two too :-) 

All the best, 

or 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:05 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: - need to cancel!reschedule and 

Ben and Susan~ 

I need to cancel my sessions for this and next Sunday 

tha~ meet on Tuesday nights since the next assessment isn’t un~ii d~e 

wiiling ~o meet with d~em at anod~er time (Wed.      Wed. 

. The missed sessions shouldn’t cause too much of a disturbance with the students 

For the students that only meet on Sundays I wouid be 

-[huts. if they would like or allow d~em to sit in on one of d~e-[uesday sessions 

Also, Susan I am sorry you didn’t get to see a full observation. My class on the other side of campus had a lest (and wiil again this week). Please [eel free 

to come by anytime. 

All the best, 

P.S. I will wait for confirmation that you got this email to then verify my hours for this pay period. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Wednesday,             2013 10:19 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Accident Report for Damaged Lap Top 

He picked it up last night and paid the bill; he will bring me the receipt on Friday. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:00 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Accident Report for Damaged Lap Top 

I think we need something showing the $100 deductible for Apple Care. Does have this? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Friday, 11:57 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: FW: Accident Report for Damaged Lap Top 

Hi Susan, 
Will this suffice or do you need more? 

B 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 11:56 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Accident Report for Damaged Lap Top 

During my English    tutorial (Monday,       7pm) with                 her hot coffee was spilled on my laptop. Within five 
minutes of the spill, my lap top failed to turn on. My laptop is currently in the process of being shipped to Apple for repair. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 7:13 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Presidential award ’a pinnacle’ for UNC coach 

Dean Smith’s wife: Presidential award ’a pinnacle’ for UNC coach 

Posted: Not 13, 20"/3 5;45 PM EST 
by Dane Huffman, NB C 17 

The wife of former North Carolina basketball coach Dean Smith called Smith’s Presidential Medal of Freedom award "a pinnacle" of his career, but said Smith 
would not attend the ceremony at the White House Nov. 20. 

"For a while, we were trying to figure out any way we could to have Dean go to the presentation, but it’s just really something beyond his ability right now. So 
that’s our one bittersweet part of this, that he won’t be able to attend," Dr. Linnea Smith said Wednesday. 

Travel, she said~ is ha~d for the former coach. His family ~eveated ~n 2010 that he ~s suffe~ing from a "plogress~ve neurocogn~t~ve d~sordel that affects 
memory?’ 

Dr. L~ne;~ Smith kept a ~ow profile throughout Smith’s ~o~g career as the coach of the Ta~ Heels, a~d Dean Smith often kept his fi~m~ly out of the 
spotlight. 

But w~th the award approaching, she sat down w~th ~Z~NCN ancho~ Ram Saulsby at the Smith’s Chapel H~I home, c~ose to the UNC campus. 

h~side, the house offers only a few c~ues that it ~s the home of one of co~lege b~sketbal~"s great coaches. There are ram statues ~nd mementoes but, 
Smith se~d, the coach gave mes~ of his memorabilia to ~he schook 

Smith won multiple awards du~ng his tem.~e with the Tar Hee~s, ~nclud~g multiple nat~ona~ and AGC coach of the year awards. ~e joined the Basketball 
Fame, the No~th C~rolh~a Spots H~I~ of Fame ~nd the Kansas Sports Ha~ of Fame. 

But I..h~nea Smith sa~d of the RreskJent~a~ award, "I’m sure ~t’s a p~nnacle. He’s a~ways struggled a ~tt~e b~t with ~ecogn~t~on. He a~ways felt ~ ~ittle Mt 
u~comfo~able beh~g shagged out for awa~ds~ He would use ~t as a thee to ca~ attention to those ~nvolved in the basketba~ p~og~am o~ those o~ the staff who 

worked with him. 

"He fe~t I~ke, as a public figure, ~t was easier to sh~g~e him out for ~n award. But he appreciated and knew that othe~ people contributed just as much to some of 
his achievements.’" 

Represent#~g Coach Smkh at the a~,ve~ds ceremony wi~ be Linnea Smith, ~hree o~ h~s ~ve children, U~C coach Roy Wil~ams ~nd ~ormer UNC coach 
Guthridge, Smith’s Io~gt~me assistant 

Coach Smkh ~s be~g honored ~er Ms service thet wen~ beyond the baske~ba~ ceurL Smkh played e key ro~e #~ helping integrate ~he Chapel ~-~1~ community. ~n 
1966, fo~ example, he b~o~.~gh~ i~ basketbe~ s~ar Charl~e ScotL the ~s~ bl~ck scholarship athlete at Carolina. 

’"The b~sketbal~ g~ve h~m a position as a public figure a~d he took that very ser~ous~y~’~ Lh~nea Smith s~d~ "He did th~ngs that he thought were h~polt~nt to 
impac~ cha~ge or educete the public?’ 

~f he s;~w ~n]ust~ce, she s;~id, "It made h~m detem~ed ~t wou~d fort~ft’ h~s determh~ation to do what he coukJ to bdng about 

Smith ~,v~ll receive the Pres~dent~e~ Meda~ of Freedom Nov. 20. WNC~ ~,v~l~ air e ha~-.hou~ speci~ on SmRh and h~s caree~ ~ 7:30 pro. The spec~e~ 
exc~ls~ve ~nte~views flom key C~ro~na people who were c~ose to Smith, I~ke coach Roy ~Z~i~ams, forme~ coach B~I Guthddge and former a~ounce~ ~Noody 
Durh~m. Duke University coach Mike Kr~y~ewsk~ a~so spoke with WNCN abo~Jt h~s ~e~at~onsh~p w~th Smith. 

Smith ~ed the Tar Hee~s to 879 wins in his s~or~ed career but it also was Ms role off the cou~t thet his friends ~oved him for~ 

Smith’s cruc~a~ ~o~e ~ the c~v~l dghts movement ~s ~ust one of many ~easons he’s being awarded w~th the PreskJent~al Med;~l of Freedom 

F~ffy yeats age, President John F. Kennedy creeted the meda~ .- ~he highest honer the U.S. bestows on c~vi~ans .-- by signing an execu[ive order, tn the ~[ve 
decades s~ce, more tha~ 500 people have bee~ recognized for contribution, s to society of all stripes 

’"This year’s honorees have been Messed w~th extrao~d~ary talent, but what sets them apart ~s theh gift fo~ shadng that talent w~th the world," Obama said in a 
statement. 

Smith jo~ns a ~st that ~nc]udes former President B~I~ Clhston and Op~ah W~nfrey. 

"1 know Dean would have been ~eal exci[ed to re-connect w~th B[tl Clinton and some o~ [he others," L#~nea &~m[th said. "I’m looking fo~s, ard to saying hi [o Optah 
and some of the others." 

C~inton, who served as Arkansas’ governor before being e~ected the 42nd president, w~l~ be recognized also fo~ his human~tada~ work through the 
Foundation. 

Winfrey’s ca~ee[ as an Amedcan broadcaste~, actress and actMst has spa~ned decades, w~th The Oprah Winfrey Show becoming the Mghest rated ta~k show 
in America for 25 years. 

Others who wi~ receive the medal: 

~Da~e~ ~ouye, former senator from Hawaii, World War I] veto[an and the first Japanese Amer~ca~ hs Congress. ~nouye w~l~ receive the awa~d posthumously. 

~Ben Sradlee, former e>’.ecut~ve editor of the W~shin9ton Post who oversaw the newspaper’s coverage of Waterg~te. 

-Sa~]y R~de, the first Amedcan woman to fly i~ space. R~de w~l receive the award posthumously. 

-R~chard I..uga~, fom~e~ senator from Indiana who worked to reduce the global nuclear threat. 

~G]or~a Ste~nem~ wdte~ and p~om~nent women’s r~ghts actMst. 

~Emie Banks, baseball player who Mt mo~e than 500 home runs ~nd p~ayed 19 seasons w~th the Chicago Cubs 



¯ .Beya~d Rustim civil and gey dghts activist and advise~ to Mar~in Luthe~ King Jr, Rustin will ~ece~ve ~he ewa~d posthumously, 

-Dan~e] Kah~ema~, psychologist who won the Nobe~ Pdze in economics 

-Loretta Eynm country music 

-Maria Mo~ina, chemist and envi~o~me~ta~ scientist who wo~ the Nobel Pdze ~ chemistry. 

¯ .Arturo Sandovak G~’ammy-wmr~ing jezz m~,~sic~en who was born in Cube and defected to the U.S. 

-Particle ~,~ald, first womar~ appo~r~ted to U.S. C~fcui[ Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia and became the court’s chief judge. 

-C,F, Viv~an, cJvi~ ~igh[s leade~ and 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaiLcom> 

Wednesday, 10:36 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmoloy@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Susan, 

I was talking about our last session with today and I think we came to the incorrect conclusion that today was our last one. Could you please pass on the 

message to him that we are still scheduled for one more session on the last day of classes, Wed the    Thanks’. 

Best, 

Class of 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Gillings Sohool of Giobal Public Health 

University of North Carolina at Chapei Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 9:35 AM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Coach Smith story 

This is an article on Coach Smith that I think you will enjoy reading. It’s by Chuck Wilson, who used to have a national radio show on ESPN. 

http://chuckwilsonpov.tumblr.com/post/67543806374/the-kindness-of-dea n-smith 

From Chuck Wilson: 

"Coach Smith is one of the inspirations behind my forming a nonprofit. It’s mission is to cultivate greater respect, responsibility, fairness, and integrity in sports and life. 

I know the Smith family has received countless such testimonials. I just want to express my appreciation for this special man." 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, l: 13 PM 

@email.unc.edw~ 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Reminder 

thanks for the update. I’ve copied this email [o Susan, who manages the payroll 

For the two extra reading hours we are crediting everyone, you’l] need to complete the first two meeting activities, even though you were not yet hired. We 

decided to credit everyone with two additional reading hours because we calculated the readings throughout the semester would take about two hours to 

com~lete. If you didn’t c.:_~mpiet~:_~ the:, r~:,adit~gs for th~:_~ first two, you wouldr~’t haw:, sp~-:mt as much time reading as ~:,~er¥one else and th~-:~re~or~:_~ wouldn’t: m~-:~rit the 

sa]~le ar[~ount o1: ey.[ra comper~sat~:_~d time Does that make set~se? [.et rm:" I~r~ow if you have questions 

I’ve copied and pasted the ’~Futoring E[hics" reading below. 

Tutoring Style, Tutoring Ethics: The Continuing Relevance of the 
Directive/Nondirective Instructional Debate 

by Steven J. Corbett, University of l4~ashington, Seattle 

A new look at the directive/nondirective debate 

~Arguably, no single issue in writing center theory, and practice gets at the heart of one-to-one or small-group instruction like the 

question of directive!nondirective teaching methods. At the 2007 In/errmfional Writing Centers Association Cor~’erence in ttouston, TX, 
writing center legends Muriel Harris, Jeanne Simpson, Pamela Childers, and Joan Mullin discussed the "core assnn~ptions" surrounding 
four hot topics in writing center theo~ and practice, includmgminimalist tutoring as standard. Conversation buzzed around the idea that 
when considering what has become the default instructional mode in one-to-one tutoring--the minimalist approach--writing center 
practitioners and theorists need to consider what we actually do versus what we say we do. The question of how and when tutors should 
use techniques like open-ended questioning versus just telling students what they think they should do, or what the tutor might do 
themselves if they were in the tutee’s position, raises issues involving tutor authority, tutor-tutee (and even instructor) trust, tutor training, 
and writing process versus product--all relevant concerns in aW writing instruction situation. Yet, despite all the critical questions and 
considerations the directive/nondirective debate raises, several session participants wondered if we in writing center circles have made more 
of this issue than we really need to. 

When diving deeply into a discussion of directive/uondirective tutoring, ~ve soon begin to realize that--as in any educational situation--we are dealing not just with iustructional, but also 

political issues. 

Much has been written on the minimalist approach (e.g. Ashton-Jones; Brooks; Harris, Teaching One-to-One) and subsequent critiques of 
this approach (e.g. Cla~k "Collaboration and Ethics," "Writing Centers and Plagiarism," "Perspectives"; Clark and Ileal?’; Shamoon and 
Burns "A Critique," "Plagiarism"; Grimm; Wingate; Latterell; Boquet "Intellectual Tug-of-War," Noise; Carino; Geller et al.). I will analyze 
several key texts that comment on and critique general assumptions and influential arguments surrounding this debate, especially Irene 
Clark and Dave Healy’s 1996 "Are Writing Centers Ethical?" I will argue that one-to-one contexts demand a close reconsideration of our 
typically nondirective, hands-off approach to tutoring. Tutors can better serve (and be better served) if they are encouraged to broaden 
their instructional repertoires, if directors and coordinators encourage a more flexible notion of what it lneans to teach (and learn) one-to- 
one. Granted, this is an idealistic claim. I will thus begin to illustrate why--precisely because "instructional flexibility" is easier said than 
done--we should continue to carefully scrutinize tutoring style and method via the directive/nondirective continuum. 
Hands off or on? The Directive/Nondirective Instructional Continuum 
When diving deeply into a discussion of directive/nondirective tutoring, we soon begin to realize that--as in any educational situation--we 
are dealing not just with inslxuctional, but also political issues. Clark and Healy’s essay tracks the history of the nondirective (or 
noninterventionist) approach in the "orthodox writing center." They describe how in the 1970s and early 1980s writing centers began to 
replace grammar drills and skills with what would become the higher-order concerns (HOCs) and lower-order (or later-order) concerns 
(LOCs) approach to tutoring. Along with this new instructional focus, however, came a concurrent concern--fear of plagiarism. The fear 
of plagiarism goes hand-in-trend with the idea of intellectual property rights, a political and personal issue pertinent to tutors, students, 
instructors, and program directors. This "concern with avoiding plagiarism, coupled with the second-class and frequently precarious status 
of writing centers within the university hierarchy, generated a set of defensive strategies aimed at warding off the suspicions of those in 
traditional hi~manities departments" like English (Clark and Healy 245). For Cla~k and ttealy, the resulting restraint on tutor method soon 
took on the practical and theoretical power of a moral imperative. They describe how influential essays from Evelyn Ashton-Jones, Jeff 
Brooks, and Thomas Thompson cemented the hands-off approach to one-to-one instruction. [_1__[ 
In an ironic twist, Clark and Healy note that "by being so careful not to infringe on other’s turf--the writer’s, the teacher’s, the 
department’s, the institution’s--the writing center has been party to its own marginality and silencing" (254). In answer to this perceived 
marginality and silencing, they offer essays by Marilyn Cooper, Shamoon and Burns, and Muriel Harris, as well as the work of Vygotsky, 
that value the pedagogical feasibility of modeling and imitation and an epistemology that moves writers outside their texts to some degree. 
Cooper, for example, in her close reading of Brooks, argues "when writing center sessions remain resolutely focused on how a student can 
fix a paper, it is difficult for tutors to focus instead on what students know and need to know about writing" (337). For Cooper, and others, 
a strict minimalist approach forecloses the act of collaboration that could take place in a one-to-one, collaborative negotiation that takes 
both the tutor’s and the tutee’s goals into consideration. This echoes comments made during the 2007 IWCA session I mentioned above. 
Respondents felt that a strict minimalist approach can be manipulative, and still leaves the tutor ve~y much in control of the session. Cooper 
would have us instead make room for the "really useful knowledge" that may involve listening to student experience or offering ways of 
reading assignment prompts or even syllabi that make room for the writer’s creativity or risk taking, rather than, as Brooks would have us, 



"’always focusing on the paper at hand’" (347). 

In short, tutors need to be aware of the rhetorical complexity--both interpersonal and intertextual--that any given tutorial can entail. 

Clalk and Healy point to an earlier work of ttarris’ from College English in 1983, "Modeling: A Process Method of Teaching," in which 
she advances a directive approach. In describing the benefits of intervening substantially in students’ writing processes, Harris asks "what 
better way is "there to convince students that writing is a process that requires effort, thought, time, and persistence than to go through all 
that writing, scratching out, rewriting, and revising with and for our students?" (qtd. in Clark and ttealy 251; emphasis added). Harris, 
early on, like Shamoon and Burns, understood the value and importance of the ancient rhetorical tradition of modeling and imitation in the 
service of invention. In order to perform such moves as "scratching out" and "rewriting" tutors must have some confidence in "their ability 
(the theoretical and practical feasibility and timeliness involved) in offering more direct suggestions on issues of style and correct usage. ~ 
Negotiating the Fine Line Between Talk, Teaching, and our Best Intentions 
Harris, however, has always understood the value of both directive and nondirective tutoring strategies, and scholars like Nancy Grinma, 
Anne DiPardo, and Carol Severino concur. In her concise yet theoretically sophisticated 1999 monograph Good Intentions, C~rimm 
juxtaposes the implications of Brian Street’s autonomous and ideological models of literacy with the work we do. Arguing that our 
traditio~ml hands-off approach to one-to-one instruction is often misguided, she writes: 

Writing center tutors are supposed to use a nondirective pedagogy to help students "discover" what they want to say. These 
approaches protect the status quo and withhold insider knowledge, inadvertently keeping students [~om nolm~ainstream cultures on 
the sidelines, making them guess about what the mainstream culture expects or frustrating them into less productive attitudes. These 
approaches enact the belief that what is expected is natural behavior rather than culturally specific performance. (31) 

Like Cooper five years earlier, Grimm calls for writing center practitioners to move away from a focus on the paper to the cultural and 
ideological work of literacy: negotiating assignment sheets to see if there might be any room for student creativity or even resistance; 
making students aware of multiple ways of approaching writing tasks and situations, in order to make tacit academic understandings 
explicit; rethinking tired admonishments regarding what we cannot do when tutoring one-to-one. Grimm illustrates what a tough job this 
really is, though, in her analysis of DiPardo’s ’"Whispers of Coming and Going’: Lessons from Fam~ie." 
While Grimm, drawing on Street and Lisa Delpit, forcefully argues for the importance of moving past our infatuation with nondirective 
tutoring, she may be inadvertently pointing to why it is also perhaps just as important for us to continue to vahie some of our nondirective 
strategies--suggesting the mtly subtle nature of this issue. DiPardo’s essay describes and analyzes the tutorial relationship between Morgan, 
an African-American tutor, and Fannie, a Navajo student who just passed her basic writing course and is attempting the required 
composition course. Both DiPardo and Grimm speculate that Morgan’s repeated attempts to prod and push Fam~ie toward what Morgan 
believed was realization or progress, only pushed Fannie away from any productive insights. The tutorial transcript presented by DiPardo 
ilhistrates how Morgan dominated the conversation, often interrupting Fannie (though unfbrtunately we do not get micro-level analysis like 
how long pauses were after questions, etc.), how Morgan appropriated the conversation, attempting to move Farmie toward her idea of a 
normal academic essay. While this approach may ostensibly resemble the directive approach advocated by Grimm, Delpit, and others, what 
it leads Grimm and DiPardo to conclude is that tutors must be encouraged to practice "authentic listening": "As DiPardo’s stu@ illustrates, 
without authentic listening, the very.- programs designed to address social inequality inadvertently reproduce it, ’unresolved tensions tugged 
continually at the fabric of institutional good intentions’ (DiPardo 1992, 126)" (Crrimm 69). Iromcally, "authentic listening," or allowing the 
student to do most of the talking during one-to-ones to enable them to be more in control of the tutorial discourse, is one of, perhaps the 
most fundamental of, nondirective strategies. 

Something as fundamentul as asking tbe tutee at tbe beginning of the tutorial what phase their drafl is in could go a long way toward setting up j ust how hands on or off a tutor can be. 

Carol Severino, drawing on Ede and Ltms[brd, associates directive tutoring with hierarchical collaboration and nondirective tutoring with 
dialogic collaboration. But her analysis of two conferences involving two different tutors with the same student points just as much toward 
our assumptions of what a good tutorial is supposed to sound like. The student is Joe, an older African-American returning student taking a 
class entitled "Race and Etlmicity in Our Families and Lives." Severino analyzes the "transcripts of sessions between Joe and Henry, a high 
school teacher in his thirties working on his MA in English, and Joe and Ed@, a younger Freshinan with less teaching experience. Like the 
sessions that DiPardo and C~rimm analyze above, Henry uses his teacherly authority, from the very start of the conference, by asking 
closed or leading questions "that persuasively direct the flow of the rest of the tutorial. In contrast, during the session between Joe and Eddy, 
Eddy starts offright away asking Joe open-ended questions like how he feels about the paper, and where he wants to go from there. For 
Severino, this sets a more conversational, peer-like tone that carries through the rest of the tutorial. Although obviously privileging the 
nondirectiveidialogic approach, Severino concludes by asserting that it is difficult to say which of the above sessions was necessarily 
"better" (especially since we do not hear Joe’s point of view, and, importantly, we do not ki~ow what phase or draft Joe’s paper is in). 
Instead, she urges those who prepare/educate tutors to avoid prescriptive tutoring dictums that do not take into consideration vary’ing 
assignment tasks, rhetorical situations, and student personalities and goals--the "always" and "don’t" that can close off avenues for 
authentic listening and conversation. The problem with Severino’s analysis, is that we do not get a clear enough picture of exactly what was 
going on during the tutorial. As with Fannie above, we do not know how Joe felt about the interaction. Perhaps he found greater value in 
Henry’s more directive approach. 
Reconsidering our Best Intentions: Conclusion 
This discussion of directive and nondirective tutoring suggests that if we keep our pedagogy flexible and attuned to one writer at a time, we 
may better anticipate when to nrge a closer rethinking of content or claim, when to pay attention to conventions and mechanics, and how 
and when to do both. In short, tutors need to be aware of the rhetorical complexity--both interpersonal and intertextual--that any given 
tutorial can entail. This complexity means that tutor coaches should stay wary’ of the all-too-tempting sort of rules of thumb that lead to 
Geller et al.’s caution regarding "premature cognitive conmaitments" or Severino’s denouncement of prescriptive dictums that can 
unintentionally cement a strained social relationship between tutor and tutee. Geller et al. write: "Familiar memes~don’t write on the 
paper, don’t speak more than the student-writer, ask non-directive questions--get passed among cohorts of writing tutors as gospel before 
they even interact with writers in an everyday setting" (21). As Harris and Shamoon and Bums suggest, we should reevaluate nondirective 
tutoring in light of the historical precedents that may no longer serve exigencies that originally produced them (for example, fear of 



plagiarism, or writing centers struggling to find their institutional identi~’). We should reevahiate the in~portance of the classical-rhetorical 
idea of in~itation and style in the service of invention--but with a heightened sensitivity to when to provide models for imitation, and when 
to nudge students toward agency in their own inventive processes. If our best intentions more closely match our best practices, we might 
find ways to further question and more rigorously examine "these reconsidered notions. An understanding and appreciation of the range and 
scope of the directive/nondirective continuum can provide one possible starting point for such examinations. 
Adding the idea of modeling, a willingness to sometimes take a more hands-on approach to tutoring, can complement a tutor’s instructional 
repertoire. Tutor coaches (be "they directors, or more experienced co-workers) can offer suggestions--or models, or examples---of when it 
might be more or less appropriate to be more or less directive or nondirective. Something as fundamental as asking the tutee at the 
beginning of the tutorial what phase their draft is in could go a long way toward setting up just how hands on or off a tutor can be. Finally, 
we should (and often do) realize that sometimes it’s all ri ~ght to give a pointed suggestion, to oiler an idea for a subtopic, to give explicit 
direction on how to cite MLA sources, to practice along a continmma of instructional choices both socially collaborative and individually 
empowering. 

Notes 
[~j[ Jones juxtaposed the ’~Socratic dialogue" to the "directive" mode of tutoring. Drawing on Tom Hawkins, she characterized the directive 
tutor as "shaman, guru, or mentor," while Socratic tutors are given the more co-inquisitive label "architects and partners." Personally, I feel 
that it could be a good thing if a tutor-tutee relationship develops to the point that the mtee looks to the rotor as somewhat of a "mentor." 
Brooks, in arguing that students must take ownership of their texts, associated directive tutors with editors, good editors pertmps 
sometimes, but editors nonetheless. Brooks goes so far as to advice that if a tutee seems unwilling to take an active role in the tutorial, that 
tutors sin~ply mimic "the mtee’s unengaged attitude and action. And Thompson urged tutors to avoid having a pen in hand during tutorials. 
In the name of the Socratic method, he also urges tutors "not to tell students what a passage means or give students a particular word to 
complete a thought" (Clark and Healy 246). 
~[2~One problem with "the literature on the directive/nondirective debate is the fact that no one really talks about what stage of an essay draft 
a tutee is in. This makes a great difference in how a tutor should approach the tutorial. For example, if a student is in the early phases of a 
draft, "then perhaps tutors can take a more minimalist approach, asking questions, trying not to get too hands on. If the student is working 
on a "final" draft, then it would be more appropriate for a tutor to get involved in some of the more hands-on "scratching out" and 
"rewriting" Harris speaks of. Thus, one of the key queries that should be asked in the first rnund of questions foregrounding a tutorial is 
something like "In what stage is this draft in?" which of course will lead to further follow-up questions. 
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Bradley Ro H. Bethel I Reading a~ad Writing Speciali,~;t 



Academic Support Prop~;m~ 

Loudem:~i~k Center for Excdlence 

34.4 Ridge Rd. ~ Cam[ms Box 3 I07 

Chapel H~I[, NC 27599 T (919) 962-2237 

i F (919) 962-8247 

b radley.bcfl~el(~’~,ut~c.edu 

Sent= Saturday, 12:55 PN 
To= Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Subject= RE: Reminder 

Hi Bradley, 

I’ve completed the past three posts on sakai; this should cover me for the semester. Would you be willing to add the 2 reading hours to my timecard in time for the next 
approval date? 

Note that I also did not respond to the two earliest prompts because I was not yet on staff for those meetings. 

Thanks, 

F~m; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent; Monday, 

To: 
Subject= RE: Reminder 

10:21 AM 

No problem~ I’ll "see" you or~ Sakai. 
Bra~lIW Ro H, Befl~el ] Reading m~d Writing 
University of No~h Caro]hm at Chapd Hill 
Academic Sappo~ Program l~r Smden~-A0~le~es 
Loude~nilk Center lbr Excellence 
344 R idge Rd~ ~ Campus Box 3107 
Chapd Hill. NC 27599 ~ T (9t9) 962-.2237 

~ F (919) 962-.g247 
brad~ey.bethel@unc.e&~ 

Sent= Monday, 10:16 AM 
To= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject; RE: Reminder 
Bradley, 

I do apologize for missing the last two meetings, My department has brought important lecturers in my field to campus these last two Fridays that I have been unable to miss. I 
will hope to answer whatever discussion prompts are available on Sakai before leaving for Thanksgiving. 

Best, 

From; _b___b___e__t~Le_J__@__e__r_[)_a__[!=_u__n__£=e__d___u_ [bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, 1:17 PM 
Subject: Reminder 

To: All Participants 
From: Bradley Bethel 

Don’t forget we need today at 3 PM. Thanks. 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "ASPSA Training 

access Messages for this site: ASPSA ’Framing 

’ site. To reply to this message click this link to 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 9:45 AM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

A toucNng holiday story 

A family of four from Kentucky is coming to tomorrow’s game, but the story behind it is truly remarkable and a great reminder of the Christmas spirit. 

Son - J.D. (13) 

Son - Isaac 

Dad-John 

Mom - Heather 

J.D. is 13 years old and attends Corbin Middle School in Corbin, Kentucky. He found out that a classmate (whom he had never met) named All Nedved was 

diagnosed with Hodkins Lymphoma. 

At J.D.’s 13th birthday party, he requested that all of the gift cards and money he received be donated to All to help with her treatment, which includes 

chemotherapy, which she is still going through. It was a big party and he collected more than 5700 to give to a classmate he didn’t even know. 

All was overwhelmed. She found out that JD was a big Tar Heel basketball fan (because his birthday cake that he brought to share with her was decorated 

with Tar Heels), so she wrote the basketball office to see if we could do something for JD. 

Coach Williams sent him a letter praising him for his unselfish act and sent him an autographed photo. We also invited the family to attend the game. JD 

broke down in tears ofjoywhen he got the letter and the photo. No telling what he did when he heard about the game. 

The family left Kentucky last night and drove to Chapel Hill overnight. 

They are going to the basketball museum today (and maybe practice). JD gets a pass from missing school today if he visits the museum and writes about 

it. So we are going to give the gold standard tour! 

They are sitting in section 123, row BB, seats 3-4-5-6. Stop by and say hi if you get a chance. 

A phenomenal holiday story of unselfishness from a 13-year-old and his family that I thought you would all enjoy knowing about. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirsch net@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 2:32 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

"Hacking" education 

Hey Susan, 

This is that link I was telling you about the other day... Hackschooling. Very interesting :1:1 minute video. 

~?en 5heu 
Assistant ]ul:orh~l Co.:_~rdini~[:oriAci~dernic {::ounsek)r 

U N C Ac~ d em ic 5 u ppo rt ~rogra m for Si:u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 919-84g-2328 

Cell: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

A~ad~: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:03 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Psyc    athletes 

Athlete Daga._-dsx; ±~FT00001 .htm 

I don’t think we ever finished with this document. We were going to look to see which student-athletes were working with a tutor or in the study groups. Please 

ask Ben to add a cohm~n with the h~format~on so that we can review ~t for anything that might stand out. ~f he can have it for ,January 3, that w~ be great. 

7hanks, 

IV~R:he~e 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, ~ 10:35 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Psyc    athletes 

Sorry to till inboxes but I don’t think the data was attached to the 2nd email. It should be attached now. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 11:45 AM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Former UNC AIJ-America Art Weiner Passes Away at Age 87 

For Immediate Release 
University of North Carolina 

Athletic Communications 
Thursday, Dec. 26, 2013 

Former Tar Heel Football All-America Art Weiner Passes Away at Age 87 

Chapel Hill - Art Weiner, former University of North Carolina football star and member of the College Football Hall of Fame, died Christmas 
evening at Moses H. Cone Memorial Hospital in Greensboro at the age of 87. He was with his family at the time of his passing, including his wife 

of 65 years, Boots, his sons, Gregg and Patrick, and daughter, Beth. 

Weiner teamed with Charlie Justice to form one of the most dynamic one-two punches in college football history, leading the Tar Heels to 32 

wins and three New Year’s Day bowl games from 1946-49. Weiner is one of five Tar Heel football players whose jersey number (#50) is retired 

by the school. 

Weiner shattered the school record for receptions with 106, a mark that stood atop the Tar Heel record book for 36 years. He also hauled in 18 

touchdown receptions, a school record that stood until ~1997. He averaged 16.3 yards per catch, still the fifth-highest figure in Carolina history. 

Weiner led the nation with an NCAA record-tying 52 catches in 1949. A two-way standout, be earned most outstanding lineman honors at 

the ’49 Senior Bowl and made a game-saving tackle at the end of UNC’s 21-20 win at Duke that same year. 

He earned first-team All-America honors in 1948 and 1949 and was a three-time first-team All-Southern Conference selection. 

He was inducted into the North Carolina Sports Hall of Fame in 1973 and the College Football Hall of Fame in 1992. 

The family will hold a wake on Friday (Dec. 27) from 6 to 8 p.m. at Forbis and Dick Funeral Services on 1118 North Elm Street in Greensboro. 

The funeral service is Saturday (Dec. 28) at 2 p.m. at Guilford Park Presbyterian Church at 2100 Fernwood Drive in Greensboro. 

The Newark, N.J., native is survived by his wife, three children, eight grandchildren and one great-grandchild. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 13, 2014 5:16 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Iah’: Newsletter fiom Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Not sure if those show up as names or e-mails, Let me know if I need to resend! 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 10:55 AM 
To: 

Subject: FW: Newsletter from Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 

Associate Prot:esso~ 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

CB 8700, Woolle~ 309 

{::hap~:,l Hill~ NC 2’?’599 

From: Sports Careers Institute, LLC [mailto:howard@szoortscareersinstitute.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 10:42 AM 

Te: Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: Newsletter from Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

How To Stand Out In 
An Interview 
By Dr. Howard Gauthier 

So you’ve landed an interview. Now, 

how do you stand out from the other 

candidates? Below are nine 
suggestions you can use for 

preparing for your interview, for 

conducting your interview, and for 

following-up after your interview. 

Pre-Interview Activities 

Identify your strengths and 
skills. Be able to share what 
makes you a great fit for the 
organization? Focus on you and 
not your opponents...(More) 

New jobs listed for today, January 13th 

include positions as an athletic director, in 

compliance, intramura[s, facilities 

management, business operations and 

more. To view these positions and more, 

dick on the [inks below or go to our 



Purchase 
the Book 
That’s Got 
People 
Talking 

Execute for 
Success shares 
eight elements 
that are needed 
for you to beat 
your 
competition and 
to be your best! 

Only $19.95 

(Click Here to 
Purchase) 

Sports Careers 
Institute 

,Job Listings 

Spor~s Management 
Programs 

Execute For 
Success 

List 

vvebsite at 

www.SportsCaree rslnstitute.com. 

Assistant AD for Compliance - Wayne State 

University 

Coordinator of Intramural Sports and Sports 

Clubs - Keene State Co[tege 

Director of Athletics - Augustana College 

Director of Events Center - University of 

Nevada,Reno 

Sr. Associate AD for Business - Northern 

Kentucky University 

Director of Student-Athlete Services - 

Fresno State University 

Director of Athletics and Physical Education 

- Lewis and Clark Cot[ege 

Assistant Director for Intramural Sports - 

Ftorida State University 

Assistant AD for Operations & Compliance - 

Drew University 

Director of Athletics - Worcester State 

University 

Intramurat and Recreation Coordinator - 

It[inois State University 

Assistant AD for Ticket Sales and Operations 

- Texas State University 

Director of Athletics - Western Washington 

University 

Compliance Coordinator - Southwestern 

Oklahoma State University 

Facilities ~ Equipment Assistant - Foothill 

Co[[ege 

Assistant AD for Marketing & Promotions - 
Minor State University 

Director of Athtetics and Recreation - 

Wittenberg University 

Genera[ Manager - Troy Sports Properties 

Associate Director of Development - 

University of Central Florida 

"Regardless of how you feel inside, always try to 



look like a winner. Even if you are behind, a 
sustained look of control and confidence can 
give you a mental edge that results in victory." 

-- Diane Arbus, American Photographer 

Forward this entail 

This email was sent to b osborne@unc.edu by howard~sportscareersinstitute.com 
U~odate Profi]e/Ema!]Address instant removalwith SsfeUnsubscribe" Privacy 
Sports Careers institute, LLC i P.O. Box 792 :: Neridian ID :: 83680 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 12:18 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Washington Post stow on Maryland suing the ACC 

Maryland alleges ACC violated its own rules, tried to lure Big 
Ten schools away 
~. ,,:~--.:::. 

/ 
J 
The state of Maryland filed a counterclaim against the 

ACC in a NoAh Caro]irm court on Monday evening, alleging that the conIbrence broke its own rules wher~ it increased ~he ~xm%rence’s exit %e 

to $52 million and ~hat it ~gnored and breached the ACC Constitution in i~s urgency to punish Matg~and and deter fl~rther w~thdrawals from 

{~] e con~ere[]ee, ~ 

The countersuit also alleges that ba’o ACC schools -- prompted by ESPN and motivated by the desire for more lucrative tele~qsion contracts -- 

attempted to persuade several Big Ten schools to switch conferences. The sd~ool is seeking 8~57 million from the ACC, plus punitive damages 

to be determined by the court. 

The counterclaim, filed by the state attorney general’s office on behalf of the University of Maryland, its Board of Regents and the entire 

university system, ~-as filed in response to the ACC’s lawsuit against the U niversi[y of Maryland. in November 2o~, the ACC sued the 

U niversil.v of Maryland, asking the same North Carolina court to enforce the conference’s 852 million exit lee as the school departs for the Big 

Ten after this academic year. 

According to Maryland’s eountersuit~ a representative from Wake Forest and a representative from Pittsburgh %ach t~mtacted a Big Ten 

university irk ark a~tempt by the ACC to recruit at ]east. two Big Ten schools to leave the Big Ten and join the ACC." Maw[arKd alleges 

"that "these actions by the ACC were designed by the ACC to enable the ACC (and member universities) to extract more lucrative terms from 

potential broadcast partners, including from ESPN," which provided °°eounsd and direction." 

The specific Big Ten schools were not named in Mawland’s counterclaim, although it did say that "the ACC did not attempt to recruit 

membership in the ACC any un~ver’sity wes~ of the M~ss~ssippL" w[fich rules out Nebraska, Minnesota and Iowa. A spokesman {br ~he 

Mawland Office of the Attorney General declined to provide the names of {he targeted Big Tert schools whert asked via e~ mall, citing privacy 

reasorts but irnplyirtg they could eventually be revealed during the dfseoveW or trial phase of the legal process. 

The claim ekes a 2o~ quote from former Boston College Athletic Director Gene DeFilippo, who told the Boston Globe: "You don’t get extra 

money for basketball. It’s 85% football money. °lZr -- ESPN -- is the one who told us what to do. This was football; it had nothing to do ~th 

basketball." DeFilippo ~pologized ~wc:, days later for those comments, saying he "spoke inappropriately and erroneously." 

Maryland’s claim also alleges that the ACC has withheld NCAA money, through the organization’s Grants in Aid, Sports Sponsorship and 

Student Assistance Funds, though "at no time has "the ACC ever been entitled "to assume ownership or control of Maryland’s N (L~a. funds or to 

withhold them from Mar)qand." According to the claim, the ACC had previously acted as a middleman for these funds but was "obligated 

and did pass those funds to Maryland." 

Other allegations ---- that the $52 million exit fee does not reflect the actual damages suffered by the ACC because of Maryland’s departure, 

that school president Wallace D. Lob has beerK excluded from ACC Courmi] of Presidents meetings and that his request for added agenda hems 

have been denied ----. have been repeated irk other claims flied by Mawland. The $156,799,o26 sought irk damages represents "three times the 

amount of eompensatoW damages fbr the ACC’s violations of the Mawland Antitrust laws." 

An ACC spokeswoman did not immediatdy return a text message seeking comment. 

Maryland’s counterclaim represents the latest punch thro~m in a prolonged legal battle between the two sides. Shortly after Maryland 

announced its intention to leave the conference for the Big Ten in 2o~, the ACC filed a la~uit in Greensboro, N.C, seeking roughly $5~ 



rail lion in withdrawal penalties. The conference also began withholding the distribution of con%fence fl~K~ds from the school irk December 

Shortly before Mawland announced its intention to depart for the Big Ten, the AC(Ys school presidents voted to increase the conferenee’s exit 

fee from around $2o million to around $5~ million, or three times the eonference’s operating budget. Lob was one of two N~C school 

presidents to vo~e a~;aiK-,s~ t~Ke increase, dting "legal and philosophical" grounds. 

IK~ its countersuit, Maryland alleges that, according to the ACC CoK~stitution, the increased exit fee should not have gone into effe.et until July 

2013, and thus the conference should not have been allowed to withhold funds from the school stat"~ing in December 2012o 

h~ JanusW 20L3, Maryland attempted to have the ACC’s lawsuit dismissed in Prince Geo,’ge’s County Ci,’cuit Court, saying % North Ca,’olina 

court has no.jurisdiction over the sovereign state of Maryland and its public universities°" The courts in MaDqand have stayed theic decisions 

until the mattecs in North Carolina ace resolved° 

The state also attempted to get the ACC’s lawsuit dismissed in North Carolina court, an aN)ca[ that was ,’eiected. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,           2014 9:50 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tutoring Labs 

Michelle, Susan, and Ben: 

just brought to my attention the challenge of providing appropriate support to students taking a laboratory 

class. The unsettled question about how much support we can provide a student on graded work is especially 
challenging when considering labs. She is tutoring a student for his BIOL lab and feels very uncertain about how much 

support she can provide. I suggest we arrange a meeting with the BIOL lab faculty member and the GEOL lab faculty 

member to get guidelines from them. Can we do that, and can we do it right away? 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 

C          IF (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 3:43 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

97% of UNC student-athletes meet CNN reading skills threshold 

97% o:t! U-NC st:< de:   .b ath].etes CNN 
skills 

Last week, CNN reported on reading skills of student-athletes at U.S. public universities including the University of North Carolina at Chapel HHL The 

story used a CNN-defined threshold for student-athletes being "college-literate" based on results from SAT and ACT college entrance exam scores 

(400 on SAT C~tica~ Reading o~ Writing; ~6 on AC~. The network sMd ~t consulted with experts ~n d~fferent fields [o develop the threshold. 

CNN did not ask the University fo~ SAT or ACT data, ~ns[ead relyh~g on observations provided by a UNC employee who did net ~eprese~t the campus 

m its report. 

An analysis conducted by the University’s Office of Undergraduate Admissions found that aJJ $54 s~}ec~aJ-taJent student-athletes - ~OO percent - 

w[~o enroJ[e~ ih fall 2013 ~et C~’s readying skills t[~reshe[d, That first-year class hscluded 35 student.-atMetes recruited for football and men’s 

and women’s basketball (C~ did not examine 20~3 kffermation.) 

The Office of Undergraduate Admissions used CNN’s definition te analyze UNC’s own SAT and ACT data For specia[~talent student-athletes enrolled as 

first-year students through poJicies and procedures established by the UNC Board of Trustees, faculty and the admissions 

That analysis found: 

Between 2004 and 20~.2, the same time period examined by CNN, UNC-Chapel Hill enrolled ~1,377 first-year student-athletes through the 

special-talent policies and procedures, ~ore than 97 percel~t (1,338) of ~hose s~lde~ts me~ the CNN threshold, Thirty.-nine students 

(2.83 percent) did not meet the threshold. 

Twenty-three of the 39 students (59 percent) who did not meet the CNN threshold have graduated from the University or 

remain enrolled and in good academic standing. Another 11 students (28 percent) left the University academically eligible to 

return, The other five students left the University and would have to restore their academic eligibility in order to return. 

In summary, 34 of the 39 students (87 percent) who did not meet the CNN threshold either graduated from the 

University, remain enrolled and in good academic standing, or left the University academically eligible to return 

Of the student-athletes who enrolled between 200,1. and 201.2 under the special-talent policies, 34~. were recruited for football, men’,s 

student-athletes (9.97 percent) d~d not meet the thresho~d~ 

Of the 34 students recruited For football, men’s basketball and women’s basketball who did not meet the threshold, 20 students 

(59 percent) either have graduated from the University or remain enrolled and in good academic standing, Another :1.0 students 

(29 percent) left the University academically eligible to return. The other four students left tt~e University and would have to 

restore their academic eligibility in order to return. 

~r~ sun~n~aw, 30 of these 34 students (88 percent) either graduated from the University~ remain enr’ol[ed arid in good 

acade~ic standing, or ~eft t~e University ~c~demic~lly eligible to return, 

"We evaluate every student as carefully as we know how," said Stephen Farmer, vice provost for enrollment and undergraduate admissions. "The 

primary criterion for admission for all students, including student-athletes, is the student’s capacity to succeed academically at the University. We 

on~y admit students who we believe have the capacity to succeed." 

[n keeping w~th University Board of Trustees policy, and guidance from the Faculty Advisory Committee on Undergraduate Admissions, r:armer sa~d ~he 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions evaluates every candidate h~dividuaHy, comprehensively and hol~sticaHy. These evaluations rely on quantitative 

and qualitative data and informatiom The quantitative measures ~ndude ~esu~ts from standardized tests (SAT or ACT w~th Writing). 

~’We pay careful attention to test results," Farmer sMd. ~’But we do not make final admissions derisions based on test scores a~one --- not for any 

student, and not for any student~athlete." 

http : /’iwww.unc.ed~/campus-updatesichancel~o~-.folt.-sends-.message.-~o-campusi 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 3:48 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

link to previous release 

h t t p ://u n c n ews.u n c.ed u i2014/01/16/97- u n c-st u d e n t-a t h let e s-m e e t-c n n- r ea din g-s k ills-t h re sh old-8-yea r-a d m i ssio n s-a n a lysis-q u est i o n s-claim s-n e two rk-n ews-sto ry! 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Robin C <rcb@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 23, 2014 11:24 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
Micro tutor? 

Hey Susan B. ! 

Any chance you have a microbiology tutor that would like to do some work on the side? This is struggle for us every 

semester! 

Thank you, 

Robin 

Robin C. Blanton 

Learning Specialist 

The UNC Learning Center 

919-962-8012 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 12:17 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Microbiolo~ 

Susan, 

I’m not particularly well suited to help in that area, but if you send me any information you have on this opportunity, I can pass it along to the graduate students I know that 
might be better qualified to help. 

Thanks, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: 
Subject: Microbiology 

9:57 PM 

Hi 

Are you comfortable working with students on Microbiology? Not sure if you have any extra available hours each week, but The Learning Center is in need of 

tutors in this area. And not that I would want you to spend any additional free hours in your schedule with anyone but us. He! He! (~ I don’t know how many hours 

this will be. gut I just thought I would check with you. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 10:30 AM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Northwestern QB starts union movement 

Kain Colter starts union movement 

;~:~:~"    For the first time in the history of college sports, athletes are asking to be represented by 

a labor union, taking formal steps on Tuesday to begin the process of being recognized as employees, ESPN’s "Outside The Lines" has learned, 

Ramogi Huron, president of the National College Players Association, filed a petition in Chicago on behalf of football players at Northwestern UniversRy, 

submitting the form at the regional office of the National Labor Relations Board. 

Backed by the United Steelworkers union, Huma also filed union cards signed by an undisclosed number of Nerthwester,~ players with the NLRB -- the federal 

statutory body that recognizes groups that seek collective bargaining rights. 

"This is about finally giving college athletes a seat at the table," said Buma, a former UCI.A linebacker, who created the NCPA as an advocacy group in 

2001L "Athletes deserve an equal voice when it comes to their physical, academic and financial protections." 

Huma told "Outside The Lines" that the move to unionize players at Northwestern started with quarterback Kain Colter, who reached out to him last spring 

and asked for help in giving athletes representation in their effort to improve the conditions under which they play NCAA spo~Zs. Colter became a leading voice 

in regular ~’~CPA-organized conference calls al~qong players frOl~q around the country. 

In a Sept. 21 game against Maine, Colter wore a black wristband with the hashta[~APU" -- AIl]~ayers United -["~ominently scrawled in white marker as 

part of a quiet protest gesture. Be was joined that day by about Z0 teammates as well as players from Georgia and Georgia Tech. [n all, players on seven 

teams in the five largest conferences displayed the #APU symbol, according to the NCPA. 

Huma said he met with Northwestern players over the weekend on campus in Evanston, II1., and took the next step in creating a collective voice for players. 

He said Colter introduced him to groups of players that Colter had talked with over the past couple of months about their interest in taking the 

unprecedented step of asking for union representation. 

To have the NLRB consider a petition to be unionized, at least 30 percent or the members or a group serving an employer must sign union cards, 

Huma declined to say how many Northwestern players signed cards other than the number was "overwhelming majority." To get to 30 percent, at least 26 of 

the 85 scholarship players had to sign. 

The [orraal entry [hat would represent the players, if certified by the NLRB, is called the College Athletes Players Association (CAPA), It was created by Huron, 

Colter and Luke Bonner, a former U-Mass basketball player and brother of NBA player Matt Bonner, with technical suppo~ from the United Steelworkers, who 

will not receive union dues fl-om players, said Huma, who is registered as president of the organization, 

giving college athletes a 

seat at the table, Athletes 

deserve ~n equal voice when it 

comes to their physical, 

academic ~nd t]n~ncia~ 

protections, 

-- R~;T;ogi Huron, NCPA ~.resident 

"When Ramogi first reached out to us years ago, we were like an overwhelming part of the population h~ that we 

figured athletes were lucky because they’re getting an education," United Steelworkers president Leo Gerard said 

Tuesday. "But then we looked into it and realized it’s a myth. Many don’t get a true education and their 

scholarships aren’t guaranteed2’ 

The group has called a news conference at ~.:~:30 a.m. CST on Tuesday at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in downtown 

Chicago where Kolter, Huron, Gerard and the union’s national political director Tim Waters, the NCPA’s liaison 

within the union, will speak. 

"The NCAA is a train wreck waiting to happen," Waters said. "What brought them to this moment is they couldn’t 

control their greed. They put all this money in the system." 

Spokesmen for NoP~hwestern, the Big Ten Conference and NCAA were not immediately available for comment. 

Huma said the goals of the CAPA is the same as the NCPA. lhe group has pressed for better concussion and other 

medical protections, and for scholarships to cover the full cost of attendance. 

Having ah-eady successfully advocated for the creation of multi-year scholarships, it now would like those 

scholarships to be guaranteed even if a player is no longer able to conth]ue [or injury or medical reasons. The group has also called for a trust fund that 

players could tap into after their NCAA eligibility expires to finish schooling or be rewarded for finishing schooling. 

The NCPA has lobbied state legislatures, Congress and the NCAA on these issues over the years, and earlier this month hired airplanes to fly protest banners 

at the BCS Championship Gal~qe at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena, Calif., and at the NCAA Convention in San Diego. 

"It’s become clear that relying on NCAA policymakers won’t work, that they are never going to protect college athletes, and you can see that with their 

actions over the past decade," Huma said. "Look at theh posiUon on concussions. They say they have no legal obligation [o protect players." 

The initial goals of the CAPA do not include a call for schools to pay salaries, Huma said. However, he declined to rule out the possibility that CAPA would seek 

that type of compensation in the future and said he knows the pubUc will begin speculating about scenarios in which players would receive a cut of the $5.15 

billion in revenues currently generated by athletic departments in the five power conferences. 

]hose universities will be flush with new cash in the coming years due to the advent of the CoUege FootbaU Playoff which starts next year, and the signing of 

lucrative, long-term media contracts that will more than double in vak~e by 2020, according to the Spor[sBusiness Journal. 

At the outset, only Division I FBS football players and men’s basketball players -- the athletes at the center of the commercial enterprise -- will be eligible to 

join CAPA because they are best situated to make a case to be treated as employees, Huma said. Over time, the CAPA may expand its scope to include other 

sports. 

He said only scholarship players are eligible for inclusion, as they have are already being compensated by schools in the form of a "grant-in-aid" that is 

capped at the level of tuition, rool~q and board, books and fees. 

By filing the union cards with the NI.RB, CAPA triggers a process that could take years to resolve. The first group that will consider the request will be the 



regional b o a ~1 ~ o f the Ni.RB, whose decision can be appealed to the national board. 

Northwestern is expected to oppose the action on the grounds athletes are not employees, and the NCAA, the trade association representing the athletic 

inte[esLs of universities, will likely enter the flay as well. 

Gerard said he would "not be surprised" if it ends up in the federal court system, 

Athletes playing for university-based teams are not currently considered employees by any legal body, They haven’t been since 1953, when the Colorado 

Supreme Court uphekl a determination by the state tndust[ial Commission that a football player at the University or Denver was an "employee" within the 

context of the Colorado workers’ compensation statute, 

As a [esulL, the university was responsible to provide workers’ comp for his football injuries. The NCAA responded by coining the term "student-.atMete" and 

mandating its use by universities, Use of that term, and other efforts to draw a enforce the idea that athletes cannot also be employees, rapqped up as the 
NCAA a few years later introduced aL[detic schola[ships, a form of compensation For setvices provided. 

The distinction has held, though since then the courts have copqe to recognize other students who provide services to universities as employees, Graduate 

students who teach, for instance, are recognized as employees of universities under laws in many states, Academics such as Richard and Amy IvlcCormick of 

Michigan State have argued that athletes are employees under the con-~mon law definition of the ~’~ational Labor Relations Act. 

The NLr~. governs only private enterprises and does apply to public universities, As a private university, Northwestern University falls under its jurisdiction, 

Gerard said that based on labor law, any decision in favor of the players againsL ~lorthwestern would apply to all privaLe universities across the country in the 

FBS division, It would not apply to public universities, which are governed by state laws, 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Betlael, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 4:17 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Labs 

Susan, 

I wrote at the beginning of the semester about reaching out to the BIOL and GEOL departments to have them meet with us and the tutors to discuss how most 

appropriately to tutor students in labs. How do you feel about moving forward with that? 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Acadetnic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Cmnpns Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C         i F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@ unc.edl~~- 

Monday, i               9:28 Alvl 

UNCAA-Senior S’mJ~t’<uncaa seniors~ff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu-~; 

UNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups.unc.edu~> 

Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development 

Weekly Calendar of UNC Student-Athlete Development.pdf 

Hello Everyone, 

Please see the weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development in the attachment and sha*e with anyone that you think will be interested. Thank you. 

tlave a great week! Go tteels’. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

C,N, erstreek Tia <overstre(~unc.edu~ 

Monday~ 4:04 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edtr~; ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 

<sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Claytor~ Nicole <cla~onn@em~fil.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyer@eln~fil.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Let’s talk about at your earliest convience. I do not think guided study is a good fit for him. 

Let me know when you’re free. 

Thanks 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Monday, 2:21 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring; Maloy, Susan B 

C¢: Beatty, Greg; Clayton, Nicole; Myers, Leslie; Overstreet, Tia 
Subject: 

Ben and Susan, because we are losing       , I am re-distributing her sessions among the ALSs and me. Please drop all her sessions after Wednesday and make 

the following changes. Counselors, also, please note these changes. 

Move, to MW 8AM and F9 AM. 

Move to me MWF8 AM. 

Move to I T 1 PM. 

Move to Guided Study T g PM. 

Bradley R. It. Bethel I Readhag mad Writing Specialist 

University ofNo(th Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel ttill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C         i F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.e&~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:28 PM 

Beatty, Crreg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edn>; Overs~reet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Cancellations and no-shows are a problem 

Hi Greg and Tia, 

I have a Monday night session with ,- none of which were here tonight, apparently cancelled but I am 

not sure why this is allowed. We had a good amount of material to work on tonight and he has a test on Friday-this is the second or third time he has 

cancelled a session. 

Secondly, has been a no-show for the past few sessions. With their test coming up on Friday and the Duke game/snow chance on Wednesday night (the 

only other time I see them this week), I am very concerned 1) I will not see them on Wednesday and 2) even if I do we will not have adequate time to 

prepare with all these cancellations and no-shows (of course any time is better than none). 

Thanks, 



FF~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

uncw.edu> 

Tuesday, .9:26 AM 

Okolo, Nicole J. <okolon@uncw.edu-~ 

Student-Athlete Academic Support Services 

Survey Questions.docx 

Good morr/ing, 

My name ~s . I currently work with Acade~nic Support Services at UNCW. I a~n currently undergoing a protect, in wi~ich we are looking to find out what 
public sci~oois in the state of North Carolina are doing to assist us ~ri revamping the services that we have o~ered to our student athletes. I would greatly 

appreciate it if I can solicit some o£ your time to answer a ~cw questions. To better convenience you, I have attached the list of questions that you can fill out and 

send back to me. The document ~s very user friendly so you will not have to scan it and send it back you can fill it out right on the screen. If you’d prefer to 

speak with me, I can set up a time to do that as well. k should only last about five to ten minutes. Have a great week! 

T/anks in advance, 

Ac¢~demic Support Services Intern 

UNCLV AtN~tic De|x~rtment 
601 South College [qood 

~ilmington, N.C. 2840~ 

Email- ~.~.W,~ 
Phone- 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeat~@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:28 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu> 

RE: Ca~cellations aM no-shows are a problem 

I did not see his name on the sheet, so 1 asked him about it, He says he was at the PSYC review but forgot to sign the sign-in sheeL Can we ask if he was 

there? 

I have not res0onded yet but will, 

From: Maloy, Susan 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:25 PM 

To: Beatty, Greg; Overstreet, Tia 

Subject: RE: Cancellations and no-shows are a problem 

Greg and 

Do you have r~act~ons to th~s? Was supposed to ~o to the PSYC review that conducted l~st n~ht at 9pro? ~ did not see h~s name on the l~st 

as having a~te~lded, but that was h~s reason hi h~5 ema~ to cancel 

Did e~ther of your respond to      ? Not tha~: we need to provide a full expBmation, but s~mply apprec:ia~:~ng h~s concern and (:omm~:ment ~:o ~:he s~:udent-athletes, 

WNch ] sm happy to do H: ne~Lher have responded at th~s point. 

Let me know~ 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Seat= Monday, 9:28 PN 
To= Bea~, Greg; Overstreet, 
C¢; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Cancellations and no-shows are a problem 

Hi Greg and Tia, 

[ have a Monday night session with - none of which were here tonight, apparently cancelled but I am 

not sure why this is allowed. We had a good amount of material to work on tonight and he has a test on Friday- this is the second or third time he has 

cancelled a session. 

Secondly, has been a no-show for the past few sessions. With their test coming up on Friday and the Duke game/snow chance on Wednesday night (the 

only other time I see them this week), [ am very concerned $) [ will not see them on Wednesday and 2) even if [ do we will not have adequate time to 

prepare with all these cancellations and no-shows {of course any time is better than none). 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Beth Newsome <bnfl~omp@email.unc .edu;, 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 11:21 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbm~Joy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Payroll Check - Dept 3137 - 

has a check to be picked up at Payroll (see below). 

2ZS West Ca~eron Avenue (Corner of Wilson Stre ~t~ 

Chapel HIll, N¢ 27599 

~B# 3030 

9.19.952,3036 

91.9,962,J.404 (fax) 

~h’~ c~:ffce on Tu~sd~ys, Wedn~sd~ys, 

~ bgo uric mair~ 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This ~_~--naail and ;~ng transnaitted documents contains private, privileged and confid~_mtial h-~formation belonging to the sender The h-fformation ther~_~[n is 

solely for the use of the address~_~e. If gout receipt of this transrn[ssion has coccurr~_~d ;~s the resuit of an error, piei~se imm~_~dii~tely notify us so we call an-ange for the return of the 

docum~mts. ~n such ch-cumstances, yoLi ar~_¯ advised that you may not disclose, cop~,, distribute_¯ or take any oti~_~r action in reliance of the information trans~l[tted. 

From: Cox, Andrea Mabe 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2014 11:13 AM 
To-" Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject: Payroll Check - Dept 3:t37 
Importance-" High 
Good Morning, 

This is a reminder that we have a payroll check for 

Thank you. 

Andrea M Cox 

Administrative Support Specialist 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# :[260, :[04 Airport Drive, Suite 3600 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-:[260 

that needs to be picked up at our office. 

phone: (9:[9) 962-0047 

fax: (9:[9) 962-5077 

email: amcox@email.unc.edu 

http:i!fina nce.unc.eduicontroller/payroll-services/: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:54 AIVl 

UNCAA-Senior StaJt’<uncaa seniors~ff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu-~; 

UNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Weekly Schedule ofUNC Studeut-Atlflete Development 

Weekly Caleudar of UNC Student-Athlete Development.pdf 

Hello Everyone, 

Please see the weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development in the attachment and share with anyone that you think will be interested. Thank you. 

Have a great week! Go Heels! 

Best, 

Student-A lhlete Development 

The University qfNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(o) 919~43-2306 

@ liw!. unc’, edu 

Connect With Us On 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 11:10 AM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

A beautiful story 

Remarkable...sad...beautiful..poignant...I can’t do this justice except to say thank you to Adam for writing it and letting us get to know this remarkable woman, her family and her 

story 

http://www.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=209415803 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:14 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Weekly Report m~d Grade Report 

Susan, 

It is very, very difficult to read this report when it is in this format. 

Is there not any way to put one player on one page. Scrolling down the pages 

It jumps from player to player. Can it not be formatted to have one player per page? 

Mike 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 3:08 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Co: 3ackson, Scott C; Forbes, Scott; Gaines, Bryant Anthony 
Subject: Weekly Report and Grade Report 
Hey Mike, 

Attached is this week’s report as well as the Grade Report that includes the first round of Progress Reports submitted by professors. Grades submitted by 

professors are noted with an * 

Clarifications to the weekly report: 

1. Not sure why all of the hours are not being picked up on the report, but      total hours are actually 3.68 hours (less than 30 minutes short of the required 

4 hours). 

2. met his independent study hour requirement for this week even though it looks like he is 3. hour short. Since dropping his PSYC tutor session 

yesterday, I added one more independent hour to his MAP for a total of 2 hours, which will begin next week. 

3. met his independent study hour requirement for this week also even though it look like he is almost an hour short. His MAP was adjusted this 

week to account for the group meeting he had for a PORT project. 

received an infraction for not attending guided study on Sunday . This will be considered his first of two warnings, it slipped my mind to ask him 

about this during our meeting this week, so we have not had a chance to talk about this yet. Normally he is very good about attending and!or submitting 

cancellations as necessary. 

One concern to note on the Grade Report is         STOR    grade and professor comments. We spoke about this for a while, and he committed to turning 

things around in this class. I also set him up to meet with another STOR tutor on Wednesday nights whenever he does not have a game, but I did not see any 

written indication from the tutor that he attended Wednesday      this week. He may have felt that he needed to put all of his study time into GEOG    on 

Wednesday night since he had a test the next day.        should definitely meet with this professor regularly in this class. 

I sent the guys an email reminder about the last day to drop and the requirement to schedule a meeting with an Academic Advisor as soon as possible. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

All the best this weekend!] 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:51 AM 

UNCAA-Senior StaJt’<uncaa seniors~ff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu-~; 

UNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Weekly Schedule ofUNC Studeut-Athlete Development 

Weekly Caleudar of UNC Student-Athlete Development.pdf 

Hello Everyone, 

Please see the weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development in the attachment and share with anyone that you think will be interested. Thank you. 

Have a great week! Go Heels! 

Best, 

Student-A lhlete Development 
The University of TVorth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(o) 919~43-2306 

~@ live. unc’. edu 

Connect With Us On 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 3:46 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJloy@email.unc.edu> 

link 

AGH. 

I don’t know why it doesn’t auto send... 

t; i:~ ".,~s : ! /www. w)u i: u~(~ !~.(:o~r~ /w:~, ~ (’h’~v=~rd ~’:~T X [~ Ai: -:U 

Assistant ]ul:ofial Co.:)rdir~a[:oriAcader~lh:: {::otmselor 

U N C Aca d ern ic 5 u ppo rt ~ro~fa rn for St u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 919-843-2328 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 2:59 PM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.~mc.edtr~; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@~mc.edtr~; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu-~; 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Critical Thinking 

Using Intellectual Standards to Assess Student Rea.pdf 

See attached. 
Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading azad Writing Specialist 
University of North Ca:rolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loudennilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Itill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

i F (919) 96~-8~47 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:50 AM 

UNCAA-Senior StaJt’<uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu-~; 

UNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Weekly Schedule ofUNC Studeut-Atlflete Development 

Weekly Caleudar of UNC Student-Athlete Development.pdf 

Hello Everyone, 

Please see the weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development in the attachment and share with anyone that you think will be interested. Thank you. 

Have a great week! Go Heels! 

Best, 

Student-A thlete Development 
The University of TVorth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(o) 919~43-2306 

Connect With Us On 



From: @nc.rr.com 

Sent: Tuesday, i 6:17 PM 

To: MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbma3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: to CLT 

Thanks Susan 

Hope you’re getting some sun up there in CH! 

.... "Maloy wrote: 
> I’m so sorry’. 
> 

> Susan 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> > On at 10:04 PM, ’ @nc.n- corn" 
>> 

> > Thanks Susan¯ 
>> 

> > I’ll be in for awhile but ~vill keep y’all posted¯ 
>> 
> ~ ..... "Maluy wrute: 
> >> 

Spring Break¯ 

> >> Keep us posted on huw things are gumg 

> >> Thanks, 

> >> ..... Original Message ..... 
> >> Frum: . @nc.rr.com [mailm: 
> >> Sent: Wednesday, 12:17 PM 
> >> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> >> Subject: tu CLT 

> >> tli Susan, 

> >> Will let you know abuut return date¯ 
> >> Sorry this is so last-minute¯ 
> >> Hupe your spring break is better than mine! t t 

Of course please take the time that you need Thank you for keeping us posted¯ 

@nc.n-com> ;vrote: 

¯ We wish yuu all the best¯ Take the time that you need After tomun-ow, we will nut reopen until Monday, 

(h)nc.rr cum] 

due tu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:21 AM 

UNCAA-Senior StaJt’<uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu-~; 

UNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Weekly Schedule ofUNC Studeut-Atlflete Development 

Weekly Caleudar of UNC Student-Athlete Development.pdf 

Hello Everyone, 

Please see the weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development in the attachment and share with anyone that you think will be interested. Thank you. 

Have a great week! Go Heels! 

Best, 

Student-A thlete Development 
The University of TVorth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(o) 919~43-2306 

Connect With Us On 



From; 

Sent: 

Subject: 

@sprynet.com’- 

Thursday,              8:42 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

Training session, Vower plug 

Hi Siusan, 

I appreciated the training session that was offered on Tuesday. Before my evening sessions last night I sketched out a tutorial using the idea I shared with you that made it specific for the 
UNC Libraries’ site. Last night several of my tutees came to their sessions needing to begin research on project papers. The model I made worked quite well and all tN-ee students in my 7pm 

session were able to complete a refined search specific to their topic by they end of our session Thank you for an-anging that training oppol~unity for tutors. 

I thirN left the power plug for my Apple computer in room T last night I hope to come by today and retrieve it Is there a lost and fom~d for such if it is turned in? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 11:46 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

your input requested 

Workshop #1.docx; Workshop #2.docx; Workshop #3.docx 

Hello, 

I have attached 3 documents for you to review and provide feedback. This is a summer program curriculum for 

incoming first-year students and as counselors for teams who will be participating, we would like your feedback 

regarding content, activities suggested, or ideas in general to improve the student experience. 

As you will see, some of the activities that would be required of students would involve their Academic Counselor as 

well. 

In addition to providing feedback on content, please let me know if you think the activities would require an extended 

meeting time with counselors- a meeting lasting over one hour. ( workshop #1 would probably be the most involved for 

counselors). 

Thanks in advance for your help with this! 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

emlyons@email.unc.edu 

T. 919.843.6029 

C, 

f. 919-962.8247 



Lesson Title 

Learning Objectives 

Activities 

Materials 

Unit One- Starting Off Right 

¯ Students will learn appropriate classroom 

behavior 
¯ Students will be introduced to classroom 

technology tools 

¯ Students will become acquainted with 

course syllabus 

¯ Students will learn to create daily/weekly/ 

and semester planning tools 

¯ Students will become familiar with 
professor expectations and relationship 

building 

¯ Students will identify academic goals and 

create action plans 

¯ Read syllabus with Academic Counselor 

¯ Log on to Sakaii 

¯ Log on to Heelmail 

¯ Complete Semester Planner 

¯ Create daily/weekly to-do list (task 

breakdown) 
¯ Actively participate in workshop 

¯ Email each professor and cc counselor 

¯ Attend Office Hours 



Learning Title 

Learning Objectives 

Activities 

Materials 

Unit 2- Maintaining 

¯ Students will be introduced to campus 

resources/support services 

¯ Students will become acquainted with 

academic regulations and rules 

¯ Students will learn proper citation rules, 

styles, and usage 

¯ Students will learn about academic 
dishonesty 

¯ Students will be introduced to University 

Library Website 

¯ Students will revisit academic goals/action 

plan and revise as necessary 

¯ Honor Court/Citation Workshop 

¯ Complete Plagiarism Module 

¯ Participate in Library Workshop 

¯ Complete Library Scavenger Hunt 

¯ Revise academic goals/action plan as 

necessary 



Lesson Title 

Learning Objectives 

Activities 

Materials 

Unit #3 - Finish Strong 

¯ Students will become familiar with best 
practices for effective test preparation 

¯ Students will evaluate current study habits 

¯ Students will create plan for future study 

practices 

¯ Dr. Loeb presentation on study strategies 

¯ Participate in Workshop 

¯ Complete study plan 

¯ Complete academic goal worksheet 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 5:54 PM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, 
Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; 
Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, 
Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Advising Blitz Reminder 

Good Afternoon and Happy March Madness! 

This is a quick announcement to continue reminding your students about the wonderful advising blitz. Students were 

registering with fury in the first 48 hours, however the numbers have steeply declined over the last 24-30 hours! 

Let’s get our numbers closer to 100%!!!!! 

Link: 

http://apps.research.u nc.edu/events/index.cfm ? 

event=events.eventDetails&event ke¥=SE3EFE4E7FB85BABDEEB411047D1545039C03 E53 

Sincerely, 

Spencer and Andrea! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Cheryl <meeter@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 6:14 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: AAPC minutes and reminder of meeting sent 

Hi, Susan, 
Please do reach out to them if Lee has not already. Since Wed. and won’t be back tip the 26th.My attention is pretty focused 
here right now. I think that when I first sent the minutes to you and Lee for your input a while back I made some agenda suggestions. Sorry, but ~ don’t recall them right now. 
Maybe you can dig up that emaiI.Thanks, and talk to you on the 26th. Best, cj 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, March 21, 2014 4:41 PM 
To: Junk, Cheryl; May, Lee Y 
Subject: RE: AAPC minutes and reminder of meeting sent 

Thank you ChewI for sending this out. 

[ know we had l:alked about ir~viting Abigail Panter to come to the next meeth~g as wel~ as ~nvR~ng Chris Derk:kson h:~r some update~; flom the r~eg~atra~’s O~fk:e. ~ 

wokdd be happy to reach out to both of thern ~f we have not done so a~ready?? Any other thoughts on agenda ~tems outside of regular Advising Updates? 

Thanks so much and have a great weekend. 

~usan 

Fmm~ Junk, Che~l 
Sent~ Tuesday, March 18, 2014 4:59 PM 

T~ Nay, Lee Y; Naloy, Susan B 

Subjeet~ ~PC minutes and reminder of meeting sent 

Hi, Lee and Susan, 

I have sent out the AAPC minutes and a reminder of the next meeting on April 1. I will be gone for from tomorrow through the 25th, back on the 

26th. If the agenda has not gone out before then, I will be happy to send it when I get back. Thanks, cj 

Cheryl F. Junk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & Humanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Campus Box 3110 

UN C-Chapel H ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising webpage:http:iiadvising.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:20 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: A couple of things 

Susan - 

I can probably come by before my shift on Thursday to watch the video. Would 4:00 PM work? Otherwise, I can stop by Friday morning. 

I’ll check my time card on TIMS about the missed punch date and let you know, it may have been another day, I’ll just double check to see if there actually 

is a missing punch. 

From: Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaikunc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:55 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: A couple of things 

Thank you for your ernaik FYI, your time card was already approved t:or    at 9:~llpm. Thus there actually was a putsch out t~me that ~ approved ~ast pay period. 

Yes, I do not have a p~an to get everyone in who m~ssed the training s[ [he begim~ng o~: [he term. So if you are able to come ~ to v~ew [he v~deo for an hour and a 

half some thee next week that wou~d be great. Let me know what day and time works for you. I will also have a fol~ow-up ema~l and hand-out from last night’s 

5esS~Oll. 

7hanks and let me know when you can come in ~:o view the 1:raining. 

Susan 

$ent~ Wednesday, 9:13 AN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Nubje¢t~ A couple of things 

Sorry I didn’t get to the training last night, I checked my email when I got home from campus and bythen it was already too late. But, given that I still am 

yet to make up the other training, do you want me to come bysome time next week? 

Also, the Thursday before Spring Break, TIMS wouldn’t let me enter my punch out, so I was told to let you know I clocked out at 10:00 PM so that could get 

entered. 

Thanks~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:56 AM 

UNCAA-Senior StaJt’<uncaa seniors~ff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu-~; 

UNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Weekly Schedule ofUNC Studeut-Atlflete Development 

Weekly Caleudar of UNC Student-Athlete Development.pdf 

Hello Everyone, 

Please see the weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development in the attachment and share with anyone that you think will be interested. Thank you. 

Have a great week! Go Heels! 

Best, 

Student-A thlete Development 
The University of TVorth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(o) 919-843-2306 

@ live. unc, edu 

Connect With Us On 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 3:13 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: DaJ~ly Email 

From: [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:21 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Daily Email 

Hi Ben and Susan, 

I apologize for the constant stream ofemails. I just iemembered tlmt I had previously cancelled my sessions for Thursday night because of a reception taking place that 

night. This isn’t good given that we’ve scheduled a 101 review for that night. Would it be possible to compromise and move the review session from 6-8 to 5-7:30 and 
let me cancel my nomml 8-9pm and 9-10pm sessions? That would allow me to hold a lengthy review session aM still attend fl~e reception, just a little bit late. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:09 AM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Final Exams 

Yes I would love to meet and go over my academic sheet. I have no idea what classes I’m going to take aid I know you can help. I will update you with my final exam 

schednle when we meet. 

When would you like to meet? I’m pretty mnch open now since I don’t have a commitment to baseball anymore due to my injmy. 

Thanks tbr the help, 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On at 9:05 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <.~_?~!a__l_9.y@_e__n__!_a_~!:_u__!~c__:_e___d__u__.> wrote: 

Hi 

has been keeping me posted on your situation. Please let me know if I can help you in any way. I know you have been communicating with 

your professors. We will do the same thing from our end to further confirm your absence. Can you make me aware of your final exam schedule? It 

would be helpful to have this just in case you need to request to have your final exams moved. Just so you are aware, professors are not permitted to 

move final exam times for students unless they receive approval from the Advising Office. The process for requesting exam excuses/reschedule is for 

the student to meet with an Advisor to discuss the situation and then the Advisor will send a form to the professor permitting them to reschedule the 

exam for the student. 

On another note, it looks like you are scheduled to register on 
course selection? 
Keep me posted on things and let me know how I can help you. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Sasan Maloy 

Tntorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program/br Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 

sbmaloy~emaiDmc.edu 

at 8am. Would you like to meet to discuss your academic worksheet and your 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:15 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW:       a~d 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:31 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: and 

Hi Susan, 
My assessment is that for students              (advisor: Tia Overstreet) and          attending one session of tutoring in Portuguese suffice to meet their academic 
needs in the subject. They are particularly dedicated students who demonstrate interest and effort in learning Portuguese. However the class does not seem to present them 
with much challenge and therefore I believe they could make better use of their time switching one of the sessions from Tutoring in Portuguese to an independent study type of 
session. 
As for           , he is currently attending only one session. However he does not seem to need to attend even that session. His engagement has been very low, precisely 
because the is not challenged by the class. He would prefer to be able to only drop-in in case he has questions about a particular assignment, but in general he would do just 
fine without coming for tutoring. 
I have talked to all three of them and asked their assessment and both     and         agreed and strongly prefer to make these changes 

gave it a second thought after we talked, changed his mind and would like to stay in for both sections,    thinks now the class was going slow because they had 

been watching films over several classes, but the thinks it might start to move faster. 
I am not sure what the policy is about making changes in the middle of the semester, but I thought that I should report that I think they would benefit more by making other 
use of their time, given their levels of low need! individual effort. 
Of course I am fine with whatever academic advisors decide with the students. I just wanted to report this. 
Nay you have further questions, please do not hesitate to ask, 

Best, 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Friday, 
To: 
Subject:     and 

10:46 AM 

Hi 
l saw your notes on, and 
Please reply with additional comments. 
Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordiuator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy,&_-~!ema~l.~mc.e&~ 

but was hoping you could give me a little more detail to be sure I am reading everything correctly. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 4:45 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Northwestern players get union vote 

Northwestern players get union vote 

~’~:~    [n a potenLially garPle.-chL:lnging rPlOrPlent fop college athletics, the Chicago distFict o[ the 
National Labor Relations Board ruled on Wednesday that Northwestern football players qualify as employees of the university and can unionize, 

NLRB regional director Peter Sung Ohr cited the players’ time commitment to their sport and the facL that their scholarships were tied directly to their 

performance as reasons for granting them union rights. 

Ohr wrote in his ruling that the players "fall squarely within the [National Labor Relations] Act’s broad definition 

of ’employee’ when one considers L[~e common law definition of ’employee."’ 

Ohr ruled that the players can hold a vote on whether they want to be represented by the College Athletes 

Players AssociaLion, which broughL the case to the NLRB along with former Wildcats quarLerback Kain Colter and 

the United Steelworkers union. 

"~ couldn’t be more happy and grateful for today’s ruling, though it is the ruling we expected," said Ramogi Buma, 

president of both the National College Players Assn, a nonprofit advocacy group that has been around since 2001, 

and the College Athletes Players Association, the union that would represent the ~ers and w~ormed in 

)anuary. 

The Rulincj 

Former quarterback Kain     ~ 

Coiter led the drive to have 

Northwes~ern players vote on whether 

to unionize. Read the ruling that gave 

~hem that right. RU~t~ POIF 

"! just have so much respect for Kain and the football players who stood up in unity to take this on, They love their university but they think it’s important to 

exercise rights under labor law. 

"The NCAA invented the term student athlete to prevent the exact rulh~g that was made today. For 60 years, people have bought h~to their notion that they 

are students only. The reality is, players are employees and today’s ruling confirms thaL The players are one gianL step closer to justice." 

NorU~western issued a statement shortly aRer the ruling saying it would appeal to the [uH NLRB in Washington, D.C. 

"While we respect the N[.RB process and the regional director’s opinion, we disagree with it," the statement read. "Northwestern believes strongly that our 

student-athletes are not employees, but studenLs. Unionization and collective bargaining are noL the appropriate meU~ods to address the concerns raised by 

student-athletes." 

CAPA supporters, meanwhile, celebrated the news. Coiter tweeted: ’"]his is a HUGE win for ALL college athletes!" 

"Amazing victory for college athletes," said Tim Waters, national political director for United Steelworkers. "USW has said all along that these athletes are in 

fact employees and now the NLRB has agreed. Athletes have tried every way possible to get a seat at the table and this was the only avenue they were left 

with. We expect the ruling will withstand any appeal." 

Colter, whose eligibility has been exhausted and who has entered the NF[. draft, said nearly all of the 85 scholarship players on the Wildcats roster backed 

the union bid, though only he expressed his support publicly. ]’he United Steelworkers union has been footing the legal bills. 

CAPA attorneys argued that college football is, tot all practical purposes, a commercial enterprise tha~ relies on players’ labor to generate billions of dollars 

profits, ]’hat, they contend~ makes the relationship of schools to players one of employers to employees, 

In its endeavor to have college football players be recognized as essential workers, CAPA likened scholarships to employment pay -- too little pay fl°om its 

point of view. Northwestern balked at that claim, describing scholarship as grants. 

Giving college athletes employee status and allowing them to unionize, critics have argued, could hurt college sports in numerous ways -- including by raising 

the prospects of strikes by disgruntled players or lockouts by athletic departments. 

The NCAA has been under increasing scrutiny over its amateurism rules and is fighth~g a class-action federal lawsuit by former players seeking a cut of the 

billions of dollars earned from live broadcasts, memorabilia sales and video games. Other lawsuits allege tha~ the NCAA failed to protect players ~rom 

debilitating head injuries. 

NCAA President Hark Emmert has pushed for a $2,000-per-player stipend to help athletes defray some of their expenses. Critics say that isn’t nearly enough, 

considering that players help bring in millions of dollars to their schools and conferences. 

CAPA’s specific goals include guaranteeing coverage of sports-related medical expenses for c~Jrrent and former players, ensuring better procedures to reduce 

head injuries and potenUally letting players pursue commercial sponsorships. 

For now, the push is to unionize athletes at private schools, such as Northwestern, because the federal labor agency does not have jurisdiction over public 

universities. 

During the NLRB’s tire days o[ hearings in February, Wildcats coach Pat Fitzgerald took the stand fop union opponents, and his testimony sometimes was at 

odds with Colter’s. 

Colter told the hearing that players’ performance on the field was more important to Northwestern than their in-class pe~ormance, saying, "You fulfill the 

football requirement and, if you can, you fit in academics." Asked why Northwestern gave him a scholarship of $75,000 a year, he responded: "To play 

football. To ped~orm an athletic service." 

But Fitzgerald said he tells players academics come first, saying, "We want them to be the best they can be ._ to be a champion 

An attorney representing the university, Alex Barbour, noted Northwestern has one of the highest graduation rates for college football players in the nation, 

around 97 percent. Barbour insisted, "Northwestern is not a football factory." 



STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, .4:12 PM 

To: Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Tutoring 

Dear Susan, 

I wanted to let you know that I will not be able to attend my tutoring drop-in hours on Sunday,         . I will be in Boston for a conference that weekend 

and will be flying back to Chapel Hill late Sunday night. Please let me know if there is anything I can do in light of this absence. I would be happy, for 

example, to pick up another shift that week. Thank you for your understanding. 

Best, 

Teaching Fellow and Doctoral Student 

Department of English and Comparative Literature 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 2:50 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Papa, Donna J ~<tj p@ unc .edu>; Crreene, Michael <greenemt@email. uuc .edu>; Ma] oy, S usa~ B <sbmaIoy@email. uuc.edu> 

Weekly Infraction Notice - Kati Causey 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your EXSS tutoring session on ~ at 7i~p~ and for not showing up in your 

E~$$ tutoring session on          at 8:0OPN. These are your documented infractions and shall be considered Strike two and three. 

At this point, your academic counselor is informing your coaching staff and your continued privilege of receiving tutorial services is at risk. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class}. Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been . _H_ .E_ I:_ . _D_ : 

Appeal Process: 

if the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have E business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~.}.~’.~.~.£~[.!9.~5~.!4.[~?~:~!9.) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

B~n Sh~u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Acadernic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for ,~tudent-Athletes 

(:)ffi c~:_~: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Junk, Che~)ll <meeter@email.tmc.edu~ 

Ffiday~ 3:19 PM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; Malay, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu-~; Junk, Che~l <tweete@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi 

A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Hunter, Erik <erikh@email.unc.edu-~; Kurtz-Costes, Beth <bkcostes@ad.unc.edu>; Wical, Lora A 
<wicaJ@unc.edu>; Yeh, Elaine Y <yeh@email.unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Gangi, Gregory J 

<ggangi@email.unc.edu>; Adamson, David <~adamsond@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Daniel <iamdan@unc.edu>; Angle, O. Ray 

<raya~gle@email.unc.edu>; Gunter, Becky <regunter@email.unc.edu>; Lapushin, Radislav <lapushin@email.unc.edt~,; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edt~-; @email.unc.edff; 

~@live.unc.edu> 

AAPC Agenda and request for RSVP 

Academic Advising Program Council Spring Meeling.docx 

Dear Academic Advising Program Council members, 
We look forward to seeing you at the next AAPC meeting on from 12-1:30 (lunch is provided) in room 3020 Steele. The agenda is attached. Please RSVP as 
soon as possible so that we have a good head count for lunches. Please try to get back to me over before noon on Monday, . Thank you. cj 

CherylF. Junk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & ttumanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Campus Box 3110 

UN C-Chapel H ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising webpage:htt0:iiadvising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 7:09 PM 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Myers, 
Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Clayton, Nicole <claytonn@email.unc.edu> 

N4AiNACDA conference 

Hello, 

You are approved to attend the N4A/NACDA Conference in Orlando at the beginning of June. 

I will be joining you too. If you would still like to attend, please go ahead and register. From what I understand the 

conference hotel is filled but when you register, it puts you on a waitlist while registering you for a different hotel. I 

haven’t tried it yet. If the first person can let the others know what is going on, that would be great. We will most likely 

rent one car so we need to either all be in the conference hotel or split between the conference hotel and one other 

hotel. 

Nicole has agreed to help us with travel arrangements. Nicole will work with the travel company to look at flights after 

we confirm exactly the days and times. So, please look at the agenda and email her your preference. Nicole, please 
gather the information and ask the travel company for times and days. We will not purchase it until I return so we have 

a week to get this prepared to see how things look. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 
Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 4:13 PM 

UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; 
Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, 
Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc. edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc, edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, 
Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

proctoring of exams 

Hello, 

The Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group reviewed and approved a proposal that allows the ASPSA 

academic counselors to proctor exams for our student-athletes while they are away for competition. Approval was 

given as long as some recommendations are adopted and a few guiding principles are followed (i.e. the instructor is 

presented with several options and the options can include having an ASPSA academic counselor proctor the exam). We 

will make the final revisions to the written policy and the counselors are aware of how they can proceed. 

We wanted to be timely in sharing the news and I welcome any questions. The academic counselors will guide the 

process with the student-athlete, if the instructor asks for assistance. If you would like to see details of the policy, 

please email me and I will be happy to share it with you once it is finalized. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 
Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:04 AM 

UNCAA-Senior StaJt’<uncaa seniors~ff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu-~; 

UNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Weekly Schedule ofUNC Studeut-Atlflete Development 

Weekly Caleudar of UNC Student-Athlete Development.pdf 

Hello Everyone, 

Please see the weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development in the attachment and share with anyone that you think will be interested. Thank you. 

Have a great week! Go Heels! 

Best, 

Student-A thlete Development 
The University of TVorth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(o) 919-843-2306 

~@ live. unc, edu 

Connect With Us On 



It’s not too late to have the spring semester of your dreams[[[ 

Join the ... 

FINISH STRONG COACHING GROUP 
For full-time undergraduate students 

5 weekly meetings 

Set goals and create action plans 

Get support and input of other students and Learning Center staff 

Prizes and snacks at every meeting 

Attend at least 4 of the 5 meetings to be eligible for final raffle 

"This group presented me 

with valuable new ideas for 
personal and academic 

planning. I learned to 

balance everything. Being in 

the group made a huge 

difference in my life!" 

"I liked the opportunity to 

interact with other students 

and getting ideas from 

th era." 

’7 learned dif]~rent 
techniques to make my 

studying more effective." 

"For the first time ever I stuck 

to my goals. Having a coach 

and people in the group to 

keep me accountable was so 

helpful" 

When: Wednesdays from 2:00-3:00 pm 
Dates: 

Where" SASB North 0127 
To sign up: htlp://learningcenter.unc.edu/register-for-classes/ 

Questions? email (at) live.unc.edu 

* Can’t make the group but want coaching? 

Schedule an individual appointment with an Academic Coach at http://learningcenter.unc.edu 

The Learning Center at UNC-Chapel Hill 

http:iilearningcenter.u nc.edu 

www.facebook.com!u ncchlearningcenter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Interns < ~@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, April l, 2014 2:37 PM 

2014 ASPSA Annual Drive In Conference 

ASPSA Drive In Hyer.pdf 

Good Afternoon 

We are right at 24 days away from this year’s conference! ,lust wanted to send out a reminder to please RSVP if you have not already. 
Attached is a flyer with a tentative schedule for how the day will look. Please let us know if you have any questions or if you have additional 
staff members who are interested in attending. 

We are getting very excited and look forward to see you later this month!! 

Bryce Nog]e, Dixie Wingler & Emily DeRatt 
Assistant Academic Coordinators 
Academic Support Program for S tuden t Athletes 

Division of Academic & Student Affairs 
North Carolina State University 

Case Academic Center 

~mail.e~>m 

Follow ASPSA on Twitter @ASPSA~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edup, 

Thursday, 9:02 AM 

@gmml.com> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Concern over possible honor code violation 

Hey 
We will follow up with Kym, He has been out of the office this entire week, so hopefully we can get this resolved asap. I don’t want Vou to jeopardize your 
relationship that you’ve built with th~s student, so [ wouldn’t con~nue mentioning it to her~ 
i’ha~ks for the heads up. 

~en ,~heu 

Ass~si:ant Tutorial Coord~na~:o¢iAcaden~h:: Counsek)¢ 
U N C Aca d em k: 5 u ppo rt Pro~ra m for Sl:u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 
From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, . i~:36 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Concern over possible honor code violation 
Hi Su~IL 
I am concerned that one of my s~idents may have violated the s~ident honor code with one of her recent assignment submissions, and I wanted to get your opinion on 
the Ina~er. For D~    the s~dents have to go to ~vo live theater peffom~ances and write a journal about each one (and each is wogh 15% of their final grade). 
Last week one s~dent tom me she hadn’t gone to the peffo~ance, but wrote and submi~ed a journal based on photos and hvo reviews she found oNine. I told her l 
was concerned about this becau~ not only had she not gone to the Nfformance (wNch is a course requirement), but she had also used other ~op]e’s opinions/reviews 
to write her pa~r without giving credit to the authors. She didn’t thi~ there was anvlhing wrong with her actions. As she wrote it ~e ~y before it was due, I have not 
seen the paper. I wrote a note to her adviser, Kym Orr, on the ~tor feedback fom] last ~Vednesday, and asked her tonight if he had spoken to her about it. She said 
that he hadn’L and aJso stud that he knew that she had wfi~en the paper without going to ~e pe~o~ance. (I don’t know if either of these statements am true.) 
At           I "taught courses that had music conce~ a~endance requirements that included written pedbnnance joumal~ and I know fl~at iftNs ~me situation had 

come up I would have given ~e student a "0" Ibr the assignment, and possibly reported them to my depa~ment head. As fl~is situation is so similaz, it makes me 
concerned. When I brought it up to her again tomght she got defensive and had no idea why I thought what she had done was inappropriate. 
I wmlted you to ~ow what was going on now that I’ve spoken with file student h~-ice. Piece let me ~ow what you thil~ a~ut the situation. 

Thm~s, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 9:18 AM 

Om Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu:~ 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

VW: Concern over possible honor code violation 

w’rK pdf 

Kym, 

[ know you’re out of the office right now, bu~ please ~ake a look at d~is ASAP when you get back~ 
The student is 
Vve attached the feedback form from , where made the note. 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 
U NC Academic Support Prosram for S~udenl:-A~:hhel:es 
bsheu~ema~.unc,edu 
Office: 9~9-843-2328 
Cell: 
From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:36 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Concern over possible honor code violation 

] am coucornod that oue o[my s~donts may ha~o violated the s~dent honor code with o~e o[her rocout assigumo~t submissions, a~d ~ wa~ted to get your opJniou on 
the ma~er. For D~    the students have to go to ~-o live theater peffo~ances and write a journal about each one (and each is womb 15% of their final grade). 

Last w-eek one student told me she hadn’t gone to the peffo~ance, but wrote and submi~ed a journal based on photos and m~o reviews she found oNine. I told her I 

was concerned about this becau~ not only had she not gone to the ~ffommnce (wNch is a course reqnirement), bnt she had also nsed other ~ople’s opinion~reviews 
to write her pa~r turnout giving credit m the authors. She didn’t thi~ there was m~yfl~ing wrong ruth her ~tions. As she wrote it fl~e ~y betbre it was due, I have not 

seen the paper. I wrote a note to her adviser, Kym Om on the tutor feedback tb~ last Wednesday, and asked her tonight if he had spoken to her about it. She said 

that he hadn’t, and also said that he M~ew that she had written the paper without going to the pertb~ance. (I don’t know if either of these statements are tree.) 

At           I ~ught courses that had music conce~ attendance requirements flint included wfi,en performance journals, m~d I know flint if this ~me situation had 

come up I would have given Ne student a "0" for the ~sigmnent, and possibly ~epoAed them to my depa~ment head. As fl~is situation is so similar, it makes me 

concerned. When I brought it up to her agan toNght she got defensive and had no idea why I thought what she had done was inappropriate. 

I wa~ted you to ~ow what was going on now that I’ve spoken ruth ~e sa~dent ~-ice. Please let tne M~ow what you fl~i~ a~ut the sima~on. 

Tha~a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 9:37 AM 

@gmaJl.com> 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: W2s 

Hey 

I’ll check with Susan, but 1 thought we had handed out all the ones we got. If you have an assistantship, or work in another department, it may be under your W2 

from them. 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Supporl: Program for S~ud~:_~nl:-Ad~h:H:es 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 7::10 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: W2s 

Hey. I were to do my taxes and didn’t see my unc w2. said you guys were handing them out. Do you have mine by chance? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 10:09 AM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Former LSU/UF president on sports degree 

"Put Me in, Professor" 
Colleges should offer degrees in athletic 
performance, and make coaches professors. 

By .John I_ombardi (former president of Louisiana State [Jniversity and the University of Florida, and author of Haw UnJversitie,.~ Work) 

This articJe originally appeared in h~side Higher Ed. 

75 75 

2O9 

114 

Colleges and universities prepare students for almost all professions of note--except sports. To be sure, we have students pursuing degrees in sports management, kinesiology, and 

other related fields, but unlike students who come to study music performance, acting, creative writing, and other talent- and performance-based professions, our students who 

come with athletic talent and seek opportunities to perform are left out of the academic curriculum. 

This is a significant omission, for as we all know, sports is big business. It is one of America’s major entertainment industries, and surely rivals orchestras, theaters, operas, and 

movies as professional post-college employment venues. We provide degrees in music performance, we have superb academic programs in opera focused on the production of 

major entertainment products by the university, and we have countless theatrical productions produced on campus by students majoring in acting. 

It’s time to see whether we can construct an academically viable course of sports study analogous to what we have done for music or dance. 

When we teach our students the profession of sports performance, however, whether in football, basketball, tennis, or track, we deny them the structure and benefit of a focused 

curriculum and degree. 

It’s time for the sports performance degree. As anyone who watches the college sports enterprise knows, the profession of sports performance (i.e., being a professional athlete, 

whether on a golf tour or in professional baseball) is demanding, highly technical, and requires a combination of talent, skill, training, preparation, and dedication. 

One only needs to observe the increasingly sophisticated methods and techniques required of baseball and football players, or the careful analysis that goes into learning golf 

techniques or tennis strategy, to understand that we should provide our students interested in sports performance with similar opportunities to those we provide students seeking 

a career as a violinist or operatic tenor. 

To be sure, academic programs in music, or theater, or dance, with courses in theory and history, as well as performance, have been with us for a long time, and have well- 

established traditions and curriculums. Sports performance, with its tradition of amateur participation and a long-standing existence outside the academic program as an 

extracurricular activity, does not have the benefit of an academic tradition. 

Yet today, we know that sports performance is a rigorous, demanding, and highly professionalized career for many people. Some participate as performers; others with a 

performance background in college athletics move into management, coaching, and other professional roles related to sports. The skills of sports performance are nontrivial and 

have highly specialized training and study required to perform them well, and most professional athletes acquire sophisticated training and understanding of their games to ensure 

a successful career. 

It’s time to re-examine the nature of sports performance and see whether we can construct an academically viable course of study analogous to what we have done for music or 

dance. 

How can we make the transition from sports as extracurricular activity to sports as an academic discipline? The first step is to recognize that sports as an extracurricular activity 

already exists in the university through elaborate systems of intramural and recreational sports, and as well through club sports that play competitions in nonprofessional contexts 

with other universities~ But for those students seeking a career in sports performance, the requirements for a degree would need to be carefully structured and clearly specifie& 

The best model would follow closely on the academic requirements expected of music performance majors at many of our premier universities: Indiana, Florida State, Michigan, 

and the University of Southern California, to take a few examples. In these programs, the students spend countless hours honing their performance skills and abilities through 

individual practice and have many performance requirements whereby they must display their skills before highly critical and expert audiences. 

While an opera season at Indiana University may not draw quite the audience of an Indiana University basketball season, it surely would draw an audience that exceeded that of 

the IU golf or tennis team. It is not the size of the audience in any event that matters; what matters is the rigor of the preparation required of a student pursuing a performance 

major. 

If students want to receive performance degrees, they not only must perform at the highest skill level (and be recruited and selected based on auditions that demonstrate the 

talent and commitment required to succeed), but they must also take a range of academic courses related to their professions. Musicians must take music theory, composition, 



and music history, for example. In addition, of course, they must fulfill the university’s general education requirements. 

In constructing our sports major, most universities already have the academic subjects that would be required through departments of kinesiology, sports management, etc. They 

have courses in sports history, sports law, sports finance. What they need is a structured curriculum for a student majoring in sports performance with a specialty in individual 

sports performance or a specialty in team sports performance. 

That major would surely require participation on an intercollegiate sports team, and like those who audition and are chosen for music performance majors, students would need to 

have the requisite skills and abilities to compete at the highest levels. All current intercollegiate athletes already are required to participate in the general education curriculum 

and be on track to major. The only difference here is to have the opportunity to seek a sports performance degree. 

To gain the confidence of our colleagues, we would need to ensure that sports majors achieve academic integrity. This would require an accrediting association for degrees in 

sports performance composed of representatives from the strong academic fields of sports management, kinesiology, business, and music performance; participation by 

representatives of regional accreditation agencies; and most likely engagement with the NCAA, especially using faculty athletic representatives and perhaps a designated 

presidential member. Periodic reviews of sports performance programs with accreditation upheld or denied, the establishment of models and norms for the organization and 

structure of the sports performance degree, and continuing engagement with the professional world of sports would all be part of the sports degree accreditation system. 

Along with the establishment of the rigorous program for an academic degree, universities would need to create opportunities for students to move easily from college to 

professional performance whenever it appeared appropriate. If a student in opera performance tried out for the Metropolitan Opera and was selected to become part of that 

organization, she would surely leave the university degree program and begin her professional career immediately, and we would celebrate that departure as a recognition of our 

ability to identify talent, train professionals, and launch a career, even if with an incomplete degree. Similarly, students in a sports degree program in, say, golf might well drop out 

and join the tour with the expectation of an early start on their professional lives. Indeed, we already do this for college baseball players. 

Many, but not all, students in the sports performance major would receive scholarships based on their talent and performance ability, just as students in other performance- 

related majors receive scholarships based on auditions and assessments of talent and promise. Within this context, a university’s athletic director, coaches, and other personnel 

who teach the skills, strategy, and operations of athletic programs would carry faculty status, not necessarily tenure-track depending on the nature of their work. The athletic 

department, in collaboration with the university’s academic affairs office and in compliance with accreditation expectations, would develop standards for performance instruction. 

The university faculty, through its normal process, would determine the appropriate credit to be granted for particular instructional and performance activity. This, too, would 

draw on the experience of music performance programs. Indeed, in those programs, the faculty is often made up of superstars drawn from the professional world who teach 

performance in their fields on a temporary or guest faculty basis. 

Will it take some effort to construct this sports performance major? To be sure. But the consequences of continuing to operate intercollegiate sports as an auxiliary entertainment 

enterprise are significantly damaging to the success of the college sports activity and detrimental to the success of students participating in these displays of talent and skill to 

require colleges and universities to take on this challenge. 

What we need now is a courageous university president with a strong athletic program to launch this process and mobilize the support and enthusiasm of like-minded innovators. 

John Lombardi is former presidenL of Louisiana State University and the lJniversity of Florida, and author of How Univer~aities Work. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:28 AM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

lllloring position 

Hi Susan 

I hope that you are well and enjoying the improved weather! Spring is finally upon us! 

I understand that you may need more time before yon can answer this question, but I wanted to touch base in case there has been any news regarding a tutoring 

position this summer. 

Sending my very bes~t, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Advising for Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edn> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 1:37 PM 

Advising tbr Student Athletes AAP ~advisingtbrstudentathlete~AAP@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Driscoll, Jessica Lynn <jldrisco@emml.unc.edu> 

RE:                      - Missing Class 

Jessica just noted that 

notification, 

H,-:~re a r,-:~ a couph:_~ JOMC contacts~: 

Sharon Jones 158 Carroll 

Maria J. Barnes 159 Carroll 

Tficia RoMnson 160 Carroll 
~ hope this he~ps. 

Andrea 

F~m= Advising for Student Athletes ~P 
Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 1:06 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B; Advising for Student Athletes ~P 
Ce= Driscoll, Jessica Lynn 
Subject= RE:                    - Missing Class 

is now in the School of Journalism and will need to communicate the student services person there regarding an absence 

962-2479 A[!~_o_!?_gA@__e_E)_a__[[=u_t!__c_=e__d__t_! Stud.. Svcs. Dir. 

962-0531 mibarnes@email.unc.edu Stud. Svcs. 

982-3744 !E)r__g_b__i!?_s__@_e__r_!)AjL_u__n___c_=e__d___u_ Stud, Svcs. 

I have copied Jessica Driscofl (an Advising staff assistant) so that she can generate the Student Absence Letter to notify the student’s instructors. 

Susan, a copy o1: the letter will be posted it~ IrnageNow. 

Best, 

Andrea 

Frera: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, April 04, 20J.4 ::12::t6 PM 
To: Advising for Student Athletes AAP 
Subject: " - Missing Class 

Hi Spencer and Andrea, 

It has been confirmed that will be havin~ . He is scheduled to depart campus on and will be required to 

¯ This means he will be away from campus and unable to attend class from ¯ Would you be able to 

send correspondence to his professors confirmin~ his absence? If there is anythin8 else that you need in order to do so, please let me know¯ He said he has 

communicated with his professors and is makin~ arrangements to complete his remainin~ assisnments before he leaves¯ I am not sure if or how this could impact 

his final exams, however¯ I know his ~oal is to be back in time for his first exam barrin~ any complications¯ 

Thank you so much for your assistance with this, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Connselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 10:58 AM 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edtr~ 

MaJoy, Susau B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Kvm. 

has not gone to a single session with 

once. The other 4, he has picked up infractions. 

Can we just cancel this from his schedule? 

/.-:~ e n ,~:h ~u 
Assisi:ant Tutorial Co.:_~rdir~al:oriAcademic (::ot~nselor 

U N C Aca d ern ic 5 u ppo rt Progra rn for Sl:u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 919-84~-2328 

CNI: 

for EXSS all semester. He has had 7 opportunities, he has cancelled twice, tutor has cancelled 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hua, Rong DanDma <rhua@email.unc.edrc- 

Monday, April 7, 2014 11:17 AM 

UNCAA-Senior StaJl’<uncaa seniors~ff@groups.unc.edt~; UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu-~; 

UNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups.unc.edu~> 

Weekly Schedule ofUNC Studeut-Atlflete Development 

Weekly Calendar of UNC Student-Athlete Development.pdf 

Hello Everyone, 
Please see the weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development in the attachment and share with anyone that you think will be interested. Thank you. 

Have a great week! Go Heels] 

Best, 

DanDan 
Rong Hua (1)anDa~i 
Student-A thle~e Development 
The University ojT~orth Carolina a~ Chapel Hill 
(o) 919-843-2306 

~)live.unc, edu 

Connect With Us On 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attada: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Monday, 11:32 AM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

Bre~hi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenem@email.unc.edu-*; Maloy, Susan B ~sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edtr~; Brown, 

Michelle <mbmwn3@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Weeldy Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Fonn.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for showing up more than 5 minutes late in your ~S tutoring session on at ~i~p~ and for not 

showing up in your AN~B tutoring session on at 8!~. These are your ~b and fifth documented infraction and shall be considered Strike two and 

Strike three. 

At this point in time, your academic counselor is informing your coaching staff and your continued privilege of receiving tutorial services is at risk. 

All in[ractions will be recorded cumulatively for ~he semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history o[ infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infrac[ion = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been .H_E__L_D_: 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~.!~..~i}.~.Li~;[~:!.Og:,~!.~).9:.~:?.~:!) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Sheu 

;~ssistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 11:32 AM 

~live. uuc.edu> 

Meaders, t tarlis James <meaders@uuc.edu>; Orr, Ky n N <orr@email.~ nc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email. unc.e& > 

Weeldy Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 
Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your GS tutoring session on at ~iOOPN. This is your ~O~tth documented 

infraction and shall be considered Strike two. 

At this point in time, your academic counselor is informing your coaching staff and your continued privilege of receiving tutorial services is at risk. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class}. Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been . _H_ .E_ I:_ . _D_ : 

Appeal Process: 

if the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have E business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~.}.~’.~.~.~R[.!9.~5~.!4!??~:~!!9.) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

B~n Sh~u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for ,~tudent-Athletes 

(:)ffi c~:_~: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 11:32 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

DeSehn, Rich L <richde~lm@unc.edtr~; Lee, Jaimie <ja~mielee@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susau B <sbmaloy@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Weekly Infraction Notice - 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your BUSI tutoring session on at 7i~P~. This is your fo~h documented 

infraction and shall be considered Strike two. 

At this point in time, your academic counselor is informing your coaching staff and your continued privilege of receiving tutorial services is at risk. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class}. Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been . _H_ .E_ I:_ . _D_ : 

Appeal Process: 

if the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have E business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~.}.~’.~.~.£~[.!9.~5~.!4.[~?~:~!9.) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

B~n Sh~u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for ,~tudent-Athletes 

(:)ffi c~:_~: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:35 PM 

Maloy, Su~n ~3 <st~maJoy@email.unc.edu> 

F~-;tra sessions 

Hi Susan, 

As I related to you on the phone rve only met w/                              once each this semester because of the                team schedule. When I see 
them tonight I will offer to meet w!either of them again tomorrow night as they might need and as schedules allow. Since you gave me the go ahead I will offer the same 
option for next Tuesday,        since the              prevents our meeting their regularly scheduled sessions on Monday, 

I will email their response for your approval and so that we may be assigned a space for those sessions. 

Thanks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:27 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Ex’~a sessions - EXSS 

Yes, especially for 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 4:04 PPI 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" FW: Extra sessions - EXSS 

Jaimie, 

Do you see this as a need? I assume you would buL wanted to make su~e and a~so wanted Lo make sure the n~ghL wou~d work for them. 

Thanks 

~en~ Monday, 3:3S PM 
To~ Naloy~ Susan B 
~bje~ E~ra sessions 

Hi Susan, 
As I related to you on the phone I’ve only met wt                              once each this semester because of the                team schedule. When I see 
them tonight I will offer to meet w/eithe~ of them again tomorrow night as they might need and as schedules allow. Since you gave me the go ahead I will offe~ the same 
option for ne~ Tuesday~         since the              prevenb our meeting their regularly scheduled sessions on Monday, 
I will ema~l thei~ response for your approval and so that we may be assigned a space for those sessions. 

Than~, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday,            7:56 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutoring Mon, 

Hello, 

I just wan~ed to let you know a head of time that due to my hectic finals schedule, I will not be able to make it in to tutor on Monday, 

back finals resul~s in me needing that time to study myself, 

Thank you very much, 

¯ I apologize, but several back to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:18 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

F~xtra tutoring sessions 

Hi Susan, 

Z met with                              this evening. Both of them said they would like to have the benefit of a scheduling a tutoring session with me next Tuesday 
since they will miss their regularlarly scheduled session on Monday    due to an athletic commitment,       and I agreed to meet from 6-7pm on Tuesday    and 

asked if she could have an extended session next week from 7-8:30pm on Tuesday 

also inquired as to why she is only scheduled for a half hour session each week. I told her that I assumed that was to allow sufficient time for meals after practice 
during season. She would like to meet for a full hour from 6-7pm on Mondays for the remainder of the semester. I am available to meet with her for a full hour for the 
remainder of the semester with your approval by you, 

I asked that they both speak with their advisor regarding the above tutoring sessions. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.eduv 

Tuesday, 6:24 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tutoring schedule 

Hello, 
I just realized that ~vhen I sent you the email last night, I forgot to mention that I will be unable to tutor Monday night, 
Because I am unavailable both I was wondering if there was another time the students might be available so that I may still be able to help them out with preparing for 
finals? 
Thank you verb, much and I apologize for the inconvenience. 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:08 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Former player 

Susan, 
Continual challenge with these kids I know! 
Spoke to a lot of them yesterday about report etc. They don’t study on the road is the problem!! 
Recall of all cell phones would help!! 
Former player will be in contact with you. Has like five classes left I think and plans to come back next 
His email is ~@qmail.com 
Or if you could reach out to him that would be great. Jr. College transfer who was here two years 
Good kid who really wants to finish. Was just released from pro ball. 
Thanks a lot 
Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 11:00 AM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, 
Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Staff meeting 

Hi, 

Please remember our staff meeting tomorrow at 3 pm. Please send me any agenda items you have and how much time 

you will need. 

Remember that Joy Renner from the Faculty Athletics Committee will be joining us, so make sure you are on time. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:14 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tickets to NCST Game 

We had a long talk with hiln yes~terday tiying keeping him engaged, etc. 
I roll ibllow up. 

On at 10:12 AM, "Maloy, Snsan B" <sbmaloy,@~emaikunc.edu~ wmle: 

Thyroids s.:_~ much. t~ you are tradable to, [ und~:,rstand. ["ll wa~t to hear [)~::k from you. 

On ano[her note, ~’m a ~tt~e cot~cemed abou~        . He d~d not show up for our meeting last week and has n~issed our n~eet~ng today as well I sent 

him a LexL ea~rlier this morning and have not heard t?ack. This is noL tvpicaf for him as far as our meetings have gone a~f year. Thoughts? 

Thanks, 

~; Fox, N~ke 
Seat= Wednesday, $0:09 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
$~bjeet= Re: Ticke~ to NCST Game 

Susan 

I passed this alon~ to Dave Hopefully we can ~et you four. 

We have had a lot of requests and lain not sure of our allotment. 

W~II let you know. 

Mike 

On at 9:02 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mike, 
I just wondered if you have 4 tickets to spare for the State game next week. No big deal if you don’t. I just thought I would ask. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbm~Jov(d~email.uuc.edu 



ACADEMIC ADVISING QU~CK REFERENCE ,- FALL 2013 

MEN’S SOCCER 

Fall 2013 

Practice Schedule 

Points" o~f lnterest: 

¯ Fall is considered "in-season" for men’s soccer 
¯ Avoid courses ending at 1:50pm!1:45pm five days a week. If the student enrolls in a 

M/W/F course ending at 1:50pm, we would not recommend a T/R course ending at 
1:45pm and vice versa (however the student can make this choice) 

¯ Majority of team competitions occur on Tuesday and Friday nights 
¯ Avoid Tuesday and Thursday night courses due to competition schedule and travel 

conflicts (pay special attention to labs and recitations) 
¯ Students are expected to compete on a summer league team therefore it is often tricky 

to complete summer school at UNC 
¯ Very strong academic culture supported by the coaching staff 
¯ Professional opportunities: readily available for a majority of soccer student-athletes 
¯ Soccer has a large number of transfers and mid-year enrollees 
¯ The practice times are very accurate as the coaches do not require film or extra work 

outside of allotted practice times. If injured, students will often go to sports medicine 

at some point prior to practice 
¯ Any other nuances that you believe would be beneficial for Academic Advising 



ACADEMIC ADVISING QU~CK REFERENCE ,- FALL 2013 

MEN’S SOCCER 

Fall 2013 

Practice Schedule 

Points" o~f lnterest: 

¯ Fall is considered "in-season" for men’s soccer 
¯ Avoid courses ending at 1:50pm!1:45pm five days a week. If the student enrolls in a 

M/W/F course ending at 1:50pm, we would not recommend a T/R course ending at 
1:45pm and vice versa (however the student can make this choice) 

¯ Majority of team competitions occur on Tuesday and Friday nights 
¯ Avoid Tuesday and Thursday night courses due to competition schedule and travel 

conflicts (pay special attention to labs and recitations) 
¯ Students are expected to compete on a summer league team therefore it is often tricky 

to complete summer school at UNC 
¯ Very strong academic culture supported by the coaching staff 
¯ Professional opportunities: readily available for a majority of soccer student-athletes 
¯ Soccer has a large number of transfers and mid-year enrollees 
¯ The practice times are very accurate as the coaches do not require film or extra work 

outside of allotted practice times. If injured, students will often go to sports medicine 

at some point prior to practice 
¯ Any other nuances that you believe would be beneficial for Academic Advising 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesda, 8:47 PM 

Castelloes, Frederico L. <tlcastel@email.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.uuc.edu>; Nichols, Julia <julia nichols@uuc.edu> 

A request to verify SSII/PORT    attendance for 

Dear Professor Castelloes, 

I am Andrea Caldwell, an academic advisor in the College of Arts and Sciences and I need to verify whether ever attended your 

PORT    course for the Summer Session II term. If he did not attend the course, then Academic Advising Program must cancel his registration and this process 

requires a Letter Of No Attendance (LONA) from all registered courses, in addition, these letters are required to help students cancel their registration (including a 

full refund) and are vital part of the process. Please reply back to this email and in your brief response please include the Letter of No Attendance requirements as 

outlined below: 

Requirements of LONAs: 

1. Must be sent for your official UNC email account. Please ensure your information/title is in auto signature of email. 

2. Must have all course information (SSII term, PORT course number 

3. Must have all student information ~ 

4. Must have at least one sentence that states the student never attended the course. 

Thank you for your assistance in this matter and do let me know if you have additional questions or concerns. I have also copied our Student Services Manager ,Ms. 

Julia Nichols [ 919-843-8909, julia_nichols@unc.edu] on this correspondence so that she can process the student’s request once we receive your email response 

verifying attendance. 

Best, 

Andrea 

Andrea Caldwell 

Academic Advising Program, Assistant Dean 

1007 Steele Building 

andreac@email.unc.edu 

V (919) 843- 6052 

F(919) 962-6888 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts and Sciences and General College 

Academic Advising’s webpage: http:!!advising.unc.eduMeeting Information 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 3:05 PM 
To: Caldwell, Andrea L 
Subject: Withdrawing from Summer Session II class 

Ms. Campbell, 

I have been trying to withdraw from my summer session II portugese class as I have not been able to attend class. I have not been able to attend the 

class because I signed a Professional contract and I am in playing right now I hope that i can get the class cancelled since I have been 

unable to attend it hopefully this is possible thank you very much. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 10:33 AM 

Castelloes, Frederico L. <tlcastel@email.unc.edtr~; Nichols, Julia ~ulia nichols@unc.edu> 

,@live.unc.edu-~; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emml.unc.edu-~ 

RE: A request to verify SSII/PORT    atteudm~ce for 

Professor Castelloes, thank you t:or your timely response on this matter. 

Julia, please go ahead and process this cancellation. 

Thanks, 

Andrea 

From; Castelloes, Frederico L. 
Sent; Wednesday, 10:15 AlVl 

To; Caldwell, Andrea L 
Subject; RE: A request to verify SSTI/PORT a~endance for 

To Academic Advisor, Andrea Caldwell 

This letter is to inform you that originally enrolled in my course PORT 

has never attended the course specified. Please feel free to contact me for any further question. 

Regards, 

course number 

Frederico L CastellSes 

Portuguese Language Lecturer 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dept of Romance Languages & Literatures 

Dey Hall, 137 CB# 3170 

Chapel Hill, NC, 27599-3170 

Office Tel: (919)843-9115 

Emaihflcastel@email.unc.edu 

U.S.A 

for-SSII term, 

Caldwell, Andrea L 
Tuesday, 8:47 PM 

Castelloes, Frederico L.; 
Maloy, Susan B; Nichols, Julia 

Subject; A request to verify SSII/PORT attendance for 

Dear Professor Castelloes, 

I am Andrea Caldwell, an academic advisor in the College of Arts and Sciences and I need to verify whether ever attended your 

PORT    course for the Summer Session II term. If he did not attend the course, then Academic Advising Program must cancel his registration and this process 

requires a Letter Of No Attendance (LONA) from all registered courses. In addition, these letters are required to help students cancel their registration (including a 

full refund) and are vital part of the process. Please reply back to this email and in your brief response please include the Letter of No Attendance requirements as 

outlined below: 

Requirements of LONAs: 

1. Must be sent for your official UNC email account. Please ensure your information/title is in auto signature of email. 

2. Must have all course information (SSII term, PORT : course number 

3. Must have all student information 

4. Must have at least one sentence that states the student never attended the course. 

Thank you for your assistance in this matter and do let me know if you have additional questions or concerns. I have also copied our Student Services Manager ,Ms. 

Julia Nichols [ 919-843-8909, iplia nichols@unc.edu] on this correspondence so that she can process the student’s request once we receive your email response 

verifying attendance. 

Best, 

Andrea 

Andrea Caldwell 

Academic Advising Program, Assistant Dean 

1007 Steele Building 

andreac@email.unc.edu 

V (919) 843- 6052 

F(919) 962-6888 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts and Sciences and General College 

Academic Advising’s webpage: http:!/advising.unc.eduMeeting Information 

Frora-" 
Sent; Friday, 3:05 plVl 

To; Caldwell, Andrea L 
Subject-" Withdrawing from Summer Session H class 

Ms. Campbell, 

I have been trying to withdraw from my summer session II portugese class as I have not been able to attend class. I have not been able to attend the 

class because I signed a Professional contract and I am in playing right now I hope that i can get the class cancelled since I have been 

unable to attend it hopefully this is possible thank you very much. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Russell, Chloe <cjrussel@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:29 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Academic Worksheet - 

.pdf 

Susan, 

academic worksheet is attached. Please let me know if you have ant’ questions 

Best, 
Chloe 

Chloe J. Russell, ivl. Ed 
Senior Academic Advisor 
Division of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1005 Steele Building, 214 East Cameron Avenue, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

advising, unc.edu 

CONFIDENTLA[ATY NO’]TICE: 
This e-mail, including ant’ attachments, is intended 12~r the sole use of the addressee(s) and may contain legally privileged and/or cor~fidential information. If you are not the intended 
recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, copying or retention of this e-mail or the irfformation contained herein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in 
error, please immediately noti(,! the sender by telephone or reply by e-mail, and permanently delete this e-mail fi-om your computer system. ~I1qank you. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scanner(~r)unc edu [mailto:scanner@unc edu] 
Sent: Monda~ 2:05 PM 
To: Russell, Chloe 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10765" (.adicio MP 4000B). 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Advising for Studem Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:17 AM 

~gmail.com>; Advising for Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 

<sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: Advisor Approval - 

Thank you for the email regarding your course approval form for Carolina Courses Online We will get back in touch with you as soon as possible. 

Spencer Welborn and ~amdrea Cald~vell 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 11:18 A2vl 
To: Advising for Student Athletes AAP; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Advisor Approval - 

Sent from lay iPhone 

Begin :[’orwarded message: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Advising for Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:08 PM 

~gma~l.com); Maloy, Susan B ~<~bmaloy@email.unc.edu"~ 

Advising Ii~r Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

- Online Regisqtration Confi~Ination from Advising 

.pdf 

Thank you for your inquiry in taking Carolina Courses Online. We have approved your request and will be submitting the approval to the Friday Center [’or processing 

Please let us know if you have any questions throughout the term and do not hesitate to contact us with any comments/concerns Attached you will find an updated copy of your Academic 
Worksheet indicating the information portrayed below. 

Completed Hours: 80 
Total Number of Hours Remaining to Graduate: 40 
Total Hours for the Fall Semester: 6 

Remaining Requirements: 
BIOL    l,ab 
Communication Intensive (BIOL ~ BIOL Lab will fulfill this requirement) 
Experiential Education (EE) 
US Diversity (US $OCI    will faifi[] reqmrement) 
EXSS Major Courses (9 of the 12 remaining EXSS hours have to be C or better): 

21 Hours of Elec tires towards graduation 

Your schedule will comp]ete 3 hours of elective towards graduation (GEOL    ) as well faifi]l your US Diversity (SOC] 

Please let us know if you have any questions. Lastly, please note that the limit for online credit is 18 total hours. Although these are your first online courses, we wanted to make you were 
a~vare of the policy as you progress towards your degree. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 g Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
T: 919.843.8917 
F: 919.962.6888 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Advising for Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:24 PM 

~gmail.com>; Malay, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emml.unc.edu"~ 

Courses 

It appears that you are officially el~rolled in GEOL 
advisor with any questions throughout the semester 

Best, 
Spencer Welborn 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 11:18 A2vl 
To: Advising for Student Athletes AAP; Malay, Susan B 
Subject: Advisor Approval - 

and SOCI for the semester We wish you the best and please do not hesitate to contact Susan Malay or any academic 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, AMrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 5:43 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Advising liar Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edtr~; Dri~oll, Jessica Lynn <jldrisco@email.unc.edu-~ 

Absence letter 

Dear Susan, 

After speaking with you, I followed up with Marilyn Wyrick regarding and and she suggested that we process 

the absence letter from the Academic Advising Program template as normal. By copy of this email, Jessica Driscoll (SBS staff assistant) will send an absence letter 

stating that he will be in class beginning          - normally no detail is given as to why a student is absent. 

When you find out more details from , please let us know (via advisin~orstudenta~hletesAAP@unc.edu) and a staff assistant will complete the letter of 

absence for him. 

Thank you for your patience as we figure out these processes. 

Take care, 

Andrea 

Andrea L. Caldwell 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

:1007 Steele Building 

andreac@email.unc.edu 

V (919) 843- 6052 

F(9:19) 962-6888 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts and Sciences and General College 

Academic Advising’s webpage: http:!!advising.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 6:02 PM 

OUR Registration Services <registration~rvices@unc.edu-~ 

MaJoy, SusaJ~ B <sbmaloy@emml.tmc.edtr’~; Duncan, Heather M <hmduncan@email.unc.edu> 

Student athlete cancellations 

Hello friends, 

Just a heads up that and will be cancelling their fall registration. 

They have been asked to email the Registration Services e-mail address this evening. 

Thank~ 

Andrea 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Driscoll, Jessica Lynn <jldrisco@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:28 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Absence letter - 

I have sent both absence letters to the various professors and the students for their records. If you have any questions, let me know, 

]essica Driscoll 
Student Serivces Support Staff 

Undergraduate Academic Advising 

Steele Bu~ldh~g, 1015A 

919-962-.3084 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, ~0:08 AM 
To: Caldwell, Andrea L 
Cc: Advising for Student Athletes ~P; Ddscoll, 3essica Lynn 
Subject: RE: Absence le~er - 

Hi 

~ i~ the 8~t~h Columbia competing i~ th~ Champk~nshios w~ic~ ~ Canada ~s the eqv~va~e~t to the NCAA C~mp~on~h~ps. H~ wN b~ 

Thanks ~o much, 

~u~an 

~m~ Caldwell, Andrea L 
Se~t~ Monday, 5:43 PM 
To~ Maloy, Susan B 
~ Advising for Student Athletes ~P; Driscoll, ]essica Lynn 
~bjeet~ Absence le~er 

Dear Susan, 

After speakin~ with you, I followed up with re~ardin~ and and she suggested that we process 

the absence letter from the Academic Advisin~ Program template as normal. By copy of this email, Jessica Driscoll (SBS staff assistant) will send an absence letter 

for     statin~ that he will be in class be~innin~          - normally no detail is ~iven as to why a student is absent. 

When you find out more details from please let us know (via advisin~forstudentathletesAAP~unc.edu) and a staff assistant will complete the letter of 

absence for him. 

Thank you for your patience as we figure out these processes. 

Take care, 

Andrea 

Andrea L. Caldwell 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

1007 Steele Building 

~ ~__d_. _r e__a_.c_ .@__ .e_m._ ~_!]_.__u_.n__c__._~_ ~. _u_ 

V (919) 843- 6052 

F(919) 962-6888 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts and Sciences and General College 

Academic Advising’s webpage: http~//~dv!~ng~nc~du 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Advising for Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:14 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks Susan. We will pass this information along to the professors~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:11 PM 
To: Advising for Student Athletes AAP 
Subject: FW: 

Ni Andrea and Spencer, 

I was hoping you all could send correspondence to 

attend class all week this week. 

Thank you for your assistance with this. If there is any other info that you need from me, please let me know. 

Susan 

From: Rucinski, Terri ~o 
Sent; Tuesday, 6:52 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: 

Susan 

professors about his injury and surgery this week. To my knowledge he will not have been able to 

left today for Florida - will see Dr. Andrews tomorrow and is scheduled for surgery on Thursday. He will be staying overnight most likely in Florida Thursday night and will 
return sometime late Friday. He should be in attendance for all classes next week. 
Terri 30 Rucinski 
M.A., ATC, LAT, PT, CSCS 
Head Athletic Trainer - Baseball 
Coordinator of Physical Therapy Services 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipients(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 

From: Maloy, S.~an R 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Rudnski, Terri Jo 
Subject: Matt Orth 

9:16 AM 

Hi Terri Jo, 

I received your voicemail yesterday about So sorry that happened, sent me an email and said he will be ~oin8 to Florida for sursery on 

Thursday. Would you mind sendin8 me a brief synopsis in writin8 so that I can forward to Academic Advisin8 who will then forward on correspondence to 

profs asap? Sounds like he will miss class all week this week. Do you anticipate him bein8 out of class any time next week as well? 

Please feel free to call my cell phone as well as my office line if you need to. 

Thanks asain, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 12:48 PM 

Ha~son, ToW Rand~]l <han~)n~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hi Tony, 
I understand you met with earlier today. He sent me an email saying that he does not have to take STOR since he already has credit for MATH I did not 
see this comment in your Advisor notes, so I just wanted to clarify his understanding of this with you. If he is applying to the Business School, is it for certain that 
he will not need to take STOR    since he has credit for MATH    and STOR    ? I thought he would have to have BE credit for both MATH            in order to 
be exempt from taking STOR : , but I am sure that could have changed. Please let me know what you think. 
Thanks so much for meeting with 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Snpport Program for Student-A/Netes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~email.tmc,edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hangon, Tony Randall <~hm~son~email.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 1:40 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Totally 
my mistake! I misinterpreted the rule! Seeing the STOR    BE credit made me think he was fir~e..~..~.~y-e..s.~.~..w..!.t.!?.~R!?.!~.~!?..a-v.!..q&~.E....~..r..e.~.d.~[~£~.~!~- ___h___e____d_q_e_s_ 

indeed nee~t to take STOR     I will email him immediately to explain mV error I apologize for the it~com~enience to you a~d him, 

Thank you ~or bringing this to my atl:etl[iotl. 

Tony Hanson 

College o# Arts & Science:e5 ;~r~d Gener~l College 
Urn[versify of North Caro~ir~a ~t Cba~)e~ HIll 
2007 Steele ~uJl(~[r)~, 21.4 E, Cameror~ 
Ch~pe~ HIll, NC 27599-3&I.0 

Phone: (919) 843-6[559 Fi~x: (9~9) 952.-[5888 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 

This e- mail, including any attachments, is intended [or the sole use of the addressee(s) a~d may contain legally privileged a~d/or confidential information, l[ you are not the intended recipient, you are herehy notified 
lhat any use, dissemination, copying or relention of tfiis e-mail or lhe informaUon contained herein is strictly profiibited. If you fiave received tfiis e- mail in error, please immediately notify tfie sender by telepfione or 
reply hy e-maiL and permanently delete this e- mail froln your colnputer system. ’ll~ank yon. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, ~2:48 PM 
To: Hanson, Tony Randall 
Subject: 
Hi Tony, 

I understand you met with earlier today. He sent me an email saying that he does not have to take STOR    since he already has credit for MATH     I did not 

see this comment in your Advisor notes, so I just wanted to clarify his understanding of this with you. If he is applying to the Business School, is it for certain that 

he will not need to take STOR    since he has credit for MATH    and STOR    ? I thought he would have to have BE credit for both MATH            in order to 

be exempt from taking STOR :    but I am sure that could have changed. Please let me know what you think. 

Thanks so much for meeting with 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov~emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hanson, Tony Randall ~:hm~son~@email.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 1:59 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Correction from Advising Appointment this morning - 

This morning I told you incorrect information regarding your business pre-reqs. To be exempt from taking STOR    for your business pre-req you would need to 

have BE credit for MATH and MATH , Since you only have BE credit for MATH - STOR is still required. 

I recommend taking BUSI and STOR in the ECON    in the , and then STOR    in the 

You do not have to have all the pre-reqs complete by the time you apply in the    so that allows you to take a course in           if you want. 

~ apologize for the error! I am g~ad we met we~ before registration so this is not an issue for you. Ms. Ma~oy brought this to my attention, so definitely thank her. 

I enjoyed meeting you this morning and if you have any questions regarding this matter or anything else, please contact me. I hope your POLl exam went well. 

Take care, 

Tony Hanson 
Academic Advisor 
Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
2007 Steele Building, 214 E. Cameron Ave., CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Phone: (919) 843-6659 Fax: (919) 962-6888 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

This e- inail, including any attachments, is intended for the sole use of the add ressee(s) and may contain legally privflegoat and/or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are h ereby notified 

that any ~lse, dissemination, copying or retention of this e-mail or the information contained herein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this ~ mail in error, please immediately notify- the send er by telephone or 

reply by e-mail, and permanently dolote this e- mail from your computor syst ore. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplan@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:27 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu>; Welbxm~, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Update on        Advising Appointments 

Hi Susan, 

We have been tracking which students have made and attended their required academic advising appointments. I just updated the list for 

either had an appointment or made one. However, a few have not even scheduled an appointment yet: 

¯ (he had an appointment on that I had to cancel, but he has not yet rescheduled) 

(did not show for appointment on     ; has not rescheduled) 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Roger 

Senior Academic Advisor 

College of Arts and Sciences ~-3nd the General College 

GO08 Steele 

Campus Box 

University of North Carolina at Chapei 

Chapel i4ill~ NC 27599-..’-}~ 10 

Office: (919) 962-3404 

F:a×: (919) 
htt p:/)’a dvis[ng_unc.edu 

¯ *Confidentiality notice: This email message, inch~di~N any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) m~d may contain confide~Nal m~d privileged 

information. Any unautl~orized review, use, disclosure, or disu-ibution is prohibited. * * 

and most have 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplan@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 3:05 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: - ENGL Requirement 

Yes, he does need six hours of English Composition and Rhetoric~ Let me look into this and see if we can find a substitution for 

in the 

Roger 

Senior Academic Advisor 

College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 

GO08 Steele 

Campus Box 

Orfiversity o[ North Carolina at Chapel 

Chapel N~II, NC 

Office; (9~9) 962.-3404 

~ax: (9~9) 962.-6888 

http:iiadv~s~ng.unc.edu 

~ ~ ConfidenfiNity notice: This emN1 message, including ~xy m~achments, is tBr tim sole use of inmnded recipient(s) ~xd tnay con~fin confidenfiN ~xd privileged 

information. Any unmathor~ed review, use, disclosure, or disn-N~Non is prohibited. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 1:47 PM 
To: Kaplan, Roger Jay 
Subject: - ENGL Requirement 

Hi Roger, 

Thank you for meeting with all of my students during this busy time. 

Recently there has been some question about the ENGL requirement for students such as who came to UNC in 

worksheet includes ENGL Will he be held accountable for an additional 3 hours of ENGL since he took ENGL 

would be great. 

Thanks so much. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tug, hal Coordinmor/Acad~mic Counselor 

~C Academic Suppo~ Program fbr Student-A~le~s 

9 ] 9-962-9892 (oiiice) 

919-962-8247 

otherwise, heql need to take it 

and took EN(3L The 

? Any guidance you can provide on this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplan@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:39 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: - ENGL Requirement 

It should not have been marked through and I did not catch that when f reviewed it last month. I’m awaiting confirmation from Dean I.indemann but the initial 

decision is that wilf in fact ha,re to take ENGI. ENG]. ~s s ~iterature course sad ENGL are composition courses~ He sho@d plan to register for 

~:he course ~n the ~ w~l] also ema~] h~m about th~s. 

Se~or Academic Advbor 
College of Arts and Sdences and the General College 

GO08 Steele 

Campus Box 3~0 

Un~versky of North Carolina a~ Chapel 

Chapel ~ill, NC 27599~iI0 
O[[[ce: (919) 962-9404 
Fax: (919) 962-6888 
http:/iadv[s[n~Amc.ed u 

~ ~ ConfidenfiNi~ notice: This emN1 message, incNding ~y ~chments, is for fl~e sole use of inmnded recipient(s) ~d may contNn confidentiN ~d privileged 

infor~nafion, rM~y un~Naor~ed review, use, disclosure, or disn-Nufion is prohibimd. 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 3:35 PM 
To: Kaplan, Ro~er Jay 
S~bject: RE: - ENGL Requirement 
~ believe he is planrfin8 to take ENGL    th~s Spdn~; not sure 

worksh~et as though he ~s not req@red tak~ ~ s~co~d ENGL. But perhaps ~ misinterpreted that I look forward to h~arh~ back from you with fvrthe~ c~adficatk~n on 

Susan 

F~m= Kaplan, Roger Jay 
8ent~ Thursday, 3:05 PN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: - ENGL Requirement 
Ves~ he does m?ed si>: hours o[ Er@ish ComposRion arid Rhetoric I_et rne 

in the 

Roger 

5enbr Academ;c Advisor 

College of Arts and Sc[ences and @e General College 

GO08 Steele 

Campus ~]ox 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel H~II, NC 27599-3110 

Office: (919) 962-3404 

Fax: (919) 

* * ConfidenfiNi~ notice: This emNl message, inch~di~g ~y ~achments, is for the sole use ofinmnded recipient(s) mad may contNn confide~NN mad privileged 

information. ~y un~d~or~ed review, use, disclosure, or disuNufion is prohNited.* * 

F~m= Naloy, Susan B 

Sent~ Thursday, 1:47 PN 
Te~ Kaplan, Roger Jay 
Subject: - ENGL Requirement 
Hi Roger, 

Thank you for meeting with all of my students during this busy time. 

Recently there has been some question about the ENGL requirement for students such as who came to UNC in and took ENGL The 

worksheet includes ENGL Will he be held accountable for an additional 3 hours of ENGL since he took ENGL ? Any guidance you can provide on this 

would be great. 

Thanks so much. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Ac~emic Counselor 

~C Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-AtNetes 



919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~’;) 

sbmalos~(tbemail, mac.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplan@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 3:55 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: - ENGL Requirement 

Yes, he should do that. ENGL ~cannot be used in lieu of ENGL 

Roger 

Senior Academic Advisor 

ColleBe of Arts and Sdences and Lhe General 

6008 SLeele 

Campus Box 3&ZO 

Unive~slW of North Carolina at Chapel H~ii 

Chapel Hill, NC ~759~-.3~ 10 

Office: (919) 

Fax: (919) 962~688B 

http:iiadv~sk~gmnc,edu 

Sorry~ 

* * Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is tbr the sole use of intended recipient(s) mid may contain confidential mid privileged 

information. Any unautlaorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. * * 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 3:52 PM 
To: KapMn, Roger Jay 
Subject: RE: - ENGL Requirement 
Sorry to keep filling yotlr inbox, btR wondered if his c.:)mpletkm of [ N{:-:L    would meet Lhe requirenlent. I ]tlst commtm~cated w~th       and he b about to 

drop his COMM class to add ENGL Should he do this yet? 

Thanks, 

F~m= Kaplan, Roger Jay 
Sent= Thursday, 3:39 PM 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: - ENGL Requirement 
~t should not have b~n marked through and ~ d~d not catch that when ~ reviewed ~[ bsL month, i’m swai[h~g confkma[~on from D~an Und~mann but th~ 

decisksn ~s thst w~l~ hs fact have to tske ENGL ENGL ~s a ~terature course and ENGL are composition courses. He shotJd plan to register for 

rise course ~n the ~ w~l~ also ema~ h~m about 

Roger 

Senior Academic Advisor 

College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 

GO0~ Steele 

Campus Box 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Chapel ~11, NC 

Office: (9Z9} 962~$404 

8ax; (9~9) %2,-6888 

http:iiadvMn~.unc.edu 

* * Confidend~ity nodce: This emil message, including any m~achments, is tbr die sole use of inmnded recipiem(s) and Inay conUdn confidend~ and plivileged 

information. Any unanthorAed review, use, disclosure, or disn-NtNon is prohibited.* ~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 3:35 PM 
To: Kaplan, Roger Jay 
Subject: RE: - ENGL Requirement 

~ be~bve he is planning to take ENGL    this Spdng; not sure if Lhat could be considered or not ~ did notice ~n ~msgeNow Lhat ENGL    b rnsrke~ through on 

worksheet as though he is not requked take a second ENGL But perhaps ~ misinterpreted that. I look forward Lo headng back from you with further clarification 

tNs. Thanks so much for your 

thank you, 

F~m= Kaplan, Roger Jay 
Sent= Thursday, 3:05 PN 
Te= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: - ENGL Requirement 
Y£;, h~ do~s ~ed six hours of ~ish Composition3 a~ Rhetoric. Let me look ~nto th~s a~d see ~f we ca~ find a substitution3 for ~ otherwise, heql nee~ to take ~t 

in the spring. 

Roger 



Senior Academic Advisor 

College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 

GO08 Steele 

Campus Box 3ttlO 

University of North Carolina at Chapel H~il 

Chapel ~ill, NC 27599~3~0 

Office: (~.9) 96~-.34.04 

http:iiadv~sinB,unc,edu 

~ ~ ConfidenfiNity notice: This emN1 message, incNding ~y ~mchments, is t~r fl~e sole use of inmnded recipient(s) ~d may contNn confidentiN ~d pdvileg~d 

infor~nafion, r~y un~N~or~ed review, use, disclosure, or disn-Nufion is ~rohibimd. ~ ~ 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Thursday, 1:47 PM 
To= Kaplan, Roger Jay 
Subject-" = ENGL Requirement 

Hi Roger, 

Thank you for meeting with all of my students during this busy time. 

Recently there has been some question about the ENGL requirement for students such as who came to UNC in 

worksheet includes ENGL Will he be held accountable for an additional 3 hours of ENGL since he took ENGL 

would be great. 

Thanks so much. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tu~mal Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
~C Academic Suppo6 Program tbr Student-At~etes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fa~x) 

and took ENGL The 

? Any guidance you can provide on this 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Kaplan, Roger Jay- <kaplan@unc.edu~ 

Thursday,                 3:56 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Your updated academic worksheet - 

pdf 

I’ve corrected your academic worksheet to reflect that you need to take ENGL 
Roger 

I’m sorly that I missed that when we met. If you have an?’ questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Roger Jay Kaplan, Ph.D. 
Senior Academic Advisor 
College of Al~,S and Sciences and the General College 
G008 Steele 
Campus Box 3110 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3110 
Office: (919)962-3404 
Fax: (919)962-6888 
http :i/advisin~.unc. edu 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 

unauthorized review, ase, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplan@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:23 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu-d 

ENGL    Enrollment 

@live.unc.edu> 

FYI: ENGL    for is open; you can enroll in it now. 

Roger 

Senior Academic Advisor 

College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 

6008 Steele 
Campus Box 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

Chapel H~II, NC 27599-.3~ 3.0 

Office: (9S.9) 962-.34.04 

Fax: (919) 

http:iiadv~sinB,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 9:40 AM 

Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; 
Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; 
Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Team Meeting Update 

Good morning! 

As you all know, the "core team" had hoped to attend team meetings again this semester. However due to the nature 

of team meeting scheduling and drop-in week, we have decided to forego the attempt to be present for all team 

meetings. Unfortunately we were only going to be able to attend a fraction of the team meetings and ask that you give 

students the following updates from Academic Advising: 

¯ Remind/reiterate our new formed relationship to the students 

¯ Mention our new office space in Loudermilk and please push the drop-in hours; our daily operating hours are 

listed below 

¯ Remind the students that they must schedule an academic advising appointment each semester. Please put a 

heavy emphasis on once a semester so that students will not assume that the Fall appointment will suffice. We 

will be reaching out to students that did not complete a meeting in the Fall to ensure a meeting is scheduled 

early this semester. 

¯ Please inform the students that the advising appointments can and should be much more than class selection. 

Academic advising can offer much more in areas of campus resources (including faculty connections) as well as 

academic goal setting. 

Thank you for all of your help! Please remember that Academic Advising is holding drop-ins hours all week for the 
entirety of the day in Steele Building and 10am-3pm in Lourdermilk. 

Academic Advising at Loudermilk - Spring 2014 
Hours of Operation and Advisor Coverage 

Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 

10 am-3 pm & 6- 8 pm 
11 pm - 3 pm 

10 am - 3 pm 
10 am-3 pm & 6-8 pm 
10 am - 3 pm 

Drop-in Coverage 
Monday - Friday 11 - 12:00 pm 
Monday & Thursday 6:00 -8:00 pm 

WeeMy Loudermilk Coverages 

Monday Andrea 10 am - 3 pm 

Spencer 6 -8 pm 

Roger 10 am - 3 pm 
(11 am - noon Drop-in coverage) 

Chloe 6 -8 pm 



Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

(Drop-in coverage) 
Chloe 11 am - 3 pm 

Andrea or Spencer will be available to 

Spencer 10 am - 3 pm 

Andrea 10 am - 3 pm 

Andrea 6 -8 pm 
(Drop-in coverage) 

Spencer 10 am - 3 pm 

Roger 11 am - 3 pm 

(11 am - noon Drop-in coverage) 
address dean-level needs 

Tonyl0am -lpm 
(11 am - noon Drop-in coverage) 

Roger 1 - 3 pm 

Chloe 10 am - 3 pm 
(11 am - noon Drop-in coverage) 

Tony 6 - 8 pm 

Tony 10 am - 3 pm 
(11 am - noon Drop-in coverage) 

*Drop-in coverage and appointments will increase during peak registration times; advisors may 
swap times as needed. 

Loudermilk location: 
Loudermilk 2407 919-962-2773 
Loudermilk 2409 919-962-2856 

Welbom + Russell/Kaplan/Hanson when Welbom is in Steele 
Caldwell + Kaplan/Russell/Hanson when Caldwell is in Steele 

Central email: advisingforstudentathletesAAP~unc.edu (monitored daily by the 2 assistant deans) 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

2018 Steele Building, CB #3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

T: 919.843.8917 

F: 919.962.6888 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 4:07 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wellx~rn, Spencer qswelborn@email.m~c.edu> 

RE: Academic Probalion: Your s~l&nt-athlete(s) should schedule aaa appointment soon 

Thank you, Susan. 

I will note for our record that these two are no Io~ger on the baseball roster. No other baseball players are on the academic probation list. 

M~i best, 

Andrea 

From: Mtaloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:30 plVl 

To: Caldwell, Andrea L 
C¢: Welborn, Spencer 
Subjeet= RE: Academic Probation: Your student-athlete(s) should schedule an appointment soon 
Thank you Andrea. I don’t th~nk that ~ have any students on Probation who are currently on the basebal~ roster, are no ~onger on 

the team. D~d you have anyone e~se on you~ ~is[? 

Tha~iks, 

Susan 

F~m= Caldwell, Andrea L 
Sent= Tuesday, 2:22 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Ce= Welbom, Spencer 
Subject; Academic Probation: Your student-athle~(s) should schedule an appointment soon 

Hello, Susan. 
I hope this correspondence finds you well. 
Now that the spring semester is underway, Spencer and I would like to follow-up w~th you regarding student-athle~s on academic probation. Below is the email of 
expectations that each probationa~ student received from the Retention ~ice. All studenN on probation are expected to meet with an academic advisor at least 2 times 
during the semester to discuss their progress towards returning to good s~nding. If yeur students ha~e net ~ene se alrea~y~ ~lease en~eura#e them te schedule 
an a~isin~ a~eintment soon, ~referably this wee~ or ne~ as ae~isin# a~eintment sloN ~11 u~ ~uie~ly. While studenN can meet w~th any academic advisor, we 
strongly encourage student-athletes on academic probation to utilize the academic advisors holding hours in the Loudermilk Center for Excellence -- there are some evening 
appointment hours on Mondays and Thursdays. 
Te ma~e a~ ae~isin# a~ei~tme~t at Bu~er~il~, studenN should go to advisinq.unc.edu and under ~mpo~ant lin~ select "Schedule An Appointment." A~er follow~ng the 
information prompN, select one of the following advisors: Nanson, la~lan an~ Ru~ll -- Louaer~il~ Student-Athletes ONLY. ~ course, studenN can meet w~th 
Spencer or me; however, we want to utilize academic advisors more this semester than we did in the fall term. 
In the coming days I will follow-up with you to address any questions you may have regarding the academic probation process. Also, please encourage students to pa~icipate 
in the Bouce Back program -- dates and times are detailed below. 
Many than~ for all that you do, 
Andrea and Spencer 

Andrea Caldwell 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

1007 Steele Building 

V (9J.9) 843- 6052 
F(9:19) 962-6888 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts and Sciences and General College 

Academic Advising’s webpage: h~p;!/~dv!~ng~un~:~du 

From: Demetriou, Cynthia 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:28 PM! 
Subject: IMtPORTANT - READ CAREFULLY - Academic Probation 

Dear Student: 

The spring semester begins tomorrow. I hope you have checked your academic status in ConnectCarolina and you are aware that you will be on academic probation 

for the spring 2014 semester. The Undergraduate Retention program is here to support you during your probationary semester and to help you return to good 

academic standing. 

Over the course of the spring semester, you will receive important emails from staff members in Undergraduate Retention including: 

Cynthia Demetriou, cyndem@email.unc.edu, Director for Retention 

Annice Fisher, fisherae@email.unc.edt~, Transfer Retention Coordinator 

Anna Krome-Lukens, annak!C~ema!Lunc.edu, Graduate Assistant for Retention 

Candice Powell, _c_:_p___o____w___e_J_L__@____u__n___c_:__e___d___u_, Retention Specialist 

You can learn more about us here. It is important that you read these emails carefully and respond appropriately. 

If you are on ocodemic probotion, you must complete the probation intervention steps as soon as possible. The steps are available here. 

If you are on continued probotion, you do NOT have to complete the intervention steps. Please review your appeal decision letter for directions on next steps. 

It is highly recommended that all students on probation sign-up for the Bo~lrlce Back program. Bounce Back is a semester-long program that meets on a weekly- 

basis in a group setting to foster resiliency, scholastic and personal skills. 

Bounce Back will offered during spring 20:14 on the following days and times: 

Monday 11a-12p 

Monday 1:30p-2:30p 

Tuesday 3p-4p 

Wednesday :l:30p-2:30p 

Wednesday 3:30p-4:30p 

Thursday lp-2p 

Thursday 2p-3p 



To register for Bounce Back, email Dr. Dave Devito at ._d___e__v__~__e___m____a_!_L._y__n___c__.__e___d___u- with your preferred day and time. 

We look forward to working with you this spring. 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Demetriou 

Director for Retention 

Office of Undergraduate Education 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

3002/3003 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

(919) 843-5015 

[ ii~ii cid:imageO01 png@O1CE91 ~ 

www.studentsuccess.unc,edu 

wwwffirstgeneration.unc.edu 
Confidentiality notice: This e mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 

¯ -- You are cmreutly subscribed to 

advisingfulltime as: ~Le2_a__c_~2__el_n_~i_l_:_t!_r_Lc_:_e_~t___u_ .To unsubscribe click here: ~g _tp2’:(!_i #__k_%t! _n_c_:_e_d_a_!__u__’._) 

id 7184060.aceg0442df67289c32861dee8tSf6ca0&n T&I advisiu~ti~lltime&o 34074592 or send a blank email to leave-34074592- 
7184060.aceg0442df67289c32861 dee8f5 f6ca0;{~listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplan@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:28 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: - Supp Ed Requirement 

Wow...you are :[00% correct---someone else put that on his worksheet but 1 take responsibility for not catching that error. However, if he does plan on finishing the 

coaching minor, then that will fulfill the Supplemental Education requirement; if not, then he w~l~ need one more course >200 (not EXSS, RECR, LFIT, PHYA). 

thanks For catching that 

Roger 

Se~or Academic Advbor 
College of Arts and Sdences and the General College 

GO08 Steele 

Campers Box 3~0 

Un~versiW of North Carolir~a a~ Chapel 

Chapel ~ill, NC 27599~iI0 
O[[[ce: (919) 962-9404 
Fax: (919) 962-6888 
http:/iadv[s[n~Amc.ed u 

From: Maloy, Susan g 

Sent: Monday, 2:08 PM 

To: Kaplan, Roger Jay 

Subject: 

Hi Roger, 

mentioned that he met with you recently. He shared his academic worksheet with me. I have one question for clarification. I noticed that you were 

counting RECR    as a Supp Ed requirement. I am actually not counting it there since I was under the impression that RECR courses are considered under the EXSS 

department (his major department). Am I assessing this course incorrectly in terms of the Supp Ed requirement? 

Thank so much for your help. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplan@unc.edu~; 

Monday, 2:49 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: - Supp Ed - Minor within Major Depamnem 

Supplement Ed can be met by completing any minor, even if it is in the same department as the major----so Coaching with EXSS ~s fine~ 

Roger 

Senior Academic Advisor 

College of Ar~s and Sdences and ~Be 6eneral College 
GO08 Skeek-} 
Campus Box S£IO 
UniversiW of North Carolina a~ Chapei H~ii 

Chapel HJJJ, NC 27599-.3~ 10 

Office: (919) 962-.340~ 

Fax: (919} 9~2-688B 

httP:iiadv~singmnc.edu 

~rom: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, 2:39 PM 

T~: Kaplan, Roger Jay 

SuNeet: RE: 

.Just another thought.., s~ru::e the Coaching Minor b within the ma~or depot[merit, that doesn’t change anything in terms of being aMe t:o count: th~; minor as the 

Supp £d requkernent does ~t? 

Thanks, 

F~m= Kaplan, Roger 3ay 
Seat= Monday, 2:28 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
S~bject= RE: 

Wow._you are 100% correct.----sorneone else put that on his worksheet but ~ take responsibility for not catcMng that error. However, if he does p~an on finbMng the 

coaching nJnor, then that w~]l fu~fil] the Supplemental [ducation requirement; if not, then he w~l~ need one more course >200 (not EXSS, £ECR, LFIT, PHYA). 

Thanks for catching that 

Roger 

Senior Academic Advisor 

College of Arts and Sdences and the General Co~ege 

GO08 SEe(de 

Campus Box 3~10 

UniversiW of North Carolina ak Chapel H~il 

Chapel H~II, NC 27599~5110 

Office: (919) 962-.340~? 

Fax: (919) 962-6888 

http:t / ad~ising.unc.edu 

~rom: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, 2:08 PM 

T~: Kaplan, Roger Jay 

SuNeet: 

Hi Roger, 

mentioned that he met with you recently. He shared Ns academic worksheet with me. I have one question for clarification. I noticed that you were 

counting RECR    as a Supp Ed requirement. I am actually not counting it there since I was under the impression that RECR courses are considered under the EXSS 

department (his major department). Am I assessing this course incorrectly in terms of the Supp Ed requirement? 

Thank so much for your help. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy(?~email.uuc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Advising for Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:47 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

I have lifted the hold for 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 5:17 PM 
To: Advising for Student Athletes AAP 
Subject: 

Hello All, 

Can you verify whether or not had his First Year Student advising meeting? It looks like a hold is still on his account, and I thought he said he had a 

meeting last semester. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.uuc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Advising for Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:56 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

We have asked our first year committee to check this out._,,stay tuned, 

Frem: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday,             5:19 PM 
To: Advisinc~ for Student Athletes AAP 
Subject: 

Hello All, 

Can you check to see that completed the Academic Advising Module? I thought he told me that he actually completed the module twice, but a hold is still 

showing up on his account. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.uuc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Advising for Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:30 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Yep --. never has started it, He might be thinking about his module from             instead~ 

- Module: https:!/advising.unc,edu!first-year-registration-and-meeting-supplement-module! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday,             5::t9 PM 
To: Advising for Student Athletes AAP 
Subject: 

Hello All, 

Can you check to see that completed the Academic Advising Module? I thought he told me that he actually completed the module twice, but a hold is still 

showing up on his account. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 10:54 AM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, 
Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; 
Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, 
Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu> 

Academic Advising Blitz 

Good Morning! 

We would like to take this time to introduce you to the sign-up process for the Academic Advising Blitz. 

Below you find additional details surrounding the program: 

What: Academic Advising Blitz 

When: March 24- March 27; March 31-April 3 (6pm-8pm) 

Where: Loudermilk Center for Excellence (Concourse Level; North End) 

How to Sign-Up: http://apps.research.unc.edu/events/index.cfm? 

event=events.eventDetails&event key=SE3EFE4E7FB85BABDEEB411047D1545039C03 E53 

"Register for Event" button at the bottom of the page) 

(students will need to click 

The Advising Blitz will take place on the third floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence (north end). Andrea or 

myself (depending on the night) will greet students entering on the third floor and direct them to the appropriate 

advisors. To make this event successful, we will be relying on the ASPSA staff to "push" the sign-up link to our student- 

athletes. We look forward to partnering with ASPSA to produce a successful and efficient program. 

Please let us know if you have additional questions. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
2018 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
T: 919.843.8917 
F: 919.962.6888 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Advising for Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:01 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Advising tbr Student Athletes AAP <advisingtbrstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

Advising Ii~r Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks for the email Susan~ The process of 9th semester approval actually comes through our Graduation Division. They have to pull each file and complete a 

graduation review to verify all of the requirements. This can take up to a week to process based on the process. Give it about a week and let me know if the hold 

is still visible 

From: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday,             2:53 PM 
To: Advising for Student Athletes AAP 

Subject: 

i was hoping you could verify the completion of the 9th semester application for 

removed. They each told me that they completed the app on Monday and Tuesday of this week, 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbmaloy(a)emaJl, unc.edu 

and so that the hold can be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Advising for Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edn> 

Thursday, PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Susan B._ 

I see but no 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:13 PM 
To: Advising for Student Athletes AAP 
Subject: RE: 
Ok thanks. I was hoping there might be a way to aL a minimum verify the submission so Lhat they don’L miss the deadline, but I understand the process involved. 

Do you know ~f the student typically receives an automatic emai~ when the application ~s submitted? 

Thanks, 

Susa~ 

F~m= Advising for Student Athletes ~P 
Sent; Wednesday,             4:05 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B; Advising for Student Athletes ~P 

C¢= Advising for Student Athletes ~P 
Subject: RE: 

Thanks for the ema~l Susan. The process of 9th semester approval actuaD/comes through our Graduation Division. They have to pull each file and complete a 

graduaflon review to verify a~[ of the requ[rements. TNs can take up t~ a week t~ process based ~n the process. Give it about a week and ~et me know if the h~d 

is still visible. 

Froro: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday,             2:53 PM 

To: Advisincl for Student Athletes AAP 
Subject: 

Hi All, 

I was hoping you could verify the completion of the 9th semester application for 

removed. They each told me that they completed the app on Monday and Tuesday of this week. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan NI aloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Snpport Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~;email amc,edu 

and so that the hold can be 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Advising for Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:26 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Advising tbr Student Athletes AAP <advisingtbrstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hello Susan, 

Thank you for the heads-up on 

also copy you on t fu-’_~ cor~)[T~u]lk:at~orL 

Best, 

Andrea 

~ Naloy, Susan B 
~eBtl Wednesday, 9:09 AM 
T~ Advising for Student Athletes ~P 
Subject: ~: 

Once the surgery is confirmed, one of us will send a Student Absence Letter to the student’s faculty members. We will 

I wanted to make you aware of a situation for one of our baseball players, Lhat has just developed. He is going to have to travel Lo St. Louis for surgery 

in mid Aprif. He ,,,viii need to be away from campus for at ~east I0 days, which means possibly a week and a haf~: of class. Ne is a#’eady comr~un~cating with h~s 

professors, but I was hoping we could send something on our end to confirm/support Ns absence. ~ w~ let you know when his surgery date has offida~ly been 

scheduled, bu~: the ~:enta~:i~e date ~5 per Tern Jo’s emaH below from 5por~:s Med It ~s our hope that he wH] not need to request any of his [ina] exams to 

be ~T~.:)ved, buL Lhat is a poss~bHil:y as we~l. So ~ wan~ed to make you aware o[ [hat also. 

Please ~et me know what e~se you need ~:roR1 ~T~e, and I wi]~ ~eL back Lo you w~Lh Lhe finalized dates of Ns absence. 

Thanks, 

Susan3 

F~m= Rucinski, Terri Jo 
Se~t= Tuesday, 5:0~ PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 

Co: Fox, Mike 

Hi Susan 
Per our conversation earlier today I just wanted you to know that has tentatively been scheduled for surge~ on in SL Louis with Dr. Thompson. He will need ~ 
be in SL Louis on Wed.         Nay need to s~y for a to~l of 7-10 days depending upon how his surge~ goes. I will let you know when all has been finalized,     said he 
was going to con~ct his instructors this week and try to get his work done ahead of time. 
Than~ for all your help with this situation. 
Terri 3o 
Terri 3o Rucinski 
N.A., ATC, ~T, PT, CSCS 
Head Athletic Trainer - Baseball 
Coordinator of Physical Therapy Se~ices 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipients(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weltxm~, Spencer <~swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:42 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Academic Advising Blitz - 

I will delete your appointment and please schedule another appointment. Thank you for the email and have a great day 

http://apps.research.uaac.edu/events/indexcfm?event events.eventDetails&event key 8E3EFE4E7FB85BABDEEB411047D1545039C03E53 

..... ©ri~inal Message ..... 

From 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:41 PM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Sut~iect: Academic Advising Blitz 

Hello, 

My name is and I scheduled an appointment tomorrow night at 7 pm that I cannot attend anymore due to practice. I need to reschedule as soon as possible Please let me 
know 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplan@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:58 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Major - 

I’ve submitted the request to change your major to COMM-IOC. Please remember, however, the Coaching minor is by permission. You need to contact Prof Salyer to request permission to 
declare that minor. 
Let me know if you have any questions. 

Roger 

Roger Jay Kaplan, Ph.D 
Senior Academic Advisor 
College o17 Arts and Sciences and the General College 
G008 Steele 
Campus Box 3110 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3110 

O]Tice: (919)962-3404 
Fax: (919)962-6888 
http ://advisin~.unc. edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Kaplan, Roger Jay 
Sut~iect: Major 

9:38 AM 

Mr Kaplan, 

Susan has given me the OK to be a Comm major and put it in the system. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 1:47 PM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, 
Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; 
Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, 
Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

FW: FAH registration course restrictions 

From: Junk, Cheryl 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 10:55 AM 
To: Academic Advising Full-Time Advisors Listserv 
Subject: [advisingfulltime] FAH registration course restrictions 

Dear Colleagues, 

Listed below are the Fall, 2014 courses that we know are restricted in several FAH majors. This list is probably not 

exhaustive. Of course, the best way to find out about restrictions is to check the course descriptions on the Class Search 

page. But this list provides a handy reference of the basics for you. 

ART: ARTS 102, 103, and 106 are restricted to majors until midnight on April 12. 

COMM: 

¯ Note this new policy: Comm 113, 120, 140, 150, and 170 are restricted to majors until April 14th. Then open to 

all. 
¯ All other COMM courses are restricted to majors or by permission of instructor. 

DRAM: 

DRAM 120-002: available to non-majors but has 42 seats reserved for first-years. 

DRAM 120-003: restricted to ist and 2nd year students. Not restricted to majors. 

DRAM 120-004: restricted to majors. 

All other DRAM classes are either restricted to majors or require professor permission, which is rarely granted to non- 

majors. 

ENGL: 

ENGL 150-001: the only section of ENGL 150 offered in the fall. Restricted to majors until the end of the early 

registration period, April 14. 

JOMC: 

All classes except the following are restricted to majors by specialization until midnight on April 12th, when they open to 

all JOMC majors. 

JOMC 101: restricted to ist and 2nd year students 

Please note: JOMC 137, 141, 153, 448, 490, and 491 are not restricted to majors. 

JOMC 449 is not restricted but intended for advanced undergads through Ph.D. Professor permission is advised. 

JOMC 560 and 562 are not restricted but are advanced professional practice courses. Professor permission advised. 

PHIL: 



PHIL classes are not generally restricted but some upper level classes do require professor permission. 

WlVIST: 

WMST 202 and 695 are not restricted but are required for majors, and instructor permission is required even for majors. 

WMST 101 is a prereq for 202, and 202 is a prereq for 695. 

That’s all I know of folks. 

Best, cj. 

CherylF. Junk, Ph.D. 
Assistant Dean 
Fine Arts & Humanities Advising 
Oll Steele Building 
214 E. Cameron Avenue 
Campus Box 311o 
UNC-Chap e 1Hill 
27599-311o 
Office: (919) 843-9026 
Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

advisingfulltime as: swelborn@email.unc.edu. To unsub scribe click here: http ://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=63019161.da3 c45 ea6fc20079a5628a01 acd94a9a&n=T&l=advisingfulltime&o=34470464 or send a blank 
email to leave-34470464-63019161, da3 c45 ea6fc20079a5628 a01 acd94a9a@li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Advising for Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edn> 

Friday, 1:06 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Advising tDr Student Athletes AAP ~advisingtbrstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

Driscoll, Jessica Lynn <jldrisco@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: - Missing Class 

I have copied Jessica Driscoll (an Advising staff ,~ssistant} so that she c,~n generate the Student Absence Letter to notify the student’s instructors. 

Susan, a copy of the letter will be posted in ImageNow. 

Best, 

Andrea 

F~: Naloy, Susan B 
Se~t= Friday,            ~2:~6 
Te: Advising for Student Athletes ~P 
Subject: - Nissing Class 

Hi Spencer and Andrea, 

It has been confirmed that will be havin8 his sursery in St. Louis on He is scheduled to depart campus on and will be required to 

remain in St. Louis post operation for 7-~0 days. This means he will be away from campus and unable to attend class from Would you be able to 

send correspondence to his professors confirmin~ his absence? If there is anythin~ else that you need in order to do so, please let me know. He said he has 

communicated with his professors and is makin~ arrangements to complete his remainin~ assignments before he leaves. I am not sure if or how this could impact 

his final exams, however. I know his ~oal is to be back in time for his first exam barrin~ any complications. 

Thank you so much for your assistance with this, 

Susan 

Snsa~ Maloy 

Tu~da] Coordinator/Academic 

UNC Academic Suppo~ ~%gram for S~dent-Aflfletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy~emNLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Che~)ll <meeter@email.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:24 AM 

Lee May (LeeMay@unc.edu); Malay, Susan B ~sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Gangi, 

Gregory J <ggmagi@email.unc.edu>; Kurlz-Costes, Beth <bkcoste@ad.~mc.edu-~; Yeh, Elaine Y <yeh@emaikunc.edu>; Hnnter, Erik 

<erikh@emaJl.unc.edu>; New,m, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; ’Wical, Lora’ <lora wical@kenan-flagler.unc.eda>; 

Angle, O. Ray <rayangle@email.unc.edu>; Shurer, Brooke <Brooke.Shurer@unc.edu>; Straughan, Dulcie Murdock 

<dulcie@e~na~l.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu~>; i @live.unc.edu>; Junk, Che~l 

<t-a, eete@e~n~l.unc.edu> 

Doodle Poll for our    Academic Advising Program Conncil Meeting 

Greetings, everyone, 

The semester is well underway, and we are trying to find a good time for our Academic Advising Program Council Meeting. You are receiving this because you 

are in one of the membership classes of the Council. We hope that you can join us for the meeting, and we will do our best to choose the time that is best for the 

most people. Please fill out and return the doodle poll at your earliest convenience. The location for the meeting is currently TBA. 

h t ~p:i!doodle.com/2726cq564y68a dvb 

We look forward to seeing you. 

Best, Cheryl 

CherylF. Jnnk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & tt umanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Campus Box 3110 

UN C-Chapel H ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising webpage:http:iiadvising.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Cheryl <meeter@email.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, 1:02 PM 

Lee May (LeeMay@unc.edu); Malay, Susan B ~sbmaloy@email.uuc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L <colliusm@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Gary 

Alm~ <gary.mille@unc.edu-~; Gangi, Gregory J <gga~gi@email.unc.edu-~; Kurd-Castes, Beth <bkcostes@ad.unc.edu>; Yeh, Elaine Y 

<yeh@email.unc.edu>; ttunter, Erik <erikh@email.unc.edu>; New~m, Cookie Elizabeth q~ewsom@email.unc.edu>; ’Wical, Lora’ 

<lora wical@kenan-flagler.uuc.edu>; Angle, O. Ray <raymagle@ema~l.unc.edu>; Straughan, Dulcie Murdock ~dulcie@elnaiLunc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edtc,; Shurer, Brooke--~Brooke.Slmre@unc.edu>; Junk, 

Cheryl <tweete@email.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

Questions you want to ask Chris Derickson at the AAPC meeting, ’) 

Dear Council members, 

At our last meeting several of you raised issues that led us to invite Chris Dedckson, the University Registrar, to come to our    meeting. 

He is able to join us. So we thought it would be helpful if you could send us, in advance of the meeting, the questions you would like him to address. If we get 

them from you by Tuesday morning,        we can send them to him before the meeting. 

I know that this is fall break, but please send me your questions for Chris as soon as possible. 

Thank you, 

Cheryl 

Chery! F. Junk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & tt umanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Campus Box 3110 

UN C-Chapel H ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advisingwebpage:http:iiadvising.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Cl~eryl <tweeter@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:15 PM 

Ma]oy, Susa~ B <sbma]oy@email.uuc.e&t>; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; Jm~k, Cheryl <tweete@email.unc.edu>; Collins, 

Mazcus L <colliusm@email.unc.edtr>; Miller, Gary Alan <gary.mille@unc.edtr>; Gangi, Gregory J <gg~ngi@email.unc.edtr>; Kurtz- 

Cosles, Beth <bkcostes@ad.unc.edtv~; Hunter, Erik <erild~@email.m~c.edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; 
Wica], Lora A <wica]@unc.edu>; Augle, O. Ray <rayangle@ema~l.uuc.edu>;                       @live.unc.edu>; 

3)live.unc.edu>; ’elain yeh@unc.edu’; Stmughan, Dulcie Murdock <dulcie@emaAl.unc.edu> 

Fiudiug a time this spriug to convene the Academic Advising Program Council 

Dear Members of the Academic Advising Program Council, 

We hope your semester is going well. 

We would like to meet this spring to hear updates from Advising and discuss some of the issues we raised last time. After looking at Dean May’s and Susan Maloy’s 

calendars, the best date and time seems to be Wed.,        from :12-1:30. 

Please let me know whether or not this time works for you. if we get a majority for whom it is good, then we will go with that date and time. 

Thank you, 

Cheryl Junk 

CherylF. Junk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & Humanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Building 

214 E. Ca~neron Avenue 

Campus Box 3110 

UN C-Chapel H ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

Acade*nic Advising webpage:http://advising.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Cheryl <meeter@email.tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:44 PM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Malay, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Junk, Cheryl 
<tweeter@email.unc.edu~; Collins, Maxcus I, <collinsm@emaiLunc.edu-~; Miller, Gary Alm~ <gary.miller@unc.edu>; Gangi, Grego~ J 

<gg~mgi@email.unc.edu>; Kurtz-Costes, Beth <bkcostes@ad.unc.edu>; Hunter, Erik <erikh@email.unc.edu>; Yeh, Elaine Y 

<yeh@ema~l.unc.edu>; Wical, Lora A <wical@unc.edu>; Angle, O. Ray <rayangle@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                   @live.unc.edu>; Straugha& Dulcie Murdock <dulcie@email.unc.edt~- 

New proposed lime for A~AA~C meeting on         12:30-2:00 

Dear Council members, 

After hearing from several of you, we are proposing to change the meeting time for AAPC to 12:30-2:00 on 

you to attend. This time works for Dean May and Prof. Maloy, and room 105 South is available. 

Please let me know, as soon as possible, if this time works for you. 

Thank you, 

Cheryl 

CherylF. Junk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & Itumanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Campus Box 3110 

UN C-Chapel H ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advisingwebpage:http://advising,unc,edu 

instead of 12-1:30. This will allow several more of 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Cheryl <meeter@email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 4:58 PM 

May, Lee Y ~mayl@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Malay, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Junk, Che@ 

<tweete@email.unc.edtr~; Collins, MaJccus L <collinsm@email.unc.edu-~; Miller, Gaxy Alum <gaxy.miller@unc.edu>; Gangi, Grego~ J 

<gg~mgi@email.unc.edu>; Kurtz-Costes, Beth <bkcostes@ad.unc.edu>; Hunter, Erik <erikh@email.unc.edu>; Yeh, Elaine Y 

<yeh@ema~l.unc.edu:>; Wical, Lora A <wical(~unc.edu>; Angle, O. Ray <rayangle@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu:>; ~live.unc.edu>; Stmugha& Dulcie Murdock <dulcie@email.unc.edt~- 

AAPC proposed meeting--date mis-~ped. 

Dear all, 

I am going to have to get a new secretary. © I typed 

We are proposing to have the meeting on 

Cheryl F. Junk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & Humanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Building 

214 E. Ca~neron Avenne 

Campus Box 3110 

UN C-Chapel H ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

Acadetnic Advising webpage:http://advisin%unc.edu 

when I meant        for our proposed AAPC meeting. Hopefully, you knew what I meant, and it was 

from 12:30-2. Let me know if it works. Thanks, cj 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Che~71 <meeter@email.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:13 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtvq Collins, MaJccus L <collinsm@email.unc.edu-~; Miller, 

Gm~" Alma <gary.mille@unc.edu>; Gangi, Gregoly J--~ggangi@elnoil.unc.edu>; Kurlz-Costes, Beth <bkcostes@ad.unc.edu>; Huntel; Erik 

<~rild~@email.unc.edu>; Yeh, Elaine Y --%~eh@email.unc.edu>; Wical, Lora A <wical@unc.edtc,; Angle, O. Ray 

<raymigle@elno£unc.edu>;                       ~)live.unc.edu>;                   @live.unc.edtp; StraughmL Dulcie Murdock 

<~tulcie@email.unc.edu>; Goodman, Paula <pgoodmma@elnail.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting set for Academic Advising Program Council- -Wed., 12:30-2 

rhi~k you, ma’am. © ~ 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Seat; Thursday, 9::12 AM 
To: Junk, Cheryl 
C¢: May, Lee Y; Maloy, Susan B; Collins, Marcus L; Miller, Gary Alan; Gangi, Gregory J; Kurtz-Costes, Beth; Hunter, Erik; Yeh, Elaine Y; Wical, Lora A; Angle, O. Ray; 

Straughan, Dulcie Murdock; Goodman, Paula 
Subject-" Re: Meeting set for Academic Advising Program Council--Wed., ,12:30-2 

How’s this for quick notice: Lunch will be provided. 

Bobbi Owen 

On 9:06 AM, Junk, Cheryl wrote: 

Dear Council members, 

The next meeting of the Academic Advising Program Council will be on Wednesday, from 12:30-2:00 in 105 South Building. I will let you know 

ASAP whether or not lunch will be provided. If not, you are free to bring your own and eat during the meeting. 

I am sorry that some of you can’t make it, but this date worked well for a majority of you. 

I will be sending minutes from the last meeting out next week. 

Thanks to all, 

Cheryl 

CherylF. Junk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & Humanities Advising 

011 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Campus Box 3110 

U N C-Chapel H ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

Fax: (919) 962-6888 

A c a d e m i c A d v i s i n g w e b p a g e : !!.t___t__p___’_£_£_a___d___z_i__~’_t_!?~&:_u__n____c__:_e____d___u_. 

Behbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Pro~essor oi Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 301~ SLeeie BuildJ~g 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3b04 

Phene: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:24 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fox, Mike <mtbx@unc.edu> 

Invitation to Serve on Campus Com~nittee 

Hi 

I hope your semester is off to a great start this Fall. 

l’m writing to invite you to serve on the Academic Advising Program Council as a student-athlete representative. I am currently the chair of the Academic Advising 

Program Council which is a campus committee that serves in an advisory capacity to Dean Lee May, the Dean of the Academic Advising Program for all students. We 

plan to meet on the following dates this semester from 12pm-l:30pm:                                Lunch will be served during our meetings. I believe your 

insight and thoughts on the Academic Advising Program would be valuable to the group. I hope you will accept this opportunity to participate, it would certainly be 

a great leadership opportunity that you could include on your resume. 

Please let me know by if you will be able to participate. I hope to hear back from you soon. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:57 PM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Invitation to Serve on Campus Committee 

Hi Susan! 

I’d love to participate. Always like giving feedback when needed! 

Please put me on the listserv or list: for communication so t can be ~r~ the loop on t:his~ 

Best~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:24 AM 
To: 
Co: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Invitation to Serve on Campus Committee 

Hi 

I hope your semester is off to a great start this 

I’m writing to invite you to serve on the Academic Advising Program Council as a student-athlete representative. I am currently the chair of the Academic Advising 

Program Council which is a campus committee that serves in an advisory capacity to Dean Lee May, the Dean of the Academic Advising Program for all students. We 

plan to meet on the following dates this semester from 12pm-l:30pm:                               . Lunch will be served during our meetings. I believe your 

insight and thoughts on the Academic Advising Program would be valuable to the group. I hope you will accept this opportunity to participate. It would certainly be 

a great leadership opportunity that you could include on your resume. 

Please let me know by Sept. 27 if you will be able to participate. I hope to hear back from you soon. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

IfNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



FFOB" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:03 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Invitation to Serve on Campus Committee 

Perfect I will put it on the calendar! Thanks so much for reaching out Susan! 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, 8:07 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Invitation to Serve on Campus Committee 

Wonderful! Thanks so much       for accepting the opportunity. I will pass your acceptance along to Dean May and will add you to the list serve. 

Thank you and please mark your calendar for the meeting dates and times that I mentioned,      will be the first meeting. 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:57 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Susan! 

I’d love to participate. Always like giving feedback when needed! 

Pleas~-_~ put me on the IV.d:~.~erv or list [or communication so I can be in the k~op on th~s~ 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:24 AM 
To: 
Cc: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Invitation to Serve on Campus Committee 

Hi 

I hope your semester is off to a great start this 

I’m writing to invite you to serve on the Academic Advising Program Council as a student-athlete representative. I am currently the chair of the 

Academic Advising Program Council which is a campus committee that serves in an advisory capacity to Dean Lee May, the Dean of the Academic 

Advising Program for all students. We plan to meet on the following dates this semester from 12pm-l:30pm:                               Lunch 

will be served during our meetings. I believe your insight and thoughts on the Academic Advising Program would be valuable to the group. I hope you 

will accept this opportunity to participate. It would certainly be a great leadership opportunity that you could include on your resume. 

Please let me know by if you will be able to participate. I hope to hear back from you soon. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (ottice) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:13 PM 

May, Lee Y qnayl@email.unc.edu>; Junk, Cheryl <tweeter@emaJl.m~c.edu> 

RE: AAPC invites 

Hi Lee and Cheryl, 

I hope you are getting positive responses from the invitations for new members. 

The following folks who t reached out to have agreed to re--join the AAPC: 

Grey Gangi - 2 more years 

Marcus CoMns .-- 1 or 2 rnore years (whatever we need) 

Beth KurLz-CosLes--~ rnore year (but will have to rn~ss Lhe meeting) 

E]Mne Yeh- 1 more year, but mav be w~hng to serve a 2nd 

Duk:ie Straughan h~d to decline due to class conflicts during our meeth~g time m }:a]~ and Spr~ng. 

as agreed to serve as a student-athlete representative. Lee, rny notes b~d~cated that you wouM reach ouL to students from Mu]ticulturM Affairs, 

StudenL Government, as well as a transfer sLudent. Do you need rne ~o assist with 

~ ~lso just sent out the meeth~g schedule to a]~ returning members. Although, ~ don*t believe I incMded Bobbi Owen. Should i do 

[et me know ~[ there ~s anything e~se that ~ can do, and if and when you would I~ke Lo get together to d~s(:uss ~n ~genda [or the meeting on the . When vou know 

of a room location for the meetk~g on the , please leL me know and ~ wH~ ~nclude those details ~n nw emaH reminder to the group. 

Thanks so much, 

From: May, Lee Y 
Sent= Monday, 6:41 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B; Junk, ChewJ 
Subject= ~PC invites 

Susan and Cheryl, 

J have reached out to seven faculty and staff on campus to invite them to a three year term on the AAPC and have asked them to respond to me with their 

intention by ~ I’ve aJso sent Chris Derickson a message to see if he will ioin us that daw The ~rouo alwavs wants to hear from him. I ~ot names from Dean 

Owen and the senior deans in advisins. My ask list includes 

FIJ admit that there are a few on this list that I do not know at aJl, but am confident that they and our returnin~ 8roup wiJl provide stron~ ~uidance if 

willin8 to serve. As soon as J hear back from all!most of them, I will let you know. Then J will forward the names to Dean Gil and we can work on an a~enda for 

Susan, Where did we leave things with recruiting students? I know you got a commitment from a student athlete. 

We will be talking! 

Thanks for your leadership with regard to the AAPC. 

Best, 

Lee 

Lee Y. ?via3,, Ph.D. 
Associate Dean and Director of the Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
LTniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1011 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
919 843-9030 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Cheryl <tweeter@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:31 PM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.uuc.edu>; Junk, Cheryl <tweeter@emml.unc.edtr’~ 

from Tar Heel Transfers aa~d AAPC 

Hi, Lee and Susan, 

Need your input, please: of Tar Heel Transfers is eager to be on the AAPC, but she has class that conflicts directly (12:30-1:45)with the 

meetings on the She asks if the time is set in stone. I have not answered her yet, but I would like to say that the time and date for the is not 

movable because it is just next week, and everyone else can come. I would like to ask her to send a sub to that meeting. Since the lunch time has worked out well 

for everyone in the past, maybe we can move the meeting date in    ~ and in      to a M, W, or F so she can come. 

Should I ask her to send a sub to the meeting on the and say that we will try to choose another date on a MWF for the other meetings? Your input appreciated. 

Thanks very much, 

CJ 

CherylF. Jnnk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & t1 umanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Campus Box 3110 

UN C-Chapel H ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising webpage:http:iiadvising.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:29 PM 

Junk, Cheryl <tweeter@email.unc.edu>; MaJoy, Susa]~ B <sbmaJoy@emaJl.unc.edu-* 

RE: t?om Tax Heel Transt~rs and AAPC 

Cheryl, 

I am in favor of leaving the dates selected for this academic year. We will never get :1.00% of the people to make any one meeting time. And if we start moving 

l:hem ~round, then otfu-:~rs won"t be aMe to attend I ~vou~d s~y ~: wou~d be most ~mportant h:~r to desigm~:e someone to attend ~f she is no~: able 

I~’~v ~:wo cents, 

Lee 

F~m: Junk, Che~l 
Sent: Tuesday,               12:31 PM 
To: May, Lee Y; Maloy, Susan B; Junk, Che~i 
Subject: from Tar Heel Transfers and ~PC 

Hi, Lee ~nd Susan, 

Need your input, please: of T~r Heel TF~nsfeFs is e~ser to be on the AAPC, but she h~s cl~ss that conflicts diFectly (I2:30-~:45)with the 

meetinss on the . She asks if the time is set in stone. I h~ve not ~nswered her yet, but I would like to s~y that the time ~nd date for the is not 

movable because it is]ust next week, ~nd everyone else can come. I would like to ~sk her to send ~ sub to that meetins. Since the lunch time has worked out well 

for everyone in the p~st, m~ybe we c~n move the meetin~ d~te in     ~nd in sprin8 to ~ M, W, or F so she can come. 

Should I ~sk her to send ~ sub to the meetin8 on the ~nd s~y that we will try to choose ~nother d~te on ~ MWF for the other meetinss7 Your input ~ppreci~ted. 

Thanks very much, 

Che~W] F.Junk~b.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & Humanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Campns Box 3110 

UN C-Chapel tt ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising webpage:http:iiadvising.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Junk, ChelTl <meeter@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:38 PM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.uuc.edu>; Junk, Cheryl <tweete~emml.unc.edtr’~ 

RE: ticom Tax tleel TransiErs and AAPC 

That’s the simplest way to go. Next semester she can plan her schedule around the meetings. I will give her the dates. Susan, you OK with this? cj 

Ftem: May, Lee Y 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:29 Plvl 
To: Junk, Cheryl; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: from Tar Heel Transfers and AAPC 

Cheryl, 

I am in favor of leaving the da~es selected [:or this acadernic year. We wilt never fie~ 100% of the people to make any one meeting time. And if we start moving 

them around, then others won’t be able to attend~ I would say it would be most important for to designate someone to attend if she is not able~ 

MV two cents, 

From: Junk, Cheryl 

Sent: Tuesday, :t2:3:!. PN 
Te: Nay, Lee Y; IVlaloy, Susan B; Junk, Cheryl 
Subject: from Tar Heel Transfers and AAPC 

Hi, Lee and Susan, 

Need your input, please: of Tar Heel Transfers is eager to be on the AAPC, but she has class that conflicts directly (:12:30-:1:45)with the 

meetings on the . She asks if the time is set in stone. I have not answered her yet, but I would like to say that the time and date for the is not 

movable because it is just next week, and everyone else can come. I would like to ask her to send a sub to that meeting. Since the lunch time has worked out well 

for everyone in the past, maybe we can move the meeting date in Nov. and in spring to a M, W, or F so she can come. 

Should I ask her to send a sub to the meeting on the and say that we will try to choose another date on a MWF for the other meetings? Your input appreciated. 

Thanks very much, 

CJ 

CherylF. Junk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & Humanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Campus Box 3110 

UN C-Chapel tt ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advisingwebpage:http:iiadvising.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Cheryl <meeter@email.nnc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:49 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu>; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edn>; Junk, Cheryl <tweete@emml.nnc.edtr’~ 

Sent minutes to new councillors 

Hi, Susan and Lee, 

I have sent the April minutes to the following new councilors: 

have copies of the minutes. Best, cj 

CherylF. Jnnk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & Hu~nanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Ca~npus Box 3110 

U N C-Chapel H ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

A c a d e m i c A d v i s i n g w e b p a g e : !_a__t___t_l?__:_/___/____a____d__z_i_~_i_!~_~g_:__u____n___c_’_:__e___d____u__ 

(I know she is on leave this 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Cheryl <meeter@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 10:53 AM 

MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AAPC membership list Fail 2013 

I did not know that    was continuing, and I did not have name. Thanks for letting me know. Best, c] 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 20~3 5:22 PM 
To: 3unk, Che~l; May, Lee Y 
Subject: RE: ~PC membership list Fall 20~3 

Hi Cheryl, 

~ just nodced that                            were not on the membership ~st that you sent to me, and I have already communicated with them, ~ guess we 

should be ~;ure to add [hem [:o [:he Hst a~; they have both re~;po[xJed about Oct. 8th, 

Thank you, 

Susan 

E~= 3unk, Che~l 
Seat; Thursday, October 03, 2053 $$:03 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B; Nay, Lee Y; Junk, Che~l 
$~bject= MPC membership list Fall 2013 

Hi, Lee and Susan, 

Here is the membership list to date. If is , I found his contact information. Notice that I have put and in the class of 

20143, because they agreed to stay for a year. And I have put              ~ in the Class of 20~5 because they agreed to stay for two years. I have not included 

but will if you hear from him. Anyone from Mulflcultural Affairs yet to hear from? 

Thanks, cj 

CherylF. Junk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & Humanities Advising 

011Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Campus Box 3110 

UN C-Chapel tt ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising webpage:http:iiadvising.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:36 PM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu-~; Junk, Che~l <tweeter@email.unc.edu>; Hunter, Erik <erild~@email.unc.edu>; Kurlz-Costes, Beth 

<bkcostes@ad.unc.edu>; Wica], Lora A <wical@unc.edu>; Yeh, Elaine Y <yeh@email.unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L 

<collinsm@emml.unc.edu>; Gangi, Crregory J <ggangi@email.unc.edu>; Adaan~n, David <adamsond@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Daniel 

<iamdma@unc.edu>; Angle, O. Ray <rayangle@ema~l.unc.edt~,; Gunter, Beck?" <regunter@email.unc.edu>; Lindsay, Lisa 

<ldlindsa@email.unc.edu>; Lapushin, Radislav <lapushin@email.unc.edtc,;                                ~!live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> @live.unc.edu> 

AAPC - Priority Registration 

PRAC FORM Final.pdf 

Hello All, 
As a follow-up to the AAPC meeting on and the discussion regarding Priority Registration, Erik Hunter has asked me to forward the attached application to 
the group to raise more awareness of the application process for Priority Registration. The review committee is hoping for more groups to apply. Feel free to 
contact Erik if you have any further questions. 
Thank you so much and enjoy Fall Break!! 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Che~)ll <meeter@email.tmc.edu~ 

Monday 8:52 AM 

Malay, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edtr~; @live.unc.edtr~; 

~live.unc.edu>; Hunter, Erik <erikh@emaikunc.edu>; Ku(rz-Costes, Beth <bkcostes@ad.unc.edu>; Wicak Lora A 

<wical@unc.edu>; Yeh, Elaine Y <yeh@email.unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Gangi, Gregory J 
<ggangi@email.unc.edu>; Adamson, David <~adamsond@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Daniel <iamdan@unc.edu>; Angle, O. Ray 

<raya~gle@email.unc.edu>; Gunter, Becky <regunte ,r@email.unc.edu>; Lapushin, Radislav <lapushin@email.unc.edt~,; 

@live.unc.edu:>; @live.unc.edu>; Junk, Che~yl <tweete@email.unc.edt~- 

Academic Advising Program Council meeting this week 

Dear all, 
I have heard back from just a few of you about Thursday’s meeting. Please let me know today or tomorrow whether or not you can come. Thanks very much, cj 

CherylF. Junk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & Humanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Campus Box 3110 

UN C-Chapel H ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising webpage:htt0:iiadvising.~nc.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Che~)ll <meeter@email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:47 AM 

Malay, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edtv~; @live.unc.edtv~; 

@live.unc.edu>; Hunter. Erik <erikh@emaikunc.edu>; Ku(rz-Costes, Beth <bkcostes@ad.unc.edu>; Wicak Lora A 

<wical@unc.edu>; Yeh, Elaine Y <yeh@email.unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Gangi, Gregory J 
<ggangi@email.unc.edu>; Adamson, David <~adamsond@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Dmfiel <iamdan@unc.edu>; Angle, O. Ray 

<raymagle@email.unc.edu>; Gunter, Becky <regunter@email.unc.edu>; Lapushin, Radislav <lapushin@email.unc.edt~,; 

~live.unc.edu:; @live.unc.edu>; Junk, Che~yl <tweete@email.unc.edt~- 

Reminder about location for AAPC meeting on TN~rsday 

Dear Council Members, 

I thought it would be a good idea to remind everyone that the AAPC is meeting in 105 South Building on Thursday/ from 12-1:30. We met in Steele last time, 

but not this time. Thanks to so many of you for the RSVP. I am going to turn in the head count for the food order today, in a few minutes. We will plan for a few 

extra. So please respond if you are going to be there and haven’t told me yet. Thanks, cj 

CherylF. Junk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & Humanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Campus Box 3110 

UN C-Chapel H ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising webpage: ._h___t__t__p://a dvising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Malay, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:00 PM 

Junk, Cheryl <tweete@email.unc.edu>; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>;                     ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Hunter, Erik <erikh@email.unc.edu>; Kurtz-Costes, Beth <bkcostes@ad.unc.edu>; Wical, Lora A 
<wical@unc.edu>; Yeh, Elaine Y <yeh@email.unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Gangi, Gregory J 
<ggangi@email.unc.edu>; Adamson, David <~adamsond@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Daniel <iamdan@unc.edu>; Angle, O. Ray 
<rava~o~le(~email.unc.edu>; Gunter, Becky < re~unteI~email.unc.edu>; Lapushin, Radislav <lapushin@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

RE: Agenda for next meeting, ,-Academic Advising Progrmn Council 

AAPC Agenda docx 

D~-:~a r AAPC Ig, lembers, 

~s y(m are all ~ware, The Academic Advising Program Council w~H be g~thermg for our second meeting tNs semester on Th~rsday, at 12-.I:3(}pm, We 

wi~f be meeL~ng in Room ~05 SouLh guikting, and funch w~H be served. Thank you to Cheryf Junk for seRd~Rg sro~md the minutes from our last meeting. Hopeh~fly 

everyone has had a chance to fm~iHadze yourself wRh the detai~s. Attached are the agenda top~cs for d~scuss~on for th~s Thursday. We look forward to seeing 

everyone then. Please come with questions and topics to discuss. 

Ha~e a wonder[t~l a[ternoon~ 

Igd any thanks, 

Susan 

gusaa Maloy 

Tutorial Coordma[or’Academic Co~mselor 

UNC Academic Support l)~)g~am ~br Student~-AtNetcs 

919-.9(~2-.9892 (office) 

919-.962-. 8247 (t~bx) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:04 AM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Agenda for next meeting,          -Academic Advising Program Council 

Sorry for the extremely late notice, but I don’t think 1 will be able to attend the meeting this afternoon. We have the fall Olympics this afternoon and I need to 

head to the fieM a Httle eaHy to ~repare, and take care of some adm~t~istrat~ve tNngs as well I~: poss~bk~ would you be abk~ to keep me ~r~ the loop w~th updates 

from the rneetk~g at a ~ater date? 

Hope you have a great day, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:00 PM 
To: Junk, Cheryl; May, Lee; ; Hunter, Erik; Kurtz-Costes, Beth; Wical, Lora; Yeh, Elaine Y; Collins, Mtarcus; Gangi, Gregory; Adamson, David; 
Anderson, Daniel; Angle, O.; regunter; Lapushin, Radislav; 
Subject: RE: Agenda for next meeting, -Academic Advising Program Council 

Dear ~APC Members, 

As you are ali awar~:,, The:, Acach:_~mic ~dvising Program Cotm(:il will be gathering for our second meeting Lh~s semester on Thursday,              ~t 12-1:3Opm. We 

wi]~ be meeting in Room ~O5 South Building, and ~unch w~l] be served~ Thank you to Che@ Junk for send#~g around the minutes from o~r last meeting~ Hopefully 

everyone has had a chance to faRliHadze yourself w~th the deLai~s. ALLached are the agenda topics for d~scuss~on for th~s Thursday. We look [:orwsrd to seeing 

everyone then. Please come w~th questions m~d top~cs to discuss~ 

Have a wonderfu~ afternoon! 

Su s~ n Maloy 

’F~#ria] Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Nuppoi~ P~:~gram fbr 

919-962-9892 

919- 962- 8247 (flax) 

sNnaloy~emNl.unc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, ; 6:07 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Agenda for next meeting,          -Academic Advising Program Council 

Hi Susan, 

I doubt Ifll be able to meet before thanksgiving because gm swamped with 4 proiects before Tuesday, but maybe we could meet when I come back? 

Best, 

From: Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:04 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Agenda for next meeting,        -Academic Advising Program Council 
Absoh~tely! There were a lot of great topics discussed. Let roe know when you would have some time to meet. 

~’hanks and good luck w~t:h t:he O~ympi(:s. 

Susan 

Sent: Thursday, 11:04 AN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subje¢t: RE: Agenda for ne~ meeting, -Academic Advising Program Council 

Hi Susan, 

Sorry for t:he ext:remeJy Jate notk:e, but I don’t th[rd~ [ w~l[ be able to attend t:he meeting this a[ternoon. We have the fall O[ympk:s this afternoon and ~ need to 

head to the fie~d a [ittl~ ~ar[y to prepare, and take care of some administrative tNngs as well IF possiNe would you be aMe [o keep me it~ the loop with upda[es 

[:rom the meetb~g at a later date? 

Hope you have a great day. 

From: Maloy, Susan B [E~a~![~t~o~;~s~b~m~a~!~y~‘r~e~[3~a~!~=~u~c~=~e~!~u~] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:00 PM 
To: Junk, Cheryl; May, Lee; Hunter, Edk; Kurtz-Costes, Beth; Wical, Lora; Yeh, Elaine Y; Collins, Marcus; Gangi, Gregory; Adamson, David; 
Anderson, Daniel; Angle, 0.; regunter; Lapushin, Radislav; 
Subject: RE: Agenda for next meeting, -Academic Advising Program Council 

Dear AAPC Members, 

As you are all aware, The Academic Advising Program Council wilt be gathering for our second meeting this semester on Thursday,             at 12-.l:30pnL We 

will be meeting in Room :1.05 South Building, and lunch will be served. Thank you to Cheryl .Junk for sending around the minutes from our last meeting. Hopefully 

everyone has had a chance to familiarize yourself with the details. Attached are the agenda topics for discussion for this Thursday. We look forward to seeing 

everyone l:hen, Please come wifl~ questiot~s at~d topics [:o discuss. 

Have a wonderful afternoon! 

Many thanks, 

Su sa n M a 

"~.’~t,~rial Coordma~or,’Acadcmic Cout~selor 

l ;NC Academic Support P~>gram 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962-8247 

sbmaloy~;emal amc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Junk, Che~)ll <meeter@email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday~ 9:49 AM 

Adamson, David <adamson&~email.unc.edu~; Anderson, Da~fiel <iamdan@unc.edu>; Anderson, Resa K <res~r@email.~mc.edu-~; Collins, 
Maxcus L <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Derick~n, Christopher P <cdefickso@~mc.edu~; Gangi, Gregory J <ggangi@email.unc.edu>; 

Gunter, Becky <regunte@email.unc.edtr~; Hnnter, Erik <erikh@email.unc.edu>; Jnnk, Cheryl <tweeter@emml.unc.edu-~; Kurtz-Costes, 

Beth <bkcostes@ad.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B < sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.nnc.edu:>                              @live.nnc.edu:>; Taylor, William Oliver <~oso@email.unc.edt~-; Wical, Lore A 

<wicg@unc.edu:>; Ye~ Ela~ne Y <yeh@email.unc.edu>; Lapushin, Radislav <lapushin@email.unc.edu> 

AAPC Meeting reimnder and minutes from November meeting 

AAPC Minutes .docx 

Dear AAP Council members, 

We look forward to seeing you again at our next meeting of the AAPC on Wed., ,12-1:30 in 3020 Steele. Lunch will be provided. Please RSVP to Ann 

OIdham by Tuesday, 

Attached please find the minutes from the meeting on             . Please read them over, and let me know of any corrections or additions. 

The agenda for our meeting will be coming in a separate email closer to the meeting date. 

Best wishes, and happy new year to all. 

Cheryl 

CherylF. Junk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & Itumanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Campus Box 3110 

UN C-Chapel H ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising webpage:http://advising.unc.edu 



AAPC Minutes 

Attending: 
David Adamson, Dan Anderson, Resa Anderson, Marcus Collins, Chris Derickson, GreR Ganp~i, Becky 

Gunter, Erik Hunter, Cheryl Junk, Beth Kurtz-Costes, Susan Maloy, Lee Ma% 

Will Taylor, Lora Wical, Elaine Yeh 

Pre-Health, Pre-Law, Pre-Grad School advising report: Resa Anderson and Will Taylor 

1) Starting in fall 2013, for first time, we now have full-time advisors for pre-health (direct patient 
care professions), pre-law, and pre-grad school. Location: 2nd floor Hanes Hall. Hours, by appt., are 

M-Th, 1-4. Call front desk at UCS, 919-962-6507, to schedule an appt. 

2) Resa Anderson is the pre-health advisor, and Will Taylor is pre-law and pre-graduate school 

advisor. 

3) To get the word out: have met, and plan to continue meeting, with department heads and leaders 

of student organizations. Number of appointments has grown from 90in Oct. to 113 in Nov. So the 

trend is upward. 

4) Pre-law advising: Will Taylor oversees 16 grad student volunteers who, along with him, do general 

information advising about graduate school and taking standardized tests such as GRE. The grad 

school advisors have a narrow knowledge base, so for advising in a particular field, they refer 

students to their departments. They do a lot of showing students how to find answers using 

university and online resources. 

5) Q: about how to get the word out about MCAT changes. A: Resa has been having info sessions in 

Career Services about this and outreach information sessions in some of the departments. 

6) What we should tell students about grad school planning:? By Jr year be thinking about grad 

school, and build relationships with faculty starting in the first semester. 

7) Website and listserv. In progress. They are consolidating three website references into one, and 

the listserv is not ready for people to sign up yet. Should happen in spring 2014. 

8) Suggestion: Meet with Annice Fisher, the Transfer Student Coordinator. Need a way to get 

information on pre-health, pre-grad school, and pre-law out to incoming transfer students, 

especially Jrs. Will and Resa will contact Annice in spring. 

9) Climate re: jobs and law school: Best advice is to pay attention to where people get placed from 

any law school you are considering. Be flexible. Pay attn. to the jobs you can get with a J.D. 

Advising Report from Dean May: 
1) Discussing the administrative structure of the Advising office--we are at the beginning of this 

process. Trying to think of best structure to fit our increasing expansion of staff and of advising 

duties in various campus venues. 

2) Summer Orientation--changes planned: 

Reason for changes: The registration labs and station computers are going away so new 

students cannot register on campus. There will still be orientation sessions on campus. But 

students will register for classes from home after Orientation. Sakai is the platform that will be 

used for this and for information sent out, including the required advising module. Students can 

still adjust their schedules before the semester starts. As we did this year, there are no paper 

worksheets and no folders. 
Q: How will First-year seminars be allocated? A: We will be sure it is still fair and equitable, with 

the seat release plan previously used. 



3) Transfer orientation will take place the same way as before, with students being asked to meet 

with advisors all summer and come to an orientation session. We are trying to arrange to 

reserve some seats in introductory classes for incoming transfers but don’t know if that will be 

possible. We are always trying to find ways to make the transition easier for transfer students. 

4) Current first-years: will be required to complete a second online advising module prior to being 

able to register for fall. This module, the RAMS module, covers things not covered in summer 

orientation. 

5) Q. from Dan Anderson about the computer registration labs going away: He wonders how well 

the registration labs worked re: students getting into classes and wants to have a way to 

measure the efficacy of the new system for this summer. He wondered if a kind of hybrid 

approach would work--bring your own device, and register on campus during orientation. There 

would be no time pressure. His main point: we should not let the absence of computers 

determine our services. 

Registrar’s Office Report from Chris Derickson: 
1) Validation appointments: In the shopping cart, there is a V button that shows any time conflicts, 

prereqs, and permissions needed for a class. It does not show reserve capacity restrictions. 

Those show in the notes for each class. This will hopefully cut down on the number of questions 

to OUR. The V button will be de-activated during the registration window openings. The V 

button does not register students for classes. 

2) Phase lh Permission numbers--can be given by departments to get students into a class. OUR is 

seeking a pilot department to test this--Study Abroad is a suggestion for the pilot. 

3) Waitlist changes: This is the second semester in which there is no WL "purge." The WL is left on 

all through the add period. There have been generally positive results to this policy. 

4) Important announcement: 
New Analyst being hired effective January, 2014 in the Student Administrative Business Group. 

Job is to support OUR and has developed a new electronic form for non-medical withdrawals 

from the Gideon Taylor system. A new era of electronic forms. The forms will go live in January. 

5) Electronic transcripts expected to be live by Dec., 2013. Still not fully automated. Still a manual 

part. 

6) Electronic grade submission and grade changes: Faculty can now upload grades from a 

spreadsheet. The electronic grade change process is now available for Arts & Sciences and will 

be available for the whole campus by the end of this semester 

7) Contextualized transcripts (lists that compare a student’s grade to the rest of the class) will be in 

place for fall 2014. 

8) FX grade: Failure due to dishonesty--will replace the 1-semester suspension. NG turns to FX. 

Students will be required to take an academic seminar, and on completion the X will drop off 

the transcript but the F will stay. Suspension still in force for "aggravated" offenses. 

Report on the GA’snew Drop Policy, effective Fall, 2014--Dean May: 

1) Decision has been made and is being implemented across the UNC system--will be announced 

in February: Effective, Fall, 2014, students have until the census date (10 days into the 

semester) to drop a class. After that date they may drop up to 16 hours over four years by the 

time 60% of the semester has passed. A grade of W will be assigned in those cases. 

2) Not sure yet, but it may apply to entering first-years and transfer students and then applied in a 

"graduated" manner year by year. Continuing students will continue to be able to drop up to 16 

hours without a W. 



3) Appeals for extenuating circumstances will continue as usual for 50 weeks a year (no limit on 

these per student). 

4) Background: Goal of the plan is to have common practice among the 17 schools--currently only 

UNC-CH and State have a long drop period. UNC is ahead or compliant with many points of the 

GA’s broad plan to help ensure student success. 

5) Discussions ongoing among faculty, students, and administrators on ways to ameliorate the 

impact of this policy and maintain autonomy in some areas. Topics include expanding the P/F 

rules and deadline, possibly to include allowing P’F in major and minor classes or even 

retroactive P/F. 

6) The "Early Warning" system changes now because it was tied to the 8-week drop period. Plan 

for fall, 2014 unclear and under discussion. 

Other Policy Changes--Dean May: 
1) Eligibility: Being looked at for possible change to ratio of courses passed compared to those 

taken. Nothing definite decided yet. 

2) The interval between classes has been extended to 15 minutes. 

Discussions and Questions: 

1) Discussed pros and cons and rationale for FX grade. 

2) Discussed implications of the big culture shift that the new GA drop policy represents: concern 

over whether students would be less willing to take risks on a class that interests them. The 

consensus was that an expansion and liberalization of the Pass/D+/D/Fail policy would help that. 

For Next Time: 

1) Tracking not being able to get into classes students need, especially MATH 233 and STOR 155. 

Suggestion that Advising do this. 

2) GA drop policy--continue the discussion about ways to ameliorate and keep our autonomy. 

3) Concerns that the 8 semester rule makes Study Abroad less attractive--assurance that a 9th 

semester will be granted for study abroad students doing a single major. But that still makes it 

necessary to pay for another semester in order to go abroad. How many students does this 

impact, potentially? 

4) Registrar updates. 

5) Update on new policies--electronic withdrawal forms, etc. 

Submitted by 

Cheryl Junk 

January 21, 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Che~)ll <meeter@email.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:43 AM 

Adamson, David <adamson&~email.unc.edu~; Anderson, Da~fiel <iamdan@unc.edu>; Anderson, Resa K <res~r@email.unc.edu-~; Collins, 
Maxcus L <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Derick~n, Christopher P <cdefickso@unc.edu~; Gangi, Gregory J <ggangi@email.unc.edu>; 

Gunter, Becky <regunte@email.unc.edtr~; Hnnter, Erik <erikh@email.unc.edu>; Jnnk, Cheryl <tweeter@emaJd.unc.edu-~; Kurtz-Costes, 

Beth <bkcostes@ad.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B < sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; 

~)live.nnc.edu;>;                            ~)live.nnc.edu;>; Taylor, William Oliver <~oso@email.unc.edt~-; Wical, Lola A 

<wicaJ@unc.edu>; Ye~ Elmne Y <yeh(&emml.unc.edu>; Lapushin, Radislav <lapushin@email.unc.edu> 

Reminder: RSVP for Academic Advising Program Council Meeting, 

Dear Council Members, 
Please let me know if you will be attending the next AAPC meeting on Wed., 

CherylF. Junk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & Humanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Campus Box 3110 

UN C-Chapel H ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising webpage:htt0:iiadvising.~nc.ed~ 

from 12-1:30 in 3020 Steele. Lunch will be provided. Thank you. cj 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Junk, Cheryl <meeter@email.tmc.edu> 

Tuesday,               8:57 AM 

Adamson, David ~adamson&(@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Da~iel <iamdan@unc.edu>; Anderson, Resa K <res@email.unc.edu>; Collins, 

Maxcus L <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; DeJ~ck~n, Christopher P <cdelickso@~mc.edu>; Gangi, Gregory J <ggangi@email.unc.edu>; 

Gunter, Becky <regunte@email.unc.edtr>; Hnnter, Erik <erikh@email.unc.edu>; Jnnk, Cheryl <tweeter@emaJd.unc.edu>; Kurtz-Costes, 
Beth <bkcostes@ad.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B < sbmo~oy@email.unc.edu>; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>;          " 

@live.nnc.edu:>;                            ~)live.nnc.edu:>; Taylor, William Oliver <zoso@email.unc.edu>; Wical, Lola A 

<wicg@unc.edu:>; Ye~ Ela~ne Y <yeh@email.unc.edu>; Lapushin, Radislav <lapushin@email.unc.edu> 

Agenda for AAPC meeting tomorrow 

AAPC Agen& .docx 

Here is the agenda, folks. I am assuming we will still be meeting. See you there. Cj 
CherylF. Jnnk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & tt umanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Campus Box 3110 

U N C-Chapel H ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

A c a d e m i c A d v i s i n g w e b p a g e : !Lt___t__p___:_/___/.’___a____d__5__i=~_i_!?=&:__u___n___c_’_:__e___d___u__ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Cheryl <meeter@email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:21 PM 

Adamson, David <adamson&~email.unc.edu~; Anderson, Da~iel <iamdan@unc.edu>; Anderson, Resa K <res~r@email.unc.edu>; Collins, 
Maxcus L <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Derick~n, Christopher P <cdefickso@unc.edu~; Gangi, Gregory J <ggangi@email.unc.edu>; 

Gunter, Becky <regunte@email.unc.edtr~; Hnnter, Erik <erikh@email.unc.edu>; Jnnk, Cheryl <tweeter@email.unc.edu-~; Kurtz-Costes, 

Beth <bkcostes@ad.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B < sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; 
~live.nnc.edu:>; ~live.nnc.edu:>; Taylor, William Oliver <~oso@email.unc.edt~-; Wical, Lola A 

<wica~@unc.edu>; Yeh, Elaine Y <yeh@email.unc.edu:>; Lapushin, Radislav <lapushin@email.unc.edu>; Angle, O. Ray 

<rayangle@email.unc.edu> 

URGENT: Location of AAPC meeting o~       is 3020 Steele 

Dear Council Members, 

Please note that we are meeting tomorrow in 3020 Steele. All of my correspondence has referred to3020 Steele, but we noticed that somehow the Agenda said 105 

South. The meeting is NOT in 105 South. 

See you in 3020 Steele tomorrow. Best, cj 

CherylF. Junk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & Humanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Campus Box 3110 

UN C-Chapel tt ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising webpage:http:iiadvisingmnc.ed~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Cheryl <meeter@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January. 28, 2014 9:15 PM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Junk, Cheryl <tweetev@emafil.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Changing or canceling the food order ~br tomorrow 

Hi, Lee and Susan, 
I am planning to be there tomorrow, barring a lot more snow and ice. In this email stream below Ann says that we need to let Panera know by 8 a.m. tomorrow if we need to 
cancel or change the order. I think it makes the most sense for you two to make that call, and then email Panera if you need to change or cancel rather than having me as a 
go-between. I will be leaving to come to work at 7:00 so will be on the road and might not get there by 8 a.m. 

The email address to change or cancel is cafe1646@panerabread.com 

So far no one has emailed to say that they are not coming. I think things will be fine by noon. 

Thanks for taking care of this if need be. Best, cj 

From: ]unk, Cheryl 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 12:57 PM 

To: Oldham, Ann B. 
S..bject: RE: catering for Wednesday, January 29 at 12:00 pm 

Righto. We will take care of it. cj 

From: Oldham, Ann B. 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 12:55 PM 
To: Junk, Cheryl 
Subject: RE: catering for Wednesday, January 29 at 12:00 pm 

Really won’t: know a~tfl tfu:_~ morton8 u~less really bad tomght. I would s~y ~f y~ need to cance~ you contract P~mera ~f t ~m~ not here. f probably w~H be here, bu~: 

I~ke to be preheated just in case, 

From= Junk, Che~l 
Seat= Tuesday, January 28, 2014 12:45 PM 

To= Oldham, Ann B. 
Ce; Nay, Lee Y 
$~bjeet= RE: catering for Wednesday, 3anua~ 29 at 12:00 pm 
Thanks, Ann. Please let rne know v~a my U NC ernaH address or my home ernaH address @_£#_0_~_~_[_~_[:_Q~) if you will be stranded LomoRow. ~ w~H t~ke 
csre of the catering sLuff ~f you are. My home phone ~s if you need to call me toR~hL ~ wo~t be home t~ ~ste, but you can leave a message. ThaRks~ cj 

~= Oldham, Ann B. 
$e~t= Tuesday, 3anuary 28, 20~4 ~2:38 PN 

To= Junk, Che~l 
~= Nay, Lee Y 
$~bjeet= ~: catering for Wednesday, Janua~ 29 at $2:00 pm 

~ wanted ~o share th~s w~[:h you guys in case we do h~ve b~d weather and ~ ~m stranded at home. 

E~= Cafe$6~-Jurgita Hemker [mai!to:~ur~,hemker@~anerabread.com] 
$eBt= Tuesday, ]anua~ 28, 20~4 $$:53 AN 

Te= Oldham, Ann B. 
Ce= Womack, Tammy S; CafeS646 
$~bjeet; RE: catering Br Wednesday, ]anua~ 29 at $2:00 pm 

Ann, 
than~ for your ordefl We will see you tomorrow at noon~ Should this meeting be cancelled due to inclement weather, please let us know by 8am tomorrow morning. 
Gracie is taking a couple of weeks off, but if you can send your orders to cafe26~panerabread.com, we will ~ke care of you as usual~ 
Than~ for choosing Panera~ 
durgita Hemker 
General Manager 
Panem Bread #1646 
213 W Franklin ~t. 
Ohapel Hill, NO 27516 

(919) 929-9189 
(919) 929-9186 

#~ in oa~ering in ~he Panera 

From: Oldham, Ann B. [aoldham@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, January 28, 2014 11:46 AM 
To-" Cafe1646-Grace Howell 
¢c-" Womack, Tammy S 
S~bject-" catering for Wednesday, January 29 at 12:00 pm 

Hey Grace, 

I need to place an order for :17 boxed lunches for tomorrow for Advising. These need to be delivered to 3020 Steele Building at :1:1:50. 

The account number is and check request numbe~ 

(6) Sierra Turkey 

(6) Napa Almond Chicken Salad 

(2) Mediterranean Veggie 

(3) Smoked ham & cheese 

Please send me an email confirmation for this order. 

Thanks, 

Ann Oldham 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Cheryl <meeter@email.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 9:32 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; J~mk, Cheryl <tweeter@emaJl.unc.edu-* 

RE: Changing or cmaceling the tbod order tbr tomorrow 

That’s greaL Only two folks, Dan Anderson and Shannon Smith, might be homebound due to weather and/or kids. t.ee has said that the meeting is a go. She will be 

in around :[0. cj 

Frorm Maloy, Susan B 
Sent-" Wednesday, January 29, 2014 9:32 AM 
Te." Junk, Cheryl 
6¢: May, Lee Y; Junk, Cheryl 
S~bject; Re: Changing or canceling the food order for tomorrow 

Good Morning, 

Just wanted to let you know that I am planning to attend the meeting today. 

See you soon, 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 9:14 PM, "Junk, Cheryl" <tweeter@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Lee and Susan, 
I am planning to be there tomorrow, barring a lot more snow and ice. In this email stream below Ann says that we need to let Panera know by 8 a.m. tomorrow 
if we need to cancel or change the order. I think it makes the most sense for you two to make that call, and then email Panera if you need to change or cancel 
rather than having me as a go-between. I will be leaving to come to work at 7:00 so will be on the road and might not get there by 8 a.m. 
The email address to change or cancel is cafe1646@panerabread.com 
So far no one has emailed to say that they are not coming. I think things will be fine by noon. 
Thanks for taking care of this if need be. Best, cj 

From-" Junk, Cheryl 
Sent-" Tuesday, January 28, 2014 12:57 PM 

To-" Oldham, Ann B. 
Subject-" RE: catering for Wednesday, January 29 at 12:00 pm 

Right:o. We will tak~-:~ care of it. cj 

From: OIdham, Ann B. 
Sent-" Tuesday, January 28, 2014 12:55 PM 
Te-" Junk, Cheryl 
S,,bject-" RE: catering for Wednesday, January 29 at 12:00 pm 

Really won’t know until the morning unless really bad tonight. 

be here, but like to be prepared just in case. 

From-" Junk, Che~l 
Sent= Tuesday, 3anua~ 28, 20~4 ~2:45 PN 

Te= Oldham, Ann B. 
Ce= Nay, Lee Y 
Subjeet= RE: catering for Wednesday, 3anua~ 29 at ~2:00 pm 

Thanks, Ann, P~ease k~t me knowv~a my UNC ema~i address or my home ema~i address 

tomorrow. ~ wH~ take care of the ca~:ering stuff if %>u are. My home phone is 

you can teave a message. Thanks, cj 

F~m= Oldham, Ann B. 
Sent= Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 20~4 $2:38 PN 

Te= Junk, Che~J 
~e= Nay, Lee Y 
Subject= ~: catering for Wednesday, Janua~ 29 at 12:00 pm 

] wrested to share tNswith you guys h~ case we do have bad weather and I am stranded at home~ 

Ann 

Nentl Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 20~4 ~:53 AM 

T~= Oldham, Ann B. 
~e= Womack, Tammy S; Cafe1646 
Nubje~t= RE: catering for Wednesday, ]anua~ 29 at ~2:00 pm 

Ann, 

I would say if ~/,~1 need to cancel you contact Panera if I arn not here. I probably will 

~centurytel.net) if you will be stranded 

you need to call me tonighL f won’t be hom~:_~ tiJ late, but 

Thanks for choosing Panera! 
durgita Hemker 
General Manager 
Panera Bread #1646 
213 W Franklin St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

(919) 929-9189 
(919) 929-9186 

#1 in catering in the Panera nation! 

thanks for your order! We will see you tomorrow at noon! Should this meeting be cancelled due to inclement weather, please let us know by 8am tomorrow 
morning. 

Grade is taking a couple of weeks off, but if you can send your orders to cafe1646@panerabread.com, we will take care of you as usual! 



From: Oldham, Ann B. [aoldharnnCc~ernail.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, January 28, 2014- 11:46 AM 
To-" Cafe1646-Grace Howell 
(::¢-" Wornack, Tarnrny S 
Subject: catering for Wednesday, January 29 at 12:00 prn 

Hey Grace, 

I need to place an order for 17 boxed lunches for tomorrow for Advising. These need to be delivered to 3020 Steele Building at 11:50. 

The account number is and check request nurnbel 

(6) Sierra Turkey 

(6) Napa Alrnond Chicken Salad 

(2) Mediterranean Veggie 

(3) Smoked ham & cheese 

Please send rne an ernail confirmation for this order. 

Thanks, 

Ann Oldharn 

A nn Old’am 

A sst. toA ~’ociate D ean 

A c’ademic A ch~ng 
CB # 31~0, lOlOSteeleB uil~q 

919~43~65] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Cheryl <meeter@email.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:05 AIVI 

Adamso~, David <adamson~email.unc.edu-~; Anderson, Daniel <iamdan@unc.edtw; Collin~ Marcus L <c~llinsm@mail.unc.edu>; 
Dedck~n, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu>; Gm~gi, Grego~ J <ggm~gi@email.unc.edu>; Gunter, Becky <regnnter@email.unc.edu>; 

ttunter, Erik <efikh@email.unc.edu-~; Junk, Che~l <tweeter@email.unc.edu>; Kurlz-Costes~ Beth <bkcostes@ad.unc.edn>; Maloy, 

Susa~ B < sbmaJ~oy@email.unc.edu>; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edtc,;                       ,~@ive.unc.edu:>; 
@live.unc.edu:>; Wical, Lora A <wical@unc.edu:>; Yeh, Elaine Y <yeh@email.unc.edu>; Lapushir~ Radislav 

<lapushin@email.unc.edu:>; Angle, O. Ray <rayangle@email.unc.edu:> 

AAPC meeting is still on for today 

Hello, all, 
Hope you had safe travels yesterday and today. This is to confirm that the AAPC meeting is still on for today, 12-1:30 in 3020 Steele. If you can’t make it and have 
not let me know, please shoot me an email. Thanks, cj 
CherylF. Junk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & Humanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Building 

214 E. Ca~neron Avenue 

Campus Box 3110 

UN C-Chapel H ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

Acadetnic Advising webpage:http://advising.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Junk, Cheryl <meeter@email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 4:59 PM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu-~; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu-~ 

AA1K; minutes and reminder of meeting sent 

Hi, Lee and Susan, 

I have sent out the AAPC minutes and a reminder of the next meeting on April 1. I will be gone for 

26th. If the agenda has not gone out before then, I will be happy to send it when I get back. Thanks, cj 

CherylF. Junk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & Humanities Advising 

0 11 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Campus Box 3110 

UN C-Chapel H ill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

F ax : (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising webpage:http:iiadvising.unc.edu 

’ from tomorrow through the 25th, back on the 



Froill 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ject: 

Debbi Claxke @gmail.com> 

Friday, Jalmm3117, 2014 9:54 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edw" 

working group meeting Fri Jan 24 2pm South Bldg 105 

Hi Susan, I hope you are doing well I met earlier this week with Coaches Fox and Jackson as part of a series of meetings that I have been having with various coaches to discuss recruiting, I 
understand that ~cademic Cotmselors are involved in the process of acclimating prospective students to L~NC and educating them about the support services offered in Loudermilk and 

throughout the campus. I wonder if you would be interested in joining the Student Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group for our discussion of recruiting on Friday Jan 24 in South 105 

from 2 - 3:30pm. Coach Dorrance also will attend, as well Coach Hoots as well as Les and Jenn from ASPSA I hope to see you there 

Thanks, hope you have a nice weekend 
Debbi Clarke 

mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 4:55 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; 
j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, 
Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@email.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Townsend, 
Jenn <jjtowns@email.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Panter, A. T. 
<panter@ad.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J 
<Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu> 

TRAVEL/COMMITMENT LETTER FOR STUDENT ATHLETES 

Dear ASPSA Staff: 

I am writing to clarify the policy regarding the use of the travel/commitment letter I sign and distribute to you at the 

beginning of each term. Faculty legislation requires that instructors receive timely notice of the dates student-athletes 

will be absent from class due to travel for athletic events. The purpose of my letter is to inform faculty as to when such 

absences will occur. The letter is intended for use ONLY by student-athletes. It is not to be used by managers, 

videographers or other students who travel with teams for athletic events. Please share this clarification with the 

students and coaches with whom you work. 

Please contact me if you have questions or concerns regarding this matter. 

Take care. 

Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 6:25 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Travel Letter Policy - Clarification 

Susan, 
Really! who in the world thought this up?? 

We can have manager/bullpen catchers on our team who can travel and dress per NCAA and ACC rules!!!! 

yet they are not supposed to miss class for travel!!! 

Now that is just not right. 

Another fight for me [ guess. Are we overreacting to all of this or what! 

Coach 

>>> Susan Maloy :1:1/:15/20:12:10:35 AM >>> 

Hey Coaches, 

I wanted to make you aware of a clarification that has just been made with regard to the use of Travel Letters for competition (a matter that will obvious come in to play next 

semester when baseball season starts). [ am not sure if this has been something that you all have done with Managers and other student support staff in the past, but the 

process for the use of travel letters hasiust been officially clarified and is intended for use ONLY by student athletes. It is not permitted to be used by managers, 

videographers, or other students who travel with the team for athletic events who are not on the official squad list. Please let me know if this is of any concern on your end. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Su sa n M a 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 7:33 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Travel Letter Policy - Clarification 

hey, 

perhaps just ask if there are special circumstances, do other teams not travel with their managers? they are an important part of whatwedo video and bullpen. 

seems they should not be hurt academically because they commit themselves to a certain program. No pay, long hours! 

>>> Susan Maloy 11/16/2012 10:06 AM >>> 

I am not sure if this is subject to special cases such as your situation or not. Would you like rne to present this to Harold for further review? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

>>> Mike Fox 11/15/2012 6:25 PM >>> 

Susan, 

Really! who in the world thought this up?? 

We can have manager/bullpen catchers on our team who can travel and dress per NCAA and ACC rules!!!! 
yet they are not supposed to miss class for travel!!! 

Now that is just not right. 

Another fight for me I guess. Are we overreacting to all of this or what! 

Coach 

>>> Susan Maloy 11/15/2012 10:35 AM >>> 

Hey Coaches, 

I wanted to make you aware of a clarification that has just been made with regard to the use of Travel Letters for competition (a matter that will obvious come in to play next 

semester when baseball season starts). I am not sure if this has been something that you all have done with Managers and other student support staff in the past, but the 

process for the use of travel letters has just been officially clarified and is intended for use ONLY by student athletes. It is not permitted to be used by managers, 

videographers, or other students who travel with the team for athletic events who are not on the official squad list. Please let me know if this is of any concern on your end. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 10:06 AM 

Woodard, Harold < harold_woodard@unc.edu > 

Re: TRAVEL/COMM]TMENT LETTER FOR STUDENT ATHLETES 

Harold, 
Coach Fox has asked if there are special exceptions to this policy. NCAA rules allow managers to travel with baseball and serve as bullpen catchers, i guess they have used 

this travel letter for managers in the past. He feels as though they are an important part of what they due with video and bullpen needs. He feels managers in particular have 

long hours with no pay, and he would hate to see them hurt academically once they have committed themselves to a certain program. 

I don’t really know the discussion on this topic, so it is hard for me to explain our position on this. He makes valid points. 

Thanks for your help. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "Woodard, Harold" < harold_woodard@unc.edu > 11/14/2012 4:54 PM > > > 
Dear ASPSA Staff: 

I am writing to clarify the policy regarding the use of the travel!commitment letter I sign and distribute to you at the beginning of each term. Faculty legislation 

requires that instructors receive timely notice of the dates student-athletes will be absent from class due to travel for athletic events. The purpose of my letter is to 

inform faculty as to when such absences will occur. The letter is intended for use ONLY by student-athletes. It is not to be used by managers, videographers or other 

students who travel with teams for athletic events. Please share this clarification with the students and coaches with whom you work. 

Please contact me if you have questions or concerns regarding this matter. 

Take care. 

Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, September 28, 2012 8:41 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 
< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Additional Semester forms 

Hi, 

Just a reminder to start having your students who need an additional semester (9th or 10th) to start completing their 

additional semester forms:                                    dditionalSemesterForm 

The students can either turn them in directly to Ann Oldham in the Steele Building or if you would like to give the forms 

to me, we can send over a stack of them in a few weeks. 

Brent will talk about additional information he needs in our staff meeting on Tuesday. 

Please remember that students who are not in the College of Arts and Sciences (Business, JOMC) will have a different 

procedure for requesting an additional semester. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, October 8, 20"12 9:48 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Priority Registration schedules 

Fallsched ulesPRAC.xlsx 

Hi, 

All of you sent me your teams’ calendars last spring for the fall priority registration application. Please review your teams’ 

schedules below and send me any changes that will occur for the spring semester. If the fall and spring schedules are the 
same, you can just respond to this email and tell me there are no changes. 

Please respond to this email and send your schedule changes if there are any by Friday. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 
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Men’s Lacrosse Fall Schedule 
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Men’s Lacrosse Fall Schedule 
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Women’s Soccer Fall Schedule 
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Men’s Golf Fall Schedule 
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Lunch 

Trainer 

Wednesday 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Weights 

Thursday 

Breakfsat 

Academic 

Meeting 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Trainer 

Friday 

Morning 

Workouts 

ShoweH 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Weights 



Men’s Tennis Fall Schedule 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Afternoon 

Practice Practice 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Afternoon Afternoon 

Practice 

Shower/ Shower/ 

Trainer/ Trainer/ 

Dinner Dinner 

Study Hall 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 



6:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

Breakfast Breakfast 

Weights 

Shower 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

MEET 

with 

trainer/REHAB 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

study hall 

Shower/ 

Breakfasfl 

Class 

8:00-9:15 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

TEAM MEETING 

Weights 

Shower 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

weekly 

MEETING 

with 

Counselor 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

study hall 

Shower/ 

Breakfasfl 

Class 

8:00-9:15 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

TEAM MEETING 

VIDEO 

PRACTICE 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

TEAM MEETING 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

TEAM MEETING 

Volleyball 

Friday 

ShoweH 

BreakfasU 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

MEET 

with 

trainer/REHAB 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

Fall Schedule 



Volleyball Fall Schedule 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

VIDEO 

PRACTICE 

VIDEO 

PRACTICE 

VIDEO 

PRACTICE 

or 

travel 

TRAVEL 

TEAM MEAL 

COMPETITION 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Tutoring/ Tutoring/ 

Study hours Study hours 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 



Field Hockey Fall Schedule 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

Monday 

Shower/ 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Tuesday 

Conditioning 

Class 

8:00 - 9:15 

Class 

9:30 - 10:45 

Wednesday 

Showe~ 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Tuesday 

Showe~ 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

8:00 - 9:15 

Class 

9:30 - 10:45 

Meet with Professors, TA’s, Advisers 

Lunch 

Training 

Room 

Afternoon 

Practice 

1 - 3:30 

Lunch 

Training 

Room 

Afternoon 

Practice 

1 - 3:30 

Lunch 

Training 

Room 

Afternoon 

Practice 

1 - 3:30 

Lunch 

Training 

Room 

Afternoon 

Practice 

1 - 3:30 

Friday 

Shower/ 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Lunch 

Training 

Room 

Afternoon 

Practice 

1 - 3:30 



:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Study 

Hall 

Weights 

3:30-4:30 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Study 

Hall 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Study 

Hall 

Field Hockey Fall Schedule 

Weights 

3:30-4:30 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Study 

Hall 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 



6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

2:00 

Monday 

Shower 

Commute 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Weekly 

Appointment 

Tuesday 

Conditioning 

Weights 

Shower 

Commute 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Wednesday 

Shower 

Commute 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Thursday 

Conditioning 

Weights 

Shower 

Commute 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Wrestling Fall Schedule 

Friday 

Shower 

Commute 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 



:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Treatment 

Trainers 

Practice 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Treatment 

Trainers 

Practice 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Treatment 

I Trainers 

Practice 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Treatment 

Trainers 

Practice 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Wrestlins: Fall Schedule 

Treatment 

Trainers 

Practice 

Dinner 



Track and Field Fall Schedule 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

Monday 

XC Practice 

Shower/ 

Breakfast 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Class 

12:00-12:50 

Lunch 

Tuesday 

Weights 

ShoweH 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Academic 

Meetings 

Wednesday 

XC Practice 

Shower/ 

Breakfast 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Class 

12:00-12:50 

Lunch 

Thursday 

Weights 

ShoweH 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Academic 

Meetings 

Friday 

XC Practice 

Shower/ 

Breakfast 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Class 

12:00-12:50 

XC Travel 

and 

Competition 

XC Travel 

and 

Competition 



Track and Field Fall Schedule 

: 15 Afternoon 

:30 

:45 Practice 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:30 

6:00 

:30 Dinner 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Dinner 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Dinner 



5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

1:00 

Monday 

Morning 

Practice 

At Lake 

Commute 

Breakfast/ 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Tuesday 

Weights 

Weights 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

I 
Lunch 

Wednesday 

Morning 

Practice 

at Lake 

Commute 

Breakfast/ 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Thursday 

Weights 

Weights 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

I 
Lunch 

Rowins: Fall Schedule 

Friday 

Morning 

Practice 

at Lake 

Commute 

Breakfast/ 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Travel for Competition 



:15 

:30 

:45 Academic 

2:00 Meetings 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 Dinner 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

Dinner 

Academic 

Meetings 

Afternoon Practice 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Dinner 

Rowing Fall Schedule 



:45 

10:00 

Rowinl~ Fall Schedule 



8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

Monday 

Individual 

Lessons 

Group 1 

Weights 

Class 

10-10:50 

Class 

11-11:50 

Group 2 

Weights 

Lunch 

Class 

2:00-2:50 

Tuesday 

Individual 

Lessons 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11-12:15 

Lunch 

Academic 

Meetings 

Wednesday 

Individual 

Lessons 

Group 1 

Weights 

Class 

10-10:50 

Class 

11-11:50 

Group 2 

Weights 

Lunch 

Class 

2:00-2:50 

Thursday 

Individual 

Lessons 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11-12:15 

Lunch 

Academic 

Meetings 

Friday 

Individual 

Lessons 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-10:50 

Class 

11-11:50 

Lunch 

Travel 

for 

Competition 

Fencing 



:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

Practice 

Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner 

Studying 

Travel 

for 

Competition 

Fencing 



Football Fall Schedule 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

Monday Tuesday    Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Breakfast 

Class 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Academic 

Meeting 

Lunch 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Breakfast 

Treatment 

with trainer 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Weights 

Breakfast 

Class 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Academic 

Meeting 

Lunch 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Breakfast 

Treatment 

with trainer 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Weights 

Breakfast 

Class 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Academic 

Meeting 

Lunch 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 



Football Fall Schedule 

:3O 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Practice/Meetings 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 



Women’s Golf Fall Schedule 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

Monday Wednesday Friday 

Commute 

Morning 

Pra~ice 

Commute 

Lunch 

Class 

1:00-1:50 

Class 

2:00- 2:50 

Tuesday 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

8:00- 9:15 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Meet with Advisers 

Professors, TA’s 

Training 

Room 

Lunch 

Commute 

Afternoon 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Morning 

Practice 

Commute 

Lunch 

Class 

1:00-1:50 

Class 

2:00- 2:50 

Thursday 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

8:00- 9:15 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Meet with Advisers 

Professors, TA’s 

Training 

Room 

Lunch 

Commute 

Afternoon 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Morning 

Practice 

Commute 

Lunch 

Class 

1:00-1:50 

Class 

2:00- 2:50 



Women’s Golf Fall Schedule 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Class 

3:00 - 3:50 

Meet with Advisers 

Professors, TA’s 

Training 

Room 

Weights 

ShoweH 

Practice 

ShoweH 

Class 

3:00 - 3:50 

Meet with 

Athletics Counselor 

Training 

Room 

Weights 

Shower/ 

Practice 

I 

Shower/ 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Class 

3:00 - 3:50 

Meet with Advisers 

Professors, TA’s 

Training 

Room 

Weights 

Shower/ 

Dinner 



Women’s Lacrosse Fall Schedule 

6:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

MEET 

with 

trainer/REHAB 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Weights 

study hall 

Class 

8:00-9:15 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

TEAM MEETING 

VIDEO 

PRACTICE 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

weekly 

MEETING 

with 

Counselor 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Weights 

study hall 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

Lab 

Class 

8:00-9:15 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

TEAM MEETING 

VIDEO 

PRACTICE 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

TEAM MEETING 

VIDEO 

PRACTICE 2:00 - 5:00 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

MEET 

with 

trainer/REHAB 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

study hall 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

TEAM MEETING 

VIDEO 

PRACTICE 



Women’s Lacrosse Fall Schedule 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 



7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday 

Women’s Basketball 

Thursday Friday I 

Breakfast 

Class 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 

Tutoring/ 

Study hour# 

Academic Mtg 

Shoot Around 

Breakfast 

Class 

8-915 

Class 

930-1045 

Lunch 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours/ 

Academic Mtg 

Shoot Around 

Breakfast 

Class 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours/ 

Academic Mtg 

Shoot Around 

Practice Practice Practice 

Breakfast 

Class 

8-915 

Class 

930-1045 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours/ 

Academic Mtg 

Lunch 

Study Table 

Tutoring 

Breakfast 

Class 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours/ 

Academic Mtg 

Shoot Around 

Practice 

Fall Schedule 



:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

Women’s Basketball Fall Schedule 

Weights 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Table 

Tutoring 

Weights 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Table 

Tutoring 

Weights 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Table 

Tutoring 

Snack 

Shoot Around 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Weights 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 



Softball Fall Schedule 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Breakfast 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Academic 

Meetings 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Weights 

Breakfast 

Morning 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Commute/ 

Lunch 

Class 

2-3:15 

Breakfast 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Academic 

Meetings 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Weights 

Breakfast 

Morning 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Commute/ 

Lunch 

Class 

2-3:15 

Breakfast 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Academic 

Meetings 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Weights 



Softball Fall Schedule 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Class 

3:30-4:45 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Class 

3:30-4:45 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 



Men’s Soccer Fall Schedule 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Breakfast 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Academic 

Meetings 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Treatment 

Travel 

to 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Treatment 

Travel 

to 

Breakfast 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Academic 

Meetings 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Treatment 

Travel 

to 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Treatment 

Travel 

to 

Breakfast 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Academic 

Meetings 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Treatment 

Travel 

to 



Men’s Soccer Fall Schedule 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Afternoon 

Practice 

(Finley) 

Conditioning 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Afternoon 

Practice 

(Finley) 

Conditioning 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Afternoon 

Practice 

(Finley) 

Conditioning 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

or 

Competition 

Afternoon 

Practice 

(Finley) 

Conditioning 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Afternoon 

Practice 

(Finley) 

Conditioning 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Competition 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 10:40 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Holds Report 11.8.12 

Holds Report 11.8.12.xlsx 

Attached is today’s holds report. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy~uncaaoU ncoedu 
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Athletes with Holds 

Descr 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

IlSport 

I C 

IIAth Par Cd 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

D F 

IIFirst Name 

I G 

IlSex 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

I H I         J 

IlStart Date IlStart Time IlSrv I nd Cd 

11/8/2012 8:00:00 AM CPD 

11/12/2012 

11/12/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/12/2012 

11/12/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/13/2012 

11/6/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/9/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/12/2012 

11/6/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/6/2012 

11/6/2012 

11/12/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/6/2012 

11/12/2012 

11/12/2012 

11/9/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/6/2012 

11/8/2012 

11/12/2012 

11/6/2012 

11/6/2012 

11/12/2012 

11:00:00 AM CPD 

11:00:00 AM RTE 

8:15:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM RTE 

8:15:00 AM RTE 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM RTE 

8:15:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:15:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:15:00 AM CPD 

8:15:00 AM CPD 

11:45:00 AM CPD 

8:30:00 AM RTD 

8:30:00 AM RTD 

8:15:00 AM CPD 

8:15:00 AM CPD 

8:15:00 AM CPD 

11:15:00 AM RAC 

8:15:00 AM CPD 

8:15:00 AM CPD 

8:15:00 AM CPD 

8:15:00 AM CPD 

8:15:00 AM CPD 

8:15:00 AM CPD 

8:15:00 AM RTE 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:15:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM XAA 

8:00:00 AM RTE 

IIDescr 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Parking & Transportation 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Parking & Transportation 

Parking & Transportation 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Parking & Transportation 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

School of Medicine 

School of Medicine 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Academic Advising 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

NSCPP - New Student/Parent Prg 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Advisor Approval Flag 

Parking & Transportation 



L 

1 

2 Descr 

3 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

4 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

5 Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: www.dps.unc.edu 

6 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

7 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

8 Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: www.dps.unc.edu 

9 Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: www.dps.unc.edu 

10 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

11 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

12 Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: www.dps.unc.edu 

13 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

14 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

15 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

16 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

17 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

18 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

19 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

20 Please contact Ann Farabee at 962-8337 for information about this hold. 

21 Please contact Ann Farabee at 962-8337 for information about this hold. 

22 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

23 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

24 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

25 Enrollment in more than eight semesters requires special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

26 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

27 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

28 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

29 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

30 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

31 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

32 Please contact the Office of New Student and Carolina Parent Programs at 919 962-8304 or orientation@unc.edu for further information. 

33 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

34 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

35 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

36 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

37 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

38 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

39 Your Primary Major department requires departmental advising prior to registration for the upcoming term. Please visit your Primary Major department to have this Service Indicator lifted before your enr, 

40 Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: www.dps.unc.edu 



I M N O P 

1 

2 Descr IIActive Dt IIEnd Term IIEnd Date 

3 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

4 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

5 Dept Hold - Enrol/Trans/Diplom 10/15/2012 

6 Account Past Due 10/15/2012 

7 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

8 Dept Hold - Enrol/Trans/Diplom 10/3/2012 

9 Dept Hold - Enrol/Trans/Diplom 10/23/2012 

10 Account Past Due 8/31/2012 

11 Account Past Due 10/15/2012 

12 Dept Hold - Enrol/Trans/Diplom 11/7/2012 

13 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

14 Account Past Due 8/31/2012 

15 Account Past Due 6/18/2012 

16 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

17 Account Past Due 10/15/2012 

18 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

19 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

20 Dept Hold - Admit/Enrol/Trans 9/19/2012 

21 Dept Hold - Admit/Enrol/Trans 8/29/2012 

22 Account Past Due 8/31/2012 

23 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

24 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

25 Dept Hold - Admit/Enrol 10/1/2012 

26 Account Past Due 8/31/2012 

27 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

28 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

29 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

30 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

31 Account Past Due 10/15/2012 

32 Dept Hold - Enrol/Trans/Diplom 10/1/2012 

33 Account Past Due 10/15/2012 

34 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

35 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

36 Account Past Due 11/8/2012 

37 Account Past Due 9/17/2012 

38 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

39 Advisor Approval Required 10/1/2012 

40 Dept Hold - Enrol/Trans/Diplom 10/24/2012 
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52 
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55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

A 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

2013 Spring 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

MEDX 

ACTV 

XELG 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

ACTV 

G 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

H 

11/12/2012 

11/6/2012 

11/6/2012 

11/14/2012 

7/1/2012 

11/12/2012 

11/12/2012 

11/12/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/12/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/12/2012 

11/12/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/8/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/6/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/6/2012 

11/8/2012 

11/8/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/12/2012 

11/14/2012 

11/12/2012 

8:00:00 AM XAA 

8:00:00 AM RTE 

10:30:00 AM RAC 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:15:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

11:45:00 AM REG 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:15:00 AM XAA 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

11:15:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:15:00 AM CPD 

8:15:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:15:00 AM RTE 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM RAC 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:30:00 AM RAC 

8:15:00 AM REG 

8:15:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM CPD 

8:00:00 AM RTE 

8:15:00 AM CPD 

K 

First Year Student 

Parking & Transportation 

Academic Advising 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Undergraduate Education 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Advisor Approval Flag 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

ROTC Naval Sciences 

Account Past Due 

Academic Advising 

Account Past Due 

Academic Advising 

Undergraduate Education 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

Account Past Due 

NSCPP - New Student/Parent Prg 

Account Past Due 



L 

41 First year students in their second semester may not register for 3rd semester classes until they have met with an Advisor. 

42 Parking fines may be paid by visiting the Public Safety website: www.dps.unc.edu 

43 Enrollment in more than eight semesters requires special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

44 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

45 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

46 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

47 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

48 Students on Academic Probation must complete the steps outlined at www.studentsuccess.unc.edu. If you have questions, contact studentsuccess@unc.edu. 

49 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

50 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

51 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

52 Your Primary Major department requires departmental advising prior to registration for the upcoming term. Please visit your Primary Major department to have this Service Indicator lifted before your enr, 

53 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

54 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

55 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

56 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

57 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

58 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

59 Call department or contact Supply Officer. 

60 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

61 Enrollment in more than eight semesters requires special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

62 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

63 Enrollment in more than eight semesters requires special permission. Please consult your Academic Advisor. 

64 Students on Academic Probation must complete the steps outlined at www.studentsuccess.unc.edu. If you have questions, contact studentsuccess@unc.edu. 

65 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

66 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

67 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 

68 Please contact the Office of New Student and Carolina Parent Programs at 919 962-8304 or orientation@unc.edu for further information. 

69 Past due charges on your student account must be paid. After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold prevents registr 



I M N O P 

41 Advisor Approval Required 10/3/2012 2132 

42 Dept Hold - Enrol/Trans/Diplom 11/7/2012 

43 Dept Hold - Admit/Enrol 10/1/2012 

44 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

45 Account Past Due 9/17/2012 

46 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

47 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

48 Dept Hold - Enrollment 10/3/2012 

49 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

50 Account Past Due 10/15/2012 

51 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

52 Advisor Approval Required 10/1/2012 

53 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

54 Account Past Due 9/17/2012 

55 Account Past Due 10/15/2012 

56 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

57 Account Past Due 10/15/2012 

58 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

59 Dept Hold - Enrol/Trans/Diplom 11/1/2012 

60 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

61 Dept Hold - Admit/Enrol 10/1/2012 

62 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 

63 Dept Hold - Admit/Enrol 10/1/2012 

64 Dept Hold - Enrollment 10/3/2012 

65 Account Past Due 9/17/2012 

66 Account Past Due 10/15/2012 

67 Account Past Due 10/15/2012 

68 Dept Hold - Enrol/Trans/Diplom 8/10/2012 

69 Account Past Due 10/16/2012 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Russell, Chloe <cjrussel@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 2:29 PM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget (bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu); 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer 
<swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jjtowns@email.unc.edu> 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Enforced prerequisites 

Copy of Total Prereq List-Sent to Depts.xlsx 

Good afternoon everyone, 

See attached for the list of courses that are currently programmed in ConnectCarolina to enfbrce prerequisites. 

Please note that the effective term on the spreadsheet means when it was programmed in the course catalog, not 

that the course is offered in the Spring 2013 semester. 

If a student has a prerequisite for a course and are not able to enroll online, they will need to contact the 

department directly to register. 

Let us know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 
Chloe 

Chloe J. Russell, M. Ed. 
Academic Advisor 
Division of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1005 Steele Building, 214 East Cameron Avenue, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

919-843-8912 

919-962-6888 [f] 

advising.unc.edu 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

This e-mail, including any attachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee(s) and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential information. If 
you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, copying or retention of this e-mail or the information contained herein 

is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please immediately notify the sender by telephone or reply by e-mail, and permanently delete 
this e-mail from your computer system. Thank you. 



I A B C D E 

Effective 

1 Subject Course Pre- Corequisite Term Notes 

2 ART 202 Prerequisites, ART 102 and 104 Fall 2011 

3 ART 206 Prerequisite, ART 106 Fall 2011 

4 ART 208 Prerequisites, ART 102 and 104 Fall 2011 

5 ART 214 Prerequisite, ART 104 Fall 2011 

6 ART 223 Prerequisite, ART 103 Fall 2011 

7 ART 302 Prerequisite, ART 202 Fall 2011 

8 ART 303 Prerequisite, ART 203 Fall 2011 

9 ART 305 Prerequisite, ART 105 Fall 2011 

10 ART 307 Prerequisite, ART 103 or 104 Fall 2011 

11 ART 313 Prerequisite, ART 213 Fall 2011 

12 ART 314 Prerequisite, ART 214 Fall 2011 

13 ART 324 Prerequisite, ART 104 Fall 2011 

14 ART 328 Prerequisites, ART 102 and 104 Fall 2011 

15 ART 330 Prerequisite, ART 103, 104 or 105 Fall 2011 

16 ART 338 Prerequisite, ART 208 Fall 2011 

17 ART 348 Prerequisite, ART 208 Fall 2011 

18 ART 402 Prerequisite, ART 302 Fall 2011 

19 ART 403 Prerequisite, ART 303 Fall 2011 

2O ART 405 Prerequisite, ART 105 Fall 2011 

21 ART 407 Prerequisite, ART 102 Fall 2011 

22 ART 410 Prerequisite, ART 302, 303 or 305 Fall 2011 

23 ART 413 Prerequisite, ART 313 Fall 2011 

24 ART 416 Prerequisite, ART 106 Fall 2011 

25 ART 423 Prerequisite, ART 303 Fall 2011 

26 ART 515 Prerequisite, ART 305 Fall 2011 
Prerequisites, BIOL 101 and CHEM 101 or 102. A 

grade of C or better in BIOL 101 and CHEM 101 or 

27 BIOL 201 102 required Spring 2013 
Prerequisites, BIOL 101 and CHEM 101 or 102. A 

grade of C or better in BIOL 101 and CHEM 101 or 

28 BIOL 202 102 required Fall 2012 
29 BIOL 205 Prerequisite, BIOL 202 Fall 2011 
30 BIOL 278 Prerequisites, BIOL 101 and 101L Fall 2012 
31 BIOL 402 Prerequisites, BIOL 202 and 205. Spring 2012 

32 BIOL 422 Prerequisite, BIOL 202 Fall 2012 
33 BIOL 425 Prerequisite, BIOL 202 Fall 2012 
34 BIOL 427 Pre- or corequisites, BIOL 201 and 202 Spring 2013 

35 BIOL 445 Prerequisites, BIOL 202 and 205. Spring 2012 

36 BIOL 446 Prerequisite, BIOL 205 Spring 2013 
Prerequisites, BIOL 101 and 101L and either PHYS 

37 BIOL 451 104 and 105 or PHYS 116 and 117 Spring 2012 
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38 BIOL 461 Prerequisite, BIOL 201 Spring 2013 

39 BIOL 462 Prerequisite, BIOL 201 or 475 Spring 2013 

4O BIOL 465 Prerequisite, BIOL 201 Spring 2013 

41 BIOL 473 Prerequisite, BIOL 252 or 276 Spring 2013 BIOL 276 renumbered to 474 Fall 2013 

42 BIOL 474 Prerequisite, BIOL 201 or 202 Fall 2013 Renumbered from BIOL 276, effective fall 2013 

43 BIOL 514 Prerequisites, BIOL 201, 202, and 205 Spring 2013 

44 BIOL 526 Prerequisite, BIOL 202 

Prerequisites, BIOL 202, COMP 116, and MATH 232 

45 BIOL 528 or 283 Spring 2013 

46 BIOL 531 Prerequisite, BIOL 205 Spring 2013 
Prerequisites, BIOL 101 and 101L, and BIOL 271 or 

47 BIOL 555 272 Spring 2013 

48 BIOL 556 Prerequisites, BIOL 201 and PHYS 104 or 116 Spring 2013 

49 BIOL 568 Prerequisites, BIOL 201 and MATH 231 Spring 2013 

50 BIOL 423L Prerequisite, BIOL 205 Spring 2013 

51 BIOL 252 Prerequisites, BIOL 101 and 101L Fall 2012 
Prerequisite, CHEM 102 or 102H. C- or better 

52 CHEM 241 required in prerequisite. Spring 2012 
Prerequisite, CHEM 102 or 102H. C- or better 

53 CHEM 261 required in prerequisite. Spring 2012 
Prerequisite, CHEM 261 or 261H. C- or better 

54 CHEM 262 required in prerequisite. Fall 2011 
Prerequisite, CHEM 102L; pre- or corequisite, 

55 CHEM 241L CHEM 241 or 241H. Spring 2012 

56 CLAR 464 Prerequisite, CLAR 244. Spring 2012 

57 CLAR 489 Prerequisite, CLAR 241. Spring 2012 

58 COMM 142 Prerequisite, COMM 140. Spring 2013 

59 COMM 223 Prerequisite, COMM 120. Fall 2012 
6O COMM 226 Prerequisite, COMM 120. Spring 2013 

61 COMM 230 Prerequisites, COMM 130 and 140. Fall 2012 
Prerequisites, COMM 130 and 140. Grade of C or Adding "Grade of C or better in COMM 130" effective 

62 COMM 230 better in COMM 130. Spring 2012 fall 2012. 

63 COMM 260 Prerequisite, COMM 160. Fall 2012 
64 COMM 262 Prerequisite, COMM 160. Spring 2013 

65 COMM 263 Prerequisite, COMM 160. Spring 2013 

66 COMM 312 Prerequisite, COMM 120. Fall 2012 
67 COMM 325 Prerequisite, COMM 120. Fall 2012 
68 COMM 333 Prerequisite, COMM 332. 

69 COMM 362 Prerequisite, COMM 160. Spring 2013 

7O COMM 431 Prerequisite, COMM 130 Spring 2013 Grade of C or better in COMM 130. 

71 COMM 432 Prerequisite, COMM 140. Spring 2013 

72 COMM 433 Prerequisite, COMM 131 Spring 2013 

73 COMM 434 Prerequisite, COMM 140. Spring 2013 
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74 COMM 437 Prerequisite, COMM 160. Spring 2013 

75 COMM 442 Prerequisite, COMM 140. Spring 2013 

76 COMM 450 Prerequisite, COMM 140. Spring 2012 

77 COMM 450 Prerequisite, COMM 140. Spring 2012 

78 COMM 451 Prerequisite, COMM 140. 

79 COMM 452 Prerequisite, COMM 140. Spring 2013 

80 COMM 464 Prerequisite, COMM 160. Spring 2013 

81 COMM 466 Prerequisite, COMM 160. Spring 2013 

82 COMM 472 Prerequisite, COMM 170. Spring 2013 

83 COMM 500 Prerequisite, COMM 170. Spring 2013 

84 COMM 523 Prerequisite, COMM 120. Spring 2013 

85 COMM 524 Prerequisites, COMM 224 and 372. Spring 2013 

86 COMM 525 Prerequisites, COMM 120 and 325. Spring 2013 

87 COMM 527 Prerequisite, COMM 325. Spring 2013 

88 COMM 534 Prerequisite, COMM 230. Spring 2013 

89 COMM 535 Prerequisite, COMM 160. 

9O COMM 537 Prerequisite, COMM 433. Spring 2013 

91 COMM 539 Prerequisite, COMM 230. Spring 2013 

92 COMM 544 Prerequisite, COMM 140. Spring 2013 

93 COMM 546 Prerequisite, COMM 140. Spring 2013 

94 COMM 547 Prerequisite, COMM 140. Spring 2013 

95 COMM 548 Prerequisite, COMM 140. Spring 2013 

96 COMM 550 Prerequisite, ART 159, COMM 140, or ENGL 142. Spring 2013 ART 159 changed to ARTH 159 Fall 2013 

97 COMM 551 Prerequisite, ART 159, COMM 140, or ENGL 142. Spring 2013 ART 159 changed to ARTH 159 Fall 2013 

98 COMM 561 Prerequisite, COMM 160. Spring 2013 

99 COMM 563 Prerequisite, COMM 160. Spring 2013 

lO0 COMM 564 Prerequisite, COMM 160. Spring 2013 

101 COMM 571 Prerequisite, COMM 170. Spring 2013 

102 COMM 572 Prerequisite, COMM 170. Spring 2012 

103 COMM 572 Prerequisite, COMM 170. Spring 2012 

104 COMM 573 Prerequisite, COMM 170. Spring 2013 

105 COMM 575 Prerequisite, COMM 170. Spring 2013 

106 COMM 620 Prerequisite, COMM 120. Spring 2013 

107 COMM 629 Prerequisite, COMM 120. Spring 2013 Course Inactive Fall 2013 

108 COMM 635 Prerequisite, COMM 230. Spring 2013 

109 COMM 638 Prerequisite, COMM 150. Spring 2013 

110 COMM 639 Prerequisite, COMM 140. Spring 2013 Course Inactive Fall 2013 

111 COMM 642 Prerequisite, COMM 442. Spring 2013 

112 COMM 645 Prerequisite, COMM 140. Spring 2013 

113 COMM 646 Prerequisite, COMM 130 or 150. Spring 2013 
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Prerequisites, CO[VIM 230 and one o~COMM 534, 

ll4 COMM 647 635, 646, 653, or 654. Spring 2013 

115 COMM 650 Prerequisite, ART 159, COMM 140, or ENGL 142. ART 159 changed to ARTH 159 Fall 2013 

116 COMM 652 Prerequisite, COMM 140. Spring 2013 

117 COMM 653 Prerequisite, COMM 230. Spring 2013 

118 COMM 654 Prerequisite, COMM 130 or 150. Spring 2013 Grade of C or better in COMM 130 

119 COMM 655 Prerequisite, COMM 140. Spring 2013 

120 COMM 659 Prerequisite, COMM 140. Spring 2013 Course Inactive Fall 2013 

121 COMM 661 Prerequisite, COMM 160. Spring 2013 

122 COMM 663 Prerequisite, COMM 160. Spring 2013 Renumbered to 593 in Fall 2013 

123 COMM 665 Prerequisite, COMM 160. Spring 2013 

124 COMM 667 Prerequisite, COMM 160 or 260. Spring 2013 

125 COMM 669 Prerequisite, COMM 160. Spring 2013 Course Inactive Fall 2013 

126 COMM 670 Prerequisite, COMM 170. Spring 2013 

127 COMM 681 Prerequisite, ART 159, COMM 140, or ENGL 142. Spring 2013 ART 159 changed to ARTH 159 Fall 2013 

128 COMM 683 Prerequisite, ART 159, COMM 140, or ENGL 142. Spring 2013 ART 159 changed to ARTH 159 Fall 2013 

129 ENST 203 Prerequisite, MATH 231; corequisite, MATH 232. Fall 2012 Understands about timeline for AP scores 

Prerequisites, MATH 231 and either CHEM 101 or 

130 ENST 222 PHYS 104. Fall 2012 Understands about timeline for AP scores 

131 EXSS 265 Prerequisites, EXSS 175 and 188 Spring 2013 

132 EXSS 276 Prerequisite, EXSS 175. Spring 2012 

133 EXSS 324 Prerequisite, ECON 101 Fall 2012 
Prerequisites, EXSS 175, 188, 265, 276, 366, 367, 

134 EXSS 369 and 368 Spring 2013 

135 EXSS 370 Prerequisites, EXSS 175, 188, 265, and 276 Spring 2013 
Prerequisites, EXSS 175, 276, and MATH 110 or 

136 EXSS 376 110P Spring 2012 

137 EXSS 385 Prerequisites, EXSS 175 and MATH 110 or 110P Spring 2012 

138 EXSS 478 Prerequisites, EXSS 175, 276, and 380. Spring 2013 Prereq changed to EXSS 175 and 276 only in Fall 2013 

139 EXSS 271 Prerequisites, EXSS 175, 188, and 265 Spring 2013 

14o EXSS 273 Prerequisite, MATH 110 or 110P Fall 2012 
141 EXSS 360 Prerequisite, EXSS 276 or NUTR 240 Fall 2012 
142 EXSS 366 Prerequisites, EXSS 175, 188, and 265 Spring 2013 

143 EXSS 367 Prerequisites, EXSS 175, 188, 265, and 366 Spring 2013 

144 EXSS 368 Prerequisites, EXSS 175, 188, 265, 366, and 367 Spring 2013 

145 EXSS 408 Prerequisites, EXSS 175 and 276 Spring 2013 
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146 EXSS 412 Prerequisites, EXSS 175, 276, and 376 Fall 2012 

147 EXSS 425 Prerequisites, EXSS 220, 385,408, 410L, and 412 Spring 2013 

148 EXSS 410L Prerequisites, EXSS 175, 276, and 376 Fall 2012 

149 FREN 300 Prerequisite, FREN 204, 212, or 402. Fall 2012 

150 FREN 310 Prerequisite, FREN 250, 255, or 260. Fall 2012 

151 FREN 320 Prerequisite, FREN 250, 255, or 260. Fall 2012 

152 FREN 330 Prerequisite, FREN 300. Fall 2012 

153 FREN 331 Prerequisite, FREN 300. Fall 2012 

154 FREN 350 Prerequisite, FREN 300. Spring 2013 

155 FREN 370 Prerequisite, FREN 260 or 312, and 300. Fall 2013 Course revised Fall 2013 to add prereqs 

156 FREN 371 Prerequisite, FREN 260 or 312, and 300. Fall 2013 Course revised Fall 2013 to add prereqs 

157 FREN 372 Prerequisite, FREN 260 or 312, and 300. Fall 2013 Course revised Fall 2013 to add prereqs 

158 FREN 375 Prerequisite, FREN 260 or 312, and 300. Fall 2013 Course revised Fall 2013 to add prereqs 

159 FREN 377 Prerequisite, FREN 300. Spring 2013 

160 FREN 378 Prerequisite, FREN 300. Spring 2013 

161 FREN 380 Prerequisites, FREN 300 and 370, 371, or 372. Spring 2013 

162 FREN 381 Prerequisites, FREN 300 and 370, 371, or 372. Spring 2013 

163 FREN 382 Prerequisites, FREN 300 and 370, 371, or 372. Spring 2013 

164 FREN 387 Prerequisites, FREN 300 and 370, 371, or 372. 

165 FREN 396 Prerequisite, FREN 300. Spring 2013 Renumbered to 395 in Fall 2013 

166 FREN 398 Prerequisite, FREN 300. Spring 2013 

167 FREN 402 Prerequisite, FREN 102, 105, 111, or 401. 

168 FREN 403 Prerequisite, FREN 300. Spring 2013 

169 FREN 564 Prerequisite, FREN 300. Spring 2013 

170 FREN 565 Prerequisite, FREN 300. Spring 2013 

171 FREN 566 Prerequisite, FREN 300. Spring 2013 

172 FREN 670 Prerequisites, FREN 300 and 371, 372, or 373. Spring 2013 
Prerequisites, MATH 231 and either CHEM 102 or 

173 GEOG 253 PHYS 104. Spring 2013 

174 GEOG 410 Prerequisite, GEOG 110 Fall 2012 
175 GEOG 412 Prerequisite, GEOG 110 or 111 Fall 2012 
176 GEOG 416 Prerequisite, GEOG 110 or 111 Fall 2012 removed Fall 2012 per Nell Phillips 

177 GEOG 440 Prerequisite, GEOG 110 Fall 2012 
178 GEOG 441 Prerequisite, GEOG 110 Fall 2012 
179 GEOG 457 Prerequisite, GEOG 259 Spring 2013 

180 GEOG 458 Prerequisite, GEOG 259 Spring 2013 

181 GEOG 477 Prerequisite, GEOG 370 Spring 2013 

182 GEOG 491 Prerequisite, GEOG 370 Spring 2013 

183 GEOG 577 Prerequisite, GEOG 370 or 477 Spring 2013 

184 GEOG 593 Prerequisite, GEOG 370 or 491 Spring 2013 

185 GEOG 594 Prerequisite, GEOG 370 Spring 2013 

186 GEOG 595 Prerequisite, BIOL 561 or STOR 355 Spring 2013 
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Bulletin text: "Required preparation, one introductory 
Prerequisite, GEOL 101 or 103 or 105 or 108 or 109 geology course numbered below GEOL 202, e×cept 

187 GEOL 202 or 110 or 159 Spring 2013 first-year seminar." 
Prerequisite, GEOL 101 or 103 or 105 or 108 or 109 

188 GEOL 204 or 110 or 159 Spring 2013 
Bulletin text: "Required preparation, one introductory 

Prerequisite, GEOL 101 or 103 or 105 or 108 or 109 geology course numbered below GEOL 202, except 

189 GEOL 211 or 110 or 159 Spring 2013 first-year seminar." 

Bulletin text: "Required preparation, one introductory 

Prerequisite, GEOL 101 or 103 or 105 or 108 or 109 geology course numbered below GEOL 202, except 

190 GEOL 213 or 110 or 159 Spring 2013 first-year seminar." 

Prerequisite, GEOL 101 or 103 or 105 or 108 or 109 

191 GEOL 215 or 110 or 159 Spring 2013 
Bulletin text: "Required preparation, one introductory 

Prerequisite, GEOL 101 or 103 or 105 or 108 or 109 geology course numbered below GEOL 202, except 

192 GEOL 221 or 110 or 159 Spring 2013 first-year seminar." 

Bulletin text: "Required preparation, one introductory 

Prerequisite, GEOL 101 or 103 or 105 or 108 or 109 geology course numbered below GEOL 202, except 

193 GEOL 223 or 110 or 159 Spring 2013 first-year seminar." 

194 GEOL 225 Prerequisites, GEOL 101/101L. Spring 2013 
Prerequisite, GEOL 101 or 110; pre- or corequisite, 

195 GEOL 301 CHEM 101. Spring 2013 

196 GEOL 401 Prerequisite, GEOL 101, 105, 109, or 110 Spring 2013 

197 GEOL 402 Prerequisites, GEOL 101 or 110, and GEOL 301. Spring 2013 

198 GEOL 404 Prerequisite, GEOL 301 Spring 2013 
Prerequisites, GEOL 101, 109, 110, or 159; and 402 

199 GEOL 413 or 478. Spring 2013 

200 GEOL 417 Prerequisites, GEOL 101 or 110, and MATH 231. Spring 2013 

201 GEOL 430 Prerequisite, GEOL 402. Spring 2013 

202 GEOL 431 Prerequisite, GEOL 478 or MASC 440. Spring 2013 

203 GEOL 432 Prerequisite, GEOL 402. Spring 2013 

2O4 GEOL 433 Prerequisite, GEOL 402 or 503. Spring 2013 

2O5 GEOL 440 Prerequisites, GEOL 101, 213,401; MATH 231. Spring 2013 

206 GEOL 460 Prerequisite, MATH 232. Spring 2013 

207 GEOL 478 Prerequisite, GEOL 159 or BIOL 101. Spring 2013 

2O8 GEOL 480 Prerequisite, MATH 232. Spring 2013 

209 GEOL 504 Prerequisite, GEOL 404. Spring 2013 Renumbered to 690 in Fall 2013 

210 GEOL 507 Prerequisite, GEOL 402. Spring 2013 
Prerequisites, GEOL 101 or 110, MATH 231, PHYS 

211 GEOL 508 105. Spring 2013 
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Prerequisites, CHEM 102; GEOL 101, 105, 109, or 

212 GEOL 509 110; MATH 231; PHYS 104, 116. Spring 2013 
Prerequisites, CHEM 102; GEOL 101, 105, 109, or 

213 GEOL 510 110; MATH 231. Spring 2013 

214 GEOL 511 Prerequisite, CHEM 102. Spring 2013 
Prerequisites, CHEM 102; GEOL 101, 105, or 110; 

215 GEOL 512 and MATH 231. Fall 2012 
216 GEOL 513 Prerequisite, GEOL 101 or 110, or CHEM 102. 

217 GEOL 514 Prerequisites, GEOL 101 or 110, and 211 or 417. Spring 2013 

218 GEOL 515 Prerequisites, PHYS 104 and 105. Fall 2012 
219 GEOL 516 Prerequisite, GEOL 401. Spring 2013 

220 GEOL 517 Prerequisite, GEOL 402. Fall 2012 
Prerequisites, CHEM 102; GEOL 101 or 110; MATH 

221 GEOL 518 232; and PHYS 104 and 105. Spring 2013 

222 GEOL 520 Prerequisites, MATH 231 and 232. Fall 2012 
223 GEOL 601 Prerequisites: GEOL 301,401,402, and 404. Spring 2013 

224 GEOL 602 Prerequisites: GEOL 301,401,402, and 404. Spring 2013 

Prerequisites, MATH 231; PHYS 104 or 116; GEOL 

225 GEOL 608 101 or 103 or 105 or 108 or 109 or 110 or 159 Spring 2013 

226 GEOL 609 Prerequisites, GEOL 601 and 602. Fall 2012 
227 GEOL 655 Prerequisites, CHEM 102 and MATH 232. Spring 2013 

228 GEOL 101L Pre- or corequisite, GEOL 72, 101, 105, 109, or 110. Spring 2013 

229 GEOL 417L Pre- or corequisite, GEOL 417. Spring 2013 

230 HEBR 102 Prerequisite, HEBR 101. Spring 2012 

231 HEBR 204 Prerequisite, HEBR 203. Spring 2012 

232 INLS 285 Prerequisite, INLS 200. Fall 2012 
233 INLS 318 Prerequisite, INLS 382. Fall 2012 
234 INLS 382 Pre- or corequisite, INLS 261. Fall 2012 
235 INLS 397 Prerequisites, INLS 200, 261, and 382. Fall 2012 
236 INLS 501 Pre- or corequisite, INLS 461. Fall 2012 
237 INLS 502 Prerequisite, INLS 501. Spring 2013 

238 INLS 512 Prerequisite, COMP 110, 116, or 121. Spring 2013 

239 INLS 523 Pre- or corequisite, INLS 261 or 461. Spring 2013 

24O INLS 560 Prerequisite, INLS 261 or 461. Spring 2013 

241 INLS 566 Prerequisite, INLS 261 or 461. Spring 2013 

242 INLS 572 Prerequisite, INLS 261 or 461. Spring 2013 

243 INLS 574 Prerequisite, INLS 261 or 461. Spring 2013 

244 INLS 576 Prerequisite, INLS 261 or 461. Spring 2013 

245 INLS 578 Prerequisite, INLS 261 or 461. Spring 2013 

246 INLS 623 Prerequisites, INLS 382 or 582, and 523. Spring 2013 
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247 INLS 672 Prerequisite, INLS 572. Spring 2013 

248 ITAL 203 Prerequisite, ITAL 102 or 401. Spring 2013 

249 ITAL 204 Prerequisite, ITAL 203. Spring 2013 

25O ITAL 300 Prerequisite, ITAL 204 or 402. Fall 2012 
251 ITAL 308 Prerequisite, ITAL 203. Fall 2012 
252 ITAL 310 Prerequisite, ITAL 204 or 402. Fall 2012 
253 ITAL 330 Prerequisite, ITAL 204 or 402. Fall 2012 
254 ITAL 371 Prerequisite, ITAL 204 or 402. Fall 2012 
255 ITAL 382 Prerequisite, ITAL 204 or 402. Spring 2013 

256 ITAL 402 Prerequisite, ITAL 102 or 401. 

257 ITAL 526 Prerequisite, ITAL 204 or 402. Spring 2013 

258 ITAL 102 Prerequisite, ITAL 101. Spring 2013 

259 JOMC 157 Prerequisite, JOMC 153 Spring 2012 

260 JOMC 181 Prerequisite, JOMC 180 Spring 2012 

261 JOMC 221 Prerequisite, JOMC 153 Spring 2012 

262 JOMC 232 Prerequisites, JOMC 137 and 153 Spring 2012 

263 JOMC 244 Prerequisite, JOMC 153 Spring 2012 

264 JOMC 253 Prerequisite, JOMC 153 Spring 2012 

265 JOMC 256 Prerequisite, JOMC 153 Spring 2012 

266 JOMC 271 Prerequisite, JOMC 137 Spring 2012 

267 JOMC 272 Prerequisite, JOMC 137 Spring 2012 

268 JOMC 279 Prerequisite, JOMC 137 Spring 2012 

269 JOMC 333 Prerequisite, JOMC 137 Spring 2012 

270 JOMC 340 Prerequisite, JOMC 153 Spring 2012 

271 JOMC 394 Prerequisite, JOMC 153 Spring 2012 

272 JOMC 421 Prerequisites, JOMC 121 and 221 Spring 2012 

273 JOMC 422 Prerequisite, JOMC 421 Spring 2012 

274 JOMC 423 Prerequisite, JOMC 422 Spring 2012 

275 JOMC 426 Prerequisite, JOMC 121 Spring 2012 

276 JOMC 431 Prerequisite, JOMC 137 Spring 2012 

277 JOMC 433 Prerequisites, JOMC 137 and 431 Spring 2012 

278 JOMC 434 Prerequisites, JOMC 232, 279 and 431 Spring 2012 

279 JOMC 452 Prerequisite, JOMC 153 Spring 2012 

28o JOMC 456 Prerequisites, JOMC 153 and 256 Spring 2012 

281 JOMC 457 Prerequisite, JOMC 157 Spring 2012 

282 JOMC 459 Prerequisite, JOMC 153 Spring 2012 

283 JOMC 473 Prerequisite, JOMC 271 or 272 Spring 2012 
Prerequisite, JOMC 180; pre- or corequisite, JOMC 

284 JOMC 480 153 Spring 2012 

285 JOMC 481 Prerequisite, JOMC 480 Spring 2012 
Prerequisite, JOMC 182; pre- or corequisite, JOMC 

286 JOMC 482 153 Spring 2012 

287 JOMC 483 Prerequisite, JOMC 482 Spring 2012 
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288 JOMC 484 Prerequisite, JOMC 182 Spring 2012 

289 JOMC 551 Prerequisites, JOMC 153, and 137 or 253 Spring 2012 

290 JOMC 552 Prerequisite, JOMC 452,475, or 551 Fall 2012 

291 JOMC 581 Prerequisite, JOMC 187 Spring 2012 

292 JOMC 583 Prerequisite, JOMC 187 Fall 2012 

293 JOMC 586 Prerequisite, JOMC 187 Spring 2012 

294 JOMC 582 Prerequisite, JOMC 180 Fall 2012 
295 LING 200 Prerequisite, LING 101. Fall 2012 
296 LING 201 Prerequisite, LING 101. Fall 2012 
297 LING 202 Prerequisite, LING 101. Fall 2012 
298 LING 203 Prerequisite, LING 101. Fall 2012 
299 LING 296 Prerequisite, LING 101. Fall 2013 
3OO LING 301 Prerequisite, LING 101. Fall 2013 
301 LING 304 Prerequisite, LING 101. Fall 2013 
302 LING 310 Prerequisite, LING 101. Fall 2012 
303 LING 422 Prerequisite, LING 200, 520, 523, or SPHS 540. Spring 2013 

3O4 LING 522 Prerequisites, LING 520, and 200 or 523. Fall 2013 
305 LING 523 Prerequisite, LING 520, or SPHS 530 or 540. Spring 2013 

306 LING 524 Prerequisite, LING 200 or 523. Spring 2013 

307 LING 529 Prerequisite, LING 203 or 528. 

3O8 LING 533 Prerequisite, LING 530. Spring 2013 

309 LING 538 Prerequisite, LING 537. Fall 2013 
310 LING 551 Prerequisite, LING 550. Fall 2013 
311 MATH 233 Prerequisite, MATH 232 or 283 Spring 2012 

312 MATH 383 Prerequisite, MATH 233. Fall 2011 
313 MATH 406 Prerequisite, MATH 232. Fall 2012 
314 MATH 418 Prerequisites, MATH 233 and 381. Fall 2012 
315 MATH 515 Prerequisite, MATH 381. Fall 2012 
316 MATH 521 Prerequisites, MATH 233 and 381. Fall 2012 
317 MATH 522 Prerequisites, MATH 383 and 521. Fall 2012 
318 MATH 523 Prerequisite, MATH 383. Spring 2013 

319 MATH 524 Prerequisite, MATH 383. Spring 2013 
Prerequisites, MATH 383; and PHYS 104 and 105, 

320 MATH 528 or PHYS 116 and 117. Spring 2013 
Prerequisites, PHYS 104 and 105, and one of MATH 

321 MATH 529 521, 524, or 528. Spring 2013 

322 MATH 533 Prerequisite, MATH 381. Spring 2013 

323 MATH 534 Prerequisite, MATH 381. Spring 2013 

324 MATH 547 Prerequisite, MATH 233 or 283 Spring 2013 

325 MATH 548 Prerequisite, MATH 381. Spring 2013 

326 MATH 550 Prerequisite, MATH 233; corequisite, MATH 383. Spring 2013 

327 MATH 551 Prerequisite, MATH 381 Spring 2013 
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328 MATH 555 Prerequisite, MATH 383. Spring 2013 

329 MATH 564 Prerequisite, MATH 283 or 383 Fall 2012 

330 MATH 565 Prerequisite, MATH 383. Spring 2013 

331 MATH 566 Prerequisite, MATH 383. Spring 2013 

332 MATH 577 Prerequisites, MATH 381 and 383. Spring 2013 

333 MATH 578 Prerequisite, MATH 547 or 577. Spring 2013 

334 MATH 579 Prerequisite, MATH 547 or 577. Spring 2013 Course Inactive Fall 2013 

335 MATH 590 Prerequisite, MATH 522. Spring 2013 Prereq removed Fall 2013 

336 MUSC 123 Corequisite, MUSC 202. Spring 2012 

337 MUSC 125 Prerequisite, MUSC 123. Spring 2012 

Prerequisites, MUSC 130, and 131 or 131H; 

338 MUSC 132 corequisite, MUSC 133. Spring 2012 

Prerequisites, MUSC 130, and 131 or 131H; 

339 MUSC 133 corequisite, MUSC 132. Spring 2012 

34O MUSC 135 Prerequisite, MUSC 121 or 131 or 131H. Fall 2012 

341 MUSC 163 Prerequisite, MUSC 135. Fall 2012 

342 MUSC 166 Prerequisites, MUSC 130, and 131 or 131H. Spring 2012 

343 MUSC 228 Prerequisites, MUSC 226 and 227. Fall 2012 

Prerequisites, MUSC 132 or 132H, and 133; 

344 MUSC 230 corequisite, MUSC 232. Fall 2012 

Prerequisites, MUSC 132 or 132H, and 133; 

345 MUSC 232 corequisite, MUSC 230. Spring 2013 

346 MUSC 234 Prerequisites, MUSC 132 or 132H, and 133. Spring 2013 

347 MUSC 252 Prerequisites, MUSC 132 or 132H, and 133. Spring 2013 

348 MUSC 253 Prerequisites, MUSC 230, 232 or 232H, and 252. Spring 2012 

349 MUSC 258 Prerequisites, MUSC 132 or 132H, and 133. Spring 2012 

35o MUSC 263 Prerequisite, MUSC 163. Spring 2012 

351 MUSC 266 Prerequisite, MUSC 166. Spring 2012 

352 MUSC 300 Prerequisite, MUSC 200. Spring 2012 

353 MUSC 302 Prerequisite, MUSC 202. Spring 2012 

354 MUSC 303 Prerequisite, MUSC 203. Spring 2012 

355 MUSC 304 Prerequisite, MUSC 204. Spring 2012 

356 MUSC 305 Prerequisite, MUSC 205. Spring 2012 

357 MUSC 306 Prerequisite, MUSC 206. Spring 2012 

358 MUSC 308 Prerequisite, MUSC 168. Spring 2012 

359 MUSC 309 Prerequisite, MUSC 308. Spring 2012 

360 MUSC 331 Prerequisites, MUSC 230, and 232 or 232H. Spring 2013 

361 MUSC 332 Prerequisites, MUSC 230, and 232 or 232H. Spring 2012 

362 MUSC 338 Prerequisites, MUSC 230, and 232 or 232H. Spring 2012 

363 MUSC 355 Prerequisites, MUSC 251, 252, and 253. Spring 2012 

364 MUSC 124 Prerequisite, MUSC 123. Fall 2012 
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365 NUTR 240 Prerequisite, BIOL 101/101L and CHEM 102/102L Fall 2012 

366 PHIL 356 Prerequisite, PHIL 155. Fall 2012 

367 PHIL 456 Prerequisite, PHIL 455. Fall 2012 

368 PHIL 457 Prerequisite, PHIL 455. Fall 2012 

369 PHIL 459 Prerequisite, PHIL 455. Fall 2012 
PHIL 362 is "required preperation" so it’s included as 

370 PHIL 462 Prerequisite, PHIL 362 Fall 2012 a prerequisite. 

371 PHIL 474 Prerequisite, PHIL 170. Spring 2013 

372 PHIL 475 Prerequisite, PHIL 275 or WMST 101. Spring 2013 
Prerequisite, PHIL 160, and 360 or 362 or 364 or 

373 PHIL 560 368 

374 PLCY 460 Prerequisite, STOR 155 Spring 2012 

375 PLCY 698 Prerequistes, PLCY 460, and 681 or 691H Spring 2012 PLCY 691 was renumbered to 681, effective fall 2012 

376 PLCY 692H Prerequisites, PLCY 460 and 691H Spring 2012 

377 POLl 442 Prerequisites, ECON 101 and POLl 150. Fall 2012 
378 POLl 443 Prerequisite, POLl 150. Fall 2012 
379 POLl 446 Prerequisite, POLl 150. Fall 2012 
38O POLl 458 Prerequisite, POLl 150. Fall 2012 
381 PORT 203 Prerequisite, PORT 102, 111, or 401. Fall 2012 
382 PORT 204 Prerequisite, PORT 203. Spring 2013 

383 PORT 310 Prerequisite, PORT 204 or 402. Fall 2012 
384 PORT 323 Prerequisite, PORT 204 or 402. Fall 2012 
385 PORT 402 Prerequisite, PORT 102, 111, or 401. Fall 2012 
386 PORT 102 Prerequisite, PORT 101. Fall 2012 
387 PSYC 270 Prerequisites, PSYC 101, and 210 or 215 Fall 2011 
388 PSYC 431 Prerequisites, PSYC 101, and 210 or 215 Spring 2012 

Prerequisites, PSYC 101, and 210 or 215; and one of 

389 PSYC 434 PSYC 220, 222, 225, 230, or BIOL 450, 455 Spring 2013 

390 PSYC 500 Prerequisites, PSYC 101, 245, and 250 Spring 2012 

391 PSYC 503 Prerequisite, PSYC 101 Spring 2013 

392 PSYC 505 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 245, and 210 or 215 Spring 2012 

393 PSYC 210 Prerequisite, PSYC 101 Fall 2012 
394 PSYC 215 Prerequisites, MATH 231 and PSYC 101 Spring 2013 

395 PSYC 220 Prerequisite, PSYC 101 Fall 2012 
396 PSYC 222 Prerequisite, PSYC 101 Fall 2012 
397 PSYC 225 Prerequisite, PSYC 101 Fall 2012 
398 PSYC 230 Prerequisite, PSYC 101 Fall 2012 
399 PSYC 245 Prerequisite, PSYC 101 Spring 2013 

4OO PSYC 250 Prerequisite, PSYC 101 Spring 2013 
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4Ol PSYC 260 Prerequisite, PSYC 101 Spring 2013 

4O2 PSYC 320 Prerequisite, PSYC 101 Spring 2013 

4O3 PSYC 400 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 222 Spring 2013 

4o4 PSYC 401 Prerequisites, PSYC 101, and BIOL 101 or PSYC 222 Spring 2013 

4O5 PSYC 402 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 220 Spring 2013 

4o6 PSYC 403 Prerequisites, PSYC 101, and 220 or 402 Spring 2013 

4o7 PSYC 404 Prerequisite, PSYC 101 Spring 2013 
Prerequisites, PSYC 101, and one of PSYC 220, 225, 

4o8 PSYC 425 or 230 Spring 2013 

4o9 PSYC 430 Prerequisites, PSYC 101, and 222 or 230 Spring 2013 
Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 230, or LING 101, or 

410 PSYC 432 400 Spring 2013 

411 PSYC 433 Prerequisite, PSYC 101 Spring 2013 
Prerequisite, PSYC 220, 222, 225, 230, 260, 431, 

412 PSYC 436 432,433, or 469 Spring 2013 

413 PSYC 461 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 250 Spring 2013 

414 PSYC 463 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 250, and 210 or 215 Spring 2013 

415 PSYC 465 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 250 Spring 2013 

416 PSYC 467 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 250 Spring 2013 

417 PSYC 468 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 250, and 210 or 215 Spring 2013 
Prerequisites, BIOL 101 and PSYC 101, and 210 or 

418 PSYC 469 215 Spring 2013 

419 PSYC 470 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 250, and 210 or 215 Spring 2013 

42o PSYC 471 Prerequisites, PSYC 101, 210 or 215, and 250 Fall 2013 
421 PSYC 501 Prerequisite, PSYC 101 Spring 2013 

422 PSYC 502 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 250 Spring 2013 

423 PSYC 504 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 245 Spring 2013 

424 PSYC 506 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 245 Spring 2013 

425 PSYC 507 Prerequisites, PSYC 101, 245, and 250 Spring 2013 

426 PSYC 509 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 245 Spring 2013 

427 PSYC 512 Prerequisite, PSYC 101 Spring 2013 

428 PSYC 514 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 245 Spring 2013 

429 PSYC 515 Prerequisite, PSYC 270 Spring 2013 

43o PSYC 530 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 270 Spring 2013 

431 PSYC 531 Prerequisites, PSYC 101, and 210 or 215 Spring 2013 
Prerequisite, PSYC 210 or 215 or SOCI 252 or STOR 

432 PSYC 532 155 Spring 2013 
Prerequisite, ECON 400 or PSYC 210 or 215 or SOCI 

433 PSYC 533 252 or STOR 155 Spring 2013 
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434 PSYC 560 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 260, and 210 or 215 Spring 2013 

435 PSYC 561 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 260, and 210 or 215 Spring 2013 

436 PSYC 563 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 260, and 210 or 215 Spring 2013 

437 PSYC 564 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 260, and 210 or 215 Spring 2013 

438 PSYC 565 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 260, and 210 or 215 Spring 2013 

439 PSYC 566 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 260, and 210 or 215 Spring 2013 

44o PSYC 567 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 270, and 210 or 215 Spring 2013 

441 PSYC 600 Prerequisite, PSYC 101 Spring 2013 
Prereq changed to PSYC 101, and 210 or 215 in Fall 

442 PSYC 601 Prerequisites, PSYC 101 and 270 Spring 2013 2013 

443 PSYC 602 Prerequisite, PSYC 101 Spring 2013 

444 RELI 222 

445 RELI 367 

446 RELI 402 

447 RELI 409 

448 RELI 410 

449 RELI 411 

45O RELI 412 

451 RELI 423 

452 RELI 512 

453 RELI 540 

454 RELI 607 

455 SPAN 300 

456 SPAN 310 

457 SPAN 320 

458 SPAN 321 

459 SPAN 322 

46O SPAN 323 

461 SPAN 327 

462 SPAN 329 

463 SPAN 330 

464 SPAN 331 

465 SPAN 340 

466 SPAN 345 

467 SPAN 350 

Prerequisites, RELI 161 and 163. 

Prerequisite, RELI 401. 

Prerequisite, GREK 222. 

Prerequisites, RELI 403 and 404. 

Prerequisites, RELI 403 and 404. 

Prerequisites, RELI 403 and 404. 

Prerequisite, RELI 140. 

Prerequisite, RELI 110 

Prerequisite, RELI 140. 

Fall 2012 

Fall 2012 

Fall 2012 

Fall 2012 
Spring 2013 

Spring 2013 

Spring 2013 

Spring 2012 

Spring 2013 
Prerequisite, RELI 104, 207, or 208. Spring 2013 
Prerequisite, SPAN 250, 255, or 260. Fall 2012 
Prerequisite, SPAN 250, 255, or 260. Fall 2012 
Prerequisite, SPAN 265. Fall 2012 
Prerequisite, SPAN 265. Fall 2012 
Prerequisite, SPAN 265. Fall 2012 
Prerequisite, SPAN 265. Spring 2013 
Prerequisite, ECON 325 or SPAN 265. Spring 2013 
Prerequisite, SPAN 320, 321, 322, 323, or 327. Spring 2013 
Prerequisite, SPAN 300 Spring 2013 added SPAN 326 to prereq effective Fall 2013 

Prerequisite, SPAN 300 Spring 2013 added SPAN 326 to prereq effective Fall 2013 

Prerequisite, SPAN 300 Spring 2013 added SPAN 326 to prereq effective Fall 2013 

Prerequisite, SPAN 300 Spring 2013 added SPAN 326 to prereq effective Fall 2013 

Prerequisite, SPAN 300 Spring 2013 added SPAN 326 to prereq effective Fall 2013 
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468 SPAN 369 Prerequisite, SPAN 300 Spring 2013 added SPAN 326 to prereq effective Fall 2013 

469 SPAN 371 Prerequisites, SPAN 260 and 300 Spring 2013 added SPAN 326 to prereq effective Fall 2013 

47O SPAN 372 Prerequisites, SPAN 260 and 300 Spring 2013 added SPAN 326 to prereq effective Fall 2013 

471 SPAN 373 Prerequisites, SPAN 260 and 300 Spring 2013 added SPAN 326 to prereq effective Fall 2013 

472 SPAN 375 Prerequisite, SPAN 300 Spring 2013 added SPAN 326 to prereq effective Fall 2013 

473 SPAN 376 Prerequisite, SPAN 300 Spring 2013 added SPAN 326 to prereq effective Fall 2013 

474 SPAN 380 Prerequisite, SPAN 371, 372, or 373. Spring 2013 

475 SPAN 381 Prerequisite, SPAN 371, 372, or 373. Spring 2013 

476 SPAN 382 Prerequisite, SPAN 371, 372, or 373. Spring 2013 

477 SPAN 383 Prerequisite, SPAN 371 Spring 2013 

478 SPAN 384 Prerequisite, SPAN 371 Spring 2013 

479 SPAN 385 Prerequisite, SPAN 371, 372, or 373. Spring 2013 

48O SPAN 389 Prerequisite, SPAN 373 Spring 2013 
renumbered to 395 from 396, make Prereq effective 

481 SPAN 395 Prerequisite, SPAN 300 or 326 Spring 2013 Fall 2013 

482 SPAN 398 Prerequisite, SPAN 371, 372, or 373. Spring 2013 

483 SPAN 397 Prerequisite, SPAN 330, 340, 344, or 345 Spring 2013 prereq changed to SPAN 376 or 377 Fall 2013 

484 STOR 113 Prerequisite, MATH 110 or 110P Spring 2013 

485 STOR 151 Prerequisite, MATH 110 or 110P Spring 2013 

486 STOR 155 Prerequisite, MATH 110 or 110P Spring 2013 

487 STOR 215 Prerequisite, MATH 110 or 110P Spring 2013 

488 STOR 305 Prerequisite, MATH 152 or STOR 155 Fall 2012 
489 STOR 415 Prerequisite, MATH 547 Fall 2012 
49O STOR 435 Prerequisite, MATH 233 Fall 2012 
491 STOR 445 Prerequisite, BIOS 660 or STOR 435 Fall 2012 
492 STOR 455 Prerequisite, STOR 155 Fall 2012 
493 STOR 456 Prerequisite, STOR 455 Spring 2013 

494 STOR 465 Prerequisite, STOR 445 Spring 2013 

495 STOR 471 Prerequisite, STOR 435 Spring 2013 

496 STOR 472 Prerequisite, STOR 435 Spring 2013 

497 STOR 555 Prerequisite, STOR 435 Spring 2013 

498 WMST 102 Prerequisite, WMST 101. Spring 2012 

499 WMST 294 Prerequisite, WMST 101. Spring 2012 

5OO 

501 

5O2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:35 PM 

Panter, A. T. < panter@ad.unc.edu > 

Woodard, Harold < harold_woodard@unc.edu > 

Fwd: Student-Athlete Singled Out by Professor 

and his professor (6.26 KB).msg 

Hi Abigail, 

Attached is the information that I referred to in our staff meeting today regarding a student athlete who felt singled out. Another student athlete in this same class told me a 

very similar story with somethin9 additional to the effect of "your paper was pretty good for an athlete", 

Anything you can do to help minimize these experiences for student athletes would be great, 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:18 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

and his professor 

RE_ FALL AWARDS MEETING (4.87 KB).msg 

Hey Susan, 

talked to me about this today and was upset that he was being singled out as 

an athlete, He is a good kid. 

Not sure what you do with this but professors like this are very’ disturbing. Shows prejudice 

when you lump all athletes into one of course. 

She should be called out for singling out any group of students. 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 8, 2013 9:27 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent 
S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, 
Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, 
Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

use this one! 

academic team mtg attendance sheet.xlsx 

Sorry for the typo in the attendance sheets I put in your boxes--feel free to use those and cross out fall 2012 and 

replace with spring 2013, or use the following updated sheet. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 

bridgerb~uncaa.unc.edu 



ACADEMIC TEAM MEETING-SPRING 2013 
TEAM: 

DA TE: 

~By signing this attendance form, I acknowledge I have been 

informed of the 

Last Name First Name Signature Class 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 28, 2013 6:34 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; 
j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer 
<swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

FW: NC State Conference--Informative Email 

Harold 

From: Shannon Roberts [mailto:serober4@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 6:24 PM 
To: Shannon Roberts 
Subject: NC State Conference--Informative Email 

You are invited to NC State’s Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

12th Annual Drive In Conference] 

ASPSA would like to invite you and your support staff to this event. We are still in the planning process, but 
want to send information out as soon as possible. 

The ASPSA intern class plans an annual Athletic Academic Support conference for those institutions in driving 
distance (all are welcome, but that is the target audience). The purpose of this conference is to provide 

professional resources to those in our profession who may have a limited budget or restrictions and might not be 
able to attend the National Convention. This conference will also provide networking opportunities. The date of 
the conference is Friday, April 26, 2013. The conference will start at 9:00 and end at approximately 4:00 with a 

social at a local restaurant. 

Some of our committed presenters include academic support staff from Clemson University, University of 
Virginia, University of Georgia, University of North Carolina at Charlotte, and North Carolina Central 

University. 

There will be more information and a formal invitation to follow. If you have any questions or concerns please 
feel free to contact me by email or by phone at 919-513-1047. Hope all is well! 

Shannon Roberts 
Assistant Academic Coordinator 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 

Follow ASPSA on Twitter @ASPSA1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 11:14 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, 
Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; 
Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fall schedules for Priority Registration 

FallschedulesPRAC.xlsx 

Please look at the fall schedules we used last year for your teams and let me know if any adjustments need to be made 

for our application this year. I need any adjustments to be sent to me by next Friday, 3/15/13, at the latest. If I do not 

hear from you, I will assume we can use the same calendar as last year. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 
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Appendix C 



Swimming and Diving Fall Schedule 
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Baseball Fall Schedules 
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Men’s Lacrosse Fall Schedule 
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Men’s Lacrosse Fall Schedule 
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Gymnastics Fall Schedule 
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Women’s Tennis Fall Schedule 
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Women’s Tennis Fall Schedule 
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Women’s Soccer Fall Schedule 
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Women’s Soccer Fall Schedule 
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Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Hall/Tutoring 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Competition 



Men’s Golf Fall Schedule 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Class Class Class 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 

Academic 

Meeting 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 

Practice/Weig hts/Sports Med 

Academic 

Meeting 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 



:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

11:00 

Men’s Golf Fall Schedule 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Hall/Tutoring 



Men’s Tennis Fall Schedule 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

Monday 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Weights 

Tuesday 

Breakfsat 

Academic 

Meeting 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Trainer 

Wednesday 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Weights 

Thursday 

Breakfsat 

Academic 

Meeting 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Trainer 

Friday 

Morning 

Workouts 

ShoweH 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Weights 



Men’s Tennis Fall Schedule 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Afternoon 

Practice Practice 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Afternoon Afternoon 

Practice 

Shower/ Shower/ 

Trainer/ Trainer/ 

Dinner Dinner 

Study Hall 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 



6:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

Breakfast Breakfast 

Weights 

Shower 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

MEET 

with 

trainer/REHAB 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

study hall 

Shower/ 

Breakfasfl 

Class 

8:00-9:15 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

TEAM MEETING 

Weights 

Shower 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

weekly 

MEETING 

with 

Counselor 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

study hall 

Shower/ 

Breakfasfl 

Class 

8:00-9:15 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

TEAM MEETING 

VIDEO 

PRACTICE 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

TEAM MEETING 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

TEAM MEETING 

Volleyball 

Friday 

ShoweH 

BreakfasU 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

MEET 

with 

trainer/REHAB 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

Fall Schedule 



Volleyball Fall Schedule 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

VIDEO 

PRACTICE 

VIDEO 

PRACTICE 

VIDEO 

PRACTICE 

or 

travel 

TRAVEL 

TEAM MEAL 

COMPETITION 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Tutoring/ Tutoring/ 

Study hours Study hours 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 



Field Hockey Fall Schedule 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

Monday 

Shower/ 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Tuesday 

Conditioning 

Class 

8:00 - 9:15 

Class 

9:30 - 10:45 

Wednesday 

Showe~ 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Tuesday 

Showe~ 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

8:00 - 9:15 

Class 

9:30 - 10:45 

Meet with Professors, TA’s, Advisers 

Lunch 

Training 

Room 

Afternoon 

Practice 

1 - 3:30 

Lunch 

Training 

Room 

Afternoon 

Practice 

1 - 3:30 

Lunch 

Training 

Room 

Afternoon 

Practice 

1 - 3:30 

Lunch 

Training 

Room 

Afternoon 

Practice 

1 - 3:30 

Friday 

Shower/ 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Lunch 

Training 

Room 

Afternoon 

Practice 

1 - 3:30 



:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Study 

Hall 

Weights 

3:30-4:30 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Study 

Hall 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Study 

Hall 

Field Hockey Fall Schedule 

Weights 

3:30-4:30 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Study 

Hall 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 



6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

2:00 

Monday 

Shower 

Commute 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Weekly 

Appointment 

Tuesday 

Conditioning 

Weights 

Shower 

Commute 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Wednesday 

Shower 

Commute 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Thursday 

Conditioning 

Weights 

Shower 

Commute 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Wrestling Fall Schedule 

Friday 

Shower 

Commute 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 



:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Treatment 

Trainers 

Practice 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Treatment 

Trainers 

Practice 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Treatment 

I Trainers 

Practice 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Treatment 

Trainers 

Practice 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Wrestlins: Fall Schedule 

Treatment 

Trainers 

Practice 

Dinner 



Track and Field Fall Schedule 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

Monday 

XC Practice 

Shower/ 

Breakfast 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Class 

12:00-12:50 

Lunch 

Tuesday 

Weights 

ShoweH 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Academic 

Meetings 

Wednesday 

XC Practice 

Shower/ 

Breakfast 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Class 

12:00-12:50 

Lunch 

Thursday 

Weights 

ShoweH 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Academic 

Meetings 

Friday 

XC Practice 

Shower/ 

Breakfast 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Class 

12:00-12:50 

XC Travel 

and 

Competition 

XC Travel 

and 

Competition 



Track and Field Fall Schedule 

: 15 Afternoon 

:30 

:45 Practice 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:30 

6:00 

:30 Dinner 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Dinner 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Dinner 



5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

1:00 

Monday 

Morning 

Practice 

At Lake 

Commute 

Breakfast/ 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Tuesday 

Weights 

Weights 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

I 
Lunch 

Wednesday 

Morning 

Practice 

at Lake 

Commute 

Breakfast/ 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Thursday 

Weights 

Weights 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

I 
Lunch 

Rowins: Fall Schedule 

Friday 

Morning 

Practice 

at Lake 

Commute 

Breakfast/ 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Travel for Competition 



:15 

:30 

:45 Academic 

2:00 Meetings 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 Dinner 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

Dinner 

Academic 

Meetings 

Afternoon Practice 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Dinner 

Rowing Fall Schedule 



:45 

10:00 

Rowinl~ Fall Schedule 



8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

Monday 

Individual 

Lessons 

Group 1 

Weights 

Class 

10-10:50 

Class 

11-11:50 

Group 2 

Weights 

Lunch 

Class 

2:00-2:50 

Tuesday 

Individual 

Lessons 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11-12:15 

Lunch 

Academic 

Meetings 

Wednesday 

Individual 

Lessons 

Group 1 

Weights 

Class 

10-10:50 

Class 

11-11:50 

Group 2 

Weights 

Lunch 

Class 

2:00-2:50 

Thursday 

Individual 

Lessons 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11-12:15 

Lunch 

Academic 

Meetings 

Friday 

Individual 

Lessons 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-10:50 

Class 

11-11:50 

Lunch 

Travel 

for 

Competition 

Fencing 



:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

Practice 

Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner 

Studying 

Travel 

for 

Competition 

Fencing 



Football Fall Schedule 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

Monday Tuesday    Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Breakfast 

Class 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Academic 

Meeting 

Lunch 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Breakfast 

Treatment 

with trainer 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Weights 

Breakfast 

Class 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Academic 

Meeting 

Lunch 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Breakfast 

Treatment 

with trainer 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Weights 

Breakfast 

Class 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Academic 

Meeting 

Lunch 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 



Football Fall Schedule 

:3O 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Practice/Meetings 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 



Women’s Golf Fall Schedule 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

Monday Wednesday Friday 

Commute 

Morning 

Pra~ice 

Commute 

Lunch 

Class 

1:00-1:50 

Class 

2:00- 2:50 

Tuesday 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

8:00- 9:15 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Meet with Advisers 

Professors, TA’s 

Training 

Room 

Lunch 

Commute 

Afternoon 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Morning 

Practice 

Commute 

Lunch 

Class 

1:00-1:50 

Class 

2:00- 2:50 

Thursday 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

8:00- 9:15 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Meet with Advisers 

Professors, TA’s 

Training 

Room 

Lunch 

Commute 

Afternoon 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Morning 

Practice 

Commute 

Lunch 

Class 

1:00-1:50 

Class 

2:00- 2:50 



Women’s Golf Fall Schedule 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Class 

3:00 - 3:50 

Meet with Advisers 

Professors, TA’s 

Training 

Room 

Weights 

ShoweH 

Practice 

ShoweH 

Class 

3:00 - 3:50 

Meet with 

Athletics Counselor 

Training 

Room 

Weights 

Shower/ 

Practice 

I 

Shower/ 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Class 

3:00 - 3:50 

Meet with Advisers 

Professors, TA’s 

Training 

Room 

Weights 

Shower/ 

Dinner 



Women’s Lacrosse Fall Schedule 

6:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

MEET 

with 

trainer/REHAB 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Weights 

study hall 

Class 

8:00-9:15 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

TEAM MEETING 

VIDEO 

PRACTICE 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

weekly 

MEETING 

with 

Counselor 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Weights 

study hall 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

Lab 

Class 

8:00-9:15 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

TEAM MEETING 

VIDEO 

PRACTICE 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

TEAM MEETING 

VIDEO 

PRACTICE 2:00 - 5:00 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

MEET 

with 

trainer/REHAB 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

study hall 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

TEAM MEETING 

VIDEO 

PRACTICE 



Women’s Lacrosse Fall Schedule 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 



7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday 

Women’s Basketball 

Thursday Friday I 

Breakfast 

Class 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 

Tutoring/ 

Study hour# 

Academic Mtg 

Shoot Around 

Breakfast 

Class 

8-915 

Class 

930-1045 

Lunch 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours/ 

Academic Mtg 

Shoot Around 

Breakfast 

Class 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours/ 

Academic Mtg 

Shoot Around 

Practice Practice Practice 

Breakfast 

Class 

8-915 

Class 

930-1045 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours/ 

Academic Mtg 

Lunch 

Study Table 

Tutoring 

Breakfast 

Class 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours/ 

Academic Mtg 

Shoot Around 

Practice 

Fall Schedule 



:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

Women’s Basketball Fall Schedule 

Weights 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Table 

Tutoring 

Weights 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Table 

Tutoring 

Weights 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Table 

Tutoring 

Snack 

Shoot Around 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Weights 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 



Softball Fall Schedule 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Breakfast 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Academic 

Meetings 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Weights 

Breakfast 

Morning 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Commute/ 

Lunch 

Class 

2-3:15 

Breakfast 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Academic 

Meetings 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Weights 

Breakfast 

Morning 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Commute/ 

Lunch 

Class 

2-3:15 

Breakfast 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Academic 

Meetings 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Weights 



Softball Fall Schedule 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Class 

3:30-4:45 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Class 

3:30-4:45 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 



Men’s Soccer Fall Schedule 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Breakfast 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Academic 

Meetings 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Treatment 

Travel 

to 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Treatment 

Travel 

to 

Breakfast 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Academic 

Meetings 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Treatment 

Travel 

to 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Treatment 

Travel 

to 

Breakfast 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Academic 

Meetings 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Treatment 

Travel 

to 



Men’s Soccer Fall Schedule 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Afternoon 

Practice 

(Finley) 

Conditioning 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Afternoon 

Practice 

(Finley) 

Conditioning 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Afternoon 

Practice 

(Finley) 

Conditioning 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

or 

Competition 

Afternoon 

Practice 

(Finley) 

Conditioning 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Afternoon 

Practice 

(Finley) 

Conditioning 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Competition 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim A Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 11:45 AM 

Behrens, Victoria D <pixie@ad.unc.edu>; Taylor, Gigi <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Bethel, 
Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; 
Kessler, Frank S <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Robin C <rcb@email.unc.edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Shambley, Billie K 
<shambley@email.unc. edu>; Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc. edu>; Maitland, 
Theresa L <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbrog@email.unc.edu>; 
Perry, Christina <cp@unc.edu>; CSSAC <cssac@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Abels, Kimberly Town 
<kabels@unc.edu>; Rademacher, Kristen N <krademacher@unc.edu>; Guevarra, 
Percival Villegas <percival.gv@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 

RE: 2013-2014 Employee Parking 

PLEASE NOTE: 

When you’re entering your information make sure you use the fol!owing information: 

Home Department: CTR STDNT SUCCESS- ACAD COUNSEL 

Department Number: 3214 

You do not have to list your work schedule -that is optional. And we do NOT have a shop number. 

Thanks, 
K 

From: Allison, Kim A 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 11:11 AM 
To: CSSAC; Blanton, Robin C; Kessler, Frank S; Maitland, Theresa L; Perry, Christina; Rademacher, Kristen N; Shambley, 
Billie K; Gigi Taylor; Kim Abels; Percival Guevarra; Vicki Behrens; ’Beth Lyons’; ’Bradley Bethel’; Bridger, Beth; ’Kleissler, 
Amy’; Lee, Jaimie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Susan Maloy; Townsend, Jenn; ’Wally Richardson’; Welborn, Spencer; 
Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony 
Subject: 2013-2014 Employee Parking 

Good morning 

It’s time to start thinking about the 2013-2014 parking allocations[[[[ This year, the employee request form is now 

online and you have from April 8th (today) until April 26th to enter your parking request. Please note that this form 

will NOT be accessible after April 26~-b so please submit your request by then. Once you’ve completed your online 

parking request form, make sure you print it and save it for your records. 

Please use the link below to access the request form - you’ll need your onyen/password/pid #: 

http://psafety.web.u nc.edu/ 

Remember you have until today, April 8~- throuqh April 26th to submit your parking request for the 2013-2014 

academic year. 



Thanks, 

K 

Kim Allison 
Department Manager 

Ctr for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

Writing Center 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 0127 

Campus Box #3106 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

919-962-7710 (ph) 

919-843-5341 (fx) 

kallison@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 2:46 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; ’Tony Yount(tony.yount@gmail.com)’; 
Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Entering Frosh - Summer 2 Business Items 

Good afternoon, 
As we all know, anyone attending summer 2 has to contact Admissions and request to have their activation term changed. In the 
past, they also had to send Marilyn Wyrick an email regarding classes they intended to take during session. They no longer have to 
contact Marilyn. Instead, they are to send the same email to the address below. It will then redirect to Spencer and Andrea who 

will follow up accordingly. 

If you have questions, don’t hesitate to ask. 

Thanks, 
B 

advisingforstudentathletesAAP(~,unc.edu 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



D E 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

A B C 

1ST YEAR STUDENTS 

Last Name i First Name PID 

RETURNING STUDENTS 

Last Name i First Name PID 

i SAT 

Field Hockey 1050 

Field Hockey 1010 

Field Hockey 1000 

Field Hockey 1030 

Field Hockey 1430 

Field Hockey 1160 

Field Hockey 1240 

Women’s Golf 1120 

Women’s Golf 1080 

Women’s Golf 1460 

Women’s Lacrosse 1150 

Women’s Lacrosse 1100 

Women’s Lacrosse 1270 

Women’s Lacrosse 1090 

Women’s Lacrosse 1050 

Women’s Lacrosse 1130 

Women’s Lacrosse 1230 

Women’s Lacrosse 1010 

Women’s Lacrosse 950 

Women’s Lacrosse 1000 

Volleyball 1180 

Volleyball 

Volleyball 1150 

Volleyball 68 

Women’s Soccer 1130 

Women’s Soccer 

Women’s Soccer 1270 

Women’s Soccer 1200 

Women’s Soccer 

Women’s Soccer 

Women’s Soccer 

Women’s Soccer 1120 

Women’s Soccer 1240 

Women’s Soccer 1010 

Women’s Soccer 1070 

iSport 

iSport 

Field Hockey 

Women’s Lacrosse 

Volleyball 

Volleyball 

Volleyball 

Women’s Soccer 

iGPA 

2.486 

2.497 

2.15 

2.197 

2.432 

2.055 



F 

1 

2 SAT-Verbal 

3 510 

4 520 

5 480 

6 540 

7 750 

8 550 

9 600 

10 450 

ii 530 

12 760 

13 560 

14 500 

15 610 

16 500 

17 510 

18 540 

19 570 

20 470 

21 420 

22 450 

23 570 

24 

25 560 

26 33 

27 540 

28 

29 670 

30 600 

31 

32 

33 

34 500 

35 690 

36 510 

37 510 

38 

39 

40 AP Status 

41 No 

42 No 

43 No 

44 No 

45 No 

46 No 

G H 

SAT-MATH SAT-Writing ACT ACT-Math ACT-Sci 

540 470 

490 530 

520 510 

490 540 

680 740 

610 610 

640 560 26 23 28 24 

670 380 

550 510 

700 760 

590 480 

600 520 

660 660 

590 440 

540 600 25 27 20 27 

590 610 

660 530 

540 510 

530 430 

550 440 

610 550 

31 ~ 34 28 29 

590 600 

35 28 

590 540 22 21 18 25 

20 19 18 23 

600 620 

600 600 

25 24 26 27 

29 33 3~ 28 

22 22 23 21 

620 560 

550 480 

500 550 

560 480 

Classification 

Soph 

Soph 

Soph 

Soph 

Soph 

Senior 



M 

1 

2 ACT-Reading 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 27 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 27 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 33 

25 

26 

27 23 

28 2"1 

29 

3O 

31 22 

32 30 

33 23 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 



47i 

48i 

D 

Women’s Soccer 

Women’s Soccer 

E 

2.267 

2.146 



47 No Soph 

48 No Junior 

G K 



M 

47 

48 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 5:02 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Need Your Structured Study List 

MALOY_fal 3 structured study listing.xlsx 

Here you go! 
B 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 3:23 PM 
To: Yount, Tony; Orr, Kym N; Townsend, Jenn; Blanton, Brent S; Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Lyons, Elizabeth M; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: Need Your Structured Study List 

Hey Everyone, 

In planning for the Structured Study Program in the Fall, I need to know who your incoming freshman are and any 

returning student who you believe requires structured study. Attached is a spreadsheet that I would like you to use to 

compile your students. We need to move quickly in order to set up the framework, and knowing who the students are 

and how many there are is a key piece of information needed in the process. Therefore, please get this information to 

me by our staff lunch on Friday. Please do your best to account for the teams that you are currently covering in the 

absence of counselors as well. 

Brad and Beth, I know you are working on establishing our LEAP group list for this Fall, but that information would be 

helpful at this time also, if possible. 

Thank you for your help. 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



1ST YEAR STUDENTS 

Last Name 

RETURNING STUDENTS 

Last Name 

First Name PID 

First Name PID 

Sport 

Sport 

SAT SAT-Verbal SAT-MATH 
1160 570 590 
1120 500 620 
1430 640 790 
1240 610 630 
1030 500 530 
1110 
1040 520 520 
1380 
1150 
1070 
iii0 
980 500 480 
1510 
1200 600 600 
1030 520 510 

GPA AP Status 

2.193 

2.138 

1.775 AP2 

2.125 

1.189 AP2 

2.231 

2.136 

2.182 

Classification 

SAT-Writing ACT ACT-Eng ACT-Math ACT-Sci 

520 
650 
670 29 28 35 26 
610 
490 

24 25 24 23 
550 23 24 24 20 

31 32 31 30 
24 23 25 25 
21 19 24 25 
24 24 21 27 

500 
34 32 35 36 

650 29 28 29 28 
550 

21 20 25 19 



ACT-Reading 

28 

25 
22 
31 
24 
17 
24 

34 
31 

19 



C D E F 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2O 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

A 

1ST YEAR STUDENTS 

Last Name 

B 

i First Name PID SAT SAT-Verbal iSport 

~Track 

~Track 

~Track 

~Track 

~Track 

~Track 

~Track 

~Track 

~Track 

~Track 

~Track 

~Track 

~Track 

~Track 

~Track 

~Track 

~Track 

~Track 

~Track 

iTrack 

iSoccer 
iSoccer 

i Soccer 

iSoccer 

iSoccer 
iSoccer 

iFencing 

iFencing 

iFencing 

iFencing 

iFencing 

iFencing 

iFencing 

iFencing 

iFencing 

iFencing 
iFencing 

iRowing 

iRowing 
i Rowing 

68O 
58O 
57O 
510 
63O 

610 

610 
6OO 
4OO 
700 

63O 
59O 
410 

52O 

740 
760 
780 

610 

68O 



G 

1 

2 SAT-MATH 

3 

4 

5 

H 

SAT-Writing ACT ACT-Math ACT-Sci 

620 660 
650 580 

6 580 550 
7 520 450 
8 660 560 
9 33.5 33 36 32 
10 21 18 23 22 

11 25.5 24 26 25 
12 31.5 36 33 29 
13 22.5 24 25 20 
14 670 630 
15 23.75 23 18 24 
16 610 660 
17 510 580 
18 510 410 
19 800 770 
20 27.75 26 31 32 
21 24.5 23 27 24 

22 24 23 23 25 
23 25 26 26 26 
24 
25 
26 610 640 
27 590 570 
28 510 430 
29 21 21 19 21 
30 530 550 
31 
32 26 29 25 22 
33 32.5 27 34 36 
34 29 32 28 29 
35 750 600 
36 720 800 
37 750 750 
38 29.25 30 29 25 
39 610 670 
40 25 24 25 25 
41 31.25 33 32 29 
42 35.25 36 36 33 
43 
44 33.5 34 34 33 
45 640 670 
46 29,5 33 25 26 



M 

1 

2 ACT-Reading 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
8 
9 33 
10 21 
11 27 
12 28 
13 21 
14 
15 30 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 22 
21 24 
22 26 
23 22 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 23 
3O 
31 
32 28 
33 33 
34 27 
35 
36 
37 
38 33 
39 
40 26 
41 31 
42 36 
43 
44 33 
45 
46 34 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 

A 

RETURNING STUDENTS 

Last Name i First Name 

D 

iSport 

Track 

Track 

Track 

Track 

Track 

Track 

Track 

Track 

Track 

GPA 

2.121 

2.358 

1.812 

2.306 

1.790 

2.164 

2.276 

2.264 

2.209 

AP Status 

no 

no 

yes 

no 

yes 

no 

no 

no 

no 

Soccer 2.378 no 

Soccer 2.175 no 

Soccer 2.175 no 

Soccer 1.570 yes 

Soccer 1.071 yes 

Soccer 1.000 yes 

Fencing 1.955 yes 



G 

47 

48 

49 Classification 

50 Junior 

51 Sophomore 

52 Sophomore 

53 Junior 

54 Junior 

55 Senior 

56 Junior 

57 Sophomore 

58 Junior 

59 

60 Junior 

61 Freshman 

62 Sophomore 

63 Freshman 

64 Freshman 

65 Freshman 

66 

67 Junior 

H 



M 
47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lyons. Elizabefl~ M --~emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 7:57 AM 

MaJ, oy, Susan B <sbm~3oy@email.unc.edu> 

Olympic Sport LEAP List Fall 2013 

LEAP F~112013.xlsx 

Hello, 

Here is the info I had intended to send yesterday! 

Seth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

919-843-6029 (office) 
[cell) 

emlyons(~u ncaa. u nc.ed u 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

Freshman 

* probation 

Name 

A B C 

Returning 

D 

Sport 

M LAX 

BB 

BB 

BB 

BB 

BB 

BB 

BB 

BB 

M LAX 

M LAX 

M LAX 

WLAX 

WLAX 

WLAX 

WLAX 

F.Hockey 

M.Soc 

M.Soc 

Wrestling 

T/Field 

i Com Case 

i Below 900 

G 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

M N 

SAT 900-1000 ENGL 100 New LD Prev LD M/FL Deficient 

1 
1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

cl R 

Total Category Prob 

Consultive * 

Transitional * 

Transitional 

Transitional 

Consultive 

Consultive 

Comprehensive 

Consultive 

Consultive 

Consultive 

Consultive 

Consultive 

Transitional 

Transitional 

Comprehensive 

Consultive 

Comprehensive 

Consultive 

Consultive * 

Consultive * 

Consultive * 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 3:14 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 

<bbethel@emaft.unc.edu> 

RE: Need Your Structured Study List 

structured study table list.xlsx 

Here’s the structured study list... 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 3:23 PM 
To: Yount, Tony; Orr, Kym N; Townsend, Jenn; Blanton, Brent S; Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Lyons, Elizabeth M; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: Need Your Structured Study List 

Hey Everyone, 

In planning for the Structured Study Program in the Fall, I need to know who your incoming freshman are and any 

returning student who you believe requires structured study. Attached is a spreadsheet that I would like you to use to 

compile your students. We need to move quickly in order to set up the framework, and knowing who the students are 

and how many there are is a key piece of information needed in the process. Therefore, please get this information to 

me by our staff lunch on Friday. Please do your best to account for the teams that you are currently covering in the 

absence of counselors as well. 

Brad and Beth, I know you are working on establishing our LEAP group list for this Fall, but that information would be 

helpful at this time also, if possible. 

Thank you for your help. 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 11:36 AM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Tar Heels exceed national average in Graduation Success Rates 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24, 2013 
TAR HEELS EXCEED NATIONAL AVERAGE IN GRADUATION SUCCESS RATES 
CHAPEL HILL - The University of North Carolina’s latest Graduation Success Rate for student-athletes is 86 percent, five points higher than the 

national average. The NCAA released data today for the incoming class of 2006. 

Carolina had 10 varsity teams that scored 100 percent, including men’s and women’s fencing, field hockey, women’s golf, gymnastics, rowing, 

women’s swimming and diving, men’s and women’s tennis and volleyball. Those programs were 10 of 15 Tar Heel teams that measured 90 

percent or greater. Nineteen UNC teams scored 80 percent or better. 

The NCAA’s Graduation Success Rate includes transfer students and student-athletes who leave in good academic standing. The current GSRs are 

based on the entering classes from 2003-04 to 2006-07. 

The national average for Graduation Success Rates was 81 percent. UNC’s GSR average for male student-athletes was 80 percent, five points 

higher than the national average. Carolina’s GSR average for female student-athletes was 93 percent, also five percentage points higher than the 

national norm. 

"We want every student to graduate from Carolina and today’s results indicate that our student-athletes are working hard toward reaching that 

goal," says Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham. "There’s always room to improve and we are working closely with the provost, the 

Academic Support Program and faculty to develop outstanding strategies in all the areas that touch our students’ academic lives to help them 

reach those goals." 

"The release of the Graduation Success Rates is an opportunity for us to acknowledge and celebrate the academic achievements of our student- 

athletes," says Dr. Michelle Brown, director of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. "We take great pride in their academic 

success and our University is committed to supporting them in those endeavors. 

3O 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 9:43 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Bethel, 
Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; 
Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, 
Benj amin <b sheu@email.unc, edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc. edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

SBJ subscription 

Hi, 

I apologize, but we had to change the SBJ log-in information. 

The new username is jtownsend~unc.edu 

The new password is 

Please pass on to Four students in EXSS classes. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edn> 

Monday, 5:56 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Psyc    athletes 

Dear Susan, 

While filling om the athlete progress reports, my TA noticed that some athletes had substanlially lower grades than the class mean. We would actually like to take a 

deeper look into this, e.g. is this a statistically significant difference, what is the efiEct size, etc. Unfortunately, we put fl~e form in the interoffice mailbox before we 

thought to make a copy of the list of athletes. 

I was wondering it? 1) I could get a list of those who axe athletes in my class (would this be too much trouble?) and 2) if I could at ~me point talk with you about how 

tutoring sessions go (e.g. is there a "general" session and/or is there a "psychology" session, and if so, how these sessions are done). Essentially, I am interes~ted in 

thinking of ways which could improve performance for our lower-pertbnning students (athletes or otherwise). 

Any help on this matter would be appreciated. Thank you, 

Jemmie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@nnc.edt~;, 

Tuesday, ~ 4:36 PM 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrow@~mc.edtr~ 

meeting re: academic snpport 

Dr. Loeb, 

Thank you so much for your call today, and I hope we can arrange a meeting in the near future. I have copied Susan and Dr. Michelle Brown on this email because 

they would definitely be the best people to meet with about your concerns. 

All, 

FYI, Dr. Loeb from the psychology department and her TA’s from psycohNogy    reviewed the progress reports for our student athletes and now have some 

concerns. Dr. Loeb would like to meet with us to learn more about the academic support provided for our student athletes to see if there is anything she and her 

colleagues can do to help support them. If we could arrange a meeting, I think it would be very helpful! Would it be possible to set up a meeting this week or after 

Thanksgiving break? 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:44 PM 

Lee, Jaimie ~iaimielee@~mc.edtr~; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@ema~l.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-~ 

Henshaw, Bob <bhenshaw@email.unc.edu>; Cochenour, Laurie L <lcoch@unc.edu> 

RE: tneeting re: academic support 

Jaimie, 

Thank you very much for this email! Everyone, I am also cc:ing two CI:E members as they are not only interested in this matter as well but may be involved with assisting me, 
should it be decided that there are course changes which may be helpful to students. 

Thankyou! 
JeanNe 

.]eannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:36 PM 

To: Loeb, .leannie H; IVlaloy, Susan B; Brown, IVlichelle 
Subject: meeting re: academic support 

Dr. Loeb, 

Thank you so much for your call today, and I hope we can arrange a meeting in the near future. I have copied Susan and Dr. Michelle Brown on this email because 

they would definitely be the best people to meet with about your concerns. 

All, 

FYI, Dr. Loeb from the psychology department and her TA’s from psycohology    reviewed the progress reports for our student athletes and now have some 

concerns. Dr. Loeb would like to meet with us to learn more about the academic support provided for our student athletes to see if there is anything she and her 

colleagues can do to help support them. If we could arrange a meeting, I think it would be very helpful! Would it be possible to set up a meeting this week or after 

Thanksgiving break? 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:59 PM 

Loeb, Jealmie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

RE: Psyc    athletes 

Hi Jeannie, 
Thank you for your ernail. Below is the list of student-athletes in your class this semester. Dr. Michelle Brown and I would be very interested in meeting with you 
~:o disct~ss Voter concerns; and p.:?~;sible way~; to irN:~rove performar~ce. Is there any chat~ce that you w.:?uh~ be available [:o rrH?e[: t~ext [uesday       ~r~y[JrrH~ 

between 8am.-].O:I%m or 11:45arn-4pm ? We wouM be h~ppy to come to yot~, but wou~d ~so ~H~e to ex~:end the offer for you to come to ot~r office as well 
Whatever wokHd be most corn[:ortable for you, 
Please let Rle kRow if there b anything Nse that you need. I look [:orward to hearing back from you. 
Thanks so n~uch, 

Susan Maloy 

I’ubda] Coordina~o~;,Acadenfic Cotmselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program ~br Strident-AlhIetcs 

919 9~2 9 (r~ ~- ~, 

919-962-8247 (~x) 
sbmaloy(t~emaJl, unc.edu 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Monday, 5:56 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Psyc athletes 
Dear Susan~ 
WNle filling out the athlete progress rep,s, my TA noticed that some atNetes had substantially lower grades thm~ the cl~s mean. We would ac~lly like to ~ke a 

dee~r look into tNs, e.g. is this a s~tistically significant dittErence, what is the etlbct size, etc. U~b~unately, we put the tb~ in ~e interot~ce mailbox belbm we 

thougN to ma~e a copy of the list of a~letes. 

I w~ wondering it? 1) I could get a list of~o~ who a~e athletes in my class (would fl]is ~ too much trouble?) and 2) if I could at ~me point talk wifl] you about how 

tutoring sessions go (e.g. is there a "general" ~ssion and, or is fl]em a "psychology" ~ssio~ and if so, how these sessions are done). Es~ntially, I am in~res~ted in 



thinking of ways which could improve pertbrmance tbr our lower-performing students (athletes or otherwise). 
Any help on this matter would be appreciated. Thank you, 
Jet.hie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 8:20 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Henshaw, Bob <bhenshaw@email.unc.edu>; Cochenour, Laurie L <lcoch@unc.edu> 

RE: Psyc 101 athletes 

Hi Susan, 

Thank you so much for your email--I am very much looking forward to talking with you and Dr. Brown. I can make it on Tues., :t:t!26 anytime between 8 am - :t0::t5 am -- Bob 
and Laurie, would anytime in this range work for either or both of you? 

I would be happy to come to your office, just let me know where. 

Thanks very much, 

JeanNe 

JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cochenour, Laurie L <lcoch@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 8:18 AM 

Loeb, Jealmie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Henshaw, Bob <bheushaw@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Psyc 101 athletes 

I can make that time as well, Susan. 

Laurie 

On Nov 19, 2013, at 8:19 PM, Loeb, Jeannie H wrote: 

Hi Susan, 

Thank you so much for your email--I am very much looking forward to talking with you and Dr. Brown. I can make it on Tues., 11/26 anytime between 8 am - 
I0:15 am -- Bob and Laurie, would anytime in this range work for either or both of you? 

I would be happy to come to your office, just let me know where. 

Thanks very much, 
.leannie 

JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 8:42 AM 

Cochenour, Laurie L <lcoch@unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Henshaw, Bob <bhenshaw@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Psyc 101 athletes 

I-{i everyone, 

It looks like Bob has other meetings that morning but the rest of us can meet, How about 8:30 am? 

Thanks 

.Jeannie 

From: Cochenour, Laurie L 
Se~t~ Wednesday, November 20, 20~3 8:~8 AM 

Te~ Loeb, JeanNe H 
~¢~ Maloy, Susan B; Henshaw, Bob 
Subject: Re: Psyc i01 athleMs 

I can make that time as well, Susan. 

Laurie 

::x:: 

On Nov 19, 2013, at 8:19 PM, Loeb, Jeannie H wrote: 

Hi Susan, 
Thank you so much for your email--I am very much looking forward to talking with you and Dr, Brown, I can make it on Tues. :t:t/26 anytime between 8 am - :t0::t5 am -- Bob 
and Laurie, would anytime in this range work for either or both of you? 
I would be happy to come to your office, just let me know where, 
Thanks very much, 

JeanNe 

3eannie H, Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11:25 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; 
Johnson, Shelley H <shellj o@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley 
Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; 
Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Missing Key 

All, 

The key that 

is please let 

uses to lock the building up at night is missing. If anyone happens to have it or might know where it 

know or return it to the mail room cabinet ASAP. 

Thanks, 

Nate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TONY YOUNT <tony.yount@gmail.com> 

Wednesday,                11 : 10 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Grad student holds. 

and are grad students (MBA, and MAC, respectively) 
and need to schedule 8 week mods in their programs during the semester. Please remove their athletic department holds asap as they 
are preventing these students from registering for classes. Both have exhausted their eligibility and are no longer competing. 

Thanks 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 31, 2014 11:29 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edtr~; BeatU, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Crreene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, 

Benjamin <bsheu@emaJl.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu-~; Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, 

Bradley Richaxd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

New Employment 

All, 

Thanks, 

Nate Yarbroush 

Nate Yarbroush 

Office Manager 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

0-9:[9-962-9537 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TONY YOUNT @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 9:01 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Letlerhead 

Letterhead.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:48 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Tournament Bracket tbr Extra Credit 

Hi 

I received your voicemail about completing NCAA Tournament brackets for extra credit and ran your question by our Compliance staff. Their response would be to 

not allow our students to participate in this type of activity. Certainly offering extra credit opportunities for our student-athletes is fine as long as the opportunity 

is available to all students in the class and that it is not tied to completing brackets. 

Thank you for inquiring about this. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Adam (ajbSt) <ajb8@virginia.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 11:34 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjaadn <bsheu@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: ExaJn Proctor 

Thanl~ you so much h:~r your willingness to help. The professor has provided the e:<anl and instruc[:ions in a sealed envelope for the student,               One 

our coaches will bring       ~:o ~:he academic center at 3:30 and will have the sealed exam with them to hand over to you. The team will only have [:he one 

please be understanding if they are slightly late, and hopefully this will noL pose a headache in your schedufe~ 

Your office and academic center is located aL the football stadium, correct? Is there a good place for them to park or any specific directions I can relay to them? 

Thanks again! 

Adam 

Adam Brooks 

Academic Coordinator 

University of Virginia Athletics 

4:-~4 243.:1.061 

(O-’_~ll) 

abrooks@vir@inia.edu 

From= Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, March 19, 2014 10:00 AM 
To= Sheu, Benjamin; Brooks, Adam (ajb8t) 
Subject= RE: Exam Proctor 

Eli Adam, 

I am happy to help at 3:30pro tomorrow. Please let rne know how I wilt be able ~o get ahold o1: the ~est materiaB along with any spedfic h~struct~ons and the names 

of the students who ~ should expect to be workhsg w~th tomorrow, 

Thank you, 

S u s a ~1 

Su sa ~ Maloy 

Tutozial Coo~dmat~x- Academic Co~mselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program R~r Stude~A-Alh~etcs 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962-8247 (~x) 

sbmaloy(g~email.unc 

F~m: Sheu, BeNamin 
Sent: Wednesday, March 
To: groo~, Adam (NbSt) 
C¢~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Exam Proctor 

Hey Adam, 

The other staff hss guided study sess{ons at 7. 

Fve CC’d Susan on th~s emaiL She said 3:30 wou~d work, 

B(en 5h~eu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counsebr 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A~:hletes 

Off:ice: g~9-S4S-2328 

From: Brooks, Adam (ajbSt) 

Sent: Wednesday, March ~9, 20~4 9:20 AM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: RE: Exam Proctor 

WanLed to follow up on this to lock down arrangements. Were you able to check with your other stat:f member yet to see if he would be available to proctor at 

7pro? If not, 3:00 or 3:30 would likely work out fine with Susan. 

Thanks! 

Adam Brooks 

Academk: Coordinator 

University of Virginia Athletics 

434~243.:1.06t (Office} 

abrooks@v~rg~nia.edu 



From: Sheu, Benjamin [._n_!a__[Lt__o__:__b___s__h___e__u__@__e_m_a__i[~MD__c_~__e__d__~] 
Sent; Tuesday, March :~8, 20:~4 3:58 PM 
To; Brooks, Adam (ajb8t) 
Subject: RE: Exam Proctor 

Adam, 

We do have a full-.time s~aff member each nigh~ Susan Maloy men[:ioned ~hat she coukd do something before 6pro on Thursday, or Friday morning if that’s an 

option -she has students scattered throughout the n~ght doing guk~ed study on Thursday 

There b one more staff member who ~s here on Thursday nights, but he ~s out of the office d~ht now, so ~ will check w~[h him as soo~ as he gets ba~k. 

Ben Sh~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coo~d~n~Lor/Ac~dem~c Counselor 

[J NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@ema~Lunc.e~u 

Office: 919-843-2328 

C 

Frem: Brooks, Adam (ajbBt) [rnailto:ajb8t@virginia.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 20~4 3:17 PM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: RE: Exam Proctor 

Ben, 

Thanks for ~e~ting back with me Ideall% 7pro. Greg mentioned tha~ you aH might hawE~ a fulFt~mer around during ewEm~ng hours tha~ couhJ potenLiailv assist? 

Adam Brooks 

~cademic Coord~nsLor 

University of Virginia Athletics 

434.243406:~ (Office) 

abrooks@v~r~h~ia.edu 

From: Sheu, Benjamin [mailto:bsheu@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, March :[8, 20:[4 2:4-0 PM 
To; Brooks, Adam (ajb8t) 
Sabje¢t; RE: Exam Proctor 

Hi Adam, 

Around whaL time will they be able to come? I actually am going out ot: town and wilt leave around 4pro on Thursday. H:I won’L be able to, I will ask around, 

conl:iden[ someone wilt be avaUable to help proctor an exam. 

B(~n Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coord~nsLor/Acsdem~c Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@ema~Lunc.edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From= Brooks, Adam (ajbBt) [rnailto:ajbBt@virginia.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 ~0:02 AM 

To; Sheu, Benjamin 

£ubje~t= RE: Exam Proctor 

Hi Ben, 

My name is Adam Brool~s and I am the UVA men’s tennis academic coordinator, f reached out to Greg regarding an e>:am procl:or {or one of our guys and he referred 

me to you as d~e men’s tennis coordinator, is this something you could help with on Thursday if one of our’ coaches brings him to your academic center? 

Thanks! 

Adam Brooks 

Academic CoordinaLor 

University of Virginia Athletics 

-434 ?4:L1051 (Office) 

(Cell) 

abrooks@vir~inia.edu 



From-" Beatty, Greg [_m_aj!_~p___b_e__a_~_~_m__a_iLu___n__c_:__e__d___u_] 
Sent; Tuesday, March :~8, 2014 9:55 AM 
To; Brooks, Adam (ajb8t) 
Subject: RE: Exam Proctor 
Jdal’n, 
Ben Sh~-:~u is l:he advisor for Men’s rennis. His co~[act i~o is bsheu@email.unc.edu and 91%843-2328. (:beck with him first. If he c~m’t h~:~lp yo{~ o{~t, I can 

Greg 

From= Brooks, Adam (ajbSt) [ma~!to~ajbSt@virginia.edu] 
Sent= Monday, March 17, 2014 9:41 PM 
To; Beatty, Greg 
Subject; Exam Proctor 
Hey Greg, 

ttope all is well! I’m not sure as to your sport assignments, but thought I’d start with you on this request. Our men’s tennis team will be at Chapel this weekend and I’m 

hoping to find someone in your olYice that would be rolling to proctor an exam for one of our guys on Thursday. Logis~dcs axen’t locked down quite yet, but time will 

likely be flexible during the day. 

Th~ks! 

Adam 

Adam Brooks 

Academic Coordinator 

University of Virginia Depart~nent of Athlelics 

434.243.1061 (Ottice) 

(Cell) 

abrook~vivgirfia.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Adam (ajbSt) <ajb8@virginia.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2u14 1:54 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Exmn Proctor 

Thank you, Susan! I have relayed this along to our coaching staff for tomorrow, I really appreciate it! 

Adam grook~.; 

Academic Coordinator 

University of Virginia Athletics 

43-~1,243.:1.0~51 (Office) 

a brooks@v~rg~n~a.edu 

From; Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, March :[9, 20:[4 :[:25 PM 
To; Brooks, Adam (ajbSt); Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject; RE: Exam Proctor 

"~, m the Louder’milk Center for Excellence on the 2nd floor. My office Yes, our Academic Center is focaLed 

sped~:~ca~y ~s Room 2~Z~. Paddng can be tricky, but we do have s lot adjacent to the Academic Center’. ~ w~ attempt to secure a parking pass. But ~:~ am 

unsuccessful i~ doing so, ~t may be best ~f the dr~ver stayed w~th the bus, Do you think that is poss~Me if necessary? 

Directions ~rom the Tennh; Center wou~d be to turr~ le~t on Route 54 arid go stra~ghL Lo Lhe entrar~ce o~ campus aL the top of the h~H. Take a ~efl: at the first light as 

you enter campus and then take an knmedb[:e r~ght onto £ktge Road. You w~ll pass the Baseball Stadium on your left: and shortly afl:er [:he gasebail stadh.ml you 

will Lure right into a tunnel which is connected to a parking deck that takes you to our parking ~ot. 

My cell # ~             and office Hne is 9~9-9~2-.9892. Feel free to tail hie i]: you have trouNe finding us. Have 

find a location for him to take the exam. 

~ hope this helps. 

"[’harlks~ 

F~m= Broo~, Adam (ajb8t) 
Sent; Wednesday, March 19, 2014 11:34 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject= RE: Exam Proctor 

Hi Susan, 

come straight to my office and then we can 

Thank you so much for your willingness to help. The professor has provided the exam and instrucLions in a sealed envelope for the student, One of 

our coaches will bring       Lo Lhe academic center at 3:30 and will have the sealed exam with the~T~ to hand over to you. The team will only have Lhe one bus, so 

please be understanding if they are slightly late, and hopefully this will not pose a headache in your schedule. 

Your office and academic center is located at the football stadium, correct? Is there a good place for them to park or any specific directions I can relay to them? 

Adam 

Adam Brooks 

Academic Coordi~a [:or 

Uniw:_~rsity of Virginia Athletics 

43&243.:1061 (Office) 

abrooks@virginia.edu 

From; Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy(.~. email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March :[9, 20:[4 :[0:00 AM 
To; Sheu, Benjamin; Brooks, Adam (ajb8t) 
Subject; RE: Exam Proctor 

Hi ;~dam, 

I am happy to help at 3:30pm tomorrow~ Please let me know how I will be able to get ahold of the test materials along with any specific instructions and the names 

o~ ~:he s~:udents who ~ sh.:)uhJ e>:pect ~:o be worMng w~th tomorrow. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

"[’u#z~al Coo~flma[or’Academic Co~mselor 



UNC Academic S~ppo~¢ Program ~br 

919~962~9892 

919~962~8247 

sbmaloy(t~email, unc.edu 

F~m~ Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent~ Wednesday, Narch 19, 2014 9:44 
T~ Broo~, ~dam (ajbgt) 
Ce~ Nalog, Susan B 
Subject~ RE: Exam Proctor 

The od~er sLaff has guided study sessions at 7. 

Fve CC’d Susan on th~s ernaH. She ssid 3:30 wouM work, 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutoriml Coord~nmLor/Acmdern~c Counselor 

[J NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bshe~@ema~L~nc.edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

C 

~rom: Brooks, Adam (ajbBt) [rnaHto:ajbBt@v~rgh~ia.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, March ~9, 20~4 9:20 AM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: RE: Exam Proctor 

Hi Ben, 

Wan[:ed [o h:~lk)w up on this to lock down arrang~:_~n’~ents. Wen:_~ you able [o check w~th your other stair member yet to see ff he wouh~ be avaHaMe to proctor at 

7prn? If noL 3:00 or 3:30 wouM Hke~y work out fine w~th Susan~ 

Thanks~ 

Adam Brooks 

Academic 

University o~ Virginh~ A~h~etk:s 

43~L243~1061 (Office} 

abrooks@v[rg[nia.edu 

From: Sheu, Benjamin [mailto:bsheu@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 3:58 PM 
To: Brooks, Adam (ajbSt) 
Subject: RE: Exam Proctor 

Adam, 

We do have a full-time staff member each nighL Susan Maloy mentioned that she could do something before 6pro on Thursday, or FrMay mornh~g ~f that’s 

option -she has students scattered throughout the n~ght do~ng guMed study on Thursday~ 

There ~s one more sl:a[f member who ~s here on Thursday nights, but he ~s out o[ the office r~ght now, so [ wH~ check w~:h him as soon as he gets back. 

~en Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coord~ea~:oriAcaden~h:; (]ounsek)r 

U NC Academic Support Pro%ram for Student--Athletes 

Office: 91.~-843-2.~28 

From: Brooks, Adam (ajbBt) [mailto:ajbBt@virginia.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 3:17 PM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: RE: Exam Proctor 

Ben, 

Thanks for getting back with me~ Ideally, 7pro. Greg mentioned that you all might have a fulPtimer around during evening hours that could potentially assist? 

Adam Brooks 

Urfivers~ty of Virginia Athletics 

~E~4 243.10(~ (Office) 

:CeU) 

abrooks@virginia.edu 

~ Eogo~ 

From: Sheu, Benjamin [[sa_jJ.tp__[_b_.s_h__e_.u_@e._r_~_._a_jJ_~u__n_.c_~.e_cl__u.] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 2:40 PM 
To: Brooks, Adam (ajbBt) 



Subject: RE: Exam Proctor 

Hi Adam, 

Around wh~L time will tfu-:~y be able to come? I ~ctu~lly ~m~ going ou[ of [own and w~H le~ve around 4pro on Thursday. ~f~ won~L be able [o, ~ w~ ask ~round, 

confident someone w~H be avaUable to he~p proctor ~n exam. 

Ben Sh~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coord~n~Lor/Ac~dern~c Counselor 

U NC Acsdemic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@ema~Lunc.edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

C 

From= Brooks, Adam (ajbSt) [ma~lto:ajbSt@v~rg~nia.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 10:02 AM 

To; Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject= RE: Exam Proctor 

Hi 

My f~ame is Ach~m Brooks and I ~m the UVA men’s tennis acad~-:mlic coordin~tor, f reach~-:~d out to Greg regarding an ~-:~>:am proc[:or for one of our guys and he referred 

m~-_~ to you as Lhe men’s; b:_mnis coordinat.:_~r. I~; this sonl~-:d:hh~ you could help with on Thursday if one of our coaches brin~s him to your academic 

Thanks! 

Adam 

Adam Brooks 

Academic CoordinaLor 

University of Virginia Athletics 

-;134.24K:[06I (Office) 

:Cell) 
abrooks@virginia.edu 

From: Beatty, Greg [.__m__aiLt__o_;_~#___b__e__a__~_@__e___m___aj_Lu__n__c__,_e___d__u] 
Sent: Tuesday, March :[8, 20:[4 9:55 AM 
To: Brooks, Adam (ajb8t) 
Subject: RE: Exam Proctor 

Adam, 

B~-:m Sheu is the advisor for Men’s r~-:mnis, His cord:act info is bsheu@emaiLunc.edu and 919--843-2328. Cl’u-:~ck with him [irsL it he can"t help you out, t can probably 

do it, 

Gre~ 

From: Brooks, Adam (ajbSt) [ma!Ito:a[bSt@v!rg!n!a.edu] 

Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 9:41 PM 

To: Beatty, Greg 

Subject: Exam Proctor 

Hey Oreg, 

Hope all is well! I’m not sure as to your sport assignments, but thought I’d start with you on this request. Our meff s tenni s team will be at Chapel this weekend and I’m 

hoping to find someone in your office that would be rolling to proctor an exam for one of our guys on Thursday. Logistics ~:ren’t locked down quite yet, but time will 

likely be fle:dble during the day. 

Thanks! 

Ad~n 

Adam Brooks 

Academic Coordinator 

Universi~ of Virginia Department of Athlelics 

434.243,1061 (Ollice) 

(Cell) 

abrooks,%virginia.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 5, 2013 5:26 PM 

Henriod, Kelly <khenriod@email.unc.edu>; Clayton, Nicole <claytonn@email.unc.edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FERPA Training/Access to Connect 

Good evening, 
I hope this email finds you both well. I submitted your ONYENs today for access to Connect, so the process has begun. The next 

step for you is to complete FERPA training by following the instructions at the website listed below. Once you have passed the test, 
let me know immediately. I will then let ITS know to proceed with the next steps of the process. 

Thank you for your attention to this; I hope to hear from you soon. 

Have a great evening! 
B 

http://registrar.unc.edu/training/training-policy/ferpa-instructions/ 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 2, 2013 11:30 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Freshman w/Monday sessions Report 

MALOY_7p monday tutorials (frosh).xlsx 

Mere is what 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 8:35 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Freshman w/Monday sessions Report 

Brent, 
Is there a way for you to pull a report that lists all Freshman with a 7 pm appointment on Monday night? This would 

help us with cancelations for CREED which is coming up on Oct. 7th. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:27 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc. edu> 
RE: PPoint for ASPSA Advisory Comm Mtg 

[ might drop slides 10, [ and 14. If they ask questions about how things are schedu[ed (#10), you can go into it then butldon’t 

know if it warrants a slide tomorrow° I would drop slide I I and include the guided study and counselor-guided study as a part of 

slide 8. The other information they should already be fully aware of or can ask. As for !4, we are trying to service everyone at 
some level, so I would go into that via conversation and questions instead of a slide as well. Also, on slide 8, cancellation needs two 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:09 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: PPoint for ASPSA Advisory Comm Mtg 

Michelle and Brent, 

I just threw some talking points together for the meeting tomorrow. (See attached.) Please take a look and let me know 

if it is too much or not enough. Also let me know if there is anything that you would like to add for your portions of the 

discussion. 

Thanks for your assistance. 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 4:59 PM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; 
Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc. edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc, edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; 
Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Sheu, 
Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Henriod, Kelly <khenriod@email.unc.edu>; ’Karen Neff 

@gmail.com)’; Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Sawyer, 
Korie <kcsawyer@unc. edu>; HuA, Rong <rhua@email.unc. edu>; Bethel, Bradley 
Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; 
Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

’rcblanton98@gmail. com’ 

Thank You! 

Thank you all for your kindness in wishing me a happy birthday today. I love coming to work because I know I am working with 
good and fun people. 

Have a Happy Halloween and thank you again for taking time to make the day special for me! 
B 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Friday,                 11:57 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Accident Report for Damaged Lap Top 

Hi Susan, 
Will this suffice or do you need more? 

B 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [maCro: ] 
Sent: Friday, 11:56 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Accident Report for Damaged Lap Top 

During my English    tutorial (Monday, Oct. 21, 7pm) with                her hot coffee was spilled on my laptop. Within five 
minutes of the spill, my lap top failed to turn on. My laptop is currently in the process of being shipped to Apple for repair. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 10:34 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Myers, 
Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

RE: Pancake event 

An RSVP sounds a little too committing and official for an "informal" event. [ would simply have the coaches ask who is interested 

and report the tallies. What isn’t eaten can then be taken to a local shelter. Good works done on a number of levels. 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 10:18 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
(:c: Lane, Cricket; Blanton, Brent S; Townsend, Jenn; Myers, Leslie; Gelin, Dana E 
Subject: RE: Pancake event 

Good questions. And, no answers yet. 

We will have to figure out the invites but we do not have to do anything yet. It will be a challenge to make a guess. 

What do you think about asking for them to RSVP? ! think it should be fluid and not necessary; however, we could end 

up with 50 or 300. We could consider sending an invitation through the coaches and ask for a rough "yes" count. Any 

ideas? 

Michelle 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 9:58 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
(:c: Lane, Cricket; Blanton, Brent S; Townsend, Jenn; Myers, Leslie; Gelin, Dana E 
Subject: RE: Pancake event 

I assume counselors are to send an email invite to all of their students dght? Or is the invite coming from gubba, or 

Cricket?? I do think the students will come back for this. Do they need to be back right at 10pm or is it more of an open 
house set up? My guess is the programming will start at :10pro, but we wouldn’t push students away if they arrive at 

:10:30pm right? Sorry for all of the questions. I just think it is going to be difficult to gauge without having the students 

specifically RSVP. Should we do that? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 6:10 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket; Blanton, Brent S; Townsend, Jenn; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Gelin, Dana E 
Subject: FW: Pancake event 

Hello, 

Karlton has asked for us to try to gauge attendance at the event. It is a reading day. We will all advertise and others 



thought that student-athletes will come back for this. Please send out your most educated guesses (if you can try to 

base it on anything) and we will work to bring forward our best range. 

Thanks, 

M[chelle 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 6:07 PM 
To: Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Ben Sheu (bsheu@email.unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, 
Michael (greenemt@email.unc.edu); Greg Beatty (gpbeatty@email.unc.edu); Lee, Jaimie; Les Myers 
(lesmyers@email.unc.edu); Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; 
Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony 
Cc: Miller, Beth 
Subject: Pancake event 

Hello, 

Some universities put on similar programming for student-athletes during final exams and UNC is excited about starting 

this here: 

There is going be a final exam study break event in Loudermilk for the student-athletes on Thursday, December 5th at 

10:00pm. Student-athletes will be served pancakes & food (served by administrators and staff) and there will be some 
programming led by Dana and Cricket including information on Linkedin and stress relief activities. We will also be 

involved and assisting with the event. The date has been picked and details are still being worked out. So, more 

information will follow but we wanted you to know the date to plan accordingly. Let us know if you have ideas or want 

to volunteer for something in particular. If you know that you have a conflict, please speak with your supervisor. 

The student-athletes will appreciate the food and the break during finals. And, it will be great to support them during 

this time. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 20, 2013 9:59 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AC Hours During Final Exams 

Good morning, 

Is there a time we need to set aside to go over the Saturday possibility? I have the count of firstoyears in Nonday 7pro tutorials at 

41. F!I have Ben make note of al!~ activities during finals week. 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 7:04 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: AC Hours During Final Exams 

Hello, 

would like to loop grent into the conversation. 

Let’s open the facility until 11:00pm. We need to discuss how staff stays until 11:00pm also (perhaps at least one - 

while I like two better for safety and security). Perhaps, we consider a monitor and 1 staff (for the additional Friday 

night). 

So, we need to decide on the Saturday time and I understand that we are split. 

Let’s let the staff know your plan on closing the independent study hall room and see if there is any feedback (something 

we didn’t consider), otherwise, I believe the 6th is a good day to shut it down. 

grent (I believe we discussed this), have you been able to run the report to let us know how many freshman student- 

athletes have tutoring on Monday night from 7-8 so that we can let Cricket know the impact if we pull them out of 

CREED? 

I definitely want to gather some numbers (even if informal) on the 10-11pro times, Fdday Nght, and possibly Saturday so 

that we have numbers to back us for next semester. Please set up how we can collect that. And, please have been track 

the usage report for the independent study hall room separately for the week after Thanksgiving. 

Thanks, 

Miche!le 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 5:19 PM 

To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: AC Hours During Final Exams 



Hey Michelle, 

For further discussion on the Academic Center Hours of operation during the two week exam period Dec. 2-13, the 

following proposal is based on my recollection of how we handled exams last Spring. 

Date Open Close Events N otes 

Dec. 2 (Monday) 8am 11pm CREED @ 7pm 

Dec. 3 (Tuesday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 4 (Wednesday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 5 (Thursday) 8am 11pm Pancake Event @ 

10pm 

8am Dec. 6 (Friday) 11pm 

Dec. 7 (Saturday) 10am 5pm No Tutoring 

Dec. 8 (Sunday) 6pm 11pm 

Dec. 9 (Monday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 10 (Tuesday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 11 (Wednesday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 12 (Thursday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 13 (Friday) 8am Spm 

Need Full Time 

Staff Coverage 

(Close 

INDEPENDENT 

STUDY ROOM @ 

5pro) 

Need Full Time 

Staf~ Coverage (no 

monitors) 

My thought is to close the independent study room at 5pm on Friday 12/6 for the remainder of the term, if not earlier in 

the week, depending on how MAPS continue through the final exam period and whether or not counselors will hold 

their students accountable for independent study hours through 12/6. Regularly scheduled tutor sessions will continue 

throughout exams until the final exam has occurred. 

Let me know if additional information would be helpful. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Monday, November 25, 2013 10:04 AM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, 
Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; 
Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, 
Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tutor Requests for Spring 

Good morning, 
Spring schedules are loaded in the database, so you can begin requesting tutorials. Simply do it as you did for the fall. 

Let me know if you have questions, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Thursday,               9:31 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Athletic Data - PSYC 

That’s anyone who had appointments for PSYC and any kind of GS. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 9:31 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Athletic Data - PSYC 

This seems like a short list. And I don’t see any of my 

accurate? 

students. I hate to question this, but are you sure this is 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Friday, 9:23 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Athletic Data - PSYC 

Hi Susan, 
Attached is a listing of those students who completed PSYC and had both tutorial and some version of GS. 

Let me know if you have questions, 
B 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 11:04 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: FW: Athletic Data - PSYC 

Hey Brent, 

I need to provide this info to Michelle, and I’m hoping you can query who had tutoring [n PSYC 

Fall      [ think [ just need names at this point. 

and Guided Study in 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:41 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: FW: Athletic Data 

Susan, 

Can you have Ben take a look at who has tutoring and guided study hall (specific for this class) and the # of hours? 

Thanks, 

Michelle 

F rom: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:22 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Fwd: Athletic Data 



Thank you again for your time! I am attempting to send you data via phone, let me know if it does not work. 
Hope you have a wonderful holidays! 

Sent from iphone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ", -"< @live.unc.edu> 
Date: at 12:21:49 AM EST 
To: ’ " < ~unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Athletic Data 

I had high hopes that I would be able to use a correction in SAS to pass the Tukey’s test. I could 
not, and therefore met the end of my stats knowledge. 

I have included the spreadsheets with calculated variables that will be at least useful in running it 
later. And if nothing else you can see the differences in averages. 

Have a great Thanksgiving, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:00 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Staff meeting recap 

Good afternoon everyone, 

Just a quick correction on today’s meeting notes. Regarding 2.b, reverse the instruction in the last sentence. You can share 
comments unless the Share column is marked NO. 

Let me know if you have questions, and thanks Jenn for providing these! 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 4:49 PM 

To: Brown, Michelle; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Sheu, Benjamin; Orr, 

Kym N; Yount, Tony; Lee, Jaimie; Overstreet, Tia; Beatty, Greg; Greene, Michael; Blanton, Brent S 

Subject: Staff meeting recap 

Hi, 

I just wanted to send a quick recap on the staff meeting and highlight the issues that need a timely response. We did not 

have a formal notetaker, so I will do my best to make sure I include everything. 

1. Academic Advising update by Spencer (handouts attached): 

a. Students who were just admitted to the Business school need to meet with advisors in the business 

school as of today 

b. Students who have declared Journalism and who have 3.1 and will have 60 hours at the end of the 

semester will need to meet with advisors in Journalism as of March 3rd. 

c. Summer registration dates are March 24th for juniors and seniors and March 25th for sophomores and 

first years. 

d. Other dates and reminders are on the handouts 

2. Brent updates 

a. Schedule audits are almost complete. Brent will send out a reminder of which teams he certifies and 

who Mike certifies soon. Please check the database and make sure you agree with the degree applicable 

hours, number of electives remaining, etc. 

b. Progress reports are coming back. There are some new elements included on the progress reports so 

please review them. Make sure that you do not share any of the comments with coaches or students if 

the professor has not checked the "share" column. 

c. Nate’s duties: Brent will do book returns, reimbursements (hold off if possible), log the progress 

reports. Les will copy and distribute the progress reports (please volunteer to help him) and supervise 

the work study students. We are trying to improve the work study experience for all, so please find 

projects for them to do (as long as they have no confidential information). Drop forms--put in Les’ box 

so he can give them to the work study students. 

3. Beth Lyons 

a. Maureen Wendle from Counseling and Wellness will be our guest at the February 26th staff meeting. 

She will not be able to arrive until 3:30 so please plan on staying in the meeting until 4:15 or 4:30. 



b. Please read Coach Hatchell’s email about donating platelets. We might try to go as a group to donate. 

Please let Beth know if you are interested. 

Susan/Ben updates 

a. Discussion of whether there needs to be make-up dates for tutoring or studying because of snow days. 

Consensus was reached that we have not heard from any students that there is a need to do so. 
b. Please enter all dates of upcoming tests in the database and update the dates when they are changed. 

Brent will try to have a report ran so we can see when we need to schedule exam reviews. If you know 

of any other exam reviews that are needed, please let Susan know. 

c. Infractions from Sunday, Monday and Tuesday last week were not sent out so they will be sent out this 

Friday along with this week’s infractions. 

Jenn update: 

a. Please send your returning manager’s names and PIDs to me by this Friday, the 21st, for the priority 

registration application. I will also be sending out a sample Fall schedule for each of the teams soon, so 

please check with your coaches to see what the fall practice schedule will be. 
b. Attendance verification: Please enter and approve your January leave in TIMS by tonight. HR needs to 

confirm it by the 20th, so it should be entered by the end of the day today. In the future, we will ask for 

the time to be entered and approved by the 15th of each month. Also, please make sure your leave 

forms are up to date including any sick or other leave you need to take retroactively. HR will be 

reconciling the leave requests and time taken each month. 

c. The Staff Retreat is this Friday. Please be prepared to leave Loudermilk at 8:30 am. Breakfast will not be 

provided so please plan accordingly. We will provide lunch. We will have guests or activities until at least 
4:30. Nothing else (recruiting, students or coaches) will take precedence on this day. Also, since we do 

have the Provost as a guest, please dress appropriately. 

If I missed anything from the meeting, please reply all and include any information that was forgotten. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 11:37 AM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, 
Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; 
Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, 
Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Infractions Policy 

Good morning, 
I want to invite your input on our infractions policy, both how they are assigned as well as communicated. Think in terms of the 
following three items: 

I. Have you experienced challenges in how they are communicated to coaches? 
2. Any problems with how counselors and/or students report (or fail to) foreseeable events (e.g., travel, CREED, Rising Stars)? 
3. Do you have any other issues you want to put forward after speaking with students and/or coaches? 

I thank you in advance for your input and ask that you respond by the end of this week. 

Thanks! 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             9:24 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re:      incomplete - Final Team GPA 

Sure thing. Rick is trying to determine why I am getting fewer records when I run the grades report. Knowing that I 
would lose someone, I cannot overwrite the previous upload and risk losing someone’s numbers for the sake of one 
grade. Let me see if I can fix the one record on the backend though. That may accommodate everyone. 

B 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 8:32 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

know we spoke about this as we were going out the door yesterday, but can you give me some technically terms 

to help him understand that it is not as simple as it may sound to him? Thanks. 

Susan 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:58 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: incomplete - Final Team GPA 

Great news. But I would like to have another Grade Report reflecting this for my entire team. 
Is that not going to be possible? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:53 PM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE:      incomplete - Final Team GPA 

Yes, a g+ in EXSS brought ’s Fall semester GPA to a 3.380 and his cure GPA to a 3.108. 

This brings the team Fall semester GPA to 2.584 and cure GPAto 2.650. 

Unfortunately, we aren’t able to upload this grade change at this time in order for it to appear on the Grade 

Report. gut feel free to utilize these new numbers from this point forward° 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, 12:37 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject:      incomplete 

Susan, 
He told me he made a B+ in the class. 
As soon as it post let’s get a new Fall, 
Thanks 

grade sheet. 

Mike 



Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the 

email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first 

be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal 

must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or 

required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (ASPSATutorin~unc.edu) within the timeline listed below 

and inform your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pm or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pm - Appointments must be cancelled 

no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or 
direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emailouncoedu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

<Infraction Appeal Form.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 19, 2014 10:31 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Dates 

Thank you!!! 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:10 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Dates 

Bertran: 08/25/2003- 06/16/2004 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 

"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 1:28 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Internship Job Description 

being explicit but agree with the "may" include. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 12:53 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Internship Job Description 

Thanks I made the corrections. Do you think the duties are appropriately outlined? Jen wasn’t sure if we needed to be 

so specific and if we were going to be specific then we may want to say duties "may include" instead of "including" so 

that we don’t tie ourselves down to everything in the add. Thoughts on that idea? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 12:09 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Internship Job Description 

Hi Susan, 

Just a few comments (attached). Looks good to me though. 

Thanks, 
g 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 1:13 PM 
To: Myers, Leslie; Blanton, Brent S; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Internship Job Description 

Hey You Three, 

I was hoping to get your thoughts on my attempt at putting a job description/ad together for the Assistant Academic 

Counselor (/Internship) positions. Please take a few minutes to review and let me know what you might add or remove. 

The start and end dates are not definite, but I believe we are looking at a 9 or 10 month position. I personally think we 

may need it to be 10 months at a minimum. Also the salary is not a definite either, although it is comparable to an 

average salary of similar positions around the country. If you feel this should be higher or lower, please let me know. 

(For frame of reference, this would be much lower than Nicolle and Kelly are making this year for similar positions.) I 

would like to finalize this as soon as we can in order to present it to Michelle so that we can post the position soon. I am 

also speaking with HR at the same time to find out what restrictions we may have in terms of setting up the position and 

timing. Perhaps a good way to move forward is to print the attachment, jot down your thoughts and changes, and 

return the hard copy to me as soon as you can. 



Thanks for your help "Blue Executive Crew". © You know us Yellows like feedback. He! He! He! © 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 9:38 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc. edu> 

RE: Conference Request 

Hi Susan, 
We wi[[ have others going; we are simply looking at numbers initially and to see if anyone has a "non-traditional" conference in mind. 

Thanks, 
B 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 9:21 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Conference Request 

I would like to consider N4A, but I have not seen an agenda yet to know what to expect. I wasn’t necessarily planning on it 

since I knew that I went last year and the opportunity would probably be offered to someone else. Is there anyone else 

going? I would prefer not to go by myself, but if we feel like we definitely need representation at the conference that 

would be fine. So I am a bit vague at this point, I know. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 8:24 AM 
To: Yount, Tony; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: Conference Request 

Good morning, 
Michelle wants to support us in our professional development and set a deadline of last Friday to make requests to supervisors. Unless 
I missed it, I did not hear from anyone. Please let me know by 10:30 this morning if you are interested in attending anything this 
spring/summer (remember that this is only a request. Michelle will flesh out numbers after all requests are made). 

Thank you, 
B 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to which it 
is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be 
disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to 
FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Monday, March 31, 2014 1:31 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Reserve Conf. Room 

All yours! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 31, 2014, at 10:58 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Brent, 

Can I reserve the Conference Room at 12:30pm on Wednesday 4/2 for a student meeting with the School 

of Ed? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:27 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Psyc 2nd list 

The first list I sent was the most recent grades thus far. This is the list of grades so far a few weeks ago. 

Jeannie Loeb 

Sent from iphone 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

.leannie H, Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of ]Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

A 

PID iName Sport          C 

Wrestling 

Womens Cross Country 

Mens Lacrosse 

Mens Track & Field 

Womens Soccer 

Novice Rowing 

Football 

Softball 

Womens Soccer 

Football 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Volleyball 

Novice Rowing 

Womens Swimming & Diving 

Womens Fencing 

Baseball 

Football 

Football 

Womens Lacrosse 

Football 

Womens Golf 

Wrestling 

Softball 

Baseball 

Mens Lacrosse 

Womens Lacrosse 

Wrestling 

Womens Soccer 

Mens Soccer 

Baseball 

Womens Lacrosse 

Rowing 

Athlete Avg 

Class Avg 

D 

GRADE 

70.925 

83.527 

69.97 

78.38 

56.85 

74.91 

82.07 

75.16 

78.59 

58.85 

77.24 

71.38 

83.42 

74.9 

84.77 

93.33 

57.91 

72.05 

56.32 

78.19 

74.56 

87.37 

86.94 

91.37 

48.85 

84.41 

85.09 

74.29 

79.96 

89.88 

56.01 

73.18 

72.26 

75.23975758 

83.95 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, 11:33 AM 

MaJ, w, Susan B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebmwn@unc.edu> 

Cochenour, Laurie L <lcoch@unc.edu:~ 
Psyc 

Susan and Michelfe, 

I am so very sorry but liust realized that 1 can’t change anything about the general psychology coL~rse Lmtil next semester. In order to make a proper comparison 

between this Fall semester and the Spring semester (assuming that we wi~J do some sort of m~ attempt to better scores for struggling students), J need to continue 

d~s Fa~l co{~rse "as ~s," which means that the students w~]l corH:~nue to have the s~me ~c~dernic support and class ~ncent~ves that they had at the beginning of the 

semester (but so, ~ can’t: do the bombs for completion o~ ~he review g{~de at ~h~s l:~me}. 

Fm sorry that I didn’t tMnk through duHn~ our meeting, 

,Jean~l~e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 3:41 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Cochenour, Laurie L <lcoch@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Psyc 101: Genelal Psychology 

Thank you, Michelle! I must say, the athletes are really lucky to have you all and these services. 

Happy Thanksgiving to you all as well! 

JeanNe 

JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 2013 3:39 PM 
To: Loeb, Jeannie H; Maloy, Susan B 

Cc: Cochenour, Laurie L 
Subject: RE: Psyc 101: General Psychology 

Hello .Jeannie, 
Thank you for all the emails. We were able to get the documents that you sent in the previous emai]s so we will begin to work with that. Also, we understand what 

you explained bek)w. 

AgairL thank Vot~ ~or (:om~ng over the other mornk~g ~md ~or the great d~s(:usskm. We look [orw~r~t to trying d~fferent l:hk~gs ~n the sprir~g to see how we can 

improve tutoring services for the student--a[h]etes. We sppredate the collaboration and ~ook forward to working wi[h you on some of [hese projec[s. 

Happy Thanksgiving, 

MicheHe 

F~m~ Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent~ Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11:33 AN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B; Brown, Nichelle 
~e~ Cochenour, Laurie L 
Subject: Psyc 101: General Psychology 

~ am so very sorry but ~ ~ust realized that ] can’t change anything about the general psychology course unt~l next semester. In order to make ~ ~?roper comparison 

between this Fall semester and the Spr~ng semester (assuming thai we will do some so~t of an attempt to belier scores ]:o~ strugg~ing studen[s), ~ need to con[~nue 

ins Fail course "as ~s," which means that the students wN continue to have the same academic support and class k~ce[~t~ve3 that they had at the begh~nh~g of the 

Jeann~e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 1:41 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Maloy, Snsan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Cochenour, Laurie L <Icoch@unc.edtr~ 

Psychology Content & Study Strategy tutors’? 

Dear Michelle and Susan, 

I was wondering if I could get the na~s of those who were Ps¥¢holo~l¥ content tutors this Fall semester as well as those who were "Learnin~l Assistants" (I believe 
these are the ones who help students with general study strategies, including time management issues? These are the non-content tutors?)? 

(rve had opportunity to talk with              whom I believe is also a psychology content tutor this Fall (she is also a TA in one of my courses). It was very helpful to 
learn about what sorts of challenges she encountered. However, I would like to consider others’ perspectives, particularly those who are content tutors, rve also briefly had a 
chance to talk with           (also TA for one of my classes) and           (we have mutual acquaintances) but do not know of the other psychology tutors.) 

Susan, I don’t know if you received my phone message from about a week ago, but wanted to follow up: Is there a difference between the "Learning Assistants" and those 
who monitor Study Hall? 

For future reference, should I be addressing questions/requests to the both of you or to one of you in particular? 

Thanks very much--hope this week is going smoothly for everyone, 
JeanNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 2:59 PM 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Cochenour, Laurie L <lcoch@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Psychology Content & Study Strategy tutors? 

Hi Jeannie, 

I apologize for the delay in my response. Now that final exams are concluding we can all come up for air for a short while. 

This Fall semester, we had only 3 individuals who tutored Psychology. 

As a follow-up to our meeting a few weeks ago; can you clarify if you were planning to meet with our PSYC tutors for some additional training on          ? It 

seems t:o me we had talked aboL~t doing something Hke tMs, but I am not certain if this was your ~ntent: or noL f[ this is t:he case, [ woL~kt be happy t:o reach ot~t to 

~:hose 3 individuals to see ~f they wo~kt be able to attend a sesskm around 5pro or ~:30pm. Just let me know. ~t is my hope, howe~er, ~:hat these 3 ~nd~vMua~s wi~ 

be svaHaMe to attend the larger group trab~ng meetb~g at 6:30pro that same evening. 

As to the question in your voicema~f, we have guided study sessions cond~cted by some o[: o~r L~tors as well as Cokmse~or Guided Study sessions Lhat are 

conducted by our fuH-t~me Academic Counselors. The primary role of our study ha~l monitors ~s to supervise the Independent Study Room areas and roam the 

building to he~p mah~tain an environment condudve to study while maMng sure students are on task academically. 

Yo~ may (:ertakdy contim~e to ema~l bo~:h M~chelk~ and me mo~ng forward 

~ hope your semester ended well and you are getting ready to enjoy s much needed break. Thank you agah~ for working wi[h 

Susan 

F~m= Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent~ Tuesday, l:41 PM 
To= Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
¢¢~ Cochenour, Laurie L 
Su~ject~ Psychology Content ~ Study Strategy tutors? 

Dear Nichelle and Susan, 
I was wondering if I could get the na~s of those who were Psfchele~f centent tutors this Fall semester as well as those who were "Learnin~ lssi~ants" (I believe 
these are the ones who help students with general study strategies, including time management issues? ~ese are the non-con~nt runts?)? 
(I’ve had oppoRuni~ to talk with             , whom I believe is also a psychology content tutor this Fall (she is also a TA in one of my courses). It was ve~ helpful to 
learn about what sorN d challenges she encountered. However, I would like to consMer others’ perspectives, paRicularly those who are content tutors, rye also briefly had a 
chance to ~lk with           (also TA for one d my classes) and           (we have mutual acquain~nces) but do not know of the other psychology tutors.) 
Susan, I don’t know if you received my phone message from about a week ago, but waned to follow up: Is there a difference be~een the "Learning AssistanN" and those 
who monitor Study Hall? 
For future reference, should I be addressing questions!requests to the both d you or to one of you in particular? 
Than~ ve~ much--hope this week is going smoothly for eye,one, 
JeanNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edn> 

Friday 3:25 PM 

Ma]oy, S usan B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu-~; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Cochenour, Laurie L <lcoch@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Psychology Content & Study Strategy tutors? 

Hi Susan, 

No problem at all--I completely understand. It has definitely been a very hectic week! 

Thank you so much for the names of the psyc tutors. I thought the psyc tutors were graduate students in psychology but I see that only               is. Perhaps the 
others are in School Psychology? I am unsure how much overlap between school psychology and psychology there is in terms of content...hopefully I’ll find out more when I 
talk with them. 

Yes, I (and I believe Laurie as well) am planning to do a training session for the psychology tutors. Duration would be an hour and both 5 PM and 5:30 PM would work for me 
so let me know what time you’d prefer. (During our previous meeting, I thought that there was also talk of pizza for these tutors who would have to do this additional hour but 
I’m unsure that I am remembering correctly..2) 

As I think further on what changes we’ll be making for my class and how we can coordinate with the psyc tutors, I will send you and Michelle these ideas in case there is 
anything which is not feasible, etc. 

Thanks so much for the clarification on the study halls and various folk involved. 

Hope everything winds down smoothly for you all as well. 

Happy Holidays! 
JeanNe 

JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 2:58 PM 
To: Loeb, Jeannie H; Brown, IVlichelle 
C¢: Cochenour, Laurie L 
Subject: RE: Psychology Content & Study Strategy tutors? 

Hi Jearmie, 

I apologize t:or the delay in my response. Now that final exams are concluding we cart aft come up for air for a short while. 

This Fall semester, we had only 3 individuals who tutored f,’sychotogy. 

As a follow-up to our meeting a t:ew weeks ago, cart you darit:y if you were planning to meet with our PSYC tutors for some additional training on          ~? It 

seems to me we had talked about doing something like this, but I am not certain if this was your intent or not. ~f this ~s the case, ~ wou~d be happv to reach out to 

those 3 individuals to see if they wou~d be able to attend a session around 5pro or S:30pm. Just let me know. k is my hope, however, that these 3 individuals wN 

be ava~laMe to attend the larger group 1:rake,rig meetk~g at 6:30pro that same evening. 

As to the quesl:km in your voicema~i, we have guided study sesskms conducted by some o[ our ~:utors as weil as Counsek~r Guided Study sessions ~:hat are 

conducted by our l:ul~--t~me Academic Counselors. The primary role of our study ha~l monitors is to supervise Lhe IndependenL Study Room areas and roam the 

building to he~p maintain an environment condudve to study whi~e maMng sure students are on ~ask academ~cal~% 

You may certah~]y continue to ema~ both M~chel]e and me moving forward~ 

f hope your sernester ended we~l and you are getting remedy to enjoy ~ much needed break. llh~mk you again for working w~:h us. 

From= Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent; Tuesday, $:4~ PM 
Te= Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 

C¢= Cochenour, Laurie L 
Subject= Psychology Content & Study Strategy tu~rs? 

Dear Michelle and Susan, 
I was wondering if I could get the na~s of those who were Psychology content tutors this ~all semester as well as those who were "Learning Assi~ants" (1 believe 
these are the ones who help student* with neneral study strategies, including time management issues? ~ese are the non-con~nt tu~rs?)? 
(rye had oppo~uni~ ~ talk with             , whom I believe is also a psychology content tutor this Fall (she is also a TA in one of my courses). It was ve~ helpful to 
learn about what sorN d challenges she encountered. However, I would like to consider others’ perspectives, pa~icularly those who are content tutors, rye also briefly had a 
chance to ~lk with           (also TA for one d my classes) and           (we have mutual acquain~nces) but do not know of the other psychology tu~rs.) 



Susan, I don’t know if you received my phone message from about a week ago, but wanb~d to follow up: TS there a difference between the "Learning Assistan~~’ and those 
who monitor Study Hall? 
l=or future reference, should 3[ be addressing questions!requests to the both of you or to one of you in particular? 
Thanks very much--hope this week is going smoothly for everyone, 
.~eannie 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edn> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 11:35 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-~; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Cochenour, Laurie L <lcoch@unc.edtr~ 

General Psychology (Psyc 101) redesign ideas 

Hello Susan and Michelle, 

The following are the Study Strategy Sessions I plan to have as part of General Psychology. I apologize for the quick turn-around but I’m afraid I have to be done with this by 
the 23rd (when family comes in town for the holidays). No worries if you cannot give feedback by then; I thought I would at least give opportunity. 

These sessions will be about once a week for the last 20-30 rain. of some classes, though it may be a bit longer at the beginning of the semester, and shorter towards the end 
of the semester (in other words, the total time that they are in class would not change, only what is done during class time). If you could, ~iiiii~iii~ili~iiiii~ii~ili~iiiii~ii~ili 

I plan to offer bonus for all who participate in these study strategy sessions, but can we also discriminate and Nii~Niiii~iiN~NNi~iiii~l~ili~iii~N~i~ii~!iiN~iii 

¯ ~ii~iil~ii~ii~iii~ (it can be center or to the sides) -- my TAs can take roll so we know who is sitting in the front Critical. 

¯ ~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~~ (e.g. not fulfilling the tutoring or study hall hours that they are required to) 

Any feedback would be welcome. Thank you, 
3eannie 

Session ~: Using smartphone calendars & alarms to meet deadlines. Understanding Dweck’s mindset (examining your belief about intelligence). Reflecting on study 
goals!strategies (here’s where I’d love a form of coaching to go in). This section is large, and so, I may do some of this online where students can access outside of class. 

Session 2: How to read through chapters (or Power of :~0 sheets?) effectively. Taking notes from readings. Utilizing short-term, personal reinforcers. 

Session 3: Effective ways to take lecture notes. I am debating about putting this with Session 2--again, perhaps out of class due to time...but I would hate to wait until the 3rd 
week for students to learn how to take notes. 

Session 4: Effective ways to study for an exam, esp. practicing recall & asking higher order thinking questions (Thinking like a professor) 

Session 5: Forming effective study groups & how to use them. 

Session 6: Reducing test anxiety, how to do multiple choice tests, & the importance of sleep for higher order thinking. 

Session 7: How to cram for an exam. (Of course, I will be trying to teach!encourage them in distributed study...but research also supports "cramming" for immediate 
performance (it is better than distributed study only for exam performance), even if not for longer term retention. I have my own method--but I do not have any evidence- 

based methods here.) 

Session 8: How to review an exam. Reassessing study strategies and goals. (You’ll see that the rest is redundant (though the actual activity won’t be as much)--but if this is 
the first time that some of these students are exposed to study strategies and metacognition, they will need reviewing and practice with these tools.) 

Session 9: Reassessing study strategies and goals. (Hopefully via peer interactions.) 

Session 10: Recognizing higher-order thinking questions. Creating higher-order thinking questions. 

Session ll: Revisiting reading through chapters effectively--what is working for you? 

Session 12: Revisiting taking lecture notes -- what is working for you? 

Session ~3: Revisiting ways to study for an exam -- what is working for you? Preparing for a cumulative final exam. 

Session 14: Revisiting test-taking strategy. 

3eannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of ~nstructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 2:54 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-~; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Cochenour, Laurie L <lcoch@unc.edtr~ 

Psyc 101 redesign 

Hello Susan and Michelle, 

Thanks so much for the calls today--I’m sorry I had to keep getting off the phone b!c of the other appointment. I have time tomorrow morning (8 am to 9:30 am) in case you’d 
like to follow up via phone. I am also available this Monday, Dec. 23rd to talk on the phone. 

I am emailing to recap and make sure that we are on the same page as well as to ask you about something I forgot to address during our phone call. If anything that I say 
below is incorrect and/or you have concerns about, please let me know. 

General Problem: The crux of the problem is that we do not have enough types and moderate/high intensity reinforcements and punishments. According to research, merely 
giving students advice will not result in behavioral change, even if the advice is given repetitively. Perhaps this is being borne out in practice, for example, athletes are already 

told the importance of sitting in the front...but most do not currently do so. Research consistently shows, on the other hand, that moderate!high intensity reinforcements can 
produce behavioral change. 

Sitting in the front: 

Problem: While many in the course only need an "invitation" (b!c they already have these study strategy skills and we don’t want to, therefore, waste their time by 

making such sessions mandatory), some athletes need more than an invitation as they are unlikely to fully appreciate how important these skills are and therefore, less 
likely to fully take advantage of these opportunities. 

The plan: 

o You all will stress how important it is to sit in the front (which you already do); but this time, you will also let them know that we will be keeping track and that 

such information will be shared with their coaches who will disapprove if they do not follow through. 

~n¢learhowmoti~aunga~a~h~sdi~ppr~valwillbef~rchangingb~havi~t) In the same way that students with learning disabilities are encouraged to 
become identified so that they may gain additional supportive services, perhaps this can be offered to athletes as a way of increasing chances they will do 
sufficiently in the course so as not to put their eligibility to play in jeopardy. 

o Thank you for agreeing to give us a list of athletes before the start of the semester. Will i[ b~ possibi~ ~ g~[thi~ li~t byih~i~hi ?th ~h~h we hl)~ 

o My TAs will cordon off a front section of the classroom and also assign seats to the athletes (until the ist exam). This will enable them to efficiently log who is in 

attendance without disturbing the students. (We can assign seats in a very discrete manner if we have their names early enough.) 

[~ ~it |~ th~ ~ro~? (My TAs will hopefully be able to visually identify the athletes at this point so that they can still keep a log of attendance efficiently even 

without assigned seats.) 

Smartphones: 

Attending the study strategy sessions: 

Problem: Opening the study strategy sessions to everyone means less personalized, individual assistance for the athletes, some of whom may need more substantial 

guidance. 

The plan: 

o Sessions will be open to everyone for nominal bonus. 

o As with sitting in the front, you will stress how important it is for athletes to attend these sessions (esp. the first 3-4, please); they will also be told that we will 

keep track of who is attending and also give this information to their coaches. 

o Laurie and I will provide additional support for the psychology tutors. 

¯ We will be participating in their orientation on 3an. 7th. 

[] I plan to have guided exercises (per chapter) for these psychology tutors so that "gaps in knowledge" can be more readily identified and also so that the 

tutors know how to implement what we talk about during orientation. 0here appears to be large variance in tutoring skills amongst the psychology 
tutors...this is an attempt to decrease that variance.) 

[] I would like to stress (to the psychology tutors) the importance of trying out our methods (which we will talk about at the orientation) as well as using our 

guided exercises -- but this is a weak link here as these tutors may decide not to implement what we tell them. 

[] I plan to compare the general averages (of the 

students) between tutors. I will also be letting the tutors know that I will be doing this several times throughout the semester --and will be sharing results 
with them (b!c of FERPA laws, only averages will be shared, not individual scores). 

Thank you! 
Jeannie 

3eannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 



333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill1 NC 27599-3270 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 3:08 PM 

Malay, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrow@unc.edu>; Cochenour, Laurie L <lcoch@unc.edu> 

Re: PUc 101 redesign 

Hi Susan, 

I’m so~l ifI mis-remembered: I thought that what was below was what we discussed doing. I’d be happy to meet about this--or anUthing else--before classes begin. 

Here are some times available: 

I’d prei~r meeting right before the tutoring orientation on Jan 7th, but if this is not possible, I al~ have: 

Man., j~m 6th--8:30 am m 2 pm 

Tues., jan 7th--8:30 am m 5 pm 

Than~ eye,one, 

Jerome 

Jeannie Loeb 

Sent ~om iphone 

On Dec 20, 2013, at 12:05 PM, Maky, Susan B <sbmalov(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

t ti Jeannie, 

Thank you for your email. As written, Michelle and I still have concerns about requiring sAtdent-athletes to sit in the front rows of the classroom and 

would like to have further discussion on the matter. We tully agree that positioning in the classroom could potentially impact any student’s academic 

performance positively, but we need to colne up with an alternative solution, as this plan s~till appeaxs to signal out s~dent-athletes. We ~xe uncomfo(table 

with making special reqnirements of only student-athletes and not the reset of the class. Would you object to going back to my suggestion of only 

implementing the stu@ strategy scssions during class time this Spring semester as a means of gradually implementing positive change that does not taxget a 

specific s~dent group’? I believe doing so will also allow more time for discussion on this issue. 

Before moving fon~-ard, however, Michelle and I would like to have an opportunity, to meet once again to discuss these thoughts in more detail. We will 

nd 
both be back in the ottice on Januaxy 2 . Hopefully we can schedule some time to meet before classes begin. 

Thank you again tbr everUthing. And best wishes this Holiday sea,m! ’. 

Susan 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 2:54 PM 

To," Maloy, Susan B; Brown, Michelle 
C¢." Cochenour, Laurie L 
Subject-" Psyc 101 redesign 

Hello Susan and Michelle, 
Thanks so much for the calls today--rm sorry I had to keep getting off the phone b!c of the other appointment. I have time tomorrow morning (8 am to 9:30 am) 
in case you’d like to follow up via phone. I am also available this Nonday, Dec. 23rd to talk on the phone. 
I am emailing to recap and make sure that we are on the same page as well as to ask you about something I forgot to address during our phone call. If anything 
that I say below is incorrect and/or you have concerns about, please let me know. 
General Problem: The crux of the problem is that we do not have enough types and moderate!high intensity reinforcements and punishments. According to 
research, merely giving students advice will not result in behavioral change, even if the advice is given repetitively. Perhaps this is being borne out in practice, for 
example, athletes are already told the importance of sitting in the front...but most do not currently do so. Research consistently shows, on the other hand, that 
moderate!high intensity reinforcements can produce behavioral change. 
Sittin~ in the front: 

Problem: While many in the course only need an "invitation" (b!c they already have these study strategy skills and we don’t want to, therefore, waste their 

time by making such sessions mandatory), some athletes need more than an invitation as they are unlikely to fully appreciate how important these skills 
are and therefore, less likely to fully take advantage of these opportunities. 

The plan: 

o You all will stress how important it is to sit in the front (which you already do); but this time, you will also let them know that we will be keeping 

track and that such information will be shared with their coaches who will disapprove if they do not follow through. 
~fi~ret~ ~hseq~fi~e, i~ i~ ~1~ how ~oti~aUhg ~ ~a~h’s disapp~al ~ili b~ f~ ~h~hgifig b~h~i~r)In the same way that 

studen~ with learning disabilities are encouraged ~ become identified so that they may gain additional suppo~ive se~ices, perhaps this can be 
offered to athletes as a way of increasing chances they will do sufficiently in the course so as not to put their eligibiJi~ to play in jeopardy. 

o Thank you for agreeing M give us a list of athJeMs before the sM~ of the semester. 

(Whe~ we ha~e ~ur ~utor ~rientati~)~ 
o Ny TAs will cordon off a front section of the classroom and also assign seats to the athletes (until the Ist exam). ~is will enable them to efficiently 

log who is in a~ndance without disturbing the studenN. ~e can assign scan in a ve~ discrete manner if we have their names early enough.) 

o ARe~ the ~ e~m, ~sig~ed ~t~ Will b~ ~b~li~hed bet ~a~ 1 Segg~st that We eentinue to put pressure en th~ Wh~ s~ore 

Iowe~ than a B to S~ in thS f~Ont~ (My TAs will hopefully be able to visually identi~ the athletes at this point so that they can still keep a log of 
a~endance efficiently even without assigned sea~.) 

Sma~phones: 



Attending the study strategy sessions: 

Problem: Opening the study strategy sessions to everyone means less personalized, individual assistance for the athletes, some of whom may need more 

substantial guidance. 

The plan: 

o Sessions will be open to everyone for nominal bonus. 

o As with sitting in the front, you will stress how important it is for athletes to attend these sessions (esp. the first 3-4, please); they will also be told 
that we will keep track of who is attending and also give this information to their coaches. 

o Laurie and T will provide additional support for the psychology tutors. 

Thank you! 
_leannie 

We will be participating in their orientation on 3an. 7th. 

I plan to have guided exercises (per chapter) for these psychology tutors so that "gaps in knowledge" can be more readily identified and also 

so that the tutors know how to implement what we talk about during orientation. (There appears to be large variance in tutoring skills 
amongst the psychology tutors...this is an at-tempt to decrease that variance.) 

I would like to stress (to the psychology tutors) the importance of trying out our methods (which we will talk about at the orientation) as well 
as using our guided exercises -- but this is a weak link here as these tutors may decide not to implement what we tell them. 

3[ plan to compare the general averages 

(of the students) between tutors. I will also be letting the tutors know that I will be doing this several times throughout the semester --and 
will be sharing results with them (b/c of FERPA laws, only averages will be shared, not individual scores). 

.leannie H, Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 3:19 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbinaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrow@unc.edu>; Cochenour, Laurie L <lcoch@unc.edu> 

Re: PUc 101 redesign 

I’d like to add, I completely understaJ~d the discomfort. There are at least m-o goals here which I think are worthy but conflicting ruth each other: studeut "dignity" (I’m 

not sure what the proper word is here) & improving s~dent performance (esp. at-risk students). If possible, it would be ideal to find a balm~ce between the two. I look 

forward to brainstorming about the possibilities. 

Hope you all enjoy the break! 

Jeallnie 

Jeannie Loeb 

Sent from iphone 

On Dec 20, 2013, at 3:07 PM, "Loeb, Jeannie H" <loeb(?~uuc.e&~> wrote: 

Hi Susan, 

I’m sorry ifI mis-remembered: I thought that what was below was what we discussed doing. I’d be happy to meet about this--or anF~thing else--betbre 

classes begin. 

Here are some times available: 

I’d prefer meeting right before the tutoring orientation on Jan 7th, but if this is not possible, I also have: 

Mon., jan 6th--8:30 am to 2 ptn 

Tues., jan 7th--8:30 am to 5 ptn 

Thanks eveiyone, 

Jemmie 

Je~umie Loeb 

Sent from iphone 

On Dec 20, 2013, at 12:05 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <.E_~?E!’_a_!£.y_@_e___n_)__a__i_!:__u_!)__c_:__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Hi Jeannie, 
Thank you for your email. As written, Michelle and I still have concerns about requiting s~dent-athletes to sit in the fi~out rows of the 

classroom and would like to have further discussion on the matter. We fully agree that positioning in the classroom could potentially impact 

aW student’s academic performance positively; but we need to come up with an alternative solution, as this plan still appears to signal out 

student-athletes. We are uncomfortable ruth making special requirements of only student-athletes and not the rest of the class. Would you 

object to going back to my suggestion of only implementing "the study strategy sessions during class time this Spring semester as a means of 

gmduaJly implementing positive change that does not taxget a specific student group? I believe doing so will also allow more time 

discussion on "this issue. 

Betbre moving lbrward, however, Michelle and I would like to have an opportunity to meet once again to di~uss these thoughts in more 
nd detail. We will both be back in the oltice on Ja~uaacy 2 . Hopefully we can schedule some time to meet before classes begin. 

Thank you again for eveLything. And best wishes this Holiday season!! 

Susan 

From: Loeb, Jeannie H 
Sent: Thursday, December :tg, 20J.3 2:54 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Brown, Michelle 
Co: Cochenour, Laurie L 
Subject: Psyc 101 redesign 
Hello Susan and Michelle, 
Thanks so much for the calls today--T’m sorry 3[ had to keep getting off the phone b!c of the other appointment. I have time tomorrow morning (8 
am to 9:30 am) in case you’d like to follow up via phone. I am also available this Monday, Dec. 23rd to talk on the phone. 
T am emailing to recap and make sure that we are on the same page as well as to ask you about something T forgot to address during our phone 
call. If anything that I say below is incorrect and/or you have concerns about, please let me know. 
General Problem: The crux of the problem is that we do not have enough types and moderate!high intensity reinforcements and punishments. 
According to research, merely giving students advice will not result in behavioral change, even if the advice is given repetitively. Perhaps this is 
being borne out in practice, for example, athletes are already told the importance of sitting in the front...but most do not currently do so. Research 
consistently shows, on the other hand, that moderate!high intensity reinforcements can produce behavioral change. 
Sittimj in the front: 

Problem: While many in the course only need an "invitation" (b/c they already have these study strategy skills and we don’t want to, 

therefore, waste their time by making such sessions mandatory), some athletes need more than an invitation as they are unlikely to fully 



appreciate how important these skills are and therefore, less likely to fully take advantage of these opportunities. 

The plan: 

You all will stress how important it is to sit in the front (which you already do); but this time, you will also let them know that we will 
be keeping track and that such information will be shared with their coaches who will disapprove if they do not follow through. 

~ ~otei Wi~ h~U~ ~ ~e~ ~ h ~ ret ~ ~ seqU~ h ~ ezi ¢le ow moti~a~i n ¢oa ¢ h~S d isap p royal Will b e ~ ~ ¢ h a nging 
b~haviOr) In the same way that students with learning disabilities are encouraged to become identified so that they may gain 
additional supportive services, perhaps this can be offered to athletes as a way of increasing chances they will do sufficiently in the 
course so as not to put their eligibility to play in jeopardy. 

Thank you for agreeing to give us a list of athletes before the start of the semester. W|III it be p~s~ibl~ to get thi~ list byiUe~i~ 

My TAs will cordon off a front section of the classroom and also assign seats to the athletes (until the 1st exam). This will enable 

them to efficiently log who is in attendance without disturbing the students. (We can assign seats in a very discrete manner if we 
have their names early enough.) 

(My TAs will hopefully be able to visually identify the athletes at this point so that 
they can still keep a log of attendance efficiently even without assigned seats.) 

Srna~phones: 

Attending the study strategy sessions: 

Problem: Opening the study strategy sessions to everyone means less personalized, individual assistance for the athletes, some of whom 

may need more substantial guidance. 

The plan: 

o Sessions will be open to everyone for nominal bonus. 

o As with sitting in the front, you will stress how important it is for athletes to attend these sessions (esp. the first 3-4, please); they 

will also be told that we will keep track of who is attending and also give this information to their coaches. 

o Laurie and I will provide additional support for the psychology tutors. 

Thank you! 
.leannie 

We will be participating in their orientation on .lan. 7th. 

I plan to have guided exercises (per chapter) for these psychology tutors so that "gaps in knowledge" can be more readily 

identified and also so that the tutors know how to implement what we talk about during orientation. (There appears to be 
large variance in tutoring skills amongst the psychology tutors_ .this is an attempt to decrease that variance.) 

I would like to stress (to the psychology tutors) the importance of trying out our methods (which we will talk about at the 
orientation) as well as using our guided exercises -- but this is a weak link here as these tutors may decide not to implement 
what we tell them. 

May I get the names of which athletes have been assigne~ to which psychology tutors? I plan to compare the 

general averages (of the students) between tutors. I will also be letting the tutors know that I will be doing this several times 
throughout the semester --and will be sharing results with them (b!c of FERPA laws, only averages will be shared, not 

individual scores). 

3eannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edn> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 11:47 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Cochenour, Laurie L <lcoch@unc.edu> 

Psyc 101 redesign 

101 Redesign Spring 2014 Syllabus.docx 

Hi eve~one, 

I am sending an update of the Psyc 101 redesign betbre I leave town--I will be gone t?om Dec. 28th through Jan. 3rd. 

Please see the attached abbreviated syllabus. As you can see, all students will be required to attend some of these study sessions...and additional sessions attended will 

result in bonus credit. 

Thank you, 

Jemmie 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 8:16 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bshe@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susa~ B <sbmaJoy@email.nnc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; 
@med.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; I,yons, Elizabeth M 

<emlyons@email.nnc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

g@live.unc.edu>: t@unc.edu> 

Psyc 101 (General Psychology) & Study Strategies 

Hi everyone, 

Thanks very much for joining me this evening. I welcome any feedback. In particular, I would be interested to know if this information is too redundant from what you are 
normally exposed to and/or if there are other questions you have. 

Thanks very much, .leannie 

p~yc ~S: if you pass me your onyen, I will add you to the Sakai site for our class. 

I will get back to you on getting you a copy of some edition of the textbook we are using. The Power of 10 excerpts will be available on Sakai as the semester progresses, as 
well as some higher-order thought questions. 

Outline of the PP presentation: https:!!drive.google.com/file/d/OB-KRdMc4dBEieHdOQIdlRVNtS~Q/edit?usp=sharing 

Tutoring Guideline that tutors can use to help encourage ideal study strategies: 
1. Which of the following has the atudent done for the course ainee the last time you met? Oheck all that apply. 

__ Read the textbook chapter slowly and thoroughly 
__ Skimmed the textbook chapter 
__ Read the Power of 10 alowly and thoroughly 

Skimmed the Power of 10 
Sat in the front of the class 

__ Did not attempt to multi-task during class; paid focused attention 

__ Took detailed notes (check notes) 

__ Engaged in active learning/studying (e.g. self-testing, self-lecturing off of outline, etc.) 

__ Engaged in distributed (spaced) practice/studying 

__ Engaged in massed practice/studying (even/thing they did occurred during one or two times since the last meeting) 
Reviewed last exam taken 

__ Listed topic areas which they missed the most questions on. 
2. __ How much time (in heurs/min) was spent reading and/or studying material for this course since the last time you met? 
3. What were the barriers to using effective study strategy (e.g. reading thoroughly; sitting in the front of the classroom, active studying)? 
4. What can be done to eliminate and/or change the barriers to using effective study strategy? (THINK CONSEQUENCES) 
5. Comments? 

3eannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of [nstructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 8:17 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

BreaJ~ing NCAA rules? 

Hi Susan, 

I will be meeting one of the football players (from last Fall) towards the end of Jan. 24th to give some study tips/college advice. I had been planning on treating him to either 
breakfast or lunch--but it occurs to me that I should probably check with you to see if I am breaking any rules. 

Hope you are able to be at home with your little ones tonight! (I am home with the kids too but am working as usual :( ) 

3eannie 

JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 9:00 PM 

MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Breaking NCAA rules? 

Thanks very much, Susan, I definitely don’t want to break any rules! So awesome that you and the kids are taking advantage of games! Hope you all have fun!!! Good night! 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 8:58 PM 
To: Loeb, Jeannie H 
Subject: Re: Breaking NCAA rules? 

Hi Je~nie, 

I’m glad that you asked. I will run this by our Compliance staff ~md will get back to you as there typically are rules around meals such as this. I just want to be sure I am 

guiding you correctly. 

My fmnily mid I are actually at the basketb~Jl game. I don’t usuaJly bring the kids to the late gmnes, but since they are not in school yet we thought we’d give it a try.. :) 

I’ll be back in touch. 

Thank you, 

Susa~ 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 8:16 PM, "Loeb, Jeannie H" <loeb(a)unc.edu> wrole: 

Hi Susan, 

I will be meeting one of the football players (from last Fall) towards the end of Jan. 24th to give some study tips/college advice. I had been planning on treating 
him to either breakfast or lunch--but it occurs to me that I should probably check with you to see if I am breaking any rules. 

Hope you are able to be at home with your little ones tonight! (I am home with the kids too but am working as usual :( ) 

JeanNe 

JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edn> 

Thursday, Januao, 9, 2014 9:53 AM 

Loeb, Jealmie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

RE: Breaking NCAA rules? 

Occasional Meals with Faculty.pdf 

Hi Jeannie, 

I think we can make this work as long as this occurs only on an occasional basis and is approved through Compliance~ Attached is a compliance form needed to track 

the occasional meals that our student-athletes receive~ Can you begin the approval process by first completing the attached and returning the form to me at your 

convenience? 

Thanks so much, 

F~m= Loeb, JeanNe H 
8ent~ Wednesday, ]anua~ 08, 2014 9:00 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
$ubjeet~ RE: Breaking NC~ rules? 
Than~ ve~ much, Susan, ] definitely don’t want to break any rules[ So awesome that you and the kids are ~king advan~ge of games~ Hope you all have funH[ Good night[ 

3eannie H, Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 8:58 PM 

To: Loeb, _leannie H 
Subject: Re: Breaking NCAA rules? 

Hi Jeannie, 
I’m glad that you asked. I roll run this by our Compliance staB’and will get back to yon as there ~pically are rules around meals such as this. I just want to be sure I am 

guiding you correctly. 

My family and I are actually at the basketbaJl game. I don’t usuaJly bring the kids to the late gmnes, but since they are not in school yet we thought we’d give it a try. :) 

I’ll be back in touch. 
Thank yo~ 

Susa~ 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 8:16 PM, "Loeb, Jeannie H" <!R_e_b_~L~__uj!_c_:__e__d_~_~3, wrote: 

Hi Susan, 
I will be meeting one of the football players (from last Fall) towards the end of Jan. 24th to give some study tips/college advice. I had been planning on treating 
him to either breakfast or lunch--but it occurs to me that I should probably check with you to see if I am breaking any rules. 
Hope you are able to be at home with your little ones tonight! (I am home with the kids too but am working as usual :( ) 
3eannie 

,leannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Loeb, Jeannie H [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANNIE H LOEB (JKGIZMO)] 

I/9/2014 11:40:12 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)] 

RE: Breaking NCAA rules? - Occasional Meals 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

Hi Susan, 

Here you go, 

Jeannie 

Thanks a lot! 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, 3anuary 09, 2014 2:32 PM 

To: Loeb, Jeannie H 

Subject: RE: Breaking NCAA rules? 

No worries, Thank you. 

From: Loeb, Jeannie H 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 1:07 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: RE: Breaking NCAA rules? 

Great --thanks. I won’t be at a place where I can add in a signature until later..so I’ll get back to you! 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From." Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 9:53 AM 

To: Loeb, Jeannie H 

Subject: RE: Breaking NCAA rules? 

Hi Jeannie, 

I think we can make this work as long as this occurs only on an occasional basis and is approved through 

Compliance. Attached is a compliance form needed to track the occasional meals that our student-athletes receive. 

you begin the approval process by first completing the attached and returning the form to me at your convenience? 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

From: Loeb, Jeannie H 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 9:00 PM 

To; Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: RE: Breaking NCAA rules? 

Thanks very much, Susan, I definitely don’t want to break any rules! So awesome that you and the kids are taking 

advantage of games! Hope you all have fun!!! Good night! 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 8:58 PM 

To: Loeb, Jeannie H 

Subject: Re: Breaking NCAA rules? 

Hi Jeannie, 

I’m glad that you asked. I will run this by our Compliance staff and will get back to you as there typically are rules around 

meals such as this. I just want to be sure I am guiding you correctly. 

My family and I are actually at the basketball game. I don’t usually bring the kids to the late games, but since they are 

not in school yet we thought we’d give it a try. :) 

I’ll be back in touch. 

Thank you, 



Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 8:16 PM, "Loeb, Jeannie H" <loeb@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Susan, 

I will be meeting one of the football players (from last Fall) towards the end of Jan. 24th to give some study tips/college 

advice, I had been planning on treating him to either breakfast or lunch--but it occurs to me that I should probably check 

with you to see if I am breaking any rules, 

Hope you are able to be at home with your little ones tonight! (I am home with the kids too but am working as usual :( ) 

Jeannie 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Monday~ 4:58 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; ~med.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Ma]oy, Sus~m B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu-~; Walo, Valerie <Valerie.Walo@cengage.com>; 

Sheu, Benj mnin <bsheu@em~l.unc.edu:> 

Access to psychology textbook for the psychology tutors 

Hello everyone, 

I just wanted to let you know that the publisher representative of the Psyc    textbook, Valerie (she is cc:ed above), has granted ebooks as well as instructor materials for 
(please see below). 

If I can get the email/name of the tutor who did not attend the training session, I can submit it to Valerie as well to get him/her access (as well as access to the Sakai site). 

Thanks, 
JeanNe 

.leannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Walo, Valerie [Valerie.WaloC_c~cengage.com] 
Sent: Monday, 4:49 PM 
To: Loeb, _leannie H 
Subject: RE: Weiten’s Psychology -- 8th edition, briefer veresion? 

Hi Jealsisie~ 

"[’harlks for },our e-.[~lail arl(t I’m sorry ~or [h*-2 d*-21a}, ~[~ respot~dk~g, ] was ~t a week-.h:mg mee[:mg m S~m Prandsco ~md am [ra~zeHt~g back today. I have ordered e--books 

~or both 1As below and e--ma~ access should arr~w~ to their ~nbo>: within 24 hours. ~ also pre-regbtered them for h~structor access to the Faculty $50 website. They 

wi]~ receive an e--mai~ w~th~R 24 hours that asks them to complete the reg~strsL~on process. ORce their account ~s set-up, theyql be able to log ~nLo the Fsckdty 

webs~te and download aH ~nstructor support materials for Weiten 8e Briefer (and any other Cengage LexL). Instructions with screenshots are Hsted bNow~ Please 

fee] free to forward along, or I’m happy to contact them dkect~y. 

V~s~t www.cengage.com!sso once your account ~s set-up. See screenshots below: 

{::engage kearr~i~g $50 Homepage, Login wRh your usern~m~e ~md password here 

Once logged in you wii~ see your’ vir[ual bookshelf. If this is your’ first visit, it wil~ be empty. From here ,~ou can load every Cengage book you use. 

Search for your text via ISBN~ author, or title in the search box in the middle of the page. The Weiten 8e Briefer ISBN is 97B04958:1:[336, Once added, you will have 

instant acc~:,ss of tha~: tith? each tkne you log ~nto your account. The ~ns~:ruc~:or and student resources will be separate Hnks, and will a~ways be Hated directly bek)w 

the book’s ~mage. A new w~ndow wH~ open if you select [:he Instructor or S~:udent Cornp~mkm Website, Once added, you w~H haw~ instant access of that t~t]e each 

lime you log ~nto your account. 



Let me know if you have questions or if I can be of ~,dditional assistance, 

Re~ards, 

va~erie. J. Wsfo 

Se~iar Learning C:ansul[-ant, Academic & Pro~ess~ot~a~ 

Wadsworth I Heinle I Brooks/Cole 
Cengage Learning 

(p) 1-855-CENGd~GE 1[1-.855-.2%-.4243) x9129 I (e) valerie.ws~o@cen#age cam ~ wwwcengaplecom/hJplhered 

1-~CHNIC~,L SUP~-~ORT- 1-800-354-9706 Option 5. then Option 2 

TechnJcaJ Suppolt ~_c___e__n_g__a_.q_e__~_c__o___m__/__s__u_Q_~_o__r_t_ 

E~ .G_ u_ j_d_.g_d___T_.9_~j_E .V_i_d_.e_o_ 

.b_ Lt~_:Z L kv_ ~’__v_~ :__c_ 9__u_ Ls_ 2_s_ ~ ! g_r_!:__c_" 2 [ ~l_2]_n__s__t_r__u___c_!_£ [_s_, 



FroiFl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:26 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emml.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Access to psychology textbook for the psychology tutors 

Thanks for letting me know, Ben! 

I’ve been in touch with both 
with     I. 

Hope you both are having a good week, 

.]eannie 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instruc~ion~J, Development in Psychology 

Psychology Deparhnent 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel ttilI, NC 27599-3270 

and they have been accessing the site and now also have an ebook available to them (as well as the hardcopy that I sent over 

From: Sheu, BenJamin 
Sent: Tuesday, :t2:49 PM 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
C¢: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Access to psychology textbook for the psychology tutors 

H e y J e a [~t~ 

Thank you for at[ of your help in providing the materials for the course to our Jurors. As of the mornent, are the only two tutors who are [utor~ng 

PSYC 
~f that changes h~ the next few days, ~ w~[ ~et you know. 

Thanks~[ 

~?en 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coord~na[:oriAcadernh:: Counselor 

U N C Aca d em ic 5 u ppo rt ~ ro~ra m for Sl:u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 9~9--843-,2328 

Cell 

From: Loeb, Jeannie H 

SeBt: Monday, 4:58 PM 

To: 

Cc: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B; Walo, Valerie; Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: Access to psychology textbook for the psychology tutors 

Hello eve~one, 
I just wanted to let you know that the publisher represenMtive of the Psyc    re.book, Valerie (she is cc:ed above), has granted eboo~ as well as instructor materials for 

please see below). 
If ~ can get the email!name of the tutor who did not a~end the training session, I can submit it to Valerie as well to get him!her access (as well as access to the Sakai site), 

Than~, 
JeanNe 

.]eannie H, Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: Walo, Valerie [Valerie.Walo@cengage.com] 
Sent: Monday, 4-:49 PM 
To: Loeb, .~eannie H 
Subject: RE: Weiten’s Psychology -- 8th edition, briefer veresion? 

Hi Jeannie, 

Thanks for your e-mail and I’m sorry for the delay h~ responding. ~ was at a week-long mee~h~g h~ San Francisco and am traveling back today. I have ordered e-books 

fo~ both TAs below and e-ma~l access should a~ive to their ~nbox within 24 hours. ~ also pre-reg~stered them for h~gtruetoF access to the Faculty SSO website, They 

wi~ receive an e--mail w~th~n 24 hours that asks them to complete the registration process. C)nce their account ~s set-up, they’H be able to k)g ~nto the Fao.dty SSO 

webs~te and download aH h~structor support rnateda~s h:~r Weken 8e Briefer (and any other Ce[)gage text) Instructions w~th screenshots are Hsted below. Please 

feel free to forward along, or I’m happy to contact them dkect~y. 

Vb~t ~(}~:~_G_¢£!~:~b!~!Z~b! once your account ~s set-up. See screensho[s below: 

Cengage learning SSO Homepage. Login w~th your usernm~e m~d password bere~ 

Once logged in you wi~ see your v~rtual bookshelf. If this ~s your first risk, ~t wH~ be empW. From here ,,ou can load every Cengage book you use. 

Search for your text via ISBN, author, OF title in the search box in Lbe rniddle of the page. The Weiten 8e Briefer ISBN is 97804958I:E336o Once added, you will have 

instant access of that title each time you log into your account. The instructor and student resources will be separate links, and will always be listed directly below 

the book’s image. A new window will open if you select the Instructor or Student Companion Website. Once added, you will have instant access of that title each 

time you log into ,/our account. 

Let me know if you have questions or if 1 can be of additional assistance. 

Regards, 

Valerie 
Valerie J, W~.~O 

Senior Learning Consult~.~nt, Acac~emic & Profess~on~ 
Wadsworth I Heinle I Brooks/Cole 
Cengage Lea rrfing 
(p) 1-855-CENGAG~ (1-855-236-4243) x9!29 I {e) valede walo~cenqa~e corn j www,cen~a~e,com/hi~hered 

T~CHNICAL SUPRDRT- i.-800.-354.-9706 Option 5; ~hen C)~ion 2 

Technical Suppo~ www.cen#afle.com/support 

[~Guided Tour Video 

~-~ S~v÷ l~m÷ - ond h÷es - b? requesii!%j ~iectre,,~i~: re~,i~w ~:o~i~s o[ ~esl-s÷ii~n9 I~[ies f~ern !he ie~d~n9 IeMbook pubiisi~ers. ,~k me he’,,,, or h;, ~t ~;ow ol 

http:! /www,coursesmart,corn!instructors. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emaila~nc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:29 PM 

Loeb, Jealmie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Access to psychology textbook for the psychology tutors 

We have in our policies that our tutors should not be in direct contact with the professors of the students. Since you were able to directbi give us a bit of training 

don’t think we have any issue with the contact, however please ¢¢ ASPSATutoring@unc.edu on any of the correspondences you have with We do 

want to s~:ill monitor and continue to be sur~-_~ w~-_~ are Fully compliant with NCAA rul~-_~s and r~-_~gulations, 

Thanks for all of your help! 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant: Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counseh:~r 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Ad~letes 

bsheu~ema~Lunc.edu 

Office: 919-8¢3-2328 

Ceil: 

~rom: Loeb, JeanNe H 

Sent~ Tuesday, 4:26 PM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

¢¢: Ma[oy, Susan B 

Subject: RE: Access to psychology textbook for the psychology tutors 

Than~ for le~ing me know, Ben[ 
I’ve been in touch with both 
with 
Hope you both are having a good week, 
JeanNe 

and they have been accessing the site and now also have an ebook available to them (as well as the hardcopy that ~ sent over 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Direcl~r of Instmc~onaJ Development in Psychology 

Psychology Depa(tment 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:49 PM 
To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
C¢: Maloy, ‘susan B 
Subject: RE: Access to psychology textbook for the psychology tutors 

H ~-’_~ ¥ Jeannie~ 

Thank you t:or all ot: ?our help in providing the materials t:or the course to our tutors. As o]: the moment, are the only two tutors who are tutoring 

PSYC 

~f that changes ~n the next few days, ~ wi{~ {et you know. 

ThanksH 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-At:hletes 

Off:ice: 9~9-8q~-2328 

Ce~l: 

~rom: Loeb, JeanNe H 
.Sent: Monday, 4:58 PM 

C¢: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B; Walo, Valerie; Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: Access to psychology textbook for the psychology tutors 

Hello evewone, 
1 iust wanted ~ let you know that the publisher represen~tive of the Psyc    re,book, Valerie (she is cc:ed above), has granted eboo~ as well as instruc~r ma~rials for 

(please see below). 
If I can get the email!name of the tutor who did not agend the training session, I can submit it to Valerie as well to get him!her access (as well as access to the Sakai site). 
Than~, 
JeanNe 



3eannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Walo, Valerie [Valerie.Walo@cengage.com] 
Sent: Mlonday, 2014 4:49 plVl 

To: Loeb, ~leannie H 
Subject: RE: Weiten’s Psychology -- 8th edition, briefer veresion? 

Hi Jearmie, 

ibank~.~ for ,/our e-mail and Frn sorry ~or ~he dek~y m responding, ~ was at a week-.h:~ng mee~:mg m San Fran(:i~co and am traveling back today. I haw~ ordered e--books 

[:or ~oth TAs below and e--ma~l access should arrive to their ~nbox within 24 hours. ] also pre-re~stered them for ~nstructor access to the Faculty SSO we~site. They 

will receive an e--mail w[th[R 24 hours that asks them to complete the re~straL~on process. ORce their account ~s set-up, they’ll be able to log ~nLo the Fackdty SSO 

webs~te and download all instructor support materials for We~ten 8e Briefer (and any other Cengage text). Instructions w~th screenshots are I~sted below. Please 

feel free to forward along, or I’m happy to contact them dkectly. 

V~s~[ www,cer~gaF[e.comisso or~c:e your accou]~t ~s seb-up, See screenshots below: 

Cengage [ear[~i]~g S[;(:} Homepage, Login w~th your username and password here 

Once logged in you will see your v~rtual bookshelf~ If this ~s yovr first visit, ~t will be empty, From here ,,ou can load every Cengage book yov use~ 

Search lot your text ~ ia I~BN author or title in the search bo>: in the middle of the page, The We~ten 8e Briefer ISBN is 9780495811336, Once added, you w~H have 

instant a(:ce~s of tha~: tit~e each tkne you log into your account, The ins~:ru(:~:or and student resource~ will be separate Hnks, and will a~way~ be H~ted directly bek)w 

the book’s ir~sge. A Rew w~r~dow wi]~ open if you select the insLructor or Student Companion Webs~te. Once added, you wi~f have ~Rsta~L access of that t~t~e each 

Lime you ~og ~nto your account. 

::x:: 

Let me know if you have questions or if ] can be of addi[ionaf assistance. 

Regarc~s, 

Valerie 

Va~,~rie .~, Wa~o 

’.~ellior [_earning Consultant, Academic & Professioaa~ 

Wadsworth I Heinle I Brooks/Cole 
Ceng~ge [.e~ rain9 

(p) I-855-CENG~,G~ 0-855-23{~-4243) x9129 I(e) valens ,~,~a~o~ce~fs~as,com ~www:csnaa~e:com,’hk~hs~ed 



-[ECHNJC~L SUPP13RT - ~800~354~9706 Option 5, then Option 2 
Technical Support 

htt~://www.coursesmart.com/instructors, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 14:43 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emml.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Access to p~’chology textbook for the psychology tutors 

Oh, my! That is good to know. So sorry about that! The only contact we’ve had is about gaining them access to the Sakai site (hopefully not a problem?), but yes, I will cc: that 
email. Sorry--didn’t mean to cause any trouble! 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instmclional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Depa(tment 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Sheu, Beniamin 
Sent: Tuesday, ~:29 PM 
To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
C¢: Maloy, Susan B 
S,,bject: RE: Access to psychology textbook for the psychology tutors 

Jeannie. 

We have in ou~ policies that our tutor~ should not be ~t~ direct contact with the professors of the s~udent~. Skate you were aNe to direcdy g~ve us a b~ of ~airfing I 

don’t th~nk we have any ~ssue w~th the contact, however p~ease CC ASPSATutoring@unc.edu on any of the correspondence~ you have w~th We do 

want to st~ll monitor and conth~ue to be sure we are fuHv compliant w~th NCAA rules and reAulations, 

B~n .Sheu 
Assistant: Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Prosram for Student-ALhletes 

Office, .~19-o-L~-,: . ,:g 

Cell: 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:26 PM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

C¢: Maloy, Susan g 

Subject: RE: Access to psychology textbook for the psychology tutors 

Than~ for le~ing me know, Ben~ 
I’ve been in touch with both 
with 
Hope you both are having a good week, 
JeanNe 

and they have been accessing the site and now also have an ebook available to them (as well as the hardcopy that I sent over 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior I,ecturer 

Director of InstmctionaJ Development in t sychology 

Psychology Depa(tment 

333 Davie Hail 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
12:49 PM 



Co: IVlaloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Access to psychology textbook for the psychology tutors 

Hey Jeannie, 

Thank you for’ atl of your help in p~’oviding the materials for’ the course to our [utors~ As of the mornent, are the only two tutors who are [utor~ng 

PSYC 

~f that ch~n~es h~ the next few days, ~ w~ ~et you know. 

~en Sheu 
Ass~si:ant Tutorial CooR~na~:oriAcaden~h:: Counsek)¢ 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student--Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

~rom: Loeb, Jeannie H 

Sent: Monday~ 4:58 PM 

C¢: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B; Walo, Valerie; Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: Access to psychology textbook for the psychology tutors 

Hello eye,one, 
~ just wanted to let you know that the publisher represen~tive of the Psyc ~0~ re,book, Valerie (she is cc:ed above), has granted eboo~ as well as instructor materials for 

. (please see below). 
If ~ can get the email!name of the tutor who did not a~end the training session, ~ can submit it to Valerie as well to get him!her access (as well as access to the Sakai site). 

Than~, 
Jeannie 

.]eannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of ][nstrucUonal Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Walo, Valerie [Valerie,Walo@cengage.com] 
Sent: Monday, 4:49 PM 
To: Loeb, Jeannie H 
Subject: RE: Weiten’s Psychology -- 8th edition, briefer veresion? 

Hi Jeannie, 

Thanks for your e-mail and I’m sorry for the delay in respondin,g. I was at a week-long meeting ~n San Francisco and am traveling back today. I have ordered e-books 

[or both "1"As below and e--ma~l access should arr~we to l:he~ ~nbo>: wil:hin 24 hours. ~ also pre-re~i~ste~ed l:hern for ~nst~ucto~ access i:o l:he Faculty SSQ websil:e, [hey 

wi~ rec:e~ve an e--maiJ w~th~n 24 hours that asks them to complete l:he reg~stra~:~on process. Once their account ~s set-up, theyql be able to k)g ~n~:o l:he Facuky SSO 

we~site and download a~l instructor support materials for We~ten 8e Br~el:er (and any other Cengage LexL)~ Instructions w~th scr’eenshots are listed below. Please 

feei free to forward aiong, o~" I’m happy to contact them directly. 

V~s~t www.cenga~e.com!sso once your account ~s set-up. See screenshots below: 

Cengage [earning SSO Homepage. Login w~th your usem~me ~nd password here~ 

Once logged in you wii~ see your’ vk’Lual bookshelf. If this is your’ lit’st vMt, ~t wil~ #e empty. From here ,,ou can load every Cengage book you use. 



Search for 7our text via ISB~ author, or title in the search box in the middle of the page. The Weiten ge Briefer ISBN is 97BO495g&1336. Once added, 7ou w~N have 

instant access of that title each thee 7o~ log ~nto 7o~r account. The ~nstructor and student resources will be separate Nnks, and will alwaTs be Nsted directb{ below 

the book’~ kllage. A r~ew w~ndow wi~ ope~ if 7ou sek~ct the h~g:r~ctor or Sk~de~t (::ompa~io~ Webs~te. O~lce m~ded, Vo~ wi~ have ~r~sta~: ~(:cess o{ ~hat l:~tk~ each 

[.~?t me k[~ow if you have ques[iof~s or if t ca]] be of a{Jd~[:k)f~a~ ~ss[sta[~ce. 

Regards, 

Vs~erie 

Va~er~e J, Wa~o 

Senior I.eaming Consull~nt, Academic & Prafessiona~ 
Wadsworth I Heinle I Brooks/Cole 
Cengage Lea rr~ir~g 

(p) 1- 855- CENf~AGE (1-855-236-4243) x9!29 I (e) vaieHe w~b(~cen,qa~e.com ~ v~v~w.cen~a~e.cam/~i~here,:J 

r77£’;HNICAI. SLJP~©t:~T - ~--800--354--9706 Optim~ 5. tl!e~ Optior! 2 

Technical Suppo~ www.ce nFla Fie.co m/su ppo rt 

[’~-]Guided Tour Video 

~-~ S~av÷ l?r;÷ - m~d h÷es - b7 requesih~j ~iedre,,~i~: re~,i~w ~:ol3i~s of oesl-s÷ii?~9 I~fies f~orrl !he ie~ac!?~9 Ie#book pubiisi~ers. ,~k me ho’,,,, or f!;, ~t ~;o~’; csl 

ht tp:!/www,coursesma rt,corn!instr uctors. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 1:22 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Atx~logies 

Dear Michelle and Susan, 

I wanted to take a moment to apologize for being so unfamiliar with NCAA-set policies. I recently learned (somehow, I missed this) that it was actually an explicit rule that I 
cannot single out athletes in the way I’d been thinking when first designing the change for Psyc :t0:t, that it was not just a philosophy-of-teaching issue. Additionally, I learned 
that aside from the contact that I’d had with the tutors for the training, that it is also an explicit rule that I not have direct contact with them. (Luckily, the contact had only been 
about giving access to Sakai and to a textbook.) 

In any case, I wanted you to know that I am sorry for making your jobs more difficult. I am unfamiliar with working with so many different rules--and I hope that as we move 
forward, I do a better job of remembering these rules. 

Thanks for all your patience and understanding, 
JeanNe 

JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:32 PM 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

RE: Apologies 

Hi Jeannie, 

Thank you for your email. Please know that no apology is necessary. 

Not realizing your intent to allow our tutors such access to course materials, I did not fully process potential NCAA implications. Because of the 

complicated nature of NCAA regulations, I would like to present this situation to our Compliance Staff for further review before allowing our tutors to 

continue to utilize these resources. In doing so, l have a few questions for you. Can you tell me what theebook, instructor materials, and Faculty SSO 

website include? Are there answer keys of any sort along with these course materials? Do all TAs for PSYC 101 have this level of access that will be used 

when working with any student in the course who seeks academic assistance? Having clarity with these questions will help us better review this matter 

with Compliance. Please know that until we hear back from Compliance with some direction, I will need to ask our tutors to discontinue their access 

temporarily. 

We hope you understand our need for due diligence. Above all, we thank you so much for your willingness to work so closely with our program. I will be 

back in touch soon. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Wednesday, January :[5, 20:[4 :[:22 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Apologies 

Dear IVlichelle and Susan, 
I wanted to take a moment to apologize for being so unfamiliar with NCAA-set policies. I recently learned (somehow, I missed this) that it was actually an explicit rule that I 
cannot single out athletes in the way I’d been thinking when first designing the change for Psyc :[0:[, that it was not just a philosophy-of-teaching issue. Additionally, I learned 
that aside from the contact that I’d had with the tutors for the training, that it is also an explicit rule that I not have direct contact with them. (Luckily, the contact had only been 
about giving access to Sakai and to a textbook.) 
In any case, I wanted you to know that I am sorry for making your jobs more difficult. I am unfamiliar with working with so many different rules--and I hope that as we move 
forward, I do a better job of remembering these rules. 
Thanks for all your patience and understanding, 

JeanNe 

3eannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:56 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebmwn@unc.edu> 

RE: Apologies 

Hi Susan, 

I completely understand--and so sorry to complicate things! To answer your questions: 

1. The ebook is the textbook that we use for our class, not an instructor’s manual. Tutors do not have access to any instructor’s manual. 
2. Tutors would have access to only the materials which are available to all students on Sakai (e.g. quizzes, papers, syllabus, summaries of chapter readings, study tips). 
3. Answers for papers and quizzes are posted--for all students to see--approximately a day or so after a deadline has passed. 
4. Our TAs have much greater access to materials--they are on the site as "instructors," while the tutors are on the site as "guests," which means that they can see materials 
but they cannot do anything with them (so they have less access than students, who can download materials and submit materials...which guests cannot do). There are also 
several people from the Learning Center who have access to our Sakai site, so that they can better help students who come to see them for help. 

I understand--and fully support--the need for due diligence! 

Thanks again, 

JeanNe 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

SemorLe~umr 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Depa(tment 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:32 PM 

To: Loeb, Jeannie H; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Hi Jeannie, 

Thank you for your email. Please know that no apology is necessary. 

Not realizing your intent to allow our tutors such access to course materials, I did not fully process potential NCAA implications. Because of the 

complicated nature of NCAA regulations, I would like to present this situation to our Compliance Staff for further review before allowing our tutors to 

continue to utilize these resources, lndoingso, l have a few questions for you. Can you tell me what theebook, instructor materials, and Faculty SSO 

website include? Are there answer keys of any sort along with these course materials? Do all TAs for PSYC :lO:l have this level of access that will be used 

when working with any student in the course who seeks academic assistance? Having clarity with these questions will help us better review this matter 

with Compliance. Please know that until we hear back from Compliance with some direction, I will need to ask our tutors to discontinue their access 

temporarily. 

We hope you understand our need for due diligence. Above all, we thank you so much for your willingness to work so closely with our program. I will be 

back in touch soon. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 1:22 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Apologies 

Dear Michelle and Susan, 
I wanted to take a moment to apologize for being so unfamiliar with NCAA-set policies. I recently learned (somehow, I missed this) that it was actually an explicit rule that I 
cannot single out athletes in the way I’d been thinking when first designing the change for Psyc 101, that it was not just a philosophy-of-teaching issue. Additionally, I learned 
that aside from the contact that I’d had with the tutors for the training, that it is also an explicit rule that I not have direct contact with them. (Luckily, the contact had only been 
about giving access to Sakai and to a textbook.) 
In any case, I wanted you to know that I am sorry for making your jobs more difficult. I am unfamiliar with working with so many different rules--and I hope that as we move 
forward, I do a better job of remembering these rules. 
Thanks for all your patience and understanding, 
3eannie 

.]eannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 



Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 6:08 PM 

Loeb, Jealmie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

RE: Apologies 

Thank you for your quick r’esponse. 

Based on you mention of "ebooks as well as instructor materials" and Valerie’s comment ...... "[ also pre.-regJstcred them lk~ mstruc~,)r access ~,) the Faculb, 

website." ~ didn’t realize that they only had "guest" access as you mentioned. Perhaps we do not have a concern ~n that case, but I will forward this along 

to our Compliance staff as planned. 

Thank you again, 

F~m= Loeb, JeanNe H 
$e~t~ Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 5:56 PM 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B; Brown, Nichelle 
Su~ject~ RE: Apologies 

Hi Susan, 
I completely unders~nd--and so sorry to complicate things[ To answer your questions: 
L The ebook is the te£book that we use for our class, not an instructor’s manual. Tu~rs do not have access to any instructor’s manual. 
2. Tutors would have access to only the martials which are available to all students on Sakai (e.g. quizzes, papers, syllabus, summaries d chapter readings, study tips). 
3. Answers for papers and quizzes are posed--for all students to see--approximately a day or so after a deadline has passed. 
~. Our TAs have much greater access to materials--they are on the site as "instructors," while the tutors are on the site as "guesN," which means that they can see materials 
but they cannot do an~hing with them (so they have less access than studenN, who can download materials and submit materials...which guesN cannot do). There are also 
several people from the Learning Center who have access to our Sakai site, so that they can be~er help students who come to see them for help. 
I understand--and fully suppo~--the need for due diligence~ 
Than~ again, 
JeanNe 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instmclional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:32 PM 
To: Loeb, .]eannie H; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Hi Jeannie, 

Thank you for your email. Please know that no apology is necessary. 

Not realizing your intent to allow our tutors such access to course materials, I did not fully process potential NCAA implications. Because of the 

complicated nature of NCAA regulations, I would like to present this situation to our Compliance Staff for further review before allowing our tutors to 

continue to utilize these resources, lndoingso, l have a few questions for you. Can you tell me what theebook, instructor materials, and Faculty SSO 

website include? Are there answer keys of any sort along with these course materials? Do all TAs for PSYC 101 have this level of access that will be used 

when working with any student in the course who seeks academic assistance? Having clarity with these questions will help us better review this matter 

with Compliance. Please know that until we hear back from Compliance with some direction, I will need to ask our tutors to discontinue their access 

temporarily. 

We hope you understand our need for due diligence. Above all, we thank you so much for your willingness to work so closely with our program. I will be 

back in touch soon. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 1:22 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Apologies 

Dear IVlichelle and Susan, 
~ wanted to take a moment to apologize for being so unfamiliar with NCAA-set policies. ~ recently learned (somehow, ~ missed this) that it was actually an explicit rule that ~ 
cannot single out athletes in the way rd been thinking when first designing the change for Psyc 101, that it was not just a philosophy-of-teaching issue. Additionally, ][ learned 
that aside from the contact that I’d had with the tutors for the training, that it is also an explicit rule that ] not have direct contact with them. (Luckily, the contact had only been 
about giving access to Sakai and to a textbook.) 
]n any case, ~ wanted you to know that ] am sorry for making your jobs more difficult. ~ am unfamiliar with working with so many different rules--and ~ hope that as we move 
forward, I do a better job of remembering these rules. 
Thanks for all your patience and understanding, 

JeanNe 



Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Deparf.ment 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 6:17 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrow@unc.edu> 

RE: Apologies 

Susan, you were more careful than me--I did not catch Valerie’s comment about giving access to the publisher’s SSO website. I can ask her to take that portion away. 
(Although, quite honestly, there isn’t anything that I use from the SSO website so I’m not sure how this would give anyone an advantage...but still, we certainly don’t want 
anyone to question.) 

Thanks again, 
JeanNe 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lectmer 

Director of Instmclional Development in Psychology 

Puchology Department 

333 Davie ttall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Naloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:07 PM 

To: Loeb, Jeannie H 
Co: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Thank you for your quick response. 

Based on you mention of "ebooks as well as instructor materials" and Valerie’s comment ...... ’°~ also prc-regis[cred 1hem ~br instructor access to the Faculty SSO 

websile." I didn’t reaiize that they only had "guest" access as yo~J mentfo~ed. Ped~aps we do not have a concer~ fn that case, bu~ I wiil forward this along 

to our Compliance stair as planned. 

[hank you again, 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:56 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Brown, Michelle 
S~bject: RE: Apologies 

Hi Susan, 
I completely understand--and so sorry to complicate things! To answer your questions: 
I. The ebook is the textbook that we use for our class, not an instructor’s manual. Tutors do not have access to any instructor’s manual. 
2. Tutors would have access to only the materials which are available to all students on Sakai (e.g. quizzes, papers, syllabus, summaries of chapter readings, study tips). 
3. Answers for papers and quizzes are posted--for all students to see--approximately a day or so after a deadline has passed. 
4. Our TAs have much greater access to materials--they are on the site as "instructors," while the tutors are on the site as "guests," which means that they can see materials 
but they cannot do anything with them (so they have less access than students, who can download materials and submit materials...which guests cannot do). There are also 
several people from the Learning Center who have access to our Sakai site, so that they can better help students who come to see them for help. 
I understand--and fully support--the need for due diligence! 
Thanks again, 
3eannie 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Insl~acliona] Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:32 PM 



To: Loeb, .~eannie H; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Hi Jeannie, 

Thank you for your email. Please know that no apology is necessary. 

Not realizing your intent to allow our tutors such access to course materials, I did not fully process potential NCAA implications. Because of the 

complicated nature of NCAA regulations, I would like to present this situation to our Compliance Staff for further review before allowing our tutors to 

continue to utilize these resources. In doing so, l have a few questions for you. Can you tell me what theebook, instructor materials, and Faculty SSO 

website include? Are there answer keys of any sort along with these course materials? Do all TAs for PSYC101have this level of access that will be used 

when working with any student in the course who seeks academic assistance? Having clarity with these questions will help us better review this matter 

with Compliance. Please know that until we hear back from Compliance with some direction, I will need to ask our tutors to discontinue their access 

temporarily. 

We hope you understand our need for due diligence. Above all, we thank you so much for your willingness to work so closely with our program. I will be 

back in touch soon. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

From: Loeb, Jeannie H 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 1:22 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Apologies 

Dear Michelle and Susan, 
I wanted to take a moment to apologize for being so unfamiliar with NCAA-set policies. I recently learned (somehow, 1 missed this) that it was actually an explicit rule that 1 
cannot single out athletes in the way I’d been thinking when first designing the change for Psyc 101, that it was not just a philosophy-of-teaching issue. Additionally, T learned 
that aside from the contact that 3[’d had with the tutors for the training, that it is also an explicit rule that 3[ not have direct contact with them. (Luckily, the contact had only been 
about giving access to Sakai and to a textbook.) 
Tn any case, I wanted you to know that 3[ am sorry for making your jobs more difficult. 3[ am unfamiliar with working with so many different rules--and 3[ hope that as we move 

forward, 3[ do a better job of remembering these rules. 
Thanks for all your patience and understanding, 
3eannie 

3eannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of 3[nstructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:19 PM 

Walo, Valefie <Valerie.Walo@cengage.com> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edtv~ 

TA access to ebook etc. 

Hello Valerie, 

I did not catch this earlier, but could you set things so that the psyc tutors              only have access to the ebook? It is extremely important that they not have access 
to any instructor materials which could make some question whether or not the students they tutor would have an advantage over other students. They should only have 

access to materials that all students would have access to. 

If this could be done quickly, it’d be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you, 
JeanNe 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instmclional Development in Psychology 

P~chology Department 

333 Davie H~]I 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 6:27 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Apologies 

Great! But, again, I am sorry to cause you so much work...esp, as it appears you are out of town! Hope ies easy traveling; it’s got to be hard going away with little ones at 
home. 

I will try to be more careful--and basically not give any other access to the tutors and!or run it by you first. 

Travel safely! 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Ins~acfiond[ Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 6:21 PM 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Sot~m’ts good, Thank you >:_~ much. 

Susan 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 6:17 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 

~c: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 
Susan, you were more careful than me--I did not catch ValerWs comment about giving access to the publisher’s SSO website. I can ask her to take that portion away. 
(Although, quite honestly, there isn’t anything that I use from the SSO website so I’m not sure how this would give anyone an advantage...but still, we certainly don’t want 
anyone to question.) 
Thanks again, 

JeanNe 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Departlnent 

333 Davie HoJ1 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 6:07 PM 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
C¢: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

"[’har~k you [or your quick respor~se. 

Based on Vota ment:~on of "ebooks as wel~ as instructor mat:erials" and Valede’s comment .... ~I also pre-rcgistered [hem ~br i~astmctor access to the ["ac~dty SSO 

websi[e.’" ~ didn’t realize tt~at riley only had "guest" access as ,/os mentioned. Perhaps we do not have a concern ~n tt~at case, but I wi~l forward th~s along 

to our Compliance staff as planned, 

Thank you again., 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 



Sent: Wednesday, 3anuary 15, 20:t4 5:56 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Hi Susan, 
I completely understand--and so sorry to complicate things! To answer your questions: 
:1. The ebook is the textbook that we use for our class, not an instructor’s manual Tutors do not have access to any instructor’s manual. 
2. Tutors would have access to only the materials which are available to all students on Sakai (e.g. quizzes, papers, syllabus, summaries of chapter readings, study tips). 
3. Answers for papers and quizzes are posted--for all students to see--approximately a day or so after a deadline has passed. 
4. Our TAs have much greater access to materials--they are on the site as "instructors," while the tutors are on the site as "guests," which means that they can see materials 
but they cannot do anything with them (so they have less access than students, who can download materials and submit materials...which guests cannot do). There are also 
several people from the Learning Center who have access to our Sakai site, so that they can better help students who come to see them for help. 
I understand--and fully support--the need for due diligence! 
Thanks again, 
3eannie 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Insl]~aclion~2[ Development in Psychology 

Psychology Departtnent 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel ttil], NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 20:t4 5:32 PM 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Hi Jeannie, 

Thank you for your email. Please know that no apology is necessary. 

Not realizing your intent to allow our tutors such access to course materials, I did not fully process potential NCAA implications. Because of the 

complicated nature of NCAA regulations, I would like to present this situation to our Compliance Staff for further review before allowing our tutors to 

continue to utilize these resources. In doing so, l have a few questions for you. Can you tell me what theebook, instructor materials, and Faculty SSO 

website include? Are there answer keys of any sort along with these course materials? Do all TAs for PSYC J_OJ_ have this level of access that will be used 

when working with any student in the course who seeks academic assistance? Having clarity with these questions will help us better review this matter 

with Compliance. Please know that until we hear back from Compliance with some direction, I will need to ask our tutors to discontinue their access 

temporarily. 

We hope you understand our need for due diligence. Above all, we thank you so much for your willingness to work so closely with our program. I will be 

back in touch soon. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

Froth: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Wednesday, January :t5, 20:t4 :t:22 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Apologies 

Dear Michelle and Susan, 
I wanted to take a moment to apologize for being so unfamiliar with NCAA-set policies. I recently learned (somehow, I missed this) that it was actually an explicit rule that I 
cannot single out athletes in the way rd been thinking when first designing the change for Psyc I0:t, that it was not just a philosophy-of-teaching issue. Additionally, I learned 
that aside from the contact that rd had with the tutors for the training, that it is also an explicit rule that I not have direct contact with them. (Luckily, the contact had only been 
about giving access to Sakai and to a textbook.) 
In any case, I wanted you to know that I am sorry for making your jobs more difficult. I am unfamiliar with working with so many different rules--and I hope that as we move 
forward, I do a better job of remembering these rules. 
Thanks for all your patience and understanding, 
3eannie 

JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



Flu)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walo, Valerie <Valerie.Walo@cengage.com> 

Thursday, 7:31 AM 

Loeb, Jealmie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edtv~ 

RE: TA access to ebook, etc. 

Hi Jeannie, 

S~re thing, I will go ahead and delete their instructor accounts with Cengage. It will be effective immediately~ They will still have access to the e-book but will not 

have access to the instructor s~pport materials for Weiten. I hope this hNps and let me know ~f you have any add~tiona~ questions~ 

Cheers, 

Va~erie 
Va~er~e J. ws~o 
Sel~ior Learning C;onsul~ant. Academic & ProFessional 
Wadsworth I Heinle I Brooks/Cole 
Cengage Learning 
(p) 1-855-CENGd~GE (1-.855-.238-.4243) x9129 ~ ~e) vNerie.w~o(@cen~age corn ~ wwwcengaplecomlhJplhered 

1-ECHNKLa, L SUP~-*ORT- 1-800-354-9706 Option 5. then O.otion 2 

From: Loeb, 3eannie H [mailto:loeb@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:~.9 PM 
To: Walo, Valerie 
Cc: Maloy, Susan B; Brown, Nichelle 
Subject: TA access to ebook, etc. 

Hello Valerie, 
I did not catch this earlier, but could you set things so that the psyc tutors              only have access to the ebook? It is extremely important that they not have access 
to any instructor materials which could make some question whether or not the students they tutor would have an advantage over other students. They should only have 
access to materials that all students would have access to. 
~f this could be done quickly, i~d be greatly appreciated. 
Thank you, 

3eannie 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instmclional Developmem in Psychology 

P~chology Department 

333 Davie Ha]l 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:33 PM 

Loeb, Jealmie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

RE: Breaking NCAA rules? - OccasionaJ Meals 

Hi J e?,,n nie, 

f hope all is well with you. I h~;w:_~ r~-_~c~:_~ived [:he approval from Compliance for you to provh~e one me~;I to on . Thank you [or #~quiri~g about 

~:h~s in advance Pk~ase know th~;~: moving [orw~;rd, any add~tkma~ meals you w~sh to provide to      or any other student.-athle~:e must be approved ~r~ the same 

Thank you for your w~Hngness to meet w~th Harris. We hope your dine together ~s enjoyable, positive, and engaging. 

Many thanks, 

F~m= Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Thursday, 6:40 PN 
To= Haloy, Susan B 

Subject= RE: Breaking NC~ rules? - Occasional Heals 

Hi Susan, 
Here you go, Thanks a 

JeanNe 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Developmem in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie HaJ1 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 2:32 PM 
To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: Breaking NCAA rules? 

No worries. Thank you. 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Thursday, 1:07 PH 
Te: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Breaking NCAA rules? 
Great --thanks. I won’t be at a place where I can add in a signature until later_so 1’11 get back to you! 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Departlnent 

333 Davie HoJl 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Haloy, Susan B 
Sent; Thursday, 9:53 AM 
To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: Breaking NCAA rules? 

Hi Jeannie, 

I think we can make this work as tong as this occurs only on an occasional basis and is approved through CompHance~ Attached is a cornpl]ance form needed to track 

the occasional mea~s that our student-atMetes receive. Cm~ you begin the approval process by first comp]eth~g the attached and returnh~g the form to me at your 

convenience? 

Susan 



From: Loeb, Jeannie H 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:00 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Breaking NCAA rules? 
Thanks very much, Susan, I definitely don’t want to break any rules! 

JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

Hope you all have fun!!! Good night! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: Re: Breaking NCAA rules? 

8:58 PM 

Hi Jeannie, 

I’m glad that you asked. I roll mn fl~is by our Compliance staff and will get back to you as there typically are rides around meals such as this. I just want to be sure I am 

guiding you correctly. 

I’ll be back in touch. 

Thank yot~ 

Susan 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On , at 8:16 PM, "Loeb~ Jeannie H" <loeb@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Susan, 
I will be meeting one of the players (from last Fall) towards the end of to give some study tips!college advice. I had been planning on treating 
him to either breakfast or lunch--but it occurs to me that I should probably check with you to see if I am breaking any rules. 

JeanNe 

JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:29 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Breaking NCAA rules? - OccasionaJ Meals 

Hi Susan, 

Hope you are doing well! Thanks for letting me know: I hope it’ll be a good meeting, too! 

(PS--I see more athletes sitting in the front than usuaF-yay!!!) 

.leannie 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instmclional Development in Psychology 

P~chology Department 

333 Davie HaJ1 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:32 PM 
To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: Breaking NCAA rules? - Occasional Meals 

I hope all is well with yo~. I have received the approval from Compliance t:or you to provide one meal Lo          on January 24th. Thank you for ~nqLdring abo~t 

tMs in advance. Hease know Lhat mov~n~ forward, any add~dona~ meals you w~sh to provide to Harris or any other student-athlete must be approved b~ the same 

Thank you for your willingness to meet with We hope your time together ~s enjoyaMe, positive, and engag~ng~ 

M~my thanks, 

F~= Loeb, ~eannie H 
Seat; Thursday, 6:40 PN 
Tot Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Breaking NC~ rules? - Occasional Meals 

Hi Susan, 
Here you go. Than~ a lot~ 
~eannie 

Jemmie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instmctiona] Development in Psychology 

Puchology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 2:32 PM 

To: Loeb, .leannie H 
Subject: RE: Breaking NCAA rules? 

No worries, Thank 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Thursday, :t:07 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Breaking NCAA rules? 



Great --thanks. I won’t be at a place where I can add in a signature until later..so rll get back to you! 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie HaJ1 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Thursday 9:53 AN 
To= Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject= RE: Breaking NCAA rules? 

I tMnk we can mal~e this work as k)ng as this occurs only on an oc(:as~onal bas~s ~md is approved through Compliance Attached is a compliance form needed to 

the occasional mea~s that our sLudent-ath~etes receive. Can you begin the approval pr’ocess by first comp~etb~g the atLached and reLurrfing the l:om~ to rne at your’ 

convenience? 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

F~m= Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent~ Wednesday, 9:00 PN 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ RE: Breaking NC~ rules? 
Than~ ve~ much, Susan, I definitely don’t want to break any rules~                                                     Hope you all have funH~ Good night~ 

JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Wednesday, 

To: Loeb, ~leannie H 
Subject= Re: Breaking NCAA rules? 

3:58 PM 

Ill Jeannie, 
I’m glad that you asked. I will mn this by our Compliance staB" a~d will get back to you as there typically are rules arotmd meals such as thi s. I j ust wmat to be sure I am 

guiding you correctly. 

I’ll be back in touch. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 . at 8:16 PM, "Loeb, Jeannie H" <loeb(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Susan, 
I will be meeting one of the players (from last Fall) towards the end of to give some study tips!college advice. I had been planning on treating 
him to either breakfast or lunch--but it occurs to me that I should probably check with you to see if I am breaking any rules. 

JeanNe 

.leannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 



Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 10:14 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Apologies 

HiSusan! 

Yes, that is the correct interpretation. Student-athletes (or for that matter, ANY student in class) could provide all information to the tutors themselves. So basically, the tutors 
do not have access to any materials which students do not have access to. 

Hope this helps--thanks! 
JeanNe 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instmcfiona] Development in Psychology 

Psychology Depa(tment 

333 Davie Ha]l 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 10:05 AM 
To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Hi .leannie, 
Compliance has come back with a folbw-up clarity question on this issue below ..... 
~q’he way I read the resi~amse t)om dae mt~tructor below~ the tu~)rs would oaJy have access to the ebook and ma[cHaJs available to all smde~s h~ [he ck~ss (e.g., quizxes, 

papers, a?,llaN~a, s~m~mafies etc~) Is it t~dr to say flint ~he int~mmtion bei~N provided to fl~e l~k~rs via ~cess k~ ~he s~e could be provided Nmc@ to ~he tmor by file 
studm~t-.atNete? Our tutors ~ould not recei~ e any mNe~ials or mfbi~nation that is r~ot ~dso already m;alable l,) the ~tudenb-at]dele? 

Am [ m~dir~g thN correcdy?" 

Could you p~ease c~ar;ry when you have a moment7 

lhard<s so much, 

F~m= Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent= Wednesday, 3anua~ 15, 2024 6:27 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Apologies 
Great[ But, again, I am sor~ ~ cause you so much work...esp, as it appears you are out o[ town[ Hope i~s easy traveling; i~s got ~ be hard going away with li~le ones at 
home. 
I will t~ to be more careful--and basically not give any other access to the tutors and!or run it by you ~rst. 
Travel sa%ly[ 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instructional Developmem in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie HaJ1 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2014 6:22 PM 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Sounds good. Thank you so much. 



From: Loeb, 3eannie H 
Sent: Wednesday, 3anuary 15, 2014 6:17 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 

Co: Brown, IVlichelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 
Susan, you were more careful than me--][ did not catch Valerie’s comment about giving access to the publisher’s SSO website. I can ask her to take that portion away. 
(Although, quite honestly, there isn’t anything that I use from the SSO website so I’m not sure how this would give anyone an advantage...but still, we certainly don’t want 
anyone to question.) 
Thanks again, 
3eannie 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instrucliona2l Development in Psychology 

Psychology Departtnent 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel ttil], NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 6:07 PM 

T(}: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Co: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Based on you mention of "ebooks as well as instructor materials" and Valerie’s comment ...... ~[ also pro-registered dtem ~’or J~r,~fructor access to the ~:acull}, SSO 

websi[c~’~ ~ didn’t realize that they only had "guest" access as you mentioned, Perhaps we do not have a concern ~n that case, but I will forward thfs along 

[o our Compliance staff as p~anned, 

Thank you again, 

S~s~n 

F~m= Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 5:56 PN 
To= Naloy, Susan B; Brown, Nichelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Hi Susan, 
I completely unders~nd--and so sorry ~ complicate things[ To answer your questions: 
i. The ebook is the re,book that we use for our class, not an instructor’s manual. Tutors do not have access to any instruc~r’s manual. 
2. Tutors would have access to only the materials which are available to all students on Sakai (e.g. quizzes, papers, syllabus, summaries of chapter readings, study tips). 
3. Answers for papers and quizzes are posted--for all students to see--approximately a day or so after a deadline has passed. 
4. Our TAs have much greater access to materials--they are on the site as "instruc~rs," while the tutors are on the site as "guesN," which means that they can see materials 
but they cannot do anything with them (so they have less access than studenN, who can download materials and submit materials...which guesN cannot do). There are also 
several people from the Learning Center who have access to our Sakai site, so that they can be~er help students who come to see them for help. 
I understand--and fully suppo~--the need for due diligence~ 
Than~ again, 
JeanNe 

Jemmie H. Loeb, PhD 

SemorLeNumr 

Director of InstmctionaJ Development in Psychology 

PsTchology Depa~lment 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent-" Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:32 PM 

To: Loeb, 3eannie H; Brown, IVlichelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Hi Jeannie, 

Thank you for your email. Please know that no apolosy is necessary. 



Not realizing your intent to allow our tutors such access to course materials, I did not fully process potential NCAA implications. Because of the 

complicated nature of NCAA regulations, I would like to present this situation to our Compliance Staff for further review before allowing our tutors to 

continue to utilize these resources. In doing so, l have a few questions for you. Can you tell me what theebook, instructor materials, and Faculty SSO 

website include? Are there answer keys of any sort along with these course materials? Do all TAs for PSYC :[0:[ have this level of access that will be used 

when working with any student in the course who seeks academic assistance? Having clarity with these questions will help us better review this matter 

with Compliance. Please know that until we hear back from Compliance with some direction, I will need to ask our tutors to discontinue their access 

temporarily. 

We hope you understand our need for due diligence. Above all, we thank you so much for your willingness to work so closely with our program. I will be 

back in touch soon. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

From: Loeb, 3eannie H 
Sent: Wednesday, January :[5, 20:[4 :[:22 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Apologies 

Dear Michelle and Susan, 
I wanted to take a moment to apologize for being so unfamiliar with NCAA-set policies. I recently learned (somehow, 3[ missed this) that it was actually an explicit rule that 3[ 
cannot single out athletes in the way I’d been thinking when first designing the change for Psyc :[0:[, that it was not just a philosophy-of-teaching issue. Additionally, 3[ learned 
that aside from the contact that 3[’d had with the tutors for the training, that it is also an explicit rule that 3[ not have direct contact with them. (Luckily, the contact had only been 

about giving access to Sakai and to a textbook.) 
3[n any case, 3[ wanted you to know that 3[ am sorry for making your jobs more difficult. 3[ am unfamiliar with working with so many different rules--and 3[ hope that as we move 
forward, I do a better job of remembering these rules. 
Thanks for all your patience and understanding, 

3eannie 

.]eannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of 3[nstructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 12:15 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Apologies 

Sounds good. NO problem at all, I totally understand (and def don’t want any "unwanted" attention ;) ). 
Hope all is going well for you. Did your kids enjoy their delayed opening? 

Take care, 
.leannie 
3eannie H. Loeb, PhD 
Senior Lecturer 
Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 
333 Davie Hall 
CB #3270 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 10:23 AM 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Thanks so much. I think w~-_~ are moving in the right direction, but ~ w[l~ wa~t to hear back from (;orng)~iance for t:he [ina] word. 

Thanks again for your ~al:h~nce with al~ of th~s. 

Susan 

F~= Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent= Thursday, Janua~ 23, 20~4 10:14 AN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Apologies 
Hi Susan! 
Yes, that is the correct in~rpretation. Student-athletes (or for that ma~er, ANY student in class) could provide all information ~ the tu~rs themselves. So basically, the tu~rs 
do not have access to any materials which studen~ do not have access to. 
Hope this helps--than~ 

JeanNe 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

SeI~or Lecturer 

Director of Ins~cfion~ Developmem in Psychology 

P~’chology DeN~ment 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Thursday, January 23, 2014 10:05 AM 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Hi Jeannie, 

Compliance has come back with a follow-up clarity question on this issue below 

.... l’he "aay [ read the resD~nse flom the instructor below, fl~e tutors would only base access to fl~e ebook and matcrm]s available ~) all sfudents m tl~e class (e.g., q~iizes, 

papers, syllabus, smm~m~es etc.) Is it f~air to say that the mfb~natJor~ being provided t,) the turners via access t~ tl~e ~ite co~[d be pro~,idcd directly to the tt~tor by the 

stt~&r~t.-atl~]ctc? Our t~tors wo~dd not mcei~;e any materiNs or i~brmation that is ~ot also Nma@ a~ ailab[e to the stude~g-.athlNe? 

Am I re~i~N ~mt correctly?" 

Could yo~ p~ease dar~fV when you have a moment? 

Thanks so much, 

F~m= Loeb, JeanNe H 
$e~t~ Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 6:27 PM 
Te~ Naloy, Susan B 
Su~ject~ RE: Apologies 
Great[ But, again, I am sor~ to cause you so much work...esp, as it appears you are out d town[ Hope i~s easy traveling; igs got to be hard going away with li~le ones at 
home. 
I will t~ to be more careful--and basically not give any other access to the tutors and/or run it by you first. 
Travel safely[ 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Se~or Lec~r 

~irector of Ins~cflonal Development in Psychology 

P~chology Dew,merit 

333 Davie Hail 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, ~C 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent-" Wednesday, January 15, 2014 6:21 PM 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: Apologies 



Sounds good. Thank you so much. 

Susa~ 

From: Loeb, ,]eannie H 
Sent: Wednesday, ,january 15, 2014 6:17 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
(::c: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Susan, you were more careful than me--T did not catch Valerie’s comment about giving access to the publisher’s SSO website. I can ask her to take that portion away. 
(Although, quite honestly, there isn’t anytNng that I use from the SSO website so T’m not sure how this would give anyone an advantage...but still, we certainly don’t want 
anyone to question.) 
Thanks again, 

,]eannie 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instmc~onal Development in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 6:07 PM 

To: Loeb, ,]eannie H 
l::c: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Thank you for ~’.:_~ur quick resi:~o[)se. 

Based on you men~:k)n of "ebooks as well ~s instructor m~t:erials" and V~lerh!s comment .... ~"I a~so pro>regime,:red ~m ~br i~str~ctor actress to ~l~ ["ac~dl?’ SSO 

websi[c~’~ ~ didn’t realize that d~eV only had "guest" access as you mentioned. Perhaps we do not have a concern ~n that case, but I will forward thfs along 

[o our Compliance staff as plm~ned. 

Thm~k you again, 

Fmm~ Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent~ Wednesday, Janua~ iS, 2014 S:S6 PN 
To~ Maloy, Susan B; Brown, Michelle 
Subjeet~ RE: Apologies 

Hi Susan, 
I completely unders~nd--and so sorry ~ complicate things[ To answer your questions: 
i. The ebook is the re,book that we use for our class, not an instructor’s manual. Tutors do not have access to any instruc~r’s manual. 
2. Tutors would have access to only the materials which are available to all students on Sakai (e.g. quizzes, papers, syllabus, summaries of chapter readings, study tips). 
3. Answers for papers and quizzes are posted--for all students to see--approximately a day or so after a deadline has passed. 
4. Our TAs have much greater access to materials--they are on the site as "instruc~rs," while the tutors are on the site as "guesN," which means that they can see materials 
but they cannot do an~hing with them (so they have less access than studenN, who can download materials and submit materials...which guesN cannot do). There are also 
several people from the Learning Center who have access to our Sakai site, so that they can be~er help students who come to see them for help. 
I understand--and fully suppo~--the need for due diligence~ 
Than~ again, 
3eannie 

]eannie H. ~oeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instmcfiona] Development in Psychology 

P~chology De~nment 

333 Davie Ha]l 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, ,january 15, 2014 5:32 PM 

To: Loeb, ,]eannie H; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Apologies 

Hi Jeannie, 

Thank you for your email. Please know that no apology is necessary. 

Not realizing your intent to allow our tutors such access to course materials, I did not fully process potential NCAA implications. Because of the 

complicated nature of NCAA regulations, I would like to present this situation to our Compliance Staff for further review before allowing our tutors to 

continue to utilize these resources. In doing so, l have a few questions for you. Can you tell me what theebook, instructor materials, and Faculty SSO 

website include? Are there answer keys of any sort along with these course materials? Do all TAs for PSYC 101 have this level of access that will be used 

when working with any student in the course who seeks academic assistance? Having clarity with these questions will help us better review this matter 

with Compliance. Please know that until we hear back from Compliance with some direction, I will need to ask our tutors to discontinue their access 

temporarily. 

We hope you understand our need for due diligence. Above all, we thank you so much for your willingness to work so closely with our program. I will be 

back in touch soon. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

From: Loeb, ,]eannie H 
Sent: Wednesday, ,january 15, 2014 1:22 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Apologies 



Dear Michelle and Susan, 
I wanted to take a moment to apologize for being so unfamiliar with NCAA-set policies. I recently learned (somehow, 3[ missed this) that it was actually an explicit rule that 3[ 
cannot single out athletes in the way T’d been thinking when first designing the change for Psyc :~0:~, that it was not just a philosophy-of-teaching issue. Additionally, I learned 
that aside from the contact that I’d had with the tutors for the training, that it is also an explicit rule that I not have direct contact with them. (Luckily, the contact had only been 
about giving access to Sakai and to a textbook.) 
In any case, I wanted you to know that I am sorr~ for making your jobs more difficult. I am unfamiliar with working with so many different rules--and I hope that as we move 
forward, T do a better job of remembering these rules. 
Thanks for all your patience and understanding, 

Jeannie 
3eannie H. Loeb, PhD 
Senior Lecturer 
Director of Instructional Development in Psychology 
Psychology Department 
333 Davie Hall 
CB #3270 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Monday, Februaw 3, 2014 1:58 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Col~be? 

Hi Susan, 
This is great--yes, this Wed., 9:45 am at Caribou works (corner of Franklin St. & Estes)! 
My cell is in case anything comes up. 
Looking forward to it! 
3eannie 

3eannie H. Loeb, PhD 
Senior Lecturer 
Director of Tnstructional Development in Psychology 
Psychology Department 
333 Davie Hall 
CB #3270 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 1:30 PM 
To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: Coffee? 

Hi Jeannie, 

Thank you for reaching out to me. How about Wednesday 2/5 a~: 9:45am? My next student meeting w~ll no~: be until 3.Iam on Wednesday so ~:hat t~rne should work 

out great, t’m happy to meet you at Caribou. f haven’t been ~:here in a long ~:~me. 

Does th~s work for youP 

Thanks again, 

F~= Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent= Monday, ~brua~ 03, 20~ ~:~ AM 
Te= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Coffee? 

Hi Susan, 

I hope you had a great weekend and that Monday is going well for you (despite that it is a Monday~). 

Just emaifing to see if there was any chance you’d be free for any of the following? 

This Wed., Feb. 5th -- Coffee? e.g. 8, 9, or 20 am: Vm fairly flexiMe on location or I can even come and pick you up and take you to a Caribou & take you back to your 

office (if you don’t mind being seen in a minivan ;) ). 

Monday, Feb. 20th -coffee? e.g. 8 or 9 am: Caribou on corner of Franklin St. & Estes (with parking lot) -same ride offer~ 

Monday, Feb. 27th - eaHy ~unch? e.g. 22 am: either on campus or same ride offer 

Friday, Feb. 22st- Coffee? e.g. 8, 9, or 20 am: again, flexible on ~ocation and ride offer 

If none of these times work~ I can send more. 

Thanks and ~ook forward to chatting with you~ 

JeanNe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rita A Balaban <balabanr@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:08 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Proctor Exam Foi 

Thanks for nMdng tiffs worlc~ Susan. I will e~nail Kate now and ~nake sure that you me CC’ed on my email. 

Please make sure that they take a scantron sheet and a basic calculator with them. Programmable, financial, scientific, graphing, etc. calculators are not permitted. 

Also, a third baseball player is in my class, bm he has not contacted me. Will also be taking the exan~ on the road? 

Best, 

Rita BaJabaJ~ 

2:39 PM, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

Thank you for getting back to me. I understand your concern. In talking with CofC and Coach Fox this afternoon, I have made arrangements for CofC to 

have the e×am proctored. The individual who will be proctoring the exam is Kate Tiller, teaming Specialist, within the Academic Support Program at 

the {::o~ege of Charleston. She w~l] meet at loam to proctor the exam at tha~: ~:~me, and Coach will make sure th~s worlds for ~:he sh~dents. 

Kate’s emaH address b tiller~cofc.edu. 
Thank you so much [or offering this flexibility to ;o they have the opportunity to take the exam. 

P~ease let me know K there ~s any other h~fo that you need, 

Thank you again, 

Susan 

Sent~ Friday, 2:05 PN 
To~ Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ Re: Proctor Exam For 

Susan, 

I would be willing to have the exam proctored by an academic advisor at CofC. However, I really prefer that           take the exam together at 

loam which coincides with the same time as the class. I’m worried about them communicating exam content to each other and to their peers via cell 

phone, computer, etc. If this request cannot be respected, then the weight of the exam can be transferred to their final exam. do not give make-up 

exams b!c it takes me about 4 hours to write each one. 

Best, 

Rita Balaban 

On 1:39 PM, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

Hi Professor Balaban, 

One of my students,          , forwarded your email below to me. I believe           another one of my students, is m your class as 

well. According to Kym Orr, it is my understanding that you were working with him on a similar issue with one of his students. If I am able 

to reach an academic counselor at the College of Charleston, would you be willing to email the exam to them to have it proctored? Also, 

Joe will be busy with pregame activities at 10am Monday morning, would you object to the test being administered at 8am on Monday 

morning instead? Unfortunately this weather has really caused some unplanned consequences for the Baseball team. These games were 

supposed to be played here this weekend, and they were not supposed to miss class on Monday. 

Thank you so much for your help. I hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan B. Maloy 

Kym, 

Because classes were cancelled today, I rescheduled my ECON    exam for Monday,                        will be unable to attend 

b!c he will be in South Carolina with the baseball team. Can you please let me know if there is somebody who can proctor his exam from 

:lO:OOam-lO:5Oam? If not, then I will add the weight of this exam onto his final exam. 

Thanks for your assistance. 

Rita Balaban 

Susan Malo¥ 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo v@email.unc.edH 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rita A Balaban <balabanr@email.unc.edw~ 

Friday, 3:18 PM 

tiller@cot~.edu 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Proctoring Exams for UNC Student-Athletes 

Exmn 1BB ARS.pdf 

Kate, 

I understand that Susan Maloy, who is a counselor in UNC’s Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes, has made arrangements to have you proctor exams lbr 
two of my students: 

A copy of the exam is attached m~d here aace the directions: 

1. The exam will sta~ at 10am and end at 10:50am on Monday: 
2. The students should put all of their answers on a scantron sheet with a #2 pencil. 
3. They a~re permitted to use a basic calculator. Programmable, graphic, scientific, financial, etc. calculators are not pe~:mitted. 
4. Please scan the scantron sheet and email it to me upon completion of the exam and then send the exmn and the original scantron and exam back to me by regular 

ma~l. IVly address is in the footer of this email. 

I am grateful for >-our assistance. I have a fond place in my heart for CofC. I taught in the School of Business from 2000-2006. Marcia Swder, who you well kmow as 
the number one fan of Cougar baseball, is a veU good friend. 

Best, 
Rita 

Rita A Balaban 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

200E Gardner Hall, CB #3305 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919.843.8823 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rim A Balaban <balabanr@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:50 PM 

MaJ, oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Proctor Exam Foi 

Thanks for updating me on 

Have a good weekend! 

Rita 

3:40 PM, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

Thank you so much. did not travel with the team this weekend. He should be in class on Monday. 

Ma:ay thanks, 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:09 PM, "Rim A Balaban" <balaban~l~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for making this work, Susan. I will email Kate now and make sure that you are CC’ed on my email. 

Please make sure that they take a scantron sheet and a basic calculator with them. Progranamable, financial, ~ientific, graphing, etc. 

calculators axe not permitted. 

Also, a third baseball player is in my class, but he has not contacted me. Will also be taking the exam on the road? 

Best, 
Rita Bdlaban 

On 2:39 PM, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

Thank you for gel:ring back to me. I understand your concern, tn talking wRh CofC and Coach Fo>: [:h~s a~ternoon, I have made 

arrangements for CofC to have the exam procLored. The b~d~vidua~ who w~l be procLorb~g the exam ~s Kate Ti~ler, Learnb~g 

Specialist, withh~ the Academic Support Program at the College of Charleston. She w~l] meet           at ~Oam to proctor 

the exam at that t~me, and Coach w~ make s~re this works for the students, ~ate’s emai] address ~s ti~ler@cofc.edu, 

ihank you so much for offering tMs flex~bi~il:y ~:( so they have Lhe opportunity Lo ~:ake ~:he exam. 

P~ease ~et me know ~[ ~:here is any other ~nf.:) tha~: you need. 

Thank you 

Susan 

Fre~ Rita A Balaban [mailto:ba~abanr@ema~Lunc.edu] 
$eBt~ Friday, 2:05 PM 
Te{ Maloy, Susan B 
S~ject~ Re: Proctor Exam For 

I would be willing to have the exam proctored by an academic advisor at CofC. However, I really prefer that           take 

the exam together at loam which coincides with the same time as the class. I’m worried about them communicating exam 

content to each other and to their peers via cell phone, computer, etc. If this request cannot be respected, then the weight 

of the exam can be transferred to their final exam. I do not give make-up exams b/c it takes me about 4 hours to write each 

one. 

Best, 

Rita Balaban 

On 1:39 PM, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

Hi Professor Balaban, 

One of my students,          , forwarded your email below to me. I believe         ~, another one of my 

students, is in your class as well. According to Kym Orr, it is my understanding that you were working with him 

on a similar issue with one of his students. If I am able to reach an academic counselor at the College of 

Charleston, would you be willing to email the exam to them to have it proctored? Also,    will be busy with 

pregame activities at lOam Monday morning, would you object to the test being administered at 8am on 

Monday morning instead? Unfortunately this weather has really caused some unplanned consequences for the 

Baseball team. These games were supposed to be played here this weekend, and they were not supposed to 

miss class on Monday. 

Thank you so much for your help. I hope to hear from you soon. 

Susan B. Maloy 

Kym, 



Because classes were cancelled today, I rescheduled my ECON    exam for Monday, I 

will be unable to attend b/c he will be in South Carolina with the baseball team. Can you please let me know if 

there is somebody who can proctor his exam from lO:OOam-lO:5Oam? If not, then I will add the weight of this 

exam onto his final exam. 

Thanks for your assistance. 

Rita Balaban 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rim A Balaban <balabanr@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:30 PM 

Tiller, Kate Bradley <TillerK@cofc.edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Proctoring Exams for UNC Student-AtNetes 

Kate, 

Thanks again for your assistance and for leturning the exams so promptly. 

Best, 

Rita 

On 1:08 AM, Tiller, Kate Bradley wrote: 

Good morning Professor Balaban, 

Isn’t Marcia wonderful! We love working with her. completed their exams with about 2 minutes to spare, I’ve attached their scantrons and 

will put t h~-’_~ h~rdc.:_~pies of the e’,<am and the scanl:rons ~n the ma~l th~s afternoon, P~ease le~: me know ~f I can be o[ an~, ft~rther ass~s~:ance 

Have a fir’eat day~ 

--Kate 

Kate g. l~le¢, MPA 

kearn~ng Spedal;st 

College of Charleston 

TD Arena, Room #:1.26 
P: g43.95.~3660 

C: 

CofC "07 and RZO 

F~m: Rita A Balaban [mail~:balabanr@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:18 PN 

To: Nler@cofc.edu 
C¢~ Na~oy, Susan B 

Subject: Proctoring Exams for UNC StudenbAthletes 

Kate, 

I understand that Susan Maloy, M~o is a counselor in UNC’s Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes, has made a~rangements to have you 

proctor extorts tbr two of my students: 

A copy of the exam is attached and here are the directions: 

1. The exam will stazrt at 10am a~d end at 10:50am on Monday, 

2. The students should put all of their miswers on a scantron sheet with a #2 pencil. 

3. They me peimitted to use a basic calculator. Programmable, graphic, scientific, finm~cial, etc. calculators are not permitted. 

4. Please scan the scantron sheet and email it to me uIx~n complelion of the exam and then send the exam and the original scantron and exam back to 

me by regular mail. My address is in the footer of this email. 

I am grateful for your assistm~ce. I have a fond place in my heart for CofC. I taught in the School of Business from 2000-2006. Marcia Snyder, who you 

well know as the number one fan of Cougar baseball, is a very good friend. 

Best, 
Rim 

Rita A Balaban 
Department of Economics 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

200E Gardner Hall, CB #3305 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 9:~9.843.8823 



FFonl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 9:21 AM 

Sumn Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

RE: Intem 

Hello Susan, 

No one has contacted me yet. 

I do agree that the time is right to explore the possibility of an interl~ship program in ASPSA. I recall that Jenn has been one of the more vocal staff members calling 

for such a program, f will suggest that th~-_~ st~ff, especk~lly the senior team craft a proposal for an int:ernshi{} program ~s ~ I:~rt o~ our strategic ph-~nningiint:errt~l 

revil:_!w 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 3:[, 20:[2 8:53 AM 

To: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Intern 

Hi Harold, 

Iwas curious if anyone from the Sport Admin Grad program contacted you about a possible internship in our unit next year? Sounds like they are supposed to be 
interviewing in January and we may have a few who are interested, Is this something we would entertain? I just know that I am probably going to lose     after this school 

year, and she really is a big help. Although I’m sure she would like to expand her experiences within academic support if given the opportunity. I know we haven’t had a true 

intern from the grad program in quite a while, but seems like we could probably use the help. Thoughts? 
Susan 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 31,2012 9:30 AM 

Su~n Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu~~ 

RE: Intem 

We wilt definitely need to discuss this with the Sport Admin. Dept. and with anyone who has ~ncorporated grad students ~nterns ~r~to their operations. 

At some point, we wHI be asked to describe bow we propose to use graduate interns and how that use wN benefit them, so we should go ahead and begin crafting 

the roJe(s) we would ~ke for k~terns to pl~y ~n our operations. This shotHd ~llchJ~e their proposed duties and methods of assessh~g their performance. 

Haroh~ 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 3:1, 20:12 9:25 AM 
To: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Intern 

If we utilize the grad students in Sport Admin, we may need to reach out to their program director as I am not sure that a clear on going relationship has been established 

with regard to our desire to have an intern if there is any interest among their students each year. I suppose we could tall< with Cricket about how to go about this as well. 

Susan 

> > > "Woodard, Harold" <harold vvoodard@unc~edu> 10/31/2012 9:21 AM > > > 

Hello Susan, 

No one has contacted me vet. 

I do agree that the time is right to explore the possibility of an internship program in ASPSA, I recall that Jenn has been one of the more vocal staff members calling 

for such a program, I will suggest that the staff, especially the senior team craf[: a proposal [or an internship program as a part of our strategic planning/internal 

review process. 

Harold 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent: Wednesday, October 3:1, 20:12 8:53 AM 

To: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Intern 

Hi Harold, 

I was curious if anyone from the Sport Admin Grad program contacted you about a possible internship in our unit next year? Sounds like they are supposed to be 

interviewing in Januan! and we may have a few who are interested. Is this something we would entertain? I just know that I am probably going to lose     after this school 

year, and she really is a big help. Although I’m sure she would like to expand her experiences within academic support if given the opportunity. I know we haven’t had a true 

intern from the grad program in quite a while, but seems like we could probably use the help. Thoughts? 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 12, 2012 10:30 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jjtowns@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 
jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer 
<swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yarbrough, 
Nate <yarbro9@email.unc. edu> 

STRATEGIC PLANNING 

strategic planning worksheets.pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please take a look at the attached documents that outline the steps involved in a tFpical strategic planning process. This 
outline should help clarifF Four thinking as Fou consider the most appropriate mission, vision, values, priorities and 

action plans for ASPSA. 

I will be checking in with each of Fou regarding Four thoughts. 

Take care. 

Harold 



IStages of the Strategic Planning Process] 
Mission ~ An effective rnission 

statement should be: 
- Definitive - De fine the =ustomers~ define the value- 

delivery pre~nise so be offered, It should tell ab~u~ our 
way ofd~ing bush~ess, 

¯ Id entirying - Make ~t clear wha~ mar enterprise will do. 
¯ Concise - Make its poh~t on one page or preferably less. 
¯ Actionable- It ~hould g~ve the reader an idea of what 

kinds of actions will be invoIved er delivered 

Memarable- It should be easy to remember~ 0~e,, we will 
laud a man an the moon in this decade.) 

Sustainable - Cau be continued into d~e future 

Vision t A vision statement is what our 
I enterprise aspires to become. 

A focused concept - something beyond platitudes 

that can actually be pictured as existing. 

A sense of purpose-something worth doing ~hat 
creates value. 

A plausible chance of success - something that is 

possible and yet is challenging. 

Goals I A well formed goal 

statement is: 

Verifiable ~ can be measured using agreed-on criteria. 

Achievable - is realistically possible, 

Valuable - is worth~vhfle, achieving brings benefits 

Ownable - is something that people can commit to 
achieving. 

Actionable - can be translated into some action or 

group o f actions, 

Action 
A well formed 
Action Item: 

¯ Focused - directed toward achieving one of the goals. 

¯ Succinct - can be stated clearly° 

- Measurable - success can be quantified 

(3 Assessments). 

Flexible - capable of being changed if the assessemnt 

suggests that change ~s ~eeded, 

¯ Tiu~ely * usually t~as a time line associated with its 

completiou, 



Strategic Plan 

Vision (What are you striving for? 
hope to accomplish?): 

What do you 

III. 

Values (What is important to 
are motivating you?): 

What beliefs 

Mission (What aspirations do _you hold? In 
what direction are you headed?): 

Goals: 

5. 



St .relic Plan 

Select one ~oal and work it through. 

Goa:l 1: 

What are the objectives? 

What are the 

What is the timeline? 

Who is responsible? 

What are the costs? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 10:23 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Bridger, Beth 
<bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Welborn, 
Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; 
Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Announce 

Dear Colleagues, 

FYI 

Please note this forwarded message from Dean Owen. 

Harold 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Owen, Bobbi A" <ower~bob@ur~c~edu> 
Date: March 14, 2013 8:35:41 AM GMT-05:00 
To: "Woodard, Harold" <harold_;~oodard@unc.edu> 
Subject: Announce 

Can you be sure the staff knows Michelle Brown will begin May 6. Announcements going out 
Monday night (internal) and Tuesday (external). 
B. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 8:35 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc. edu>; Sheu, Benj amin <b sheu@email.unc, edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Playmakers ticket list 

Hi, 

Thank you everyone for updating your list of student athletes on the booklist who need drama tickets for Playmakers 

productions. 

I have sent the list over to Playmakers so those student-athletes should be able to purchase tickets starting this week. 

A couple of points to emphasize with your students: 

1. They MUST plan ahead. If tickets are sold out for a production, the students will not be able to order tickets for 

that night. 

2. They will NOT be allowed to show up later than 30 minutes before the curtain goes up and get tickets using the 

list. For example, the deadline for a 7:30 show is 7:00. 

3. Students must have their OneCards to purchase tickets. 

Please remember to notify me as soon as any of these students drop a DRAM class, so I can have them removed from 

the list. 

Please let me know if you have any other questions, 

Jenn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 23, 2014 5:35 PM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, 
Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
staff meeting reminder for 2/26--meeting will NOT end at 4:00 

Hi, 

This is your reminder that we have our weekly staff meeting this Wednesday at 3:00 pm. We will have a guest, Maureen 

Windle, from Counseling and Psychological Services who will not be able to arrive until 3:30. Therefore, we need to be 

prepared that the meeting might run longer than usual. 

If you have any agenda items to address at the beginning of the meeting, please send them to me as soon as possible. 

Thanks[ 

Jenn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 3:10 PM 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 
Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Fall sample calanders 

Copy of Copy of FallschedulesPRAC (2).xlsx 

Hi, 

Can you please double-check these fall schedules and let me know if there are any changes to your teams’ schedules? 

Jenn 
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Men’s Basketball Fall Schedule 

Appendix C 



Swimming and Diving Fall Schedule 
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5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

Swimming and Diving Fall Schedule 

Weights Weights Weights 

Afternoon Practice 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Hall Study Hall Study Hall Study Hall 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Appendix C 



:45 

10:00 

10:00 

Swimming and Diving Fall Schedule 

Appendix C 



Baseball Fall Schedules 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Class Class Class 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 

Academic 

Meeting 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 

Practice/Weig hts/Sports Med 

Academic 

Meeting 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 



:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

11:00 

Baseball Fall Schedules 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Hall/Tutoring 



Men’s Lacrosse Fall Schedule 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Weights 

Treatment 

Practice 

Weights 

Treatment 

Practice 

Weights 

Treatment 

Practice 

Weights 

Treatment 

Practice 

Class Lunch Class Lunch 

11:00-11:50 11:00-11:50 

Lunch Lunch 

Class 

1:00-1:50 

Class 

2:00-2:50 

Class 

12:30 - 1:45 

Class 

2:00 - 3:15 

Class 

1:00-1:50 

Class 

2:00-2:50 

Class 

12:30 - 1:45 

Class 

2:00 - 3:15 

Weights 

Treatment 

Practice 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Class 

1:00-1:50 

Class 

2:00-2:50 



:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Class 

3:00-3:50 
IFilm/Meetings I 

Film/Meetings 

Men’s Lacrosse Fall Schedule 

I Film/Meetings 

Film/Meetings 

Weekly 

Counselor Mtg 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Academic 

Meetings 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Academic 

Meetings 

Dinner 



Gymnastics Fall Schedule 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

Monday 

Shower 

Commute 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Weekly 

Appointment 

Treatment 

Trainers 

Practice 

Tuesday 

Shower 

Commute 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Treatment 

Trainers 

Practice 

Wednesday 

Shower 

Commute 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Treatment 

Trainers 

Afternoon 

Open for Labs 

Thursday 

Shower 

Commute 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Treatment 

Trainers 

Practice 

Friday 

Shower 

Commute 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Treatment 

Trainers 

Practice 



Gymnastics Fall Schedule 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Dinner Dinner Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Dinner 



Women’s Tennis Fall Schedule 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Class Class Class 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 

Academic 

Meeting 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 

Practice/Weig hts/Sports Med 

Academic 

Meeting 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 



Women’s Tennis Fall Schedule 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

11:00 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Hall/Tutoring 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 



Women’s Soccer Fall Schedule 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Class Class Class 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 

Academic 

Meeting 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 

Practice/Weig hts/Sports Med 

Academic 

Meeting 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 



Women’s Soccer Fall Schedule 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Hall/Tutoring 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Competition 



Men’s Golf Fall Schedule 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Class Class Class 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 

Academic 

Meeting 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 

Practice/Weig hts/Sports Med 

Academic 

Meeting 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

8-850 

Class 

9-9:50 

Class 

10-1050 

Lunch 



:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

11:00 

Men’s Golf Fall Schedule 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Hall/Tutoring 



Men’s Tennis Fall Schedule 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

Monday 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Weights 

Tuesday 

Breakfsat 

Academic 

Meeting 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Trainer 

Wednesday 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Weights 

Thursday 

Breakfsat 

Academic 

Meeting 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Trainer 

Friday 

Morning 

Workouts 

ShoweH 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Weights 



Men’s Tennis Fall Schedule 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Afternoon 

Practice Practice 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Afternoon Afternoon 

Practice 

Shower/ Shower/ 

Trainer/ Trainer/ 

Dinner Dinner 

Study Hall 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 



6:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

Breakfast Breakfast 

Weights 

Shower 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

MEET 

with 

trainer/REHAB 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

study hall 

Shower/ 

Breakfasfl 

Class 

8:00-9:15 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

TEAM MEETING 

Weights 

Shower 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

weekly 

MEETING 

with 

Counselor 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

study hall 

Shower/ 

Breakfasfl 

Class 

8:00-9:15 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

TEAM MEETING 

VIDEO 

PRACTICE 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

TEAM MEETING 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

TEAM MEETING 

Volleyball 

Friday 

ShoweH 

BreakfasU 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

MEET 

with 

trainer/REHAB 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

Fall Schedule 



Volleyball Fall Schedule 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

VIDEO 

PRACTICE 

VIDEO 

PRACTICE 

VIDEO 

PRACTICE 

or 

travel 

TRAVEL 

TEAM MEAL 

COMPETITION 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Tutoring/ Tutoring/ 

Study hours Study hours 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 



Field Hockey Fall Schedule 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

Monday 

Shower/ 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Tuesday 

Conditioning 

Class 

8:00 - 9:15 

Class 

9:30 - 10:45 

Wednesday 

Showe~ 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Tuesday 

Showe~ 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

8:00 - 9:15 

Class 

9:30 - 10:45 

Meet with Professors, TA’s, Advisers 

Lunch 

Training 

Room 

Afternoon 

Practice 

1 - 3:30 

Lunch 

Training 

Room 

Afternoon 

Practice 

1 - 3:30 

Lunch 

Training 

Room 

Afternoon 

Practice 

1 - 3:30 

Lunch 

Training 

Room 

Afternoon 

Practice 

1 - 3:30 

Friday 

Shower/ 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

8:00-8:50 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Lunch 

Training 

Room 

Afternoon 

Practice 

1 - 3:30 



:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Study 

Hall 

Weights 

3:30-4:30 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Study 

Hall 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Study 

Hall 

Field Hockey Fall Schedule 

Weights 

3:30-4:30 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 

Study 

Hall 

Showed 

Trained 

Dinner 



6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

2:00 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

Treatment 

Practice 

LUNCH 

Class 

12:00-12:50 

Class 

1:00-1:50 

Treatment 

Practice 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Class 

12:30-1:45 

Treatment 

Practice 

LUNCH 

Class 

12:00-12:50 

Class 

1:00-1:50 

Treatment 

Practice 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Class 

12:30-1:45 

Wrestling Fall Schedule 

Friday 

Treatment 

Practice 

LUNCH 

Class 

12:00-12:50 

Class 

1:00-1:50 



:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Class 

2:00-2:50 

Class 

3:00-3:50 

Weights 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

LUNCH 

Class 

3:30-4:45 

Weights 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Class 

2:00-2:50 

Class 

3:00-3:50 

Weights 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

LUNCH 

Class 

3:30-4:45 

Weights 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 

Wrestlinl  Fall Schedule 

Class 

2:00-2:50 

Class 

3:00-3:50 

Weights 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Tutoring 



Track and Field Fall Schedule 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

Monday 

XC Practice 

Shower/ 

Breakfast 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Class 

12:00-12:50 

Lunch 

Tuesday 

Weights 

ShoweH 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Academic 

Meetings 

Wednesday 

XC Practice 

Shower/ 

Breakfast 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Class 

12:00-12:50 

Lunch 

Thursday 

Weights 

ShoweH 

Breakfast 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

Lunch 

Academic 

Meetings 

Friday 

XC Practice 

Shower/ 

Breakfast 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Class 

12:00-12:50 

XC Travel 

and 

Competition 

XC Travel 

and 

Competition 



Track and Field Fall Schedule 

: 15 Afternoon 

:30 

:45 Practice 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:30 

6:00 

:30 Dinner 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Dinner 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Dinner 



5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

1:00 

Monday 

Morning 

Practice 

At Lake 

Commute 

Breakfast/ 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Tuesday 

Weights 

Weights 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

I 
Lunch 

Wednesday 

Morning 

Practice 

at Lake 

Commute 

Breakfast/ 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Thursday 

Weights 

Weights 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:00-12:15 

I 
Lunch 

Rowins: Fall Schedule 

Friday 

Morning 

Practice 

at Lake 

Commute 

Breakfast/ 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Travel for Competition 



:15 

:30 

:45 Academic 

2:00 Meetings 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 Dinner 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

Dinner 

Academic 

Meetings 

Afternoon Practice 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Dinner 

Rowing Fall Schedule 



:45 

10:00 

Rowinl~ Fall Schedule 



8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

Monday 

Individual 

Lessons 

Group 1 

Weights 

Class 

10-10:50 

Class 

11-11:50 

Group 2 

Weights 

Lunch 

Class 

2:00-2:50 

Tuesday 
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Football Fall Schedule 
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Football Fall Schedule 
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Women’s Golf Fall Schedule 
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Women’s Golf Fall Schedule 
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Dinner 
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Women’s Lacrosse Fall Schedule 
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Women’s Lacrosse Fall Schedule 
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Softball Fall Schedule 
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Softball Fall Schedule 
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Men’s Soccer Fall Schedule 
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Men’s Soccer Fall Schedule 
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Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maitland. Theresa L <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 2:31 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edu>; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming <candicet~a)email.unc.edtv~; 

@live.unc.edu-~;                @live.unc.edu>; Clark, Fred M <ti~ed clark@unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L 
<collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Slivka, Dara M <slivka@email.unc.edu-~; Taylor, Gigi <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edtv~; Gnevmra, Percival Villegas 

<percival.gv@unc.edu>; Scott, Margie B. <mscott@email.nnc.edu:>; Wilson, Ada K <adaw@email.unc.edu:>; Perez, Josmell 

~-josmell@etnail.nnc.edu;>; Bachenheime~; Aaron H <bachenhe@email.unc.edu:,;                        (~bunc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 

<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Dawson, Alice C <adawson@email.unc.edu>; Junlc. Cheryl <t-a, eete@e~nail.unc.edu>; Covington, Mary, 

Maxgaret ~-~mmy covington@unc.edtc,; Windle, Maureen A ~-~mawindle@email.unc.edu>; jrkessle@email.unc.edu; Baile~; Tiffany 

<tmbailey@email.unc.edu;,; Hoffarth, Sarah Andrea <hoffarth@email.unc.edu>; Flynn, Sarah <seflynn@email.tmc.edu~;; Mann, April 

Selena <asmann@email.unc.edu>; Hoover. Shandol Christine <schoover@email.unc.edup; Yopp, Jan Johnson <jan~-opp@unc.edtc,; 

Patterson, Tony ~on,v Patterson@unc.edu>; Bicld’ord, Donna M <dbicldbrd@unc.edtc,; Baum, Pat~, <pbanm@admissions.unc.edtc,; 
Mohanty, Suchi <smohanb’@email.unc.edu;; Wuenschel, Jill -~v~-aensch@email.unc.edtc,; Lewis, Lucy W <lwlewi@email.unc.edu>; 

Kenda]l, Pdtchie D <rkendall@email.unc.edu>; Paxkins, Leslie C <leslie~parkins@unc.edu>; DeardorIt; Du~me L 

~<tuane.deardortt~a)unc.edtv~; Jones, Deborah J ~djjones@email.unc.edu>; Palsha, Sharon A <spalsh~email.unc.edu-~; DeSaix, Jean 

~desaix@email.unc.edu>; ttogan, Kelly A <leek@email.unc.edu>; McCombs, Mark A <mmccomb@email.unc.edtv~; Bernhardt, Valerie 

M <vaJerieb@email.unc.edu>; Battaglini, Rebecca L <bbat~emaJl.unc.edu>;           @gmail.com 

in Educational Group 

Thriving in College Group Poster KR.docx 

Dear Colleagues, 

Thanks so much for sharing information on the groups l am spearheading at the Learning Center. 

Please continue to remind aW student you meet who is diagnosed with           (or wonders if they may have either or both conditions) to join me any Tuesday from 3-4:00 pm in Suite 
2109 of SASB North. I am attaching a flier for you to hand out, to distribute and to post (if you haven’t aheady done so) 

’]7his group wil[ continue until fina[ exams and no registration ~s necessary 

Thanks for helping to spread the word. 

Theresa E Laurie Maitland Ph.D, Certified Professional Coactive Coach 
Coordinator 
’]7he l,earning Center’s 
Academic Success Program for Students 
with LI)/AI)HI) 
2109 SASB North, 450 I~dge Road 
CB# 3447 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3,q47 
Phone: 919-%2-9350 
Fax: 919-%2-3674 
www.unc.eduiasp 

"If we all did the things we are capable of doing, we would literally astound ourselves." Thomas Edison 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers~email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 7:48 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbm~loy@email.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Question - Easeter Weekend Availability 

Response [:rorn football about Easter weekend. Sounds like they are shutting down, so the guys will be gone too. 

From: Holliday, Corey L 

Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 8:26 PM 

To: Myers, Leslie 

Cc: Williams, Andre; Holliday, Corey L 

Subject: Re: Question 

Yes, the football office is scheduled to be closed on Friday - Sunday (Easter weekend). 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 26, 2014, at 8:13 PM, "Myers, Leslie" <le:m~’er:;@em~ii.un~: .edu> wrote: 

Hi- 

Will the guys have Easter weekend off? We are discussing the schedule for the center for the rest of the semester and right now we are scheduled to 

be closed Thursday night 4/17 (since school is closed that Friday) and Sunday 4/20 (which is Easter). It makes sense to be closed those dates, but want 

to make sure we aren’t doing so without looking at the schedule for the guys, especially since it looks like tutoring will be cancelled on 4/14 for the 

Rammy’s. Any thoughts!suggestions would be most appreciated. 

Thanks. 

Les 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michelle Brown <~         @gmail.com> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 9:50 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; j enn_townsend@email.unc.edu; Orr, 
Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan 
B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; 
Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

preparation to start 

Hello, 

I am looking forward to May 6th and finally being in the office. During the first two weeks, I would like to 
have a meeting with each of you. This first meeting will give us the opportunity to begin our conversations 
regarding individual goals and office priorities. This is also an opportunity to bring your questions. 

Please email me with a few hour time slots that are open in your schedule (or that you can arrange to have open 
for the meeting) starting on May 7th through May 17th so that we can secure a time. 

In addition, by Friday, April 26, please email me with answers to the following two questions. 
1) After my last visit, I was provided with a brief summary of each individual’s job responsibilities (team 
assignments). Please provide me with a list of your current team assignments before you picked up anything 
due to the recent 2 vacancies (and you can add what you have added to help cover during the transition 
identifying them as such). Also, list any other projects or assignments that you contribute to or coordinate. 

2) Briefly (we can discuss in greater detail at a later time) explain to me what you believe are the most critical 
tasks, projects, issues, or responsibilities that you have on your plate and that the ASPSA has that need the most 
immediate attention. 

Thank you. Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Michelle 

Michelle Brown 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michelle Brown < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 10:39 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: preparation to s~art 

Hi Susan, 

Yes, let’s change te meeting to 3:45 and we can adjust depending in when yon return. 

Michelle 
On Wednesday, May 1,2013, Maloy, Susm~ B wrote: 

Hey Michelle, 

This is t~ot a great start to Nread¥ ask to adiu.~;t our meeting time, but I jt~st ~ound out that                is goir~g to be at 2gm~ or~ Frh~y, May 10th, Any chance 
we could move our meeting tirade back to 3:30ish of earlier in the day? H: not, ] understand, Just thought ] wou~d ask. 

Thanks, 

Susar~ 

F~m= Nichelle Brown [ma~to: NQmail.com] 
Sent~ FrMag, April 26, 2013 10:31 AM 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: preparation to sta~ 

Hi Su~ 

We ~e ready to s~n ma~ng our way up there (well, ~most ready). 

Tha]]k you for all the inlbnnation a~d it will ~ good to sit down and discnss this in greater derail. Let’s meet on Friday, May 10th at 2:00. 

See you soon, 

Michelle 

On Thu, Apr 25, 2013 at 11:24 PM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@emaJ].unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi N~chelle, 

We my aJl ~ loo~ng fo~vard ~ your anival. I hen all is going well with your move pmpa~adons. 

Regarding your requests, brevity may not be the e~ies~ bnt l’l] ~, k) hit ~me Nghlights. ~ Of couBe, further derails would ~ easier to discnss in our meeting. 

First of M1, I wonld be available to meet any time Wednesday 5/7 before 11am or a~y ~me between 9:30am-4pm on May 9 or 10. 

I have not ~en in tny cuwent ~sition ~ Tutorial CooNinator for a full yeax yet. I ~ga]~ July 6, 2012 ~ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counsolor. In the Fall 
se~nester, I worked with B~ebaJ] and Women’s Soccer. The thought was ~ re~nove tea]ns from the Tutorial Coordinator due to the demands of the job. Theretbre, 
Women’s Soccer was removed, but Baseball remained. Since the ~vcent smffvacancies, I have al~ picked up Men’s Lacrosse. I do not necessarily wa~t to lose 
teams, but I do feel that it is diNcult to do bthjobs well atthe same time. 

A few of the immediate needs that I see with regard to ASPSA are as follows: 

]. The need to establish a mission and a philosophy of who we ~e going ~ pdodtize for se~ices and how we want to o~rate ~ a unit that we will all buy into. 
Pan of this pNlosophy needs to include the Tutorial Progra~n, and how we believe it should oNmte as well. I also think the role a]]d responsibilities of the Academic 
Counselor need to be clearly defined. 

2. Ce~inly we need to address our sm~ng needs as a priority, both vacancies and hopefully ~tditional positions as well. Smffmorale of the cuwent s~ffcould use 
a ~ost as well. 

3. As for the Tutorial Coordinator position, I don’t tbel like cleaz oxpocmtions of the position have ever been outlined and discus~d in derail since I ~gan. I spend 
a lot of rime processing a~d ~=ading rotor feedNck fo~ms. While I do see value in this, I would still like to get your thoughts. There is definitely a need for cledcM 
assistance to scan and record feedback fom~s. It would ~ ideal for Nate’s position to assist with this rather ~an depend on a new grad student each ye~. We have 
had some prelimin~’ di~ussions with the Writing Center about ~e system they use for electronic feedback fo~ but we are definitely inte~sted in your 
peBpective on this ma~er. I tN~ tNs is a ve~’ impo~nt nee& but most likely will t~e a tecN~olo~’ budget that we have not previously had. (Technolow advances 



conld essentially be a 5th need.) 

4. This may sound trivia], but I aJso "think establishing consistency across sporks witi~ regard to study hall and tutoring our hours of operation is important to set np 

right away. Right now we are discussing chaaaging the times at night (two nights a week) for all s~dents in order to accommodate one sport. ’][’his could technically 

create confusion among the tutors and students. If we decide that is the way we want to go as a group, I am fine, but we need to be able to have good conversations 

as a group on these matters. If we stand fim~ on the same hours of operation for all sports, your help in axticulating tiffs to head coaches tnay be necessm3~. 

Ok, so I knew I conldn’t be brief¯ Sor~ about that. There is so much more we could talk about, but I’ll stop here. 

¯ Look forward to seeing yon soon. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michelle Brown @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 1:03 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: preparation to start 

No problem. Let’s keep 2:00. 

On Wednesday, May 1, 2013, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

Ok, 

if gou would like to move it back. Either way is fine with me. Sorry about this. 

From: Michelle Brown [mailto:        ’,@gmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, May 01, 2013 I0:39 AM 
To; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: preparation to start 

Hi SusmL 

Yes, let’s change te meeting to 3:45 and we can adjust depending in when you return. 

now appears I actuatly can still meeL at 2pro on Friday the 10ti~ 

Michelle 
On Wednesday, May 1, 2013, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

Hey Michelle, 

This is not a great start to Nread¥ ask to adiust our meeting time, but { just ~ound out that Any chance 
we could move our meeting time back to 3:30ish or earlier in the day? [1: not, ] u~derstand. Just thought ] would ask. 

Thanks, 

F~m: Michelle Brown [ma~Ito @gmail,com] 
Sent= Friday, April 26, 2013 I0:3~ AM 
To= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject= Re: preparation to sta~ 

Hi Su~ 

We ~e ready to s~ ma~ng our way up there (well Nmost ready). 

ThaJ~k you for all the inlbrnmtion a~d it will ~ good to sit down and discuss this in greater dem~l. Let’s meet on Friday, May 10th at 2:00. 

See you soon, 

Michdle 

On Thu, Apr 25, 2013 at 11:24 PM, Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@emaJLunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi N~chelle, 

We am aJl ~ loo~ng fom~ard ~ your aniva]. I hoN all is going well with your move pmpa~a~ons. 

Regarding your requests, brevity may not be the e~ies~ but ~’]~ ~ k~ hit ~me Ngh]ights. ~ Of coupe, further dem~Is would ~ easier to discuss in our meeting. 

First of aJ], I would be available to meet any time Wednesday 5/7 before 1 tam or a3~y time between 9:30am-4pm on May 9 or 10. 

I have not ~en in tny cu~ent ~sition ~ Tutorial CooNinator for a full yea~ yet. I ~gm~ July 6, 2012 ~ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor. In the Fall 
smnester, I worked with B~ebaJl and Women’s Soccer. The thought was m rmnove reruns from the Tutorial Coordinator due to the demands of the job. TherefOre, 
Women’s Soccer was removed, but Baseball remained. Since the recent s~ffvacancies, I have a]~ picked up Men’s Lacrosse. I do not necessafib" wa~t to lose 
teams, but I do feel that it is diNcult to do ~thjobs well atthe same time. 



A t~w of the immediate needs that I see with regaxd to ASPSA are as tbllows: 

1. The need to establish a mis 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 7:06 PM 

Malay, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Chronicle story on ticket issue 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "McFarland, Michael B" <mike mcfiarland(tbunc.edu> 

Date: June 10, 2013, 2:21:22 PM EDT 

To: ’Steve Kirschner’ <skirscbne(d;uncaa.unc.edu>, "Brown, Michelle" <micbellebrown(tbunc.edu>, "Farmer, Stephen M" 

<sl?ann er(a~)admissions.mac .edu> 

Cc: "Schuettpelz, Efin C" <ecs(_a)~nc.edu> "Strohm, Leslie Chan~bers" <~_t__r~!il__r!~L~__e__r!~_LU_!=_u__~_c_:__e__d31>, "Moon, Ka~en B" <_kg£.e_n_____r_n_._o_R_r_l.(q~_tLr_Lc_:e__ql._u_> 

Subject: Chronicle story on ticket issue 

Previous 

Next 

.__*~_____M__a_n2f___I_~ig___A_t__l!!_e__t_i__c_~__t__~!:_o_gram s Fail to Protect Thernselves From Ficlde Recruits 

Academic Advisers for Athletics Grapple With UNC Controversy 
June 9, 2013, 9:51 pm 

Jacksonville, PTa. It’s been a challenging couple of years for the people who oversee academic support for big-time athletes, as high-profile problems 

have cast aspects of their profession in a negative light. 

Late last week academic advisers from around the country gathered here for their am~ual convention. Many defended the industiy even as it faces 

renewed questions about the appropriate definition of academic frand and whether the NCAA should have an increased role in enforcing it. 

Those questions rook on ti~esh meaning on Saturday, as The News & Observer revealed newfound ties between advisers at the Universi~ of North 

Ca~olina at Chapel tlill and a tbrmer leader of its department of AiiJcan and Afro-American studies, who depa~ed last year amid allegations of 

impropriety. 

According to e-mails obtained by the Raleigh newspaper, Inembers of Nort~h Carolina’s academic- suppo(t stodf negotiated with Julius Nyang’oro, the 

department’s fomier chairmar~ to schedule a no-show class. 

Athletics advisers als~ offered the professor free football tickets for himself and his family, and a chance to watch a game from the sideline~practices 

that are frowned upon in this industry. 

It’s unclear whether the lates~t development~wNch follow reports detailing UNC players’ enrolling in aberrant courses, unauthorized grade changes for 
players, and Ii~rged thculty signatures could lead m NCAA penalties. 

At least two investigations are s~ill under way in Chapel Hill, including one by the Southern As~ciation of Colleges and Schools. So lhr, the NCAA has 

stayed largely silent about whether it sees violations. 

But a foimer president of the National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics said that the e-mails suggested academic impropriety,. 

"This case clearly meets the s~andard of acade~nic fraud in athletics~" said Gerald Gurney, a folmer head of academic support for athletes at the University 
of Oklahoma. ’°These e-mails clearly show that inslitutional staffmembers were directly involved in that department offering these easy courses that 

affected the eligibility of athletes." 

Phil Hughes, who oversees academic support for players at the University of Michigan, said it is difficult to draw conclusions in cases involving potential 

academic ti-aud. °’But if athletics is exerting influence tbr the purla~se of academic advantage or privilege, then that is inappropriate." 

Whether the NCAA will find violations is another matter. One veteran director of academic sen, ices said the association is ill equipped to deal with tho~ 

issues, in part because it lacks authority over institutional curricula. 

"It’s not a deficiency they’re just not sure where to go or who to talk to, and it’s hard to discern what kind of violation there Inay or may not have 

been," said this person, who did not want to be identified for fern of retribution by the NCAA. °~lhey’re not elnpowered to pass judgment." 

Despite his certain~, that violations occurred, Mr. Gurney does not expect the NCAA to hand down penalties in Chapel Hill. 

"I can assure you that the enforcement staff and Mark Emmert want the problem to go away," he said on Sunday, refemng to the NCAA’s president. 



"They want this to be aJ~ isolated academic issue within the institution a11d not a violation." 

In a session here on Friday, NCAA leaders slyoke to academic advisers about their interest in exploring the definition of academic fraud. They sought 

feedback over what should constitute an academic violation in athletics, mad asked if institutions wanted the NCAA to be more involved in monitoring 

potential improprieties. 

Few people here said they wrested that. But the t:act that the question has even come up says something about the increased scrutiny tiffs field is getting. 

If an~thing, academic advisers want a chance to tell their side of the sto~. They rarely get that chance, some said, as athletic directo~ of[en prevent them 

from talking to the news media. 

The questions at North Carolina and elsewhere have painted an unfair portrait of the indust~ and the good work that man5, people in it do, said Mr. 
Gumey. 

’~qot only have we taken these hits, but they are clea~cly unthir to the 1,300 members m~d probably 3,000 total members in academic support," he said. 

"These people work very ha~cd every day remediating mad assisting athletes m~d we need to hear more of those stories." 

Comments (9) 
This entry was posted in academic [raud, Academic Services North Carolina Tar Heels. Bookmark the permalink. 

Mike McFarland 
University Relations 
mike mcfadand@unc.edu 
919-962-2011 (o) 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 10:38 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Onyen for Ben 

Hi Susan, 
Does Ben have a PID# yet? 

Michelle 

Frora: Yarbrough, Nate 
Seat: Friday, June 28, 2013 10:24 AN 

To: Brown, IVlichelle 
Subject: Onyen for Ben 

Michelle, 

Please have Ben do this before he starts working with us. Once you have received your PID # from UNC please go onto www.onyen.unc.edu and create an onyen 

and password ( name and password) using your PID #. If it doesn’t work right away please keep trying, sometimes it takes a couple of days for everything to 

process. Once you have an onyen and password set up, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

O-919-962-9537 

C- 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 6:33 PM 
To: Yarbrough, Nate 
Subject: Onyen 

Nate, 

Please forward a link or information on how to sign-up so that I can have Ben start that, 

Thanks, 

Michelle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 1:44 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

FW: Chancellor Video 

FYi 

Michelle 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 1:07 PM 
To: Brown, IVlichelle 
Subject: RE: F~r the morning 
She is not in her office this week so I have sent an email message request~ 
JoyJ. Rem~er~ M,A., RT(R), FAE~RS 

School of Medicine 
CB ~7130 UNC-CH Bor~durar~t Hall 
~2~-A Sou[kl Columbia 
Chape~ HIll, NC 27599-7130 

919-g56-51,1.7Desk 

Cell 
919-956-5951 Fax 
-CONFIDENg~AL~TY NOTICE: This e<nad message~ [!~clud[ng a[tachments H: arW, is inter~ded or@ for [he -person or en[ity [o which it is addressed and may co¢~tain conf[den[ia~ and/or 
[)r[vdeged material. AtW --unau ~horized review, k:se, disciosure or dis[r[bLl~[or~ is [: rohibited. I. "~OLI are no~ the ha[ended recipient, please cor~[ac[ [he sender by replg e-maq and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 

F~m= Brown, Nichelle 
Sent~ Wednesday, July 17, 2013 8:31 AN 
Te~ Renner, Joy 3 
Subject~ N: For the morning 

Here ~s information from Susan regardh~g the ~deo for tutors for Chancellor Fo~t (m~d/or Provost Dean). 

Thank you [or aaking if ~1: can be t~ken care o[ at the aame 

M~cheHe 

F~m= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent~ Wednesday, July 17, 2013 8:28 AN 
Te~ Brown, Nichelle 
Subject~ RE: ~r the morning 

Glad this ~t being d~scussed. ~: has de[ini~:ely been on my mind. A~:tached is the video cl~p as well as the acdp~: that we provided ~:o Holden. The script can certah~y 

be modified with their own persona~ message ~f they would ~ike. The emphas~s, of course, ~s ~:he ~mportance o[ (1) academk: ~ntegri~:y and {2) their respons~bi~Ry to 

understand and maintak~ compliance with NCAA regulations as a resuk o[: recent events as well as (3) appredat~on fort ~e work tha~ they do for our student- 

athletes, and (4} whatever other persona~ message she would ~l<e ~o add. ~ had originally set up New Media ~n AtMet~cs to v~deo ~ape, but as we got started HoMen 

did not fee~ comfortaMe without a teleprompter to read from. 

without an appoh~tment at that t~me. Hav~ng the teleprompter worked out great~ U~fortunate~v, 

be~iew? he records s~mHar ~:h~ngs for ~:he Chancelk)r on a regular basis. Certainly, Chancellor Folt or Prow)s~: Dean ~re invi~:ed to attend our trak~ing and bypass the 

video since we should be video taping Orientation anyway. It’s whatever they are comfortaMe with. We would certain~y ~ove ~o have them here to he~p k~ck off 

the new year. 

Just i~ case you need tMs info as well, Nate has secured the 3rd f~oor ~? I.oudermN< on AuSust 2[]. for this event, but was unable to schedule the 20th. So ~ have 

asked him to check on the 22nd ~nste~d. ~’H ~eep you posted on the datea. 

Hope this he~ps, and ~ ~ook [:orward to hearing bad( [:rom you on this. 

Susan 

F~m= Brown, Nichelle 
Sent~ Tuesday, July 16, 2013 6:08 PN 
Te= Naloy, Susan B 
Subject~ For the morning 
1m~e~anee~ High 

Susan~ 

F~rst thing in the morning, please work to get this information to me. Thank you. 

I had a conversation with Joy Renner regarding the video clip that you wouM like from Chancellor Folt (or Provost Dean, if we can’t get her or even both) to address 

the tutors during training. She is meeting with them tomorrow to ask about a different video and she will ask if they can tape this one at the same time (most likely 

set for next week). Can you tell me how you arranged it in the past and do you have the clip from Holden (if you want that as an example)? We can figure out 

verNage later but please give us some details such as who made the vMeo last time (Athletics?) and a quick bullet of items to address. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown @unc.edu 

office: (9~9) 962-9533 

fax: (9~9)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 



Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Thursday, ,11 : 11 AM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@nnc.edn> 

Greene, Michael <greenem@email.nnc.edu>; MaJoy, Susa~ B <sbmaloy@emml .unc.edu> 

RE: Tutors 

Thank you for your ernail and for expressing your concern, I have spoken with Mike and Susan about               who I believe is the student-athlete you 

referenced below. ~ would ~ike to find some ~me that ~ can come over and meet w~th you to discuss th~s. You were not at the coaches mee~ng on Tuesday so ~ do 

not know if you are ~n town Ph~ase le~: me know what is converdent for you. ~ am ava~laMe Friday, a~l day after 10:00 or Monday, [rom 

8:3(}.-9:30, or Tuesday, Oc[:ober I from 8:00.-3.0:00. 

Are you available during any of those t~mes? 

M~chel~e 

F~m= Papa, Donna 3 
Sent= Nonday, 7:25 PN 
Te; Brown, N~chelle 
¢c= Greene, Michael; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Tutors 

Michelle, 

~ spoke to Susan And Mike Greene ~ast week regarding tutoring. One of my seniors who is a very good student is taking all bio and chem classes. She needs a chem 

tutor more than ~ x per week. The chem tutor time is during the No tutor drop in. She has 12 credits and is very worried about the chem class. She needs more than 

one tutor per week. 

My concerns are thB. The philosophy or strategic plan is that all of our programs are in the top 3 academically. Yet it is still that a stronger student that is in a tough 

class like chem, still cannot get tutors for those classes. Priority still goes to those students that struggle. What about the students that are good students that have 

a class they are struggling with? When do they get help? One time a week for thB class ~s not helping this student and again the oNy t~me she can get a tutor for 

bio is during drop in. Bio drop in is when the chem is being offered. 

We have this great academic center and we cannot get tutors for kids who need them. This kid is looking to go on to reed school. She is getting very frustrated with 

the lack of tutors. This was the case for her last year as well. She has been dean’s list, ACC honor Roll and ACC All Academic. 

I know that you can t’ get tutors for everything but the fact still remains that you have kids that need tutors that are not getting serviced. 

Thank you. 

Donna 

Donna i. Papa 
Univelsity of North Carolina 

Head Softball Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:06 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutorial Service When Student Dismissed from Temn 

Hello, 

If she is on scholarship, we could offer tutodng throughout the semester, If there is a particular reason why ~he was dismissed that we need to consider, please 

bring that forward. If she has been d~smissed because of her bel~avior (such ~s not attending tutoring sessions, ~c~dem~c meetings, etc.) we wou~d most ~ike~y 

cancel services. Otherwise, we wouR~ continue, ff ~:he sLuder~t is a walk<m, we wou~d not continue. If the student.-athh?te quits, ~T~ost ~[ke~y we wou~d end services 

eRher way (but again, we m~ght consider for ~:he semester if the student ~s on scholarship). 

That wouM be the basic guideline. Let me know ff that didn’t help or ffwe want ~o Lalk through a case. 

M~che]~e 

F~m= ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent= Monday, 3:42 PM 
Te= Orr, Kym N 
C¢= Maloy, Susan B; Brown, Nichelle 
Subject: RE: 

~S she oft schoJ~rsh~p~ 

ff so, then ~ tMnk our oMigation 8oes throL~ghouL the semester (assumh~8 they wan~: ~t). 

if: not, I LNnk ofl:ida~ word comes frorn Compliance--whenever we ~et Lhe chan~e of stsLus emsiL 

We do not have wdtLen policy/procedure at the moment-- Michel~e/Susan_. Tho~shts? 

B~n Sh~u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Prosrmm for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9~.9- 843-2:¢28 

~rom: Orr, Kym N 

Sent: Monday, 3:38 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subje~t: 

Is there a definite policy when someone is d~smissed from the team if they receive tutoring services? was dismissed from the team effective 

immediately. Please advise. 

Kym 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 6:37 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 
RE: Admissions meeting 

There has been a change to the Admissions meeting. It is now scheduled for Friday, November 22 from 11:00-1:00pm. 

Please mark your calendars with the change and let me know if you have a conflict with this date. 

Thank you, 

M[chelle 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:03 AM 
To: Ben Sheu (bsheu@email.unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael 
(greenemt@email.unc.edu); Greg Beatty (gpbeatty@email.unc.edu); Lee, Jaimie; Les Myers (lesmyers@email.unc.edu); 
Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Admissions meeting 

Hello, 

Thank you for your cooperation last Wednesday with the Admissions meeting. This is our second large meeting with 

them and we keep working on the logistics. The key is to be flexible since there are so many parts and individuals to 

work with in an odd format. The conversations were very good and Steve, Barbara, and Layna had many good 

questions. Therefore, it took much longer than anyone expected. So, we would like to schedule a part 2 meeting. Since 

we have already had a large "introduction" and we should all understand the purpose of the meetings, we do not have 

to start that way again. Therefore, if you have already met individually with the group, you do not have any other 

obligations for the part 2 meeting. These are the teams that remain to be discussed: 

Men’s Tennis 

Gymnastics 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Softball 

Women’s Tennis 

Men’s Basketball 

Men’s Soccer 

Women’s Basketball 

Swimming and Diving M/W 

Crew 

Fencing M/W 

Track M/W 

Wrestling 

Men’s Golf 



The meeting has been scheduled for Monday, November 4th from 2:00-3:30. We will attempt to put forward a 

tentative schedule for that meeting (who will go first, etc). Since we cannot plan on how long each conversation with 

one counselor will go and we need to be prepared for adjustments, please block the entire time to be available and be 

flexible. Expect that it may shift and be ready for this. Since you will have the entire time blocked off, this should not 

cause any inconvenience. Having said that, it is very difficult to find a time that would work for everyone. If you cannot 

make the entire time, please let me know and exactly the times that you can be available during that time slot. We will 

make every attempt to work out the timing. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Confirm your attendance with me and your availability by the end of the 

day on Wednesday. Thank you. 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:42 AM 

Strauss, Ronald P. <ronstrauss@unc.edtr~ 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: PUBH 

I read the syllabus and it sounds like a very interesting course. The course is mostly guest speakers and it does not seem possible for the student to gain the 

information shared in the class unless it was recorded. Also, since fl~e class onb¢ meets one thee a week, missing ~l~e 6 classes rae~ns ~l~at she would be m~ssing 

over 40% of [:he class. ~ wouk~ agree that the course does not: seem compatible arid J[ doesn’[: sound ~ike the student needs it 1:o graduate immedial:eJv, ft is a shame 

ths~: she could not benefit from tsking the course as she seems interested. 

~ checked w~th the counselor, Susan MNoy, and at this time, she does not have      name as assistin8 with the ~eanl. This does not mean that she isn’t, bu~ we 

wou~d have to set an updated I~st ~nd verify with the coaches before we wou~d even have he~ h~duded ~n the travel letters~ Therefore, my comments back on tNs 

scenario w~th the h~fo~nration that we have, is that ~t doesn’t sound compat~Me. Howe~er, ~f she wN be on the offidsl ~ist as ass~stin8 with the team ~nd if she 

wot~d need the (:ot~rse ~:o graduate andior ~t is the only class that couJd work with her scheduJe ~:o [~l~ a requkemenl:, the discussion couhJ ¢::ont~nue and we could 

discuss ~:he ~ess~bi~tv of o~:her 

~s wefcome to meet wi[h Susan MNoy, academic counselor for Baseball i[: she wouid like to presen[ more ~nformat~on. Piease fet me know what other’ 

thoughts you have on tNs scenario. Thank you. 

M~che~e 

F~m= Strauss. Ronald P. 
Sent~ Friday,                3:09 PM 
To= Hayes, Madison; Brown, MJchelJe 
Su~ject~ RE: PUBH 

Michdle Hard to believe that I am one of the "problem" professors, but my Spring course is a one credit course (see syllabus aEached wi~ aEen~nce policy) and 6 

ab~nces out of 14 weeks is proNbly not compatible with geNng much benefit from ~ng the court. Your thoughts? Thank~ Ron 

(919) 962-4510: ron shauss@smc.edu 

F~m= Hayes, Madison 
Sent~ Friday, 2:26 PM 
To= Strauss, Ronald P. 
Subjectl RE: PUBH 

Dr. Strauss, 

Just following up on another e-mail. 

Thanks so much for your time 
Maddie 

From: Hayes, Madison 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Strauss, Ronald P. 
Subject: Fwd: PUBH 

12:16 AM 

Hi Dr. Strauss, 
Ms.      would like to register for the AIDS course, but is working for the baseb~]l temn and may have to Iniss up to 6 classes. From our previous discussions about 

absences, I’m assuming she should not enroll in the course; however, I wanted to double check because she would have permission from the athletic &p~:rtment, a~d 

I’m not sure if there exist ~:ay University policies that would a£fect this. 

Thanks so much, 

Maddie 

Sent by my iPhone during a knife fight in a crashing helicopter above the Nicaraguan radnfolest. Please excuse any tyops. 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: ~@_i2e__:_u__~&c_:_e___d__t_!> 
Date: at 10:04:39 PM EST I 

o. _r_n_~_t!~?£L_!~_.a_.v__e_.~_~_t!r_Lc_:.e_d__u- <_r._n_~d_.i_~?!:L_!!a_.v_.e_~.(~unc.edu> 

Subject: PUBH 

Ms. Hayes, 

I am very interested in the PUBH course, I am preparing for PA school and find the topic very interesting. I will be registerin~ for this 

tomorrow. Next semester, I will be worldng for the UNC Baseball team. As a result, there is the potential that I will be travelin~ or required to 

be working their Tuesday night games, up to 6. This would have me missing the class but I would have game and travel notes from the 

Athletics department allowing this. I just want to make sure that this would not hugely affect my ability to take this class. Please let me know! 

Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:35 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thank you. Please let them know that I shared with the professor yesterdag that she will not be traveling and then he was not so concerned about her being in the 

class He basically said that ~t sounds ~l<e it has resolved ~tself. So., she is not den~ed from taking the c:ourse but we should rehear her to the pro~essor to tMk to Mm 

about: ~t (if she ~:ruly w~l miss classes). 

Thanks, 

Michel~e 

F~m~ Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:01 AN 
To: Brown, Hichelle 
Subject: ~: 

Hi Miche~e, 

Here ~s more on . Looks ~ike it ~s being handled through Sports Med. 

Thanks, 

F~m: Petschauer, Meredith A 
Sent: Tuesday, ~0:34 AN 
Te: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: 

Than~ you~ 

2202 Strikings Evans Sports Medicine Center 

U NC --CH CB#8700 

Chapel H~, NC 27599.-BT~X} 

F~m: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, ~0:29 AM 
Te: Petschauer, Meredith A 
Subject: RE: 
Sure! Below is her original ema~ that has made ~ts way to us through the [acu~t% let me know ~f can he~p. At th~s point, they have den~ed her opportunity to take 

tMsdass and haw{~ referred her to me. ~ have not heard [rom her at tMs po~nL 

Thanks for t:he hel{} 

From: (/~live.unc.edu> 

Date: at 10:04:39 PM EST 

To: "madison hayes(~)unc.edu" <madi~:~n hayes(~)unc.edu> 
Subject: PUBH 

Ms. Hayes, 

I am very interested in the PUBH course, I am preparing for PA school and find the topic very interesting. I will be re~isterin~ for this tomorrow. Next 

semester, I will be workin~ for the UNC Baseball team. As a result, there is the potential that I will be travelin~ or required to be working their Tuesday 

night ~ames, up to 6. This would have me missing the class but I would have ~ame and travel notes from the Athletics department allowin~ this. I just 

want to make sure that this would not hugely affect my ability to take this class. Please let me know! 

Thank you, 

From: Meredith Petschauer [mailto:mbusby@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:06 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Susan, 

Cas~ you ~nd me the email fa)m ? She is an athletic training student m~d I wonld like to know what she is a~sking. All the athletic training students a~e granted 

priority registration, but as a senior she should already have regislered for class. 

Meredith Petschauer, PhD, ATC, LAT 

2202 Sto]lings Evans Sports Medicine Center 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

919-962-1110 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:47 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

No, you were correct, spoke to him again after you learned that slle really wouldn’t be traveling and he said that it changed the situatiom 

Michelle 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, ~2:33 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Re: 

Ok thanks. Perhaps I misinterpreted Ron Strauss’ elnail earlier. But true, if she is not traveling, i~s a non issue. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On at 11:35 AM, "Brown, Michelle" <michellebmwn(?~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanl~ you. Please let Lhem know thaL I shar,-:~d with the professor y,-:~ater{lay that she will t~ot be [ra~zelit~g and thet~ he was t~o[ so concerned about her 

being in Lhe dash,. He ba~k:aHy sa~d that ~t sound~ Hke ~: has resolved ~:se~ So, she ~s not det~ie~t from taking the course but we should refer her to the 

pro[:essor Lo Lafk to him about ~t 0f she truly will rn~ss classes}. 

Thanks, 

MicheHe 

F~m~ Naloy, Susan B 
Sent~ Tuesday, ll:01 AN 
T~ Brown, Nichelle 
Subject: ~: 

H~ MicheHe, 

Here ~s more on [ooks like ~t is being handled through Sports Med. 

Thanks~ 

Susan 

E~= Petschauer, Meredith A 
Seat= Tuesday, $0:34 AN 
Te= NMoy, Susan B 
S~bje~t= RE: 
Thank you. ~ w~l~ meet w~th her. She should not say that she has notes from the athletic department because ~t ~s not athletics that requires she be 

there it is her chn~cal assignment from our program. This does not have anything to do with you guys. [ am t~ot real happy at this po#~L and ~ 

Th~nk you, 

Me~ed~th 

Me~ed~th Pet~d~auec PhD, LAT, ATC 

DeDartment of Exem~se m~d Spo,t Sc~eoce 

2202 StaHh~gs Ewms Sports Medidne Center 

U NC -CH CB#~8700 

Chapel HHI, NC 27599-87~ 

Fmm= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Tuesday, ~0:29 AM 
To= Petschauer, Meredith A 
Subje~t= RE: 
Sure~ Below ~s her original emaH t:hat has made Rs way to usthrough t:he [acuRy. Let me ]~now ~f [ can help At this point, they have demed her 

opportunity to take this class and have referred her to me. [ have not heard from her at this point. 

Thanks l:or the help. 

Susan 

Fl’(ml: ~1ive.1.lil6 

Date: at 10:04:39 PM EST 

I o. _~g£~!~_).[L_]!.a_y__o_.~_~_~![Lc_:~d__u_ <_r._n_~d_.i_~?~:L]!a_.v_.e_~.(~unc.edu> 

Subject: PUBH 

Ms. Hayes, 
I am very interested in the PUBH course, I am preparing for PA school and find the topic very interesting. I will be registering for this 
tomorrow. Next semester, I will be working for the UNC Baseball team. As a result, there is the potential that I will be traveling or required to 
be working their Tuesday night games, up to 6. This would have me missing the class but I would have game and travel notes from the 
Athletics department allowing this. I just want to make sure that this would not hugely affect my ability to take this class. Please let me know! 
Thank you, 

From: Meredith Petschauer [mailto:mbusby@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:06 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

Susa~ 

Can you send me the email from ? She is an athletic training s~dent and I would like to kmow what she is asking. All the athletic training 

students are granted priority registration, but as a senior she should already have registered for class. 

Meredith Petschauer, PhD, ATC, LAT 



2202 S’mllings Evans Sports Medicine Center 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
919-962-1110 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 6:07 PM 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benj amin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, 
Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc. edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc, edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, 
Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate 
<yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Pancake event 

Hello, 

Some universities put on similar programming for student-athletes during final exams and UNC is excited about starting 

this here: 

There is going be a final exam study break event in Loudermilk for the student-athletes on Thursday, December 5th at 

10:00pm. Student-athletes will be served pancakes & food (served by administrators and staff) and there will be some 

programming led by Dana and Cricket including information on Linkedin and stress relief activities. We will also be 

involved and assisting with the event. The date has been picked and details are still being worked out. So, more 

information will follow but we wanted you to know the date to plan accordingly. Let us know if you have ideas or want 

to volunteer for something in particular. If you know that you have a conflict, please speak with your supervisor. 

The student-athletes will appreciate the food and the break during finals. And, it will be great to support them during 

this time. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 
Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 6:10 PM 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

FW: Pancake event 

Hello, 

Karlton has asked for us to try to gauge attendance at the event. It is a reading day. We will all advertise and others thought that 

student-athletes will come back for this. Please send out your most educated guesses (if you can try to base it on anything) and 

we will work to bring forward our best range. 

Thanks, 

Michelle 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 6:07 PM 
To: Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Ben Sheu (bsheu@email.unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael 
(greenemt@email.unc.edu); Greg Beatty (gpbeatty@email.unc.edu); Lee, Jaimie; Les Myers (lesmyers@email.unc.edu); Lyons, 
Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony 

(:c: Miller, Beth 
Subject: Pancake event 

Hello, 

Some universities put on similar programming for student-athletes during final exams and UNC is excited about starting this here: 

There is going be a final exam study break event in Loudermilk for the student-athletes on Thursday, December 5th at 10:00pm. 

Student-athletes will be served pancakes & food (served by administrators and staff) and there will be some programming led by 

Dana and Cricket including information on Linkedin and stress relief activities. We will also be involved and assisting with the 

event. The date has been picked and details are still being worked out. So, more information will follow but we wanted you to 

know the date to plan accordingly. Let us know if you have ideas or want to volunteer for something in particular. If you know 

that you have a conflict, please speak with your supervisor. 

The student-athletes will appreciate the food and the break during finals. And, it will be great to support them during this time. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 10:18 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Townsend, 
Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana E 
<dgelin@unc.edu> 

RE: Pancake event 

Good questions. And, no answers yet. 

We will have to figure out the invites but we do not have to do anything yet. It will be a challenge to make a guess. 

What do you think about asking for them to RSVP? I think it should be fluid and not necessary; however, we could end 

up with 50 or 300. We could consider sending an invitation through the coaches and ask for a rough "yes" count. Any 

ideas? 

Michelle 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 9:58 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Lane, Cricket; Blanton, Brent S; Townsend, Jenn; Myers, Leslie; Gelin, Dana E 
Subject: RE: Pancake event 

I assume counselors are to send an email invite to all of their students right? Or is the invite coming from Bubba, or 

Cricket?? I do think the students will come back for this. Do they need to be back right at :lOpm or is it more of an open 

house set up? My guess is the programming will start at :lOpm, but we wouldn’t push students away if they arrive at 

:lO:30pm right? Sorry for all of the questions. I just think it is going to be difficult to gauge without having the students 

specifically RSVP. Should we do that? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 6:10 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket; Blanton, Brent S; Townsend, Jenn; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Gelin, Dana E 
Subject: FW: Pancake event 

Hello, 

Karlton has asked for us to try to gauge attendance at the event. It is a reading day. We will all advertise and others 

thought that student-athletes will come back for this. Please send out your most educated guesses (if you can try to 
base it on anything} and we will work to bring forward our best range. 

Thanks, 

Michelle 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 6:07 PM 
To: Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Ben Sheu (bsheu@email.unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richard; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, 
Michael (qreenemt@email.unc.edu); Greg Beatty (qpbeatty@email.unc.edu); Lee, Jaimie; Les Myers 



(lesmyers@email.unc.edu); Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; 
Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony 

~:c." Miller, Beth 
Subject." Pancake event 

Hello, 

Some universities put on similar programming for student-athletes during final exams and UNC is excited about starting 

this here: 

There is going be a final exam study break event in Loudermilk for the student-athletes on Thursday, December 5th at 

10:00pm. Student-athletes will be served pancakes & food (served by administrators and staff) and there will be some 

programming led by Dana and Cricket including information on Linkedin and stress relief activities. We will also be 

involved and assisting with the event. The date has been picked and details are still being worked out. So, more 

information will follow but we wanted you to know the date to plan accordingly. Let us know if you have ideas or want 

to volunteer for something in particular. If you know that you have a conflict, please speak with your supervisor. 

The student-athletes will appreciate the food and the break during finals. And, it will be great to support them during 

this time. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 
Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 3:32 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

concerns with research 

Hello, 

I have been informed that if someone has any concerns with research compliance, which includes access to data and 

misuse of data, he or she can call anonymously to the following number (866) 294-8688. This call goes outside the 

university and then they contact the institution to look into the concerns. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you. 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 7:04 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

RE: AC Hours During Final Exams 

Hello, 

would like to loop Brent into the conversation. 

Let’s open the facility until 11:00pm. We need to discuss how staff stays until 11:00pro also (perhaps at least one - 

while I like two better for safety and security). Perhaps, we consider a monitor and 1 staff (for the additional Friday 

night). 

So, we need to decide on the Saturday time and I understand that we are split. 

Let’s let the staff know your plan on closing the independent study hall room and see if there is any feedback (something 

we didn’t consider), otherwise, I believe the 6th is a good day to shut it down. 

Brent (I believe we discussed this), have you been able to run the report to let us know how many freshman student- 

athletes have tutoring on Monday night from 7-8 so that we can let Cricket know the impact if we pull them out of 

CREED? 

I definitely want to gather some numbers (even [f informal) on the 10-11pm times, Fdday night, and possibly Saturday so 

that we have numbers to back us for next semester. Please set up how we can collect that. And, please have been track 
the usage report for the independent study hall room separately for the week after Thanksgiving. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 5:19 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: AC Hours During Final Exams 

Hey Michelle, 

For further discussion on the Academic Center Hours of operation during the two week exam period Dec. 2-13, the 

following proposal is based on my recollection of how we handled exams last Spring. 

Date Open Close Events N ores 

Dec. 2 (Monday) 8am 11pm CREED @ 7pm 

Dec. 3 (Tuesday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 4 (Wednesday) 8am 11pm 

Dec. 5 (Thursday) 8am 11pm Pancake Event @ 

10pm 

8am Dec. 6 (Friday) 11pm Need Full Time 

Staff Coverage 

(Close 

INDEPENDENT 

STUDY ROOM @ 



5pm) 

Dec. 7 ISaturda¥1 10am 5pm No Tutoring Need Full Time 
Staff Coverage (no 

monitors) 

Dec. 8 (Sunday} 6pm 11pm 

Dec. 9 (Monday} 8am 11pm 

Dec. 10 (Tuesday} 8am 11pm 

Dec. 11 (Wednesday} 8am 11pm 

Dec. 12 (Thursday} 8am 11pm 

Dec. 13 (Friday} 8am 5pm 

My thought is to close the independent study room at 5pm on Friday 12/6 for the remainder of the term, if not earlier in 

the week, depending on how MAPS continue through the final exam period and whether or not counselors will hold 

their students accountable for independent study hours through 12/6. Regularly scheduled tutor sessions will continue 

throughout exams until the final exam has occurred. 

Let me know if additional information would be helpful. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:22 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Thanksgiving 

Hello, 

Afew of you have already begun the holiday and many begin tomorrow. Since there are so many different schedules 

(and no perfect time), I would just like to wish all of you a very Happy Thanksgiving. May you all have great food and a 

time for some relaxation. If you are traveling, safe travels. To all, stay dry and warm. 

Thank you for all that you do, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 
Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 9:13 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc. edu>; Sheu, Benj amin <b sheu@email.unc, edu> 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Training - THANK YOU 

Susan and Ben, 

Thank you both for developing a very good training for the tutors. You continue to work to provide education and 

training for the tutors which is critical. You two demonstrated your willingness to be innovative and to try new things. 

New job. 

Michelle 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 3:27 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Clayton, Nicole; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; Greene, 
Michael; Beatty, Greg; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Bethel, Bradley Richard; ’Wood, Erica’; ’Walker, Jamie’; Sheu, BenJamin 
Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Tutor Training - THANK YOU 

Hi Everyone, 

I just wanted to take a minute to thank everyone for the valuable role that you played in tutor training last night. The 

event was successful because of each of you, and I thank you very much. It was good for the tutors to see everyone in 

order to put a name with a face. Perhaps this will enhance communication between tutors and full time staff moving 

forward. The skits were entertaining and on point. I have received some good feedback from some of the tutors last 

night as well. Nicolle, thank you for running the camera, and Kym thank you for being available with a back-up camera 

in case we needed it. 

Once again, I really appreciate everyone’s support. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 5:00 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

FW: FROM DEAN GIL: New Senior Associate Dean Appointment 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:FROM DEAN GIL: New Senior Associate Dean Appointment 

Date:Mon, 6 Jan 2014 14:44:40 -0500 

From:Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 
To:College Faculty <all-college-facult~/@listserv.unc.edu> 

CC:CAS_as Mgrs <cas-as-mgrs@unc.edu> 

The enclosed message from Dean Oil is being sent to all faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences, with a 
copy to administrative managers. 

### 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am pleased to announce that Abigail Panter, Professor of Psychology, has been named the Senior Associate 
Dean for Undergraduate Education, effective July 1, 2014. 

Abigail has been a UNC faculty member since 1989. She is a quantitative psychologist in the psychology 
department and a member of the L.L. Thurstone Psychometric Laboratory. She develops instruments, designs, 
and data-analytic strategies for applied research questions in higher education, personality, and health. She is 
the incoming president of the American Psychological Association’s Division on Evaluation, Measurement and 
Statistics. 

Abigail has received numerous prizes for her teaching, including the highest teaching and mentoring award in 
her field, the APA’s Jacob Cohen Award. At UNC, she has been honored with the Carlyle Sitterson Award for 
Freshman Teaching, the Tanner Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching, and a Bowman and Gordon 
Gray Distinguished Term Professorship. 

Among her many areas of University service, Abigail serves on the General Education 
Council for UNC General Administration, and she has served as chair of the Chancellor’s 
Advisory Committee. She held two terms on the Executive Committee of the Faculty Council. 



Since 2012, she has served as a Special Projects Assistant to the Senior Associate Dean for 
Undergraduate Education, working on projects related to learning outcomes and assessment. 

Abigail has a Ph.D. in social/personality psychology from New York University. 

Bobbi Owen, the Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor, will step down June 30, after completing a 
decade of outstanding leadership as Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, to return to a full-time 
faculty position in the Department of Dramatic Art. 

We are grateful for Bobbi’s exceptional service in strengthening the many programs in undergraduate education 
and in continuing to help us develop experiential learning opportunities for our students. We also appreciate her 
dedicated service to the entire University in overseeing the recent re-accreditation review process. We look 
forward to celebrating Bobbi’s 10 years of leadership in the spring. 

I would also like to thank Kevin Guskiewicz, Senior Associate Dean for the Natural Sciences, for his leadership 
in chairing the search committee for this position. 

We look forward to welcoming Abigail to the Dean’s Office in July. 

Best regards, 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil 
Dean 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:39 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfox@unc.edtr~; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu-~ 

Strom-gottfried, Kim ~<~tromgo@emaS~l.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Professor refusing to sign Travel letter 

Mike, 

I am truly sorry to hear about this situation~ Thank you for bringing it to our attention and giving us the specific information~ We will bring this information forward 

and figure out a way to approach this particular case. Unfortunately, it is not an ~so[ated ~nddent and ~t is part of a larger cultural ~ssue on campus, It is d~fficu[t to 

iden~:~fy how w~despread it ~s but every one ~ncident is one too many. 

Please ~et me know if you hear any~:h~ng more. Thank yot~. 

M~chel~e 

From= Fox, Mike 
Sent; Friday,               ~:24 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B; Brown, Michelle; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
C¢= Strom-go~ried, Kim 
Subject= RE: Professor refusing to sign Travel le~er 

Math . First Year Seminar. Last name Nitran. 

Both my players switched out of the class today. 

F~m= Fox, Mike 
Sent= Friday, ~0:~ AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B; Brown, Michelle; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. (ath~allo@unc.edu) 
C¢= Strom-go~ried, 
Subject; Professor refusing to sign Travel le~er 

Hello eve~one, 

Two of my freshmen reposed yesterday that a math professor refused to sign their travel le~er. 

Both told me the professors comment was ’I refuse to sign that. I dont agree with anything athletics 

is doing." 

Both are going to e-mail me their ve~ion of the conve~ation and the professor’s name. Ve~ disturbing of course. 

Not sure either should remain in the class. It is a fi~t year seminar I believe. 

Mike 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:20 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FYI see email below. Mark let me know about this and 1 asked him to email us. I also reminded him that if someone doea become a problem, he should call the 

police [or aasistance, 

IVlk:helk~ 

~ Brown, Michelle 
S~ntl Friday, 2:19 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul (ppogge@unc.edu) 

Subject: FW: 

Paul 

,Jus[ an fyi abou[ an ~ndden~: ~r~ the center, With the securi[y measures that are ~oing ~:o be ac[~vated, the chances of an even[ such as th~s m~ght be reduced urfless 

the student-athletes let the ind~vidua~ ~n w~th them~ I ~ust wanted to keep you aware. 

Thanks, 

M~cheHe 

$entl Friday,               11:31 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: 

I just wanted to let you know of an ~nc~dent that occurred on Wednesday ni~hL I was monitodn~ 

common ~oom. A f~w of t~ ~lay~r~ ~pl~t off i~to t~i~tutodn~s~io~s I~vin~ o~ ~uy~n th~ common ~rea. H~ wa~ on h~ ~hone b~in~ d~r~ctful, a~d 

when I ~sked him to ~et off of the phone, he told me that he doesn’t even ~o here ~nymo~e (~r~du~ted I~st y~r). At that point, I ~sked him to ie~ve, and 

he did, but I wanted to make you aware of his presence. 

Thanks, 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:53 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: TA access to ebook, etc. 

Did we hear back from Compliance so that we can respond back to .Jeannie? The ebook definitely is different than instrL~ctor’s manual. Based on her answers, 

inchxdit~g {hat individL~als in the ~earmng cem:er also haw~ access, it does seem appro~date; however, we sti~ want confirrnation from Compliance 

Thanks, 

M~chel~e 

F~m= Loeb, JeanNe N 
8ent~ Wednesday, 6:19 PN 

Te= Walo, Valerie 
¢¢~ Naloy, Susan B; Brown, Nichelle 
Su~ject~ TA access to ebook, etc. 

Hello Valerie, 
I did not catch this earlier, but could you set things so that the psyc tutors              only have access to the ebook? It is e~remely impo~nt that they not have access 
to any instructor materials which could make some question whether or not the studenN they tu~r would have an advantage over other studenN. They should only have 
access to materials that all studenN would have access to. 
If this could be done quick~y, i~d be greatly apprecia~d. 
Thank ~ou, 
JeanNe 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Director of Instmclional Developmem in Psychology 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday, February 8, 2014 2:26 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
<bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 
leave request: Spring Break and Summer 

Hello, 

We have started to get requests for time off for spring break and summer too. For requests during common times when 

individuals might all like to take off at the same time, we need to make the decisions as an entire department so that we 

can make certain that we have office coverage and our responsibilities are all covered. For priority consideration, please 

submit your requests by completing the Leave Request Forms and submitting them to your supervisor by the following 

deadlines: 

UNC Spring Break = March 10 - 14 --) deadline Friday, February 14 

Summer 2014 = May 12 - August 15 --) deadline Tuesday, February 25 by l:00pm 

Please remember that you can submit a request after the deadline date and your request will still be considered based 

on the previously approved leave. 

As a reminder, please monitor your FY14 leave days so that you utilize them before they expire on June 30, 2014. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 
Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 20, 2014 7:50 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <b sheu@email.unc, edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc. edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

FW: [tim_administrators] HR Memo- Clarifications on Adverse Weather 
HR Memo- Clarifications on Adverse Weather leave and time recording.pdf 

Please take a look at the policy as it would apply to Ben. I believe this means that he could add the hours to equal the 40 

hours that he would typically work. Let me know if you understand it differently. 

M[chelle 

From: Thompson, Beth Newsome 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 3:45 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Massey, Tabitha Alston 
Subject: FW: [tim_administrators] HR Memo- Clarifications on Adverse Weather 

Michelle, 

wanted you to have this memo that we just received regarding Adverse Weather. 

~etl~ ~ompson 

UBC for Academic Initiatives 

215 West Cameron Avenue {Corner of Wilson Street} 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

CB# 3030 

bnthomp~email.unc.edu 
919,962.3036 {ph) 

919.962.1404 (fax) 
*fn oJfice on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any transmitted documents contains private, privileged and confidential information 

belonging to the sender. The information therein is solely for the use of the addressee. If your receipt of this transmission has 

coccurred as the result of an error, please immediately notify us so we can arrange for the return of the documents. In such 

circumstances, you are advised that you may not disclose, copy, distribute or take any other action in reliance of the information 

transmitted. 

From: TIM Support 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 3:39 PM 
To: tim administrators@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject: [tim_administrators] HR Memo- Clarifications on Adverse Weather 



To: TIM Administrators 

From: TIM Support 

Date: February 20, 2014 

Subject: HR Memo- Clarifications on Adverse Weather 

HR sent a memo, ’Clarifications on Adverse Weather leave and time recording,’ to HR Officers today. It is 

attached for your reference. Please contact HR with any policy related questions. 



TO: School/Division HR Officers and Secondary Contacts 

FROM: Gena Carter, Employee & Management Relations 

Office of Human Resources 

No doubt all of you are getting many questions from your employees about how to record their time for 

last week’s weather event. TIM Administrators received a detailed message on Monday regarding 

procedures in the TIM system. In addition, below are some additional policy clarifications for questions 

that have been asked frequently over the past few days. 

Adverse Weather Leave is offset by actual hours worked. 
¯ Like vacation or sick leave, any adverse weather leave, whether Condition I-II or III, is only 

applied to a TIM record in order to get the employee up to their regularly scheduled full-time or 

part-time hours. 
¯ For example, a full-time employee who ended up actually working 30 hours in the work week 

can apply no more than 10 hours of Condition III adverse weather leave to their TIM record. 
¯ Non-emergency employees who may have continued to work Wednesday afternoon after 1:50 

p.m. or at other times during the closing should record that time as work time on their TIM 

record. 

Employees who worked during the Condition III closing but were not designated as emergency 

employees do not receive equal time off (ETO). 
¯ The ETO benefit is reserved for SPA employees who were required to stay at or return to the 

worksite during the closing to perform duties critical to operational integrity during the closing. 
¯ Emergency employee status is a position attribute in HRIS and must be set in order for the TIM 

system to recognize and allot the ETO for the employee. 
¯ EPA emergency employees do not receive ETO. 

Employees who were already scheduled for leave during the weather event cannot apply Adverse 

Weather Leave for that time. 
¯ Adverse Weather Leave, like other Administrative Absence Leave, is a benefit to employees who 

were available for work but could not because the University was closed. 
¯ Employees who were already scheduled to be off on those days still apply their already 

approved leave type (vacation, sick, bonus, FMLA, etc.) on their TIM record. 

If you have additional questions regarding the mechanics of getting the time recorded in TIM, please 

contact TIM Support. For questions on policy interpretation, please contact your Employee &. 

Management Relations Consultant, call the E&MR main phone line at 843-3444, or email emr@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 6:45 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

FW: Tutoring Labs 

Susan, 

Can you please provide an update? 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 9:50 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin 
Cc: Blanton, Brent S; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Tutoring Labs 

Michelle, Susan, and Ben: 

just brought to my attention the challenge of providing appropriate support to students taking a laboratory 

class. The unsettled question about how much support we can provide a student on graded work is especially 

challenging when considering labs. She is tutoring a student for his BIOL lab and feels very uncertain about how much 

support she can provide. I suggest we arrange a meeting with the BIOL lab faculty member and the GEOL lab faculty 

member to get guidelines from them. Can we do that, and can we do it right away? 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

C          IF (919) 962-8247 
bradlev.bethel~,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 8:13 AM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

FW: ttBO real sports 

FY{ I don’t have HBO. { think you guys do, do you? 

blichelle 

Fr~: DebN CMrke [mailto:debNyarberdarke@gmail.mm] 
$e~t~ Thursday, Hatch ~, 20~ ~0:~8 PH 

Te~ Brown, Michelle; Dean, ~r., James W. 
Subject: HBO real spots 

Mo~ Willingham will be inte~qewed on the Mamh 25~ epi~de http 
gu nbeFepisodes/O/204-episode/video/mqfR~_rj~{_~:}PR[~}2 

........ j ................... ’_ ....... ’ ............. ~YM7 ................................................................................................................................................... 

Debbi Clarke 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
-L’niversitv of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 8:07 AM 

Sheu, Benjamin ~bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard ~bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S ~blanton@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie ~lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, 

Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; 
Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Monday Conflict 

Hello, 

Please be aware of the advising appointments that conflict with the mandatory Disney meeting for student-athletes being held on Monday. As Spencer recommends below, we will need to reschedule 

Please work with advising if you do not want those cancelled for some particular reason. Otherwise, we are giving Spencer the go ahead to 

cancel. The students with 6:30 appointments will have to get over to the event (in Carmichael) quickly or encourage your student-athlete to reschedule too (but they will not be cancelled 

automatically). 

Let us know if there is anything further to consider. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

From: Welborn, Spencer 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 7:35 AM 

To: Brown, Nichelle; Caldwell, Andrea L; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Monday Conflict 

Hello All: 

Thank you for the notification of the Disney conflict. I have pasted the current Monday evening registrants below for your viewing. 

Would you like for me to go ahead and block enrollment appointments for the 7:00 and 7:30 time slots? It appears that students are aware of the event based on the low number of registrants that we 
currently have schedule for the conflicting times. 

At this time, I say that we cancel the appointments for We can have the students register for another appointment on an alternate day. At this 

point we only have to cancel three students which seems like a very reasonable number to accommodate. 

Thoughts? 

Session Session Start 

ID Session Name Session Date Time Session End Time 

1436 6:00 PM 6:30 PM 

Date User 

ID PID First Name Last Name Department Phone Email Registered Type Status 

~@live.unc.edu Registered 

~unc.edu Registered 

@email.unc.edu Registered 

r@live.unc.edu 

@live.unc.edu 

Registered 

Registered 

Session Session Start 

ID Session Name Session Date Time Session End Time 

1437 6:30 PM 7:00 PM 

Date User 

ID PID First Name Last Name Department Phone Email Registered Type Status 

,~@email.unc.edu 

_. _:_:.._@live.unc.edu 

~live.unc.edu 

Registered 

Registered 

Registered 

Session Session Start 

ID Session Name Session Date Time Session End Time 

1438 7:00 PM 7:30 PM 

Date User 

ID PID First Name Last Name Department Phone Email Registered Type Status 

’@email.unc.edu Registered 

Session Session Start 

ID Session Name Session Date Time Session End Time 

1439 7:30 PM 8:00 PM 

Date User 

ID PID First Name Last Name Department Phone Email Registered Type Status 

~ ~live.unc.edu Registered 

I ,~live.unc.edu Registered 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brian Homing <bhorning@nacda.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 8:37 AM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Question Re. Hotel Reservation for N4A 

We are waiting to hear this morning on that status of the overflow properties. They may simply need to add more rooms to our block. 

L’.ir ecto r - M ~:_~m b ersh i p S~-_~ r vi c~:_~s 

NACDA 

~-.788-7469 d~rect 

4~0-~72-4000 mNn phone 

~1-~}2-.4007 ~a’.~ 

cel~ 

tire us or} ~aeebook: faceboo~,cominacda 

~eltow us on Twi~er: ~w~ter.com/nacda 

F~m= Maloy, Susan B [mailto:sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, Apdl 0% 2014 2:36 PM 
Te~ Brian Homing 
Subject~ Question Re, Hotel Rese~ation for N4A 

Hi Brian, 

You are probaMy getting thB question a million times, but I just want to be sure there is nothing else I should be doing to register for a hotel room for N4A. I just 

submitted my reservation for the World Center Marriott Resort June 5-8 which put me on a wait list. Must I make another reservation at the Marriott Village or if 

the waitlist does not work out, will I automatically be moved over to the Marriott Village. The confirmation email that ~ received directed me to the Marriott 

Village, but did not give me the ability to request a room. Please advise. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tu~fial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Suppo~ Program for S~dent-Aflfletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (f~) 

sbmalo~emNLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Linebeny, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:55 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbma~loy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

I am showing that he is ineligible based on his 6PA. 

From: Haloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:00 PH 
To: Lineberry, Crystal Nolan 
Subject: 
Cryst~ I~ 

~o~ld yo~ mind coofirmiog 

checking behin~ me. 

Th~oks, 

Susan M~loy 

Tuk~fial Coordinalor/Ac~demic Counselor 

~C Academic Suppo~ Program i~r Student-A~etes 

9 ~ 9-96~-9~92 

919-96~- ~247 (~x) 

eligibility? I believe he is ineligible which means he may opt not to return in the Fall, but I want to be sure someone is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 2:33 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; ’Tony Yount (tony.yount@gmail.com)’; 
Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Holds List 

spl3 holds list.xlsx 

Attached you should find... Let me know if you have questions/concerns. 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 11:51 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; ’Tony Yount (tony.yount@gmail.com)’; 
Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Holds Report 

spl3 holds list 3 27.xlsx 

Good morning, 

The report now reflects what you need it to reflect (chalk this up to me running a report for the first time - I was using the current 
term to see "current" holds when I should have been using the term for which we are registering). Sorry for the confusion; 

completely my fault. Advising will here again tonight as well as Monday and Thursday nights next week to clear up advisor holds. 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 2:16 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; ’Tony Yount(tony.yount@gmail.com)’; 
Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 
Today’s Holds List 

spl3 holds list 4 8.xlsx 

Here it is... 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 
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3O 

31 

32 
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34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

A 

Name 

B 

PID 

C D E 
Sport Total Terms GPA 

Womens Fencing 7 3.893 

Volleyball 7 3.684 

Mens Fencing 73.26 

Mens Fencing 73.355 

Softball 7 3.433 

Football 83.412 

Softball 73.322 

Rowing 6 3.376 

Womens Fencing 73.374 

Womens Cross Country 6 3.872 

Womens Golf 63.125 

Gymnastics 7 3.52 

Gymnastics 7 3.765 

Mens Tennis 7 3.215 

Mens Swimming & Diving 73.432 

Field Hockey 9 3.381 

Mens Lacrosse 73.371 

M ens Soccer 7 3.85 

Womens Cross Country 6 3.347 

Mens Track & Field 6 3.8 

Mens Fencing 73.542 

Womens Lacrosse 7 3.759 

Womens Swimming & Diving 73.458 

Gymnastics 9 3.985 

M ens Cross Country 6 3.287 

Womens Swimming & Diving 73.586 

Football 63.268 

M ens Lacrosse 7 3.424 

Mens Soccer 7 3.402 

Field Hockey 9 3.11 

Gymnastics 9 3.923 

Field Hockey 7 3.704 

Mens Basketball 63.294 

Womens Soccer 7 3.809 

Mens Swimming & Diving 73.167 

Womens Cross Country 8 3.612 

Womens Fencing 73.124 

Mens Basketball 63.513 

Womens Soccer 7 3.775 

Rowing 6 3.421 

Mens Tennis 9 3.182 

Womens Golf 63.38 

Mens Cross Country 63.159 

Mens Track & Field 6 3.326 

Womens Swimming & Diving 73.244 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

A B C          ~       D             E 
Mens Golf 9 3.256 

Rowing 6 3.358 

Softball 7 3.485 

Field Hockey 6 4 

Womens Soccer 7 3.221 

Womens Lacrosse 7 3.399 

WomensTennis 73.291 

Softball 73.125 

Mens Fencing 7 3.323 

Mens Tennis 8 3.655 

Mens Soccer 7 3.547 

JV Basketball 63.348 

Mens Fencing 7 3.441 

Womens Soccer 7 3.142 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 15,2011 7:31 PM 

gscowell@unc.edu; Lensing, George <lensing@email.unc.edu>; Reznick, Steve 
<reznick@email.unc.edu>; kabels@email.unc.edu; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
jgb@uncaa.unc.edu; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

ASPSA- Requested Information 

Hi all, 

I interpret the goals of the subcommittee as follows: (1) to present a profile of what services are currently offered and how and (2) to 
devise recommendations for future development. To meet these aims, we requested the information below in order to understand 
more fully what services support student athletes and how they are delivered. Because we are working on a very tight deadline, I will 
follow meetings with an email to make certain we left the meeting with similar understandings, to keep those who were unable to 
attend abreast of any decisions, and to offer an opportunity for clarifications, if any are needed. Please take a look at the list below 
and email me with any changes. Please reply to me by noon on Friday, Feb. 18th. After 12 noon on Friday, Feb. 18th, I’ll email the 
list to Brent. 

(1) List of academic services offered by UNC to student athletes and who provides them (excel sheet) 

(2) Profile of academic support services for student athletes at peer institutions 
a.List of services provided (highlighting services we do not currently offer) 
b.Writing services: how and by whom? 
c.Feedback loop: how do institutions evaluate the services they provide and how is this information used in revising what is offered 
and how it is offered? 

(3) General information regarding staff responsibilities (e.g., the roles of academic counselors and learning specialists). We received 
copies of the mentor and tutor handbook earlier; please email me if you did not receive copies. 

(4) Any outcome data on academic support services 
a. Who is served in what areas and how often 
b. Evaluations of tutors and mentors conducted by supervisors and/or students receiving services (general patterns across the groups 
not specific personnel information) 

(5) General percentages of athletes who face academic challenges on a consistent basis, those who perform consistently above 
standards but seek assistance for improvement, and those who perform well above standards and seek assistance for enrichment 

While the information is being gathered, the group has requested a tour of the writing center where we will get a "walk through" of the 
writing center experience, an overview of the mechanics of the writing center, and exposure to the various interfaces used to assist 
students with writing. Before we visit the writing center, I will try to circulate a brief summary of what is currently offered by the 
athletics department. 

After we construct a common understanding of the services provided to student athletes (I’11 try to circulate a one-page description) 
and generate more direct inquiries, I would like for us, or those on the subcommittee who are available, to meet with the academic 
counselors and learning specialists followed by a possible meeting with tutors and mentors. 

Please let me know if there are changes to the list above by 12 noon on Friday, Feb. 18th. I’ll circulate a doodle calendar on tomorrow 
so we can schedule a series of meetings. 

I look forward to our work together. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education (Culture, Curriculum, and Change Strand) 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 

(919) 843-2614 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 18, 2011 4:51 PM 

gscowell@unc.edu; Lensing, George <lensing@email.unc.edu>; Reznick, Steve 
<reznick@email.unc.edu>; kabels@email.unc.edu; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; jgb@uncaa.unc.edu; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

ASPSA Subcommittee Meetings 

Hi All, 

These days and times received the most hits in Doodle. 

Friday, February 25th from 2:30-4 
Wednesday, March 16 from 1-2:30 (Writing Center Tour) 
Wednesday, March 23 from 1-2:30 
Friday, March 25th from 1-2:30 (Steele Conference Room) 

I’m waiting to receive information on the location for the Friday, Feb. 25th and Wednesday, March 23rd meetings. As soon as I get 
the location, I’ll forward the information. I’ll also email a reminder a couple of days prior to a meeting. 

I hope all have a wonderful weekend. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: Phi) in Education (Culture, Curriculum, and Change Strand) 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 

(919) 843-2614 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 23,2011 7:06 PM 

gscowell@unc.edu; Lensing, George <lensing@email.unc.edu>; Reznick, Steve 
<reznick@email.unc.edu>; kabels@email.unc.edu; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; jgb@uncaa.unc.edu; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

ASPSA Subcmt Mtg-Friday Feb 25: Reminder and Task 

Hi all, 

I hope you’re having an enjoyable week. 

I just wanted to remind you about the meeting scheduled for Friday, Feb. 25th from 2:30-4:00 in the conference room located on the 
3rd floor in Steele Building. Please review the first set of information gathered by the Athletics Department prior to the meeting. I 
attach it here. If you are unable to attend then please forward questions and comments to me--it’s important to have everyone’s 
feedback. 

Very detailed presentations have been provided in larger meetings but all the subcommittee members haven’t been present at all the 
presentations so each may have different pieces of the puzzle. So, for the first meeting, I would like to get more details on services 
and their delivery. Because I’m in that "high strung, newly tenured associate proP’ phase where I want every meeting to result in 
something indicative of time well spent, it would be great if each meeting ended with some declarative statements and 
recommendations on the information discussed at the meeting. We can always go back and revisit these statements and 
recommendations as needed in light of new information but I would like things to move forward at each meeting. I will try to 
facilitate this process by sending out summaries of what was discussed and any concluding statements so those who are unable to 
attend the meeting will be informed when they attend subsequent meetings. 

Please let me know if you would like to add any other business to Friday’s meeting. 

Again, if you can’t make Friday’s meeting then please forward your thoughts, questions, comments, etc. to me in advance of the 
meeting. 

Thanks for agreeing to serve in this capacity. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: Phi) in Education (Culture, Curriculum, and Change Strand) 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (f) 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 28237bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:iiarchive02.uncaa.unc.edui57~Sb~df26575022884d47832d40195 
File Name: committee report info set 1.xlsx 
Expiry Date: Tue, 24 May 2011 20:05:55 -0400 
Size: 28237bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 28, 2oll 9:16 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: ASPSA Subcmt Mtg-Friday Feb 25: Reminder and Task 

Ditto. It is a good group of folks that are beginning to realize that our plates are overflowing because of the breadth of our 
services and depth in numbers. 

>>> Susan Maloy 2/28/2Oll 8:34 AM >>> 

John, 

Brent and Beth provided a list of current staff and some sample job descriptions. They provided a list of services that we 

provide, a breakdown of our current tutors, as well as the numbers that currently make up the "At-Risk" population. 

Seems like the group spent a lot of time talking about training and the oversight of tutors and mentors. I think the group 

was able to see that we do a lot of great things, but staff members have too much on their plate. The areas of possible 

improvement or suggestions that I picked up on were training and monitoring of tutors and mentors, the need for a 

reading specialist and the need for a writing specialist and more learning specialists. 

John, I am happy to talk more about this with you at any time. Beth and Brent, feel free to chime in. 

Susan 

>>> John Blanchard 2/26/2Oll 4:27 PM>>> 
Folks, 

Could you give me a brief sum of this meeting? Thanks. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 855° 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 

>>> "Parsons, Eileen R" <rparsons@email.unc.edu> 2/23/2Oll 7:05 PM >>> 

Hi all, 

I hope you’re having an enjoyable week. 

I just wanted to remind you about the meeting scheduled for Friday, Feb. 25th from 2:30-4:00 in the conference room 
located on the 3rd floor in Steele Building. Please review the first set of information gathered by the Athletics Department 
prior to the meeting. I attach it here. If you are unable to attend then please forward questions and comments to me-it’s 

important to have everyone’s feedback. 

Very detailed presentations have been provided in larger meetings but all the subcommittee members haven’t been present 

at all the presentations so each may have different pieces of the puzzle. So, for the first meeting, I would like to get more 

details on services and their delivery. Because I’m in that "high strung, newly tenured associate prof’ phase where I want 

every meeting to result in something indicative of time well spent, it would be great if each meeting ended with some 

declarative statements and recommendations on the information discussed at the meeting. We can always go back and 

revisit these statements and recommendations as needed in light of new information but I would like things to move 

forward at each meeting. I will try to facilitate this process by sending out summaries of what was discussed and any 

concluding statements so those who are unable to attend the meeting will be informed when they attend subsequent 

meetings. 



Please let me know if you would like to add any other business to Friday’s meeting. 

Again, if you can’t make Friday’s meeting then please forward your thoughts, questions, comments, etc. to me in advance 

of the meeting. 

Thanks for agreeing to serve in this capacity. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education (Culture, Curriculum, and Change Strand) 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 

(9~9) 843-9~33 (P) 
(9~9) 843-26~4 (f) 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 28237bytes; 

Attachment Link: 

File Name: committee report info set Lxlsx 

Expiry Date: Tue, 24 May 2on 20:05:55 -0400 

Size: 28237bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 4, 2011 8:20 AM 

gscowell@unc.edu; Lensing, George <lensing@email.unc.edu>; Reznick, Steve 
<reznick@email.unc.edu>; kabels@email.unc.edu; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Malty, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mucha, Peter J <mucha@unc.edu>; jgb@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

ASPSA Subcommittee Mtg Minutes & Upcoming Meetings 

Good morning everyone, 

After I synthesized the information and summarized the discussions from the Feb. 24th meeting, a lot of gaps emerged. Earlier in the 
week, I forwarded a draft to Beth, Brent, and Robert, personnel in the Athletics Department, that highlighted missing information and 

requested assistance in filling the gaps. As soon as I receive their feedback, I will forward the working draft to the subcommittee. 

On Tuesday, March 15th at 3 pm a short focus group will be held with five or six full-time academic counselors only. The focus 
group session will be held in the Pope Box and will last no more than 45 minutes. On Wednesday, March 16th starting from 1-2:30, 
the subcommittee will tour the Writing Center in preparation of our review and discussions of the writing assistance provided to 
student-athletes. I realize all are very busy and understand if you are unable to attend these events. Your presence and participation 
are greatly needed in this process so we hope you are able to fit the events into your schedules. I’ll send out a reminder on Monday, 
March 14th. 

(John, could you forward this information to the appointed student representative? Also, could you forward the student’s name and 

contact information and I’ll add him/her to the list7 Thanks.) 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education (Culture, Curriculum, and Change Strand) 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 

(919) 843-2614 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 11:42 AM 

gscowell@unc.edu; Lensing, George <lensing@email.unc.edu>; Reznick, Steve 
<reznick@email.unc.edu>; kabels@email.unc.edu; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mucha, Peter J <mucha@unc.edu>; jgb@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

ASPSA Subcommittee Information: Skeleton from 2/24 Meeting & Upcoming Meetings 

Skeleton 31411 .doc 

Hi All, 

I hope you had a wonderful weekend and that you’re having a great Monday. 

I attach a document constructed from the last meeting and the feedback provided from Brent and Beth (thanks for taking the time to 
fill in the gaps). We will have 2 meetings this week. 

The first meeting is tomorrow (Tuesday, March 15th) starting at 3 pm at the Kenan Stadium House, 3rd Floor (Brent if the location 
has changed then please "reply all" with the correct information.) We will chat with the academic counselors for approximately 45 
minutes during their regularly scheduled staff meeting to elicit their perspectives on the services they provide to student-athletes. If 
you have specific questions and are unable to attend then please forward the questions to me. I have requested that individuals who 
are in a "supervisory" capacity in regards to the academic counselors not to attend. We know from research that group discussions 
involving peers of different status in the workplace differ from group discussions held with individuals of equal status. The intent is 
not to exclude others and as we proceed with this process I will take extra care to make certain all perspectives are adequately 
represented in the report. 

The second meeting is scheduled for Wednesday March 16th from 1-2:30. Kim will give us a tour of the Writing Center and provide 
information on their services and service delivery. The tour will take place at the Student and Academic Services Building (SASB) 
North. "This is the same building where the Cashier and the Registrar are located. It is at the intersection of Manning Drive and Ridge 
Road, on the south end of the main UNC campus. SASB is adjacent to Morrison dorm; it is also fairly close to the Rams Head 
complex, the Department of Public Safety, and the Dean Smith Center. For more information and directions, visit the SASB website. 
Parking is available at the nearby Rams Head parking deck; there is a fee. The Writing Center’s space is accessible; it is on the 
basement/lower level of the building. You can take the stairs or an elevator from the first floor, or you can enter the building from the 
back via the loading dock" (pulled from the Writing Center website). 

Your participation is greatly appreciated. If your schedule does not permit your attendance at either one or both of these meetings 
then I’ll keep you abreast. 

I hope the rest of your day goes well. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education (Culture, Curriculum, and Change Strand) 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 

(919) 843-2614 (f) 



Subcommittee Charge: Conduct a thorough assessment of the direct academic services of the 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes (ASPSA) including services provided by the 
academic counselors, learning specialists, as well as mentoring and tutoring services while 
paying particular attention to services aimed at writing assistance. 

We report our findings in ~:fi~gg g~{i~fig]ii~i. The first section describes the procedures used in 
acquiring information about the academic services provided to student athletes. The second 
section provides a brief description of services and service delivery. [May include an additional 
section that summarizes commonalities across information obtained from different source~] The 
third section offers recommendations for the future development of academic services for student 
athletes. 

Section I: Information-Gathering Procedures and Summation of Information 
To begin the process, the subcommittee requested the information below in order to understand 
more fully the academic services provided to student athletes and how they were delivered. 

(1) An excel sheet that lists the academic services offered by UNC to student athletes and by 
whom. 
(2) General information regarding staff responsibilities (e.g., the roles of academic 
counselors and learning specialists). This information supplemented the tutor and mentor 
handbook distributed at an earlier meeting of the full ASPSA review committee. 
(3) Any outcome data on academic support services: 

a. Who is served in what areas and how often 
b. Evaluations of tutors and mentors conducted by supervisors and/or students 

receiving services (specifically general patterns that emerged) 
(4) General percentages of athletes who face academic challenges on a consistent basis, those 
who perform consistently above standard but seek assistance for improvement, and those 
who perform well above standard and seek assistance for enrichment 
(5) Profile of academic support services for student athletes at peer institutions 

a. List of services provided, highlighting services not offered by UNC 
b. How writing assistance is provided and by whom 
c. Feedback loop: how do institutions evaluate the services they provide and how is 

this information used in revising what is offered and how it is offered? 

In response to the request, the Athletics Department personnel provided (1) a list of personnel 
who provide support services for student athletes, job title, sport under each personnel’s 
jurisdiction, and a list of services offered; (2) job descriptions used in hiring; (3) a table that 
showed the spring 2011 distribution of tutors, mentors, and Supplemental Instruction instructors 
by professional status (e.g., undergraduate student, graduate student, non-student) and by 
Olympic Sport1 and Football; (4) number of student athletes in Olympic Sports scheduled for 
tutoring, excluding the math lab and drop-in tutorials for writing, in the Academic Center from 
January 2011 through February 24, 2011 by student Grade Point Average (GPA); (5) a table that 

1 The term "Olympic Sports" includes non-revenue sports at UNC, all sports except Men’s 

Basketball and Football. 



displayed the number of students considered at risk2 and on academic probation for spring 2011 
by sport; and (6) course statistics for English 100, 101, and 102 for students entering in 2006- 
2007, 2007-2008, 2008-2009, 2009-2010 and 2010-2011. Personnel from the Athletic 
Department explained the data and provided additional information at a subcommittee meeting 
and in writing as a response to minutes of the subcommittee meeting. 

[add questions for focus groups and descriptions of focus group proceedings] 
[summarize FAC information collection see what emerged, if anything relevant, from surveys 
and student interviews conducted in 2009-2010 and perhaps 2008-2009] 

Section II: Description of Services and Service Delivery 
The staffthat provides academic support services to 775 student-athletes, as of the 2010-2011 
academic year, consist of a full-time director of the Academic Support Program (ASP)~ three 
full-time associate directors of whom one also functions as a learning specialist and all serve as 
academic counselors; one full-time learning specialist; five full-time academic counselors; two 
part-time academic counselors; 55 tutors; 20 mentors; and six supplemental instructors. 
Although there are numerous services that indirectly relate to the academic development of 
student athletes (e.g., tracking of NCAA eligibility, recruitment), the ASPSA subcommittee 
limited its examination to those services that directly related to student academic performance. 

According to an organization chart, academic counselors are divided into two groups, one group 
for Olympic Sports and another group for Football. Associate directors manage each group. 
Only an associate director is listed for Men’s Basketball. Academic counselors are considered 
the point person for student-athletes during their first and second years, the transition years. 
Academic counselors communicate with the undergraduate academic advisors, who assist the 
general population of UNC undergraduates, about course selection; meet once a week or once 
every two weeks with student-athletes who are at-risk; meet with student-athletes who have a 
GPA of 2.5 or above three times during a semester; evaluate and monitor student progress; 
recommend and schedule tutoring; and meet with coaches of their respective sports. Academic 
counselors enter information into an internal database, a weekly report generated from this 
information goes to the student-athletes’ coaches, and a face-to-face meeting is held each week 
with coaches to discuss the report. Weekly reports are devised for all student-athletes although 
at-risk student-athletes are often the focus of discussions. P~6~{~g~ ~ ~{~ di~fi~ ~1i fo~ 

for which the academic counselor and/or coaches request information; for 
some sports, the requests may only pertain to at-risk student-athletes and for other sports the 
request may pertain to the entire team. Progress reports are often embedded in the weekly 
reports and are discussed with student-athletes with an emphasis on how they can improve. The 
internal staff (e.g., Associate directors, academic counselors) meets periodically, with weekly 
meetings being optimal, in smaller groups to examine the current status of programming and to 
address any issues. 

~ "At risk" describes incoming student-athletes who are admitted by way of a committee decision 

or those student-athletes with SAT scores below 1000. For returning students, "at risk" includes 

those student-athletes on academic probation or those with a GPA below 2.3. 



In addition to the guidance and support provided by academic counselors, the ASP provides 
three services to student-athletes: tutoring, mentoring, and supplemental instruction. 

Tutoring: Tutors and the Preparation, Responsibifties, and Evaluation of Tutors 

ASP secures tutors through department referrals, referrals of past and present tutors, and 
advertisements in the campus newspaper, The Daily Tar Heel. A deep understanding of subject 
matter content and a fluency in communicating this understanding to others are among the 
requirements for tutors. Prospective tutors complete the internal application process and are 
interviewed by the Associate Director who oversees the student-athlete population with whom 
the prospective tutor will work. The Associate Director who conducts the interview is also 
responsible for hiring the prospective tutor. For spring 2011, 40 tutors (13 undergraduate 
students, 20 graduate students, and 7 non-students) assisted student-athletes in Olympic Sports 
and 15 tutors (9 undergraduate students, 3 graduate students, and 3 non-students) assisted 
student-athletes in Football. Information for Men’s Basketball was not available. 

After tutors are hired, they attend a tutor orientation meeting at the beginning of each term. 
[revisit the power point slide handouts and the tutor handbook to find details about the 
orientation]. The orientation meeting and the tutors’ experiences in developing their subject 
matter knowledge constitute the preparation of tutors. 

Once tutors have participated in the orientation meeting, tutors are available five nights a week 
from 7:00- 10:00 pm in the Academic Center, with each individual tutor working two to three 
nights for about 6-10 hours per week. All tutoring sessions take place in an open area. This area 
is visible to the Academic Counselor or Associate Director overseeing the tutorial sessions. 
Tutors conduct small group sessions for most subject areas but for the sciences, mathematics, 
and foreign languages one-on-one sessions to focus on particular student needs are held. One- 
on-one sessions are also available to individuals for whom difficulties persist after small group 
sessions. In the sessions, tutors provide verbal instructions/explanations which may involve 
reading from a student-athlete’s materials or assignments. 

The tutor coordinator, currently one of the Associate Directors, monitors tutor and tutee 
attendance. The tutor coordinator enters attendance information into an office database. Each 
academic counselor then checks the attendance each day and reports to coaches. These reports 
can occur daily or weekly. 

Prior to fall 2010, the evaluation of tutors and tutoring sessions occurred informally. The 
Academic Counselor or Associate Director on duty circulated and listened to sessions in order to 
evaluate the extent to which learning occurred. As of fall 2010, [s~d~ athI~g ~ ~g~d ~6 

ii~iiln spring 20il, With the intent of using the data to 
inform future changes, an informal survey will be distributed to Olympic Sports student-athletes 
who received tutoring to gather information on what works (place survey in Appendix). 

Math Labs 
The Math lab consists of three tables in the current facility. It is staffed by one of the longest- 
tenured tutors. The tutor moves around the area assisting student-athletes who stopped by the lab 



with questions. While the tutor assists a student-athlete with a question, others work 
independently until the tutor becomes available. The tutor works best with student-athletes in 
the upper-level courses who do not need as much direction. 

Writing Assistance 
[develop this over the next few data collection period~] 

Mentoring: Mentors and the Preparation, ResponsibiBties, and Evaluation of Mentors 

ASP secures mentors from the referrals of past and present mentors and from the School of 
Education’s Teaching Fellows Program, prospective teachers who typically have experience 
tutoring K-12 students. Individuals interested in the mentoring program contact the Mentor 
Program Coordinator, currently one of the Associate Directors. Prior to an in-person interview 
with the Program Coordinator, the Program Coordinator requests a resume and permission to 
view a transcript if the prospective mentor is an enrolled student. When hired, mentors 
supplement the Learning Specialists and help student-athletes develop general academic skills 
(e.g., time management, organization) and may assist the student-athlete in synthesizing 
information from the tutoring session and class. Mentoring is available to all student-athletes but 
most mentoring occurs with student-athletes considered at-risk. For spring 2011, 20 mentors (11 
undergraduate students, 2 graduate students, and 7 non-students) worked with student-athletes. 

Academic Counselors do not assign student-athletes to mentors but can request mentors for 
student-athletes they believe would benefit from the services. The Program Coordinator confers 
with the academic counselor about the student-athlete’s personality, learning style, schedule, 
strengths, areas needing improvement, and any academic concerns and uses this information to 
make a mentor-student-athlete match. The match stays for the duration of the semester and if the 
mentor is employed the next semester and no schedule conflicts exist then the match could 
continue throughout the next semester as well but this is not guaranteed. If, for some reason, the 
match proves problematic as determined by information gathered from both the mentor and 
mentee then the Program Coordinator makes a change. 

To prepare for mentoring, mentors participate in a three to four-hour session on mentor tips and 
techniques. During the beginning of their tenure as mentors, the Program Coordinator conducts 
an unannounced observation of a mentoring session and provides feedback for improvement. 

Mentors are available five nights a week from 7:00- 10:00 pm in the Academic Center, with each 
individual mentor working two nights for about 4-6 hours per week. A mentoring session 
typically involves one mentor and one to three student-athletes at a table and involves verbal 
instructions/explanations. As is the case with tutoring, attendance information is entered into 
the office database, each academic counselor then checks the attendance each day, and reports to 
coaches either daily or weekly. 

To date, the evaluation of mentoring has not occurred. Evaluation forms for the student-athlete 
to evaluate the mentor, the mentor to evaluate the student-athlete, and a program evaluation form 
for the mentor have been developed but not distributed. 

Supplemental Instruction (SI) [research this approach and provide a brief history of its use] 



As of spring 2011, 6 individuals (one undergraduate and five non-students) served as 
supplemental instructors. These individuals, identified from the relationships with a former 
Athletic Department’s Learning Specialist, are selected by the ~)6~aN ~66~difig~ ]ii~iafter a 
careful review of transcripts (if a currently enrolled student) and resumes followed by an in- 
person interview. The current SI instructors, with the exception of one student, have Bachelor 
and Masters degrees. They are part-time employees who are available during the 
day to attend classes and hold review sessions. 

After hiring, these individuals participated in a two- to three-hour session that covered the 
handbook, book, and compact disc on supplemental instruction. 

These instructors attend an assigned class in which student athletes are enrolled throughout the 
semester. The SI instructors hold small group sessions two to three times a week for at-risk 
students with two to three students in each session. They also hold large review test sessions, 
approximately 10-20 students, before each test. These small group and large group sessions are 
available to all student-athletes and non-student-athletes. 

Section III: Recommendations for Future Development 
The committee will need to develop these recommendations. 

¯ Preparation of Mentoring and Tutors (3 week-preparation sessions under an expert; 

follow-up throughout the year--videotaping and getting feedback; Writing Center tutors 

tend to have teaching assistantships and undergo 40 hours of preparation the first week 

and then followed by preparation throughout) 

¯ Preparation of Supplemental Instructors (Supplemental Instruction is a program) 

¯ Monitoring (?) 

¯ A mandated Special Program where skill development is the focus 

¯ Hire reading specialists 

¯ Institute a class structure to supplement one-on-one and small group tutoring sessions 

¯ Formalize the evaluation of tutors and mentors and develop a system that routinely uses 

the feedback to improve services 

¯ Develop a support structure that motivates, develops appropriate habits, etc. 

¯ Consider the use of graduate student assistants and teaching assistants 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 
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Good morning, 

I attach the summary for the meeting held with the academic counselors and learning specialists on Tuesday, March 15th. At 
Wednesday’s meeting, scheduled from 1-2:30 in 205 South Building, I would like to discuss the group particpants’ perspectives. I 
know it will be difficult but I would like to refrain from attributing comments to individuals during the discussion; I would like to 
retain the anonymity of the group participants as much as possible. I’ve also forwarded the summary to the group participants and 
elicited their feedback. 

At Wednesday’s meeting, I would also like for the subcmte to focus on writing assistance. The meeting will end at 2:30. 

Thanks again for your service. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education (Culture, Curriculum, and Change Strand) 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
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Meeting with Athletic Department Academic Counselors and Learning Specialists [Tuesday, 

3/15/2011] 

Note: No one represented Men’s Basketball so the information contained here pertains to 

all sports except Men’s Basketball. 

In their response to questions, group participants described several routes to the position of 
academic counselors/learning specialists. These routes included years of high school teaching; 
psychology background and experiences with student populations with learning disabilities; a 
business degree and a graduate degree in sports management; study hall monitor; mentor; and 
Supplemental Instructor. 

In describing the roles and responsibilities of their positions, group participants shared the 
following comments and/or sentiments: 

¯ Expected to serve as "One-Stop Shop for almost everything" and academic counselors 
don’t always feel qualified to provide this broad-based support (e.g., "I can’t tutor in 
geology.") 

¯ "Everybody expects them to be everything for the students" (e.g., in addition to academic 
support, they are called on to fix students’ cell phones, help with boyfriend/girlfriend 
issues, etc.). They are often the students’ "go-to" person within the University. 

¯ Do one-on-one sessions (e.g., tutoring, discussing personal problems) for a significant 
part of the day (e.g., 8:00 a.m.-2pm) and then must do programmatic duties (e.g., data 
entry, reports, assist with tutoring and mentoring). 

¯ Fill in where needed (e.g., serve as a tutor or mentor) 
¯ Be very familiar with the syllabi of all students for whom they are responsible in order to 

appropriately monitor their progress and performance. "Everything is so individualized." 
¯ Perform daily duties which include [~h~d~ii~[ii~i, reporting on tutoring sessions in 

database, sometimes daily updates with coaches about particular students, mentoring 
sessions, homework completion, monitoring project deadlines; and tests; follow-up with 
student-athlete about past reports; read summaries about student-athlete during the day so 
can identify areas to be addressed in the evening tutoring and/or mentoring sessions; and 
write a report at the end of every week for coaches. 

¯ Academic counselors function as air traffic controllers constantly monitoring a group of 
students’ statuses and needs. 

¯ Perform additional administrative tasks during the semester including scheduling, 
registration, insurance, book distribution, etc. 

¯ Academic counselors have between 20 (for part-time counselor)-47 required weekly 
appointments with students and additional drop-in meetings with students 

In describing what facilitates doing a good job, group participants shared the following 
comments and/or sentiments: 

¯ It’s important to know what it is like to work with a student who is very vulnerable or to 
know what a successful academic interaction with a student who is very vulnerable looks 
like. 

¯ Extensive teaching experience is an advantage. 



¯ "Learning by doing" or "learning on the job" is vital and a chief source of training or 
development of expertise. 

In contemplating what should be addressed or done to make efforts more impactful, group 
participants shared the following comments and/or sentiments: 

¯ Narrow responsibilities to include duties that directly facilitate the academic development 
of student-athletes 

¯ Work with fewer students 
¯ Significantly decrease the turnaround time from the diagnosis of learning challenges to 

the provision of services 
¯ Alter culture so that the common vision is to help student-athletes rather than maintain 

them 
¯ Alter culture so that eligibility to play is not the sole criteria for success 
¯ Clearly define responsibilities and enforce accountability at all levels--from student- 

athlete to coaches to athletic/University administration 
¯ A for-credit "College 101" class would be helpful for many students~ even well-prepared 

students may be naive about academic structures and expectations. 
¯ Athletic consequences/outcomes for academic performance reports are not clear to 

academic counseling team or they are not consistently applied within or across teams/ 
student populations. 

General comments and/or sentiments shared by group participants: 

¯ Develop a common vision that centralizes academic performance among all the Athletic 
Department personnel 

¯ Individual coaches have high expectations for academic counselors but they don’t always 
enforce messages or provide leverage the academic counselors need with students in 
fostering value/importance of academic endeavors. 

¯ Mid-year transfers are as risky as committee case admissions 
¯ Mentoring works well. It is needed for students with SAT scores below 1000. 
¯ Create a "home" for student-athletes. 
¯ Student-athletes (like all humans) have thresholds~ adding more time is not always the 

answer. There’s a limit of what students can learn in a certain time span. 
¯ There are 4 academic counselors, includes part-time counselor, for Olympic sports (non- 

revenue-producing sports) who are responsible for 685 students. Four academic 
counselors are assigned to football, a team described as high-needs. 
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Hi All, 

Thanks so much to those who have already forwarded feedback on the very rough draft of the report. For those remaining....Please 
read the rough draft of the report and forward feedback to me by Wednesday, April 6 pmby 5 pro. ALL feedback is welcomed, 
including the following: 

(1) where relevant, indicate areas in which the surmised information in the report does not correspond to what was said or discussed in 

a meeting (I highlight aspects where items were not discussed in the meetings) and indicate how you think it should read 
(2) I will likely write an executive summary but I expect the report to be shorter than the rough draft so please indicate what you think 
could be omitted AND where the specific recommendations can be captured in a more general principle/recommendation 

Before our last meeting, I will circulate a revised draft of the report for detailed discussion during the meeting. The revised draft will 
address your feedback and highlight 4-5 general areas and subsequent recommendations. 

I attach the rough draft again just in case you need it. 

Thanks again for your contributions. 

Have a great weekend. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education (Culture, Curriculum, and Change Strand) 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
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Report of the Services Subgroup of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Committee 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Draft: March 29, 2011 

Senior Associate Dean Bobbi Owen and Senior Associate Athletic Director John 
Blanchard established the services subgroup of the Academic Support Program for Student- 
Athletes (ASPSA) committee in February 2011. Five faculty members, the Director of the 
Writing Center, three members of the Department of Athletics, and one student-athlete 
representative comprised the subgroup. To conduct a thorough assessment of the direct 
academic services of ASPSA with particular attention to writing assistance constituted the 
subgroup’s charge. In addition to meeting with the full ASPSA committee, the subgroup met 
four times which included a tour of the Writing Center and a meeting with personnel of the 
Department of Athletics. 

As established in the charge, the subgroup focused on the services provided by academic 
counselors and learning specialists in ASPSA (all sports except Men’s Basketball) and tutoring 
and mentoring services offered to student-athletes, with special attention to writing assistance. 
Typically, thorough assessments of programs and/or services involve the examination of data 
which have been systematically collected over time; in this case, substantial data of this nature 
were absent. Personnel of the Department of Athletics provided the following: 

(1) a list of personnel who provide support services for student athletes, job title, sport 
under each personnel’ s jurisdiction, and a list of services offered; 

(2) job descriptions used in hiring; 
(3) a table that showed the spring 2011 distribution of tutors, mentors, and Supplemental 

Instruction instructors by professional status (e.g., undergraduate student, graduate student, non- 
student) and by Olympic Sport1 and Football; this information supplemented the tutor and 
mentor handbook distributed at an earlier meeting of the full ASPSA review committee; 

(4) number of student athletes in Olympic Sports scheduled for tutoring, excluding the 
math lab and drop-in tutorials for writing, in the Academic Center from January 2011 through 
February 24, 2011 by student Grade Point Average (GPA); 

(5) a table that displayed the number of students considered at risk2 and on academic 
probation for spring 2011 by sport; and 

(6) course statistics for English 100, 101, and 102 for students entering in 2006-2007, 
2007-2008, 2008-2009, 2009-2010 and 2010-2011. 

1 The term "Olympic Sports" includes non-revenue sports at UNC, all sports except Men’s 

Basketball and Football. 

2 "At risk" describes incoming student-athletes who are admitted by way of a committee decision 

or those student-athletes with SAT scores below 1000. For returning students, "at risk" includes 

those student-athletes on academic probation or those with a GPA below 2.3. 



In addition to the above, the two members of the Department of Athletics (Associate Directors) 
and the student-athlete representative from Football provided verbal information at the meetings 
and the subgroup collected information during a one-hour meeting with the Academic 
Counselors and Learning Specialists. The chair of the subgroup summarized information 
acquired at these meetings and circulated them to meeting participants for feedback. 

In this report, we base our assertions and general recommendations on the collected information 
and discuss them in relation to the vision articulated in the March 1988 Report of the Ad Hoc 
Committee to Study the Academic Environment for Athlete-Students at The University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC). 

Introduction 
The 1988 report described the shared responsibility that exists between the University and the 
student-athlete in the student-athlete’s success in academic programs. We concur and offer an 
extension and emphasis. If student-athletes are admitted, particularly as exceptions to the 
Trustee admissions policy on the basis of what acclaimed psychologist Howard Gardner called 
"bodily kinesthetic intelligence," then the University, not just the Department of Athletics as 
described in the 1988 report, has an obligation to insure that student-athletes have equal and 
equitable3 access to the services needed to succeed academically. The final statement of the 
1988 report noted a disparity between levels of academic support services provided to the 
general student populace and student-athletes and encouraged the University to expand and 
improve the academic support services across the campus. 

Using UNC’s leadership in social justice (e.g., Carolina Covenant) as a guiding principle, one 
can reasonably argue that student-athletes have limited access to academic support services. For 
example, the access to needed services for a first-year student-athlete who wakes daily at 5:00 
am to prepare for weight training at 6:00 am; attends class from 8:00 am- 12 noon; participates in 
various sessions from 12:30 until 1:30; engages in mandatory practice from 3:30-5:30; is 
involved in study hall from 7:00-10:00 pm; and competes athletically as an ambassador for the 
University on weekdays and on weekends can reasonably be characterized as limited and 

3 In contrast to the conversational use of equity and equality as synonymous, equity and equality 

have different meanings here. An analogy best illustrates the difference. Imagine a journey with 

an end goal that involves three individuals. The first individual begins 10 yards behind the 

journey’s end goal, the second begins 50 yards behind the journey’s end goal, and the third 

individual begins 100 yards behind the journey’s end goal. An equality approach ignores the 

starting points of the individuals and structural factors (e.g., access to prerequisite quality 

preparation) that contributed to these starting positions. It offers solutions that highlight the 

provision of the same resources to all individuals involved in the journey with the belief that 

after all have been provided the same resources then each individual has an equal chance to 

successfully complete the journey. An equity approach considers the starting positions of the 

individuals and the contributing structural factors and generates solutions that help each 

individual achieve maximum advancement towards the completion of the journey. 



plausibly as unequal and inequitable with respect to the general student populace. This argument 
of limited, unequal, and inequitable access is further complicated if the ambassadorship of the 
student-athlete generates revenue for the University; and the University knowingly admits a 
student-athlete who is ill-prepared for the academic rigor without establishing a sufficient 
support structure that directly responds to the (under)preparedness of the student-athlete to 
succeed academically at UNC. Oftentimes, first-year students, especially those who are first- 
generation college students, lack limited knowledge and exposure to higher education, hence, 
they and their families rely heavily upon the information provided by the University and its 
selected representatives (e.g., recruiters). The University’s responsibility is not restricted to 
simple access to needed services but also encompasses quality of needed services. 

If the University provides the necessary resources, quality services, and support then student- 
athletes, like all students enrolled at the University, bear the ultimate responsibility in achieving 
academic success--earning a UNC degree that enables them to contribute productively to society 

and to enhance their own lives. 

Germane to this subgroup’s charge, the 1988 report described several elements of and services 
provided by an ASPSA as well as specific recommendations for the establishment and operation 

of an ASP SA. In the remainder of this report, we surmise aspects of the 1988 report pertinent to 
the information acquired by the subgroup; present assertions based upon our review of the 
collected information; and offer recommendations, that consider the new facility, for future 
development. 

ASPSA Organization and Responsibilities 

1988 Report: 
The 1988 report described the responsibilities and organizational relationships for the 

Director, Tutor Coordinator and Skills Development Specialist, and Academic Counselors. 

Aspect 1. According to the organizational chart, academic counselors for Football and 
Olympic Sports and the Tutor Coordinator/Skills Development Specialist reported to the 
Director of ASPSA but the Academic Counselor for Basketball reported to the Associate Dean of 
Academic Services. 

Aspect 2. The "development of new or improved areas of service; evaluation of tutors; 
review of similar programs at other universities; semester-by-semester status reports to the 
College" were among the Director’s responsibilities (p. 6, 1998 Report). The Tutor Coordinator 
would manage tutorial sessions and develop or improve the academic skills of student-athletes. 
The 1988 report stated that "The Academic Counselor will interact with the individual members 
of the various varsity teams. They will assure that the academic needs of the athlete-students are 
met; that the athlete-students attend the appropriate skill development sessions, meet classroom 
and academic responsibilities; that the individual athlete-student receives proper guidance 
regarding class registrations and selection of degree programs, and enters into University career 
planning and placement programs. The Academic Counselor will maintain a liaison with the 
appropriate team coaches and with the Program Director regarding the academic progress of the 
athlete-students" (p. 6). 



Aspect 3. The 1988 report explicitly described the responsibilities and obligations 
associated with student-athletes admitted as exceptions to the Trustee admissions policy. 
Coaches would work directly with the ASPSA Director to "develop a program of study that 
carefully outlines the academic program of the athlete-student. The coach commits himself or 
herself and the athlete-student to that plan. The coach understands that in requesting Admission 
Committee approval for the athlete-student exception he or she is taking responsibility for the 
academic well-being of the student" (p. 10). 

Aspect 4. The 1988 report also described the role of the Faculty Committee on Athletics 
(now the Faculty Athletics Committee): "...will monitor the academic progress of the athlete- 
students admitted as exceptions on a semester-by-semester basis. The Committee will report on 
the academic progress of these athlete-students each semester; the report will be provided to the 
Director of the Academic Support Program, the Faculty Advisory Committee on Undergraduate 
Admissions, and the Department of Athletics. The Faculty Committee on Athletics will continue 
to advise the Faculty Advisory Committee on Undergraduate Admissions, the Department of 
Athletics, and the University Administration on the success of the policy and the practice of the 
admission of athlete-students as exceptions to Trustee policy" (p. 11). 

Aspect 5. With respect to the organization and responsibilities of an ASPSA around the 
direct academic services provided to student-athletes, the 1988 ad hoc committee recommended 
that the Dean of the College appoint an Advisory Board to the ASPSA. A member of the 
Department of Athletics administrative staff, a member of the Dean’s staff, representation from 
the Faculty Committee on Athletics, and members of the general faculty would comprise the 
Advisory Board. The Board would assist with communications between the Director of an 
ASPSA and the University faculty and in the development and maintenance of an on-going 

review of the ASPSA. 

2011 Subgroup Information and Assertions: 
In 1988, the ASPSA served approximately 600 student-athletes. As of the 2010-2011 academic 
year, the ASPSA serves 775 student-athletes. The ASPSA staff consist of a full-time Director; 
three full-time Associate Directors; one full-time Learning Specialist; five full-time Academic 
Counselors; two part-time Academic Counselors; 55 tutors; 20 mentors; and six supplemental 
instruction instructors (2011 meeting handouts). 

Aspect 1. The tutors and mentors and Academic Counselors report to the Associate 
Director who oversees the sport to which they are assigned. The Associate Directors report to 
the Director of ASPSA. The Director reports to the Senior Associate Athletic Director and the 
Associate Dean! Director for Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling; they report 
to the Senior Associate Dean in the College of Arts and Sciences, who reports to the Dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences. 

Aspect 2. The services subgroup did not elicit information on the Director’s role. With 
respect to the review of similar programs described in the 1988 report, the services subgroup 
requested as a part of its review information on the academic support services provided by UNC 



peer institutions. The information was not readily available but was acquired from one 
neighboring institution; however, the services subgroup did not receive the information for our 
consideration in meeting the subgroup’s charge. It also appears that some of the responsibilities 
described in the 1988 report are now assumed by three Associate Directors. 

One Associate Director oversees services for Olympic Sports, coordinates tutors, and 
serves as an Academic Counselor. Four Academic Counselors, the full-time Learning Specialist, 
and Olympic Sports tutors report to this Associate Director. A second Associate Director 
oversees services for Football, coordinates the mentor program, serves as a Learning Specialist, 
and acts as an Academic Counselor. Three Academic Counselors, mentors, and tutors who work 
with Football report to this Associate Director. The third Associate Director works with Men’s 
Basketball. 

In addition to tutors and mentors whose roles are described later in the report, the Academic 
Counselors are directly involved in the academic support of student-athletes. An Academic 
Counselor is considered the point person for student-athletes during their first and second years 
(2011 meetings). Academic Counselors communicate with the undergraduate academic 
advisors, who assist the general population of UNC undergraduates, about course selection; meet 
once a week or once every two weeks with student-athletes who are at-risk (53 Football and 119 
Olympic Sports for spring 2011); meet with student-athletes who have a GPA of 2.5 or above 
three times during a semester; evaluate and monitor student progress; recommend and schedule 
tutoring; and meet with coaches of their respective sports (2011 meetings; 2011 meeting 
handouts). Additionally, they enter data about tutoring and other sessions into the office internal 
database; provide daily updates on particular student-athletes to some coaches; monitor 
homework completion; track project deadlines and test dates; read summaries during the day so 
they can identify academic areas to be addressed in evening tutorials and/or mentoring session; 
and generate weekly reports about individual student-athletes for coaches. They hold one-on- 
one sessions with student-athletes that range from tutoring to discussing personal problems. 
These one-on-sessions, from approximately 20 weekly scheduled appointments for part-time 
Academic Counselors to 47 for full-time Academic Counselors in addition to student-athletes 
who drop by, occupy a vast majority of the day but they must also complete administrative tasks 
(e.g., book distribution, insurance, etc.). 

According to the information provided to and acquired by the services subgroup on the roles of 
Tutor Coordinator/Skills Development Specialists and Academic Counselors described in the 
1988 report, we conclude that the coordination of tutors occurs and that the specific duties, with 
the exception of facilitating student-athletes entry into University career planning and placement 
programs, are being met at varying degrees. The information upon which the services 
subgroup’s assertions are based indicated that the evaluation of tutors occurred informally by the 
Associate Director in charge of tutor coordination. Tutoring details are later provided in the 
"Services" section of this report. 

Aspect 3. The information shared with the services subgroup conveyed inconsistent, 
peripheral involvement of coaches in the academic development of student-athletes admitted as 
exceptions to the Trustee admissions policy (2011 meetings). Academic Counselors assisted 



student-athletes in the generation of semester, monthly, and weekly calendars to help manage 
and monitor academic workloads, helped them to adhere to a work plan, and encouraged them to 
utilize various academic support services which was reinforced by some coaches. The 
information provided to the services subgroup did not indicate the development of a program of 
study, short-term and long-term plans for academic progression! matriculation towards degree 
completion that identify various benchmarks and subsequent actions/steps to meet each. 

~{ a ]i~!iThe current Faculty Athletics Committee (FAC) does not collect data on 
the semester-by-semester academic performance of student-athletes admitted as exceptions to the 
Trustee admissions policy from the University registrar or appropriate office. The Department of 
Athletics provides monthly updates on general athletic affairs to the FAC and faculty 
representatives to NCAA or NCAA-related affiliates periodically report overall performance for 
UNC student-athletes. The Department of Athletics also distributes a survey to senior student- 
athletes on behalf of the FAC with voluntarily completion by student-athletes. The FAC also 
conducts group interviews with senior student-athletes who volunteer to be interviewed. The 
FAC summarizes the findings and reports them to the Faculty Council. 

Aspect 5. An Advisory Board for ASPSA does not exist. 

2011 Subgroup Recommendations: 
Aspect 1. The organizational levels involving ASPSA have increased from four levels in 

1988 (Academic Counselor -)Director of ASPSA -)Associate Dean for Academic Services 
-)Senior Associate Dean in the Colleges of Arts and Sciences) to five levels in 2011 (Academic 
Counselor -)Associate Director -)Director of ASPSA-)Associate Dean for Student Success and 
Academic Counseling and/or Senior Associate Athletic Director -)Senior Associate Dean in the 
Colleges of Arts and Sciences) with the latter levels of accountability falling within the purview 

of positions presented as equal rank. Because the academic support of student-athletes is labor- 
intensive, multifaceted and complex (e.g., compliance with NCAA regulations), each role is 
essential in providing the needed services. Unfortunately, with the proliferation of 
organizational levels, a disproportionate amount of the responsibility and accountability without 
the corresponding authority falls upon the roles most directly involved in the provision of 
services. In this case, it appears on the basis of the service subgroup information that the 
Academic Counselors and Associate Directors shoulder an inordinate amount of the University’s 
responsibility in the success of student-athletes. Furthermore, information surfaced in several 
meetings about the coach’ s role or the perceived role of coaches in employment decisions. For 
example, if a coach does not want an Academic Counselor to work with a team and another team 

does not have a vacancy then the possibility of employment termination exists. 

Aspect 2. "One stop shop" and "air traffic controllers" emerged as appropriate analogies 
for the roles and responsibilities of Academic Counselors and Associate Directors. Associate 
Directors were characterized as "case managers" and Academic counselors were described as the 

"go to" people for student-athletes, the people who could and would address every concern, 
issue, and problem. It is difficult for overloaded individuals to provide high quality services over 
an extended period of time regardless of their level of competence, dedication, and passion. We 



contend that in order to enhance the academic development and academic success of student- 
athletes, some specialization in duties must occur. We recommend the following: 

¯ Redefine the roles of Academic Counselors such that the academic development and 
academic success of student-athletes are the primary goals. 

¯ Narrow the responsibilities of Academic Counselors to align with the primary goals of 
academic development and academic success of student-athletes. 

¯ Hire full-time graduate student assistants at the University-rate, as is the model in some 
academic units on campus, to perform many of the Academic Counselors’ administrative 
tasks. 

¯ Expand the staff of other University programs and services such that teams of individuals 
within these programs and services serve as designated liaisons to the Department of 
Athletics to which ASPSA staff can make regular referrals of individuals or groups of 
student-athletes experiencing similar challenges, thereby, creating an academic support 
network for student-athletes. 

¯ Conduct a review of ASPSA programs at UNC peer institutions every three years as one 
source of information to inform the continual improvement of services. (We provide 
details in the recommendations for items #4 and 5 in the "Services" section of this 
report). 

Aspect 3: In addition to the admissions consideration iterated in the 1988 report, an 
established and institutionalized support structure is important for the academic success, earning 
a UNC degree that facilitates productive living, of student-athletes who are admitted as 
exceptions to the Trustee admissions policy. From the information provided to the services 
subgroup, coaches exert a great influence on special admittance student-athletes as well as 
student-athletes in general. Although it is unreasonable to expect coaches and coaching staff 
who are primary employed for their expertise to achieve excellence in athletics to possess all the 
expertise that is needed to help student-athletes develop academically, it is not unreasonable to 
expect coaches and coaching staff to create the team environment and climate in which academic 
achievement is the top priority. We recommend the following: 

¯ Form a committee comprised to develop a policy for general academic 
regulations for student-athletes (e.g.,) that is applied consistently in the monitoring of 
academic progress. For example, some institutions use a point system. If student- 
athletes accumulate a certain number of points for actions that undermine their academic 
progress (e.g., missed tutoring session) then time is made available in student-athletes’ 
schedules for them to rebound academically before such actions lead to undesirable 
academic statuses (e.g., academic probation). 

¯ Identify an academic officer outside the Department of Athletics with authority equal to 
that of coaches to oversee, as his/her primary responsibility, in relation to established 
policy the academic development and academic success of at-risk student-athletes. 

¯ Establish an academic team that consists of coaches or designees from the coaching staff, 
academic representatives from General College and/or the College of Arts and Sciences, 
faculty, and personnel of the Department of Athletics to develop a two-year program of 
study for student-athletes who are admitted as exceptions to the Trustee admissions 
policy. 



~gO6~ ~ ]i~iiCurrent activities of the Faculty Athletics Committee (FAC) do not focus 
specifically upon the academic performance of specific student-athletes. We reiterate the 
the 1988 report and recommend the following: 

¯ Monitor the semester-by-semester progress of student-athletes admitted as exceptions 
to Trustee admissions policy and report to the Senior Associate Dean of the College 
of Arts and Sciences. 

~ 5! ]ii~iBecause an integrative approach to service delivery is needed for the complex 
interactions signified in the identifier "student-athlete", we concur, in part, with the 1988 
recommendation. We recommend the following: 

¯ Establish an Advisory Board for the ASPSA that is external to the Department of 
Athletics. The Advisory Board evaluates the academic services provided by ASPSA 
first and third years relative to the year the Advisory Board is formed and offers 
recommendations based upon the evaluation results. (We provide details in the 
recommendations for items #4 and #5 in the "Services" section of this report). 

ASPSA Services 

1988 Report: 
The 1988 report listed several goals of an ASPSA and clearly articulated that the services of 

an ASPSA should supplement not supplant regular University programs and services. The report 
indicated that a comprehensive ASPSA would do the following: 

(1) Provide an academic orientation for first-year student-athletes. 
(2) Promote academic values and enhance the academic climate for student-athletes. 
(3) Identify student-athletes diagnosed with conditions that may interfere with their academic 

success and place these individuals into appropriate University support programs. 
(4) Develop or improve academic skills, including reading, computational, writing, foreign 

language, and computer skills. 
(5) Organize and implement study halls, learning resources, and tutorial programs. 
(6) Provide academic counseling that includes assistance around long-term (e.g., degree 

completion, career selection) and short-term (e.g. course registration) goals. 
(7) Monitor the academic progress of student-athletes and various athletic teams. 

2011 Subgroup Information and Assertions: 
With the exceptions [~i ]ii~iand #2 above, information provided to and gathered by the 

services subgroup indicated that services identified in the 1988 report are offered, at varying 
degrees, to student-athletes. We address items 3-7 listed above. Sources of information are 
included in parentheses. 

Item #3. Learning Specialists test certain student-athletes for learning disabilities (2011 
meetings). A significant time gap exists between test administration!diagnoses and the provision 

of services to student-athletes. 



Items #4 and #5. Information showed that tutoring and mentoring were the primary mechanisms 
for developing or improving academic skills. These services typically occurred during a time set 
aside for study hall. Although there were many similarities in service delivery, tutoring and 
mentoring occurred by sport, Olympic Sports and Football4. Details provided below were 
derived from handouts provided by the Athletic Department personnel, verbal information 
provided at subgroup meetings, and verbal information provided during the one-hour meeting 
with Academic Counselors and Learning Specialists. 

Tutoring: Tutors and the Preparation, Responsibifties, and Evaluation of Tutors 
ASPSA secures tutors through department referrals, referrals of past and present tutors, and 
advertisements in the campus newspaper, The Daily Tar Heel. A deep understanding of subject 
matter content and a fluency in communicating this understanding to others are among the 
requirements for tutors. Prospective tutors complete the internal application process and are 
interviewed by the Associate Director who oversees the student-athlete population with whom 
the prospective tutor will work. The Associate Director who conducts the interview is also 
responsible for hiring the prospective tutor. For spring 2011, 40 tutors (13 undergraduate 
students, 20 graduate students, and 7 non-students) assisted student-athletes in Olympic Sports 
and 15 tutors (9 undergraduate students, 3 graduate students, and 3 non-students) assisted 

student-athletes in Football. Information for Men’s Basketball was not available. 

After tutors are hired which could occur after the beginning of the semester in which the services 
of the tutor are needed, they attend a tutor orientation meeting at the beginning of each term. 
Distribution of the tutor handbook, presentation of tutoring tips, and coverage of NCAA 
compliance rules and UNC employment regulations constitute the orientation. The orientation 
meeting and the tutors’ experiences in developing their subject matter knowledge comprise the 
preparation of tutors. 

Once tutors have participated in the orientation meeting, tutors are available five nights a week 
from 7:00- 10:00 pm in the Academic Center, with each individual tutor working two to three 
nights for about 6-10 hours per week. All tutoring sessions take place in an open area. This area 
is visible to the Academic Counselor or Associate Director overseeing the tutorial sessions. 
Tutors conduct small group sessions for most subject areas but for the sciences, mathematics, 
and foreign languages one-on-one sessions to focus on particular student needs are held. One- 
on-one sessions are also available to individuals for whom difficulties persist after small group 
sessions. In the sessions, tutors provide verbal instructions/explanations which may involve 
reading from a student-athlete’s materials or assignments. 

The tutor coordinator, currently one of the Associate Directors, monitors tutor and tutee 
attendance. The tutor coordinator enters attendance information into an office internal database. 
Each Academic Counselor then checks the attendance each day and reports to coaches. These 
reports can occur daily or weekly. 

4 The service subgroup’s purview did not include Men’s Basketball. 
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Prior to fall 2010, the evaluation of tutors and tutoring sessions occurred informally. The 
Academic Counselor or Associate Director on duty circulated and listened to sessions in order to 
evaluate the extent to which learning occurred. As of fall 2010, student-athletes were asked to 
provide information on tutor performance, if tutors translated knowledge in a way that facilitated 
their learning of subject matter content. The subgroup requested copies of this data but did not 
receive it. In spring 2011, with the intent of using the data to inform future changes, an informal 
survey will be distributed to Olympic Sports student-athletes who received tutoring to gather 
information on what works (see Appendix ??? for survey). 

Math Labs 
The Math lab consists of three tables in the current facility. It is staffed by one of the longest- 
tenured tutors. The tutor moves around the area assisting student-athletes who stopped by the lab 
with questions. While the tutor assists a student-athlete with a question, others work 
independently until the tutor becomes available. 

Writing assistance, like other academic assistance, occurs in an open area. Writing assistance is 
set up by need (e.g., writing level) and course (e.g., Eng 101). More experienced writers 
participate in independent study; a writing tutor floats and provides assistance as needed. 
Struggling writers receive more individualized assistance. For example, a tutor, mentor 
(described later), or Learning Specialists will meet with the struggling writer two or three times a 
week by way of a scheduled appointment and provide assistance that addresses the student- 
athlete’s most immediate need (e.g., paper with approaching due date). The nature of the writing 
assistance varies with the present need. For example, if a student-athlete is at the beginning of a 
writing assignment, the tutor may ask the student-athlete to read the assignment and respond to 
questions. Or if the student-athlete has completed a rough draft of the paper then the tutor may 
ask him/her to read the paper aloud, identify major ideas, etc. In addition to the previously 
described, Olympic Sports offers a drop-in component where writing assistance is provided to 
student-athletes who drop by study hall for assistance. 

Mentoring: Mentors and the Preparation, ResponsibiBties, and Evaluation of Mentors 
ASPSA secures mentors from the referrals of past and present mentors and from the School of 
Education’s Teaching Fellows Program, prospective teachers who typically have experience 
tutoring K-12 students. Individuals interested in the mentoring program contact the Mentor 
Program Coordinator, currently one of the Associate Directors. Prior to an in-person interview 
with the Program Coordinator, the Program Coordinator requests a resume and permission to 
view a transcript if the prospective mentor is an enrolled student. When hired, mentors 
supplement the Learning Specialists and help student-athletes develop general academic skills 

(e.g., time management, organization) and may assist the student-athlete in synthesizing 
information from the tutoring sessions and class. Mentoring is available to all student-athletes 

but most mentoring occurs with student-athletes considered at-risk. For spring 2011, 20 mentors 
(11 undergraduate students, 2 graduate students, and 7 non-students) worked with student- 

athletes. 



Academic Counselors do not assign student-athletes to mentors but can request mentors for 
student-athletes they believe would benefit from the services. The Program Coordinator confers 
with the Academic Counselor about the student-athlete’s personality, learning style, schedule, 
strengths, areas needing improvement, and any academic concerns and uses this information to 
make a mentor-student-athlete match. The match stays for the duration of the semester and if the 
mentor is employed the next semester and no schedule conflicts exist then the match could 
continue throughout the next semester as well but this is not guaranteed. If, for some reason, the 
match proves problematic as determined by information gathered from both the mentor and 
mentee then the Program Coordinator makes a change. 

To prepare for mentoring, mentors attend a three to four-hour presentation on mentor tips and 
techniques. During the beginning of their tenure as mentors, the Program Coordinator conducts 
an unannounced observation of a mentoring session and provides feedback for improvement. 

Mentors are available five nights a week from 7:00- 10:00 pm in the Academic Center, with each 
individual mentor working two nights for about 4-6 hours per week. A mentoring session 
typically involves one mentor and one to three student-athletes at a table and involves verbal 
instructions/explanations. As is the case with tutoring, attendance information is entered into 
the office internal database, each Academic Counselor then checks the attendance each day, and 
reports to coaches either daily or weekly. 

To date, the evaluation of mentoring has not occurred. Evaluation forms for the student-athlete 
to evaluate the mentor, the mentor to evaluate the student-athlete, and a program evaluation form 
for completion by the mentor have been developed but not distributed (see Appendix ??? for 
survey). 

Supplemental Instruction (SI) 
SI, an approach established in the early 1970s, emerged to improve retention of college students. 
The non-remedial, academic support model usually identifies "high risk" entry-level courses, 
courses in which approximately 30% or more of first-year and second-year students are at risk of 
failing. SI offers regular review out-of-class sessions where students pose questions, discuss 
readings, work collaboratively to make sense of class notes, etc. Typically, these sessions are 
facilitated by SI leaders who are college students who experienced success in the course and who 
undergo extensive SI preparation. They attend class sessions, take notes, and serve as models for 
peers taking the course. The SI approach implemented in ASPSA differs from the national 
model. 

As of spring 2011, 6 individuals (one undergraduate and five non-students) served as SI 
instructors. These individuals, identified from the relationships with a former Athletic 
Department’s Learning Specialist, were selected by the Program Coordinator (also an Associate 
Director) after a careful review of transcripts (if a currently enrolled student) and resumes 
followed by an in-person interview. The current SI instructors, with the exception of one 
student, have Bachelor and Masters degrees. They are part-time employees in the Athletics 
Department and are available during the day to attend [~ig~{~d ~6~{g~/i~i. 
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After hiring, these individuals attend a two- to three-hour presentation that covers the SI 
handbook, SI book, and SI compact disc. 

As SI instructors, these individuals attend throughout semester an assigned class in which student 
athletes are enrolled. The SI instructors hold small group sessions two to three times a week for 
at-risk students with two to three students in each session. They also hold large review test 
sessions, approximately 10-20 students, before each test. These small group and large group 
sessions are available to all student-athletes and non-student-athletes. 

Item #6. The information provided to and acquired by the services subgroup indicated that 
student-athletes received academic counseling. This counseling appears primarily short-term; 
the goal is to address an immediate demand of the semester. Counseling and planning for the 
long-term was not readily evident. 

Item #7. 
Academic Counselors provide one-on-one monitoring of student-athletes. They meet once a 
week or once every two weeks with student-athletes who are at-risk (53 Football and 119 
Olympic Sports for spring 2011); meet with student-athletes who have a GPA of 2.5 or above 
three times during a semester; monitor homework completion; track project deadlines and test 
dates; and read summaries about tutoring and mentoring sessions. 

Weekly reports are devised for all student-athletes although at-risk student-athletes are often the 

focus of discussions. These reports keep coaches abreast of student-athletes’ weekly academic 
progress. Reports include attendance to tutoring and mentoring sessions, upcoming assignments, 
grades from previous assignments, and overall observations and insights from the academic staff 
on the student-athlete’s academic performance. In addition to weekly reports, progress reports 
are used to monitor academic performance. Progress reports are actual grades and/or course 
performance information generated by course instructors in response to a request sent out two 
times a semester. The weekly and progress reports are used to create, monitor, and adjust 
academic plans for student-athletes. 

It is unclear from the information provided to and acquired by the services subgroup who 
monitors the academic progress of athletic teams and how (e.g., examination of trends in team 
academic performance, subgroup trends on teams, etc.). 

2011 Snbgronp Recommendations: 
Item #1. The emphases of K-12 public education have changed significantly over the 

past decade. Standardized tests (e.g., end-of-course tests, AP exams) dictate the curricula of 
many public school classrooms and drive instructional practices. Consequently, many students 
enter the University ill-prepared for the kind of academic rigor expected at the University and 
such a state calls into question the University’s lack of courses or systematic, continuous 
programming on college readiness. We recommend the following: 

¯ Develop a [~ii~ ~di~s~ ~]i!~iopen to all first-year students. Because many 

first-year students are unable to adequately self-assess their capabilities with respect 
to academic work at the University-level, it may be more beneficial if the college 
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readiness course is offered during term breaks as "mester" courses, during the spring 
semester, or during the summer after the completion of the first academic year. 

Develop an academic orientation program for student-athletes that regularly offers 
during some study hall sessions interactive, student-centered sessions and seminars 
throughout the first and second years by individuals with specific expertise in the 
targeted domains. 

~N::~ ]ii~i6ilnformation provided to and acquired by the services subgroup indicated 

that the Department of Athletics works in relative isolation of other campus units. 
Consequently, student-athletes are viewed as the Department’s students rather than 
students of the University; such a view hinders the establishment of campus-wide 
networks that promote values of academic excellence and foster a climate most 
conducive to the optimal academic development of student-athletes. We iterate the 
recommendations provided in the "Organization and Responsibilities" section of 
this report. We also recommend that social and service programming deliberately 
foster collaborations among student-athletes and non-student athletes (e.g., campus 
outreach that involve student-athletes and student organizations on campus 
working together). 

Item #3. The academic development and academic success of student-athletes can be 
enhanced by early identification of student-athletes’ strengths and the areas in which they 
need to improve. We recommend the following: 

¯ Diagnoses of learning disabilities with the immediate provisions of appropriate, 
high quality services. 

¯ Academic diagnostic testing (e.g., reading level, writing level, computational 
skills) of student-athletes associated with at-risk factors (e.g., matriculated 
through poorly performing public schools) and student-athletes admitted as 
exceptions to the Trustee admissions policy during the summer months prior to 
entry into the University. 

¯ the results of academic diagnostic testing to develop programs of study 
and short-term academic plans. Individuals responsible for programs of study and 
academic plans are identified in the recommendations for aspect 3 in the 
"Organization and Responsibilities" section of the report. 

¯ Refer student-athletes to appropriate University programs and services, part of the 
network of liaisons recommended for aspect 2 in the "Organization and 
Responsibilities" section of the report, for coherent, consistent, and continual 

services. 

Items # 4 and #5. The ASPSA staff works extremely hard to meet the very diverse 
academic needs of student-athletes. Student-athletes who are third-generation college 
students who matriculated through K-12 schools classified as Schools of Excellence and 
student-athletes who are first-generation college students who move through K-12 
schools that face state sanctions for low performance seek assistance from ASPSA. 
Many of the academic needs (e.g., reading difficulties) of the at-risk student-athletes and 
the student-athletes admitted as exceptions to the Trustee admissions policy fall outside 
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the expertise of many ASPSA staff. Furthermore, as a consequence of many demands to 
which ASPSA staff must attend, they lack the luxury and time to consider student- 
athletes’ academic needs more broadly. That is, instead of developing writers, the aim of 
the Writing Center, the pending deadline for a paper necessitates assistance directed 
towards the writing of a specific paper. Small group (2-3 student-athletes) sessions, one- 
on-one sessions, and independent study, mostly facilitated by undergraduate students for 
Football, are the primary means through which the ASPSA seeks to develop or improve 
the academic skills of student-athletes. The information provided to and acquired by the 
services subgroup showed very little programmatic efforts to supplement small groups, 
one-on-one activities, and independent study work. We recommend the following: 

¯ Add staff, sufficient in number to form teams, with specialized expertise in 
developing writing, reading, and computational skills among underserved student 
populations. 

¯ Form a committee (e.g., Advisory Board) to review academic support services 
and delivery at UNC peer institutions. 

¯ Form a committee (e.g., Advisory Board) to investigate the structural changes in 
service delivery needed in ASPSA for the incorporation of academic 
programming in the new facility that employs research-based pedagogies that 
enhance student learning. 

¯ Form a committee (e.g., Advisory Board) to develop a formal evaluation system 
for ASPSA that is formative (e.g., every year) and summative (e.g., examination 

of data accumulated over a three-year period). 
¯ Hire graduate teaching assistants at the University-rate to work 15-20 hours per 

week as tutors or mentors and offer a suite of academic support services at 

different times during the day and evening. 
¯ Hire retired faculty, University and high school, to work 15-20 hours per week as 

tutors and offer a suite of academic support services at different times during the 

day and evening 
¯ Hire individuals who provide direct academic support services (e.g., tutors) prior 

to the semester in which their services are needed. 
¯ Develop preparation programs for individuals hired to provide academic support 

services to student-athletes that include an intensive and interactive week-long 
orientation followed by embedded preparation (e.g., videotapes of practice 
followed by critique, seminars) throughout the academic year. 

Items #6 and #7. Academic counseling of, subsequent assistance to, and monitoring 
progress of student-athletes require regular and consistent communications among 
different parties in the University community. We iterate the recommendations 
provided in aspect 2 in the "Organization and Responsibilities" section and item 
#3 in this section of the report. 

Course of Action 
Many alumni attest to a tradition of Carolina Excellence. Such excellence demands 
continual evaluation and improvement. As the first course of action in the Carolina 
tradition of excellence, we recommend the establishment of an Advisory Board to the 



ASPSA. The second course of action is for the Advisory Board to fully develop this 
report’s recommendations and generate benchmarks for implementation. The third 
course of action we recommend is for the Advisory Board to conduct of a full, systematic 
evaluation of the direct academic services to student-athletes within and outside ASPSA. 
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Report of the Services Subgroup of the Academic Support Program for Athlete-Students 
Committee 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Draft: April 19, 2011 

Senior Associate Dean Bobbi Owen and Senior Associate Athletic Director John Blanchard 
established the services subgroup of the Academic Support Program for Athlete-students 
(ASPSA) committee in February 2011. Five faculty members1, the Director of the Writing 
Center, three members of the Department of Athletics, and one athlete-student representative 
comprised the subgroup. To conduct a thorough assessment of the direct academic services of 
ASPSA with particular attention to writing assistance constituted the subgroup’s charge. In 
addition to meeting with the full ASPSA committee, the subgroup met four times which included 
a tour of the Writing Center and a meeting with personnel of the Department of Athletics. 

Typically, thorough assessments of programs and/or services involve the examination of data 
which have been systematically collected over time; in this case, we did not have access to such 
data. We considered information provided by the Athletics Department (see list of information 
in Appendix A). Additionally, two members of the Department of Athletics (Associate 
Directors) and the athlete-student representative from Football provided verbal information at the 
meetings and we collected information during a one-hour meeting with the Academic Counselors 
and Learning Specialists only.2 The chair of the subgroup summarized information acquired at 
these meetings and circulated the summaries to meeting participants for feedback. 

We base our general recommendations on the previously described information. Our general 
recommendations can be subdivided into two groups, short-term and long-term The 
recommendations to implement in the near future are as follows: 

We recommend that the Chancellor establish a committee that consists of ASP personnel, 
faculty, academic support personnel from other units on campus (e.g., Disability 
Services), coaches, and athlete-students to fully develop the recommendations we 
propose and devise an implementation plan. 

¯ We recommend that academic support services become more specialized and use more 
varied approaches shown to be effective in facilitating student learning. 

1 One faculty member was unable to attend meetings but provided feedback on information 

circulated by way of email. 
2 Operating on the basis that focus groups work best when participants are peers, we did not 

include Associate Directors in this meeting. Two of the three Associate Directors served on the 
services subgroup; the Academic Counselors and Learning Specialist involved in the one-hour 
meeting were not privy to the information provided to us by the Associate Directors. The third 
Associate Director for Men’s Basketball provided information at our last meeting. 



¯ We recommend that the Academic Support Program incorporate a system of program 
evaluation into its operation. 

We recommend the creation of a subcommittee to thoroughly examine the admissions of 
athlete-students deemed from their previous educational academic profiles (e.g., middle 
school, high school) to be academically at risk in the UNC academic environment and 
how these admissions impact the ASPSA. 

Broader recommendations that require more extensive conversations across the University 
community and that will take some time to implement include: 

¯ We recommend that the University develop a clear and shared vision for the academic 
success of all athlete-students irrespective of sport. 

¯ We recommend that the academic development and success of athlete-students become 
operationalized as a University-wide instead of a Department of Athletics responsibility. 

We discuss each recommendation. The contexts for these recommendations are provided in the 
synopses of information included in the Appendices. 

Discussion of Recommendations 
As the academic development and success of collegiate athlete-students garner national attention, 
UNC is well positioned to enact two of its core traditions: leadership and excellence. Just as the 
University chartered the course for both public and private institutions of higher education in 
making postsecondary studies more accessible to individuals from low-wealth circumstances 
(e.g., Carolina Covenant), the University can develop and successfully implement a first-class 
academic support system for athlete-students from diverse backgrounds. To seize and maximize 
the opportunities, i.e., new facility and externally-induced scrutiny of services, such that UNC 
emerges as a model for others to emulate, thinking differently about academic support services 
for athlete-students is necessary. The development and implementation of short-term 
recommendations can occur immediately. 

Recommendation 1: We recommend that the Chancellor immediately establish a committee that 
consists of ASP personnel, faculty, academic support personnel from other units on campus (e.g., 
Disability Services), coaches, and athlete-students to fully develop the recommendations we 
propose and devise an implementation plan. 

We recognize the restricted nature of the information we collected but we believe that patterns 
across different information sources and the opening of the new facility necessitate immediate 
action. As the established committee develops our recommendations and devises an 
implementation plan with clearly defined goals and benchmarks, we strongly encourage the 
committee to collect additional information to inform their plans. 



Recommendation 2: We recommend that academic support services become more specialized, 
use various approaches shown to be effective in facilitating student learning, and offer more 
comprehensive programming. 

Academic Counselors assume numerous roles and follow an air traffic controller model of 
monitoring student performance and responding to urgent needs across the student life spectrum 

(see "Academic Support Personnel" section of description of services in Appendix B). We 
recommend narrowing the roles of Academic Counselors to the academic development and 
academic success of athlete-students (e.g., closely monitoring academic progress, 
communicating and working with academic liaisons in other UNC units to enhance athlete- 
student performance). For example, administrative tasks like textbook distribution can be 
performed by work-study students or graduate assistants. We also recommend continual 
professional development activities for Academic Counselors around the academic development 
and academic success of athlete-students. 

As captured in the description of services in Appendix B, the primary vehicle for academic 
support is verbal and visual instruction by way of one-on-one or small group (one-on-three) 
sessions. This assistance is mostly provided by individuals who lack expertise specific to the 
under-preparedness (e.g., below grade level reading, writing, and computational skills) of some 
athlete-students, in-depth content knowledge for athlete-students in their majors, and do not have 
substantial experience and knowledge in teaching and learning. We recommend hiring, well in 
advance of the needed services, highly qualified, experienced individuals as tutors (e.g., graduate 
students at the University-rate as teaching assistants, retired University faculty, former high 
school teachers) who will undergo continual professional development. Additionally, we 
recommend, after a careful and thorough review of the academic needs of athlete-students, the 
hiring of individuals with specialized expertise (e.g., work with struggling readers, pedagogy to 
teach writing through subject content knowledge). These skilled, knowledgeable, and 
experienced individuals will be able to employ a variety of methods in one-on-one sessions, 
small groups, and whole-group instruction as well as offer targeted academic programming 
during summer months and during breaks. 

At present, comprehensive programming is limited. Orientations for first-year athlete-students 
that target specific areas and concerns as well as bridge programs like the existing UNC Summer 
Bridge program can be offered during the summer months for athlete-students facing particular 
academic challenges. Some institutions offer bridge programs after the first year of enrollment 
to increase retention in certain majors or certain demographic groups (e.g., first-generation); 
some variations (e.g., college readiness 3.0 credit-hour3 mini-semester courses offered to UNC 
student population as well as athlete-students) can be instrumental in the academic development 
and success of UNC athlete-students. 

3 It was noted that a 3.0-credit hour course would fulfill NCAA rules. A pending course to be 
offered in 2011 summer is for 1.0 credit hour. 



Recommendation 3: We recommend that the Academic Support Program incorporate a system 
of program evaluation into its operation. 

At present, athlete-student eligibility and graduation rates serve as indicators of ASP 
effectiveness. Though useful in some ways, these indicators are limited in providing information 
(e.g., program strengths, areas that need improvement) that informs program decisions. 
Systematically collected data on program processes and outcomes are scarce (see Appendix (2). 
We suggest the establishment of a formal evaluation system. Such a system would include, but 
not limited to, (a) clear goals for athlete-student academic development, (b) articulation of 
program operations with respect to these goals, (c) program benchmarks and criteria for success, 
(d) systematic, consistent collection of data on services, service delivery, and outcomes, (e) and 
the regular conduct of both formative (e.g., every two years) evaluations conducted by personnel 
internal to Department of Athletics and summative (e.g., every five years) evaluations performed 
by parties external to the Department of Athletics. 

Recommendation 4: We recommend the creation of a subcommittee to thoroughly examine the 
admissions of athlete-students deemed from their previous educational academic profiles (e.g., 
middle school, high school) to be academically at risk in the UNC academic environment and 
how these admissions impact the ASPSA. 

In examining the impact of these admits on services and service delivery, we recommend that the 
committee consider both special admits to the Trustee admissions policy and other athlete- 
students who are likely to face academic challenges as a consequence of their prior preparation. 
In addition, we recommend that the committee consider data of past performance of athlete- 
students admitted with certain profiles, eventual status of these admitted athlete-students (e.g., 
failure to matriculate to degree completion), and consult experts on campus in determining 
athlete-student: academic support personnel ratio that will be necessary in supporting current and 
future athlete-students’ success at UNC. We also recommend that the committee in 
conversations with coaches articulate the coaches’ roles in developing these athlete-students and 
consider what steps should be taken (e.g., use of diagnostic tests to develop an academic plan 
that becomes contractual) prior to admissions of such athlete-students to facilitate their academic 
development and academic success while at UNC. Articulating such measures in advance of 
admissions helps to identify which, if any, appropriate resources are available at UNC to 
facilitate the athlete-student’s development. 

Recommendation 5: We recommend that the University develop a clear and shared vision for the 
academic development and success of all athlete-students irrespective of sport. 

For some sports, it appears that addressing immediate academic concerns (e.g., paper that is due, 
plan for specific major) is the goal of academic support and does not include development of 
academic skills, attainment of learning goals, or the realization of athlete-students’ academic 
potential (e.g., enter UNC marginally literate but leave a literate citizen). Additionally, some 
Academic Counselors, point people for athlete-students, perceive eligibility of athlete-students to 
compete as the criterion for measuring their professional effectiveness. If eligibility to compete 
is not maintained and coaches are displeased, some believe they may be dismissed from working 



with a team. If a vacancy is unavailable with another sport then their employment may be 
terminated from ASPSA. We recommend a definition of academic development and academic 
success that reflects UNC’s tradition of excellence. 

One example of a shared vision for the academic development and success of athlete-students 
can involve not only the development of a 4-year completion-to-degree plan but also a 4-year 
individualized academic development plan that changes with the athlete-student’s progress. 
Currently, Academic Counselors address more immediate academic concerns by generating 
semester, monthly, and weekly calendars to help athlete-students manage and monitor academic 
workloads. The 4-year completion-to-degree and individualized academic development plans 
will involve learning disabilities and academic diagnostic testing (e.g., reading level, writing 
level, computational level) prior to enrollment at the University and the use of these results to 
devise courses of action that utilize the suite of academic services available at UNC and in the 
Department of Athletics. Prescreening/diagnostic testing for athlete-students who enroll in 
summer school presently occurs but we recommend more formal pre-screening processes for 
athlete-students that include athlete-students who do not enroll in summer school. 

The development of these academic development plans will involve the athlete-student, coaches, 
and UNC and Department of Athletics academic service personnel. At present, athlete-students 
lack an academic advocate, a person or people with adequate authority to negotiate with their 
coaches what is in their best academic interests. We recommend that in the development of a 
shared vision for athlete-student success that this gap, the absence of someone primarily 
concerned with the athlete-students’ academic success who is able to negotiate without 
repercussion with coaches, be addressed. 

This shared vision will be articulated in policy that informs academic expectations and 
subsequent decisions with respect to athlete-students. For example, some athletic departments 
have instituted a point system. If athlete-students accumulate a certain number of points for 
actions that undermine their academic progress (e.g., missed tutoring session, failing grades on 
assignments) then time is made available in athlete-students’ schedules for them to rebound 
academically before such actions lead to undesirable academic statuses (e.g., academic 
probation). 

Recommendation 6: We recommend that the academic development and success of athlete- 
students become operationalized as a University-wide instead of a Department of Athletics 
responsibility. 

Information acquired by us indicated that academic support services for athlete-students occur 
primarily within and are delivered by the Department of Athletics (see Appendix B for 
description of services). We recommend a collaborative approach to University services in 
meeting the very diverse needs of athlete-students. That is, we recommend a system or network 
of academic support services to supplement the Department of Athletics’ academic support 
program for athlete-students. 



The expansion of certain University services and the creation of new services 4through the hiring 
of highly qualified, experienced, and extensively trained personnel to provide evening assistance 
that is integrated with services provided by ASPSA are warranted. For example, reading 
specialists can be added to the academic staff in the appropriate UNC office. These reading 
specialists can use the information provided from diagnostic tests conducted prior to the athlete- 
students’ enrollments at UNC to provide group assistance to athlete-students who experience 
similar challenges; these group sessions can be followed by individual one-on-one sessions with 
tutors who assist the athlete-student in using a previously learned skill in the completion of short- 
term assignments. Another example is additional Writing Center staff hired to work in the 
evenings. 

Concluding Remarks 
Athlete-students provide an invaluable service to the University in their roles as ambassadors. 
This important representation of the University occurs both with and apart from instances in 
which their ambassadorship generates revenue. The University has both a responsibility and 
obligation in providing athlete-students access to high quality services that are both equal and 
equitable with respect to the general UNC student population.~ In contrast to the colloquial use 
of equity and equality as synonymous, they have different meanings here. 

Imagine a journey with an end goal that involves three individuals. The first individual (3rd- 
generation college student) begins 10 yards behind the journey’s end goal, the second (2nd- 
generation) begins 50 yards behind the j ourney’s end goal, and the third individual (1 st 
generation) begins 100 yards behind the journey’s end goal. An equality approach ignores the 
starting points of individuals and structural factors (e.g., access to prerequisite quality 
preparation) that contributed to them. It offers solutions that highlight the provision of the same 
resources to all individuals involved in the journey with the belief that after all have been 
provided the same resources then each has an equal chance to successfully complete the journey. 
An equity approach considers the starting positions of the individuals and the contributing 
structural factors and generates solutions that help each individual achieve maximum 
advancement towards the completion of the journey. 

In some instances, athlete-students are admitted to the University with high-school academic 
deficiencies that put them at disadvantages in competing with other enrolled students. It is an 
injustice to these athlete-students if we fail to provide them with professionally skilled tutorial 
opportunities to correct the disadvantages. The University must recognize this as a priority. 

4 It seems as though services to address the under-preparedness of some athlete-students who are 

admitted as exceptions to the Trustee admission policy do not currently exist on the UNC 
campus (e.g., teaching reading for struggling readers). 
~ Athlete-students’ access to services are severely limited by their schedules. For example, a 
first-year athlete-student wakes daily at 5:00 am to prepare for weight training at 6:00 am; 
attends class from 8:00 am- 12 noon; participates in various sessions from 12:30 until 1:30; 
engages in mandatory practice from 3:30-5:30; is involved in study hall from 7:00-10:00 pm; and 
competes athletically as an ambassador for the University on weekdays and on weekends. 



Both equality and equity are important in developing a first-class academic support system for 
athlete-students at UNC. It is a daunting challenge but UNC has historically proved it can 
address the challenge and do so in a way that charts the course for other institutions. 



Appendix A 
Information Provided to Services Subgroup 

The subgroup based its recommendations on the following information provided by the 
personnel in the Department of Athletics: 

(1) a list of personnel who provide support services for student athletes, job title, sport 
under each personnel’ s jurisdiction, and a list of services offered; 

(2) job descriptions used in hiring; 
(3) a table that showed the spring 2011 distribution of tutors, mentors, and Supplemental 

Instruction instructors by professional status (e.g., undergraduate student, graduate student, non- 
student) and by Olympic Sport6 and Football; this information supplemented the tutor and 
mentor handbook distributed at an earlier meeting of the full ASPSA review committee; 

(4) number of athlete-students in Olympic Sports by Grade Point Average 
(GPA)scheduled for tutoring, excluding the math lab and drop-in tutorials for writing, in the 
Academic Center from January 2011 through February 24, 2011; 

(5) a table that displayed the number of athlete-students considered at risk7 and on 
academic probation for spring 2011 by sport; and 

(6) course statistics for English 100, 101, and 102 for athlete-students entering in 2006- 
2007, 2007-2008, 2008-2009, 2009-2010 and 2010-2011. 

(7) eight Olympic Sport athlete-students’ evaluations of their tutors 
(8) comments from 75 athlete-students collected from the athlete-student representative 

to the ASP personnel subgroup of the ASPSA committee. 
(9) a table summarizing information collected from University of Maryland and 

University of Wisconsin at Madison. 

6 The term "Olympic Sports" includes non-revenue sports at UNC, all sports except Men’s 

Basketball and Football. 
~ "At risk" describes incoming athlete-students who are admitted by way of a committee decision 
or those athlete-students with SAT scores below 1000. For returning students, "at risk" includes 
those athlete-students on academic probation or those with a GPA below 2.3. 



Appendix B 
Description of Academic Support Services 

During the 2010-2011 academic year, Associate Directors, Academic Counselors, Learning 
Specialists, tutors, and mentors were available to provide services to 775 athlete-students. One 
Associate Director who also served as an Academic Counselor and who coordinated the tutoring 
program, two full-time and two part-time Academic Counselors, one full-time Learning 
Specialist, and 40 tutors primarily assisted Olympic Sports. One Associate Director who also 
served as an Academic Counselor, coordinated the mentoring program, and acted as a Learning 
Specialist, two full-time Academic Counselors, and 15 tutors mostly worked with Football. One 
Associate Director, who served as an Academic Counselor for Men’s Basketball (MBB) and two 
Olympic Sports, along with the tutors available for Football and Olympic Sports worked with 
MBB. The Associate Director also traveled with MBB for competitions away from the 
University and provided academic services. Twenty mentors worked largely with Football and 
six Supplemental Instruction instructors assisted across sports. 

Academic Support Personnel 

Even though Learning Specialists assist in the academic development of athlete-students, 
Associate Directors in their roles as Academic Counselors and Academic Counselors are the 
point people and the "one stop shop" for athlete-students throughout the athlete-students’ 
academic programs and they are the point people for the internal database on athlete-students. 
Academic Counselors assist athlete-students in the generation of semester, monthly, and weekly 
calendars to help manage and monitor academic workloads, help them to adhere to a work plan, 
and encourage them to utilize various academic support services which was reinforced by some 
coaches. 

Academic Counselors communicate with the undergraduate academic advisors, who assist the 
general population of UNC undergraduates, about course selection. They meet once a week or 
once every two weeks with athlete-students who are at-risk (53 Football and 119 Olympic Sports 
for spring 2011) and athlete-students who have a GPA of 2.5 or above three times during a 
semester. The Academic Counselor for MBB meets with at-risk athlete-students for MBB at 
least four times a week. Academic Counselors hold one-on-one sessions that range from tutoring 
to discussing personal problems with athlete-students. These one-on-sessions, from 
approximately 20 weekly scheduled appointments for part-time Academic Counselors to 47 for 
full-time Academic Counselors which excludes athlete-students who drop by, occupy a vast 
majority of Academic Counselor’s days. Academic Counselors also evaluate and monitor 
athlete-student progress. Such monitoring involves, but is not limited to, tracking homework 
completion, project deadlines, and test dates. They also read summaries regarding athlete- 
student performance in previous help sessions during the day so they can identify academic areas 
to be addressed in upcoming evening help sessions. Based upon the information gathered, 
Academic Counselors recommend and schedule tutoring and generate weekly reports on athlete- 
student progress that they then discuss with coaches of their respective sports. 

These reports include attendance at academic sessions, upcoming assignments, grades from 
previous assignments, and overall observations and insights from the academic staff on the 
athlete-students’ academic performance. Academic Counselors also discuss twice a semester 
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with coaches faculty- generated progress reports that contain grades and course performance 
information. The weekly reports and progress reports are used to create, monitor, and adjust 
academic plans for athlete-students. 

In addition to providing the services described above, Academic Counselors also complete 
administrative tasks (e.g., book distribution, insurance) and manage data entry on athlete-student 
progress for NCAA reports. Reviewing eligibility for their athlete-students and entering such 
data into the internal database consumes much of the Academic Counselor’s time. Furthermore, 
they often provide psychological, social, and emotional support by offering personal counseling 
for life situations (e.g., family matters, personal relationships); problem-solving campus and 
daily life issues (e.g., broken cell phones, housing); and acting as sounding boards when athlete- 
students are making academic (e.g., course selections) and career decisions (e.g., career options). 

Tutoring: Selection, Preparation, and Responsibifties of Tutors 

Tutoring is available nightly from 7-10 (changed to 6-10 in fall 2010) during study tables. 
Approximately 162 seats are available due to the physical facility’s capacity and number of 
tutors. These seats are usually slotted for first year athlete-students in Olympic sports and other 
Olympic sports athlete-students with GPAs below 2.3, MBB athlete-students, or as referred by 
Academic Counselors. Football athlete-students receive support at another venue. 

ASPSA secures tutors through department referrals, referrals of past and present tutors, and 
advertisements in the campus newspaper, The Daily Tar Heel. A deep understanding of subject 
matter content and a fluency in communicating this understanding to others are among the 
requirements for tutors. Prospective tutors complete the internal application process and are 
interviewed by the Associate Director who oversees the athlete-student population with whom 
the prospective tutor will work. The Associate Director who conducts the interview is also 
responsible for hiring the prospective tutor. For spring 2011, 40 tutors (13 undergraduate 
students, 20 graduate students, and 7 non-students) assisted athlete-students in Olympic Sports. 
Graduate and non-students comprise the majority of Olympic Sports tutors; undergraduate 
students are hired when it is difficult to find qualified personnel in subject areas. Fifteen tutors 
(9 undergraduate students, 3 graduate students, and 3 non-students) assisted athlete-students in 
Football. Men’s Basketball (MBB) utilized Football and Olympic Sports tutors. On rare 
occasions, an additional tutor may be secured for MBB (e.g., Swahili in 2010-2011); if so, this 
occurs through the Tutor Coordinator. 

After tutors are hired which could occur after the beginning of the semester in which the services 
of the tutor are needed, they attend a tutor orientation meeting at the beginning of each term. 
Distribution of the tutor handbook, presentation of tutoring tips, and coverage of NCAA 
compliance rules, UNC employment regulations, and UNC Honor Court honor codes constitute 
the orientation. Tutors are also introduced to the Writing Center. The orientation meeting and 
the tutors’ experiences in developing their subject matter knowledge comprise the preparation of 
tutors. 

Once tutors have participated in the orientation meeting, tutors are available five nights a week 
from 7:00- 10:00 pm (changed to 6-10 pm in fall 2010) in the Academic Center, with each 



individual tutor working two to three nights for about 6-10 hours per week. All tutoring sessions 
take place in an open area. This area is visible to the Academic Counselor or Associate Director 
overseeing the tutorial sessions. Tutors conduct small group (one tutor to three athlete-students) 
sessions for most subject areas but for the sciences, mathematics, and foreign languages one-on- 
one sessions to focus on particular student needs are held. One-on-one sessions are also 
available to individuals for whom difficulties persist after small group sessions. In the sessions, 
tutors use visuals and provide verbal instructions/explanations which may involve reading from 
a athlete-student’s materials or assignments. 

The tutor coordinator, currently one of the Associate Directors, monitors tutor and tutee 
attendance. The tutor coordinator enters attendance information into an office internal database. 
Each Academic Counselor then checks the attendance each day and reports to coaches. These 
reports can occur daily or weekly. 

Math Labs 
The Math lab consists of three tables in the current facility. It is staffed by one of the longest- 
tenured tutors. The tutor moves around the area assisting athlete-students who stopped by the lab 
with questions. While the tutor assists an athlete-student with a question, others work 
independently until the tutor becomes available. Math labs are used by Olympic Sport athlete- 
students. 

Writing Assistance 

For the Olympic Sports, the delivery of writing assistance is similar to math labs described 
above. There are eight writing tutors of whom three are graduate students from the English 
Department; only one tutor is an undergraduate student. When athlete-students are working on 
paper assignments for various courses, they meet with a writing tutor on staff that day. 

For Football, mentors assist mentees with all subjects, including writing. Writing assistance, like 
other academic assistance, occurs in an open area. Writing assistance is set up by need (e.g., 
writing level) and course (e.g., Eng 101). Mentors plan out what needs to be done each night to 
make progress on a writing assignment. For example, if an athlete-student is at the beginning of 
a writing assignment, the mentor may ask the athlete-student to read the assignment and respond 
to questions. Or if the athlete-student has completed a rough draft of the paper then the mentor 
may ask him/her to read the paper aloud, identify major ideas, etc. When a Football athlete- 
student struggles with writing, he may meet with the Academic Counselor/Learning Specialist 
during study hall tables or 2-3 times a week by appointment. This one-on-one assistance 
addresses the athlete-student’s most immediate need (e.g., paper with approaching due date). 

Mentoring: Selection, Preparation, and ResponsibiOties of Mentors 
Mentoring is available nightly 7-10 primarily to freshman Football athlete-students and athlete- 
students with GPA below 2.3. Occasionally at-risk athlete-students from other sports participate. 
It differs from tutoring in that each athlete-student is assigned a particular mentor who works 
consistently with him each night on academic assignments. 
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ASPSA secures mentors from the referrals of past and present mentors and from the School of 
Education’s Teaching Fellows Program, prospective teachers who typically have experience 
tutoring K-12 students. ASP staff also visits semester meetings of the Teaching Fellows cohorts 

to recruit future mentors. Individuals interested in the mentoring program contact the Mentor 
Program Coordinator, currently one of the Associate Directors. Prior to an in-person interview 
with the Program Coordinator, the Program Coordinator requests a resume and permission to 
view a transcript if the prospective mentor is an enrolled student. When hired, mentors 
supplement the Learning Specialists and help athlete-students develop general academic skills 

(e.g., time management, organization) and may assist the athlete-student in synthesizing 
information from the tutoring sessions and class. Mentoring is available to all athlete-students 

but most mentoring occurs with athlete-students considered at-risk. For spring 2011, 20 mentors 
(11 undergraduate students, 2 graduate students, and 7 non-students) worked with athlete- 

students. Because they can relate to their peers, undergraduate students make up the majority of 
mentors. 

Academic Counselors do not assign athlete-students to mentors but can request mentors for 
athlete-students they believe would benefit from the services. The Program Coordinator confers 
with the Academic Counselor about the athlete-student’s personality, learning style, schedule, 
strengths, areas needing improvement, and any academic concerns and uses this information to 
make a mentor-athlete-student match. The match stays for the duration of the semester and if the 
mentor is employed the next semester and no schedule conflicts exist then the match could 
continue throughout the next semester as well but this is not guaranteed. If, for some reason, the 
match proves problematic as determined by information gathered from both the mentor and 
mentee then the Program Coordinator makes a change. 

To prepare for mentoring, mentors attend a three to four-hour presentation on mentor tips and 
techniques. In addition to this session, another session covers NCAA regulations and UNC 
Honor Court honor codes. During the beginning of their tenure as mentors, the Program 
Coordinator conducts an unannounced observation of a mentoring session and provides feedback 
for improvement. 

Mentors are available five nights a week from 7:00- 10:00 pm in the Academic Center, with each 
individual mentor working two nights for about 4-6 hours per week. A mentoring session 
typically involves one mentor and one to three athlete-students at a table and involves the use of 
visuals and verbal instructions/explanations. As is the case with tutoring, attendance 

information is entered into the office internal database, each Academic Counselor then checks 
the attendance each day, and reports to coaches either daily or weekly. 

Supplemental Instruction (SI) : Selection, Preparation, and Responsibifties of SI Instructors 
SI, an approach established in the early 1970s, emerged to improve retention of college students. 
The non-remedial, academic support model usually identifies "high risk" entry-level courses, 
courses in which approximately 30% or more of first-year and second-year students are at risk of 
failing. SI offers regular review by way of out-of-class sessions where students pose questions, 
discuss readings, work collaboratively to make sense of class notes, etc. Typically, these 



sessions are facilitated by SI leaders who are college students who experienced success in the 
course and who undergo extensive SI preparation. They attend class sessions, take notes, and 
serve as models for peers taking the course. The SI approach implemented in ASPSA differs 
from the national model. 

As of spring 2011, 6 individuals (one undergraduate and five non-students) served as SI 
instructors. The majority of these individuals, identified from the relationships with a former 
Athletic Department’s Learning Specialist, was selected by the Program Coordinator (also an 
Associate Director) after a careful review of transcripts (if a currently enrolled student) and 
resumes followed by an in-person interview. The current SI instructors, with the exception of 
one student, have Bachelor and Masters degrees. They are part-time employees in the Athletics 
Department and are available during the day to attend selected courses. These courses typically 
include courses in which athlete-students have historically received grades of"C", "D", or "F." 
The SI program began in 2004 and is open to all sports but has been primarily used by Football. 
It has served approximately 50 students per semester. SI has been offered for Bio 101, Drama 
115 & 116, Soc 101, Soc122, Hist 127, Hist 128, Hist 140, Hist 158, Engl 100 & 101, Math 118 
&l19, Psyc 101, Psyc 201, Anth 151, Geol 101, Geog 225, Geog 111, Geog 110, Afri 101, Afam 
101, Swah 112, Swah 401, Swah 402, Swah 403, and Port 203. For semester 2011, SI is offered 
for Geol 101 and Anth 101 and is serving 20-40 athlete-students, mostly Football. 

After hiring, these individuals attend a two- to three-hour presentation that covers the SI 
handbook, SI book, SI compact disc and services provided in the Writing Center. Another 

session covers NCAA rules, and UNC Honor Court honor codes. 

As SI instructors, these individuals attend throughout a semester an assigned class in which 
athlete-students are enrolled. The SI instructors hold small group sessions two to three times a 
week for at-risk students with two to three students in each session. They also hold large review 
test sessions, approximately 10-20 students, before each test. These small group and large group 
sessions are available to all athlete-students and non-athlete-students. 
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Appendix C 
Evaluation of Academic Support Services for Athlete-Students 

Tutoring 
Prior to fall 2010, the evaluation of tutors and tutoring sessions occurred informally. The 
Academic Counselor or Associate Director on duty circulated and listened to sessions in order to 
evaluate the extent to which learning occurred. Academic Counselors also provide on-going 
feedback from what they hear from their athlete-students. As of fall 2010, the Tutor Coordinator 
asked athlete-students to provide information on tutor performance, if tutors translated 
knowledge in a way that facilitated their learning of subject matter content, at the end of the 

semester (see items below). The Coordinator distributed evaluation forms to tutees and tutees 
submitted completed forms prior to leaving a tutoring session. The tutor was not present when 
tutee completed the form. We received 8 forms completed by athlete-students and the tutees 
provided positive remarks about their tutors. At the end of fall 2010, the Tutor Coordinator, also 
the Associate Director for Olympic Sports, changed the evaluation form such that tutees rate 

(e.g., 1, 2, 3) their tutors on various dimensions. The Coordinator administered the evaluation 
from mid-semester during spring 2011 and will administer it again at the end of the spring 2011 

semester. 

Student Feedback Form on Tutorial Program 

We want an effective tutorial program in place to support your academic needs. Since we value 
your input in improving the program, we would like for you to respond to the following 
questions. Thank you in advance for your comments. 
Part I: Tutor Assessment 

A. How friendly AND professional is your tutor? Do you think your tutor creates a good 
learning environment? 

B. Does your tutor possess the proper knowledge-base needed to conduct tutorials for this 
course? 

C. Does your tutor help create goals for each session? Do these goals guide the sessions and 
are they met by session’s end? 

D. Does your tutor communicate the information needed during each session or does he/she 
struggle to get points across? 

E. In general, on what do you spend the most time? Review of course content? Study skills 
(test-taking, note-taking, reading, paper writing)? Building of academic confidence? 
Communication skills? Other? 

Part 2: Program Evaluation 
A. Is the Academic Center a good learning environment? Why or why not? 
B. What are the main problems you encounter with the support program? How could we 

help to alleviate those problems? 
C. Was your tutorial schedule communicated to you in a timely and professional manner? 

Please add any additional comments on the back of this page, and thank you for your assistance. 



Math Lab 
To date, evaluation information has not been provided. 

Writing Assistance 
To date, evaluation information has not been provided. 

Mentoring 
The Mentoring Program Coordinator reported that mentors and mentees have evaluated the 
mentoring program since it started in spring 2007 (see forms below). It was noted that the 
evaluation of a mentor by ASP staff does not formally occur. Our request for the results of these 
evaluations has not yet been met. 

Mentor Program: Evaluation form of MENTOR 

Please answer the following questions about your MENTOR. ANSWER YES OR NO. IF NO, 
PLEASE EXPLAIN. 

__ The mentor arrived on time for appointments. 
__ The mentor taught me learning strategies and study skills to help with different subjects. 
__ The mentor taught me time management skills. 
__ The mentor taught me organizational skills. 
__ The mentor taught me note taking skills. 
__ The mentor taught me test taking strategies/skills. 
__ The mentor taught me text book reading strategies/skills. 
__ The mentor taught me tips on all aspects of the writing process. 
__ The mentor helped me to learn, no matter the subject material. 
__ The mentor asked me questions when I didn’t understand material, skills, strategies, or 
concepts we were learning/going over. 

__ The mentor gave me ample time to answer questions during our sessions. 

__ The mentor communicated in a way that I could understand. 

__ The mentor made me feel comfortable during the mentoring session. 

__ The mentor was patient. 

__ The mentor contacted me via phone or email. 

Please answer the following questions. Your responses here are the most helpful! We appreciate 
you taking the time to complete this form. The information will be used to help enhance the 
quality of our mentoring program. 

Do you feel you benefited from mentoring? If yes, how? If no, why not? 
Would you be interested in having a mentor again next semester? If no, why not? 
What did you like best about your mentor meetings? 
What skill did you work on the most? 
If you could change anything about your mentor’s attitude, work ethic, etc. what would it be? 
If you could change anything about your meetings, what would you do differently? 
Did you, or did you see anyone else, receive unauthorized assistance from mentors? If yes, 
please explain. 
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Please write about anything else you think is important to know concerning your experience with 
mentoring meetings, your mentor, or the mentor program in general. 

Mentor Program: Evaluation form of MENTEE 

Please answer the following questions. Your responses here are the most helpful! We appreciate 

you taking the time to complete this form. 
Do you feel the mentee benefited from mentoring? If so how? If not, why not? 
Would you be interested in mentoring this mentee again next semester? If no, why not? 
What did you like best about your mentee/mentor meetings? 
If you could change anything about your mentee’s attitude, work ethic, etc. what would it be? 
If you could change anything about your meetings, what would you do differently? 
Please write about anything else you think is important to know concerning your experience with 
mentoring meetings, your mentee, or the mentor program in general. 

Did you work on the following skills with your mentee? 

Yes No Skill 

Time management/Organization 

Note Taking 

Reading Comprehension 

Outlining/Editing/Grammar 

Library/Internet Research 

Proper Citation! Plagiarism 

Test Taking Strategies 

Classroom Behavior/Contacting Professors 

Preparedness for Class 

Preparedness for sessions/Eliminating 
internet/distractions 

Motivation/Fatigue 

If yes, what was 
your best 
strategy for 
working with 
students? 

If not, why not? 
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Mentor Program Evaluation 
We need your help! We are always trying to make the Mentor Program better. Please answer as 
openly and honestly as you can to the following questions. Your feedback is important! 

Likes/Dislikes about the hiring and interview process (if you are a new mentor this semester) 
Training: What was valuable to you? Do you have any suggestions for improvements or training 
topics? 
Did you ever take time to reach out to other mentors on your own? How can we better facilitate 

communication between all of our mentors? 
I wish I had known???? before I took the job as a mentor. 

What is the best part about your job? 
What is the worst part about your job? 
In your opinion, what academic skills do the students lack the most? 
In what academic skills are the students most proficient? 
In general, in your sessions, what do you spend the most time on? 
What can we do to make your job more professionally worthwhile? 
How would you improve the program? 
Any other comments, suggestions, or ideas are welcome! PLEASE FEEL FREE TO 

SUGGEST ANYTHING! 

Supplemental Instruction 
To date, evaluation information has not been provided. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, July l"1, 20"12 6:’17 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

Updated CTOPS list 

CTOPSlist7-’I "1 .xlsx 

Here is the latest list from CTOPS. There are still about 11 kids who have not registered. Please make sure you remember 
that all transfer students need to sign up for Orientation, too. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 23, 2012 12:41 PM 

M~loy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

May, Lee (Lee May@unc.edu); Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edu>; rmerce@uncaa.unc.edu; ttoover, Shandol Christine 
<schoove@email.unc.edtc’; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dear Susan 

We had a situation today during the first day of orientation where two left their group meeting at :~:~:00 as soon as the academic advisor 

arrived, thus missin~ the advising workshop. This is not supposed to happen. We expect all student-athletes to stay with their group through the afternoon 

session; and at 4:45, they are to leave to go to their athletic meeting and rejoin their group later~ 
Although the coach may have scheduled a meeting with these girls, and you may not even be aware of it, this needs to be remedied. 

The students’ names are: 

Thanks. And sorry to come across so harshly, but I just learned of this. 

Best, 

Barbara 

Barbara [ucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

J.002 Steele Building; CB 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:1:i0 

Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (9:19) 952-5888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: .h___t__t_p__ii_/___a___d._v__!_s_}__n_~g:__u___n___c.:__e__d___u__ 



Subject: 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 23, 2012 3:29 PM 

Su~n Maloy <sbma]oy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susa~ B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

Hoover, Shandol Christine <schoover@email.unc.edu>; May, Lee (Lee May@unc.edu); Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Group 1 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

C.:_~llege of Arts & 5dences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; C8 gllO 

Chape~ HHL NC 27599-3110 

Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: {919) 962-6888 

Academic Adv~shJg’s webpage: http:!iadvising.unc.edu 

F~m: Susan Halos [mailto:sbmalog@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 2:49 PN 

T~: kucido, Barbara [; Naloy, Susan B 

G¢: Hoover, Shandol Christine; Nag, kee (kee_Na~@unc.edu); Mercer, Robe~; Townsend, Jennifer; Woodard, Harold 

Subject: Re: 
Hi garbara, 

Thank gou for the alert on this matter. I am currently Iookin9 into the circumstances surroundin~ this now, Can gou tell me who the advisor 

would like for              to reach out to him/her if possible. 

Thank gou a~ain for makin~ us aware. ~ will be back in touch soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
> > > "Lucido, Barbara E" <_b__[_u___cj__d___o__@ernail.unc.edu > 7/23/20~2 12:41 PM > > > 

Dear Susan 

We had a situation today during the first day of orientation where tw( left their group meeting at 11:00 as soon as the academic advisor 

arrived, thus missing the advising workshop. This is not supposed to happen. We expect all student-athletes to stay with their group through the afternoon session; 

and at 4:45, they are to leave to go to their athletic meeting and rejoin their group later. 

Although the coach may have scheduled a meeting with these girls, and you may not even be aware of it, this needs to be remedied. 

The students’ names are: 

Thanks. And sorry to come across so harshly, but I just learned of this. 

Best, 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising’s webpage: _h___t__t_p_ii_i___a___d__v__[_s_!__n_g:__u___n___c_:__e__d___u__ 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edn> 

Monday, July 23, 2012 4:18 PM 

Su~n Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu~ 

RE: 

Susan, the advisor is Ken Shugart. I gave you the OL’s name, sorry, 

Barbara [.uddo 

As~.;istant Death Academic Advising Program 

The University o~ North Carolina a~ Chapel 

College of Arts & Sdences and Genersl College 

~002 SleeVe Bu~Min~ CB 31~0 

Chape~ H~IL NC 27599-3:H0 

Phone: (919) 843-334~[ Fax: {9~[9) 

Academic Adv[s#~g’s webpage: http:i!advising.unc.edu 

F~m: Susan Naloy [mail~:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 4:00 PN 

T~: kucido, Barbara E 
Subject: RE: 

Peffect~ lhank you. 

>>> "Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu> 7/23/2012 3:29 PM >>> 

Group 1. 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hi[~ 

College of Arts & Sdences and General College 

~002 SLee[e BumMing; CB 35~0 

Chape~ H~I[, NC 27599--~5~0 

Phone: (9~9} 843-3~4:[ Fax: (9:[9} 962-5888 

Academic Adv~s~ng’s webpage: http:!!advising.unc.edu 

F~m: Susan Naloy [~@_~;_&)g)g[#Z@#_t)£gg:#_[)£:#~#]. 

Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 2:49 PN 

Te: Lucido, Barbara E; Naloy, Susan B 
6¢: Hoover, Shandol Christine; Nay, Lee (Lee Nay@uncedu); Mercer, Robert; Townsend, 3enni%r; Woodard, Harold 

Subject: Re: 

Hi Barbara, 

Thank you for the alert on this matter. [ am currently looking into the circumstances surrounding this now. Can you tell me who the advisor is who led the 11:00am session? I 

would like for              to reach out to him!her if possible. 

Thank you again for making us aware. I will be back in touch soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
> > > "Lucido, Barbara E" <._b_j_u__c_j_d_o_@__e!zt_a_i_[~_u_r_Lc_=__e_d___u_.> 7/23/20:12:12:4:1 PM > > > 

Dear Susan 

We had a situation today during the first day of orientation where two left their group meeting at 11:00 as soon as the academic advisor 

arrived, thus missing the advising workshop. This is not supposed to happen. We expect all student-athletes to stay with their group through the afternoon session; 

and at 4:45, they are to leave to go to their athletic meeting and rejoin their group later. 

Although the coach may have scheduled a meeting with these girls, and you may not even be aware of it, this needs to be remedied. 

The students’ names are: 

Thanks. And sorry to come across so harshly, but I just learned of this. 

Best, 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: {919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising’s webpage: ._h__t__t_lZ:~_~_a___d___v_j__s_!_n__g_.__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_. 



Hoover, Shandol Christine <schoove~}emaiLunc.edu~ 

Thursday,            2:29 AM 

Su~n Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Lucido, B~mbama E <blucido@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Je~m <jjtowns@etnail.unc.edu> 

RE: - CTOPS 

Hello Susan 

Thank you for your note. What an exciting opportunity for      I recall the potential for this conflict in your note regarding          situation. White NSCPP staff 

are not available to meet w~th either student on Aug. 3.6. or 7th, w~th the understandh~g that when         and     return to cm~pus h~ the fan they w~N meet 

w~th NSCPP to partk:~pate in the man, e--up Orien~:atkm workshop, g~ven thek travel schedules., we w~N remow~ the C}dentatk~n hoM on Aug. I7 at S:01pm. h~ terms of 

the Advising Ho~d, p~esse work wiLh Barbara Lucido to determine the best t~me Lo meeL The final Orientation program concludes on Aug. ~7~h ~=t :~:O~pm ~ O ~o .... as ~ong as 

lave meet with Academic Advising prior to that t~me m~d Advising has removed the adv~sh~g ho~d, we can remove the Orientation hoM at 5:0tpm 

to snow        and     to register for courses. Th~s should aNow        and     Lo complete fan course registration prior to the first day of class. ~n the event 

ar m~ss the make-up Orientation (5~1.{?5 program fee), we wou~d pN;ce the hold ha@ on their account: un~:~ they meet w~th NSCPP staff. 

Thanks so much 

Shandol 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:51 PM 
To: Hoover, Shandol ~hristine 
~c: Lucido, Barbara E: Townsend. Jenn 
Subject: RE: - CTOPS 

Hi Shandol, 

Thank you very much for assisting qiven her inability to attend Orientation. I will be certain to inform her of all of these details. 
I have another incoming freshman, who will also not be able to attend Orientation (I think I may have mentioned her to you before). She is currently at the 

and will then represent from August 11 Sept. 9. She will 

however be on campus August 6 and 7. Is there any chance that you or anyone else from New Student Orientation could meet with     (and perhaps        at the same 

time) on either of those days? In addition, can the same hold be removed for     as is being done for        on August 17 under these circumstances? 

Thank you again for your willingness to help these students. They are a special group of people who have extraordinary opportunities to compete around the world. 
Look forward to hearing back from you. 

Susan 

> > > "Hoover, Shandol Christine" <schoover@email.unc.edu > 

Hello Susan, 

7:05 PM > > > 

rhank you for your email about was also able to ~:alk briefly to Jenn Towns~-:md on Friday about: the students’ situa~:ions. Your 

As discussed in the spring, afl new first--year and transfer studenLs are required to attend New SLudent OrienLation. Alf first-year students who do not meet the 

Orientation requiremenL have two "holds" placed on their accounts. The first hold is an academic advising hold and the second is an Orientation hold (by NSCPP)~ 

Once a student meets with an Academic Advisor, the advising hold is removed. 

The Orientation hold is removed after students attend a make-up, 90-minute Orientation workshop on Aug. 22 (cost, $:1.05). Once both holds are removed, the 

s~:udent is able ~:o register for fan courses. I am not ~w~i]abk~ to meet with         on Aug. 3rd. However, wK:h ~:he understanding th~: when          e~urns ~o 

campus ~n the fall she wH] meet with NSCPP to participate ]r~ the make-up Orientation workshop, g~ven her travel schedule~ we w~N remove the Orientation hold on 

Aug. t7 at 5:01pm so that she can register for courses (assumh~g the Advising hoM ~s removed). The final Orientation program concludes on Aug. ~7th at 5:00prn so as 

long as         :as meet w~th Academic Adv~sh~g prior to that t~me, we can remove the hold at 5:0Ipm to allow        to register for courses. This should allow 

to compkd:e her [aH course registration ~)dor to the [~rs~: day of class, h~ the event m~sses the make--up Orien~:atkm, we wou~d pN~ce the hoh~ back 

on her account, 

It sounds like         ; schedule is quite hectic. However, please know that should bet schedule change to allow her to be on campus July 30-3:1 or Aug. 16--:17[h, I’m 

h~p~W to make arrangements [or her to attend oK:her session; course availabiNty would be much bet~:er. Likewise, if ~t is be~:ter for to attend the August: ~(g.-].7tn 

sessh:~% we are hap~y to n~ove her to that sess~.:~. 

Ph-:~ase fe~-A fr~-_~e to give me a call at             if it would b~-_~ ~-_~asier to talk on t:he phone. Although f will be facilitating an Orientat:ion session Monday, July 23- 

Tuesda% July 24ti~, I’m happy to set up a time to talk. 

Th a n ks 

5handol 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: 2:00 PM 
To: Hoover, Shandol Christine 
Subject: -CTOPS 

Hi Shandol, 



My name is Susan Maloy, a new Academic Counselor within the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, working with and [ was told to 

contact you for any of our incoming freshman who are unable to attend CTOPS this summer. 

One of our incoming will not be able to attend CTOPS due to international travel with the it is my 

understanding that we need set up an appointment with you and Barbara Lucido in order to get her set up with registration. Unfortunately her window of opportunity to meet 

is very slim since our team will be training off campus for a week once she arrives on cacnpus. [was hoping you would be available on the morning of August 3rd in order to 
meet with        is that possible with your schedule? 

it is also very possible that [ will have another who will be participating in the and may 

not be able to attend CTOPS as well. I am not exactly sure what her availability will be between and travel with the Tar Heels which begins during our last CTOPS 

session, so I will have to qet back to ,/ou regarding her. 

I guess you could say              is my priority since she really only has one day open to take care of CTOPS and registration (August 3rd), 

I look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Thanks so much for your help, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 
.s___b_[ Z La__[_o_ y_ ~ __u__n___c__a___a_:_u__r_]_c_~__e__d___u_. 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edn> 

Thnrsday, July 26, 2012 8:50 AM 

Su~n Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edtr~ 

RE:             and            . August 3~d Meeting with You 

9 to 10 with        works for me. Right now my calendar is completely clear for both August 6 and 7; so I can meet with 

her. Please let me know asap before my schedule starts filling up with students appointments. 

whenever it is most convenient for 

8arbari~ 

}3arbara 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The URiversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hi~ 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

~002 Steele Building; CB 3:[~0 

Phone: (919) 843-334~ Fax: (9~9) 962%888 
Academic Advb#~g’s webpage: ~_~_P_i~Z_~g_[f!~_~g:_M_~_~:~_9_ 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 25, 2012 2:55 PM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject:             and           - August 3rd Meeting with You 

Hi Barbara, 

Thank you for agreeing to meet with on August 3rd. I know that you blocked your schedule from 8 10am on Friday, August 3rd. Do you need the full two hours 

or would 9 10am be a good arnount of th’ne? Should I corne with        or would you prefer to meet with her one on one? 

I have another incoming freshman, who will also not be able to attend Orientation. She is currently at the 

and will then represent the ~rom August 11 Sept. 9. Would you be able to meet with her on August 6 or 7? 

Thank you so much for your assistance. Look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc,edu 



Fro~tl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2::15 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: and - August 3rd and 6th Meeting with You 

Those meeting times are fine.     ~vill be in Japan and        will be with us in Portland on the eve of the 17th. Do they need to be with you to register, or can you go over 

it with them beforehand and have them do it online by themselves? 

Tom 

>>> On at 9:15 AM, in message <5011430C.FCE : 21 : 20615>, Susan Maloy wrote: 

Hey Tom, 
I would like to schedule the following academic meetings for         ~nd      aased on time availability of Barbara Luddo in Academic Advising. 

~riday: Au~ g : 8:15 8:45am with me 

Friday, August B 9:00 10:00am with Barbara Lucido 

Monday, August 6 8:30 9:15am with me 

Monday, August 6 9:30 10:30am with Barbara Lucido 

Can I count on : and being available during those times? 

They will still have to set up a meeting with someone from the Orientation Office, but that won’t be able to happen until after they are back on campus once the semester 
begins. However, to help their situation, time registration hold on their accounts will be released on August 17 at 5:00pm. So time earliest they will be able to register is the 

even’m of Auust 17. The hold will be put back on their record after they register until they have met with the Orientation Office. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, July 27, 2012 5:07 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

Updated CTOPS list 

CTO PSli st7-27.xl sx 

Here is the final student-athlete CTOPS list. it looks like everyone is registered for a session except for a tennis player 
who was just admitted today and two soccer players who are competing internationally. 

if you have any last minute additions or if you are aware of any deletions for the next three sessions, please let me know. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:09 PM 

@yahoo.cam 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Must Register for Orientation Online 

I have been in contact with the Orientation Office about time meeting that you must schedule with them since you will not be able to attend the traditional Orientation session. 

Shandol Hoover from the Orientation Office has scheduled August 29 at 9:00-10:30 to meet with you, Below are the steps that Shandal provided for you to follow ASAP, 

I~ve outlined some action steps for        and 

1 and hould go to http:!/my.unc.ed and click on the Undergraduate Orientation link in the Enrolling Students section, 

2. They will need to enter their ONYEN and password, and complete a reservation for the August 16 17 session. (Make a reservation to attend even though you won’t be 

able to be there.) 

3. Once they reached the itemized receipt page, they should select @Pay by Check@ button. (You ~von’t have to pay anything at this dme, but must dick "Pay by Check" 
anyway.) 

4.        and     can then either call 919 962 8304 or email newstudents@unc.edu with their name and P]D to let us know they completed the Orientation 

Reservation, and that they are student athletes who will participate in the August 22nd Orientation meeting (5:30pm 7:00pm, SASB South, 3318). (You meedng will 

actually be on August 29 at Sam.) 

5, The fee for the Aug. 22 meeting is $105. Will athletics be covering the cost? (Yes, I believe Athletics will be coveting foryou.) 

6. For now,      nd        Nill have an Orientation Hold and an Academic Advising Hold on their record. Once the students meet with Advising, the advising hold will 

be removed. Pending the student@s participation in the Aug 22 (or 27) meeting with NSCPP, the NSCPP hold will be removed on Aug. 17th at 5:01pm. At 5:01pm on 

Aug. 17[h,      and         :an then register for courses. In time event        or      miss the make up Orientation (Aug. 29[h) we would place the hold back on 

their account until they meet with NSCPP staff. 

lease take care of this online as soon as possible. They have really done what they can to accommodate your situation, so it is very important that you follow 

through on your end as I knowyou already know. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



I::rol~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,. 2:14 PM 

~live.unc.edu > 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Must Register for Orientation Online ASAP 

Hi 

I have been in contact with the Orientation Office about time meeting that you must schedule with them since you will not be able to attend the traditional Orientation session. 
Shandol Hoover from the Orientation Office has scheduled August 29 at 9:00-10:30 to meet with you Of you are back on campus of course), Below are the steps that Shandal 

provided for you to follow 

I~ve outlined some action steps for        and 

1 and should go to http://my.unc.ed and click on the Undergraduate Orientation link in the Enrolling Students section. 

2. They will need to enter their ONYEN and password, and complete a reservation for the August 16 17 session. (Make a reservation to attend even though you won’t be 

able to be there.) 

3. Once they reached the itemized receipt page, they should select ~Pay by CheckO, button. (You won’t hove to pay an)¢hing at this time, but must dick "Pay by Check" 

anyway.) 

4.        and     can then either call 919 962 8304 or email newstudents@unc.edu with their name and PID to let us know they completed the Orientation 

Reservation, and that they are student athletes who will participate in the August 22nd Orientation meeting (5:30pm 7:00pm, SASB South, 3318). (Your meeting will 

actually be on August 29 at 9am.) 

5. The fee for the Aug. 22 meeting is $105. Will athletics be covering the cost? (Yes, I believe Athletics will be coveting foryou.) 

6. For now,     and        will have an Orientation Hold and an Academic Advising Hold on their record. Once the students meet with Advising, time advising hold will 

be removed. Pending the studentOs participation in the Aug 22 (or 27) meeting with NSCPP, the NSCPP hold will be removed on Aug. 17th at 5:01pm. At 5:01pm on 

Aug. 17[h,     and         :an then register for courses. In the event        or     miss the make up Orientation (Aug. 29th) we would place the hold back on 

their account until they meet with NSCPP staff. 

alease take care of this online as soon as possible. They have really done what they can to accommodate your situation, so it is very important that you follow 
through on your end as I knowyou already know. 

Let me know if you have any questions. And be sure to mark your calendar for the August 29th meeting. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



Subject: 

Hoover, Shandol Chrisline <schoove~}emaiLunc.edu~ 

Wednesday,              3:14 PM 

Su~n Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.uuc.edu> 

MaJoy, Susan B <sb~naloy@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Je~m <jjtowus@emaJl.unc.edu>; Duncan, Heather M <lm~duncan@email.unc.edu>; 

Mann, April Selena <as~nann@e~naJl.unc.edu> 

RE: aud 

Hello Susan, 

Thank you for calling today. I wanted to update you that since you and I talked on the phone, we checked our reservation systern and since had previously 

made a reservation to attend .luly 30-31 she does not need to long back in. We will move her to the Make-Up Session on Aug. 29ti~, 

does need to folk)w the steps bel.:_~w and crea~:e an initial reservation. 

If you could please confirm what time on Aug. 29th that would work best for !rod in the morning [:or 90 minu[es between 8am-I0:30am we can go from 

there~ 

Th a n ks 

S h a n d o I 

From: Hoover, Shandol Christine 
Sent: Tuesday,              6:20 PN 
Te: ’Susan Maloy’; Lucido, Barbara E 
~c: Naloy, Susan B; Townsend, Jenn; Duncan, Heather M; Mann, April Selena 
Subject: and 

Hello Susan, 

Thanks for the update about schedule. To be consistent with other students in a similar situation, l’ve outlined some action-steps for and 

3L. and ould go to http:!!my.unc.ed and click on the Undergraduate Orientation link in the Enrolling Students section. 

2. They will need to enter their ONYEN and password, and complete a reservation for the August :16-~7 session. 

3. Once they reached the itemized receipt page, they should select "Pay by Check" button. 

4. and can then either call 919-962-8304 or email newstudents@unc.edu with their name and PID to let us know they completed the 

Orientation Reservation, and that they are student-athletes who will participate in the August 22nd Orientation meeting (5:30pm-7:OOpm, SASB South, 

3318). 

5. The fee for the Aug. 22 meeting is S105. Will athletics be covering the cost? 

6. Are and both out on Aug. 22? If so, we could meet on Aug. 27th from 9am-lO:3Oam. If is available on Aug. 22 she should plan to attend 

the 22nd as other students will be at that session. 

7. For now, and t~ill have an Orientation Hold and an Academic Advising Hold on their record. Once they students meet with Advising, the 

advising hold will be removed. Pending the student’s participation in the Aug 22 (or 27) meeting with NSCPP, the NSCPP hold will be removed on Aug. :17th 

at 5:01pm. At 5:01pm on Aug. 17th,      and        can then register for courses. In the event        or     miss the make-up Orientation (Aug. 22 or 

27th) we would place the hold back on their account until they meet with NSCPP staff. 

Please let me know if it would be helpful to talk further. I know I listed several steps, but I thought it would be helpful to detail everything out. The best number to 

reach me is 

Thanks 

Shandol 

From: Susan Maloy [_m__a_jJ__tg_L_s__b_~)_a__[gg_~_g_t)_c___a_a__:g_t)_c__:_e_~]. 

Sent: Friday,              2:28 PM 

To: Hoover, Shandol Christine; Lucido, Barbara E 
~c: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: 

Thank you Shandol. will not be back on campus until August 27th. Is there a time after the 27th that she could meet with an Orientation staff member instead of 

August 22nd? 

Thank you again for all of the help. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

9]_9 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > "Hoover, Shandol Christine" <schoover@emaikunc.edu > 

Hi Barbara, 

2:J.9 PM >>> 

Thanks t:or your note. The Orientation Hold will be lifted on Aug. :17ti~ a~. 5:0Ipm with the understanding d~at will meet with rne on Aug. 22 (1’~1 send an emai~ 

to Susan commun~catk~g how can sign up for a make-up Orientation on the 22). Once the Orientation ho~d ~s I~fted, "w~l~ be aMe to register. 

Thanks 

Shando~ 

F~m: Luddo, Barbara E 
Sent: Friday, 9:41 AM 
To= Hoover, Shandol Christine 
Cc= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= 

Shandol 

I have met with and removed advising’s negative service indicator, has been approved (by Lee May) to take 4 online courses this fall, since she will 

be traveling extensively for the national team and missing a lot of school as a result. Does she have to wait to meet with you until she can register for these online 

courses through the Friday Center? 

Best, 

Barbara 



Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advisin8 Prosram 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

:~002 Steele Buildins; CB 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:~:~0 

Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advisin~’s webpase: ._h__t__t_~_:/_/___a___d___v_!__s_!_n__~.__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hoover. Shandol Christine <schoover@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,               2:38 PM 

~|ive.unc.edu-~ 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Make Up Orientation, Wed. Aug. 29 

Hello 
Thankyou for your emaiL I’m pleased to hear that Wed at 9am works f,ar you Let’s plan to meet in my office located in SASB South, Suite 3318 (Office of New Student & Carolina Parent 

Programs). 
I look forward to meeting with you! 
Shandol 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: @live uric edul 

Sent: Monday, ¯ 2:29 PM 

To: Hoover, Shandol Christine 
Subject: 

Wednesday at nine in the morning works good for me[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hoover. Shandol Christine <schoover@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~ 10:36 AM 

.~live.unc.edu~~ 

Jordan,, Scaxlett L <scarlet@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CTOPs meeting. 

Tha~aks for your email, I’m hag~g~y to reschedule with you. Please co~atact Scarlett Jordan at 919-962-8304 to reschedu[e a time to meet with t~e~ ~ look forward to 

meeting w~th you, 

5[~andol 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~0:00 PM 

To: Hoover, Shandol Christine 
Subject: ~OPs meeting. 

Dear Professor Hoover, 

My name is                                                       I’ve just arrived back from the ~                                and am now trying to sort 
out my classes. I’m unable to make it to the CLOPS meeting tomorrow because I have class. Is there a time that I can reschedule with you? The team travels to Notre Dame 
on Thursday morning and don’t get back till Sunday. Just let me know. 

Thanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jordan, Scarlett L <scaflett@unc.edu~ 

Friday,.              9:55 AM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Hoover, Sha~dol Christine <~hoover@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: CTOPs meeting. 

Hi 

rve been very busy these past few days and not always available to answer the phone, so I apologize if I missed your call. I wanted to touch base 

on a date that would work for you to meet with Shandol Hoover, as I know classes are in full swing and Shandol will be out until Thursday of next 

week and then returning to a tight schedule. 

It seems that you are both available at 8:00 AM on Thursday, September 6th, so I am going to go ahead and block that off for you unless you let me 

know of another time that works for both schedules. 

I also wanted to let you know that there is still a $50.00 balance to be paid via cash or check when you arrive. 

Than k you, 

Scr?.d~tl. I.. Jo,,"d~.:r~ 

Ch~pel t-4iil NC 27599 

{919.} 982-8304 

~= Hoover, Shandol Christine 
$eat= Wednesday, $0:36 AN 

~¢13ordan, Scarle~ L; Naloy, Susan B 
Sabject= RE: ~OPs meeting. 

Hello 

7hanks for your ema~l, i’m happy [o res(:hedu~e wi[h you. £1ease conl:acL Scarlett Jordan at 919.-9(~2-8304 to reschedt~le a ~:~ to meet w~th rne ~ look forward to 

meetin8 wiLh you. 

Thanks 

Shsndol 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Seat: Tuesday,. $0:00 PM 
To: Hoover, Shandol Christine 
Subject: ~OPs meeting. 

Dear Professor Hoover, 

My name                                                     I’ve just arrived back from the                              and am now trying to sort 
out my classes. I’m unable to make it to the CTOPS meeting tomorrow because I have class. Is there a time that I can reschedule with you? The team travels to Notre Dame 
on Thursday morning and don’t get back till Sunday..lust let me know, 

Thanks so much, 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jordan, Scarlett L <scarlett@unc.edu> 

Friday,               l l:0l AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.edu~ 

RE: CTOPs meeting. 

I confirmed her admit date with Admissions. This is the $50 late reservation fee that University athletics does not pay. 

From: Susan Maloy [maito:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:19 AM 
To: Jordan, Scarlett L 
(:¢: Maloy, Susan B; Hoover, Shandol Christine 
Subject: RE: CTOPs meeting. 

Hi Scarlett, 
Thank you for ~vorking with     [o set up this meeting. As far as the $50 balance, it is my understanding that this should be covered through her athletic scholarship. Is there 

anything you need from us to verify this? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > "Jordan, Scarlett L" <scarlett@, unc.edu > 

Hi 

9:54 AM >>> 

I’ve been very busy these past few days and not always available to answer the phone, so I apologize if I missed your call. I wanted to touch base on 

a date that would work for you to meet with Shandol Hoover, as I know classes are in full swing and Shandol will be out until Thursday of next week 

and then returning to a tight schedule. 

It seems that you are both available at 8:00 AM on Thursday, September 6th, so I am going to go ahead and block that off for you unless you let me 

know of another time that works for both schedules. 

I also wanted to let you know that there is still a $50.00 balance to be paid via cash or check when you arrive. 

Thank you, 

The Lh",,iversity of ~qo~,~i~ C~roiina at Ch%.’pei Hiil 
N@w :Student rp.,d 

331 8 :SAS8 SouiiL Cg #’5490 

Chs,,<~ei Hili. ,,x~ ..... - }:.,;::c’.,c.,,,. ........ 

scarlett~),unc.edu 

Fro~,~: Hoover, Shandol Christine 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:36 AM 

¢¢: Jordan, ScarJett L; MaJoy, Susan B 
S~bje¢l:: RE: CTOPs meeting, 

Thanks for your emal. 

@live~unc~edul 
10:00 PM 

meetk~g with you. 

rh a n k s 

Shandol 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Hoover, Shandol Christine 
Subject: CTOPs meeting. 

Dear Professor Hoover, 

My name is                                                  I. I’ve just arrived back from the                              and am now trying to sort out 
my classes. I’m unable to make it to the CTOPS meeting tomorrow because 1 have class. Is there a time that I can reschedule with you? The team travels to Notre Dame on 
Thursday morning and don’t get back till Sunday. Just let me know. 

Thanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 11:32 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: CTOPs meeting. 

Susan, 

Was she unable to make any of the previous orientation because of commitments to the 
Scarlett: Is this fee because she didn’t register at all for orientation or because she needs to have the special arrangements? 

Thanks, 
Tom 

> > > Susan Maloy 8/31/2012 11:05 AM > > > 

Tom, 

Do you know anything about this fee? 

Thanks, 
Susan 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jordan, Scarlett L <scarlett@unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 31,2012 l 1:51 AM 

Tom Timmennans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Su~n Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: RE: CTOPs meeting. 

Hi guys, 

The fee is a late reservation fee. Basically, she was admitted on time but did not complete a reservation by the deadline of May 23’~t. Athletics never 

covered this cost, because it was the student’s responsibility to sign up once admitted. 

Thanks, 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, August 33., 2012 3.:1.:32 AN 
To: Jordan, Scarlett L; Susan Naloy 
Subject: Fwd: RE: CTOPs meeting. 

Susan, 

Was she unable to make any of the previous orientation because of commitments to the 
Scarlett: Is this fee because she didn’t register at all for orientation or because she needs to have the special arrangements? 
Thanks, 
Tom 

> > > Susan Maloy 8/31/2012 11:05 AM > > > 

Tom, 
Do you know anything about this fee? 

Thanks, 

Susan 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 11:56 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jordan, Scarlett L <scarlett@unc.edu> 

RE: RE: CTOPs meeting. 

Thank you! Susan she is on her own for the $50 

> > > "Jordan, Scarlett L" <scarlett@u nc.edu > 8/31/2012 11:51 AM > > > 

Hi guys, 

The fee is a late reservation fee. Basically, she was admitted on time but did not complete a reservation by the deadline of May 23rd. Athletics never 

covered this cost, because it was the studentr ,s responsibility to sign up once admitted. 

Thanks, 

From-" Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, August 3:[, 20:[2 :[:[:32 AlVl 
Te-" Jordan, Scarlett L; Susan Haloy 
S..bject: Fwd: RE: CTOPs meeting. 

Susan, 

Was she unable to make any of the previous orientation because of commitments to the 

Scarlett: Is this fee because she didn’t register at all for orientation or because she needs to have the special arrangements? 

Thanks, 

Tom 

> > > Susan Maloy 8/31/2012 11:05 AM > > > 

Tom, 
Do you know anything about this fee? 

Thanks, 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Monday, February 4, 2013 2:28 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; 
Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha 
<jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 
Summer Orientation 2013 

2013 Orientation Session Dates.doc; CTOPSsample.xlsx 

Summer Orientation Registration will open for already admitted students on February 13th. In order for us to keep track 

of the student-athletes who have registered and also in order to reserve spots for sports who meet specific criteria, I will 

need a list of all of your incoming student-athletes for all of your teams by Monday, February 11th at the latest. Please 

contact your coaches as soon as possible and get the names and information for your teams. 

You need to send me your students’ information in the format shown in the Excel sheet I am attaching. Please do send 

me the information in any other format or I will ask you to redo it. 

Also, those counselors whose teams are allowed to reserve seats for certain sessions need to let me know how many 

spots they will need for those sessions (I will confirm with each counselor which of their teams are allowed to reserve 

seats). 

Thanks for your cooperation, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



2013 ORIENTATION SESSION DATES 

FY Orientation Session: 1 
FY Orientation Session: 2 
FY Orientation Session: 3 
Transfer Orientation Session: 4 
FY Orientation Session: 5 
FY Orientation Session: 6 
FY Orientation Session: 7 
FY Orientation Session: 8 
FY Orientation Session: 9 
FY Orientation Session: 10 
FY Orientation Session: 11 
Transfer Orientation Session: 12 
FY Orientation Session: 13 
FY Orientation Session: 14 
FY Orientation Session: 15 
Transfer Orientation Session: 16 
FY Orientation Session: 17 

Monday, June 3 - Tuesday, June 4 
Thursday, June 6 - Friday, June 7 
Monday, June 10 - Tuesday, June 11 
Friday, June 14 (C-STEP Program Thursday, June 13) 
Monday, June 17 - Tuesday, June 18 
Thursday, June 20 - Friday, June 21 (Honors Carolina Orientation)* 
Monday, June 24 - Tuesday, June 25 
Thursday, June 27 - Friday, June 28 
Monday, July 8 - Tuesday, July 9 
Thursday, July 11 - Friday, July 12 
Monday, July 15 - Tuesday, July 16 
Friday, July 19 
Monday, July 22 - Tuesday, July 23 
Thursday, July 25 - Friday, July 26 
Monday, July 29 - Tuesday, July 30 
Wednesday, August 14 
Thursday, August 15 -Friday, August 16’* 

*June 20-21 FY Orientation Session is designated as the Honors Carolina Orientation Session. All Honors Carolina 
Students will receive a special invitation to attend the designated session that is specifically tailored to the Honors 
Carolina student population. Only Honors Carolina students and parents/families will be in attendance. 

**August 15-16 FY Orientation Session is designated as the make-up session. All students must request to be 
placed into that session after finding that none of the June or July dates are available. 

Transfer Orientation: 
Friday, June 14; Friday, July 19; Wednesday, August, 14 

First-Year Orientation Day 1: 
June 3, 6, 10, 17, 20, 24, 27; July 8, 11, 15, 22, 25, 29; August 15 

First-Year Orientation Day 2: 
June 4, 7, 11, 18, 21, 25, 28; July 9, 12, 16, 23, 26, 30; August 16 



PID Sport Session 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu;> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 10:30 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaJloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson DorraJ~ce <anson@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Incoming Freslm~an - Orientation 

Most of the kids don’t decide that until April, and some of them aren’t even admitted yet, but Chris and I wiU see what we can do. 

-Tom 

F~m: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 20:[3 9:55 PM 
To: Anson Dorrance 
C¢: Sander, Thomas .] 
Subject: Incoming Freshman - Orientation 

Hi Anson, 
It’s hard to believe we are already thinking about incoming freshman and Orientation this summer. But registration for Orientation will begin Februm~’ 13th for students who 

have already been admitted. Can you provide rne with a list of your incoming freshrnan with their full first and last name and PID#, and the approximate dates of Orientation 

when you expect them to be coming? Attached is a list of the Orientation dates throughout the summer. 

If you can get this to me by Friday (2/8), that ~vould be a huge help. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Prograrn for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 8:58 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Incoming Freshman - Orientation 

Class Fall Signees vital info.doc 

Susan: 

I have passed along this info to our incoming players. We have requested that they all attend Session 5. We have asked all of them to come to summer school SessionII. 

Here is the list of players (3.4) that we have signed this fall and they will need to be in Session 5. We have two more players that we may sign this spring that may need space 

here as well 3.6 players total. I do not have access to their PID #’s that I know of. I can ask them all to send it to me or maybe we have a way to look them up here on 

campus. I am also attaching a Word document that has all (3.4) of their info. for future reference. 

Scott Jackson 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

93_9 962 0308 Office 

93_9 962 3865 Fax 

siackson@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Susan Maloy 9:52 PM >>> 

Hi Mike, 

it’s hard to believe we are already thinking about incoming freshman and Orientation this summer. But registration for Orientation will begin February :]_3th. Can you provide 

me with a list of your incoming freshman with their full first and last name and PID#, and the dates of Orientation when you would like to suggest that they come? Keep in 

mind that second session summer school begins on June 20th. Attached is a list of the Orientation dates throughout the summer. 

if you can get this to me by Friday (2/8), that ~vould be a huge help. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

93.9 962 9892 (office) 

93.9 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
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FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott C Jackson <scjackso@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:12 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: New Student Orientation 

Sorry I have not got[en back to you. I am going to try and get some of [he irl-state kids to come earlier for CTOPS. The out-ot:--state kids will have to come [o Session 5 

because they don’t want to make 2 separate trips for CTOPS and SSII. 1 will send out an ernail today to our in-state recruits. Thanks for all you do for us!i! 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:40 PM 
To: Scott 3ackson 
Subject: New Student Orientation 

Hey Scott, 

Quick question....are you sure that you want all 16 incoming freshman to attend Session 5? I only ask because this session will have a lot of student athletes in attendance and 

they may have a better opportunity for registering for classes if they attend different sessions. I realize it is easier since they will be attending 2nd session summer school, 

however. Just thought I would get your reaction. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott C Jackson <scj ackso@email.unc .edn> 

Tuesday, 10:20 AM 

MaJ~oy, S usan B <sbmaloy@emaJ4.nnc.edtr~; 

org); 

CTOPS (Orientation) OPTION S 

~gmail.com; @gmaJl.com; : ~gmaAl.com; 
~, .org; ~yalaoo.com; ~yalaoo.com 

Guys: 

Just wanted to touch base again about Orientation for the summer, in my previous email, I mentioned Session 5 (June 17-:[8) as the Session we wanted all to 

attend. With you all being in-state residents and/or living near our campus, with easier access to get to campus, I want to give you some options for Orientation 

that will help you with class selection and registration. As you can imagine, classes fill up quick and you want to have as many options as possible for that first fall 

semester. Please look over these dates and let me know if any of them are best for you. Remember, the earlier the better] Any of them will work -just make sure 

you plan to come before Summer Session II starts. 

Here are the dates that will work for you Buys; 

Orientation Session: :[ Monday, June 2~Tuesday, June 4 

Orientation Session: 2 Thursday, June 6- Friday, June 7 

Orientation Session: 3 Monday, June :[O-Tuesday, June :[1 

Let me know ASAP which one you can attend so that we can reserve space. Remember, you will let me know which one to attend and then you will have to register 

online after you get your acceptance letter next month. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Scott C Jackson <scj ackso@email.unc .edn> 

Tuesday, 12:15 PM 

MaJ~oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: CTOPS (Orientation) OPTIONS 

FYI --. would like session ~ 
From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:59 AM 

To: Jackson, Sco~ C 
Subject: Re: CTOPS (Orientation) OPTIONS 

Session I 

On Tue, at 10:19 AM, Jackson, Scott C <sciackso,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Guys: 

Just wanted m touch base again about Orientation tbr the summer. In my previous email, I mentioned Session 5 (Jnne 17-18) as the Session we wanted all to attend. 

Wifl~ you all being in-s~te residents and/or living near onr campns, ruth easier access to get to campus, I wmat to give you some options Ii~r Orientation that will help 

you with claas selection and registration. As you can imagine, classes fill np quick and yon want to have as many options as possible for that first fail semester. Please 

look over these dates and let me know if any of them axe best for you. Remember, the earlier the better! Any of them will work j ust make snre you plan to come 

before Summer Session II starts. 

Here are the dates that ~vill work for you ~uys: 

Orientation Session: 1 Monday, June 3 Tuesday, June 4 

Orientafion Session: 2 Thursday, June 6 Friday; June 7 

Orientation Session: 3 Monday, Jnne 10 Tuesday, June 11 

Let me know ASAP which one yon can attend so that we can leserve space. Remember, you roll let me know which one to attend and then yon roll have to register 

online after you get your acceptance letter next month. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott C Jackson <scj ackso@email.unc .edn> 

Wednesday, 9:21 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: CTOPS (Orientation) OPTIONS 

From: @ org] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 9:08 AM 

To-" Jackson, Scott C 
Subject-" Re: CFOPS (Orientation) OPTIONS 

Coach Jackson, 

Hey coach congrats on this weekend! l just wanted to let you know since I applied early action I have already been accepted and have all my paperwork. I am going 

to sign up for the orientation date for June :lO-J.:l. My parents and I are also going to try and come down Friday to watch the game. My dad says the weather on 

Friday is not supposed to be that great so if it is bad we might not make it down. Thanks and I will make sure everything is squared away with orientation. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at J.O::l_9 AM, "Jackson, Scott C" <scjackso@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Guys: 

Just wanted to touch base again about Orientation for the summer. In my previous email, I mentioned Session 5 (June :17-:1_8) as the Session we 

wanted all to attend. With you all being in-state residents and/or living near our campus, with easier access to get to campus, I want to give you some 

options for Orientation that will help you with class selection and registration. As you can imagine, classes fill up quick and you want to have as many 

options as possible for that first fall semester. Please look over these dates and let me know if any of them are best for you. Remember, the earlier 

the better! Any of them will work -just make sure you plan to come before Summer Session II starts. 

Here are the dates that will work for you guys: 

Orientation Session: 3_ Monday, June 3-Tuesday, June 4 

Orientation Session: 2 Thursday, June 6- Friday, June 7 

Orientation Session: 3 Monday, June l(~Tuesday, June 11 

Let me know ASAP which one you can attend so that we can reserve space. Remember, you will let me know which one to attend and then you will 

have to register online after you get your acceptance letter next month. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott C Jackson <scj ackso@email.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 10:11 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: CTOPS (Orientation) OPTIONS 

FYI. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~)gma~l.com> 

Date: 9:56:41 PM EST 

To: "Jackson, Scott C" <scjackso@email.unc.edw~ 
Subject: Re: CTOPS (Orientation) OPTIONS 

Coach Jackson, 

Session 3 on June 10th and 1 lth would work best for me. Thanks. 

Respectfully, 

On Tue, at 10:19 AM, Jackson, Scott C <~iackso@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Guys: 

Jus~t wa~lted to touch base again about Orientation for the summer. In Iny previous elnail, I mentioned Session 5 (June 17-18) as the Session we wanted 

all to attend. With you rill being in- state residents and/or living near our campus, ruth easier access to get to cm~pus, I want to give you some options 

for Orientation that will help you with class selection and registration. As you can imagine, classes fill up quick and you want to have as mmay options as 

possible for that fil~t fall semester. Please look over these dates and let me know if any of them axe best for you. Remember, the earlier the better! Any 

of them roll work just make sure you plan to come before Summer Session II starts. 

Here are the dates that will work for you Lmys: 

Orientation Session: 1 Monday, June 3 Tue~tay, June 4 

Orientation Session: 2 Thursday, June 6 Friday, June 7 

Orientation Session: 3 Monday, June 10 Tuesdas~ June 11 

Let me know ASAP which one you can attend so that we can reserve space. Remembel; you will let Ine know which one to attend and then you will 

have to regis~ter online after you get your acceptance letter next month. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott C Jackson <scjackso@enlaiLunc.edu> 

Monday, 6:45 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: CTOPS (Orientation) OPTIONS 

FYI --- another one --- 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent-" Monday, 6:43 PM 

To: Jackson, Scott C 
Subject-" Re: C’FOPS (Orientation) OP-FIONS 

Coach Jackson, 

I would like to attend the orientation on June 3rd and 4th. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:19 AM, "Jackson, Scott C" <_s__c_j__a___c_l_<__s___o____@_.____e___m____a_!_Lu___n__c_:__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Guys: 

Just wanted to touch base again about Orientation for the summer. In my previous email, I mentioned Session 5 (June 17-18) as the Session we 

wanted all to attend. With you all being in-state residents and!or living near our campus, with easier access to get to campus, I want to give you some 

options for Orientation that will help you with class selection and registration. As you can imagine, classes fill up quick and you want to have as many 

options as possible for that first fall semester. Please look over these dates and let me know if any of them are best for you. Remember, the earlier 

the better! Any of them will work -just make sure you plan to come before Summer Session II starts. 

Here are the dates that will work for you guys: 

Orientation Session: ~[ Monday, June 3-Tuesday, June 4 

Orientation Session: 2 Thursday, June 6- Friday, June 7 

Orientation Session: 3 Monday, June :[O-Tuesday, June :1:1 

Let me know ASAP which one you can attend so that we can reserve space. Remember, you will let me know which one to attend and then you will 

have to register online after you get your acceptance letter next month. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott C Jackson <scj ackso@email.unc .edn> 

Tuesday, 5:50 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtv~; 

RE: CTOPS (Orientation) OPTIONS 

@randolpbhospita].org> 

-- sounds great - I will tentatively request that 
fast. Thanks!! 

From: [mailto: @randolphhospital.org] 
Sent: Friday, 2:25 PM 
To: Jackson, Scott C 
Subject: RE: CTOPS (Orientation) OPTIONS 

Scott, 

Thank you for your email. I think     would start at UNC tomorrow if he could. 

out the? best plat~ for him to travel there. I would like to tentati~ely schedule 

Best regards, 

be placed for that session. Please let us know for sure when you are able as the CTOPS sessions fill up 

must return to Gulf Breeze in June to see Dr, Andrews. We are trying to figure 

for orientation on I will confirm ne’,<t week. 

From: Jackson, Scott C [mailto:sciackso@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~0:20 AM 
T o: _@_y~_b_9___o_:__c__o____m_; ~ ~[__m___a_j)_~_c__o__[~; ~__a_~LO___o_,__c__o___r0_; ~_g__r[)~_t[=_£_o___r0_; ;~_s__t__u___d___e_L~_t_~__£_a_p___e_~Le___q E,__o__r_g; 

#gmail.com 
Subject: CTOPS (Orientation) OPTIONS 
Guys: 

Just wanted to touch base again about Orientation for the summer. In my previous email, I mentioned Session 5 ~, , as the Session we wanted all to 
attend. With you all being in-state residents and/’or living near our campus, with easier access to get to campus, I want to give you some options for Orientation 

that will help you with class selection and registration. As you can imagine, classes fill up quick and you want to have as many options as possible for that first fall 

semester. Please look over these dates and let me know if any of them are best for you. Remember, the earlier the better] Any of them will work -just make sure 

you plan to come before Summer Session II starts. 

Here are the dates that will work for you guys: 
Orientation Session: :~ Monday, June 3-Tuesday, 

Orientation Session: 2 Thursday, June ~ Friday, 

Orientation Session: 3 Monday, June 1e-Tuesday, 

Let me know ASAP which one you can attend so that we can reserve space. Remember, you will let me know which one to attend and then you will have to register 

online after you get your acceptance letter next month. 

Imv)rtant: This electronic transmission and all attached documents axe intended for the name recipient(s) and/or entity to which it is addressed and may contain 

intbrmation that is privileged and confidential the disclosure of which is governed by applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient and have received this 

tra~smission in error, please notify the sender immediately. Any dis~mination, distribution, or cowing of this inlbrmafion is prohibited. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott C Jackson <scj ackso@email.unc .edn> 

Wednesday, 9:46 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

FW: CTOPS (Orientation) OPTIONS 

Susan --- confirmed 

From: . [mailto: @randolphhospital.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8: 2:t AM 
To: Jackson, Scott C 
Subject: RE: CTOPS (Orientation) OPTIONS 

Scott, 

We do want to attend the session. Do we need to sign up anywhere (online, etc?) or will you take care of it? Thanks. 

By the way, is going gr~-’_~at He has been a~: ~:he last 2 U NC Barnes (weekend). He seems very engaged ~n the University and ~s k~oking [orward to June~ 

Best regards, 

Vice President, Clinical Operations 

From: Jackson, Scott C [mailto:scjackso@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:50 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: CTOPS (Orientation) OPTIONS 

- sound’s; great - I will ~:enta~:ively r,-_~ques~: that 

t:ast. Thanks!! 

From: [mailto: ~randolphhospital.orq] 
Sent: Friday, 2:25 PM 

To: Jackson, Scott C 
Subject: RE: CTOPS (Orientation) OPTIONS 

Sco[t~ 

Thank you for your email. I think     would start at LiNC tomorrow if he could. 

out the best plan for him to travel there. I would like to tentatively schedule 

Best regards, 

be placed for ~:hat sessiom Please let us know for sure whetl ~/ou are able as the CTOPS sessions Jill up 

must return to Gulf Breeze in June to see Dr. Andrews~ We are trying to figure 

for orientation on I will confirm ne×t week. 

From: Jackson, Scott C [E_~__a_!!_t__o__:__s__cjLa__c___k__s_9_@__e_E_~_a__[!_.__u__n___c_=_e_~_~] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:20 AM 
To: @yahoo.com; @qmail.com; ~yahoo.com; @gmail.com; :@student.capehenry.orq; 

~cjmail.com 
Subject: CTOPS (Orientation) OPTIONS 

Guys: 

Just wanted to touch base again about Orientation for the summer. In my previous email, I mentioned Session S I as the Session we wanted all to 

attend. With you all being in-state residents and!or living near our campus, with easier access to get to campus, I want to give you some options for Orientation 

that will help you with class selection and registration. As you can imagine, classes fill up quick and you want to have as many options as possible for that first fall 

semester. Please look over these dates and let me know if any of them are best for you. Remember, the earlier the better! Any of them will work -just make sure 

you plan to come before Summer Session II starts. 

Here are the dates that will work for you guys: 

Orientation Session: 1 Monday, June 3-Tuesday, 

Orientation Session: 2 Thursday, June 6- Friday, 

Orientation Session: 3 Monday, June ~LO-Tuesday, 

Let me know ASAP which one you can attend so that we can reserve space. Remember, you will let me know which one to attend and then you will have to register 

online after you get your acceptance letter next month. 

Important: This electronic transmission and all attached documents ~:re intended tbr the nan~e recipient(s) and/or entib’ to which it is addressed and may contain 

information that is privileged and confidential, the disclosnre of which is governed by applicable law. If you am not the intended recipient and have received this 

transmission in error, please not@ the sender immediately. Any dissemination, distribu/ion, or copying of this infommtion is prohiNted. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:47 AM 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

F~r: 

Just wanted to see if you could move      into .lune 3-4 (’.TOPS? Thanks 

From: ~msn.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:58 AN 

To: Jackson, Scott C 
Subject: 

Good Morning Coach Jackson, 

I hope that everyone there is doing well. 

I just wanted to touch base with you concerning CTOPS. I am sorry that it has taken this long for us to decide if one of the earlier dates for orientation 

would work for 

Our school has been working on finalizing exam dates for the spring semester for a while now because of some changes that have been made concerning 

the testing. We were not able to get a definite answer until this week. We talked to our principal and he said that the exam schedule had just been 

finalized and that Nould be fine to miss June 3rd and 4th because he would not be involved in any of the testing that is now scheduled for those 

dates, 

We realize that there may not be room for him on those dates since we are letting you know so late, but if there is we would like to come on June 3rd and 
4th. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 12:35 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: - Orientation Re~rvations 

just changed the session requested. I did send them a final seat request earlier today, though, so I probably will not be able to make changes to sessions past 

today. 

3"hanks! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 11:17 AM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: - Orientation Reservations 

Hi Jenn, 

An incoming :[st year student, 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

would like to change his reservation to the :ist Orientation June 3-4. Is that still possible? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 4:36 PM 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 
Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CTOPS list 
CTOPSstudentathletelist4-23-13 .xlsx 

Here is the first list of registered students for CTOPs. I will try to get updated lists at least weekly. Please remember 

that we will lose any reserved seats we have on May 15 at noon, so any students who have a seat reserved for a 
particular session must register by then. Students must register by May 22 or they fill have to pay a $50 late fee. 

There are two students who are not registered for the session for which they have a reserved seat; I have asked 

Orientation to correct this. Please let me know if you have any additions or deletions to this roster along with any other 

corrections. 

As you can see, we still have a long way to go in getting students registered. Please share this information with your 

coaches and encourage them to get out the word to students that they need to register as soon as possible. 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:46 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 1st Yeas Orientation 

Thanks Susan ! I did pass this along to all of our guys yesterday morning. Here is the email I sent just so we are on the same page: 

"Guys: 

Just wanted to make sure you go online to register for Orientation ASAP. The deadline to make sure you are locked in to the dates you requested is May 15th. If 

you do not get this taken care of you will be bumped out of the session you asked for. If the dates you requested are not listed as available just go ahead and 

register for any of the dates that are there and we will have you moved into the dates you originally requested. 

Use this address if you need to -you should be able to Iogin to your MyU NC account and access it as well. http://nscpp.unc.edu/new-student-or!entation- 

reservation.html 

Email me if you have any questions." 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, : 8:24 PM 

To: Jackson, Scott C 
Co: Fox, Mike; Forbes, Scott; Bryant Gaines (bagaines@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: :lst Year Orientation 

H ey Scott, 

I just received a list of who has registered for Orientation out of our 16 incoming guys. See attached. 11 guys still need to register. As I mentioned to you recently, 

all of our students must register by May ].5th in order to attend the date that we submitted to reserve a space. We will lose these reservations if they do not 

register by May 15th. Further, if they do not register by May 22nd, they will have to pay a $50 late fee. 

Let me know if you have any questions. I just wanted to be sure to pass along the information to you that has been presented to us regarding Orientation. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Stadent-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 

sbmaloy@~mcaa, nuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 1:40 PM 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated CTOPS list 

CTOPSstudentathletelist5-1-13.xlsx 

Here is the updated list of incoming student-athletes who are registered for Orientation so far. Please share the 

information with your coaches about who still needs to register for your respective teams. We will be losing our 

reserved seats on May 15th. 

I have highlighted those students who have not yet been moved into the session for which we have reserved seats. 

Please let me know immediately if there is a change and the students do not need to be moved. 

As always, please let me know if you have any additions or deletions from the list. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 11:13 AM 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 
Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Michelle Brown @gmail.com> 
Updated Orientation list 

CTOPSstudentathletelist5-10-13.xlsx 

I am attaching the latest list of students who are registered for Orientation. Any student who is highlighted will have his 

or her session moved to his or her requested session. 

Please let you coaches know immediately who has not yet registered for Orientation. We will lose our reserved seats on 

Wednesday, May 15th at noon. I will send an updated list (hopefully) by Monday afternoon. Any student who has not 

registered by Wednesday, May 22nd will have to pay an extra 550 late fee. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 
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41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

51 

52 
53 
54 
55 

56 

57 

58 
59 
6O 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
7O 
71 
72 
73 

A B C D E 

5 

3 

3 

3 

5 

5 

5 

3 

3 

5? 

3 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

F 

5 

3 

3 

3 

5 

5 

8 

3 

3 

5 

5 

8 

5 

5 

10 
7 

7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
1 
7 
7 
5 



74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

8O 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

A D 

1 

8 

9 

7 

8 

18 

1 

5 

9 

7 

3 

3 

9 
9 

3 
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111 
112 

113 
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115 

116 

117 

118 

119 

120 
121 
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125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 

135 

136 

137 

138 

139 

140 

141 

142 

A B C D F E 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

11 

11 

11 

11 

5 

18 

1 
1 
1 

5 

5 

1 

12 

7 

5 

1 

11 

5 

5 

8 

16 

1 

14 

11 



144 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

153 

154 
155 
156 
157 
158 

159 

160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 

A B C D E F 

1 

1 

1 

18 

1 

3 

1 

1 

1 

3 
8 

7 
9 
8 
1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@~unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:45 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Orientation Regismation 

Word L, :egistered tonight. 
Mike 

has not been accepted yet therefore he cannot 

On . at 7:23 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloY(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

H ey Scott, 
The latest update from Orientation shows that 
tomorrow in order to benefit from the reserved spots. 
Thanks, 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’i@~ uucaa.unc.edu 

and still have not registered for Orientation. They have until 12noon 

<CTOPS Registration Freshman xl sx-~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jelm <~jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 4:04 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Ofien’tafion - 

We have two spots left for students with admissions issues, so he can take one of them I do need to have an update, though, of ~vhere he stands with the admissions process. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maloy, Susari B 
Sent: Wechaesday, May 15, 2013 7:09 AM 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Orientation 

He?’ Jelm, 
I just found out has not been accepted to L~,-C yet Anything we can do about that so that he can still get into Orientation on the reserved spot? 

Thanks 
Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Russell, Chloe <cjmssel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 3:59 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Completed Module 

Great to see you too! have gttccesgfitlly completed the module, has not gtarted it, 

Let me kr~ow ffyo~ need anything else. 

Chloe 
Chloe ]. Russell M. Ed 
SeNor Academic Advisor 

College of Arts & Scie~ces and (~eneval College 
U~ive~’si~g o{~Novth Carol[ra at Chapel 

C hat,el Hill, NC 27599-3110 

CONFIDENT~LITY NOTICE: 

This e- raN1, incfi~ding ally aRachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee{s) and ~y contain legally p~vil~ ~d/or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, yo~ are herohy notified 
that any use, disse~Nnation, copying or rotention of this e-mail or the information contain~ heroin is strictly prohibitS. If you have r~eived this ~ mail in orror, pl~se immediatdy noti~ the sendor hy tdephone or 
reNy by e-mail, a~d pormamnfly ddole this e- mNl l)om your computor sysl ore. Thank you. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 3:54 PM 

To: Russell, Chloe 
Subject: Completed Module 

Hi Chloe, 

Good to see you at the meeting today. So I have 3 ~uys comin~ in for the ist Orientation Session. Are you able to tell me if the followin~ students have completed 

the online module? 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 
Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmalo,i~)uncaa.unc~edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 6:52 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Summer II tutor requests ] 

Hey, 

Hope you are having fun. 

Here are my tutor requests for                for Summer I1: 

SOCI - ~nd (anytime before l:00pm/possible evenings) 

PORT (1:30-37--3 to 4 times per week-- I 
ECON - (11:45-2, 3 to 4 times per week-- , 

AFRI - and (1:30-3, 2 times per week) 

SOCI and (1:30-3, 2 times per week) 

EXSS (1:30-3, 2 times per week- ) 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

9:[9 962 8247 (fax) 



A 

Name 
B c 

Sport 
Water Polo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpente@admin.t~u.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@t?~u.edn); Alex Eaton 

(aeaton@umd.edu); Amanda Gray (agmy3@clem~n.edu); Amy tterman (aj ~hae@uncaa.unc.edu); Andy Campbell 

(wcampb2@clemson.edu); Art Maxkos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locldin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); 

Brmidi Guerinot (bmndi.gnerinot@be.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsn.edu); Brett Luy      ~yahoo.com); Bridget McSorley 

(mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Carly Parisean (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Can-ie Doyle (came doyle@ncsu.edn); Cathy Jones 

(cmjones@adlnin.fsn.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.dnke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody 

Gambler (cgambler@umd.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan Isaf (dlnisat~(b!syr.edu); Da~ Raben 

(d.rabenl@miami.edu); Dan Trump (dtmmp@nmd.edu); DaNe Daluisio (ddaluisio@athletics.gatech.edu); Danielle Averill 

~gmail.com); David Reed (reed~miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Eric Baumgmlner 

(emb8~virginia.edu); Heather Robertson (herober~vt.edu); Jennifer Santiago (jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jerome Rodgers 

(jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Jim Curry (jmcuny@fsu.edn); Justin Stweart (justin stewa~ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly 

(k.kell?2@miami.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lance Maxkos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); La~;y Gallo Jr. 

(athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mathew Franck (mt?anck@nmd.edu); Merlene Aitken (maitken@athletics.gatech.edu); Michelle Lee 

(michelle lee@ncsu.edu);                ~nncaa.unc.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edn); Rob Slavis 

(rslavi@virginia.edu); Robin Pate (robin~pate@ncsu.edu); RudolfChildress (childrr@wfu.edn); Sarah Helfer (shelfer@dnaa.duke.edu); 
Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edn); Susan Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim t arker (tparkel@~ t.edu); Todd Hairs~on 

(haJ~rstc@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.dnke.edu); To~n Tim~nemmns (timmennmis@uncaa.unc.edu); Tony Hemandez 

(themandez@miami.edn); Vanessa Fnchs (vfuchs@fsu.edn); Vicld Sarfo-Kantaka (vsarfoka@vt.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu) 

CC: Hostetter, Brad < reyesy@bc.edubhostetter@theacc.org>; Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org >; Barwick, Seth Date: Wed; 29 

Feb 2012 17:16:28 -0500 

2012 Football Preseason Practice Dates 

Hi Everyone- 

Attached are the 2012 preseason practice dates that the conference office has calculated based on your first dates of competition and your start of classes. Please 

contact your compliance office if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

LBabcock@theacc.org 

336-854-8787 (phone) 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

iNi ACC email signature sites 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpente@admin.tgu.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@t?~u.edu); Alex Eaton 

(aeaton@umd.edu); Amanda Gray (agray3@clem~n.edu); Amy tterman (aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu); Andy Campbell 

(wcampb2@clemson.edu); Art Maxkos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locldin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); 

Brandi Guerinot (brandi.guerinot(~)be.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brett Luy      ~yahoo.com); Bridget McSorley 

(mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Cady l?ariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Came Doyle (came doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones 

(cmjones@admin.fsu.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody 

Gambler (cgamble@umd.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan Isaf (dlnisatS(b!syr.edu); Dan Raben 

(d.rabenl@miami.edu); Dan Trump (dtmmp@nmd.edu); Danie Daluisio (ddaluisio@athletics.gatech.edu); Danielle Averill 

~gmail.com); David Reed (reed~miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Eric Baumgmlner 

(emb81@virginia.edu); Heather Robertson (herober~vt.edu); Jennifer Santiago (jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jerome Rodgers 

(jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Jim Curry (jmcurly@fsu.edn); Justin Stweart (justinstewa~ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly 

(k.kell?2@miami.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lance Maxkos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); La~ Gallo Jr. 

(athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mathew Franck (mti’anck@umd.edu); Merlene Aifl~en (maitken@athletics.gatech.edu); Michelle Lee 

(michelle lee@ncsu.edu);                ~uncaa.unc.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.e&0; Rob Slavis 

(rslavi@virginia.edu); Robin Pate (robinApate@ncsu.edu); RudolfChildress (childrr@wfu.edu); Sarah Helfer (shelfe@duaa.duke.edu); 
Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Susan Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparke@vt.edu); Todd Hairs~on 

(hairstc@~vfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); To~n Tim~nemmns (timmennans@uncaa.unc.edu); Tony Hernandez 

(thernandez@miami.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Vicld Sarfo-Kantaka (vsa~oka@vt.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu); 

Dan BarCC: Brown; Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org >, Barwick; Seth <sbarwick@theacc.org>, HosteDate: Thu; 23 Feb 2012 15:53:32 - 

0500 

February Compliance Minutes 

Attached please find the minutes of the February compliance conference call. Let me know if any changes or corrections need to be made. Our next call is 

scheduled for Tuesday, March 1~th at 11:00. Feel free to send agenda items any time. 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

LBabcock@theacc.org 

336-854-8787 (/)hone) 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

i~i ACC email signature sites 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter (acarpente@admin.tgu.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@t?~u.edu); Alex Eaton 

(aeaton@umd.edu); Amanda Gray (agray3@clem~n.edu); Amy tterman (aj ~hae@uncaa.unc.edu); Andy Campbell 

(wcampb2@clemson.edu); Art Maxkos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locldin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); 

Brandi Guerinot (brandi.guerinot@be.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brett Luy      ~yahoo.com); Bridget McSorley 

(mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Cady l?ariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Came Doyle (came doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones 

(cmjones@admin.fsu.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody 

Gambler (cgamble@umd.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Dan Isaf (dlnisat~(b!syr.edu); Dan Raben 

(d.rabenl@miami.edu); Dan Trump (dtmmp@nmd.edu); Danie Daluisio (ddaluisio@athletics.gatech.edu); Danielle Averill 

~gmail.com); David Reed (reed~miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Eric Baumgallner 

(emb81@virginia.edu); Heather Robertson (herober~vt.edu); Jennifer Santiago (jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jerome Rodgers 

(jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Jim Curry (jmcur~ @fsu.edn); Justin Stweart (justinstewa~ncsu.edu); Karen Kelly 

(k.kell?2@miami.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lance Maxkos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); La~ Gallo Jr. 

(athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mathew Franck (mt?anck@umd.edu); Merlene Ai&en (maitken@athletics.gatech.edu); Michelle Lee 

(michelle lee@ncsu.edu);                ~uncaa.unc.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.e&0; Rob Slavis 

(rslavi@virginia.edu); Robin Pate (robin~oate@ncsu.edu); RudolfChildress (childrr@wfu.edu); Sarah Helfer (shelfe@duaa.duke.edu); 
Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Susan Maloy (sbmaloy@m~caa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparke@vt.edu); Todd Hairs~on 

(haJ~rstc@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); To,n Tim,nemmns (timmennans@uncaa.unc.edu); Tony Hernandez 

(thernandez@miami.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Vicld Sarfo-Kantaka (vsa~foka@vt.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu); 

Dan BarCC: Brown; Shamaree <sbrown@heacc.org>, Barwick; Seth <sbarwick@theacc.org>, HosteDate: Sat; 18 Feb 2012 10:38:43 - 

0500 

Financial Aid Conference Call Notes 

Hi Everyone- 

Attached are the minutes from our financial aid call on January 23rd. There really wasn’t much discussion but I did say that we would have minutes for those who 
were unable to make the call. Please let me know if you feel any chances need to be made. 
Also, plan on a potential financial aid call shortly after the Board meeting in April. If the Board takes action toward any sort of miscellaneous expense allowance it 
will be important to involve our financial aid folks in our discussion. 
Thanks! 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

LBabcock@theacc.org 

336-854-8787 (phone) 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

::~:*:2:: ACC email signature sites 

~,’i.4-Sec~reStol° Stored: total ~...4. bi..~., 

Financial Aid.Jan.2012.docx F}-:.~ 13 [qas’ 2:~12 ii: 1.1:3"~? -01.00 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, December 16, 2004 3:21 PM 

McGlade, Bernie <bvmcglade@theacc.org>; cmc@virginia.edu; cohuey@clemson.edu; cwel]ford@cdm.umd.edu; 

cmccoy@med.miami.edu; dtharfs@mailer.t~u.edu; dolm ward@ncsu.edu; george.nemhau~r@isye.gatech.edu;jack evans@unc.edu; 

kksmith@duke.edu; larry@~t.edu; pauLspagnoli@bc.edu; cannicha@wfu.edu; ckl9e@vivginia.edu; jgreve@mailer.fsu.edu; 
dbraine@at.gt~a.gatech.edu; dyow@umd.edu; Gene.d@bc.edu; weavelj.@t.edu; alleva@duaa.duke.edu; lee fowle@ncsu.edu; 

pdee@mimni.edu; dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu; wellmanr@wfu.edu; wpamela@clemson.edu; walkerbg@wfu.edu; Bernie McGlade 

<bvmcglade@theacc.org>; bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu; cnickel@miami.edu; Dee Todd <~ttodd@theacc.org>; j silar@duaa.duke.edu; 

jm2y@irginia.edu; mooradjo@bc.edu; kworthin@mnd.edu; wlinda@clemson.edu; mmcelroy@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 
noralynn finch@ncsu.edu; poverton@mailer.fsu.edu; smcclosk~vt.edu; acarpenter@uncaa.unc.edu; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; 

anordmaam@miami.edu; am@irginia.edu; rbowman@clemson.edu; nninnix@mailer.fsu.edu; bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dfoley@miamLedu; woode@~vfu.edu; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edn; jpootraknl@duaa.duke.edu; 

j condaras@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; j erome.rodgersA @bc.edu; j wb8q@irginia.edu; j sarra@nmd.edu; j on fagg@ncsu.edu; 

jko3b@virginia.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; woodsk@vt.edu; gaiIey@uncaa.unc.edu; kkuh@miami.edu; markos~uncaa.unc.edu; 

~hotmail.com; athga]lo@uncaa.unc.edu; deibIer@maiLbc.edu; mpm03@fsu.edu; michellelee@ncsu.edu; pkey@miami.edu; 

rcobb@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; rod~iohnson@ncsu.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; Sm~@ Weber <sm~c~j@t.edu-~; asm02d@fsu.edu; 

~ellis@clemson.edu; koos@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; themandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane < slyons@theacc.org>; ’][’odd, Dee <dtodd@theacc.org >; Elliott, Jeff<je]liott@theacc.org>; Swofford, John 

<jswofford@theacc.org>; Barakat, Fred <fbarakat@heacc.org > 

Final Voting Surmna~, 

Submitted Voting Fo~rns.doc 

Hi Everyone, 

Attached is the final voting summary from our legislative meeting held on December 14th. Please contact me as soon as possible if there are any problems with your votes or 

if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 
Lindsey 
kindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Director for Compliance and Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 fax 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 4, 2005 11:32 AM 

acaxpente@uncaa.unc.edu; aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu; anordmaJm@miami.edu; am@virginia.edu; rbowma~@clemson.edu; 

rmimlix@mailer.fsn.edu; bbattle@ma~ler.fsu.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtbley@mimni.edu; woodea@wfu.edu; 

hmcatee@maiIer.fsu.edu; jpootmkul@duaa.duke.edu; jcondaras@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; j wb8q@virginia.edu; 

jsa~ra@umd.edn; jon fagg@ncsu.edn; jko3b@virginia.edu; kcunning@nmd.edu; woodsk@vt.edn; gailey@uncaa.unc.edn; 

kkuh@miami.edn; markos@nncaa.unc.edu;         ~hotma~l.com; athga~lo@uncaa.unc.edu; deible@~n~fil.bc.edn; mpm03@fsu.edn; 

michelle lee@ncsn.edu; pkey@tniami.edu; rcobb@at.gt~a.gatech.edn; rod jolmson@ncsn.edu; hugesk@wfu.edn; Sandy Weber 

<sandyj@t.edu>; astn02d@fsn.edu; saellis@cletnson.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edu; koost@bc.edn; sbmaloy@uncaa.nnc.edu; 

lparke@vt.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Haith, Tracey <thaith@theacc.org> 

FW: A ~w NLI Release Reminders 

Please note the email below regarding the NLI. Let me or Tracey know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Lindsey 
kindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Director for Compliance and Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 fax 

After receiving a few improperly execmed National Letter of Intent (NLI) Release Request Fom~s and fielding various questions, I thought it prudent to provide the following reminders 
relative to the release process. Please distribute to your member institutions as appropriate. 
1. ALL NLI signees should use the ne~v Release Request Form, including students who signed 2004-05 (or earlier) Letters of Intent. The new procedure ~vas effective October 1, 2004 and 

retroactively applied to all students, not only those signing 2005-06 National Letters of h~tent. 
2. The NLI Release Request Form must be signed by an institution’s Director of Athletics. It is NOT permissible for a designee to sign the Release Form for the Athletics Director. 

3. National Letter of Intent policy prohibits institutions from making additions, deletions or other modifications to any ixTLI document, including the Release Request Form Therefore, it is 
NOTpermissible for an institution to select the "Complete Release" option on the release form and add a statement that it is only applicable for certain NCAA sub-divisions or cont?rences. 

Shuuld a schuo[ chuose "Complete Release," the student is :tree tu attend A3,T schoul without NLI restrictiun (NC2~ and/or cunference transfer policies wuuid still apply to certain 

students.). 
4. After making its decision (including "No Release"), a school must provide the student and its conference ~vith a copy of the signed release form. Cotfferences then send a copy (,via fax) of 
the form to the NLI office. It is imperative that both the corfference and the NLI office receive copies to ensure all signee records are accurate. 
This should offers some clarity- to the appeal process, but if not, feel free to contact rue in the National Letter of Intent office if there are any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, January 5, 2005 12:18 PM 

acm-penter@uncaa.unc.edu; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmmm@miami.edu; am@virginia.edu; rbowman@clemson.edu; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; bbaJtle@mmler.fsu.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtbley@mimni.edu; woodea@wfu.edu; 

hmcaJee~mailer.fsu.edu; j pootrakul@duaa.duke,edu; jcondaras@at.gtaa.gaJech.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; j wb8q@virginia.edu; 
jsmra@umd.edu; jon fagg@ncsu.edu; jko3b@virginia.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; woodsk@vtedu; gailey@uncaa.unc.edu; 

kkuhr@miami.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu          ~hotmml.com; athga~lo@uncaa.unc.edu; deible@~n~Jl.bc.edu; mpm03@fsu.edu; 
michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pkey@tniami.edu; rcobb@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; rod jolmson@ncsu.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; Sturdy Weber 

<sandyj@t.edu>; astn02d@fsu.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edu; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; 

tparke@vt.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org> 

FW: Regional seminar registration 

Registration DaJe.pdf 

Lindse¥ K. Babcock 
Assistant Director for Compliance and Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 fax 

From: Regan, Bill [mailto:bregan@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, .lanuary 05, 2005 ~.I::12 AM 
To: Lyons, Shane; Babcock, Lindsey~ Ron Loghry; Sarah Weier 
Subject: PVV: Regional seminar registration 

..... Origina~ Message- .... 

Frem: Waiters, Wendy 

Sent: Wednesday, 3anuaPt 05, 2005 ll:0:t AM 

Te: Membership Services 

Subject: Regional seminar registration 

Registration for the membership will begin on March 1, 2005 at 11am EST. For those of you who are conference contacts, please 

forward the attach document to your conference with the language below. T hanks. Wendy 

As the time for the 2005 NCAA Regional Rules Seminars draws near, please periodically check the following webpage 

(http:i /wwwl.ncaa~orgi members]aipi membership svcs! regional seminars! index~html) for information and updates. 

Online registration and hotel inlbrmation will be aYailable via this webpage on March 1 at 11 am EST. 

The 2005 seminars will be held over four days. It is not necessary to attend all four days of the seminar. The 

sessions are structured and repeated in such a way that an individual could attend Monday through Tuesday or 

Wednesday through Thursday of the seminar and have an opportunity to attend all division-specific and Association- 

wide sessions offered. With this new format, the Welcome Reception will be on Tuesday evenmg. We are expecting a 

record number of attendees this year so register early. 

<<Registration Date.pdf>> 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc,org> 

Tuesday 2:19 PM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc .edu 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; jack evans@unc.edu; Dick Baddour <dbaddou@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

MedicaJ Hardship Waiver 

Hardship.UNC. doc 

Please note the attached approved medical hardship waiver for men’s 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Lindsey 

[indsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Director for Compliance and Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 fax 

student-athlete, for the season. 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant ADiCertification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115 

Dear Susan: 

This is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for men’s      student-athlete, 
has been approved for the          season. Thank you for providing the appropriate 

documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Lindsey Babcock 
Assistant Director for Compliance and Governance 

Jack Evans, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 
Lance Markos, Assistant Director of Compliance 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 ° P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ° (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ° MEDIA FAX (336) 854-8797 ¯ ADMINTSTRATION FAX (336) 316-6097 

CLEMSON I_rNIVERSITY ° DUKE UNIVERSITY ° FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ° UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ L~4IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE U.NTVERSITY ° WAKE FOREST L’NIVERSITY 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, December 6, 2005 10:44 AM 

aj~hae@uncaa.unc.edn; anordmann@miami.edu; tx~gach@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; rminni~mailer.fsu.eda; t~llyca@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edn; dfoley@mimni.edu; hmcatee@mailer.t?~u.edn; jpootraknl@duaa.&&e.edu; jcondaras@bigeast.olg; 

jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu; jrigler@clem~m.edu~ jwbgq@virginia.edu~ jcunnin@ umd.edu; jon faaa(a~ncsu.edu; jko3b@virginia.edu; 

kcunning@nmd.edu;          ,~!yohoo.com; kkuh@mimni.edu; maxkos@uncaa.unc.e&,        ~@hotmail.com; 

athg~Jlo@uncaa.nnc.edu; mmTb~Jl@uncaa.unc.edu; ~npm03@fsu.edu; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; piscetmf(b!wfu.edu; pkey@~niami.edu; 

pgrayso@clemson.edu; rcobb@at.gt~a.gatech.edu; rod johnson@ncsu.edn; hugesk@wfu.edn; sandxi@vt.edu; sara.sikorsld, l@bc.edu; 

sktn6f@virginia.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edn; schof@umd.edu; koos@bc.edn; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; 

tparke@vt.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org>; cmc@virginia.edn; cohuey@clemson.edn; 

cwellford@crim.umd.edu; cmccoy@med.miami.edn; daniel.schrage@aerospace.gatech.edu; dlharri@mailer.fsu.edu; 

donn waxd@ncsu.edu; george.nemhause@isye.gatech.edu; jack evans@unc.edu; kksmith@duke.edu; larry@vt.edu; carmicha@vx4"u.edu; 

robert.taggart@bc.edn 

SAOF Donation- Hurricane Katrina 

Hi Even/one, 
This is a follow-up regarding a donation of SAOF monies by ACC member institutions that are interested in assisting institutions affected by the hurricanes this year. The 
NCAA has confirmed that it is permissible for one institution to donate funds to another institution. If your institution is interested in making a donation I have identified seven 
institutions from three conferences that are in need of additional SAOF monies as a result of hurricane damage. A contact and phone number or email address has been 
included for each institution. 
I have had contact with each of these conferences explaining the donations and all indicated that it would be greatly appreciated. In most cases the institution has utilized 
their entit~ SAOF allotment for the year. In addition to determining if you would like to make a donation you may also chose where to send your donation and how much to 
send. Further you may request reporting from that institution if you’re interested in knowing where the funds were spent. 
Feel free to contact me or Eric Wood if you have any additional questions. 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 

Sm~ Belt Co~fe~’e~ee --- 
University otNew Orleans (this institutio~ st~tl’ered extensive d~mage) --. K~thy Keen% SWA --.9o3-566--1275 or 5o4.-256-(~265 

South A]abama (this i~astih~tion stfffi?red some damage) -3ennifer Henderson, Sun Belt Confi?rence - }~e~adet’son@su nI~eltspot’ts.org 

Confbre~ee lISA .... 
’I’u~a~e (sh~de~ts a[’e expe{ ted ~o retur~ to t~e im~i h~i{m in ,Jan uary) ---Maria ()~ boa, SWA---5o4-862-B:~4~ 
Sol,them Mississippi (students t’{’eent]3, reh~ned to camp~s I}~t the SAOF has be{’]~ compb’~ely ~sed) - D{m ()bet’helmatL .~sso(4ate AD - 6 o ~-a66-6586 

Lamar University ---LaRo~ Black, Southland Conference --- 972-422--950 o 

McN~-ese S~ate {Jniversity--. LaRon Black, Sc~uti]Dnd Con {bre~ce --- 97:~-.422-95oo 
SoutI~es~stern Louis~am~ U~dversity- LaRon Black, Southh~nd Con terence - 972-422-9500 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, December 12, 2005 9:33 AM 

aj~hae@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; tx~gach@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; rminni~mailer.fsu.edu; t~llyca@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dibley@mimni.edu; hmcatee@mailer.t?~u.edu; jpootraktd@duaa.duke.edu; jcondaras@bigeast.olg; 

jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu; j rigler@clem~m.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; j cunnin@ umd.edu; j on fagg(a)ncsu.edu; jko3b@virginia.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu:          ,~!yolaoo.com; kkuh@mimni.edu; maxkos@uncaa.unc.edu;         ,~!hotmail.com; 

athg~1lo@uncaa.unc.edu; mea31bdll@uncaa.unc.edu; ~npm03@fsu.edu; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; piscetmf(&!wfu.edu; pkey@~niami.edu; 

pgrayso@clemson.edu; rcobb@at.gt~a.gatech.edu; rod johnson@ncsu.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sandvj@vt.edu; sara.sikorsld, l@bc.edu; 

skln6f@virginia.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edu; schof@umd.edu; koos@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; 

lparke@vt.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

FW: [CCACA] Tulane 

Tula~e memo.doc 

From: Judy IVlacLeod [mailto:jmacleod@c-usa.org] 
Sent; Friday, December 09, 2005 4:36 PM 
To; CCACA Discussion 
Subject-" [CCACA] Tulane 
Plea~e see the attached memo regarding the changes at Tulane, the process, and contact information. Please distribute to your schools. 
Thanks for your assistance. 
Judy 

Judy MacLeod 

Associate Commissiotter 

Co~ference ~L~5~24 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, December 13, 2005 9:18 AM 

aj~hae@uncaa.unc.edn; anordmann@miarai.edu; tx~gach@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; rminni~mailer.fsu.edu; t~llyca@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edn; dli~ley@mimni.edu; hmcatee@mailer.t?~u.edn; jpootraknl@duaa.&~ke.edu; jcondaras@bigeast.olg; 

jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu; j rigle@clem~m.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; j cunnin@ umd.edu; j on fagg@ncsu.edu; jko3b@virginia.edu; 

kcunning@nmd.edu;          ~!ya~oo.com; kkuh@mimni.edu; maxkos@uncaa.unc.edu;         ,~!hommil.com; 

athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; mmybdtl@uncaa.unc.edu; ~npm03@fsu.edu; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; piscetmf(~!wfu.edu; pkey@~nimni.edu; 

pgrayso@clemson.edu; rcobb@at.gt~a.gatech.edu; rod johnson@ncsu.edn; hugesk@wfu.edn; sandzi@vt.edu; sara.sikorsld, l@bc.edu; 

skln6f@virginia.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edn; schof@umd.edu; koos@bc.edn; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; 

tparke@vt.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Conference Call Snpplements 

Dec.Agenda.doc; Supplement2.CCACA issues.doc; Snpplementl .Minutes.doc 

Sorry that these weren’t attached to the agenda that I sent yesterday. Don’t forget the call is at 11:00 this morning. 

Talk to you then! 
Lindsey 

(h:~t~.~[~,:~’~<~ & 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, December 21, 2005 2:44 PM 

aj~hae@uncaa.unc.edn; anordmann@miami.edu; tx~gach@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; rminni~mailer.fsu.edu; t~llyca@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edn; dli~ley@mimni.edu; hmcatee@mailer.t?~u.edn; jpootraknl@duaa.duke.edu; jcondaras@bigeast.ovg; 

jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu; iri~le@clem~m.edu;jwb8q@virginia.edu;jcunnin@umd.edu;jon fa~(a)ncsu.edu;jko3b@virginia.edu; 
kcunning@nmd.edu;          @alaoo.com; kkuh@mimni.edu; maxkos@uncaa.unc.edu;         @hotmail.com; 

athg~llo@uncaa.nnc.edu; mmybdll@uncaa.unc.edu; ~npm03@fsu.edu; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; piscetmf(&!wfu.edu; pkey@~niami.edu; 

pgrayso@clemson.edu; rcobb@at.gt~a.gatech.edu; rod johnson@ncsu.edn; hugesk@wfu.edn; sand~j@vt.edu; sara.sikorsld, l@bc.edu; 

sk~n6f@virginia.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edn; schof@umd.edu; koos@bc.edn; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; 

lparke@vt.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Final Votes 

Tallied Votes.doc 

Hi Everyone, 
Attached am the final conference votes on legislation that our Management Council representatives will use to vote at the January Management Council meeting. Feel free to 
let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a happy and safe holiday! 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 25, 2006 9:40 AM 

aj~hae@uncaa.unc.edn; anordmann@miami.edu; tx~gach@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; rminni~mailer.fsu.edu; t~llyca@bc.edu; 

ckenne@@acpub.duke.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; hmcatee@mailer.l;n.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu; 

jrigle@clem~n.edu;jwb8q@vi~inia.edu;jcu~min@umd.edn;jon thg~(a)ncsu.edu;jko3b@vi~inia.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; 
~y~l~oo.co~n; kkuhr@mia~fi.edn; markos@uncaa.nnc.edu ~!hotmail.com; athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; 

mmylmll@uncaa.nnc.edu; mpm03@fsn.edn; michelle lee@ncsu.edn; piscettnf@wl~u.edu; pkey@miami.edu; pgrayso@clemson.edu; 

mobb@at.gtaa.gatech.edn; rod johnson@ncsn.edu; hngesk@wfu.edu; sa~dyj@t.edu; sara.sikorsld.l@bc.edu; skm6f@vilginia.edu; 

saellis@clemson.edn; wsf3h@virginia.edn; schot;(c)!umd.edu; koos~t@bc.edu; sblnaloy@uncaa.unc.edn; tparker@vt.edn; 

thernm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Proposal No. 2005-172 

Hi Everyone, 
We’ve had several questions regarding 05-72, which requires institutions to provide prospects and their parents with their institution’s APR and GSR reports. This proposal 
was adopted in January with an immediate effective date. According to Bill institutions are only required to send prospects GSR reports at this time until the APR reports are 
made public in March. Then it will be required to send both reports to prospects. You are NOT required to send last year’s APR report this year and you are only required to 
send the PUBLIC reports to prospects. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 

Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Monday, Januao, 30, 2006 4:38 PM 

Susa~ B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Babcock, I,indsey <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org> 

Player- Hardship Waiver 

Susan, 

As you can see from the interp below, the student-athlete we spoke about earlier would not qualify for a hardship waiver. Unfortunately, since we can not 

consider thai game as the 12~h contest of the championship segment, his injury on October 8, 2005 (6~ game) of an 11-game schedule is still considered to have 

taken place in the second half of the season. Hope that helps! 

First half of season calculation for a student-athlete who was injured during a game 

Date Issued: Jul 11, 1990 
Type: Staff Interpretalion 

Item Ref: a 

Interpretation: 

Rcvie~ved Bylaw- 14.2.5-(b) [hardship waiver], Bylaw 14.2.5.2.3 (first-half-of-season calculation) and 82/12/30 Administrative Corcanittee minutes, Item (i), in regard to a situation in which a 
student-athlete was injmed in a             contest that was played after the completion of the fifth varsity game but prior to the beginning of the sixth game of a 10-game 
schedule; confirmed that the student-athlete would not qualify for a hardship waiver, inasmuch as the athlete was injured in a contest after the first half of the institution’s season, even 
though it was a               contest 

Eric A. Wood 

Director of S-A Programs, Compliance & Comm. Relations 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, 2006 3:35 PM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

jack evans@unc.edu; dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu; Babcock, Lmdsey <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org> 

Em~ling: UN( ]oc 

UNC Sola.doc 

<<UNC doc>> 
The message is ready to be sent with the following file or link attachments: 

UNC :loc 

Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent sending or receiving certain types of file attachments Check your e-mail securi~" settings to determine how 
attachments are handled. 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TIL~kNSMITTED Y3A ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Malloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for         student-athlete:         ,, has 
been approved for the        season. Thank you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Eric A. Wood 
Director of Student Programs, Compliance and Community Relations 

cc: Dr. Jack Evans, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS F,~X (336) 854-8797 ¯ ADMINISTRATION F_/LX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON- COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ¯ DUKE. UNIVERSITY ¯ FLORIDA STATE U2,,’IVERSITY ¯ GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECtINOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ° L2,~-IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



FF~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, March 8, 2006 8:45 AM 

Susa~ B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

RE: Intra-Conference Transfer 

Susan, 

You’re correct. The intra-conference transfer rule only applies to transfers from an ACC school directly to another one. In this case you would be held to the 4-2-4 NCAA 
transfer rules only. 

Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787 

Fro’~’: Susan B. Haioy [maiito:sbmaioy@u~icaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, March 08, 2006 8:26 AM 

Te: Babcock, Lii]dsey 
Subject: Intra-Conference Transfer 
Hi Lindsey, 
I may have a] ready answered my own ques~:ie~, but I ’d like Lo ve:ify 
with you. it seems to me that the intra-conference transfer rule 
applies when a student transfers from an ACC school to another ACC right 
awav without any delay. Is that correct? We are looking at a case were 
a                stud}nt-athlete attended                fer 2 yrs. and the~ went: to 
cormr~unity college for a year (05-06). k:: I correct in saying that the 
intra-conference transfer rule does not apply in this case since he 
would not have Lransf}rred "dJ rectly" te L]S [roii             17 
Thanks for your help. 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, March 8, 2006 3:20 PM 

Susa~ B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Medical HaJcdshipiMedica] Ab~nce Waiver 

Susan, 

You always provide thorough documentation and your rationale was great. 
Had you applied for these separately, I would not have been able to 
approve the hardship ~vithout that letter So as we discussed, lets just 
get it anyway going forward but the fact that the absence waiver gets 
approved obviously helps - great point’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B Maloy [mailto: sbmaloy@uncaa, unc. edu ] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 08, 2006 3:14 PM 
To: Wood, Eric 
Subject: Re: Medical Hardship/Medical Absence Waiver 

Eric, 

Thales a lot for working with me on this. ENoy the men’s tournament. 

Susan 

>>> "Wuod, Eric" <ewood@theacc.urg> 3/8/2006 3:01 pm >>> 

Attached is the appruva[ letter fur the medical hardship and medical 
absence waivers on behalf ol Let me know 
if you have any questiuns 

Eric A Woud 

Director of S-A Programs, Cumpliance & Con-an. Relatiuns 

Atlantic Cuast Conference 

336-854-8787 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Monday, March 20, 2006 11:48 AM 

Susa~ B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

jack evans@unc.edu; dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu; Babcock, Lmdsey <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org> 

UNC .doc 

Sus~ln, 
Attached is the approval of a hardship waiver request on behalf of Let me know if you have any questions. 

Eric 

Eric A. Wood 

Director of S-A Programs, Compliance & Comm. Relations 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787 



Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, April 12, 2006 9:17 AM 

Tim Parker <tpaxker@vt.edtr~; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; anovdmann@mimni.edu; tx~gach@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; 

blocklin@~t.edu; rminni~mailer.[~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; 

Erin Harfiga~@ncsu.edu; hmcatee@mai~er~I;u~edu;jp~o~raku~@duaa.duke.edu;jerome.rodgers~1@bc.edu;jrig~e@c~emson.edu; 
jwb8q@virginia.edu;jMlite@clemson.edu;jcunnin@umd.edu;jon fagg@ncsu.edu;jko3h,a~virginia.edn; kcumfing@umd.edu; 

kkuhr@miami.edn; markos@uncaa.nnc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; meaTball@uncaa.unc.edn; mpm03@fsu.edn; 

michelle lee@ncsn.edu; piscetmf@wfu.edu; pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; hugesk@wfu.edn; sandyj@t.edu; sam.sikorski, l@bc.edu; 

sk~n6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; saelli@clemson.edu; ws[3h@virginia.edu; sschofield@mailer.fsu.edn; koost@be.edn; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; hairs~tct@wfu.edu; themandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

RE: FW: [CCACA] FW: Hot Topic - Men’s a~d Women’s Basketball - April Contact Period 

In response to Tim’s comments I wanted to let everyone know that every international event we have been asked about for this April contact period we have advised that it was 
not permissible to attend. 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 

Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787 

From: Tim Parker [mailto:tparker@vt.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2006 6:13 PM 
To: Babcock, Lindsey; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; pogach@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; 
carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; Erin_Harrigan@ncsu.edu; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 
jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu; jrigler@clemson.edu; jwbSq@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; jcunnin@umd.edu; jon_fagg@ncsu.edu; jko3b@virginia.edu; 
kcunning@umd.edu; kkuhr@miami.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; maryball@uncaa.unc.edu; mpm03@fsu.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; 
piscetmf@w~u.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski.:t@bc.edu; skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; 
wsf3h@virginia.edu; sschofield@mailer.fsu.edu; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 
C¢: Lyons, Shane; Wood, Eric 
Subject: Re: FW: [CCACA] FW: Hot Topic - Men’s and Women’s Basketball - April Contact Period 

Lindsey and group, 

Sorry to add to evelyone’s inbox cluttel; but I felt compelled to comment on Brad H’s e-mail; specificolly his third sentence. 

To slate that "the staffis not aware of scholastic entities in foreign countries," and then turn aacound and empower each institution to individually determine the 
permissibilily of a foreign event is, in my view, a serious cop-ont on the part of the NCAA s~l~i The door is left rode open for inventive institutions to simply cite the 

acronym for an existing "sports entil~"’ in a given countiT, then travel and condnct evaluations, confident that they will never be quefftioned. Playing out this scenario... 

even if an ofi~nder is caught. (donbtful, I ka~ow) there is so much wiggle-room is this "guidance" that the program would likely ieceive nothing more than a hand-slap 

penalty, since there was never a real "sta~adm-d" to adhere to in the first place. This is not a desirable situation. 

In my view, the bx~ttom-line problem is that no thought was given to international events when this legislation was writte~/adopted. If the legislation does not provide 

clear, objective guidelines lbr determining Maether or not an international event is "evaJuatable," I would argue they should ~ be deemed impermissible until next year. 

By that time, some agreement can be reached -- interpretatively or legislatively -- on a reasonable and consistent standaxd for approving these events. 

Thanks ibr listening. We now mtum you to your regul~ady- scheduled progrmnming. 

parker 

At 04:39 PM 4/11/2006, Babcock, Lindsey wrote: 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Compliance & Governance 

A I fan tic Coas t Conference 

336-8~4-8787 

From: Carolayne Henry [ mailto:chenry@themwc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April :tJ., 2006 3:53 PM 
To: CCACA Discussion 
Subject: [CCACA] FW: Hot Topic - Men’s and Women’s Basketball - April Contact Period 

From: Hostetter, Brad [ mailto:bhostetter(.Oncaa.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April :tl, 2006 6:25 AM 
To: Carolayne Henry; jcampbell@atlantic:t0.org 
C¢: Membership Services; Newman, Rachel; Parrott, Sandra C. 
Subject: Hot Topic - Men’s and Women’s Basketball - April Contact Period 

Carolayne and dackie 



Below is a hot topic referencing evaluations during the April contact periods in men’s and women’s basketball. We continue to receive questions regarding the application of 
the rule (the men’s rule in particular) to tournaments in foreign countries. Also, we have been asked whether it is permissible to contact prospects while they are participating 
in the tournaments. While the membership services staff is not aware of scholastic entities in foreign countries, it remains each institution’s responsibility to determine if the 
event is permissible for coaches to evaluate. So, please help us by asking campus compliance staffs to discuss the application of these rules with their basketball coaches 

so that we can hopefully alleviate the confusion about the application of these rules to tournaments in foreign countries. As always, I appreciate your assistance. 

2006 Hot Topic #2 -- Men’s and V¢omen’s Basketball Recruiting Calendars - Evaluations at Regular Scholastic Activities - International Prospective 

Student-Athletes (Division I) 

NCAA Division I institutious should note that in men’s basketball, NCAA Division I Bylaw 13.1.8.8-(a)-(3) &fines the evaluatiou activities that may be conducted 

during the April contact period. Specifically, evaluations at nonscholastic events duriug the April contact period aye limited to events that are approved, sanctioned, 

sponsored or conducted by the applicable state high school, preparatory school or t~vo-year college association, National Federation of High School Associations or 

the National Junior College Athletic Association. Coaching statt’members may only atteud such an event on Saturday, and/or Sunday, and not on any weekend during 

which the PSAT, SAT, PLAN or ACT national staudardized tests axe administered, regardless of where tile event occurs. If an approved nouscholastic event occurs 

at a high school, preparatory school or two-year college, it is uot necessary, to have a contact with a prospective student-athlete who attends the educatioual institution. 

Evaluations at a prospect’s educational ins*itution (other than observing a nonscholastic event approved by the appropriate state or national scholas~tic athletics 

organization) shall be limited to regnlarly scheduled preparatou school or two-year college contests/tournameuts, practices and regular scholastic activities involving 

student-atNetes mm~lled only at that institution, and only in conjunction ruth an off-campus contact. 

In womeu’s basketball, Bylaw 13.1.8.8-(b)-(1) defiues the evaluation activities that may be conducted during the acaxtemic yea~’. Specifically, evaluatious during the 

academic 5,ear may occur at regularly scheduled high school, prepa~’atory school and t~vo-year college contests/tournaments, practices, pick-up games and open gyms. 

Evaluations at nonscholastic events duriug the women’s basketball prospective student-athlete’s academic yea~" shall only occur during the last thll weekend of the thll 

contact period and the weekend of the spring evaluation period and must be certified. 

This legislation applies to both domestic prospective studeut-athletes and iutemational prospective student-athletes tmsticipat~ng in foreign countries in both men’s and 
womeu’s basketball. Thus, during the April contact period, men’s basketball coaches may uot evaluate at eveuts iu foreign countries unless the event has beeu 
approved, sanctioned, spousored or conducted by the applicable scholastic entity" for that level of competition in that state or count.iT. 

In addition, institutions should note that pursuant to Bylaw 13.1.7.2, recruiting contact shall not be made with a prospective studeut-athlete from the time the prospect 

reports ou call (at the direction of the prospect’s coach or comparable authority0 and becomes involved in competition-related activity- (e.g., traveling to an away-fiom- 

home game) to the end of the competition. Contact includes the passiug of notes to a prospect by a third paW on behalf of an institutional staffmember. 

[Ret~rences: Bylaws 13.1.8.8 (evaluation days basketball) and 13.1.7.2 (practice or competition site).] 

’][’his email and any attachmeuts may contain confidential and privileged 
information. If you are ,lot the inteuded recipient please noti~ the 
seuder immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this iuformation by a persou other 
than the iutended recipieut is unauthorized and may be illegal. 

"TRY NOT TO BECOME A MAN OF SUCCESS, BUT RATHER TO BECO.~ A MAN OF VALUE" 

Albert Ein~*ein 

"TILE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TIlE RIGHT WORD AND TUE ALMOST RIGHT WORD IS TIlE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LIC, HTNING ANY) A LIGttTN~NG BUG." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:07 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

Mays, Sally D <smay@email.anc.edu>; -Compliance <-Compliance@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Medical Haxdship Waivers 

Medical Hardship Waivers (236 KB).msg 

Eli CD, 
Just wanted to pass along the two medical hardship waivers that have been approved for 

Thanks, 
Susan 

and ¯ Please share this good news with each of them 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Monday, May 8, 2006 12:13 PM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

jack evans@unc.edu; dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu; Babcock, Lmdsey <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org> 

Medical Hardship Waivers 

UNC .doc; UNC .doc 

Susan, 

Attached are the approval letter’s for the hardship waiver requests on behalf of 
questions. 

Eric 

Eric A. Wood 

Director of S-A Programs, Compliance & Comm. Relations 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787 

student-athletes and Let me know if you have any 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TIL~kNSMITTED Y3A ELECTRONIC MAIL 

May 8, 2006 

Susan Malloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for         student-athlete, 
has been approved for the 2005-06 season. Thank you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Eric A. Wood 
Director of Student Programs, Compliance and Community Relations 

cc: Dr. Jack Evans, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS F,~X (336) 854-8797 ¯ ADMINISTRATION F_/LX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON- COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ¯ DUKE. UNIVERSITY ¯ FLORIDA STATE U2,,’IVERSITY ¯ GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECtINOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ° L~NIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TIL~kNSMITTED Y3A ELECTRONIC MAIL 

May 8, 2006 

Susan Malloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for         student-athlete, 
has been approved for the 2005-06 season. Thank you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Eric A. Wood 
Director of Student Programs, Compliance and Community Relations 

cc: Dr. Jack Evans, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS F,~X (336) 854-8797 ¯ ADMINISTRATION F_/LX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON- COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ¯ DUKE. UNIVERSITY ¯ FLORIDA STATE U2,,’IVERSITY ¯ GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECtINOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ° L~NIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Wood, Eric <~wood@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, June 13, 2006 10:17 AM 

agoff@umd.edu; bberndt@duaa.duke.edu; helmsc@vt.edu; ferna.phillips.l@bc.edu; caldwejh@vcfu.edu; mmdeney@admin.fsu.edu; philipmoses@ncsu.edu; 

plabaw@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; rbowman@clemson.edu; rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu; rbell@miami.edu; tomasj@virginia.edu; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; 

awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; Erin Harfigan@ncsu.edu; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; j.israd@miami.edu; 

jj ohnson@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; jrigler@clemson.edu; jwbSq@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; 

jcunnin@umd.edu; jon fagg@ncsu.edu; jko3b@virginia.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; mpm03@fsu.edu; 

michdlelee@ncsu.edu; piscetmf@wfu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; skrn6f@virginia.edu; 

rcobb@vt.edu; Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; sadlis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; sschofidd@mailer.fsu.edu; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; 

tparker@vt.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org> 

Invalidated Prep Schools 

Good Morning! 

There have been some questions about the invalidated high schools released last week. The initial list of 15 high schools is not conclusive. Some of the schools on the list simply did not respond to NCAA 
inquiries and so there is an opportunity for them to correct the situation. However, all final decisions regarding the list will be made by July 1, 2006 for student-athletes enrolling at an institution fall 2006. 
There will be an opportunity for those schools on the final list to correct their situation for subsequent years but they are invalidated for 2006-07. 

If you have PSA’s attending any of these schools, please note that it is not a "done deal" that the Clearinghouse will not provide certification decisions for them. Every student will continue to be reviewed on 
an individual basis and of course the students attending the more egregious schools will have a tougher time getting certified. Please let us know if you have any other questions or concerns. 

http://www, ncaa. orglwps/portal/! 
ut/p/kcxml/04 Si9SPykssy0xPLMnMz0vMOY QizKLN4g3NPUESYGYxqb6kWhCihgihqYeCDFfi zcVHlv QD9gtzQOIhyROUAE3AuRWI!Idelta/base64xml/L3dJdyEvUUd3QndNQSEvNEIVRS82XzBfMTVL? 
WCM GLOBAL C~NTEXT=~wps~wcm~c~nnect~NCAA~NCAA+News~NCAA+News+~n~ine~Ass~ciati~n+Updates~nitia~+~ist+~f+inva~id+prep+sch~s+re~eased+-+~6-~9-~6+update 

Eric A. Wood 

Director of S-A Programs, Compliance & Comm. Relations 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, June 15, 2006 5:21 PM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 
ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; 
Erin_Harrigan@ncsu. edu; hmcatee@mailer, fsu. edu; j.israel@miami, edu; 
jjohnson@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; 
jrigler@clemson.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; j cunnin@umd.edu; 
jon fagg@ncsu.edu; jko3b@virginia.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; 
athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; mpm03@fsu.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; piscetmf@wfu.edu; 
pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; 
skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; 
wsf3h@virginia.edu; sschofield@mailer.fsu.edu; koost@bc.edu; 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

FW: [CCACA] 2006 NBA Withdrawal Procedure for Underclassmen 

FYI 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 

From: Lisa Danner [mailto:LDanner@themwc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 15, 2006 5:05 PM 
To: CCACA Discussion 
Subject: [CCACA] 2006 NBA Withdrawal Procedure for Underclassmen 
Importance: High 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Garner, Deana 

Sent: Thursday, June 15, 2006 4:48 PM 

To: ’chen ry@themwc.com"; ’jcampbell@atla ntic 10.org’ 

Cc: Newman, Rachel; Cretors, Angie; Shukie, John; Shukie, John 

Subject: 2006 NBA Withdrawal Procedure for Underclassmen 

Importance: High 

Hi Carolayne and Jackie 

Can you send the following out to the conferences? 

Due to recent inquiries from institutions regarding the process for withdrawing a student-athlete’s name from the draft, the 
NBA would like to provide the following 

information:" 

NBA Withdrawal Procedure for 2006 NBA Draft 



The NBA has requested that all underclassmen who submitted their early entry need to do the following if they wish to 
withdraw from consideration in the 2006 NBA Dralt: 

1. Submit a written statement indicating: 

"1 {Student-Athlete, of {Name of NCAA College/University} officially notify the NBA of my request to withdraw my 
name from consideration in the 2006 NBA Draft." 

Name of Student-Athlete: 

Contact information for Student-Athlete: 

Date of submission: 

2. This written statement can be faxed to: 

David Stern 

Commissioner National Basketball Association 
Attention: Erika Ruiz 
Facsimile information: primary fax: (212) 888-7931 or secondary fax: (212) 980-6935 

3. Note the withdrawal statement must be received by the NBA no later than Sunday, June 18, 2006 by 
5:00 PM Eastern Time. 

4. In the event that the student-athlete submits this statement via facsimile to Erika Ruiz, it is strongly 
encouraged that the student-athlete also send a hard copy of the faxed statement and also attach the "fax confirmation" 
to: 

David Stern 

Commissioner National Basketball Association 

Attention: Erika Ruiz 
645 5th Avenue 

New York, NY. 10022 

Contact Erika Ruiz at the NBA offices directly if you have further questions at 212 407-8233. 

Thanks!! 

Deana 

Deana Y. Garner 
Associate Director of Agent, Gambling, and Amateurism Activities 
NCAA 
317/917-6222 (phone) 
317/917-6073 (fax) 



e-mail: dgarner@ncaa.org 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged 
information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the 
sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other 
than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, June 15, 2006 5:23 PM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 
ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; 
Erin_Harrigan@ncsu. edu; hmcatee@mailer, fsu. edu; j.israel@miami, edu; 
jjohnson@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; 
jrigler@clemson.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; j cunnin@umd.edu; 
jon fagg@ncsu.edu; jko3b@virginia.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; 
athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; mpm03@fsu.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; piscetmf@wfu.edu; 
pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; 
skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; 
wsf3h@virginia.edu; sschofield@mailer.fsu.edu; koost@bc.edu; 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

FW: [CCACA] Fresno State: Wrestling Discontined 

transferfax, doc 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787 

From: Anthony Archbald [mailto:aarchbald@wac.org] 
Sent: Thursday, June 15, 2006 3:01 PM 
To: ’CCACA Discussion’ 
(:c: ’Bill Bryant’; ’Braun Cartwright’; Christina E Ruff; ’Etienne. Thomas’; ’Jennifer Lowe’; ’John Wallace’; ’Lisa Parker’; 
’Lucy Stolpe’; ’Mary Kay Hungate’; ’Matt Billings’; ’Sandra Niedergall’ 
Subject: [CCACA] Fresno State: Wrestling Discontined 

All, 

Effective July 1,2006, Fresno State Athletics will discontinue sponsorship its wrestling program. Attached is a release for 
all current Fresno State wrestling student-athletes, including pertinent Fresno State Athletics contact information. Please 
distribute to each of your member institutions.. 

Thanks, 

Anthony Archbald 
Assistant Commissioner of Compliance 
Western Athletic Conference 
Phone: 303.962.4211 
Fax: 303.799.3888 
"Play Up" 



June 15, 2006 
For release: 11AM Pacific 
From: Fresno State Athletics Compliance Office 
To: Conference Compliance Administrators / Please share with 
your member institutions 

Fresno State Athletics has announced discontinuation of 
wrestling program and reinstatement of men’s cross 
country 

Fresno State University has announced that it will discontinue sponsorship of its 
intercollegiate wrestling program and reinstate the men’s cross country program effective 
July 1, 2006. 

Scholarships for returning wrestling student-athletes and for incoming freshmen, who 
have signed National Letters of Intent (NLI) in the sport, will be honored through a four- 
year period at Fresno State. Some student-athletes may choose to transfer immediately to 
other institutions. 

Per NCAA Bylaw 14.5.5.2.6 the present wrestling student-athletes may be immediately 
eligible at another institution provided they meet academic eligibility requirements. 
Additionally, NLI Bylaw 7(e) releases signed prospects from their obligation to attend 
the institution when the sport for which they signed is discontinued. 

Fresno State releases all its present wrestling student-athletes for recruitment by other 
institutions. This information is shared in order to assist those FSU wrestling student- 
athletes who wish to explore attendance at other institutions. 

Please direct questions regarding FSU wrestling student-athletes to 559-278-4905. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, June 16, 2006 11:42 AM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 
ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; 
Erin_Harrigan@ncsu. edu; hmcatee@mailer, fsu. edu; j.israel@miami, edu; 
jjohnson@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; 
jrigler@clemson.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; j cunnin@umd.edu; 
jon fagg@ncsu.edu; jko3b@virginia.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; 
athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; mpm03@fsu.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; piscetmf@wfu.edu; 
pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; 
skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; 
wsf3h@virginia.edu; sschofield@mailer.fsu.edu; koost@bc.edu; 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

FW: [CCACA] Confirmation - financial disclosure 

Hi Everyone, 
Ok, I don’t think you’re going to like this, or you might??? 

Notice the information below that was shared through the CCACA regarding men’s basketball financial disclosure. As you 
know, Proposal 2006-1 was defeated by the Board which would have made financial disclosure reporting a thing of the 
past. However, it seems that the staff is no longer processing the information or providing forms. 

I’ve checked with other conferences and basically they are advising their institutions to not gather or process any 
information this year. Hopefully they will clarify this in the future and explain exactly what we’re supposed to do but for 
now this is how we’re operating. 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 

From: Parrott, Sandra C. [mailto:sparrott@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2006 6:47 AM 

To: Lisa Danner 
Subject: RE: Confirmation - financial disclosure 

I can’t "officially" say anything, but it is my understanding that although the proposal to eliminate the Constitution 6.5 
requirement was defeated at the April Board of Director’s meeting, such was done to include the intent of the legislation in 
further discussions relating to the summer basketball environment. In that regard, there are no forms avai~aNe and ~ 
have been to~d to not expect a reporting for this year. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lisa Danner [mailto:LDanner@themwc.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2006 1:03 PM 
To: Parrott, Sandra C. 
Subject: Confirmation - financial disclosure 

Sandy, 

I am writing on behalf of the CCACA. We have had requests to follow up with the NCAA staff 



regarding NCAA Proposal No. 2006-1 and the submission of the Financial Disclosure forms this 

year. The CCACA is looking for some type of official statement or email addressing the issue of 

financial disclosure forms for this year. 

I have a thread of emails (see below) yet would like further clarification on why the 

requirements of the financial disclosure have been eliminated even though 2006-1 was defeated. 

Please contact me if you need any clarification on my question. 

Thank you in advance for your help, 

Lisa 

Lisa Danner 
Assistant Director of Compliance 
Mountain West Conference 
(719) 488-4048 (ph) 
(719) 487-7240 (fx) 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged 
information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the 
sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other 
than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 16, 2006 3:36 PM 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 
-Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Fwd: Football camps 

Football camps (5.58 KB).msg 

Hi Rick, 
This just came from the ACC. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Let us know if you have any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, June 16, 2006 11:59 AM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 
ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; 
Erin_Harrigan@ncsu. edu; hmcatee@mailer, fsu. edu; j.israel@miami, edu; 
jjohnson@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; 
jrigler@clemson.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; j cunnin@umd.edu; 
jon fagg@ncsu.edu; jko3b@virginia.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; 
athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; mpm03@fsu.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; piscetmf@wfu.edu; 
pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; 
skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; 
wsf3h@virginia.edu; sschofield@mailer.fsu.edu; koost@bc.edu; 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Football camps 

Hi Everyone, 
Just a heads-up. Some of your football coaches may be interested in coaching at the FCA camps or the Fellowship Sports 
Camp. Please be reminded that the ACC football camp rule includes ALL camps and therefore coaches would be 
precluded from working at these camps if they are conducted off their campus. Further, they would have to fit within one 
of the 15-consecutive day periods. 

Feel free to let us know if you have any more specific questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Monday, June 26, 2006 10:39 AM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 
ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; 
Erin_Harrigan@ncsu. edu; hmcatee@mailer, fsu. edu; j.israel@miami, edu; 
jjohnson@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; 
jrigler@clemson.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; j cunnin@umd.edu; 
jon fagg@ncsu.edu; jko3b@virginia.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; 
athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; mpm03@fsu.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; piscetmf@wfu.edu; 
pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; 
skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; 
wsf3h@virginia.edu; sschofield@mailer.fsu.edu; koost@bc.edu; 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org> 

Non-institutional Camps held on your campus 

Good morning! 

Please note that we have heard back from the NCAA staff and confirmed that it is not permissible for your 
basketball staff to sell basketball gear at a non-institutional camp being held on your campus because of the 
potential contact with prospective student-athletes at these camps. However, if your bookstore is located in the 
arena in which the camp is taking place and it is open anytime the arena is open, then we are okay with that. 
Let us know if you have any questions. 

Eric A. Wood 
Director of S-A Programs, Compliance & Comm. Relations 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Monday 3:38 PM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock(tbAheacc¯org>; Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; jack evans@unc¯edu; dbaddou@uncaa.unc.edu 

Medical Hardship Waiver - 

Susan, 

Attached is the approval letter for the hardship waiver request on behalf of 

ErJc 

Epic A. Wood 

Director of S-A Programs, Compliance & Comm. P, elations 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787 

student-athlete ¯ Let me know if you have any questions¯ 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TIL~kNSMITTED Y3A ELECTRONIC MAIL 

June 26, 2006 

Susan Malloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for              student-athlete, 
has been approved for the 2005-2006 season. Thank you for providing the appropriate 

documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Eric A. Wood 
Director of Student Programs, Compliance and Community Relations 

cc: Dr. Jack Evans, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ° G-REENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS F,MX (336) 854-8797 ¯ ?d)MINISTRATION F_/LX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON- COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ¯ DUKE. UNIVERSITY ¯ FLORIDA STATE U2",’IVERSITY ¯ GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECtINOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ° L~N-IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ° WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, June 26, 2006 5:48 PM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 
ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; 
Erin_Harrigan@ncsu. edu; hmcatee@mailer, fsu. edu; j.israel@miami, edu; 
jjohnson@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; 
jrigler@clemson.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; j cunnin@umd.edu; 
jon fagg@ncsu.edu; jko3b@virginia.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; 
athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; mpm03@fsu.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; piscetmf@wfu.edu; 
pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; 
skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; 
wsf3h@virginia.edu; sschofield@mailer.fsu.edu; koost@bc.edu; 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

June Minutes 

June.Minutes.doc 

Hi Everyone, 
Attached are the minutes from our June conference call. Please take a minute to look them over and let me know if any 
changes or corrections need to be made. Also, if you have any agenda items for our next call please send them to me 
asap. At this point our next call is scheduled for July 11th at 11:00 a.m. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 



Compliance Group Conference Call 
June 13, 2006 

11:00 a.m. 

Those present: 
Boston College - Jerome Rodgers, Steven Koo, Carly Tully, Sara Sikorski 
Clemson - Stephanie Ellison, Jess Rigler 
Duke - Jamie Pootrakul 
Florida State- Steve Schofield, Heather McAtee, Megan McHugo 
Georgia Tech - Jamie Johnson 
Maryland - Dan Trump, Keli Cunningham, John Cunningham 
Miami - Andrea Nordmann 
North Carolina - Susan Maloy, Lance Markos, Andre Williams, Shoshanna Engel 
North Carolina State - Jon Fagg, Michelle Lee, Erin Harrigan, Steven Dolan 
Virginia - Jim Booz, Steve Flippen, Art Markos, Sharon McCauley 
Virginia Tech - Shauna Cobb, Bert Locklin 
Wake Forest - Mike Piscetelli 
ACC - Shane Lyons, Lindsey Babcock (recording secretary), Eric Wood 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted on at various times throughout the 
meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in order 
of the agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal votes or 
"sense of meeting") that occurred.] 

1. Welcome. Lindsey Babcock took roll and began the call at approximately 11:02 am. 

2. May Minutes. With no corrections the minutes were approved as written. 

Proposal 2005-72. Michelle Lee asked the group if anyone else had issues with 2005- 
72, which does apply to both individual and team sports. It was noted that it may be 
difficult to apply to sports such as swimming where many of the competitions include 
clubs with prospects. The group questioned if it would be permissible for student- 
athletes to compete in a different heat of the same event or would student-athletes be 
precluded from competing in any meet where prospects were present. It was 
requested that the group send all issues and comments regarding this issue to Ms. Lee 
by the end of the week so she can forward the issue to the NCAA staff. 

Regional Seminar Follow-up. Lindsey Babcock provided additional information 
regarding the following issues raised at the Regional Seminar. 

Proposal 2005-155. It was clarified that this proposal prohibits an institution from 
hosting or sponsoring a tryout camp, clinic, group workout or combine in any 
sport. However in sports other than football it would remain permissible to 
evaluate at these events. 2005-151 prohibits football coaches from evaluating 
these events in addition to hosting or sponsoring them. 



Compliance Conference Call 
June 13, 2006 
Page 2 of 2 

Proposal 2003-24-1. It remains permissible to increase institutional financial aid 
during the period of the award as long as the increase is unrelated in any manner 
to an athletics reason (15.3.4.2). 

Proposal 2005-77-B. A hot topic will be issued regarding this proposal to make it 
clear that only countable coaches in that sport as listed in Bylaw 11 (rather than 
full-time coaches) are permitted to coordinate recruiting activities. Further, as 
long as a countable coach prepares an email, letter, text message, etc. it is 
permissible for a noncoaching staff member to type and send the correspondence 
on behalf of the coach. 

Proposal 2005-93. Although this proposal does permit a coach to telephone a 
schoalstic coach while the prospect is participating in a nonscholastic event, it 
would be impermissible to call the scholastic coach if he/she was in attendance at 
the nonscholastic event. 

Calculation of Mid-Year Financial Aid. The group was reminded that 
equivalencies are calculated based on the cost for a full year grant-in-aid. For 
example, a student-athlete who receives 50% of a full grant-in-aid for the spring 
term would be a 25% equivalency for the entire year. The denominator will 
always be the cost of full year grant-in-aid. 

Coaches’ Recruiting Exam. Lindsey Babcock reminded the group that the hard copy 
version "B" of the coaches’ exam was sent out to everyone and that all hard copy 
tests must be sent to the conference office to be graded. If hard copies exams are 
given the conference tests should be used, not generated online. Further, the group 
was encouraged to check the test chart each time Tracey sends it out to make sure it is 
accurate. 

6. Other Business. 

a. Future Conference Calls. The next scheduled calls will be July 11, August 8, 
September 12 and October 10. 

7. Adjournment. The call ended at approximately 11:35 a.m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, June 28, 2006 3:33 PM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 
ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; 
Erin_Harrigan@ncsu. edu; hmcatee@mailer, fsu. edu; j.israel@miami, edu; 
jjohnson@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; 
jrigler@clemson.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; j cunnin@umd.edu; 
jon fagg@ncsu.edu; jko3b@virginia.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; 
athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; mpm03@fsu.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; piscetmf@wfu.edu; 
pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; 
skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; 
wsf3h@virginia.edu; sschofield@mailer.fsu.edu; koost@bc.edu; 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

FW: [CCACA] Survey on Uniform Athlete Agent Act (UAAA) 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 

From: Lisa Danner [mailto:LDanner@themwc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006 6:30 PM 
To: CCACA Discussion 
Subject: [CCACA] Survey on Uniform Athlete Agent Act (UAAA) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Shukie, John 
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006 5:34 PM 
To: Carolayne Henry (chenry@themwc.com); Jackie Campbell (jcampbell@atlanticl0.org) 
(:c: Newman, Rachel; Garner, Deana; Cretors, Angle 
Subject: Survey on Uniform Athlete Agent Act (UAAA) 

Hi Carolayne and Jackie- I hope you are both doing well. Can you please forward the following email to the 
CCACA list serve? 

All: 

The NCAA is conducting a survey of its member institutions to better understand how each institution has administered 
the Uniform Athlete Agent Act (UAAA) and how the NCAA may better support your efforts. By completing this brief survey 
you will assist us in protecting student-athletes and institutions from the unscrupulous acts of some athlete agents by 
arming us with relevant and up-to-date information. 

Please complete the questions and submit your responses electronically. The survey consists of 13 questions, and should 
take no longer than 5 minutes of your time to complete. On behalf of our entire staff, I would like to thank you in advance 
for your completion of the survey. 

We do ask that you submit your answers by July 14, 2006. 

http:llwebl.ncaa.or,qlsurveys/uaaa membership survey.html 

Best regards, 
John 



John B. Shukie 
Assistant Director of Agents, Gambling and Amateurism Activities 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 
Phone: 317/917-6222 
Fax: 317/917-6073 
ishukie@ncaa.org 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged 
information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the 
sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other 
than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:17 PM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 
ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; 
Erin_Harrigan@ncsu. edu; hmcatee@mailer, fsu. edu; j.israel@miami, edu; 
jjohnson@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; 
jrigler@clemson.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; j cunnin@umd.edu; 
jon fagg@ncsu.edu; jko3b@virginia.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; 
athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; mpm03@fsu.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; piscetmf@wfu.edu; 
pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; 
skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; 
wsf3h@virginia.edu; sschofield@mailer.fsu.edu; koost@bc.edu; 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org> 

Evaluations at non-prospect age events 

Point of clarification - events that involve non-prospect age individ-aals onl2 during the July evaluation 
period do not have to be certified by the NCAA in order for coaches to be in attendance. Please let us 
kr~ow if you have any q-~estions. 

Good afternoon! 

We wanted to make sure everyone was on the same page regarding evaluations at non-prospect age 
events. It is not permissible for coaches to attend these types of events outside of an evaluation period. 
The Management Council, at its April meeting, modified a previous interpretation to indicate that 
coaches can not observe non-prospect age individuals outside of an evaluation period. Previously, it 
already was not permissible to have contact with, telephone or write such individuals until the first 
permissible date as set forth in the legislation. There is no initial date for evaluations; however, the 
interpretation has been modified to specify that coaches can only attend such events during an 
evaluation period. Also, please note that if the event involves prospect and non-prospect age individuals 
in July, the event must be certified by the NCAA in order for coaches to attend. Please let us know if 
you have any questions. 

Eric A. Wood 

Director of S-A Programs, Compliance & Comm. Relations 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, June 29, 2006 10:09 AM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 
ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; 
Erin_Harrigan@ncsu. edu; hmcatee@mailer, fsu. edu; j.israel@miami, edu; 
jjohnson@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; 
jrigler@clemson.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; j cunnin@umd.edu; 
jon fagg@ncsu.edu; jko3b@virginia.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; 
athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; mpm03@fsu.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; piscetmf@wfu.edu; 
pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; 
skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; 
wsf3h@virginia.edu; sschofield@mailer.fsu.edu; koost@bc.edu; 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org>; McGlade, 
Bernie <bvmcglade@theacc.org> 

Basketball July Reminder 

2006.BB July Evalatuion Period.doc 

Hi Everyone, 
Attached is some information regarding the upcoming July evaluation period in men’s and women’s basketball. We have 
gotten a lot of questions about July lately so hopefully this will help. Feel free to let me know if you have any other 
questions that aren’t touched on in this document. 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 



2006 BASKETBALL JULY EVALUATION PERIOD 
Frequently Asked Questions 

Please remember that during the July evaluation periods, it is not permissible to have recruiting 
in-person contacts with prospective student-athletes during this period. Pursuant to NCAA 
Bylaw 13.02.3, contact is defined as any face-to-face encounter between a prospect or the 
prospect’s parents, relatives or legal guardian(s) and an institutional staff member or athletics 
representative during which any dialogue occurs in excess of an exchange of a greeting. Any 

such face-to-face encounter that is prearranged (e.g., positions himself/herself in a location 

where contact is possible) or that takes place on the grounds of the prospect’s educational 
institution or at the site of organized competition or practice involving the prospect or the 

prospect’s high-school, preparatory school, two-year college or all-star team shall be considered 
a contact, regardless of whether any conversation occurs. It should also be noted that as part of a 
2002 major infractions case, the NCAA Committee on Infractions, in its public report, sent an 
unequivocal message that the custom of ’bumping’ prospects during non-contact periods is a 
violation of NCAA rules no matter how widespread the practice, and coaches who continue to do 

so will be held accountable for their actions. 

Q: How many coaches may recruit off-campus at any given time? 

A: The limitation on the number of coaches who may contact or evaluate prospects off-campus 
in the sports of men’s and women’ s basketball is three. 

It is permissible for a coach to leave campus to engage in off-campus contact or evaluation 
before another coach who is off campus actually returns to campus, provided the total 
number of coaches recruiting on behalf of the institution at any time do not exceed the 
permissible number. 

If the limitation on the number of coaches who are permitted to contact or evaluate 
prospects off campus at any one time is reached, another coach in that same sport may leave 
campus to engage in off-campus contacts or evaluations at any time, provided he or she 
does not begin any off-campus recruiting activity until the coach being replaced has 
completed his or her recruiting activities. Further, the replaced coach may not engage in 

additional recruiting activities until after he or she has returned to the institution’s campus. 

Q: What type of basketball events can coaches attend? 

A: Men’s Basketball: During the summer evaluation period, a member of an institution’s men’s 
basketball coaching staff may attend noninstitutional nonorganized events (e.g., pick-up 
games), institutional basketball camps per Bylaw 13.13.1.1, and noninstitutional organized 
events (e.g., camps, leagues, tournaments and festivals) that are certified per Bylaw 30.17 
(See Bylaw 13.1.8.8). 



Basketball July Evaluation Period 
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Page 2 of 5 

Women’s Basketball: A member of an institution’s basketball coaching staff may attend 
noninstitutional nonorganized events (e.g., pick-up games), institutional basketball camps per 
Bylaw 13.13.1.1, and noninstitutional organized events (e.g., camps, leagues, tournaments 
and festivals) that are certified per Bylaw 30.18. 

Remember, unlike men’s basketball (which requires certification of basketball events in the 
summer only), women’s basketball events are certified on a year-round basis in order for 
coaches to attend, regardless when their events occur (see the difference in the titles of 
NCAA Bylaws 30.17 and 30.18). 

Both men’s and women’s coaches are strongly encouraged to check the NCAA Web site on 

an ongoing basis for the fist of certified events. 

Q: Can coaches attend noninstitutional organized practices? 

A: If the practice is part of an event, the event must be certified in order for the coach to attend 
the practice. 

Q: If a prospect is participating in a tournament that occurs on consecutive days and at the 
same site, at what point may a coach initiate a telephone call with a prospect, the 
prospect’s relatives or legal guardians, the prospect’s coach or any individual associated 
with the prospect as a result of the prospect’s participation in the certified event? 

A: Men’s Basketball: A coach may only initiate a telephone call with such an individual after 
the prospect’s team has been eliminated from the event and the appropriate authorities have 
released the prospect. If the prospect’s team is no longer participating in the event (and/or 
friendly games associated with the event) and the team has been released by the appropriate 
coach, collegiate coaches may resume permissible interaction with the prospect (e.g., phone 
calls, pagers, correspondence). Remember, it’s an evaluation period, and as such, in-person 

contact with the prospect and/or the prospect’s family is not permitted. Further, if the 
prospect’s team is no longer participating in the event and the team has been released by the 
appropriate coach, collegiate coaches may have in-person contact with the prospect’s coach 
provided the coach has no other prospects still participating in the event. 

Women’s Basketball: All communication (e.g. telephone calls, emails, Instant messages, 
letters) with prospects during the July evaluation periods is prohibited. Coaches may not 
have any communication with a prospect, the prospect’s relatives or legal guardians, the 
prospect’s coach or any individual associated with the prospect as a result of the prospect’s 
participation in basketball directly or indirectly, during the specified evaluation periods in 
July. 

Q: What if the prospect’s coach or administrator is not in attendance at the summer 
certified event? Can the coach telephone this individual? 
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A: Men’s Basketball: An institutional coaching staff member may have telephone contact with 
a prospect’s high-school coach (or high-school administrator) while the prospect is 
participating a summer certified event, provided the high-school coach or administrator is not 
in attendance at that summer certified event. This piece of legislation addresses concerns that 
were previously raised regarding instances when coaches observe a prospect for the initial 
time and seek additional information regarding the prospect’s qualifications and/or remaining 
summer schedule. The ability to make phone calls to a high-school coach (or administrator) 
who is not attending the event to ascertain such information does not compromise the 
objective of prohibiting all interaction at the event site and continues to further the intended 
goal of placing greater emphasis on the scholastic environment in the recruiting process. 

Women’s Basketball: All communication (e.g. telephone calls, emails, Instant messages, 
letters) with prospects during the July evaluation periods is prohibited. Coaches may not 
have any communication with a prospect, the prospect’s relatives or legal guardians, the 
prospect’s coach or any individual associated with the prospect as a result of the prospect’s 
participation in basketball directly or indirectly, during the specified evaluation periods in 
July. 

Q: If a prospect is participating in extended competition (i.e., traveling directly from one 
competition site to another on an extended road trip), at what point may a coach initiate 
communication with a prospect, the prospect’s relatives or legal guardians, the 
prospect’s coach or any individual associated with the prospect as a result of the 
prospect’s participation in the certified events? 

A: Men’s Basketball: It is permissible for an institution’s coach to contact a prospect who is 
competing in a tournament that is not conducted on consecutive days, and who subsequently 
will return to compete in the remainder of the tournament, provided the prospect has been 
released by the appropriate institutional authority and the contact occurs on a day in which 
there is no further competition. Further, in the case of an extended road trip, the membership 
services staff determined that a member institution’s coach is permitted to contact a prospect 
at the conclusion of a competition and prior to the commencement of travel to the team’s 
next competition provided the prospect has been released by the appropriate institutional 
authority and departs the dressing and meeting facility. 

Women’s Basketball: All communication (e.g. telephone calls, emails, Instant messages, 
letters) with prospects during the July evaluation periods is prohibited. Coaches may not 
have any communication with a prospect, the prospect’s relatives or legal guardians, the 
prospect’s coach or any individual associated with the prospect as a result of the prospect’s 
participation in basketball directly or indirectly, during the specified evaluation periods in 
July. 

Q: A men’s basketball certified event is scheduled to take place on July 8-10. Is it 
permissible for coaches to meet with a prospect’s coach the evening prior to the event? 
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A: A coach could not communicate with a prospect’s coach on the evening prior to the certified 

event if the team is in the locale of the event (i.e., team has traveled to the event) and the 
prospect has reported on call. 

Q: Can coaches attend noninstitutional organized practices? 

A: If the practice is part of an event, the event must be certified in order for the coach to attend 
the practice. 

Q: Is it permissible to send general correspondence to a prospect’s home while he or she is 
participating in a summer certified event? 

A: Men’s Basketball: All communication with a prospect, the prospect’s relatives or legal 
guardians, the prospect’s coach or any individual associated with the prospect’s 
participation in basketball, directly or indirectly, is prohibited during the period of time in 
which the prospect is participating in a summer certified event. However, printed materials 

(e.g., letters, recruiting brochures, questionnaires) may be sent via regular mail (see Bylaw 
13.4.1) to a prospect’s home while the prospect is participating in a certified event. 

Coaching staff members may send general correspondence to a prospect while the prospect 
is participating in an athletics event, other than a summer certified event, provided the 
general correspondence is sent directly to the prospect (e.g. front desk of the hotel, the 
prospects personal fax machine) and there is no additional party involved in disseminating 
the correspondence. 

It is not permissible to send text messages to prospects while they are participating in any 
competition related activities. The NCAA has equivocated this to the passing of notes 
during a contest and, as such, is strictly prohibited. 

Women’s Basketball: No communication (e.g. telephone calls, emails, instant messages, 
letters) during the July evaluation periods. Communication with a prospect, the prospect’s 
relatives or legal guardians, the prospect’s coach or any individual associated with the 
prospect as a result of the prospect’s participation in basketball directly or indirectly, 
during the specified evaluation periods in July is prohibited. 

Q: Is it permissible for a coach to have contact with a prospect who has signed a National 
Letter of Intent with the coach’s institution? 

A: Men’s Basketball: It is not permissible for an institutional coaching staff member to 
communicate in any way with a prospect who is participating in a summer-certified event 
under any circumstances, including contact with a prospect who has signed a National 
Letter of Intent. However, it would be permissible for an institutional coaching staff 
member to communicate with a prospect who is in attendance at a summer-certified event 
only if the prospect is not participating in the event and is not associated with any team 
participating in the event (e.g., prospect travels to event at his or her own expense, prospect 
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Q: 

is not under the authority of the coach at any time, prospect does not participate in team 
functions). 

Women’s Basketball: No communication (e.g. telephone calls, emails, instant messages, 
letters) during the July evaluation periods. Communication with a prospect, the prospect’s 
relatives or legal guardians, the prospect’s coach or any individual associated with the 
prospect as a result of the prospect’s participation in basketball directly or indirectly, during 
the specified evaluation periods in July is prohibited. 

Is it permissible to evaluate at events involving non-prospect aged individuals? 

Coaches may only evaluate non-prospect aged individuals at events that take place during 
an evaluation period. Events that only include non-prospect aged individuals do not need 

to be NCAA certified in order for coaches to attend. However if such an event involves 
prospect and non-prospect aged individuals, the event must be NCAA certified in order for 
coaches to attend. 

Men’s Basketball: 
July 1-5 - Quite Period 
July 6-15 - Eval. Period 

July 16-21 - Dead Period* 
July 22-31 - Eval. Period 

Women’s Basketball: 
July 1-5 - Quiet Period 
July 6-15 - Eval. Period 

July 16-21 - Dead Period* 
July 22-31 - Eval. Period. 

*Exception: During the July 16-21 dead period for men’s and women’s basketball, it is 
permissible for an institution to have contact with a prospect who is enrolled in the institution’s 

summer term and has signed a NLI or other written commitment to attend the institution. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, July 10, 2006 12:23 PM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 
ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; 
Erin_Harrigan@ncsu. edu; hmcatee@mailer, fsu. edu; j.israel@miami, edu; 
jjohnson@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; 
jrigler@clemson.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; j on fagg@ncsu.edu; 
jko3b@virginia.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; 
athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; mpm03@fsu.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; 
piscetmf@wfu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; 
sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 
Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; 
sschofield@mailer.fsu.edu; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; 
hairstct@wfu.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

July Compliance Conference Call 

July.Agenda.doc; June.Minutes.doc 

Hi Everyone, 

Our July conference call will be tomorrow, Ju~y l’~th at ~’~ :00 a.m. It should be brief. I’ve attached the minutes from our 
June call as well as the July agenda. Below is the call-in information. 

Talk to you tomorrow! 

Lindsey 

Phone Number: 1o800o861o4084 

Conference Er~try Code: 9971225 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 



Compliance Group Conference Call 
July 11, 2006 

11:00 a.m. 

Phone Number: 1-800-861-4084 

Conference Entry Code: 9971225 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

AGENDA 

Welcome. 

Minutes of the June Conference Call. 

Video Business Cards. 

NCAA Proposal 2005-54 Update. 

SAF/SAOF Review and Update. 

Other Business. 

a. Level II Secondary Violation Summary. 
b. Fall Compliance Meeting. 

Future Conference Calls. 
a. August 8, September 12, October 10 

(Babcock) 

(Cunningham) 

(Lyons’) 

Ogood) 

(Babcock) 

8. Adjournment. 

Supplement 1 



Compliance Group Conference Call 
June 13, 2006 

11:00 a.m. 

Those present: 
Boston College - Jerome Rodgers, Steven Koo, Carly Tully, Sara Sikorski 
Clemson - Stephanie Ellison, Jess Rigler 
Duke - Jamie Pootrakul 
Florida State- Steve Schofield, Heather McAtee, Megan McHugo 
Georgia Tech - Jamie Johnson 
Maryland - Dan Trump, Keli Cunningham, John Cunningham 
Miami - Andrea Nordmann 
North Carolina - Susan Maloy, Lance Markos, Andre Williams, Shoshanna Engel 
North Carolina State - Jon Fagg, Michelle Lee, Erin Harrigan, Steven Dolan 
Virginia - Jim Booz, Steve Flippen, Art Markos, Sharon McCauley 
Virginia Tech - Shauna Cobb, Bert Locklin 
Wake Forest - Mike Piscetelli 
ACC - Shane Lyons, Lindsey Babcock (recording secretary), Eric Wood 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted on at various times throughout the 
meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in order 
of the agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal votes or 
"sense of meeting") that occurred.] 

1. Welcome. Lindsey Babcock took roll and began the call at approximately 11:02 am. 

2. May Minutes. With no corrections the minutes were approved as written. 

Proposal 2005-72. Michelle Lee asked the group if anyone else had issues with 2005- 
72, which does apply to both individual and team sports. It was noted that it may be 
difficult to apply to sports such as swimming where many of the competitions include 
clubs with prospects. The group questioned if it would be permissible for student- 
athletes to compete in a different heat of the same event or would student-athletes be 
precluded from competing in any meet where prospects were present. It was 
requested that the group send all issues and comments regarding this issue to Ms. Lee 
by the end of the week so she can forward the issue to the NCAA staff. 

Regional Seminar Follow-up. Lindsey Babcock provided additional information 
regarding the following issues raised at the Regional Seminar. 

Proposal 2005-155. It was clarified that this proposal prohibits an institution from 
hosting or sponsoring a tryout camp, clinic, group workout or combine in any 
sport. However in sports other than football it would remain permissible to 
evaluate at these events. 2005-151 prohibits football coaches from evaluating 
these events in addition to hosting or sponsoring them. 



Compliance Conference Call 
June 13, 2006 
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Proposal 2003-24-1. It remains permissible to increase institutional financial aid 
during the period of the award as long as the increase is unrelated in any manner 
to an athletics reason (15.3.4.2). 

Proposal 2005-77-B. A hot topic will be issued regarding this proposal to make it 
clear that only countable coaches in that sport as listed in Bylaw 11 (rather than 
full-time coaches) are permitted to coordinate recruiting activities. Further, as 
long as a countable coach prepares an email, letter, text message, etc. it is 
permissible for a noncoaching staff member to type and send the correspondence 
on behalf of the coach. 

Proposal 2005-93. Although this proposal does permit a coach to telephone a 
schoalstic coach while the prospect is participating in a nonscholastic event, it 
would be impermissible to call the scholastic coach if he/she was in attendance at 
the nonscholastic event. 

Calculation of Mid-Year Financial Aid. The group was reminded that 
equivalencies are calculated based on the cost for a full year grant-in-aid. For 
example, a student-athlete who receives 50% of a full grant-in-aid for the spring 
term would be a 25% equivalency for the entire year. The denominator will 
always be the cost of full year grant-in-aid. 

Coaches’ Recruiting Exam. Lindsey Babcock reminded the group that the hard copy 
version "B" of the coaches’ exam was sent out to everyone and that all hard copy 
tests must be sent to the conference office to be graded. If hard copies exams are 
given the conference tests should be used, not generated online. Further, the group 
was encouraged to check the test chart each time Tracey sends it out to make sure it is 
accurate. 

6. Other Business. 

a. Future Conference Calls. The next scheduled calls will be July 11, August 8, 
September 12 and October 10. 

7. Adjournment. The call ended at approximately 11:35 a.m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, July 24, 2006 10:28 AM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 
ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; 
Erin_Harrigan@ncsu. edu; hmcatee@mailer, fsu. edu; j.israel@miami, edu; 
jjohnson@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; 
jrigler@clemson.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; j on fagg@ncsu.edu; 
jko3b@virginia.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; 
athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; mpm03@fsu.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; 
piscetmf@wfu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; 
sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 
Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; 
sschofield@mailer.fsu.edu; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; 
hairstct@wfu.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Volleyball Coaches 

Hi Everyone, 
We had another conference call to ask how we interpret something relating to preseason volleyball since one of their 
coaches said, "all of the ACC coaches do it this way." Well I know people always say things like this but I thought I’d 
check with you all first to make sure we’re all operating on the same page with this. 

During preseason volleyball do any of your teams travel outside of the state or outside of 100 miles for practice? I would 
say that according to 16.8.1.1 it would not be permissible to go outside of the state or more than 100 miles from campus. 
I’m not sure how many of your volleyball teams travel for preseason. Let me know what your teams are doing. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 

16.8.1.1 Practice 

Expenses may be paid for practice sessions only if they are associated with an away-from-home contest or 
conducted at a site located within the member institution’s state or, if outside that state, no more than 100 miles 
from the institution’s campus. Violations of this bylaw shall be considered institutional violations per 
Constitution 2.8.1 and shall not affect the student-athlete’s eligibility. (Revised." 1/10/05) 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 26, 2006 9:52 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 
<shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Compliance Review 

FYI. Talked to Lindsey this morning, and she wants to do our review in October. MAYBE following their fall meetings 
here (Oct. 10/11), or maybe later that month (week of 10/23). 

She’ll get back to us about dates after she talks to Shane. Here we go - let the fun begin! 

Amy 

>>> "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org> 7/19/2006 5:41 PM >>> 
Amy, 
Could you give me a call when you get a chance? You guys are due for another compliance review this fall. I had spoken 
to Susan earlier about the possibility of waiting to do yours this spring after you had a chance to get back into things and 
we would try to do Florida State this fall. Unless you haven’t heard both Steve and Heather are leaving Florida State this 
month so I’m sure that they will not be ready for a review this fall with a whole new staff. So now I’m back to seeing if you 
guys would be able to do your review in October? 

I’m a little worried about scheduling due to my maternity leave so this is why October is really our only option for the fall. 
November - March are pretty much out of the picture since I’ll be jumping right into March madness when my leave is 
over. 

What do you think? Give me a call when you’re in the office again. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-8~4-8787 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, July 28, 2006 12:14 PM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 
ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; 
Erin_Harrigan@ncsu.edu; hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu; j.israel@miami.edu; 
jjohnson@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; 
jrigler@clemson.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; j on fagg@ncsu.edu; 
jko3b@virginia.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; 
athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; mpm03@fsu.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; 
piscetmf@wfu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; 
sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 
Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; 
sschofield@mailer.fsu.edu; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; 
hairstct@wfu.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Football Reminder 

Hi Everyone, 
This past week during the ACC Football Kickoff Shane met with the head football coaches and one of things he talked to 
them about were the proposals that are out there right now regarding text messaging. One would limit the time of day that 
a coach could text a prospect (sponsored by the AEC Cabinet) and the other (sponsored by the Ivy League) would 
eliminate all text messaging and IM’s with prospects. Shane was very clear with the coaches that these are just proposals 
and that they should continue to operate under the existing rules. 

It might be a good idea to reiterate with your football staff that the information that Shane provided to them about text 
messaging was informational only and nothing has changed at this point. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a good weekend! 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, August 7, 2006 2:58 PM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 
ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; 
Erin_Harrigan@ncsu.edu; j .israel@miami.edu; jjohnson@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 
jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; 
jwhite@clemson.edu; jon fagg@ncsu.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; 
markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; mpm03@fsu.edu; 
michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; piscetmf@wfu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 
hugesk@wfu, edu; sandyj @vt.edu; sara. sikorski. 1 @bc.edu; skm6f@virginia, edu; 
rcobb@vt.edu; Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; 
koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; 
thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Tomorrow’s Call 

Aug.Suppl.doc 

Please be reminded that we will have our conference call tomorrow. I have also attached an additional supplement for the 
call regarding this July 19, 2006 interp. 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 



Compliance Supplement No. 1 
August 2006 

Individual Sport Competition Involving an Institution’s Varsity 
Team and an Outside Team that Includes High School 
Prospective Student-Athletes (I) 

Date Issued: Jul 19, 2006 
Type: Staff Interpretation 
Item Ref: l b 

Interpretation: Generate Archive Request 

The membership services staff determined that in individual sports, it is permissible for an 
institution’s varsity team and an outside team that includes high school prospective student- 
athletes to participate in the same event, provided the event either involves no team scoring, or 
the event uses team scoring such that the institution’s varsity team and the outside team are in 
separate scoring categories. [Reference: Division I Bylaw 13.11.1.2 (competition against 
prospects).] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, August 7, 2006 5:06 PM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 
ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; 
Erin_Harrigan@ncsu.edu; j .israel@miami.edu; jjohnson@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 
jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; 
jwhite@clemson.edu; jon fagg@ncsu.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; 
markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; mpm03@fsu.edu; 
michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; piscetmf@wfu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 
hugesk@wfu, edu; sandyj @vt.edu; sara. sikorski. 1 @bc.edu; skm6f@virginia, edu; 
rcobb@vt.edu; Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; 
koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; 
thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

FW: Tomorrow’s Call - addition 

We will also be discussing this ed column during tomorrow’s call... 

EDUCATIONAL COLUMN - NCAA DIVISION I - RECRUITING- GENERAL 
CORRESPONDENCE AND ATTACHMENTS. 

Date Issued: May 25, 2006 
Type: Ed. Column 
Item Ref: 1 

NCAA Division I institutions are reminded that in accordance with Bylaw 13.4.1, in sports other than men’s 
basketball, a member institution may not provide recruiting materials to a prospect until September 1 at the 
beginning of the prospect’s junior year in high school. In men’s basketball only, an institution may not provide 
recruiting materials to a prospect until June 15 at the conclusion of the prospect’s sophomore year in high 
school. 

During its December 13, 2005, meeting, the NCAA Division I Legislative Review/Interpretations Committee 
(LRIC) determined that attachments to general correspondence may only include information that is not created 
for recruiting purposes, except for items that are specifically permitted as printed recruiting material (e.g., 
questionnaires). For example, it is not permissible to create a recruiting newsletter and send it to prospective 
student-athletes as an attachment to general correspondence; however, it is permissible to attach a black and 
white copy of an article from a nondepartmental publication (e.g, newspaper, magazine) regarding an 
institution’s athletics program. Institutions will note that the focus of the committee’s determination is that 
materials produced for a recruiting purpose are not permitted to be attached to general correspondence. 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, August 9, 2006 8:58 AM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; 
ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; 
Erin_Harrigan@ncsu.edu; j .israel@miami.edu; jjohnson@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 
jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; 
jwhite@clemson.edu; jon fagg@ncsu.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; 
markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; mpm03@fsu.edu; 
michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; piscetmf@wfu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 
hugesk@wfu, edu; sandyj @vt.edu; sara. sikorski. 1 @bc.edu; skm6f@virginia, edu; 
rcobb@vt.edu; Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; 
koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; 
thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org>; Haith, Tracey 
<thaith@theacc.org>; Regan, Bill <bregan@ncaa.org> 

Office Schedule 

Hi Everyone, 
Just a heads-up that Shane is out of the office until Monday, August 21st (P-A-R-T-Y ©). And I will be out Thursday 
allernoon, August 10th until Monday allernoon, August 14th. I will not have much access to my email while I’m out but we 
will both be available on our cell phones if you have any emergencies. Luckily Eric will be holding down the fort 
throughout! 

Happy August! 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, August 10, 2006 9:55 AM 

aj schae@tmcaa.tmc, edu; awilliams@tmcaa.tmc, edu; anordmann@miami, edu; 
am@virginia, edu; blocklin@vt, edu; rminnix@mailer, fsu. edu; carly.pariseau@bc, edu; 
ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; 
Erin_Harrigan@ncsu. edu; j. israel @miami. edu; jj ohnson@at, gtaa. gatech, edu; 
jpootrakul@duaa, duke. edu; j erome.rodgers. 1 @bc. edu; j wbSq@virginia, edu; 
j white@clemson, edu; j on fagg@ncsu, edu; kctmning@umd, edu; markos@tmcaa.tmc, edu; 
athgallo@tmcaa.tmc, edu; lgomez@umd, edu.; mpm03 @fsu. edu; michelle_lee@ncsu, edu; 
piscetmf@wfu, edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech, edu; hugesk@wfu, edu; sandyj @vt. edu; 
sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; Shoshanna@tmcaa.tmc.edu; 
saellis@clemson.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@tmcaa.tmc.edu; 
tparker@vt.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; themandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Women’s Eastern Golf Association 

Hi Everyone, 
After looking through the information that many of you have shared regarding the Eastern Golf Association I believe that it 
would be permissible for institutions to pay the membership fee to the organization in order for their student-athletes to 
compete in those tournaments. I see this fee similar to a conference fee (such as ECAC) where the institution must pay to be a 
member. Below is the website address as well as a current list of members. Let me know if you have any additional questions. 

Lindsey 

http://www.womenseastern.or.q/ 

School City State 

University of Maryland College Park MD 

Appalachian State University Boone NC 

Campbell University Buies Creek NC 

Elon University Elon NC 

North Carolina State University Raleigh NC 

University of North Carolina-Chapel 
Chapel Hill NC 

Hill 

University of North Carolina- 
Greensboro 

Greensboro NC 

University of North Carolina- 
Wilmington NC 

Wilmington 

Winston- 
Wake Forest University 

Salem 
NC 

Penn State University 
University 
Park PA 

Old Dominion University Norfolk VA 

Radford University Radford VA 

The College of William and Mary Williamsburg VA 

University of Virginia Charlottesville VA 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-8~4-8787 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy S. Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 15, 2006 12:23 PM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shoshanna Engel 
<shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Time Period of Certification 

RE_ Time Period of Certification (9.38 KB).msg 

Here you all go. So no worries for our MBB staff. In the future, they can go ahead and take the test when everyone 
else does, and they’ll still be able to recruit in July. :-) 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, August 15, 2006 12:01 PM 

Amy S. Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org>; Haith, Tracey 
<thaith@theacc. org> 

RE: Time Period of Certification 

Amy, 

I wouldn’t be surprised if I gave misleading information when I was there for the test because I was a little confused 

about it myself. However a coach is certified until July 31st regardless if he or she fails a test in the meantime. If the 
coach passes the test before July 31 st that test immediately becomes his/her current certification. Does that make 
sense? 

So any coach that passed the 05-06 exam is certified until July 31st under that exam no matter what. From August 1st on 
the coach must pass the 06-07 to be certified. 

Sorry if I left the coaches confused on this! 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-8~4-8787 

From: Amy S. Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 14, 2006 11:04 AM 
To: Babcock, Lindsey 
Subject: CCE: Time Period of Certification 

Hey there! Need to get something clarified. 

Here’s the scenario. 

Coach is certified through July 31, 2006. He takes the 2006-07 version of the test on July 15, 2006. He FAILS. Is he 
still certified through July 31, or does his certification end when he fails the test? 

I asked Tracey this the other day, and I think she went into your office and clarified with you that they remained 
certified through 7/31, based on the previous year’s exam. But Susan and Lance thought you told them the opposite 
when you were here giving the exam. So I just want to make sure we’re telling the coaches correctly. 

Thanks! 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, August 22, 2006 3:54 PM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; 
bjb46@georgetown.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; 
dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; Erin_Harrigan@ncsu.edu; j.israel@miami.edu; 
jjohnson@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; 
jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon fagg@ncsu.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; 
markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; 
michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; piscetmf@wfu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 
hugesk@wfu, edu; sandyj @vt.edu; sara. sikorski. 1 @bc.edu; skm6f@virginia, edu; 
rcobb@vt.edu; Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; 
sclacherty@miami.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; 
tparker@vt.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

September Recruiting 

Hi Everyone, 
I know this is probably the last thing on your list right now but if you didn’t realize it September basketball recruiting is right 
around the corner! The CCACA is working with the NCAA staff on putting together a question and answer document now 
so we can try to avoid some of the chaos that we faced during July. 

Please just take a minute and look to see if you have any questions regarding September and send them to me by this 
Friday. This will be a big help as we go into September. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Parker <pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu> 

Thursday, August 24, 2006 12:01 PM 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; Jamie Johnson <jjohnson@at.gtaa.gatech.edu>; 
carly.pariseau@bc.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; koost@bc.edu; 
sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; cbwoody@CLEMSON.EDU; jwhite@CLEMSON.EDU; 
saellis@CLEMSON.EDU; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; bjb46@georgetown.edu; 
rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; 
j.israel@miami.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; thernandez@miami.edu; 
Erin_Harrigan@ncsu.edu; jon fagg@ncsu.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; 
lbabcock@theacc.org; dtrump@umd.edu; gfeather@umd.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; 
lgomez@umd.edu; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; 
awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; 
skm6f@virginia.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 
sandyj@vt.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; 
piscetmf@wfu.edu 

ewood@theacc.org; slyons@theacc.org 
Re: Clearinghouse Issues 

Lindsey, 

I haven’t had any issues with the Clearinghouse. They have done 
certifications on athletes when I place a priority on them. 

Paul 

Paul Parker 
Georgia Tech Athletic Association 

Director of Compliance 
150 Bobby Dodd Way, NW 

Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0455 
404-894-8792 

404-894-4265 (fax) 
pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu 

>>> Stephanie Ellison <saellis@CLEMSON.EDU> 8/24/2006 10:35:43 AM >>> 
Lindsey, 

Thanks for the update, but unfortunately that doesn’t help the 
situation 
here at Clemson. Our Admissions office will not accepted a scholarship 

student until they have been certified by the Clearinghouse and we 
started 
classes yesterday! 

Additionally we can’t even get through to the Clearinghouse to ask for 
them 
to put a rush on the evaluation because the line is busy. 

Steph 

At 09:38 AM 8/24/2006, Babcock, Lindsey wrote: 
>Hi Everyone, 
>We have heard from most of you lately regarding problems that you have 



>been facing with the Clearinghouse and staff in getting your prospects 

>certified. We just received confirmation that if the prospect’s file 
is 
>complete with the Clearinghouse but it is under further review the 
14-day 
>period can be extended until the start of classes or until a decision 
is 
>reached, whichever happens first. Some of you were informed of this 
while 
>others were not so we wanted to make sure this got out to everyone. 
Staff 
>has said that they will put out a hot topic or something but I’m not 
sure 
>when that will happen. 
> 
>Considering all of the additional problems we’ve been seeing this year 

>(e.g. HO2 codes) we would like for you to send us a summary of some of 
the 
>problems that you’ve had. Shane is planning on addressing these issues 

>directly with the staff in hopes that we can avoid this in the future. 

>Please send those to me as soon as you can. 
> 
>Thanks ! 
>Lindsey 
> 

> 

> 

>Lindsey K. Babcock 
>Compliance & Governance 
>Atlantic Coast Conference 
>336-854-8787 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, August 25, 2006 11:20 AM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; 
bjb46@georgetown.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; 
dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; Erin_Harrigan@ncsu.edu; gfeather@umd.edu; 
j .israel@miami. edu; jj ohnson@at.gtaa.gatech, edu; j pootrakul@duaa, duke.edu; 
j erome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; 
jon fagg@ncsu.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; 
athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; 
piscetmf@wfu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; 
sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 
Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; 
wsf3h@virginia.edu; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; 
hairstct@wfu.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Manual Revision - 15.2.6.4-e 

Hi Everyone, 
Please note that there was a mistake printed in the 06-07 manual under 15.2.6.4-e. The correct version is below and is 
included on LSDBi. 

Lindsey 

15.2.6.4 Athletics Participation as a Major Criterion 

A student-athlete may receive financial aid through an established and continuing program for the recognition 
of outstanding high school graduates, provided the following conditions are met: (Revised." 4/22/98 effective 

(e) The value of the award alone or in combination with other athletically related financial aid shal~ not 
exceed the va~ue of a fu~l gram-i~-aid or the va~ue of the award i~ combinafio~ with ~atNetica~y 
related financial aid shall not exceed the value of the student-athlete’s cost of attendance; (Revise& 
8/23/06) 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, September 8, 2006 9:10 AM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; 
bbattle@mailer.fsu, edu; carly.pariseau@bc, edu; ckennedy@acpub, duke. edu; 
dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; Erin_Harrigan@ncsu.edu; gfeather@umd.edu; 
j .israel@miami. edu; jj ohnson@at.gtaa.gatech, edu; j pootrakul@duaa, duke.edu; 
j erome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; 
jon fagg@ncsu.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; 
athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; 
piscetmf@wfu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; 
sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 
Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; 
wsf3h@virginia.edu; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; 
hairstct@wfu.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

FW: Skill Instruction and Practice 

Hi Everyone, 
We’ve already been getting questions about the first day of practice for basketball. Below is the email that we sent out last 
year regarding skill instruction on the same day as the first day of practice. I received confirmation that although the staff 
never issued anything official on this it is still applicable for this year. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Happy Friday! 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 

From: Babcock, Lindsey 
Sent: Thursday, October 13, 2005 12:19 PM 
To: Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Andrea Nordmann (anordmann@miami.edu); Andy Pogach 
(pogach@uncaa.unc.edu); Art Markos (am@virginia.edu); Bob Minnix (rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu); Carly Tully 
(tullyca@bc.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Heather 
McAtee (hmcatee@mailer.fsu.edu); Jamie Pootrakul (jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu); Jennifer Condaras 
(jcondaras@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Jerome Rodgers (jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu); Jess Rigler (jrigler@clemson.edu); Jim 
Booz (jwb8q@virginia.edu); Jon Fagg (jon_fagg@ncsu.edu); Jon Oliver (jko3b@virginia.edu); Keli Cunningham 
(kcunning@umd.edu); Kelley Bickham (bickham@umd.edu); Kelly Brummett (kjbrummett@yahoo.com); Kris Kuhr 
(kkuhr@miami.edu); Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Lance Troester (Itroester23@hotmail.com); Larry Gallo Jr. 
(athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mary Ball (maryball@uncaa.unc.edu); Megan McHugo (mpm03@fsu.edu); Michelle Lee 
(michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Mike Piscetelli (piscetmf@wfu.edu); Penni Key (pkey@miami.edu); Phil Grayson 
(pgrayso@clemson.edu); Reshauna Cobb (rcobb@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Rod Johnson (rod_johnson@ncsu.edu); Samantha 
Huge (hugesk@wfu.edu); Sandy Weber (sandyj@vt.edu); Sara Sikorski (sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu); Sharon McCauley 
(skm6f@virginia.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Steve Flippen (wsf3h@virginia.edu); Steve Schofield 
(schof@umd.edu); Steven Koo (koost@bc.edu); Susan Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); 
Tony Hernandez (thernandez@miami.edu) 
Cc: Lyons, Shane; Wood, Eric 
Subject: Skill Instruction and Practice 
Importance: High 

Hi Everyone, 
Please note that the staff has released the following interpretation regarding the basketball issue that we discussed on our 
last conference call. The question was if a team has skill instruction hours remaining for that week would it be permissible 



to conduct skill instruction on the same day as the first day of practice? 

The staff’s position regarding what activities would be permissible the first day of preseason 
basketball practice is a team is permitted to be involved in skill instruction at 3:00 pm and then 
engage in in-season activities at 7:00 p.m., provided the student-athletes do not engage in more than 
fours hours of activity for the day. 

As you know we don’t necessarily agree with this interpretation but due to the timing and the fact that this has been sent 
out nationally there is not much that we can do at this point. Please share this information as see appropriate and let us 
know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 

Atlantic Coast 

336-854-8787 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, September 13, 2006 11:55 AM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; 
bbattle@mailer.fsu, edu; carly.pailseau@bc, edu; ckennedy@acpub, duke. edu; 
dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; Erin_Harrigan@ncsu.edu; gfeather@umd.edu; 
j .israel@miami. edu; jj ohnson@at.gtaa.gatech, edu; j pootrakul@duaa, duke.edu; 
j erome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; 
jon fagg@ncsu.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; 
athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; 
piscetmf@wfu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; 
sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 
Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; 
wsf3h@virginia.edu; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; 
hairstct@wfu.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

September Call Minutes 

Sept.Minutes. doc 

Hi Everyone, 
Attached are the minutes from yesterday’s conference call. Please let me know if any corrections need to be made. Also, 

be reminded that our next call has been moved to Monday, October 2nd. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 



Compliance Group Conference Call 
September 12, 2006 

11:00 a.m 

Those present: 
Boston College - Jerome Rodgers, Steven Koo, Carly Pariseau, Sara Sikorski 
Clemson - Stephanie Ellison, Brad Woody 
Duke - Jamie Pootrakul 
Florida State - Brian Battle 
Georgia Tech - Paul Parker, Jamie Johnson 
Miami - Tony Hernandez, Andrea Nordmann, Steve Clacherty, Jamie Isreal 
North Carolina - Amy Herman, Susan Maloy, Lance Markos, Andre Williams, Shoshanna Engel 
North Carolina State - Jon Fagg, Michelle Lee, Erin Harrigan 
Virginia - Jim Booz, Steve Flippen, Art Markos 
Virginia Tech - Tim Parker, Shauna Cobb, Bert Locklin, Sandy Weber 
Wake Forest - Todd Hairston 
ACC - Lindsey Babcock (recording secretary) 

Those not present: 
University of Maryland 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted on at various times throughout the 
meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in order 
of the agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal votes or 
"sense of meeting") that occurred.] 

1. Welcome. Lindsey Babcock took roll and began the call at approximately 11:02 a.m. 

2. August Minutes. With no corrections the minutes were approved as written. 

Bylaw 13.11.1.2 (2005-72). Lindsey Babcock provided the group with the August 
21, 2006 Educational Column relating to this Bylaw, which further clarifies the issues 
that were raised regarding the application of this rule in individual sports. 

Non-Coaching Staff Members. Lindsey Babcock provided an updated listing of the 
functions of non-coaching staff members, which should be used only as guide in 
determining what are permissible and non-permissible activities for these individuals. 
It was noted that although "review recruiting documentation" appears under 
permissible activities these individuals are only permitted to do the clerical portion of 
this activity and may not do any formal recruiting. Tim Parker asked if strength and 
conditioning coaches are permitted to observe pick-up games. Babcock recommended 
that these individuals not be permitted to observe pick-up games unless the institution 
can identify a health and safety concern that would require their presence. If they do 
observe they can in no way report back to the coaching staff. 



Compliance Conference Call 
September 12, 2006 
Page 2 of 3 

Carly Pariseau asked if the group would be interested in recommending that the 
conference sponsor legislation that would permit non-coaching staff members to 
compose correspondence (e.g., letters and emails) to prospects who have signed an 
NLI. This would help facilitate the prospect’s entrance to the institution. It was noted 
that currently Bylaw 13.1.3.4.1.1 does permit these individuals to call prospects who 
have signed an NLI but not to write them. The group agreed that sending 
correspondence is less intrusive and necessary in preparing the prospect for their 
arrival to campus. The conference will request a staff interpretation to clarify the staff 
position and the issue will be discussed further at the November in-person meeting. 

CCACA Update. Lindsey Babcock informed the group that the CCACA discussed 
the use of "spider pads" during their recent conference call. It was agreed that these 
"pads", which are shirts that have additional padding inside, are not permissible in the 
sport of football during preseason periods when pads are not permitted. 

Lindsey Babcock reminded the group to contact the conference prior to using the 
Student-Athlete Opportunity Fund (SAOF) for uses that are not clearly defined. Also 
everyone should have received their SAOF and Special Assistance Fund checks for 
the 2006-07 year as well as the new charts for both funds. Contact Eric Wood if you 
have any questions or problems with the charts. 

Holiday Cards. Lindsey Babcock provided the group with information that was 
provided during the January 10, 2006 conference call regarding institutional note 
cards and holiday cards. Staff has confirmed that the information is still relevant for 
this year. However 2006-39, if adopted, will significantly regulate institutional note 
cards’ size and make-up. Tony Hernandez, as a member of the Recruiting 
Subcommittee, urged the group to send him any comments and suggestions regarding 
this proposal, as well as other issues surrounding general correspondence. 

Cancelled Official Visit Reminder. Lindsey Babcock reminded the group that 
institutions are required to report all cancelled official visits to the conference office. 
The ACC form, which is also available on the acconline website, was provided to the 
group. Babcock also requested that coaches not send the forms to the conference 

office directly. 

8. Other Business. 

Postcards. Carly Pariseau asked the group if anyone was familiar with a website 
that produces USPS postcards and if these postcards are permissible to send to 
prospects. Tim Parker stated that he has received confirmation from staff that the 
postcards created on the www.amazingmail.com website can be considered 
institutional note cards as long as the institution deems them as such. 
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Questionnaires. Carly Pariseau asked if anyone was aware of restrictions on 
questionnaires. For example, would it be permissible to include pictures on a 
questionnaire? Tony Hernandez stated that he didn’t believe there to be any 
restrictions at this point however the Recruiting Subcommittee will be reviewing 
this issue so any thoughts or suggestions should be forwarded to him. 

Tennis Equipment. Paul Parker noted that one of his tennis student-athletes had 
been receiving racquets directly from manufacturers and has been told that the 
manufacturer has sent equipment directly to student-athletes from other 
institutions as well. The group was urged to check on their student-athletes. 

Future Conference Calls/Meetings. The next scheduled call has been changed to 
Monday, October 9th at 11:00 a.m. Meeting forms (November 6-7 meeting) are due 

by October 2nd. 

10. Adjournment. The call ended at approximately 11:40 a.m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, September 15, 2006 9:37 AM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; 
bbattle@mailer.fsu, edu; carly.pariseau@bc, edu; ckennedy@acpub, duke. edu; 
dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; Erin_Harrigan@ncsu.edu; gfeather@umd.edu; 
j .israel@miami. edu; jj ohnson@at.gtaa.gatech, edu; j pootrakul@duaa, duke.edu; 
j erome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; 
jon fagg@ncsu.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; 
athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; 
piscetmf@wfu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; 
sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 
Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; 
wsf3h@virginia.edu; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; 
hairstct@wfu.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org>; Regan, Bill 
<bregan@ncaa.org>; Haith, Tracey <thaith@theacc.org> 

Office Schedule 

Happy Friday! 

Just wanted to let you know that next week Shane and I will be out of the office conducting a compliance review from 
Monday - Thursday and will return on Friday. We will be available on our cell phones if you have an urgent issue but Eric 
will be here to handle any of your compliance needs. © 

Have a great weekend! 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, 11:00 AM 

Susa~ B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Susan, 

That was what I was trying to confirm but really I think that the ACC 
NLI rule does apply because she did not satisfy, her NLI at FSU. She 
could have gone to 4 other schools in between FSU and UNC but since she 
never I~alfilled her NLI at FSU she would be subject to this role any 
time she entered a different ACC institution. 

I do was to confirm that but that’s how rm interpreting the rule at 
this point 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B. ivlaloy [mailto: sbmalov@uncaa unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:57 AM 
To: Babcock, Lindsey 
Subject: 

Hi Lindsey, 
Could we pose the argument that she technically does not fit the 
Intra-Conf transfer rule since she transferred to UNCC; therefore, the 
Intra-ConfNLI Rule does not apply either? I would think this would 
apply if she transferred directly to us from FSU in the Spring. Any 
thoughts ? 

Thanks, 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, September 15, 2006 11:50 AM 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; anordmann@miami.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; 
bbattle@mailer.fsu, edu; carly.pariseau@bc, edu; ckennedy@acpub, duke. edu; 
dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; Erin_Harrigan@ncsu.edu; gfeather@umd.edu; 
j .israel@miami. edu; jj ohnson@at.gtaa.gatech, edu; j pootrakul@duaa, duke.edu; 
j erome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; 
jon fagg@ncsu.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; 
athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; 
piscetmf@wfu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; hugesk@wfu.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; 
sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 
Shoshanna@uncaa.unc.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; 
wsf3h@virginia.edu; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; 
hairstct@wfu.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

WBK - Fall contact period 

It has come to our attention that high school women’s basketball coaches may be conducting fall leagues in several 
different states. These coaches have been contacting college coaches and inviting them to attend and saying that it is 
permissible since they are regularly scheduled events. 

I’ve confirmed through the CCACA that despite what the high school coaches are saying these events DO NOT meet the 
intent of the legislation and therefore coaches are NOT permitted to attend UNLESS they are conducted in the last full 
weekend (Sept. 30 - Oct. 1). They may be calling these events regularly scheduled and they may be conducted by the 
high school coach but that doesn’t make them regularly scheduled scholastic events. These are being held independently 
from the high school associations. 

Feel free to contact me if you have any further questions but we would recommend that you check with your women’s 
basketball coaches as we know that there are events being held this weekend. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, 11:53 AM 

Susa~ B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Susan, 

I confirmed that what I wrote in my earlier email is COlTect regarding 
the ACC NLI rule 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Coni?rence 
336-854-8787 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B Maloy [mailto: sbmalov@uncaa, unc. edu ] 
Sent: Friday, 11:07 AM 
To: Babcock, Lindsey 
Subject: RE: 

That’s what I thought you might say. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

>>> "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org> 10:59 AM >>> 

’]?hat was what I was trying to confirm but really I think that the ACC 
NLI rule does apply because she did not satis~ her NLI at FSU. She 
could have gone to 4 other schools in between FSU and UNC but since 
she 
never fulfilled her NLI at FSU she would be subject to this rule any 
time she entered a different ACC institution. 

I do was to confirm that but that’s how I’m interpreting the rule at 

this point. 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B Maloy [mailto:sbmalov@uncaa.unc.edu] 
S ent: Friday-, 10: 57 AM 
To: Babcock, Lindsey 
Subject: 

Hi Lindsey, 
Could we pose the argument that she technically does not fit the 
Intra-Conf transfer rule since she transferred to LrNCC; therefore, the 
Intra-Corff NLI Rule does not apply either? I would thirfK this would 
apply if she transferred directly to us from FSU in the Spring. Any 
thoughts ? 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, September 22, 2006 3:43 PM 

Amy S. Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shoshanna Engel <shoshanna@uncaa.unc. edu> 
RE: Quick Survey 

Amy, 
If you look specifically at football, what do they do.’? 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-8~4-8787 

From: Amy S. Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 22, 2006 3:37 PM 
To: Babcock, Lindsey 
Cc: Larry Gallo; Andre Williams; Lance Markos; Susan B. Maloy; Shoshanna Engel 
Subject: Re: Quick Survey 

Budgets prevent many of our coaches from doing this, but, when asked, I interpret the bylaw as Option C below. 

Amy 

>>> "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org> 9/22/2006 3:30 PM >>> 
There is some discussion happening nationally on this issue so we have a quick survey and would appreciate it if 
everyone could respond ASAP to the following question: 

How do you provide meals in conjunction with a home competition (16.5.2-d-2)? 

a. Provide a pre-game meal and all food from the time the team reports on call until they are released. 

b. Provide a pre-game meal and $10 following the contest. 

c. Provide a pre-game meal, all food from the time the team reports on call until they are released and $10 following 

the contest. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-8~4-8787 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Liudsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, 10:33 AM 

jack evans@unc.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; sbmaloy@uucaa.unc.edu 

Waiver Request 

UNC.doc 

Jack, 
Attached is written notification regarding your request of a waiver on behalf of 
Lindsey K. Babcock 

Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAlL 

Dr. Jack Evans 
Faculty Athletic Representative 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Flagler Business School 
CB 3490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Dear Jack: 

This is in reference to your request on behalf of women’s                    student-athlete, 
to waive the intra-conference National Letter of Intent rule. The Atlantic Coast 

Conference’s Faculty Athletics Representatives considered this request during a meeting on 
The appeal was approved by the group and subsequently by the Executive 

Committee on                 It was determined that the appeal would be approved based on 
the unique circumstances as well as the support of Florida State University. 

Please contact me if I may be of further assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Shane Lyons 
Associate Commissioner 

cc: Susan Maloy, Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P~O. DRAWER ACC ° GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, 10:46 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; jack evans@unc.edu; dbaddou@uncaa.unc.edu 

Medical H~xdship Waivel- 

UNC doc 

Susan, 
Attached you will find the approval letter for the medical hardship request on behalf of 

appropriate documentation. 

Eric A. Wood 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

The Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 
tel. 336.854.8787 
fax 336.369.0065 
b_~_2L~b_~_c__c__~__o__~_L_s__a___a_fL 

student-athlete Thank you for providing the 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TIL~kNSMITTED Y3A ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Malloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for men’s 
has been approved for the     outdoor season. 

appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Eric A. Wood 
Director of Student Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Jack Evans, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

student-athlete, 
Thank you for providing the 
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FrOlll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Monday,                  3:03 PM 

Susma B. Maloy <sbmaloy(~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Babcock, Lindsey qbabcock@theacc.org>; Babcock, Lindsev <lbabcock@theacc.org>; dbaddour@uncaa.unc edu 
jack_ evans@unc.edu 

Medical Haacdship Waivep 

UNC doc 

Susan, 
Attached you will find the approval letter for the medical hardship request on behalf of 

documentation. 

Eric A. Wood 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

The Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

tel. 336.854.8787 

fax 336.369.0065 
h__~p;!/www.theacc,com/saac/ 

student-athlete Thank you for providing the appropriate 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TIL~kNSMITTED Y3A ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Malloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for men’s             student-athlete, 
has been approved for the     outdoor season. Thank you for providing the appropriate 

documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Eric A. Wood 
Director of Student Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Jack Evans, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Friday, 10:43 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; jack evans@unc.edu; dbaddou@uncaa.unc.edu 

Hardship W~ver. 

UNC toc 

Susan, 
Attached is the approval letter for the hardship waiver on behalf of football student-athlete 

Eric A. Wood 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

The Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 
tel. 336.854.8787 
fax 336.369.0065 
http: //www.theacc.com/saac/ 

Thank you! 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TIL~kNSMITTED Y3A ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Malloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for football student-athlete, 
been approved for the     season. Thank you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Eric A. Wood 
Director of Student Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Jack Evans, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

, has 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Monday, 12:40 PM 

Susa~ B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

RE: SAOF for Mascot 

Susan, 

I ran it by the boss and he agrees that we can not use the SAOF .as for 
other options..Shane and I are at a loss right now but ~ve’ll keep 
thinking. 

Eric A Wood 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

The Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

tel. 336854.8787 

~x 336.3690065 

http://w~vw theacc com/saac/ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B. Maloy [mailto:sbmalogO~uncaa unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:57 AM 
To: Wood, Eric 
Sutzject: SAOF for Mascot 

Hi Eric, 
I just wanted to say that we understand if you are not able to stretch 
the SAOF to cover                            our mascot, is going 
through. If the SAOF will not work, is there anything that the 
conference does in situations like this? Larry is looking into some 
things with the NCAA, but we wanted to consult the conference as well 

Thanks so much for looking into this for us. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@unca a.unc, edu 

--- Scamxed by- _’vi~ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, 4:08 PM 

Susan B. Ma|oy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Lyons, Shane <slyon@theacc.org> 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

RE: Autograph Session 

Susan, 
We don’t think that the autograph session would be a problem under 15 
but rather 12. If he decides to do it and get paid his eligibili~ ~vould 
be jeopardized. So if he wants to return rather than go pro he would 
have to go through reinstatement and probably need to repay the money he 
got plus additional penalties. 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcuck 
Atlantic Coast Cunference 
Cumpliance & Governance 
336-854-8787 ext. 249 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Susan B. Maluy [mailto:sbmalug~uncaa unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,              4:26 PM 
Tu: Babcuck, Lindsey; Lyons, Shane 
Sut~iect: Autograph Session 

Hi Shane and Lindsey, 
By nu~v you are prubably aware that has declared himself 
for the NBA draft We wanted to cunfirm with you that it would be 
alright [’or him tu participate in an autugraph sessiun during a 
barnstorming event this weekend and get paid for the sessiun. He will 
not be participating in the game because we have told him that if he 
accepts the muney for participating then we would have to reduce his 
scholarship per 15.1 2 (e.) I believe Amy had confirmed this with you 
for We are unsure if money 
earned from the autugraph session wuuld have tu be handled the same way 
since he dues have eligibility remaining The event is this weekend, so 
if you cuuld let me know yuur thoughts as soun as yuu get the chance, 
that would be great. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@unca a.unc, edu 

--- Scatmed by M~ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Monday, 1:54 PM 

Susa~ B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Medical Absence Waiver- 

No problem -if you give me a heads up I’ll put it on top of the 
list..ran it by Shane because we normally have cases where the kid 
starts and cant finish as opposed to a kid being sick first...trying to 
come back to finish and not being able to catch up. so. he agreed we 
should approve. 

We are on the same page that he gets 12 he earned frol;q the fall and the 
9 prorated for the spring for a total of 21 hom-s right? 

Eric A Wood 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 
The Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 
Greensboro, NC 27407 
tel. 336854.8787 
fax 336.3690065 

http://www theacc com/sa ac/ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B Maloy [mailto:sbmalov,(~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:56 PM 
To: Wood, Eric 
Subject: Re: Medical Absence Waiver- 

Thank you so much for looking at this so fast That was a big help for 
us 

Thank you, 
Susan 

>>> "Wood, Eric" <ewood@theacc.org> 10:25 AM >>> 

Attached you will find the approval letter 12~r the medical absence 
waiver re~auest you submitted on behalf of men’s       student-athlete 

Eric A. Wood 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

The Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Wcybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

tel. 336.854.8787 

l:ax 336.369.0065 

http : i/xvwxv, theacc, congsaac/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 24, 2007 11 : 13 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc. edu> 
Fwd: 2006-65-A - Core Courses 

2006-65-A - Core Courses (42.5 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2007 9:26 AM 

Cooley, Amanda <acooley@uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; 
blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; 
bbattle@mailer.fsu, edu; carly.pailseau@bc, edu; ckennedy@acpub, duke. edu; 
dtrump@umd.edu; reed@miami.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; ebookwalter@mailer.fsu.edu; 
gfeather@umd.edu; jisrael@miami.edu; jjohnson@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 
jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; 
j white@cl em son. edu; j on fagg@ncsu, edu; kl oui s@at. gtaa. gatech, edu; 
kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; 
athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; 
pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; 
skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; 
shoshanna_engel@ncsu.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; 
wsf3h@virginia.edu; koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; 
hairstct@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; thernandez@miami.edu; skinneal@bc.edu; 
cgm5h@virginia.edu; fhaith@miami.edu; clongtho@umd.edu; lhamilto@mailer.fsu.edu; 
jhaase@uncaa.unc.edu; gbbrown@duaa.duke.edu; opurnel@clemson.edu; 
phewitt@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; jholbrook@uncaa.unc.edu; sgreenbe@vt.edu; 
sharon_mcswain@ncsu.edu; heflinlg@wfu.edu; agoff@umd.edu; 
bberndt@duaa.duke.edu; helmsc@vt.edu; ferna.phillips, l@bc.edu; caldwejh@wfu.edu; 
jko3b@virginia.edu; mmeleney@admin.fsu.edu; philip_moses@ncsu.edu; 
plabaw@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; rbowman@clemson.edu; rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu; 
rbell@miami.edu; cmc@virginia.edu; cwellford@crim.umd.edu; 
cmccoy@med.miami.edu; daniel.schrage@aerospace.gatech.edu; donn_ward@ncsu.edu; 
jack_evans@unc.edu; jbeckham@mail.coe.fsu.edu; kksmith@duke.edu; larry@vt.edu; 
rllafg@clemson.edu; putallaz@duke.edu; carmicha@wfu.edu; robert.taggart@bc.edu 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org>; Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Hicks, Karl 
<khicks@theacc.org>; McGlade, Bernie <bvmcglade@theacc.org> 

2006-65-A - Core Courses 

Hi Everyone - 
The NCAA just released the ed column below this morning regarding the application of adopted NCAA Proposal 2006-65- 
A, which specifies that a prospect must complete his/her core courses no later than the graduation date of his/her class 
(determined as being 8 semesters after enrollment in high school). If the prospect graduates within the 8 semesters one 
additional core course may be used to meet initial eligibility standards during the summer following graduation or the 
following academic year. 

During our recent meeting with the men’s basketball coaches there were several concerns expressed over the adoption of 
this legislation and how it would affect the recruiting process. The main concern being that if a prospect needed to repeat 
a year of high school and therefore was unable to graduate within the 8 semesters. I have highlighted in red the section 
below that addresses this issue. 

The staff has not yet responded to our additional question regarding waivers for these individuals who do not graduate 
within the 8 semesters. The men’s basketball coaches’ main concern was that these waivers could not be filed until after 
the prospect graduates high school, which is basically too late in the recruiting process. As soon as we get a response on 
that matter I’ll forward it to you. 

Please feel free to contact Shane or me if you have any additional questions or concerns regarding this matter. 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 



Educational Column -- Eligibility -- Freshman Academic Requirements -- Core Curriculum 
Time Limitation (I) 

Date Issued: May 23, 2007 
Type: Ed. Column 
Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

The NCAA Division I Board of Directors adopted NCAA Proposal No. 2006-65-A during its April 2007 
meeting. This proposal amends NCAA Bylaw 14.3.1.2.1, by adding Bylaw 14.3.1.2.1.1. The amended bylaw 
specifies that a prospective student-athlete must complete his or her core-curriculum requirements not later than 
the high school graduation date of the prospective student athlete’s class [as determined by the first year of 
enrollment in high school (ninth grade) or the international equivalent as specified in the NCAA Guide to 
International Academic Standards for Athletics Eligibility]. 

If the prospective student-athlete graduates from high school within the described time-frame, he or she may 
use one core course completed in the year after graduation (summer or academic year), but not later than the 
end of the academic year immediately after the high school graduation date of the prospective student athlete’s 
class. 

Below are some commonly asked questions along with some example scenarios that may assist in the 
application of this legislation. 

Question: What is the effective date of proposal No. 2006-65-A? 

Answer: August 1, 2007, for all prospective student-athletes first entering a collegiate institution on or 
after August 1, 2007. 

Question: How does this Proposal affect prospective student-athletes whose expected date of 
graduation was prior to or during 2006? 

Answer: The NCAA Initial-Eligibility Clearinghouse* will conduct "business as usual" for prospective 
student-athletes whose expected date of graduation was prior to or during 2006. That is, the 
clearinghouse will accept post-eighth semester coursework for these individuals, subject to 
review if inconsistencies or irregularities are discovered. Institutions will not be required to 
request a waiver for these courses to be considered in a prospective student athlete’s final 
certification. However, if a prospective student-athlete still does not meet initial-eligibility 
standards after consideration of the post-eighth semester coursework, institutions will be able to 
seek relief through the initial-eligibility waiver process. 

Beginning with the 2008-09 academic year, the new legislation will apply to all prospective 
student-athletes regardless of their year of expected graduation. 

*NOTE: As of October 29, 2007, the NCAA Eligibility Center will conduct all initial-eligibility 
certifications for prospective student-athletes. 

Question: Will the amended legislation affect prospective student-athletes whose expected date of 
graduation is in 2007? 

Answer: Yes. Prospective student-athletes whose expected date of graduation is with the 2007 class, but 
failed to meet graduation requirements, will not be able to use coursework completed after the 



2006-07 academic year. 

Question: How will this legislation affect prospective student-athletes with disabilities? 

Answer: The legislation does not impact prospective student-athletes with a diagnosed disability that is 
approved by NCAA Disability Services. These prospective student-athletes may use coursework 
completed prior to initial full-time enrollment at a collegiate institution. 

Question: What if a prospective student-athlete repeats a grade during his or her high school career? 

Answer: This legislaion is designed to enconrage prospective student-students to take academic courses 
each year of high school to ensure timely gradnation, and to discourage prospective student- 
athlete’s from intentionally delaying high school graduation solely to meet NCAA eligibility 
requirements while not preparing for the academic rigors of college. Thus, if a prospective 
student-athlete repeats a grade during his or her high school career, the application of this 
legislation will irripact his or her ability to use core conrses. In other words, the prospective 
student-athlete will still be reqnired to complete core-curriculum requirements prior to the 
graduation date of their class at the time they entered ninth grade. 

The NCAA recognizes there will be legitimate instances where student-ahletes repeat a grade or 

do not graduate in a four-year period. The initial-eligibility waiver process will continue to 
address these situations. 

Question: May an initial-eligibility waiver be filed for a student-athlete who does not meet the 
requirements? 

Answer: Yes. The initial-eligibility waiver process is available for situations in which a prospective 
student-athlete is required to repeat a grade which results in an inability to meet the 
requirements. These waivers will be considered by the eligibility center and governance 
committees. 

The NCAA will also continue to monitor these instances to ensure that no unintended 
consequences result from the adopted rules. 

Question: If an individual completes a core course after his or her expected date of graduation, may 
it be considered in the initial-eligibility certification process? 

Answer: Only those individuals who graduate within the appropriate timeffame (eight semesters) may 
take advantage of the additional core course considered in the initial-eligibility certification 
process. 

Prospective student-athletes who do not graduate in eight semesters with their class may not use 
any courses taken after eight semesters, unless they have a documented and approved disability. 

Question: Does the one additional course have to be completed at the same high school from which 
the prospective student-athlete graduated? 

Answer: No. The course may be taken at any high school, through any nontraditional program or at any 
post-secondary institution. However, the course must meet the legislated definition of a core 
course. 

Question: What if the high school’s graduation date is June 1, but the prospective student-athlete 
does not graduate until July 1? May a summer school course be used? 



Answer: No. A prospective student-athlete must graduate on time with his or her class in order for the 
additional core course to be considered in the initial-eligibility certification process. 

Question: What if a prospective student-athlete meets requirements for graduation, but proof of 
graduation does not appear on the high school transcript? 

Answer: The prospective student-athlete must graduate on time with his or her class and have proof of 
graduation on the high school transcript in order for the additional core course to be considered 
in the initial-eligibility certification process. (See the above question regarding potential waiver 
opportunities.) 

Question: May a prospective student-athlete using the additional core course take two half-unit 
courses? 

Answer: Yes. A prospective student-athlete using this opportunity may complete the equivalent of one 
Carnegie unit. For example, the prospective student-athlete could complete two one-half unit 
courses. 

Question: May a prospective student-athlete who graduates and meets the core curriculum 
requirement after eight semesters of high school use the additional core course to improve 
his or her core-course grade-point average? 

Answer: Yes. A prospective student-athlete who completes the core-curriculum requirements within the 
specified timeframe may use the additional core course to improve his or her core-course grade- 
point average for consideration in the initial-eligibility process. 

Examples: 

No. 1 2003-04: Grade 9 
2004-05: Grade 10 
2005-06: Grade 11 
2006-07: Grade 12 (did not graduate) 
Summer 2007: takes three classes through online program 

The prospective student-athlete did not graduate with his class; therefore, only courses taken in 
the first eight semesters will be considered in the initial-eligibility certification process. The 
summer school online courses may not be used. 

No. 2 2003-04: Grade 9 
2004-05: Grade 10 
2005-06: Grade 11 
2006-07: Grade 12 (graduated) 
Summer 2007: takes three classes through online program 

One of the three courses taken through the online program may be used, since the prospective 
student-athlete graduated at the end of eight semesters. The eligibility center will use the one 
class that most benefits the prospective student-athlete in the review of his or her initial 
eligibility. 

No. 3 2003-04: Grade 9 
2004-05: Grade 10 
2005-06: Grade 11 
2006-07: Grade 12 (did not graduate) 
2007-08: The prospective student-athlete plans to enroll at a prepatory school for a fifth year. 



The prospective student-athlete may attend the prepatory school, but none of the courses may be 
used for initial eligibility certification. The prospective student-athlete may still improve his or 
her standardized test score during the prepatory school year. 

No. 4 2003-04: Grade 9 
2004-05: Repeat grade 9 due to injury or illness 
2005-06: Grade 10 
2006-07: Grade 11 
2007-08: Grade 12 

Under the new legislation, none of the courses from 2007-08 can be used for initial-eligibility 
purposes unless the prospective student-athlete graduated at the conclusion of the 2006-07 year. 
However, there is a waiver process available for prospective student-athletes who fail to meet the 
core-curriculum time limitations. 

No. 5 2002-03: Grade 9 
2003-04: Repeat Grade 9 
2004-05: Grade 10. Prospective student-athlete diagnosed with learning disability. 
2005-06: Grade 11 
2006-07: Grade 12 

RESULT:     Provided the prospective student-athlete is approved through NCAA Disability Services, he or 
she will be able to use coursework from all five years. 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 ext. 249 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 1:34 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

-Compliance <- Compliance@uncaa. unc.e&|> 

Fwd: Medical Hardship- 

Medical Hmdship- (122 KB).Insg 

Hi CD, 
’]7he Medical ttardship Waiver for~ was approved by the ACC Please pass this info on to 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 @~x) 
sbmaloy@uncaa unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Monday, June 11, 2007 12:09 PM 

Susa~ B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

jack evans@unc.edu; dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu; Babcock, Lmdsey <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org> 

Medical H~xdship. 

UNC doc 

Susan, 
Attached is the approval letter for the hardship waiver request you submitted on behalf of 

documentation. 

Eric A. Wood 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

The Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 
tel. 336.854.8787 
fax 336.369.0065 
b_~_2L~b_~_c__c__~__o__~_L_s__a___a_fL 

student-athlete . Thank you for submitting the appropriate 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TIL~kNSMITTED Y3A ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Malloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for         student-athlete, 
has been approved for the        season. Thank you for providin) the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Eric A. Wood 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Jack Evans, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS F,~X (336) 854-8797 ¯ ADMINISTRATION F_~X (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON- COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ¯ DUKE, UNIVERSITY ¯ FLORIDA STATE U2x’IVERSITY ¯ GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECtINOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ° L~-IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ° WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Monday, ’ 4:00 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Medical t tardship- 

Hey...spoke with Shane and as I thought, we would not write a letter of 
support but would still be ~villing to support you in your effort by 
passing the appeal along to the NCAA..make sense? 

Eric A. Wood 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 
The Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 
Greensboro, N(? 27407 
tel. 336.854.8787 
fax 336369.0065 
http://www.thea cc.col~’saac/ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B. iVlaloy [mailto: sbmalov@uncaa unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:32 Pivl 
To: Wood, Eric 
Sutziect: Re: Medical Hardship- 

Many thanks Take care I’ve got a stack full of more hardship waivers 
to get together for you Sorry. 

}lave a good one. 

Susan 

>>> "Wood, Eric" <ew; )d@theacc org> 12:09 PM >>> 

Attached is the approval letter [’or the hardship waiver request you 
submitted on behalf of         student-athlete Thank you 
for submitting the appropriate documentation. 

Eric A. Wood 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

The Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

tel. 336.854.8787 

fax 336.369.0065 

http://wxvw.theacc.corrb’saac/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, June 18, 2007 5:15 PM 

_ @uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mai]er.t~u.edu; 
cbwoody@demson.edu; bbattle@maiIer.t?~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@mimni.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalter@mailer.fsu.edu; gfeathe@umd.edu; jisrael@miami.edu; jjohn~n@at.gtaa.gatech.e&t; 

jpootro£u]@duaa.duke.edu; jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon fagg@ncsu.edu; 

klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgolnez@umd.edu.; 

michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@t.edu; saxa.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; skm6f;(b!virginia.edu; 

icobb,a)vt.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; shosha~lna engel@ncsu.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; sclacher~’@miami.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edu; 

koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstct@~vfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; themandez@miami.edu 

November Compliance Meeting 

Due to a meeting conflict here in the office and Thanksgiving being early this year (22n~t) we’re going to have to consider other dates for our November compliance meeting. 

We’re looking at Wednesday, November 14th - Thursday, November 15th. We realize that the 14th is signing day but we wanted to find out if at least one person from your 

institution would be able to come at that time. 
Please let me know as soon as possible what you think about these dates, if we had another choice we would avoid signing day but we’re pretty limited. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K, Babcock 

A ~ fan tic Coas t Conference 
Compliance & Governance 

336-8.54-8787 ext. 249 

--- Scarmed by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, June 21, 2007 2:16 PM 

_ @uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.t~u.edu; 
cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.fi~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@mimni.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; ebookwalter@mailer.fsu.edu; gfeathe@umd.edu; jisrael@miami.edu; jjohn~m@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

j pootrakul@dnaa.duke.edu; j erome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwbSq@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edn; j on fagg@ncsn.edu; 

klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; markos@nncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; lgolnez@umd.edn.; 

michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@t.edu; s~xa.sikorski.l@bc.edn; byrdsm@wfu.edu; skm6t;(t)!virginia.edu; 

icobb,a)vt.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.nnc.edu; shosh~lna engel@ncsn.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherb’@miami.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edu; 

koost@bc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edn; hairstct@~vfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.dnke.edu; themandez@miami.edu 

FW: [CCACA] Fw: Blanket release for SPC Football 

Saint Peter’s College Football Transt~r Release.jpg; Saint Peter’s College Football Press Release.jpg 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Atlantic Coast Co~ference 

Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 ext. 249 

From: CCACA-talk@lists.pac-10.org [mailto:CCACA-talk@lists.pac-:t0.org] On Behalf Of Barbara Church 
Sent: Wednesday, 3une 20, 2007 2:20 PM 
To: CCACA Discussion 
Subject: [CCACA] Fw: Blanket release for SPC Football 
Please note attached blanket release. 
Barbara 

.... Original Message --- 

~omi 
To: _b___a_ ! Lb__a__[ __a_:_Q[ Lu__ [_c__[ !_@ g !_a__’_o__c__:Q_[ g 

Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2007 12:00 PM 
Subject: Blanket release for SPC Football 

Barbara, 
Attached is the blai~4et release and press release for otr fl~otball program. Please forward to any interested parties. 

Th~rlks, 
Emily 

Emily L. Haynam 

Saint Peter’s College 

Assistant Director of Athletics 

Compliance Officer 

Senior Woman Administrator 

2641 Kennedy Blvd 

Jersey City, NJ 07306 

Office: 201-761-7303 * N e w 

Fax: 201-761-7301 *New 

ehaynam@spc.edu 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, June 25, 2007 3:19 PM 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mai]er.t~u.edu; 

cbwoody@demson.edu; bbattle@maiIer.t?~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edn; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@mimni.edu; dlbley@miami.edn; ebx~okwalte@mailer.l;n.edu; gt~athe@umd.edu; jisrael@miaani.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@vvfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@nmd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparkm~bat.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@~vfu.edu; slon6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 

sjgreen@nncaa.unc.edu; shoshm~na engel@ncsu.edu; saelli@clmnson.edu; sclacherty@mia~fi.edn; wsf3h@virginia.edu; koosq@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edn; thernmadez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Camp Scrimmages 

Hi Everyone - please be reminded that it is not permissible for your coaches to observe your current student-athletes while they are playing during a camp, especially during 
lunch break or at night after the camp is over. 
Lindsey 

Scrimmages C~mducted During Institution*s Camp or Clinic (I) 

l)ate Issued: Jun 23, 2004 
Type: Official 

Item Re£ 2 

Interpretation: 

The subcommittee confirmed tlmt if enrolled student-uthletes are participating in a ~fimmage conducted &rang an institution’s camp or clinic, it is impermissiNe tbr lhe 

ms~.itution’s coaclmg s~.aff to ob~rve such a scrimmage. [References: Division I Bylaw 17.1A ~1 (plwing mason -- countable athletically related activities)] 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Co~ference 

Compliance & Governance 
336-854-8787 ext. 249 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, June 25, 2007 3:47 PM 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.t~u.edu; 

cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.t?~u.e&~; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@mimni.edu; dlbley@miami.edu; ebx~okwalte@mailer.l;u.edu; gt~athe@umd.edu; jisrael@miaJni.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edu; jwhite@clemsou.edu; jon t:agg@ucsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcuuniug@umd.edu; ellebykc@vvfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ucsu.edu; 

pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@~vfu.edu; skln6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 

sjgreen@uncaa.uuc.edu; shoshm~na eugel@ncsu.edu; saelli@cle~nsou.edu; sclacherty@mia~fi.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; themaa~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

July Basketball Recruiting 

2007.BB July Evalatuion Period.doc 

Hi Everyone, 
Similar to last year I’m providing a Q & A document regarding the July evaluation periods in basketball. Feel free to let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 ext. 249 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, June 27, 2007 9:05 AM 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.t~u.edu; 

cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.t?~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edn; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@mimni.edu; dlbley@miami.edn; ebx~okwalte@mailer.l;n.edu; gt~athe@umd.edu; jisrael@mia~ni.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@vvfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@nmd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparke~bat.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@~vfu.edu; sk~n6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 

sjgreen@nncaa.unc.edu; shoshm~na engel@ncsu.edu; saelli@cle~nson.edu; sclacherty@mia~fi.edn; wsf3h@virginia.edu; koosq@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edn; thernmadez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Jnly Conference Call 

I know that it’s been a while since we’ve had a conference call so here’s a reminder that our next call is scheduled for Tuesday, July ’~0th at 11:00 a.m. Please send me any 

agenda items asap. I’ll send out the materials for the call next week. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 

Phone Number: 

Conference Emry Code: 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
A I fan tic Coos t Conference 

Compliance & Governance 
336-854-8787 ext. 249 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, July 9, 2007 4:30 PM 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.t~u.edu; 

cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.t?~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@mimni.edu; dlbley@miami.edu; ebx~okwalte@mailer.l~u.edu; g~athe@umd.edu; jisrael@miaJni.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon i:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@vvfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@~vfu.edu; skln6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 

sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; shoshmina engel@ncsu.edu; saelli@clelnson.edu; sclacherty@mimni.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; koosq@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; thernmadez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

July Conference Call 

Supp.4.Comply&Veril},.doc; July.Agenda.doc; Supp. 1.Minutes.doc; Supp.2.Testing.doc; Supp.3.MedExams.doc 

Hi Everyone, 

The July compliance conference call will be tomorrow, July 10th, starting at 11:00 a.m. (dial-in information is below). I have attached the agenda and supplements for the call. 

We do have several things to discuss so we will stant right at 11:00.. please call-in on time. Talk to you tomorrow! 

Lindsey 
Phone Number: 

Conference Ently Code: 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 ext. 249 



Compliance Group Conference Call 
July 10, 2007 

11:00 a.m. 

Phone Number: 

Conference Entry Code: 

1. Welcome. 

AGENDA 

Minutes of the May Meeting. 

CCACA Updates. 
a. Off-Campus Recruiting. 
b. June Conference Call. 
c. Stationery 

Testing at Camps/Clinics. 

International Doorway to Education & Athletics 
www.internationaldoo~ay.org 

Proposal 2006-79. 

Telephone Call Monitoring Software. 
www.robertsinnovations.com 

(Babcock) 

(Babcock/Wood) 

(Fagg) 

( roocly) 

(Ellison) 

(Babcock) 

Supplement 1 

Supplement 2 

Supplement 3 

Supplement 4 

Medical Hardship Waivers. (~rood) 

Other Business. 
a. NCAA Eligibility Center Presentation. 
b. Eligibility Newsletter. 
c. Recruiting Calendars/Compliance Forms 
d. Level II Secondary Reports (August 1 
e. November In-person Meeting. 
f. Future Conference Calls (August 14, September 11, October 9). 

10. Adj ournment. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, 8:56 AM 

Susa~ B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Hardships - 

I did notice it in your letter but simply forgot to process it...Ill do 
it here sholtly ..sorlT about that...I called the NCAA yesterday and 
some of my colleagues at conference offices and nobody was certain how 
to treat    as we talked about                   yesterday...some say 
everything counts in     and so he should be a 4 out of 24 and others 
say it wasn’t in the championship segment so he should be a 0 out of 24 
dates...hope to clear things up by the call if not I ~vill table the 
discussion and proceed as I am going now-.. 

Eric A Wood 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 
The Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 
Greensboro, NC 27407 
tel. 336854.8787 
fax 336.3690065 

http://www theacc com/sa ac/ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B. Maloy [mailto:sbmaloyO~uncaa unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:15 AM 
To: Wood, Eric 
Sutzject: Re: ttardships - 

Hi Eric, 
Forgot to mention this to you yesterday, but was also a 
combined Medical Absence Waiver request. Just wanted to be sure that 
you noticed that and could issue a ruling on the Absence Waiver as well 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility’ 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (oltice) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> "Wood, Eric" <ewood@theacc.org> 4:12 PM >>> 

Attached you will find approval letter’s for the hardship waiver 
requests you submitted on behalf of 

and i Thaak you for submitting the appropriate 
documentation. 

Eric A. Wood 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

The Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

tel. 336.854.8787 

fax 336.369.0065 

http://www.thea cc.col~’saac/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, 9:01 AM 

Susa~ B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org>; Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu; jac~evaJ~s@unc.edu 

RE: Hmdships - 

UNC .doc 

I did notice it but simply forgot to process it once I completed the 
hardship waiver for him. I have attached the approval letter 12~r the 
medical absence waiver you submitted on behalf 
you for submitting the appropriate documentation 

Thank 

Eric A Wood 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

The Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

tel. 336854.8787 

fax 336.3690065 

http://w~vw theacc com/saac/ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B Maloy [mailto:sbmalog@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:15 ~Y\I 
To: Wood, Eric 
Subject: Re: Hardships - 

Hi El~c, 

Forgot to mention this to you yesterday-, but was also a 
corubined Medical Absence Waiver request. Just wanted to be sure that 
you noticed that and could issue a ruling on the Absence Waiver as ~vell. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@unca a.unc, edu 

>>> "Wood, Eric" <ewood@theacc. org> 4:12 PM >>> 
Susan, 

Attached you will find approval letter’s for the hardship waiver 
requests you submitted on behalf of 

Thank you for submitting the appropriate 
documentation. 

Eric A. Wood 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

The Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

tel. 336854.8787 

fax 336369.0065 

http://www theacc corrdsa ac/ 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TIL~kNSMITTED Y3A ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Malloy 
Assistant Director of Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical absence waiver for              student-athlete, 
, has been approved for the Spring     semester. Please note that you may 

prorate 9 hours toward degree based on the fact that initially enrolled on or after 
. Thank you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Eric A. Wood 
Director of Student Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Jack Evans, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS F,~X (336) 854-8797 ¯ ,~I)MINISTRATION F_~X (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON- COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ¯ DUKE. UNIVERSITY ¯ FLORIDA STATE U2,,’IVERSITY ¯ GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECtINOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ° L2,,-IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ° WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, 9:10 AM 

Susa~ B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Hardships - 

Apparently are all different..ugh!!!’. I’ve 
talked to the Ivy, group, the big east, A-10 and the WAC because they 
were all in the same session I was and eve~-one response was "I’m not 
100%". ugh[!’. 

Eric A Wood 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 
The Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 
Greensboro, NC 27407 
tel. 336854.8787 
fax 336.3690065 

http://www theacc corrdsa ac/ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B Maloy [mailto: sbmalov@uncaa.unc.edu ] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:59 AM 
To: Wood, Eric 
Sublect: RE: ttardships - i 

It does seem a bit confusing as to how to count it Thanks for working 
to clari(y this And thanks for processing the absence waiver Look 
fopa, ard to hear from you again soon. 

Susan 

>>> "Wood, Eric" <ewood@theacc.org:          8:55 AM >>> 
I did notice it in your letter but simply forgot to process it...Ill do 
it here shortly ..sorry about that...I called the NCAA yesterday and 
some of’my colleagues at conference offices and nobody was certain how 
to treat     as we talked about                   yesterday...some say 
ever,f thing counts in    and so he should be a 4 out of 24 and others 
say it wasn’t in the championship segment so he should be a 0 out of 24 
dates...hope to clear things up by the call if not I will table the 
discussion and proceed as I am going now.. 

Eric A Wood 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

The Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

tel. 336.854.8787 

I:ax 336.369.0065 

http://wxvw.theacc.corrb’saac/ 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frora: Susan B. Maloy [mailto: sbmaloy(&uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,. 8:15 A_’vl 
To: Wood, Eric 
Subject: Re: Hardships - 

Hi Eric, 
Forgot to mention this to you yesterday, but was also a 
combined Medical Absence Waiver request. Just wanted to be sure that 
you noticed that and could issue a ruling on the Absence Waiver as welh 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc edu 

>>> "Wood, Eric" <e;vood@tkeacc org> 4:12 PM >>> 
Susan, 

Attached you ;vill find approval letter’s for the hardship waiver 
requests you submitted on behalf of 

Thank you for submitting the appropriate 
documentation. 



Eric A Wood 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

The Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

tel. 336.854.8787 

~x 336.3690065 

http://www.theacc.comJsaac/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, 9:40 AM 

Susa~ B. Malay <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Hardships- 

I’m working on it no~v...Jennifer from the Big East and I were just 
talking about that on the phone...she started on something and is 
willing to share...looks like we do have to cou~at the 4 dates of 
competition tbr     for      : but as weird as it sounds first half 
would be based on the whole year so in       case it would not give 
him the 72 (8) dates to play with in the championship segment as we 
discussed. 

Eric A. Wood 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 
The Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 
Greensboro, NCl 27407 
tel. 336.854.8787 
fax 336369.0065 
http://www.thea cc.col~’saac/ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Susan B. Malay [mailto:sbmaloy~uncaa unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:11 AM 

To: Wood, Eric 

Sut~iect: RE: Hardships - 

Ugh! is right! t Not to make more work for you, but would it be 
possible to put together a cheat sheet that addresses this so that we 
don’t have to bother you every time we process these? It may actually 
save some time in the long run so that we don’t have to keep recalling 
year after year how to count the contests. Just a thought. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

>>> "Wood, Eric" ---ewood@theacc.org>          9:10 AM >>> 
Apparently are all different ..ught!!! I’ve 
talked to the Ivy group, the big east, A-10 and the WAC because the?’ 
were all in the same session I was and everyone response was "I’m not 
100%". ugh!t ! 

Eric A Wood 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 
The Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 
Greensboro, NC 27407 
tel. 336.854.8787 
~ax 336.369.0065 
http://wxvw.theacc.corrb’saac/ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B. Malay [mailto:sbmalov,@,uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday-, 8:59 AM 
To: Wood, Eric 
Subject: RE: Hardships - i 

It does seem a bit confusing as to how to count it. Thartks for working 
to clarify this. And thartks for processing the absence waiver. Look 
fot~,ard to hear from you again soon. 

Susan 

>>> "Wood, Eric" <ewood@theacc.org>          8:55 AM >>> 
I did notice it in your letter but simply forgot to process it...Ill do 
it here shortly...sorry about that...I called the NCAA yesterday and 
some of my colleagues at conference offices and nobo@ was certain ho;v 
to treat     as ~ve talked about                  I yesterday..some say 
everything counts in    and so he should be a 4 out of 24 and others 
say it wasn’t in the championship segment so he should be a 0 out of 24 
dates..hope to clear things up by the call if not I will table the 
discussion and proceed as I am going now.. 

Eric A. Wood 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 
The Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 
Greensboro, NCl 27407 



tel. 336854.8787 

fax 336.3690065 

http://www theacc com/saac/ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Susan B. Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy~uncaa unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:15 AM 

To: Wood, Eric 

Sutzject: Re: Hardships - i 

Hi Eric, 
Forgot to mention this to you yesterday, but was also a 
combined Medical Absence Waiver request. Just wanted to be sure that 
you noticed that and could issue a ruling on the Absence Waiver as well. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> "Wood, Eric" <cwood@theacc.org> 4:12 PM >>> 
Susan, 

Attached you will find approval letter’s for the hardship waiver 
requests you submitted on behalf of 

Thaak you for submitting the appropriate 
documentation. 

Eric A Wood 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

The Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

tel. 336.854.8787 

fax 336.3690065 

http://www.thea cc.col~’saac/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, July 10, 2007 2:01 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mai]er.t~u.edu; 

cbwoody@cIemson.edu; bbattle@maiIer.t?~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@miami.edu; dlbley@miami.edu; ebx~okwalter@mailer.l;u.edu; gt~athe@umd.edu; jisrael@miaJni.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; ion t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparke~bat.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@~vfu.edu; sk~n6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 

sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; shoshm~na engel@ncsu.edu; saelli@clelnson.edu; sclacherty@mia~fi.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; koosq@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; thernmadez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <s|yon@theacc.org>; Wo<~d, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

FW: NCAA Forms 

07 International Amateurism Fonn.doc; 07Drug Testing Consent.doc; 07SA Statement.doc; 07summazy.doc 

Attached at~ the NCAA compliance forms that Shauna agreed to share with the group. We’re still working with the staff on getting these forms fixed online. 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Atlantic Coast Co~ference 
Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 ext. 249 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock. Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, July 10, 2007 2:48 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mai]er.t~u.edu; 

cbwoody@demson.edu; bbattle@maiIer.t?~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@mimni.edu; dlbley@miami.edu; ebx~okwalte@mailer.l;u.edu; gibathe@umd.edu; jisrael@miaani.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon l:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@vvfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgaHo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

ppaiker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@~vfu.edu; skln6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 

sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; shoshmina engel@ncsu.edu; sael]i@cle~nson.edu; sclacherty@mia~fi.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairs~c@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; thernaa~dez@miami.edu 

FW: [CCACA] COMPLIANCE FORMS UPDATE! 

As you can see by Shane’s email below you can expect that the compliance forms will be available online by the end of the week. So Lance, you can relax now! 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

A ~ fan tic Coas t Conference 
Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 ext. 249 

From: CCACA-talk@lists.pac-10.org [mailto:CCACA-talk@lists.pac-10.org] On Behalf Of Lyons, Shane 
Sent: Tuesday, _luly 20, 2007 2:28 PM 
To: CCACA Discussion 
Subject: [CCACA] COHPL~ANCE FORHS UPDATE! 

ALL: 
I have been asked by Brad Hostetter at the NCAA to post a notice to the CCACA that the Compliance Forms will be in pdf format by the end of the week. 
Brad indicated that it’s a long story but the word is just filtering out to the rest of our staff that they will indeed be in pdf format and that decision was made the other day. The 
staff was advised to not post them in pdf by the NCAA IT staff because they a~ switching some "behind-the-scenes" program that would requi~ reposting. That reposting 
would be more difficult with pdf than other formats. Once we were advised that the Iogos were not showing appropriately James Bandy began to look into getting them posted 
as pdf and is in the process of getting that done with IT. 
I hope this is helpful. 
Shane 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, July 11, 2007 10:43 AM 

.~uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.t~u.edu; 

cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.t?~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@mimni.edu; dlbley@miami.edu; ebx~okwalte@mailer.l~u.edu; g~athe@umd.edu; jisrael@miaJni.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon i:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@~vfu.edu; skln6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 

sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; shoshmina engel@ncsu.edu; saelli@clelnson.edu; sclacherty@mimni.edn; wsf3h@virginia.edu; koosq@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; thernmadez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

July Conference Call Minutes 

July.Minutes.doc 

Hi Everyone, 

Attached are the minutes from yesterday’s call. Please let me know if any corrections or changes need to be made. Our next call is scheduled for Tuesday, August t4th at 

11:00 a.m. 
Thanks! 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 exl. 2.49 



Compliance Group Conference Call 
July 10, 2007 

11:00 a.m. 

Those present: 
Boston College - Jerome Rodgers, Steven Koo, Carly Pariseau, Sara Sikorski 
Clemson University - Stephanie Ellison, Brad Woody 
Duke University - Jamie Pootrakul, Todd Mesibov 
Florida State University - Bob Minnix, Elizabeth Bookwalter 
Georgia Tech - Katreshia Louis 
University of Mar5,1and - Dan Trump, Keli Cunningham, Greg Featherston, Lizzie Gomez 
University of Miami - David Reed, Steve Clacherty, Jamie Isreal 
University of North Carolina - Amy Herman, Susan Maloy, Lance Markos, 
North Carolina State - Jon Fagg, Michelle Lee, Shoshanna Engel 
University of Virginia - Steve Flippen, Art Markos 
Virginia Tech - Shauna Cobb, Sandy Weber 
Wake Forest University - Todd Hairston. Scott Byrd, Kirsten Elleby 
ACC - Shane Lyons, Lindsey Babcock (recording secretary), Eric Wood 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted on at various times throughout the 
meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in order 
of the agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal votes or 
"sense of meeting") that occurred.] 

1. Welcome. Lindsey Babcock took roll and began the call at approximately 11:00 a.m. 

2. May Meeting Minutes. With no corrections the minutes were approved as written. 

CCACA Updates. Eric Wood provided a brief overview of the CCACA June 
conference call. 

Off-Campus Recruiting. The CCACA group was in agreement that any coach 
that is recruiting off-campus and is replaced by another coach must return to 
campus prior to resuming off-campus recruiting duties. There was a sense that 
this is something that is not being followed consistently by coaches but the 
legislation is clear. 

Legislation. The CCACA collected conference positions on several legislative 
items that are up for override consideration. If institutions are interested in seeing 
these positions contact Eric for a copy of the document. 

Stationery_. There was an extensive discussion among the CCACA group 
regarding stationery and what is permissible to print on letterhead when sending 
correspondence to prospects. The group consensus was that there currently are no 
restrictions on what may be on letterhead stationer5,, it is permissible to have 
pictures, accolades, etc. pre-printed on the letterhead. Shane Lyons added that 
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although you may print whatever you want, including permissible pictures, within 
the body of the correspondence it must be in letter format (greeting, body, closing, 
etc.) and not a poster filled with pictures. Further, the stationery must meet the 
definition of whatever the institution has determined stationery to be. Eric Wood 
commented that the CCACA confirmed that it would not be permissible to print a 
picture of the prospect, on an official visit or other, within the body of the letter. 

Testing at Camps/Clinics. Jon Fagg asked the group how they were allowing testing 
to be done at institutional camps. It seems that any kind of testing can now be 
justified as instructional. Some institutions indicated that they were conducting pre- 
tests at the start of camp and post-tests at the end to check improvement. Others are 
having their strength and conditioning staff conduct the testing while some are not 
permitting any testing at all. Shane Lyons clarified that the NCAA extended the 
restrictions on testing for institutional camps due to anti-trust issues raised when 
legislation was passed limiting non-institutional (e.g. NIKE combines) camps. 
Lindsey Babcock added that most of the activities that were being done at 
institutional camps previously can continue to be done. However institutions now 
need to justify the testing to show that it accompanies some kind of instruction. 

International Doorway to Education & Athletics. Brad Woody asked the group if 
anyone was familiar with the International Doorway to Education & Athletics, which 
is a program that assists international students with academic or athletic potential to 
gain admission and scholarships to American higher education institutions. No one in 
the group was familiar with the program. Lindsey Babcock urged everyone to take a 
look at the website (www.internationaldoorway.org), and possibly talk to their 
coaches in sports that recruit internationally, and send Brad their thoughts about the 
program. 

Proposal 2006-79. Stephanie Ellison asked the group how they were conducting 
physicals prior to tryouts particularly in sports such as rowing, which has such large 
numbers participating. Some institutions indicated that they would be requiring a 
letter from a personal physician saying that they are able to participate for tryout 
purposes, after making the team they would undergo the full physical from the sports 
medicine staff. Others are conducting brief physicals in the training room (by 
appointment only) for the tryout and complete physicals in the training room upon 
making the team. 

Telephone Call Monitoring Software. Lindsey Babcock provided a brief overview of 
a telephone call monitoring software system (www.robertsinnovations.com), which 
was developed by a former staff member at the University of Oklahoma after their 
most recent major infractions case involving impermissible telephone calls to 
prospects. The group agreed to schedule a presentation of the software during a future 
conference call. 
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Medical Hardship Waivers. Eric Wood confirmed that the updated medical hardship 
waiver forms are available on ACConline. Further, he explained that any outside 
competition must count as participation in sports other than basketball, field hockey 
and soccer, which are the only sports that currently have legislated scrimmages that 
are exempt. In sports that do not have legislated scrimmages, if contests are in the 
nonchampionship segment they would continue to count as a competition for 
purposes of NCAA Bylaw 17 but would no~t count toward medical hardship waiver 
calculations. An exception to this would be in the sports of golf and tennis where 
competition in their nonchampionship segment is considered in their overall record 
for their championship. Eric will provide a document to better explain the differences 
in these calculations. 

Student-Athlete Opportunity Fund Information. Eric Wood requested that all 
institutions provide the conference with a summary of expenditures in the "other" 
categories (J, P, W and Z) from the SAOF by next week. 

10. Other Business. 

NCAA Eligibility Center Presentation. Lindsey Babcock asked the group if they 
would be interested in someone from the Eligibility Center speaking to the group 
and addressing any issues or concerns regarding the Eligibility Center and the 
certification process. There were no objections to including this on a future 
conference call. 

Eligibility Newsletter. After polling the group it was decided that the conference 

office would continue to fov~vard the eligibility newsletter to everyone through the 
compliance listserve. 

Recruiting Calendars/Compliance Forms. The link is now available on the 
NCAA website for the 2007-08 recruiting calendars. However, those calendars 
that are not finalized yet are noted on the site. The 2007-08 compliance forms are 
currently only available in a .doc format on the NCAA website, which is not 
conducive to printing. The staff has indicated that those forms will be available in 

a .pdf format. Subsequent to the call in was confirmed that the forms were made 
available in .pdf on#ne. 

Level II Secondary Reports. Lindsey Babcock reminded the group that a si~ned 

copy of the 2006-07 level II secondary reports, which should include all level II 
violations for the entire year, are due to the conference office by August 1, 2007. 

November In-Person Meeting. Lindsey Babcock informed the group that the fall 
compliance meeting would be November 14-15 in Greensboro. The meeting will 
begin at 11:00 a.m. at the conference office on the 14th. Lunch and dinner will be 
provided on the 14t~ as well as breakfast the morning of the 15t~. A block of 
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rooms have been held at the Sheraton Hotel for the group. The meeting on the 15 
will begin at about 8:30 a.m at the Sheraton Hotel to make travel easier for those 
who need to get to the airport. The meeting will end no later than 12:00 noon on 
the 15th. Agenda requests and additional information will be sent out within the 
next month. 

f. Future Conference Calls. The next three calls will be August 14th, September 11th 
and October 9th. 

Text Messaging. Carly Pariseau asked the group how they were handling the 
possibility of an override with text messaging. Shane Lyons indicated that as of 
August Ist text messaging is no longer permitted. The legislation did receive 
enough votes to consider an override, so the Board of Directors will discuss it at 
their summer meeting. If they continue to support the adoption of the legislation 
an override vote will be taken at the NCAA Convention in January. 

11. Adiournment. The call ended at approximately 12:05 p.m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, July 17, 2007 5:51 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.t~u.edu; 

cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@maiIer.t?~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@mimni.edu; dlbley@miami.edu; ebx~okwalte@mailer.l;u.edu; gt~athe@umd.edu; jisrael@miaani.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@vvfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@~vfu.edu; skln6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 

sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; shoshm~na engel@ncsu.edu; saelli@cle~nson.edu; sclacherty@mimni.edn; wsf3h@virginia.edu; koosq@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; thernaaadez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Basketball Recruiting 

Hi Everyone, 
Please be reminded that in order to recruit off-campus a coach must be an authorized athletics department staff member (13.01.4), must have passed the yearly coaches’ 
exam (13.1.2.5.1) and must be counted as a countable coach in the applicable sport (13.1.2.5.2). 
Over the last 2 weeks we have received calls, both within and outside of the conference, indicating that there may be individuals who do not meet the above requirements 
representing our institutions by performing evaluation activities, specifically in women’s basketball at summer events. The accusations have included non athletics department 
personnel sitting in the "coaches’ section" at events with event programs while taking notes, non coaching staff members (e.g., administrative assistants, director of 
operations, etc.) sitting in the "coaches’ section" taking notes and acting as a runner for coaches and coaches sitting outside of the "coaches’ section" near prospects in 
attendance. 
I spoke with enforcement today and they have assured me that they will continue to have NCAA enforcement personnel attending summer events looking for violations as 
described above. Institutions that are in violation will be notified by enforcement later this fall. 
Although I was not provided enough information to determine which of our schools were included in the accusations I have been told that some of our member institutions have 
been named. Please take some time to review these policies with your men’s and women’s basketball staff to ensure that they are clear on these rules. Considering the fact 
that these rules are so straight fonNard it seems as though a violation would be intentional and therefore would result in more serious penalties. 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Lindsey 

Lindse!! K. Babcock 

Atlantic Coast Co~ference 
Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 exl. 249 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, July 18, 2007 3:37 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.t~u.edu; 

cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@ nailer t?~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@miami.edu; dlbley@miami.edu; ebx~okwalter@mailer.l;u.edu; gi~athe@umd.edu; jisrael@miaJni.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon i:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@~vfu.edu; skln6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 

sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; shoshmina engel@ncsu.edu; saelli@cle~nson.edu; sclacherty@mia~fi.edn; wsf3h@virginia.edu; koosq@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; thernmadez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Level II Violation Summary 

Reporting Form - Level II Violations.07-08.doc 

Just another reminder that your 2006-07 level II secondary violation summary chart is due to us in about 2 weeks (no later than August 1, 2007). To date we have only t~ceived 
forms from two institutions. Please make sure that you include all level II violations from the 2006-07 academic year and be sure to provide us with a SIGNED copy as it is the 
year-ending report. You may fax it to me (336-369-0065) or scan it and send it to me via email. After you send me the 2006-07 report you can start using the 2007-08 chart 
(attached) to report level II violations. 
Thanks! 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 ext. 249 
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Sent: 
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Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, July 19, 2007 11:51 AM 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.t~u.edu; 

cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.t?~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edn; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@mimni.edu; dlbley@miami.edn; ebx~okwalte@mailer.l;n.edu; gt~athe@umd.edu; jisrael@miaJni.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@nmd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@~vfu.edu; skln6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 

sjgreen@nncaa.unc.edu; shoshm~na engel@ncsu.edu; saelli@clernson.edu; sclacherty@mia~fi.edn; wsf3h@virginia.edu; koosq@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edn; thernmadez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

VTO Sports 

Football Camp (6.96 KB).msg 

Hi Everyone, 
I sent the attached email out to some of you back on 7/3 but I wanted to make sure you were all aware of these issues as we have received additional information that may 
affect others. 
We have determined, along with other conferences, that VTO Sports is a recruiting service. This is demonstrated on their website where they have the following objective: 
"VTO Sports is the premiere provider of PREPARATION services for High School student-athletes. We specialize in Combine Prep, Skills Prep, and Recruiting 
Prep. We are the LINK between High School/College Coaches, Student-Athletes, and Parents". 
On June 22-24, 2007 VTO Sports conducted a camp called the %/TO Sports D-1 Football Camp". On their website (link below) they listed several of our institutions who were 
expected to be represented (working) at this camp. I have contacted those institutions to make them aware of thaL Please be reminded that due to our ACC football camp 
rule (page 78 of the 2006437 ACC Manual) it would not be permissible for ACC football coaches to work at this camp. Further, although GA’s may work one off-campus camp 
per year, we do not feel that it would be permissible for them to work at this particular camp since it was operated by a recruiting service. 
On May 19, 2007 in Charlotte, NC, VTO Sports conducted an event called the "Elite 100 Showcase". According to the flyer available on their website the purpose of this 
"Showcase" is to highlight football prospects through speed and agility drills as well as position specific drills. They make the effort to mention that no testing will be done per 
NCAA rules however they will provide video tapes and results of tests performed at previous events. Further, there are testing results available on their website. Although they 
did not do any testing they conducted activities to test the prospects, not to instruct them. Therefore we do not feel that this event meets the NCAA standards and are 
considering this event a combine and impermissible for coaches to evaluate. 

htt p://w~,~.vt osports.com/home..html 
In conclusion, because this is a lot of information, if any of your coaches worked at the D-1 camp we feel that you have a level I I secondary violation and possibly a violation of 
ACC rules, which should be reported to this office. If any of coaches evaluated at the Elite 100 Showcase we feel that you have a level II secondary violation. 
Feel free to let me know if you have any further questions. 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 ext. 249 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, July 20, 2007 10:58 AM 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.t~u.edu; 

cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.ti~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@mimni.edu; dlbley@miami.edu; ebx~okwalte@mailer.l;u.edu; gt~athe@umd.edu; jisrael@miaani.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@vvfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@~vfu.edu; skan6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 

sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; shoshm~na engel@ncsu.edu; saelli@cle~nson.edu; sclacherty@mia~fi.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; koosq@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparkev~A~t.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; thernaxadez@miarai.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Telephone Calls - Prospects 

Hi Everyone, 
Please remind your coaches that it is only permissible for noncoaching staff members (e.g., director of operations) to initiate and receive telephone calls from prospects 
AFTER the prospect has signed an NLI and ONLY regarding to general pre-enrollment administrative issues. These individuals should not be casually speaking to prospects 
during the recruiting process. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 

The followh~g h~sfittitional staff niembers niay niake telep]hone calls to or receive telephone callls froin prospective strident-athletes (or the prospective 

student-athlete’s parents or legal ~ardians) as specified: ~4dopted: 4/27/’06 effectire 8/~/06) 

(d) Noncoaching Staff Me~nbers with Sport Specific Responsilfilifies. It is pernlissible for a noncoachh~g staffnlember witl~ sport spedfic responsibilities 

~o initiate and recNve ~dephone cN~s frown prospective stndent-athletes, provided the calls rdate oNy to genera~ pre-enrNl~nen~ adminisn’ative issues 

and sud~ cNls occnr subsequent to the prospecfive student-athlete’s sigmiag a NatioaN Ix’~er of Intent wifl~ that insti~fion (or, for those institntions not 

snbscfilfing m *he NafioaN Letter of ~atent, subseqnent m fl~e prospective st~dent-a*hlete’s si~aed acceptance of the institution’s written offer of 
admissio~ ~d/ov fi~a~cial Nd). (Adopted: !/’14/97; R~,ise& 4/27/06 ~ff~ctive 
Lindse~ K. Babcock 
Atl~ntie Coast Conference 
Compliance & Governance 
336-854-8787 ext. 249 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, July 26, 2007 4:06 PM 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.t~u.edu; 

cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.t?~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edn; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@mimni.edu; dlbley@miami.edn; ebx~okwalte@mailer.l;n.edu; gt~athe@umd.edu; jisrael@miaani.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@nmd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@~vfu.edu; skln6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 

sjgreen@nncaa.unc.edu; shoshm~na engel@ncsu.edu; saelli@cle~nson.edu; sclacherty@mia~fi.edn; wsf3h@virginia.edu; koosq@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edn; thernmadez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Empire State Games 

Hi Everyone, 
FYI - it is permissible for you basketball coaches to evaluate at the Empire State Games, which is happening right now. They are not certified by the NCAA, nor are they 
conducted by the state association. However, the staff is saying that they have always permitted coaches to evaluate at state games as long as they are conducted during 
permissible recruiting periods. 
Let me know if you have any questions. 

Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conf~nence 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2007 4:12 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mai]er.t~u.edu; 

cbwoody@cIemson.edu; bbattle@maiIer.t?~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edn; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@mimni.edu; dtbley@miami.edn; ebx3okwalte@mailer.t;n.edu; gt~athe@umd.edu; jisrael@miaani.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jerome.rodgers, l@bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@nmd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@~vfu.edu; skln6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 

sjgreen@nncaa.unc.edu; shoshm~na engel@ncsu.edu; saelli@cle~nson.edu; sclacherty@mimni.edn; wsf3h@virginia.edu; koost@bc.edu; 

sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edn; thernaa~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Text Messaging 

Hi Everyone, 

If I couldn’t remember what the date was I could just look at how many emails I’ve gotten today on text messaging and t~alize that tomorrow is August 1st, which means no 

more texting!!! Below is some information that you might find helpful as you remind your coaches about the change tomorrow. 

One additional thing that is not included below but we did discuss at our meeting here in May, if a prospect sends a text message to a coach it is permissible for that coach 
to respond in a text message but just to say that it is no longer permissible to communicate with prospects via text messaging. This would be similar to responding to a 
written request. 
Let me know if you have any other questions. 
Lindsey 
Lindsey I~L Babcock 
Atlm~tic Coast Conf~ence 

Director of Compliance & Governance 
336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

Ibabcock@theacc.or,~ 

NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.2 Electronic Transmissions. Effective Date: Aug (~, 2007 

Electronically transmitted correspondence that may be sent to a prospective student-athlete is limited to electronic mail and facsimiles. (See Bylaw 
13.1.7.2.) All other forms of electronically transmitted correspondence (e.g, Instant Messenger, text messaging) are prohibited. Color attachments may be 
included with electronic mail correspondence sent to a prospective student-athlete, provided the attachment only includes information that is not created for 
recruiting purposes, except for items that are specifically permitted as printed recruiting materials (e.g., questionnaires). In addition, attachments shall not 
include any animation, audio or video clips and there shall be no cost (e.g., subscription fee) associated with sending the item attached to the electronic 
mail correspondence. (Adopted: 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05 for publications prepared forthe 2005-06 academic year and after, Revised: 12/12/06, 4/26/07 
effective 8/1/07) 

What about the override requests? 
Since the legislation did not receive 100 override requests to suspend the legislation, the legislation remains in effect until the Board’s review on August 9. 
So, no text messaging between August 1 and August 9 and, unless the Board reverses its previous action on this legislation (or adopts emergency to 
reinstate with restrictions), text messaging will remain impermissible unless the override vote at the NCAA Convention in January is successful. 
Can an institutional staff member text message the parents or legal guardians of prospects? 
The NCAA membership services staff confirmed that it is not permissible to text message the prospect’s parents or legal guardians. The staff advised us 
that an editorial revision to the legislation is forthcoming. 
Can an institutional staff member text message the prospect’s coach? 
It is permissible to text message a prospect’s coach provided the text message is not intended for a prospect. 
What about services or software that converts electronic mail into a text message? 
July 11,2007 Official Interpretation: The committee determined that it is not permissible for institutional staff members to use a service or software that 
converts electronic mail (e.g., e-mail) sent by an institutional staff member into a text message when received by the prospect. [References: NCAA Bylaw 
13.4.1.2 and NCAA Proposal No. 2006-40] 
What about services or software that converts a text message into electronic mail? 
Since the correspondence originates as a text message, it would be considered a text message for purposes of Bylaw 13.4.1.2 and, therefore, it would not 
be permissible for institutional staff members to use such service. It should be noted, however, that nothing precludes a prospect from subscribing to this 
service. Please be advised that an institutional staff member could respond to the prospect who subscribes to such a service provided the staff member’s 
electronic mail response is not converted into a text message and provided it is received as an e-mail by the prospect. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2007 4:50 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mai]er.t~u.edu; 
cbwoody@demson.edu; bbattle@mailer.t?su.e&t; cafly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; 
reed@mimni.edu; dlbley@miami.edu; ebx~okwalter@mailer.l;u.edu; gt~athe@umd.edu; jisrael@miaJni.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 
jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon fagg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 
kcunnmg@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 
pparkm~at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; skan6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 
sjgmen@uncaa.unc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsu.edu; saellis,a~clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstct(,@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Partial Waivers 

Partial Waiver Declaration I Jst Fonn.doc 

Attached is the partial waiver declaration list for the 2007-08 academic year. Please complete this form as soon as you are able to and return it to me, I need to have a form 

from each institution so if you don’t have any partial waivers just indicate that on the form and send it back. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conf~ence 
Director of Compliance & Governance 
336-85d-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

Ibabcock@theacc.o~< 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, August 8, 2007 12:00 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.t~u.edu; 

cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.t?~u.e&~; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@mimni.edu; dlbley@miami.edu; ebx~okwalter@mailer.l~u.edu; g~athe@umd.edu; jisrael@miaJni.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon i:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@~vfu.edu; skln6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 

sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsu.edu; saelli@clelnson.edu; sclacherb~@Iniami.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edn; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; thernm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Cancelled Official Visits/48-Hour Exception 

Cancelled - 48-Itour Exception.doc 

Hi Everyone, 
As you know Proposal 2006-47, which established an exception to the 48-hour official visit for reasons beyond the control of the prospect and institution, was adopted. With 
the adoption of this legislation institutions are now required to report to the conference office when such an instance occurs noting the details of the circumstances (similar to 

cancelled official visits). 
Therefore we have incorporated the 48-hour exception into our Cancelled Official Visit form. So, as of August 1,2007 please use this form to report cancelled official visits 
and/or 48-hour exceptions. 
Also, please be reminded that these forms should be sent to me in a timely fashion. We tend to get several at one time. 
Let me know if you have any questions. 

Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conf~ence 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, August 8, 2007 3:25 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mai]er.t~u.edu; 

cbwoody@cIemson.edu; bbattle@maiIer.t?~u.e&~; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@mimni.edu; dlbley@miami.edu; ebx~okwalte@mailer.l;u.edu; gt~athe@umd.edu; jisrael@mia~ni.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparke~@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@~vfu.edu; sk~n6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 

sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsu.edu; saellis.a~cletnson.edu; sclacherty@tniami.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edn; 

sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Swofford, John <~jswofford@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org>; Haith, Tracey 

<t~aifl~@theacc.org> 

November Compliance Meeting 

Meeting Memo.doc; Compliance Mtg Registration.doc 

Hi Everyone, 

Attached is a memo regarding our fall in-person compliance meeting, which will be November 14-15, 2007 in Greensboro. Please note that the meeting on the 14th will be held 

at the Conference Office and the meeting on the 15th will be held at the Sheraton Four Seasons in order to make travel to the airport easier. 

Please return the registration form no later than October t, 2007 and make your hotel reservations no later than November 1, 2007. 

Let us know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 

Director of Complim]ce & Governm]ce 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (~ax) 

Ibabcocl,z(~th e~c c org 



Subject: 

Babcock. Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, August 9, 2007 9:08 AM 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@~t.edu; nninnix@mailer.fsu.edu; 

cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; reed@miami.edu; 
dfoley@miami.edu; ebookwaJter@mailer.fsu.edu; gfeather@umd.edu; jisrael@miami.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon fagg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; 

ellebykc@wfu.edu; marko@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; Inichelle ~ee@ncsu.edu; 

pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorsld, l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 

sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; shoshann%engel@ncsu.edu; saelli@clemson.edu; sclache~@miami.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairs~tc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

First Armual NAACC Convention Announced 

Michelle shared this information with us regarding the NAACC Convention. We’ll talk more about NAACC on our call on Tuesday. 

Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 

Diredor of Compliance & Govemm~ce 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 ( f;~x ) 

lbabcock(a)heacc.org 

From= Michelle Lee [mailto:smlee2@gw.fis.ncsu.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, August 09, 2007 9:00 AM 
To= Babcock, Lindsey 
Subject= Fwd: Have You Seen the Big News - First Annual NAACCConvention Announced 
If you want to share with the group.... They can email Katie if they are interested in getting more involved with the Association. 

Michelle 

>>> "Jason Galaska" <jgalaska@nacda.com> 8/7/2007 4:34 PM >>> 

Dear NAACC Members, 
In case you missed it in today’s NACDA Daily Review, we are excited, on behalf of the Officers and Executive Committee of NAACC, to announce that the first Annual NAACC 
Convention will take place in conjunction with the NACDA Convention this coming June in Dallas. For all the details, please see the link below. 

http://nacda.cstv.com/spotls/naacc/spec-rel/080707aaa.html 
More information will be coming soon, but please mark your calendars today! To get more involved with the Association, please e-mail Katie Louis at katiel@nacda.com. 
We look forward to having NAACC join our Annual Convention! 
Jason 
Jason Galaska 
Administrator/Association Liaison 
NACDA 
P.O. Box 16428 
Cleveland, Ohio 44116 
440/892-4000 

440/892-4007 (Fax) 
(Cell) 

i.qalaska@nacda.com 
2008 NACDA Convention - June 9-12 at the Hilton Anatole Hotel in Dallas, Texas. Held concun~ntly with the NACMA, NAADD and ICLA Conventions. For updated information 
as it becomes available, please visit wwwx~acda.com. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, August 10, 2007 9:33 AM 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mai]er.t~u.edu; 

cbwoody@cIemson.edu; bbattle@maiIer.t?~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@mimni.edu; dlbley@miami.edu; ebx~okwalte@maJler.l;u.edu; gtbathe@umd.edu; jisrael@miaani.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@irginia.edn; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon l:agg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

pparke~bat.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@~vfu.edu; sk~n6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 

sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsu.edu; saelli@cletnson.edu; sclacherty@tniami.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edn; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; therna~adez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Text Messaging 

FYI - in case you hadn’t seen this yet....may want to pass this along to your coaches if they’t~ waiting to hear. I should have a BOD summary out to you by Monday or 
Tuesday and that will include the baseball legislative pieces as well. 

Lindsey 

NC/  notes: Text message ban stands 
USAToday.com 

The NCAA is sticking for now, with a ban on text messaging in college recruiting 

The association’s Division I board of directors on Thursday essentially rejected a call by nearly three dozen schools to rescind or alter the restrictions it approved in April They took effect 

Aug. 1, limiting electronically transmitted correspondence to recruits to e-mail and faxes. 

The move is designed to end a text-messaging proliferation that a number of athletes complained cost them time and -- because of cell phone charges -- money. 

Thirty-four schools asked for an override of the measure, four more than needed to require the board to reconsider. 

With no changes coming Thursday, those schools now take their fight to the NCAA’s January convention in Nashville, where all 331 Division I institutions will vote on the issue. A five- 

eighths majority is needed to throwthe ban out. 

The board has said it’s open to new legislation that would stop short of an outright ban, but Division I vice president David Berst said, "We simply haven’t seen a good proposal come 

forward yet." 

The panel did back off slightly on another contested rule change that, starting next August, limits how small a scholarship a baseball program can offer. 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Diredor of Complimice & Governmice 
336-854-8787 
336-369-0065 (~ax) 
Ibabcocl,z(@th e~c c org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Babcock, Lindsey [Ibabcock@theacc.org] 

8/13/2007 7:59:39 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=, ~@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 

rminnix@mailer.fsu.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseauObc.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; reed@miami.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; 

ebookwalter@mailer.fsu.edu; gfeather@umd.edu; jisrael@miami.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jerome.rodgers.l@bc.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; jon_fagg@ncsu.edu; 

klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; 

athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; Igomez@umd.edu.; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; pparker@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; 

sandyj@vt.edu; sara.sikorskkl@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; skm6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; 

sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; shoshanna_engel@ncsu.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; 

wsf3hOvirginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparkerOvt.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; tmesibovOduaa.duke.edu; 

thernandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane [slyons@theacc.org]; Wood, Eric [ewood@theacc.org] 

Conference Call Tomorrow 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Importance: High 

Hi Everyone, 
Our August conference call is scheduled for tomorrow at 11:00 a.m. and the dial-in information is included below. Please 

note the attached agenda and supplements for the call. As you can see we have a pretty full agenda so we’ll begin 

promptly at 11. 

The following is an email to explain the information under supplement 2. 

Dear Lindsey" 

Please find attached our materials for the August 14th conference call. Attached you should find 

the following: 

1. A brief overview of the software and cost breakdown to obtain Comply&Verify 

2. A document showcasing some of the screens within the software. Please note that in order 

for the information to read clearly, I had to increase the font size; therefore, some of the 

screens appear off-centered from actual size. 

3. A PDF and HTML sample of our call analysis report for your review. 

I hope this information will be helpful to the group and highlight the capability of Comply&Verify 

to help compliance offices simplify the process of monitoring recruiting telephone calls. 



Talk to you tomorrow! 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

lbabcock@theacc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2007 10:41 AM 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mai]er.t~u.edu; 

cbwoody@demson.edu; bbattle@maiIer.t?~u.e&t; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@mimni.edu; dlbley@miami.edu; ebx3okwalte@mailer.l;u.edu; gIbathe@umd.edu; jisrael@miaani.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jgarner@athletics.gatech.edu; j erome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; j wb8q@virginia.edu; j white@clemson.edu; j on fagg@ncsu.edu; 

klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; mmkos@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgolnez@umd.edu.; 

michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@t.edu; s~xa.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; skm6t~(b!virginia.edu; 

icobb,a)vt.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; shosh~na engel@ncsu.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherb’@mimni.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edu; 

sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu; tparke@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; thernandez@miami.edu 

Additional Information 

Hi Everyone, 
Below is a follow-up email that Melanie sent me after our call yesterday. If you’t~ interested in contacting some of the schools that are using the program now she has 
included some contact information. I know this is a busy time for all of us but if you think you would be interested in seeing a demonstration let me know and we can get 
something scheduled for later this fall or during a slower time. 

Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Diredor of Complimice & Governmice 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (~ax) 

Ibabcocl,:(@th e~c c oN 

From: Melanie Roberts [mailto:melanie.roberts@robertsinnovations.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August $4, 2007 2:28 PM 
To: Babcock, Lindsey 
Subject: Thank You! 

Lindsey: 

Thank you for allowing me to present information on Comply&Verify today! I hope the information was helpful and 
described all the various features/reporting options that Comply&Verify can offer. I know it was a bit rushed as I did not 
want to take too much time on the call, but I think an actual demonstration will really help bring the information 
together for them. Hopefully we will find some of your schools are interested in learning more!!! Thanks again for your 
help! 

I wanted to follow-up with an email on the contact information for the individuals at other institutions using our 
software. I thought this may be beneficial to your group so that they can easily know how and who to contact. The 
individuals who have graciously agreed to provide some of their time to answer questions are as follows: 

1. Amy Folan or Lori Smith at the University of Texas: 512-471-7285 or 512-471-5569 respectively 
2. Mary Austin at the University of Missouri: 573-882-0706 
3. Andrew Hamor at Kansas State University: 785-532-7678 

Thanks again!!! 

Melanie Roberts 
Roberts Innovations, LLC 
melanie, roberts(aq robertsin novations.com 
405-308-6315 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc~org> 

Thursday, August 16, 2007 3:02 PM 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.tku.edu; 

cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.t?~u.e&~; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@mimni.edu; dlbley@miami.edu; ebx~okwalte@mailer.l;u.edu; g~[~athe@umd.edu; jisrael@miaJni.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 
jgarner@athletics.gatech.edu; j erome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; j wb8q@virgiuia.edu; j white@clemson.edu; j on fagg@ncsu.edu; 

klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@~u.edu; markos@uncaa.uuc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgornez@umd.edu.; 

michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pparke@at,gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@t.edu; s~xa.sikorski.l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; skm6f(~!virginia.edu; 

~cobb,a~vt.edu; sjgreeu@uncaa.unc.edu; shosh~sina engel@ncsu.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edu; 

sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; themmadez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane ~slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

August Conference Call Minutes 

August.Minutes.doc 

Please note the attached minutes from Tuesday’s call. Let me know if any changes or corrections need to be made. Our next call is scheduled for Tuesday, September 11, 
2007 at 1’1:00 a.m, 
Thanks, 
Lindsey 
Lindsey IC Babcock 
Atlm~tic Coast Conference 
Director of Complimice & Gov~imnce 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 



Compliance Group Conference Call 
August 14, 2007 

11:00 a.m. 

Those present: 
Boston College - Jerome Rodgers, Carly Pari seau, Sara Sikorski 
Clemson University - Stephanie Ellison, Brad Woody 
Duke University - Jamie Pootrakul, Todd Mesibov 
Florida State University - Brian Battle, Elizabeth Bookwalter 
Georgia Tech - Paul Parker, Katreshia Louis 
University of Maryland -Dan Trump, Lizzie Gomez 
University of Miami - David Reed, Steve Clacherty, Jamie Isreal 
University of North Carolina - Amy Herman, Susan Maloy, Lance Markos, ¯ 

Shelly Green 
North Carolina State - Jon Fagg, Michelle Lee, Shoshanna Engel 
University of Virginia - Art Markos 
Virginia Tech - Tim Parker, Shauna Cobb, Bert Locklin, Sandy Weber 
Wake Forest University - Todd Hairston 
ACC - Lindsey Babcock (recording secretary), Eric Wood 

Joining a Portion of the Call: 
Comply&Verify - Melanie Roberts 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted on at various times throughout the 
meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in order 
of the agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal votes or 
"sense of meeting") that occurred.] 

1. Welcome. Lindsey Babcock took roll and began the call at approximately 11:03 a.m. 

2. July Minutes. With no corrections the minutes were approved as written. 

Telephone Call Monitoring Software. Melanie Roberts joined the call and provided 
information regarding a telephone call monitoring system called Comply&Verify. 
Any institution interested in having an online demonstration later in the fall or if 
anyone is interested in purchasing the program they should contact Lindsey Babcock. 

NCAA Eligibility Center Issues. Lindsey Babcock forwarded information from Greg 
Dana regarding the Eligibility Center (EC). The EC will begin calling institutions that 
have student-athletes listed on their IRL who do not have test scores or transcripts. 
Further, the Amateurism Clearinghouse is proceeding along and it is believed that no 
student-athletes should miss practice or competition because their case is waiting to 
be processed. However, if there are major issues with a case it will take time to 
resolve and could result in missed practices or competitions. 
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Amy Herman asked if it would be permissible to use the SAOF to pay transportation 
for student-athletes to return home, and possibly back to campus, if their 14-day 
temporary certification period elapses. Lindsey Babcock clarified that it would be a 
permissible use of the fund to pay for transportation for those individuals. 

Tim Parker stated that he has experienced situations where prospects were sent 
follow-up questions concerning amateurism but the Clearinghouse didn’t have 
appropriate contact information so the prospect’s case wasn’t being processed in a 
timely manner. Stephanie Ellison indicated that Clemson requested that all requests 
for additional information from their prospects be sent to Clemson and they forward it 
to the prospects. 

Instructional Videos on YouTube. Dan Trump asked the group if any of their 
coaches have mentioned putting instructional videos on YouTube for their student- 
athletes. There were concerns regarding impermissible highlight films being created 

by people other than institutional employees. There seemed to be an agreement that 
nothing would prevent videos from being put on YouTube as long as the intent was 
not for them to be used for recruiting. After discussion Lindsey Babcock stated that 
this issue should be considered further and will be added to the November in-person 
meeting agenda. 

NAACC Workshop. Dan Trump provided a brief summary of NAACC and their 
recent workshop. In addition to Dan, Dave Reed, Jamie Isreal, Michelle Lee and Bob 
Minnix were also in attendance. The overall feeling was that the workshop was 
beneficial and the group was encouraged to get involved with the organization. It was 
also mentioned that next year there will be a NAACC seminar in conjunction with the 

NACDA Convention in Dallas, TX, June 9-12, 2008. 

Preseason Football Limit. Lindsey Babcock reviewed a recent interpretation from the 

staff regarding the 105 preseason football limit. It was the opinion of the staff, as well 
as the other Big 6 conferences, that the 105 limit was put in place for cost 
containment. Therefore any football student-athlete that the institution is paying 
expenses for to be on-campus during football preseason must count within the 105 
regardless if they take part in any countable athletically related activities. Jon Fagg 
and Amy Herman, as well as others, disagreed with the interpretation and cited the 
legislation that specifically says that there is a limit to how many student-athletes may 
engage in practice activities. Therefore they are of the opinion that the 105 limit 
should only include those who are taking part in practice (e.g., team meetings, 
position meetings, field activities, etc.) and not those who are doing rehab activities. 
Lindsey requested that Jon provide his argument via email so that could be forwarded 

to the NCAA for a full staff review and/or LRIC consideration. 

8. Other Business. 
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Cancelled Official Visits/48-Hour Exceptions. The group was reminded that the 
new Cancelled Official Visiti48-Hour Exception form was available on 
ACCOnline and that those forms should be sent to the conference office in a 
timely fashion relative to the official visit. 

November In-Person Meeting. The group was reminded that the fall in-person 
compliance meeting will be November 114-15, 2007 in Greensboro. The meeting 
on the 14t~ will be at the conference office and the meeting on the 15t~ will be at 

the Sheraton Hotel. Meeting forms should be returned to the conference office as 
soon as possible. 

Future Conference Calls. The next conference calls will be September 11th and 

October 9~h. 

9. Adiournment. The call ended at approximately 12:05 p.m. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, Augnst 22, 2007 11:58 AM 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@virginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; rminnix@mailer.t~u.edu; 

cbwoody@demson.edu; bbattle@maiIer.t?~u.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edn; dtrump@umd.edu; 

reed@mimni.edu; dlbley@miami.edn; ebx~okwalte@mailer.l~n.edu; g~athe@umd.edu; jisrael@miaani.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

jgarne@athletics.gatech.edu; j erome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; j wb8q@irginia.edu; j white@clemson.edn; j on fagg@ncsn.edu; 

klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfn.edu; markos@nncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.nnc.edu; lgolnez@umd.edn.; 

michelle lee@ncsn.edu; pparke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandyj@t.edu; s~xa.sikorski.l@bc.edn; byrdsm@wfu.edn; skm6t;(c)!virginia.edu; 

mobb.a)vt.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.nnc.edu; shosh~lna engel@ncsn.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherb’@miami.edu; wsf3h@irginia.edu; 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edn; thernmadez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Ba~ball PPS Reminder 

Hey Everyone, 
We’ve had some questions regarding baseball playing and practice season so here is a brief summary that might help you decipher the changes that were made: 

Baseball Skill Instruction (2006-81 - 17.1.6.2.3): 
¯ Permitted outside the playing season from the start of classes (fall) until one week prior to finals (spring). 

¯ More than 4 student-athletes permitted: 

o September 15 - one week prior to finals (fall) 

o January 15-April 15 

~, 4 or fewer student-athletes permitted: 

o Start of classes (fall) - September 14 

o Start of classes (spring) - January 14 

o April 16 - one week prior to finals (spring). 

Calculating Segments (132-day season) (2005-91-B - 17.4.1, 17.4.2, 17.4.3): 

~, Nonchampionship Segment: 

o 45 consecutive days in September, October or November. 

o Any practice or competition during the NC segment must count toward the 132-day season. 

o Any practice or competition during the NC segment does not need to be consecutive days. 

o Any week of practice or competition during the NC segment is limited to 4 hrs/day, 20 hrs/week, one day-ofI/week. 

o Any conditioning or skill instruction during the NC segment does not count toward the 132-day season. 

o Any week with no practice or competition would be considered outside the playing season. Therefore it would be restricted to 8 hrs/week with no more than 2 of 

those hours in skill instruction. 

~, Championship Segment: 

o Consecutive days excluding one day-off per week, vacation, holiday and final exams. 

o First contest - no earlier than the Friday in February that is 13-weeks before the Friday preceding Memorial Day (February 22, 2008, February 20, 2009, 

February 26, 2010). 

Please let me know if you have any further question. 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
AtlmNc Coast Conf~ence 
Director of Compliance & Governance 
336-854-8787 
336-369-0065 (lax) 

Ibabcock@theacc.o~ 



Subject: 

Babcock Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2007 11:46 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <Inarkos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Green < sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric 

<ewood@theacc.org> 

RE: Attachments to General Correspondence 

Amy, 

You make an excellent point and certainly one that we have been trying to make with the staff for some time. Shane has had some "spirited" conversations with staff members 

about how we got to this point. I will put this on our next conference call, which is next week, and see what others have to say. I’ve also asked Leeland a few more questions 

about this so I’ll let you all know when I hear back from him and you can decide how to proceed from there. 

Lindsey 

Lindsey I~L Babcock 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Director of Compliance & Govemm~ce 

336-85d-8787 

336-369-0065 (fkx) 

lbabcock(~)heacc.org 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2007 :t0:57 AM 
To: Babcock, Lindsey 

; Larry Gallo; Lance Markos; Susan B. Maloy; Shelly Green 
Subject: Attachments to General Correspondence 

Lindsey, 
Susan just forwarded us the email you just sent about printing random articles off of our website and attaching them to general correspondence. I understand that the loophole 
they’re trying to close, as you said, was to keep coaches from putting recruiting information online just so they could print it and send it as an attachment. That loophole is closed 
by the "not created for recruiting purposes" bylaw (13.4.1.3)! Why do they now have to take that and apply it to things that are clearly not for recruiting purposes (e.g., 
schedules, articles about our last game, etc.)? It just doesn’t make sense, and it’s not a stance that is found anywhere in legislation! 
Seems to me that they just don’t want to archive the 8/26/05 Ed Column. The only thing that the legislation talks about is RECRUITING materials. The legislation doesn’t say that 
NOTHING on our website can be printed and sent to recruits. I’m just not sure where they’re getting that from. Seems like they TRIED to simplify it with the :t2/13/05 interp, but 
then ultimately failed by not archiving the other one. 
I’m off my soapbox now, and I know that you’re just the messenger on this one. But can we talk about this on our next conference call? I have a feeling it’s not being applied in 
the same manner, because I’m pretty sure it’s not how we left it after our January and February, 2006 conference calls. I’d also like to brainstorm ideas of how to explain this to 
the coaches without being entirely confusing. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, September 7, 2007 6:01 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       @uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 

rminnix@mailer.t~u.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; 

dtrump@umd.edu; reed@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; etx~okwalter@mailer.fsn.edu; gt~athe@umd.edn; jisrael@miami.edu; 
j pootra£ul@dnaa.duke.edu; j garne@athletics.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edn; 

jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; kloni@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcnnning@umd.edn; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edn; 

athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@nmd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandzi@vt.edu; 

sara.sikorski, l@bc.edn; byrdsm@wfu.edu; skln6f@virginia.edn; rcobb@vt.edu; sjg~een@nncaa.unc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsu.edn; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesitx~v@duaa.duke .edu; tlaemm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

September Cont~rence Call 

Hey Everyone, 
This is a reminder that our September conference call is scheduled for this coming Tuesday, September 11,2007 (dial-in instructions below). It will begin at 11:00 a.m. I will 
be sending out the agenda and supplements on Monday but please feel free to send me any agenda items you may have ASAP. 
Have a great weekend! 
Lindsey 
Phone Number: 
Conference Entry Code: 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlm~tic Coast Conference 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, September 7, 2007 6:17 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; an~@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 

rminnix@mailer.t~u.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; 

dtrump@umd.edu; reed@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; elx~okwalter@mailer.fsn.edu; gt~athe@umd.edu; jismel@miami.edu; 
j pootra£ul@dnaa.duke.edu; j garne@athletics.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @be.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edn; 

jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; kloni@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcnnning@umd.edn; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edn; 

athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@nmd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandzi@vt.edu; 

sara.sikorski, l@bc.edn; byrdsm@wfu.edu; skln6f@virginia.edn; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgreen@nncaa.unc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsu.edn; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacheriy@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; themandez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Registered ruth Clearinghouse 

Hi Everyone - 
I wanted to make sure you were all aware of this since I know that we have received different information on this previously and Eric and I both remember telling your coaches 
something contrary to this during the rules review sessions prior to the coaches’ recruiting exams. 
As you know with the adoption of NCAA proposal 2006-46-A prospects are now required to be t~gistered with the Clearinghouse and appear on the institution’s IRL before 
making an official visit or signing a written offer of financial aid. One question that was immediately asked was what constitutes "registered" with the Clearinghouse? We were 
informed that "registered" means they had to complete the online registration form or "SRF". At the time we asked the question that did not include paying the registration fee. 
The May 2007 ed column below simply states, "Prospective student-athletes who qualify for a fee waiver may still be p¢ovided an official visit or written offer of athletically 
related financial aid, even if the high school official has not yet attested to the fee waiver. However, the prospect must still be re~Iistered with the cleatfnghouse." 
We have just been informed that in order to complete registration the prospect must pay the registration fee OR have qualified for a fee waiver. So, consequently a prospect 
can’t take an official visit without either paying the registration fee or qualifying for a fee waiver. 
Please make sure that your coaches are aware of this. If you think you have already had a problem please let me know. 

Sorry for the confusion. 
Thanks! 
Lindsey 

Educational Column -- Def’mition of Registration per NCAA Division I Proposal No. 2006-46-A and NCAA Division II 2007 
Proposal No. 6 (IiII) 

D ate Issued: 21- IVLAY - 07 

Type: Ed. Column 

Itein Ref: I 

interpretation: 

NCAA Division I Proposal No. 2006-46-A and NCAA Division II 2007 Proposal No. 6 specify that an institution may not provide an official visit or written offer of 

athletically related financial aid to a high school or prepa~catory school prospective student-athlete until he or she first registers with the NCAA Inhial-EliNbiliN 

Clearinghouse* and is placed on the institutional request list. 

* NOTE: As of October 29, 2007, the NCAA Eligibility Center will conduct all initia]- eligibility certifications tbr prospective student-athletes. 

A prospective stadent-athlete will be considered to be registered with the clea~nghouse if the individual has successthlly submitted the clea~nghou~ Student Relea~ 

Fomi (SP,2c’) electronically on the clearinghouse Web site. 

Prospective student-athletes who qualif)~ for a fee waJver may s~till be provided an official visit or written offer of athletically related fina:acial a~d, even if the high school 

official has not yet attested to the fee waiver. However, the prospect mus~t still be regis~tered with the clearinghouse. 

To quali~ for a waiver of the clearinghouse fee, the prospect must already have received a fee waJver froln ACT and/or SAT. If the prospect has not been granted a 

fee waiver by ACT or SAT, the prospect is not eligible for a waiver of the registration fee. 

To check whether a prospect has successfully registered, please follow these steps: 

1. Log on to the cleafinghonse Web site at www.ucaacleari~Nhouse.nct and input your insaitution’s password information. 

2. Phil np the Web Status ReIx~rt (WSR) for the sport and recruiting class in question. 

3. If the prospect appears on the WSR with the notation "Student Not Registered" and has "SRF" as a code, that student has NOT registered and CANNOT take 

an official visit or be provided a written oiler of athletically related financial aid. 

4. If no such indications appear under the s~tudent’s name, the student would be considered registered, and would meet the conditions set forth in the propo~ls. 

Result Text on WSR Code 

Student Not Registered. SRF 

Student has a fee problem. None 

Student has not completed the registration 

process. 

Tiffs s~dent either has a fee wa),ver request that 

has not yet been processed by the high school, 

or has other fee issues (e.g., rejected credit 

ca~cd). If the student is otherwise registered, this 

fee problem does not preclude the s~dent from 

taldng an official visit or the inslitution from 

providing a written offer of athletically related 

financial aid; however: it is worth inves~dgating. 

Other items of note on the WSR: 

Text on WSR Code Result 



Student has missing document(s).    TS Student does not have a test score on file. All 

test scores must be otficial and come directly 

ti-om the testing agency. Test scores on 

transcripts roll not be used. 

Student has missing document(s).    HST The student has at least one transcript missing 

from his or her file. 

References: Division I Bylaws 13.6 Iolficial (paid) visit] and 13.9 (letter-of-intent programs, financial aid agreements); Division II Bylaws 13.6 [officia3 (paid) visitl aaad 

13.9 (letter-of-intent programs, financial aid agreements); Division I Proposal No 2006-46-A and Division I12007 Proposal No.6.] 
Lindsey I~ Babcock 
Atlm~tic Coast Conference 
Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (~ax) 
Ibabcocl,z(@the~cc org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, September 10, 2007 10:46 AM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       @uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 

rmim~ix@mailer.t~u.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; 

dtrump@umd.edu; reed@miami.edu; dtbley@miami.edu; etx~okwalter@mailer.fsn.edu; gt~ather@umd.edn; jismel@miami.edu; 

j pootra£ul@dnaa.duke.edu; j garne@athletics.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; jwhite@clemson.edn; 

jon t:agg@ncsu.edu; kloni@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcnnning@umd.edn; ellebykc@~vfu.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edn; 

athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@nmd.edu.; michelle_ lee@ncsn.edu; plmrke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandzi@vt.edu; 

sara.sikorski, l@bc.edn; byrdsm@wfu.edu; sk~n6f@virginia.edn; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgmen@nncaa.unc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsu.edn; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tporker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesitx~v@duaa.duke .edu; tkemm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

September Cont~rence Call 

Supp.2.PPS.BE.doc; Supp.l .Aug.Minutes.doc; Sept.Agenda.doc 

Hi Everyone - 
Please be reminded that our September conference call is scheduled for tomorrow (Tuesday) beginning at 11:00 a.m. Dial-in information is below and I have attached the 
agenda and supplements. 
Talk to you tomorrow! 
Lindsey 
Phone N~mbe~: 
Conference tSntry Code 
Lindsey K. P~bcock 
AtlmNc Coast Conf~ence 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (~ax) 

Ibabcock@theacc.o~ 



Compliance Supplement No. 1 
September 2007 Conference Call 

Compliance Group Conference Call 
August 14, 2007 

11:00 a.m. 

Those present: 
Boston College - Jerome Rodgers, Carly Pariseau, Sara Sikorski 
Clemson University - Stephanie Ellison, Brad Woody 
Duke University - Jamie Pootrakul, Todd Mesibov 
Florida State University - Brian Battle, Elizabeth Bookwalter, Justin Kume 
Georgia Tech - Paul Parker, Katreshia Louis, Jenilee Garner 
University of Maryland -Dan Trump, Lizzie Gomez 
University of Miami - David Reed, Steve Clacherty, Jamie Israel 
University of North Carolina - Amy Herman, Susan Maloy, Lance Markos, 

Shelly Green 
North Carolina State - Jon Fagg, Michelle Lee, Shoshanna Engel 
University of Virginia - Art Markos 
Virginia Tech - Tim Parker, Shauna Cobb, Bert Locklin, Sandy Weber 
Wake Forest University - Todd Hairston 
ACC - Lindsey Babcock (recording secretary), Eric Wood 

Joining a Portion of the Call: 
Comply&Verify - Melanie Roberts 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted on at various times throughout the 
meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in order 
of the agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal votes or 
"sense of meeting") that occurred.] 

1. Welcome. Lindsey Babcock took roll and began the call at approximately 11:03 a.m. 

2. July,T Minutes. With no corrections the minutes were approved as written. 

Telephone Call Monitoring Software. Melanie Roberts joined the call and provided 
information regarding a telephone call monitoring system called Comply&Verify. 
Any institution interested in having an online demonstration later in the fall or if 
anyone is interested in purchasing the program they should contact Lindsey Babcock. 

NCAA Eligibility Center Issues. Lindsey Babcock forwarded information from Greg 
Dana regarding the Eligibility Center (EC). The EC will begin calling institutions that 
have student-athletes listed on their IRL who do not have test scores or transcripts. 
Further, the Amateurism Clearinghouse is proceeding along and it is believed that no 
student-athletes should miss practice or competition because their case is waiting to 
be processed. However, if there are major issues with a case it will take time to 
resolve and could result in missed practices or competitions. 



Compliance Conference Call 
August 14, 2007 
Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 

Amy Herman asked if it would be permissible to use the SAOF to pay transportation 
for student-athletes to return home, and possibly back to campus, if their 14-day 
temporary certification period elapses. Lindsey Babcock clarified that it would be a 
permissible use of the fund to pay for transportation for those individuals. 

Tim Parker stated that he has experienced situations where prospects were sent 
follow-up questions concerning amateurism but the Clearinghouse didn’t have 
appropriate contact information so the prospect’s case wasn’t being processed in a 
timely manner. Stephanie Ellison indicated that Clemson requested that all requests 
for additional information from their prospects be sent to Clemson and they forward it 
to the prospects. 

Instructional Videos on YouTube. Dan Trump asked the group if any of their 
coaches have mentioned putting instructional videos on YouTube for their student- 
athletes. There were concerns regarding impermissible highlight films being created 

by people other than institutional employees. There seemed to be an agreement that 
nothing would prevent videos from being put on YouTube as long as the intent was 
not for them to be used for recruiting. After discussion Lindsey Babcock stated that 
this issue should be considered further and will be added to the November in-person 
meeting agenda. 

NAACC Workshop. Dan Trump provided a brief summary of NAACC and their 
recent workshop. In addition to Dan, Dave Reed, Jamie Israel, Michelle Lee and Bob 
Minnix were also in attendance. The overall feeling was that the workshop was 
beneficial and the group was encouraged to get involved with the organization. It was 
also mentioned that next year there will be a NAACC seminar in conjunction with the 

NACDA Convention in Dallas, TX, June 9-12, 2008. 

Preseason Football Limit. Lindsey Babcock reviewed a recent interpretation from the 

staff regarding the 105 preseason football limit. It was the opinion of the staff, as well 
as the other Big 6 conferences, that the 105 limit was put in place for cost 
containment. Therefore any football student-athlete that the institution is paying 
expenses for to be on-campus during football preseason must count within the 105 
regardless if they take part in any countable athletically related activities. Jon Fagg 
and Amy Herman, as well as others, disagreed with the interpretation and cited the 
legislation that specifically says that there is a limit to how many student-athletes may 
engage in practice activities. Therefore they are of the opinion that the 105 limit 
should only include those who are taking part in practice (e.g., team meetings, 
position meetings, field activities, etc.) and not those who are doing rehab activities. 
Lindsey requested that Jon provide his argument via email so that could be forwarded 

to the NCAA for a full staff review and/or LRIC consideration. 

8. Other Business. 



Compliance Conference Call 
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Cancelled Official Visits/48-Hour Exceptions. The group was reminded that the 
new Cancelled Official Visiti48-Hour Exception form was available on 
ACCOnline and that those forms should be sent to the conference office in a 
timely fashion relative to the official visit. 

November In-Person Meeting. The group was reminded that the fall in-person 
compliance meeting will be November 114-15, 2007 in Greensboro. The meeting 
on the 14t~ will be at the conference office and the meeting on the 15t~ will be at 

the Sheraton Hotel. Meeting forms should be returned to the conference office as 
soon as possible. 

Future Conference Calls. The next conference calls will be September 11th and 

October 9~h. 

9. Adiournment. The call ended at approximately 12:05 p.m. 



Compliance Group Conference Call 
September 11, 2007 

11:00 a.m 

Phone Number: 

Conference Entry Code: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

AGENDA 

Welcome. 

Minutes of the August Conference Call. 

CCACA Update. 

NLI Releases. 

Use of Outside Training Facilities (Track). 

Baseball Playing and Practice Season. 

Compliance Review Information. 

Medical Absence Waivers. 

ACC Summer Compliance Workshop Update. 

Other Business. 
a. Coaches’ Meetings. 
b. Clearinghouse Registration. 
c. November In-Person Meeting. 

i. Registration Forms. 
ii. Agenda Items. 

iii. Airline/Hotel Reservations. 
d. Future Conference Calls - 10/9/07. 

(Babcock) 

(Babcock) 

(~good) 

(EllisorO 

(Babcock) 

(Lee/Fagg) 

(~/ood) 

(Babcock) 

(Babcock) 

11.    Adj ournment. 

Supplement 1 

Supplement 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 11, 2007 1:02 PM 

Jackie Copeland <jackiecl@email.unc.edu> 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos(_o~uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Green <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ACC Financial Aid/Eligibility Workshop 

Jackie, 
We had an ACC conference call this morning. On it, they told us that they are seeking funding from the powers-that-be in the conference to host a workshop for institutional 
financial aid and eligibility officers next summer. They will take the proposal to the Faculty Athletics Reps early in October, so I should have more info soon. The goal is to bring 
officers from all ACC schools to Greensboro for a 2-day workshop in which they, along with us in compliance, would be able to talk amongst themselves and hopefully borrow 
ideas that can make their own offices work more smoothly with regard to athletics. 
Anyway, the only thing we know now is that it’s "looking good" for being approved, and it will most likely be sometime in July, 2008 (obviously after the 4th). 
Just wanted to give you a heads up. I’ll pass on more info as I get it. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~e: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, September 11, 2007 1:38 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;,                     ~ ~uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@~mcaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vtedn; 
rmim~ix@mailert~u.e~du; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; 

cea3£~vi~inia.edu; dtrump~umd.edu; reed@miami.edu; dibley@miami.edu; ebookw~lter@mailer.fsn.edu; g~athe@umd.edu; 

jisrael@miami.edu; j pootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j gma~e@athletics.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8@viiginia.edu; 

jwhite@clemson.edn; jon fagg@ncsu.edn; klouis@atgtaa.gatech.edu; kcnnning@umd.edn; ellebykc@wfu.edu; Inarko@uncaa.unc.edu; 

athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@nmd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; pl~_rke@atgtaa.gatech.edu; sandzi@vt.edu; 

sara.sikorski, l@bc.edn; byrdsm@wfu.edu; sk~n6f@virginia.edn; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgieen@nncaa.unc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsu.edn; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tpa~:ker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; tiaemm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

FW: Bullpen Catcher 

FYI Everyone - below is the email that was shared with our Championships staff who I believe forwarded this to your head baseball coaches. 

Feel free to let me know if you have any further questions. 

Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Director of Compliance & Governance 
336-854-8787 
336-369-0065 (fax) 
ibabcock@ theacc, org 
..... O2iginai Message ..... 

Fzom: Babcoc~6, Lindsey 
Sent:: H):]day, Sept:e:~b~’~ 10, 2007 10:13 AM 

To: Whitiield, Davis 
Cc: Lyons, Shane 

Subject: Bullpyn Catcher 

Davis, 
As we discussed earlier today a student manager may catch in the bullpen as long as that is not his only duty. He would have to be performing "normal managerial duties" 
and may catch in the bullpen additionally. 
If the bullpen catcher is a student whose duties are strictly only bullpen catching he would have to be certified for practice and listed on the squad list as such. 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Director of Compliance & Governance 
336-854-8787 
336-369-0065 (fax) 
Ibabcock@ theacc, org 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Monday, September 24, 2007 4:35 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       @uncaa.nnc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edn; 

rminni~@mailer.t~u.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.fsu.e&~; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; 

cea3t~vi~inia.edu; cPwump~umd.edu; reed@mia~ni.edu; dli31ey@miami.edu; ebookwalter@mailer.fsn.edu; gt~athe@umd.e&~; 

jisrael@miami.edu; j pootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j game@athletics.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8@vi~ginia.edu; 

jwhite@clemson.edn; jon fagg@ncsu.edn; klouis@at.gma.gatech.edu; kcnnning@umd.edn; ellebykc@wfu.edu; rnarko@uncaa.unc.edu; 

athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@nmd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandzi@vt.edu; 

sara.sikorski, l@bc.edn; byrdsm@wfu.edu; skln6f@virginia.edn; rcobb@vt.edu; sjg~een@nncaa.unc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsu.edn; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacheriy@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; tlaemmadez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

September Cont~rence Call 

Baseball PPS.pdf; Sept.Minutes.doc 

Attached are the minutes of the September compliance conference call. Please let me know if any changes or corrections need to be made. Our next call is scheduled for 
Tues~Jay, October ,9~h at 1’~ :00 a.~rL Send me agenda items for the next call as well as the in-person meeting as soon as possible. 

Thanks! 
Lindsey 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlm~tic Coast Conference 
Director of Complimice & Governmice 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 



Compliance Group Conference Call 
September 11, 2007 

11:00 a.m 

Those present: 
Boston College - Jerome Rodgers, Carly Pari seau 
Clemson University - Stephanie Ellison, Brad Woody 
Duke University - Jamie Pootrakul, Todd Mesibov 
Florida State University - Brian Battle, Elizabeth Bookwalter 
Georgia Tech - Paul Parker, Katreshia Louis, Jenilee Garner 
University of Maryland - Dan Trump, Greg Featherston, Lizzie Gomez 
University of Miami - David Reed, Steve Clacherty 
University of North Carolina - Larry Gallo, Amy Herman, Susan Maloy, 

~, Shelly Green 
North Carolina State - Jon Fagg, Shoshanna Engel 
University of Virginia - Steve Flippen, Craig Anderson, Art Markos 
Virginia Tech - Shauna Cobb, Bert Locklin, Sandy Weber 
Wake Forest University - Todd Hairston, Scott Byrd, Kirsten Elleby 
ACC - Lindsey Babcock (recording secretary), Eric Wood 

Lance Markos, 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted on at various times throughout the 
meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in order 
of the agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal votes or 
"sense of meeting") that occurred.] 

1. Welcome. Lindsey Babcock took roll and began the call at approximately 11:03 a.m. 

2. August Minutes. With no corrections the minutes were approved as written. 

CCACA Update. Lindsey Babcock provided a brief update on the most recent 
CCACA conference call. The CCACA group agreed that high school sophomores (or 
non-contactable prospects) who are competing in an event on the institution’s campus 
may have contact with the institution’s coach (unofficial visit) after being released by 
their coach, it was recommended that this contact happen at the coach’s office and be 
initiated by the prospect. The CCACA group also agreed that it was not permissible 
to provide "awards" or tangible items for achievement in the weight room but 
"recognition", such as their name on a wall plaque, would be permissible. 

NLI Releases. Eric Wood explained that due to a future change in the operation of 
the NLI all releases should be sent directly to the conference office for processing. 
This will ensure that the NLI database is updated appropriately. The conference will 
then forward those releases to the NLI office. Further, Mr. Wood reminded the group 
that all "null and void" NLI letters should be sent to the prospect, with a copy to Eric, 
within five days of termination of the NLI. 



Compliance Conference Call 
September 11, 2007 
Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 

Use of Outside Training Facilities. Stephanie Ellison asked the group if they would 
allow- teams to use outside facilities for practice. For example, would it be permissible 
for the track team to go to a gymnastics facility in order to use the gymnastics 
equipment? The group agreed that as long as it was within the state or 100-miles it 
would be permissible. It was also noted that in this example it would not be 
permissible to provide mileage expenses to the student-athletes but the institution 
could provide the actual transportation. 

Baseball Playing and Practice Season. Lindsey Babcock revie~ved the baseball 
playing and practice season rules (attached). The group also addressed the issue of the 
bullpen catcher, which was discussed at the ACC head baseball coaches’ meeting. 
Ms. Babcock clarified that if the bullpen catcher is a student and performs normal 
managerial duties that person does not have to be included on the squad list. 
However, if catching in the bullpen is the only duty assigned that person would have 
to be certified as a practice player, be included on the squad list and count within the 
traveling limits, it was also stated that it was permissible for the bullpen catcher to 
wear a team uniform. 

Compliance Review Information. Jon Fagg and Michelle Lee questioned if the group 
would be interested in sharing information from their respective compliance reviews. 
Lindsey Babcock recommended that this could be done as a best practices session at 
the November in-person meeting. Overall the group supported sharing the 
information. The group will consider this issue again during the October compliance 
call after everyone has had the opportunity to discuss it on campus. 

Medical Absence Waivers. Eric Wood reviewed the process for applying for a 
medical absence waiver through the conference. 

Attachments to General Correspondence. Amy Herman raised the issue of 
attachments and the staff interpretation that anything on the institution’s website that 
was not in 13.4.1 could not be printed in black and white and sent to prospects as an 
attachment. Lindsey Babcock added that schedules could not be printed off the 
institution’s ~vebsite to be sent to prospects but the schedule could be printed from 

another source other than the institution’s (or coach’ s) website and sent. 

Other Business. 

Coaches’ Meetings. Anyone who is interested in receiving a copy &the proposed 
legislation that has been shared with the head coaches during their in-person 
meeting at the conference office should email Lindsey. 

b. Clearinghouse Registration. It was clarified that in order to be considered 
officially registered with the Clearinghouse the registration fee must be paid. The 



Compliance Conference Call 
September 11, 2007 
Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 

group was reminded that prior to having an official visit the prospect must be 
registered with the Clearinghouse. 

November In-Person Meeting. The November in-person meeting will begin at 
11:00 a.m. on November 14tl~ at the conference office in Greensboro. On the 15th 
the meeting will be held at the Sheraton Hotel and Koury Convention Center and 
will end no later than 12:00 p.m. Attendees were encouraged to make travel 
arrangements and hotel reservations (Sheraton) as soon as possible. Meeting 
registration forms are due in the conference office by October 1 st. 

d. Future Conference Calls. The next conference call will be October 9th. 

11.    Adjournment. The call ended at approximately 12:05 p.m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2007 9:18 AM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 

rminnix@mailer.I~u.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; 

cea3I~vi~inia.edu; cVmimp~umd.edu; reed@mia~ni.edu; dibley@miami.edu; ebookwalter@mailer.fsu.edu; gI~athe@umd.edu; 

jisrael@miami.edu; j pootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j game@athletics.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @be.edu; jwb8@vilginia.edu; 

jwhite@clemson.edu; ion fagg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; Inarko@uncaa.unc.edu; 

athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandzi@vt.edu; 

sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; skln6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsu.edu; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tpa~:ker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; themm~dez@miami.edu 

Football 5- for- 5 

Thought that this was a good article_. 

FB [ Dive for 5 

Support for a 5th year of eligibiliD" - plus the elimination of redshirts - is gaining steam among the NCAA and football coaches 

The idea has been an issue in college ~botball for more than 20 yea~s. It’s brought up every few year~ each time shot down because it seems too radical lbr the 

tbotball bureaucracy. 

Yet the idea doesn’t go away - rather, it has been gaining momentum and making its way to the front of NCAA agendas. 

’][’he idea is known as "five to play" five." Simply put, NCAA football players would be granted five years of eligibility, as opposed to the current systeln of four. 

Redshirting - sitting out a full ye~x athletically while still attending class to gain an extxa yeax of eligibility - would be eliminated. 

But the idea is anything but simple. It afi~cts nearly every oil-the-field facet of the sport. From recruiting to redshirting, from economics to academics. The change 

would have far reaching effects, but its proponents argue that two main NCAA changes - the addition of a 12th regular season game and the gradual reduction of 

scholarships - mem~ it’s time to bring the issue to the forefi’ont. 

The issue picked up more steam this summer when NCAA President Myles Brand said he could be in favor of the new legislation, provided that the redshirting process 

is eliminated. 

With new gusto behind an old idea. members of the college lbotball community axe begiiming to predict the ett~cts the new legislation would have on various aspects of 

the sport. And in each case, there axe inevitably differing opinions. 

Freshman year 

Five to play- five would tmdoubtedly redefine freshman year for most football players. The most common practice now is to give most freshmen the redshirt so they can 

get acclimated to the college enviromnent, practice with the temn m~d mature mentally and physically. 

But for Larry. Blakeney, head coach at Troy, redshirting a freshman can be a taboo discussion on the recruiting path, and it must be handled delicately’. 

"It’s a negative term fi?r mos~t kids anybow," Blakeney ~id. "You talk about redshirting a kid when you recruit him and you might not get him. We’ve always tried to sell 

it as a positive because most freshmen need to be redshi(ted when they come in to put their best lbur years on the back end." 

To sell a recruit on the idea of coming to a school knowing he will be redshirted, Blakeney poses him a question: If you could trade your ninth grade yeoy for ~l extra 

ye~r in high school, do you think you would be a better player? 

’][’he maswer is ahnost always yes. 

Offthe field, coaches ale beginning to turn away from the common notion that redshirting a player gives him time to adjust to college life. The American Football 

Coaches Association, which sponsors the legislation, has conducted studies on this subject and concluded that freshmen actually perform better academically when they 

are playing with the team, said Todd Bell, director of publications and media for the AFCA. Bell said this can be attributed to players getting into a daily routine and 

finding study time. 

BlaJ~eney, a member of the NCAA Football Issues Committee, has wituessed the sa~ne eil’ect throughout his 30 yeaxs of coaching at the collegiate level. 

"Most freshmen do better if they think their opportunity to play is s~till active," Blakeney said. "The miimte you m~:rk them redshi(t or the minute you tell them that i~s 

over, then to me, 90 percent of them, that’s the minute, that’s the tilne that you have to s~tart being concerned about them attending class, doing as good as they can do 

in their sport, doing as good as they can do in other ways. They basically are better students for us if they are not redshirted as a fresh,nan." 

Injuries 

Blakeney sees the issue of player health as the most important of all aspects of college football that five to play’ five would change. 

Redshirting gives coaches a diificult and all-too-common decision when November rolls around. Near the end of the season, when players are fatigued and often 

playing hurt, coaches around the count~ a~e faced with a tough decision: Should they play a redshirt - using an entire yea~ of his eligibili~, onj ust a t~w gmnes - to pick 



up some runs? Or should they continue with an inj ured player and put him at risk for greater injury? 

Two years ago, the NCAA passed a bylaw allowing a school to schedule 12 games in its regular-season schedule every season. Add a cont~rence championship game 

tbr cont~rences with at least 12 teams, and a bowl game, and some programs are consistently lacing M-game schedules every year. 

The heavy schedules have resulted in thin rosters at the end of the season, Blakeney said. While for ,nofft players it means ,nore games to play, it has the reverse eft}ct 

for so,ne players who ,nust give up their redshirt year in exchange for two or three games. 

The other option for coaches is to save a playels redshirt, while possibly risking an injury to a starter who may be playing injured or fatigued. A fifth year of eligibiliU 

would give coaches 20 percent larger rosters, so coaches could rest injured players. 

"Redshirting for the most part with kids is a negative term, so you deal with it delicately, sort of ease them into it," Blakeney said. "And then about the time you’re sure 

someone gets hurt on the s~rting line or your depth chaxt narrows or tightens, then you need to pull that guy out of the shirt, which has been done many times." 

Recruiting classes 

One issue still up in the a~r, as t:ar as expected consequences go, is the size of recruiting classes. As it is, football programs have 85 scholarships but can allocate no 

more than 25 of them to an incoming class of freshmen. 

A concern in the football communi .ty is the extent to which giving players the option to stay for an extra year will reduce the size of incoming classes, resulting in fewer 
opportunities for recruits. While there are no ways to answer this question accurately in the current sys~tem, plenU have altered their hypotheses for the possible efiEcts. 

Nick Carparelli Jr., Big East associate commissioner for football, said he would not expect fewer opporttmities for freshmen because most scholarship athletes stay 

around for five years and take a redshirt year. 

For Blakeney, the issue is more complex, tte saAd that with a well-maintained program, the ti-eshman class size would likely decrease. But he wonld see that as a 

positive. 

"That’s something that we don’t really know for sure," Blakeney said of the effect on recruiting class size. "But that’s a good thing, because you can only give 25 

anyhow, so if you don’t have to invest more in that same number every year." 

Graduation rates 

Logic, and the general consensus in the football communily, is that graduation rates wonld rise if players were given the opportunity for a fifth year of eligibility. Hayers 

who are not redshirted have four years to complete their degrees. It takes the average football player around four and a half years to graduate, according to Steve 

Pederson, athletic director at Nebraska and chafirman of the NCAA football issues committee. 

"For a football player, generally you’re j ust talking abx~ ut one extra semester anyway," Bell said. "I think a lot of guys Mao would ~tay tbr the fifth year of eligibilig./ 

would more than likely graduate in December, which in four and a half years is right along what the average is tbr a traditional student and also an atblete." 

Others question the academic tnessage that a fifth year of eligibiliU sends. Charlie Weis, head coach at Notre Dame, s~ted publicly lafft November that given the ~:act 

that most of his players graduate in four 5ears, giving them five years to graduate wonld send the w~3ng signals. 

Pederson believes the opposite, and he has been one of the leading voices for the five-to-play-five rule. 

"So as you look at the opportunities for education, what we are talking about is a chance to enhance education, not drag it out." Pederson said in an Aug. 16 

teleconference. "We certainly believe it roll altEct graduation rates in a positive way." 

Most college coaches are on boa~-d with five to play five. The tbotball issues committee asked conferences tbr their input on the idea, and so thr, the Big East, 

Southeastern ContErence and the Big 12 contErence have come out in thvor of the plan. The ti~otball issues committee and the AFCA have come out in support. 

So what has been keeping the legislation offthe books for more than 20 years? Those pushing for the issue say ~nany universiU presidents are quietly not on boa~rd with 

the idea. And it wasn’t until recently that Brand, the NCAA president, voiced his support. 

But the consensus is still that players won’t be suiting up for their fifth year any time soon. Ca@arelli said that based on the NCAA legislation process, the earliest an5’ 

changes could go into ettEct would be two years fi~om now. 

"This is the first time that we’re actually starting to see some agreement fv~m the higher-ups in the NCAA structure and adminis~trators at various universities around the 

country," Carparelli said. "When you stop and look at it, it makes sense academically, it nraJaes sense anal,vtically. In the long run, it’s in the best interests of the student- 

atblete." 
Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Confc~ence 
Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Thursday, September 27, 2007 10:19 AM 

aaker@bc.edu;.                     . ~uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 

rmirmix@mailer.t~u.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; 

cea3~(~vi~inia.edu; ~Pmunp~umd.edu; reed@miami.edu; dibley@miami.edu; ebookw~lter@mailer.fsn.edu; g~athe@umd.e&~; 

jisrael@miami.edu; j pootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j game@athletics.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8@viiginia.edu; 

jwhite@clemson.edn; jon fagg@ncsu.edn; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcnnning@umd.edn; ellebykc@wfu.edu; Inarko@uncaa.unc.edu; 

athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@nmd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandzi@vt.edu; 

sara.sikorski, l@bc.edn; byrdsm@wfu.edu; skln6f@virginia.edn; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgmen@nncaa.unc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsu.edn; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacheriy@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.e&~; tparker@vt.edu; l~airstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesitx~v@duaa.duke .edu; themm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

Ga~ne Ball Awards 

Hi Everyone, 
We’ve had this issue come up with a couple of our schools recently so we thought we should share this with everyone to make sure that this is handled correctly on your 
campus. Please be reminded that it is not permissible for the institution to provide a game ball, or any other item in place of the game ball, as an award for specialized 
performance (e.g., player of the game) in a contest. 
It would be permissible for an outside organization, such as a local business, to provide a certificate, medal or plaque, worth no more than $80, in recognition of a specialized 
performance (e.g., player of the game) in a contest. 
Feel free to let us know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 

Awarding of Game Balls 

Date Issued: Nov 27, 1996 

Type: Staff Interpretation 

Item Ref: a 

hiterpretation: 

a Awarding of Game Balls: The legislative services staff confirmed that it is not permissible to award game balls to student-athletes for specialized performances in particular contests or 
events or during a limited time period (eg., "player of the game" or "player of the week"); however, an institution may provide a game ball to a student-athlete only on an occasional basis to 
recognize an extraordinalT achievement (e.g., career achievement, establishing an institutional record) [Reference: 16.1.45 (specialized performance in single contest or during limited time 
period)[ 
Lindsey K. P~bcock 
Atlm~tic Coast Conf~ence 

Director of Complinnce & Governnnce 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (~x) 

Ibabcock@theacc.or~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, September 28, 2007 1:01 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                     i@uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 
rminnix@mailer.igu.e’du; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; 

cea3i~vi~inia.edu; cVmimp~umd.edu; reed@mia~ni.edu; dii~ley@miami.edu; ebookwalter@mailer.fsu.edu; gi~athe@umd.edu; 

jisrael@miami.edu; j pootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j game@athletics.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8@viiginia.edu; 

jwhite@clemson.edu; jon fagg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; Inarko@uncaa.unc.edu; 

athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; ptm_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandzi@vt.edu; 

sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; skln6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgieen@uncaa.unc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsu.edu; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.e&~; tpaacker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesitx~v@duaa.duke .edu; themm~dez@miami.edu 

WBB Jamboree 

Hi Everyone, 
Are any of your women’s basketball coaches planning on attending a JC Jamboree next weekend at Central Missouri State University? We’re looking for some additional 
information on the event as it appears to be impermissible for coaches to attend. 

Let me know if you have anything. 
Thanks, 
Lindsey 
Lindsey tC Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Confc~ence 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Friday, September 28, 2007 2:41 PM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 

rminnix@mailer.t~u.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; 

cea3t~vi~inia.edu; ~Pmimp~umd.edu; reed@mia~ni.edu; dibley@miami.edu; ebookwalter@mailer.fsu.edu; gt~athe@umd.edu; 

jisrael@miami.edu; j pootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j game@athletics.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @bc.edu; jwb8@viiginia.edu; 

jwhite@clemson.edn; jon fagg@ncsu.edn; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcunning@umd.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; Inarko@uncaa.unc.edu; 

athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@nmd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsn.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandzi@vt.edu; 

sara.sikorski, l@bc.edn; byrdsm@wfu.edu; skln6f@virginia.edn; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgreen@nncaa.unc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsu.edu; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacheriy@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.e&~; tpaa:ker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesitx~v@duaa.duke .edu; tlaemm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

~q3B Evaluations 

Please be reminded that this weekend is the last full weekend of the fall contact period in women’s basketball and therefore it is permissible for coaches to evaluate at 
nonscholastic events this Friday, Saturday and Sunday. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 
Lindsey 

13.1.8.8 Basketball Evaluations. 

(b) Women’s Basketball. In women’s basketba]l, each institution is limited to five recruiting optx3rtunities (contacts a~d evaluations combined) per prospective 
student-athlete (see Bylaw 13.1.6.6). Women’s basketball staff,ne,nbers shall not exceed 100 recruiting-person days. (Revised 1/8/07 effective 8/1/07) 

(1) Academic Year Evaluation Period. Evaluations during the academic year Inay occur at regularly scheduled high school, preparatol3~ school and two-year college 

contests/tournaments, practices, pick-up games and open gyms. Evaluations at nonscholastic events during the women’s basketball prospective student-athlete’s 

academic yeax shall only occur during the last full weekend (includin~ Friday, Saturday m~d Sunday) of the fall contact period and the Friday, Saturday and 

Sunday of the spring evaluation period. (Revised/28/’05 effective 8/1/05, 4/26/07) 

Lindsey I(~ Babcock 

Atlm~tic Coast Conf~ence 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

Ibabcock@theacc.or,~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Babcock. Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2007 11:31 AM 

aaker@bc.edu;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; am@irginia.edu; blocklin@vt.edu; 

rmimfix@mailer.t~u.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; 

cea3~vi~inia.edu; ~Pmimp~umd.edu; reed@miami.edu; dibley@miami.edu; ebookw~lter@mailer.fsn.edu; g~athe@umd.edu; 

jisrael@miami.edu; j pootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; j garne@athletics.gatech.edu; jerome.rodgers. 1 @be.edu; jwb8@viiginia.edu; 

jwhite@clemson.edu; jon fagg@ncsu.edu; klouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; kcnnning@umd.edn; ellebykc@wfu.edu; Inarko@uncaa.unc.edu; 

athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; lgomez@umd.edu.; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; pl~_rke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; sandzi@vt.edu; 

sara.sikorski, l@bc.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; skln6f@virginia.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; shoshanna engel@ncsu.edn; 

saellis@clemson.edu; sclacherty@miami.edu; wsl3h@virginia.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstc~wfu.edu; 

tmesitx~v@duaa.duke .edu; themm~dez@miami.edu 

Lyons, Shane <slyons@theacc.org>; Wood, Eric <ewood@theacc.org> 

October Cont~rence Call 

Hi Everyone, 

Our October conference call will be next Tuesday, October 9th at 11:00 a.m. Dial-in information is included below. Please send me any agenda items for the call ASAP. 

Also, be reminded that we will be discussing the possibility of sharing information from compliance reviews during our November in-person meeting so make sure you have the 
appropriate discussions on your campus prior to the call so you’re prepared to give your opinion on this issue. 
Lastly, during our May 2006 meeting (minutes excerpt below) Jamie asked the group about recruiting in the southern hemisphere. The group agreed to consider the issue and 
talk about it again during our October conference call. If you haven’t spoken to your coaches about this yet please do so before the call. 
Thanks, 
Lindsey 
Phone Number: 
Conference Entry Code: ! 

1.       Recruiting in the Southern ttemisphere. Ms. Jamie Pootrakul asked the group their thoughts on sponsoring legislation to revise recruiting calendars to 

accommodate for the school calendms in the southern hemisphere. The current recruiting rules seem to disadvantage prospects in the southern hemisphere 

by not pernfitting them to have as much time to be contacted by coaches as prospects elsewhere. The group agreed to consider this issue on campus and to 

have further discussion during the October conference call. 
Lindsey K. P~bcock 
AtlmNc Coast Conf~ence 

Director of Compliance & Governance 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (~ax) 

Ibabcock@theacc.o~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenilee Garner <~JGamer@at.gtaa.gatech.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2007 11:43 AM 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; jgame@athletics.gatech.edu; aake@bc.edu; carly.pariseatC~:bc.edu; jerome.rodgers.l @bc.edu; 

sara.sikorski.l @bc.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; jwhite@clemson.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu; 

m~esibov@duaa.&~ke.edu; bbattle@mailer.fsu.edu; ebookwalter@mailer.t?~u.edu; rmi~mix@mailer.fsu.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; 

jisrael@miami.edu; reed@miami.edu; sclache~@miami.edu; themmadez@miami.edu;jon fagg@ncsu.edu; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 

shoshauna eugel@ncsu.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; gfeathe@umd.edu; kcunning@mnd.edu; lgotnez@umd.edu; 

~)uncaa.unc.edu>; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uucaa.unc.edu; markos@uucaa.unc.edu; sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu; 

sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; mn@virginia.edu; cea3f,~!virginia.edu; jwb8q@vilginia.edu; skm6f@virginia.edu; wsf3h@virginia.edu; 

blocklin@t.edu; rcobb@vt.edu; sandvj@vt.edu; tparker@vt.edu; byrdsm@wfu.edu; ellebykc@wfi~.edu; hairfftc@wfu.edu 

Katreshia Louis <KLouis@at.gtaa.gatech.edtc,; Paul Parker <PParke@at.gtaa.gatech.edu> 

Conc urrent Ei~rollment Policies 

Hello evet3~one, 

We are in the process of evaluating and possibly revising Georgia 
Tech’s concurrent enrolhnent policy and want to find out what policies 
are in place for other ACC institutions. Currently, Georgia Tech does 
not allow concurrent enrolhnent unless certain specific criterion are 
met (i.e. limited to degree-seeking upperclassmen and is limited to 
schools comprising the Atlanta Regional Consoltium for Higher 
Education). 

If you have a minute, we ~vould really appreciate any feedback you can 
provide about your school’s policy on concurrent enrollment. 

Thanks, 

Jenilee 

Jenilee Garner 
Georgia Tech Athletic Association 
Compliance Coordinator 
150 Bobby Dodd Way, NW 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0455 
Phone: 404-894-5507 
Fax: 404-894-4265 
j gamer@athletics.gatech.edu 
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